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Dierkes, Ulrich (Bann)
Diestel, Reinhard (Oxford/GB)
Dietrich, Volker (Aachen)
"Dietz, Klaus (Tübingen)
Oietz, Rainer (Saarbrücken)
Dietzfelbinger, Martin (Dortmund)
Dinges, Hermann (Frankfurt)
Oixon, John D. (Ottawa/CANADA)
Dokken, Douglas Paul (St. Paul/USA)
Oolgachev, Igor (Ann Arbor/USA)
Dombrowski, Peter {Köln)
Van Dooren, Paul (Urbana/USA)
Doplicher, Sergio (Roma/l)
Doppel, Karl (Herlin)
Dorn, Oliver (Münster)
Dourdoumas, Nicolaus (Paderborn)
Doyen, J. (Bruxelles/B)
Orake, David A. (Eindhoven/NL)
Drasin, David (West Lafayette/USA)
Drees, Holger (Köln)
van den Dri~s, Lau P. D. (UrbanajUSA)
Droste, Manfred (Dresden)
Dubey, Andre (Lausanne/eH)
Duduchava, Roland (Tbilisi/REPUBLIC OF GEORGIA)
Duflo, Michel (Paris/F)
Dufresne, Francois (Lausanne-Dorigny/CH)
Dümbgen, Lutz (Heidelberg)
Dünger, Volker (Karlsruhe)
Dupont, Johan L. (Aarhus/DK)
Duzaar, Frank (Bonn)
Dziuk, Gerhard (Frei burg)

Ebbinghaus, He1nz-Dieter (Freiburg)
Ebeling, Wolfgang (Hannover)
Eberlein, Ernst (Freiburg)
Echterhoff, Siegfried (Paderborn)
Ecker, Klaus (Parkville/AUSTRALIA)

9*
20*
28*
7*
50
41
34*
10
3
45*
32*
44*
16*
6*
4
41
12
17*
17*
7*
10*, 52*
1*
3*
40
4*
29

40*
10*
15
38*
20
54

14
32*, 37
g*

6

20*
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Eckhoff, Jürgen (Dortmund) 22

Edelsbrunner, Herbert (Urbana/USA) 22*

I
Edixhoven, Bas (Rennes/F) 43

Efimov, Gari (Dubna/RUSSIA) 13*

Egawa, Yoshiml (Tokyo/JAPAN) 28*

Ehm, Werner (Heidelberg) 10

Eichhorn, Jürgen (Greifswald) 29*

Eichner, Gerrlt (Gießen) 50

~
Ein, Lawrence (Chicago/USA) 32*

( Elden, Lars (L1nköp1ng/S) 16*

f
Elfving, Tommy (Linköping/S) 16*

Ellingsrud, Geir (Oslo/N) 32

i
Elliott, David (Hobart, Tasmania/AUSTRALIA) 4*, 42*

~~~~:

-r-••; I

Elllott, George A. (Kobenhavn/DK)
.- ........ ' ~T"~ I

6*

Elliott, Peter D.T.A. (Boulder/USA) - .. ~. L~\~~

11*
~ ~~.

I

Elman, Howard (College Park/USA) 16*

Elschner, Johannes (Ber'in) 4* -

Elsken, Thomas (Osnabrück) 5

Elsner, Ludwig (Bielefeld) 16*
.. ~....

Embrechts, Paul (Zürich/eH) 40
:..~ .~~!

Endraß, Stephan (Erlangen) 54*
':_. ~,~.

Engelfriet, Peter (Amsterdam/NL) 18* . ~;.. "-
. Engell, Sebastian (Dortmund) 12*
Epple, Moritz (Mainz) "18*

Erdös, Paul (Budapest/H) 11, 28*

Ernst, Oliver (Stanford/USA) 16*

e Ershov, Vurü L. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA) 1*
Eschenburg, Jost-Hlnrich (Augsburg) 19*
Escher, Joachim (Basel/eH) 35*
Etheridge, Alison M. (Edinburgh/GB) 10*
Etzion, Tuvi (Hai fa/ISRAEL) 17*
van Eupen, Marijn (Eindhoven/NL) 17*
Evans, David E. (Swansea/GB) 6*, 27*
Evans, David M. (Norwich/GB) 1*
Ev"ans, Steven N. (Berkeley/USA) 45*

~
i'

J
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Fischer, Gerd (Düsseldorf)
Fittler, Robert (Berlin)
Fon-der-Flaass, Dmitir (London/GB)
Flaschka, Hermann (TucsonjUSA)
Fleischmann, Klaus (Berlin)
Flenner, Hubert (Göttingen)
Flensted-Jensen, Mogens (Frederiksberg/DK)
Fliess, Michel (Gif-sur-YvettejF)
Flockerzi, Dietrich (Würzburg)
Florian, August (SalzburgjA)
Flucher, Martin (Basel/CH)
Flum,Jörg (Frei burg)
Folkerts, Menso (München)
Folta, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Ford, George W. (Ann Arbor/USA)
Forys, Ursula (Warszawa/POLAND)
Foss, Serguei (Braunschweig)
Fouvry, Etienne (Orsay/F)
di Francesco, Philippe (Gif-sur-Yvette/F)
Frank, Andras (Budapest/H)
Frank, Mfchael (Leipzig)
Franke, Dieter (Hamburg)
Franke, Jürgen (Kaiserslautern)
Fraser, Craig (Toronto, Ontario/CANADA)
de Fraysseix, Hubert (Paris/F)
Fredenhagen, Klaus (Hamburg)
Frees, Edward W. (Madison/USA)
-Fremond, Michel (Charnps surMarne/F)
Freund, Roland w. (Murr~y H1ll/USA)
Frey, Andreas (Ulm)
Frey, Gerhard (Essen)
Friedlander, John B. (Scarborough, Ontario/CANADA)
Friedman, Avner (Minneapolis/USA)
Fritz, Joszef (Budapest/H)
Fritzsche, Klaus (Wuppertal)
Frohardt, Daniel (DetroitjUSA)
Fröhlich, Jürg M. (Zürich/eH)
Fruchard, August;n (Strasbourg/F)

37*
5*
36*
27
21*
32, 37*
8*
12*
12*
22*
20*, 23*", 30*
14

18

18

13*
50*
51*
11*
27*
28*
15
12*
52~. :.
18*-

34*
6

40*

25*
16*
51*
31, 43
11*

30
21*

37
36*
26*
5*
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Fuchs, Martin (Saarbrücken)
Fujiwara, Hidenori (Fukuoka-ken/JAPAN)
Fulea, Dan (Mannheim)
Fürer, Martin (University Park/USA)
Fursikov, Andre; V. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Furst, Merrick L. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Fusco, Giorgio (RomaiI)

Gadyl'shin, Rustem R. (Ufa/RUSSIA)
Gajewski, Herbert (Berlin)
Ga1di , .Gi ovanni P. (Ferrara/ I)
Galuzzi, Massimo (Milano/I)
Gamst, Jens (Bremen)
de Gandt, Francofs (Ivry/F)
Gantz, Christian (Oxford/GB)
Garcke, Harald (Brighton/GB)
Gardiner, Anthony (Birmingham/GB)
Gärtner, Jürgen (Berlin)
Gärtner, Klaus (Zürich/CH)
von zur Gathen, Joachim (Paderborn)
Gatica, Gabriel (Concepcion/CHILE)
Gauglhofer, Margret (St. Gallen/CH)
Gaul, Lothar (Stuttgart)
Gawedzki, Krzysztof (Bures-sur-Yvette/F)
van de Geer, Sara (Leiden/NL)
Geißer, Thomas (Münster)
Gekeler, Ernst-Ulrich (Saarbrücken)
Gelbrich, Götz (Greifswald)
Geman, Helyette (Cergy-Pontoise/F)
Georgii, Hans-Otto (München)
Gerber, Hans U. (Lausanne/CH)
Gerbracht, Eberhard H. A. (Braunschweig)
Getzler, Ezra (Cambridge/USA)
Geyer, Wulf-Qieter (Erlangen)
Giaquinta, Mariano (Firenze/I)
Gidas, Basilis C. (Providence/USA)
Giga, Yosh1kazu (Sapporo/JAPAN)
Gill, Richard D. (Utrecht/NL)

20*
8*
15
48*
24*
48*
23*

23*
46*
24*
18*
43
18*
29
30*
3*
21
46*
48*
42
53*
42*
26*
10*
31*
31, 43
54*
40*
21
40*
15
29*
31, 43*

20
21
24*
10*, 52*

•
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Gimbel J John (Fairbanks/USA) 28*

Ginibre J J. (Orsay/F) 35*

Giordano J Thierry (Ottawa/CANADA) 6

Giraudet J Michele (Le Mans/F) 3*

Girault J Vivette (Paris/F) 24*J 49*

Giuliani, Jean Pierre (Paris/F) 15

Giusti, ~arc (Palaiseau/F) 48*

Glemser, Helmut (Zürich/CH) 40*

~
Glover, Joseph (Gainesville/USA) 45*

Glowacki, Pawel (Wrocl aw/POLAND). 45*

Godin J Paul (Bruxelles/B) 35*

Godsil, Chris (Waterloo/CANADA) 2*

Godunov, Sergei K. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA) 16* ...,:

Goemans, Michel (Cambridge/USA) 34*

Goerss, Paul G. (Seattle/USA) 39*

Gohberg, Israel C. (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 4* .

Gol 'dscheid, Ilya (Bochum) 10*

Goldberg, Andrew v. (Stanford/USA) 34*

Goldberg, Moshe {Hai fa/ISRAEL) 16*

Gold;n J Sergey V. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA) 41*

Goldreich J Oded (Rehovot/ISRAEL) 48*

Goldston, Daniel A. (San Jose/USA) 11

Golub, Gene H. (Stanford/USA) 16

Golubev, Georgü K. (Mascaw/RUSSIA) 10~

Goovaerts J Marc J. (Heverlee/B) 40

Gardon J Eugen Israel (Nizhni Novgorod/RUSSIA) 5*

~
Gothen J Peter (Coventry/GB) 38

Gottlieb, Johannes (Karlsruhe) 41*

Göttsche J Lothar (Bann) 32*

Götz J Walter (Innsbruck/A) 41*

Götze J Friedrich (Bielefeld) 10*, 52*

Gough J John (Roma/I) 13

Grabosch, Annette (Tübingen) 53*

Graczyk J Pi otr. (Angers/F) 45*

Grädel, Erich (Aachen) 14*, 48*

Graf, Siegfried (Passau) 21*

Graham, Ivan G. (Bath/GB) 42*

Gramseh, Bernhard (Mainz) 4
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Grandell, Jan (Stockholm/S)
Grandjean, Etienne (Caen/F)
Grangeat, Pierre (Grenoble/F)
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor (Bengeo, Herts/GB)
Grauert, ~ans (Göttingen)
Gray, Brayton (Chicago/USA)
Gray, Jeremy John (London/GB)
Green, Barry William (Heidelberg)
Green, Peter J. (Bristol/GB)
Greenbaum, Anne (New York/USA)
Greenberg, Ralph (Orsay/F)
Greenlees, John Patrick C. (Sheffield/GB)
Greenwood, Priscilla (Vancouver/CANADA)
Grenfell, Bryan (Cambridge/GB)
Greven, Andreas (Erlangen)
Griebel, Michael (München)
Grigelionis, Bronius (Vilni~s/LITHUANIA)

Grigoriev,. Oima" A. (University Park/USA)
Grillakis, Manoussos (Ann Arbor/USA)
Grimmett, Geoffrey R. (Cambridge/GB)
Gritzmann,· Peter (Trier)
Grodal, Bi!git (Kobenhavns/DK)
Groeneboom~ Piet (Delft/NL)
Grohe, Martin (Frei burg)
Große, Werner (Göttingen)
Grosse-Brauckmann, Karsten (Meerbusch)
Grotowski, Joseph (Saarbrücken)
Grubb, Gerd (Kobenhavn/DK)
Grün, Günther (Bann)
Grunau, Hans-Ch~istoph (Bayreuth)
Grünbaum, Alberto (Berkeley/USA)
Grünbaum, F. Alberto (Berkeley/USA)
Grundhöfer, Theo (Würzburg)
Grunwald, Malte (Berlin)
Grüter, Michael (Saarbrücken)
Gu, Yuli (Hong Kong/HONG KONG)
Gubler, Walter (Zürich/eH)
Guesnerie, Roger (Paris/F)

40*
14*
41*
18*
37
39*
18*
43
41*
16*
31*
39*
10*, 52
50*
10*, 21*
46*, 49
40*
48*
35*
21
22*
g*

10*
14*
54
44*
20*
24*
30
24*
27*
41*
19, 36
21*
20
52*
15*, 43
g*
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Guieeiardini, Nieeolo (Milano/I)
Guido, Daniele (Roma/I)
Guillemin, Vietor W. (Cambridge/USA)
Guilmineau, Emmanuel (Nantes/F)
Gunn, Charlie (Berlin)
Gurevieh, Yuri (Ann Arbor/USA)
Gushehin, Alexander (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Gustafsson, Bertil (Uppsala/S)
Gustedt, Jens (Berlin)
Gutknecht, Martin H. (Zürich/eH)
Gwinner, Joaehim (Neubiberg)
Gyllenberg, Mats (Turku/SF)

Haag, Ulr;ch (Heidelberg)
Haagerup, Uffe (Odense/DK)
Habegger, Nathan (Nantes/F)
Hachenberger, D1rk (Augsburg)
Hackbusch, Wolfgang (Kiel)
Hadeler, Karl Peter (Tübingen)
Haemers, Willem H. (Tilburg/NL)
von Haeseler, Fritz (Bremen)
Hagerup, Torben (Saarbrücken)
Häggkvist, Roland (Umea/S)
Hähl, Hermann (Kiel)
Hahn, Joerg (Böblingen)
Haine, Luc (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Halin, Rudolf (Hamburg)
Hallin, Mare (Bruxelles/B)
Hambleton, Ian (Bann)
Hamilton, David H. (College Park/USA)
Hamilton, Richard (La Jolla/USA)
Hamm, Helmut Arend (Münster)
Hammond, Peter (Kiel)
Han, Gno-Hiu (Strasbourg/F)
Han Gno-Hiu, (Strasbourg/F)
Hanke, Martin (Karlsruhe)
Hans-Gill, Rajinder T. (Chandigarh/INDIA)
Haran, Dan (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)

18*
5*
29
46*
54
14*
52*
49*
34*
16*
42*
50*

6

6* -

38
17* '.

42, 46*, "49*
50*
17*
7*
34*
28*

:-:,.. ..

19*
54*
27

28*
52*
38

7*
35*
37*
9*
2

2

16*, 41*
22*
1*
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Harborth, Heiko (Braunschweig)
Harder, Günter (Bonn)
de la Harpe, Pierre (Geneve/CH)
Hart, Bradd (Hamilton/CANADA)
Harthong, Jacques (Strasbourg/F)
Hartlieb, Silke (Paderborn)
Hartmann, Thomas (Hannover)
Hasibeder, Günther (Wien/A)
Hasminski, Rafail Z. (Detroit/USA)
Hassell, Andrew (Cambridge/USA)
Haug, Frieder. (Tübingen)
Hausmann, Jean-Claude (Geneve/CH)
Hautus, Malo (Eindhoven/NL)
Hayman, Walter K. (Heslington, York/GB)

.Hazod, Wilfried (Dortmund)
He, Chunyang (Chemnitz)
Heath-Brown, Roger (Oxford/GB)
Heber, Jens (Chapell Hill/USA)
Heesterbeek, Hans (Wageningen/NL)
Heidler, Harald (Chemnitz)
Heil, Erhard (Darmstadt)
Heil, Matthias (Berlin)
Hein, Georg (Berlin)
Heinrich, Bernd (Chemnitz)
Heinrich, Katherine (Burnaby/CANADA)
Heintz, Joos (SantanderjE)
Heintze, Ernst (Augsburg)
Heinz, Andreas (Karlsruhe)
Heinz, Erhard (Göttingen)
Heinze, Steffen (Heidelberg)
Heinzner, Peter (Bochum)
Hejtmanek, H. Johann (Wien/A)
Helein, Freder1c (Cachan/F)
Helmke, Uwe (Regensburg)
Hella, Lauri (Helsinki/SF)
Hellerstein, Simon (Madison/USA)
Hellriegel, Barbara (Zürich/CH)
Helm, Martin (Mainz)

22*, 28*
43
.2* , 6*
1*
5*
48
42*
50*
10
29*
1*
38
12*
7

45*
16*
11*
19*
50*
4*
44
44*, 54
32
46*
28
48*
19
31, 43*

20
23*
37
5
20*
12*
14*
7

50*
11*

~,.,
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Hemforth, Frank (Bochum)
Hemker, Pieter W. (Amsterdam/NL)
Henk, Martin (Siegen)
Henke, Wolfgang (Köln)
Henn, Hans-Werner (Heidelberg)
Henrichs, Rolf-Wim (München)
Hens, Thorsten (Bonn)
Henson, C. Ward (Urbana/USA)
Henze, Norbert (Karlsruhe)
Hering, (hristoph H. (Tübingen)
Hermann, Carl Friedrich (Mannheim)
Herrero, Miguel (Madrid/E)
Herrlich, Frank (Karlsruhe)
Herrmann, George (Davos-Platz/CH)
Herrmann, Klaus (Paderborn)
H~rtrich-Jeromin, Udo (Berlin)
Herwig, Bernhard (Paris/F)
Hesselager, Ole (Copenhagen/DK)
Hesselmann, Margret (Haltern)
Hethcote, Herbert W. (Iowa City/USA)
Heuer, Norbert (Bremen)
Heusener, Michael (Siegen)
Heyer, Herbert (Tübingen)
Heywood, John G. (Vancouver/CANADA)
Higham, Nicholas J. (Manchester/GB)
Hildebrand, Adolf (Urbana/USA)
Hildebrandt, Stefan (Bann)
Hildenbrand, Werner (Bann)
Hilgert, Joachim (Clausthal-Zellerfeld)
Hilhorst, Danielle (Orsay/F)
H11l, Raymond (Salford/GB)
Hinderer, Karl (Karlsruhe)
Hinkkanen, Aimo (Urbana/USA)
Hinr1chsen, Dieder1ch (Bremen)
Hipp, Christian (Karlsruhe)
Hirschfeld, James (Brighton/GB)
Ho, Chat Vin (Ga1nesville/USA)
Hobart, Sylvia A. (Laramie/USA)

46
46
22*
44
39*
8

9*
5*
52*
3*
43
30
43*
33*
33*
44*
1*
40*
53
50*
42*
38

45
'24* , 49*
16*
11*
20*
9
8*
30*
17*
51*
7*
12*
40*
17*
17*
2
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Hochberg, Kenneth J. (Ramat-GanjISRAEL) 10*

Hochbruck, Marlis (Tübingen) 16*

Hodges, Wilfrid (London/GB) 1*

Hodkinson, Ian M. (London/GB) 14*

Hoffmann, Karl-Heinz (München) 25, 30

Hofmeier, Helmut (Saarbrücken) 15*

Högnäs, Göran (Abo/SF) 45*

Holland, W. Charles (Bowling Green/USA) 3* 4'1den Hollander, Frank (NijmegenjNL) 10*, 21*
I

Holtkamp, Ralf (Bochum) 15*

Hömberg, Dietmar (Berlin) 30*

Höpfner, Reinhard (Paris/F) 10*, 52*

c. Hopkins, Mike (Cambridge/USA) 39*

Hordijk, Arie (Leiden/NL) 51

Hornung, Ulrich (Neubiberg) 23*

Houzel, Christian (Paris/F) 18*

Hsiang, Wu Vi (Berkeley/USA) 22*

Hsiao, George C. (Newark/USA) 42*

Hua, Xinhou (Berlin) 7*

Huang, Senzhong (Tübingen) 15

Hubalek, Friedrich (Wien/A) 9

Huber, Annette (Münster) 15*, 31, 43*

Hübl, Reinhold (Regensburg) 43*

Huck, Andreas (Hannover) 28*

Huckleberry, Alan T. (Bochum) 37

Hudson, Robin L. (Nottingham/GB) 13* _:
Huet, Christian (Lausanne/CH) 33*

Hughes, C. Bruce (Nashville/USA) 38*

Hughes, Daniel R. (Fiesole/I) 17

Huisken, Gerhard (Tübingen) 20*, 44

Hulanicki, Andrzej (Wroclaw/POLAND) 8*

Hulek, Klaus (Hannover) 37*

Hummel, Christoph (Zürich/eH) 19*

Hungerbühler, Norbert (Frei burg) 35*

Hunton, John (Cambridge/GB) 39*

Huo, Yongzhong (München) 25*

Hurtubise, Jacques (Montreal/CANADA) 38*

Huson, Daniel (Bielefe)d) 22*, 54*
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Hutehinson, Joan P. (Silverthorne/USA) 28*

Hutter, Kolumban (Darmstadt) 33*

Huxley, Martin N. (Card1ff/GB) 11*

Huybrechts, Cecile (Bruxelles/B) 36*

Huybrechts, Daniel (Bann) 32

Iannelli, Mimmo (Povo/I) 50*

Ihara, Yasutaka (Kyoto/JAPAN) 31*--: Ikegami, Kozo (Yokohama/JAPAN) 33*

Ilchmann, Achim (Hamburg) 12*

Illies, Georg (Münster) 15*

Im Hof, Hans-Chr1stoph (Basel/eH) 22*

Imkeller, Peter (Besancon/F) 10*

Imrich, Wilfried (Leoben/A) 28*

Isakov, Victor (Wichita/USA) 30*

Isenberg, James (Eugene/USA) 35*

Isham, Valerie S. (Landon/GB) 50*

Ishikawa, Hiromasa (Sapporo/JAPAN) 33*

Isidori, Alberto (Roma/I) 12*
Ito, Tatsuro (Osaka-fu/JAPAN) 2*
Ivanov, Alexander A. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 2*, 36*

Ivanov, Alexander V. (Kiev/UKRAINE) 52*
Ivic, Aleksandar (Beograd/VU) 11* -

Iwaniec, Henryk (New Brunswick/USA) 11*
Izen, Steven H. (Cleveland/USA) 41*

e Jackowski, Stefan (Warszawa/POLAND) 39*
Jackson, Bill (London/GB) 28
Jacob, Niels (Erlangen) 4*
Jacquez, John A. (Ann Arbor/USA) 50*
Jaeger, Franco1s (GrenablejF) 2*, 28*
Jäger, Willi (Heidelberg) 23

'Jahnel, Jörg (Gött1ngen) 43
James, Gardon D. (London/GB) 2*
James, Joan.M. (Oxford/GB) 39
Jank, Gerhard (Aachen) 7
Jannsen, Uwe (Köln) 15
Janssen, Arnold (Düsseldarf) 52
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Janssen, Gerhard (Braunschweig)
Janssen, Jacques (Bruxelles/B)
Jeffrey, Lisa C. (Princeton/USA)
Jeganathan, Paramaraj (Ann ArborjUSA)"
Jehne, Wolfram (Köln)
Jeltsch, Rolf (Zürich/CH)
Jenkins, Joe W. (Albany/USA)
Jentsch, Lothar (Chemnitz)
Jeri san, Mi chael (Bann)
Jewell, William S. (Berkeley/USA)
Jiang, Song (Bann)
Johnson, Claes (Göteborg/S)
Johnson, Kenneth D. (AthensjUSA)
Johnson, Peter (Eindhoven/NL)
Johnston, Carolyn P. (Soca Raton/USA)
Jones, Sruce (lowa City/USA)
Jones, John D. S. (Coventry/GB)
JÖrgensen,. Palle E.T. (lowa City/USA)
Jost, Jürgen (Bochum)
Jullien, Vincent (Cachan/F)
Jung, Heinz Adolf (Berlin)
Jünger, Michael (Köln)
Junghanns, Peter (Chemnitz)
Jungnickel, Dieter (Augsburg)
Jurek, Zbign1ew J. (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Jürgens, Hartmut (Bremen)
Jutila, Matti (Turku/SF)

Kaas, Rob (AmsterdamjNL)
Kaashoek, Marinus A. (Amsterdam/NL)
Kagei, Yoshiyuki (Fukuoka/JAPAN)
Ka1manovich, Vadirn A. (Rennes/F)
Kaiser, Christian (Bonn)
Kaiser, Gabriele (Kassel)
Kaiser, Uwe (Siegen)
Kalik, Karl (Stuttgart)
Kallenberg, Lodewijk C.M. (Leiden/NL)
Kalmbach, Gudrun (Ulm)

15
40
29*
52*
31
46*, 49*

8

4*, 42*
9*
40
35*
49*
8

36*
8

40
38
8*, 13*
19*, 20*
18*
28*
34
42*
17
45*
54
11*

40
4*
24*
45*
43*

.' 53~

3~~ f(. ..
42*...

.. ~ J.:

51*
53*

4t'!
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Kaltofen, Erich (Troy/USA) 48*

Kamecke, Ulrich (Bann) 9*

Kaneko, Masanobu (Bann) 31

Kan1, Ernst (Kingston, Ontario/CANADA) 31, 43*

Kaniuth, Eberhard (Paderborn) 8

Kanove1, Vladimir G. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 5*

Kantor, William M. (Eugene/USA) 36

Kapitansk1~ Lev V~ (Manhattan/USA) 35*

~"
Kapitza, Hartrnut (Geesthacht) 46*

Kaplunov, Julius (München) 33*

Kappel,Franz (Graz/A) 12*

Karcher, Hermann (Bann) 44*
'-

Karlaff, Howard (Atlanta/USA) 34*

Karlovich, Yuri I. (Chemnitz) 4*
.~"., :-?~

Karpinski, Marek (Bann) 48*
.(,'?

~p'" .~"';~;

Kaufmann, Edgar (Siegen) 52*
z,:'.i:-"

Kaufmann, Michael (Tüb1ngen) 34*

Kaup, Burchard (Fr1bourg/CH) 37

Kaup, Ludger (Konstanz) 37
.- .~~?~

Kaup, W1lhelm (Tüb1ngen) 37

Kausz, Ivan (Köln) 15, 31*
~';t"'.

Kawahigashi, Yasuyuki (Tokyo/JAPAN) 6*
~\~ .

Kawazoe, Takeshi (Yokohama/JAPAN) 8*

Keane, Michael S. (Delft/NL) 21

Keel, Markus (Princeton/USA) 35*

Kegel, Otto H. (Frei burg) 3

e'> Keiding, Niels (KobenhavnjDK) 50 -

Ke1sler, H. Jerome (Mad1sqn/USA) 5*

Kella, Offer (New HavenjUSA) 51*

Kellerer, Hans G. (München) 10*

Kellerhals, Ruth (Bann) J 22*, 44*

Kelly, Frank P. (CambridgejGB) 51*

Kerber, Adalbert (Bayreuth) 2

Kerkhoven, Thomas (UrbanajUSA) 46*

Kersting, Götz-Dietrich (Frankfurt) 10*

Key, Jennifer D. (ClemsonjUSA) 17*

Khal khal i', Masoud (Heidel berg) 15

Kharitonov, Vladimir L. (Bremen) 12*
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Kharlamov, Vlatcheslav (Strasbourg/F)
Khesin, Saris (New Haven/USA)
Khmaladz€, Estate (Eindhoven/NL)
Khokhlov, Yurii s. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Khoromskij, Baris (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Kienzler, Reinhold (Bremen)
Kiming, Ian (Essen)
Kings, GUldo (Münster)
Kinski, Isalde (München)
Kirchberg, Eberhard (Berlin)
Kirman, Alan (San Domenico di Fiesole/I)
Klaassen, Chris A. J. (Amsterdam/NL)
Klainerman, Sergui (Princeton/USA)
Klaus, Stephan (Mainz)
Kleemann, Bernd (Berlin)
Klein, Abel (Irvine/USA)
Klein, Hauke (Kiel)
Klein, John R. (Bielefeld)
Klein, Philip N. (Pravidence/USA)
Kleiner, Bruce (Berkeley/USA)
Kleinjung, Thorsten (Bann)
Klepp, Franz-Karl (Bad Krazingen)
Klin, Mikhail H. (Beer-Sheva/ISRAEL)
Klingen, Norbert (Köln)
Klingenberg, Christian (Heidelberg)
Klötzler, Ralf (Leipzig)
Klumpp, Hans-Jaachim (München)
Klüppelberg, Claudia (Zürich/CH)
Knabner, Peter (Erlangen)
Knapp, Karlheinz (Wuppertal) ,
Knapp, Wolfgang (Tübingen)
Knarr, Norbert (Braunschwe1g)
Knebusch, Manfred (Regensburg)
Knieper, Gerhard (Augsburg)
Knobloch, Eberhard (Berlin)
Knobloch, Hans-Wilhelm (Würzburg)
Knörrer, Horst (Zürich/CH)
Knospe, Heiko (Köln)

38

27*
52*
45*
42*
33*

31
31*, 43*
53*
6*, 15

9*

52*
35

39

42*
21*
19*
38*
34*

19
43
44*
2*
43
49*

20*
33~~

40*
30*

39

3*
19*

1

44

18
12· ~.

26*
15*, 31*, 43*
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I, Koch) Helmut (Berlin) 31*

Koch, Herbert (Heidelberg) 35*

Köck, Bernhard (Karlsruhe) 31, 43*

I.

Köhler, Kai (Bann) 29*

Koenigsmann, Jochen (Konstanz) 1*

Köhler, Sybilla (Berlin) 18

"~.
Kohlmann, Peter (Dortmund) 44

I- - Kohnert, Axel (Bayreuth) 2

J Kolaitis, Phokion (Santa" Cruz/USA) 14*

-- Kolednik, Otmar (Leoben/A) 33*
."}

Kolk, Johan A. C. (Utrecht/NL) 8

Korneeh, Alexander I. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 4*

König, Heinz (Saarbrücken) 9*

Kopp, Peter Ekkehard (Hull/GB) 5*

Koren, Barry (Amsterdam/NL) 46*

Korostelev, Alexander P. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 10*

Kosarew, Siegmund (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 15, 37*

Koshizuka, Seiichi (Landon/GB) 46*

Katecky, Roman (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 21*

Koudjeti, Fouad (Groningen/NL) 5*

Koukinu, Flora (Cergy-Pontoise/F) 21*

Kowalski, Oldrich (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 44*

Kozlov, Vladimir A. (Linköping/S) 4*

Kozono, Hideo (Nagoya/JAPAN) . 24*

Krambeer, Andreas (Stuttgart) 51

eti Kramer, Linus (Würzburg) 19*

Krasa, Stefan (Champaign/USAf" 9*

Kratsch, Dieter (Rennes/F) 34*

Krätzel, Ekkehard (Jena) 11*

Kraus, Frantisek (Zürich/eH) 12*

Kreck, Matthias (Mainz) 38, 39

Kreiß, Jens-Peter (Braunschweig) 52*

Kreisselmeier, Gerhard (Kassel) 12*

Krejci) Pavel (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 25*

Krempl, Erhard (Erlangen) 33*

Krener, Arthur J. (Davis/USA) 12*

Kreß, Rainer (Göttingen) 4*, 42*

Kretzschmar, Mirjam (Bilthoven/NL) 50*
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Kreuzer, Alexander (München)
Kriete, Hartje (Göttingen)
Kröner, Dietmar (Freiburg)
Krupnik, Naum J. (Ramat Gan/ISRAEL)
Küchler, Uwe (Berlin)
Kuchment, Peter (Wichita/USA)
Kuhlmann, Franz-Viktor (Heidelberg)
Kuhlmann, Salma (Heidelberg)
Kuhn, Gabriella (Milano/I)
Kuhn, Günther (Erlangen)
Kühne, Regina (Braunschweig)
Kühnel, Wolfgang (Stuttgart)
Kümmerer, Burkhard (Tübingen)
Künnemann, Klaus (Münster)
Künsch, Hans Rudolf (Zürich/eH)
Kuperberg, Wlodzimierz (Auburn/USA)
Kupsch, Joachim (Kaiserslautern)
Kürsten, Klaus-Detlef (Leipzig)
Kurzhanski, Alexander B. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Kusner, Robert (Amherst/USA)
Kutoyants, Yurü (Le MansjF)
Kuwert, Ernst (Bann)
Kuzmin, Alexander G. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Kwakernaak, Huibert (Enschede/NL)

La Poutre, Han J.A. (Utrecht/NL)
van der Laan, Mark J. (Berkeley/USA)
Lachlan, Alistair H. (Burnaby/CANADA)
Lachner, Dieter (München)
Laine, Ilpo (Joensuu/SF)
Landgev, Ivan (Salford/GB)
Landvogt, Erasmus (Köln)
Lang, Urs (Zürich/eH)
Lange, Ehler (Bremen)
Lange, Herbert (Erlangen)
Langer, Andreas (Köln)
Langer, Ulrich (Linz/A)
Langley, James Kevin (Nottingham/GB)

3*
7*
24*, 46*, 49*, 54

4*
40*, 52*

41*
1*
5* 'I"'

8 -) ~42*
19*

.;

19, 44
6*
43*
10*
22*
13*
15*
12*
44*
10*, 52*
20*
49*
12*

34*
52* ~,
1*
33*
7*
17*
15*, 43*

44*
54*
43*
31*
42*, 46

7*
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Langsetmo, Lisa A. (DetroitjUSA)
Larman, David G. (London/GB)
Laskowski, Michael Chris (College Park/USA)
Lasser, Rupert (Lübeck)
Lasserre, Jean Bernard (Toulouse/F)
Last, Günter (Braunschweig)
Laszlo, Yves (Talence/F)
Laue, Reinhard (Bayreuth)
Laugwitz, Detlef (Darmstadt)
Lautemann, Clemens (Mainz)
Lauther, Ulrich (München)
Lavrentieva, 019a (Essen)
Lazarov, Rajco D. (College Station/USA)
Le Potier, Joseph (Paris/F)
LeVeque, Randall J. (Boulder/USA)
Lee, earl W. (Lexington/USA)
Lee, Chun Nip (Evanston/USA)
Lee, Ronnie (New HavenjUSA)
Lefevre, Claude (BruxellesjB)
Lehmann, Oetlev (Zürich/eH)
Lehmkuhl, Thomas (Regensburg)
Lehn, Jürgen (Darmstadt)
Lehn, Manfred (Bielefeld)
Leinen, Felix (Mainz)
Leininger, Wolfgang (Dortmund)
Leivant, Daniel (BloomingtonjUSA)
Leopold, Hans-Gerd (Jena)
Lepski, o. (Ber11 n)
Lesch, Matthias (Augsburg)
Leschke, Hajo (Erlangen)
Letac, Gerard (ToulausejF)
van de Leuf, Jahan W. (Utrecht/NL)
leuzinger, Enrica (Zürich/CH)
levenshte1n, Vlad1mir I. (MoscowjRUSSIA)
Levi, Ran (Heidelberg)
Levin, Siman A. (Princeton/USA)
levit, Saris (Utrecht/NL)
Levitas, Valery I. (Hannover)

39
22*
1*
45*
51*
51*
32*

2*
5

14*
34
25
46*
32*
46*
22*

39*
38*
50*

26*
15
50
32
3*
9*
14*
4*
10*

29*
13*
45*
27*
19*, 44
2* ,

39*
50*

10, 52*
33*
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Lewitt, Robert M. (Philadelphia/USA)
Li, Jun (StanfordjUSA)
Lieb, Ingo (Bann)
Liebau, Frank (Berlin)
Liebeck, Martin W. (LondonjGB)
Liebler, Robert A. (Fort CollinsjUSA)
Liese, Friedrich (Rostock)
Liestmann, Maria (München)
Lin, Fanghua (New YorkjUSA)
Lin, Xiao-Biao (RaleighjUSA)
Lin, Xiaodong (TorontojCANADA)
Lindblad, Hans (PrincetonjUSA)
Lindsay, ~. Martin (NottinghamjGB)
van Lint, Jacobus H. (EindhovenjNL)
Lippmann, Horst (München)
Liu, Yong (MinneapolisjUSA)

. Lobry, Claude (NicejF)
Loday, Jean-Louis (StrasbourgjF)
Loeb, Peter A. (UrbanajUSA)
Looijenga, Eduard J.N. (Utrecht/NL)
Lopez-Mimbela, Jose A. (Frankfurt)
Lorenz, Falko (Münster)
Loring, Terry A. (AlbuquerquejUSA)
Lütt, John (Ann ArborjUSA)
Louis, Alfred K. (Saarbrücken)
Lovasz, Laszlo (New HavenjUSA)
Low, Mark (PhiladelphiajUSA)
Löwe, Harald (Braunschweig)
Löwe, Stefan (Braunschweig)
Löwen, Rainer (Braunschwe1g)
Lu Yun Gang, (BarijI)
Lübke, Martin (LeidenjNL)
Lubotzky, Alex (JerusalemjISRAEL)
Lucht, Lutz (Clausthal-Zellerfeld)
Lück, Wolfgang (Mainz)
Lückel, Joachim (Paderborn)
Luckhaus, Stephan (Bann)
Ludwig, Jean (MetzjF)

41*

32*
37
46*
3*
36*
52*

12*

20
23*

40*
35*

13

17
33*

30*

5

38
5*
32*
10
15
6*

29*

41*
28*
10*, 52*

19*

2*
19*

13*

32
3*

11*

15*, 29*, 38

12*
20*, 23*, 30

8

4t1
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Ludyk, Günter (Bremen) 12

Lumer, Gunter (Mons/B) 5*

Lunardon, Guglielmo (Napoli/I) 36

Lunze, Jan (Hamburg) 12*

Luschgy, Harald (Münster) 52*

Lustig, Martin (Bochum) 3*

!
Lütkebohmert, Werner (Ulm) 43*

~"\
Lutz, Robert (Mulhouse/F) 5*

Luxemburg, Wim A. J. (Pasadena/USA) 5

Lynch, James (Potsdam/USA) 14*

Ma, Siu-Lun (SingaporejSINGAPORE) ;1·7*

van Maanen, Jan A. (Groningen/NL) 18* .:--" . _.~

Maaß, Peter (Potsdam) 41*

MacCamy, Richard C. (Pittsburgh/USA) 42* <"~ • ...,::-

Macintyre, Angus John (Oxford/GB) l'

Mackenzie, John A. (GlasgowjGB) 46* .-

MacPherson, H. Dugald (London/GB) 1* 3* "'';:; ..••..r

Mader, Wolfgang (Hannover) 28* -

Madsen, Ib (Aarhus/DK) 38 4~~

Madych, Wolodymyr R. (Storrs/USA) 41* ..;..~:
.-'
~

Maennel, Hartmut (Eichstätt) 15 ·s-
Maes, Christian (Heverlee/B) 21* ~:

Magard, Kay (Detroit/USA) 36*

Magill, Michael (Los Angeles/USA) 9*

e Magliveras, Spyros s. (Lincoln/USA) 17*

Magnen, Jacques (Palaiseau/F) 26*

Magri, Franeo (Milano/I) 27*

Mahowald, Mark (Evanston/USA) 39

Maier, Helmut (Ulm) 11*

Maischak, Matthias (Hannover) 42*

Maitre, Jean-Francois (EcullY/F) 46*

Major, Peter (Budapest/H) 21*

Makai, Endre (Budapest/H) 22*

Makowsky, Janos A. (Hai fa/ISRAEL) 14*

·van Maldeghem, Hendrik (Gent/B) 19*

Malek, Josef (Bann) 24*

Malet, Antoni (La Jolla/USA) 18*
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Malle, Gunter Martin (Heidelberg) 31*
Malyshev, Vadim A. (Le ChesnayjF) 51*
Mammen, Enno (Berlin) 10*, 52*
Mammitzsch, Volker (Marburg) 40*
Mandl, Petr (PrahajCZECH REPUBLIC) 40*
Manetti, Marco (PisajI) 32*
Mani -Levitska, Peter' (Bern/CH) 22* Jl
Mann, Avinoam (Oxford/GB) 3*

.~Manteuffel, Tom A. (Los AlamosjUSA) 16* -Marcia, Analisa (FirenzejI)
Maremonti, Paolo (PotenzajI) 24*
Marion, Martine (EcullyjF) 24*
Marker, David (ChicagojUSA) 1*
Markfort, Annette (Paderborn) 8*
Markoe, Andrew (LawrencevillejUSA) 41*
Marohn, Frank (Eichstätt) 52*
Marron, James Stephen (Chapel Hill/USA) 10*
Marten, Wolfgang (Edewecht) 15
Martin, Paul A. (ManchesterjGB) 42*
Martin-Löf, Anders (Stockholm/S) 40* IDi Martino, Lino (Milano/I) 36
März, Roswitha (Berlin) 53

~Mas-Colell, Andreu (CambridgejUSA) g*

Masbaum, Gregor (ParisjF) 15, 38 IMason, David M. {NewarkjUSA} 52*
Mastroianni, Giuseppe {Potenza/I} 4*
Masuda, Kyuya (TokyojJAPAN) 24 -,
Mathe, Peter (Berlin) 10*
Mattner, Lutz (Hamburg) 52*
Matzat, B.Heinrich {Heidelberg} 31*
Mauclaire, Jean-Loup (Paris/F) 11*
Mayer, Claus-Dieter (Düsseldorf) 52*
Mayer, Günter (Rostock) 16*
Mazzeo, Rafe R. (Stanford/USA) 29*
McCallum, William G. (Tucson/USA) 31*
McClure, Jim (West LafayettejUSA) 39

McCrudden, Michael (Manchester/GB) 45*
McKay, Brendan (CanberrajAUSTRALIA) 28*
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McLean, William (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 4

McMullen, Peter (London/GB) 22*

Meester, Ronald (Utrecht/NL) 21*

I
Mehlhorn, Kurt (Saarbrücken) 34*

Mehrmann, Volker (Chemnitz) 16*

Meirmanov, Anvarbek {Covilha/P) 25*

Meister, Andreas (Basel/CH) 15*

J - Meister, Erhard (Darmstadt) .4

Meixner, Thomas (Gießen) 36

Melrose, Richard B. (Cambridge/USA) 29*

Mengersen, Ingrid (Braunschweig) 53

Menshikov, Mikhail V. (Minneapolis/USA) 21*

Merel, Loic (Paris/F) 31*, 43*

Messager, Alain (Marseille/F) 21*

Messmer, Margit (Mishawaka/USA)
.,~'

Methfessel, Cordelia (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 11* '.!

Metsch, Klaus (Gießen) 17*

Meurant, Gerard (Villeneuve St.Georges/F) 16*

Meyer auf der Heide, Friedhelm (Paderborn) 48*

Meyer-Spasche, Rita (Garching) 53*

Micali, Silvio (Cambridge/USA) 48*

Micallef, Maria J. (Coventry/GB) 44*

Michalicek, Johannes (Hamburg)
15* _.

Michel, Franck (Nice/F) 5-

Michel, Joachim (Bann) 37*

e Miersemann, Erich (Leipzig) 20

Mikelic, Andro (VilleurbannejF) 23*

Mikhailov, Serguei E. (Stuttgart) 42*

Milbrodt, Hartmut (Köln) 52

Miles, Joseph B. (UrbanajUSA) 7*

Milner, Fabio A. (West Lafayette/USA) 50*

I Milstein, Grigori (Berlin) 10

JI

Miltersen, Kristian (Odense/DK) 9*

Minami, Norihiko (Tuscaloosa/USA) 39*

Mitchell, Steve (Seattle/USA) 39*

Mitsumatsu, Yoshihiko (LyonjF) 38

Mitzutani, Tadayoshi (Urawa/JAPAN) 38

Miwa, Tetsuji (KyotojJAPAN) 27
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Miyakawa, Tetsuro (Fukuoka/JÄPAN)
Miyazawa, Masakiyo (Chi ba/JAPAN)
Moeller, R.G. (Reykjavik/IS)
van Moerbeke, P1erre (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Mohar, Sojan (LjubljanajSLOVENIA)
Mohari, Anilesh (Roma/I)
Mohnke, Klaus (Berlin)
Molchanov, Vladimir F. (Tambov/RUSSIA)
Molenaar, Hans (Delft/NL)
Mollison, Denis (EdinburghjGB)
Monegato, Giovanni (lorino/I)
Monsour, Christopher J. (Chicaga/USA)
Montgamery, Hugh L. (Ann Arbor/USA)

. Maonen, Boudewijn (Bann)
Moarhouse; G. Eric (Laramie/USA)
Marino, Luigi (Rama/I)
Morazav, Alexei (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Morris, Alun o. (Aberystwyth, Dyfed/GB)
Morton, Keith W. (Oxford/GB)
Moscovici, Henri (Calumbus/USA)
Maser, Thomas (Regensburg)
Mosler, Karl (Hamburg)
Motahashi, Yoichi (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Mozes, Shahar (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Mues, Erwin (Hannover)
Mühlherr, Bernhard (Tübingen)
Mukherjea, Arunava (Tampa/USA)
Mulase, Motohico (Davis/USA)
Mulder, Henry Martyn (Rotterdam/NL)
Müller, Gerd (Mainz)
Müller, Ingo (Berl;n)
Müller, Johannes (Tübingen)
Müller, Marlene (Berlin)
Müller, Peter C. (Wuppertal)

. Müller, Peter (Erlangen)
Müller, Sigrid (Siegen)
Müller, Stefan (Fre1burg)
Müller, Werner (Bann)

24
51*
3
27*
28*
13
38

8*
46*
50*
4*
2
11*
15
17*, 36*

42*
27*

2
46*, 49
29*
15, 43
51
11*
19*
7
19*, 36*

45
27*
28*
37* .

25*, 33*

50*
10*
12*

36*

9*
20*, 23*

29
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Müller-Funk, Ulrich (Münster)
Müller-Stach, Stefan (Essen)
Mullin, Ronald C. (Waterloo/CANAOA)
Munack, Axel (Braunschwe1g)
Munemasa, Akihiro (Fukuoka/JAPAN)
Munkholm, Hans J. (Odense/OK)
Munoz Oe Ozak, Myriam (Santafe de Bogota 6/COLOMBIA)
Munro, Ian (Waterloo, Ontario/CANADA)
Munz, Claus-Dieter (Karlsruhe)
Murphy, Gerard J. (Cork/IRELAND)
Musio, Monica (Mulhouse/F)
Mutzel, Petra (Köln)
Muzychuk, Mikhail E. (Ramat-Gan/ISRAEL)

Nabben, Reinhard (Bie1efe1d)
Nachtigal, Noe1 M. (Oak Ridge/USA)
Nagata, Wayne (Vancouver/CANADA)
Nahm, Werner (Bonn)
Naimark, 01e9 B. (MetzjF)
Najar, Jerzy (München)
Nakamura, Hiroaki (Kyoto/JAPAN)
Nart, Enric (Be1laterra, Barcelona/E)
Nasel1, Ingemar (StockholmjS)
Nash-Wi11iams, Cr;spin S.J.A. (Reading/GB)
Natroshvili, Oavid (Tbilisi/GEORGIA)
Natterer, Frank (Münster)
Nayatani, Shin (Bann)
Nazarov, Serguei (St. PetersburgjRUSSIA)
Neave, Edwin H. (Kingston, ONTARIOjCANADA)
Neeb, Karl-Hermann (Erlangen)
Nefedov, Niko1ai (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Nehring, Thomas (Heidelberg)
Nekovar, Jan (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Ne~muth, Manfred (WienjA)
Nesetril, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Nesin, Ali (Ankara/TURKEV)
Nest, Ryszard (KobenhavnjOK)
Netsch, Thomas (Bremen)

52*

32

17*
12
2*
38*

5*
34*
49*
6

5

34*

2*

16*
16*
24*
27
33*
33*

31*
J1

50*

28
42*
41*
44*
24*, 42*
40*

8*
23*
20*

31*
9*
28*
1*
6*
54*

. I·

.. ::
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Neubüser, Bernhard (Paris/F)
Neubüser, Joachim (Aachen)
Neuenschwander, Daniel (Biel-Bienne/eH)
Neuhaus, Georg (Hamburg)
Neuhaus, Walther (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Neukirch, Jürgen (Regensburg)
Neumaier, Arnold (Murray Hill/USA)
Neumann, Michael (Berlin)
Neumann, Michael (Storrs/USA)
Neumann, Peter M. (Oxford/GB)
Neuss, Maria (Heidelberg)
Newelski, Ludomir (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Ney, Peter E. (Madison/USA)
Nichols, Nancy (Reading/GB)
Niederdrenk-Felgner, Cornelia (Tübingen)
Niethammer, Barbara (Bonn)
Niethammer, Wilhelm (Karlsruhe)
Nijmeijer, Henk (Enschede/NL)
Nikolaus, Johannes (Siegen)
Nisan, Noam (Jerusalem)
Noelle, Sebastian (Bann)
Norton, Simon (Cambridge/GB)
Nostrand, Barbara (North York/CANADA)
Notbohm, Dietrich (Göttingen)
Nour-Eldin, Hassan A. (Wuppertal)
Novotny, Antonin (La Garde/F)
Nussbaum, Michael (Berlin)

O'Brien, Ellen M. (Ottawa/CANADA)
O'Grady, Kieran (Rama/I)
Obata, Nabuaki (Nagoya/JAPAN)
Oberaigner, Eduard R. (Leaben/A)
Oberguggenberger, Michael (Innsbruck/A)
Oberknapp, Bernd (Bann)
Ockendon, John R. (Oxford/GB)
Ocneanu, Adrian (University Park/USA)
Odlyzko, Andrew M. (Murray Hill/USA)
Öktem, Ozan (Stockholm/S)

15
3
45*
52*
40*
31, 43*

16*
10*
16*

1* 3*

23

1*
10*
16*
53*

30

16
12*
7
48*
49*
2*, 36*
22*
38, 39*

12
24*

10, 52*

8
32*
45*
33*
5*

54*
30*

6*

11*
41

--

t
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Oeljeklaus, Eberhard (Bremen)
Oelsehläger, Karl (Heidelberg)
Oikkonen, Juha (HelsinkijSF)
Okonek, Christian (Zürich/eH)
Oleinik, Olga A. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Olive, David (Swansea/GB)
Oliver, Robert (Villetaneuse/F)
01sder, Geert Jans (DelftjNL)
Olson, Tim (Hanover/USA)
0'Malley, Jr., Robert E. (SeattlejUSA)
Ooe, Takeshi (Mannheim)
Ortmann, Armin (Berlin)
Ossa, Erieh (Wuppertal)
Osswald, Horst (München)
Otal, Jean-Pierre (LyonjF)
Ott, Udo (Braunschweig)
Otte, Joachim (Kiel)
Otto, Felix (Bann)
ütto, Martin (Aachen)

Pach, Janos (BudapestjH)
Pacholski, Leszek (Orsay/F)
Padula, Mariarosaria (FerrarajI)
Palamodov, Viktor P. (MoscowjRUSSIA)
Palfy, Peter P. (Budapest/H)
Paljutin, Evgenii A. (NovosibirskjRUSSIA)
Palmieri, John (MinneapolisjUSA)
Panjer, Harry H. (Waterloo/CANADA)
Panza, Marko (Geneve/CH)
Pap, Gyula (Debrecen/H)
Pardon, William L. (DurhamjUSA)
Parker, Christopher W. (BirminghamjGB)
Parker, June M. (Hul1/GB)
Partrat, Christian (Villeurbanne/F)
Pasechnik, Dmitrii V. (NedlandsjAUSTRALIA)
Pasini, Antonio (SienajI)
Passer1ni,Arianna (FerrarajI)
Patch, Sarah (MinneapolisjUSA)
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5*
32, 37*

23*
27*
38*, 39

12*
41*
23*
43
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39
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2
19*
30*
14*
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14 _i·-··

24*
41*

3
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45*
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5
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Patoor, M. Etienne (Metz/F) 25*

Pecher, Hartmut (Wuppertal) 35*

Pedersen, Erik Kjaer (Bonn) 38*

Pedersen, Gert K. (Copenhagen/DK) 6

Pedersen, Niels Vigand (Copenhagen/DK) 8*

Pedit, Franz (Amherst/USA) 44*

Pedroni, Marco (Milano/I) 27

Peiffer, Jeanne (Paris/F) 18

Peitgen, Heinz-Otto (Bremen) 54 e J
Pemantle, Robin (MadisoD/USA) 21*

Penney~ Richard C. (West Lafayette/USA) 8*

Penzel, Frank (Darmstadt) 4

Peraire, Yves (Aubiere/F) 5*

Perelli~.Alberto (Genova/I) 11*

Perl es, Micha A. (Jerusalem/ISRAEL) 22*

Pet~rnell, Thomas (Bayreuth) 37*

Peterzil, Yaacov (Oxford/GB) 1

Petridis, Yiannis N. (Bann) 29

Peyret, Rager (Nice/F) 24*

Pfanzag1, Johann' (Kö1n) 52

Pfister, Albrecht (Mainz) 43

Pfister, Charles-Edouard (Lausanne/CH) 21*

Pham, Quang-Vu (Essen) 43

Phelps, Kevin (Auburn/USA) 17*

Piazza, Paolo (Rama/I) 29*

Picard, Dominique (Paris/F) 10*

Picard, Philippe (Villeurbanne/F) 40*, 50* eJ
Pickenhain, Sabi~e (Cottbus) 20*

Pidcock, Michael K. (Oxford/GB) 41*

Pieper, Herbert (Berlin) 18*

Pieper-Seier, Irene (Oldenburg) 53*

Pileckas, Kanstantin (Paderborn) 24*

Pillay, Anand (Natre Dame/USA) 1*

Pimsner, Mihai (Philadelphia/USA) 6*

Pinkall, Ulrich (Berlin) 44, 54*

Pinzar1, Claudia (Rama/I) 6*

Pisier, G. (Paris/F) 6*

P1sztora, Agoston (New York/USA) 21*
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Plato, Robert (Berlin)
Plemmons, Robert J. (Winston-Salem/USA)
Plesko-Meier, Hanna' (Fällanden/CH)
Pless, Vera (Chicago/USA)
Podczeck, Konrad (Wien/A)
Poech, Max-H. (Neumünster)
Pötzelberger, Klaus (WienjA)
Poguntke, Detlev (Bielefeld)
Point, Francoise (Mons/B)
Poizat, Bruno (Villeurbanne/F)
Pollett, Philip K. (Brisbane, Queensland/AUSTRALIA)
Polster, Burkard (Christchurch/NEW ZEALAND)
Polterovich, Leonid V. (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)

Polthier, Konrad (Berlin)
Pommerenke, Christian (Berlin)
Ponomaryov, Igor (Wichita/USA)
Ponosov, Arkadii V. (Bochum)
Pott, Alexander (Augsburg)
Praeger, Cheryl E. (Nedlands/AUSTRALIA)
Prest, Mike (Manchester/GB)
Prestel, Alexander (Konstanz)
Priddy, Stewart B. (Evanston/USA)
Primicerio, Mario (Firenze/I)
Priwitzer, Barbara (Tübingen)
Procesi, Claudio (Rama/I)
Prömel, Hans Jürgen (Bann)
Prößdorf, Siegfried (Berlin)
Przebinda, Tomasz (Norman/USA)
Puglisi, Drazio (Povo/I)
Pukhnachav, Vladimir V. (Navasibirsk/RUSSIA)

Pulvirent1, Maria (Rama/I)
Puppe, Valker (Konstanz)
Puschnigg, Michael (Heidelberg)
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Quinta, Er;e Todd (Medford/USA)
Quinzii, Martine (Davis/USA)
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16*
53*
17*
9*
33*
52
8*
1*

51*
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44*
44, 54*

7*
41*
5

17*·

2*, 3*

1*
1
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19*
27
28*
4*, 42*

8*
3*
24*
24*
38
6, 15

3* 36*,
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41*
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Rabinovich, Vladimir S. (Rostov-on-Don/RUSSIA)
Rabinowitz, Paul H. (Madison/USA)
Racke, Reinhard (Konstanz)
Rademacher, Hans-Bert (Leipzig)
Radulescu, Florian (Berkeley/USA)
Raeburn, lain (Newcastle/AUSlRALIA)
Ramm, Alexander G. (Manhattan/USA)
Ranicki, Andrew A. (Edinburgh/GB)
Rankin, Robert A. (GlasgowjGB)
Rannacher, Rolf (Heidelberg)
Ratcliff, Gail (St. LouisjUSA)
Rathsfeld, Andreas (Berlin)
Rausch, Ulrich (Marburg)
Rautmann, Reimund (Paderborn)
Ravenel, Douglas (RochesterjUSA)
Ray, Nigel "(Manchester/GB)
Recio, lamas (Santander/E)
Reckziegel, Helmut (Köln)
Reeken, Michael (Wuppertal)
Rees, Elmer G. (Edinburgh/GB)
Reichel, Lothar (Kent/USA)
Reinders, Martin (Hannover)
Reineke, Joachim (Hannover)
Reinhard J Jean-Mar1e (Bruxelles/B)
Reischuk, Rüdiger (Lübeck)
Reiß, Rolf-Dieter (Siegen)
Remmert, Reinhold (Münster)
Renault, Jean N. (Orleans/F)
Rentz~ReichertJ Henrik (Stuttgart)
Rentzsch, Christian (lübingen)
Resetnjak J Jurie G. (Navosibirsk/RUSSIA)
de Resmini J Marialuisa (Rama/I)
Richardson, Sylvia (Villejuif/F)
Richter, Bruce (Ottawa/CANADA)
Rieder J Andreas (Saarbrücken)
Rieder, Ulrich (Ulm)
Riemenschn~ider, Oswald (Hamburg)
Righter J Rhonda (Santa Clara/USA)

4*
20*
35*
19, 44*

6

6*
4* 41*,
38
11*
24*, 46*, 49*

8*

4*
11*
24*, 49*

39

39*
48*

44
5*
38
16*
7*

1
40

48*
10*, 52*
37
6

49*
45*
20
17*

50*

28*
41*
51*
37
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Ringel, Gerhard (Santa Cruz/USA)
Rippen, Philip J. (Milton Keynes/GB)
Risch, Uwe (Magdeburg)
Ritov, Jaceb (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Ritter, Harald (Frankfurt)
Ritter, Jim (Paris/F)
Ritter, Jürgen (Augsburg)
Ritz, Barbara (Garching)
Rivkind, Valeri,Jacob (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Rjasanow, Sergej (Kaiserslautern)
Robertson, Neil (Columbus/USA)
Roch, Steffen (Chemnitz)
Rodenkirchen, Jürgen (Paderborn)
Rodrigues, Jese-Francisco (Lisboa/P)
Roe, John (Oxford/GB)
Roero, Clara Silvia (Torino/I)
Roesner, Karl G. (Darmstadt)
Rogers, Leonard C.G. (Bath/GB)
Rogers, Robert C. (BlacksburgjUSA)
Rognes, John (Oslo/N)
Rohde, Steffen (Ann Arbor/USA)
Rolshausen, Klaus (StrasbourgjF)
Rolski, Tomasz (WroclawjPOLAND)
Ronan, Mark A. (Chicago/USA)
Roos, Hans-Görg (Dresden)
ROQuette, Peter (He1delberg)
Rordam, Mikael (OdensejDK)
Rosehr, Nils (Kiel)
Rösler, Margit (München)
Ross;, John F. (Blacksburg/USA)
Rossmann, Wulf T. (OttawajCANADA)
Rost, Markus (Regensburg)
Rothmaler, Philipp (Kiel)
Rothschild, Bruce L. (Bielefeld)
de Rougemont, Michel (OrsayjF)
Rowe, David E. (Ma1nz)
Rowley, Peter (Manchester/GB)
Rubin, Karl (ColumbusjUSA)

28*
7*
46*

52*
'48*

18
31*
53*
49*

42*
28*
4*
24

'30*

38*
18*

24*
10*

25*
38

7*
43
51*
19*

46*
31
6*
19

45*
7*
8*

43

1*
28*

14*
18*

36*
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Rudyak, Yulii B. (Heidelberg)
Rumin, Michel (Orsay/F)
Rumpf, Nartin (Freiburg)
Rupp, Rudolf (Karlsruhe)
Ruppert, Wolfgang M. (Erlangen)
Rüschendorf, Ludger (Freiburg)
Rush, Jason A. (SeattlejUSA)
Ruzicka, Michael (Bann)
Ruzsa, Imre Z. (BudapestjH)
Rybko, Alexandre N. (MoscowjRUSSIA)

Sabidussi, Gert (MontrealjCANADA)
Sadofsky, Hal (BaltimorejUSA)
Sadowski, Tomasz (LublinjPOLAND)
Safra, .Shmuel (Jerusalem)
Sahi, Siddhartha (New BrunswickjUSA)
Saint Jean Paulin, Jeannine (MetzjF)
Salem, Eliane (ParisjF)
Sa1i, Attila (BudapestjH)
Saloff-Coste, Laurent (ToulousejF)
Salvi; ~odolfo (MilanojI)
Salzmann, Helmut R. (Tübingen)
Samborski, Sergei N. (CaenjF)
Samuelsson, Klas (StockholmjS)
Sanchez-Pedreno, Salvador (MurciajE)
Sander, Jürgen W. (Hannover)
Sändig, Anna-Margarete (Stuttgart)
Sandmann, Klaus (Bann)
Sandstede, Björn (Berlin)
dos Santos, Antonio F. (LisboajP)
Saranen, Jukka (OulujSF)
Sarazin, Regina (Bochum)
Sari, Tewfik (La RochellejF)
Sarychev, Andrej V. (Aveiro/P)
Saupe, Dietmar (Freiburg)
Sauter, Stefan (Kiel)
Sauvigny, Friedrich (Cottbus)
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38

29
24*, 54*
7*
43*
52
22~

24*
11*, 45*
51*

28*
39*
33*
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8*
23*
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45*
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42*
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4*, 42*
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5
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Saxl, Jan (Cambridge/GB) 2*

Scalia-Tamba, Gianpaala (Rama/I) 50*

Scarlatt;, Sergio (L'Aquila/I) 5

Schaal, Werner (Marburg) 11

Schachermayer, Walter (Wien/A) 9*, 40*

Schachinger, Werner (Wien/A) 9

Schäl, Manfred (Bann) 51*

Schappacher, Narbert (Bann) 31, 43*

Scharf, Thomas (Bayreuth) 2

Scharlau, Rudolf (Dortmund) 2*, 19, 22

Schaßberger, Ralf (Braunschweig) 51

Schätzle, Reiner (Bann) 30*

Scheja, Günter (Tübingen) 37

Schenzle, Dieter (Tübingen) 50*

Scherer, Carsten W. (Delft/NL) 12*

Schick, Thomas (Mainz) 15*

Schieweck, Friedhelm (Magdeburg) 49*

Schinzel, Andrzej (Warszawa/POLAND) 11*.

Schinzel, Britta (Freiburg) 53*

Schirmer, Pedro (Bann) 35*

Schlacher, Kurt (Linz-Auhof/A) 12

Schlatter, Andreas (Zürich/eH) 35

Schlichting, Günter (München) 3, 8*

Schmeidler, Oavid (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 9

Schmidli, Hanspeter (Aarhus/DK) 40*

e Schmidt, Alexander (Heidelberg) 31*

Schmidt, Alfre~ (Freiburg) 30*, 54*

Schmidt, Claus-Günthe~ (Karlsruhe) 31, 43

Schmidt, Gunther (Berlin) 42*

Schmidt, Klaus D. (Dresden) 40*

Schmidt, Volker (Ulm) 40*, 51*

Schmitt, Peter (W1en/A) 22*

Schmüdgen, Konrad (Leipzig) 6

Schneider, Ivo H. (München) 18
i

1

1
Schneider, Klaus R. (Berl in) 12*, 23*

~
Schneider, Michael (Bayreuth) 32*, 37

Schneider, Peter (Köln)" 15, 31

Schneider, Reinhold (Darmstadt) 4*, 42*
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Schneider, Rolf (Freiburg) 22
Schnorr, Claus-Peter (Frankfurt) 48*
Schock, Eberhard (Kaiserslautern) 16
Scholl, Anthony J. {Durham/GB) 31
Scholz, Erasmus (Cottbus) 20*
Scholz, Erhard (Wuppertal) 18*
Schonbek, Maria E. (Santa CruzjUSA) 24*
Schönenberger-Deuel, Johanna (Männedorf/CH) 53*

Schönfisch, Birgitt (Tübingen) 50* _I
Schönhage, Arnold (Bonn) 48*

Schoof, Rene (RomajI) 31

Schott, Rene (Vandoeuvre les Nancy/F) 45*

Schreyer, Frank-Olaf (Bayreuth) 32*, 37*

Schröder, Michael (Mannheim) 43

Schroeder, Viktor (Zürich/eH) 19

Schrohe, Elmar (Potsdam) 4*

Schröter, ~artin (Münster) 15

Schroth, Andreas (Braunschweig) 19*

Schuierer, Sven (Frei burg) 34*

Schulte, Egon (Boston/USA) 22*

Schumacher, Georg (Bochum) 37*

Schürmann, Jörg (Münster) 37*

Schürmann, Michael (Heidelberg) 13*, 45*

Schuster, Björn (Bellaterra/E) 39

Schwab, Christoph (Baltimore/USA) 42*

Schwachhöfer, Lorenz (Bann) 44*

Schwänzl, Roland (Osnabrück) 39* eJSchwartz, Alan L. (St. Louis/USA) 45*

Schwarz, Michael (Berlin) 25

Schwarz, Uwe (Berlin) 54*

Schwarz, Wolfgang (Frankfurt) 11

Schweitzer, Paul J. (Rochester/USA) 51*

Schweizer, Andreas (Saarbrücken) 43

Schweizer, Martin (Göttingen) 9*, 10*

Schwermer, Joachim (Eichstätt) 18

Schwick, Wilhelm (Dortmund) 7*

Scriba, Christoph J. (Hamburg) 18*

Seelecke, Stefan (Berlin) 25*
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Seidel, Jacob J. (Elndhoven/NL)
Seidman, Thomas I. (Catonsville/USA)
Seiler, Ruedi (Berlin)
Seiler, Wolfgang K. (Mannheim)
Sequeira, Adelia (Lisboa/P)
Seress, Akos (Columbus/USA)
Serocka, Peter (Bielefeld)
Sevcovic, Daniel (Bratislava/SLOVAKIA)
Seymour, Paul D. (Morristown/USA)
Shafer, Wayne (Champaign/USA)
Shah, Riddhi D. (Bombay/INDIA)
Shalev, Aner (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
de Shalit, Ehud (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Shamaev, Alexei (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Shamir, Adi ~Rehovot/ISRAEL)

Sharafutdinov, Vladimir A. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA)
Shea, Daniel F. (Madison/USA)
Shephard, Geoffrey C. (Norwich, Norfolk/GB)
Shevchishin, Vsevolod V. (Bochum)
Shick, Paul L. (University Heights/USA)
Shimomura, Katsumi (Tottori/JAPAN)
Shiota, Takahiro (Kyoto/JAPAN)
Shlosman, Senya B. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Shokrollahi, Mohammad Amin (Bann)
Shpectorov, Sergey V. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Shuit, Ernest E. (Manhattan/USA)
Shwartz, Adam (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Sideris, Thomas (Santa Barbara/USA)
Siebert, Bernd (Göttingen)
Siegmund-Schultze, Reinhard (Cambridge/USA)
Siel schott, Helmut (Münster)
Sigal, Israel M. (Toronto, Ontario/CANADA)
Silbermann, Bernd (Chemnitz)
Simader, Christian G. (Bayreuth)
Simon, Hans-Ulrich (Dortmund)
Simon, Udo (Berlin)
Simonett, Gieri (Los Angeles/USA)
Simonyi, Gabor (Budapest/H)

17*,
36*
36*
51*
35*
37*
18*

41
26*
4*
24*
34*
44*

35

17*

48*
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Sinaceur, Hourya (Paris/F)
Si nc1air, Al an M. (Ed inburgh/GB)
Sinclair, Alistair J. (Berkeley/USA)
Singhof, Wilhelm (Düsseldorf)
Sjamaar, Reyer (Cambridge/USA)
Sjöstrand, Johannes (Palaiseau/F)
Skandalis, Georgos S. (Paris/F)
Skau, Christian (Dragvoll/N)
5kei de, Michael (Hei del berg)
5koruppa, Nils-Peter (Talence/F)
510an, Ian H. (Sydney, Kensington/AUSTRALIA)
5lodowy, Peter (Hamburg)
Sloth, Birgitte (Copenhagen/DK)
Smirnov, Vladimir A. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Smith, Hal L. (Tempe/USA)
5moczyk, .Knut (Bochum)
Sobolevskii, Pavel E. (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Sogge, Christopher D. (Los Angeles/USA)
Sohr, Hermann (Paderborn)
Soicher, Leonard H. (Landon/GB)
Solonnikov, Vsevolod A. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Solynin, Alexander (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Sondermann, Dieter (Bann)
Soner, Mete (Pittsburgh/USA)
Song, Sung Yell (Ames/USA)
Sos, Vera (Budapest/H)
Soucek, Jiri (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Spagnolo, Sergio (Pisa/I)
Spann, Walter (München)
Sparr, Gunnar (Lund/S)
Speck, Frank-Olme (Lisboa/P)
Specovius, Maria (Paderborn)
Speicher, Roland (Heidelberg)
Spence, Edward (Glasgow/GB)
Spieksma, Flora M. (Leiden/NL)
Spieß, Michael (Regensburg)
Spitkovsky, Ilya (Williamsburg/USA)
Spohn, Herbert (München)

18*
6

48*
15, 38, 39

29
29*
6*

6*
13*
27*

. 4*, 42*
19, 37*
9*
39*
50*

20*
23*
35*

24*
2*, 36
20, 24
7*

9*
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2*
11, 28*
20*
35*
42*
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4*
24*

6

17*
51

15*, 31*
4*
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Spokoiny, Vladimir (Berlin) 10, 52*

Sprekels, Jürgen (Berlin) 25*

Sprößig, Wolfgang (Frei berg) 4

Stanton, Robert J. (ColumbusjUSA) 8* 29,

Starchenko, Sergei S. (ChicagojUSA)
Starke, Gerhard (Karlsruhe) 16*

Steffen, Klaus (Düsseldorf) 20

Steif, Jeffrey (GothenburgjS) 21*

Stein, Erwin (Hannover) 42

Steinbach, Anja Ingrid (Gießen) 36*

Steinbach, Olaf (Stuttgart) 42*

Steinebach, Josef (Marburg) 40

Steinhorn, Charles (poughkeepsie/USA) 1*

Steinke, Günter F. (ChristchurchjNEW ZEALAND) 19*

Steinmetz, Norbert (Dortmund) 7

Stellmacher, Bernd (Kiel) 36*

Stephan, Ernst P. (Hannover) 42*

Sterling, Ivan (Toledo/USA) 44

Stern, Jacques {ParisjF} 48*

Stern, Mark A. (DurhamjUSA) 29*

Stewart, Iain (Swansea/GB) 14*

Stewart, Pete (College Park/USA) 16*

Stidham, Jr., Shaler (Chapel HilljUSA) 51*

Stiebitz, Michael (Ilmenau) 28*

Stormer, Erling (Oslo/N) 6

e Stoß, Hanns-Jörg (Konstanz) 48

Stoth, Barbara (Pittsburgh/USA) 30*

Stoth, Markus (Bann) 35*

I

Strakos, Zdenek (Prague/CZECH REPUBLIC) 16*

l Strambach, Karl (Erlangen) 19*
~
1 Strassen, Volker (Konstanz) 48
f

, Strasser, Helmut (Wien/A) 52

Strauss, Walter A. (Providence/USA) 35*

ff Strebel, Kurt (ZürichjeH) 7*
{

Stretch, Christophen T. (Londonderry/GB) 39

Strobel, Thomas (Bonn) 21*

Stroinski, Uwe (TOb1ngen) 23*

Stromme, Ste1n Ar1ld (BergenjN) 32*
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Stroppel, Markus (Darmstadt) 19*

Stroth, Gernot (Halle) 3, 36*

Stroyan, Keith D. (lowa City/USA) 5*

Struwe, Michael (Zürich/CH) 20*, 35

Stummer, Wolfgang (Bath/GB) 10*

Stute, Winfried (Gießen) 10, 52

Stüwe, Hein' (Leoben/A) 33*

Stynes, Martin (Cork/IRELAND) 46

Sudan, Madhu (Yorktown Heights/USA) 48* ei
Süli, Endre (Oxford/GB) 46*, 49*

Sullivan, John (Minneapolis/USA) 44*

Sunada, Toshikazu (Sendai/JAPAN) 29*

Sundt, Bjoern (Oslo/N) 40*

Suri, Manil (Baltimore/USA) 42*

Sussmann, Hector J. (New Brunswick/USA) 12*

Szasz, Domokos (Budapest/H) 21*

Szekli, Ryszard (Wroclaw/POLAND) 51

Sznitman, Alain-Sol (Zürich/CH) 21*

Szönyi, Tamas (Budapest/H) 17*

Tadic, Marko (Göttingen) 8*

Tahvildar-Zadeh, A. Shadi (Ann Arbor/USA) 35*

Takasaki, Kanehisa (Kyoto/JAPAN) 27*

Takebe, Takashi (Tokyo/JAPAN) 27*

Tamaschke, Olaf (Tübingen) 2*

Tanaka, Kikuaki (Hino/Tokyo/JAPAN) 33*

Tani, Atusi (Yokohama/JAPAN) 24* eJ
Tardos, Eva (Ithaca/USA) 34*

Tartar, Luc (Pittsburgh/USA) 23*

Tataru, Daniel (Evanston/USA) 35*

Taylor, Gregory C. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA) 40*

Taylor, Keith F. (Saskatoon/CANADA) 8*

Taylor, Martin J. (Manchester/GB) 31*

Taylor, Peter G. (Adelaide/AUSTRALIA) 51*
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Teitzel, Christian (Bonn) 54
~.

Teixeira, Francisco S. (Lisboa/P) 4* ,
Teleman, Andrej (Zürich/CH) 32* t.
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Teske, Edlyn (Berlin)
Teufel, Eberhard (Stuttgart)
Teugels, Jef L. (Leuven/B)
Thas, Joseph A. (Gent/B)
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Thieme, Horst R. (Tempe/USA)
Thoma, Elmar (München)
Thoma, Manfred (Hann9ver)
Themas, Lawrence E. (CharlottesvillejUSA)
Thomas, Robin (AtlantajUSA)
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Thomassen, Carsten (Lyngby/DK)
Thomsen, Klaus (Aarhus{DK)
Thomson, Peter (Wellington/NEW ZEALAND)
Tiep, Pham Huu (Essen)
Tijms, Henk C. (Amsterdam/NL)
Til1mann, Heinz Günther (Münster)
Tillmann, Ulrike (Oxford/GB)
Timmesfeld, Franz-Georg (Gießen)
Titi, Edriss S. (Irvine/USA)
Tobiska, Lytz (Magdeburg)
Todarov, Tadar D. (San Luis Obispo/USA)
Taft, Bjarne (Odense/DK)
Tomi, Friedrich (Heidelberg)
Tonchev, Vladimir D. (Houghton/USA)
Toth, Balint (Zürich/CH)
Toth, Laszlo S. (Metz/F)
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Tyrtyshnikov, Eugene (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Tyszkiewicz, Jerzy (Aachen)
Tyurin, Andre N. (Moscow/RUSSIA)

Unguru, Sabetai (Tel-AvivjISRAEL)
Unsöld, Michael (Berlin)
Upmeier, Harald (Marburg)
Uraltseva, Nina (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Utkin, Vadfm (Weßling)

Väänänen, Jouko (Helsinki/SF)
van der Vaart, Aad W. (AmsterdamjNL)
Vainikko, Gennadi M. (TartujESTONIA)
Vajda, Ferenc (WashingtonjUSA)
Valette, Alain (NeuchateljCH)
Vanhaecke, Pol (Villeneuve d'AsqujF)
Vanhecke, Lieven (LeuvenjB)
Vanstone, Scott A. (Waterloe/CANADA)
Varadarajan, Veeravalli S. (Los Angeles/USA)
Varah, James (Vancouver/CANADA)
Vares, Maria E. (Rio de Janeiro/BRAZIL)
Varga, Richard S. (Kent/USA)
Varghese, Mathai (Adelaide/AUSTRALIA)
Varnhagen, Raimund (Bann)
Varnhorn, Werner (Dresden)
Vassilevski, Panayot S. (SofiajBULGARIA)
Vaughan, Robert (Lendon/GB)
Vavilov, Nikolai A. (Bielefeld)
Vazirani, Umesh V. (BerkeleyjUSA)
Vega-Redondo, Fernando (Alicante/E)
Vehoff, Horst (Düsseldorf)
Velazquez, Juan J. L. (Madrid/E)
Velte, Waldemar (Würzburg)

39*
37
22*, 28*
33*

51

42*
14*
32*

18*
38

6*

20

12*

14*
10*
4*
25*
8*
27
44
17*
8*
16

21*
16

29

27*
24*, 49

46*
11*
36*

48*

9*

33*

30*

24*
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Van de Ven, Antonius (Leiden/NL)
Verbeure, Andre F.M. (Heverlee/B)
Verfürth, Rüdiger (Bochum)
Vergne, Michele (Paris/F)
Vershinin, Vladimir V. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA)
Vind, Karl (Copenhagen/DK)
Viro, 01eg J. {Riverside/USA}
Vishik, Simeon (Philadelphia/USA)
Visintin, Augusto (Trento/I)
Vitter, Jeff {Durham/USA}
Vogel, Pierre (Paris/F)
Vogt, Elmar (Berlin)
Vogt, Rainer (Osnabrück)
Voiculescu, Dan (Berke1ey/USA)
Voigt, Bernd (Frankfurt)
Voit, Michael (München)
Volevich, Leonid (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Völklein, Helmut (Erlangen)
Volovich, Igor Vasilievic (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Vorhauer, Ulrike (Ulm)
Voron;n, Vladislav V. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA)
van der Vorst, Henk (Delft/NL)
Voß, He;nz-Jürgen (Dresden)
Voss, Konrad (Zürich/eH)
Vossius, Gerhard (Karlsruhe)

Wachmann, Carsten Henrik (Kobenhavn/DK)
Wachutka, Gerhard (München)
Wagner, Dorothea (Konstanz)
Wagner, Frank Herbert (Berlin)
Wagner, Frank (Oxford/GB)
Wagner, Klaus G. (Würzburg)
von Wahl, Wolf (Bayreuth)
Wahl, Jonathan M. (Chapel Hill/USA)
Wakolbinger, Anton (Frankfurt)
von Waldenfels, Wilhelm (Heidelberg)
Waldhausen, FriedheJm (Bielefeld)
Wallet, Guy (Poitiers/F)

32, 37
13*
49

29

39

9*

38

29*
25*, 30

34*

38*

38

39

6*

28
45*
4*

36*

13

11
42*
16*
28*
44*

12*

50*

25
34*
34*

1*

12*
24*, 35

32*
10

13*

39
5
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Walnut, David F. (FairfaxjUSA)
Wal rand, Jean (Berkeley/USA)
Walsh, Owen D. (Vancouver/CANADA)
Walter, Ralf (Dortmund)
klan, Zhe-Xian (Lund/S)"
Wang, Changping (Berlin)
Wang, Shaun (Montreal/CANAOA)
Wang, Shupei (JoensuujSF)
Warnecke, Gerald (Magdeburg)
Waschkies, Hans-Joachim (Altenhoiz)
Wassell, Stephen (Sweet BriarjUSA)
Wassermann, Anton (Cambridge/GB)
Wassermann, S. (Glasgow/GB)
Waters, Howard Richard (EdinburghjGB)
Watt, Nigel (Göttingen)
Wattenberg, Frank (Ogden/USA)
Weber, Christian (Wien/A)
Wefelmeyer, Wolfgang (Siegen)
Wegener, Ingo (Dortmund)
Wegert, Elias (Freiberg)
Wegner, Gerd (Dortmund)
Weispfenning, Volker (Passau)
Weiß, Georg (Bann)
Weiss, Gideon (Haifa,jISRAEL)
Weiss, Richard M. (Medford{USA)
Ivic-Weiss, Asia (North York/CANADA)
Weitsman, Jonathan (New York/USA)
Welker, Volkmar (Essen)
Wendland, Wolfgang L. (Stuttgart)
Wente, Henry C. (Toledo/USA)
Werner, Annette (Münster)
Werner, Ewald (Leoben/A)
Werner, Jan (Minneapolis/USA)
Werner, Reinhard F. (Osnabrück)
Werner, Wend (Paderborn)
Weron, Aleksander (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Weselmann, Uwe (Bann)
Wesseling, Pieter (Delft/NL)

41

51*
24*, 49*
44*
2*
44*
40

7*
46*, 49
18*

26

6*
6*
40*
11*
5*
52
52*

48*
4*
22
48*

30*
51*

2, 3*, 36*
22*
38*
2*
4, 42*, 49*
20*
15, 43
33*

9*

13*

6, 15

45*
43*
46*, 49*
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Wheeler, Mary Fanett (Hauston/USA)
Whiteley, Walter John (North Yark/CANADA)
Widorn, Harold (Santa Cruz/USA)
Wiegner, Michael (Bayreuth)
Wierse, Monika (Freiburg)
Wiesmeth, Hans (Dresden)
Wietschorke, Bernt (Wuppertal)
Wildberger, Norman J. (Sydney/AUSTRALIA)
Wildeshaus, Jörg (Münster)
Wilhelmy, Lutz (Zürich/CH)
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W1llems, Wolfgang (Mainz)
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W11linger, Walter (Morristown/USA)
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Wolff, Manfred (Tübingen)
Wolke, Dieter (Freiburg)
Wollenmann, Bea (Rüti/CH)
Wolpert, Scott A. (College Park/USA)
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24*, 35*
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31, 43*
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22*
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5*
45*
40*
22*
25*, 33*

17*
12*
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37*
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6*
11*
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46, 49

53*
34*
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4*
5*
11*
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von U. Felgner (Thübingen),.:\. Prestcl (!{onstallz)
und M. Ziegler (Freiburg) statt.

. In1 Vordergrund standen die T.hemen "Modelltheorie 'Yon Gruppen·~. speziell die 'sluall
index property' für Strukturen, sowie Hrushovski's Beweis der ~\'lordell-Lang VernllltUng
im Funktionenk~rperfalLZu heiden Sch\verpunkten fanden nlehrere Hauptvort.räge statt.

Darüberhinaus \vurden in Kurzvorträgen Ergebnisse aus der Stabilit~theorieund aus der
. i\1o~elltheorie spezieller Strukturen '(Gruppen, Moduln, o-miJii~aleStrukturen. Graphen)
vorgestellt.

Vortragsausziige

The field Qlr of totally real algebraic ·numbers

is decidable
Dan HaraIl, Tel Avjv

(.~ joint. work with !vl. Fricd and H. Viilklt:ill.,
Thc rcsült in thc titlc reHes on two facts:

Theorem A (Pop): Qlr is pseuclo real dOSt'cl (rRC).



Theorenl B: Thc absolut Galois group G(Qtr) of Qtr is the fn~e protinitc procltu:t b of
" copics ur 7l/2Z over thc Calltof spa.cc. Eqlli valt"!utly (as Qtr is COlllltahlc) G = G(Qtr) has

the following EIUbedc.lillg property (EP);
i) G is generated by luv(G), thc set of involutious in G;
ii) Given an epituorphislIl of finite groups 0': B --+ A, a contillllOllS Cpilllo"rphisin cp: G -+

A, and asubset Ia ~ Illv(B) closed under thc coujugation in B ,uld such that B = (lu)
and treIB) = <p(Illv(G», there is a continuons epimorphislll t/J: G -+' B such that
OlOVJ = <p and t/J(Inv(G» = IB.

By now standard lllodel-theoretic considerations we give an axioDlatization of Th(Q'r):
M 1= Th(Q'r) if and ooly if

(1) M is PRC;
(2) G(M) has EP;
(3) Qtr is the absolute part of M; änd e
(4) M /Q'r is totally real.

Finite covers with finite kerneIs
David M. Evans (Norwich)

Suppose C, W are countable No-categorical structures and 7r: C ~ {,V is a surjection with
finite fibres. If-the Dlap Prr: Aut(C) -+' Sym(W) given by Prr(g)(w) = 1r(g(1r- 1(w») (9 E
Aut(C), w E W) is well-defined and has image Aut(IV), we say thati is a finite cover of
W, with kernel ker{p1r)' We are interested in describing, for fixed W, all the finite covers
in which this is finite.

Apart from degenerate cases, we know of two types of constructions "of these finite covers.
In the first type, the covers arise as coverings of an invariant digraph on W. The second
constructioo is modelled on the example of a vector space covering its projective space.

We give various conditions on IV which guarantee that all finite covers of W with finite
kernel arise in one of these \vays.

Valuation theory for o-minimal expansions

of real closed fields

Lou \'all den Dries (Urh:uH\)

Let T be '(1 cOInplcte <.rulilliIllal thcury t~xtl"Ildiug the theory l1CF uf real closed fields, let
(R, V) F.Tco.nvex, let V = Vjrn(\/} )u! t.hc rcsiduc tit'lcl a.uc.llct r = v(R%)' be the value



~roup. In ..rr·l·tlIl\·,·xit.y allel taille" ,·xl."l1siOlls·· (:\. 1.,'w('r1H'r,~ ~~ L,.\·"11 d"11 Dri,·s. t.u appt'ar

in JSL) w,~ lualh' C" illf,o a T-llH)dcl aud r tUlt) a lluHld 'lf a. .~..rt.aill "()lllplett~ I.heory T,.y
(,öthc thc~ory o( dlt~ v:dlle ~rolll"') wltich dq>t'llfls l)ll!y I)U T. !lot tHl du' structure (.n. V).
and which l~xtt'l1ds tlw theory or oreh'red ab\'liall .~rOllps. Tlte foll()will.~ n~s\llts flnswc'r
SOIllC qucstious ll~ft 0pC~1l in tht~ paper jllst ci ted, . D('tiuahlc! l)t~ll)\v llu'aus "clt'tillable \vi t.h

parcuIlctcrs' .

Th. Ir s ~ Rn is definablc in (R, V'), thell S <; V" is (lcoua,1Jlt:! in the T-1l10dcl V, where
5 = image or S Cl VU undcr the c:anouic:al ll1ap \/" -+ VII. .
If lnoreover S is dcfinable in R, thUll S is closcd iu V" and clillllllS) 2: dilllV(S).

Th. Suppose T is power botluded with field .of expoueuts !{ (so t.hat r is an oruered ./\.
linear space). Then Tl,gis an l.~xtellsioll by definitions of t.hc thcory of llontrivial ordcrcd
[(-linear spaces. Ir s ~ (R·)" is tlefinable in (R, l/), thcn ,,(5) ~ r n is definable in the
Tvg-modcl r.
Th. Suppose T is power bOlluded tU1el (R, V) )- (5, I,V) f= Tcunvex \vith rk(S / R) < 00.

Then "k(S / R) ~ rk(lVJV) + dillln-( v(S· )Jv( nz: )).
Besides the rcsults of the paper cited the luain tools are ehe ~vlarker-Steinhorn th,eorem,
and in thc power-bounded case. a result of Loveys-PcterziL and the result that if /: V --., R
is definable in (R. V"), then v(fx) is ultilnately constant as :c ~ +00 hl V.

Zariski Geometries

David Marker (Chicago)

We survey' the work of Hrushovski alld Zilber. A Zariski geollletry on a field D is a family
of Noetherian topologies on D. D2, ... satisfying the followillg properties:

ZO) If f{x) = (fl(X), ... ,fn(x)) /:pn -. nn and each fi is either constant or a eoordi
nate projection, then f is continuous

Zl) If C ~ Dn is closed and nonempty and 71": nn -+ Dm is a projection, then there is a
proper closed F C 1r( C) such that «( C) 2 1r( C) - F

Z2) If C ~ Dm X D is closed an for CL E Dm, G(a) = {x: (a. x) E. C} than there is an 1\'
such that for all IG(a)1 < IV or C(a) = D

23) IE C ~ Dn is closed irreducible and dirn C =: k then every nonempty irreducible
component of C n {x E Dn: Xi = Xi} has dilnension at least k - l.

Ir D is a Zariski gcometry and there is a sutficiently rieh faluily of curves in D2 then D
illtcrprcts a pure field 1{. Conditions are given to insnre D is isomorphie to thc Zariski
gcolllctry of a. smooth curve.



Fields with Higher Derivations

Margi t !vleSSlller (South Bend)

joint \vork with C. Wood:

We define a first-order theory SHFe of separably closed fields of finite degree of imperfection
e which carry an infinite stack of Hasse derivations.
The language: {+, -, _,-1,0, I} U {Dpi: i < w} where Dpi are unary function symbols.

The axioms for F F= SHFe :

- Axioms for fields ofcharp

-'Ix, yDpi(X + y) = Dpi(:r) + Dpi(Y)

-'Ix, yDpi(X . y) = 2:. D,,(x). DIJ(Y)
V+I,=pi

where D" is some expression in theD~is

-'1xDp .(Dp i(X») = Dp.(Dpi(X»

-V'x(D(x) = 0 -+ 3y yP = x)
-V'xD;~e)(x)= 0

-3xD~~~d(x) :j; 0

- F is separably closed

We show that SHFe has quantifier· elimination and eliminates imaginaIies.

Definable Valuations

Jochen Koenigs~ann (I(onstanz)

The talk contributed to the following question:
Which valuations on a field !( are intimately enough related to the arithmetic of the field
K to be first-order definable in the language of fields (with parameters from K)?
On number fields, for example, all valuatiolls are definable (even by an existential formula),
whereas on Q, only the canonical henselian valuation and on separably or real closed
fields no valuation at all is definable. The following theorem has been reported on: •
henselian field (K, v) \~hich is not separably or real closed admits a definable valuation
which is dependent with v (i.e. induces the same topolgy on K), provided (K, v) is not
exceptional, where exceptional means: Gal( I::/!() is pro-p, char!( = 0, ·the residue field
Ku is algebraically closed, charI\v = p auu thc value group is divisible. We· do not know
whether or not the theorem extcnds to thc exccptional ease. For the proof, one has to
work with t-henselian fields as introcluccd by Prcstel-Zicglcr (ereIle 1978) and study various
notions of compatibility of a.n arbitrary lJlultiplicativc or aduitive subgroup G of a field K
\vith a valuation. Here the idea that iLUY s11ch snbgrou}> illduces a topology on K plays a
crucial role.



Mittag-LefHer modules

Philipp R()tll111alt~r (Kit~l)

Following Raynaud anel Gruson a left R-tIlOdnlc Al is calle<1 Mittag-Leifier if thc canonical
map

is injective for e\'ery family or right R-tIludules lVi. Usillg 1vo Hcrzog's criterion ~f being
zero in tensor products in tCrIllS or positive primitive (pp) fonnulas und duals of thenl,
we show that the Mittag-Leffler rnodules are exactly thc t4positivelyatolnic" modules (i.e.
modules in which the pp type of every tuple is ilnplied - tnodulo the theory of all left
R-modules - .hy a single pp formula). -
Using this we derive various kno\vn features of Mittag.;Lcffier modules and characterize 
among others - the rings over which every _reduced product of ~littag-L~mermodules is
Mittag-LefHer. These turn out to be precisely the left pure-semisinlple rings (= rings of
left pure global dimension zero). (This ans\vers a question of A. Facchini.)
We also point out that model-theoretically it is the Mittag-Leffler modules rather than the
pure-projective ones that playa role dual to that layed by the pure-injectives (=~'positively

compact" modules).
Finally, certain realizations - qf both, algebraic and model-theuretic nature - are mentio
ned.

~utomorphi~msof co·untable strongly minimal sets

. Dugald Macpherson (QMW, Landon)

A paper by D. Lascar "Automorphismes d'un enselnble fortement minimale" (JSL 1992)
was surveyed. The setting is a countable saturated structure.1\1 algebraic over a O~definable

strongly minimal set D(lv!). If..4 ~ lv/ then an .4-.strong automorphism of M is an
automorphism fixing setwise the classes of any finite A.-defin.able equivalence relation, ancl
AutfA(M) denotes the group of these automorphisms.
An automorphism 9 of M is bounded if there is n E f'i such that for all )( ~ lvI,
Dim(.yg / X) ~ n, and B(M) clenotes th~ norrnal subgroup of bounded automorphisms.
The following theorems were provecl in Lascar's paper.

Theorem 1 If H ~ Aut 1\1 anel lAut ~\1: .-ll < 2No there is finite A. ~ D( j\1) such that
H ~ Aut fA(J\1)

Theorem 2 The grpup Aut JAI/ Bl J\I) n Aut f( 1\1) is siInple.

;j



A characterization of lv-stability
via automorphisms

Michael C. La.'3kowski (Ulliv. of Maryland, College Park)

For any structure !vI n.lld any A ~ 1\{, let G = Aut(M) and let G{A} denote the setwise
stabilizer of A.

Theorem: Let M be n.ny cOllntably saturated structure.
The following are equivalent: .

(1) For all A ~ M, G{A} induces a closed subgroup of Sym(A) _
(2) For all X ~ M and all P E SI(X), {g(p):ß an eiern. permutation of X} is countablee
(3) Th(M) is w-stable. -

This work is joint with E. Bouscaren.

Topological automorphism groups

Wilfrid Hodges, QMW, London

The talk was an introduction to the talks of Evans, Herwig and Macpherson on aspects
of the small index property. It defined automorphism groups as topological gro~ps and
as complete metric spaces. The following theorem (from Hodges, Hodkinson, Lascar and
Shelah, 'The small index property for w-stable w-categorical structures and for the random
graph', J. London Math. 50c. 48 (1993) 204-218) ,vas proved:
If the topological group G is a complete metriespace and H is a measure subgroup of G,
then H has index ~ 2w in G.

Permutation G~oups of Finite Morley. Rank (fMr)

Ali Nesin, tiCI '.
We will_ survey the state of pernltlta.tion groups of fNlr.
The motivationis the Cherlill-Zil'ber conjccture: A sinlple group of fM'r is an algebraic
group over an algebraically closed neId.

1) Frobenius Groups: A grollp D is CL Frobt·tlillS group if it acts transitively but not
regularlyon a. set ..Y ~)f cardiuality ~ 2 in such iL way that unly the identity element
fixes 2 distinct points of _\.

G
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Ir D is a Frohenins ~r()up :lud T is a ,,)l1l! poiut sla),ilizt'r. t.llell T ..::: D :ultl for ;'Lll I,. t
D, Tb n T # I =>. b E T. COllv('rst"ly if ß has such a \ propt'r) sllb~rollp, tht~n D is :L

Frobcnius grO\lp. \Ve will say that T <. B is a Frobt~llitls ~r()llp if T has t.he pr()p..'rtit~s

abovc.

Ex: A sharply ~-tr. group is a. Frolu'llins gr<5up.
Ex: Let [( be a. neId, lct T < !{-" Theu [\.+ :-.J T is a FrolH"uillS grOll}>.

-Ex: Let B be a ba.d group (SiUlplc group uf ~..lr wherc allY prOpt'r ..:ounected subgroup i::i
nilpotent). Then B is a. Frobcnius gronp. (This is a theorclu). -
Ex: Let B be the free group Oll '2 generators & T Cl. cydic sllbgroup. Then T < B is Cl.

, Frobenius group.
Fact: If T < B is a finite' Frobellius grollp, thCll B = [I ~ T for SOllle U <J B which is

nilpotent.

ConjectuTe: A Frobenius group of finite ~1()rley rank ~plit.s a.s· [! >J T \vhere U is nilpotent.

Propo3ition. Let T < B be a Froh. grollp uf Ilv!r.
a) T is clefinable. (so that 'we Inay assume the aetion of n is interpretable).
b) If B = U ~ 'T then U is defillable.
c) If U is solvable then U is .nilpotent. ~",

cl) If B is sohable then the conjecture holds. F\~rthermore TU 1S abelian and all the
complements of U are conjugate.

,Theorem, (Epstein'-N.) Ir T < B is a Froh..grOtlp of flvlr with T finite. then B splits:
B ::= U)4 T.

Theorem (Epstein-N.) Let T < B be a Froh. group af fM:r. Assume every definable proper
section of B which is a Frobenius 'group splits. Then' either B splits or B is_~imple and a
counterexample to the Cherlin-Zil'ber conjecture. ...

Theorem (Epstein-N.) Let T < B be a~Frob.: grp .af f)..Jr. Assume every,.:simple and
definable proper section of B is an algebraic grollp. Then ei ther 1) B splits as U ~ T

, with U nilpotent and T is abelian-by-finite, or 2) B is sinlple and a counterexample to the
Cherlin Zil'ber conjecture.

Propo3ition (Delahan-N.). Let T < B be a Frob. grp. of flvIr, ,then. T has finitely many
involutions.

• ' 2) Sharply 2.transitive.groups

Conjecture An infinite sharply 2-transitive grp. of finite NIorley rank is isoffi<?rphic (i.e.
equivalent). to the following permutation grp: Let l{ be an alg. cL field. Let G =

{(a b)': "a, b E 1(, a=1= o}, x· ~ {( ~ ) :x E I\"}.
01-

Let G be a sh. 2-tr. group and let H be a. one point stabilizer. Recall that· H < G is a
Frobenius group, so that if G has ßtlr .then H is (lcfinable.

PropoJition Let G be a sh.2-tr. grp uf f1vlr.
CL) Ir G is 00 then H is connected. .
b) If G is solvable then thc conjecture holds.

-;



Theorem (Chcrlin-Grl111dhijfcl'-N- Viilkleill) Let G = A. ~ H !Je au 00 split sharply 2-tr. grp
or flvfr. (A is ncccssarily abt~liall). If Ct::nd A"(H} is infillitc~ th(~u G is standard (i.c. thc
conjecturc holcls).

Corollary: G as ahovc. a} Ir 44 has (Ln elenlcnt of infinite order thCll G is standard.
b) If ZeH) is 00 thcll G is standard. -
c) Ir H has an CX) nornlal solvable subgroup, then G is standard.

Theorem (Delahan~Nesil1).Let·C be an 00 sh.2-tr. grp of flvIr. ASSUllle it has an involution
and is nilpotent, then G is standard.

3) . Zassenhaus Groups A doubly transitive pernlutation grp is called a Zassenhaus
- group if the stabilizer of any three distinct points is trivial.

Ex: Sh.2-tr. groups, sh. 3-tr. groups are Zassenhaus groups. - •
We· let G denote a Zassenhaus group. We take x, y E )( with x :/: y. We set B = G z , .

T = G ZtY = {g E·G:gx = x&gy = y}. We have-·T :5 B :5 G and T < B isa Frohenius
group. If B =U )3 T for some U, \ve s~y that G is a" split Zassenhaus group.

Conjecture: An 00 Zassenhausgroup of Mr where T i= 1 is PSL2 ( !().

Theorem (Delah;an-Nesin) ~et G be an 00 split Zassenhaus grp. If T has an involution
then the conjecture holels.

Theore"":" A sharply 3-tr. group of fMr is isomorphie to PSL2 (!().

The~rem (De B~nis-N) If G is an 00 split Zassenhaus group of flvIrand if U has a central
involution, then G ~ PSL2 (K).

4. - BN-pf!lirs

Theorem (Baronik-Corredor-Davis-De BOllis:-N) Assume G is a simple BN-pair of fMr and
of Tits r~··~ 3, then G is an algebraic grOtlp aver an alg. el. field.

5) CITand "CN g~oups

Theorem (De Bonis-N.) Let G be an 00 and nonsolv. group of flVfr with 02(G) = 1 (i.e.
has Da normal nontrivial 2-subgroups). Assume there exists U :5 G nilpotent änd with
involutions such that for u E U· ,Ca(u) :5"U, then one of.the following holds:
i) U h~ 00 many involutions alld G ~ SL2(!(), J( alg. cl of char 2
ii) U has a unique involution and G is aFrob. eOlnpL \vith U.-.as a Froh. camp!. •

Corollarjj (Oe Bonis-N.) ·Let G be au 00, llonsolv. grp \vith "involutions. Assume that G
is a CN-grp (i.e. the Centralizer ()f any nOlltrivial delncnt is Nilpotent). Then one of the
following hold
i)- G ~ SL2 (K) for SOllle !( aJg. closed Held of char 2.
ii) G is a Froh grp. \vith the centralizcr of an involution funning the Froh. complement.

Theorem (Boronik-De Bonis-Nesin) Let G he au 00 .~r()\lp of fM:r..A~sU:me G is a CIT
group (i.e. G has involutions and thc eentralizer of allY involution is a 2-grp.) Then one
oe the following hold:



i) U·lG"# 1 (i.t a
• G ha.s a IlOrllla!. llolltrivial. :!-st1h~r()111L)

ii) G = If ~ S wlH~n: 11 is c!t'nna),hoo a)Holiau. :2.L-sHI,.~rotlp aud S~ is a iillitt~ 2-Syli>\v of C
with a. \luiqllt o iuvoilltiotl r.hat iIlvt'rts If.

iii) G:= SL·~( /\.) [()r :j(llUt: a.1~. d. fidd 1\' uf charactt'ristic 1.

Jordan G~oups and Going Forth

Pctcr M. NClllllClUIl (Queen \; College. ()xford)

When we speak of a ~back and forth' COllstruction for proving iSOlllorphislll of two countable
structures we call to mind the fatuous theoreUl of Cantor ahont l~ollnta.ble dense linearly
ordered sets. Cantor's proof. however, in fact requires only the °going forth' part of the
construction, and Adrian Mathias, when he lloticed this. asked for a. classifiction of those
No-categorical theories for which ~forth suffices'. Pcter Calueron heard of ,tJieproplem in
1986. His (not yet complete) ans\ver invoh'es properties of the autol11orphi~mgroups of
the countable models and leads to inter"esting questions about permutatioI{~OUp5.
Let n be a set, G a permutation group on n. A subset ~ of n is a. J -Jet if the pqinhvise
stabilizer G(O-E) is transitive on :B (it is a Jordan set if aiso lEI> 1); Cameron ~ks for
the groups G \vith the property that for every finite set <1>, the pointwise stabiliz~r G(~)

has only finitely many orbits and each orbit is a J -set. It turns out to be easier ~o work
with a wider dass of groups: we say that G has property P if for any finite set:. <), the
complement n - ~is a union of finitely ll1any J-sets.

THEOREM Suppose that Gis closed in the natural topology on Sym(S1), and that G is
primitive on n. If G has property P then oue of the follo\ving hoIds:
(1) n is finite;
(2) G = Sym(n);
(3) n = PG(d,q) and PGL(d + l,q) ~ G :5 prL(d + l,q) or

n = AG(d,q) and AGL(d,q) $ G $ .4fL(d,q)
for same cardinal number d and pritne-power q;

(4) G= Aut(n, R) ~here R is a dense hOluogeneous linear order relation,
linear betweeness relation.
cyclic order relation,
cyclic separation relation,
C-relation [chains in a semilinear ordering],
D-relation directions in a general hct\veeness relation].

This theorem can be proved by inspcction if Olle llses thc \'ery <leep classification theorem
for primitive Jordan groups proved by Saulsoll Aclelcke + Du~ald Macpherson. It eioes.
howcvcr, also have a quite short aud clirect pronf.
.o\n arbitrary group with property P is ··t"ssc.~Iltia.llyn a din:ct protluct of transitive groups
\vith property P. And a. transiti\'p ~rollp with prOpt~rty P is ,o~'sseutially" a wreath pr9cluct



of fiuitcly lllany finite coVers or the groups in thc thcorcill. Thlls CiUl1erOIl'S question will
he' cOlnplctcly allsweretl when wc kllOW all the finite covers of those grOl1pS (Md David
Evml'5 techniques shuuld give these very easily) tuld when we know what "essentially"
mcans prccisely.

On atomic sets

Ludomir Newelski

IMPAN, I(opernika 18,51-617 Wroclaw, Poland

Assume T is 3table, 3mall, ~(x) is a formula. We study the relationship be~ween ~ ~ !I
and ~(C), and between TIcI> and T(a)I~. We consider mainly the cases of w-stable TI~,
whieh is 1-based or bounded. .

-For example we prove that_ if TI<) is w-stable w-categorical the!1 T(a)l<P is such.
We generalize aSteinhorn result a:bout existence of prime models over indiseerruble sets.
Now let Q = ~(N) for some countable N. Pseudo-type on 5(Q.) are.the or~its of the
action of Aut(Q) on S( Q). We discerned countab!e many "r-stable", "good" pseudo.,.·
typesof S(Q). The r-stäbility. conjecture says that if I(T, X o)-< 2xo , then every good
pseudo-type on S(Q) is r-stable.
Using the above results we prove the T-stability conjecture in case when:
(*) . Q is atomic and TI<I- is (superstable of finite rank or· w-stable) and (l-based or
bounded).. ."
Conjeeture 1. Assume Q = eJ?(J\1) is countable, ato~ic and leT, ","'(0) < 2xo . Then Yc S; .
M3a ~ Q Q is atomic over ac
2. Assume leT, .."'(0) < 2No is No-eategoric~l. Then" for every c ~ C," T( c)ltP is No-cat~gorieal.

I proved eonjecture 1 in ease (*), and conjecture 2 in case when Tlw is w-stable.
,.J

Highman's Embedding Theorem in general setting
arid its application to existentially

closed algebras .

Oleg v. Belegrade~, I(emerovo University, Russin

Let IK be a recursively axionlatizable (lUasivn.ricty of L-algcbras. \Ve say that the (Genera
lized) Highman Theorem holds forlK if (for every f.g. algehra B in IK) every algebra which
is recursively prescnted in IK (over B) cün be cffectivdy (·~Illbcddcd intc;- an algebra which
is finitely prcsented in lK (over B). \Ve say that IK !las the Internal ·Mapping Property if

10



thcrc is a11 [-tl"nU l(J:, y) sud. t.ltat. [ur c~\'(~ry .-\ iu !K auel ("\·."ry n: A - A, tllC"n~ a.n! n 2 ..l
in K .uul h ~ D sud. that cr{lL) '.= iJl(Il, b), for fL t::: ..t. \VC" say (.hat IK ha.s t.llt: lntt:rnttl

lIofnomorphi.:nn Property if, for ev(~ry 1& > U. tIH~n~ are a.n [.·tcrtn h,,(x,::) :uul a tillitt..· sc·t

of atoolic L-forIllUlas Su("x, Y. =), whel"l! X .uHl IJ :u'e 1l-tllph~s, such that, for (!very A. in ~{

and n-tuples 'ii. f, E .4 the following are l.~uivalellt; (i) thcre are C 2 A in IK anti c e C
such that Sn(a, b~ c) holds in C a.uu hu{ai, c) =bj , for 3011 i; _
(ii) thcre is a hOIllolllorphism froln (ü) iuto .-l scnc.lill~ (i to b.

Theorem. Suppose that Ir< has thc Joillt EIUhcddiug Propcrty, the Interna! HOlnolllor
phism Property, the Internal ~1a.pping Propcrty, alld thc Highnlan Theorein holds for lK.
Then
(1) the Gencralizcd Highnlan ThcoreIll holds for K:
(2) for finitely generated .41 , Al in .iK, thc word problelll für .-ll is Q-rcducible to the

word problem far A2 iff Al is elnbeddable iuto any cxistentially dosed algebra in JE{

containillg .4.2 .

Re.mark. The quasivarieties of groups, tOfsion-free groups. and semigroups satisfy the
condi tions of the Theorem. . .,".i~",,:

For groups (1) and (2) are known. ~ .

The Ziegler, and other spectra

Mike Prest, University of Manchester

The right Ziegl~r spectrum, ZgR' over a ring R is a topological space whose points are the
isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-injective right R-lnodules and'·whose basic
open sets are given by pairs rJ> ~ tjJ of pp formulas. By results of Ziegler and Herzog, the
qüotient of this space by the relation of topological indistinguishable (points' of ZgR belong
to the same open sets iff they are elenlentary equivalent) is nearly spectral in the sense of
Hochster.
The condition which fails is that the intersection of compact open sets need to be compact.
Nevertheless, one may clefine the dual topology \vhich has a sub-L basis open open sets
the complements of compact Ziegler-open sets. It turns out that this dual topology is the
Zariski topology on the set of (iso.classes) of indecompensable pure-injectives, where those
are regarded, via the map IV(E Z9R) 1-+ N & - E (R - lood, ..4b), as injective objects of
the functor category (R - moel, Ab). The Zariski topolo~y on this functor ca.tegory is
obtained by defining the Zariski ~pectruln over a cohcrcnt cOlnmutative ring in terms of
the module category over that ring and applyillg this cate~ory-theoreticdefinition to (R
mou , ..-tb).

11



Randomness, genericity and near model completeness

.lohn Daldwiu. Univ(~rsity of Illinois, Chicago

Shelah and Spenccr proved the 0-1 la\v far first order sentences about ralldo~ngraphs with
edge probability n -0 (a irrational). Call the theory of sentences with limit probability 1,
TO. Slightly modifyillg a construction of Hrushovski, Baldwin and Shi showed that the

. class [(Q of all graphs such that IHI - er (nulnber of edges of H) > 0 for all subgroups H
of G is an amalgamation class such that the theory T~ of the generic model A10 is strictly
(a-irrational)-stable. A theory T is nearly model complete if every formula is equivalent
in T to a Boolean combination of existential formulas.
Theorem. Ta =TQ. This theory· is nearly Inodel·conlplete, st.ahle and not finitely axiamae
tizable.

Homogeneous 3-graphs

.Alistair Lachlan (Simon Fraser University)

A 3-graph is a pair (V, E) such that E ~ (Vp. Let IF denote the class of all finite 3-graphs.
Subclasses of IF are considered which are alllalgamation classes in the sense of Fraisse. For
A,B EIFsuch that EA n [VA n \18 ]3 = Es n [VA n Va]3 the no-edge3 amalgam 01 A and
B is (VA U VB, E A U EB). For X ~ Ir, the no-edges closure cf X, denoted N E(X), is the
least subclass cf JF closed under isomoI:'phism, substructure, and no-edges amalgamation.
Complementary nations: all-edge3 amalgam and all-edge3 clo3tLre are defined in tbe obvious
way.
For X ~ JF,Exc(lF) ("exclude" X) denotes the dass of all G EIFsuch that no number of X
embeds in G.
et D = ({O, 1~ 2}, {{O, 1, 2}}) E IF anel C denote IVE( {D}).

Conjecture 1. (The strang conjecture) Let A ~ IF be an infinite amalgamation class, i.e.,
infinitely many isomorphism types are represented. Then A is either no-edges closed or
all-edges closed. •

Conjecture 2. (The W-conjeciure) <C is Ininimal a.Illongst the amalgamation classes ~ IF .
\vhich ~.ontain both D and its complement.

Conjecture 3. (The weak conjecturc) Let X ~ IF be finite 3.11d Exc(X) be infinite. Then
Exc(X) is either no·edges closed or all-edgcs closed if it is an a,lnalgamation dass.

Theorem. Conjecture 3 holds whell lXI = 1.

12



Abstract tlleory of qlladratic forll1s

alld Boolean algebras

wtA. Didnnauu - CNRS - Uuiv. of Paris VII. Frallce

\Ve began by iutro(lucing a. Ilew ahstract theory of quadratic fonus. ('alled the theory of
;JpeciaJ gTOUpJ. A .'ipecial grO'ILp lSC) is a ~r()l1p of l~Xp()lleut :2. G. wi th a clistinguished
elcInent, - 1, ,uHl a quaternary relation Oll G (bettel'. a binary relation on G"!.) satisfying
seven.first-ordcr axiOlllS. The qUCltet'uary (;'spc('iaJ") relatioll is illtendt.~d to repre~ent the
'\isolnetry" relation for binary (<tua.dratil:) fUflus with COt.'tf1cients in G. Thc category of
these objects (with na.tural hOl110111orphistns) is eqllivalcllt to that of ILbstract Witt ringJ

(~'[arshall). Belo\v we consider SG 's satisfying an extra. aXi0I11, ca.lled reduced SC '5; The
category (and the 1st order theory) oE thern is deuoted SG red.

Results: _. '
(1) There is a duality - i.e. a COlltr~variant fUllctor - bebvcell the category SC red and that
of abstract spaces of orderings (Marshali) \vith naturallnorphisms. Indeed, both categories
are (contravariantly) ,equivalent. even isolnorphic. -
(2) Every Boolean Algebra (BA) is a. SC red under sYlnmetric difference, complement and
a ~~specia1" relation naturally illduced by the order. .
(3) Every SGred, G, is naturally enlbeddable in a ·~snlallest" BA (namely, the BA of clopens
of it~ space of order, see (1», its Boolean hull, denoted by Be. The correspondence G -+ Be
can be extended to morphisms so as ta give a functor of the category SCred t~ the category
BA of BA's with homomorphisms. Le., for every SG honloluorphism f: G-~·--+ H· (where
G" H F SGred) there is a (unique) BA homomorphisnl B(f): Be .--+ EH ~uch that the

G L H . .
diagram f(; ! 1 fH commutes (fG denotes the natural elnbedding afG inta BG).

. Ba B(f) BH

(4) Thus, the duality af ( 1) gets further decomposed into a pair of adjoint functors (namely
B and the' functor 3g : B.4 -+ SGred which assigns to evcry BA itself seen as a SGred),
followed by "the good, old, Stone duality for BA 's.
(5) The above allows to easily determine the illjective, projective and free objects in the
category SGred (namely, complete BA's, fans and fans, respectively), and to characterize
the monas and epis in this category (nanlely, injective homos. and homos f: G --+ H S.t.

Im (fH 0 f) generates EH as a BA, respectively).
(6) More generally, these taols allo\v a reinterpretatioll of the ~~funny" combinatorics used in
the algebraic theory of quadratic fornls in terms of n. cOlnbinatorics of filters and ultrafilters
in BA'5. As an illustration we ~ive a shol"t, strnctura.l prnnf uf the ·'.~mall" repre3entation
theorem.

At thc end we discussed SOllle IH~\v'tIXalllplesof ahstr:ll.:t spact's of orderins (joint \vork \vith
F. lvlirn~lia).
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Relative regularly closed fields

Y. Ershov, Novosihirks University

Let W be a Bqoleall faluily of the vn.luatioll rings of a field F. F is regularly.clo.sed relative
to the /amily W ((F, ltV) E Re or F E RC(J,V) iff far every regular extension Fo ~ F the
following equivalence hoIds:

F ~I Fo~ 'IR E W(Hn(F) $1 FoHn{F))

(where HR(F) - the henselization F relative,R: Hn(F) = qn(Rh )).

For a Boolean family lV let Rw ;::: n{RIR E ltV} . .Introduce the following conditions: •
(BAP) For every partition [ao, ... , On] of vV, every ao,. _. ,an E F, e E J(Rw) \ {
(J(Rw) - the Jackobson radical of R\v) there is a E F such that VR(a - ad > VR(e) for

. every i :5 n and R E lVOi •

(THR) For every absolutely irreducible f E Rw[x, y] monie in x, for any a, b E Rw if
f~(a,b) :f: 0 and f(a, b)f:x,(a, b)-1 E J(Rw), then there is c, d E Rw such that vR(b'- d) >
vR(e) for all R E W( {:::::? (e - d)f-1 E J(Rw)) and fee, d)= 0, (a - c)f(a, c)!:x,(c, b)-l is
a unit in Rw. '. .

Thm. 1 If {F, W) F (BA?) 1\ (THR) thus (F~ W) E Re.

Thm. 2 If W is a Boolean falnily of the valuation rings of F, then there is a regular
extension Fo of F, a Boolean. family Wo of the valuation rings of Fa such that the map_
Ro t-+ Ro n F, Ra E Wo is a homomorphism Wo and W; HRoilP(F) 51 HRo{Fo) for all

. Ro E Wo and (Fo, Wo) F (BAP) 1\ (THR). .

Thm. 3 If W consists on the 1I'"-valuation rings off (for same fixed 11'" E F), then

(F, vV) E Re ::::::} (F, IV) F= (BAP) 1\ (THR).

Hrushovski's proof of the MordeII-Lang conjecture
far function fields in all characteristics

E. Bouscarell, CNRS, Paris ••
We present abrief survey of recent work by E. Hrushovski:

Theorem: (in any characteristic):
Let /\ be a ficld, ku C /(, 1.:u algl'braieally dosed. Let S be asemi-abelian variety defined
over 1\, .."( a subvaricty ur 5 dt"ÖlWd o\'pr I{. and r ~ S( I{) a subgroup of finite type.
Suppose ..X" n r is dense in ..\.
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•

Tlal~n tlll~rt~ is a ratioJlal hUlllOlllOrphlSlll ", frOlll a .~r()Up sulnoarit'ty.)f Sinto a. s(~lni-ahc'lial1

varicty So, clt=til11~d OVe'r ku• ;Lud a slll,varic:ty .\0 ur S'u, ddillc·d o\~t"r k tl • sl1t:h r.hat .\ is a

translatc ()~ h -1,( .\u ).

In pn.rticular, if h'/{/ku(S):= O. tlll~'l1 .\ is a. cosct of a ~r()l1p- sul?\"ariety of S.

\Vc prcscnt the lliaill steps of this lllt)dcl-theon~tic-pl'O()[ wltil'h is utlllifoflll" in aB charac
teristics, and the Inain model-theory results that are heillg lIscd.
Thc starting point is to expand the field, to a clitfcrentially doscd fiehl in c:hara.cteristic

0"0, and to cl separably closcd fieltl in charactcl'istic p. 111 these expansions, r can be re
placed by a definable subgroup or S of finite diInensioll..-\.t this stage lllany results and
tcchniques developped these last yea.rs in '~Geolnetric Stability Theor)r" are used: Lanski
geoinetries, groups of finite dilllCIlSioll, non-orthogonality rf~lation b('t\\'t~cn tlimension 1

types in particulnr.

Groups with identities

F. Point, 1\10115 University, Bdgi~In

Let us first define certain identities which extend Illonoülal identities. Engel identities, m·
identities (an exaluple af,an ',n-ideIitity is an iclentity öf t,he form [X~ ym, ... yUl] = 1) (see
[Bof!a M., P<?int F.J, m-identities, C.R. Ac.ad. Sei. Pcu'is, t. 313, Serie I, p. 909-91,1, 1991).

Let a(x, y) be a reduced 'nontrivial ward in {x, y, X-I, y-l}. Let iI := (i?~y-ili E Z).
" - i l " . - ".' '

Thena(x"y) = ym . .n, (y.ixy-i)a i . '1, where '/ E H ai E Z, m, io, i l E Z and the i's

. .' _ ll, .
increasing..With a, we associate Rv = ,E aitl E Z[t, t-l]. \Ve. will call w(x, y) = 1

1=10

an Mt-identity if there exists v(x. y)with d~v = dyv = 0 (w,= 1 -+ v = 1) and Ru =
- .:t-n(ao + a'tt + ... + Gtt t ) := t-ripv is ~uch that ~cm(ad = 1. Moreover Alt := lcm{IGI: G

is a group' fo roots of p~ modul<;>.p in: _IF;, for each prirllep}.
We will say that G is of exponent m 'ifG satisfi~s V:rtxm = 1).

Transfer theorem- (~ee [Bofra M., Poi.nt F.] & [Poiut F.]: Conditions of quasi-nilpotency
in certain varieties of groups, to appear in Conlffiunications ~n algebra.) -
Let C be a class of groups closed under taking< subgr~up's, 'quotients· and ultr-apowers, Let
p be. a prime number, m a'naturall1~Inber and Cp thecyclic group with p elements.
TFAE:
(i) cvery finite group in C of -the [onu (Cp x .:. )( C'l'HIt)~(u(h).p) = 1 is nilpotcnt-by
exponent m.
(ii) evcry finite solvable grollp 111 C is uilpOlt'llt-I'Y9l'xpollc=ut IIL.

(iii) cvery nilpotcnt-by-tinitcly gellerated solvable .~n)1lp iu C is uilpotc.:nt-IJY- a. fiIlit(~ ~rOHp

of exponent rn. '
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(iv) every solvable lil1(~a.r Kcout> in C i~ nilp()te~t-by- a finite gronp or ~xponent m.
, (v) cvery Wt-snturatcd solvable l\tlc -group in C (in particular every staule groupin C) is
nilpotcnt-by-exponcnt TU.

WC apply this transfer thcorcin to thc dass C of grollps \vhich satisfy Cl 'Mt-identity (or a.
finite di~junction of A1ri<.lentitics)~ Call such a cla.ss an l\t/t-class. '

Proposition: Auy Mt-class satisfies (v) of the transfer theorem above wi~h- m = Mt.
Using acriterion of Shalev for a. finitely generated pro-p-group to be analytic, a result
of Wilson on· finitely generated residuallY finite-nilpotent groups and the fact that Cop a
prime number the groups or the forn1 CI' or Cpn da not belong to an Mt-c1ass C if pR"> i,
we obtain bounds on the uilpotellcy class of the finitely generated group of C.

Proposition: Let C be an Mt-e1ass. Let G be a. llilpotent group in- C generated by r..
elements. The the nilpotency class of G is bOllnded in terms of r and e~

_Using the positive solution of the restricted Bllrnside problem, we show the following

Proposition: Let C be an Mt-cl(;lSs. Let G a solvable group in Cgenerated by r elements.
Then G is (nilpotent of elas:5 g(l', e))-by~(a finite group of exponent Mt).

We also show that we cau bOWld tbe exponent of the finite groups in an Mt-c1ass in terms
of eand M t .---

Value Groups of NonarchimedeCl:D Exponential Fields

F.-v. I<uhfmann, Heidelberg

Every expansion of the theory of the ordered fi«:ld 'IR h~ ~od~ls on -which the orderis
nonarchimedean. In that case, they have a natural valuation ~soeiating to every element
its arehimedean class. We study the ~,.!ation.theoreticalstrueture of nonarchimedean
models of the theory of the reaJs \vi th exponentiatiol1. -In particular, the exponential
induces a partial map on the value group which can be prolongated to a total map X called
a contraction and satisfying:
{ll xx = 0,~ x = 0 2} X- preserves:::; 3)=X( -x) = -xx
(4) n x and y are archimedean and have the same ~ign,then Xx = XY 5) (neverthelessle
X is surjecti.ve. - ' .
The growth axiom scheme

exp:.L >:c n for suffieiently -Iarge 'x (n E N)

translates to the axiom (CP) 'v'xlxxl -c:: Ixl;- a contradiction satisfying (CP) is ,called'
centripetal.

Tlun. 1: The theory of divisibl{~ l)rdt:n~d al~~liall·.~rotlpswith c~entripetal contraction is
model eomplete. complete~ dccidable alld cuhuits (~E. "
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Thm. 2: lt is lllOreOVt'r w(~akl\" o-luiuiluaJ.
Thc sccond thCOl"Plll is C)hta.ill:~cl l,y au analysis nl thc l .. 'nllS huildl up in t.llt' lall~\1:q.!;t'
{O, +, -, <, X} ur t~()lltracti()11 .l?;TOUpS. As 1I1apS 011 tlw ~r()\1p, loh" t.t'l"lIlS hnilt Hp withont

constants are (~Clllal to \,-polyuozuials =,..\".1: + ... + ':J \.1" + ':u J ' (=i t:: Z); all tllt~se an'

monotone.
For cvcry tenn bnilt ttp lJJith ("OU:iLallLs, thcre is a tlllite partitioll of tht~ gron)> illto C:Olln~x

subsets s. t. on l~ach of these subsets. litt! tenn is t"~q\lal (as a [llap) to a. ",e;cneralizcd \
polynomial". Again, a.ll gcneralize<l X-polyuonlials are l11011utoue. Exaillplc (a E G)t(x) =
x(x + a) - x(x - u) has graph
v= natural valuation of the ordere<! gronp G

The Frattini Subgroup

(Frank O. \Vagner. Oxford)

In a finite group C, the intersection of all lua.xünal subgroups form a. characteristic sub
group <1>(G), the Frattini subgroup, H is also characterized a.s the set· of all non-generating
elements. If H is normal in G, then H is l1ilpotent iff H ifJ( G)I ~(G) is nilpotent. T~is may
be (need to deduce the existence of nilpotent supplements (i.e. if JV <J G and GIN nilpo
tent, there is H < C, G = IVHand H nilpotent) and uItimatively of Carter su~groups

(i.e. self-normalizing nilpotent subgroups) iu.solvable grou'ps. In astahle group, we define
~(G), to he the union of all definable nonnal subgroups \vhich da not have a supplement.
This is anormal subgroup, and a union oi definable ones (which~ however, may vary with
the model). We prove:
"Theorem 1: If A1 is a family of uniformly definable norn1{\1 subgroups \vith~ut supple
ment, then modulo same definable normal subgroups N without supplement·M generates
a nilpotent group.

Theorem 2: If 1\4 is a type-definable normal subgroup of a saturated -R.~group G such
that H~ 4>(C)/ <1>(G) is nilpotent, then there is IV as above such that H<fJ /N is nilpotent.
Tbe proofs use the existence,of nilpotent supplelnents alld Carter subgroups in the Frattini
free component H4> of an R-group. So the order of thin~s is reversed in comparison to
finite group theory.

Finally, <1>( G) arises in a different context for a11 abdiall grollp a.s family of possible cohe
rents of quasi-endomorphisms.
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Extending parti~l isomor.phisms

( D(~rllha.r(1 Her\vig, Paris)

The aim of the talk i~ to prescut Cl theoreUl of Hrushovski, which is nscd in the proof of
the small index property for the coul1table randonl graph as presellted by Wilfrid Hodges·
and David EWns~ We also present the follo\ving generalization of Hrushovski 's Theorem:

Theorem: Let A be a finite, relational structure. Let PI, ... ,pu be partial isomorphisIDS
on A. Thereexists a finite structure Band partial isolnorphisms 11, ... , f" on B extending

Pi,···· ,pn· .
The theorem of Hrushovski is the same statelnent where_ A and Bare graphs. In thes~
way Hrushovski's theorem can be used to prove the smaU index property for the countab.
random graph. The generalizatio,n can be used to prove the small index property for the
countable random structure in every finite relational strllcture.

Universality of the automorphi~m

group of the real line

Frieder. Haug, Tübingen

In this talk we discuss the following ques.tion abaut the automorphism-group Aut( (IR, ~})
of the realline ·(IR, :5) = -

Qu.estion (U. Felgner, 1991); 15 Aut(IR, :5)) universal?
Here we call the automorphism.,.group of a linear order (n,~) univer.5al, if for each linear
order (L,~) with IAut( (L, ~})I $ IAut( (n, $) )1, Aut( (L, ~)) is embeddable into Aut( (n, ~
). .

We show that the above question cannot be answered just with the .axioms of ZFC or .
ZFC + CHI by proving the following three theorems:

Theorem A (ZFC + 2No < 2Nt + SB): Aut( (IR,~)) is unviversal. •
Theoren:t B· (ZFC + 2No = 2N1 ): Aut( (IR, ~}) is not universal.
Theorem C (V = L): .Aut(JR; ~)) is not·universal.
Here SH denotes the Saishi Hypothesis: ·ir (L,~) is Cl. non+separable linear order, then
(L,:5) contains an uncountable faluily of clisjoint ap·eu intervalls..
Ir we view Allt( (IR, ~)) not just cL'» CL pure grotlp, hut also as a lattice-ordered group (e
group), then \ve can tlefine aualogously as ahove the nation of a e·univerjalautomorphism
group of a linear order.- \Ve can provc: al1al()~otls tlH~()n~lllS for this nation.

18.
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Definable slt'bgroups of algebraic groups

Qver finite fields

AUflud PillaYt Nut.r<~ Dauw (USA)

. I Jiscuss joint \'lork with Hrusliovski.
Unless other\visc said F dCllotes a. bOlludec.l IJl~rfc('t PAC neId (houudcd nll~ans small, i.c.

there are only finitely nlallY coutinl1uus hUIllU1l1oq>hislllS frolll Gal(F/ F) into a·llY given

fil1i te group.) .
Let G be a connecteu algebraie gruup dcfined over F. \Ve use rIlodel-thcoretic aud sta-
bility theoretic Inethods to study (dcfinable) subgToups of G(F), anti \ve have various

applications.

Theorem 1. Let {..Yi; i E I} be CL fanlily of Zariski-irreducible definable (in F) subsets of
G(F), each containing identity.
Let .G I be the subgroup of G(F) generated by all thc ..\i. Then GI is defina~le (in F) (and
is thus a finite-index subgroup of H( F), for H sOlne connected algebraic s~bgroup of G,
defined over F).

Theorem.2. Let GI be a definable (in F) subgroup of finite index of G(F). Then there is
a connected algebraic group H defined over F, and a surjective F -rational homomorphism
f: H -+ G, with finite kernei, such that f(H(F) < G, (and lTIOr'eover f(H(F)) has finite

index in GI).
...~~

A special case is where F is a pseudofillite field.· We have the following consequences

a) For F, G as above (i.e. F add perfect PAC); G(F) is definably simple iff ab.stractly

·simple.

Moreover if G is simple as an algebraic group, then ·there is a definabl[~ubgroup GI
of G(F) of finite index, such that Gis' simple on an a.bstract group.

b) (Nori) Let G be a connected simple algebraic group defined over Z. For p a prime, let
Gp be reduction of G mod p.
Let r < G(il) be finitely generated aud Zariski dense (in G). Then for all hut finitely
many p, r/p = Gp(IFp).

c) Let G be as in (h). Then the set of maximal subgronps of Gp(IFp) (p a prime) is
. uniformly definable (\vhere.Jl varics).

cl) Let G be a 3imply connected altnost sitnple al~cbraic group defined over F. Then
G(F) is sinlple (modulo its finite centre) as an abstract gn.)up.
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The Buillm-Manin homomorphism

Analld Pill~y, Notre Dame

Let J( be a differentially closed nelu of characte"ristic o. Let A. l}ea.n abelian variety, defined
over [(. Identify A. with .4( [().

"Proposition 1. Therc is a DCF-definable hOlnomorphisln f {roln A into Kn (some n)
such that Ker(f) has fihite Morley rank (in the differentially closed field ]().

Proposition 2. Let r ,be a subgroup of A \vhich is the divisible huH of a finitely generated
group. Then there is a finite M ar/iy r/lnk defin/lb/e subgroup of A, say r 1 , such that r < r•

. 'VVe give an outline of thc proofs uf the above resuIts.

Exponentiation and Formal Power Series

DavidMarker (UIC)

"We repott on joint work with Lou van den Dries and Angus Macintyre. Using formal
power senes we.' construct natural nOllstandard lnodels of IRan (exp), the real numbers with
exponentiation and analytic functions onbounded sets.
With these methods ~e prove:
1) f( x) = fo% et2 dt is ~ot IRan (exp) definable
2) Let f(x) = log x(log log x) alld let y be its compositional inverse. Then 9 is not

asymptotic to a. composition of exp, log and algebraic functions.

O-minimal groups and rings

Charley Steinhorn (Vas~ar College) •We discuss joint \vork \vith I\:obi Peterzil. Let A1 = (Ai, <, ... ) be an o-minimal structure
such that (M, <) is a dense linear order. A-group (G, *fis definable in 1.\1 if Gis a definable
subset of l'v/" for some n and * is a definable fUllctiol1. It \vas shown by A. Pillay that every
definable group in an o-millilnal structure admits a-uefinable topology via an un-manifold",
\vith finitely many charts. Defillablc rings are given siInilarly.
\Ve say thata lnanifold _\ is definnbly l'Olllpact if for every path p: ((1, b) ~ ..r definable in .
Al, both lirn p( t) and lim p( t) exist aud are dcments of .\. Abaut definable compactness~

t-4+ t-b-
we prove
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Theorcn~ ~~ ~ JJu is lh'Huably l"(uupa,·1. lh'n·.\ i~ a SIlI)s.,t ur .\1 wlt.h du' llsuaJ t.opolo.t!;y

- if autI olily if _\ is dost'<! auel IUHuld,'d.
H follows that th(~ '~()lltiJlllOtlS i1l1a.~t· nf a dnst'd alld IUHlIul('d S(~t \lElder a dt'tillablt~ Inappill.~

is closed .U1J LOlllldetl. TurniIlK 1l"(J\V tu ~r()\lp~ alld lila», W(' havl.' r.llt~ t~)llowill~

Theorem Let (G, *) he a clcnuable ~rO\lp i11 au o-Iuiuünal stnH:tlln~ ;\lwhich is not
definably cOlllpact. TIten thcn~ is Cl dl~fillahlc H -:; G, tlilll H = 1. an<! H is (livisahlt~ anel
abelian.

Theorem Let R = (R. +, *) be :L (h'öllaule ring in -1\1 which c[()l'S not have zero d~visors.
.Thcn R is eithcr a. real dused fiel< 1of ,1irnellsioll 1, R{ p) fur a detillablc real closed fielt.!
R (of dimension l)t ur R is thc ring of (luaterniolls OVf'1' a d~tinahle rea.l closed field R
(again or of dimension 1).

An unc.lassifiable unidimensional theory
without the OTOP

Bradd Hart, MCNlaster ·.Universi.ty

Using Shelah's !\1ain Gap for countable theories a,lld related results. one can prove the
following theorem; specialized in this case to acountable unidimensional theory:

Theorem (Shelah). If T is a countableunidiluensional theory then equivalently
1) For every AI F T there is 1v10· < M, IAt/ol S 21T1 and lV > Mo with q = tp(N/Mo)

dominated by a regular type such that lV[ is prima!")· Qver 1\10 and a basis for q.
2) T is not unclassifiable . -
3) 'F does ~ot have the OTOp
where T iS'üriclassifiable if for every reluar ,,\ >ITI there are Atl ; 1V/2 f= T of cardin<Jity A
such that MI ~ lvf2 but may be forced isomorphicby a forcing \vh~ch preservesall cardinals
and add the new subsets of..\ of cardinali ty < ..\

and

T has the omitting types order property (OTOP) if there i~ an .c-type p{x, y, z) such that
for all A there is lV F T and (an: (\' < A) <; lV such. that!V realizes p(x, ao, aß) iff~Q < ß.

In general, for an arbi trary lan~uage 1) => 2} ~ 3). It is hoped that in general 1) and 2)
are cquiValent. Ambar Cho\vdhury alld r have constructed allllidimensional. theory which
is unclassifiable hut d~es not havt:" tllt~ ()TOP so in .e;eIl~ral 3) 1> 2}.
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The small index property far w-categorical,
w-stable structures and for the random graph

David M. EV~U1S (Nor\vich)

Continuing the discussion or th~ paper of Hodges, Hodkinson, Lascar aud Shelah, intro
duced hy Wilfrid Hodges, wc presented a praof of
Thm (HHLS) Suppose lvI is either an w-categorical, lU-stahle countable structure, or the
random graph. Then M has thc small index property: If H is a suhgroup of Aut(M) of
index< 2No , then H contains the pointwise stabiliser in A.ut(M) of a finite subset of M.
Tbe praaf uses the exis~ence of cOlneagre sets of generic automorphisms in (Aut(M)"1IIA.
which in turn relies on known facts about 1\1, due to Cherlin, Harrington and Lachlan andW
Hrushovski (for the w-categorical, w-stable Al) and Hrushovski (for M the random graph).

On simple groups of finite Morley rank

A. Borovili: (VMIST, Manchester)

Let G he a group of finite Modey rank (FMR). vVe say that G is bad, if every proper
definable connected subgroup is nilpotent.
A bad field is a structure of FMR of the form

(1\; +~ ., Al),

where (K; +, -) is an a.c. field and J\1 is (a predicate for) proper infinite subgroup ofK·.
G. Cherlin conjectured, specifying the \vell-known Cherlin-Zilber conjecture on groups of
FMR, that simple groups of finite Modey rank which do not interpret had field or bad
groups are simple algebraic groups aver a.c. fields.
\Ve call a simple group of FMR ta~e, if it eIoes not interpret a bad group or a bad field and
if, in addition, every proper definable cOI1uected sinlple section of G is a simple algebraic
group over an a.c. field. ObviollSly a minimal counterexample to Cherlin's conjecture is a.
tame group. .
The talk was devoted to discussion 2-Sylo\v theory and signalizer functors in tarne groups.
First results in the theory of tarne groups are very instiring and promising and give hopes
of eventual classification of this group.
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Elementary theories closed to Inodtlles und coverings

by 'classes of perll1utable equivalell.CeS

E..-\.. PalYlltiu t Rllssia. Novosibirxk)

Equivalences 0, ,d a.re perrnutable if the t:olupositioll Ü 0 ..i is au t'qtli\'alt~ncc. Let P be a.
sublattice of the lattice of all cquiva1<"ucc relatiolls Oll ~et .-t illlel all n . .tJ E P are permutable.
Equivalence (\' hrui finite index in S(~t }.~. if ü i Y' lla.."i finitdy [na.ny daSSl'S.

Der. A set .Y. has finite multiilLdex in a set }'.. rclativo to t.hc lattict~ P 'iff there cxists a
chaine Cl'o S; ... S; an of P·equivalellce relations, ~.t. .\ is an no-class. Y is an ll'n-class ,
..Y ~ Y and far any i < n equivalenccs O'j have finite illd~x in fl'i+l.\"

Next theorem is a. generalization of the fmnous Nel1llUlu'S lenulla.

n

Theorem Let }T, .Y'I"" , ...:rn be clru:iSCS of e,:&<luivulence rt"lations fronl P. r~ ~ U.ti und
.- I
-n .

y ~ UXi. Then ,.\'"1 has finite multiindex in Y. This theoreITI is used for the proof of
2 .-.

quantifier elimination for HOln stab~e theories with NDOP via positive primitive formulas.

Topological automorphism groups

Wilfrid Hodges, QM\V, London

The talk was an introduction to the talks of EvaIls~ Herwig and lvIacpherson on aspects
of the small index property. It defined aütolllorphisln groups as topological groups and
as complete metric spaces. The following theorenl (froIn Hodges, Hodkinson~'Lascar and
Shelah, uThe small index property for w-stable, w-categorical structures and for the ran
dom graph", J. Landon Math. 'Soc. 4~ (1993), 204-218) ·\vas proved: If the topological
group G is a complete metric space and H is a neagre subgroup of G, then H has index
~ 2w in G.

Berichters~atter: M. Tressl
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 2/1994

Aigebraic Combinatorics
09.01.-15.01.1994

The conference was organized by E.Bannai (Fukuoka), A.A.Ivanov (Moscow), A.Kerber
(Bayreutb) and U.Ott (Braunschweig). This was tbe first Oberwolfach meeting on Al
gebraic Combinatorics hut in asense it was a succesor of two earlier meetingS on the
subject held in Vladimir (Russia) in 1991 and in Fukuoka (Japan) in 1993. The confer
ence brought together mathematicians from various Countries working in different ~eas
of Algebraj.c Combinatorics. There was always a eommon thread, namely an application
of association schemes and their analogs. O.Tamaschke.gave aseries of two expository
lectures on the theory of S-rings. This exposition of a subject fundamental to the the
ory of association schemes was very helpful for the participants. Numerous other talks
were given on traditional aress of Algebraic Combinatorics such as the theory of CP
and Q)-polynomial schemes, representation theory of symmetric groups and the theory
of diagram geometries. Progress in these areas was reported, for instance the possibil
ity of answering existence and uniqueness questions for the sporadie simple groups by
studying their diagram geometries. Moreover, a number of new and rapidly growing
a.reas of Algebraic Combinatorics were well represented at the conference. These new
subjects include the theory of spin models, originally motivated by certain problems in
theoretical physics, and the theory of Terwilliger algebrss which appeared as a highlight
of the theory of (P and Q)-polynomial association schemes. The high level of interac
tioDS between participants has amply fulfilled the hopes of the organizers in bringing
together these diverse groups of researchers to foeus on the theme of association scheme
and representation theory.

The organizers wish to thank the "Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach" for _
its very kind hospitality.

E. Bannai, A. A. lvanov, A. Kerber, U. Ott
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J. ANDRE:

Non-commutative ·Spaces and Algebraic Combinatorics
A (non-commutative) ",pllce is a structure (..\", F) with }( :1= 0, F ~ P(X2) and with:

(i) any (x, y) E ,.,y2 lies in exactly one f E F,

(ii) {(x,x) I x E X} E F.

A line xOy is defined by xOy := {x, (x,y)} U {z I (x, z) = (XI y)}, where (x, y) = f E F.
In general xOy #: yOx. Examples are the homogeneous coherent configurations in
the sense of D. G. Higman (Geom.Ded. 4(1975),1-32) which are also called strongly
skewaffine spaces. Generalizations of them are the skewaffine spaces. A skewaffine space •
with xOy = yOx is affine. Some modifications of the adjacency algebras belonging
to those spaces are considered and some applications, especially on group-theory, are
presented.

R. BACHER:

Generalized Hadamard Matrices
We are interested in constructing matrices M E GL(n, C) which satisfy

M-1 =.!.M-l

n

where M- 1 is defined by (M-!)jJk = (MA:J)-l. Dur method is to look for a finite group
G of order n and an element Q =E Qg9 in the group algebra CG such that

1
0'-1 = _ '"Q-lg-l.

n.LJ 9

We shall give examples and VIf! shaU outline some relations with association schemes.

E. BANNAI:

Spin Models and Association Schemes, II
This is a joint work with Etsuko Bannai and Franc;ois Jaeger.
Using the results explained in Jaeger's talk, we get the following
Main Theorem. Let X(G) be the group association scheme of any finite abelian group
G. (1) For each fixed dual map 1/1 of X(G) (Le., for each character table P of X(G)
satisfying P = t P), we determined explicitly all the diagonal matrices ~ satisfying the •
modular invariance property: (P~)3 = >"1. (2) For each solution ~ in (1), we can .
associate a generalized spin model on the group G.
Remark. Generalized spin models on finite abelian groups constructed for any even
Qalattice by V. Kac - M. Wakimoto al1 appear among these constructed in the main
theorem. Also, generalized spin models on abelian groups which generate the Bose
Mesner algebra of the group association scheme are special cases of those constructed in
the main theorem.
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B. BAUMEISTER:

Flag-transitive Dual Extended Grids

Let G be a group acting ßag-transitively on a. dual extended grid r (~ : we hav~

points, lines and grids, and two lines which intersect in a point define exactly one grid.)
There are the following examples:
A family cf Rag-transitive geometries, whose members have as collinearity graph the
Hamming graph, the sporadie example G 9! J3 and its tripie cover 3J3 and finally
the extended temary Golay Code, whose universal 2--eover is a member of the family
mentioned above.
We proved

If Go/Kn is an almost simple group, n a grid, and K p = 1, P a point, then
G ~ J3 or 3J3•

How can we generalize the assumption of almost simplicity of GnlKn? For the moment
it seems reasonable to demand faithful and primitive action of GO/ Kn on the two parallel
classes of lines of the grid ll. We already know, that Go/Kn is not an affine group.

A. BLOKHUIS:

Extensions of Redei's Theorem
Let f : lFq -. lFq , q =p''', and N := I{ [(:2=;hd :x, y e lF~, x i= yH· .
In 1970 Redei showed that the value of N is restricted to a few intervals. A. E. Brouwer,
T. Szönyi and the speaker further restricted the possibilities in 1992. Recently T. Szönyi
observed that the same result applies if f is a partial function, assuming that IDorn{f) I >
q - .;q/2. A generalization in the other directions gives that if X ja a set of q+m points
such that there are less than (q + 1)/2 - vq directions corresponding to a passing li~e,

then m > ..jq/2 OI allIines in other directions intersect X in 1 mod p points.

M: CLAUSEN:

Fast Fourier Transforms and Efficient CODStructiQD pt Irreducible
Representations .. ,"
(Joint work with U. Baum). By Wedderbum Theorem, the complex group algebra of a
finite group Gisisomorphie to an algebra of block-diagonal matrices. Every such iso
morphism D : fi)Di : ce --+ EDi:lce)(di is called a Discrete Fourier Transform (DF'r) for
CG. It involves a ~omplete list Dlt ... , Dn of pairwise inequivalent irreducible represen
tatioDS of ce. The linear complexity L(G) of G is the minimum number of anthmetic
operations (addition, subtraction, scalar multiplication) to evaluate a suitable DFT for
G at a generic (input) vector. (H only multiplication by scalars of absolute value ~ 2 is
allowed, we get the 2-linear complexity L2( G).) Trivially, IGI - 1 ~ L(G) ~ 21G1 2 .

Theorem

(1) L(G) =O(IGI3/ 2), for any finite group G.

(2) L 2(G) = o(lGllog3 lGI), for GE {Sn, An}.
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(3) L~(!J)= ()(IGII()~ IGI), if G is sllpersolvable.

(4) L2 (G) > 1/4IGllogIGI, for any tinite G.

(5) L 2(G) > 1/2IGIl~~ IGI if G is abelian.

(6) If the sllpersolvable group G is given by a power-commutator presentation, then
the irreducible reprcsentations can be constructed in time O(IGllog IGI).

More information and proofs can be found in our book: M. Clausen / U. Baum: Fast
Fourier Transforms, BI, 1993.

A. E. COHEN:

On ·Chen Zhijie's Conjecture

Take k ~ IF3 ,G = GL(4,k), V = Sym3k4 j(cubes). Then dimG = dimV = 16. Thise
module came up in Liebeck's classification of group actions (G, V) with finitely many
orbits of G in V, but wasn't actually settled as 8.11 example. It was studied by ehen Zhijie
in "A new prehomogeneous vector space of char p" ,Chinese Annals 0/ Math. 8B(1987),
22-35, where he presented several orbits and conjectured tllat these are all. In joint
work, David B. Wales and I have shown (computations need to be double checked) that
his conjecture is true in spirit (there are finitely many orbits), but wrong in the sense
that an additional orbit was found.
As a byproduct, it was found that, for a.ny characteristic, GL(4, k) has an invariant
polynomial of degree 8 on Sym3k4

•

C. GODSIL:

p-Ranks cf Projective Planes
Let B be the incidence matrix of a projective plane P of order n. Bruen and Ott proved
that, if p divides n, the rank: of B over GF(p) is at least n3/

2 + 1. (lf p divides n then
rk,,(B) ~ n2 + n.) We improve Bruen and Ott's bound to

{
n3/2 + 1 + L!!±!J, n even ;

n3f2 +$!. nodd.

This is obtained' by estimating the p-rank of B <8> BT , making use of the fact that there
is a 5-class association scheme on the antiftags of P.

P. DE LA HARPE: e
Jenes' Basic Censtruction and Invariants of Cembinatorial Objects
Let X be a square complex matrix such that tXX-! = nI (where eX)j,k = X kJ and
(J'Y-!)j,k = ("Yj,k)-l). Mimicking part of V. Jones' theory for subfactOIS and operator
algebras, we associate to }( a Ucommuting square" of semi-simple algebras. Invariants
of this square (such as the Wey! group and the higher relative commutants) provide
interesting invariants of X. They can be computed for several examples related to
Hadamard matrices and stronlgy regular graphs.



T. ITO:

The Terwilliger Aigebras of Cyclotomic Schemes

The Terwilliger algebra of an associatioD scheme was introduced by Pani Terwilliger in
bis study of P- and Q-polynomial schemes and he himself called it aT-algebra or a.
subconstituent algebra. It is a semi-simple algebra containing the Bose-Mesner algebra.,
and it captures something about one point stabilizers when the scheme comes from a
group action.
Terwilliger established the representatioD theory of T-algebras for thin P- and Q-polyno
mial schemes. For other classes of association schemes, not much is known about the Ter
williger algebras and the investigation of their representations has just recently started.
Here we analyze the representation of the Terwilliger aJgebras for cyclotomic schemes by
use of the Jacobi sums and determine the irreducible representations completely when
the ciass is two.

A. A. IVANOV:

On Geometries of the Fischer Groups

Tbe Fischer groups Fi22 , Fi23 and Fi24 are associated with a number of diagr~geome
tries some of which have been recently characterized. Exploiting a relationship"hetween
these geometries we obtain some further characterizations. In particular we prove ~he

simple connectedness of the Ronan-Smith 2-local parabolic geometry of the lugest ,Fi
scher group Fi:u and of its analogue related to the nonsplit tripie cover 3 · Fi2~' The
diagrams of these geometries are the following:

>----~O

>-----~O

Fi24: C 0 0 0

2 2 2 2

3·Fi24 : C : 0 0

2 2 2 2

F. JAEGER:

Spin Models and Association Schemes, Part I

This talk presents some joint work with Eiichi and Etsuko Bannai. In 1989 Vaughan
Jones introduced spin models as a way to construct invariants of links in 3-space, and
we deal here with the nonsymmetric generalization due to Kanaga, Munemasa, and
Watatani. Such spin models can be defined as pairs (w+, w-), where w+, w- are matrices
in Mn(C) which satisfy certain equatioDS. With every spin model we associate two
subspaces M, 'H. of Mn{C) containing 1, J, w+, w-, &uJ+, tw-. M is closed under
ordinary product and 11. is closed under Hadamard product.
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1. M a.n<! 'H are isonlorphic ,loS alge bras.

2, When)\.1 = H., we havp. the Bose -Mesner algebra of a self-dual association scheme.

3. In this case, if P is the first eigenmatrix of the scheme, there exists a diagonal
matrix ß and ..\ E ce - {O} such that (Pß)3 = AI (modular invariance),

4. for abelian group schemes, each such a gives a spin model.

G. D. JAMES:

Immanants of M-Matrices
Given a partiton A of n, one obtains a narmalized immanant d" of an n x n matrix
M = (Mi;) by defining _

" X~(M) •
d>.(M) = L.J -(1)mt.hrm 2.21r· • ·1nn.n... ,

1feS~ X"

where X..\ is the irreducible character of Sn which is indexed by A. Far various classes
of matrices, there appear to be many inequalities between normalized immanants. It
is known, for example, that det M ~ d~(M) for an Hermitian positive semidefinite
matrices, and the conjecture that d~ ~ permM for these matrices remains an intriguing
open problem. In our talk, based on joint work with C. R. Johnson and S. Pieree, we
discuss the problem of finding inequalities between immanants of M-matrices. The main
result coneerns the existence of a set of "test-matrices" for such inequalities. For eertain,
readily defined, matriees Mo (one for each partition Q of n), we have d>..(M) 2: dp(M)
for all n x n M-matrices M if and only if d,,(Mo ) 2: dp(Mo ) for all partitions Q of n.
Several examples are given which illustrate the power of this theorem.

M. H. KLIN:

On Classical and Direc~Versions of Strongly Regular Graphs
Aceording to A. Duval a directed regular graph r of valency k with v vertiees is called
a directed strongly regular graph (d.S.I.g.) or a {v, k, J,&, A, tl-graph if

A2 =tI + AA + ~(J - I - A) ,

where A = A(r) is the adjaceney matrix of r. The ease t = k is equivalent to the
classical definition of s.r.g.
1. For each n 2: 3 there exists (n(n - 1), 2n - 3,2, n - 2, n - 1)-graph which is invariant_
with respect to the natural action of the symmetrie group Sn on n(n - 1) points. TheW
ease n =5 gives a positive answer to a question of Duval.
2. Ta each projective plane of order q there eorresponds a «l( + q + l}(q + 1), q2 +
q, q, q-1, q)-graph which is obtained via merging of elasses of the association scheme on
flags.
3. There exists a primitive rank 3 s.r.g. (in a elassieal sense) with parameters v = 81,
k =40, ,\ = 19, Jj = 20, which admits a regular action of Zg x Zg. This gives a positive
answer to a question of K. T. Arasu, D. Jungnickel, S. L. Ma, A. Pott.
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R. LAUE:

Double-Cosets

For constructive purposes it is not sufficient to determine the number of double cosets.
Instead a set of representatives is needed. Of cours~~ a general solution is rliflicult and
would for example salve the graph isomorphism problem. Therefore we discuss special
situations using the homomorphism principle via achain of subgroups or by prescribed
stabilizers. .~ combination of both yields a tool which has been successfully applied
to the construction of new 6-designs by Schmalz and will now he developed for dOllble
eosets more generally. As an example the construetion of eyele permutation graphs is
shown.

V. I. LEVENSHTEIN:

• A New Lower Bound on the Size cf Classical t-Designs
A system S =S.\(t, k, v) of k-subsets of a v-set possessing the property that any t-subset
of the v-set belongs to ,\ k-subsets of S is referred to as a (elassical) t-design. A problem
of obtaining lower bounds on the size of a t-design is eonsidered. The following bounds
for t-designs are well known: :.: ~.

151 ~ (;) / (~) (Steiner. 1853) I

ISSI ~ (~)., (v ~ 1) (WJlson. Ray-Chaudhuri. 1971).

where t = 2l +1, 'Y E {O, I}, 2k ~ v.
A new lower bound on the size of t-designs is obtained which for some classes is attained
and better than the above mentioned bounds. The proof of the bounds is based on (i)
Delsarte's inequalities for codes and designs in P- and Q-polynomial association schemes,
(ii) the solution of the code problem for the system Q of orthogonal polynomials and
(iii) a duality of bounding the sizes of codes and designs for finite spaces. -'-

S. LÖWE:

Generalized Quadrangles with a Regular Point and their
Association Scheme

H r is a generalized quadrangle with regular point we can associate with it an assoeiation
scheme A(r) of class 4. Given an association scheme A with the same parameters as
A(r), is it possible to reconstruct r from -4.1 A partial answer to this question uses the
characterization of r as a cover of a net. From.A we construct two geometrie objects X
ud.N and a projection map p: X --+ N. Then the following are equivalent:

1. r can be reconstructed from A.

2. pisa triangle free cover of a net N with suitable parameters.
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3. Maximal c1iqlle~ uf A with respect to ODe or the relations are or eOll:stallt size
dcpellding on t,he para.n1(~ters of A, and .,V is a net with suitable parameters.

In this contcxt }! is a "llct if and only if any two of its lines meet in a. unique point and
any two of its points are joined by a unique line.

A.. MUNEMASA:

Graphs of Alternating, Symplectic, and Quadratie Forms

Let q be apower of 2. We eonsider the graph Alt(n + 1, q) (resp. Sym(n, q), Quad(n, q) )
whose set of vertices is the set of all altemating bilinear fonns on an n + l-dimensional
vectorspace over GF(q) (resp. al1 symmetrie bilinear farms on an n-dimensional vec
torspace over GF(q), all quadratie forms on an n-dimensional vectarspace over GF(q». _
Two vertiees are adjacent iffrank(x-y) = 2 (resp. rank(x-y) = 1 or 2, rank(x-y) = 1 _
or 2). Alt(n + 1, q) is isomorphie to Sym(n, q) as graphs but not isomorphie as Schur
rings. Indeed, Alt(n+l, q) is self-dual as Schur ring, while Sym(n, q) has dual Quad(n t q),
which is not isomorphie to Alt(n + 1, q).

M. MUZYCHUK:

The Structure cf Schur Rings ovar Cyclle Groups of Square-Free Order

Let Zn be a cyeUe group, on is a square-free number. We give an explieit description af the
strueture of S-ring aver Zn. Every S-ring is uniquely determined by a pair (F, {QF }FEF),
where Fis a topology defined on the set of prime divisors of n and {QF }FEF is a family
of subgroups of Z: satisfying some additional conditions. .

S. NORrON:

Transposition Groups
The main topic was 3-generated 6-transposition groups, with emphasis on the Monster.
It was shown how the braiding operations could, by use of a standard homomorphism
from the 3-string braid group to the modular group, lead to a way of associating a
polyhedron, ealled a football with every set of 3-transpositions. Such a polyhedron
would have trivalent vertices and its faces would have at most 6 sides. Oue possibility
is for a genus 1 surface (called doughnut) where all faces were hexagons and there is
DO degeneracy; otherwise Euler's fonnula means the genus would have to be O. By
homological arguments the size of a football can be correlated with the order of thee
product of the 3 transpositions, and it is also possible in principle to calculate the total
number of footballs - estimated to be about 10000 for the Monster. A possible assoeiation
with Moonshine was discussed, hut this is not believed to be fruitful.
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D. V. PASECHNIK:

Combinatorial Characterizations cf Geometries far Sporadie Groups

We survey recent results concerning characterizations of sporadie group geometries with
out assumptions on group actions, which may be viewed as an attempt to create a theory
unifying buildings and affine polar spaces with sporadie geometries.

1. D. V. Pasechnik: Geometrie characterization 0/ graphs jrom the Suzuki chaln.
Eur.J.Comb. 14(1993), 491-499.

2. D. V. Pasechnik: Geometrie characterization 0/ the spomdie groups Fi22 , Fi23 and
Fi24 • J.Comb.Th.(A), to app~.e 3. D. V. Pasechnik: E:rtended generolized octagons and the group He. preprint 1993.

eH. E. PRAEGER:

On Hexagonal Graphs
This is joint work with ManIey Perkel.
A hexagonal graph is a graph r with a set C of hexagons (cycles of length 6) such that
each 2-arc of r lies in a unique hexagon in c. We studied hexagonal graphs such that
Aut(r) is transitive on 2-arcs and Aut(r)~(Q) is 3-transitive. Two new infinite families
of hexagonal graphs with valencies 2", d ~ 2, were conStructed. It was shown that the
two smallest graphs, one from each. family, are the only two hexagonal graphs such that
Aut(r)~(Q) is 3-transitive, and such that the set of vertices a(a) which are antipodal
vertices of the cycles in C containing Q ~as minimal size Ir(o)l- 1. The two examples
are:

1.) Valency 4, 32 vertices, Aut(r) =55 x 53, and

2.) Valency 8, 270 vertices, Aut(r) =Sg.

A. SALI:

On the Rigidity of Spherical t-Designs

Spherical t-designs were introduced by P. Delsarte, J.M. Goethals and J.J. Seidel.

Definition A finite X C Sei is called a spherical t-design in Sei iff .

1 f 1
IS"I 15" f(x)dw(x) = IXI ..~ f(x)

holds tor all polynomials /(%) 0/ degree ct most t.
Definition A spherical t-design X is C4lled rigid iff any sufficiently close t·design X' to
X is an orthogonal trans/orm 01 X.
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Thc coucept of rigid :;pherkal f.-dcsigns was introduccd by Bannai. He conjectllrcd that
there i:; a fllnctioll f{f. d) such that if ~"( is a spherical t design in thc tl-dimensional
Euclidean space so t.hat I..YI > f(t, ci), then .'( is non-rigid. Furthermorc, he asked
to find examples of ri~id but not tight spherical designs. In the present talk we shall
investigate the case of t=2 anti find aseries of non-tight but rigid designs. Also an
important duality property of spherical 2-designs is discussed. In the second half we
take X as an orbit of a finite refiection group and prove that X is rigid iff tight for the
groups An, En , en , Dn , E6t E7t F4t 13 •

J. SAXL:

Exceptional Polynomials

A polynomial in lFq [Xl inducing a permutation on lFq is a pennutation polynomial. It is
an excep~ionalpolynomial, if it is apermutation polynomial over lFqt for infinitely many •
qt. Carlitz (1965), based on work of Dickson (1896), eonjectured that for n fixed, even,
there is a constant Cn such that there are no permutation polynomials for q odd with
q > Cn. This translates inta: There are Da exceptional polynomials of even degree in odd
characteristic. This has been proved in a joined work with M. Fried and R. Guralnick
(Israel J. Math. 82(1993), 157-225). Information was also obtained in the general case,
which has been used since by S. Cohen and R. Matthews to construct a. new family of
exceptioilal polynomials in even chara.cteris~icof degree n =2.-1(2' - 1), S odd.

R. SCHARLAU:

Glueing Integral Lattices
We study even integrallattices L with a prescribed decomposable sublattice L11..L2 ~ L.
Assuming L2 = QL2 n L, such a la.ttice is of the form

L = LI x4- ~:= {x+y E Lr eLf IxE S,c/>X=Y}

for a unique subgroup S ~ Tl and :n ~metry (~f ~~e quadratic farms) t/>: (S,q~ .....
(T2, -q2). Here, ~ = T(L,) ;= Li /Li 18 the discnmmant group of Li, where Li :=
{y E Li I (Li, y) ~ Z} denotes the duallattice, and q, : n ..... QjZ, q,(x) = (x, %}/2 +
Z, is the discriminant quadratic form. Assume moreover that Lisselfdual and LI,
L2 are characteristic sublattices. Then the possible L are described by double cosets
O(L2 )\Aut(T2 )/4lcQ(L1). We consider as a complicated example the esse n = rankL =
32, r = rankLl = 20, LI 2 20A1(root system), L2 = Lt n L, minL2 = 4 (in fact, •
L2 ~ 2D12 ).

J. J. SEIDEL:

Spherical Designs and Tensors
1. A spherical design of even index q is a finite set U such that

f cg)quda(u) = .!:. L 0 9u
1n n uEU
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where IUI = n, U c n er, unit sphere n. qth tensor power ®qa = a ~ ... & a baving
coordinates the monomials of degree q in the coordinates (at, ... ad) = ß. Equivalently:

(1.1) U is extremal in the Sidelnikov's inequality:

o~ 111 @'udu(u) _.!. L @'ull = -6 + ~ L (u,v)' .
n n uEU n u.ueU

1 1·3·S···(q-l)
(1.2) n2 L (u,v)'=6:= d(d+2)"'(d+q-2)'

u.veU

(1.3) .! E heu) = f heu) da(u) .
n ueU Jn

2. Linear map F: r ~ JllN, x ..... Y = Fx, F = {rows of standard matrix}. For F the
following are equivalent:

(2.1) Condition (0): f ~9udu(u} =eS L @4l.
. 1n /EF

(2.2) Cubature: f heu) du(u) = fJ E h(f}, h E hOID.q(r) .
1n /eF

(2.3) Waring: IIxll9 =E (f, X)9, :z: E Ir' .
IEF

(2.4) Isometry: 11%112 = lIylI, := ~ f. y~, %er.
1'=1

3. Hilbert's Lemma (1909) for the solution of Waring's problem implies:

Theorem: Vd e N, Vq E 2N, 3N E Nand linear F : r ~ RN satisfying (0), Cubature,
Waring, Isometry and (multi)spherical design of index q.

L. H. SOlCHER:

Low Rank Representations and Graphs {ar Sporadie Groups
(Joint werk with Cheryl Praeger) We classify all transitive permutation representatioDS
t/J of rank at most 5 of the sporadie almost simple groups (the groups T with S :5
T :5 Aut(S), S a sporadie simple group). One application is the completion of the
classification of the primitive permutation representations of rank at most 5 of the finite
almost simple groups. For each representation q, above, we determine the intersection
matriees for the resulting orbital digraph& We then classify the distance--regular graphs
having a vertex-transitive action of rank at most 5 by a sporadie almost simple group,
and discover some new distan~regular graphs of diameter 2.
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S. Y. SONG:

Character Tables Or Association Schemes and their Fusions
and Fissions

For given commutativc association schemes, we cau construct many new commutative
association schem~ as their fusion schemes or as their fission schemes by using the char
acter table of given schemes and their fusion and fission. In this talk, many known ex
amples of fusion schemes and fiSsion schemes of orbital (group-case) association schemes
and some open problems related to the classification of commutative association schemes
will be discussed.

O. TAMASCHKE:

SCHuR-Ring Theory as an Extension cf Finite Group Theory.
Every subring T of the group ring ZG of any finite group G with the following properties
is called a SCHuR-ring (S-ring) on G:
There exists a decomposition G =1iu ... U 7; of G into non-empty trivially intersecting
subsets such that

•
(81)

(82)

(83)

'Vi E {1, ... , t} 3j E {1, ... , t} :

Vi,j,k E {1, ... ,t} 3Zi;k E Z:

'!i-I := {g-1 I9 E 1i} =T;
e

'L Lj = E ZijlcL
Je=l

t
T= EZ'L,

i=l

where L := Lge" 9 E ZG.
After historical remarlcs on BURNSIDE-groups and motivations via the double eoset
S-rings as the eentralizer rings of permutation representations the category of SCHUR

algebras over C is introduced, followed by areport on T-subgroups. T-normal subgroups
and tbe homomorphism theorem for S-algebras over C.
This is abrief account of a theory presented in the book

DIa! Tamaschke: Schur-Ringe.
B.I. Hochschulskripten 735/735a*; Bibliographisches Institut Mannheim, 1970.

O. TAMASCHKE:

A Generalized Character Theory for Finite Groups.
Abrief account is given on the paper "On Schur-rings which Define a Proper Character •
Theory on Finite Groups" Math. Z. 117 (314-360) 1970. For any SCHUR-ring T on any
finite group G, decomposed into its G-classes G =1i u ... U 1; and any representation
F : C -+ (C)n of the SCHuR-algebra er by n x n-matrices aver eweset

"Ig E G <P(g):= troceF (i o1i) forg E 1i
and call t/J : G -t> C the T-character of G belonging to F. Any g, h e G are called T
conjugate iff cP(g) = t{J(h) for every T-character c/J of G. If T is the number of irreducible

12



T-characters and s the number of T-conjugacy classes, then r :S s. The T-character
table ~ is a r x s-matrix of rank T and orthogonality relations hold for the rows of <fiT·

If r = s, then T is called a eS-ring in which case orthogonality relations also hold for
the columns of <l»T and T-character theory on G ~as aß relevant properties of ordinary
character theory on G in that case.

P. TERWILLIGER:

The Q-Polynomial Property
We investigate four conditions on a" regular finite undirected graph r = ()(, E). They
are, in order of increasing regularity:

(1) r is distance-regular.e (2) risthin.

(3) r is Q-polynomial and thin.

(4) r is triply regular.

In fact (4) -+ (3) -+ (2) --+ (1). A graph r is said to be thin whenever for all distances
a, b, i,i, k, and al1 vertices x, 'g, z E X such that 8{x, y) = a, 8(x, z) = B, B{y, z) = b,
then

I{w Iw E X,8(w, x) = i, B(w, y) =j, a(fD,Z) =k}1
" = I{w Iw e X,8(w,z) = i,ö(w,y) =k,8(w,z) = j}l.

Theorem. Assume r is Q-polynomial and thin, with diameter 0 ~ S. Then for all
distances B, i,j, k, and all vertices~, y, z such that 8(z, y) = 1, 8(y, z) =B, 8(z, z) =a+l,
~~ -

I{w Iw E X, 8(w,x) =i, 8(w,y) =1, 8(w, z)" = k}1

depends only on B, i, j, k and not on x, y, z.

z.-x. WAN:

Representations of Forms by FarInS in a Finite Field
Let q be a prime power and 2 Yq. Let A and B be, respectively, m x m and t x t

symmetrie matriees over lFq • Denote by ~~I(A,B) the number of m x t matrices X
over Pq satisfying tX AX = B. Formulas for ~~t(A, B) were obtained by, L. Carlitz
in 1954. The case when A and B are both skew-symmetric and the esse when they
are both hermitian (when q is a perfect square) were also studied by L. Carlitz in 1954
and by L. Carlitz and J. Hodges in 1955, respectively. Now the problem is studied in
its full generality. On the oue hand, the assumption 2 Yq is removed. On the other
hand, besides the above three cases studied by L. Carlitz, the cases of altemate forms,
of quadratie forms when 2 I q, of symmetrie bilinear forms when 2 I q, and bilinear forms
are also studied. and complete results are obtained.

13



v. WELI{ER:

Topological PraoEs of Some Decompositions of Same Sn-Characters

In this talk we prese~t two methods for obtaining filtrations of representations which
arise in the theory or Coxeter groups (joint work with S.Sundaram and M.Wachs). The
methods were developed in research on the theory of arrangements of linear subspaces
and its relations to configuration spaces and singularity theory. The first method can
be used to obtain a decomposition of the regular representation of a Coxeter group. We
show that for Sn the resulting decomposition is the decomposition also derived from
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem by considering the Sn-action on the variables. This
method uses Coxeter-Arrangements and aG-module theoretic version of the Goresky-

. MacPherson formula. The second method, which can be used to obtain the filtration
of the character of Sn on the multigraded part of the free Lie-Algebra, first calculated
by Reu~enauer, is based on a spectral sequence introduced by Hanlon. We apply thise
spectral sequence in the order complex of the partition lattice to retrieve Reutenauer's
result.

P .-H. ZIESCHANG:

Geometrie and Representation-Theoretic Methods in the Structure
Theory of Association Schemes
Viewing finite groups as a distinguished class of association schemes we investigate the
question which parts of finite group theory can be generalized to a useful contribution to
the structure theory of association schemes. We introduce the concept of coset systems of
association schemes to abstract the way in which classica1 geometries arise from groups,
e.g., in which certain buildings arise from groups with a (B, N)-pair. Together with the
theory of coset systems the ordinary representation theory of association scbemes has
strong implications in the structure theory of association schemes, e.g., it is possible to
determine the association schemes generated by two involutions.

K.-H. ZIMMERMANN:

On a Basis for a Class of Weight Spaces
In my talk I present a. basis for a class of weight spaces. These spaces are weight spaces
of polynomial representations of the general linear group (in the usual sense) introduced
by G. D. James (in bis LNM-book, section 26).

Berichterstatter: St. Löwe
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MATHEMATISCHES FORsCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 3/1994

Gruppentbeorie (Permutationsgruppen)

16.1. • 22.1.1994

•

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Prof. Dr. Otto H. Kegel (Freiburg) und Prof. Dr. Peter
M. Neumann (Oxforo) statt.

An der Tagung, bei der Themen im Zusammenhang mit endlichen und unendlichen Pennuta
tio~sgroppen im Mittelpunkt standen, nahmen 39 Mathematiker aus 10 Ländern teil.

Die Themen der 32 Vorträge waren weit gestreut; so reichten sie z. B. von Automorphis~en
gruppen von (panieIl) geordneten Mengen oder Mengen mit einer Relation bis zum Zusammen-
hang zwischen Pennutationsgruppen und Untergruppenwachsttlm. .
Neben den Vorträgen ergaben sich allabendlich intensive Diskussionen, ein reger.Austausch
von Ergebnissen und Perspektiven, sowie Gelegenheit zur konzentrierten Zusanunenarbeit
Dazu trug die Atmosphäre des Mathematischen Forschungsinstitutes wie auch die groß~gigen
Möglichkeiten entscheidend bei.
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J. Bamblett

Groups 01 product type

We study primitive pennutation groups which "look like" wreath produets in their primitive
action. We define systems of product imprimitivity according to KovacsynWreath decom-
positions of finite pennutation groups", Bull Austral. Math. Soc. 40 and, having defined a .
partial order on the set of all such systems for a given grouPy we show that in many cases this .,
poset is in fact a lattice. This he1ps os with the question of recognising computationally groups
of product type as we do nothave to search for systems of produet imprimitivity but can then
just compute; the minimal element of the lattice of systems can be found from the seele of the
graupe

B. Baumeister

Groups of product type witb an application to C1C geometries

I mentioned two propositions about pennutation groups which I used then for the classification
of flag transitive C2C-geometries supposing an almost simple or affine stabilisator of aplane.
Proposition 1: Let H be an almost simple group and suppose H = AAa for an subgroup A

of H and a e .Aut(H). TIten Soc(H) == pa 'ä(q),. M12 , SP4(q)', q even.

Proposition 2: Let V == pm be an iIreducible and faitbful module far a group K with

F(K.) =1. If K has a subgroup U , such that IK: UI = pa, a ~ m, then
p =2 y Soc(K) == L3(2) x...x L3(2) and V is a direct sum of natural modules
for L3(2).

G. Behrendt

Automorpbism groups 01 ordered sets

The talk gives a survey of recent results and open problems in some areas of the theory of ~to
morphism groups of ordered sets. The subjects are the following:
Representations of groups as automorphism groups of "small" ordered sets; representations of
groups as automorphism groups of ordered sets with forbidden induced suborders; homogenity
conditions for finite ordered sets.
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St. Bigelow

The truth about supplements of BA.

Let Ä. S K be infinite cardinals. A group G acting on a set 0 of size k is a supplement of

BÄ. if for every pennutation S of {} there is a g E G which agrees with s on all but fewer

than Ä. points. Semmes has shown that if the Generalised Continuum Hypothesis holels then
mere is a simple and powerful description of all such groups. Macpherson and Neumann
published a theorem giving a slighdy weaker" description which holds true in all models of set
theory. As a corollary this yields the euet set theoretic assumptions required for Semmes'
result to hold Unfortunately I have discovered amistake in the proof of their theorem and can
construet a cOUDterexample in certain models of set theory. However I have an alternative PrPof
that the corollary still holels. I will discuss these results and same ingredients thaI went into .
their proof. "

B. Brewster

Groups 2-transitive on a set 01 their Sylow subgroups

By Sylow's Theorem each finite group G is transitive on Sylp(G), the set of Sylow~'p-su~
groups of G, via conjugation. We present same results that indicate how strang a condition it
is for this action 10 be 2-transitive. The work isjoint with M. Ward (Bucknell U.). '.
Using the classification of 2-transitive groups cited by Cameron, Bull. London Math. Soc. 13
(1981), aided by methods presented by Hering, 1. Algebra 93 (1985), we obtain a p~ise
characterization of tbe groups G which are faithful and 2-transitive on Sylp(G) for same
prime p. From this we deduce:
G is 2-transitive on Sylr<G) for each r

and
faithful on SylP(G) for some p

(i) G == (x -+ ax + b I a,b E GF(qD), a ;c O}

where q is prime, q ~ p

q is not Mersenne or n;c 2

(ü) G == H S r(qD) with Ir(qD):HI I 2
if q is Mersenne and n =2

(iii) G == S4, P =3
or (iv) G == [C3 x C3] . SL(2,3), p.= 2

Consequendy if G is 2-transitive on Sylr(G) for each r, G e N3 and if either
, ISy13(G)1 =1 or ISy12(G)1 =1 , G E N2.

-.
A.R.Camina

Linear spaces witb line-transitive, point-imprimitive automorphism groups

I wish to discuss the following result (proved jointly with S. Meschke).
~t S be a line-~sitive, point·imprimitive linear space with k (n~mber of points on a
line) < 9. Theo 5 15 one of the following:



.~

(a) A projective plane of.order 4 or 7 ,
(b) one of 2 linear spaces with 91 points and k =6 or
(c) one of 467 linear spaces with 729 points and k = 8.

A. R. Camina (for J. Siemons)

Modular Homology in tbe Boolean Algebra and Group Acti~ns

Let 0 be a set and denote by 2[0] tbe finite sets of n. u:t R be a ring and consider the

R-module. R 2[0] . Let a e 2[Q] and let a(a) = 1: ri, 141 = k, lril =k - 1 . •
riSA

Let Mk ={1: rAJi I~ S C, lAI = Je. rA eR} . Consider the chain

o ~ 0 .•• +- Mo +- MI ~M2+-·..

If R has char p the ap = 0 .

Theorem All subsequence of the kind

~ Mk-p +- Mk.p+i +- Mt +- Mk+i +- Mk+p +- ...
are exaet for ~trary k, 0 < i < P as long as 2(k + p) Stnl .

M. Droste

McLain-groups over arbitrary rings and orderings
(joint work with R. Gäbel, Essen)

We investigate McLain..groups G(R,S) over arbitrary rings R and posets (S~. The group

elements can be viewed as upper ttiangular mattices witb only finitely many cotties *0 from
R , indexed by S. If R has no zero.divisors ~ 0 and (S,s) is locally linear (Le. eacb
interval is achain), we can recover the struetures of R and (S~, up to isomorphism or anti
isomorphisrn, from G(R,S). Also, Aut(G(R,S» can be detennined, and we can characterize
when G(R.,S) is characteristically simple. As a consequence, using non-linear posets (trees)
(S,~ we obtain for each prime p, continuously many countable characteristically simple
locally finite p-groups G(Fp,S).

T. Gardiner

Imprimitive graphs. Regular rnaps. Coverings 01 complete grapbs

I shall present a 'geometrieal' approach to the study of imprimitive graphs which makes it
possible (0 decompose cenain graphs as the 'praductt of a quotient graph and a I-design
induced on each block. I shall analyse some of the simplest cases in detail.
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M. Giraudet

Convenient languages ror groups preserving or' reversing chains or eyclie
orderings

(1) It is weil known (Holland 1963) thal the groups ofpennutations of chains provided with
the pointwise order are exacdy the ordered subgroups of the lattice ordered groups.
(2) Groups of monotonie permutations of chains can be characterized as suuctures in (1)
provided with a decreasing group automorphism of order two (Joint with F. Lucas).
(3) Groups of pennutations of total cyclic omers have charaterisations among sttuctures in (1)
enriched with a parameter in their center (Joint with M. Droste and D. Macpherson), cr
enriched with a predicate for a nonna! subgroup which is a Z-group.
(4) Above (2) and (3) can be combined.
(2), (3) and (4) provide languages whieh behave much better thari the natural ODes (= with
pointwise relations) towards usual class operations: direct sums, wreath product, ...A 00
ginning of exploration of the laaiee of varieties in (2) is undertaken (joint with I. ~hunek).

Ch. Hering

On large prime divisors of tbe order of a finite linear group

.,....

~.

Starting priint is a result proved by Feit and Thompson (1961) via modular representation
theory:
Theorem 1. Let r be a prime. If the finite group G has a faithful representation of degree n
over the complex numbers and if r > 2n + 1, then the Sylow r-subgroup of G is an abelian
nonna! subgroup of G . .

This generalizes a Theorem of Brauer (1942) who treated the special case r2 ~ IGI . AlSo·
Blichfeldt (1903) solved the case r> (20 + 1) (n - 1) . We prove the folloWing generalisation:
Theorem 2. Let G S GL(n,K), G finite, r a prime divisor of .IGI different from the
characteristic of K and r > 2n + 1 . Then one of tbe following conditions holds: .- .
a) Or(G) ~ 1 .

b) Char K =P < 00 and Op(G);! 1 .

c) Char K = P < 00 and G contains a subnonnal quasisimple"subgroup H such that r IIHI
and HlZ(H) is a simple Chevalley group of characteristic p (of ordinary or twisted type) cr
HIZ(H) == J1 ,and p = 11 . The proof uses the classification of fmite simple groups. It is jomt
work with P. Munke. .

w. Cb. Holland

Tbe partial orders 01 tbe group 0' order permutations of tbe real line

We let G denare the group of the title and R the realline. Among the interesting properties of
this group is that it admits a lattiee order. the socalled poinrwise order: If we define. for
f,h e G • that f S h iff for all a eR. af Sah. then G becomes a panially ordered
group (whase order is preserved by the group operation). In fact. G is a lattice. It has lang
been known thal every countable Jattice-ordered group can be embedded in G.
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In this paper, we investigate other panial orders on Gunder which G is a partially ordered
group. There is exacdy one other lattice order of G (the reverse of the pointwise order).
Among alt non-trivial partial orders of G there are exacdy 16 minimal ones and 40 maximal
ones. It is probable that the partially ordered set of all partial orders of G is weil partiaJly
ordered by containment. that is that there is no infinite descending chain and DO infInite
antichain.

w. Knapp

On Bumside's Metbod

W. Bumside gave in the second edition of bis book [1911] a proof of the theorem stating that
any primitive permutation group G containing a transitive cyclic subgroup of composite prime
power order is doubly transitive.
P. Neumann pointed out in bis recent article ·"Helmut Wielandt on permutation groups" that
Bumside's proof uses in the last OOt crucial step an argument about sums of roots of unity
which is false. (p. Neumann gave explicit counterexamples and stated that Bwnside's enor
'is not as easy to putright as one would like'.)
In my talk it is shown that Bumside's error can be repaired by the method used in bis own
proof of the celebrated theorem on pennutation groups of prime degree p and by an additional
result conceming sums of pIt1-tb roots of unity.

A. Kreuzer

Loops witb an automorphism group related to tbe relativistic velocity addition

•

The relaJivistic velocity addition EB is a binary operation which is neither commutative nor

associative. For IR~ := {v e 1R3 : tvl < c} , (IRA,EB) is a loop with automorphisms

A := {Sa,b : ~b e IR~}, at what for any a,b E IR~ the automorphisms 8a,b are defined by the

equation a EI) (b EB x) =(a EB b) ED Öa,b(x) . Such a loop, called K-Ioop, appears also as the
additive structure of a neardoma.in. which is a generalisation of a nearfield The notion of a
neardomain was introduced by H. Karzel 10 describe infinite sharply 2-transitive permutation
groups. Funher a construction method for K·loops is given. • -

F. Leinen

Irreduc~ble representations 01 periodic nnitary linear groups

Let V be a vector space over the field K. Afinitary representalion ofthe group G is a

homomorphism a: G -+ AutK(V) such thal, for every g E G , the endomorphism ga - 1 has
finite rank. A group G is said to be finirary linear. if it bas a faithful fmitary representation.
During the last few years the theory of fmitary linear groups has been an area of intense and
fruitful research. Here. we report about the following generalization of a well-known theorem
of A. E. Zalesskii and D. J. Winter for linear groups.



Theorem Every irredu.cible jinitary representaJion 0/aperiodie group G over (he alge
braicaJly closedjield K is equivaJent to a jinitary representation 0/ G aver ehe smallest sub-
jield 0/ K containing lhe m-th roolS 0/unityfor every natural number m which occzus os
the ortkr 0/some element in G.
The proof combines an ultraproduet argument with an induction 00 the cardinality of G . In
this setup, the theorem of zaIesskii and Winter is used locally. The Theorem has some con
sequences conceming the size of periodic finitary linear groups.
CorolIm:. (a) Every infinite periodie i"educible group offinitary transformations 0/a 'tC-di-

mensional vector space /ws cardinaJiry at most 21C •

(b) Every irreducible periodic locally solvablefinitary linear group is countabJe.

M. Liebeck

Subgroups of exceptional groups

In joint wolk with A. Shalev, we complete the proof of a conjecture of J. D. Dixon ni3de in
1969: .,,-
Theorem Let Go be a finite simple group, and let G be a group with Go S G SAut Go . If
P(G) denotes the probability that two randomly chosen elements of G generate a subgroup
containing Go, then p(G) ~ 1 as 101~ 00 •

This was proved by Dixon for Go alternating (using elegant combinatorial arguments) and by
Kantor and Lubotzky for Go a classical group or a small exceptional group (using CFSG).
The proof is based on a oew result conceming the orders of maximal subgroups of simple
groups ofexceptional type:
Theorem Let Go be oftype F4, 2F4, E6, 21:6, E7 or Eg over Fq , and let ...'
Go S G ~ Aut Go . If M is a maximal subgroup of G such that either IMI ~ IGI1JS or soc(M)
is non-simple, then M is known. In particular, there are at most c + log q conju~y.:clas~
of such subgroups M. . ~ .

....~ -

A. Lubotzky

• Subgroup growtb and permutation groups

Let r be a f.g. group, an(ll = number of subgroups of r of index n. Groups of polyno
mial subgroup growth (PSO) (i.e. with an(I) =O(nC) for some c) were characterized:
Theorem 1 (A. Lubo~,A. Mann. D. Segal) Let r be a f.g. residually finite group. Then
r is PSG iff r is vinually soluble of finite rank.
Othet type of growth Ire provided by arithmetic groups satisfying the congruence subgroup
property (CSP).

Let r be an arithrnetic group, e.g. r = SLr(71) , 'Yn(I) = #f H S r I [r : H] S n and H is a
congruence subgroup }.
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Theorem 2 If r is arithmetic in char = 0 ,then 3 Cl,C2 s.L

nC210g nIlog log n S Yn(O S nCtlog n/log log n

Theorem 3 If r is arithmetic in charp > 0 then 3 C3,C4 S.L

nC310g 0 S Yn(IJ ~ nC41og2n

Theorem 4 If r is any f.g. linear group then an(I) ~ oC log nIlog log n .

In the.lecriJre we also present an example of a f.g. residually finite group which seems to bave
an(I) - nC log n/(log log n)2 . This beats the lower bound of linear groups. To finish the proof

one needs to prove: \:Ir. an(Sr) S ne log n/(log log 0)2 .

M. Lustig

How to analyse a free group automorphism via grapbs and trees

We show that for every cp e Out(Fn) (tbc outer automorphism group of a f.g. free group)
some power cpt (t ~ 1) can be decomposed canonically into "prime" faetors which are either
"Dehn-twistsn or "partial pseudo-Anosovs11 (explained in the talk). This is based on funda
mental work of Bestwina-Hande1 and on oider work of myself.
If two automorphisms <PI and <p2 are conjugare in 0ut(Fn) then there is a correspondence

between the prime factors in the faetorization of «Pt and <P2, such that corresponding faetors
are conjugate. For both types of prime faetors there have been developed algorithmic solutions
of the conjugacy problem,. in both cases coming with nice geometrie interpIetations on graphs
or trees (for Dehn-twists this is joint work with M. D. Cohen). Combining these algoritbms
properly gives a solution 10 the eonjugacy problem in Out(Fn).

H. D. Macpherson

Jordan Groups'

If G is a pennutation group on ,n ,then 1: ~n is a Jordan set if IIJ > 1 and

G(Q\I) := {g E G: g IC\t = id} is transitive on I; I is a lWmCI Jordan set if in addition, if

I~ = kEIN, then G is not (k+1)-transitive. We say that 1: is a primitive Jordan set if

0(0\1:) is primitive on 1: . A Jordan group is a group with a proper Jordan set Around 1983,
P. M. Neumann and Kantor independently classified finite primitive Jordan groups, using the
c1assification of the finite simple groups (and the result of Jordan that every finite primitive
Jordan group is 2·uansitive). Around 1985 S. Adeleke and P. M. Neumann classified infinite
primitive Jordan groups with proper primitive Jordan sets; that is. they showed that such a
group is highly transitive. or preserves a linear order. circular order, linear betweeness relation.



separation relation. semilinear order. or B.C or 0 relation (there are relational sauetures
associated with semilinear orders). Recently. all infinite primitive Jordan groups were
'classified' in the above sense. in joint work with Adeleke. There are same additional families
of examples which arise; namelYt groups of automorphisms of Steiner systems and cenain
limits of B·relations. D-relationst and Steiner systems.

A.Mann

Counting primitive permutation groups and generating profinite groups

A profinite group G is positiye)y finite!y &eDerated (PFQ) iffor some k t the set of k·tuples
generating G has a positive Haar measure in c;k. E.g. a finitely generated pro-p group is "
PFO (easy) while a finitely generated free profinite group is not (Kantor· Lubotzky). I will
discuss the proofs of the following two theorems:
Theorem 1. A finitely generated pro-soluble group is PFO. . :
Theorem 2. A profinite group is PPO if and only if the number of maximal subgroups of 0
of index n grows polynomial1y (at most) with n (Mann - Shalev).
In both proofs counting primitive pennutation groups is essential. In the proof of Theorem 2
we also employ same probabilistic arguments.

P.Neumann

A problem about permutation groups

A J-set for a pennutation group (G,n) is a subset 1: of n such that the pointwise' ~iabili$er
of 0-1: is transitive 00 1:. Peter Cameron fOligomorpbic Peunutation Qmups, p. i,~9] has
asked for those (G,.Q) with the property that for any finite cl» the pointwise stabiliser.' Gell"
has only finitely many orbits, and each of them is al-set We answer this question'by.<~,.
classifying a 'slighdy more general class of groups.

Ch.E.Praeger

Finite quasiprimitive permutation groups

A group G S Sym(Q) is said to be quasiprimitive on n ifeach nontrivial nonnal subgroup of

Gistransitive on n. Quasiprimitive groups have ansen in an essential way in the study of
finite 2-arc transitive graphs: each finite, noo·bipartite, 2-arc transitive graph is a cover of a
finite non·bipartite graph admitting a (sub)group of automorphisms quasiprimitiv~ on vertices
and transitive on 2-arcs. A strueture theorem. similar to the O'Nan - Seott theorem for finite
primitive pennutaJion groups has been proved for finite quasiprimitive pennutation groups. and
has~n appli~ to describe finite quasiprimitive 2-arc transitive graphs. Several fundamental.
quesbons rel1131n unanswered:

1. When is an imprimitive quasiprimitive group G contained in a primitive subgroup
H of Sym(O). where H i2 Alt(O) ? .
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2. If G SAut r "and G is quasiprimitive and imprimitive on vertice, and transitive on

2-arcs of r ,when can Aut r be primitive; and when can Aut r .mu be quasiprimitive?

o. Puglisi

Outer automorpbisms of hypercentral p-groups

In 1971 Zalesskii proved that an infinite nilpotent p-group always has a non-inner automoT-
phism. This result can be viewed as a generalization of Gaschütz's theorem about outer auto- •
morphisms of finite p-groups. On the other hand Zalesskii himself produced an example of a
torsion-free nilpotent group of class 2 such that Aut G =Inn G . It seems, therefore, that
p-groups behave hetter than other groups in questions related 10 the existence of auter automor
phisrns. For this reason M. Dixon was led 10~ during the meeting "Groups 1993" in Gal-
way, if it is ttue that a hypercenttal ~group always has non-inner automorphism. In this ta1k
we examine the case of groups of hypercentral type w.

LPyber

On random generation of tbe symmetrie group

We prove that the probability i(u,k) thlt a random pennutation of an n element set has an
invariant subset of precisely k elements decreases as apower of k, for k S n/2. Using this
fact we prove tbat the fraction of ~lementsof Sn which belang to transitive subgroups other
than Sn or An ten~ 10 C when n ~ 00 , as conjectured by P. ]. Cameron. Fmally, we
show that far every e > 0 there exists a constant C such thal C elements of the symmetrie
group Sn, chosen randomly and independendy generate invariably Sn with probability at

least 1 - e . This confinns a conjecture of ]. McKay. (loint werk witb T. Luezak)

A. Seress

On tbe diameter of permutation groups

For G =<S>, let r(G,S) denote the undirected Cayley graph of G defined by S. The
"worst-ca.se" diameter of G is defined as

diam(G) := max diam r(G,S) .
S

Theorem 1: Let G S Sn. Then diam(G) S e"n log n(1 + 0(1» , and this bound is best
possible.

Theorem 2: If G S Sn is transitive then diam(G) Sec log3n . diam(Am) , where Am is the
largest altemaring composition factor of G .

Theorems 1. 2 are joint work with L. Babai.
We also discuss reductions and panial results toward the conjecture that for transitive G ~ Sn .
diam(G) is polynomial in n. In panicular this holds if G is solvable.

•
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A. Shalev

The fixity of permutation groups

We say that a permutation group G has fIXity f if f =maximal number of fIXed points of a
nonttivial element of G . We study pemtutation groups of given fixity. lhus genera1izing the
theory ofFrobenius groups. Zassenhaus groups. etc'. Our main result shows that if G is a
(tin) primitive pemtutation group of fixity f. then either
(i) G has a soluble subgroup of f-bounded index and derived length S 4. or
(il) G is almost simple, and F*(G) =PSL2(q) or Sz(q) in their natuml pennutation

representations.
(Joint work with J. Sax!)

A. Shalev

Subgroup growtb and primitive permutation groups

We show that there are S clog2n conjugacy classes of primitive subgroups of Sn (improving
a result of Babai). This result has a number of applications iit the study of the subgroup groWth
of infinite groups. (Joint work with L. Pyber)

s. Thomas

The cofinality of tbe inrmite symmetrie group

•

Definition. Let G be a group which is not finitely generated. Then the cofinality of G •

written cf(G) , is the least cardinal Ä. such that G = U Ga is the union of achain of A.
, ad

propersubgroups. -
Theorem 1. (Joint work with J. Sharp)

If Ä. S Je are uncountable regular cardinal~ then it is consistant with ZFC that

cf(Sym(IN» =Ä,·S Je = 2m.
Theoem2.

If M is a countable c.o-categorical Sb'Ueture, then
cf(Aut(M) S cf(Sym(IN» .

Open problem .
Is it consistant that there exists a countable strueture M such that cf(Sym(IN) < cf(Aut(M) ?
Theorem 3 ".

cf(GL(m.q» = cf(Sym(IN» .
Cogjecture
It is consistant with ZFC thal"

cf(Aur<cp. <» < cf(Sym(IN» .
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J. K. Tross

Conjugate homeomorphisms of tbe rationals

I study the group Horn ~ of homeomorphisms of ~ to itself uncler the usual topology. The
ultimate goal would be to characterize the conjugacy classeS of Horn <p in tenns of cycle
strueture, but this i$ lOo ambitious.
For ge Horn <p and ne {1,2,... } u {oo} let Y~ = (x e Cl): x lies in acycle of g of

. length n} .

Theorem 1: If f,g e Hom <p have cycles only of length 1 and D,n finite. then they are

conjugare if and only if there is h e Hom<p such tha1 Y} h =Y~ for i =I,n . e
COQjecture: If f,g e Horn ~ have finite order then tltey are conjugate if and only if there is
hE Horn <p such that Y}h = Y~, all i.

Theorem 2:" There is g e Horn~ of type 1.3.5.7.9... not conjugate 10 g2.
I also make same remarks about members of Horn <P having just one (infinite) cycle, and
"locally generic" elements~

R. M. Weiss

Graphs wbich are locally Grassmann
Goint work with Vladimir L Trofimov)

We repott on progress 10ward proying the following conjecture: Let X be the set of rn-di
mensional subspace of an n--dimeDsional vector spare over Fq . Let H denare the projective
special linear grouP Ln(q) in its action on X. Let r be a connected graph and let xe V(I) .

Let G Saut(!) be a group seting transitivelyon V<n with IGxI < 00 • Suppose Gx
r x

contains a DOnna! subgroup isomorphie as a permutation group to HX. Then the pointwise
stabilizer in G of the ball ofradius six around x is trivial.

J. Zhang

Finite groups witb many conjugate elements

As everybody knows. the symmetrie group 53 of degree three has three conjugacy classes of
length 1,2 and 3 respectively. Thus distinct conjugacy classes of 53 have different lengths.
A fmite group witb the propetty is called a dc-group. It has lang been conjectured that solvable
dc-groups (~1) are isomorphie to 53. Intensive study has been made on the conjecture. We
confinn the conjecture. This is in fact a by..product of our study with Prof. L. Puig on source
algebras.
We will also talk about the fmire full p-defective groups. which are related [0 a problem posed
by Prof. C. E. Praeger.
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P.-H. Zieschang

On buildings and generalized groups

Generalized groups are algebraic objects the relationship of which to ordinary groups reflects
the relationship of generalized polygons to ordinary polygons (or. more generally, the relation
ship of buildings to Coxeter complexes). We define coset systems of generalized groups to ab
stract the way in which classical geometries arise from groups, e.g. in which eenain buildings
arise from groups with a (B,N)-pair. Together with the ordinary representation theory of fmire
generalized groups the theory of coset systems leads 10 structure theorems on generalized
groups, e.g.,it is possible to determine the "dihedra1" generalized groups.

Berichterstatter: Stefan Zimmermann
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Tagungsber cht 4/1994

Singuläre Integral- und Pseudodifferential
Operatoren und ihre Anwendungen

23. - 29. Januar 1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von E. Meister (TH Darmstadt ), S. Prößdorf (IAAS
Berlin) und B. Silbermann (TU Chemnitz-Zwickau) statt.

Singular integral and pseudodifferential operators represent a central c:lomain of modem
analysis with various applications in other fields of mathematics and, moreover, in
mathematical physics and engineering. The main intention of this conference was to bring
together researchers from both the areas of operator theory and applications to discuss
problems and to stimulate the transfer of resulta, methods and applications between these
fields. .

46 researchers, including two young mathematicians supported by special grants, who are
active in or interested in various aspects of this fascinating field, participated in the c~n
ference. The resulting 36 presentations are abstracted below under the following headings:
(i) initial value problems and boundary value problems on manifolds with singularities;
(ii) theory of linear and nonlinear singular integral equations; (iii) algebras of pseudodif
ferenÜal operators; (iv) Wiener-Hopf equations, Mellin convolution equations, Toeplitz
matrices and determinants; (v) Banach algebra techniques in operator theory and numeri·
ca! analysis; (vi) approximation and numerical methods for integral and pseudodifferential
equations; (vii) applications of integral and pseudodifferential equations. In addition to
numerous public and private discussions, a much appreciated highlight was a special ses
sion on continuing activities on a framework of a. European research program. The great
interest of the participants suggests to organize a subsequent conference on this subject
in about three years. No proceedings of the conference are planned.,
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Abstracts

MICHAEL BEALS:

LOG estimates ror the wave equation with a potential

Let u(t, x) be the solution to the initial value problem (0 + V)u = 0, u(O, x) = 0,
8,u(O, x) = fex). If n ~ 3, V E S(Rn)J and V is either sufliciently small or nonnegative,
the decay of the LOO(R") norm of u(t) as t -+ 00 is the same as in the case V == 0: if

(D) = J(1 - ~) and ~ > (n - 1)/2, then IIu{t)l/oo ~ Ct-(n-l)/2IHD). flh. (If the Hardy
space .tjl(lR") takes the place of L1(lRn

), then A = (n - 1)/2 is allowed.) Such estimates
are useful in the analysis of the existence and scattering properties of solutions to certain ~
semilinear wave equations for which the linearized equation is (0 + V)u = O. The proof ..
involves a contraction argument and an iteration of Duhamel's formula. If u(t) = T(t)f
defines the solution operator when V == 0, precise estimates on the iterated operators

J...JX(O $ .sAH $ ... $ .sI $ t)

T(t '- Sl)V", VT(SA:-2 - sJ:-l)VT(3J:-l)(D)->'j dslc - 1 ••• ds t

are established. For instance, if Je + ~ > (n + 1)/2, then the associated kernel is bounded
by Ct-(n-t)/2, and if z and y are in a bounded set the better estimate Ct-(n-l)/2(1 + It -
Iz - YII)-(n-l)/2 holds. In the case of large non-negative V

J
an additional direct estimate

of a small-frequency term is involved.

ALBRECHT BÖTTCHER:

Continuous analogues of the Fisher-Hartwig formula

The Fisher-Hartwig fonnula describes the asymptotic behavior of large Toeplitz determi
iiants generated by piecewise continuous functions .. The talk is devoted to a continuous
analogue of this fonnula, that is, to the description of the asymptotics of large truncated
Wiener-Hopf integral operators with piecewise continuous symbols. Su~ a continuous
analogue is established and the main ingredients of the proof, including the "discretiza
tion" of Wiener-Hopf integral operators through Toeplitz operators with operator-valued
symbols and also including compactness criteria for Hankel operators on several spaces, •
are outlined. The talk is based on joint work with B. Silbermann and H. Widorn.

ROLAND DUDUCHAYA and SIEGFRIED PRÖSSDORF:

On the approximation of singular integral equations by equations with smooth
kerneIs

We consider a singular integral equation

1 lr cp( T' )drA<p = a<p + bSrcp + Tep, Srep(t) = --: --
w 1ft r r - t

with matrix piecewise-continuous coefficients on a smooth curve r containing open ares.
T is a compact operator.
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of the approximating sequence of
operators

• (f 1 { (T - t )rp(, )dT
Aerp = arp + bS;'.nCfJ + Tcp, Sr,nrp(t) = 1Ti Jr (-r _ t)] _ n](t)t:] , e ~ 0

where n( t) denotes a vector field non-tangential to r, are obtained in L:(r, t!) spaces
with 1 < p < 00 and a Khvedelidze weight ('(t).

DAVID ELLIOTT and SIEGFRIED PRÖSSDORF:

An algorithm ror ihe approximate solution of integral equations oC Mellin type

The cruciform crack problem of elasticity gives eise to a class of integral equations of
the second kind on [0,1} whose kernel has a fixed singularity at (0) 0). We introduce a
transformation of (0, 1) onto intself such that an arbitrary number of derivatives vanish
at the end points 0 and 1. If the' transformed kernel is dominated near the origin by a
Mellin kernel then we give conditions under which the use of a modified Euler~~aclaurin

quadrature role and the Nyström method give an approximate solution whicli:~formly
converges to the exact solution of the original equation. The method is illustrated with a
numerical example. ~~.,

JOHANNES ELSCHNER:

Collocation methods ror Symm's integral equation on polygons

This is a joint work with Ivan Graham (University of Bath). We consider the collocation
method for the integral equation

_1r-
1 lr log Ix - Ylu(y)dI'(y) = /(x) I X E r I

where r is a closed polygon in IR 3 enclosing a bounded domain. Before dis~~etization
the problem is reformulated using a nonlinear parametrization of the polygo~'_yvhich va
ries more slowly than arc-Iength near each corner. This produces a transformed integral
equation with a smooth solution. An analysis based on properties of Mellin convolution
operators then shows the transformed equation is well-posed in appropriate Sobolev spa
ces. Using these facts we are able to show that for any k, the collocation method using
splines of degree k on a uniform mesh of size h converges with optimal order O{hk+1 ) •

The collocation points are the mid-points of subintervals when k is even and the break
points when k is odd, and stability is shown under the assumption that the method .may
be modified slightly. The numerical solutions to the transformed equation yield super
convergent approximations to interior potentials) such aB those used to solve hannonic
boundary value problems by the boundary integral method.

ISRAEL GOHBERG:

Extension theorems Cor symbols

The possibility of extensions of invertibility symbols from a. subalgebra to its closure is
analysed. It is proved that such an extension is possible if and only if the closure does



" .1,

..
not contain any Kakutani elements. The other difficulty in the problem of extension
of a symbol from a closed subalgebra is connected with the fact that same elements of
the subalgebra may have inverses which do not belang ta the .subalgebra. A method of
solving this problem is also proposed. Applications to algebras generated by singular
integral operators are presented.

The talk is based on joint results with N.J. Krupnik (Integral Equations and Operator
Theory V. 15 (1992), pp. 990-1010; V. 16 (1993), pp. 515-529).

HARALD HEIDLER:

Algebras of shirt operators

The talk is devoted tothe description of the characteristic and essentially characteristic e
polynomials of composition operators. The knowledge of these polynomials is of interest
for classifying the algebras generated by composition operators and their Calkin ima-
ges. The question what polynomials can play the role of a characteristic or essentially
characteristic. polynomial of 'some composition .operator on C(X) is intimately tied in
the topological nature of X. We show, in particular, how the connectivity"of X can be
determined by 'the knowledge of these polynomiaIs.

NIELS JACOB:

Global properties of FeIler semigroups generated by pseudodifferential opera
tors (partly joint with W. Hok)

For a class of pseudodifferential operators

-p(x, D)u(x) = -(21r)"/2 J. e&z(p(x, e)u(e)~ ,..,.
where p : R" x Rn ~ IR is a continuous function such that p(x, .) : IR" -+ lR is negative
definite in the sense of Bochner-Beurling-Oeny, it is proved that. they generate a Feller se
migroup (Tt),~o. Moreover, we give same sufficient conditions in order that the semigroup
(Tt),~o admits a density, is conservative and admits many excessive functions. From this
it follows that the probabilistic solution E:I:(h(XTn »of the uboundary value" problem
p(x, D)u = 0 in n, n ce R", ufoc = hlne, h : IR" -+ IR. suitable, could be identifieci with
the analytic solution obtained by balayage theory.

LOTHAR JENTSCH:

On same new integral operators arising from the contact tensor method in
elasticity

The contact tensor method is "a usefnl tool for solving boundary value problems with
interfaces. The contact tensor is tbe SUffi of the fundamental solution tensor and a com
pensatnx such that the transmission conditions (contact conditions) are satisfied. The
advantage of the method consists in the fact tha"t a potential Ansatz with the contact
tensor a pnori satisfies the differential equations and the contact conditions and that the
boundary integral equations (BIEs) ooly live on the surface where boundary conditions
are given. For constructing contact tensors the pure contact problem has to be solved.

•
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The contact tensors of elastostatics are calculated for three different contact conditions
and for straight line and plane interfaces.

For the method it is typical that the BIEs have fixed singularities at interface corners and
edges. In the plane case the boundary integral operators (BIOs) are of Mellin convolution
type and the question of Fredholm property can be decided with the aid of a Mellin
symbol. In the three-dimensional case the Iocal BIOs for a point of the interface edge
are investigated in Lp-spaces with weight on the tangential half-plane. For the simplified
model of stationary heat conduction the doctoral thesis of D. Mirschinka contains a full
theory for such BIEs with fixed singularities along interface edges.

MARINUS A. KAASHOEK:

Time-varying generalizations of invertibility and Fredholm theorems for
Toeplitz operators

The main theorems in the theory of block Toeplitz operators dealing with iIl:y;~~ibilitYJ

Fredholm properties and index, and with factorization of the symbol, are gener-aJi~edto a
new class of non- Toeplitz operators acting on l2'. The operators in this new class,~ppear as
input4:>utput operators of time-varying linear systems, and they are characterized by the
following two properties: (1) the entries ajlc in their canonical block matrix representation
decay exponentially as functions of Ij - Jel and (2) the Kronecker rank is finite. In the
description and the study of the systems involved dichotomy of difference equatioils plays
an important role. The talk is based on joint work with A. Ben-Artzi and 1. Gohberg.

YURI 1. KARLOVICH:

Local methods or studying a1gebras of operators with shirts and their appli..
cations

In this talk we present Iocal methods for the investigation of the Fredholm property and
invertibility of nonlocal operators with shifts in Banach and Hilbert spaces. We'''consider
some applications of these methods to the study of algebras of one-dimensional and mul
tidimensional convolution type operators with discrete groups of shifts and discontinuous
coefficients. These applications include algebras of singular integral operators with shifts
in Lebesgue spaces, C·-algebras of singular integr~l operators with coefficients admitting
discontinuities of semi-periodic or semi-almost-periodic type, "Riemann and Haseman
boundary value problems with such matrix coefficients in weighted Lebesgue spaces, con
volution type operators with oscillating presymbols, an approximation approach to the
problem of factorization of almost periodic matnces.

A.I. KOMECH:

The exact solution of boundary value problems in wedges and its applications

The exact solution of a general BVP with constant coefficients in wedges is necessary
for dealing with different problems: Fredholm property of BVP in regions with corners,
diffraction on wedges, high order approximations, UrselPs problem concerning guided
waves moving along sloping beach, elasticity problems in wedges, and others. In 1986



A. Sommerfeld found the solution of the Dirichlet and Neumann BVP for the Helmholtz
equation in a wedge, and gave the corresponding scattering amplitude formula. In 1958
G.D. Malujinetz extended Sommerfeld's result to tbe third BVP. V.G. Maz'ya and B.A.
Plamenevskij found in 1971 the solution of tbe oblique derivative problem for Laplace's
operator in wedges, and in 1975 they extended their method to general BVP with real
constant coefficients in wedges of arbitrary angle magnitude< 21T. In 1973 tbe author
found a new method for solving general BVP for second order elliptic operators with
constant complex coeflicients in wedges of angle magnitude< 1T. The complex coefficient
case is important for diffraction problems. The method uses Fourier transformation and
Paley-Wiener theory to reduce the problem to a functional equation for analytic functions
on a riemanni~ surface of complex characteristics of the operator. We reduce the equation
to a Riemann-Hilbert problem on the surface by using Ma.lyshev's autamorphic function _
method, and then obtain all solutions in an explicit form (Mat. Sbornik, Val. 92, 1973, .'
pp. 89-134 (in Russian)). In 1992 A.E. Merzon and the author extended the method
to the angle magnitude> 1r (Operator Theory: Advances and Applications, Vol. 57,
1992, pp. 171-183, Birkhäuser). Using this method, A.E. Merzon established in 1976 the
limit absorbing principle to general BVP-for the Helmholtz equation in planangles of
magnitude< 11". Recently he obtained the solution of Ursell's problem.

Remark. The limit amplitude principle leading to Sommerfeld's scattering amplitude
formula was faund in 1986 and has not been proved yet. It seems to be possible to establish
the limit amplitude and limit absorbing principles for gene~al BVP for the Helmholtz
equation in wedges by our method and to extend them to elasticity and to the Maxwell
systems.

VLADIMIR A. KOZLOV:

A strang zero theorem ror elliptic boundary value problems in an angle

Let K,.., be the plane angle of opening w E (0,211"] and with the sides r ±. Consider the
boundary value problem

A(8z , 8v)u = f on Kw ,

8%(8z , 811 )u = 9± onf± ,

where A is an elliptic N x N system of differential operators with constant coefficients of
order 2m, B± are N x mN systems of differential operators with constant coefficients also,
whose rows have the orders 61', j = 1, ... , mN. We assume that the boundary operators e
of the problem satisfy the ellipticity conditiQn on r ±.

Now suppose that the right-hand sides equal zero in a neighborhood of the vertex and
consider a smooth solution subjected to

lu(z, y)f ~ CN(:z:2 + y2)N

for smalf lxi, lyl and for all N. If w = 1r or w = 211' this implies that u = 0 for small lxi,
lyl. The same is valid if det A(1, z) has only two roots of multiplicities mN, where A is
the leading part of A.
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In the general case the ellipticity of the problem is not enough for u to vanish in a
neighborhood of O. Nevertheless under an ;].dditional algebraic eondition on the leading
parts of the operators of the problem this property still holds. This condition is similar
to the ellipticity condition for the boundary operators but involves another factorization
of A.

RAINER KRESS:

Inverse scattering (rom an open arc

The mathematical treatment of the scattering of time-harmonie aeoustic or electromag
rietie waves from thin infinitely lang cylindrical obstacles leads to a Dirichlet problem for
the HelmhoItz equation in the exterior of an are r c IR2

• We consider the corresponding
inverse problem to determine the shape of the are r from a knowledge of the far field
pattern for the scattering of plane waves. Using a single-Iayer approach for the solution
of the direct problem via a weakly singular integral equation of the first kind, _..~~~chet dif
ferentiability with respect to the boundary is established for the far field oper_~t~r, which
for a fixed ineident wave maps the boundary are onto the far field pattern of th~'"scattered
wave.· Based on this result and the explicit form of the Frechet derivate a Newton method
is presented for the approximate solution of the inverse problem. .: ·

NAUM KRUPNIK:

On the norms of singular integral operators

Some methods of calculation the norms and essential norms of one-dimensional linear
singular integral operators (SIO) are proposed. The norms and essential normsof SIO 00

the contour with cusps are calculated, some new estimates for the norms of SIO on the
ellipse are presented.

These results are based on joint work with I. Feldman, R. Duduchava and I. Spitkovsky.

HANS-GERD LEOPOLD:

Pseudodifferential operators and function spaces

The definition of classical function spaces of Sobolev and Besov type is conneeted with
the Laplace operator and its symboll{12

• To relate function spaces and pseudodifferential
operators (\liDO) it is useful to replace the Laplace operator in the definition by suitable
hypoelliptic 'liDO's. Function spaces of Sobolev type, defined in such a way, were conside
red in several papers in 1965-75 and later by R. Beals in 1981. Using the Fourier-analytic
approach to Besov spaces, it is possible to define function spaces of variable order of dif
ferentiation also of Besov type in a natural way. Variable order of differentiation means
that 10eally in ditrereot points x we ean get different smoothness demands on a function
u(x) belonging to such aspace. Therefore it seems useful to consider, for example, dege
nerate elliptic operators or some hypoelliptic wDO's in these generalized function spaces.
The definition is done by decompositions which are now induced by the symbol a(x, e)
()f an appropriate '1100, instead of lei'· Here we presented the definition and some basic
properties of these spaces. For example t we can get them again by real interpolation
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of function spaces of variable order of differentiation of Sobolev type and it is possible
to describe equivalent norms by "variablen differences. Finally iE the symbol a(:z:,!) is
independent of x, there are connections to function spaces of generalized smoothness too.

GIUSEPPE MASTROIANNI:

Lagrange error estimates in Sobolev weighted Dorms

Let us denote by L~.p. s being a non negative integer, 1 < p < 00 and u a weight function,
the set of functions f such that IIf(i)<piull= := 121 I(f(i)cp'u)(:z: )IPd:z: < 00, i = 0, ... ,3,

cp(:z:) = ~. Let Ilfllu,p,. = E:=o Ilf(i)cp'ullpbe the norm in L~.p' By L",(w, f) we
denote the Lagrange polynomial which interpolates a given function f .at the zeros of
Pm(w), where {Pm(w)} is the sequence of orthonormal polynomials, with positive leading •
coefficients, associated with a weight function w~ Further, let us assume that w E GJ
and u E GDT (for instance, we may have w(x) = (1 - z)O(1 + zfl:z:l"'o and u(z) =
(1 - :z:)0(1 +zf (log'" 1~z3) Izlr log'~, Q,ß,'Y,r,b > -3), then we show that, for any
f E L~,p s ~ 1, the bound

IILm(w, f)IIu.p.• ~ cllfllu.p.. s ~ 1

holds, where c is a positive constant independent of m and f. When w(:J:) is a Jacobi
weight and u = v'W, the proofis particularly simple and it is presented in the talk.

GIOVANNI MONEGATO:

The numerical evaluation of hypersingular integrals in the Galerkin BEM.
2D problems on polygonal domains

The formulation of boundary value problems in terms of hypersingular integral equations
is currently gaining increasing interest. In this talk we consider such type of equations
on polygonal boundary and assume to have to solve them by the Galerkin BEM. -In
particular, given any local (polynomial) basis, we show how to compute efficiently and
using a very low number of points all integrals required by the method. These 2D integrals
have kerneIs of the form Zn r, r-1 and r-1 •

Same of the formulas we present can be effectively used to compute also the integrals
required by the collocation method.

V.S. RABINOVICH:

The limit operators method and its applications

The well-known local principles of Simonenko, Gohberg-Krupnik, Silbennann and other
authors reduce the problem of Fredholmness of singular integral operators, pseudodiffe
rential operators, convolution and Toeplitz operators to the problem of their local inver
tibility. As a rule this problem is investigated by means of the "freezing" method. Hut
there are many situations where the investigated operators are of local type, however the
"freezing" method does not apply.

•
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The lecture lS devoted to the limit operators method which could be applied in many
situations when the "freezingU method does not apply.

The applications of this method to singular integral operators with symbols having
second kind discontinuities and to boundary value problems for differential operators with
coefficients having second kind discontinuiti~sare presented.

ALEXANDER G. RAMM:

A new class of multidimensional integral equations basic in estimation theory

A dass of multidimensional integral equations basic in estimation theory is introduced
and studied. The equations are of the form fD R(x, y)h(y)dy := Rh = f (1) in D c Ir,
r 2:: 1, where D is a bounded region with a smooth boundary. The operator R is a positive
rational function of an arbitrary selfadjoint elliptic operator! in "L2(IRr). We describe
the range of R and the space of the solutions to (1). In general, the solution to (1) is
a distribution. Formulas for the solution are given. The singular perturbation. problem
ehe + Rhc = f in D, is diseussed.

References:
A.G. Ramm,
1) Random Fjelds Estimation Theory, Longman, NY., 1990.
2) J. Math. Anal. Appl., 110, N2 (1985), 384-390; 178, N2 (1993), 322-343.

ANDREAS RATHSFELD:

Spline collocation and wavelets ror the numerical solution of the double layer
equation

The double layer potential equation aver the boundary of a polygonal is solved nÜmerically.
We apply a eolloeation method, where the trial funetions are spline funeti~ns over a
uniform partition of a parameter domain. The parametrization is defined with the help
of the exponential mapping. Therefore, the partitions over the boundary c~e have a
geometrie mesh refinement near the corner points. The method leads to almost ,optimal
convergence rates and admits a wavelet compression algorithm for the solution of the
matrix equation.

• STEFFEN ROCH:

Local inclusion theorems ror Banach algebras

Let 21 be a Banaeh algebra with identity e, '.B be a central subalgebra of 21 containing e,
and M('.B) be the set of maximal ideals of 23. Given x E M('.B) let I~ denote the smallest
dosed two-sided ideal of 21 containing x, and write 4>%(a) for the coset a + J%O The pair
(21,23) is said to be KMS if '13 is a C·-algebra a.nd if there is a constant C > 0 such that

,
IlaL b·dl ~ C m~{llabill}

1==1 1~1'5'

für all oS ~ 2, a E '2l! and b1 , ••• , b, E '13 having pairwise disjoint supports. The following
Ioeal indusion theorems (essentially motivated by the Glicksberg and the Shilov-Bishop



theorem) hold:

1. Let (21, Q3) be a. KMS pair and (! be asubalgebra of Q1 containing \13. Then, for all
a E 21,

distes ( B, (!:) ~ dist (a, l!) ~ C distu ( a, t!)

(where distez( a, ~) = sup dist (<Ps(a), tPz(~))).
2. If, moreover, ~ is closed, then

a E (!~ 4»:(a) E <Ps«() for all x E M(~).

The proof bases on work by Böttcher, Krupnik, Silbennann (IEOT, 1988) who introduced·
the notion of KMS and showed that, whenever (21,23) is KMS, then llallez :5 Ilall ~ _
CIIQII~ with Ilalle: := sUPzEM('B) II"os(a)ll. Several applieations are given for operators of W J

local type, approximation sequences of loeal type, and for the finite seetion metbod for
singular integral operators by weighted Chebyshev polynomials.

ANTONIO DOS SANTOS:

A non-linear method ror the generalized factorization of matrix symbols

A non-linear method tor investigating the existence of canonieal generalized factorization
of matrix-valued functions is proposed. The method involves the solution of a homoge
neous scalar Riemann-Hilbert problem that is obtained from the usual Riemann-Hilbert
problem associated with the factorization by means of a non-linear technique. If the fac
torization is canonical the factors are obtained from another Riemann-Hilbert problem.

The method proposed applies to several c1asses of functions that appear in applieations
(joint work with M.C. Cämara).

JUKKA SARANEN and GENNADI VAINIKKO:

Trigonometrie coUocation. methods with product integration ror boundary in
tegral equations on closed curves

We consider equations of the form

f {1 #c,(t _ s)a,(t,s)u(.9)ds + [1 am+t(t,s)u(s)ds = J(t)
k=O}o Jo

with I-biperiodic functions a, and I-periodic functions u, f, #CI:, whereby l"i(n)1 ~ clnl-a
.,

n =/: 0, ao < Ql :5 ... $ CIm. Let QN be the trigonometrie interpolation projection to the
linear span of eip3

'lrt, -!f < p ~ !f. We study the method

QN f {l ",(t - S)QN•• [a,(t,.s)UN(.s)]d.9 + QN (1 QN.•[4m+1(t,S)UN(.9)]cU =QNf
,=010 Jo

for the trigonometrie polynomiai UNo This yields a very simple matrix form. Under some
auxiliary assumptions on the main part we obtain optimal order error estimates in Sobolev
norms. Moreover, if the solution u and functions ak( t, .) have analytic extension out of
the real line estimates with exponential rate are shown.
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REINHOLD SCHNEIDER:

Multiscale methods far the numerical solution of pseudodifferential equations

We consider Petrov-Galerkin methods for the numerical solution of a pseudodifferential
equation Au = f, A E \[Im. The Petrov-Galerkin scheme is supposed to be subor
dinated to nested sequences of trial and test spaces VO C VI C ... Vi C Vi+l C ... ,
generated by loeal bases {<,oL}. The multiscale bases are based on a direct decomposition
Vi+ 1 = Vo + E{=o W' into different scales 1. This decomposition ia performed through
a, on each scale, Iocal basis {t/J~}. On uniform grids, this kind of basis is refered to as
biorthogonal wavelets and provides an unconditional Schauder basis in a wide range of
function spaces, e.g. Besov spaces. It is shown that, by using this basis performing the
Petrov-Galerkin method, the ansing stiffness matrices have uniformly bounded condition
numbers. Additionally, most of the coefficients in the stiffness matrix are appropriately
small. This results in compressed N x N matrices with only O(N) or O(N(log N)b)
nonzero coefficients, preserving a given accuracy e or preserving an optimal order of con
vergence.

This talk was based on several joint papers together with W. Dahmen and S. Prössdorf.

ELMAR SCHROHE:

Boundary value problems in Bautet de Monvel's algebra ror manir~lds with
conical singularities

In joint work with B.-W. Schulze a pseudodifferential calculus for boundary value prob
lems on manifolds with finitely many conical singularities is constructed [2]. The idea is
to combine Boutet de Manve!'s concept for smooth manifolds with bound~ ;.with the
calculus of B.-W. Schulze for singular manifolds without boundary. .

On the smooth part of the manifold, the operators we are considering are standard ele
ments in Boutet de Monvel's algebra. Near one of t4e singularities the manifold looks
like the cone X x ~/X x {O}, where X is a smooth compact manifold with:::boundary.
All the analysis is then performed on the cylinder Xx R+. Choosing coordinates (x, t)
in Xx R+, we introduce ~ellin symbols with values in Boutet de Monvel's algebra: the
action is of Melli~ type with respect to the t-direction, while it is pseudodifferential (in
the sense of Bautet de Manvel) on the cross-section X. The operators correspondingly
act on Sobolev spaces involving the Mellin transform. They coincide with the standard
L2-Sobolev space outside the singularities; elose to {t = O} we additionally use weight
functions ""-J f",; E R and the Mellin action with respect to t combined with the pseu
dodifferential action in x. The construction of both, the operators and these Sobolev
spaces require the introduction of a parameter-dependent version of Boutet de Manve!'s
algebra. Here, the parameter plays the role of an additional covariable. Instead of re
lying on the theory proposed e.g. by G. Grubb, we present a new approach to Boutet
de Monvel's calculus based on operator-valued symbols and group actions. This allows
a considerably faster access. Moreover, it makes some of the constructions in Bautet de
Monvel 's algebra more transparent and brings the concept of ('singular') Green, potential
and trace operators doser to the usual pseudodifferential theory. cf. also [1]. In order to
handle the asymptotics of solutions near the singularities, discrete asymptotics types play
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an important role.

1. Schrohe, E.: A Characterization of the Singular Green Operators in Boutet de
Monvel '5 Calculus via Wedge Sobolev Spaces, preprint MPI/93-52, MPI für Ma
thematik, Bonn 1993.

2. Schrohe, E., and B.-=W. Schulze: Boundary Value Problems in Boutet de Monvel's
Algebra for Manifolds with Conical Singularities I, to appear in Advances in Partial
Differential Equations, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin 1994.

BERND SILBERMANN:

On the Iimiting set oe singular values of Toeplitz matrices

Let f be a bounded complex-valued function on the unit circle 1[' c C. Form the Toeplitz e
matrices

T,,(f) := (ji-;)?:;~o ,

where j., i E Z J ~e the Fourier coefDcients of f .. It will be pointed out that for f locally
normal over QC the limiting set of the singular values of the sequence {Tn(f)} can be
described. This result can be extended to same classes of Toeplitz-like matrices.

IAN H. SLOAN:

Qualocation methods for Symm's integral equation on a polygon

The qualocation method has so far only been applied to boundary integral operators on
smooth curves. In this context it has been successful in generating spline approximations
that converge faster than the corresponding collocation approximations. In this joint work
(with J. ~1schner and S. Prössdorf from Berlin), the aim is to see if the recent Elschner
Graham work on the collocation method for polygons can be extended to the higher order
qualocation methods. Interesting questions remain.

FRANK-OLME SPECK:

Operator matrix factorization through Bessel potential spaces

Various applications in diffraction theory lead us to the question to find a generalized
factorization in L2 (lR)ft of a. matrix function G E QCtJ(IR)nxn C Loo(IIl)nxft which involves •
unbounded factors in general. So the corresponding factorization of the operator matrix
A = F-1G . F is also unbounded in X = L2(lR)", hut can be interpreted as a bounded
operator factorization with respect to an intennediate space Z = im A+ in asense:
A = ACA+ : X ~ Z ~ z ~ X, more precisely as a cross factorization. It can be shown

that Z consists of Bessel potential spa.ces XH-f'lj (R), IRe,.,; I < i assuming that the jumps
J=1

of G at 00 are diagonalizable and ß is not too small. Generalizations and applications are
discussed. See F. Penzel and F.-O. Speck: Asymptotic expansion of singular operators on
Sobolev spa.ces, Asymptotic Analysis 7 (1993), 287-300; and L. Castro: The intermediate
Space Problem, MSc thesis, I.S.T., Lisboa, to appear.
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ILYA SPITKOVSKY:

Singular integral operators with piecewise continuous coefficients.
General contour and weight

A symbol ealeulus is eonstructed for operators from the algebra generated by elements of
the form aP+ + bP_, where P± = i(I ± S). S is a canonical singular integral operator
with the Cauchy kernei. and the (matrix) coeffieients 0" b are piecewise continuous.

These operators are considered on spaces LP(r, l') with general Hunt-Muckenhaupt
Wheeden weights f!, and a contour r consisting of simple ares which may have eommon
endpoints. The talk is based on joint work with I. Gohberg and N. Krupnik.

FRANCISCO S. TEIXEIRA:

Singular integral operators with Carleman shift and unbounded coefficients

A criterion for the Fredholmness of singular integral operators with Carle~an shift in
Lp(r) is obtained, where r is either the unit eircle or the realline. The app~~ach allows
to consider unbounded coefficients in a class related to that of quasicontinuous:functions.
Applications to Wiener-Hopf-Hankel type operators and operators with linear-fractional
Carleman shift on JR are included.

E. HENNEBACH, PETER JUNGHANNS and GENNADI VAINIKKO:

Radiation transfer. problems and weakly singular integral equations with oper
ator-valued kerneIs

The standard radiation transfer problem in a bounded region GeRn with n~~::"'isotropic

scattering is reformulated as a weakly singular integral equation with an unknoWn function
u : G --+ cm(sn-l) and a kernel K : G x G --. .c(Cm(S"-l)) which is m times continuously
differentiable with respect to the operator strang convergence topology. This observation
is taken into the basis of an abstract treatment of weakly singular integral equations with
.c(E)-valued kerneis, where E is a Banach space. We characterize the smoothness of the
solutions by proving that they belong to special weighted spaces of smooth functions. On
tbe way, realizing the praof techniques, we established the compactness of the integral
operator or its square in L,,(G, E), BC( G, E), and other spaees of interest in the nume
rieal analysis as weH in the weighted spaces of smooth functions. The results about the
smoothness of the solution are specified for the radiation transfer problem and for the
corresponding eigenvalue problem.

LEONID VOLEVICH:

Wiener-HopC equations in distributions

The lecture will be devoted to the following problems.

1. Abstract definition of convolution operators in IR" and in the half-space ~. De
finition of spaces of convolutors. Description of the algebras of convolutors for
Schwartz's spaces.

13



2. Abstract definition of Wiener-Hopf operators. Algebras of Wiener-Hopf convolu-·
tors and their description.

3. Wiener-Hopf operators and convolutors with transmission property. Their de
scription in the case of Schwartz's spaces on the line.

4. Wiener-Hopf equation on the haJf-line in the case of convolutors with transmission
property. Equivalence of

(i) invertibility of the kernel in the space of convolutors;
(ii) existence of the canonical factorization of the kernel;

(iii) the property of the Wiener-Hopf operator to be Fredholm.

C~nnections of the presented results with the classical theory of M. Krein a.re discussed.

ELIAS WEGERT:

A weighted norm estimate and Donlinear singular integral equations

The lecture gives an application of a norm estimate for singular integral operators in pairs
of weighted Lebesgue spaces to linear and nonlinear integral equations.

In particular we present existence and uniqueness results for nonlinear equations on the
complex unit circle T

u=HF(.,u)

17= F(.,Hv) ,

involving the singular integral operator H with the Hilbert cotangent kernel, where the
function F : T x IR -+ IR is assumed to have uniformly bounded continuous derivatives.
The integral equations are reduced to fixed point equations. The norm estimates for H
guarantee that Schauder's fixed point theorem applies.

HAROLD WIDOM:

Fredholm determinants and differential equations

We discuss detenninants det(I - K), where K is an integral operator with kernel of a
certain class, and differential equationa associated with them. In the simplest case the
kernel is Asin(x - Y)/1f(x - y), the ·sine kernel", and the operator acts on L2 ( -t, t).
This is a finite Wiener-Hopf operator with symbol >'X[-l,lJ(~)' In 1980 Jimbo, Miwa,
Mori and 5ato proved that the logarithmic derivative with respect to t of the determinant
satisfies a 2nd order nonlinear differential equation which after transformation becomes a
Painleve V equation. We describe joint work with C. Tracy in which we find a (relatively)
simple derivation of the equation which extends to more general kernels of the form
["o(x )1/1(y) -1/1(z)"o(Y»)/(x -y) where cp and 1/1 a.re related by certain types of differentiation
formulae. We also discuss, for the sine kernei, the question of the asymptotics of the
determinant aB t ~ 00, which depend fundamentallyon whether >. > 1, A = 1 or >. > 1.
Results obtained (formally) from the differential equation are compared to known results.
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LOTHAR VON WOLFERSDORF:

A class oe nonlinear Hilbert problems

The lecture reports on the investigation of a general class of nonlinear Hilbert problems
for analytic functions. The Hilbert problem has the conjugacy condition

(1 )

on the line of discontinuity L with a given function F(w, t), w E C, tEL, analytic
in the first argument w. Via the solution of the problem with the boundary condition
differentiated along L the problem (1) ia reduced to a fixed point equation for ~- (t)
and by means of Schauder's fixed point theorem an existence theorem for the problem is
proved. Further the case of a nonanalytic function F with sufficiently smalllFwl is briefiy
discussed.

Berichterstatter: S. Prößdorf

:~_ L"_;'.~"'•

.....
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r c h t 5/1994

~il'htstauJanlaualysis1W<.1 Auwl'll<.hul1!:l'l1

30.lH. bis Oii02.!)-!

Djt~ Tagllllg fal1tllllltc~l' der Leitung '·011 S. Alh~vt~rjo (00.-1111111) . .1. L. Callot (~IttlluHl~t·).

D. La.ll~\vitz (Danllstadt) uud \V.A.J. Luxeluhnrg lPasad~lH.) ~ta[t.

Die T"l'ih.Lt.'lwll"l" '·Ull 14 Läuueru hauen iu 36 \-urtrii~toll f4l"Zt·igr. wie fru<:htLcu' tlil" ~Il'l

ltotleu dt"'r Xjchtst.audarclanalysis in ihr~n \·i{~lfiilt"i~f·ll .-\llw"'ll(ll111~f·1l ~ind. Scll\vc'rpullktc'
der Tagnn.e; waren die Theorie der st.ochID;tischt'n Prozess<, und dit.' Theorie der <lynallli~('h('l1

Systellll". Deshalb prä5cuti('rttou die meiste"u \~ortr~l~t" neue Eut\\·i(·kltul~elld<"1" .\l1\n"lHhul~

uichtst Cluclanl aualyrisl'hl"r 7v!t-,t.hoclcou iu clie~c'l1 Tlieoripll. aUl'rclill~~ \Vuntell Utlc:lt \-ort I"i'l~(,

~ehaltc.'ll. tlie die Tagun!!;steil.1lehmer über \veitere aktuellf? Ellt wickhul~ell der ~icht.stall

clardanalysis unu ihren Anwendungen illfonllierten. Die Ta~ull~ hat. auf sehr prii.~Ilallt.('

\Veise die Lebeudip;keit und A.ktualität dieses schönen Zwei~esder lvIatheluatik gezei~t. E~

sei inshesondere die Präsenz \ieler jUll~er dynaluiseher ~·Iatht"Ulatiker t.·l"w·ähllt~ c.Ht" auch
zu sehr lf'hhaften st.imulierende.n Diskussionen zWlsch~n c!r'u \:-orträgell und in ah(~IlCni("h('n

Arh(-'it.sgruppen geführt haben.

Die Tag;ung wurde dem A.uuenken zweier J\lathelllatiker g;ewidwet. die da:s Gebiet
der ~ichtst.andaranalrsisstark ~eprägt habe~, durch ihre ~nmdlep.;enden .~rbeitell uud
durch ihre Dlenschliche \Vänne und Be~eist.enmgsfahi.e;keit:.I. L. Callot. und G. Re(~h. An
eineul Abend fand lwtef der Leitung VOll \V. A.. .1. LtLXel11h\lr~ eine Gt~dellkfeier statt.

F. Diener uud R. Lutz haben auf beeindruckende \Veise au .1. L. Callot und G. Reeb in
ihrt~ll lllt:"usclilichcll Aspekteu lwd als iVlathcluatiker (~riuut~rt.

1994 ist auch der 20. .Jahrestag des Todes von A. ll.obillson~ dem Gründer der ~icht

st.Cinclttrcliil1iilj.-sis. RohiusOl1 haU.(1 1970 pf'rsi;ulich au (h'r c"rstcOl1 Tagulll4 (lit"sc"r Rt'ilic" iu
()}uorwolfadl tcil.e;el1oumu.ou. nUll wurde auf der jC"tzip;(~l Ta~l\llJ!; p.iu A.heud ~("'wid1l1('t. au

eleul s(lin ßio.e;raph .1. \V. Dallht,u t.~iIl(~ll eindnlcksvollt'Il '·()rtra~ ~(~halh~Il hat..



Vort.rn.gsal1sz"igt~ .

H...~kiYiUlla:
APPLICATH)NS elF N()NSTANDAR.D .-\NAL'YSIS TC) GENEIlALIZED SECTIONS
OF VECTC)R. BUNDLES

A generalized section of a (['00 vector bUllule E over a compact (q-compact) manifold
M is defined as a eontinuous linear functional on the space of c.ompactly supported COO
sections of E* C3> IAMI, where E* is the dun.! bundle of E and IAMI stands for the density
bundle Qver ~·f. It is shown that cvery generalized section T of E can be represented by
a *-integral in t.he sense that there exists a * Coo internal section ßT of the nonstandard
extension • E of E such that T( u) = J: M /JT·· 'Pt for every compactly supported Coo secA
U of E* ® IAlul· As examples, a nonstandard delta function on a Riemannian mani.
and the case of currents of de Rham are treated. Nonstandard representations are also
obtained of linear maps either from the space of ([;k sections of E cr from its subspace
consisting of compacdy supported sections.

L. Arkeryd:
THE STATIONARY BOLTZMANN EQUATION IN A SLAB

We discuss a kinetic layer between two \valls modelIed by the Boltzmann Equation in
a slab -1 ~ x ,$ 1, for soft forces ~fJ%f = Q(f, f) with boundary condition J(j, v) =
Mj(v) fje' >0 e' JCj, Vi )d1J' , je' < o~ j = ± 1. Here Mj is a Maxwellian normalized to give
inflow equal outfiow. Under some restrietions we prove that there is a solution in Le2 . The
proof uses NSA with several infinite scales to reduce from the entropy dissipation term
that measure solutions first constructed, actually are Lebesgue absolutely continuous.

E. Benoit:
ASYMPTOTIC EXPA.l\.NSIONS OF CANAR.DS WITH POLES. APPLICATION
TO THE STATIONARY UNIDIMENSIONAL SCHRÖDINGER EOUATION

The central topic of this paper is the problem of the turning points. The paradi~
the stationary uniditnensional Schrödinger equation~.with various potentials. The"
step is to transform the linear equation of second order iota a Riccati equation. The non
standard analysis and the theory of CanaT(l.~ allo\vs to compute the first eigenvalue and the
corresponding solution. \tVith a change of variables. it is possible to reduce the problem
of the n-th energy level to the (n - 1)-t.h. The first result (already proved by other
methods) of the paper is an algorithm to (.:ompute the asymptotic expansion of the n-th
(~ner,~~ level in po\vers of the small parailler.l'l" h. The secund (ne\v) result is an algorithm
t.u t:ompute an expansion uf thc c:orrcspollclill~ solution. This expansion is a fraction so
t.hat the singularity is TP..HlltJt~d. For ("~:ctlllplc: it is possihle t.o dp.termine the zero of t.he
('i~t~nfunctions of the Schrödinger opc~rator 111' t.u cU1Y power of h.



.. .,

Tlu~ ah~()rit.ll1l1s a.rc' ~i\"C'1l \Virh AliI.pl,: Pl'o.!.::ralll:'. :lud illust.rat.t'cl wit.h Cl douhlc' synullt't.rical
w,.ll .Lo; (Jot.c'nt.ial.

1. \'an tlt 'n ßt·r~:

APPRJ)XIl\,L-\TE Et)UATI<)NS

\Vp.. c:onsidcr t~(ltlati()lls or t.he type

f{.r) = IX

where f is an iuternal fUllction, and the 111t1uber (\ may or may not have some inc.:ertaillty
conceming its order of magnitude.

Typical examples are
1) .~svmptotic eguations; for instance. find an approxinlation for :t such thai

.r + lo.~:r = w

where w is a fi.~ed infinitely large nUlllber.
2) Externat eguations, forinstance~ if ~' is Cl. fixed infinitely large integer, find all I such

that

er - (1 +;f ~ 0
We derive certain theorems which are useful for the study of such equations. They include
a substitution theorem, a solution theorem (lud nn expansion theorem.

N. Cutland (with M. Capinski):
STOCHASTIC NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

We show how hoeb space methods are used to salve Navier-Stokes equations of the form

(1)

where Ue : D ~ JRR and D ~ lRn is a honnded domain. The process Wt is an infinite
dimensional Wiener process. The method of solution is to work in a hyperfinite dimensional
space H N and take standard parts.

The corresponding Foias equation cun he clerived heurictically, with solutions given
by the distributions (1ltlt>o of a solution to (1). An alternative method of solution was
presented, using nonstandard densities tu reprcsent the measure J.lt. This approach to
statistical solutions avoids stuchastic analysis in fa\*oir of PDE's of order 2.



H. G. Dah~s:

T()TALL\r ()RDERED FJELDS \VITH ADDITH)NAL STR.UCTUR.E:
BETTEIl \!EnSI()NS ()F N()N-STANDAR.D iVI()DELS '!

In the thcory ()f nou-starlliard a.naly~is, Olle l1S(~S a.s a. model of llltrapowers IRk / u, where
k is a en.rclinal ;ultl [T is Cl. frce ultrafilter Oll k. These models are real-closed 17t-fields. We
examine 1l1()f(~ ~encral classes of real -closed 1/1 -neIds: there are the super-real jield3, which
a.re quoticnts nf algehri1.S C(U)j p, where P is a. prime ideal in C([T), and large algebras of
formal power series. \Ve claim that, by gOill,~ to these lar,ger classes, we can find real-closed
r/t-fields with vanos interesting propertics not possessed by any ultrapower. We develop
a classiticatiou scheme that resolves variou~ open problems. We present a particular field
R which seems to be the natural generalization uf the real line IR !one cardinal higher' .

There is a natural structure theory of super-real fields as 11. model of 11. fragmente
analysis.

(This talk was to have been the first part of a pair, the second to be given by Woodin;
unfortunately, Woodin was not ahle to attend.)

J. W. Dauben:
,A B10GRAPHY OF .-\BRA.HAM ROBINSON

Abraham Robinson is best known for his discovery and development of non-standard
analysis, and his succesful use of model theory in a wide variety of applications in modem
mathematics. This lecture will cover Robinson's early history,. bis chilhood in Breslau,
his emigration to Palestine from Nazi Germany in 1933, his early mathematical study
at Hebrew University v.,;th Abraham Fraenkel, his brief study at the Sorbonne in 1940
and dramatic escape to England, where he spent World War 11 at the Royal Aireraft
Establishment in ·Farnborough.

Thereafter, bis work in mathematicallogic, beginning with bis Ph. D. on model theory
at the University of London in 1949, began to dominate the aeronautical research he did
after the war, first as a staff member teaching at the Cranfield Colloge cf Aeronautics and
then, beginning in 1951, in the Mathematics Department at the Univwersity of Toronto.
His return to pure mathematics as Fraenkel's successor at Hebrew University in 1957 led
to a joint appointment at Yale University in 1D67, where he continued to develop bis ideas
on model theory and nonstandard analysis until his untimely earIy death in 1974. _

This lecture is illustrated with more' than 100 slides, mostly from photographs in t_
collectiuon of Mrs. i\braham Robinson, anti will offer an overall evaluation of Robinson's
life and career as a mathematical logiciall.

F. Diener:
CALLOT'S RELIEFS

Dt1rin~ the seventies. Reeb popnlarize(l a \"('ry silnplc ~conletrical appeoach of slow-fast
()DE.s ~ ~~ = f(.E~ Y J. baseo Oll ~SA. It was t.hc l)(~ginnin~ of Ho lot uf interesting resuits.

-1



(1)

R(~f:elltly. C;.llot. iut.rcuhln" a llew iclt':l. ;11so ~4·Cllllt't.ri .. aud \rc'rr siluplt-. on how t.n stucly

slow--fa.."\t ()DEs in the 1:'l1nplex dOfnai71. SIll't·ly rhis itlt'a. will preuluce in t.he futIln' dt'Pp
rr-snlts. I will t'xplclin it anu presMlt SUlllt' applit"atiolls.

Fan Ru - ZOll.~:
HYPERFINITE DIR.ICHLET F()R~IS AND P()TENTI.AL THE{)RY

In tms joint "·ork \\;th Prof. S...\lbeverio ""P st.utly the hyperfinite Dirichlet forms 'and t.llt'ir
domains. resolvents and related ~1arkov chaius. ,v~ :tre also interested in exceptional sets.
excessive func.:tions. eapacity theory alld other issues Oll potential theory of hypertinite
Dirichlet forms. As the third part of our rcsl-!arch. we consider the standard parts of
hyperfinite !vIarkov chains. Finally. \ve CliSCllSS t.he npplications of the theory in infinite
dimensional stochastic analysis.

R. Fittier:
FEYN~1.~NFOR~IALISMAND NSQED

In connection with Feynman diagrams the problems of the classical evaluations of asymp
totic contributions (\vith respect to ihe limit t ~ 00) are demonstrated. A solution of the
difficulties is suggested within nonstandard quantum-electrodynamics. .

A. Frochard:
COMPLEX STROBOSCOPY AND GHOST SOLUTIONS

Recent developments concerning general complex difference schemes have niee applications
to the discretized logistic equation

y(z +e) ~ y( x - c;) _ 1 2 ( )
2e - -y x

The surprising behaviour of same solutions is related to an exponentially small splitting
of separatrices. The crucial point is the const.ruction of a complex solution of (1), which
is analytic on the S-interior set of the strip B = {x E d:'; Ilmxl< f} .

E. 1. Gordon:
HYPERFINITE APPROXIMATIONS OF T()P()LOGICAL GROUPS
AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS

The nation of hyperfinite approximation uf Cl. r.opological group was introduced and invcs~

tigated for the case of abelian groups in t.he previütls papers.
Here we present some results abullt IlOIWOlnullltativc p;rotlps which have a hyperfinitl-~

approximation. For example if a comp,i1(:t. .!!;ronp has it then every irreduceble unitary
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rc~prescntat.iol1 of this COlllpact grollp is a shadow of sC)1I1(~ S-c:OntiullOllS irreclncchle repre
sentation of öL hypt~rtillite grollp. This result. 111i1V h(~ 11sc-'<1 for constrllctioll of t.he irreducehle
reprcsent.a.t.ious of sllc~h groups. A siluple t"xan;ple of a p;rOllp over p-a.tlic nlunbers is con
sidercd.

The silllilar theorem ho1els for the f(~gt11ar rcpreselltat.ions of locally ("C)1npact groups.
Some applic·a.tions of this theorem and connectio1lS with t.he ergodie theory will be presented
in the talk.

D. Guido:
SINGULAR TRACES AND NON STA.NDAR.D .~NALYSIS

Singular traces, i.e. traces on the algebras uf operators on a Hilbert spare which vaA·
on finite rank operators, where introduced by .1. Dixmier in 1966, and are a key tool inY
Connes non-commutative geometry.

The singular traces which are known up to now described by positive linear functionals
on the sequence of partial sums of the eigenvalues of a compact operator, divided by a
suitable normalizing sequence.

Then the problem of classifying these traces amounts to describe the class of normal
izing sequences and the set of states, associazed with any such sequence, which give rise
to a trace.

The first problem has been completely solved by Albeverio, Guido, Ponosov and Scar
latti in terms of an asymptotic condition called eccentricity, generalizing a result of Varga.
When singular traces are studied at a locallevel, i.e. on principal ideals, the normalizing
sequence can be taken as the sequence of the partial sums of eigenvalues of a positive
operator generating the ideals.

The second problem may be solved in terms of decomposition of the aclmissible states
in terms of the extremal ones, and here nonstandard analysis plays a role. In fact, at
a locallevel, examples of singular traces can be given in terms of an easy non standard
formula, therefore all singular traces are in the closed convex hull of the given traces.

At a global level, i.e. when traces are described on maximal ideals, the state needs to
be 2-dilation invariant. Again a simple non standard fonnula, depending on two hyperfinite
numbers, is available, and ergodie decomposition shows that extremal traces are described
by this formula.

The previous results extends to the case in \vhich the algebra is replaced by any t_
11 factor in the sense of ivlurray-von Neumann. •

.T. Harthong:
WAVE PROP~~GATION IN IvIODULATED ~IIEDIA

In this paper \ve propose 111athematicalllu~tll()(ls for the study of the propagation of waves
in a. modulated medium. VVe: call T",(Jd1LlfLtf:(L"'.f~tli1L1". a Ille(lium in which refractive index
vnries in such a manner that it is approxül1atply periotlic in small regions (containillg
ho\vever Cl. large nUßlber of p~riodsJ. P':1·imLi.,: 1l1cclia are particular cases of modulated



llu-dia.: t.h(~ surfan's al()ll_~ which r.lll' n'fra.-ri,"c· illdc'x is I·OnSt.allt. \tlloclulatioll snrfan's) &lrt"

t.h(~h t.he paralh-l plauc:s. In non -pt~riodic- llHHllllatc·d tucdia. thc' 1l1odnlat.ioll sllrfan's an'
c"ttrv....d: titer il-f(: thc' c'()utottr SllrfiWc's uf ;1 rliIF,'rc'llt.iahlt- rUllC't.ion.

Typicalll1(ullllatp<1 tllpdin an' h()lo.~r:Il11:'. IH-C'ausc- h()lo~r:Il11S n'conl illt.t-rft'rplll'l' frin
.~(~s. which art~ always c'Olltotlr surfac(~.

Thc Inatlu:matiC'al louIs that WC' pn~"llf in this ]>a.pc'r an' t"spt"ririlly (le\'oted fo thc'"

.ulalysis or the \vaVf" propa~ation in IllCulnl'lt,·f\ llledicl with a. pt'"riod of thn stuUt" order
Ina~nitllde as t.he WaVp.Iellgth.

C. \Vard Henson:
THE SITU.ATIONS ()F GUAR.AIrS H()~I<)GEN()lJS. UNIV"ER.SAL SEPAR,ABLE
BANACH SP.a\CES

A. Guaraii space is a separable Banach ~pan~ _\ \vith the following property: for any finite
dimensional spaces E ~ F. any linear iS()lllOrphislll T : E -+ .\ (iot.o) and any ,\ > 1.
there is a linear isomorphism S : F ~ _\ such that S{x) = T(x) for .all x E E. and
11511 ::; "'IIT II, 115- 1 11 ~ AIIT-II!. \V. Lusky ;·dH)\\"(~tl t.hat .\ is determined tip to a isometry
by this condition, and this unique space is a very natural hut complicated Qbject to study.
We have used the methods of nonstandard illl(llysis tog;ether with additional tools from
the model theory of Banach spaces to obtaill a. llumber of ne\v geometrie results about this
space~ especially concerning the action of i ts antOlnorphism group.

V. Kanovei, M. Reeken:
NEW SYSTEMS OF FOUNDATIONS FOR. ='IONST.-\NDARD ~IATHE~IATICS

A new theory of interna! sets, bounded set tll.f:OT·!I BST, is presented. BST does everything
that is available in IST, Nelson's internal set theory, and, in addition,

* provides the Extension principle for all formulas, .~

* makes it possible to convert every formula to the form 3st TjSt [intem~],
* guarantees that every formula with stanuard pa.rameters is provably equivalent to an

interna! formula,
* aUows to parametrize all definable suhclnsses of sets by a single formula, and
* allows to obtain useful external enlargemcnts of the universe of interna! sete by defin

able classes.

H, Jerome Keisler (joint work with S. Fajaro):
NEOMETRIC SPACES AND APPLICATH):\"S

We introduce a method which produces a wi(lc~ \"aric'r.y of applications of NSA to probahility
theory t1sin~ c:onventional standard ar~lllllt-l1tS. Gi\"c'u an adapted space (0, P, 11, )tEr anti
a. complete separable metrie space J/. h·r. .Vi = L"( n..\J) he the space of measllrahlt·
functions x : n ~ ~vl \vith the metrie or COIl\·c'r~c:uce in probability. A family uf sllbs~ts ()f



J\It r.allt~d nf:m:01f1,])(Lf:t S(~t.S i:i d(~tilU'(1. whiC'h :-:hart's tllallY pr()p(~rtit's with th(~ t:olupact sets
hut is mnc.h lar.L!;(~. Fur 4'~XaJn1<~, tohe sets of Drowuiall l11ot.ions in LU(12. C( [0, 1), .IR» anu uf
stopping t.ill1t·~ in LII(w. C[O~ 1» an~ lleocolllpacL A lloutrivial adaph~<l space is Meh if the
int~rs(~(:tioll ,)f a.1lY t:()llIltahlt~ c:haiu of 1l0UCUlpty IlCOt:olupact sets i~ lloll(~mpt.y. TheoTem:
R.ich adapt.c'tl spaces ('XiHt. Tllt~ only llSc.·~ of NSA lten~ is in t.he proof uf t.his theorem (via
Loeb Inea.sur('s). Nlany optiInization anti existc'nce t.heorems can be proved by standard
methods in Cl. rieh adapted space. For exnmple~ for each x E LlJ(n, C([O, IJ, m)) there is a
Brownian motion whose distance from .e is lllinitnal. Other examples include the strong
existence theorems for stochastic d.e. '5 in papers of I<cisler, Hoover and Perlcins, Cutland,
I{osciuk and Lindstr0m, and the existence theorelus of Cutland and Capinski for stochastic
Navier-S t.akes eqnations.

P. E: Kopp:
FROM DISCRETE TO CONTINUOUS STOCHASTIC CALCULUS •
The martingale representation theorem for L2-Brownian martingales provides the stochas
tic differential a.s thc integrand occuring in the stochastic integral representation of the
given martingale. In discrete time, martingales on the path spaces of random walks have
analogous representations. Working on Wiener spaces one can formulate a natural conver
gence concept for discrete-time entries to their continuous counterparts which is preserved
under both stochastic integration and stochastic differentiation. Thus invariance principle
is stronger than the usual Donsker principle yielding weak convergence, by taking inta
account functional relationships as weIl as convergence of paths. We show that - modulo
discretisation schemes - the convergence can be e.."Cpressed in terms ~f the L2-norm, and
provide extensions to multi-dimensional Brownian martingales as weil as the Ito-Wiener
chaos decomposition. The ideas presented ,vere motivated by question ansing in the theory
of option pricing. (Joint work with N. J. Cutland and W. Willinger.)

F. Koudjeti:
EXTERNAL PROBABILITY, AN CLASSICAL CENTRAL-LIMIT THEOREM

.A classical construction of m. is based on Dedekind cuts. The real number may be J
as the last upper bound of these cuts. The resulting completion property enables u
build real analysis. If the cuts are external. then witb a slight weakening of tbe notion 0

extrema, they appear to have least-upper bounus in the form af 'extemal numbers'. An
extemal number is defined to be the sum of areal number and a neutrix, i.e. a convex
(external) additive subgroup of IR.

This notion of (external) extrema t,lll'IlS out t.u he convenient, in many cases, far
replacin~ the crossin.~of 'horders' of extc~rlla1:·wt.s llsin~ permanence principles by a simple
analytical consideratiol1 llsin.e; extrema·s.

In our talk we \vill llS~ this notion t.o dc·lillt· t.llt~ In(~cL'iurability of an external set. and
t.lll~n to establish some t"lelnentary res1l1ts of au «~xtc:rllal prnbability. We will deduce the

s



·t"xtt·~rnal ('hehyst~v t'cluality' iuul '1.""(' thi:-o lat.·1' n·:,ult. \\"(,11 ;L" an .'xtt"rUiU c·alculus. t.u pro\"('

the classical Laplac"t"s liluit tlu~()rr'm statt'tl :1:-0 folluws:
'Lt~t 'S" st.ilnd ror r.llt: llnmln"r of sn,'n~:,"~ ill a H ßt~rlloHlli ,"uals with probahility p of

suec:ess. Lt~t 1\'( k) lu' t.ltt' prohahilitr or t ht' 1"'( 'ur rhat Sn = ~'. Tlll~ll: for any real Ilnlllllt~r

11 aud b in IR.

. [{ Sn - 1I
1'} 1 1." -!. ]hm Pl (I ~ --- - -- ,.:: tlt =0

t -00 ;npii Jf;.,

S. Kuhlmann:
THE VALU..\.TION THEORETIC INTERPRET.-\TION OF EXPONENTL~TION

IN NON-ARCHIMEDIAN FJELDS

We study the stucture of non-Arehimedian neids aumitting an exponential funetion. that
is an isomorphism of their additive groups Oll.to their multiplicative group~.of positive ele
ments. We give neeessary cooditions on the residue field and value group. V{e" show that for
a countable non-Arehimedian field, a necessary and sutficient condition for the existenee
of an exponential is that the value groups is a Hahn sum over the rationals. Si~larly, for
power senes fieId, it is sufficient that the value group satisfies the necessary. _condition~ and
is a Hahn product. .

We then examine strang exponentials. that is exponentials satisfying growth and Tay
lor axioms. We show that the above characterization for countable and power series fields
generalize in this case as weIl.

P. A. Loeb:
A GENERALIZATION OF RADIAL LIMITS AND THE BEST
APPROACH TO BOUNDARIES

Jürgen Bliedtner and the speaker have recently shown that with a suitable normalization, .
there is a "best" family of filters for which the Fatou Boundary Limit. Theorem holds.
The normalization assigns to each positive harmonie funetion a set of boundary points at
which that function must vanish. Kno\vn liluits, such as those provided by the Lebesgue
Differentiation Theorem, or the Fatou Radial Limit Theorem are used to force consistency
in this assignment. The zero sets, in turn, ar(~ nsed in constrocting the eoarsest filter whieh
produee those limits almost everywhere. This procedure is formulatd in terms of general
potential theoretic settings, hut the result is ne\v cven for harmonie functions on the unit
disk in the compact plane. In this talk~ cOl1cheu in terms of harmonie functions 00 the unit
disk. nonstandard analysis is used to ext(~nd tu .~clleral domains the use of radial limits in
the construction of zero sets.

!)



G. Lnm(~r:

N()NST.-\.ND:-\ß.D ANALYSIS AND HEAT EXPL()SIC1NS

\Ve considt'r t.11(~ COllt.l'xt of n~ceut work Oll lu'at. :,hocks (clitfusiolls with shocks) in Bana.ch
spa.ce, .Y, fonlluiatioll. [A replacillg t.ht~ 2nd oreh'r (~llipt.ic operators appe.aring in the
clcu;sical application where .1{ = C(n). n bOlluded C m:" with an smooth; A is the
generator uf an irrep;ular boundeu ;,ulalytic senligroup Q(t) on .J( - for precise details and
assumptions see the recent paper of the presellt lecture "Diffusion models with abrupt
changes... ", Evolution equations... ~ Lect. Notes in Pure and Appl Math. Vol. 155, Marcel
Dekker, Ne,v York, 1994.]

Here we study via NSA the transition during an infinitesimal interval of time, say
[0, '11, going from the conditions existing before a shock, at say time t = 0, to t_
prevailing a!terwards. This study leads beyond shocks in particular to the discover.
new phenomena of "beat explosions" and to t.heir adequate formulation in conventional
mathematics as "initial boundary impulses", at say t = 0, j E X. We also obtain an'
explicit formula for the effect (evolution) for t > 0 caused by such a heat explosion j at
t = 0, which adds to the heat/diffusion flo\v that would have taken place without the
explosion. In the simple situation just described, the effect of an isolated heat explosion
(ac~ual1y heat explosion on the boundary) \vould be -Q'(t)j for t > O.

R. Lutz:
ANWENDUNGEN DER NSA ZUR WAHRSCHEINLICHKEITSTHEORIE

We show that nonstandard analysis is a perfect tool to be used in finitely additive prob
ability theory, due to the fact that the shado\v of f.a. probability law ia f.a tao. This
makes clear a lot of old problems which a.re of great interest in mathematical statistics,
e.g. uniformity, null-probability, extension to larger event spaces or the signification of the
laws of lai-ge numbers.

R. Lutz:
ABOUT MY MASTER GEORGES H. R.EEB

Georges Reeb was born the 12th of november 1!)20 at Saveme, a little town about 35_
in the north-west of Strasbourg. Suddcnly he has passed away on the 6th of november
1993.

He was praud of his origins as thc SOll of Cl. cooper, which certainly influenced bis
geometrical intuition.

. Reeb was an outstanding mathematiciiLu. but also a bright man in his familial and
soda! life. He married Trudy in 1045 auel t.hey got t\VO girls Christiane and Elisabeth.
For his numerous students. he \vas a sort. of :L llloclern ·'Socrates". everywhere dense in the
cnrridors of the "Institut cle Mathematiel11f~s" at. St.rClsbourg. He nlways warmly encoura~ed

t.hem imd asked them t(~n times Cl day his l(~:';(.IIHlary .~ qoui eie neuf?".

10
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•

Ht' hr()H~ht 111' in t.lu~ IlH~c·ha.uit"(p,1 :lud t IIpllI().~il·al traclit.ioll of Ht'uri Pnillcan;. PanI
Pailllt'v~ :\11(1 Elie Cartan. Ulldt~r du' eH h'isor~hi p ur his ~v[ast.t'r Charlt's Ehreslnallll lu'
t'f(~;üt'd durin.~ t.he latl~ 40's diP fillll()l1~ folia I ion t.ht'ory. a "uoustc\Iuli\nr' itlt'a of ~l()bal

t.opolo~y at a tinu~ where lOl"al prohlt'llls ~t't'lllt"d to lu: t.ht! iUlport.allt Olles. Aftt~r 11 Yt'ar~

as a professor at GreuolJle. he c'alllC bcwk t.o Sr rasb()tlr.~ alul fo\ultlt·d his O\Vll sc:hool of
(lifferential topology, baseu on the "St~lllillajn' tr;ljt~ctori('Il", which enlphasize on foliatioll
theory, ciifferf'ntial forms and eCluat.ions. c·Olltl':H"t. .~('()Jnctry ... In the ~a.rly 70's. lu' lc'arnt.
about Robinsou!s NSA and claimed at t""l'!T luar.heloatician he c:ould meet (thc 1l10st, of
\VhOln ti<~\V a\vay in a hurry !) that a kind ur rc'\"()lutiOIl ha.d t:olue up in matheluatics. rhe
Inost important in this century...

This \vas the starting point of the :·...n )ud ~du)()l hc crea.ted. which ~ew up in t.h~

philosophy of llsing NSA in everyday lllat.llt,:ulilt.ies as a t.ool to gct simple and· na.tural
proofs and to detect new mathematical pht'uoulcn('L Somc sort of ., green" mathematics.
indeed. The axiomatic presentatioll of ~SA. hy E. Nelson \vithin IST in 197; gave a
second impulse to the alsacian schooL it was partly because t.his formal s~tting points
out Reeb's philosophical conviction that infinitesitnals \vhere an unexpected benefi.t of the
impossibility to formalize completely the intuiti\"e feeling that all natural·numbers, being
obtainable by the successive addition of one, are of the same kind. His':question "Les
entires naifs remplissent-ils N?" became famous in France and more widely in Europe.
where he is considered as a subbtle and efficient. propagandist of NSA.

He was an enthusiastic man, highly ~nj()yillg the deep affection that he shared \vith
his students.

M. Oberguggenberger:
GENERALIZED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

In this communication a new approach to generalized stochastic processes is presented.
geared to solving nonlinear differential equations inyolving distribution valued processes.
Employing ideas from the theory of multiplicatioll of distributions as weil aB nonstandard
analysis, differential algebras of stochastic processes are constructed which contain all
processes with continuous paths together \vith their generalized derivatives. The method
is based on factor algebras in the algebra of SCCl'lcnces of processes with smooth paths. Two
special choices are discussed and compared with each other: an ultrapower construction
• 4:'00P and a Colombeau-type algebra GP. Nonlillear stochastic differential equation are
shown to admit generalized solutions in both a.l~cbras.

Related work has recently undertaken hy S. A.lbeverio, Z. Haha, T. Lindstr0rn, B.
0ksendal, S. Pilipovic, Va. V. Radyno, F. Rnsso and co-\vorkers.

J. Oikkonen:
PLAYFUL (H.o\HN) POWER,S

Hahn powers have b~en eonsidered durill~ t bis Til.~\lU.~ in (~onnection to fields of power
series. We discuss two other applit."ations 1)1' rhis i( lea.

11
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1) Snitahh' ~iun.~s C'iLU 1)(~ u:.;ed t.u giv(~ lll.'alliu.!.!; t.o t.llt~ fnnlilia.r l~ql1ati()ns (1 + '/)" = 1,
(1 + ,/)6+1 = (1 + q)lJ . (I + '1) an<! (1 + II)fl = SllPi(l + TI)8 i for H = sup; 8i whcn Tl
anti H a.rt' liupar orders. Tllt~se .c;nnlC~ iuspc'ct. linea.r ordin~s in t.crnlS of thcir initial
spgmeut.s. (:·wc·! .1. ()ikkoIleIl~ :\. n'cl1rsioll priuciple for linear ()rdin~s, .ISL. 1!)92)

2) BrowniCl.ll tllot.ion inspect.s a. dumaill iu a al1alo.~()llS way leadillg t.n a. (lefinition of
Harmonie 11lciUittrc. This analogy is csp('cially strong in connection to a. hyperfinite
representntion. (see J. Oikkonen, Harnlollic analysis and nonstandard Brownian mo
tion in thc plane, Math. Scand., 1985)
It is sho\vn in A.. Mekkler and .1., Oikkollen, Abelian p-groups with no invariants,
JPAA, 1093. that (torsion subgroups of) snitable Hahn powers H" of Abelian ~
groups lend to groups with no invariants in a strang sense formulated in terms of
approximations uf Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games.

. 3)

H.Osswald:
ON LINEAR CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONALS ON THE HARDY SPACE H1

The notion "Hardy space" comes from the theory of analytic functions in connection with
Potential Theory, and can be transformed to spaces of martingales via hitting time of
Brownian motion.
. . Fix an adapted Loeh space (A, (bdtE[O,l]Y) where (bt)tE(O,l] is the standard part of
an interna! filtration (at)tET, where T is a hyperfinite discretization of [0,1]. The space
H1 is the space of (bt )-martingales such that SUPtE[O,l] Im (', t).is integrable. We prove
the existence of integral representations of linear continuous functionals and use them to
construct H1-valued measures.

The stochastic integral ia exact the Pettis integral w. r. to these measures.

M. Munoz de Ozak:
LIFTING THEOREMS FOR TWO PAR.~NIETERMARTINGALES

Following the paper "Nonstandard constuction of the stochatic integral and applications
to stochastic differential equations" D.. N. Hoover and E. Perkins, I give the two parameter
version of some theorems, in order to sho\v that if ."<. is aßt-martingale, then st(X) •
is a. large martingale and if X is a large mnrtin.!!;n.le~ then there is a 6t martingale lifting
for some at in T.

Y. Peraire:
OSCILLATORY SYSTE~dS \VITH RELATIVE NONSTA.NDARD
ANALYSIS TOOLS

Thc general frame\vork uf IU,}" speach wonld Iw Relative Interna.! Set Theory (RIST}.

l::!



Thc~ lall.~lla.~(1 of nIST cuutaillS a hinary pn'dicaft' '. .... t .'. ;11111 this pennits t.u ch'tiUt'
h~v(~ls in du" 1l1!i"c'rsc' uf the sC'ts: a it'vd i:-ö ;a dass uf ('cl'livalc'uct' fol' tht' n!latioll uf ''tlcl'tis
ta.ntlardic:it.y" cl('nnt'd hy ., x is C'(luistalldilrd tu y if X .-:t y auel y .d x". Relativc!ly t.u coach
level (~()rrcspouc.ls prill('iplt~s of t.ransfpf. iclt'aliz:lr,iotl ;ulCl ... tnn.fla.nli:atioTl al1al().~()lls t.o t.lu'
Nelsuu's axiouls, hut ., truus"cD'ill principh's" (l1sill.!!; :-ii!Utllt.alll'olu;ly se"t~ral levc~ls) t'xist

t.OU, In filY aCC"()llut. I shall t~I11phasize ollly t.",o poillt,S:
1) I shall investi~ate thc possibility to "pt"l' transfers only on il. sllhfornlular of Cl. givPtl

fonnula (partial transfer) anti givc au applica t.iOll.

2) I shall pro,'e a. t.hcoreIu of idealizatioll re'lat,i\.'e t.u 1
1

~alact.ic fonnulas (of t.hc form
3IJ x ~(.r). with cl'(.c) interna!) ilud p;i\"t' au application.

M. Reeken:
DYNAMIC.~L SYSTEMS FROIvI THE N()NSTANDAR.D P()INT OF VIEW

A.s in any field of some complexity looking at. it in the language of BST opens up ne\v
perspectives on the fundamental notion of the neId and their interdependence.

The field of topological dynamical SYSt.CU1S is an interesting example of this kind.

s. Samborski:
FAST CHANGEMENTS OF VISCOSITY~ SOLUTIONSFOR H:\MILTONIANS
DEPENDING OF PARAMETERS

The boundary value problem

€Dr.y + H(x,Dy,a) =0 -v/r = 9

where x E n- c (JRR )*, r = an, D-gradient, (J, E IR* is studied in nonstandard domain
with infinitesimal € and standard Hamiltoninn H depending on a nonstandard parameter.
Let us say that a "fast changement" occurs if for two values al and a2 ot the parameter
a, at - a2 the Hausclorff distance between the shadows of corresponding solutions y(a. )
and y(a2) is perceptible, The main theorem describes the unique possible scenario of this
"fast changement" in a generic situation. Applications are connected with "catastrophes"
for the value function of control problems.

K. Stroyan:
FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION nF HIGHER. DERIVATIVES

We prove the following discrete form uf Tayloc's Theorem and its converse and diSCllSS

generalizations.
THEOREM: A real-valued eiJ;enfunc:t.ioll is /I. ·t.iult·~s t"ontinuously differentiable if and

only if the polynomical interpolatctl at (1L + 1) innnit!'ly c:lose finite points is elose t.o a
polynomical dependent only on thc (~()mlllOl1 standard part of the interpolating points.
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T. Toclorov:

A GENEnAL EXISTENCE IlESULT FOll ['lNEAR. PAIlTIAL DIFFER.ENTIAL
E()U.ATI<lNS \VITH Sw[()()TH C()EFFICIENTS

vVe provp il: ,l!('l1t~ral (~xistcnc(~ n:snlt for essl'utiCllly all linea.r partial (liffcrential cquation::i
\vith SIDooth nH'tficiellts in an al,l?,;cbrn A(H) of localizablc gencralizecl functions. The
algebra A(n) is clefined as a factor spaee of t.he class of nonstandard interna! smooth
functions. In particlllar, we show thnt H. Le\vy's equation has solution whenever its right
hand side is Cl. t"la:o\sical smooth function. Therc i~ a strong similarity between the algebra of
generalized fUllCt.ious A(n) anti thc variety of al,~ehras of generalized functiolls introduced
recently by .Tea.n F. Colombeau and other authors in the framework of standard analysis.
For that reason \ve view this work as an a.ttempt to establish a connection between.Ji:
non~tandar~analysis and the n~nlinear t.he~ry of .~eneral.ized function with the belief.
the InteractIOll bet\veen them will prove frtutful far both.

F. Wattenberg:
ECONONIIC ~/IODELS BASED ON THE IDEAS BEHIND
SIMULATED A.NNEALING

The behavior of optimization algorithms hnsecl on the simulated annealing is strikingly
similar in many ways to the behavior of ecollomic aglnis responding to a combination
of centralized deterministic influences and decentralized, individual, random influences.
In this talk \ve are particulary interested in the \vay that changing the connectinity or
topology of the state or behavior space by introducing new neighbor relationships can
speed up convergence in the equilibrium without sacrifying the efficiency of the economy
at equilibrium. Working with nonstandard models we deal with state spaces parts of which
are manifolds and parts on which are not.

B. Wietschorke:
EXTERNAL EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS IN TOPOLOGY
AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

In the context of Nelson's Interna! Set Theory (IST) \ve use the concept of exteinalE~
a.Ience relations developed by Reeken in on ler to give external characterizations of s.
elasses of locally convex spaces. For this on t.he dual of a given locally convex space
.Y several external relations are defincd. Thc coinciuence of two such relations leads to
an equivalent standard condition givin.~ SCHllc' informations about the topology on )(. In
that way \ve are ahle to describe loc:ally ,'Oll\"C'X spaces \vith invariant nonstandard hulls
(HJvl}-spaces), quasinormable and Sch\\':lrtz :-:pac:es. Thc result concerning Schwartz
spaces confirms a conjecture posed by Gr:ljll~c~r.

As an application \VC .t;ive an improv(·lI1l'ut. ur a result due to Benninghofen~ Richter
ilntl Stroyan~ by sho\vill'; r.hat the locally I:OIl\'t'X t.opolo~y assor.iated to a certain kind of
infinitesimals is ahvays a. St~ll\vartz t()p()lo~y.
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\V. \·VilliuJ!:er:
(lN H()\V T<> NIAI~E MC)NEY IN THE ST()(,K~I:\nKETUSING NSA

EUlpirit'al t~\"ic.lellce fronl actnal st()t~k J>l'in' 4 bt;1 ~ll.~~t·st t.llt~ llse of stn(~ha.stic tllo.lt·b; in
nuauce t,hat a.re not c:()vt~reJ hy thc t.raditiollal :'t·lllilllal't.in.~ale fratne\vork. In partit"ular.
t.his t'mpirical eviclence suggests that "loll~ ·ra~l!.!;(· tlq)('ndencp" (also called the ·'.Tost"ph
Effecf') he aCCollIltcd for when modelil1~ :,tod\: prin' 111()\·f~ments.

In t.his talk~ a "fractional" versioll of t lu' witll'ly tl~ed Black-Scholes option pricill.~

model is prcsented that (i) is based on fractiollal On)\vniall nlotion. (ii) accounts for lOll.e;
range dependence anti is therefore inconsi~r.ent, with the semitllnrtingale setting, anu (iii)
allows for "orbitrage" oppertunities ("fret..> Iuudlt..'S"). ~Iathenla.tica.l problems of pracrical
importance to finance for this class of fractiotlill Dlack-Seholes luodels are dealt with usin~

methods from nonstandard analysis. (This is joiut w'ork with N. Cutland and P. E. I~opp,

Univ. of Hull, England.)

M. Wolf!:
SUPERST.J\BLE OPERATORS AND SE~dIGnOUPS

..
:'0lIl'"

Nagel and Rübiger defined a contraction T on t.hc Banach space E to be superstable if the
semigroup {in : n 2:: O} of the extension t Ull every ultrapower E is strorigly relatively
compact. We give an intrinsie definition of this notion and generalize the characterization
of Nagel and Rübiger. Moreover we treat the case of strongly continuous semigroups in
the same manner generalizing a result of Riihi.~er and Huong. Our main result reads as
follows: If E is superreflexive and the peripheral spectrum of T is countable then T is
superstable. The converse holds for arbitrary Danach spaces.

Jiang-Lun Wu:
ON GENERALIZED BOCHNER THEORE?vI ON LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES

This talk presents a nonstandard approach to Rndon extension of cylindrical measures on
weak dualspaces of locally convex spaces. The results obtained are applied to generalize
the (classic) Bochner theorem to the case that Radon probability measures are defined on
the weak dual spaces of locally convex spaces. "Ve also compare our result with other topa
logical descriptions of characteristic functiol1i1ls uf prohability measures on other infinite
dimensional spaces.

B. Zimmer:
FINDING LOST Rl\DON-NII~ODY~vI DEnI\·ATIVES

Radon-Nikodym derivatives uf absolutely .:OIlT.illlUH1S Vf~c.t()r measures uf bounded variation
are tlsually obtained through a limiting pro.·..ss O\·.'r nner iUld finer partions. lf the Banach



spa.C(~ lc:(:ks t.h(~ Ra.dou -NikoclYlll prOp(~rt.y. t.lH~:·w lilllit.s luay not (·xist. Nonsta.n<1arc1 Analy
sis nllows llS to ., ra.tt(~t1" th(·~ Illt:a....ntl"(· span~ and t.lu~ Da.ua.ch spat:<~ such t.hat wc can recnver
thos~ lost c1(~riva.t.ivp.s. P. A. Lo(~h slu)\\~(~<.1 that t.lu~n~ is a hyp(~rtinit.e interucl1 partition of
t.he nonstC\lltlard c~xt(:Ilsion .. [O~ 1J of t.lu:, lluit illt.(·rval. which is tiner than any standard
Lebc~sglle lIH'a.sllrable (>fu·titiou. This fine llonst.:l.udarel partition {Al, ... , .4.11 } allows us tu

recover th()s(~ lost. derivatives by detining; Cl. fuuct,iou r..p = 2::~1 :~L~:~.r ..4ä which defines an
interna! S-integrnble fUDCtioll from * [0. 1] t,() t.IH~ s~t. of t~lemenlsof finite norm in the noo
standard extension of the Banach space. Conlp()~ing this map c.p with the projection on the
nonstandarn huH. we get a function which \VP. can integrate with an appropriate integral.
This way we obt.ain that 1/( ..4.) ::::::: J..o\ "Pd* J... or, after composing cp with the projection onto
the nonstandard hull, that v( ..4) = iT (f•..\ C;d* J...). If the Radon-NikodYm derivative exists,
then Jr o· (1~) = 11' 0 cp, i.e. our constructioll generalizes the Radon-NikodYm derivat_

Berichterstatter: A.. Ponosov (Bochum)
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Tag u n g s b e r j c h t . 6/1994

C*-Algebren

6.-12.2.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J.Cuntz (Heidelberg),U. Haagerup
(Odense) und L.Zsido (Rom) statt.Vorträge aus verschiedenen Zweigen der C*~
·Algebrentheorie wie Klassifikation einfacher C*-Algebren, von Neumannalge
bren sowie Anwendungen in Geometrie und Physik standen im ~fittelpunkt des
Interesses. Dabei blieb Trotz vieler interessanter Vorträge Zeit für ausgedehnte

. .Diskussionen und regen wissenschaftlichen Austausch.

Vortragsauszüge:

Composing finite depth subfactors
Dietmar Bisch joint with U.Haagerup

Suppose N c P, P C !vI are inclusions of III·factors with finite depth. "yVe
study the "composed" inclusion N C P C M. Let i:t be the lV - P-bimod~le

NL2(P)p and ß =p L2(wf)kl (P -l\;f-bimodule), then p = a (l)p ß =: aß gives
the N - M~bimodule NL2(Atf)M.Computing the N - iV,N - M,lvf -I.V,AJ
}vf bimodules associated to the indusion N C ~\/ amounts to decomposing
(pp)., (pp)'?i, (pp)' and (pp)lcp into irreducible bimodules. Let N C P C PI :be
the Jones basic constroction, then we have:

Prop.: Let N c P, P c lvt be as above. Then iV C ~/ has finite depht
iff {(pL2(M)peppL2 (Pl)P)",k ~ I} decomposeinto at most countably many
irred. P - P bimodules.

A nice elass of subfactors of this type arises in the following way: Let G, H
be finite groups acting properly outerly on M, consider AIH C ~vf C 1\;1 )4 G
(e.g.: M = R, hyperfinte lll..factor). Then . ..

Cor.: MH C M )4 G has finite depth ifJ [( = (G, H) (group generated in
Out(M») is a finite group.

Note that MB C M )4 G is irreducible iff G n H = {e} (in Out(A-f)). It is
even more interesting to study these examples ",ben K is infinite (2 extreme
situations: K =G x H, K = G * H). We show

Thm.: Let MN C M)4 G be as above with GnH = tel. Then the inclusion
MH C M )4 G is amenable (in the sense of Popa) iff the group /( = {G, !() is
amenable.

In the case where H = Z2, G =Z3,we ean give explicitly the principal graphs
for R'l C R)4 Z3 for [( = .22*'3 (free product), [( = (a, b I a 2 =b3 = (ab)6 = 1).
In the latter case one gets a strongly amenable infinte depth (irred.) subfactor
of R, the hyperfinite II1·factor.
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Generalized inductive limits of finitedimensional C*-Algebras
. Bruce Blacka.rdar and Eberhard Kirchberg

We consider generalized inductive systems (An, 'Pm,n) of C*-algebras where
the connecting maps CPm.n : Am -+ An are only assumed to be asymptotically 1t

linear and multiplicative. The inductive limit can be defined as a C*-subalgebra
oi <fI An)/(EB An).

It is particularly interesting to consider generalized inductive systems of
finitedimensional C*-algebras, especially when the C{)m,n are ......linear complete
order embeddings.This construction is a noncommutative analog of the pro- ~
cedure of writing a compact metrizable space X as lim...X n , where X n is a .,
polyhedron with specified triangulation,and so this can be regarded as giving a
"combinatorial" describtion of the inductive limite

Theorem 1 A separable C*-algebra can be written as lim....(An, <Pm.n) with
An finite-dimensional if and only if A has an essential quasidiagonal extension'
by A:.Such an C*-algebra is called ~-algebra.

Theorem 2 A separable C*-algebra A can be written as lim-+(An,<Pm,n)
with An finite--dimensional and each 'Pm.n completly positive if and only if the
identitymap on A. can be approximated in the pointnonn by completly positive
almost multiplicative contractions through matrixalgebras. A is called an NF
algebra if this is satisfied. "

Theorem 3 A separable C*-algebra A can be written as lim-+(An, <Pm.n)
with An finite.dimensional and each ~m,n a complete orderembedding if and
only if the identity map on A can be approximated in the point-nonn topology
by completly positive finite rank idempotent contractions.Such an algebra is
called a strong NF-algebra. .

It is possible that the classes of NF-, strang NF- and stably finite separable
nuclear C*-algebras coincide.Partial results are established in this direction.

Tensor Products of C(X)-Algebras over C(X)

Etienne Blanchard

Given a Hausdorff compact space X and two C(X)-algebras A and B (Kas
parov), we define the two ideals of the algebraic tensorproduct A ~QIg B

I = (a/~b-a~ fb la e A,b E B,I e C(X))

J = {Q E A l8)alg B I 'r/z' E X, a% =0 in AZ ~alg B%}

Then \ve can define a minimal and a maximal C ...·norm on (A 0019 B)jJ.
Furthermore, as every semi-C...·nonn on A 00lg B which is zero on I is also zero

2
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on J, in order to finish the study of C*-nonns on (..4.®olg B)/1 we oo1y need to
answer the following question of Elliot: When.does I = J holds ?

Giordano and Mingo proved that this is true if C(X) is a von Neumann
algebra.lt is also true if A is a separable continuous field of C"-algebras, but
there are counterexamples in the general case.

Module maps and injectivity far von Neumann
algebras

Erik Christensen joint with Allan Sinclair

Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbertspace H . .H pisa completly
bounded projection from the algebra B(H) cif bounded operators on H onto M,
then M is injective. This result has also been obtained by Gües. Pisier usjng
the operator Hilbert space O(H). Tbe result has been extended by. ~.aag~p
, Pisier and Christensen , Sinclair to prove that if there exists a~~Eompl~tly
bounded projection of a C*-algebra.A onto a subalgebra M wbich ~~:W*:t~en
there exists a projection of norm one of .A onto M. The methods ·Usi!d. imply
that for a pair .A ~ M as above, where A is C* and M is ~V* there. exis~~s a
projection P of the space CB(A, M) (of completly bounded mappingä-'of A ipto
M) onto BM{A,M) the space of M-bimodule mappings (boundedfof A ~to

M) such that 11 p·lI:S 1. As a partial explanation of this the following r~ult

explains that BM(A, M) is non zero only if the inclusion of M in A is nice.
Theorem: Given A :> M a C*-algebra containing a l-V*-alge.~ra M.If

BM(A, M) # 0 then there exists a eentral projection : and a projecti~n 11' eif A
onto M z of norm 1 s.t. BM{A, Ml-:) =O. .' I.

The long exact sequence in periodic cyclic cohomology
Joachim Cuntz

The subject of the talk was the following theorem obtained recently in col
laboration with D. Quillen.

Theorem Let 0 -+ J -. A ~ '0 be an extension of (non-eommutative)
algebras over C. Tliere is a six-term exact sequence, connecting the periodie
cyclic eohomology groups HP* of J, A andB, of the following fonn

HPO(J) ~ HPO(A) 4- HpO(B)
J,. t

HPl(B) ~ Hpl(A) -+ Hp1(J)

This solves a natural open problem and gives the missing link between the
formal properties of topological K-theory on the one hand and periodie eyeUe
cohomology on the other. The proof uses ideas from the formalism developped
by Quillen and the author for treating cyeUe homology/ cohomology.

3
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Discrete and Compact Quantum Groups

Alfons ~Daele

There are different approaches to quantum groups. You have the approach of
Drinfe1d and Jimbo and the one of Woronowicz. For compact quantum groups
there is the notion of Woronowicz and the one of Koemurudes. For discrete
quantum groups there is a concept by Effros and Ruan, by Kirchberg and by
myself. There is same confusion about all these concepts. Following the spirit
of quantization, we should think of a C*-algebra as a locally compact quantum
space. A locally compact quantum group then as a C*-algebra witha group like 'e
stucture. In the case of ~ locally compact group G the corresponding C*-algebra
is Co(G) and the multiplikation on G defines a il-homomorphism ~ : Co(G) -+
Cb(G x G). In general one considers a ....homomorphism ~: A -+ M(A0A) the
multipieralgebra of the completed tensor product. It should be non-degenerate
and ·satisfy coassociativity (~ <8> ,,)~ = (I. l8) ~)a where" is the identity map.
Such a pair is a locally compact quantum semi...group.

In the above philosophy, a eompact quantum group is such a pair where
A has an identity and a satisfies some extra properties. A discrete quantum
group is such a pair where A is a direct sum of fu1l tnatrixalgebras and where
6 satisfies similar properties. In both cases, there exists Haar measures.There

. is also a niee duality between these two cases.

Quantum Spacetime

Sergio Doplicherjoint with I(.Fredenhagen,J.E.Roberts

\Ve propose operationally motivated uncertainity relations between different
coordinates of events in spacetime, and discuss spacetime commutation relations
which do imply them. The C*...a1gebra describing the regular representation of
the spacetime commutation relations is eonstructed and defines our Quantum
spacetime. In the classicallimit, when Planck's length tends to zero our Quan-
tum SpacetimE7 deforms to lR4 times a ghost manifold {±} x T 52. _

Starting with an ordinary interaction Hamiltonian, the pertubative approach ., 
to quantum field theory over quantum spacetime leads to the same theory an
effective DOnlocal Hamiltonian would define over ordinary Minkowski space.

Classification of symmetries on same amenable
C*-algebras

David E.Evans joint with H. Su

\Ve consider a I{-theoretic classification of certain C·-algegra dynamical sys
tems (A, Z2, 0) where a is an action of Z2 on a certain infinite C"'-algebra A.

4
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The classifaction of Elliott for AF-algebras by the ordered scaled group
[(0 (A) was extended to classifying limit inner actiODS of compact groups on
AF-algebras [Fack a. Marche1,Kishimoto,Hande1man a. Rossman] (i.e. where
A = lim~An, and acts by an inner unitary action on finite dimensional An)
and to limitactions of Z2 (Elliot a. Su] using the following complete invariant

i) [(o(A), [1] ,Q* .

ii) Ko(A X Z2), [special element], ö.
iii) Ko(A) -+ [(o(A x Z2).

where the special element is the projection for eigenvalue 1 of the complemen
tary unitary, and a is "the dual action. The C·-algebras involved in the pres~t

classification will be unital C*-algebras that can be expressed as inductive liril
its of finte direct sums of matrix algebras over even Cuntz algebras. R0rd~
showed that a complete invariant for such algebras is P(A) -+ !(o(A) ~d:1.l

We restriet ourselfes to actions of the type Ad(V) ~ ß on Atflc ~On· \Ybere V
is a selfadjoint unitary and ßSi = Si, i :5 ro, PSi =-Sä, i > ro for soine:~r;o :S n.
For such algebras and ~tions, the following is a complete invariant: .;

i) P(A) -+ !fo(A), [1]
ii) P(A x Z2) -+ [(o(A x Z2) , [special element] t Q.

iii) P(A) -+ P(A x Z2)

In particular I n - 2ro+ 1 I is a complete invariant for the action ß, (as long
as ro :F 0). [for these algebras and actions K 1(A) =0'= I\I(A x Z2)]

Inv~iants for Simple C*-Algebras

George A. Elliot

Invariants where described for simple C·-algebras, namely, [(0, as a. pr~
ordered group, [(I, as a group, and the topological convex cone T+ of positive
tracial functionals on the Peterson ideal, together with the natural pairing of
this with [(0. The question arises whether, for separable amenaQle simple C"'
algebras, these invariants are complete. Furthermore, in analog)" with theEffros
Handelman-Shen theorem, one migbt hope that a1l tripies (Go, GI, C) where Go
is a simple pre-ordered countable abelian group, GI is acountable abelian group,
and eisa topological convex CODe with a base which is a compact metrizable
simplex, such that there is a pairing Go x C -+ R, arise (together with the
pairing) from a separable amenable simple C*-algebra.

The problem was divided into three cases :

(1) [(t = 0, r+ :/; 0;

(2) Kt n -1ft =0, [(t - [(: = [(0 , T+ ;e 0 ;

5



{3} Kt = [(0 ,.r+- =O.

Progress in the various cases, due to a large n~ber of people, was surveyed.

Commuting Squares
Pierre de la Harpe, joint work with R. Bacher and V. Jones

Many examples·of subfactors are constructed via commuting squares of mul
timatrix algebras. We investigate simi1ar constroctions rar commuting squares
in which the inclusions of algebras are not necessarily *",inclusions, and this over •
fie1dS possibly distinct from eThere are numerous examples from combina-
tories, involving e.g, Hadamard matrices, strongly regular graphs, symmetrie
designs or finitely generated linear groups. \Ve present examples of constroc-
tions and of computations of higher relative commuting in this setting.

Computing Principal Graphs of Subfactors
Uffe Haagerup

Let N C M be an irreducible indusion of 111 factors of finite index, and
let N C A-f C MI = (J\f, e) be the first step in the basic constmction. We
consider the pair (r, r') of the principal graphs for the inclusions N c M and
Atl C kIlt and prove that for 4 < [M : N] < 3 + v'3 ~ 4..732 at most the
following (Unordered pairs) can occur:

e-

In particu1ar either N C M has finite depth or has graph Ace and is non
amenable in the sense of Popa.Of the possible finite depth subfactors we have
so far only been able to realize the case (L) for n = 3.It follows that when
4 < [M : N) < 1/2(5 + v'i3} ~ 4.302 all subfactors have graph Aco , and
that there are precisely two conjugacy classes of finite depth subfactors of the
hyperfinite. IIt-factor of index 1/2(5 + v'i3).

6
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Orbifold subfactors,central sequences, and the relative
Jones invariant K,

Yasuyuki Kawahigashi

We study the structure of central sequences in a subfactor. Suppose that
N C M is an AFD subfactor of type 11 with finite depth. Then Ocneanu's
construction of the central sequence subfactor NW n M' c kfw can be regarded
as an analogue of the quantum double construction for paragroups. By studyirig
this subfactor more carefully, we prove the following theorem. ~.

Theorem In the SU{N)IC-orbifold construction with J.V I 1<, the relative
Jones invariant IC or t~e relative Connes invariant X(kf, N) is trivial iff the
resulting connection in the orbifold constroction is Bat.

Discrete Quantum Groups

Eberhard .Kirchberg

We study a dass of Hopf ....a1gebras which is characterised by the·,l~t that
each finite dimensional corepresentations is unitary. We present severalequiv
alent properties of Hopf-algebras and argue, that Hopf-algebras fulfiling th~
are the quantum analogs of discrete gruops. \Ve find that like in t~e case· of
a discrete group each unitary Hopf......algebra is a quotient of a free prQduct.of
certain universal unitary Hopf-...algebra which are the quantum analogs of. the
group Z. These free quantum gruops are described and classified.

Free Evolutions for Noncommutative Stationary
Process

Burkhard Kümmerer

For the study of n~ncom.mutativeprocesses it is essential to establish a "cou
pling representation". For a prosess with values in Mn this amounts to decom
posing a stationary automorphism group Tc on a von Neumann algebra Mn ~ e
with an invariant state tp0 t/J into Tc = Aduc 0 (IdM.. ~ Sc) with Sc a stationary
automorphism group on ("", t/J), the free evolution of the process, and (u,')c an
adapted unitary cocycle for 7i, the coupling.

In disaete time the.problem of establishing a coupling representation tums
out to be equivalent to the problem of understanding "stable unitary eq~va

lence" of states on von Neumann algebras.
Theorem If eissemifinite and r.p ~ tPl is unitarily equivalent to 'P 01/;2, c.p

some state on Mn, tPl, t/J2 normal states on C,then t/11 is unitarily equivalent to
tP2.

7
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There are counterexamples in the Type 111 case. In continuous time there
is an additional cohomologica1 problem to which we can give answers in some
case5. It is related to the problem of classifying continuous R·actions on von
Neurnann algebras.

C*-Algebras Generated by Smoothable and Liftable
Relations

Terry Loring

The C*.algebra qC = {I e Co([O, 11,M2 ) 1/(1) e C2} is universally gener·
ated by elements h l , h2 and 0 subject to the following relations:

(*) 0 S hi $ 1, 11 a 11$ 1, 0
2 =0, h20 = ahtt a*a =h1 -~.

We prove these relations are smoothable, in the following sense: Given
ht ,h2,a e B, where Bisany C*·algebra with a "smooth" subalgebra Boo sat·
isfying (*) {Boa is dense and dosed under Coo-functional calculus).Then there
are approximating elements hi,a E Boo also satisfying (*).There is a similar lift
ing result, although not a complete lifting or there are K-Theory obstructions.
Applicati~ns to inductive limits and K-Theory are given.

Aigebraic Indextheorems

Ryszard Nest joint with B.Tsygan

We prove general index theorem for formal deformations of foliations. Given
(M, F) a symplectic foliation of a smooth manifold lv! consider formal defor
mation Ah (M) of smooth functions COO{M) [(h]],i.e. an associative product *
satisfying:

. I
1

f * 9 = Ig + h{/, g} = En '22h" Pn(/,g)

with {, } the Poisson bracket and p.. bidifferential operators. Moreover e _
1 * 9 = g./ =Ig if / or 9 is leafwise constant.

Let flhor denote the deRham complex of horizontal (leafwise constant) dif-
ferential forms. Then there exists a map of complexes

Tre : CCr;er{Ah (M» -+ 0hor

In particular, if the foliation is transversally oriented, f Tre is the Connes'
transversal cocycle foliation. The rollowing general result holds ror e E projAh (M),
if e =eo + O(h) then

8



a is a characteristic dass in 1P(Mt Ohor) canonica11y associated to the de
formation. In the case when e is in the image of J(2(M,C [[h))), the defonned
algebra Ala (M) admits a horizontal connection V = dlaor + adA with curvature
satisfying Bianchi identity VR =O. Given such a pair (V, R) the equivariant
cochain Tre can be given as ch(V, R) =Tr(ezpV - R) and the index theorem
becomes

(ch(V,e» = En(-1)n(2n)!/n!1 Tr(ee-RIO[V,e)e-RI • ... [V,e)e-Rh
.. )

Co+·..+'2.. =1

= r ch(eo) A(At//F) e8 / h

JM/F

,Braiding and ghosts for subfactors

Adrian Oeneacnu

·-t~••

Given a subfactor N C At! construct a system of bimodules ~ = {J,jXM}
by decomposinginto irreducibles M{M~Nlv[~N o. o~N !Y/)MoWe introduce the
nation ofbraiding Eon M as a distinguished element in Eax,Y Hom[X~~ Y~0
Xl which has the algebraic properties coming from the picture:

X y

€= Xy 'x
We show that if tbe braiding of the system (M,e) is nondegenerate,.~.e.

X y )( y
X -= X V y .-) X ="

,then gaing to the asyrnptotic inclusion Mo U kl~ C Atloo wbere N = M -1 C
Mo C MI C 00. C Moo = U}.i[n tthe Moo - Moo bimodules Moa are given by
pairs (X, Y) X, Y e Mo In general, let l' ={X e M:XY

- ,,><y V(X, Y) e M}
.Theu ODe constructs an extension M C N such that JI is nondegenerate and
we describe Moa - Moo bimodules in tenns of No We prove that for any system
M there are at most finite1y many braidings by showing that a braiding E on
M corresponds to an embedding of sets E. : M -+ M oo and is characterized by
the latter.

C*-Algebras constructed out of Hilbert .bimodules

Michael Pimsner

To every c--algebra A and to every Hilbert bimodule E over A -this is a
(right) Hilbert module E overA together with an isometrie *-homomorpmsm

9



<p : A'·· -+ 'c(E)-, we associate in a natural way a C*-algebra OE. If A is
commutative and finite dimensional and if E is projective and finitly generated
these are the Cuntz-Krieger algebras while if A is arbitrary but E =A, with
left module strocture given by an automorphism, we get the crossed product
algebras by Z. The C*-algebras in this dass satisfy universal properties and
their K-theory is computed in terms of the K-theory of the C*-algebra A and
of the dass of the module E in K [(.

Abstract Duality and Hopf Algebras

C.Pinzari,T.Ceccherini,S.Doplicher,J.Roberts

, W~ defined model actioos.oflocally compact quantum groups on C*-algebras
and discussed crossed product constroctions. More specmcally let 0 d d =
2,3 ... ,00 be the Cuntz algebra of order d. Then every Hopf C*'-algebra (A, eS)
associated to a regular multiplicative unitary V on a Hilbert space HfiJH (in the
sense of Baaj-Skandalis) acts in a canonical way on 0 d via it regular corepre
sentation. Let ,,\ denote this ·coaction. If V contains the trivial corepresentation
the fi.."(edpoint algebra 0; carries a natural action of a compact dual given by
a faithful functor of tensor C*-categories with conjugates from a f.d. repre
sentation category in the sense of \Voronowicz' C'"-algebra (A, 6) onto a full
subcategory of End(03), the endomorphism category of 0; (this is a general
ization of the Cuntz mo~el). H V is non discrete (i.e. it does not contain the
trivial corepresentation) then the corresponding coaction is often ergodie.

Thus we introduced a generalized Cuntz algebra OB associated covariantly
to a. Hilbert space H and we generalized the above description to non discrete
unitaries. An abstract q-dual is now described by a natural C*-subalgebra Ov
of 0 H togetber with an endomorphism pv.

\Ve characterized algebraically pairs of the fonn (Ov, pv) in the case where
pv, and hence V, has a braided symmetry E. We obtained in particu1ar a duality
result for locally compact groups just requiering E to be a pennutation symmetry _
(i.e. E factors through a represe~tation of the permutation group). • -

C*-norms on B(H) ® B(H)

Giles Pisier joint with M.Junge

"vVe prove the following (here H is a Hilbert space,dimH = 00):
Main Theorem: There is more than one C*-norm on B(H) ® B(H) ,or

equivalently B(H) ~min B(H) ~ B(H) ®moz B(H).
Following an approach proposed by Kirchberg it sulfices to prove the noo

separability of a certain metric space, as follows.
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Let n 2: 1 be fixed. Consider OSn = {E C B(B) I dimE = n}. This is
the set of all n-dimensional operator spaces. We equip this set with the metric
6(E,F) = logdc6(E,F) where dc6{E,F) = in/{If u IIc611 u- 1 IIcbl u: E -+ F}.
(we consider that E =F when E and F are completly isometrie, or equivalently
when 6(E, F) =0.) It is easy to check that (OSn, eS) is a complete metric space,
but it is not compact for n > 2 and more importly we have

Theorem (05n ,6) is non separable if n > 2.

Multipliers of Bimodules and Morita Equivalence of Crossed
Products

lan Raebum joint with S.Echterhoff

Just as each C*-algebra A has a multiplier algebra A-f(A), every imprimi
tivity bimodule AXS has a natural multiplier bimodule ~[(X). Two co~tions
JA, 6B of a locally eompact group G on C"-algebras A, B are Morita eQU:1Va1ent
if there is an imprimitivity bimodule AXS carrying a compatible "coaCtio~"
6x : X -+ M(X ® C*(G». A theorem of Baaj-Skandalis says that ~Iori~a

equivalent coactions give ~Iorita equivalent crossed products, and we dis~sect
a new proof of this result which uses spatial realizations of the crossed products
and the multiplier bimodule M(X ~C:(G». As a corollary,we obtain a simp~

Bed proof of the eorresponding result for twisted crossed products, due ~o. B~

(1991). .:.:- .

.. ..

Classification of some Infinte Simple C*-Algebr~.

Mikael R0rdam -~'u

Georges Elliot's classifieation conjecture for simple infinite C*-algebras asks
the following: Suppose that A and B are unital, separable, nuclear, purely
infinite and simple C*-algebras so that the invariants (l(o(A), [1],1(1 (A» and
(Ko{B), [1J, ](1 (S» are isomorphie (as abelian groups with a distinguished ele
ment [1] of [(0). Does it follow that A and B are isomorphie?

We have defined a natural subclass C (the classi6able C'"-algebras) of purely
. infinite, simple C*-algebras inside which K-theory is a complete invariant, also in

the sense that the range of the invariant is complete: For every tripie (Go, 90 t GI)
where Go, GI are eountable abelian groups and 90 E Go there is a unital C*
algebra A in C with (Ko(A), [1], K 1(A» ~ (Go,f/Ot Gt).The dass C is dosed UD

der inductive limits,and it eontains the Cuntz-Krieger algebras 0 A with [(0(0A)
of odd order.

It is my hope that the classifiable class C is closed under all "amenable" op
erations, so that every simple infinite C·~algebraconstructed by such operations
will belang to C.
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Novikov's Conjecture far "Bolic" Groups

Georges Skandalis joint with G.Kasparov

The Baum-Connes conjecture ror discrete groups asserts that a natural map
JJ is an isomorphism from a group of topologicaJ [(-theory onto the I(-Theory of
the associated reduced C*-algebra.The rational injectivity of JJ implies Novikov's
conjecture.

We define a geometrie property of ametrie space called "bolicity".
Der. Ametrie space (X,d) is said to be 6-"bolic" if
a) Vr > 03R > 0 such that Va,b,x,y E X such that d(a,b)+d(x,y) S r and e
d(a, x) + d(b, y) 2: R then d(a, y) + d(b,:c) ~ d(a, x) +d(b, y) + 26
b) There e.~ts a "middle point" map m : X x X -+ X such that

_ Va, b, % EX: d(z, m{a, b» ~ [d(a, %)212 + d(b, x)2/2 - 2d(a, b)2j1/2 +6

. Our main theorem is

Theorem : Let r be a discrete group acting properlyon a weakly-6
geodesie, uniformly locally finite, (weakly) bolle metric space. Then the cor
reponding Baum-Connes map is" injective (hence Novikov's conjecture holds for
r)

Dimension groups and minimal dynamical systems

Christian Skau joint with T.Giordano a.I.Putnam

I'

I

Let (X, r,o) be a minimal Cantor system Le. V' is a minimal homeomorphism
of the Cantor set ..~.The group [(O(X,ep) = C(X,Z)lB"" where B", ={f - f 0

Cf' I f e C(X,Z)},endowed with the natural ordering, is a simple dimension
group. ~loreover, all simple dimension groups arise in this way. Let CVJ ={f E
C{X,Z) I fy fdl-J = O,for all ~ - inv.prob.meas. IJ}. Then BVJ C C", and ~

C",/Bcp is equal to the infinites~malsubgroup Inl[(0 (X, cp) of 1(° (X, ep). .'
Theorem Let (Xi, ~i), i =1,2 ,be Cantor systems.The following are equiv- - .

alent:
(i) J<O{X}, <PI)IInlI(O(X1'Pl) 5!! 1(°(X2 , e,?2) as ordered groups with distin-

guished
order units.
(ü) There exists a homeomorphism F : Xl .... X, carrying the tpl-invariant
prob.measures onto the «t'2-invariant prob. measures.
(ili) (XIt ','t) and (X2, 'P2) are (topologically) orbit equivalent, Le. there

exists
r : .Y t -+ .Y2 so that f{orbitlr'l (x» =orbit""(x) , Vx E )[t.

12
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Corollary Let (X, CI') be a uniquely ergodie Cantor system, i.e.<p has a
unique inv.prob.measure. Then (X, rp) is either orbit equivalent to an odometer
system or to a Denjoy system.

(Recall: A Denjoy system is an aperiodie homeomorphism of the circle that
is not conjugate to a pure rotation - restricted to the support of the unique
invariant prob.measure.)

From Trace States to Trace States 'of the Ko-Group

Klaus Thompson

For any unital C*-algebra A we have naturally associated two compact eon
vex sets the tracial state space T(A) which is always a Choquet simplex and
tbe state space SKo(A) of the [(0 group of A. There is also a wellknowu·~y
to de1ine an element rA(w) e SKo(A) from a trace state w E T(A) and we get
in this way a continuous affine map rA : T(A) -+ S[<o(A). Tbe talk·-was a
review of what is known about this map in case of a simple separable A~~da
presentation of the following new result: :...

Theorem Let ~ be a metrizable compact Choquet simplex, r a metrizable
compact convex set and r : ~ 4' r a CODtinuoUS affine surjection.There exists a
unital separable nuclear C*-algebra A such that (T(A), r A, S[(o(A» ~ (~, r, f)

Toeplitz C*-Algebras arid Quantization

Harald Upmeier
;..

For a [(-circular domain n = [( ezpV associated with a compact Li~';group
l( and a cone V C ik, one can define a Toeplitz C*-algebra TA (l(), wher.e A C i<
is the dual cone. Similarly, a discrete series representation'\ e Gof a semisimple
Lie group G defines a Toeplitz C*-algebra 7).(G/[() over the symmetrie space
G/ [(. \Ve analyse the spectnun and composition series of these C'"-algebras.

Free Entropy

Dan Voiculescu

We introduce a free entropy function x(Xb ••• , X n ) for N-tuples of selfad
joint noncommutative random variables based on yolumes of matrix approxi
mants.Up to constants, for n = 1, this entropy is minUs the logarithmic ene~gy

of the distribution of the random variable. Moreover it has the right transfor
mation properties under noncommutative functional calculus and in the case of
free random variables X(XI1 ••• ,.~") =X(X.) + ... + X( ..Y'n)
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\Ve also introduce a free entropy dimension function 6(X1 , ••• , X n ) related
to X in a similar way Minkowski dimension is related to Lebesgue measure in
geometrie measure theory. We use it to prove results, which can be roughly
stated:

Ha III-factor can be generated by selfadjoint elements X., ... ,Xn and there
is also a semicircular system 1'1, ... ,Ym of generators, which are "smooth non
commutative functions of X I, •.•• , X n" then n ~ m.

(Note: replacing "smooth" by Loo in the above statement would yie1d the
non-isomorpmsm of the free group 11.-factors)

Connes Fusion in Conformal Field Theory e
Anthony vVassermann

.A precise and mathematically rigorous link is established between opera
tor algebras and unitary confonnal field theory.Three related aspects of the
multiplicative theory of von Neumann algebras are needed:V.Jones' theory of
subfactors; Connes' theory of bimodules or correspondenees; and the algebraic
approach to quantum field theory of Haag, Doplicher and Roberts. In the \VZ'\V
or minimal models there are always generating primary fields cjJ(z) of small eon
formal dimension which when smeared,turn out to be bounded just like fermions:
11 4>(z) II:S A 11 f 112.Smearing,i.e. the passage from a holomorphic theory to a
unitary 'boundary' theory,translates formal algebraic properties·of fields cjJ( z),
such as braiding, into conerete facts about bounded interhviners. Connes' fu
sion,a tensor product operation on bimodules over type I I I von Neumann alge
bras, leads to a manifestly unitary way of fusing two positive energy representa
tions H;, Hj to yie1d a third Hi 0 Hj which is defined and computed using four .
point functions of bounded interwiners. The Hi's then become a braided ten
sorcategory. The finite dimensional .....a1gebras EndLGH0n desaibe quantwn
invariant theory without recourse to quantum groups at roots of unity. They
lead to a non eombinatorial eonstruction of the type 111 braid group subfactors
of Jones and \Venzel: lVo = (U C ® EndLGH~n)" C (U EndLG H'8l(n+ ll )" = !v[o
These also arise in a simple but less obvious way from the type 111. subfactors
defined jointly with Jones as a" measure of the (aHure of Haag duality in non
vakuum representations 11': N = 1r(LIG)" C 1f'{LlcG)' = Al, where LrG denotes
the subgroup of Ioops supported in an interval I C 51 and 11: = S· \ I. Using
work of Popa on finite depth subfactors,a localized endomorphism p : M ~ M
can be constroeted with N = p(M) such that,if MI = (Up~(M)' n M)" ,
NI = p(MI ) and J'dP is the fixed point algebra of p,then J\I = MI 0 MP and
N = N. ® lv/Po Moreover the indusion NI C lWl is isomorphie to No C Mo,
confirming a joint conjecture with Jones. Other finite depth subfactors can be
manufactured {rom the above subfaetors using eonformal and Goddard-Kent
Olive inclusions,for example the Jones subfactor of index 3 + 13.
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Exact C*-algebras and Continuous Bundles of
C*-algebras

Simon Wassermann joint with E.Kirchberg

A C*-bundle .A = {X, A, 'Irz : A -+ Az } is a tripie consisting of a 19
cal1y compact Hausdorff space X,a C*-algebra A (the bundle algebra) and ....
homomorphisms of A onto fibre algebras Az such that 11 Q 11=supzEX 11 'Irz (a )'11
for each Q E A and such that for J e Co(X),o E Athere is an element
Ja E A satisfying 1rz(!a) = /(%)lI'z(o) z e X.(i.e. A is a Co(X)-modu1~).

If each of the functions % .-+11 1rz (A) 11 is in Co(X) , .A is a continuous C*
bundle. H B is a fixed C*-algebra and A a continuous C*-bundle, the tripie
.A ~ B ={.t', A 0min B, 1f'z ~ id : A ~min B -+ A z (g)min B} is a C*'-bundle.\Ve
consider the .

Problem \Vhen is .A ~ B continuous ?
The following theorems answer this (to a certain extend) -=~:;?:
Theorem A Let B be a C*-algebra.Then the followingconditions ar~::equiv-

alent: .-0;:"'.

(i) B is exact "
(ü) For any continuous C*-bundle A ,A~ B is continuous. .?

(ili) For any continuous C*-bundle A of the form {N, A, Ac} with A _separa
ble, A ~ B is continuous.

Theorem B Let A = {X, A, Az } be a continuous C*-bundle such th.~t each
Az is e.~t.Then A is exact iff A l8) B is continuaus for any C*-algebra }3.

Since there exist inexact C*-algebras, e.g.C'*{lF2 ), it follows by Th~rem A
that there are examples of B and continuous A such that A®B is not contmuoUs.

We give an example of .A as in Theorem B such that the bundle algebra A
is not exact.· ..

(Note: The notions of continuous bundle and continuous field of C*-älgebras
are essential1y equivalent).

The flow of. weights on a subfactor

Carl Wins10w

The ftow of weights on a. factor of Type I I I was defined by Co~es and
~akesaki in 1973 and has been extensively studied as a tool to classify factars of
Type 111 and their automorphisms. The purpose of this talk is to explain how
to adapt this approach to the classification of subfactors, in particu1ar subfactors
of Type 111 and their automorphisms. In survey fonn, the talk will cover

• Popa's classification of subfactors by the standard invariant
• The flow of weights on a subfactor and its camputation
• The fundamental homomorphism in subfactor theory

15



• Approximate1y inner and centrally free automorphisms
• Classification of strongly free actions on subfactors

Throughout, we shall observe the similarities - and differences •.with the single
factor case.

Bericllterstatter: J. Zacharias

16
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Tag u n g s b e reh t 7/1994

Funktionentheorie

13. - 19. 02. 1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren G. Frank (Berlin),
W. K. Hayman (York) und N. Steinmetz (Dortmund) statt. \lOD

den insgesamt 40 in- und ausländischen Teilnehmern berichteten
30 in Vorträgen über ihre aktuelle Forschung.

Die Tagung hatte zwei Schwerpunkte: Differentialgleichungen
im Komplexen / Nevanlinnatheorie und 'Komplexe Dynamische
Systeme, es wurde aber auch vereinzelt über andere Themenkreise
referiert. Die Vorträge fanden reges Interesse, was in eingehenden
und lebhaften Diskussionen im großen und kleinen Rahmen zum
Ausdruck kam.

Vortragsauszüge

Analytic Continuation of DirichJet Sums
M. Anderson

e H fez) is analytic near z = 0 • the ~fold symmetrization is

1 p-l .

fp(z) = - L f(ulz) , wP = 1 .
P j=O

00

Now let f(z) = L Gnexpnz where 0< Jimsup lanP/n = 6 < 1 .
n~ n-oo

Then f( z} is not entire, and !2(z) is not entire, hut fp( =) can be entire for
p ~ 3 . In fact, fp( z) can be identically zero if f, ~ bp = exp( -7TCtg ;.) , but
is not entirc if b < exp( -1Tctg;) . (with D. Khavinson an<;l H. Shapiro.)



A sOlllewhatsiluple proof of the subharmonicity property of the
*-function

Albert Baemstein

Let r\ = {= E IR? : Rt < 1=1 < R2 }, u E Ll(A). Define u· : An (Im z > 0) -+

IR by u·(re i6 ) =sup J~ u(rei~) d4> wh~re the sup is Qver all sets E C [-11'", 1r]
with Lebesgue measure 29.
Theorem. Suppose ßu = -..\ in the sense of distributions, where ..\ is a
signed Borel measure in A. Then ßu· ~ -,\•.in A+, where Aa is a certain
measure associated to A.
Ir ..\ ~ 0 then A· ~ 0, so a corollary of the theorem is that if u is subhannonic
in Athen u· is subhannonic in A+. •
In the lecture I present a proof of the theorem which involves general
principles about rearrangements and works when ]R2 is replaced by Rn,
A by an arbitrary domain, circular symmetrization by various types of
other' symmetrizations, and ~ by various other linear or nonlinear elliptic
or parabolic operators.

A problem on factorization of meromorphic functions
I. N. Baker

All cases when
f(p) = f(q) ,

f meromorphic, p, q polynomial, are determined. The method involves the
iteration of the algebraic function p(q-l) .

Boundary behaviour of polyanalyti~functions.
Mark B. Balk

Polyana.lytic (p.a.) functions (whieh have important applieations in plane
elasticity) are solutions of the ~generalized Cauchy- Riemann equation"
an w/8zn = 0 in sotne region of the eomplex plane. Though such functions
seem to .be elose to analytic functions the famous classical statements
concerning boundary properties of analytic functions (such as the theorems of
Fatou, Luzin-Privalov. Lindelöf a.o.) in their generally accepted formulatioDs
do not survive in tbe case of p.a. fUDetions of arbitrary order n > 1 . In
this talk same recently obtained results about boundary behaviour of p.a.
fllnctions. a.s wpil as sonle important prohlems still awaitin~ tbeir conquerers.
will be dis(uss~d.

•
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Multisummability - a method to compute a function from an
everywhere divergent power series

Werner Baiser

We shall define Ecalle~s multisummability method a.nd discuss sorne of its
properties. For an explicit example, we indicate in which way one may use
this method to analyze the Stokes' phenomenon of (non-linear) ODE in the
complex domain.

Singularities of inverse funetions, value distribution, and iteration
(joint work wi th Alexander Eremenko)

Walter Bergweiler

Let f be a transcendental meromorphic function of finite order. Dur main
result is that if tbe inverse function of / has an indirect singularity over
a E ~ , then a is a limit point of critical values of f . A corollary is that
if f has only finitely many critical values, then f has only finitely many
asymptotic values. Combining this result with results from iteration theory
we can deduce tbat f'f takes every finite non-zero value infinitely olten.
This answers (in the case of finite order) a question of Hayman. Our main
theorem also provides a unified proof of recent results of Clunie, Eremenko,
Langley, and Rassi on the existenre of zeros of f' and f' /f for functions of
small order.

Gromov hyperbolicity and the quasi-hyperbolic metric
Mario 80nk

Let X be a geodesie metric space. For x, y EX we denote by [x, y] a geod.esic
joining x and y . Given 6 ~ 0 we call the spare 6-hyperbolic, if for arbitrary
points x, y, z E X and u E [x, y] we have dist(u, [.x, y] U [z, y)) ~ 6 . The spaee
..~ is called (Gromov) hyperbolic, if it is 6.;.hyperbolic for same 6 ~ 0 .
Consider a proper subregion n ~ m.n equipped with the quasi-hyperbolie
metric ko . 8y in we denote the intemal euclidean distanee in n , by d(~, 0)
the euclidean distance of a point z E {} to the boundary an of n , by i( i)
the euclidean length of an are i and by '1(z, y) for x, y E X the subare of ...,
joining z and y .
Tbe following theorem gives a sufficient condition for (n, kn) to be hyperbolic.
Theorem. Suppose n satisfies the following eondition. There is a constant
K ~ 1 such that two arbitratry points XI, Z2 E n ean be joined by an Me

i in n with a) 1("Y):$ Kln(XI,Z2) and b) miniE{1.2}i("Y(xj,x)) ~ Kd(x,8f!)
ror x Ei. Then (f!. ko ) is hyperbolic.
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Polynolnial Recursion and Iteration
Nikolai Busse

The consideration of polynomial recursion sequences of the form

with dominating first tenn leads to a division of i3 into an outer domain
A = {z : IPn(z)1 --+ 00 as n -+ oo} , and a compact set K = tC\A . Iterating
eacb polynomial Pn gives a Böttcherdomain 8" , the attractor of 00 • We
prove the
Theorem. The outer domain A is the kernel of the domain sequence (8n ) , _

and B" ~ A in the sense of Carathodory. This is, for example, valid in case •
of the Mandelbrot-sequence, where K is the Mandelbrot set.
In this example, On the other hand, there is DO convergence of the filled-in
Julia sets K" = ~\B" of Pn to the Mandelbrot set K in the Hausdorffmetric.

Vollständige Klassifizienmg der komplexen linearen
Differentialgleichungen Dach dem Wachstum der Lösungen in

ihren singulären Stellen.
Volker Dietrich

Das Wachstum der Lösungen einer linearen DGL im Komplexen ist in jeder
ihrer singulären Stellen nach unten beschränkt durch Größen, die sich aus
dem NP-Diagramm der DGL direkt berechnen lassen. Eine DGL, die in einer
Umgebung jeder singulären Stelle in ~ ein Fundamentalsystem von Lösungen
besitzt, welches genau das aus dem NP-Diagramm a.bgelesene Wachstum
realisiert, heißt (global) ausgezeichnet. Wichtige DGLen, insbesondere die
linearen DGLen der Mathematischen Physik zweiter Ordnung, zeichnen
sich dadurch a.us, daß sie in Umgebungen von singulären Stellen besonders
schwach wachsende Lösungen zulassen. Damit läßt sich der Begriff "'wichtige
DGL" durch den Begriff global ausge=eichnet vollständig präzisieren. Die aus
dem NP-Diagramm ablesbaren Wachstumsgrößen charakterisieren jeweils _
einen ganz speziellen DGL-Typ, so z.B. den DGL-Typ: Konfluente •
hypergeometrische DGL. Solche DGL-Typen lassen sich für jede Anzahl
von singulären Stellen -auf kanonische Weise ordnen und liefern damit eine
vollständige Klassifizierung. Bis auf gewisse· Ausnahmefälle sind dies DGL-
Typen global ausgezeichnet, d.h. sie enthalten eine global ausgezeichnete
DGL. die dann auch konstruiert werden kann. Diese Konstruktion beinhaltet
u.a. eine Lösun~ des bekannten Umkehrprobletns von Wittich unter sehr
allgemeinen \roraussetzun~en.
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lVlinimunl modulus of functions of order 1
David IJrasin

In 1975 \V. K. Hayman proved that it f is entire. order L with
(l) log A'f(r) = O(r)
and

log.M(r) +logL(r) = 0(1)

(L(r)= minimum modulus) then j(z) = Aesl . Thus there are few extremals
for the cos 1rp theorem when P = 1 , a situation very different than for p < l.
Using a method developed. by A. Fryntov, we give a family of other extremals"
for functions of order 1 for which (1) fails.

Geodesics ofRiemann surfaces
J. L. Fema.ndez

.;,

The lecture describes joint work with M. V. Melizin and D. Pestana.

Consider aRiemann surface R , endowed with its Poincar distance, p =PR\'
Let f be a holomorphic function from the unit disc ID into R . Then the ~t·

of bounded radial images under f has dimension at least 6( R)=exponent 'of
convergence of R ; more precisely:
(*) Dim{8: sup p(f(reiS),f(O)) < +oo} ~ 6(R).

O<r<l
H we take for f the universal cover of R then one has equality in (*) and the'
result says that the dimension of the set of geodesics emanating from a given
point of R and remaining at a bounded distanee from p, is exactly eS(R) . ~.

On the coeflicients of conjugating functioDS
Fritz v. Ha.eseler

We discuss several properties of the eoeflicients of Bötteher's function of a
monie polynomial which has zero as a fixed point. In particular, we were
concemed with the question if it is possible to decide from a knowledge of
the eoefficients whether the Julia set is connected.
Theorem Let g(z) = zd + Dd+l Zd+1 + ... be a rational function such that
00 tI. A·(O) . Then 9 : A-(O) --. A-(O) is conjugate to et-+ ed on ID if and only
if the coefficients of cp(e) = ~ + C2e2+ ... , where g(cp(e» = tp(~d) , satisfy
lenl ~ n for alt n ~ 2 .
This Theorem has several eonsequences.
Corollary The .Julia set J1' of p(z) = zcl +... +atZ is connected if and only
if lenl ~ n~ where ~p(~) = ~ + C2e

1 + ... is the solution of J«~1'«)) =y1'{<d)

.~



anti H(.:) = p(:.-I )"-1 .

Lemma lf lnax {Ip'( .: )11= E .Ip }. > dl thcn Jp is not connectcd.
Lemma Let .1" he connected. -Then the Hayman index or "Pp is zero if ..pp is
not, a rotation or the Koebe function.

Measure of J ulia Sets
D. H. Hamilton

We proved a rigidity theorem for inner functions (special cases due to
Sullivan and Schub): Let f be an inner function.. Then there is a nontrivial
cO{1jugation ;,p : T --+ T which ia ab80lutely continuous on T to inner •
f· = tp 0 f 0 tp-l if and only if f is nonergodie. .
This implies that if F is meromorphic with Julia set J a curve then J is a
"circle-line" or dirn J > 1 .
We discuss possible extensions.

Semigroups of rational functions
Aimo Hinkkanen

Let G be a semigroup of rational functions under compositon of functions.
The speaker and G. J. Martin have developed the foundations for the Fatou
Julia theory of semigroups ofrational functions. The set of normality N (G)
consists of those points on the Riem.ann sphere that have a neighbourhood U
such that the restrietions of the elements of G to U form anormal family. The
Julia set J (G) is the complement of N (G) . The theory of rational semigroups
forms a generalization of the iteration theory of a single rational function, hut
it also has unexpeced connections to the theory ofmoduli spaces of discrete
groups.
This talk presents a survey of our results so rar. There are many similarities to
the iteration of a single function~ for example, the repelling fixed points of the
elements of Gare dense in J(G) . Among the differences, one may note that
.J(G) is~ in general~ only backward invariant under G , and J(G) may have •
non-empty interior even if J (G) is not the whole sphere. The dynamies of G
on components of ~V (C) can be complicated; we have obtained a complete
description in the case when G is ~nearly abelian". We have further shown
that if G is finitely generated then J(G) is uniformly perrect.



Sharp answer to Baker's problem concerning boundedness of
stable domains

Xin-holl Hua.

In this paper. we shall solve a problem due to 1. N. Haker concerning
boundedness of the stahle domains of entire functions. some examples show
that our result. is best.
Theorem. Let J( z) be a transcendental entire function with order A less
than ~ , then any component of the Fatou set F{/) is bounded. Furthermore.
for any number p ~ ~ , there exists an entire function fp with order p such
that at least one component of F(fp) is unbounded.

On the Convergence of Hyperbolic Components in
Transcendental &milies

Hartje Kriete ~. ~i.t~ •

One of the questions in iteration of transcendental functions is, which resu~ts.

carry over from the rational case and which do not. An interesting approach
to this question has been suggested by Devaney / Goldberg / Hubbard.
namely to study certain dynamical properties oe a family of entire functions
by studying this properties for aD- approximating sequence of polynomial
families, and look how these properties carry over to the limit (e.g. Pd(A, z) =
;\(1 +z/d)d approximates AeZ

). Tbe. main results are:

(a) An answer to the question whether or not a hyperbolic component of.t.he
limit family is kernelof a sequence of hyperbolic components in the parameter
spare of the approximating functions and/or vice versa..

(b) Description of the limits of attracting cycles.

(c) For any parameter value chosen from a hyperbolic component of tbe limit
functioD the Julia sets of the approximating functions converge with respect
to the Hausdorff metric to the Julia set of the limit function.

Second Order Linear Differential PolynomiaJs
J. K. Langley

In 1959 Hayman conjectured that the ooly functioIlB f meromorphic in the
plane such that fand f(lc) have no zeros fcr some k ~ 2 are of form ecu+b or
(az + b)-n ~ with a, b E ~ and nEIN. This was proved by Frank for k ~ :1

i



in l~)7G. Ftlrt.lwr. Steinnu"tlt, alld Briiggenlann have det.errnill(,cl those f stich
t.hat f aue! F' hav(~ 110 ,.,;eros. where .

k-l

f~ = L,,(f) = f(k) +L aif(J)

i=O

with k ~ :3 and thc aj polynomials. We consider the analogons problem for
k =2 , with the aj rational, and determine all f such that f and F = L2(f)
have only finitely many zeros. .

Factorization of meromorphic solutions of (f,)n =R(z,f)
Dpo Laine

We cansider factorizations of admissible meromorphic solutions of •
(1 )

and

(2)

These differential equations appear via the Malmquist-Yosida-Steinmetz-von
Rieth-He-Laine theorem as two of the posaible six types of equations (f')" =
R(z, f) with admissible sol~tions. Jointly with He Yuzan, we have proved:

(1) If a solution f of (1) can be factorized as f = h 0 9 , where h is
nonconstant meromorphic _with simple Tl-points (or T2-POintS) only and 9

ist transcendental entire, then T(r,g) = O(maxT(r,ao),T(r,q), 1) .

(2) In the case of (2), if h ia meromorphic a.nd 9 is transcendental entire,
then "T(r,g) = O(T(r, ao» outside of a possible exceptional set E of upper
logarithmic density less than one. To prove the case (2), we are using the
Steinmetz-Gross-Osgood theorem and a weak form of admissibility, while for
(1), the second main theorem is our essential devlce.

On Linear Combinations of Logarithmic Derivatives
J. Miles

Let Fl , F2 , ••• , FL be entire functions of finite order and let Cl, C2, ••• , CL be
complex numbers whose convex hull does not contain 0 . A lower bound in
terms of the countin~ functions of the zeros of the Fi 's is obtained far

It f:jN:,a f~(r,,·811FJ (re.
8 1!

1;=1 '

."



valid for ,. in a St't. ur positive lo~aritllll1ic clt'usil.y anti tJ in a :-;t't. {-r C [no :!rrl

of tixed positive rneasure.
This hound is uSt.'<i to cxtend a result of Rank and Langlcy conn-rning ..hf'
exponent of convergence of the zero sequences of solutions or certain lin~ar

differential equations with entire coefficients.

On iteration and compositioD sequences
eh. Pommerenke

Let \{Jn : ID -+ ID be analytic and consider the forward composition sequence
In = <Pn 0 ••. 0 'P'l 0 <pt . Unter a certain mild condition, it is shown that the
normalized sequence .

In(z) - /n(O) 1 - 1/,,(0)12

----- ---- = z +...
1 - I,,(O)/,,(z) f~(O)

converges locally unifonnly in ID as n -+ 00 . This generalizes results abati""
iteration (the case that C{'ndoes not depend on n). If <Pn(Z) == f).(z) =
z(..\ +z)/(1 +Xz) then, as A~ ..\0 E aID radially,

g~(z) -+ z if ..\0 = e21rio
, er ~ G2

hut

Zeros of homogeneous differential polynomials
Martin Reinders

~.~. i' 0.

" '.'

We give sharp upper and lower bounds for the number of zeros of certaJ~...
homogeneous differential polynomials.
Theorem 1. Let 9 he an entire function and define '{) by

<p = W(g(kd , g(q), . .. , g(kn ))

e where W denotes the. wromkian detenninant. If <p :t 0 , then

1 1
N(r, -) :5 nN(r, -) + S(r, g) .

t.p 9

Theorem 2. Let g' be an entire function which is not an
exponential polynomiaJ and let r.p be one of the functions W(g, g(k)) , or
W(g,g",g(4),. ~. ,g(2n-2)) or W(g,g"',g(6), ... ,9(3n-3)) . Then

1 1
.'V(r, -) ~ lV(r, -) + S(r,y) ..

r.p 9



Asynlpt.otic Values of Subharmonie Functions
P. J. Rippon

A subhartnonif function u in the unit clis(': ~ belongs to the NlacLane dass
A if it has asymptotic values at a dense set of points on the unit circle C .
A theorem of Hornblower states that u belongs to A. if and only if·u has no
Koebe arcs.
We prove a related result for functions which are merely continuous (or even
fine continuous) in ~ , and this leads to an alternative proof of Homblower's
theorem. Dur result holds also in the unit ball B in lRm

, and this
suggests the possibility of characterizing the corresponding MacLane class
for subbarmonic funetions in B .

K«Eoigs functions, quasicircles and BMO
S. Rohde

Report on joint work with J. Heinonen
Consider the basin of attraction G of a rational function R , together with
the Krenigs function (linearizing map) f . The largest subdomain of G that
is mapped univalently by f onto a disk is known to have several interesting
properties. In the ca.se that R is a Blaschkeproduct, we show that these
domains are K-quasi-circles, where K depends only on the degree of R . We
also show that a function f analytic in the unit disk preserves (real) BMO
under composition if and only if f has bounded valency in disks of bounded
hyperbolic radius. It turns out that Krenigs functions belong to this class of
functioDS. A generaiization of the Femandez-Heinonen-Martio subinvariance
principle provides the link to tbe above geometrie statement.

Asymptotic· Functions for entire functions
John Rossi

Let f be an entire function. A function a( =) ~ entire~ is called an asymptotic
function if there exists a path r from 0 to 00 such that f( z) - a( z) -+ 0 a.s a
=--+ 00 on r . A classical theorem of Ahlfors shows that if f has n distinct •
asymptotic values (i.e. identically constant asymptotic functions) then its
order is 00 less tha.n n/2 . A similar question can be asked about n distinct
asymptotic functions. (Exarnples show that ~e must assume that the order
of the asymptotic functions are less than 1/2 .)
A result of Fenton shows that if a function f has n distinct asymptotic
functions then the order of J is at least Irl . Rec.ent results of lIinkkanen
and ({ossi show how to improve the (·onstaut 1/1 provided the a~ynlptotic

pat hs are not ·too" far apart wit h resp~ct to it.n~ular tll~a.Sllr~.

I(J



D ;= {w : fwl < 3.6 ·10-10
} .

As is shown in the proof, the class S can be replaced by a larger class So .'

..\ Covering Theorenl for a Composite Class of Analytic Functions
Rudolf Rupp

Let S denote, as tlsual. the dass of normalizetl schlicht runctions 'lnd let :F
denote the dass of analytic functions in the open unit disk ID ! having 00

fixed point there. We provp. the following covering

Theorem. For every function !. g,1 E 5,g E f , the image covers at least
the open disk

Repelling periodic points in the Julia set
Wilhelm Schwick

One of the most important characterizations of the Julia set Jg of a ratiorjal
function with degree ~ 2 or an entire function 9 is given by the followin~~;-

Theorem. The Julia set Jg is the closure of the repelling periodic point,s":.' -

The theorem is due to'Fatou (1920) in the rational case. For entire functions
it was proved by Baker (1968), who used Ahlfors' famous five island theo~e~: ;
In later papers the question .has been asked, whether there exists a' ffiqre
elementary proof in the entire case. Such ~ proof is the subject of the tar~.
Instead of AhHors' theorem we make use of Nevanlinna's second fundamental
theorem and Zalcman's criterion to describe non-normality. -

On the sectorial oscillation theory of fIt + A(z)! =o.
Wang Shupei

Let f( z) be a meromorphic function in ~ . For any 9 E [0, 21r) , we defin~ the
radial exponent 0/ convergence 0/ zeros 0/ f as folIows:

log n* (r 1)\ <f) li I" 9-,;.8+,; 'J
~s = m Imsup I' ,

e-D+ T-OO og r

when n9-s.S+c (r, t) denotes the number of zeros of f in {z = teicp
: 9 - e <

<p < 9 +E, 1 < t < r} , counting multiplicity. We obtain the following results.
Theorem 1. Let A(z) be a polynomial o( degree n ~ 1 oE tbe (orm A(z) =

11



tL n :
1l +... +fLo, an 1: () . IJt~n()/,c ()j = (:!.7r j -arg an )/(n+:!) [ur j = O~ 1~ ...• Jl +

1 . teL I. aJ)(J fl 1>t· iilJY (,wo lillearly independent solrltiollS ur the (~(luati()n

j" + A(=)! = U .

Then there exist.r; at least two adjacent rays Ojo and 0io+l say~ such tbat
A810 (/1/2) = >-8'0+ 1 (/1/2) = (n + 2}/2 .

Theorem 2. Let P(z) = anzn +... + ao where a" = Q + iß =F 0 and n ~ 2,
and Jet Q( z) be a polynomial oE degree m such that m < 2(n - 1). Set
6( P, 9) = a cos nB - ßsin n8. Then for any solution f ~ 0 oE tbe equation

/" + (eP(z) + Q(z))j = 0,

AB(f) = 00 holds (or any 9 satisfying6(P,8) = O. The same conclusion also
holds iE n = 1 and Q is identica11y zero.
The proof of our results_depends on the sectorial value distribution theory.

Some isoperimetrie inequalities for polygons
Alexander Yu. Solynin

Several extremal problems for polygons are considered. on the Euclidean and
hyperbolic planes. In particular we shall prove the following theorem solving
the Plya-Szegö problem for n-gons with a fixed area:

Theorem 1. Let Dn be an n-gon in the plane and R(Dn ) the maximal
confonnal radius of D,,; then

R2(Dn } < 2~r2(1 - ~)ntg(~)

area(Dn ) - 1rr2(! - :)
Equality here is attained only for the regular n-gon Dn •

Also 'Ne shall prove that the regular hyperbolic n·gon has the maximal
confonnal radius among all hyperbolic n-gons with a given Iiumber of sides. •
So we get the complete solution of a problem posed by J. Herseh.

Existence of extremal Teichmüller mappings with given
asymptotic behaviour

Kurt Strebel

Let R he a compact Rienlann surface and let ..,; be a rational quadratic
riifferpntial of cle~r~ two on U . Thp I~adin~ coetficipnts tLj of its 'Second

I:.!



orelt'r (lolt'S lJJ a.re snpposed t.u lu' fPa.I: ht.'sitlt'"s . ." nUI han' lirst ordt'r polf"s
p, . For arbitrary h" > 1. '.p induces a Teichmüller Ina.pp;n~. J t,)f Jl . with
complex dilatation k~. k = ~~~: . anto aRiemann surface Ff . L(~t :.lV h(a
loeal parameters at Qj and Qj = f{ Qj) rE'Spectively: Then. for :; -+ 0', f ha.~

the asymptotic behaviour

(**) similar, with K instead of k if aj > 0 ,

for sorne fixed B > 1.
A necessary and sufficient condition is given, that there exists an extremal
mapping with this behaviour. It is shown that if R is the Riemann sphere,
it is a Teichmüller mapping.

~.~;~

On quasianalytic functions and a new unicity theorem for
Borel-monogenic functions

J. Winkler

P. Turan's definition of quasia.nalytic classes of functions is as folIows: A
cla.ss F of functions is quasianalytic, if for any two functions with "local
identical behaviour" follows that they have "global identical behaviour".
This definiton came up from the question of Hadamard: What are the
neccesary and sufficient conditions for an infinitely differentiable function
f such that from /<")(xo) = 0 for some point Xo follows f(x) = 0 in whole
tbe region of definition of / . E. Borel considered also the following (Borel
monogenie-) functions: Let be at, 02, a3, ... a sequence of points from (C,

r., r2,." and g.,92,'" two sequences of reals with 0 < rlJ < g,,, E g" < 00

and E r IJ / g: < 00 rar alt n . Then the funetions defined and differentiable in
00

each Cp = G\ U{zr Iz - alJl < 2-PrlJ } are arbitrarily often differentiable i&
1J=1

C; = G \ Ü{zllz - alJl < 2-P91J} (G any region Ge 4:;). Borel proved that
v=l

these functions are quasianalytic in the sense of Hadamard in C = UCp if
p

9" = (log log ;1;)-1 . In this lecture tbe result was given that these functions
are quasianalytic in Hadamards sense ie 91/ = (log ;;)-1 .

Berichterstatter: N. Steinmetz
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Tag u n. g s b e. reh t ~/1994

Harmonische Analyse undDarstel1ungstheor~etopologischer Gruppen

20.02 bis 26.02.1994 .

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Howe (New 'Haven) und E. Kaniuth (Pader
born) statt. hn tvlittelpunkt des Interesses standen die harmonische Analyse auf
symmetrischen Räulnen und auf halb~infachen Lie-Gruppen. Dp.s weiteren nahrn die
Darstellungstheorie lokalkompakter, insbesondere nilpotenter und exponentieller Grup
pen einen breiten Raum ein. AußerdeIn wurden Themen wie die Topologie impual
und die Stuktur VOll Gruppen-GY--Algebrell behandelt..

Vortr~gsauszüge

E.P. VAN DEN BAN:

The most continuous part· of the Plancherel decomposition for a semisimple
symmetrie spaee

(joint work with H. Schlichtkrull)
Let G be a connected real senlisiInple Lie group with finite center (ar moregenerally a
group of Harish-Chandra's class). Moreover, let d be an involution of G and H an open
subgroup of the group G6 of fixed points. We discuss a spherical Fourier transfonn
associated with the nlost continuous part of the Planch~reldeconlposition of L2

( G / H).
Let !( be a O'-stable ma.ximal compact Sllhgrollp. Then restrietion to [(-finite func
tions leads to the setting of C\ finite dilnellsional representation (r, V) of !( a.nd a
space COO((jj H, r) of slnooth r-spherical fuuctions on GI H, i.e. the space of slßooth
ftlIlctions f : GIII --+ V transfonniug acc.ording t.o the rule: f(kx) = T(k)!(x).



'1~

~ .1~ ~~
:-.c~.. ,,",,~., .~ ~......,... .. _ ""..-l

:r. E r;, ~: E /\-. \tV(~ c1(·~filll~ Eis(~,llst.(~ill il1tf~grals in (~~(Cl/lI, T) which g(_~llera.lize Harish
Chi\lltlra.'s lIot'1na.liz(,~tl Eis(~llst.(~iJ1 int.t~~rals für luininlal parabolic suhgrollps in the grollp

case.. In t.11t~ ('ase of a. Riel11CLUIliiLU synullpt.ric space they are ,the weil known elcnu-~llti\ry

spherical fllllc'tiolls; nornlaliz(~d hy division hy a c-fullction. In tenns of the Eisenstein
integrals wc.~ c1(~fillt~ a.sph,erical F01lrier transfonn F on aspace S( C;/11, T) of rapidly
clecrea.sing fnnct.iolls, in, C'"1CJ( C:I/I, T)( t.his space generalizes Harish-Chandra's Schwartz
space).
The first luaill n~slllt is t.ha.t. F is illject.ive on the space Cr;o(Gj fI. T) of cOlnpactly
supportecl spherical fUllct.ions iu (,'("X)( (;//1, T). However it is in general not injective Oll

S(G/ /1, T). In fact the sp.concl luaill res1.1lt is that. there exists a wave packet transfornl _
:J whic.h in\'~rts :F 1l1od1l1o t.he kernel of ,,:non-trivial invariant differential operator ..
8r E D(C;/lf): '

Since ker iJr is sl11all in a :;nitable spect.ral sense, these results allow HS to isolate the
'most cOlltiUtIOUS part' of L '2( C; j H) anel give its direct integral decollIposition inta ir
reduci bles.

M.B. BEKI{A:

Simplicity of reduced group C*-algebras

(joint work with M. Cowling alld P. de la Harpe)
The main' result is as folIows: 'Let G be a semisimple Lie group withaut compact factars
and with a trivial centre. Let r be a Zariski dense (not necessarily closed) subgroup
of G. The~l the reduced group Ce-algebra C;(f) of r is simple (that is, it has no non
trivial two-sidecl ideals) and the canonical trace o~ C;(r) iso unique (as a normalized
trace). This 'applies, in particular, to t~le case ,where r is a lattice in G. Indeed, by the
Borel density theorem, r is then Zariski 'rlefise in G.
A consequence of the ahove result is t.he following theorem which generalizes previous
work by R. Ho\ve a.nel .J.. R.osenberg. Let G he a semisilnple algebraic group over a field
k of characteristic O. Suppose that G has a trivial centre. Then G(k), the k-points of
G, has a simple rl'!c1uced C"-a.lgebra. wit.h il lluique trace. e
All extension of OHr tuain resnlt to re.(ll1c.~tl cro~sed-product C·-algebras is also dis
cusscd.

T.P. BRAl'SON:

The complenlentary series, sharp inequalities alld the functional determi
l1al1t

C()lI.plt~lnel1tary St~rjt~S rpIH'("St·llf.id.iolls hil"" itnplin 1 cl a l"('PlltiltiolJ fur heing sOlnewhCLt



tlscless in harll10llic ana.lysis Oll hOlllOgc~IlC~tlS~paces. ßut t.lacy play Cl n'ntra.l role in re
cent work Oll the harnlonic a.nalysis of pt-!rtnrhations of hOlllogelleous spa(~s to l.lHunpy
Ina.llifolds'. ()n tlte spherc,~s sm, .iutertwinors for cOlllplellleütary series representatiolis
of SOo(nl. + 1, 1), allel iut.ertwillors at the entlpoints of the cOlnplement~yserics, ap
pear naturally in sharp Soholev anti l\.1oser-Trudinger inequalities.."These inequaliti~,
in turn, turn out to be perfec:tly (ahnost niiraculously) adapted Lo estimatit:tg.the func
tional deternlinant of an elliptie differential opera.tor with niee conformal properties,
anee we interpret our fUllctions as confornlal nletri~. In fact for m even, the deter~i-

. nants in question a.re definit.e (positive or negative) linear combi~lationsof the quantities
asserted positive hy sharp inequalities. Equality holds in these inequalities ·if and o~ly

if the conformal Inetric, represented by the given function, is related to the 'standa~d

metrie on sm by a confonnal diffeolnorphisnl (the standard action of O( m + 1, 1)). :

B.N. CURREY:

Concrete Plancherel formula for a class of completely solvable homog~neo~s
spaces

Given a finite multiplicity monoluial representation T of a completely solvable Lie grou}>
G, which is induced from a closed connected subgroup H, the orbit method allowsan
irreducible decomposition of T over the space ~J.. / H. The usual way of rnCÜ\ing this
conctete and constructing an intertwip.ing operator is the Penney-.~ujiw~a rhethod.
However, for non-nilpotent groups, construction of the required distributions is prob
lematic. In the case ·where T is induced from a 'Levi' component, we overcome. these
problems and give an explicit, natural construction of the intertwining operator "for
an irredueible dec~mposition of T over a smooth eross-section for. (generie orbits in)
~J. / H. In a certain sense this decomposition is 'smooth' (smooth vectors are mapped
to smooth sections by the intertwining operator) and this formula. decompefses the
T-invariant differential operators. In the process weshow that in this situation the
nilradica1 of G is two-step. .

e A. DERIGHETTI:

p-pseudomeasures and closed subgroups

(joint work with .1. Delaporte) ;r',

Let PMp ( C) be the space of a11 p-pseudolneasures on a locally compact group G. We
show the existence of a conditional expectation from PMp(G) onto PMp(H) where H
is a closed normal subgroup of G. As an application we give a new proof of the fact
that H is a set of f)-synthesis in (;; we also gel an inequality involving the operator
norm of bounded 1l1easures on (;. Moreove.r, in analogy with a theorem of Reiter, we
ohtain a result cOllcerning the c1ose<l ideals of the Figa-Talam~nca-Herz algebra of G.
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.J. FARAIlT:

Pseudo...Herluitian sYlnmetrie spaeesof ~ube .type

Irn is au 0P('~ll COllvex coue in Rn, t.llt~ Harcly space H2(To) ofthe tube Tn = Rn+in ~ en

is we.lIlllldp.rst.oocl. \Vhell n is not. COllvex Gindikin has defined a Hardy spaee by using
jj coholnology. fu order to sturly fUl'ther these spaces one considers a special dass of
cones. A.(11011 llccessarily cOllvex) (~ollnected open cone n 'in Rn is said to be symrnetric _

if .' 
(SI) There exist.s a. c.Ollllectecl grotlp L ~ GL(u,R) whieh acts transitivelyon n (0 is
honiogeneol ts ). .

Fix e in 0 alld'let A =. {Y·E L; Let = e}.
(S2) (L, .04) is a synunetric pair associated to an illvolutive autonlorphism (J" of L
(0 = L/A is a. syulIlletric spiu::e).
(53) There exists on Rn a. nOll-clegenerat.e symmetrie bilinear form b such that,· for all
!J E L, b(gn, y) = h(n, t7{y)-ly) (sel11isitnplicity eandition).
The symmetrie cones are in Olle to one correspondenee with the selnisilnple real Jordan
algebras. If n is a sYIßluetric coue, the t.ube To is equipped with a pseudo-Hermitian
metric. Thell Tö is apseudo-Hernlitian symmetrie space if and only if 0 is eonvex.
If not, USillg a eonfonnal conlpactification of Cn

, it is possible, by adding points at
infinity to the tube Tn, to obtain a pseuclo-Hernlitian symmetrie space.

A. FIGA-TALAMANCA:

Anisotropie diffusio~on the boundary of a homogeneous tree

\Ve' deal with the probleIn of defining allel cornputing a. diffusion process on a compaet
ultraloetric s·pace. Every c.olnpact. nlt.ralnetl'ic space is .naturally the boundary of a
t.ree. The tree i~·constrt1ct.p.<l t.a.kiug t.he ha.lls B(:c:,r) = {y: d(:c,y) ~ r} as vertices
allel joining together two halls if OIlP. is a tnaxilnal ba.ll cOlltained in the other. If the •
t.ree is hOlllogeneoüs, that isif tohe 1l1ltuher of (·~clges to whieh a vertex belangs is always
t.he same one may try t.o defiue t.lll~ "diffusion pron~ss sta.rting with a simple anisotropie
raudom walk on t.he t.l'ce. A "t.illle4 scaling 1

proc.edl1r~ allows to define a continuous
pron~ss on the hOlludary.
Howpvp.r, an p-xplicit. rOlllptlt.ill.ioll uf t Ite kr.l"lIt"1 of the. process is possihlp. only \Viten the
raudoln willk alul t.llt~ it..,",snc.iat.C'c1 proniss.•1I'(' isot.ropie:. In t.llis c.ast~ illl c;ornputatiolls
IH"C()IlH~ silllpl(~ IH~C"aI1S(~ ()l1t~ (";tll IISC· I.lu· .c;rotlp or iS()IIH~t.ric"s or tl)(~ SPilC:(~ iLllel t.lae assu

.. iat.t"d sph~ri('al fllllc:t.iolls t.u c1i"~CHlidizC" t Iu" proc·pss.

·1



M. FLENsTED-JENSEN:

Multipliers for semisitnple synlmetric spaces

(joint work witlt E. van den Ban anti H. Sdllic:htkrllIl)
Let G/ H he a sel11isilßpie synunetric space, I( a .nlaxilua.l COl1lpact subgroup of G.
C;o(J\; GI11) is the space of J(·fillite C:O·fUIlCtioIis, 9 the' Lie algebra of G and D(G/H)
the invariant differential operators. ,A Illuitiplier is a linear operator M.: C~(/(; GI H) o.
which is 9, J{ and D(GIH) e(luivariant and cOlltillUOUS on ea~h Sl1b.space·C~(G/H)Jj.
p E !(- . .
Let 9 = ~ +q = t +p asusual. Let b C q be a Cartan subspace such that b = bn r+ bn p.

Let br = b n p + i(b n t) be the real fornl of bc containing the root vectors and IV the
Weyt group.
PW(bT)w is the Paley·Wiener space, i.e. Hf-invariant entire (on b~) rapidly decreasing
functions of exponential type, PW-(br)W is the slowly increasing . . .. ..'
Let rr E (J. 1f' is spherical (w.r.t. H) if Vw = (1-lff )-oo.H :F {O}. v E V1f'\;"cal~ed
spherical of type ..\ if (appropriately defined) ."

7r(D)v = x.\(D)v, D E D(GIH), ..\ E (b~r·

Theorem. Let t/J E PW-(br)w. There exists a unique multiplier Mv" such that :for any
7r E a- ,v E V", spherical of type A, we have

1r(Mwf)v = t/J(..\)7r(f)v, f E C,;,(!(; GIH).

Mt/J extends to C-OO([(; GIH). Ir t/J E PW(br)W, then Af1/! maps G.;OO(/(; GIH) into

C~(K;G/H).

This theorem generalizes results by Arthur and Delorme. The proof is extremely simple
using partial holomorphic extension of C~(!(;G/ H) to COO( Hd;Gd / /(d) and conv6lu·
tion by a Kd.spherical distribution with [(d-spherical Fourier transform t/J. .
In a paper to appear van den B~ and Schlichtkrull giv~.a conjecture for the Fourier
transform of C:O(G/ H)P given an intrinsie characterization of the image PWo(G/ H, Jl)
and PWö(G/H, Jl). If their conjecture i~ true then PWo and PWö are invariant under
the multipliers Mt/!. We prove also this last fact, in 'favour' of the conjectu~e.

H. FUJIWARA:

Intertwining operators rar unitary representations of exponential groups

(joint work with D. Arnal allel J. Luclwig)
Let G = exp 9 be an exponential grOtlp with Lie algebra g. For a linear form f E g-,

we denote by J( j, g) the set of real polarizations at f sa.tisfying Pukanszky's condition.
If oue takes lwo such polarizations 111,1)2 E 1(/, g), then the corresponding induced
representations 7rj = incl~, Xi (j = 1,2), where Hj = exp I)j, .x/(exp X) = eiJ(X) (X E



flj) iLrc~ C·q .. i\'ClIt~I1" itT(·t1ncihlt~ nlli1.ary n~pn~scl1tCLtioI1S of C;. Tlwll, oHr probtenl is how

to cOllst.l'ud. an c·xplicit. iJlt.c~rtwillillg 0pc~l'ator frolll 1rt 1.0 1r ...h or eqllivalent.ly a. PPlIlley's
. 1/1. . .

distribllt.ioll. h~lollgjng t.o (1-l;;-..o )~I'l'\Ju1l2·'r, wit.h~H"r; = 6.11,/ ßr;.

We have i\ fortn"al c"':al1clirlatc~: ..

If G is ~ilpot.el1t, this integral cOllverges for all <P E 'He:;, which is nothing hut the A
Schwart.z fllnetions, alld T"''ltll turns out t.o he. areal intertwinillg operator (G. Lion). ..
We givc a Iuealling to t.his fortnal operat·or T111~1 in the following two cases; (1) ~l + fJ2
is a subalgebra of g, (2) hl 01' ~:l is a polarization of M. Vergne. In these cases, TI)21}J

gives us areal int.ert.winirlg operatol>
For the general c~e, we show t.hat eT'T(fll,t1o,h2)T"1IJooTt,ol)t eioes not depend on the choice
of ~o E 1(1, g), which is assumed t.o be oue of M. Vergne. Here T(lJb ~o, 1)2) denotes
the Maslov index, anel T"1I)o, Ttlol)J a.r~ illtertwining operators, supposed to be suitably
nonnaJize<l, cOllstrucled as above. So we change a. standpoillt and try to write down
this real intert\vining isoluet.ry Tt)11)1' Our resnlt is: there exists a positive H2 -invariallt
linear form v such that

(T"2f)tq»)(e) = 1 c/J(h) XJ(h) ßH~~~(h) tlv(h} (e: unit element of G)
JH2 /H J nH2

far 4> E 'H~ with,small sttpport Inod~llo·H.

.1. HILGERT:

Hol~morphicextensions of highest weight representations I

Let G he a Lie group such t.hat its. Lie. iLJgdtra 9 hcu; a. cOlnpactly embedded Cartan
subalgebra t. Furt.her leI. t I>e I.he 1I11iqlll'Iy ,\et.ermiupd maximal compactly embedded e
sllbalgebra of 9 containiug 1. ThcIl th~ sPt. of roals ~ = ~(ge, te) splits up iuto COlll-

pact roots (llk) iLllel nOll-colupar.t. root.s (~1.)' Associated to the pair (t, t) is a \~eyl

grollp ~Vf' A posit.ive SYSt.Clll ß + is called t-a<lapted if ~; is J.Vr-invariant. Given such ,
i\ syst~tn one <:an c.ollsiclt-r IlIlil.;s.ry laigJu-~st wp.ight repre.se.ntations, i.e. representations
1r : Cr' -+ U(1i) sudt t.hat. 'Hf\' (I\~-filljt(~ \'("ct.Ol's) js gp.ueratecl by a. primitive vector Uu

((1~ • nIJ = {O} for 'all n E ~+). Tlw IIlilin n"s.tlt. presenl(~d here is t.he r.haracterizatioll
ur t.hese l"f~pn~sp.I1t.at.ioIls hy t.llC-~ c'xistc~l1n" 01" holoillorphic c~xt(~IlSiOIlS t.O cOlnplex sC~lni-

grotlps (:ont.aiIlill~ (~.
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"A... HULANICKI:

General boundaries ror !V A groups alld theFatou theorenl

Let N be a. uilpotellt Lie grotlp an«! A an Aheliall group whic:h acts on lV diagonally.
Let L ~e a secon<1 order suhellipt.ic opera.tor Oll S = N A ~hich is left-illvariallt a.nti.
has 110 constant term. A bOtluclary for the pair (L. NA) is a. qu<.>tient space lV/No,
where No is a subgroup of N invariant uucler the action of A such that the functions
F(s) = f f(s . x) llv(x) are L-hannollic for a suitable probability lueasure v Oll lV/No
and lim F(:5" . x) = f(x(~J), whell ~ = (:ü) is the aiffusioll process generated by L on

(-00 .

S. for almost all t.rajectories ~.

Theorem (E. Danlek allel A. Hula.nicki): Ir oS tenels tO.the bounrlary JV/lVo in an appro-
priate manller~ t.hen for every fUllction f E LP(N/No}, 1 < I' ~ 00, F(s) ~ f(q(s)) for
a.lmost all points q(s) E N/No, where lJ is the natural map q : S --+ IVA/.NoA = !V/N.?

P.E.T. J0RGENSEN:

Asymptotics far the heat equation on a stratified nilpotent Lie group'
~. ..:- _~t

(joint work with C. Batty, O. Bratteli and D. R.obinson) . ',-'
Consider the heat equation (H + -9i)u = <p, u = cp for t = 0, u defined on R x G, wi~h
H a second order generalized elliptic operator on G. Define 5(e,? = u as a seInigro~p
on L2(G). Forrna.1ly St = e- tH , and the kernel form may be written as'.a Haar nieasuce
integral: StCP(x) = Je ](t(x, y)<p(y) dy. " -
Let 9 be the Lie algebra, 9 = E~ g(k), [g(k), g(l)] C g(k.+l) is assumed, and a scaling
group on G is defined by xCk) ~ T k x(k), xCk) E g(k), T E R+. When passed to G .we get
x --+ TZ E Aut(G). '
Estimates for I<e(x, y) are known in terms of the metric

dH (x, y) = sup {1/J(x) - t/J(y) It/J E er:(G), < t/J, H tb > ~ I}

but when t --+ 00 this estimate becomes inefficient. Instead we show that the formula
for c(e- 1x), applied to an operator H which is assumed r-periodic for a fixed lattice
r in G, yields a system ](:(x,y) with a. e --+ 0 limit K,(x,y) such that the generator
Jj for Set.p(X) = Ja Kt(x,y)cp(y)rly is represented by a second order element in Uc(g)
tbe enveloping algebra of right-invariant partial differential operators on G. Then we

show tbat the t -+ 00 asynlptotics is governed by this new metric dii where $t, = e- tH .

T. I(AWAZOE:

LI estimate for Riesz transform and Hardy spaces on real rank 1 semisimple
Lie groups

Let G be a rea.l rank one'selnisilnple Lie group a:lld I< a maxi.mal,compact subgroup

7



of (:. Ilildial IIlaxiltlilJ oppral.ors fur suit.ahle dilat.iolls, th~ hp.at CLllel Poissoü 1I1iLxiruai

operat.ors, Illid 1.lu l B.iesz t.l"il.lIsf0l"111. which act on A~-hiillvariallt. fuud,ions on (,\ siLtisfy

the L"-uortll illt~qtlalit.ies·forJI > 1 anti i\ weak type LI est.iluate. Throllgh thc Fourier
t.heori(~s Oll R alltl r; we sllilll dllplica.t.p. the I-liLrdy space fll(R) t.o Cl. sllhspac.:e JI:(G)
(s ~ 0) or 14 1((,') all~l show t.hat t.lu:se operators iLre. hOllnded fron1 l/:(G) t.o LI«(j).

A. MARKFOHT:

On the conjugation representationof a locally cOlnpact group

Let G be.· a. locally C:01l1PiLCt gronp. Then t.he conjugation representat.ion of G in L2
( G)

is defiued hy
- 'c(r.)f(y) = f,G(~c)1/2f(x-lyx)

for f E .L2(C;) alld :r., y' E C;, whe.i·r Dc ·dellotes .the IllOdulal' functioll of G. Then iG
is trivial Oll t.he cellt.~r Z«(:) of C; aud defines a faithful representatioll of G/Z(G). So
far the cOlljugation rP1H'eSp.ut.atioll is lunch less ullderstood than the left regular repre
sentation '\G of C;. \Ve are investigat.ing the support of the cOlljugatioll represeutation,

that is the s~t of 311 irreduc.ible reprt~sentations of Gwhich are weakly contained in 'YG·
For G a 2-step nilpoteIlt grout> without Hon-trivial compact elements it turns out that

SUPP"YG coincides wit.h cor(C), the set of all irreducible representations of Gwhich

cannot be Hausdorff ~epil.rated frOll1 the trivial representation of G.
Let G be a. silnply cOllllecteclllilpotellt Lie group of maximal nilpotency class (dim(G)
1). Using Kirillov's theory it ca.n he shown that SUPPIG = (G/Z(G)f' .
Ir G is a seluidirect prodnct of R7It wit.h R"'& it is possible to give a sufficient condition
for SUPP,G = (G/Z(Cnf' to hold. This couditioll is fulfilled if 'm = 1 and in various
other cases.
Finally, the support of t.lIe conjllgat.ion representation for low-dimensional simply con

nected solvable Lie grollp8 is stuclied. It turns out that SUPP,G = (G/Z(G))- holds
for all except. one such groups of "dimension ~ 5. .

V.F. MOLCHANOV:

Harmonie analysis and quantization on. para-Hermitian sym~etric spaces

L(~t. C;/ H be a. para.-He.nnit.iall SYlllluet.ric. spilce. OUf goal is to give a constructioll for
G/!l whic:h illows us t.o COllst.rllCt. far ( :/11 iL variant 01' Bef(~zin qlliLntization.
Asslune t.hat C: is silllplt~ alJd (;I!I is an orhit. AdG· Z;. in 9 = Lie G. The tangent space
q ur (;1 II at Zu is dc~colnpos(~d int.n t.11t~ c1in~ct. Slllll q = q+ +q- where q:J: a.re I/-invariant

;LI)t~liCLI1 sHhillJ;~hr;l~ or g. Tlu! pilir (q+. q-) is fL .Iord.Lll pair. Let. l' h~ the genus of this

pair. Tl1t~ grollps p± = I1 ('Xl' q± «11"1' ItJaxilll«d p.Lt'iLholic sllb,~rollps of r;. T~le hOlJ10ge
IU'OIlS spacps S± = (,'1 p;r. i~rc' cornp;u·f. ;tr.,1 flilrcoruorplaic t.n oS' = I\)!{ n J{ where A~ is

CL IlJa"illlal COIlIl'ild. slllt.~r()llp uf (:. Tlwn o a.n· t~1111)t~clclill~S: q+ Y. q- t....+ (,'IIJ c..-. S x S



where the iluagcs iLre ()p.~n a.lul d~ns~. .
For ..\ E C, let W.\ b~ the c:hal'ar:tcr or p± tlefil1~(1 by w.\(h exp .\) = I t1et(Adh)q+I-.\/p·
Let T.~ = it1tI~i: W±.\. rrht!r~ a.re. operators E.\ intertwilling T.~ with T=,,~p. Let
tP(s, t) = q)1(S), $, t E 5, het.he kernel of E_.\_p.' This functio~ plays the' role of Cl.

supereomplete systclu in the S~Il~e of Berezin. For an operator .-l acting on funetions
on S we defille a. sYlnbol A(s, t) aS folIows: ~4(s,'l) = ÄrPl(S)/4J(.s, t)., The multipliea
tion of operators gives rise to a olultiplieation of symbols. The corresponding integral
contains a kerneI called a Bp.rezin kernel. The transform on 5 x S (01' on G/H) with
this kernel is called the Berezin trilllsform. Tbe symbols form an associative algebra
depending on a. parameter h = -1/).. ('the Plallck canstaut'). Since it commutes with
translations on G/ H, the Berezin trallsform is expressed in tenns of Laplace opera.
tors ~1l ... , ß,. on G/ H (,. = rank G/ H). Ir we know this expression we can wri te
its asymptotics wheo h -+ Q. Froln that we can get information on when the co'r
respondenee principle is true. All this is closely connected with the problem:"of the
decomposition of the tensor product rt' ® r; ioto irreducible representations:·f;,
We succeeded in the realization of this program for GIH of rank one: G =.SL(n, ~),
H = GL(n - 1,R).

I(.-H. NEEB:

Holomorphic extensions of highest weight representations. 11

We eonsider the following three problems concerning general highest weight.. repre
sentations: their elassification, the characterization and a degree formula for~ squ~re
integrable representations, and a .geometrie character formula. .
Tbe classification is obtaiiied by decomposing the representation as a tensor product of
an extended metaplectic representation and a representation of'a reductive gro,!p. The
characterization of the square integrable representations generalizes Harish-Ch~dr~'s
condition for the holomorphic discrete series, and his degree formula c~n also be e~

tended to general groups. The geometrie _character Cormula expresses the holomorphic
character of the representation by Fourier-transforms of appropriate coadjoint orbits.
The main tool is a generalization of the Duistermaat-Heckman formula which is due
to E. Prato and S. Wu.

N.V. PEDERSEN:

Quantization and matrix coefficients of nilpotent Lie groups

Let G be a connected and simply cOllnected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra g,

and let 7r be a strongly continuolls, llnitary, irreducible representation of G on H.
Realizing 1r naturallyon 11. = L2 (Rd

/
2

) we clenote uy B("H)oO the bounded operator~ on
11 given by Schwartz kerneis I{ E S(Rd

). FOT A E 8("H)oo we define the function f:



hy j;'( ... ) = 'r1'(11"( ... )/\),.~ E G', illItI set. R(G, 7i")'XI f.o I)(~ t.h(~ :·a~t or iLll such fUllctiolls f;',
A E /3(1t).XI' \Vt! call H«(/, 1T')00 t.lU! Sillooth 111at.1'ix coetric:iellt.s of 1T'. OUt:"! lniLin point
of the t.alk is t.hat. iLIl an;dog'w of t.hl"! Schur ort.hogollality rela.tions valid [ar cOlnpact
grotlps (:i\.ll he p1'ovccl also fot' llilpot.~nt. grotlps: Aft.er fixing a .Jorclan·Hölder se(}lIence
o = Du C 01 C ... C 9".-1 C Om = 9 in 9 and eleluellts .\j E 9i \ 9i-1 we call define
the set" t: of jUII1P illdicp.s fot' 1r by t: == {I :5 j :5 ml tltr(xi) (j (17r(U((Oi-dc))}. \Vriting

. e == {il < ... < j,,} ancl set.t.ing g~ =R"\'il t:B •.• ffi RXi~ we then have

1.
. , (? )1/2

.. f;'(exp ~\) f~(exp .1[) d)[ = IP-1r( )1 Tr(AB)

. ..' • 9 e
for all A, B E B(?i)f"JC)' Hp.re!J --+ P,,(!J) is a conlputabJe polynolniaJ on g*, and Pe is
invariant on t.he orhit 0 = C; . !J (Utsociated with 1r.
Appliea.tions t.o t.lle deternli.nation of R(G, rr)oo by a system of differential equations

are Inen,tioned. .

R.C. PENNEY:

The Hua-Johllsoll-Korallyi operators on a bounded homogeneous domain
in en

We discuss the probleJn of finding a. syst.em of operators on a bounded homogeneous
domain in cn which defille the eoncept of harnlonicity. We propose the following system
of operators: Let )( be a I{ählel'ian nlanifold. Let äa be the operator defined in Ioeal

coordinates by
'j'l

tJiJf= L iJii)Zj f ,[Zi 18) ,[Zj .

. Let i be th~ RieJnann~an connectioll. for the Bergmann Inetric. We define tbe Hua
.Johnson-I<oranyi opera.t.or by

where Zi is a local orthononnal [r(une for T(l.U)(.\,). \rVe .say that f is Hua harmonie if

H.lK(f) = O. Dur main result is thaI. Hila harmouie fuuctions have boundary values e
Oll' the Shilov houlldary and t.hat tltey art'"! uuiC[llely deternlined by their boundary val·
nes. These re.snlts ge.t)f~ralizp. results of. Hila aud Johllson-((orallyi for semi-sinlple tube

.loluains.

D. PO(;lJNTI,E:

Kirillov picture far di:ul1ond groups

\V(~ prc~s~lIt. iL rotlt.rihut.iOlt to t.lw (still 1111:-iCOul.'tl) prohlen] of descrihiug the topology

lO



on the prinlitive ideal span~ Priv Ch
({;) of a.n arbitrary siluply connectetl solvable Lie

grollp G. It look (I.linos! :IOY(~iLrs SillCf~ the birth of the falnous Kirillov orbit method,
llutil J. Lntlwig could show that for ~xponeutia.1 groups the I\irillov luap (rorn the
coadjoint orhit space 9-Ir; int.o Priv C-'(G) (= G in t.his case) is a. honleomorphisnl.
Pukallszky ha.."i givell a paratnetrizat.ioll of Priv C·(G) for general silnply connected
solvable Lie grotlps G. This pariuuetrization yields a bijective map, the Pukanszky
Kirillov-map, frolll the qua."iiorbit space g- /G into some quotient of Priv C·(G). R.e
cently, J. Ludwig has proved that this map is open for so-called diatnond groups. These
groups are splitting extensions Rn 0( IV of the Heisenberg group lV, where Rn acts on
the Lie a.lgebra. n of N by center-fixing semisimple automorphisms with spectrum in
the unit circle. Examples show t.hat the Pukanszky-Kirillov-map is discontinuous, in
general. Nevertheless a modification of the Pukanszky parametrization is available for
general dia.mond groups, such that one gets a. destription of the fuH topological space
Priv C·(G) as the spa:ce of quasiorbits for a. certain transformation group. ._

T. PRZEBINDA:

The oscillator character Cormula

(joint work with A. Paszkiewicz and N. Copernicus)
Let G, G' be an irreducible dua.l pair of type- I in the stable range with G the\smaller
member. Let V, (,); V', (,)' be the defining modules for G, G', respectively. Let
e denote the character of the oscillator representation W of the metaplecÜ'~-·grO!lP
sp ;2 G, G. Let XCi) = exp(21rit), t E R; and let Xz(w)' = X( < z(~), w », z E sp,

w E W = Hom(V', V). Denote by C(x) = (x + 1)(x - 1)-1 the Cayley transform. Let
1(' be a genuine irreducible unitary representation of G, and let 1(" be the irr~ducible
unitary representation of G obtained from 7r via Howe's correspondence. Supp,ose the
form ( ,)' is split, dirn V' ~ (dirn V + 2)2, and the restriction of 1(' to the (preimage of)
the Zariski identity component of identity is reducible.
Then there is a non-empty Zariski open subset G" ~ G' such, that the. value of the
character 8 1f, on a.ny test function t E C~(G') is given by

8 ..,(t) = ~ ( '- t(ü')E>(ii')xc(g')+C(g)(w) 8(09) 81f (ii) do9' dtÜ do9,Ja JC\Wmu Ja"

where WIIlAX S; W is the canonical dense open subset, dtiJ is the measure: obtained
by fibration of the Lebesgue nleasure on W, and each single integral is absolutely
convergent.
Recall the mOInent maps

T: W -+ g., T(W}{=} = < ':(lU),W >, w E W, z E 9"

T': W -+ (g'f,

11
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Tlw a.hOVt· charad.t'1" fol'l 11 11 I". t.o.~totllt'1" \Vit.1a 1l0ss11liuln'S Pi(:a.rel-Lt~fsdlt~t.1. ~,heory illlply
t.hat ~VF(1r') = r'T-I(~V/~(1i)).

ßy n~writ.iIlA C1l:) in t.he coorclillat....s of t.he Cayley transfonn oue ohtail1s an algoritlllll

for (:onsf,rnctiug irt't~dtlcihle lI11it.ary repre.se.ntat.iow; of clCL'-'sic:al gronps, whose charac
ters have F()llri(~r t.rallsfonll sltpportt.~d on single nilpotent coadjoint orbits.

G. R.ATCI.IFF:

The mOluent" ntapfor a 111ultiplicity free action

(joint woi'k wit.h C. n"nsoll, .I . .If,..killS ilnel R.. Lipsman) e
Asemidireet. proclllc,t Ci = l\'.1>( iV or a cOlllpact antonlorphism group I{ of a llilpotent
gronp N givt>s a Gelfalld pair ((;, AP) if L I (G/ / !() is an abelian cOllvolution algebra.
"Vhen N = V >4R is t.he Heiselll.)t~rg group, then !( iso a subgrollp of the unit.ary group
U(V). In t;his case, (G,.f{) js Cl.' Gelfand pair if and only if the action of !( ·on the
polynonlials C[V] is 111ultiplicityfree.
Materiated by the orhit Inethod for descrihillg t.he representations of G, we conjecture
that tiie action oi J{ on C[V] is lllUlt.iplicity free if and only if, for each eE g* (the dual
of the Lie algebra of Ci), the int,crsect,ionof the coadjoint orbit Oe through ewith tJ.,

the annihilator of the Lie algebra of !(, is a single I(-orbit. .
Define the Inonlent I11ap T : V --+ 1'''' by T(v)A = w(v, Av) where w is the symplectic
form on V. Then .,- : 1[t-] --+ e[v.]/{ Inaps the Ad- I(-invariant polynomials on t'" to
the (real) !(-invariant. polYllolnials on V.
TIlf~or~nl 1. !\ on C(V] is nntltiplicity free if anel only if C[V.V< is a finitely-generated
hnage( T-)-tDodule.
2. The above conelition hohls if and ollly if T is finite-to-one on !(-orbits.
This t.heorem thell says that [( on C(V] is tnultiplicity free if and only if (I( I>( Hv) is
a Gelfand pair if anel onl)' jf f is finite-t.o-one on I(·orbits if and only if Oe n t.l is a
finit.e union of !{-orbits for evp.ry ~ E g-.

vV.T. ROSSMANN:

Picard-LeCschetz theory andcharacters oC semisimple Lie groups _

Let GR be a. semisilllpip. real Lip. gron}), connecteel anel wit.h finite center. Let 7r be an
irreclucible, aellnissible rc~pn"sel1ta.t.ion Qf r:., e its ptill-back to the Lie algebra 9R by

exp, anel e its FOllrier t.rausfonll. In· f,r.eil~ papt!l' 'The Ioeal structllre of characters"

Bclrl~a.'\ch anel Vo.a;an (I ~)~Il) provpd t.ha.t t.llf~n:o is an iL."iYlnpt.otic expansion of the fonn

(:) =L L Do ./.;
(1 I..~_~\.,

wluorp 0 rl1I1S OVf·'r du'" llilpo1.(·Il1. (,·.~()r1)it,s ill io. ililel D~.,./.; js ltollloJ;cncous of clp.~ree

k sllpport.(~d Oll O. Tllt~Y d..filw ..\.~'«-») to ·IU' 1.lat~ IInioll of tltt" supports ur these Do./.;'s

I:!
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anti conjf"cltlre t.hat AS(e) = w h.(S), th~ wav~-frollt set of e at O. I have a praof of

this c.onjecttlr~ basc~d Oll Picarcl- Lt~rschetz t.heory for the coatljoint q~otiellt g- .!.. ~V \ IJ

of the cOll1plexifif'.ation 11 or Da. The proof is ba..~ed Oll the fact that e can be expressed
as an integral, e = I (r, Au) nver Cl eyde r Oll the fihre q-I ('\0) llver the infinitesimal
character ~v . A(I E ~V \ ,.- of 7f'. These integrals I(r, A) are holonl0rphic in A on an of
f)- and adnlit a Taylor expansion at A = 0 of t.he forn1

l(r, A) =L L PO,k( r, A)/lO.
o k2:'o

where JlO is the invariant Illeasure on 0, anel po.k(r, A) a differential operator along 0,
a homogeneous polynoluia} of clegree k in '\, which transforms nnder W by Springer's
representation attached to O. This leads to a proof of the conjecture. . ~:".

S. SAHI:

Small unitary representations .:-.

The talk describes a. procedure, based on .Jordan algebras, to give an explicit construc-
tion of eertain 'small' unitary representations of a reductiv~ group. G. .
The explicit description enables one to compute tensor products of two sueh .represen
tations. One finds that there is asymmetrie spaee G' / ]('. whose representatio~~.theory

controls the decomposition of the tensor product. -" ..
This gives rise to a 'functional' correspondence between the representations of....G' and
G, which extends Howe's theory of dual reductive pairs.

G. SCHLICHTING:

Minimal primal and Glimm ideal spaces of group C·-algebras

(joint work with E. Kaniuth and K.F. Taylor)
An ideall of a C·-a.lgebra A is a called primal if whenever finitely many ideals J1, ••• , J"
of A are given with trivial ~ntersection then l :> Ji for some 1 $ i $ n. The sp'ace !Dl of
minimal primal ideals of A is intiInately related to the space of primitive ideals PrimA
of A hut more suitable with respect to topology. rhe space ~ of Glimm ideals of A is
related to the conlplete regularisation of PrimA and relevant for representing A as a
ring of continuous sections. We explicitly cletermine!Dt and " for same classes of group
C·-algebras C-(G) including a.ll discrete amenable groups and certain semi-direct prod
ucts like genera.lisp.d motion grollps and grollps of the form Rn,.,R with hyperholic ~ctjon.

1:)



n...l. STANTON:

COholllo1ogy of Hag manifolds cOlllputed by principal ~eries representations

(joint w61'k wit.h L. Ca."li!LfI)
Let (; hta, a. lillt'~ill', cOIlIlPct.ed, n~al s~lllisilllple Lie grollI' allel P = L{J a parabolit~ suL
grotl(J. We ddille CL finite cOlllplex, par;unet.l'izeel hy an ordered graph 6 with vertices
corrcsponc:ling t.n I·Vt = {71J E l'Vr;lwui; 2 ~t}, anel oreIer presrribed uy Cl. refinenlent
of I,he Bruhat. onh~r. The di(f~rellt.iaJ is obtailled frolll a. nlodificatioll of the oue in
trodllceeI by ßt~rnst.e.jll-C:t~lfa.ud-Gdfandallel illcorporates, in Cl way, the real form G.
Then \ve .prove .

Theol'Plll n*(6, tl; c) ~ ll-(C;I P; cl.
The proof 1)t~gil1s with Cl cOlllplex of prillcipal series obtaineeI frOlll Zuckerman 's functor
applied to theßGG/Lepowsky re~olution. Using the Beilinson-Bernsteill correspon
dence one obt.aills a. cOlllplex of sheaves at.tached to !(e orbits in Ge I B, B a Borel
subgroup~ A carefnlanalysis of. t.lle differential is possible because of Bernstein's sheaf
theoretic fOrIllUlatioll of ZuckenIlall 's fUllctor.
Ir P is.a Ininilual parabolic, .f~lIIitn these techniques allow us to compute H-(GIPrnin ; Z)
by nIeallS of H*(G t d; Z). In this sense; the representation theol'y of G detects torsion
in thecoholliology of GIP.

•

M. TADle:

On characters of irreducible l:lnitary representations of GL(n)

We present an explicit. fonnula which re(hlCeS cllaracters of irreducible ullitary rep
resentations of GL(TL) over a non-archiluediau loeal field F in t.ernlS of characters of
irreducible square integrable represelltat.ions. Our approach tlses the character identi
ties conling from the ends of complelnent.ary series. In this \vay we are a.ble to avoid
cOlnpletely related llluitiplicit.ies of gcneralized principal series. Using the similarity
of ends of complelnentary series of rlL(n, C), we can use Zuekerman's formula for the
character of the trivial represent.at.ioll in .t.ernls of standard characters to get the for-
Inula for' characters in t.he p-aclic (.a~e for a set of irreducible unita.ry representations. •
Usillg Gelfaucl-Kazhdan derivat..ivt~s, WP. get tltc formula i~ the gp.neral case.

I~.F. 'TAYLOli:

Square integrable representations

I..t~t: 11 l)t~ CL dost·d s1tb,t;roup ur (:1.( 11. R) allel fUl'ln 1.1lt~ st~lni-tlire"("t. produr.t. (; = Rn)Q 1/.
:\SSIl.tJt~ Hlilt. t Iw lIilt.ural Ctc"1.ioll 01' 11 oll R"";' is Sild, t.hell. t.llt~rt" .~xjst.s .111 opeu, fre(~

II-orhit. {/. 1..( .•: 'Hf, = {.'I ~ 1.'':(R''): S1tppC;j) <; I;} aud dt~liJ1t' ilrt'lu·t"scmtatioll {lfI of (;

1,1



Oll 11;, I>y, for !J E Hf, an.1 (;L, h) E (;.

fll,(;E,h.)y(tt) = h"(II)-1/1y(h- I (!!.. - :f)), for all!L E RU.

where lieh) =1 dt~t.ltl, for It E /1. Thpll PU is an irreelucihle square-illtpgral>le repre
sentatioll of G. iLllel we pre;ellt. an elelllellt.ary proof or theDuflo-Moore ()l'thogonality
relations which lnakes the fOl"ln of t.h~ forntal dillu~nsion operator very explicit for Pu,
A discrete vp.rsion of the reprodllciug fOrlnula. is developed to give a fra.nte for 11.;, whose
elements are all translations, of a single (lehnissihle 9 in Hf" nuder the a.ction of Pu·

A. VALETTE:

Group eohomology, ends and harmonie funetions

(joint work with M.E".B. Bekka) , :-~~"

For an infinite fillitely generated group r, we study the meaning of the vanishi.hg of the
fir~t cohomology group HI(f, Ar) of r taki~)g value in its leftregular representat~on

Ar·
We first show that H 1Cf, cr) illjects iuto HI (f, Ar ).;:; the dimension of H I (r, Cf) is
-1 plus. the number of encls· of f; a.s a cOllsequence, if H,l (f, .Ar) = 0, then. r is ~ot

amenable with just one end (the cOllverse is false, as surface groups indicatel·.
Let X be auy Cayley graph of r., If r is not amenable~ we show that'Hl(f, Ar) i~
isomorphie to. HD(X)/r;, where HD(X) is the spaee of harmonie functions with: fi
nite Dirichlet SUfi on X;' the latter space is itself isomorphie to the space of passive
electric currents on the set E of eclges of .l[, i.e. the space B l EL2(f) of harmQnic
l-cochains which a.re exact (this is exactly the first L2-cohomology of f, according to
Cheeger-Gromov). Here is a sampie of corollaries of these iso~orphisms (proofs appeal
to results of Pascbke, Soardi, Thomassen): ':-:.~

(1) (Gromov, Soardi-Woess) Ir r has infinitely many ends, then HD(X) = C.>'·-·
(2) If r has property (T), tben HD(X) = c.
(3) The property HI(r, Är) =0 is inva.riant under quasi-isometry.
(4) Let r = r l x f 2 , with f l non-amenable, f 2 infinite, then Hi(r, Ar) = O.
(5) Either HI(r,.Ar} =0 or HI(r, Ar) is infinite-dimensional.

V.S. VARADARAJAN:

On the transverse symbol of a distrib"ution and applications to 'harmonie
analysis

(joint work with J.A.C. Kolk)
Let .\ be a smooth Inanifold '\lul 0 C .\ a. c.losed snbmanifolet Let J\4(rJ be' the r-th
gra.ded part of tohe tra.nsverse jet IHIIHlle Oll O. If E is a~ Frechet space, then,to any
E-distribution Oll X Suppol"tecl by 0 a.llel of transversal order ~ r everywhere on 0,

I r.:'.)



W(~ Cilll fL"i:-i()Cii1.tt~ a.1l l\1(r)' (.) Ij'-dist.riIHltion livil1g on 0, dt~ll()t.t~d by tT(r)( T). Thi:-i is t.lIe
t.rilll~Vt~rS(~ s.vlllhol or ;r. It. is Illliejlu·ly det.t"'rnlillp<! hy T allel its loc;Ll Spt'cificat.ioll. The
Illilp rr ...... (1'l,-)( '1') is injt,e:t.ivp Illodl1lo E-dist.rihl1tiollS snpport.ecl I,y 0 of t.rall:-iversal
oreIer ::5 1" - l. If;/, is iuvari".IIt. Illltlt~r a. Lit" grolllJ H of c.liffeolllOrphi:-i111S of .\ l~avillg

o iuvariallt., (1'(r)( 1') is (1.lso IJ -invaria.ut.
The corrf~spotlCl(~I1Ce 7' ...... (1'(1') (= lT(r)(T)) can he llsed to give a briefer treatlnent
of the irn~<lllcil>ilit.yof IJarabolical1y iucluced represelltat,iollS of cOllnected semisimple
Lie grOll(>S wit.1a tillit.e c.:ellt.e~., t.hall t.lle t.re.atInent of Bruhat (lnillilJlal parabolic) allel
Harish-Cltalltlra (a.IlY parabolic). [t can also be llse.d to give a transparent proof oe the
funclaluentaJ vauislaillg theor~lll of Harish-Chaudra in his theory of \\lhittaker fUllctions~
Oll seulisilllple Lit~ grollps a.n<! t.heir spect.ral analysis.. •

H. YAMASIlITA:

Differential operators of gradient-type and representations of semisimple
.Lie groups

Let G be a cou"llPct.e:d seln'i~illlpie Lie grOll}> with finite center, and 1\' be a maxirnal
compact stlbgron}) oe G. The cOlllplexified Lie algebras of G anel I{ are denoted by 9
and t, respectively. \Ve asslllue the Harish-C.handra. rank condition rank(G) = rank(]()

I describe the a.ssoriat.p.d variet.ies and Gelfand-Kirillov ditnensions of discrete series
(g, J()-modules, by a11 elel11entary allel direet tnethod using the gradient-type differen
tial operator D., : rOO(G XJ( lt:,) ~ rOO(C; Xl\" V;\-). Here! V, is the lowest ]{-type of
the discrete series in C}llestion. The descript.iotls are as folIows:
T)H~oreln 1: If HA is t.he (9, !\')-ll1oclule of t.he discrete series with Harish-Chandra pa
ralneter A = A+ Pr. - fln, it.s a.-,sociated variety V(HA ) ~ 9 coincides with the nilpotent
cone Ad(I()p_. He.re, p_ = Ll1EA; gß is the SUlll of root spaces g(1 of 9 correspondillg "
to t.he nOll-COlnpac.t root.s f"J such t.hiLt (A, {j) < O.
TheoretTI 2: (i) Thpre exist.s a uniq1te llilpot.p.ut. [(c-orbit Op_ in p such that V(HA ) =
Op_. Here I\c ~ Int.( g) is t,lle allalytic. sllhgrollp of Int(g) with Lie algebra P.
(ii) The orbit. OD can hp. specified explicit.ly for (; = SlJ(IJ,IJ) allel SlJ(n,R). This allows
uso to give explicit fonll11lae f~)l" tlt.e Gdfand- Kiril10v ditnellsiolls of cliscn~te series. •
SOHle relat.ed l"f~sult.s ar~ 'aIS<;> presellt~d.: .

ßt~richterst.atte~: AHIlPt.t.e !\'Iarkfort.
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Tagungsleitung: E. Dierker (\Vien)

A. Nlas-eoleil (Camb!jdge)

This was the sixth rneeting on Nlatheluatical E~onomics in Oberwolfach.
Contrary ta the last meetings. this time there was no focus on just a few selected
topics. Instead~ a. very broad range of current res~arch agendas of econonlic
theory was covered. Most of the presented papers were not only interesting for
their ecbnomic contribution,but also for their mathelnatical aspects. In this
context~ the active presence of some mathematicians was important and very
stimulating.

Concluding. the last st~tement of the report on the precedingmeeting on
Nlathematical Economics in Oberwolfach can be quoted: ••... the warm hos
pitality provided by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut combined with the
excellent facilities created a stimulating atmosphere which was appreciated by
all participants:'

Vort ragsauszüge

C.D. Aliprantis: Sonle Remarks Oll the Welfare Theorems

Thp. fH ndameu ta.l 1lteorf'lIJs ur wf>lfar<~ f'COllomic:s fnr ron Vp.x p.conolnies w~re

forrfllllatp.d hy I~. :\rrow and (;. IJf~hn!1I as fulluws. Fir:-;l \Vplfarp. TheorPllI: Ev·
pry allor.ation .";lIpporlf>d h~· prin's is Par"!.o opt.imal. SfiCOlid \\~,·Ifarp. Thf'orf'lrI:

Evpry Paref.n optimal alJocatioll GUI IH~ slIpporlp.d h~' prit'f~s. The wdfan' tlu>·

IJrf'IIlS wprp pstablislH:od hy .-\ rrow aud I>I'h""1I ill t.h .. lillitl' dimcusiollal ,:o;el.

I illf!;. In I he illtinit t' dilllcllsiollal Sf~llill~ t 111' tlworf'JlIs rall Iw ralse or I!"IW

dppf'J1din~ llPOIi the rnrnlllodit.v·prin~ duality fllI1ploy{~d tu dp.scrih(~ lhe I~CUII·

lJIIIY· Fnr inst.allf:f~. ronsider t III! l\""o nHISlllllf~r "?,rlJa.fI~e f'COllomy inlroduced by



L

L..Iones: COllll110dity spafP X = [.... .ln. 11. initial cllduWIIIPllts '*"1 = oJoJ'.! = ~ \ln,I]'

and prererl~nn~S rt~pn!spnt('d hy the lItility fUllctiuns udr.) = J~I lx(t) (it aud

tL'!(.x) = Io'(L- t)x(t)rLt. It turns out that thc economy ··sati;..;fies·· the w(~lrarp

theorems with respect to the commodity-pricc duality (LdO.l].C[O. L]) while it.
does not satisfy them with rcspect to the duality (L.(O.1], C 1[O. 1]). [n thc in
finite dimensional setting the welfare theorems are "approximately truc·'. Tlte
following result gives the "'fiavor" of the approximate welfare theorellls. In a
convex exchange economy with commodity-price duality rcpresented hy Cl Ricsz
pair and with a weakly compact Edgeworth box [0. w] (and thc stanJard as
sumptions on preferences) every Edgeworth equilibriunl is approximately sup
ported by prices in the sense that for each ~ > 0 there ex.ists SOIne price p > 0
satisfying p' w = 1 and x ti Xi implies p. x ~ p' Wi - E.

The weUare theorems can be used to establish the existence 01' equilibria in
growth models and overlapping generations models.

B. Allen: Supermechanisms

This paper examines the cooperative games with nontransferable utility that
result when state-dependent allocations that agents can achieve. in an exchange
economy must satisfy an implementation requirement. An important distinction
eompared to the literature is that I do not restrict myself to a single meehanism
beeause there may be no relation between a mechanism for the grand coalition
and one for a subeoalition. To begin, I study the sets of state-dependent alloca
tions that can be implemented by some randomized Bayesian ineentive cOlnpati
ble mechanism. The mechanism can possibly depend on the allocation, although
I show that this generalization doesn 't enlarge the set beyond the implementable
alloeations for some "supermechanism" with sufficiently large message spaee.
The set of superimplementable imputations is eonvex. Moreover, if an alloca
tion is (super)implementable for a submarket, then it forms part of at least one
(super)implementable alloeation for the entire economy. The resulting game is
superadditive and is well defined because the set of Bayesian ineentive eompat
ible direet meehanisms is eompact." Existence of the superimplementable NT U
value is shown. Implicitly, this provides a cooperative seleetion of mechanisms
based on agents' marginal contributions with (noneooperative) strategie use of
information whieh is equivalent to the selection of a noncooperative equilibrium
for the supermechanism.

Y. Balasko: Expectational Stability of Walrasian Equilibria

This paper investigates the stability of competitive equilibria of two-period
Arrow- Debreu eeonomies by reinterpreting the period zero component as Cl. tem
porary equilibrium associated with rationally expected period one prices. Any
change of the period zero pricp.s induces a change in the value of thc expected
period one prices. These revised f!xpeetations inducc in turn new values far
the period zero prices in Ordf!r for the supply a.ntl demantI of periotl zcro ta
remain equaI. a process that (a.n ~o on indcfinitcly. This dcfines a dynanlical
system, the fixed points of which are the (period zero) temporary equilibria;
lor.a1 asymptotic stability for this dynamics. or cxpectatioual stability, captures

"
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lht' Plf.'t:l nr .'xlwelations formatioll Oll thp stability of t'quilihria. :\ \Valra.."iall

l!(plilihritllll ur a. t.wo-periud Arrow-Dp.hn~1I m:onomy is (~:<Pf~Cla.tiollaJly sla.bh~ if
lhe c:orrf'S')(lIlllill~ (IH~rioti zero) t(~mporary cqnilibrium is itself expectatiulIally
slahle. \Ve show I.lw followill~ properties of \Valrasian f!tluilihria.: cXIl('ctatioual
stahility is difrprl'nt [rom tatonnenlcnt and Hicksian stahility; t.he set or eXpt~t.:

tationally stahle f!((llilihria has a. non-empty interior that contains tht' s{'t of
llo-trade equilihria.; p.C]l1ilibria that satisfy the gross substitutability propp,rty
a.re p.xpectationally stable.

H. Bester: A Bargaining Model of Financial Intermediation

\Ve study a fiuancial markct where investors have to search for investment
projects. After identifying a projE:'ct, the investor bargaiIls with the entrepreneur
auollt the finallcial contract. Alteruatively, the investor may delega.tc scarch
and bargaining to a financial internlediary. Delegated bargailling creatcs a pre
conunitment efreet. But, since the investor cannot monitor the intermedjar.Y.:~e:?

search behavior. intermediation Inay result in excessive risk taking. The tra.d~

off between these c~nsiderations determines whether direct or intermediat~ä"
investJuent occurs in equilibrium. .::...._~.

B. Cornet: ARemark on the Uniqueness of Equilibrium ~.

\Ve consider a pure exchange economy c. = (Ui' R~, ei )i:1.. .. ,m where ei E
R~ \ {O} denotes the initial endownlent of agent i and Ui: IR~ - R his utility
function. vVe aSSUlne that~ for every h, Li eih > 0 and, for'every i,

(A.l) Ui is continuously differentiable and V'Ui(X;) E R~ \ {O}. <~.

(A.2) The ~atrix e = (eih )~~11':".·"7 is not decomposable, in the sense that there'"
does not e:<ist a partition J, J' (non empty) of the set of agents {L ... ,1n.}
and a partition H, B' (non enlpty) of the set of goods {I, ... , l} such that'
eih = 0 for (i,h) E J x 1/' U I' x /I. ':~:.

(A.3) Equilibriunl prices are positive {i.e. in the interior of R~}.

Our main result states:
MAIN RESULT: Let (x,p) alld (y,q) be two equilibria of the economy e such
that, for every i. 1Li(xi) = 1L;{Y;}. Then oße has p = Aq for some A > O-(i.e.
uniqueness of prices up the multiplication by a positive scalar).

F. Delbaen: Arbitrage and Change of Numeraire
(joint work with W. Schachermayer)

If S is a senlimartingale with the No Free Lunch Property (with Vanishing
Risk) then 31r a. loeal rnarting;alc meaSllre. If K. = {Il . S 111 adrnissible} (11 is
admissible if H . S 2: -rt far .-iOJlle fL E R+). t.heu \V~ prOVf~ that the folJowiIl~

are f~(.plivalent:

I. f > - I . f ;: K. . f is maximal (f = ( 11 . S)"'J ).

'2. V = I + (JI .."') lias all 1'«lIiva!c'lIl Illarlill~ale 1l1f~a.Sllrc (llot just a IOta.1
Illarlin~alc l1leaSHff~!).

:1. t !las lh(~ ~o :\rbitraJ!;f! I'rr)lwrly.
.1. f lzas a.n (lqllivalent marlill~alplll(laSUr(l.

:~



.). 3 CJ loeal marlil1~alt~ llleaSllrt~ for .,' (Q "V P), Eq [11 = o.
As shown by '~xarllples thc f~xist('nce of Il "V f» local martin~alp mpasur<' ror :.;

such that ER [I] < 0 can not he I'xcl 11 ded !

E. Dierker: Profit Maximization Mitigates Cornpetition

\;Ve cornpare the ßertralHJ·Nash cquilibria in case of utility maximizatiol1
with those under the llsuaJ profit maximization. It turns Ollt that prolit maxi
miza.tion leads ~o less price competition than utility maximization aud is thus
beneficial for the owners a.s a whole. Furthermore, canditions :tre stlldied \luder
which profit maxim.ization and utility ma.x.imization yield appraxirnateJy thc
same outcomes.

E. Eberlein: Empirical Results on German Stock Ret urns

Distributiona1 assumptions for the returns of the underlying assets play
a key' role invaluation theories for derivate securities, Take for example the
Black-Scholes formuIa, where normal returns are assumed. Based on a data. set
consisting of daily prices of 15 of the 30 DAX-values during a three-year-period
we analyze the distributional form of compounded returns. :\fter performing
a number of statistica.I tests it becomes dear, that several of the standard
assumptions cannot be justified. Some general variance models are discussed.

B. Grodal: Strategie Behavior in Imperfectly Competitive
Markets

It is wellknown that in a Walras equilibrium onIy the relative prices of the
commodities are determi.t:led. However, price normalization does not have real
effects. Moreover sha.reh~lders unanimously instruct the managers of the firms
to ma.ximize profits, These features change drastically when markets are im
perfectly cornpetitive. As weLl in models with Cournot competition as Bertrand
competition price normalization has real effect and there will be a continUUIß
of equilibria. Even the set of limit points of Cournot· Walras equilibria depends
on the normalization rule.

One might therefore change the objective function of the firms and let
firms maximize an increasing function of the shareholders utility levels Lex.
the weighted sum according to the share in the firm. This gives a weil defined
equilibrium concept.

Using this equilibriurn concept it is essential that shareholders are served
only through the Walrasian market. lf we allow firms to withdraw commodi
ties from the market and give them directly to the consumers, firms loose their
strategie power. The Walras equilibria are the only equilibria, if sharehold·
ers do not r~strict their net-trades on the \Valrasian market. Ir on the other
hand one allows shareholclers to manipulate their rlemands on the Walrasian
market in any desirable way i.e. alJow thc stratcgy sets Ji = :J = {f: 6. 
all f continuous and pf(p) ~ O} then all feasible aJJocations which a.re consis
tenl with a price system can he obtai ncd a.s cquilibrium (N ash) DU tcomes.

·1
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R. Guesnerie: Coordination Failures due to Price-Flexibility:
A Keynesian-like Argument

A Rcttiönal E:qw(:lalions Eqllilibriulll is c.a.lIed stron~ly -Ra.tional Wlll~II.!v«~r

the actiolls takell by f~conornir. a!!;ents (at the equilibriulll) a.re COIllIIlUIi 1~llowl

edge i.c. dcrive from IIpstrcalll - and somewhat more stalHlard - common kuuwl·

edge assumptions on the funua.mentals of the econOßlY. Three simple models are
considererl a.nd it is examined whether their (unique) Rationa.l Expectatiolls

Equilibrium i~ stron~ly Ra.tional. These models a.re:

1. The Mllthia.n model where farmers decide today on thc size of crops that

will be sold tomorrow ~

2. A fixed-prire model that retains the aggregate features of the elementary

kevnesian model of textoooks.

3. A flexible-price model tha.t has the sarne aggregate features as the three-
goods Inodel of keynesian theory. .

It is shown that the circumstances under which coordination failures occur.i~.:...

the third model - in the sense that the equilibrium is not strongly rationaki .:

relate on the Olle hand to supply and demand elasticities - along ünes that are:
reminiscent of wha.t happens in lnodel nO.l - a.nd of the keynesian multiplier- C::

the role of which is crucial in model no.2. It is also shown that wage ftexihiüty··.

has dubious effects - although rather negative - on coordination.

P. Hammond: On Constructing Multiperson Hierarchies of
Knowledge and Beliefs

In a multi-person garne, an epistemic state of the world describes what ea.ch·<

player knows and believes about other players' knowledge and beliefs, including., .

their knowledge and beliefs about other players, and so on ad infinitum. Here~.

knowledge of an event is regarded as sufficient but not necessary for believing

it wäth prohability one. Then, by relying where necessary on information ahout ''':''

prior bellefs, befoTe players had any access to information affecting their poste-:.~·"~

rior knowledge and hellefs, a procedure for constructing recursively a universal

space of possible epistemic states is described. This procedure involves onJy a

countable infinity of steps. Also, in the case where the intrinsic state spaces ar~
all finite, the state space that is constructed to describe knowledge alone will
be countably infinite, wherea.s that rp.quircd to describe both knowledge and
beliefs is a compact topological space.

T. Hens: Excess Demand Functions with Incomplete
Markets
(joint work with J~M. Bottazzi)

\Vp. characterize the structure of f~XC~SS dcmanu in a General Equilihrium

Model. witla IncomplC'tp. ~dark('t.s and R(~al ;\sspts. It is shown that as in the

completp. markets casp (:\rro\v.J)flhrp.II-lHudd) Contilluity. \Valras-La.w and Ho

mo~eneity ~xhaust the stTlu:lnre uf PX[f~SS d('llland at Ilun-c"riticai prices.



M. Jerison: A Discreet Characterization of Slutsky SYlnlne
try
(joint work with D. Jerison)

A stllooth demand function is generated by utility lIlaximization if aud only
if its Slutsky matrix at each vector of illcomc and prices is syulInetric aud
negative semidefinite. The semidefiniteness is equivalellt to a weak version of
the weak axiom of revealed preference and hence is potentially refutable by

two price-quantity observations. Slutsky symmetry is more problematic since
Shafer (JET 1977) shows that for each k > 0 there is a. demand function lhat.
violates Slutsky symmetry yet has no revealed preference cycles wlth fewer than
k observations. .

We characterize Slutsky synlmetry by relating it to -antisymmetrie revealed
preference cycles". Let Xc be the demand vector chosen at pricc vector Pt with
income fixed at 1. The sequence of price-quantity observations {Pe, J: t lT:lJ is
an antisvmmetric revealed preference cyde if PT = Po and Pe- tJ: t > PtZt-1 for
t = 1,··· , T, so that real income growth fr·om observation t - 1 to t is larger
than from observation t to t - 1. Let A be the set of price vectors at which
the Slutsky matrix is asymmetric. We show that p is in the closure of A if and
only if every neighborhood of p contains an antisymmetric revealed preference
eyde consisting of three observations. We also show how the rate of real income
growth along such a eyde depends on the degree of Slutsky asymmetry and the
extent of price variation.

u. Kamecke: Dominance or Maximin: How to Salve an En
glish A uction

It is widely believed that the English auction is solved after the dominated
strategies are eliminated. This opinion is formally confirmed only for one "as·
cending dock" auction and can not be generalized for most other English auc
tions. In this paper I show that the formal argument which is usually given in
this context can not be derived from the dominance criterion alone, hut that it
can be used to prove that competitive bidding is the unique ma.x.imin strategy
of a bidder who believes that his opponents da not play dominated strategies .
Since the competitive bids also form a Nash-equilibrium of the auction game
this result gives an unfamiliar but strang support for the established solution.

A. Kirman: Formation of Markets: Evolving Networks

Econamic models in the general equilibrium tradition typically ignore the
problem of direct interaction between agents. The latter interact only through
the price mechanism. In game theoretic models agents take aecount of the ac
tions of alJ the other individuals and know that the others do the same. In
real economies some strong links E'xist h~twe~n agents or thcy are absp.nt. It is
suggested that this may bp. modelIed hy IJsin~ a. random u'raph which evolv(~s

(h~pendin~ on the profitability uf the links. Thus agents act so a.s to illcrcasc
the probabiüty of .using those links which havp. provp.d most satisfactory in the

b
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p.U)t. ElIlpiri(:al p"idfmce from the ivlarseillc fish market aud a simple simulalpcl

model of a.n artifirial markp.t sll~gest that very asymmetrie Iletworks lIlay arise
from symmetrie initia.l c:onclitiolls.

H. König: On the Foundations of Measure Theory (a very
lang discussion remark)

The first part sllmmarizes the contribution of tbe present author to thc new
theories of cOllstruction Qf measures fronl primitive set functions. defined on

lattices of subsets. as initiatcd by Topsoe, Kelley & Srinivasan, Ridder. Sion•...
since 1970. Our contribution permits to characterize those set functions which
can be extenued to measures with certain prescribed regularity and smoothness
properties. The ba.sic tool is a littie collection of new envelopes for set functions.

of u (= sequential) or T (= nonsequential) alld inner or outer type, \vhich a.re
relatives of the Caratheodory outer tneasure hut quite different.

As a direct application of the above theory and in the same spirit the second _
pa"rt then obtains a new version of. the Daniell-Stone representation theoreril~?~<

for certain lattice cones of [O.oo(-valued functions, and in (1 and T versionsi.~:

The T theorem contains a new version of the Riesz representation theorem oh~"

Hausdorff topological spaces. The latter result characterizes those elementary'-'
integrals, defined on certain lattice eones of upper semicontinuous [0, oo[-valued"· .
functions concentrated on cotnpact subsets, which conle from Radon measures .. -:'- .

H. König: The Classical Minimax Theorem

The talk describes the development from the minimax theorenl of Sion 1958
to the topological minimax theorem of the present author (Areh. Math. 59 ~

.... (1992),55-64) formuJated below. For X and Y nonvoid sets and F ; X x Y - R
-define

F. ;= SUP&EX InfyEl' F(x, y.) ~ InfyEY SUPrEX F(x, y) =: F-.

The minimax relation is F. = F-.
THEOREM: Let .Y' and Y be topological spaces such that

Vy E Y the function F{·, y); ."K - R is 11 pper setnicontinuous;
Vx E ..\ the function F{x~·); Y - iR is lower semicontinuotJs.

Assurne that

'rIT C Y nonvoid and t > F. ; I(T, l) = n [F(·, y) f; I] C .\" is connected;
!JET

't/S C .Y finite :f. 0 and l > F. : U(S.q = n (F(x.·) ~ tJ C })' is connected.
rES

:\ssume in a.ddition that }" is com pact. Tlwn F. = P- ..
.-\nother development led from tlw minimax theorem of l\y Fan 19.;2 to ex.
f.(~nded v~rsions in t.enus of Illf!ttn flillCliollS. lt seems that the two lines went
illto \,prydifferent directiorJs.

i



s. Krass: Fiat Money in Differential Inforrnation
Econonlies
(joint work with M. Huggett)

The paper applics mechanism design methods to anafyzp. the welfare role
of fiat money. The economies under consideration are generalizations of the
Townsend "turnpike model" that include limited commitment and difrer~ntial

information. We show that in the Townsend turnpike model Hat money is not
essential unless there is limited commitment. In the presence of differential
information fiat mo'ney is essential in overcoming incentivc problems. This is
the case even if there are positive returns to storage:

w. Leininger: The All-Pay Auction with Incomplete Infor
mation: Existence and Uniqueness of Bayesiall
Equilibrium

A family of (seaJed-bid) all-pay auctions is modelIed as Bayesian games. Ex
istence, uniqueness and closed-form characterization of (Bayesian) Nash equilib
rium is established for arbitrary regular prior distributions of types. The famous
'war of attrition' is obtained as a limit of auctions taken from this famil)' and
the - drastically - different solution theory of the latter is aceounted for via
properties of the limit process.

M. Magill and M. Quinzii: Infinite Horizon Incomplete Markets

Let e(l~(D), t,w, A) denote an exchange economy with a finite number of
agents (i E I) with commodity space 'oo(D) over an infinite event treeD. At each
node { E D agents trade on spot markets (with spot prices p = (p({), { E D»
and on financial markets (with prices q = (q({), { E D) and payoff structure
A = (A({), { E D». -At each node an agentmust satisfy the budget equation
p({)(xi

({) - Wi(~» =p({)A({)Zi({":) - q({)Zi({) and ·to prevent Ponzi schemes
one of the three additional constraints:

(a) q({)Zi({> ~ -M , V{ E D
(b) (qzi)::::: (q({)Zi({),{ E 0) E loo(D)
(c) Um L: 1r

i ({')Q(e)z"(e)::::: 0
T-oo i'eDT{()

Conditi0t:l (a) leads to the concept of an equilibriulD with explicit debt con·
straint M; (b) to an equilibrium with implicit debt constraint (Oe); (e) to
an equilibrium with transversality condition (TC), by requiring that agents
optimize over their budget set and markets dear (L Zi ::::: L c..i , L zi = 0).

iEI iEI iEI
The following assumptions are made. Al: the branching number of D is finite.
A2: 0 < m < w

i
({) < m', i E I. A3: ~i is transitive, reflexive, complete,

monotonie, has convex preferr~d sets and is continuous in the w1ackey topology
r(I"'Q,ld· A4: there exists rJ < 1 such that for alJ Xi with 0 $ J:'({) < m'l, 'V{ E

D. X'\D\D+(O+e~+ßZiXD+(() >-i Xi for all ( E D. A5: eachsecurity is short-lived
and has payoff in good 1. Aü: lhere exists a riskless bond at each node.
Theorr.m. (i) Under r\ l-A6 lhere r.xisls a TC r.quilibrium

.. ,
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(ii) 1.111\ TC f'fplilihria anti 1>(,: "lIuilihria coillciup.
Cortlllar.\". Ir ~((~(D),~ ~..,J. :\} is an ~COIlOIIIY satisfyiu~ :\ l·-:\fj L1U\1I Ihc.'n' (lX

ists a. hOllllf( t\1 such thaI. l.hf~ ,'('onOIll)" has an equilihriuIU witla ,'xplkiL ,ft·hl.

nHlst.raint AI whidl is IIp.vpr hilldill~ ..

A. Mas-eolell: Two Remarks on Bimatrix Games
(joint work with L. Corch0r:t)

Reluark I: Proposition: Let U be an affine space of m x n matrices. Then

there is Cl. set U' CU, which complement has null measure, and such that for
any 1/] E 1.1' anrl \I; E U' the bimatrix game with payoff matrix (VI_ \-'2) has a
finite llulllbp.r of cfJlIilihrilllll payoffs. This result is motivated by the fact that
typically enlries of Cl. payoff m~trix repr'esent final positions of play allel so. tl1('
ra.nge of allowab!e perturbations may be generally restricted. Thc result does
not generalize tOll. > ~ (~'lcLennan).

Relnark 2: Suppose that the strategy sets are 51 = S2 = [0, 1] and that the two
players best. reactions fl(X.J, f'2(x.) are Cl functions. Consider the Courno~icfn

adaptive dynanlies Xl = fl(x'!) - X], x'! = /2(X.) - X2' Then for any initial
(Xt(O),X2(O)) the trajectory (Xl(t),X2(t» must converge to some equilibriu'm.
(Proof: Liou\'ille!s Thcorenl.) The result does not generalize to n > 2.

K. Miltersen: An Arbitrage Theory of the T~rm Structure of
Interest Rates

In the setting öf the Heath-Jarrow-ivlorton model" this paper presents suffi
deut eanditions to assure that the stochastic forward rates are strictly positiv~ .
while Inaiutaining the martingale property. of the discounted bond price pio~

cesses in the case where the stoehastic forward rates are described as stochas
tic differential equations with explidtly state dependent stochastic volatili~y.

Moreover, the stochastic development of the term structure of interest rates·js

generalized to be described by a dass of continuous Iocal martingales inste.~d

of Wiener processes. An example showing that this is a true extension of the
Heath-Jarrow-Morton model is provided.

s. Müller: Underpricing of Initial Public Offerings: A Com
mon Value Model

This paper presents a theoretica,l model. where average llnderpricing of an
initial public offering reslllts frolll the strategie interactioo" of investors and the
seiler (the investment bank) in a situation of incomplete itlformation. The model
lIS~S a priority pricing set-up as in ParsonsjRaviv (1985). lIo\~e\'f~r. in contrast
to f~arlier rnodels a common value set-up is 1~lIlployed. It is shown that

(i) the f~xpected reVPllues frolll the sal(~ in the prilllary market are smallcr
thau the f!xpp.r.ted revemws accrllill~ via the uIH'nill~ pricc in the sp'colldary
lIIarket. i.p.. r.here is lIudf'f)Hicing 011 a\.·pra~r..

(ii) complpte revclatiofl is tlw ttptilllal infurma.tion )lolic.\' of thp seiler.
(iii) aVf!ra~e llnderpricill~ df'crpasps wit.h an ill(:r(!a."iin~ Illlllltwr u{ iuw!stors.



M. Nermuth: Equilibrium in Markets with IanperCectly In
formed B uyers

The Prekopa- norcll theor~m is Ilsed to show existencp. of Na:,h-equilihrium
in pure strategies in an oügopolistic market whcre thc firms set thpir pricp.s, and
the households have imperfect information about these priccs in the sense tha.t
they cannot observe the prices directly, hut only signals which are randotnly
distorted or noisy representations of the true prices. If the errar terms in these
signals are distributed with a density which is log·concave. then the firms! profit
functions are quasiconcave and an equilibrium exists.

K. Podczeck: Equilibria in Markets with Infinitely Many
Commodities and Agents with Non·Convex
Preferences

It is wellknown that for exchange economies with finitely many comltlodi
ties equilibrium existence can be demonstrated without requiring individual
preferences to be convex if the set of agents is given as an atomless measure
space. This is not the case for an infinite dimensional commodity space. 1t is
the purpose of this paper to show that also for infinitely many commodities
the existence of an equilibrium can be estabüshed without postulating convex
preferences if one makes the hypothesis that there are many agents of every
type that appears in a given economy.

K. Sandmann: A Lognormal Term Structure Model and the
Pricing of Interest Rate Derivatives
(joint work with K. Miltersen and D. Sonder
mann)

The lognormal distribution assumption for the term structure of interest
is the most natural way to exclude negative spot and forward rates. However,
imposing this assumption on the continuously compounded interest rate has
a. serious drawback: expected rollover returns are infinite even if the rollover
period is arbitrarily short. As a consequence such models cannot price one of
the most widely used hedging instruments on the Euromoney market, namely
the Eurofuture contract.

We show that the problem with lognormal models results from modelling
the wrong rate, namely the continuously compounded rate. lf instead one mod
els the effective annual rate the problem disappears; Le. tbe expected rollover
returns are finite. Let /e(t, '1, er) be the effective annual forward rate at time
t for the time period ['1, ~ + er) we assume the following family of processes:
'V'1 E {O, TJ, 'Vt E [0, '1), 'Vo e]O, 1]

dle(t, 'J', er) = JJ(t, 'J', o)ft(t, 'J~ Q)dt + O'(t, 'J, o)/e(t, '1,0) dW(t)

where {W( t)) is a \Viener·proccss. Under this assumption we study the dynam
ics of the continuo.usly compounded rates, i.e.

Je{t. 7', 0) := In( 1 + Je( t, 'J. Cl)

TC(t):= In( 1 + r~(t):= In(l + It(t,t.l)

10
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Thesp t1ynalllics a.rf~ Ildthpr l10rmal ur 1()~llorll1al. Furllll'rm()n~ \VI' dt'ri\'c~ ;L1l

al\'tic dos" rorm snilltiolls rnr EuroJlp.an put and call oplion Oll zpro rOllpOIl

h(~lIds and ror illlc'rf'sl ra.L«! raps an<J floors relative to tlw proposc'd 1()~llorlllal
model ur the pfrpc',iVf! anll1lal illterest rates.

W. Schachermayer: A General Version ofthe Fundamental Theorem
of Asset Pricing
(joint work with F. Delbaen)

Thc ··FUNDAMENTAL THEORE!vt OF ASSET PRICING" stat~s that tlw
HO arbitra.ge corulitioll is "'p.ssentially" equivalent to the existe;lce of an c~quiv

alent martinga.le 1llp.a5ure.

\;Ve formulate a general version of this theorem giving apreeise mealliug to
the word ~~cssel1tially~·.

M. Schweizer: Risk-Minimizing Hedging. Strategies under R~.~
stricted Information ·.r~<f'

W. Shafer:

<.1..-.-" ~.

We construct risk-miniIllizing hedging strategies in the case where tllE~r~:·

are restrietions on the available information. The underlying price process l~.

a d-dilnensiolla.l F-Iuartingale. and strategies i..p = ({~ 17) are constrained .~~
have { G-predictable and1J G'-adapted for filtrations G C G' c Ir. \Ve sho\~'·

that there exists a unique (6, G')-risk-uliniInizing strategy for every contin-'
gent claim H in .(.2(GT,P) and provide an explicit expression in terms of G.
predictable dual projections. Previous results of Föllmer/Sondermann (1986)
and DiMasi/ Platen/Runggaldier (1993) are recovered as special cases. Exa~-::~~

pIes include a Black-Scholes model with delayed information and a jump process~·
model with discrete observations.

The Structure ';-f the Pseudo-Equilibrium Man~'"
ifold - :2~?'

It is shown that the Pseudo- Equilibriu In manifold for a General Equilibriulll
model with incomplete nlarkets has the topological structure of a yector bu~dle

over a GrassInann manifold, which is orientable if and onJy if the number of
states and the number of assets have the same parity. Silnj)ar results are ob
tained in the case of a fixed asset structure consisting' of commodity forward
contracts.

B. Sloth: Nash Equilibrium with Lower Probabilities
(joint work with E. Hendon, H. J. Jacobsen, T.
Trances)

A Nash e(l'lilibriurn is a COIllIllOIl lheor~' held ;dlOlit p;u:h plaYt'r~s action. It
is rp'plired .. hat t,he thpor.\' is cOIISiS'PlIl \Vitia "ach playpr dlOosin~ a.n optimal

rf'spollsP' 1.0 th,. thpory. [t is IlSllalJ.\' rPf!llir,.-.d that tlw 1I1C~f)r,v t.akc!s the form 'or a

prohability measurp. Oll the pla~'()rs' stral('~i('s. \Vp. a.nalyz'! lhp. dfect of relaxing
thjs ff'fluircmeut :tllowing the tI'f'ory lo I,akc the form or a. fO\,.,'I~r prohability
IIH'a..illre. also rallel! a. l)f~li('f fllflction. In particula.r this allows for a strate~'y
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whirh is never a. hest rcply a~ainst prnhahility measurf'S on ollwr play(~rs, !.u

be part of an equilibrium. Wf~ discllss thc conccpl of a Iwrfect equilihriulJI in
this settin~. Further we show. that for same attitudcs t.owards ulH:crtainty it
is possible that playp.fs cooperate in olle shot prisoners! dilemma. Finally we
demonstrate how uncertainty may arisc or be resolved if players reason clboul
the game a. la fictitious play.

D. Sondermann: Different Dynamical Specifications oi the Term
Structure of Interest Rates and t heir Implica
tions
(joint work with M. Musiela)

Alternative ways of introducing uncertainty to the term structure of in
terest rates are considered. They correspond to the different expectation hy
potheses. The dynamics is analyzed in a framework of stochastic equations in
infinite dimensions. Exploiting the FX-analogy and Girsanov's transformation
the arbitrage-free dynamics are easily derived for the spot- and x-forward Inar
kets. They correspond to the LEH· resp. RTM-Hypothesis resp ..

H.G. Tillmann: Köthe-Riesz-Spaces in Mathematical Economics

II e = (Xi, pi, a i
; yi, erij) shall be a model of an economy with infinite time

horizon, the following framework is used:

{En , Fn } ,Fn = E~t is a symmetrie dual pair of Riesz-spaces for each time
period n, E =nEn , F =nFn · Commodity spaee ACE, Price space Pe F.
A· = {p = (Pn) E F: LIPn(' Ixnl < oo} = p~ A = p. = A-- is a perfect
Köthe- Riesz-space.

Thm 1: H (A, A·) is a pair of perfeet Köthe- Riesz·spaces 10'1 and 10'·( are ad
missible topologies for the duality (A, A.). This implies: All order intervals in
A and A· are weakly compaet.

Myopie topologies in the sense of Brown·Lewis, Eeonometrica 1981, can be
considered in trus framework.

Prop. 2: A topology Ton A is myopie iff zen) ~ 0, zen) =(0, ... ,0, Zn+b Zn+2, ... ).

There exists a strongest (regular) topology TSM on A.
Under conditions which generalize those of Araujo, Econometrica 1985, ex
istence of individual rational, Pareto-optimal states and of equilibria. can be
proved for exchange economies and economies with production. Ir E

n
, F

n
are

separable Banach Lattices, a.n inverse result can be proved:
Thm 3: Individual rational Pareto optima (resp. equilibria) exist for.all e with
conditions A and P iff T is a myopie topology. The myopie topologies T :> 0' =
a(A,A·) are admissible for the duality (A,A·): TMA :> TSM :> TIMAI:> a.
Ref.: Cherif-Deghdak-Florenzano, Ecan. Theory, 1994, for exchange econolnies.

w. Trockel: On Nonconvergence of the Bargaining Set
(joint work with R. Anderson and L. Zhou)

Mas-ColeU (1989) had praved that in a continuum atomless exchange ecan.
omy the ßargaining Set coincides with the set of Walras aJlocations. We give an

))



J. Werner:

pxa.inph~ of a replica. Sf~(11H'nCf~ fur a. hase ('xchange econom.Y will! twu nlllllllucli
t.il's alltl t.wo t.YJH'S or aJ,?;cnLs in which tlw measure of pqual tn'aLml'nt ParpLo
optimal iruJiviclually ratiO!la.1 allocation~ not in the ßargailliug set lf~llds Ln lern
with u. - 00.

F. Vega-Redondo: Three Evolutionary Tales

Evolutiollary modeJs of equilibrium selection in games ean be vpry depen
deut on the spücific formulatiOll of the selection dynamics. I explore thn~ pos
sibilities in this respect: imita.tion dYllantics, best-response dynamics based on
static expectations. bp.st-respol1se dynamics based on expectation updatillg. Thc

illlplications are seen to be quite different in certain dass of games. Specifically.
they range from (lfficicnt equili~rium in the first context, risk-dominant C(lui

libriulll in the second, volatility access equilibria in the third. All this points
to the neeu of allowing for a. wide range of behavior in the ~'printitives·· of the
model. having the evolutionary model itself select endogenously the long-r.~.~.~

pattern of behavior which will eventually prevail. _'i~~i

K. Vind: Uncertainty as a Foundation for Statistics

The silnplest case of uncertainty is (.\. A, P) where A is a. u-aJgebra C?!1~:

the arbitrary set .\'" and P is a relation on A. If P is independent, thell there.
exist two measures Ä, J.L: A - R+ such that A E P( A') <:::> ..\( A) - ..\( A') >
J.l(A6A'). Uncertainty on products and conditional uncertainty is introduced
and a foundation tor statistics is suggested as a two level uncertainty. _First
there is uncertainty on a parameter space, and each elenlent in the parameter
space is itself uncertainty on the outcome space.

Diversification and Equilibrium in Securities··
Markets

Diversification is a strategy of investing small fractions of wealth into large"
number of securities in order to reduce investment 's risk. In this paper we
study inlpUcations of diversification for prices of securities in an equilibrium.
\Ve consider markets with a countably infinite collection of securities. The main
Illodeüng issue is description of a set of portfolios from which an investor ca"n
choose. Dur objective is to accommodate hath finite portfolios, and portfolios
with returns which arise from diversification of risk. The set of feasible portfoJios
(portfolio space) in our model is the space ba of all finitely additive rneasures
(set functions) on the set of natura.l numhers (index set of secuJ:'ities). \Ve stuc.ly
the existence of a securities market equilihriulIl. and proviue a. characterization
of p(f1Jilihriulll prices or securilies.

H. Wiesmeth: The Equivalence or Core and Lindahl Equilibria
in an Economy \vith Semi·Public Goods
(joint work with V. Vasil'ev and S. -Weber)

This pa.per ~Xal11illeS a lIlodpl ur an iufiuitf! produ(·tion f~collorny Wilh a
finite numher of types or a~ellts anti SClIli-Plihlir. ~oocls. whidl are subj~ct...cJ Lu



crowrling and p.xclusion. The IItility of an agent dcpends not only on thc vec.tor
of puhlie cornmoditics praduccd by the coalition to whirh this a.~ent helon~s.

but also on the mass of agents ofhis type. who a.re the memhers of this t:oalit.ioll.
The main purpose of the pa.per is to tlerivc necessary a.nd sufficient fOfHlitions Oll

the Iaeal degrees of congestion. which would guarantce the p.(luivalcnce betwePIl
the eare and the set of equal treatment Lindahl equilibria.. 1t is shown that this
equivalence holds if and only if there a.re constaut returns to group size for each
type of agents. It impties that linearity of each agent '5 congestion function with
respect to the mass of her own type is necessary for the eore equivalenee to
hold.

N.C. Yannelis: Learning in Differential Information Economies
with Cooperative Solution Concepts: Cores and
Values

The eore and the Shapley value are examined in an economy with differential
information, Le., an eeonomy where each agent is eharacterized by· a ranuoHl
utility funetion, a. random initial endowment and a private information set.

Since the eore and the value allow for eooperation, one would like to know
how agents in a eoalition share their private information.

It is shown that eore and value a.lloeations are incentive compatible in the
sense that agents don't lie about their private information. Moreover, it is shown
that agents with informational superiority are rewarded. This can happen even
if an agent has zero initial endowments but his/her superior information allows
him to make a Pareto improvement for the eeonomy as a whole.

Finally, the two above solution coneepts are examined in a dynamic fra.me-
work. In particular, it is shown that if {c': t = 1,2, } is a sequenee of dif-
ferential information eeonomies and {x': t = 1,2, } is a sequence of core
(value) alloeations for e', we ean extract a subsequence which converges to a
limit full information eore (value) alloeation for a one shot limit fuU informa
tion differential information eeonomy. Moreover, it is shown that- given a limit
full informa.tion eore (value) allocation for the one shot limit fuU information
differential information eeonomy, we can find a sequenee of approximate or E'

eore (cC-value) allocations which eonverges to the one shot limit fuil information
differential information economy.

Berichterstatter: K. Podczeck
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 10/199~

Mathematische Stochastik

6.3. bis 12.3.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von M. Nussbaum (Berlin) und A. Wakolbinger

(Frankfurt/Main) statt, es nahmen 54 Wissenschaftler aus 10 Ländern teil. Mit insgesamt

9 ursprünglich aus der früheren Sowjetunion kommenden Teilnehmern war diese Gruppe

diesmal deutlich stärker vertreten als in früheren Jahren. Daß d,aB Ziel der "März~agung

für· Stochastik", die richtige Balance zwischen Spezialisierung und Gesamtschau zu ~nden,

auch diesmal gut erreicht wurde, zeigten die regen Diskussionen, für. die trotz des ~ichten

Programms von 44 Vorträgen immer noch genügend Kraft und Int,eresse blieb. Die mei

sten,Vortragenden haben nicht nur Inhalte vermittelt', die für die jeweiligen Spezialisten

kollegen interessant waren, sondem haben auch zum Verständnis wichtiger" Richtungen

in der Stochastik über die Grenzen der engeren' Fachgebiete beigetragen. Thematische

Schwerpunkte waren:

- Teilchensysteme und deren Limiten

- Wechselwirkende Diffusionen und zufällige Medien

- Finanzmathematik

- Bilderkennung

- Entropiemethoden und Semiparametrik

- Kurvensc~ätzung und Wavelets

• Extremwerttheorie

. Statistik stochastischer Prozesse. insbeso,ndere Bootstrap bei Zeitreihen.
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Lar.ge deviations and strong approximation
E. Berger
Göttingen

.oj

The talk is concerned with the interplay between large deviation expansions and strong
approximation. It starts with certain improvements of the classicallarge deviation expan
sions obtained by Cramer (1938) and Richter (1957) - so-called "large deviation expansi-
ons with exponentially decreasing errar terms. n The emphasis here is on corresponding
expansions for conditional distributions. It is indicated how these expansions can be utili-
zed in order to systematically extend the Kom16s-Major-Tusnady (1975, 1976) method of
deriving ~most sure invariance principles for empirical processes and partial sums of inde..a
pendent, identically distributed, real-valued random variables. The generalizations relate
to partial sums of independent and not necessarily identically distributed random vectors,
to partial sums with multi-dimensional time and to multivariate empirical processes and
empiri~al processes indexed by sets and functions.

The eff'ect of a hard wall on the free lattice field
E. Bolthausen

Universität Zürich

The free field (Xi )iEZd, d ~ 3, is defined to be the centered Gaussian random field
whose eovanances are given by the Green kernel of an ordinary symmetrie random walk.
We investigate the asymptotic-hehaviour of P(An), where An is the event that Xi ~ 0 for
all i E {-Ti, n}d, and the conditionallaw of (Xi) under An. The "random surface" (Xi)
is repulled by this strong-wall-eondition, and pusted to infinity (in the, limit n ~ 00), an
effect which is known under the name "entropy repulsion," and has first been observed
by Lebo~itz & Meas (1987). We give a quantitative description ofthe efIect and prove

a) liIDn-oo n-d+2 (log n)-11og P(Anl = 2G(0)C(V),
where G(O) is the Green kemel at 0, and C(V) the Newtonian capacity of V
[-1, 1]cI, and 0

b) liIIln_oo .c«Xi - 2JG(O) log n f An) = .c(Xi )

(joint work with J. p. Deuschel, TU Berlin & O. Zeitouni, Technion, Haifa)

A spectral domain bootstrap rar time series
R. Dahlhaus

Universität Heidelberg

•
The properties of a spectral domain bootstrap for time series statistics based on the

periodogram are discussed. The tapered periodogram is calculated and smoothed by a

2
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kernel estimate. The deviation of the periodogram from the kernel estimate is booislr
apped which leads to the bootstrap version of the periodogram. A correetion is providecl
emulating the covariance strueture of the periodogram. Jt is shown that this bootstrap is
consistent for spectral mean estimales even in the case where the process is not Gaussian.
Furthermore, we consider the bootstrap without correction for ratio statistics. Here we

can prove that the bootstrap approximation is even better than the normal approximation.

(joint work with D. Janas)

Data analysis and in(erence
L. Davis

Universitä.t Essen

lt was claimed that in traditional statistics (Bayes and Neyman-Pearson) there is a
dichotomy between data analysis and inference. In particular the topologies use4 are
different. Whilst data analysis uses a weak topology the whole of classica.l inference is
based on density based concepts such as likelihood. One result of this is that ma.ny
concepts of inference such as efficiency and sufficiency are pathologically discontinuous in
the weak topology of data analysis. One further weakness of classical infereI1.~e is, that
its definitions of optimality are based on a "truth" which is not visible at the le';el of the
observations. It was argued that classical inference should be abandoned and replaced
by an inference which explicitly recognizes the approximate nature of stochastic models.
A concept of approximation was introduced based on the idea that a stochastic· model is
a good approximation to the data if the random samples generated by the model look
very much like the actual sampie. This idea was formalized using the concept of a: data
feature. Finally the problem of constructing functionals which are coiltinuous in the weak
topology of statistical inference was discussed and an example given.

Refined Pickands estimators ror the extreme value index ."~I
H.Drees

University of Cologne

Consider n i.i.d. r.v.'s whose d.f.F belongs to the weak domain ~f attraction of an
extreme value d.f. Starting with the well-known Piekands estimator for the index of the
extreme value d.f., one can improve the asymptotic efliciency by mixing an increasing
number of Pickands estimators. Under very general canditions on F one can prove asym
ptotic normality of such mixtures if the number Kn of upper order statistics involved in
estimation does not grow too fast. If Kn converges at a. faster rate then a bias occurs
and the estimator is not v'J(:-consistent. Hence, in applications one main problem is to
choose K

n
appropriately. The usual method to tackle this problem is to determine an

asymptotically sequence Kn depending on certain parameters of F and then to choose Kn

corresponding to estimates of these parameters. Unfortunately, some of these parameters
are very difficult to estimate and thus the results obtained by this procedure are often
uosatisfying. Therefore a. bias con:ecting term is introduced such that the resulting esti
mator is v'J(:-consistent in this case, too. In a simulation study this estimator proved to
be much less sensitive to an inappropriate choice of Kn than previously defined estimators

for the extreme value index.

3



Simultaneous confidence sets ror functions of a scatter matrix
L.Dümbgen

Heidelberg

Two particular confidence sets for an unknown covariance matrix E imply simultaneous
confidence sets for various functions of E, for instance correlations (including partial,
multiple and canonical correlations), eigenvalues and eigenspaces. 80th sets are based
on the extreme eigenvalues of E-1 S, where S is an estimator for E, and turn out to be
superior to likelihood ratio type confidence sets.

SuperBrownian motion and blowing of a semilinear p. d. e.
A. Etheridge

University of Edinhurgh, UK •Super.Brownian motion is usually characterised in terms of the semilinear heat equation

8u
- = Llu + u~
8t

u(O,x) = 8t/J(x)

where 8 E 1F4 and 4J is a test function. For 4J :5 0 solutions of this equation are weil·
balanced, but for t/J ~ 0 in general the solution will blow up in a finite time. By investi·
gating the genealogy of SuperBrownian motion we obtain a family of representations of
the coefficients of the series expansion of the solution (as apower series in 8). At one
extreme of the family lies a path·valued Markov process. Using techniques from large
deviations and some elementary analysis we are ahle to recover !rom the study of this
Markov process results on the blowup of the positive solutions of the p. d. e.

Von Mises conditions and 5-neighborhoods of generalized Pareto
distributions

M. Falk
Eichstätt

The aim of this talk is to advocate the use of certain neighborhoods of generalized
Pareto distributions in extreme value models. •

These 5-neighborhoods, which anse quite naturally from von Mises conditions, tur
out to have characteristic properties conceming the rates of convergence of extreme ob
servations.

Estimating measures of sensitivity of initial values to nonlinear stochastic
systems with chaos

J. Fan
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hin

A significant feature of nonlinear systems is that a small perturbation in initial eon
ditions could possibly lead to a considerable divergence of the state of the system in the
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short or medium time evolution. In this talk, we deflne two measures of sensilivity to

initial conditions in the nonlinea:r time series. The nations give same insight iota the

relationship between the Fisher information in statistical estimation and initial-value sen

sitivity in dynamical systems. Sy using tbe locally polynomial regression, we develop

nonparametrie estimate of a conditional density function, its square root and its partial

derivatives. The proposed procedures are innovative and of interests in their own right.

They are also used to estimate tbe sensitivity measures. The asymptotic normality of

the proposed estimations have been proved. We also propose a simpler and intuitively

appealing method for choosing the bandwidths. Two simulated examples are used as

illustrations.

Maximum likelihood in mixture models

S. van de Geer
University of Leiden

Let Adenote the set of all probability measures F on a measurable space (Y,8), and

let for all y E Y, k(., y) be a density on another measurable space (X, A), W.r.."t a O'·finite

measure p. Consider i.i.d. observations Xl, ... ,Xn with density Po = f k(., y) d~9.(Y). Tbe

maximum likelihood estimator p is defined by . ~T' .

n

p = Pp: = argmaxElogp(Xi ),
pE'" 1=1 .

where'P = {PF =JIc(., y)tlF(y): F E A}.

In the first part, we review consistency results for·p and F, and we obtain rates of

convergence for p. The rates are deduced from the entropy of 'P. (E.g. entropy resul~s for

convex hulls can be used.)

In the second part, we study fwictionals B(F) = J a dF, where a: Y --+ IR is given.

We establish asymptotic normality of 8(1') under certain conditions involving the c:qnvex

combination Fa =aF + (1 - a)Fo, with 0 ~ a < 1. Here, we malte use of the' fact that

Fo. ;» Fa.

'Van der Laan's identity (with applications to nonparametrie missing data

problems)
R. Gin
Utrecht

Suppose i.i.d. observations come from a distribution P in a class of possible models

P, and we want to estimate areal functionallt(P). In many semiparametric models, in

particular models which cau be loosely described as nonparametric missing data models,

we have the following special features: l' is convex and " is linear. Let P be the nonpa

rametrie maximum likelihood estimator of P a.nd ~ = ,,(p) the corresponding estimator

of It. Van der Laan (1993, PhD thesis, Utrecht) showed that the following identity then

often holds: ~ = (P" - P)(ICp) where Pn ia the empirical distribution of the data, and

[Cop) denotes the optimal influence curve for estimation of ", evaluated at the estimate P.

Tbe identity sometimes allows quick and etfective analysis of tbe large sampie behaviour
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of " through empirical process theory. We give examples, and show how the idcntity can
be extended to allow two forms of non.. linearity, arising from the presence of nuisance
parameters and {rom the presence of a normalizing constant. This allows analysis of
such models aB the random.. truncation model and the 2..dimensional Laslett line·segment
model.

Functional limit theorems in lRk and ilumber theory
F. Götze
Bielefeld

We show that there is a close connection between the optimal rate of convergence
in the CLT in JRIc for ellipsoids (as weH as other convex regions with lower and upper
bounds on the curvature) and the lattice point problem in number theory. For sums of .a
i.i.d. random vectors in JRJc with finite fourth moment the rate of convergence in the CLT ..
for ellipsoids is O(n- 1

) for k ~ 5 provided the covariance is nondegenerate and either
a) the random vectors have independent components or
b) the quadratic form splits into two independent parts of rank larger or equal to three
each or
c) the r.v. takes values in a lattice A C JR!e, k ~ 5 such that the quadratic form Q of the
ellipsoid satisfies AQA E GL(lc, Q).

Random walks in random environments on a strip
I. Goldsheid .

Universität Bochum

We consider the random walk (RW) in random environment (RE) on a strip of width
m. This RW can be characterised by the sequence of transition probabilities Pi.j(X, y) =
probability to jump from the point (x, y) to (z + i, y + j). We suppose that Pi,j(x, y) = 0
if lil·~ 2 or, y + j > m, or y + j < 1. Here -00.< x < 00,. -1 ~ y ~ m. The matrices
(Pi.j(X, y» are supposed to be i.i.d. randorn variables, lxi< 00. The consideration of a
RW in a one·dimensional lattice can be easily reduced to the previous model. We prove
the analogue of Solomon.Key's condition for recurrency of the RW and establish that the
recurrent RW exhibits sina.i behaviour, which means that if (t is the z·coordinate of the .a
random walk at the moment t, (0 = 0, then (t/(ln t)2 converges in distribution. •

On the second order minimax estimation of distribution functions
Y. K. Golubev and B. Y. Levit

Moscow and Utrecht

We describe the second order asymptotically minimax improvement of the L2·risk of
the empirical distribution function, against different smoothness properties of the underly..
ing distribution function in IR 1

• Our main results cover distribution functions admitting
generalized derivatives up to order m > 1 as weH aB distribution functions admitting
analytical continuation in the complex domain.
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While .the first dass is quile familiar in nonparametrie cstimation, thc lalter, still
being sufficiently broad, exhibits some essential features ty'pical for the finile-dimensional
parametric models, thus becoming quite attractive for possible statistical applications.

The second order minimax estimators with respect to ellipsoids in these classes turn
out to be linear smoothers of the empirical distribution function with specified kerneis.

•

•

Bahadur efficiency and the LAN expansion" .
P. E. Greenwood

University of British Columbia, Vancouver

"Asymptotic efficiency is studied in the sense of Bahadur under Iocal asymptotic norma·
lity of a statisticaJ. experiment. More exactly, we find a condition on the remainder in .the
LAN expansion under which a locally uniform Bahadur lower bound for the error in esti·
mation can be proved in the same general context as the locally uniform Hajek-Le Carn
asymptotic minimax efficiency hound. Under somewhat more restrictive condition~ in
terms of the LAN expansion a general formulation of the Bahadur lower bound itse!f is
possible. Observation schemes to which the results apply include continuou.s~.~ime Gaus·
sian examples and both Li.d. and independent' hut not identically distrib~t~ä examples.
The efficiency bound i8 attained hut under canditions which we suspect are t_Q9 restrictive.
(joint work with 1. Ibragimov) . "~.' -.

Qualitative properties of systems with infinitely many interacting
components
A·. Greven

Humboldt-Universität, Berlin

. The purpose of this work is to explore th~ connection between mu1tipl~spaee-tiIIie scale
behaviour for block averages and phase transitions, respectively formation of ·clusters, in
infinite systems with locally interacting components. The essential object is.tl:!e aSsociated
Markov c~ain (called interaction chain), which describes the joint distribution c)f tbe block
averages at different time scales. A fixed-point and stability property of a particular
dynamical system under a renormalization procedure is used to explain this' pattern of
cluster formation and the fact that the longterm behaviour i5 universal in entire classes
of evolutions.
(joint work with D. Dawson, Ottawa)

On an integral equation, connected" with interval censoring
P. Groeneboom

Delft

For the interval censoring problem, case~2, we consider Hellinger dÜrerentiable functi
onals. The (asymptotic)infonnation lower bound for such functionals can be represented
aB the integral over a functi~n t/J. This function 4J is the solution of an integral equation
with a singular kernel and can be interpreted as the canonical gradient of the differentiable
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functional on the set of probability measures on the observation spacc. Properties of <P

are discussed and it is shown th,at, under same condition on the underlying distributions,
the maximum likelihood estimator leads to an estimator which attains the information
lower bound.

On estimation or tail parameters ror stahle processes and related point
process models

R. Höpfner
Universität Freiburg im Breisgau and Universite Paris VI

We·'deal with joint estimation of the index a and a weight parameter { in a statistical
model where one observes all jumps of astahle increasing process with height not less
than Yn up to time Tn , or more generally all points of a certain Poisson random measure.
p. on (0,00) x (0,00) in a window [0, Tnl x [Yn , 00).
. For ,different type of asymptotic behaviour of Tn , Yn as·n -+ 00, we investigate 10
cal asymptotic normality (LAN) of the model at a true parameter value (00, eo), and
properties of maximum likelihood estimators at this point.

Whereas the maximum likelihood estimator for the pair (Cl, e) -iso seen to be efficient
if the random measure JJ is observed in windows where Yn is deterministic and indepen
dent of n, it exhibits curious degeneracies as soon as Y" increases to 00. In this case,
one-dimensional submodels through the true parameter value (eto, eo) allow for parame
ter estimation at essentially higher speed of convergence; at the same time, there exist
"least favorable" sequences of one-dimensional submodels through (ao, eo) in which the
maximum likelihood estimator has an optimality ·property.

For Yn increasing to 00, a similar phenomenon occurs in tail parameter estimation
from point' processes with intensity Bc (ds, dz) = dsG(dz), G E Qo, where Qo is a certain
dass of measures with tails such that G([y, 00») ~ {(G)y-a(G) as y --+ 00.

Superprocesses: single-level and multi-level
. 'K. J. Hochberg -

Bar-Dan University, Israel

Superprocesses are measure-valued stochastic processes that arise as diffusion appro
ximations to infinite particle branching diffusion systems. We give an introduction to.
the subject from both probabilistic and analytic viewpoints, concentrating on fixed-time
and long-term properties of three examples that have been the object of much recent
attention:

(i) Dawson-Watanabe (a, d,ßt) Superprocesses - the high density diffusion li~it to an
infinite system of index a in IIf and branching with parameter ßl at random times.
This process has values in .i\A(F), the space of bounded measures in ~.

(ii) (a, d,ßt,ß'l) Super-2 Process - the high density limit of a hierarchically structural
2-1evel population in which, in addition to the diffusion and branching of individuals
as in (i), groups of particles undergo another, independent, simultaneous branching
with parameter ß'lo This process takes values in ..\Ad(Dld ) = iW(,W(lR")).
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(iii) Flewing- Viot Process - the diffusion approximation to a certain population genetic
model. This process takes values in J\A p ( lRd), the space of probability measures on

Dld •

Renormalization of hierarchically interacting diffusions
F. den Hollander

University of Utrecht

Dawson and Greven (Probab. Theory Relat. Fields 96, 1993, 435-473) have shown that
a multiple space-time scaling analysis of an infinite system of hierarchically interacting
diffusions taking values in [0,1) can be described in terms of the iterates of a renormali
zation transformation acting on the diffusion function. We show that this transformation
has a unique globally attracting stable orbit. We also obtain properties and rates of coo
vergence to this orbit in an appropriate norm. The results imply that the scaling limit
of the system has universal behavior independent of model parameters. (joint work with
J.-B. Baillon, Ph. element and A. Greven)

On the normal form problem rar random dynamical syste~~
P. Imkeller

Universite de Franche..Comte, Besanc;on

The random coordinates ("normal coordinates") of a system of linear stochastic diffe
rential equations with respect to which it decomposes ioto a number of stochast~cdifferen..
tial equations are found by choosing the initial vectors in the random Oscledets spaces. As
a ruleJthis choice leads to non..adapted vectors. So one faces tbe problem of having t~' deal
with a stochastic differential equation with non-adapted initial conditions. This prQblem
is solved by an investigation of the regularity properties of parametrized Stratonovitch
integrals. '~~~'.

Random dynamical systems with ordered state space
H. G. Kellerer

Universität München

Random dynamical systems (Xu)u~o on an ordered topological space with minimal
element (e.g. ~), given by i.i.d. isotone mappings Ft , F"J, . ..J can be classified as Markov
chains with a countable state spa.ce: according to transience, null recurrence and positive
recurrence. In the recurrent case, existence and uniqueness of an invariant measure p.
can be derived as weH as mean and pointwise (ratio) ergodic theorems. In the positive
recurrent case (i.e. p. finite)J reversing the order of Fh F"J, ... yields almost sure conver
gence to a variable with the stationary distribution; moreover, the mean passage" times
corresponding to "ladder indices" turn out to be finite.
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Adaptivity in density estimation via wavelets
Ge Kerkyacharian and Oe Picard

Universites d'Amie~set de Paris VII, Franee

Let Xl J ••• J }(n be n· iid observations of a density I· A density estimator I· will be
ealled adaptive for a elass (C(o), er E A) of balls of functional spaees, and the L" risk if,

"Va, Vf E C(a), EHf· - 111: $ c inf sup EJII1- fll"
JEC(a) lestim. p

Let q, be the sealing function of a multiresolution analysis of regularity To, tP the associated

wavelet.
Consider the following estimators:

where

jen) _

L: aOk4>ok + L: L:ßiletPjle,
k ;=0 k

Oole = .!. t <POk('--Y,), 2;(n) x n,
n ,=1 ..

- 1~ . ~ - - JIognß;k = - LJ VJ;k(X,),. ß;1e = ßjk if 1,8;A:1 > c --, Ootherwise
n ,=1 n

jen)

L: aolc<polc + L: ~},P 2: ßilcVJ;Ic'
Ic ;=0 Ie

jen)

L: aoJc"'oJc + L: ~~'P 2: ßjJetP;lc'
Ic ;=0 Je

.- .- 2;

..\}'P = 1 if. L: Iß;1c 11' > nJ'/2' 0 otherwise,

,2,1' _ (L 1,6;IcIP)p:1
A j - -L .- --L (p > 1)

(2; /nP/2 )P-l +(L 1,8;lclp )p-l

•

If f is compactly supported and F6fItl(M) is a ball of radius M, around 0, in the Besov
space B6p4' then f(2), jf.3) are adaptive for the elass {:FIPQ(M) , l/p< S < TO, 1 $ q $
+00, 0 < M < +oo} and the LI' risk (K. P. Tribouley).

pi) is ahnost adaptive «.) is attained up to a log term) for the class {FIpq(M), l/p<
s < TO, 1 ~ q $ +00, 0 < M ~ Mo, 1 ~ p ~ p'} and the LrI risk (Donoho, Johnstone, •

Kerkyacharian, Picard).

Generating random trees from point processes
, Ge Kersting

Universität Frankfurt/Main

In this talk we discuss two ways of constructing random branching trees. One is
the familiar representation via randorn walk excursions (CCdepth.fir~t search"). Another
possibility is to construet certain branching branching trees from Poisson point proeesses

in the upper positive quadrant of the plane. In a certain sense both approaches are
complementary to eaeh other. Depending on whether the second moment of the offspring
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dis.tribution is finite or infinite, either the random walk or thc Poisson proccss construction

is more useful. We explain this in deriving the asymptotic contour of such branching trees.

The limit is a Brownian excursion, without or Uwith built-in barriers."

On stability index ror stochastic differential equa"tions

R. Khasminskii
Wayne State University, Detroit

Stability index was introduced by P. Baxendale in 1987 for linear SDE. It is proved

that this index has some robustness with respect to small nonlinear perturbations. (joint

work with L. Arnold)

Image reconstruction theory: Dynamical images

A. Korostelev

Institute for System Analysis, Moscow

The talk is after the joint paper with M. I. Freidlin "Image processing for. growing

domains: change-point problems for domain's area" (Preprint TR 94-01, Universi~y of

Maryland, College Park, Jan. 1994).

The image models öre considered for growing domains in Gaussian white noise.. The

"jump" and "kink" change-point problems are studied for domain's area. When ~oise

becomes small the asymptotics of the minimax rates of .convergence is found for M~kov

stopping rules in different classes of domain evolutions.

The peculiarity of the problem is that the domain's shape is unknown and play~ the

role of an infinite-dimensional "nuisance parameter" which infiuences strongly UP0J;l the

rates of convergence and the efficient stopping rules.

The blockwise bootstrap ror general parameters of a time series

. H. R. Künsch

ETH Zürich

We consi4er a stationary time series (Xt)'ez with distribution FOG and marginal dis·

tributions Fm. Let T" be an estimator of a general parameter T( FOG) of the form

• T.. = T'" (n -m+Irl %' Ll{Tt{XIt ... , Xm ») .
Here ~ denotes a point mass, Tt is the shift operator, (Tm(F"'» is a sequence approxima

ting T(FOO) and m = m(n) --+ (Xl slowly. Main examples are various spectral estimators.

In order to bootstrap T" we select blocks of shift indices at random:

T: = T"'(n-m+I)_ltELl(T.;+U(Xl1 ... ,Xm»).

wher.e 1is the block length, b =(n-m+l}/l and SI, ... , Sb are i.i.d. uniform on {O, ... ,n

m - I + 1}. The proo! of consistency of this bootstrap depends on properties of the

linearization of T".
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Minimum distance approach in parametric estimation ror diffusion-type
observations

Yu. Kutoyants
Le Mans

We consider several e"stimators of the parameter of diffusion type processes based on the
"model fitting" approach - minimizing some functionals .of the observations providing the
fitting of the parametrie model to the observed process. These estimates called minimum
distance estimates are in regular cases consistent, asymptotically normal and in certain
minimax sense local asymptotic minimax. The asymptotic corresponds to "smali noise"
and T ~ 00 limits.

Local adaptivity to inhomogeneous smoothness. Resolution level _
. O. V. Lepskii and V. G. Spokoiny •

Moscow

We consider the problem of nonparametric estimation of functions of inhomogeneous
smoothness. Dur goal is to define the notion of local smoothness of a function 1(.), to eva
luate the optimal rate of convergence of estimators (depending on this local smoothness)
and to construct an asymptotically efficient estimator.

We define the local smoothness of a function at a given point as a smoothness of
this function being restricted on a small interval (of length 6). around this point. The
less is this value 6 the more accurate is our local resolution analysis. Hut the natural
question arises here. How small can this resolution level be chosen and how to construct
the ~rresponding10cal1y adaptive procedure. We show that the answer on this question
strongly depends on the upper considered smoothness ß·, what we wish to attain, and
also depends on the level of noise e.

The main result claims that one cannot take the levelof "locality" Oe less (in order)

than 5; = e2d1+1 • This value is called the resolution level. As more is the accuracy of
our local proc;edure described by the upper smoothness ße as more rough is the local
resolution analysis of this procedure.

Estimation oe decreasing functions
M. Low

University of Pennsylvania •
Estimators of decreasing functions were constructed which are simultaneously within

a constant factor being minimax over Lipschitz classes 1 : I/(x) - /(y)1 :5 Mix - ylCl
for. M > 1 and 0 :5 a :5 1 when it is known that f is decreasing. This result is for
estimating the function at a particular point with 1055 l(f, a) -= I/(x) - alP. This result
is then applied to yield minimax rates of convergence under Lp loss over the dass of all
decreasing functions. Throughout the talk we a55Ume that we observe a white noise model
dY(t) = f(t) + qdW(t).
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Least squares splines with total variation penalty terms
E. Mammen

Berlin

A new procedure is prop·osed which works for the estimation of functions with spatially
varying smoothness. This approach is based on penalized least squares with total variation
of a derivative as penalty term. It is shown that this estimate is based on thresholding
of empirieal spline coefficients and data adaptive Ioeation of knot points. Asymptotic
properties (rates of convergence and Ioeal pointwise asymptotic distribution theory) are
discussed. (joint work with S. van de Geer)

Edge preserving smoothers ror image processing: An M-estimation appro~ch

J .. S. Marron
University of North Carolina

Classical smoothers have limited usefulness in image processing, because sharp "edges"
tend to be blurred. There is a literature on edge preserving smoothers, hut thes~;~~l require
moderately large "smooth stretches." Here we discuss an approach to this pr~~l~~ called
"sigma filteringJn and propose an improvement, which is based on running M~estima~ion.

Both computatienal and theoretical aspects are developed. For image proc~singJj the
methods have a niehe in between the popular methods of mathematieal morp~ology~:and
Bayes-Markov random field analysis. (joint work with C.zK. Chu, 1. Glad, F. Go.~tlieb~sen)

Approximation theory of Monte Carlo methods
P. Mathe

IAAS, Berlin

We investigate approximative properties of vector valued Monte Carle methods~ i.e.,
random numerical methods are used to approximate given deterministic probi~ms. After
reviewing some of the basic concepts within this field w~ turn to the questionJfor what kind
of problems (operators between Banach spaces) there exist unbiased estimates ohtained
from finite rank Monte Carlo methods. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for

• special situations.

Single index models with mixed di&crete-continuous explanatory variables
M. Müller

Humboldt UniversHy, Berlin

The talk presents possibilities to estimate single index models with mixed discrete
continuou8 explanatory variables in the special case of one binary discrete variable. This
model leads to a tWOosample seIDiparametrie problem with a shift parameter related to
the discrete variable.

The talk gives the results of a joint work with A. Korostelev and applications to data.
The minimal Fisher information is {ound in a class of nonparametnc link functions. Two
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root-n consistent estimators of the shift parameter are proposed basing on the comparison
of the link functions in "vertical" and "horizontal" direction. The limiting variances of
these estimators show that properly weighted uhorizontal" shifts guarantee asymptotical
efficiency. Some sim,ulations show the applicability of these methods.

Wavelet methods in non-Gaussian models
M. H. Neumann

IAAS, Berlin

At present it is known in the frameworkof i.i.d. Gaussian regression and density
estimation that nonlinear wavelet methods outperform traditionallinear methods in situ
ations where the unknown function has a considerable inhomogeneity in its smoothness
properties~ This was impressively demonstrated by minimax results in Besov spaces due •
to Donoho, Johnstone, Kerkyacharian and Picard. The aim of this work is to show how
these results can be transferred to a wide variety of other estimation problems.

In the regression case with independent, not necessarily identical error distributions it
was shown in a joint work with V. Spokoiny tha,t the minimax risk under Besov constra
ints can be bounded from below by the minimax risk in a similar Gaussian model. Furlher
we show that, in spite of the nonlinear struct~e of these estimation roIes, hard and soft
thresholded wavelet estimators are asymptotically L2·risk equivalent to the same estima·
tors in a corresponding Gaussian model. This equivalence is based on large deviation
results for the empirical wavelet coefficients, which state their asymptotic Gaussianity
in an appropriate way. Hence, properly thresholded wavelet estimators keep all their
appealing properties that are known from the case of Gaussian regression.

Wavelet methods as highly spatially adaptive methods are an interesting alternative
to usuallinear methods in spectral density estimation, since the recognition of peaks is of
great importance in this context. We define empirical wavelet coefficients on the basis of
the ordinary and the tapered periodogram and show via cumulant techniques that they
satisfy again large deviation properties similar to the regression case. Having this, we can
immediately conclude the risk equivalence for monotone estimators to the Gaussian case, .
which means that thresholded wavelet methods keep all their advantages in the framework
of spectral density estimation, too.

In view of these two examples it is clear that wavelet methods can be applied in the
same way to other nonparametrie curve estimation problems, as e.g. regression or density
estimation with dependent observations under appropriate mixing conditions.

Large deviations via subadditivity
P. Ney

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Let {Xn}~ be an irreducible Markov chain (aperiodic) on a general state space (5,5),
f : 5 ~ E = a separable Banach space, f bounded. Let Sn = L~ !(X,), and assume
that {Xn} is irreducible and aperiodic. Then {J'\n} admits aregeneration structure with

regeneration measure " and a "small" set C. Let an = aPi} { ~ E B, Xn E C} where
B is a ball and 5 > 0 sufficiently small. One shows that {- log an} is sub·additive, and
hence that lirTln_oo ~ log P" {~ E B, )(n E C} exists. From this fact one goes on to prove
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that the sequence of measures Pd {~ E B, .Xn E C} satisfies the targe deviation principle

with rate I(x) = Ae(x), where /\(0) = lim;log E., (e(CI'S"');"'~n E Cl, Cl E Ee. This is turn
leads to a simple proof of the Donsker, Varadhan theorem, i.e. the LDP for the empirical
measure of a Markov chain.

Regularity properties o( interacting many-particle systems
K. Oelschläger

Universität Heidelberg

We demonstrate that for certain interacting many~particle systems the empirica4 pro
cesses XN belonging to the system with N particles exhibit a similar regularity beha~

viour as the solutions of the respective limit dynamics. For that purpose we d~duce

upper bounds, which hold uniformly in N for the Sobolev norms IIXN(t) * 4>NII(,,), t ~ 0,
fJ = 0, 1,2, .. _, where rPN is a mollifier tending to So as N -10 00. Our examples include
systems of wea.k.ly interacting diffusions and Newtonian systems with long-range in~erac

tion. In these cases tbe limit dynamics is given by a. parabolic equation, or. _~ str~ngly

hyperbolic system of 1st order partial differential equations, respectively. ,I.~~~:

.,
Residuallife function~s

R.-D. Reiss .
Siegen

The mean residual life (MRL) function is the mean of the conditional distribution
P(X - t E . I X > t) as a function in t; thus, it ia the expected remaining.life given
survival at age t. First, it ia shown that the empirical MRL function is an 'inac~urate

estimator of the Pareto MRL function when the shape parameter is close to 1. 'The~efore,

other parameters of the conditional distribution such as tbe median and certaiii trimmed
means are investigated. The median and the tri~medmean residuallife funct~ons p~ssess
again the property of being linear in t and an tbus be used for a visual model selection.
We will prove the asymptotic normality of these statistics at increasing ages t within a
framework of residuallife functionals. (joint work with H. Drees)

Asymptotic turnpike results in optimal portfolio theory
L. C. G. Rogers
University of Bath

In the simplest optimal investment problems in continuous time, the aim is to optimise
EU(X-r), where U is a strictly increasing, strictly concave utility function, X is the wealth
process obtained by investing in a single risky asset and a riskless bond in proportion
to be decided by the investor. Simple closed~form solutions are rare,the main examples
being where U is a. power-Iaw, and the risky aaset is a.log-Bro~nia.n motion. The question
that arises is that if Uo and U1 Me two utilities which are asymptotically equivalent in
some sense, do the optimal policies for tbe two utilities look similar as T --. oo? We
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provide some fairly complete answers to this question. (joint work with Kerry Back, Phil
Dybvig)

On same optimization problems from financial mathematics .
M. Schweizer

. Universität Göttingen

Let X be a semimartingale and e the space of all predictable X-integrable processes
lJ such that G( lJ) = J11 dX is in the space 8 2 of semimartingales. For a fixed time horizon
T > 0 ~d a given FT-measurable random variable H E ,2, we consider the problem of
minimizing IIH - c - GT (lJ)II.c2over al1 (c,") E IR x 6. Under the assumption that X has
the form X = Xo+M +f ad(M), we show that GT(e) is closed in (,2 ifthe mean-vanance
tradeoff pro~ess K = J 0

2 d(M) is bounded. In the case where K is deterministic, theA
optimal F can be given fairly explicitly in feedback form. The optimal constant ccan be.
writ ten 'aB, C= E[H], where P is the so-called variance-optimal signed martingale measure

for X, i.e., ~ minimizes IIDII.c2(p} over all D E (GT(6».1. with E[D] = 1. In general, P
is a signed measure, but if X has continuous trajectories, we can show that P is actually
a measure.

On the term structure oe interest rates
w. Stummer

University of Bath
\

In this talk we take areal data set of zero coupon bond prices. We fit / apply two well
known stochastie proeess mod~ls - the Vasieek model resp. the Cox/Ingersoll/Ross model
- and compare them. The eomparison includes daywise fits versus "overall-fits," different
parameter-constraints, MLE with transition densities and degeneracies. It is shown that
even over a pricing period of two years, one ean perform a very good "overall-fit." Diffe
rent parameters lead to different qualitative theoretical properties (like positivity) of the
underlying interest rate process. However, it is shown that the eorresponding parameter
eonstraints all lead to approximately the same regression results; there is also not much
change if one incorporates transition densities. Finally, one partieular parameter point is
presented which
- is "completely" different to the optimal parameter-point
- corresponds to the case where the spot rate process is almost deterministic
- nevertheless leads to a RSSQ elose to the optimal one. (joint work with L.C.G. Rogers,
Bath) .

M-estimation and empirical processes
A. W. van der Vaart

Amsterdam

Empirical process methods are useful both for obtaining rates of convergence and
establishing asymptotic distributions of M·estimators. Two types of maximal inequalities
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for the supremum of the empirical process were presented. The first type is driven by
the envelope function of the indexing dass of functions. \Ve presented a new application
of lhis inequality to establishing a root·n rate for the finite dimensional parameter in
semi·parametric models. The second type of maximal inequality depends stronger on the
entropy of tbe indexing class. We reviewed its application to obtaining rates of convergence
for maximum likelihood estimators for densities. Derivations of limit distributions of
estimators of infinitely dimensional parameters are usually based on equations. Then
Donsker classes of functions come in to take care of remainder terms. This was illustrated
with a particular semi.parametric model.

Estimation in Gibbsian texture models
G. Winkler

LMU, München

Markov random field models in texture analysis (and other fields of imaging) depend on
high-dimensional parameters characterizing different types of texture. These parame~ers

critically determine the ability of algorithms to segment and label. Simila.r(y~ neural
networks are tuned for specific applications by the appropriate choice of, paramet~rs,
called synaptic weights. .

CLeaming' parameters frequently amounts to maximum likelihood estimation. Con
ventional computatioD of ML estimates is barred by the size of spaces: The c~dinality

of sampie spaces typically is of order 10100000 and the the dimension of paramet"er spaces
can be of order 10" or even more.

There are two posaible strategies to overcome these difficulties: Either, maximum l~ke

lihood ia replaced by computationally feasible variants like the pseudolikelihood method
in imaging. Or, classical optimization techniques are replaced by new heuristics~ Recen·
tly, stochastic gradient algorithms received considerable interest. Their foundat!ons were
laid by Metevier and Priouret around 1987.

We shortly review these techniques and give indications of praofs. These and relc~.ted

topics are treated in some detail in the author's monograph on Bayesian Image:!\nalysis
and Dynamic Monte Carlo Methods (Springer Verlag, to appear autumn 1994).:;

Estimating LI error of the kernel estimator based on Markov' sampIers
Bin Yu .

University of Califomia at Berkeley

In many Markov chain Monte Carlo problems, the target density function is known up
to a normalization constant. In this talk, we take advantage of this knowledge to facilitate
the convergence diagnostic of a Markov sampler by estimating the LI error of a kernel
estimator. Theoretical properties of the estimated LI error are given and two sequential
plots are proposed for convergence monitoring purpose. Different Markov sampiers aiming
at the same target density can be compared through these plots. A simulation study is
also given.

Derichterstatter: M. Neumann
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Elementare und Analytische Zahlentheorie

13.03.1994 - 19.03.1994

This conference on "Elementary and Analytic lVumber Theory" was organized by

Hugh L. Montgomery (Ann Arbor), Wolfgang Schwarz (Frankfurt) and Eduard
Wirsing (Ulrn).

Forty-three mathematicians from eleven different countries followed the Institute's
invitation. The thirty-four lectures presented during the week gave a stimulating
survey of current progress in Analytic Number rrheory. Same of the topics taken up
during the meeting were:

Arithmetic functions, arithmetic progressions, covering congruen<:es,
distribution of prime numbers, divisor problems, Goldbach represen
tations, exponential sums~ lattice points, moments of the Riemann and
Hecke zeta-functions and L-functions, Littlewood's conjecture, multi
plicative functions, quadratic and cubic forms, Ramanujan expansions,
set addition, \Varing's problem.

On the background of the unique atmosphere of the Institute we all had a great time
of learning and cxchanging idcas. The organizers and participants of this conference
t~xpress thcir thanks 1.0 t.hl~ Land ßaden-Württcmberg, thc Dircctor of the Institute,
Prof. Kreck~ and his starr for providing this enjoyable environment.



Tlte Inect.inJ.?; was dc·dica.t(~d 1,0 t,he rncrnory of

Prof. Dr. Hans-Egon Richert

• June 2, 1924 t November 25, 1993

who had been an organizer of t.he conference on Elenlcntary and Analytic N1I11lber

Theory in Oberwolfach since 1975.

On the 25th of November 1993, Professor Dr. Hans-Egon Richert dieu in ß1allstein e
near Ulm, Cermany, after a long and severe illness. Richert held achair of Nlathenla-
tics at the University of Ulm from 1972 until his retirement as an emeritus professor

in 1991.

Richert was born 192:1 in Harnburg and was raised there. He had to complete high
school at a private institution after being expelled froTo the public school in the
period of the Third Reich for "anglophile leanings·'.

In 1946, at last back in Hamburg after the war and military service, he could begin
his studies of mathematics. He obtained his diploma after eight terms and his
PhD only one year later. When his mentor, Professor Max Deuring, accepted a
position in Göttingen, the young Richert joined hirn as an assistant and obtained
the venia legendi there in 1954. Soon after he was put in charge of one of the best

mathematical libraries in Germany.

After holding a temporary chair in Göttingen he was offered a newly created chair
at the University of Marburg. In that time of vigorous development of the entire
university system, Richert contributed in an essential way to shaping the wlarburg
Mathematical Institute, and, of course, he devoted his special love and attention
to the library. In 1972 he accepted achair at the young University of Ulm. His
professorship here was the second one in the Mathematics Department, after that
of Alexander Peyerimhoff. There was again muchneed for development.

Science had priority for Richert, teaching as weB as research. Those who knew hirn
from committee meetings recall that Richert spake only when it was really necessary.
He used to cut short a tedious discussion with a fcw weB chosen and constructive
- but never offensive - words. He also participated in rcasonable adnlinistrative
activities: in 1974/7.j he served his univcrsity as Pror(~ktor, then as a mcmb(~r of thc~

llobcloved room allocation board. which in (~frcct had t.o allocat(~ shortages. aod ~H:

acted far alrnost twp.nty yp.ars as c:hilirrnan of the exarnination (:ornrniu.ce. an officc
that he administered unburcaucratically and illways in thc interest. of the stlldents.



Richcrt's lield of research was Analytic Number Thcory. He rnade ilnporlant c:on
tribulions 1.0 additive prirnc number thcory, Diric:hlet scrics, Ries? summability, thc
rnultiplicat.ive i\na.lo~ or the Erdils-Fuchs theorem. estinlates of thc number of non
isonlorphi<: ahelian groups and bounds for exponcntial sums for use, c. g. in cstima

ting the error t.erm of thc prime number t.heorem. From about 1965 on he fOCllSsed
his research incrcasingly on sieve methods. Motivated by their common interest
in sievcs an intensive research collaboration developed between Richert and Heini
Halberstanl. Among other things they put the proof of Chen's p+ P2 theorem ioto

readable form. The monograph on Sieve Methods that they coauthored immedia
tely becalne the indispensable basis for research of many number theorists. Also,
Richert'5 name was long associated with the best estimate for the Dirichlet divisor
problem.

The very high estecm he enjoyed in the mathematical community is reflected by the
rnany invitations he received from mathematical institutions abroad, among others
the Univcrsity of Illinois at Urbana and the Tata Institute in Bombay.

His life was not confined to mathcmatics: Richert was also a stimulating '~onversa

tional partner on many different subjects. He enjoyed exploring foreign .countries
and keeping records of his trips on film and tape, a pursuit that he followed with
the same intensity as his science whenever time allowed.

In 1991 Professor Richert had to retire from his strenuous teaching duties. It is
sad that he was not granted the lang and fruitful period of retirement that he was
looking forward to.

With the passing of Hans- Egon Richert we lose a treasured colleague and a resear

eher of international reputation.
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Abstracts

The difference between consecutive primes
R. C. Baker, Provo

Let y = x· tl • Find 0 ClS slnall as possiblc such that ;r( x) - ;'i ( .r - y) > n für a.lt
large x. In practice t.hc only way to do this is to provc

7r(x)-rr{x-y) > c -,1/- (1)
logx

where c is a positive constant. Since 1979 sieve ideas have been tlscd: thc Hosser-

Iwaniec sieve with bilinear error term (Iwaniec & Jutila! Heath-BrowTl & Iwaniec. •

Iwaniec f..'\z. Pintz, Mozzochi, culminating in f) = 0.547... ); anti a :)iev~ identity of

Heath-Brown used by Lau and Yao to get 0 = 6/11 + ~ = 0.,1454.... i\'luch simpler

than Lau & Y~o is the approach of the speaker with G. Harman. Our sieve is thc

one first used by Harman to study fractional parts of Q p ~ p prime, in 19S:L Our

result may be expressed in the form

y
7r(x) - rr(x - y) > (1 +0(1)) -I_. (1 - J'2 - J4)

. ogx

where J' = [ da1 ... dO j - t ~ w (1- 01
-" .-Q:j) w bein u Buchstab~s function.] Ja} 01 Q'j-l et] Qj , 0

ß j is a certain set c;lepending on 0 and increasing as () decreases. 'vVe obtain (1)
with f) = 0.535. The other tools used are really not different, apart from a few

tricks, from those of Heath-Brown and Iwaniec in the paper referred to above; in

some places our approach is, indeed, simpler..

Central limit theorems tor kt {kv'2}

J. Beck, Rutgers

TIIEORE~I 1. \Vrite S(n) = L~=I{kJ2} - i. {x} Jcnotes~ as usual, thc frac

tional part of x. Then there is a constant CI > 0 such that

1 { V 8(n) \} I JA -'J.:!/:! 1-# n<': --- , ----- (~ (lt
;\' - • ("I~ - y':!-;r _.x;:

as .V - .x, für all n~al ,\.

•



•

r'

THEOREM 2. \'Vritc Z(n) = L~=l {kV3} - %- C'l(v':f) logn. Then
thcrc is C\ CO(1stant ,;:, > 0 such that

~#{n~JY:

as IV --+ 00 for all real A.

THEOREM 3. vVrite S(n; ß) ::= L~=l {kV2 - ß} - %. Then there is a constant
C1 > 0 such that

{( ß) E [0 I )2. S([on];ß} < '} _I_JA -u 2/2 darea 0', ,. ~ _ A --+ ~ e u
c4V 10g n V21T -00

as iY -+ 00 for all real '\ .

THEOREM 4. Let ((x)) = x - (nearest integer to x) = ±lIxll. Then

N

~ n({n
l
,J2)) = 0(1)

where cs( V3) #- 0 .

but
N

L 1 - c.:;(V3) log IV + 0(,1)
n=1 n ((nV3» - -:E.

•

On Waring's problem fOT cubes
J. Brüdern, Göttingen

Let r(n) be the number of representations of n as the surn of four positive integer

cubes. It is conjectured that
1/3

r(n) = r3W e(n) n
1
/
3+ 0((10: n)I/4) (1)

where 8(n) » 1 is the familiar singular series. The best results currently available

are due to Vaughan (1986) who showed that the asymptotic formula holds almost,
and to the speaker (1991) who showed that #{n ~ N: r(n) = O} « ly31/42+e. In
this talk we describe joint work with N. Watt on short interval analogues of these

results. In particular we have obtained:

THEOREM 1. Let 1\-'1 = lYo with 0 > .1/6. Then the asymptotic forrnula (1)
holds for all but O(l\1(log lV)-1/5) intcgers n with N < n ~ LV + 1\1.

TIIEORE~f 2. In thc sarnc notation. with 0 > ':I/tl one has r(n) 4> n l/3 for a11

hut 0(1\4 1-°) integers n with IV < Tl ::; iV + ;\4 ; here fJ = fJ(O) > O.
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Mean 'values 0/ the zeta-junction
B. Conrey, Stillwater

\V(~ givc il cOllj(~ctlln\ for !.hc sixth power rnorncnl of tlw zc1.a-l"lItlcLioll:

t' 1(( ~ + itll'; dt ~ -12T L <1,~(II) .
in rt<T Tt

Finally~ we remark that •
~(L~(n)

:!T L,-----.
n

1l<"f

T
f I ~( I ') I" iJo l~ 2 + Li ( tand

Here (3(5) = 2::=1 d:J(n) n-'o; . This conjectllre should he COTTlpared with thc result.s

of Hardy and Ingharn:

(1((& + itll"l dt - T L #~1t)
Jo n<T

alc k~

r(l+k~) (logT)

for any k ~ 0, where

rr 1 k2 ~ d2 (pn) rr 1 k2~. r 2
(k+n) -n

ak = (1 - p) 6 _k_n- = (1 - ji) ~_ r2(k)(n!)'.! p .
p n=O P p n-O·

It is the case that ak is an entire function of k of order 2. ak = aL -k , and all zeros

of ak are on the 1/2 - line.
It should be mentioned that one might conjecture a similar behavior for the surn

Lxmodk IL(~,x)16, at least for prime moduli k. We indicate a connection between

this problem and a generalized Dedekind sumo

On /unctions 0/ the type f{an+b} g(cn+d) where fand g

are multiplicative functions with absolute value ::; 1

H. Delange, Orsay

We prove the following result

THEOREM 1. Let a,b.c~d be integers, a, c, a + b, c+ d ~ 1, ud - bc =I O~ let f
and 9 be multiplicative functions satisfying If(n)1 :s; 1 and Ig(n)1 ~ l for aB n.

[f L (2- ReJ(p)- Reg(p))/p < 00, then
p

~ L f(an+b} g(m+<ll = C rr (I - *+ (I-~) f f(p');' fj(p'l) + f)( 1)
n<x p<r r=l

- I'lac(~d-bc)

a.s .I -. 00 • wherc (,~ is Cl. constant dep(:ndin~ on tl. b. c~ d. f,!J .



€i = ±l, Pi prime.

•

•

Co IlO I~I.J\ III ES:

• If J a.n<! ,q have non-~ero mean valucs, then f(an+b) g(cn+d) has a rncan

vahl(~.

• Let F a.nu G be rcal-valued additive functions. lf Fand G have limit
distrihutions, thcn F(an+b) + G(cn+d) has a limit-distribution.

On the structure theory 0/ set addition
J.-M. Deshouillers, Bordeauz

In t.his survey of some joint works with G. FreTman, V. 565, ~1. Temkin and A.
Yudin, we present some recent applications of the structure lheory 01 set addition,

introduced by G. Freiman in the late 50's.

According ta Erdös and Straus, we define an admissible subset A of [1,lV] to
be such that whenever an integer can be written as a surn of s distinct elements
from A, then s is weH defined. Improving on previous results, we show that the
cardinality of such an admissible subset A is at most (2+0(1») JN. As shown by
Straus, the constant 2 cannot be improved upon.

A subset A of [1,lV] is said to be sum-free if A and A + A have 00 cammon
element. We determine the structure of A when card A is larger that 0.4 N -0(1).

Finally we show how to relate the conceotration function of a surn of randorn varia
bles to the concentration function of the summands by using the additive properties
of the large values of the characteristic functions.

Multiplicative functions on the shifted primes
P. D. T. A. Elliott, Boulder

Let Q- be the multiplicative group of positive rationals, r the subgroup generated
by the shifted primes p + 1, G the quotient group Q- / r. Then G is finite. Let

IGI denote its order. Then:

Tu EOREM 1. There is a. k such that every positive rational r has a representation

k

r !r,"j -- II ,.(pi + l)-i ,
1=1



as x -f ':)0, Cl: > 0, [ not Cl\1 .

FtJrt.lH~r a.rgtlnH~nt.. Ilsirl~ a. t.hcorcrn of Rtlzsa <lud l.tH~ fact. t.ltat. (; is known t.o hc

c:yclic~ shows thaI. I ho:-w int.cg~ers für wh ich a reprcsl'llt.al.iolJ I" = n~=l (Pi + 1r' holds.
havc Cl. d(~n~ity t5, ;uld /'j 2: I j:l .

On supersingular primes
E. Fo1J,vry, Orsay

Let E be an elliptic curvc over Q~; &a..b the elliptic curvc with quasi-rnininlal equa- .'

tion: Ea..b: y'! = x:J + ax + b (a, b E 7l~ ·la3 + 27b1. :/; 0) and .

1ro(x, t') = #{p S; x; p supersingular [)firne for t} .

Lang and Trotter conjectured the asymptotic formula

1fo(x, E) I"'V Cf IVX
ogx

Improving the method of Elkies, we obtain the lower bound:

for any fJ > 0 and x > Xo (E, 8) .

Several results on average are proved, e. g.

THEOREM 1.

L L 1rO(X,&a.b)
jal<A Ibl<B
4aJ +27b2 jO

1r ~
-·4AB·
3 logx

as x ~ 00, uniformly for A, B > Xl/2+~, /lB > X 3/ 2+€ .

THEOREM 2. Almost every elliptic curve [ •.b has its least supersingular prime e
less than y'max(laj, Ibl) .

We discuss on the number of supersingular primcs c:ommon to two elliptic curves

and on the average value of the constant Cf.".b'

These rcsults we.re ohtaincd in collaboration with R. ~'lurty (~,'Iontreal) and E. Ullrno

(Orsay).
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A sieve identity and the roots 0/ quadratic congruences
J. B. Friedlander, Toronto

Let f E ~[xJ h(~ irreduciblc wilh dcgrce ~ 2. For p prime thcrc are by a. theorem

of Lagrange no lnore than <leg f solutions v of thc congruencc J( v) == 0 (rnod p) .
[t is natural t.o wunder how these roots are distributed as p varies. \Ve normalize

by considcri ng thc fractional part {v / p} and expect. for lack of evidence to the

contrary, that these are uniformly distributed, that is, for arbitrary 0 $ 0' < ,8 $ 1,

#{ (v, p): J(v) == 0 (mod p), p~ x, 0 ~ {vip} <ß} ~ (ß - 0) 1r(x) .

In the case wherc thc surn is taken over all integers rather than just primes, thc

relevant cqui-distribution was demonstrated by Hooley, about thirty years ago. Here

we' describe joint work with W. Duke and H. Iwaniec in which the required equi

distribution over primes is shown in the case that J is a quaclratic polynomial with

negative discriminant. We expect that the indefinite quadratic case can be settled

by modifying the ideas, but higher degree polynomials offer much greater challenge.

The proof involves: by the Weyl criterion a successful estimation of certain expo

nential sums over primes. A sieve identity, believed to be new, reduces the latter

to certain linear and bilinear exponential sums. These can be related to certain

Poincare type series which can be estimated via the spectral theorem and known

estimates for Sessel functions.

The circle method for quadratic and cubic forms
D. R. Heath-Brown, O:cford

An identity of Friedlander and Iwaniec gives the following form of the circle method:

Let w: lRn -+ rn. be smooth, compactly supported, and let w: rn. ~ rn. be smooth

and supported on [1,2]. Let F be a form of degree n. Then

where

L w(p- l
1=)

F(~)=O

S(q; r}

L Lq-n-1S(q;t) I(q;r}
te71 nq=1

'J( mud,,) m( mud q)
(tl.q)=l

I(q; r)
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and Q > 0 is an arbitrary paralnet.er.

The terms for t = 0 lead t.o t.hc singular scries and integra.l. Thc fornl\da. alrcady

includes thc 'LKloosterrnan rcfinenlcnt" - t.hc sUln ovcr fl ~ hut. hcu; tbc a.dvant.age

that a- 1 ( mod q) does not occur. ~iloreovcr it is easy t.D carry out the '~~econd

Kloosterman refinemcnt", i. e. averaging Q\'er q.

()ne ean prove asymptotic forrTlulae when d = 2 and n ~ :1 ~ (~st.ablishing in pa.rti-

cular the Hasse principle. •

\Vhen d = ~J and n ~ :1 one ean prove non-tri vial upper b01JIH.b (at least für diago-

nal forms) providing one assurnes the analytic continuation anti Hiemann Ilypothesis

for appropriate Hasse-Weil L-fuIlctions.

On B 2k-sequences
M. Helm, New York

A sequence A of natural numbers is called a Br-sequence if the equation n =
at + ... + ar 1 at ~ ... ~ ar , ai E A, has at most one solution for all natural n.

Let A(n) = LI. We prove that every 8 2k-sequence A satisfies
a:::n.aEA

liminf A(n) (logn)t/(2k) < 00
n-oo n 1f(2k)

provided that A(n2)« (A(n))2 for all sufficiently large n.

This proves in the case of even r a conjecture of P. Erdös that states that for every

natural r every Br-sequence A satisfies lim inf .4(n) = O.
nl/"

Sums 01 distinct squares
A. Hildebrand, Urbana

If .') ~ .1, it is easy to see that every sufficicntly large integer ls rcprescntablc ilS a. slirn

of .'i distinct positive squares. Let !V(.'i) denotf~ the largest integer not representable

in this fann. Halter-Koch [Acta Arilh. ·12 (1 !JH2L 11· 201 comput.cd thc (~xact valu(~s

of iV(.<;) for .1 ~ .... ~ 12 and gav(~ lnequaljli(~s which lcad to an (:xponcntial Ilppcr

hOllnd for :V(.'i). On the oth{~r hand. sinCf~ (~v(~ry intc~cr rcprcscntable aoS a sum of
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.'i dislinet posiliv(~ squares is at. I(~ast (~qual t.o thc Sllln ur t.he first. .'i positive SClHan~s,

Li'l=k.s(.5+1)(2s+L) =: P(s),
i=1

LV(.'») is hOllnd(~d from helow by the polynomial P(s).
In joint wark with P. ßatenlan and G. Purdy we show that, in fact, lV(S) is asymp

totically cqual to this trivial lower bound. More precisely, we prove that

iV(S) = P(s) + (2S)3/2 + '\" (2S)5/4 + 0(.s9/8)

where '\" = J'2max(II~II, 1IJ2S-ill) and 11 . 11 denotes the distance to the

nearest integer.

Lattice points and exponential sums
M. N. Huzley, Cardiff

Two kinds of problerns were discussed, estimating exponential sums and counting

the number of plane lattice points within a contour, or lattice points elose to the

contour.

New results of Sargos, Filaseta and Trifonov, and an argument of Huxley and Koles

nik that iterates between the two types of problems, were mentioned. Two particular

resul ts are:

THEOREM. (Huxley). The errar term E(t) in the mean square of the zeta-
function on the criticalline is O(T72/227+e).

THEOREM. (Huxley & Watt). The error term ß(x) in the number of integer
ideals in a quadratic number field Q( V15) with norm up to x is O((D2X)23/73+~)

for x large compared with IDI.

The mean square 01 the zeta-function in the critical strip
A. Ivic, Belgrade

For fixed (j such that l/'2 < (j < land T ~ 2 let
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denote t.he ('~r()r I,(~rtll in t.hc nwan squil.re fornllda. fur lllt~ Hit'rtlClIIIl zt'l.a.-fl1tlctioll

((.-;) in the cri t.ical stri p 1/'2 < (1 < I. Rcccnt.ly IBIlCh work hil.."i hc'en dO[1(~ 011

t.his itBportant f1ln<:t.iol1, Cllld the (tinl uf t.his t.alk is t.u pn:sc'nt. l.ht's(~ restllt.s. In
particulaf. joint n~stllt.s or 1\ . .\1atsl1rnot.o Clnd t.hc spc'ak('r an' prc's(~nl.ed. These

inc1uoe for L/2< fT < ~~;'I a.ud C' > 0

and

~ < a <: }.

where (K.,,\) is an exponent pair such that ,\ = I\, + ~ .

Class group L-functions
H. Iwaniec, Rutgers

This is joint work with W. Duke and J. Friedlander.

We consider the imaginary quadratic field f = Q(Fi5) of discriminant -D. Let

X be a character of the ideal class group 1{, to which is attached the L-function

where a ranges over non-zero integral ideals and lVa is the norm. Various estimates

and mean value asymptotics are established for these L-functions which are uniform

with respect to the discriminant. In particular we get the followin.g

THEOREM. Ir Res = 1/2 we have

-k L IL~(.s, X)\2 = ,,\1)(05) + O(D- 1/ 28 +!)

XE :Jf

where the main term AD(.5) is given explicitly a.s thc surn of r~sidtles of a certain

rneromorphic function;

'\D( ~)

,\/)( ~ + il)

() r. - ~ w - 1 L( I . \: /)) IO~'I f).

~ir-1W-ll((1 + :hl)!'l t( 1. Xv) IO.l?; IJ.

if .-; = 1/2

if ." 1= 1/~ .
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'rhe (~rror t(~rrn is (~sti[na.ted by Tneans of spcctral thcory of autoTnorphic fOrlns. The

(~Clllidistribllti()n or Ifeegncr points due ta W. Duke is uscd. An estilnat(~ for the

individual f.~( ..;, X) is also givcn which is sharpcr than thc convp.xity bOlllld suhject

to certain Ilat.ural condilions.

The mean twelfth power 0/ Dirichlet L-/unctions
M. Jutila, Turku

In collaboration with Y. Motohashi. the following mean value cstimate was recently

obtained:

THEOREM.

L: L:* l T

IL<!+it,x)1 12 dt .~ X 3T 2(XT)<
D5:,X xmod D 0

where .. indicates that the sum is over primitive characters.

This includes a well-known mean value theorem of D. R. Heath-Brown for the Rie

mann zeta-function as wen as an analogous estimate due to T. Meurman for L
functions to a single modulus. The praof is essentially based on spectral methods.

The same ideas apply even to cusp form L-functions twisted with Dirichlet charac

ters.

Lattice points zn three-dimensional convex bodies
E. Krätzel, Jena

Let /C be a three-dimensional convex body, where the origin is an inner point.

Suppose that the boundary of K. is an analytic map of the unit sphere. We obtain

far the number of lattice points R(x) in the blown-up body x K,

R(x) = vol(K:)x3 + a(x)

with t.he trivial cstimatian far the remainder Ll(x) « x 2
• Assllming the Caussian

curvature to be positive at all points of the boundary, in 19.10 IIlawka improved this

t.u ~(x) « x"J/2. anti in 1!)92 \.\1. G. :'-1owak and the author proved
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\VI)(~n t.ht~ bOlludary of A- hits isolated points wit.h C:a.IlSSiiUl nlrvat.llrc zero (l I1CW

sit.uation Clrist's. The cst.inlation of t.hc l't~rnaiuJcr dt~p('nds Oll l.he ord('r of these

zeros. Ftlrtherrnof(~. t.he posit.ion of t.lw lat.t.icc with rcsp(~ct. t.o iL point wit.h (;ilussiilll

curvat.ure z(~r() pla.ys an illlportan1. role. Ir t.bc t angenliill plall(' at t.ltis point flets

ra.tional slOpt~ with resp(~ct. tu tlw coordinate planes even cl Ilew (nain l.c~rrn il.fises

with an order which is g;rcater than :Jj2. lf one ur t.wo slopt's a.rc' irrat.ional ~ t.h(-~

contribution of this point t.o the estirnation of the rernainder is 111uch sTnalier.

Ramanujan expansions revisited
L. Lucht, Clausthal

In 1918 Ramanujan investigated the sums cn(a) of the ath puwcrs of all n.t.h pn

mitive roots of unity and proved that numerous arithmetical functions g: IN --+ q";

possess an expansion of the form

•
g(a) (a E IN)

with suitable coefficients g(n). A general approach is based on certain orthogonality

relations between the Ramanujan sums by which the consideration is restricted to

arithmetical functions 9 having a non-zero mean value. The observation that all

Ramanujan sums cn(a) are closely related to cn (l) = J.l(n) where J.L is the Möbius

function yields a different approach. In particular for multiplicati~e functions having

no mean value a conceptual explanation for the existence of Ramanujan expansions

is given. The main tools are inversion theorems for Dirichlet series and relationship

theorems with logarithmic weights. The divisor functions dk+l (k E IN) may serve

as conerete examples: They have pointwise convergent Ramanujan expansions with

coefficients

dk+t(n) = (_l)k loln rr ((1 _.!.)*= " (k+P-l) ~)-l
- k~ n p L-, k- 1 pP v

p~lIn p~v

Thc case k = 1 is contained in Ramanujan 's original paper.



Short intervals with very lew prime numbers
H. Maier, Ulm

\Ve prov(~ l.haL for c(.c) > O~ lirn E(:Z:) := O! we have that
L-'-X)

. . iT(x + (log X)l+t:(X}) - 1r(x) 0
lunlnr =

I-OO (log x )t:(x)

The proaf Ilses ideas of Erdös and Rankin applied in their papers on large gaps bet

ween consecutivc primes and the matrix method of the author from his irregularity

results in the loeal distribution of prime numbers. A novel feature is the use of a

result of Friedlander on the number of integers free of small and large prime factors.

Group valued arithmetical functions :'-';~

J.-L. Mauelaire, Paris

Let 9 be an abelian group, q E INo , q ~ 2. A Q-valued q-additive function f
is a function f: lNo -+ 9 satisfying the relation f{aqT +b) = f{aqT) + /(b) , if
o :s; b ~ qT - 1, a 2: 0 and T 2: 0 .

In the case 9 = 1I', the spectrum of f provides information on t4e harmonie measure
determined by f, and its existence depends on the eonvergence of the pro~uct

P(q,J,Q,kjN) = I II 1 L f(aqT)keikaaq'l
O~T~N q O~a~q-l

for k = 1 and 0 areal number. This product if convergent for k = 1 is c~pyergent

for all k E 7l. A consequence is that if f( n) = e ig(n) , then there exists ~~" proba

bility measure IJ on IRjZ, A(n) a sequence in IRjZ, such that the sequence of
probabili ty measures

~ L b(g(n)-on-A(logq N) ,
n~N

where log q lV = [log iV/log q], converges weakly to IJ. A similar result is true in
any locally compact abelian group. In fact we have:

THEOREM. Let 9 he a locally compact abelian group, f a Q-valued q-additive

function. If for cvery continuous character X of 9 , thcre exists areal number a(x)

such that the prouuct P({/,.'( 0 f. 0, 1: :V) conver~cs. thcn, t.here exists ro EIN,

r: E 9 , a scquencc A( IV) and a prohability rncasure v on 9 , such that the sequence
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(()nver~es wcakly 1.0 v.

Recurrent sequences with locally uniformly bounded
numbers 0/ prime divisors

c. Methfessel, Clausthal

The talk presents a proof of the following result: e
THEOREM. Let rn E IN and 9: IN ~ 7l be recurrent with ....:(]y(n)l) S In für aB

n E lN with g(n) :f O. Then the set

Pg := {p E IP: :l nEIN such that g(n) f:. 0, P!!J( Tl) }

is finite.
This extencls the corresponding result on recurrent sequences of prilne powers (i.c.

the case m = 1 ), which was obtained by Erdös, wlaxsein and Smith in 1990.

D( ) _ (lOg x log 2)
x - exp .

log log x

Thus d(m) > D(m) infinitely often. hut d(m) < (D(m))l+< for m > mo(e). By e
extending a result of Erdös and Nicolas (1981), it is shown that i f 0 < Q < 1 then

the number of m ~ x for wh ich d( m) > (D( x)) a is X 1- o +o
( 1) . Thus it is clear that

therc cxist infinitely many n with 00 representation (1) with d(md > (D(n))O , if
n > 1 - 1/k. We show, converscly, t hat. i f Q < 1 - 1(k t.hen alt suffi(iently Iarge n

can he writtcn in the fornl (1) with d( rnd > (1)( Tl))" .

Sums of numbers with many divisors
H. L. Montgomery, Ann Arbor

This is joint work with P. Erdös. Recently I was asked for representations of n in

the form n = ml +... + mk (1) where the mi are positive integers with

d(mi) as large as possible. Ta address this, one must first determine how often d( m)

is large. Put



The mean values of the zeta- and Dirichlet L-functions
Y. Motohashi, Tokyo

'rhe rirst part. t)f thc talk is on the fourth power Inorncnt of Dirichlet /"-functions.

'rhis is joint work with ~Ilalti .J utila.
A relation hetwcen this classical problem and thc Ramanujan conjecture on thc size

of Fourier coefficients of non-homomorphic cusp-formsjSL(2, Z) is pointed out in

the following form:

THEOREM. Let lj(n) be the Hecke eigen-valuejSL(2, Z). Let a be such that
Ilj(n)l «! nl)+~ for aJl j ~ 1 and n ~ 1 with an arbitrary small € > O. Then we

have

provided T~ ~ To ~ T 2
/
J

.

The second part is on an approach to the eighth power moment of the zeta-function.

By an application of the Fourier-Hermite expansion and the Parseval formula one
may approach to the eighth power moment starting from the fourth power moment.

More precisely, let

1((!+i(T+Gt))14 = L hn{T,G) Hn(t)
n=O

be the Fourier-Hermite expansion. Then, by the Parseval formula we hav~

1
+00 00

G~ I((~ + i(T+t))j8 e-(t/G)'dt = L n!2"lh,,(T,G)12
•

-00 n~.

where the Fourier coefficients hn(T, G) are explicitly given in terms of the spectrum
of the non-Euclidean Laplacian. We have .

and we have already developed a theory which yields an explicit formula for the last
integral. It is to be seen whether or not this approach to J1(18 will yield any non
t.rivial cstimate for this highly important mean value of the zeta-function.



On zeros 0/ polynomials with 0,1 - coefficients
A. Odlyzko, Murray Hill

Zeros of polynonlials with O.I-coefficients {~xhibit. interesiing [ract.al prop{~rties. lf

W is the set of such zcros~ and W its dostHl'. t.hen (t.o~et.l)('r with B. [>nonen)

I havc shown that W is path connected~ W coniains an op(~n set. t.hai contains

{ZEG.~: 1=1 = 1. =# I}. W contains thc segment {-q~ -.l/q) ~ where q = (l+v!F,")/2.
and the only points = E W, such that Re(=) < -loS, are in this line s(~gtnent.

On the prime ideal theorem and applications
A. Perelli, Genova

For k,d.Q EIN, let f{x) = x k +Qd. Let v(d) denole t.he number o[ irreducible

factors of f(x} and p(d, p) the number of roots (mod p) of f(x). \Ve übtain the

following

THEOREM. (Nair & Perelli). Let X, Y ~ 2; .:, A > 0, and yl/2+~ ~ 1/ ~ Y.

Then we have

L I L (p(d,p) - v(d)) I
Y$d~Y+H X~p$2X

H .\
~k, A, c logA .Y

uniformly for Q :::; y A •

The independence of the ranges for )( and Y comes from the possibility of consi

dering hoth d and p a.s "modulus" in an appropriate sense.

The above theorem has several applications. We mention three of them:

Application to the irregularity in the distribution of primes represented by polyno

mials, to the representation of integers n as n = p + m k
, p prime and m integer

and to the distribution on average of primes in short intervals.

On sequences containing no arithmetic progressions
R. A. Rankin, Glasgow

A strictly increasing sequencc {ad of non-rwgativc intf~gers is callcd an An -se

quence if it contains no n distinct t.erms in arithmctic progn~ssion ( Tl 2::~). For an

An -seqllcnce we write I1n(I) = Ln.<.r 1 . '['lu: denseSl A]-sequence so [ar construc

ted is duc to F. ßehrend [Proe .•Val. :lead. S,:i. U.S.:1. :12 (1916), :1:11 -:rJ2] who

obtained for any ~ > 0
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/h(.r.) > .x (~XP ( - 2J~ lo~ 2 (l +.::) Jlo~ x ) . (I)

•

In 19()~ lISill~ an (~xplicit forrTlula. für r(.Ioi, P; iV). the nuolber of solut.iol1s nf the

c~ql1ati()n .xi + ... + ;I;; = iV whcrc 0 S; Xi ~ P, i = 1, ... , .-;, I Was able tn c:ollslruct

an An-secl'wtlcc for 1I.;::::J [Proc. /loyal Soc. Edinburgh 65A (1962), :13:1-344 J with:

An(x) > x exp ( - cn ( 1+E) (log x)K) , (2)

where Cn is a. known posi ti ve constant (cJ = C4 = 2J21og 2) and !{ = 1/(k + 1)

where n > 2Jc • This gives the same result for n = 4 as it does für n = 3.

My cfforts Lo get an cstimate of larger order for on = 4 have been unsuccessful

although I can gel rid of thc € in (1) replacing the right side far n = :1,4 by

x exp (- eJlü,g x) (log X)-1/4 and similarly for higher values of n.

Power moments 01 Hecke zeta-functions
U. Rausch, Ulm

Let [( be an algebraic riumber field of degree [/( : Q] = n = Tl + 2 T2 (in the

standard notation), ep = 1 for p = 1, ... , Tl and ep =2 for p = Tl + 1, ... , r + 1 ,
T = Tl + T2 - 1. For x = (x}, . .. , X r +l), x p > 0, E > 0, and kEIN we consider the

function

where the s~mmation is over all Grössencharacters Aof the form A( (}) = n;~~"I(}(p) liepbp

with bp E IR. such that L;~~ epbp = 0 and ..\(77) = 1 for every unit 7J E K. ( de

notes Hecke's zeta-function.

Fe ( x) is expanded into aseries similar to that occurring in the Voronol formula

associated with the divisor problem. In particular it fallows that

r+l

for )( := n x;p ~ 1 and 0 < € $ 1/8.
p=l

Für k = l, .\' = land t.otally real fields I{ . t.his is just about what an analoguc of

the Lindelör Hypothesis would givp..
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Structure of sumsets
I. Ruzsa. Budapest

By Szelncrt~di's t.hcof"(~ln. (\v(~ry set of lnt.e~ers .A C (1 ..VI, 1...··1I > n:V. n)lll.ains

il long arithrnetical pro~r('ssion, hut its lel1~th Inay h(~ « log.V. In cotltrast, a

tripie sllrnscl A +A +A conlains an arithrnctical progression of lengt.h 'S> :V'Y, -,{ =
1'(0) > 0 (Frerrnan. I1albprstanl, Ruzsa). whilc for A+A the Illitxilnal kngth lies in

( (I V) I/3-e (I ,)'}.f'J+!)exp og 1 ,~Xp og!'V (Bourgain. Ruzsa).

Setter than simple arithrnetical progressions are k-dinlcnsional ilrit.hrnet.ical pro

gressions of the form P = {a + 11 Xl + ... + C/kXk: 0 ~ Xi ~ f i - I} and Bohr sets,

finite analogues of Bohr neighbourhoods. The connection betwl'en l.hem is (~xplorcd. e
a source of which is a theorem of Bogolyubov (19~J7): Ir A c 7l. tl(A) > 0 l.hcn

A+A-A-A is a Bohr neighbourhood of O.

On Littlewood '8 conjecture
J. W. Sander, Hannover

In this talk we describe joint work with with S. Schäffer.

In 1948 Littlewood made the follawing conjecture (LC): For all Q, ß E IR and all

€ > 0 there is some n such that

n lIonllllßnll < c:

where !lxII denotes the distance between the real number x and the nearest integer.

In 1955 Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer proved that this i5 teue if Q, ,8 are elements

of a fixed real cubic number field. Apart from that not much is known. A ~'proof"

by ß. F. Skubenko [J. Soviel A'1alh. ,j3, 00.3 (1991), 302-321] seems to have gaps.

LC would be wrang if for same 0', ß E IR and same E. > 0 iV lIonllllßnll ~ i for

all LV and all 1 ~ n ~ lV .

TH EO REM 1. For 0: = 3 -2../5 and all LV there js sorne /3 such that for all 1 ~ n ~ iV

IV lIonllllßnl1 ~ :~ -4J?) ~ 0,19.

TIlEORE~t 2. Für all o:~ ,3 ~ llt il.n<! all .V ~ 2 therc is sorne n ~ :V such that

') 'V 1.
IV Ilnnllll/irzll <~ < ~ ..)N +'\ .)
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Integers not of the form n - ep( n)
A. Schinzel, Warszawa

\V. Sicrpir'lski ;l..."ik(~d in L959 whet.hcr there t~xist infinilly Inany positive integers not

or thc fonn II -Iy.?{n), wherc <.p is Eulcr~s function. The following theorern - proved

jointly wit.h .J. Browkin llsing covcring congruences - gives an affirmative answer to

this question:

THEOREM. Für every positive integer k we have 2k
. 509203 f:. n - <p(n) .

On a certain nonary cubic form
R. c. Vaughan, London

In joint work with T. D. vVooley we investigate the number of solutions S of the

diophantine system

xi + x~ + x~

Xl + X2 + X3

y~ +Yi + Y5
Yl +Y2 +Y3

(1 )

with Xi ~ P, Yi ~ P, i = 1,2,3.
Heath-Brown in 1989 in important work on Waring's problem u'sed the 'estimate

S = O(P3+E) , and Hua (1948) had shown that S = O(P 3 1og 9 P). "./":',
By suitable transformations we replace the system (1) by the nonary cubic form

(2)

subjeet to sundry side conditions. In this way we are able to show that the number

U of non-trivial solutions of (1) is 0 (P7/3(log 2P) 11) . Thus

THEOREM 1. Wehave S = 6p3 + O(P7/3(log2P)Il).

By further refinement we ean establish

THEOREM 2. Thc number U satisfies U x P 2 log 5 P.

Sinee the eontribution from the ~'Major Ares" in this problem is also X P 2 10g 5 P

t.his suggests a relationship between "Non-trivial" solutions and "Major Ares" and

we attem pt to plaee this idca on firmer ground.



Prime 'numbers in alTTiost all short 'il1,teT'1JaL~

N. Watt~ Göttingen

Assunlil11-!; the B.i(~nl(1I111 lIypot.hcsis Seiherg showed t.hat, illJnost. ;111 l)i" l.hc inl.cf\·als

[n., n+ f(n) log:! n] will contain primes, providcd t.ha.t I(n.) -+ 00. 1I(~ abo showed~

unconditionally, that. [or O' > 19/77 ~ ahnost 'all o[ t.hc illtervals [11.. Tl + fLol will

contain primes. La.ter restllt.s a.re: ~vlontgOTIlery 0 > l;'~. lIuxky (J > 1/6, [Iarrnan

o > 1/10. The last rcsult uses sieve met.hods which Wl'r<~ lirst inlroduced for l.he

problem of an individual short interval by Iwaniec aBU .Jlltilcl in 1977. \Iore recenLly

Harman and Hcath-Urown have independent unpublishcd proofs for () > 1/12.

Using the followinp; result:

(IC(t + it)l-I It an nif dt ~~ J'I+<!V
Ja n=l

[or lanl ~ 1 (n E IN). 'T ~ 1, !V ~ 1 and· ~ .> 0, we can show t.hat almost all

intervals [n, n + nOJ contain primes provided 0 > 1/1·-1 .

Multiple prime divisors 0/ binomial coefficients
E. Wirsing, Ulm

Generalizing work of Sarközy and Sander we count (multiple) prime divisors of ( ~ )
weighted in the traditional way. .

THEOREM 1. For every k E lN

L logp I"V Ck n l
/

k
,

pie I(~n)

as n -+ 00, where the positive constants CJc are explicitly given.

THEOREM 2. Let kEIN, € > 0 and n/! ~ r S; n/2. Thcn we have

for n ~ 00. whcrc d1( == ! - _I- + _1_ - +.... in particular rl 1 == log '2 ,
. k k+l k+1 .

:\s in thc: papers quoted a.bOVf~ t.he (~ssent.ial tool is an (~sti[nate for certain (~xpon(~[ltial

surns. The estimatc llsed hy Sander sufnces far t.beorenl 1 hut t.lH~ proof of theor(~rn '2

requircs rnon~:

•
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TII.EOIlEM :3. Lc~t h(x) = !tIX + ... + h.J.cJ be areal polynornial and (~ > (). Thc'n

\Vitia a positive constant r; = c(J, h) providcd that

we have

L e (h(~)) « lV 1
-

c

pprime.p~N

\~here the O-constant depends only on J and {) .

Gt;1ldbach 's problem with restrietions
D. Wolke, Freiburg ;~?!'.~

By using a combinatorial method of Erdös [Proe. Amer. i\1ath. Soc. 5 (l954), 847
853] and various results on Goldbach representations the following was proved partly
joint with G. Dufner.

THEOREM 1. Let Qt,Q2,03 > 0; ßbß2,ß3 E IR; Qt+02+a3 = 1; ßl+ß2+ß3 = 1.
Then there exist sets of primes IPj with # {p E IPj : P :5 x} <t: xOj(Iog x )'6'j,
j = 1,2,3, and V n ~ no: 2n + 1 = Pt + P2 + P3, Pi E IP j (j = 1,2,3) .

This generalizes a theorem of E. Wirsing [Analysis 6 (1986), 285-308].- . '.~'

THEOREM 2. There is a set ]P' ~ IP with Pl(X) « log2 x and 'cl n .~ no :

2n + 1 = P + p~ + p~, p~ ;p~ E IP' .

Reported by: P. Bauer {Frankfurt} & U. Vorhauer (Ulm) .



PROBLEMS POSED

Oberwolfach, 16 March 1994

1. (Paul Erdös) SllPPOS(~ that ml < rn'! < ... < rnle. (tud t.ha.t tlHll1b(~rs

al, a,.l, ... , ak are chosen so that evcry integer 11. satisfies at. I(~ast onc of t.he congru

enccs n == ai( lIlOU H1i). Then we say that thc arit.hrnct.ic progressions ad rnod In.i)

form a systern of coveriny congTuenccs . 00 thcre t~xist syst.(~nlS of coverlng congru

ences in which all thc rnoduli are large? Choi achievcd ruin ,ni = 20. and :!·l h~s

been clai med. Prize: $1,000.

2. (Paul Erdös) Can every odd integer n be expressed as a SUTIl 01" a prinle and •

a bounded number of powers of 2? Erdös useu covcring congruences to show t.hat
there are arithmetic progressions ffee of odd nunlbers of thc fonn p + lk. Crocker

(Pacific J. Nlath. 1971) showed that there are infinitely Inany odd n not of the fann

p + 2i + "2 k , but the set of numbers constructed is rather sparse. Gallagher proved

that the surn of a prime and k powers of 2 has density tcn~ing to 1 as k -+ ,:x) .

It may be that three powers of 2 suffice to represent every sufficiently large odd

number.

3. (Paul Erdös) Suppose that aI < a2 < .... and that every positive integer n

can be written in the form n = p +ai. Let A(x) denote the nurnber of Gi ~ I.

Erdös proved that there exists such a sequence with A(x) « (log x)2. Can this be

improved? Ruzsa proved that such a set must have A(x) ~ (e'"Y + o(l))logx.

4. (Paul Erdös) CaU a prime "good" if every even number ~ p - 3 can be

weitten as q - T where q and rare primes L P ~ q > r. 00 there exist infinitely

many good primes? In this connection, do there exist arbitrarily large numbers x

such that 1r(x) - ;r(x - t) > ctj log t uniformly for 3 ~ l ::; x?

5. (lmre Ruzsa) Let A be a set of integers in [1, LV] such that the equation

x + 3y = 2u + 2v has 00 solution in A. How large can A be? It is known that thc

maximum size lies between ~ and lV/(log iV)c. Expect that the answer is lV 1
-!:. •

6. (Imre Ruzsa & Vera S6s) Let A be a set of positive integers~ and let r(n)

be the number of pairs (i, j) such that Gi + aj = n. Pul S(x) = Ln<x r(n). The

Errlös-Fuchs theorem, as strengthened hy Jurkat, asserts that S(x) - c; = r2(X 1/4).

In contrast to this, if one insteacJ counts soilltions of fLi + 'l.a) = n ~ similarly far

(li + :Ja i = n (~tc.~ th(~n one can ~et S( x j = ,r.. \Vhat aboll t ~at + :J(1) '!

7. (Aleksandar Ivic) Let 1,( < 11 :; At2 :s ... h(~ t}}(~ urdinates of th(~ zeros of

the zeta function on thc c:ritical line~ c:ounted ilcr.orrling to rnultiplic:ity. L(~t .'\(T)



I ~

•

.- )

tlenote t.Jlt~ nHlldH~r of n such t.hat in :s; T anel

rIIax I( (~ + i l)l 2:: l'n +I - l'Fl •

'1'n ~t~~ra+1 ..

[[ow do(~s /\('1') con1pare wit.h t.hc t.ot.al nuo1ber lVo('f) or zeros on thc critical liue

up to 'f '! Pri~e: .1)00 Billion Dinars.

8. (Jörg Brüdern) Let r(n) dcnote the number of representations of nasa surn
of three positive cubes. Determine the density of the set of n for which r(n) > O.
It is conjectllred that this density is > O. The best known result in this direction is

due to Vaughan (1989), who showed that thc number of such n not exceeding N
is > lY 11 / 12 - ~. Let. p(n) denote the number of representations n = x3 + y3 + z3

with y, = sn100tll in the sense that plYz implies that p ~ n~. Show that

LP(n)2 ~ lyß

n~r

"--;:fP
with ß < 13/12. Vaughan proved this with ,8 = 13/12 + E:. Let C deno.t~: the set

of numbers for which r(n) > o.

Problem 1. Gaps. Let Cl < C2 be consecutive members of C. Trivially C2 - Cl ~

C~2/3)3. 00 better. Prize: $100. vVeaker: 00 better for almost all short intervals.

Problem 2. Show that

L(Ci+1 - Ci)2 ~ iV'"
Ci5,r

with i < 1 + (2/3)3 .

Problem 3.· In joint work with A. Balog it was shown that the number o('~9Iutions

of Cl -+-C2 = 2C3 ::; N with the Ci E C is > N2-1/4-e. Let R(N) denote th·~-·number

of solutions of xi + x~ + x~ + yr + y~ + Y5 = 2(z~ + zi + z5) ~ lV .. It is easily seen

that R(N) "'J l' lV'1.. To obtain a simple proof of the abave results, one would like

to have the following inequality: .

L p( C.)2 p( C2)2 p( C;i)2 < iy2+1/ 4 + ~.

Cl +C2 =2C.l 'SN

9. (Yoichi Motohashi) In work with A. lvic it was shown that

'rr 1(( ~ + ii)!1 dl = T 1~I(lo~ T) + E·1(T)in
wherc P, is a polynornial of dp.grcc ..1 ilIHl J~'2(T)« T2/3(log T)c. lmprove on this.

Prize: :\ special dinner in IHy horne.



10. (Roger lleath-Brown) Ld. /'n Iw t.lw nth l.win (Hirne. Thus 1'11+1 - fJn =
n( (lo~ pn )~). IrllprOV(~ un l.his. 'rhus. ur ot.lwrwlse. irnprovc Oll t hc.' tri vial ndat.ion

I
I clf

;r.,!(.c) -(' --., = n(l).
'1 (log 0·

11. (Roger Heath- Brown) Is it trlle that

if T ~ Ta? (Hefe the an are arbitrary complex nllInbp.rs.) This is Cl question

of Ramachandra; he conjectures that the answer is yes, [ conjeclllre thal it is 110. e
Ccrtainly Ta ~ 2rr / log 2 .

12. (A ntal Balog) 1t is known that

Can it be shown that

L z~~x 11.. L A(n)A(n + h) - e(h)1
2

«: x
h'5

x
_y_ Y n~y (log x)A

where z = (log X)A. Easier:

This would be easy if y were restricted to· the range XE ::; Y ~ x, since then it

would be enough to note that the inner surn is uniformly ~ <e"( h)y(log y + h) / log y .

13. (Brian Conrey) 15 there a sequence an and a constant /3 such that

satisfies the functional equation f( z) == f( -1 / z)? Here [{ is the Bessel function.

If so, then the Dirichlet series L::=l anTl -5 satisfies a fllnctional cquation with two

gamma factors. Note thal if (sin 2rrnx )/2trnx wp.re ornitted [rom thc abovp., then

thc question would rcdllce t.o t.hc questiofl ur the f~xisten((~of ev(~n ~laass wavp. farms.

14. (Hugh MOfJ.tgomeMJ) :\ssume RH. In 1!):15. \Vintner proved that th(~ nor

malizcd t~rror tenn g(y) = (lp( eil) - ('.!J)/ (~l.Jtl in the printe nurnbcr theorem has a.n



asyrnpt.otic distrihut.ion runct.ion F(x). \OVintner a.lso provcd tha.t () < F(x) < 1

for flny finite .e, (lud t.hat t.hc distribution has rnomcnts of idl orders. Show that

F is slrict.ly incrcasillg. Thal iso t.here is 110 intcrval or positive leng,th on which

F is COJlstant.. AIso. show t.hat F is continuous. These assertions iLrc t.rivial if thc

ordinatcs "y > 0 of t.IH~ ~eros of ((s) are linearly independent over 4~.

15. (Hugh Montgomery) Show that

2::*1 2:: Jl(n)2an(~)( « (X + D)(XD)< 2:: Jl(n)2Ianf
Idl~D O<n~X O<n~X

e Here the outer sum on the left is restricted Lo primitive quadratic discriminants.

16. (Paul Erdös) The distribution function F(x) of rf>(n)jn is singular. Prove

that there is 00 real number x such that F'(x) exists and has a positive finite value.

It' may even be t.hat there is no x for which the one-sided derivative exis~'''and has

a positive finite value.

17. (Andrew Odlyzko) Suppose that f(z) is a polynomial of the form f(z) =
1 + 2:~==1 ajz

j where aj = 0 or 1. (a) Show that f cannot have a multiple zero in
the complex plane, other than on the unit circle Izi = 1. (b) What is the maximal

multiplicity of a zero of f( z) at -1, as a function of d? (c) Are most of the

polynomials f( z) of this form irreducible?

18. (Andrew Odlyzko) Write di = Pi+l - Pi. The value of di th~t occurs

most frequently, for Pi ~ x, is called a champion. Show that the champions tend

to infinity with x. Assuming a quantitative form of the prime k-tuple conjecture,

it can be shown that the champions are 4, 2, 6, 30, 210, ... , and subsequently
I1p~yp.' -:~.~:

19. (Gerald Tenenbaum) Suppose that A is a set of positive integers. Let

8(A) denote the logarithmic density of A. Let M(A) = {ma : m ~ 1, a E A}.
The set A is called a ßehrend set if 8J\It(A) = 1. A Sehrend set A is called a

witness if 8(A \ A') == 0, A' ~ A implics that A' is Sehrend. Suppose that W is

a witness. It is easy to show that if 8(W) exists and 8M(A) n W = 6W then A
is Sehrend. It is also easy to see that if (a,q) = 1 thcn the arithmetic progression

n (mod q) is a wilness. Thc set A = {n : w(n) ~ lOK log n} is Behrend. Is it a

witness?

20. (A ndrzej Schinzel) Let q E Z(x) have de~rcc 2. Do thcre cxist infinitely

many intcgers I such ~bat the largest prinlc factor of q(x) is < .x.ß/4 . The expectcd

a.nswcr is x'. In particular. what if q(.x) = 'Ix:.! + "Ix + !). .



21. (A ndrzej Schinzel) Let. f E ~[.rl ~ wit.h at Icast. t.lln'(' disliIlcl, zeros in 0 ~ .

[s it t.rll(~ I.hilt J(.r) has ;l prirrH~ fa.c:t.or l)f rnult.iplicilY t'xact.ly I. fur all sulficiertt.ly

large .c.

22. (A ndrzej Schinzel) Show that t.llt"~ set of IlllInbers 1101. l,f t.h(~ fOrlll /I. - y( 11)

has posit.ive lower Jcnsity. See .1. Bro\vkin and A. Schinzd, "()Jl intcgt'fS not l)f t.he

form n - y(n)."

23. (A ndrzej Schinzel) What is the least positive rturnbcr 11. with thc property

that n2k
- 1 is composite for all k 2:: O? It is kno\\"n that .:>O!)203 is a. tlufnber with

this property.

24. (John Friedlander) Let (:r and .3 he fixcd~ 0 ::; Ce < !' S; 1. LeI. f E Ü:[xj h('

irreducibleover 4~. Let r(m) denote the number ofsolutions l.)f J(fl} == O(rllodln)

with am ~ a ~ ßm. Hooley proved that Lm<.r r(m) '" cf(,:3 - ü)x where Cf > 0
is a certain" constant. - Duke, Friedlander and.-Iwani.ec sho\ved t.hat 2: p<.r: r(p) '"

(ß - 0) 1T(X) when f(x) = ax2 + bx + c and b2 - 4ac < 0. ExtenJ t.11is to all

irreduci ble f.

25. (Jürgen W. Sander) Let 'H.(x, y) = {(u, v) E rn?: lu - xliv - Yl < l} , and
put B(r) = [O,r]2. A set .1\1( of points (Xi,Yi) in B(r) is called r-admissible if

(Xi, yJ) ~ 1i(xj, Yj) whenever i =1= j . Show that

lim ~ ma~ 1;\v11
T-OO r r-admisftll

1
~.

That the liminf is at least this large can be seen by taking the (Xi, vd to be points

of an appropriate lattiee.

26. (Peter Elliott) Show that every positive rational number r ean be written

in the form r = ;$+ where p and q are primes. Easier: Show that there is a
number k such that every positive rational number r can be expressed in the form

r = rr~=l (Pi + 1y, where Ci = ±1, Pi prime. Easier still: Allow k to depend on

r. This last problem is equivalent to showing that the numhers p + 1 generate thc

multiplicative group Q- of positive rational numbers. Let r denote the subgroup

of Q- generated by the numbers p + 1. Elliott has shown that the index of r in

Q- is at most 3.

27. (R. A. Rankin) Let A be a set uf positive intcgcrs containing 110 three

memhcrs in arithmctic pro1;rcssion. anti lc~t /\:J(..c) denote thc nurnbcr of rnemhers

l)f A not exC(~~ding .I. It is known t.bat Ih( x) f:illl be as lar~p. a.s .c (~XP ( -cJlog x)

wherp. r. = 2J21og 2. Inlprovp on this. Sinlply a rp.ducl,ion in t.he value of c would

alf(~ady he interesting.
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Regelungstheorie

20.03. - 26.03.1994

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H.\V. Knobloch (Würzburg) und M. Thoma (Han
nover) statt. Ein Schwerpunktthema war für die Tagung nicht festgelegt worden, so
daß die gewählten Vortragsthemen bis zu einem gewissen Grad· die derzeit aktuellen
Forschungsaktivitäten des Teilnehmerkreises auf dem Gebiet der Regelungstheorie wi
derspiegeln. Etwa z\vei Drittel aller Vorträge lassen sich mindestens einem der beiden
Themen "Regelung nichtlinearer Systeme" und "Ro.bustheit durch Regelung" zuord
nen. Jedes die.ser beiden Themen war bereits früher einmal Schwerpunktthema einer
Regelungstheorie-Tagung gewesen. Neu war, daß jetzt mehrere Vorträge über Ergebnis
se berichteten, die beide Themen verknüpfen, also die Robustheit gezielt ~ls zusätzliche
Anforderung in eine nichtlineare Regelung einbeziehen. Es war allgemeiner Konsens, daß
diese Entwicklung den Erfordernissen der regelungstechnischen Praxis entgegenkommt
und in seiner theoretischen Ausgestaltung für die Zukunft noch einiges erwarten läßt.

Eine eher kritische Auseinandersetzung fand dagegen der Umstand, daß neuere theo
retische Ergebnisse, auch wenn sie aus der Sicht der Anwendung sehr attraktiv sind,
typischer\veise nicht zugleich schon als praktikables Entwurfswerkzeug für den Ingenieur
anzusehen sind. Gefragt sind hier zusätzlich Anwendungsbreite (flir eine größere System
klasse), Anwendungstiefe (im Sinne einer ausreichenden Flexibilität, auch tatsächlich
alle im Einzelfall wesentlichen Systemeigenschaften gezielt einbeziehen zu können) und
schließlich eine problemlose Berechenbarkeit.

Zum Thema nichtlineare Regelung mit Robustheit führte A. Isidori die Lösung der
betrachteten Regelungsaufgabe auf bekannte Ergebnisse der 2 Personen- Nullsummen
Differentialspiele zurück. Notwendige und hinreichende Bedingungen· für die Existenz
von warst case Hoo-Reglern und Filtern für nichtlineare Systeme waren Gegenstand
des Vortrags von A.J. Krener. Eine interessante Gegenüberstellung der Set- Valued
lind Hoo Techniken gab A.B. Kurzhanski. der einen verallgemeinerten lIamilton·.Jacobi
Bellmann·Isaacs-Formalismus vorstellte, mit dem sich beide Lösungen berechnen lassen.

Flir eine Klasse affiner Systeme be~andeltc K.G. Wagner die robuste Stabilisierung
durch ein einfacher zu lösendes. modifiziertes Prohlem mit nachfol~ender Approxima
t.ion. Eine Erweiterung auf exponentielle :\usgal1gsregclung beschrieb R. Liestmann.
F. :\lh~öwer kam anhand \"on Beispielen zu €lern Schluß, daß die nichtlineare H'X) Theo
rie a.ls praktisches Entwurfswerkzeug noc.h nicht t~incn der linearen H-x.-Theorie ver
gl<"ichbarcn Entwicklungsstand errt~icht hat. lind C. \V. Schc~rcr 7.ci~te für das lineare
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Il·z/Ht:O-r'rohlem. W;t~ rnan nU[Ju-r;sch vcrifizit-~rt'n kann. oh c~ill rat.ionaler optilllill(~r H.(~~

ler existiert . .1. At·kenllann präSenti(~rtceirw robust (~ntk()PP('lnd(~Ht·~dllng flir(~in Fahr
zeug, und S. Eng("11 het.onte in seinem Vortrag über z("'itopt.irnal(~ Heg('lnn~ di(~ g(~n('rdlt- :
Bedeutung eier Rohu::it.lieit für einen prakti::icht~n Entwurf.

In1 Rahmen der Lie- Bäcklund Transforrnation gcwisserlln~~nd)ich-diI1wnsion(\lt~riVlan nig
[altigkeiten diskutierte M. Fliess nichtlineare RegcIungsprobleme und 2eigte~ daß j(~de~

System das durch dynamische Rückk~pprung linearisierbar ist, auch ~. na.ch~' ist. Fiir
- die Stabilisierung nichtlinearer Systeme in Chained -Form. die einen lInstetigen Reg

ler erfordern, schlug "H. Nijmeijer eine Kombination aus kontinuierlicher Regelung und
Abtastregelung vor und zeigte am ·Beispiel eines mobilen Roboters. daß dennoch sehr
glatte Stellverläufe erzie!bar sind. Dagegen benutzte V. Utkin die Unstetigkeit schalten
der. Zweipunktregler gezielt als Mittel, um Robustheit zu erzeugen.- Robustheit bereits
aus der Sicht. der ~lodellierung ist gefragt, wenn nur quantisierte ~llessungen verfügbar
sind. J. Lunze zeigte, daß hier ein nichtdeterministischer Automat als ~{odellierungs

grundlage für weitere regelungstechnische Betrachtungen geeignet ist.

[m Vergleich zur Reglung zeigt sich das Problem der Zustandsbeohachtung nichtlinea
rer Systeme viel schwieriger zugänglich. M.L.J. Hautus gab -eine detaillierte Analyse
der Beobachtbarkeit für lineare Systeme mit Sättigung am Ausgang. Eine spezielle
Block·Oreiecks-Beobachternormalform für nichtlineare-Systeme sowie notwendige und
hinreichende Bedingungen für deren Existe~z, stellte NI. Zeitz vor. Diese Norma)form
gestattet die Konstruktion exponentiell~r Beobachter mit Met~od~ri aus der linearen
Theorie. D. Flockerzi präsentierte ei~en Zugang zur Beobachterkon"struktion für affine
Systeme· und widmete sich dabei insbesondere einigen nicht-lokalen Problemen· auf der
Grundlage nicht-lokaler Integralmannigfaltigkeiten, die attraktiv sind und eine asym-
ptotische Phase zulassen. .

Ganz offensichtlich hat das Ergebnis von V.L. 'Kharitonov über die Stabilität von In
tervallpolynomen dem Gebiet der parametrischen Robustheitsanalyse linearer Systeme
einen wesentlichen neuen Impuls gegeben. V.L. Kharitonov selbst berichtete über ei~

ne ~lasse nichtliilearer Parameterunsicherheiten, für die die Robustheitsanalyse ebenso
einfach wie für den affinen Fall ist. Konische Parameter'unsicherheiten betrachtete D."
Hinrichsen, während F.J. Kraus sich mit elliptischen Unsicherheiten, wie sie bei der "Pa
rameteridentifikation auftreten, befaßte. K.R. Schneider untersuchte die Bifurkation der
Stabilität in Evolutionsgleichungen und deren Kontrolle durch glatte Rückkopplungen.

Eine andere Mögli~hkeitRobustheit zu erzielen, liegt in.der selbsttätigen Adaption. Für
. lineare Regelstreckenpräsentierte A. Ilchmann adaptive Regler nach dem Prinzip der
hohen Verstärkung, welches die Identifikation von Parametern vermeidet, aber stabile
Übertiagungsnullstellen vorausse~zt. Dagegen. ~tellteG. Kreis~elmeier p.inen auf zwei
klassische ·Identifizierer gestützten adaptiven Regler vor, der nur noch Stabilisierbarkeit
lind die Kenntnis einer oberen Schranke für die Ordnung der Regelsfrecke benötigt.

Besondere Aufmerksamkeit erhielte!! zwei Vorträ.~e tiber Anwendun~en in der ytedizin.
G. Vossius berichtete über Patientrn~ bei denen durch zentrale Lähmun~cn eine Spastik
auftritt; und wie man versucht, die angenomnlcne fehlerhafte Selhstorg·anisation des
Neuronennetzwerkes des Riickenmarkes durch Elcktrostim"ulation umzuprograrnrniercll

.,
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und für eine nornlale FllnktioJlsnusübllng zu öffnen. F. Kappel f~r1äuterte Arh(~ilell,

deren Ziel ein ~·todell ~unl klareren Verständnis der Vorgänge ist, die h~i dc~ Reaktion
des kardiovaskularen Systems auf eine kurzzeitige ergometrische Belastung auftreten.
Angesichts der ('nonnen Schwierigkeiten der ~!todellierung und der Notwendigkeit, rnit
kaum bew~isbaren Hypothesen zu arbeiten, hat die konsequente" Verwendung neuester
regelungstheoretischer l\fcthoden für den über viele Jahre aufgebauten Erfolg dieser
Arbeiten einen besonderen Stellenwert.

H.J. Sussmann stelJte eine strenge Version des Maximumprinzips von Pontryagin unter
der schwachen Voraussetzung vor, daß f( x, u, t) stetig in x und ein" Referenz·Vektorfeld"
lokal Lipschitz ist. Der Kern des Beweises ist ein Open Mapping Theorem for Set·Valued
}vtaps. Abnormale Extremalen in Lagrange'schen Variationsproblemen diskutierte A.V.
Sarychev und gab Bedingungen zweiter Ordnung für schwache Minimalität und Rigi
<1ität, cl.h.. Isoliertheit des extremalen "Punktes" an.'

H. Kwakernaak zeigte, indem er äquivalente Zustandsraummodelle für Polynommatrizen
einführte, wie man polynomiale Algorithmen aus der linearen H2 und Hoo optimalen
Regelung durch numerisch vorteilhaftere Zustandsraumalgorithmen ersetzen ka.~q. Eine
ganz andere Art des numerischen Berechnens betrachtete U. Helmke, indem, er -das
gesuchte Ergebnis als stabile Ruhelage eines dynamischen Systems darstellte...

Motiviert durch Anwendungen in der Signaltheorie, Sprachsynthese und der stocha·
stischen Realisierungstheorie gab C.I. Byrnes eine vollständige Charakterisierung aller
Kovarianzfolgen, die positiv und rational sind. H. Wimmer untersuchte die Menge al
ler positiv-semidefiniten Lösungen der algebraischen Riccati.;.Gleichung, und G.J. Olsder
berichtete über notwendige und hinreichende Bedingungen für die Existenz eines stati
onären Verhaltens in Min-Max-Systemen. Eine deterministische Fassung von Oseledec's _
Satz für lineare gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen mit beschränkten, zeitvariablen Ko
e~zienten gab F. Colonius.

D. Bothe präsentier.te eine explizite Darstellung der offen erreichbaren Mengen fü~ ein
Kontrollproblem von H. Hermes, und D. Franke sprach über Beobachtung und R:~gelung

arithmetisch linearer Finite State Machines. Die Komplexität der Modellbildung bei
mechatronischen Systemen waren das Thema von J. Lückel, und P.C. Müller gab einen
Überblick über regelungstechnische Besonderheiten bei Descriptor-Systemen.

Nur am Rande sei aus den historischen Anmerkungen der Tagungsleiter die amüsante
Feststellung über menschliche Wesensart notiert: "The higher in rank, the more obser-
vable, the less controllable~' . -

Die Tagung Regelungstheorie ist in Deutschland die einzige, die gezielt Mathematiker
und Ingenieure auf diesem Gebiet miteinander konfrontiert. Der Trend der vergangenen
.Jahre, daß sich Gedankenaustausch und Zusammenarbeit von ~1al zu Mal intensivieren,
setzte sich fort. Das Interesse und die Beteiligung aus dem Ausland (etwa ein Drittel
der Teilnehmer) waren auch dieses Mal ein sicheres Zeichen für Vielseitigkeit und gutes
Niveau der Tagung.
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J. ACKER~'IANN

Robust Car Steering

Conventionally the driver of a car corri~ands a. front wheel steering angle. Thc resultiug
motion depends on velocity, mass, roarl-tire conta:ct and other uncertain positive paraln
eters. In a robust steering system thedrivercolnmands a lateral accel~ration llJ at a
point in the front part of the car. This acceleration.follows almost exactly the comnland

- aJTe! 00 matter what the parameter'values are. Such a robust steering system iso derived
in two steps:

i) Feedback of yaw rate and lateral acceleration at two points provides triangular de
coupling. of two subsystems: a) a st~ring subsystem involving only the unknown
front-wheef tire characteristics, its state is aj, and b) a jaw su bsystem "involving .only
the unknown rear-wheel tire characteristic. Itis shown that .the jaw subsystem is
stable and not observable from al.

ii) Feedback of a! provides' an i.deal steering behavior aJ ~ a Jre/.

T~e driverdirectly applies a lateral acceleration a J to arnass point in t~e front p~rt of
the car in order to keep it on. top of his planned path .. He .does not .have to care about
j~w motions or parameter changes. -. .

-F. ALLCÖWER

. -

Practical Controller Design by Nonlinear H'XI-Minimization - Delights and Woes -

Since several years linear Hoo-control theory experiences remarkable' popularity in engi
neering applications. The main reasons for this are the possibility to explicitly include
robustness considerations in the design and the ·fact that there is a very transparent
relation between physical performance objectives and Hoo loop-shaping design specifi- •
cations. During the last coupl~ of years a theory for nonlinear Hoo-miriimization was

. ·developed as an extension to the linear theory. In our presen~ationwe critically examine
wheth·er nonlinear H oo provides a framework equally weIl suited for practical controller
design as its linear analog. Some practically interesting nonlinear 11'10 design problems
are shown and areas are pointed out where, from an engineering point of view ~ there is
still need to further develop the underlying mathematical theory.

·1



f). ßCrrHE

:\ Conlrol System with Open Attainable Sets

In his paper "On theStructure of Attainable Sets for Generalized Differential Equations
and Control SYRtems" (J.Diff. Eqs. 9, 141 - 154, 1971) H. Hermes gavp. an interesting ex
ample of a. two-dimensional control system x' = p(x)u, u E U with Lipschitz continllolls
p and compact Cf, havin~ open attainable sets pet) for all t > to.

ßased on this example we give an improved version which, in addition, also aJlows a.
thorough analysis of the attainable sets. In particular, we get the representation

• P(t) = {(r cos 9. r sin 0) : 0 ~ 0 < 27r, 0 ~ r < R(t, 9)} ror t > 1 + v'2.

and by computation of the time optimal solutions of the convexified problem the inverse
of R(., 0) can be given explicitly.

C.I. BYRNES

Parameterization of Covariance Sequences

•

In this talk, we describe arecent characterization, due to Lindquist, Gusev, Mateevand
the presenter, of all positive rational extensions of a given partial covariance sequence.
This result, which proves a eonjecture due to Georgiou, has a long history beginning
with an application to potential theory by Caratheodory and Schur. Our research on
this problem is motivated by its applications to signal processing, speech synthesis and
stochastic realization theory. This characterization is in terms of a complete parame
terization using familiar objects from systems theory. The methodology employed is a
combination of complex analysis, geometry, linear systems and the theory of no~tljnear

dynamical systems as applied to eertain filtering algorithms. .......

F. COLONIUS

Lyapunov Exponents, Stabilization and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Equation

. For families of linear ordinary. differential equations with bounded time-varying coeffi
cients. a deterministic analogue of Oseledec's Theorem is proven. The result is based
on an analysis of chain recurrence in an associated linear flow on a vector bundle and
geometrie nonlinearcontrol for an associated system on projective space. This has
applications tostabilization of bilinear. control systems. Here the minimal Lyapunov
c~xponents can be approximated by the value functions of discounted optimal control
rrohlen:ts, which ca.n oe solved via the lIamilton-.lacohi-Beilman equation. The theory
is illustrated by numerical results for 2- and :J-dimensional systems.



s. EN(;ELL

Towa.rds Applicabl(~ Tinle-()pti,nal C\)ntrol

It is, in general, dcsirablc that controllers llse thc available power of the actuators fully.
Time-optimal control achieves this whercas linear controllers in most ca.ses a.re Jesigned
such that large actuator amplitudes are reserved for the largest possib]e control crrors
and hence are used alrriost never, hence they are inefficient. On the other hand~ tirnc
optimal controllers show severe deficieneies which prevcnt their practical application:
high sensitivity to measurement noise and errors in "the plant lnodel. large transicnt
errors of fast variables in multivariable contro1. Moreover, on-line conlputation is not
feasible in most cases.

In this talk, some remedies to these problems are discussed which bring time-optimal
control closer to applicability: speed-up of the on-Hne camputation. output regula
tion, min-max-rest control and embedding of linear controllers. Further. it is denlon
strated that relatively simple nonlinear controllers can provide robust approximately
time-optimal eontrol under realistic conditions. Th'is poses the interesting problem of
a theoretical investigation of such schemes, esp. of the trade-off between closeness to
optimali ty and robustness.

M. FLIESS

Flatness and Differential Geometry

In this joint work with J. Levine, P. Martin and P. Rouekou, nonlinear control and
dynamic feedback linearization are diseussed within the framework of Lie-Bäcklund
transformations of some infinite-dimensional manifolds. It is shown that any system
which is dynamieally feedback linearizable is Bat. Time scaling is shortly discussed.
Controllability is interpreted via Vinogradov's variational complex.

D. FLOCKERZI

Observers for Affine Control Systems

We present an approach of constructing obs~rvers for nonlinear contral systems. Thereby
we attempt togive answers to same non-Iocal problems for affine contro] systems. The
main tool hereby is the theory of non-Ioeal integral manifolds that are attractive and
aJlows an asympotic phase. The control input will he llsed first to generate the necessa.ry
dichotomy for the existence of such an integral manifold and secondly to establish the
desired performance of the reduced system on this manifold. \;Ve present applicatiol1s
to problems of stabilization and parameter (~stimation and address the non-Ioeal error
feedback regulator problem.

6
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1). FRANKE

Ohscrvcr-ßa..~f'dCont.rol or Aritillnetically Linear "Finite State Machincs

••

Thc contribulion addrcsst:'s discrclc systems with a finite number oe states which canbe
rnodelled by the state equations oe a finite automaton. In contrast to traditional work,
the approach is based on l1rithmetic representations of Boolean functions appearing on
the right hand side of the underlying fini te state equation~. This allows a unifying view
on discrete-eveot systems and classical discrete-time systems. The presentation focusses
on the special class of arithmetically linear finite state machines. The design of feedback
control using reduccd observers is extended to this dass of systems. Incompletely speci.
Red machines which 'allow ooly a subset of possible states and controls 'will be induded.
Using sensor coordinates, the reduced observer design is a straight forward extension
of the classical discrete-time case, eigenvalue assignment playing a central role. The
procedure will be illustrated by ineansof an ~xample.

•

M.L.J. HAUTUS

Observability of Saturated Systems

The observability is investigated of a linear time-invariant system i~ which the output
·can onIy be meas":lred via a sa.'turation deviee of the form"

z(t) := y+ (y(t) ~ .y+:)

=(t) := y(i) (y- < y(t) < y+)

z(t) := y (y(tr~ y.-).

Obviously, the observability of the original system is a necessary eo~dition for "the ob.:
servability of the saturat~d system. So this is' a standing assumptiot;l in the tälk. In
addit'ion, onlysingle-output systems are eonsidered.

The observability propertie:; of the saturated system dependon the restriction setU
for the input variable ·and on the loeation of the _origin (in y-spaee) w.r.t. the interval
Y := (Y-., y+). As to the set Y, distinction has to be made between the cases 0 E Y,O E
Y \ }' and 0 ~ Y. Three cases are also distinguished for the input set -U: the jree-input
case U ~Rm, the zero-input case U = {OL and the small-input case, where 0 'E iot U
and U is bounded. In the free-endpoint case, the saturated system is always observable.
In the zero-input case, observability' conditions for the saturated system are expressed
in terms of the eigenvalues of the system matrix A. The situation is more complicated
in the small-input case. In that case only the strictly dominant eigenvalues of A have
influence in the observability. Specifically, they are not allowp.d "to be real and positive
,r the saturated system is to be observable.

, -
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lJ. II ELrvl KE

Dynamical Systctns [\·It't,hods in Nnmerical Analysis and Control

In this talk I pxplaill how prohlems [rom Ilumcrical analysls .tod contro( t.heory Gl.l1 hc'
solved llsing gradient flow In(~thods.Dynamica.( sYSt.ClllS are considered whosc solutions

converge to equilibria points. which yicld the solutions to variolis conlputational t~ks

such as:

• The diagonalization ~f matrices

• Total least squares estimation

• Output feedback control problems such as pole assignment.

The main pa.rt of the talk will concentrate on a classical as weIl as new approach to pole
placement via'gradient flow methods.· "

D. HINRICHSEN

Stability of Polynomials with Conic Uncertainty

Let Pn be the vector ~pace of real polynomials of degree ~ n, and suppose that Po E Pn

is Hurwitz stahle, [( C Pn a convex cone. We derive yarious necessary and sufficient
criteria for Po + K to be Hurwitz (cansist only of Hurwitz stable polynomials). In
particular, if K is a polyhedral cone generated by an interval polynomial then Po + [(
i5 Hurwitz if and only if (i) the associated four Kharitonov polynom"ials PI, . .. ,P4 and
L~ Pi are ~emistable and (ii) the four rays Po + R", are stable. The latter stability can
be tested by solving -tour algebraic equations.

The paper is basedon -joint work with V.L. Kharitonov.

A.ILCHMANN

Non-Identifier-Based High-Gain Adaptive Control

\Ve consider a class L of multivariable systems of the form

x(l) Ax(t) + ßu(t)

y(t) C x(f)

whCf(~ A E Rnxn ~ B~ C,-r ~ Rnxm. The state ,dirnension n a.s weil a.s thc p.ntries of the .

rnatrices are Ilnknown. The only structural il....·;sunlptions· are:

•

•



(i) (1\, 1J) is sti\.bili1.ahlc~ by state ret~dback.

(ii) (;1,(~) is d<,tt'ctahlc,

(iii) (.7($ In - :\)-IB has no zeros in {s E C IRe s ~ O},

(iv) det (C ß) i- O.

For Land a fairly rich class of reference signals "'Ire! the contro) objective is as folIows:
Let A > 0 be given. Design a feedback mechanism u(t) = J).. (Yre!(')'Y(')) such that for
arbitra~y (A, B, C) E Land Yrer(·) Eire! the output y(t) of the nonJinear closed-loop
system tracks !JrerJt) asymptotically with~n the closed ball of radius A centered at 0, i.e.

Ily(t) - Yrer(t)ll ---. {1] E R mlll7711 $ A} as t --. 00.

A.ISIDORI

Regulation and Tracking for Nonlinear Systems in the Presence of Gain-Bounded Un
certainties

In this paper, we study the problem of designing a feedback law which internally stabi
lizes a nonlinear system and simultaneously achieves asymptotic tracking of a prescribed
set ol reference trajectories, in the presence of modeling uncertainties. The problem is
addressed in the following way. First of all, we show how a problem of robust asympotic
tracking (in the presceIice of modeling uncertainties) can be" reduced to a problem of rö
bust stabilization of a suitable augrnented system, which includes the original controlled
plant as weIl as an internal model of the exogenous system which is supposed to generate
the required reference trajectories. Then, we address the problem of robust stabilization
of this augmented system and we show how this problem·, in the light of the celebrated
"small gain theorem", can be reduced to a problem of internally stabilizing a sy.stern
and simultaneously rendering the "gain" between certain inputs and outputs Iower than
a prescribed bound. The solution of the latter, which in fact is a (sub)optimal problem
of disturbance attenuation with interna1stability, can be obtained by appealing to same
standard results in the. theory of two-person zero-sum nonlinear differential games.

F. KAPPEL

Feedbacklaws in Cardiovascular Modeling

The basic goal of the modeling efforts presented here is to obtain a clearunderstanding of
the Incchanisms which govern the reaction of the cardiovascular system to a short term
(~rgornctric workload. In the lo"ng run the rnodel should bc llsed to identify parameter
sets which characterize the state of the cardiovascurar system oC- an individual person.



Another long t.enn ~oal is Lo improvr t.he ("ontrol clcr,ions of pilc<~makers in rptlctioll t.o
short. tenn workloads.

The rnodel pres(~ntcd is based on Grodins' rllodel ror t.he rncchanical [>(l.rt ()f thc car

diovasc:ular systeln. Thc feedback law rcalizcd by t.hc harorec(~pt()r loop is Illodelcd
assllrning that a quadratic cost functional is Ininirllized. The .nadel also includes a

subnlodcl for the pro<:ess of autoregulation. lJsing all output-Iea.st-squares fornlulatioll
is was possiblc to idcntify 16 unknown par;ullctcrs in the modd lJsing rneasurerncnts
for the mean arterial pressure in the systemic circl1it· an"d for the heart rate. The rnca
suremen"ts were obtained through hicycle ergometer tests. The reslliting model gives il.

very acceptable fit to the date and also provides physiologically rcasonable values for
the other state variables. The results presented here are joint work with R.D. Peer and
appeared in J. ~Iath. Biology, Vol. 31, 1993.

V.L. KHARITONOV

Robust Stability (Parametrie Appraoch)

The problem of robust stability of families of polynomials was studied. First some basic"
results for affine parametric uncertainties were exposed. Then it was shown how these
results can be adapted fo~ the cas~ of nonlinear parametrie uncertainty. The main goal
of the talk can -be formulated as folIows: It was shown that there exists the teach cl~s

of nonlinear parametrie uncertainties for which robust stability analysis iso as simple as
for the affine cäse.

"F.J. KRAUS

Robust Contral with Elliptical Uncertainty

A design method for robust controllers for a cl~s of uncertain dynamical systems is
presented. More precisely, the method consists of .

- modeling of the parametrie, structural uncertainty as an elliptical region (obtain- •
able from the identification directly)

- value set concept

zero exclusion principal

- farnily of elliptical D-stability domains

- expansion factor of the uncertainty (preventing the D-stability)

- Ilumerical optimization oe the paralnctcr f~xpansion'factor w.r.t. the controller

parameters.

10



(J ndcr t.h is set up t.he expansion faclor is Cl. real rational function, which is llsed (~xt(·~n·

sivdy during thc optilni~~tion. 'rhe rncthod can be extcnded to uncertainty of controller
parcunetcrs also. In this ("ase wc ohtain a. conservative approximation only.

G. KREISSELMEIER

Parameter Adaptive Control: A Solution to the OvermodelingProblem

The adaptive regulation of linear time-invariant plants with unknown parameters gives
rise to thc so-called overmodeling problem, when the plant is o( lower order than assumed
(np :5 n, n being a known upper bound). Martensson (1985)'showed the existence of
a smooth solution to the problem by constructing acontroller combin~d with a self
organized search in the space of controller parameters~ which· is dense and arbitrarily
slow almost everywhere. In contrast to. this mathematicaJ result, a solution to the
overmodeling problem is given here in terms of a smooth, descent oriented parä!TIeter
adaptive controller in the classical engineering sense. - J,.

A.J. KRENER

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Nonlinear Warst Case (H-Infinity)
Control and Estimation

We presentnecessary and sufficient conditions for the e,-,istence of worst case controllers
and estimators for nonlinear systems. These are ~lso called H-infinity suboptimal con
trollers and estimators. We consider affine and more general nonlinear systems, 'both
time varying and autonomous over finite, semi-infinite and infinite interval~. In particu
lar, we give necessary and sufficient canditions for the solvability of.a standard H-infinity
suboptimal control problem by measurementfeedback that involve the solvability of a
pair.of partial differential equations of the Hamilton-Jacobi type. The first is the one
associated with the problem of H-infinity suboptimal control by state.feedback that has
appeared previously in the work of several authors. The second is a new Hamilton-Jacobi
equation asso~iated with H-infinity suboptimal estimation.

A.B~ KURZHANSKI

On Two Approaches to the Treatment of Uncertainty in Nonlillear Filtering and Con
t rol (The Set- Val ued and the !f'X) -Tech niques - Two Sides of Olle ~Iedal?)

The lccture deals with the connections hetween the set-valued approach to modelling Uß

ccrtain dynamics (through the theory of differential inclusions, viability and guaranteed
estimation techniques) and the sQ-('allcd 11"0 approach. If the set-vaJued approach gives .

11



a. prccis(~ set·valtlt'd ('st.itna.t(~ of the c~rrors i,n t.he systt~ln pt'rforanancc t1l1dt'r tltlknown
~)lIt hOllnded IIn("(~rtainties, the Ilonlitli~a.r 11,')0 a.pproach llsllally givf's Cl. sit1gl(;~-va.lt1t'd so
lution wilh IJ() apriori bünnels on the unccrtain items an<! HO [l.rC(·isl' ('st.inliÜ(~S on lht'

performance or t'stimation errors.

This lecture indicates a generalized I1arnilton-Jacobi-Bellm"ann
O

- Isaacs (H.J13I) forrnalisIll
that allows to ra.lculat.{' both the single-vailled l/()O solution (as the global l'xtrenllItll of
the viscosity solution for the relatcd IIJBI equation) and the se.t-valucd :,olution (as thc
level-set for the same flltlction) which gives the error bounds on the systl'In perfonnance.
The problems are treated for a finite time·interval.

H. K\VAKERNAAK

State Space Algorithms for Polynomial Operations in System Theory

Polynomial,matrices have important applications in linear 3ystern anJ control theory.
Examples are the behavioral theory of linear systems and !l2 and JI,XJ optimal regulation.
Polynomial algorithins have a reputation of numeri"cal unreliability,-as opposed to state
space algörithms. The purpose of this project is to clevelop state spacealgorithms for
polynomial matrix operations. The basic idea is to associate with a given polynomial
matrix.P the "behaviour" .

d
P Cdi) w(t) = 0 , t ER.

After finding astate space. representation for this· behaviour the· ~esired ma~ipu~ations
are done in state space. Back transformation to polynomial form yields the desired
result. Examples of problems that may b~ solved this way are factorization of polynomial
matrices (including J·spectral factorization), computation of the zeros of a polynomial
matrix, an~ the computation of the n.ull space of a polynomial matrix. Also one- and
two-sided linearopolynomial matrix equations may be solved by these methods.

R. LIESTMANN

Full Information Regulator for Nonlinear MIMO Systems

Assume a system with the same number of inputs and outputs, an exogenous signal "w
which may enter the system, in general-in a nonlinear way. The outputs will depend
only on the state of the plant. My control shonld be chosen such that:

(i) x = 0 is an asymptotically stableyquilibriüm of the unp~rturbed plant.

(ji) The closed-Ioop admits an invariant nlanifold havi~g a. repr~sentation on x = ;r( t ~ w)

which annihilates the output~ i.e. h( trJ t, UJ)) = O.

(iii) :rhis manifold is agiobai attractor. i.e. x(l) - ü(t, w) --+ (J t.~xr;()nentially itS t -- .:c.



Ilypotlu:sis:

1) Thcsystenl (\Vit.1a st.at.e (x, w)) has CL weIl dcfined r'elativc degrec.

~) 'The control laws a.re not prescnt in the zero dynamics, i.c. span {YI (x), . ..• 9n{X)}
is invoitttivc.

Proceed in two steps

1) Construction of a.n ~nvariant manifold for the zero dynamics of the system.

2) Show that by adequate choice of the controt functions this invariant manifold is an

exponential attractor.

The continuation idea of this work is to leave the 2nd hypothesis away, i.e. the control
will be present in the zero-dynamics. In this case w.e will proceed as. folIows:

Extend the initial system by adding Lie-brackets of ·the original gi (and new control
functions), suppose that after the first it~ration of the Lie-brackets of all the 9i, we
reach fuH state dimension. Then we are "able to salve for this entended system die fuH
information regulator problem, and we "go back" to the original system by 'using the
"shadowing Lemm~" from K. Wagner, which all~ws us to construct the controrfi.i.nctions
of. the original system. - .

J. LÜCKEL

~1echatronics, Modelling of Mechanical Systems

;,.

Mechatronic systems consist of components from different technical disciplin~. They
require an integrated design of all components. This leads to systems of high complexity,
with the mechanical and information'processing. components at the centre. T_h~ mod
ellingsystematics presented here allows an easy and flexible exchange of a~y,.desired

mechanieal subsystems on the basis of their dynamical equations, using the rigid multy
. body approach. This way of modelling considerably facilitates analysis and synthesis of
complex systems and supports distributed digital simulation oriented according to the
physical strueture. .

J. LUNZE

Qualitative Controi of Continuous-Variable Systems

Qualitative contral concerns the situation where the feedback controller re~eives only a
ql1antised measurement [y(k)] of the system output y(k). For example, it is ooly known
'in which intcrval the output currcntly resides. This is thc rcason why the difference
equation. which govcrns the dynamical systern does not providc Cl reasonable description
of thc plant for thc purpose of controller design. Instcacl, a nondetcrnlinistic automaton
is tJsed as qualitative model of thc plant.



The rna.in rt~S\l~t.s of t.his paper show that qualita.tivf' cont.rollers ean hp d('si~tH'd hy 1l1P,U1S .

of t.his qualitativf" rllodet anti that "i.rnportant sy~terll propprtics such as t.he st.ahilizahility
of t.he plant a.nd t.hf~ st~hility of th(~ dosed-loop sy~t(:rJl canbe _proved hy -nH'a.ns· of tltt'

-qualitative modd anti without knowledge of the diffcrC'ntial equations.

P.C. MÜLLER

Control of Descriptor Systems

r~ the last decade the investigatiol) of.descript.of systems (singular systems. differential-
algebraic equations) has been increased essentially. One reason for the redundant for- ~

mulation of dynamical systems is its better physical transparency and its interpretation ..
by subsystems. Compared with common. methods available for inves~igating usual state
space systems many problems still have to be solved making also available a complete
set "of tools- to analyse~ to design and to simulate descriptor systems. In this contribution
a survey is given on the identification of descriptor systems. on the stability analysis, Oll

the linear quadratic optimal control design and on the observer design. All these aspects
are explained additionally in case of mechanical de-scriptor systems. It" is shown that all
the problems have to be considered carefully to avoid inconsistencies or contradictions.
Actually, all the new tools for dealing with descriptor systems are implemented as· a
MATLAB toolpox.

H. -NIJMEIJER

Practical Stabilization of Nonlinear Systems in Chained Form

This paper presents -.a hybrid controller for the ·practical stabilization of general. n

dimensional nonlinear systems in one-chained form. This controller consists of two
parts: 1. A discrete-time part that practically stabilizes a subset of the system states,
and 2. A piece-wise continuous-time- part that steers the femaining state-components
to an arbitrarily small neigborhood of zero. One attractive feature of the proposed
control approach is that it straightforwardly allows "for generalizations in the sense that
integrators can be put in cascade with the control inputs without affecting the closed- •
loop stability properties. This yields smoother <:ontrol inputs, which makes the hybrid 
controller particularly useful fO.f some relevant applications like mobi·le robots.

G.J.OLSDER

Min-~!lax systems

Sy~te[l1s in which the operations min. max and addition appear simultaneol1s"ly are calleu
tnin-tnax sy~tc~~. Such systems, which are p-xtensions of timed discrete f~vent systems

I-I



(which on tlwir t.urn a.n~ IHL'ied Oll t.he Inax-plus algehra, i.c. on thc operations fllax anti +
only), hav(~ bt'cn st.lldi(~d für sorne y(~ars now. :\ dassific:ation of such ::;ysterlls is giv('n and
hut.h strllctnral a.n<! nonstructufal properties a.re studied. Thc cxistcncc of (strucLlIral)
lixcd points for Illin-fnax syst(~nlS ha\'p. heen studied specifically. The so·ca.lled cla.'G or
bipartitc systcrns (anel their dccotnposition iuto elcmentary bipartitc systems) turns out

to be a vcry rrnitful dass of min-max systems. Necessary and sufficient conditions are
givcn for the existcncc of stationary behaviour. Stability issues, eigenvalues are briefly
inuicated. For applications one can think of the evolution of timed Petri nets and t.he
a.nalysis thereof.

A.V. SARYCHEV

Abnormal Extremals in Lagrange Variational Problems and sub·Riemannian Geometry

Abnormal extremals in Lagrange variational problems including problem of rela..,tive ex
tremum, Lagrange problem of the Calculus of Variations and problem of finding~Iength
minimizing paths on sub-Riemannian manifolds. These are extremals which sa.~lsfy the
1st order minimality condition with vanishing Lagrange multiplier for the mi~imized

functional. These abnormal extremal orten exhibit phenomenon, called rigidity,- which
is isolatedness of the extremal "point" in the set determined by constraints..\Ve es
tablish 2nd-order weak minimality and rigidity conditions for the abnormal extremals
and develop Legendre-Jacobi-Morse-type theory of 2nd variation for abnormal extremals
of the Lagrange problem of the Calculus of Variations and abnormal sub-Riemannian
geodesics.

C.W. SCHERER

Multiobjective H2 / Hoo Control

For a linear time invariant system with several disturbance input and controlled out
put channels, we show how to minimize the Hrnorm of one of these channel's transfer
matrices while keeping the H2 -norrn or the HfXJ-norm of the other channel's transfer ma
trices bounded. This can be interpreted as optimizing the nominal performance of the
system while keeping bounds on H2-norm or HfXJ-norm performance or while keeping the
closed-Ioop system robustly stable. This multiobjective H2 / Hoo-problem in an infinite
dimensjonal space is reduced to a sequence of finite dimensional convex optimization
prohlems by approximating, on the basis of n-width results, suitable subsets of all stabi
lizing controllers. This approximation scheme leads to an algorithm -for computing the
optinlal value. As a rnajor new applicalion we show how to numerically verify whether
a rational optimal controller exists. [f r.xistin~, wc revp,al how to determine t.he order of
thc corresponding Youla parameter, an« WP. show how thc novel trick of optimizing the
t.race _norm of the Youla parameter over suitably dctined convex constraints combined
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wit.h Hankd uornl approxirnaliou allow to design fl IH:arly lJptiroal ,"ol1la pa.ra.I1H~t(·r 01'

thc same order a.s (lud arbitrarily dose tu the optirnal orH~. .
- .

K.R. SCHNEIDER

Stabilization and Bifurcation Control oc.-Steady States in Evolution Equations

We consider evolution equations of the type(~) F(z,':-, A) = 0 which depend on some
parameter vector and define a dyn~ical systenl on same Inanifold. \Ve suppose ':0 to
be a steady state solution of (*) for all ~ which changes its stability when ...\ crosses
"'\0" We address the problem: Can we control the stability of the solution bifurcating
from Zo by a smooth feedback? We derive conditions bymeans of invariant manifolds _
guaranteeing the existence of such (finite dimensi?nal) controller for parabolic systems
and differential algebraic equations. -

H.J. SUSSMANN

A Strong Version of the Maximum Princi pie Uoder Weak Hypotheses

The "elassical" version of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle, proved in 1962 in the book
by Pootryagin et aL, deals with control systems of the form x = f(x, u, t), in which f is of
dass Cl with respect to X,. The "nonsmooth" version, due to F. Clarke (1976) deals with
tht:: more genera~ case when f is locally Lipschitz with respect to x. Following an idea due
to S. Lojasiewicz, we present an even more general version of the Maximum Principle,
in which f is ooly required to be continu~us with respect tax, and the "reference vector
fieId" obtained' by plugging in the reference control t -+ u. Ct) is required to be locally
Lipschitz. For example: consider tbe system x = y + u <.p(x, y), iJ· = u(l + tJ;(x, y)),.
where c.p and TjJ are coniinuous functions on R 2 such that <.p(O,O) = tP(O, 0) = O. Assume
u is constrained to satisfy lul ~ 1. Is this system locally controllable from (O,O)? A
formal application of the Maximum Principle yields an affirmative answer. However,
neither the classical nor the nonsmooth version provide a rigorous justification of the
formal argument, since the right-hand sides of the system equations are "not· locally •
Lipschitz. On the other hand, if we plug in the reference control u( t) = 0, theo we get
a Lipschitz (in fact Cl)" vector field. Therefore our version of the Maximum Principle
applies. The version pr~sented. here also incorporates high-order point variations. The
proof is based on a generalizatiön of the concept of diffe:"ential that makes it possible
to define "semidifferentials" at- a point p of maps in a class that contains all Lipschitz
maps. all continuous maps that are differentiable at one point in thc ordinary sense~ and
cven some set-valued rnaps. Thc key point of thc proof is an Opp.n Mapping Theorern
ror set-valued maps.
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V. (r('KIN

Sliding Mode C\)nLrol Design ßascd on Ackcrrnann's Formula

.The slidillg mode control mcthods are developed to design systems which have the
desired Jynamic behaviour and are robust with resp·ect to perturbations. It is shown
that the discontinuity plan~ for sliding mode control may be found in an cxplicit form
llsing Ackermann 's formlIla. '[wo design procedures are deriyed. First static controllers
are designed to cnforce sliding modes with the desired dynamic properties after a finite
time interval. Thcn dynamic controllers are designed that exhibit the desired dynanlic
properties during the entire control process. .

G. VOSSIUS

Konsequenzen aus der kybernetischen Organisation der Willkürmotorik für die anti
spastische Therapie mittels Elektrostimulation

Als eine der Folgen zentraler Lämungen tritt gewöhnlich eine mehr oder .weniger aus
geprägte Spasti~ auf. Als Ursache für die Spastik werden direkte Veränderungen in
den synaptischen Verbindungen im Neuronennetzwerk -des" Rückenmarkes kombiniert
mit dem Wegfallen der übergeordneten Aktivierungs-H.emmungsmechanis~enangenom
men. Faßt man die Entstehung der Spastik als "eine fehlerhafte, unkontrollierte Selb
storganisation des Neuronennetzwerkes des Rückenmarkes um alle, primitive Refiexbah
nen auf, sollte es möglich sein dieses Netzwerk gegebenenfalls umzuprogrammiere'n und
bei zeltweisen Lähmungen wieder für eine normale Funktionsausübung zu öffnen. An
Beispielen der Therapie von Pa.~ienten mit Spastik mittels Elektr6stimulation wird
gezeigt, daß es tatsächlich möglich .ist, den Status des RM von "spastisch~·über "in
diffe~ent" zu gC<?rdneter Funktionsweise zu überfiihren. Die sich hieraus ergebenden
Konsequenzen für die Mechanismen der" Spastik und die dara~s resultierenden thera-
peutischen Konsequenzen werden diskutiert. .

_ K.G. WAGNER

Robust Stabilization for a Class of Controllable Affine Systems

. Let there be given an affine control system L : x ~ lo(x) + y.{x)Ut + ... ".+ 9m(x)Um

with 10(0) = 0 and no contro! constraints. \Ve propose a robust contro'l design for
leaefing 2: iota Cl. small neighborhood of thc zero trajcctory and then keeping it there
("stabilization~). To this p.nd form an "extcndcd system" 2:- by adjoining ta L the
Lie-hrackets (9u, !JuH x) a.s further contralled vector fields. OHr assumption iso that the
!/u(x )."(gu, g,J(x) span the whoie x-space at x = 0 (yet there rnay cxist no c:onventional
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slnooth stat.p feedba.ck conf.rol Ia.w stabilizjn~ L). Tlw idc'a is t.o illlpO:';(" öl. rohust. sta.
hilizing cOlltrol law on l:- (which is ('asy) ilud t.ht'n 1.0 approxirllat,c' I.h(~ n'sliitillg 2::
t.raject.ories by L t.rajc'rtories.· An algorithrn is c1.vaila.hlc' for the const.ructjO[l (")f sllitabl(~

~ c:ontrols out of t.he L:-control. Tlte L control gC'I1C:rally~ t.il.k(~:-; ()f) large vahH's huf
can be rnade to .neet Cl presc~ibed hound onee il. sutiicicntly small l1t:"i~hhorhood uF 0 is
reached. To avoici (~rror acctimnlation and for the sake of rOhllstlH~SS a stat(~ re(~dhctCk ilt

'discrete times is incorporatcd into the ~. control law.

H. WIMTvfER

Semidefinite Lösungen von algebraischen Riccati-Gleichungen

Die Menge der positiv-semidefiniten Lösungen der algebraischen Riccati-Gleichung
-A·X - ..Y A + ..\ B B- ..\ - H- H = 0 (ARE) wird untersucht. Na.ch einer geeigneten
Zustandsrau'mtransformation zerfällt die ARE in eine Lyapunov-Gleichung und in eine
Riccati-Gleichung,. die nicht mehr weiter zerlegbar ist. Falls a.lle rein-imaginären Eigen
werte von Asteuerbar sind, gibt es eine bijektive Abbildung der Nlenge der p.s.cl.

Lösungen der ARE auf eine wohldefinierte wtenge von A-invarianten Unterräumen. Diese
Abbildung ist zusammen mit ihrer Inversen ordnungserhaltend und stetig. Analoge Aus
sagen gelten für die zeit-diskrete ARE.

M. ZEITZ .

Block Triangular N~nlinear Observer Normal Form

Recently in [1], a block triangular_ nonlinear observer normal form has been introduced
which can be interpreted a.s aseries connection of subsystem~ in nonlinear observer
normal form. Based on this new form, exponential observers can be designed using
methods from the linear case. Moreover, necessary and ~ufficient conditions for the
existence of state transformation into this normal formhave been given.

The observability normal forms with different lengths of its subsystems are the point
of departure for the transformation into the block triangular observer normal form. In _.
dependence of the polynomial structure of the characteristic observable form. functions, •
sufficient conditions can be given for the existence and far the block triangular structure
of this observer normal form. - Examples illustrate the transformation algorithm and
the enlargement of the proposed nonlinear observer design mcthod '0 comparison to the
classical normal form approach.

[1] .1. Rudolph and ~L Zeitz, A block lriangular nonlinear ohservcr normal fOfln~

Systems ,~ ('ootrol Letters 1994. to app(~ar.

l3erichtp.rstatter: G. Kreisseimeier
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Quantenstochastik
und

Quantenfeldtheorie
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von L. Accardi (Roma) und W'. vonWaIdenfels (Heidelberg)
statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Aspekte der Quantenstochastik unä der Quantenfeld
theorie, unter besonclererBetonung von FragesteU.ungen. die auf Gemeinsamkeite~abzielen.

Abstracts

L. Accardi:e The Stochastic Limit of Quantum Field Theory

In the last 15 years new mathematical techniques, born in the Held of fluantum probability, have begun
LO be applied ta physical models. The idea that a more refined analysis of the basic principles of quan
tum theory shauld lead to a stachastic generaJizatian of the Schrödin~erp.quation. was substantiatcd in
a mathematical theory of quantum noise (1986). In this theory the sLochasticity is not jet by hands. as
in l he classical Lan~evin equation but. usin~ same specific propertip.s of quantum systp.ms, it, is dt"ducp.d
from the system itself. In this sense one might say lhat 'quantum systems ölte ~heir ()wn noises',

In this theory one shows how quantum stochastic differential r:quatiuns ;uise naturnHy in pltysics.
But ~iw~n öl specific quantUrTl system. how to dctermine the stocha.stic I:quation whlch descrihp.s il'!



Thc~ S(~t, 'lf t.c~dll1iqlll~sdf:vt>loped tu i\nsw(~r this question is now (~alleet '"lw stoCh:L'itic limiL of qllant.llJll

fidel t.!lc:ory·. TI... ha.."ilc: idea. is Lo p~rforrn a dctailed i\lla.ly~is of thc lon~ tim~ t:tlmrnllli\tivl~hl:haviour
of tlw dfcf:t.s 01' du:~int.(~raction. Thc Ulain rcsults. obtained ·in the l;\St yp.ars. are rcvicwed.

TIH~ f:olkrtivf' quant.um fit~l<ls conv~rgc to (Juanturn nrownian motions (rmri). This phcnomcnon
has SOITlC~ 'ulllvf'rsal fc'al.urcs· (such asindependenee of .. he mit.ial st.aLp.). 'lnd hoth Schrötlingt:r and
IkisenhcrJ; t~Vollition (OnVf~r~c t.O stochastic differential equations (l9XX). The IInivr.rsaJityincludes
non-linea.r intcraetions (1989). Also quantum Poisson processes crnerJ.;e ttS stochastic limit, of quan
tum lfamilt~nian systems ,( 1990- J991). The quantum noise e01crging {rom quantum dektrodynamics
without dipole approxima.tion ~eneraiizesthe so called 'free noise', .(~merging from Voieulcscus 'free pro
bability thcory', ilnd is neither ßrownian nor Poisson (1991). The corresponding' quantum stochastic
p-quations rt~ql1ire a 'quantum stochastic calculus on lIilbert moduli' developed hy Y. (;. Lu (1992).
Thc stocha...;t.ic limit elf quantum Held theory can be considered a..'i anew semi-classical approximation .

. leading not to the lIsual smooth trajectories. but to the irregular trajcctories of Brownian motion
(199:J). Thc stochastic limit of quantum chromodynamies can be achie ....ed. even if with cUL-off cut i~.
a fixed J;auge (1994). . _

The program for .. he next steps is: removal of ·cut~offs. gauge invariant stochastic limit of QCD.
introduction of space lnot only time) sealiog, relativistic stochastic limit.

R. Alicki:

Quantum Dynamical Entropy 11

The new definition- of the quantum dynamical entropy based 00 the nation of operational partition of
unity is applied to the quasi-free fermionic system at the invariant quasi-free state. .

.~. D'Antoni:-

Aspects of AQF

Aigebraie QfT provides a suitable framework to discuss structural properties of QFT in a model
independent way. Two aspectsare dise.ussed in detail. The nucleaiity property deseribing the 1essential'
finite dimensionality of the phase 0 spaee of loeal algebra. And the modular structure exploiting on
the contrarYI the (cven locally) essential infinite dimensionality of quantum fields. Interplay between
the two aspects is studied with emphasis on implementation of loeal and spaee-time symmetries and

geometrie interpretation of modular automorphism_s. - _ - •

I. Aref'eva:

Anisotropic Asymptotics in QFT

I havr. Jiscussp.d anisotropie :lsymptoties iOn quanltun fidd t.hp.ory. This prohlem is related with hi~h

l'ner~r heha\'iour of scatterinil; :unplituues wlth SUtilJl tralJsfcrrt~dmomcntulTJ and with stochasLir. phast>

in QFT.

'f

( ...



v. Belavkin:

WP. ~ivp. an t~xplicil sturhastic lIamiltonian model of discontinuous unitary t~voluliun for a systc~m of
quantum pa.rticlt~s int('rar.tin~ with 'hubtlf'ls' wh ich admit a rontinual r.ountmi!; llhsp.fvation. Il allows
ta watch and follow wiLh an unsharp position of i1 system like Rn doue! d)ambc~r hy ;\ sequc~ntiill

filt~ring of tht! spontancous scalleririgs of the bubbles under t.he observation. This model leads Lu

the continuous rCthlctiol1 and spontaneous localization theory as a result of tht! quantum filtering, i.c.
the conditioning or dw a. priori tluantum state by the measurement data.. \V~ show thaL in the rase
uf the indistinguishablt' particles the Boltzmann type reduction equation rises. lt coincides with the
non·stochastic Schrötlinger equation only in a mean field approximation whilc the diffusivp. type is
appearing as ihe central limit of this equation.

G. Efimov:

The talk is devoted to the oscillator representation (OR)method and its application to research into
the ground states of various quantum field theory and quantum mechanics models. The OR method
is based on the conception of the representation of the total Hamiltonian in the corred form. i.e.

where the free Hamiltonian contains quadratic operators in the normal form and the interaction Ha
miltonian should be written in the normal form and : H(cp): = O(lp3) for 'P - O. All possible phases
of t~e system can be obtained by the canonical transformation under the requirement that the total
Hamiltionian has the correct form in each representation.

The method provides to investigate in QFT such non-perturbative phenomena as the ·strong coupling
regime. the phase structure and phase transitions at arbitrary coupling constant~ and temperature.

OR is a kind of generalization of the variational technique , but in contrast to variational methods,
it is applicable to QFT models with ultraviolet divergences in tbe highest perturbation orders and
to theories with non-hermitian and complex actions (stochastic and dissipative .processes). OR is
characterized by a high accuracy of the lowest approximation and gives a regular pres~ription for
calculations of the highest order corrections to the lowest approximation. .

M. Fannes:

Quantum Dynamical Entropy I

In colaboration with R. Alicki. a new elementary construction of adynamical r.ntropy for quantum
dynamicaJ systems is proposed. This definition is shown to extend the Kolmo~orov-Sinal invariant.
Furthermore. the entropy of the shirt on a quantum spin chain with arbilrary invariant reference state
is r.omputed.
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G. w. Ford:

Weak Locali:lations in the Spin-Boson problem

Consid(~r il :,il1.~I(· I.w~lc~vd (spin) syst.em coupled to a bason field, with lIamiltonian

11 = l/ 11 + "s. !/s ~ ihwo( I + O'z), 11 B = L nWj(Clj + CjO',: )t(aj + CjO'z)

j

with the Pauli rnatrices tT% I O'y 1(1, and the bosan operators aj. On special interest i~ the sin~ular case
where for öl :'\rnoof.h l~st function F(w) .

Here () is ."\ dimensionless c:oupling constant and W e is a cut-off frequency. a·
Suppose now t.he system is i~litially in astate consisting of the vacuum state 4to and an eigenst_

of": \Vith ei~envalue 1. The corresponding density matrix is'po =~o~b~. The system is therefore
in a superposition of f~i~enstates of Hs. The time evolution pet) 'is a solution of the von Neumenn
equation

L ICj rzF(wj)
J

;h~ [8]• Bt =,P

l
c.J _..lLo ~ ·e

- dw-·-F(w).
2 0 . ~

I p(O) = Po,

r

The approach to cquilibr:um is described by the after-effect function

P,(t) = tr (p(i) 1 ~ (1") == e- S(')

The expansion B(t) = B(l)(t) + 6(2)(t) + ... in powers of Wo has been calculated by master equation
methods (Ford~ O'Conncll, Lewis, Raggio). B(n) vanishes for n add. The second order term has been
lang aga obtained hy path integral methods (Leggett, et al.).

wa 1 -""Re(l + iwct)-2(o-1)

'wl 2(Q - 1)(2Q~- 1)

Here 'we see the phenomenon of weak localization: for Q > 1 Pz(t) remains finite for lang times. In the

critical case 0 =1 O(2)(t) = ~ lo~(1 +w~t2). We find for the fourth order term

8(4)(t) ..... (J(2)(t)2 + less divergent te-rms.

This leads to the suspition that the expansion in powers of Wo is not uniform.

R. L. Hudson:

On the DVISK Formula

The Dyson- Veretennikov-lsobe-Sato- Krylov formula

U, f: i= 1 P,,~, P"-,, ~, - -Vj. p,-,. dl\j, (Id- - -dKIo (In)
"=0 ) I •. ... j .. ;:: l 0< r I < . < r .. < r .

ror lhe :-iohllion of the stochastic differential f~quation



)' 1"1
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whr:rc~ Pr = I"IU • ('lIahh's tlS 1.0 ,'stIrnal.: I,t... paniai 1-ran' o\','r lhe' initial spar..~ of I.tw prcH',·SS ,: IlslII~

I.he 1I00U:ollll1luLativl' uanal \'prSIOfl of lIillcll'rlin illf'qualil.Y w,· lind that

whcre :\1 = rnax 11\ :.11. Frorn lhis it follows from standard cstimates of QSC thaI. t.ht' partial Lraf('
J =1..• rn

over thr. initial spare r.r 11
0

I; (!XisLs. For i\ cerlain c:tt.se I.his trace can he comput~d t:xplic:itly.

P .. E. T. Jorgensen:

Positiv~'Representations of Wiek Algebras
(Joint work with R. F. \Verner and L. Schmitt).

_ Let H be a Hilbert space and Hr" its conjugate .Hilbert space. [n the theory of quantum groups. in
. quantum probability. and in non-commutative differential geometry relations of the form

arise where f : H 0 Hf - Ht 'Öl H is some linear .operator. Positive representations of these r~l~tions

are discussed. :\s examples the jl-CAR. Jl-CCR. and SUIJ(2) are investigated.

J. Kupseh:

Fermionic White Noise and the Eucledean Quantum Field Theory for: Fer~
mions .

Euclidean quantum fiefd theory is a theory of linear functionals on test function algebras. In the
bosonicffermionic case this algebra is a symmetricfantisymmetric tensor algebra, and the evaluation
of euclidean Green's functions (Schwinger functions) corresponds to the calculation of linear functionals
on this algebra. For the usual bosoni~ theories this problem is equivalent to the construction of randorn
fields and the Schwinger functions are expectations of these fields.

The main part of the lecture gives a constructiori of euclidean random fields also for fermions.
In a first step complex white noise is supplemented by an antisymmetric tensor product (Grassmann
product). That is possible either with a polynomial chaos expansion or with the homogeneous chaos.
The resulting fermionic whitenoise is the building block for more comphcated fields. Candidates
for euc1idean Dirac fields are given as example. The construction is essentially unique ie the Markov
property is de~anded.-H. Leschke:

Classical and Quantum Dyna~ics by White Noise .Hamiltoriians
(Joint work with W: Fischer and P. Müller)

:\ dass of random systems whose Hamiltonian can oe written as a sum of a deterministic part and a
random part is discussed. \Vhile the deterministic part is time independent .1.nd quadratic. the random
part is time dependent and (its. \Veyl- Wigner symbol) is suppo.."ted to be a homo~eneous Gaussian ran
dom fteld which ia delta correlated in time and arbitrary but smooth in position and momentum. I::xact
l~xpressions for the time ~volulion of both (mixed) slales and observables avp.ra~ed aver randomness
are obtained. Furthermore. the difference belween Lhe quantum and thc dasslcal case is clearly ~xhi

hilcd. :\s a speCIal ca.se it is shown that. if the determinisiac part rorre~ponds to a particle subject La
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a <:on:stanL lIla~rtc:Li~" lidd. t.he ilVf~ra~ed ~patial·vf\rianec of any initial staLc~ :-;hows a difrusivf' hdmviollr
in t.hat it: ~rowl'l lirwarly ill time.

M. Lindsay:

Y. G. Lu:

Hilbert Module and Free Stochastic Calculus

Hilhert module and free type quantum noise appear from the Maekovian IimitofQED.The (onsteuet_
of Hilbert module depenus on the original physieal model. Ir the system Hamiltonian has diser.
speetral set. module is replaeed by a direct surn of Hilbert spaces. If the system Hamiltonian is,
up to a eonstanl. p'2. then we need a Hilbert module on the von Neumann Algebra generated by
the momentum operator. If t.he system HamHtonian has, up to a eonstant, the form p2 + V (where
V E LI n L2), then in order LQ describe the limit noise, we need a Hilbert module on a --algebra
generated by polynomials p and wave operator with respeet to (p2 + V, p2). Moreover, we introduee
free type stochas'tie calculus on Hilbert module to study the limit of evolution.

A. Mohari:

On Stochastic Pa~allel Transport'

M. Schürmann:

DirectSums of Tensor Products and Non-Commutative Independence

For aset X we denote by

'(\

A(X)

the set .of non-empty finite, alternahng sequenees in elements of X. For J\tf C A(.{l. 2}) and', E
A( {I, 2}) we denote by ~\,(c) the subset of A( {I, 2. 3}) obtained from , by replacing 25 by 3s and 15
by arbitrary element of 1\1. Similarly, ~l,(,) is the subst:t of AC{ 1.2, 3}) obtalOed from { by replaei.
2s by arbitrary element.s of •

-;\1Tl = {( (1 + 1•.... (m + 1) : «( 1 ... (m) E 1\1} C A( {2, 3 }).

We proved that there are precisely 4 subsets ,\1 ur .. t( { 1,2}) satisfying the conditions

•
The ., sets art'!

(;\ )

(BI)

. (I), (2) E .\1

~.~(lW) = ~L(:\f) .

JI = {(1),(2)}

.\1 = {(I).(2),(l2)}



(B2)"

(Cl

.\1 ": «IL(:?).(:!I))

.\1 = .\( {I. ~n

\V~ point out thaI. Lht~ hfLo;ir.ally :1 d~vic('s :\. B imd (' I'orrrspolld t.u th~ :1 fllndilU1t'nl.al kntlwn llotiOIlS

ur non-t:()mmutaLiw~ in(it~pt~nden(:c: in tlUantum prohahility. \Vf' hdiCVt' that flw fart t hat \VC' havc' :!

R-i:ast~S c.orrespoocls ta tlw t~xis·tc~ncf~of thc' lars;e numhcr of variations in lh(~ ·t·(~ns()r tndqwndc'ncl" '·;~"t~

known a.s 'twisted' ur 'braidcd' inJependence.

M. Skeide:

.The Levy-Khintehine Formula ror SLlq(2)

\Ve present our results on a Lt~vy-Khintchine formula for \Voronowiczs twisted Sl/(2) :md comparc
them with the classical Lcvy- Khintchine rorrnula.

A. Verbeure:

About the Goldstone Theorem

TheGoldstone phenomenon in statisticaJ mechanics and field theory is rigorously formulated ..
A discussion ofthe Goldstone theorem is given in terms of quantum fluctuation theory distinguishing

dynarnical systems with short range and long range interactions. A rigorous formulation is fouod for
the Anderson restauratio"n of symmetry. This is a consequence of the theorem: the ·ftuctuation of the
generator of the broken symmetry and the ftuctuation of the order paramete~operator form a canonical
pair.

w. von Waldenfels:

The ·Harmonie Oscillator in the Radiation Field
(Joint work with G. Efirnov)

In order to study dissipation phenomena we investigate the analogue of Lamb's model (1900): An
oscillator attached to ~ infinite string .

p2 1 1J
H "2 + 2(q + 8)2 + 2 dk(PtP_t +wiQcQ-c)

e with

Introducing P = ($.). Q = (J.) and assuming dipole appr~ximation 8 =.G I dk kiQkF( /c2) with

F(k 2 ) = e-t:l Cl , we write

11 = i(pt P + Qf :\1 2Q) with A1 2 ( Gilt )(;VIc :..I~6(k - k') + (;2l.'t rjA:

with

D ( 0 0 ). tu) (G~J· -GjkF(k"J).
0 ;",t~6(k - k')

Vl-

{) -+- lu)(ul



This spc~cial rorrll allllWS 1.0 calculat.(~ t.hc~ r(~solvcnt

_1_ + _._1_ lu}_·_1_<ul_1_
;:-0 :-D C(z) :-D

with

~ ...)- (I 1 I) . 1 :zJ IVtl:!C(~ - 1 - u -- u = 1 - - - G --.., die.
z - D z Z - w.Jt: .

C(.:) may ur rnay not have a real zero '\0 corresponding to J.l > J.lr: or I! < J.le, where J.lr: is a critical
constant. The spect.rum of :\12 consists of '\0 and the intervall (p.2, oo{. The eigenvectors can be
calculated ~xplic:itly. From this WP. deduce a new vacuum 110), This "Ilows to calculate an optimal

constant a in F(k'2). The vacuum 110) belangs to the initial Fock space f(CJ:1 [,2(R» irI~dk'<~.
. """ ..

R. F. Werner:

The Classical Limit of Quantum Theory

For general quantunl observables we define convergence to a class'icaJ limit in norm. According to
this n"otion. which is based on a generalizatian of inductive limits of normed spaces, the product of
convergent sequences iso convergent, and the quantum time evolution converges uniformlyon finite time
intervals to the classical Hamiltonian evolution.

Berichterstatter:

M. Skeide

;.,
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g S b e reh t 14/1994

Endliche ~ilodellt.heorie

2;.3 bis :lA.199·1

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H.· D. Ebbinghaus (Frei hurg). J. Fl unl (Frei

burg) und Y. Gurevich (Ann Arbar) statt.

Die Endliche ~1odelltheoriebildet ein Grenzgebietzwischen der lnathenlatischen

Logik und der theoretischen Informatik. Im Nlittelpunkt des Interesses 5tanden

hier mathematische Fragen.

Ein zentraler Bereich der Endlichen 'Nlodelltheorie ist die Untersuchung der :\ llS·

drucksstärke verschiedener. Erweiterungslogiken der Logik der ersten Stufe im

Bereich endlicher Strukturen. In mehreren \'orträgen wurden Fragmente der

Logik der z\veiten Stufe, insbesondere die monadische zweite Stufe~ Fixpunkt

logiken und Erweiterungen der ersten Stufe um verallgemeinerte Quantoren

beleucht~t.

Diskutiert wurden weiterhin O-l-Gesetze, ein interessantes Phänonlen, das nur

im Bereich endlicher Modelle auftritt und auch in der Theorie der Zufallsgraphen

eine Rolle spielt.

Bezüge zur Informatik wurden in einigen Vorträgen über deskriptive [,om

plexitätstheorie deutlich. Hier war insbesondere der Zusanunenhang der logischen

Definierbarkeit von Problemen und deren Approximierbarkeit von Interesse.

Die Tagung war die erste ihrer Art. Das gab auch Anlaß. iiber ~ethoden, Trag

weite und Ziele der Endlichen Modelltheorie zu diskutieren.



Vortragsauszüge:

M. Ajtai

The lndependence 0/ the modulo p Counting Principles

The modulo p counting principle is a first-order axiom schema saying that it is

possible to count modulo p the number of elements of the first-order definable

subsets of the universe (and of the finite Cartesian products of the universe with

itself) in a consistent way. It trivially holds on every finite structure. An equiv

alent form of the mod p counting principle is the following: there are no two

first-order definable equivalence relations ~ and 'li on a (first-order definable)

subset X of the universe A (or of Ai for some i = 1,2, ... ) with the following

properties: (a) each dass of 4> containsexactly p elements, and (b) each dass of \lJ

with one exception contains exactly p elements, the exceptional class contains 1

element. We show that the mod p counting principles, for various prime numbers

p, are independent in a strong sense.

A. Dawar

The Expressive Power 0/ Generalized Quantifiers

This talk covers t\\"o papers - one of them jointly with Lauri Hella. \Ve consider

the problem whether there is a logic for the dass PTIME on structures that

are not necessarily ordered. We show that there is 00 such logic obtained by

extending the least fixed-point logic (LFP) by means of finitely many Lindström

quantifiers, even over a fixed signature. We show that if there is any logic that

captures PTIME, then there is one that is an extension of LFP by an infinite

sequence of quantifiers satisfying a strong uniformity condition. This happens if

and ooly if there is a problem in PTIME, complete for this class with respect to

first-order reductions.

M. de Rougemont

The Expressiveness 0/ LVon- Unifonn Datalog

\Ve define tbe class of non-uniform Datalo~ programs (DAC) which combjne the

recursive feature coming from Datalog together with the non-uniformity of the

hoolcan circuits. A query is DAC(w; 11) definable for two functions w, h : n - n
jf there is a sequence of Da:ta1og progranls 'P = {Pn : n E tl}, where Pn has width

,



w( 11), polynolnial hcight. and CL clOSllre ordillal h( 11). such t.hat r'H' ("ach ". I~il

defincs the qucry on databases of size 11.

We study th~ expressive power of such c1asses a.ud ('Stablish SOln(~ hit'rarchy rt-sU Its

llsing the t.cchniques of chain queries.

[Joint work with I. Guessarian]

R. Fagin

Finite -model IheonJ: A Personal Perspective

Finite model theory is a study of the logical properties of nnite Inatheluatical

structures. Among the topies diseussed in this talk are:

(1) Difference between the 'model theory 0/ finite structures flnd infinite struc/ures

wlost of the classieal theorems of logie fail for finite struetures, which gives us

c~allenge to de~elop new concepts and tooIs, appropriate for finite struc.tures.

(2) The relationship between finite model theory and complexity theory

Surprisingly enough, it turns out that in some cases we can characterize com

plexity classes (such as NP) in terms of logic, where is no notion of machine,

computation, or time.

(3) O-l-law

There is aremarkable phenomenon which says that certain properties (such a.s

those expressible in first-order logic) are either almost sure true or almost 'sure

false.

(4) Descriptive complexity theory

Here we consider how complex a formula roust be to express a given propertY.

R. Fagin

Descriptive complexity - winning stmtegies

I discuss two suffieient eonditions for the second player (the "duplicator") to have

a winning strategy in an Ehrenfeucht-Fraoisse game on graphso These are llsed

ta give much simpler proofs of the known results that connectivity and directed

reachability are not in monadie NP. Furthermore, the conditions (an he used to

give stronger results than known before in the case of built-in relations.

This talk represents joint work with Arora. Stockmeyer. and Vardio



E. Grädel

Logical Definability -0/ Counting Functions

The relationship betwcen counting functions and logical expressibility is exploreu.

The most well studied class of counting functions is #P, which consists of the func

tions counting the accepting computation paths of a nondeterministic polynomial

time Turing machine. For a 10gic L, #L is the dass of functions on finite struc

tures (of a fixed signature) couoting the tuples (T,c) satisfying a given Cormula

'ljJ(1', c) in L. Saluja, Subrahmanyam and Thakur showed that on classes of or

dered.structures #FO=#P (where FO deootes first-order logic) and that every

function in #'E 1 has a fully randomized approximation scherne. We give a prob

abilistic criterion for membership in #E I (00 unordered structures). A conse

quence is that funetions counting the number of cliques, the number of Hamilton

cyeles, and the number of pairs with distance greater than two in a graph, are

not contained in #EI • It is shown that on ordered structures #E~ captures the

previously studied class spanP. On unordered structures #FO is a. proper sub

class of #P and #E~ is a proper subclass of spanP; in fact, DO class #L contains

all polynomial-time computable functions on unordered struetures. However, it

is shown that on unordered structures every function in #P is identical almost

everywhere with some function #FO, and similarly for #E~ and spanP. Finally, it

is shown that #FO is closed under various operations under which #P is closed,

hut that #FO is not elosed under other operations under which #P would be

closed only if certain generally believed assumptions in complexity theory failed.

[Joint work with K. Compton]

E. Grandjean

Monadic Logical Definability 0/ NP-comp/ete problems

It is well-known that (existential) monadie seeond-order logic with linear order

exactly characterizes regular languages (Büchi 1960). On the other hand, J.F.

Lynch (1982) proved that each language in NTIME(n) (linear time on a nondeter

ministic Tur~ng machine) can be defined by an existential monadic second-order

formula involving addition. (Compare this with Fagin 's Theorem (1974): A lan

guage is NP iff it can he defined by an existential second-order formula of any

arity.)



•

•

Very few lla t.u ral NP -t·olllpietc prohlclllS bt~lollg to NTI~I E( 1\) (t'.~. 1\ napSill"k).

On t-he other hand. thc author r("Cently notic:(~l (1993) thelt. 11111".'1 'Jf tltcm lt'.g.

the 21 original prohlems oC R. Karp. 19;2) bdol19 io ;V/~ItV. t ht" l"orrt'~p()IHlill~

class for RAwts. In fact we prove that each prohlem in NLIN can be dl~till('tl in

Lynch's logic (existentiallnonadic second-ordcr with addition).

This result i5 proved by essentially using the exact charactt.'rizatioll 'lf thC' dass

NLIN by existential second-order Jogie with "Ullary funclions (Grandjl'all. 1985

90-93): the new trick is an encoding of each unary function by a unary relation

on a slightly bigger domain .

Improvement: Reeently J.F. Lynch (1992) proved that the dass NTI~IE(Il) is

eaptured by existential monadie second-order formulas (with +) where the first

order part of the formula is '1*3-. We obtain the same result for NLIN ( and then

for the 21 problems of R. Karp). ':~':,
.~-~~

Hence a praof that a conerete problem is not definable in this logic would yield

a proof that this problem does not belong to NLIN and then requires s/.riclly

more deterministic (or nondeterministic) time than many (m?st"?) natural ·NP

complete problems.

(Joint work with F. Olive]

M. Grohe

A rity Hierarchies

Partial fixed-point logic PFP is obtaineq by augmenting first-order logic by a

fixed-point operator. If we restriet the arity of this operator to be :;; k (f~r a

positive integer k) we get the k-ary fragment PFpk of PFP. 'vVe call the hierarchy

(PFpk)k2:1 the ~rity hierarehy of PFP.

Similarly we define the arity hierarchy for transitive closure logic (TCk )k~l) and

deterministic transitive closure logic ((DTCk)k~l)' '

We prove that for each k ?: 2 DTCk Cl TCk-l and TCk ~ PF pk-l. In faet we

prove that this holds even on the class of graphs.

As a eorollary we get that the arity hierarchies are strict for the logics mentiollcd

above and also for other common fixed-point logics .

•1)



Y. Gurevich

Rigid Stnlctu1"eS

This is a joint work with Saharon Shelah. Using probabilistic Inethous, we con

struct finite rigid structures depending on paramet~r k such that 00 L~ formula

with counting quantifiers distinguishes between particular different elements. Fur

ther we get a finitely axiomatizable subclass of finite rigid structures where 00

L~ formula with counting quantifiers defines a linear order.

L. Hella

Fixpoint logic vs generalized quantifiers

Neil Immerman proved in 1987 that, in the presence of linear order, first-order

logic extended by the uniform sequence of. alternating transitive closure opera

tors, FO(ATC<W), captures PTIME. Later E. Dahlhaus showed that a variant

of the ATC-operator captures least fixpoint logic, LFP, even without linear or

der. Quite recently, lVlartin Grohe defined generalized quantifiers Qx and Q-p

such that FO(Q~W) and FO(Q;c.J) capture inflationary fixpoint logic and partial

fixpoint logic, respectively.

We prove that for every monotone quantifier Q there is another quantifier QATC

such that FO(Q~TC) and LFP(Q<W) have equal expressive power on the class of

all finite structures. The quantifier QATC is essentially a coding of a semantic

game for LFP(Q<~)-formulas.

I. Hodkinson

0-1-1aws and infinitary logics

The talk discusses some results of Kolaitis & Vardi and Dawar & HeJla, the main

one being that if C is a dass of finite structures and k < w, then C has a O-l-law e
in the infinitary logic L~ iff, modulo the almost sure theory T(C) of C, there are

only finitely many first-order Cormulas written with k variables, and T(C) decides

every k-variable sentence.

Thus, ror example, if T(C) is w-categorical then C has a O-l-law in L~ for all

finite k, a theorem of Kolaitis & Vardi. Same examples illustrating these not ions

were giveo, and it was pointed out that an analogue of the theorem holds for the

extension of L:.c.., by a finite set of generalised quantifiers.

6



Ph. Kolaitis

POIYII011l;al. Til1lt~ O/Jlim;:lIlion. Parn.l/el .·lJlPIYJriI11afioll aUtl FirfJoill/ I.Offi,.

We initiate Cl st.udy or polynonlial.t.ime optil11ization froll! tht' perspecti\'e or c1e

scriptive conlplt~xity theory. Vve establish that r.he dass uf polynontial-tiua" and

polynomially bounded optimization problenls with ordered finite structlln"S ilS

instances ean be characterized in terms of the ..,lage !rl1u:liolls of positive first

order formulae. i.e., the functions that compute the nunlbcr of iterations in the

~bottom up" evaluation of the least fix points of such formulae. After this. we

study the stage functions of several first-order formulac whose least fixpoints

form natural P.complete problems a.n:d show that they are not ~C-approxillla.ble

within any factor of the optimum. unless P=NC. Finally, we pro\~e t.hat certain

polynomial-time optimization problems are complete with respect t.o a new k~nd

of restricted reductions that preserve parallel approximability and are defin~ple

using quantifier-free rormulae. . ~

[Joint \Vork with N. Thakur]

c. Lautemann

Logics JOT context·free languages

We want to investigate subclasses of NP, characterised by logics 38J.o. where 8

is a class of binary relations, e.g. order relations: 3 < J.o., successor relations:

3suc J.o., etc. As a first step we restrict ourselves to string logic and show that

the class of context·free languages can be characterized. by such a logic, using

matchings, where NI ~ {I, ... , n}2 is a matching

iff \fi, j, k, I : whenever (i,j) e M then

• (j,i) E lvI, • j # i, • (i,k) E 1\1--. k =j, and

• • (k, I) E 1\tl 1\ i $ k ~ j ~ i :5 I :5 i.

[Joint work with T. Schwentick, D. Therieu]

D. Leivant

Old and new transfer principles in logic.based r.omplexity

Transfer principles bring a measure of unit)' ta the rnultitude fJf a.pproadH~s

to computational c:omplexity. An old exanlple uf a transfer principlc is tll(~

Schönfinkel- Howard nlapping of prüofs to fUl1etional prografns.

;



In this talk we introduce the transfer principle of boundedncss. (t states

that subterms of computationally-potent elements of a free algebra are also

computationally-potent. This implies a transfer of results in predicative recur

rence theory to analogous results in Finite Model theory.

J. Lynch

Convergence Laws for the lnfinitary Language 0/ Random Graphs

The infinitary language L~ of graphs is the extension of the first-order language

of graphs where infinite conjunctions and disjunctions of arbitrary sets of formu

las ai'e allowed, provided onIy finitely many distinct variables occur among the

formulas. Let p(n) be a function from the natural numbers to [0,1]. A random

graph on n vertices has edge probability p(n) if, for every pair of vertices i, jEn,

{i,j} is an edge of the graph with probability p(n). For any sentence (7, pr(O', n)

is the probability that the random graph on n vertices satisfies 0'. Previous work

by Kolaitis and Vardi has shown that when p(n) is constant, for all (7 E L~,

pr((7, n) is asymptotic 0 or 1. We consider p(n) = n -0, where a > 0, and will

show that pr(q, n) always converges when 0: < 1 is irrational or 0: > 1. The

convergence result for the first case is joint work with J. Tyszkiewicz. In fact,

for every (1 E L~ , there is a first-order sentence (7' such that pr( (j ~ a', n)

converges to 1.

J. Makowsky

Arity vs Alternation in Second-Order Logic

Let En be the second order hierarchy with the restrietion that 3UVV3W ... <p E

t n if c.p is a first-order V*3*-sentence.

EI still captures NP, and En captures t: of the polynomial hierarchy.

Now let t~d) (d E H) be the t n sentences with all second-order variables of arity •

5: d.

Theorem: For every n, d there is a sentence (Jn.d E t~d:24) which is not equivalent

to any sentence in E!:').
The proof uses self-satisfying sentences, Le. let 21(# be the structure which corre·

sponds to the string <.p.

Theorem: Let AUTOSAT-FOL be the set of self-satisfyi1l9 first-order sentences.

AUTOSAT-FOL is PSPACE-complele.



[.Joint work wit.h Y. Pn,wlil

M.Otto

Explicil/y Symllu:/,.ir. Cilruils lln,l FO

We consider infinitary boolean circuits where cOInput.ations are explicitly invari

ant with respect to the choice of representation of the input st.rUl"ture. This ~

condition is put in tenns of automorphisms of the circuit illducerl by relabellings

of the input nodes. The resulting symmetrie circuils provide an isol11orphisrn

preserving model of circuit camputation.

To charaeterize L~, infinitary logie with a bounded nunlber of variables. a weak

loeal size reslrietion is introduced: asymmetrie circuit is loeaUy polyno'mial if

the orbits of its nades under localizations of the automorphism group are poly-

nomially bounded. --:i~ .
The following characterizations are obtained:

• symmetrie, loeally polynomial cireuits == L~

• syrrunetric, locally polynomial eircuits of finite depth == FO

Generalizing to networks in an obvious way we obtain

• symmetrie, locally polynomial networks with finitely many orbits == PFP

I.A. Stewart

Contezt-Sensitive Transitive Closure

We introduee a new logieal operator eSTe (~ontext-~ensitive transitive ~losure)

and show that ineorporating this operator into first-order logic (with successor)

enables us to capture the complexity class PSPACE. We also show that by vary

ing how the operator is applied we ean capture the elasses P, NP. the classes of

the Polynomial Hierarchy PH, and PSPACE. We also give applications of these

charaeterizations by showing that P and NP coincide with those problems ac

eepted by two new classes of program sehernes; by producing some new generic

eomplete prohlems for various complexity classes: and hy giving a simple proof

that first-order logic incorporatcd with the least tixed-point operatur captlll't.·S P.



J. Tyszkiewicz

Non-con1,ergence res'llits via extension azioms

In the theory of asymptotic probabilities extension axioms have heen llsed as a

typical tool to prove O-l-laws, mainly for first-order logic.

We present a technique that allows us, given a 0-1-1aw for some.logic proven by

extension axioms, to construct a nonconvergence proof for some extension of the

logic under consideration. The typical inferences are:

1. nonconvergence for monadic second order logic derived from a O-l-Iaw for

nrst order logic

2. nonconvergence for fixpoint logic from the O-l-law for first-order logic

3. nonconvergence for first-order logic over signature t7 Ü T from two o-l-Iaws

for first-order logic over signatures q and 1".

J. Väänänen

The Hierarchy Theorem for Generalized Quantifiers

Tbe concept of a generalized quantifier was defined by Per Lindström. in 1966.

Dur main result says that on finite structures different similarity types give rise

to different classes of generalized quantifiers. More exactly, for every similarity

type t there is a generalized quantifier of type t which is not definable in the

extension of first-order logic by all generalized quantifiers of type smaller than t.

This was proved for unary similarity types by Per Lindström in 1993. We extend

his method to arbitrary similarity types.

This is a joint work with L. Hella and K. Luosto.

Problem Session

1. (H.-D. Ebbinghaus) In classical model theory, the methodological scope of

important logics has been clarified by characterization theorems such as Lind

ström's theorems on first-order logic or Barwise's theorem on LOOwJ • In order to

explore model theoretic properties in the finite~ one should try to perform a Silll

ilar program for this case. In particular, is there a Lindström-type theorenl for

fixed- point logic '?

10



2. (R. Fngill) A IlItJntulit: iVP dass is a dass dt,ftn('cl hy ;111 t'xi~4t'lIl ial Illoll~1tli("

second-order sentcncc.

Problenl.· DOt~S one unary relation sytnbol suHle«lI "? That iso is ."vt'ry lllolladi,' ~p

dass (slIch as :J-colorability) detlnable as 38". wherc S is i\ single unary rdal.ioll

symbol?

3. (R. Fagin) The monadic hierarchy consists of classes deiinable hy sentpllces

QIS•... Q"Sktp. where the Sä'S are unary relation symbols. the Qi·S are 3 \)1' v.
and 'i' is first-order.e Problem: 15 the hierarchy strict~ Or does it collapse to soml' fix..d number ,)f

alterations of second-order quantifiers?

Fact: If the polynomial hierarchy is strict then so is the monadic hierarchy. But

we would like to prove this without complexity assumptions.

4. (J. Flum) F02, the fragment of FO consisting of sentences with at most.t\VO

variables, is decidable.

Does E~ over F02 have a O-l-law?

5. (E. Grädel/A. Dawar) Is PLANARITY in FP or L~ '?

Is 3-COLORABILITY in L~ ?

(or other natural NP-complete problems on unordered structures)

6. (E. Grandjean) Prove that the decision problem T2 of tbe first-order randorn

theory of two binary relations is reducible to the sirnilar problem Tl for only one

binary relation via a linear time bounded reduction. That would imply that Tl

and T2 have exactly the same time complexity.

i. (E. Grandjean) Show that for each n there is a boolean circuit C" that can

sort n integers (in binary notation) in the range 0, ... , n" (k fixed) so that the

circuit C"

• has O( n( log n)2) gates

• and is computable in time O(n(/og n)3) (that means: in time linear in tltC"

length of its description) on a Turing rnachine.

11



Remark: We hope to get this result by a careful inspection cr the :-iorting network

oe [Ajtai, Kornlos, Szemeredi, 1993] which sorts n integers in tinle 0(/09 n) with

n registers.

8. (E. Gmndjean) Investigate the dass of graph properties 1r that call be defined

by an existential second-order formula with unary functions only, i.t!.

G = (V, E) belangs to 1r

iff G satisfies a fonnula of tbe form 3fl' ... ,fk 1/J(E, /1, ... ,JIc)

(where the Ja are unary functions).

(a) Study the extent and the rohustness of this class.

(h) Prove that some problems do not belong to it. (E.g. is G edge-colorable with

d colors where d = degree( G) ?)

9. {Ph. f<olaitis} A Preservation Problem in Finite Model Theory

Suppose<p is a first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions and homo

morphisms on fini~e models. Is '{J equivalent to an existential positive sentence

on finite models?

Background: (a) preservation under extensions fails finitely (Tait/Gurevich &

Shelah)

(h) preservation under homomorphisms fails finitely (Ajtai & Gurvieh)

(c) A positive answer to the above problem will yield as an easy corollary the

theorem of Ajtai & Gurevich that a Datalog program is bounded jf and only if it

. defines a first-order property.

10. (J. Lynch) Let Lk be the fragment of binary second·orcler language of graphs

consisting of sentences of the form

where Rb .... Rk are binary second·order variables and E is interpreted as the

graph edge relation. Let L = Uk L/t:.

(a) Find an isomorphism invariant property of graphs that is not definable in L.

That is, find a collection of graphs C stich that there is no f1 E L for which

GEC <==> GFO'·

12
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(h) Silnilar. hut for 1Jk' Fllr what ~~ clOl~ this heconu' harer?

11. (J. Lynch) \Vhat cla.."ises of randoln finite st.rll(tur~ hav~~ rc·lt~\·i\l1c,' t.u:

(a) database theory

(b) statistical verification of prograins

(c) algorithll1 analysis

12. (J.A. i\/akotL'sky) Let L be a logie. y E L[r UR).

Definition: ...,:; is invariant under order if for every finite T-strncture ,~ and twoe linear orderings <~. <~ on it we have (~, <~) 1= rp <=> ('lI. <~) 1= :,;.
Problem: Is there a logic L C FP or C L~ such that for cvery order invariant

c;; there isu: E L(Tl (without order symbol) such that '..p == W '?

Notes: (a) If L satisfies the Interpolation Theorem (Ll- Interpolation sllffices) thell
~, :;,

this is true.

(h) There is an order-invariant c;; in FOL such that no sucht!: exists (Gurevlch).

13. (I. Stewart) Take an arbitrary NP-complete problem n and incorporate the

corresponding sequence of Lindström quantifiers into first-order logic to get the

logic (±O)·[FO) (there is a quantifier for each arity a. la Immerman~s transitive

closure logic, but 00 built-in relations such as successor; also .•±" teIls us that w~

can apply n within negation signs and "*,, tens us that we may nest applications

of n as we like).

Question: Is there a logic (±n)*[FO] with a O-l-law ?

Note that H P*[FO] = NP (Dahlhaus) if we have two constants available.

(HP=Hamiltonian Path)

Question: Does there exist a complete problem for NP via quantifler-free trans

lations without constants or built-in relations?

This second question harks back to Lovasz and Gacs (1977). Also, Blass an

Harary have asked for a logic L which can express Hamilton Cycle and which has

a O-l-law.

Berichterstatter: ~-1a.rtin Grobe (Freibllr~)

-------------------------------
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Arbeitsgenleinschaft ZU eineOl aktuellen
Thellla:

Von N eUIllann Algebren

04.04. bis 09.04.1994

. The Arbeitsgemeinschaft \vas organized by .1ean-Benoit Bost (Bur"es-sur
'{vettel and Joachim CUlltz(Heidelberg). The theory of von Neumann al
gebras (" noncommutative Ineasure theory") has nlade treluendous progress
since the advent of Tomita-Takesaki theory ar~und 1970. It is by now a
well-developed powerful macbine -wbich has" found applications.- besides the
~, classical" ones in representation theory, mathematical physics and ergodic
theory. also in different branches of g'eometry and topology. The program
covered a large part of the general theory as it stands now (\vith tbe exclusion
ofthe important recellt developnlents on subfactors and their indices) and
some selected'applications.

\'on Neumann algebras were introduced. and studied in the classical Murray-
. von Neumallll papers in 1930's and 1940's. They identified factors "(i.e. al

gebras \vith trivial center) as the basic building blocks of the theory and
made a first classification of factors ioto type I, 11 or BI. \Vhile type I factors
are easily ShOWll to b~ isolnorphic to the algebra of all bounded operators
on a Hilbert space. the classification of type II and III factors posed serious
problems.

By associating \'011 Neulualln algebras to discrctc gronps and more gen
erally to groups acting Oll tnea.::;;l1rc spaces. ~·t urray aud von :":cumanll were
ahle to (:Ollstrncr. factors of tyP(~ 111 • 1/')0 allel a. fal~tor of type I/I. The type
I/I ractors (pnrely infinite casc) s(~ctncd particlllarl~' iutractahle. The next
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breakthrough c:unc in 1960's \vith the series of work of Powers, Araki-Woods
and.I(ricgcr resulting in a· wealth of type 111 factors. Powers' construction
is an analogue or the construction of infinite products of measure spaces.
By taking infintc tensor products of Inatrix factors (M2 (C), l/J), (4) a suitable
state ), oue obtains a continuous family of pairwise nonisomorphic factors
of type 111: factors R>., A E (0,1), of Powers. Sy analyzing the infinite ten
sor product construction, Araki and Woods were able to construct type III
factors. nonisoillorphic to the existing ones: e.g. the Roo factar. Krieger's
factors were cOllstructed using ergodie transformations of nleasure spaces. •

The starting point of Connes' classification of amenable factors is Tomita's
theorenl: each faithful \veight on a von Neumann algebra lvf gives rise to a
canonical ODe-parameter group of automorphisms of j\1; the modular auto
morphism group. The modualr group is uniquely characterized by the so
called I(NIS' cOlldition of quantum statistical mechanies. The first algebraic
invariant, defined by Connes, for a type 111 factor M is Connes' spectrum

S(lv/) = nSp(ßtP )

where ß tP is the generator ofthe modular group associated to <p and fjJ runs
over all faithful \veights over 1\/. Now 5(J\1)\ {O} is a' closed subgroup of
the mtiltiplicative group of positive real numbers .. There are only three pos
sibilities and one defines factoTS of type ///0,11/>.(0 < Ä < 1),and///1

accordingly. A crowning achievement of CoIines' theory is his complete das
sification (except in the type /1/1 case which \vas completed by Haagerup)
of amenable factors. (Also called injective or hyperfinite, thesealgebras are
generated qy an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras). For
example, the only amenable type I/I>. factors are factors R>. of Powers..

These developments and more were reported in this conference. In partic
ular various applications of von Neumallo algebras and their interplay with
questions in geoßletry, topology and number theory \vere highlighted. Among
them we may luention the covolume formula of a discrete series representa-. •
tion due to A.tiyahalld Schmid: the L2-index theorem of .Atiyab; Gromov's
!(ähler hyperholicity and L2-Hodge theory and finally the Connes-Bost ap-
proach to statistical theory of prime numbers and class field theory.



Abstracts oe thc talks

1. Basic notions in C·-algebras and von Neulnanll algebras (I)
H.h:nospe

A VOll Neumann algebra lvI ~ 8(H) is an ultraweakly dos{~d .*-subalgeura of
the algebra of all· bounded operators Oll a Hilbert space \vhich coutaills t.hc
identity operator.. Von Ncunlann's bicollulllltant theorClll asserts t.hat the
topological condition Oll 1\'/ is equivalent to Al be equal loo its hicotlUllutallt
1\1". {The commutaut of Cl. subset S C B(H} is defillcd hy Si = {T E B(H) :
TS = STVS ES}. The clssificatioll of VOll NetllUaun algebras is up to
algebraic isomorphism. A more restrictive nation of isoluorphislll is that of
spatial isomorphism. A factor (" indecomposable algebra" ) is a VOll Neumann
algebra with trivial center 1.\1 n Al' = Cl. Factors are bnilding blocks O[UIOre
general von Neumann algebras. Using theGelfand representation tlfe.ör~m.

oue can describe abelian von Neunlannalgebras as algebras L :'O(.~f.Jl) of
bounded measureable functions on a measureabie space (.\. J.l). Every von
Neumann algebra is algebraically isonlorphic to a direct integral of factors

( Al(t)dll(t) ..Jx
Finite-dimensional von Neumann' algebras are exactly .direct sums of ßla

trix algebrdS.

2. Basic nations in C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras (11)
E.Landvogt

Astate on a C*-algebra ..4 is a positive linear functional on .4 of norm.l: The
fundamental GNS-construction gives a 1-1 correspolldence het\veen~Wcyclic
representations of A on a Hilbert space (up to unitary equivalence) and states
on A. Pure states correspond to irreducible representations. Anormal state
on a von Neumann algebra is astate which is u-additive \vith respect to
orthogonal families of projections..The noncommutative analogue of a prob
ability space is a pair (M,4>)' where 'A1 is a von Neumann algebra and f/J is a
faithful Donna! state on i'A. In the simplest example Al = :\ln(C} every state
tP is of the form (far x E l\1n(C))

«'b(x) =Tr(px),

where p is a positive matrix of tracc 1.

3
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3. Dimension function and type
;\.Huber

Given a factor i\t/ on a Hilbert space H, oue ean introduee a notion of di
Inension relative to IV! (\vhosevalues are non-negative real- nunlbers or 00 )"

on the set of all projections of Af.- The dimension function is ullique up to
an scalillg fa.cta!". "The properties of the dimension function lead to a first
classificatioll of factors into types I~ I I, 111. Namely, let ~ "be the image
of the dimension function (up to an scale). Then M is of type In (resp. e
100 ) if ~ = {O.l, ... , n} (resp. ß = {O~ 1, 2~ ... }) and is of type I lt (resp.
1100 ), provided ti = [0, 1] (resp. ~ = [O~ 00]). Finally 1.\1 is of type I I I if
6 = {O. .x>}. -

A factor of type I is isomorphie to B(H), where dimH = n ( type In),
or H is infinite dimensional (type- 100 ),

4. Exa~ples of factors of type 11 and of type 111
R.Holtkatnp

The group-voil Neumann algebra W*(G) of a discrete group G is the com
pletion of tbe group-aigebra cG- in its left regular representation Qver the
Hilbert space {l(G). If G is ~n lee group, that is all of .its (nontrivial)
eonjugacy elasses are infinte, then . W* (G) is a Ilt factor. Moreover, the
corresponding factors for G 1ge~lyfinite are all isomorPhie to eaeh other...-\
non-isomorphie 111 factor is obtained when G is the free grC?up on two gener- .
atorS. The first examp~e of a type I I I faetor was constructed by rvlurray and"
von Neumanll using the group-measure space construetion. More generally,

- \vhen a 'group G aets as an automorphism group a : G --+-..4ut{Nf) of a von
Neumann algebra i\ll, one ean cons~ruct tbe erossed produet von Neumann
algebra R{ Af~ G, a). When NI is abelian, G acts by measureable transfor
mations on a lneasure space~ and the corresponding crossed product algebra
is the group- Ineasure algebra. 'For r = PSL(2,Z) acting by homographie _
transformations Oll Pt (R), olle.obtain a faetor of type I I I. -.

5 .. Finite factors and coupling constants
..~'.Meister

Let Al be a finite factor and P(AI) the ~et of projections in ~\l. Given a
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diIuensiou function D : P(l\/) ---+ [O.lJ lSt'C 3. ahovp) aud a self-adjoint
element h with spectral dccolnposit.ioll J ..\de.\ in Al. olle can d~fine the
tracc of h by "T(h) -=f ..\dD(e>.) . Thc functional T has t.he t.racp property
T(uhu·) = T(h) (u a nnitary In 1\1) anti .is linear Oll comlnutative subal
gebras. The prohleln is to show that T is a.dditive in general. Apart from
~Iurray-von NCUITlaUll'S original praof of this fact, we have a.lso Ycadon's
praof which acheives this via the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed poit theorem.

Considerillg a representation (J) : .\1~ B(H) of Cl factor as an JI-nlodule
structure on H. both o( AI) and its comlllutatnt EndM (H) are factors. If 1.\.[

is a finite factor. then an lvI-module H is called finite ifEndM(H) is a finite
factor. For a finit~ factor IV/ there is a canonical finite J,!-module L 2 (lv/),
the GNS representation with respect to the trace. Every .\1-lnodule-1tH can
be considered as a submodule of L2(.:\1) ~ !(. where [{ is a. Hilbert"space.
The dinlension function D on EndM(L2(~\1)® K) allo\vs to conlpare the size
of such a submodule to the size of the submodule L 2 (Af). \vhich rlefiries the
coupling constant dimM(H). It is a positive real number that characterizes
the module completely. .

Ir lV c AI is a subfactor of a type [11 factor lV/. then the index [AI: lV] of
IV in Al is defined as dimN(L2(M). The possible set of values of this index,
E, is given by an striking result of V.Jones: .

1T
E = {4cos2

- : n ~ 3} U (4,00).
n

6. Hilbert algebras and leftHilbert algebras
J.Michalicek

A Hilbert algebra is an involutive algebra"with a compatible scalar product .
The GNS-con~tructiongives a connection between normal traces on a von
Neumann algebra and Hilbert algebras. Associated \vith a Hilbert algebra
are its left and right von Neumann algebra U and \I. These algebras are
commutants of each other and there is an operator.] \vhich carries U to
v~ :V = JUJ. If G is a unimodular locally compact group~ the lcft and right
regular representations generate the Icft and right von Np,ulnann algebra of
a Hilhert algebra. If G is not t1nimodular~ one obtains a .. quasi-Hilbert
algebra"! . and thc modular function u defines an l1nbonnded opp.rator on the

;j



correspollding Hilb~rt space. The GNS-Collstrllction for a non-traciaJ faithful
. nornlal statc or weight of a von NeUIl1ann ~lgebra gives rise to, what is callcd

a left (or gencralized) Hilbert algebra. It is possible to define left and right
von Neußlann algebras U and V which are commutants of each other and
operators J allu n that generalize the corresponding operators in the case of
the left itnd right regular representation of a group. The fundamental result
is Tomita's theorem:

JUJ = Vand~itUtl-it =U

for eaeh real Ilulnber t.

7. Proof of Tomita's theorem
!(.I(ürsten

For the important special ease of the GNS-construetion for a faithful nor
mal state(or, equivalently for a cyeHe and separatiug vector), a proof of
Tomita's theorem is sketched. Tomita~s theorem is the basis for all of oon
commutative.integration theory and for the modern structure theory of von
Neumann algebras.

8. The KMS (ar modular) condition.
G.Illies

This condition (\vhich has its origins in quantum statistical mechanies) can
be viewed as a generalized tracecondition for astate w with respect to a
oue-parameter automorphism group Tt of a C*- or von Neumann algebr.a .A.
One possible definition uses the extension of T, from IR to C on the subalgebra
of analytic elements and requires that, for a fixed ß ~ 0, .

w(yx) =W(X'Tiß(Y))

on a dense set of analytic elements x,y. Ailother \vay to express this condition
uses complex analytic function theory.

Concerningmodular theory, one!las the following important result: let w
be a. faithful nOflual statc of Cl. von ~cuJnann algebra Al. Then there exists

. a uniqlle one-paranleter gronp Tt of an tonlorphisms of ~1 that satisfies tbe
K~vIS condition \vith respect to ~ allel with ,J = 1. nanlely the modular group

G
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froln TOluita-Takcsaki theory.

9. Modular invariants (ar type 111 (actors a~d examples of amenable
factors
\V.Gubler

The starting point far Connes: analysis of type 111 factors is his .. ~ x 2-nlatrix
trick:'which sho\vs tbat up to inner autonlophisnls: the nlodularautonlor
phism group q<> of a type I I I factar ~d aoes not depend Oll the choice of the
faithful normal state 4>. Thus the essential Connes spectruln r = r(O'~) is
an invariant of tbe factaf 1"1. It is a closed subgroup of IR and JI is said to
be of type I I 10, I I l).\vith 0 < .,\ < 1. or I I I t , according t.o wethet r_= {OL
r '= (logA)Z or r = R. An important dass of examples of factars is obtailled
from an ergodie transformation T of a standard Borel probability space with
measure J.l. Here, the invariant r can be determined from the localscaling

. properties of the measure J1. under T.

10. Classification of amenable factors
H.Hofmeier

Amenable factors are also called injecti~e, matricia:l. approximately,finite
or hyperfinite in. the literature. M.any of the factors appearing in applica
tions and arising from seemingly very different constructions are amenable.
The definition of amenability has a cohomological nature..A von Neumann '
algebra 1\1 is said tobe amenable if for every normal dual Banach bimod
ule )( over lvI. the derivations of A1 witli coefficients in )( are all inner.
Most of amenable factors can be obtained by taking infinite (algebraic) ten
sor products of finite-dimensional factors and then completing in the GNS
representation with respect to an appropriate state (factor state) on the ten
sor product algebra (ITPFI-factors). A tensor product state 4J on an infinite
tensor product of 2 x 2-matrix factors is a factor state and the invariant r
cao be easily computed. For appropriate choices of f/J one obtains exam
pIes of amenable factars of type I I I). or I 1/1• The complete classification of
amenable factors (clue to Connes) is sketched.

11. Discrete series representations and von Neumann dimension
A.Deitmar



The goa.l or th~s talk is the proof of the following formula. due t.o Atiyah and
Sclullld·: -. .

dim~v.(hH = covol(r)d1r

for the coupling constant of a discrete series representation 'Ir : G -t U (H) of
a semisilnple real Lie group G with respect to the factor t-V·(f) defined by
a discrete ICC-subgroup r of G (drr is the formal degree of 'Ir and covol(f)
the covolunle of r). T.his result can be generalized as follows. Let S C Gbe

. a measllreable set of irreducible represetitations of G and H := J5 H rrdJl.( Ir),
where tL is the Plancherel measure. Then

12. An L2-.index theorem
T. Schick

This talk is devoted to the proof of the following L2-index theorem of .Atiyah:

Theorem. Let At[ be a closed smooth manifold witb vector bundles E and
F over M and D : COO(E) ~ COO(F) an elliptic differential operator. Let
1~ be anormal covering of At with covering group f. Lift E, F and D to
E, F and b : COO{E) ~ COO(F}. Then,

. indexD = indexrD.

Here, indexD .- dimkerD -:- dimcokerD is tbe usual index of Fred
holm operators. To define indexrD, \ve note that kerb := {f E L2(E) :
iJf = O} is ar-invariant subspace of L2(E), and ·similarly for cokerD.
For a f-invariant subspace H of L2{E), define dimrH = TTA(prH), where •
.4 = ltv·(r).@ B(L2 (E)) and Tr.4 is illduced by the traces on w*(r) and
B(L2(E)). Using this, one defines indexD :== dimrkerb - dimrcokerD.

13. Kähler hyperbolicity and L2-Hodge theory
\V.Lück
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A I(ähler manifold is a~omplex anlytie manifold 1\/ cquippt~c.l with a henui
tian metric such that tbe associated fUlldanlcntal 2-fornl w is closed. Let w
be tbe canonicallift of w to the universal cover litt. ~\·f is called I~ählcr hyper
holie iff wis the boundary of a bounded I-form. Compact Kähler luanifolds
such that 7r2(lvl) = 0 and iTt (lV/) is word - hyperbolic. are K~ihler hyper
hoHe. cF" ~s I(ähler but not Kähler hyperbolic. Let H"(J~/) be the space
of harmonie L2-r- forms on i\t/ and HP,q(lil) the harmonie p~ q-forms. The
following theorem is due to Gromov.

Theorem. Let lvI be compact and I\:ähler hyperholic of com'plex dimension
m. Then

HP·q(l~[) =0 <=> p + q -:I m.

From this, it ro~lows that (-I)m X(A1) > O.

The proof is based on an L2_ version of Lefschetz theorem; aperturbation
technique of Vafa-Witten and tbe L2_ i~dex theorem of .Atiyah.

14. Euler products and type 111 factors
M.Spieß

Let r be a discrete group and r 0 c r a subgroup whieh is almost normal~ that
is the orbits of ro·acting on the left on rIro are finite. One defines the Hecke
algebra 1l(r, r o} as the convolution algebra of C-valued functions w:jth finite·
support on ro\rIro. The C·-algebra 1l = c;(r, ro) is the eompletion of 1:/.
in its regular representation in [2(ro\r). One has a canonical one-parameter
group of automorphisms of 'H. (A C*-dynamical system) defined by

O"t(f)(-y) = (~~~~ )it f(-y),

where L and R are certain ro bivariant functions on· r. Let us now consider
the Hecke algebra for the groups r = Po and r 0 = Pz where P is the group

of invertible 2 x 2-matrices of t-he form (1 b). The following theorem of. 0 a
Connes and Dost shows that the C·-dynamical system associated to "R has
a phase transition with spontaneous symmetry breaking.



Theorem.. Let (..4,O't) be the C·.;dynamical system associated to the almost
normal sl1bgroup Pz of Po. Then:

a) For 0-< ß :$ 1 there exists a unique l(lVf5p state' (j>p. Each <Pp is a factar
~ state and the associated factar is the hyperfinite factor of type 1111 : Roo"

b) -For ,8 > 1 the K!vISß states form a simplex whose extreme points are
parametrized by imbeddings X : !{ ---+ C of the field !( = Öab and' whose
restrietion to C· (Q/Z) are given· by the formula

00

4>j1,x(1') = ((ß)-l L n-ßx(')')n.
n=l

These states are type 100 factor states.

The normalh~ationfactor is the inverse of the Riemann ( function evaluated
at ß.

The ne"xt step is to study the statistics· of prime- numbers and class field
theory using C·-algebraic formulation of quantum statistical mechanics. Ta
this end one constructs, via a Bosonie Foek space (second quantization) a
selfadjointoperator whose spectrum is the set of prime numbers and the
corresponding C·-algebra (obtained by polar decomposition) frorn creation
and ann'ihilation operators. The algebra turns out to be the infinite tensor
product of Toeplitz C*-algebras .

Berichterstatter: t\1.I(h,alkhali
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'~Illnerical Linear Algebra ,with Applications

lO.-16.04.1994

The cOllference. organized by Gene H. Golub (StanfQrd). \·Vilhel'm xiet.han~nlel' ([~adsruhe)

andRicha.rd S. Varga ([\:ent), was attended by 43 individuals from l:] countries. The :38
contributed lec'tures at this meeting offered a broad vie\v 'Of acttlal topics in numericallillear
algebra. One' lnajor topic ,vas the. iterative solution ,of large linear systems of equatiolls
and - to SOme exte'h~ .:.- eigenvalue pr~blems. In addition. developments in other äreas
were included. where iools from linear, algebra were used,. '
In connection with iter~tivemethods.the6retical problems, such as the stability of different
cg.like and Krylov' subspace ~ethods! 'were ·examined. Several t.alks considered iterati\"(:,

methods for 'the ~avier·Stokes, theHelmholtz and the ~:laxwell equations. Substructuring
and Inultisplitting techniques were also dis·cusse'd. -
~umerical methods trom linear algebra ·in control,theory and signal processing were con
sidered.. Other applications discussed were the useof matrix least squares fo~ adjusting
deformable mirrors in telescopes~ ~nd the simulation~ via .matrix theory. of material prop
crtiesof plating devices. Several ,talkS were devoted to .inverse problenis and corresponding
regularizin~ method~. Finally~some'th~retical quesiions.such as the minimlzation 01'
l'ondition numbers and the stability of matrix norms! were trec;tted. .
:\s· a result of the wide \'ar-iety of related. topics (lnd the ~ood mixture ot~ experts fronl
t.heory and applicatjons~ the i-ntimate attTIosphere of the ronfer~nce led -to nlany fruitful
discussions anu inifiated forthcomingjoillt projects.
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Vo rt. ra.~sal1sz,i ,l!;( ,

G. S. Alnnlar:

Computing t he zeros oe Szegö polynomials

The zeros of Szegö polynomials anse in time s~ries and signaJ processing applications as
the poles of autoregressive processes. We present a new procedure for computing these
zeros~ based Oll' the fact that a Szegö polynomial is tbe characteristic polynomial of a
Hessenberg matrix determined by the associated Schur parameters (refiection coefficients).
The procedure nrst conlputes the eigenvalues of a unitary Hessenberg matrix~ using •
of several eigenvalue algorithms for this problem. These eigenvalues are then used F
starting points for a continuation (path-following) procedure, which terminates at the

. desired eigenvalues of a particular "sub-unitary" matrix. In this way we cao exploit the
special strueture of the Hessenberg matrix. The procedure is efficient and parallelizable,
and may therefore be suitable for real-time implementation.

This is joint work with D. Calvetti and L. Reichel.

z. Bai:

Parallel solution of nonsymmetrie eigenvalue problems and its applications

With the growing demands from a large number of disciplines and interdisciplines of sei-
.ence and engineering for the numerical solution of the nonsymmetrie eigenvalue problem,
competitive new techniques have. been developed for solving the problem over the past
decade. In this talk, we examine the state of the art of the algorithmic teehniques and the
software scene for the problem. A design of a nonsymmetrie eigenroutine tool box will be
proposed.

Part of this work is joint with James Demmel at University of California, at Berkeley.

A. Bjötck:

Lanczos methods for ill-posed linear systems •The conjugate gradient me~hodis among the.most efficient iterative methods for iU-posed
linear ~ystems. However, it is essential that the iterations are terminated after the optimal
number of steps. Methods base<! on Lanczos bidiagonalization canbe combined with regu
larization in a Kryov subspace. This avoids problems with semi-convergence. Ir performed
with fuH reorthogonalization generalized cross validation general.lY provides a reliable rule
for chosing t.he regularizatiotl paranu~ter, Finally it is discussed how the implicit shift
La.llt'ZOS n~ethoJ of Son~nsen ean hr~ userl ta achicve. rcgularization.
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\Vf~ 'proposp ~l llollsYlnnH~trit: Lanczos algorit.hnt for rllulliple sl.tlrt.in.~ ,"pctors. rilis is 1110

r.i\·ated b.v applicatiolls in control. \Ve willforIllltlattc» tht" Ilu"t.hud t.t) inC'lttcl(" It)ok-a.head h~'

con1binillg I.hr t.\Vo-'sicied f:rant-Schnlidt proccss of Parlett with Cl 'process t.o ~t.·llera(.(~ t IIl'
t.wO 'I\l'ylo\' seqllenccs (I;"ft and right). \·Ve discuss thc generalization t)f t he.sin~lt' st.Clrting
\·C'c.t.or al~orithln front t.he vie\vpoint of the stnl(·t.lire of ('ontrol rnodf"ls. ;anti .~i\"t"" an t'XCllll

pl(~ in\'oh'ill~ t.he (~i~envailles of a niatrix.. '

:\. Bttuse-(;~rstener:

l:nitary Hessenberg methods for signal p'rocessing problerns

.-\ basic problem in signal processing is to find an approximation tq an übser\~~a'si~nal hy
a sunl uf \\"eighted sinusoids or exponentials, Methods for ~oiving t.his probie~~ are ·often
based.on the idea of approximating the Toeplitz matrix of autocorrelation ta.~s 'bf a certain
dimension by a. singular Toeplitz matrix T and receiving from its kernet approximations
to t he desired frequenci~s. Ta any' Hermitianpositoive semidefinite Toeplit.z matrix we can
associate a unitary Hessenberg matrix Hand the eigenval~esof Hand the first components
of its eigenvectors give the information about the frequencies and weights. respectively.
Efficient eigenvalue methods eSpeeially developed for unitary (natrices cao th4~ be employed
to compute the desired qualities. 'Making use oJ the relation'between Toeplitz m~trices and
unitary Hessenbetg matrices we can solve the Toeplitz approxiqlation probleril posed by
Kung under a mild restrietion. In particular for ~e~l'signals this solution turns out to be
a generalization' of the composite sinusoidal \vave method and has an- interpretation as an
isometrie Arnoldi process applied to the downshift operator and the observed sIgnal.

This is joint \Vork with C. H~. .' -. .

D. Calvetti:

• An adaptive Richardson iteration method for indefiiÜte linear systems'

An adaptive- Richardson iteration method is presented for t he solution of large linear sys

tenl~ of equations with a. sparse. symmetrie. nonsirigular. indefinite matrix. The relaxation
° pa.ralueters for Richardson iteration are chosen t.o. he reciprocal values of Leja points for

a c"olupact set /\' = {a. b) U fe.dJ. where [a. bJ is an interval Oll, t.he ne~ativp. r~al axis and
[r:. tlJ is an intC'r'·al on the 'po~itive real fLXis. Eudpoints ()f tlH~se, intervals are det~rmillt·d

adapt in··ly hy conlputing ('ertain rnodified nlOlllcnts during t hp it~rations. Complltf'd «'x
illIlI)lc's an" pff~s(~ntt~d to show t.hat this adapli\'f' H.idaarclsoll al~{Jrilhm can I)(~ ("Onlf)(~(ir j,op

\Vii h' SY~I~IL(~ find ('H.



This is joint work with L..Reichel.

T. F. Chan:

Analysis of a C(;-ha.~c·~d method for solving l,inear systems with .multiple right hand sides

Vv·e analyze t.he c.onjuI-;ate gradient method propose'd by Smith, Petrson and Mittra to solve
the linear syst.~m /1.\ = B where .4. is SPD and B is a multiple of right hand sides. This
method ~enerates aKrylov subspace from aset of direction vectors obtained by solving
one of the systems .( the seed) by the CG m~thod and th~n project ,the residuafof the
ather systems to get an app~oxima.tesolution. Tbe whole process is repeated' with _another
unsolved syste.m. as' Cl. .seed un.til all the systems are solved. We observein practice a •
perconvergence behavlor of the ca process. We also observe that only a few restarts
required to soJve aJl ~. he systems if the right hand sides are elose to each other. These
two features together make the method particularly effective. We give theoretical proof to
justify these two ober\"~tions. Furthermore, we propose a block extension of thismethod.

L. EIden:

Accurate .least squares solutions for T~epliz matrices

We present a new algorithm for triangularizingan m x n Toep~itz matrix. The algo
ritb.m is a modification of a previous algorithm that exploits theToeplitz structure and
computes each, row of the triangular 'factor by updating and downdating steps. Due to
ill-cond.itioned downdating transformations, the previous algorithm gives inaccurate re
sults Jor certain problems. We show that it is possible to postpone such iU-conditioned
downdates,and perform. thein: at t~e end using a more accurate downdating method based
on corrected seminormal equations. Num~rical exa~ples are p'resented~ which show that
the new algorithm improves the accuracy significantly, while the complexity remains only
O(nin). '

T. Elfing:

A constrained Procrustes problem •The following constrained matrix problem is studied. Find the matrix )( which minimizes
the Frobenius norm of A.\ - B~ with .4 andB given matrices and where.X' is restricted to a
c.:-Iosed c'onvex cone. In particular ~ we consider the cone of symmetrie positive semidefinite
matrices 'and the cone of (symmetrie) elementwise nonnegative matrices. The optimal
rnatrix is characterized and t.he result is specialized to the two cases above. Further we
report from a numerical slucly of some projection type algorithms.

T'his i~ joint work with Lars-Erik Allderssoll.
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11. EIIIWI1:

Disc:rct.i~at..iutl \lf thl" st.(~(uly st.ate ~(\.vier-St.ok('s t·<luati\}ns

-V~U+U'Vll+\1]J f·
-divll 0

~IVPS riSt' r·o asYSt.~nl \)1" lluulillear algehrai'c :t'quations for diStTct i~('d '·t'locit ies (11) illiel

presslIl"PS (p). LinearizaLioll llsinp'; aPicarcl" ileratiün lea~ls tü a IHal riXt'qllil.l.iOIl \)f t.11t~ fann

\Ve present sen:~ral preconditioiling strategies fOf this s~:steHl thai; pro,lun" t>igell\-ahlt' dis
tributions t.hat are independent of the mesh ·size llsed in t.he disrreriz,nion. ~ltIHeri('ai

experinlents with G~iRES and QwlR iterative solvers contlrnl fhis lne~h independence öf
convergence rates on"the viscosity.Jl.

This is joint work with David Silvester.

L. Elsner:

Nlinimizing condition numbers by completion

There are app~ications. for ex~mple whe~ solving block tridiagonal sysiems~'" wh~re in a
matrix a rectang~lar block .1;- has to be specified so that 't-he condition is m_~derate. Th('
question of an optimal choice:is unsolved. Here we give ~he solut.ion in an important special

. case. where

1',·( \r)' ['~'B""] A= .~tH . .\.... = _\.H.
'........l. = -BH .\" • 1 -

A is pos.itive definite and .\'" is restricted to the s~t of all +\ = +\H. such th.at I·V(.r_) > O.
The. problem . -

min{!fW.(.X")II· IIW-1(.\')I1 : .\ = .'(H. "l·J/(A') > ,O} _

can be reduced to tbe problem of finding the-minilnurn of a st.rictly c.on\+p.x function on illl

interval.
Thi~ is joint work with C. He and V. :\,Iehrrnann.

O. Ernst:

:\11 il.t·rati\'~ imheddin~ al~oritlltn for c'xt~rior lIelrnholt z prohlems



Hctmholt~ c'quation iL.to; t.hey typically arise in scaltering prohlenls. lL is shown how an
FFT-ha.st~d fast sol Vc'" can he llsed to solve this problem for special dOluains t.aking into
account (~v(~n an c'xacf. radia.tion boundary condition. An itnheddin~ method is then used.
Lo treat arhit.rary dOlnains. 'rhese methods require the solution of a slnall dense linear
system of (~qllations. lTsing th~ t~eory of integral equations, we show that Krylov subspace
methods converg(~ fnesh 4 independently when used to solve this systems.

B. Fischer:

Practical use of Bernstein-Szegö polynomials in matrix computations

In. this talk we inv~stigate the use of Bernstein4 Szegö (BS) polynomials in matrix eom~
tations. These polynontials may be viewed as weighted Chebyshev polynomials. Theb~
idea is to tllodel the associated weight funetionafter the (unknown) eigenvalue distribution
of a given large symmetrie matrix.

Beside the actual computation of the weight function and the corresponding BS polyno
mials we will outline two problem classes where these polynomials may used to advantage.

First, we consider the problem of computing a few eigenvalues of a given matrix using
the Lanezos proeess. Here the BS polynomials serve a.s so-called polynomial filters for either
the initial vector or the tnatrix itself. Second, we discuss polynomial iterationmethods for
the· solution of large linear systems of equations (with possibly multiple right hand sides).
We will show that the BS polynomials define a powerful polynomial preconditioner and
may be used as kernel for a competitive semi-iterative method.

The effectiveness of the proposed applications will be demonstrated in a yariety of
numerical examples.

This is joint work \vith Roland W. Freund.

R. W. Freund:

. Efficient circuit analysis by Pade approximation via the Lanczos proeess

Recently, a new approach, called asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE), for the simula
tion of large linear networks has been proposed. TheAWE method is often cODsiderably
raster than traditional circuit-simulation techniques such as SPICE~ However, AWE suffA
from a number of serious numerical difficulties. In this talk~ we show that AWE is actua""
numerically unstable. \Ve propose a new implementation of the Pade approximation~ on
which A\VE is based~ via the look-ahead Lanczos process. The resulting algorithm. called
Pade via the Lanczos process (PVL), is numerically stable. \Ve present results of numerical
experiments with P\'L for a variety of circuits. Finally. we discuss extension of PYL to
the Inulti-input~ multi-output case that is haset.l on a new general block Lanczos process.

This is joint work with Petpr Fpldrnanll (.-\T&T ßell Labs).

fi
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St.ahilil..'" ur dU' I\r.,·lu\" hc~",is anti slihspae:t's

•
The prohl(~lus \)1" 11 II IIll'ricit I analysis with l(lr~t~ sparSt.' IHtl1.rin.~ in\'oln' uft,eau " proj.'ct.ioll

of t.his Illa.trix llll (\. I\rylo\" ~Ilbspace to ohlain ilslllaller luatrix whidt .is llsecl 10 soh'C' du'
initial prohlen1- The slIhspact' depends on lht' lllill.rix anti on' an il,rhitrary \"('cl,or. \Vc'
considpr. in rhis paper. a Inethod t·o stndy t.he st ability l)f t.tw I\rylo\' subspa.ce thr()l1~h

a. matrix pert.urba.tion. This Inethod indudes i\ definit.ion t)f thl' ("olldition nt'lI11bt-,s fur
t.he r.olllputation \)f t,ht'· Krylov hasis and (,he I\rylov snb:-;pace. :\ pra.ctical Inet hod für
pstimating t.he~e Ilumbers is provided. It. is based u'n l.he solution l)f a l~r~e triangular
system.

This is joint work with -.1. F. Carpeaux and S. V. Kuznet.so\'.

M. Coldberg:

Nlatrix norms: multiplicativity. quadrativity. and st..ability

Let 11· 11 be a norm or a seminorm on cnxn
: t.he algebra of n x /l. complex matrices..-\

constant J.l > 0 is called a multipiicativity·factor for 11·11 if 11.4BII ~ JllIA11'- IIBII for all
A, B in cnxn

• Similarly, ..\ > 0 is a: quad~ativity lactoT for 11·11 if 11.42 11 :s; ..\IlAII 2 .for all .4
in cnxn

. Furth,er we say thatll·1I is stahle if for some (j > 0 we have IIAk " S;ullAll k for
all 44 in cnxn

and all positive integers k. In particular. we call 11 . 11 strongly .5tabl~ if 11 . 11
is stahle with (j = 1. .

We begin this talk by discussing the existence of multiplicativity and quadratiyity fac
tors. for arbitrary seminorms and norm on cnxn

. 'Vi! exhibit the best. (least) factofs far
certain well-known nonn~~ and then proceed to show that while norms always have such
factors, proper s~minormsdo not. The second.'part of the talk isdevoted tostabiljty. Gur
main objective here' is t~ ~rove that not all stable norms on c"xn are strongly stable.

A. Greenbaum:

e Accuracy of corneuted solutions frorn conjugate gradient-like methods

A framework is establisbed for determing t.he aeeurac.y of cornputed solutions froln ("011
jugate gradient-like metbods for solving linear syst.enls. It is shown that the ditferenn o

het.ween the flet ual residual \'ectors generated hy such Cl IIH~thod depends on t he nlach i Hf'

prccision ~ anel on th(O maxinlum growthin 1l0fJIl ur t.hp.. it.(~rates O"P.T t.heir initial valllP
cUt<! t.he norn} of t he f.rIle solution. To (~stilnate 1.llt~ siz(~ 01" t.he smallest. actual residual (JlIe'

sh.ollld: I) show r.hat t he update<! approxirnate rf!Sidual '.·('("tors("on\·p.r~e 10 zero. ilfld .~ 1
hOIl ud I h(! .~rowt hin nOrln of I he i t(~ra.tf's.

(.sin~ I his It·chi.iqlle.' it. is shown I hat. rlw ... t.cof'rH'sl. .I.·sc·('lll IUt°r.hud illlt! t hc- 1'()l1jll~ill ('



gra.dient In(~thod fOI' SPD prol~I(~ms ~(·~n(~rate. approximate soltltions wätlt relative residuals
of ordt.'r~. This i:-; a.lso I.he CilS(" for the rGNE nlethod for nonsynlJuetric probJenls, anel
it is c:onjer.tl1n"d 1,0 he t.llc c.ase for the eR method applied to syminetric indefinite prob.
leIns. It is ~ho\Vn "ha.t t.he ()lrrHC)DIR method for nonsymmetrie problems generates an
approximate solutioll with relative residual bounded by ~O(c), where I\. is the condition
number or the Illatrix. It is ar~ued that tbe smallest residual vector for stationary iterative
Inethods~ c~ weH a.s some other methods that do not minimize auy standard error horrn,
cannot be bounded~ in general. and that occasionally these methods may fail to produce
a.n accurate approximate solution to even a well-conditioned linear system.

~l. H. l~lltknecht:

Local minimum residual smoothing •Schönauer (198;) introduced a smoothing process suitable for nonmonotonically (or even
"'erratically~) converging iterative methods for solving linear systems, such as, in particular,
BieG. H~re. we first generalize this smoothing process (LMRl) by replacing the one
dimensional loeal minimum residual computation of each step by a. two (LMR2) or even
higher dimensional (Li\tIR( I)) minimization process. Numerical results exhibit that LMRI
and LMR2 are very effective in smoothing the residual norm history of BieG and (Bi)CGS,
aild Lß1R2 is'~ in general, somewhat superior to LMRl.

All: alternate idea is to integrate the LMR principle direct1y into a transpose·free
Lanczos-type product method. BiCGStab can be understood as sucha product method
wi th the second factor being determined by LMRl, However, integrating LMR2 does not
lead to BiCGStab2, hut to a more effective method, BiC'G*LMR2.

M. Hanke:

Stopping rules for conj ugate gradient regularization based on error estimation

The conjugate gradient iteration is one of the most powerful methods for computing reg
ularized approximations of linear and structured 2D or 3D inverse problems. Here~ the
regularization effect sterns from early stopping of the iteration, since the iteration index
takes the role of a regularization parameter. As a consequence, the development of reliable.
stopping rules is oue of the major demands in this context. In the talk~ we present a new
o.heuristic stopping rule~ (i.e.~ a rule which avoids any information about the noise level in
the right-hand side data): it is "hased on the theoretical analysis of the discrepancy prin
ciple a.s given by Nemirovskii. 'rhe method is shown to perform better than the scrcalled
L-cur\'e r.riterion. T'he new stoppin.~ rule can a.lso be generalized to a particular minimal
rf"Sidual type method for selfacljoilll indefinite problems.
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Tlte Illeürix si~n fllUt,tioll lu(~thod is discusst·d as il 1I1Pt.hod tu :-;plit. tlu' t·i,1!;t'IlSPil.l'CO 01' :1

rnatrix A il1to 1\\'0 ill\rariant. subspan~ c()rrpspolldin~ to il.s st.ahlt' anti lltlsr.ahle t"i.~('n\·alll("s.

resppct.i\·C'I.v, ,\ 'U'W (lt-rturhation t.ht.~rcm for t.he rnatrix si~n rUllctioll is prest~l1tecl whieh
shows t.haJ t.he rllethod is I"oillpfl'titive t.o I.he <:on\'(~ntional nlC~lhods far co.upuLing invariant
suhspaces. provided Cl lJum(~rically stahle nlethod für r.onlputin~ (he si~tl ftltll't.ion is ~in~11.

\Vp will analyzt' t.he' properties or t.he Newt.on it~ration in t his contt..xt..
This is joint \Vork with Ralph Reyers iUld \/olkpr ~\'[ehrnlann.

N. .1. Highanl:

From the Inatrix sign funetion to the polar decomposition

\Ve show that it is useful to regard the matrix signfunetion as being part of ~~:rnatrix sign
decomposition. This leads to ·a new representation for sign( ..1) and reveals a-halys5s wit.h
the polar decomposition.vVe .derive a parallel method for ("oolputing r.he polar" de~ompo

sition from a corresponding method of Kenney and Laub for the Inatrix sign ftinction. anel
describe its implementation on the Kendall Square I~SRI computer.

NI, Hochbruck:

A Chebyshev-like semiiteration for inconsistent linear system's

Semiiterative methods are known as a powerful tool for t.he iterativ'e solutionof nonsingu
lar linear systems ofequations. For singular hut consistent linear systems with coefficient
matrix of index one. one can still apply the methods designed for the nonsingular case.

. However. iE the system is 'inconsistent, the approximations usually fail to con~erge. Nev
ertheless. it is still possible to modify c1assical methods like the Chebyshev semiiterativf.'
method in order to fulfill the additional convergence requirements caused by the incon
sistency. These modifications may suffer from ins'tabilities since they are based on the
computation of the diverging Chebyshev iterates.. In this '.alk we present an alternative
algorithm which allows to construct more s~able approximations. This algorithm can he

.etficiently implemented with short recurrences. There arese\'f~ral reasons indicatin.~ t.hat.
t.he new al~orithm is the most natural generalization llf tht:> Chehyshev semiiteration to

inconsistent linear systems.
In addition. we show that l his rranlework can also lu~ applip.d to r~-type methods,

Herp. different choices ror t he llllderlying inner product leadt () f hp. stabilized () Drnethod.
a rnillimal residual nlelhod. anti a new ale;orithm which rninilniz(~ the prror i.n r.hf· (~nprg~·

1101'111.

This is joint work \...·ith ~dal'till Jlankt'. Pli i \·('rsit.iit l'arlsrllhc"'.



T. A. iVlantculf<,l:

F()SLS: A In(·t.h()<I()lo~y ror solving systems of PDEs

The process of rnodelill~ a physical system involve creating a. mathematical model, form
ing a rlis(:ret(~ approxiJuation, and solving tbe resulting linear or nonlinear system. As
numerical linear algebraists, we are most interes.ted in the last step. Tao orten. however,
we are handed Illa.trix equations that possess properties that make them ditficult to solve,
for e~ample. nonsymlnetry and indefiniteness. Too often, the solution, when found, is a
poor approximation to the solution of the model. In this talk I will outline a method~

ology for rearranl9ng the mathematical·model in a way that naturally leads to accurate
discretizations th~t elre especially amenable to numerical solution. In particular, we wwa
examine general second.orde~ elliptic. partial differential equations. The methodology i_
volves expanding the original equation as a system of first-order equatioßs by introducing
new variables~ adding extra constraints, and constructing a least squares functional. The
bilinear form associated with the func.tional will be shown to be elliptic with respect to
the H1 norm in each variable. .This .guarantees that a discrete system based on simple
finite element subspaces will possess particularly niee properties; for example, they will be
symmetrie positive definite with condition.O(h-2

). Moreover, multilevel techniques yield
rapid convergenc~.

G. Mayer:

Multisplitting methods

Multisplitting methods are parallel iterative methods for linear systems Ax = b, where A
is a non-singular n x n matrix and b is a vector with n components. They are based on p
splittings A =1\tl1 - lVt, lVii non-singular, 1 = 1, ... , p, and some averaging process. More
exaetly, the new iterate X

k+1 iso defined by

P

X
k+1 := E E,1\,[,-

1{Ntxk +b),
1=1

where the weighting matriees EI are non-negative diagona.l. matrices of which the sum is
the identity matrix. . •

In our talk we will consider particular multisplitting methods for band matrices. We
will present new comparison results which we illustrate by numerical examples.

v. ~'Iehrmann:

St.aircase like rarms for the <"omputation of invariants or descriptor systems

Thi~ talk concerns the structur.(' I.hat ran be achiev('d by feedhack in descriptor systems

10
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l.ltcll Itu'k ,"prt ain nml.rullahilit.~· arul/nr uh~t1n·ahilil.\·nJlldil inll:-;~ St airC;l~l' ;1I1cl dtUlhlt· ~. ai r
c:a'ie ("olulpllst-cl fUrins ..hlaillt~d throllgh a :-,cqUt'llCP ur ort:lhl~(.".~tl ~t.al t" I r;Ulsforlllclt.iun:-, arl'

Ils(~d 10 dpl.t·rluifU· lhe illvariants t)f t,ht" sySIc'111 andrlispla.\· wlwrt and Ih)\\' rt~'dhilck ,'au IH'

l.lSf~cI t.o achit"\'f' luinirnal indpx. Furt hL'rnllH'p. t.hey re\"('al t ha.t. .Itl, I1h)tlt·~ " .. a.t a.n'lItH·OIl

I.rollabl~ aud Iluobservahh" aL intinit)" han:s a fixed '.ninilllal inclt-x t hat. ('an HOl. hf"A n'dun'c1
hy fepclhac:k. lIowe\'er. this fixet! hj~hl'r i'ndex part. üf t.he cüntrol :-;~'slt-t11 is c·ollst.rained In

he zero. Tlte rc~lnaindcr is a. redll('t~-d order' Systclll that is ("0111 rollahlt- allel llhsPT\'ablt' ;11
illfinjt,~· ",hielt "a.u Iw rnadn 10 ha\'e index one hy feedback.

c:. :\:1 eH rau t :

S6lving the ~;Iaxwell equations llsingc"onfonning finite t·'.lernents. Lagrange multipliers
and iterative nlethods

[
.4 B

T
]

~~l = B -tl .

T4epreconditioned system at each iteration is alsq s~lved with an iterati\'e method (actuA
ally· G~IRES or Bi.:CGSTAB)~so we have nested iterations. .

\Ve describe n~merical experim~nts o,oth on this d'ifficult .problem and also far tht:>
Helrn:holti cq~ation. It turns out that ~'1axwell equations are more diffictilt to solve and
that the inner iterations have also to oe preconditioned. This is dane by an incomplete L{.
decomposition where we keep same fill ins accordin~ t.o their site. The ~xperimentsshow
that t.his leads to an efficient rflethod for s'olvin,~ the ~laxwell ~Ilations while ret.ainiilg t.1H'
sirnpli(it~· or implernentation of llsual (:onfor'nlin~ df'lnents.

11



(Jl tranlctric Illiltrin's

Reccntly, ~:Iartill('z, ~1ich()n. (tnd sän fvlartin introduced the new class of (sytnmetric)
slrictly 'tllm'llelri(~ ",.ttlrir.r.s. They. proved that the inverse of a strictly ultrametric ma
trix is it strictly row and strictly column diagonaliy dominant Stieltjes matrix. lIere, we
generalize this result hy introducing' a class of nonsymmetrie matrjces~ called ge.neralized
ultraTnetric Inalricc$. WP. give a necessary and .sufficient condition for the regularity of
these matrtees anti prov~ that·the. inverse of a nonsingulargeneralized ultrametric matrix
is a row and 'colt,tmn diagonally". dominant M-ma~r:ix. "Ve establish" that a nonnegative
matrix is a generalizecl liltrametric matri~ if and only if the matrix is a certain sum of at
most rank-t\volnatrices. Mor~ver.• we give a characterization ofgeneralized ultra.meta
matrices, based Oll weighted trees. "The entries of generalized ultrametric matrices th.
arise as cer-tain "'distances" between the leaves and the foot ~f the tree.

N. M". Nachtigal: "

First principles simulation of material properties.

In rec~nt years~ as the available ~omputing power has increased, the capability to predict
.material properties from first principles based m~dels has also increased. As a result, more
and more emphasis is placed' on· predictive computer models that ~an assist experimental
.designe~ in their work... .

The talk will present an overview of the- material sciences effort at Oak Ridge National
Lab, with an emphasis on the linear algebra and computation issues that arise.

A. Neumaier:

Iterative regularization for large-scale ill~conditioned linear systems

Ta-solvea 'constraint regularization problem

Ax ~ b, x ~ 0, Jx not large

we propose methods which are based on the convex envelope of ~ finite set of approximae
solutions XI, represented as a 2d plot of (q(x,), r{i,), where

q(x) = IIJxll~, r(x) =HAx -·bll~.

The envelope is updated after each iteration of a ce method with preconditioning for
J.\(.r) = r(.r) + ..\q(x). a.ntl ..\ is uprlateddepending on the geometryof the envelope.

\Vhen the noiseis smalI. an ~lternativemethod applies CG 1,0 the compromise function

f(.r)· = {j1J(.r.)r(:J:)ti.



whosp inlc'riur loc"al ,"illiulIlIlI lypiC:llly .~i\"l':-: a do~c- IIlaldl Id :.:i'"I1I;llt'd prohlc'lltswic Ja ;.
kuown dC'si~lh"d :,uIUI i&>IL

Tlw Ipc'huiquc' i:-: applit'il Co a li ... ·ttr :-0.'":-:1"111 ilrisin!!; in lucllo.~r:lph.'" t PET)." allel Ilw

rc'solulion 01' iht' rc'consLnu·t..'d illla~(' is IIllwh IwH.•·r titan fur ·'II.lu'r ilc-ral.jn· Illt.'IJlod:--.

whil.· t hl' cUlhllllll. of wnrk is III()clerat.c~ ( ....... :!o Inatrix~v,.ct.or prodtlct.s).
This is joint work with Linda (\aufnlllu.

YI. ~(-"Ilnla.nn:

COIlv<'r.genn° ur infinit.e products of Illatrin·~ anti iuner-oulc'r it~ralion ~dl~nH's

• \Ve de,"('lop l"t)nditions under which Cl productn~o TI.; of In.ltri('~s ,,"hosen froHl Cl. pössibl.,"

infinit~ set uf Inatrices S = {Til) E J} con\·erges. \Ve obtain l.he following cOlldit.ions ,,"hieh
are sufficient for t.he convergence of the product: There exists a '"ector nornl ~llch .. hat all
matrices in S ar~ nonexpansive with respect to this nünn and I here "exists a subsequenn~

{i k }~o of the sequence of the nonnegati ~;e integers such that t he corresponding seqtlence
of operators {T",J~o converges to an operator which is paracontracting \V~>tJl respect to

t.his norm. \Ve deduce tohe continuity of the limit of "the proouct. of nlatrices··as a ~unction

of the sequence {i k } bO' Bnt more import.antly." we apply our result.s to t he question 01' t he
convergence 01' inller-outer iteration schemes for solving singular consistent .linear syst.ems
of equations. where the outer splitting is regular anci the inner splitting is weak regular.

N. Nichols:

•

Computation of smooth singular value decompositions with an application to
the regularization of time-varying differential-algebraic contral systems'

Smooth singular value decompositions are tlsed to reducea t.ime-varying descriptor systen1.
governed by the equations ~t.

dx
E(t) dt = A(t).z: + B(t)u~

to a condensed form that reveals controllability and observability properties. LInder suitable
conditions derivate and proportional output feedback controls are then constructed 1.0

cnsnre t.hat rhe systemsis index one a.rid pointwise regnJar. Initial p.xperiments show t.hat
the feedback can also he selected 50 that the closed loop rnatrix E + BGC has ("onstaut.
rank over the interval of interest a.rid is "near optimally'~ conditioned. .

Thc slTlooth sin~ular va.lue dp.romposition~ are deJ.ermined from the solutions to a. sys
t('lll of ordinary differential rnatrix (~quations. :\ 1l0Vf'I ··ort.hogonality-prf.'servin~·· llIHllC'r

ieal int(~~rati()u sch('nH.' is Ilsed (0 c'olnpllte the ri~ht a.nd I('ft. sin~tllar ractors. :\ fOl'lll IJ["

,)pfc'rn'd C"orrprlion It~ads to r~stllts of tllHlsually hi~h l)rd('r l)f acnlrac:y.



R. J. Plt~rll1l10nS:

A t.rac~ tnaximization prohlcm in control

~rhi.s pl'()blt~ln illvolVt's tobe control of a set of very fast-acting deformable mirrors .designed
for atmospheric tl.irhlll(~ncc compensation in atmospheric imaging. Here t.he control model
rerluces t.o thl~ Ini\xitnizationof the functiona.l. J( U) given by

R

J(U) = E max{.(UT .!\1j(J)ii}
j=1

over unitary matriccs {j, where tbe Mj are the mirior ma..trices associated with the. ada.p
tive optics cont.rol. problem..Vario.us a.i~orithm.s are suggested .for partial solution to th_
problem and several·open problems are, discussed. ' '- . •

-This .i.s Joint work with B. Ellenbroek, C. Van Loan andN. Pitsiani~. -

L. Reichei:

Incomplete partial'fractions ror parallel evaluation of rational ma.trix furictions

.Frequently one needs to evaluate expressioris of the form (p(A»)-lq(A)b where A E
R~xN, b ERN and p ~nd q eire polynomi8.ls with 8q'_$ 8p and such that uo zero of p
is a.ri eigenvalue of A. Algorithms based on- the partial fraction representation of. q/p when .
eva.luating (p(~4))-lq(A)b lend themselves weIl toimplementation ot;l parallel computers, .
hut might yi~ld.poor accuracy. We discuss ho~.to determine an incomplete partial.fraction
representation of q/ p which allows parallel computation while retaining high accuracy.

This is joint work with D. Calvetti and E. Gallopoulos. -

. -G. Starke: -

Subspace orthogonalization and substructuring for nonsymmetric linear systems

We consider ~ubstructuring preconditioners in combination with vanous Krylov subspace
methods for the solution of nonsymmetric systems of linear equations: In particular~ we
propose. modifications of optimal iterative methods like GMRES by -restricting the comptA
tation of inner products and storage of basis elements to a subset of the unknowns. Thi'"
allows us to run the optimal iterative m~thods for much longer and procluce an accurate
approximation at these unkno~ns. Ir the subspace is chosen such that it constittites a sep
ara_tor set! clividing the original problem into smal1~r pieces~ these subproblems can then be
solved independently in a final extension phase. The'effectiveness of this approach will be
illtistrated by numerical experiments for non-self-adjoint elliptic boundary value pr~blems.



G. \0\'". St..'wart.:

()n graded (~R deconlpositions oe products ()e rnatricc-s

This ~papt'r is concerned with the sill~ular \i\lll~ ano \·~<.·t.()rs ,)1' i\. product. uf I.h(' 1"')rt11

("m = AI:\:?' :\m' The chief cornpntational problem is that with inc:n'a.sillg IU Ihe.' ra
t.ios of .. IH' snlaller t·o t.he lar~er singular \~alues ur (:". may raH Ot.. low t.ht' ronnhding IIl1il.

so t.hat t hc fornler are ('ornputcd inaccurately. The solution present('d l1C"rt~ is ta fal·tor
("m = QRpT. where (j is ort.ho~onal. 'Il is llpper trian~ular. and P is apermutation. Tltt..
lnatrix R is graded. with ils ith row heiog approximately t.he size of t.lu" ith.sill~111ar \·alue.
This Ineans r.hat even t.he sl11aJl singular \'alues can be computed ;u:cllratp)y. The heart
of the method is an aJgorithm for updating a graded Q RP factorizatioll of .·l t·o i\ grade<!
QRP factorization 01' the product C = :-\B.

z. Strakos:

On the numerical stability of thc Krylov space methods for solving
nonsymmetric systems

We will base our analysis on the basic recurrence formula for the basis of the ··Ktylov space
(or the Krylov residual spac.e)

(1 )

where Vi. is the matrix of the basis vectors Vj as its columns. Hk+l.k is the upper Hessenberg
matrix and Fk characterizes the rounding errors. IIFkl1 is of the'order O(iV, €)IIA,II~ where
o(N, e) denotes terms involving the product of the machine precision f with a small power
of !V and a constant. Using the recurr~nce_ tbe o~iginal problem for the matrix A is
transformed in the Krylov methods to the more feasible problem for the matrix' Hk+l.k '

When the matrix A.-js highly nonnormal, then, using the bound 11,,4*A-~-tA*11 ::; 211A11 2 , the
matrix Fk may have large entries. Therefore, any method based on the matrix Hk+1•k can
be very inefficient or can even fail. For IIAII reasonable bounded. the actual size of IIFkll
does not play an important role in our analysis. Then, a key quest ion in the analysis and
designing method based on (1) is ··How to construct the e.Jficient recurrence preserving /he
nonsingularity 01 the matrices Vk+l andH"+l.k ., (weil preserved nonsingularity of H,,+l.J.:
guarantees~ e.g.! that the norm of the residual of the transformed least squares problem
(Arnoldi residual) is sufficiently elose to the norm of the residual computed di rectly).

VVe wi II examine different approaches using both long and short term recurrences. \Vf!
will present an error analysis of the GMRES method - including its newly proposed· \'ari
ants - and try to give a quantitative theoretical «~xplanation 01' the experimental reslllts
reported in the literature.



H. van (Ier Vorst.:

A .J acohi- OavidsOll i t,eration .nethod for linear eigenvalue prohlems

Davjuson !las (lrOp()Sf~t (L rnpthod for tbe iterative computation of a. few extrenlal ej~envalues
of asymmetrie Inat.rix. The Inethod is reported to be quite snccessful. ~specially far sOIne.
applications in chemist.ry. Success of the method seems to depend quite heavily on strong
(diagonal) dominance of the given matrix. .

The rnethod of Davidson is commonly seen as an extension to Lanczos' method. In
spite of this the met.hod is not weil understood.

As we will show, Davidson's method has an interesting connection with an old method
of .Jacobi. This leads to another vie\v on the method of Davidson, that may help to explain
and to irnprove the nlethod. It turns out that the method can be easily gener~ized"

non-dia~onal dominant and nonsymmetrie matrices as weIl. •

P. van Dooren:

Computing the SV·D of a product/qu.otient of several matrices

We present an implicit bidiagonalization method of a product or quotient of two or more
matrices. The method applies only orthogonal transformations on the matrices of the prod
uct/quotient and implicitly bidiagonalizes the product/quotient. We analyze the complex
ity and accuracy of this approach and discuss its advantages over the current PSVD,. QSVD
code. We also show via numerical examples its high relative accuracy for expressions with

. regular values of large dynamical range.. .
Joint work with G. H. Golub and K. Solna.

Berichterstatter: Marlis Hochbruck und Gerhard Starke

l(i
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Designs and Code~

17. bis 23. April 1994

Die Ta.gung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Jun.gnickel (Augsburg) nnd
Herrn van Lint (Eindhoven) statt. .

The 1994 meeting on Designs and Codes was the second one on this topic
in Oberwolfach after the first conference in April 1990.

Design Theory and Coding Theory are two areas in Discrete Mathe
matics which are closely related and of. course. hoth communities benefit
from the opportunity to bring together leading researchers working in both
areas, which was one of the main aims of this conference. There were 43
participants from 12 countries. among them 16 from North America.

Of the many interesting lectures, two talks provided particular hi~h··

lights by solving major longstanding open problems. First. the puzzling
formal duality betwP.en the Preparata and Kerdock codes has finally been
~~pla.ined by realizing tha.t these non-liD.ear binary codes are projections of
linear 7l4 -codes which are in fact duals. Secou(Uy, a major hreakthrough
in the asymptotic existence of (lesigns has heen a.chieved hy proving that
ortho~onalarrays of arbitrary stren~th t (with k rows and index 1) ~xist for
a.l.l sufficiently lar~e orders (for fixed k. t). This is thc first asymptotic resl1lt
for desi~ns with t 2 3. .



Vortragsauszüge

R .. Ahlswede:
N umber theoretic correlation inequalities' for Dirichlet densities.

For sets ~-l! BeIN! the set of positive integers! consider the set of least
common multiples tA. B] = {[a, b] : a E ~4, bEB}, the set oflargest camman
divisors (A,B) = {(a!b): a E A,b E B}., the set ofproducts A x B = {a·b:
(l E A. bEB} and the set oftheir multiples ilf(A) = Ax iV~ J.~(B), A{[A~B],
.!Y.f(A. B), and ~vJ(Ax .(1), respectively.

Dur first discoveries are the inequalities

dAl(A,B)· dM[A,B] ~ dM(A) ·dM(B)

dM(A) .. dM(B) ~ dM(A x B)

(1)

(2)

where d denotes the asymptotic density and A, B are finite. The first in
equality is hy' t"he fa.c~or di\l(A, B) sharper than Behrend's well·kno~n In
equality. The sec~nd inequality does· not seem to have number theoretic
predecessors". \,

The next discQvery" is that( 1) can easily be d~rived from the Ahls
wede/Daykin inequality via, Diri~et series. Actually, we found this way
the much more general inequality

Il( A, B) .Q[A, B] ~ .!lA . J2.B~ (3)

wher~ !2 denotes the lowerDirichlet densityand A. B a.re arbitrary subsets of
IN. T4e applications of the AD-.inequality ~ive now correlation inequalities
not only in Statistical Physics (Harris. FKG), Probability Theory (Holley)~

Combinatorics fKleitman. SeymourIWeh~tct. MaricajSdiönheim)~hut also

in ~umber Theory.



E.F. Assmus, Jr:
Where does the Mattson-Solomon polynomial Hvp. .:

\Vp. ~i\" .... a.n plementary proof of Bprman's Th('()r~m chara("t('rizing t.he Reet!
ylll11er n)(le 'R.( IJ.! 111) a.s .Im-re where J is t hf.' .JaCObSOll r;ulic:u of thca ~rOllp

rin~ IF~{Gl wbcre G is a.n elementary ahp.lain 2-grnllp uf ordpr ~fJI. Tlw
f'ssentia.l UCW iUJ!;rcdient is the obs~r\"ation rhat R.c n. m) is ~{,llPra.t(ld by tlw

chara.cteristic functions ·of thc (.,n - n )-dimensional .":fLb.-:pt1l:t?s of thf' atfinca·
geometry of G ::::: 1FT.

\Ve c.ontra.st this \·ery easy prooi ~ith the CUrrf'Uf. 1110rt' involved proof
of Charpin!s generalization to IFp of Berman's Theoreul. \Vp. nlake same
progress in simplifying this discussion by describing . in r.he tuost general

case - an Irq-algebra isomorphism between the IFq-algehra

lFq [x J, ••.• X m II ~..t1- ~ 1 ~ ••.• X~ - .r f/I )

and the lFq-algebra. of fixed points of theFrobenius nlap. "
algebra

Th.Beth:
Designs, Codes and- Puzzl~s.

Owing to the more practical problem of finding . the algebraic classification
of the solution for a special rather complicated toy puzzle! commerciäJiy
available under the name DISCO! we consider the follo\ving

Pegging Problem: Let ~V = {wo, .. ~ •Wd-l} be a tr~.nsvp.rsal for the d =
14 orbits of the group G = ~6 acting regularlyon the coordinates of W =
GF(2)6. By canonically embedding W ~ GF(2)[=J!( _~6 - 1) with the action
716 3 i : w(z) ~ ziw(z) mod (z6 - 1) the problem reads:

Find an arrangement ik E G.j E Sd

of cyclically rotated words of 1V in such a way t.hat rovery. r.olumn .4j in
A( :,) = L?=o Ai zi .can bp partitioned into disjoint words ()f 3 consecutive .
ones. forming the pegs.



() () ()
St~veral a.pproaches to solving tll.i5 problem alJ?;orithmi-

1 0 0 (:~illy in· spite of the huge searchspace of (13!) .6:).32 .2
1 1 0 ;lJ:'e presented. Byconsidering the pa.tterns in ~V a.s
1 1 1 vectors of GF(2°) with respect to a normal basis over
t1' 1 1. G F( 2) the canonical isomorphism71f) :::= 713 x Z2 allows
n 0 1 a design type solution in an efficient ;Ugebraic rlefini~
n n '0 Hon ofsequences in GF(4)3 withGF(4) = {l.o,u +
() O! {\' 1 =0 2 ,O}. The solution reads a.s in the figure. •1 n er From here it was similarly easy, to give an algebraic
1 0 fl construction for the modified Pewng Problems
1 Cl' Ct

0' Cl' Q
(a.) with G. = JZ6 on W - {ll

0 Cl' 0
(b) with G =D6 on ltV

0 0 0 the latter one being the commercially available toy.

Open questions are posed as to which dass of designs or codes the presented
solutions belang.

1.- F. Blake:
'Decoding Reed-Solomon eod.es.

The \Velsh-Bcrlekamp _algorithm is an efficient means of deco.ding Reed
Solomon codes thcit does not involve ,the camputation of syndromes. A.
brief description of this algorithm is given~ showing in particular how.the
set of equations requiring simultaneous solution~ is carried out. It is also
shown the problem can be translated to an algorithm for the solution of
polynomial congruences. A new module theoretic approach to the solution of
such congruences is proposed. From this approach new and efficient parallel
algorit~ms to salve the WB equa.tions are derived.

A. Brouwer:
Correspondence between symmetrie bilinear forms and alternat-
ing forms.
In a dual polar space (in the classical situations where ma..'Cimal totally

.isotropie or totally sinKUlar subspaces have half the dimension of. the sur·
rounding space) the collection of Li. (Ls.) subspaces .clisjoint from a ~ven

one can be naturally ideutified with aspace of forms or matrices: one gets

•
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(i) ;ill a.lcl'rua.till~ Ultl.trif'ps (frOlll D,,)
(ii) all S~"IUllnl('tric matrit:ps (froul e,. J

(iii) all HprIllitian matricps.

Not.ill~ tha.t a. nOllc.legenerat.e h~'p(lrplilll(, in a D" ~Pc)lÜc.'tr~· ":lrries a.

IJrr - 1 ~('Om(t'try. and that in- ev('n- rhar;\rteristic D,I-l .~ e,,-I. WP find in
"'"Pll rhara<:teristic a one-to-oue. corr(3Spoll<lPllCP.

hetwffn symnietric matriees of order m and alterna.rin~ Inatrices of order
order m+1. One of the eonsequenees is a geometrie f3xplanation of a propert~·

noted by Calderbank. ._~ ...;'

.0.\. A~Bruen:
(a) 103 configürations in Desarguesian planes.
(Joint work with J .C.Fisher)
(b) Independent sets- of points in projective and affine sp~ces.

(Joint work with D.Wehlau and L.Haddad
O

)

(a) \Ve brieily discuss a beautifül observation by ·G. Pickert~ pursuant to a
paper by Bruen a.nd Fisher, on the embeddability of a ('ertain 103 configu-
ration in a projective plane which is Desarguesian but not Pappian. -

(b) In PG(n.q) let S be line-free. Then S. the complementof S, intersee-ts
all lines. H 5 does not ocotitain a. hyperplane wc say t.hat .S is projecii~p.:
otherwise, S.is affine. H S is projective, eaeh hyperplane r.ontainsat least
one point of S. ·We elaborat~ on the following observation: -

lfl51 is large, S mu.sOt bEi affine. In particular. in PG(n.2l. if 151> .j·2n -:l .

then S must be affine.
We also desribe other intersection properties in PG( n. 2),0 Results similar

to some of these have been obtained by E. Clark alld by A.A. Davydov and
L.M. Tombak.

The.geometries AG(n.3l and PGt n. 2) are Steiner tripie s~'stems i\ud
(olourin~s oftheir points. such that no line is Inonochromatic. are of interest.
These colourings give line-free sets. In AG( 4.3) we show-that a line- free set
l1as at most 20 p«?ints and WP. tlescriohe geoluetrically.rhe nnique line-frett spt.

0n 20 points. (Part "oC-titis fpsult. a.t Imtst. is duft orü~inally·to R..Hill.) \Vp.
also skirinish with linc-free s~ts in .-\Gl:>. 3).



·A.R. Calderbank:
Codes, Geometries and Extremal Sets of Euclidean Lines with
Prescribed Angles.

We dcscribe how Kerdock codes over the binary field 71 2 and over the rinl!;
7l.. c.;f integers nlodulo. 4 determine e..xtremal sets of iines in real and com
plcx Euclidean space with only two angles. Extraspecial 2-groups serve a.s

the hridge between discrete and Euclidean geometries. Classical geomet-
ri,cIgraup theorctic connections between binary symplectic -and orthogonal
ge<?metries are expressed as a. correspondence between binary symmetrie
m x Tn matrices and binary skew-symmetric (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrices.

G. Cohen:
GeneralizedoWeights (upper bounds).

The generalized i-distance d. of an [n~ k] binary linear code C is the minimum
size of the union of the supports of i independent codewords of C. \Ve derive
new tIpper bounds on d. (Hamming, Plotkin. Elias). For the last one. which
is -the strongest asymptotically, we need a nonlinear extension of the concept
of i-distance:

Definition: Let C be any binary code (subset of lF2). Then set

d.(C):= minlsuPP(Ct + t) U SUPP(C2 + t) U ... U SUPP(Ci + t)l,

where the minimum is taken over all (i +1)-tuples (t, CI, C2, ••• , cd such that
Cl + t. C2 + t~ ... ~ Ci + t are linearly independent.

Theorem: Fix i. Let R(6.) be the largest possible asymptotic rate (kin)
ofa code with normalized- i-distance di/n = 6i . Then

where H ( .) is the binary entropy flLlction and ..\ is the smallest root of

6•.= 1 ~ xi+1 - (1- x)i+l.

M. Daberkow:
Computing invariants of algebraic number fields.

We gave a list of major problems in the field of constructive algebraic number
theory, which is due to H. Zassenhaus: .

For a. given number field F \Vp, are intcrested in the (amputa.tion of the

followin~ in~ia.nts of F:

G
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· thC' rinJ?; c)f iut<,gcrs 0,..
· fhe nnit .~ronp (iF

· t.hC' dass .~rOllp Cl,.. and the rIa.-;s Ilunlhp.r h /0'

· diP GaJois grollp.

Startin~ with i:he Round-2 ~orithm by H. Za..,;sp'Ilhans. we presf?nt('d Sl)Il1t~ 

al~orithms for the r.onstruction ofilltegral basis anti iutrotlufc·d th(' ic.lea of p
ma.xinlal ovprorders. Based on the ROlllld-2 we s"llow~d SOlO<' impron:trnents
nsing. p-a.dic numbers. If the field·F = Q~( fl') is gellerar.ec.l hy a. root of

the -polynomial f(t) E 7l[tJ;one can use a fac.tor~zatiou uf f Il1odulo p anti
Hensel"s Liftin~ to get polynomials fl • ...• fk, such that"thp. p-ma~ma.1order
of lZ[ü] can"be derived from the p-nia.ximal orders of Gi := Q[tJ/(I.(t))
(1 S; i ~ kl.

The final part of the talk dealed with the problem of rela.tive integr~

bases in extensions ElF with Q'~ F ~ E. In the rase [E : .F] = 21:~a
solution 'of this problemhas been given. ~~ .

F. De Clerck:·-·
On' Generalized Q':ladrangles l11:inus a Hyperplane.

P.J. Cameron raised the question' of finding a characterization of partial
quadrangles. which have linear representa~ions. An almost complete answer
was given by R. Calderbank et· al., the proof was a number-theoretic one.
Here we discussed a more generaJ.class of geometries. Sp~ those coming from
generalized quadrangles 'S by deleting the set pi." for a point "p of S. SP"
has the .property that -it is a (0,1 )-geometry, hut the graph-is only strongly
regular (hence Sp is a partial quadrangle) if t = s1. Sp h<;LS ihe property (*):

If L and 1.\1 are two disjoint liries of Sp, then there are either O~ s - 1 or
s lines of Sp concurrent' to both -~ and Jl.

Dur result (joint work with Hendrik Van j\!laideghem) is:"_
If T~(K) (n 2: 3) is a linear representation of a {O.l )-geometry satisfyi~g

(*),~d if s > 2~ then T~{If) is the·partial quadran~leT';(O), 0. an ovoid.

J. Doyen:
Lotto Numbers'and Steiner Systems..

The Lotto number L( n~ k.l. tj is defined as· the smallest Ilumber of k-subsets
(= Lotto tickets) of the set l.V = {L:2..... IL} :-inch th~t any l·subset of :V .
meets at least oue of them in at least telements t this l-snbset is interpreted
as th~ set of winning numbers). \Ve gave lowp.r a"nd. llpper hOllnds for the
numbers L(42.6.6. t) and L( 49.6.6. t) r.orr!'spondint( to the Lotto a.s playn~l



in Dt'IAilllll a.11tl G(~rmany. The llpper hOllnds often llse Steiner systpms. For
C'xc\luple~ llsin~ Denniston 's S( 4.6.2;), we get 1014 $ L(49.6,6.4) $ 13120
(a.fter thc .talk, this llpp~r hOllrid w~ lowe-red to 3784by Andries -Brollwer).

D .. A .. Drake:
A Theorem on Squeezes in the Game of Bridge..

Let p he the number of eards remaining per hand, and let r be t.henumber
of tricks which can run by NorthjSouth· in a no-trump contract. Then
North/South can only "squeeze" East/West out of another trick if r = 1
and p = 3 or if p S; 2r. There are no squeezes with p < 3. and the inequality
is best possible for every p with 3 =5 p =5 12. It is also true that the only
no- trump squeezes with p = 2r are tripie squeezes.

T. Etzion:
Generalized designs and constant weigh~ codes over finite alpha
bets.

We consider optimal constant weight codes over finite alphabets. These
codes can be considered as generalization of Steiner systems. Other codes
a.re reductions of orthogonal arrays inta constant weight codes. Finally,
in same of these' codes two types of Steiner systems exist, generalized a.nd
non-generalized.

M. van Eupen: .
An optimal ternary [69~ 5,45] code and related ,codes.

A ternary [69.5145] code is constructed, thus solving the problem of finding
ehe minimum length of a temary code of dimension 5 and minimum distance
45. Furthermor~. this code is shown to be a unique two-weight code with
weight enumerator 1 + 210Z45 + 32z54 • It is also shown that a temary
[70, 6. 45]code~ which would have been a projective two-weight code giving
rise to a. new strongly regular graph, does not exist. In order to prove
the main results, the uniqueness of same other optimal temary codes with

·sp·ecified weight enumerators is also established.

D. Hachenberger:
On Finite Elation. GeneraliZed Quad~angleswith Symmetries.

\Ve consider thc strllcture of finite p;roups which act a.s elation groups with
symmetries on finite generalized qlladran~es. Such a group is related to
the translation group of a translation transversal desi,e;n with parameters

•
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llcpPIldin~ on that of t.hc cluadra.u~le. Using; rp~l1Its on t.h(' :-;trncttu(' of 1'

~rOllps whir.h act a.s translation ~rOllps on il rra.ns\~crsal (l('~i~ll. ;UlJ f{'snits
on the index of the Hll~hes 511b~rollp of a. finite p-~r()llp. WP cau show how
fp.strictcd ehe strllcture of an elation gronp with sYll1111etri(~s uf SOIlH' fillitf'
~eIleralized Cl lla.drangle iso One of onr main results is rlu' followillg:

If G is a. finite .e;ro-llp of f'ven order s'!t which ;uhllits :l -t-~Olla.l fanlil~'

(F, F-) of t.YPt~ (s. t). and if one melnber of F is a Horn1al sl1b~ollp uf G~

then. lleccssaril~l. G is an elementar~' abelian 2-grollp~

W. Haemers:
Spreads i": Strongly Regular Graphs.

Let G be a strongly regular graph with eigenvalues k. rand $. (k > r > .~).

Deisarte proved that a clique has at most 1 - k/s vertices. Cliques witp.
this size are called lines. A spread of G is a partition of the \'ertex set into
lines_. Such a sprea.d gives rise to a 3-class association scheme. A necessar~~

condition for the complement of G to have a spread is kr ~ $2. Examples
corne from.spreads and f~s in (partial) geom"etries. An interesting exampJ~

was found by Tonchev, who found spreads in t~e NIcLaughlin graph. ~..

R. HilI:
"M~termind" for four-year-olds.

We consider some variants of thegame of "Mastermind" including the f()l-
lowing version. which is suitable for plaY. with 4·year-olds. .,.

A coder chooses a codeword which is apermutation (i.e. no repetition~).

of k calours from n. A guesser must determine .the codeword by makirig
guesses, each guess being a permutation. After each guess the -coder s~y~

which· colours are correct. Let f( n, k) be the smallest number of guess~s'

needed to determine any codeword. Clearly f( n~ k) ~ n and we co~jecture

that f (n, k) =n for all n and k (k ~ n). The' conjecture is easily proved for
k ::; 4 (all n) and for n = k .

J.W.P. Hirschfeld:
Projective Geometry Codes.
Let Al be a b x v incidence matrix of v = IPG(O)( n~ q)l points and b
IPG(r)(n, q>lsubspaces of dimension r for a finite projective spacePG(n. q).
Let C( T, n, q) be the code generated over Irp, p prime where '1 =ph ~ by the
rows of lvf anq let C·( T. n. q} be the dual code. whirh therefore represent5
setsof wei~hted points meeting each r-space in a. tnultiple of p points.
Hamada ~s· formula says that



where the first Sllm is over+ al1 ordered sets (.so, ... ~ Sh) of h + 1 integers Sj

such that

Sh= ·~o, 0 ::; .'3j :5 n - r, 0 S Sj+1P - Sj :5 (n + l)(p - 1),

~d

L(Sj+l' Sj) = l(Sj+lP -' Sj)jpJ.

1t 'is shown that, when h = 1-, this fonnula can be replaced by a single

summation:

C.Y.Ho:
Regularcol1ine~tiorigroups oi a ßnite projective plane.

Wemention the following results:.

(1) A characterizati~n of an abelian planar Singer group .....
(2') The multiplier gronp of a planar Singer gronp always fixes a line.
(3) Let H be an abelian group of multipliers. of a planar Singer group of

planar order 'ri. If IRI :::: n'+ 1; then,n2 + n + 1 is'a prime.· H IRI is odd,

then IRI is at most n + l.
(4) For any comple.;" number x, let v( x) :::: x 2 .+ X + 1. If pis any prime

different from 3 and m is any positive integer! then v( m P ) =Ot7E<O> v( mu),

where () is a. comple.."( p-th root of unity. Also the greatest common divisor
of v(m) and v(mP)jv(m)divides p.

(.:;) Suppose an abelian Singer grollp is not normal in the collineation
group. If the planar order n, is not a squareor n :::: m l with m =2.3 ( mod

4). then the plane is Desar~uesia.n.

10
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J.D. Key:
Extending Steiner tripie systems using codes.

\Vp llSt' the linear eod<- assoc.iatcd with a dcsiJ,!;ll by fOrtllill~ the ~pan" spa.nned
by the incidence vectors of the blocks over a finite field lFJH where p is a..prim('.
to givp same partial a.nswers to thefollowing questioll: Can l."\"('r~· St.einpr
tripie system he extended? . -

Let 'D be a. 2 - (I'. 3. 1) design a.llel let Cp( V) (lpIlote i lS code o\"(~r Ir1).

"Thcn if p = 2 and 2d - 1 ~ I.' < ~+I - 1. C'.!( TJ) ~ 'Hd~ a. Halulning ro(le:
if p = 3 alld 3d __ 1 "~ 11 < 3c1+1 • C:i(V) ~ 'RIF1 (2(d - l).d). a generalized
Reed-ivluller code. From this we have:

(i) If·v = 2d - 1 and dim( C2( 1») =2d - d. theil D can he extended and
in such a. way that the binary code of the extension is the extended code:

(ü) if v = 3d and dim(C3('D) = 3d - d, then V can be extended. ~.~

I. Landgev:
Nonexistence of some Quaternary Codes.

We demonstrate the nonexistence of quaternary codes with parameters
(56,4. 41], (104~ 4, 77]. . .

This result violates .also codes with parameters [5;.4.42], (105.4. ,S);
[106~4~ 79], [10i,4~80].

Thus the only value of d, for w~Ch n4( 4. d) remains "unknown is d = 37.

S.L. Ma:
Regular Aut?,morphism groups ~n partialgeometries.

Suppose a partial geometry pg( s+ 1, t +La) admitsan automorphism group
G a.cting regularlyon the points so that the points of the geometry can 'be
identified with the' elements' of G. Let ~o, L., . .. , L t be the lines passing
through e. I find that G is a direct product of two groups of relatively prime

orders and if L, = L~-l) for all i: then the geometry is a translation net. 
Applying the result to the case when s = t and G is abelian, I find that
either the geometry is a translation net or all "the lines of the ~eometry are
of the form gLo, 9 E G. Also. for the latter case~ ill known. exa:mples have
p~ameters a' = S or".') + i except for the pg( 6.6.2) ohtained by van Lint
and Schrijver which has (s. a) = (5.2). I have checked thai this is the only .
p.xample if s ~ ·500.

LI.



s. S. Magliveras:
Block Transitive Resolutions of t-designs and Room Rectangles.
(Joint \~ork with R.,A. ,Liebler and -5. V. Tsaranov)

We fall ~ i)a.rtition of_the trivi~ design (~) of all k-subsets of a. tJ-set .X
-int~ t. - (v' ~ k• ..\) designs, v' $ - l}~ aresolutio,n- of t~designs. Aresolution uf
t-«1csi~l1s with I} = v, is also caIled a 'la7YJe set of t-designs.. A Room rectangle
R. bas(~d on ("~) i.s a reetangular array whose nonempty entries are k-sets.
This array has the fur~ter property that taken toge~her the rOWl; (columns)
form aresolution of t, -(t2)-designs. One of these structures admits G as a
block transitive automorphism group if G is apermutation grOllp on the set
...\ leaving in'variant the structure and the k-sets of ...Y fall in a single G·orbit.
Some examplesof bloCk transitive resolution~?f ~ontrivial t·designs t ~ 2

are:
(1) an.JJu-invariant set.of 3 - (10,4,1) designs,
(2) an l\;I,'z-invariant set of 4 - (11, 5~ 1) designs,
(3) an .tlf2.a-invariant set of 2 - (21~ 5, 1) designs~

(4) a prL"1( 26 )-invariant set of 3 - (26 ,4,1) designs (s = 3 or 5)~

(5) a prL2 (.32)-invanant set of 2 - (16~4.1) designs, and
(6) a varlety of PSL2( q)·invariant sets of 2~d~signs wii~ k =.3.

We show that this is a complete list. In particular there are no bloc~ tran
sitive targe sets of t-designs. Moreover,. if 1 f:. a < b < c are odd integers
such that gcd(a. b) = 1 andablc,· then we eonstruct a block transitive Room
rectangle based on the 3-subsets of a 7c + I-set whose rows (columns) are
Steiner tripie systems on 7° (7b) point.

K. Metseh:
Characterization of certain distance regular .graphs.

We pres~nt some recent results that characteIize the following distance reg.:.

Ular graphs in te.rms of their .parameters.

(1) The folded Johnson graphs J(2m,m)~ m-~ 6.
(-2) The folded halved cubes' of diameter d ~ 8.

(3) The Grassmann graphs r(e~ q, n) for q ~ 4, 2 < e < n~l.

G. E. Moorhouse: .
New distance regular graphs related to Preparata codes~

(Joint work wirb D. de Caen and R. ~lathon.)

\-Ve present a new family of antipodal (lista.nce rc~ular graphs f( q~ 0) uf
mameter three. relateu to thc rlassical Prcparata. codps. Here q =2lt

-
1 and
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((T) = :\11 t( G F( q)). TIte ~ra.ph f( q. (1) is a. tI-raid ro\'(~r of l\"'!q. For '/ ~ ~;'.

\VP hav(' IAlltr(q~~)J = 2q(q-1)(2t-l)~ ;uul f(q,tT') ~ r(,/.lT) iff(T' = rr±l.

These rp511lts are analogous to tbosp. of Kantor (1983) for (~xt('nded Prf'parata.
codes. Moreol"cr. the Pr('parata. codes. Ina~" he syntll('tic:a.ll~· protlucecl from
our graphs. TIte three.c1ass association scheme for f( q. (1) is formally dual
to the scheme for the known systems of linked S~·l1111wtric clesi~ns arisin.g
from Kcrdock sets. This formal duality apppars to be rf'lat.,d to the formal
cluality hetween Preparata and Kerdock codes. It is h("~p(~tl that tbc algehrair.
duality hetween 7l4-linear freparata and Kerdock codes (rerently discovered
by Sloane, Calderbank et al.) may help to explain this.

R. Mullin:
The Structure of Normal Bases over Finite Fields and same --.::-

. ".?,

Specific Completely Normal Polynomials.

A normal basis of a. finite field GF(qn) over GF(q) -can he Jefined" to be"' a
set 5 of zeroes of an irreducible polynomial of degree Tl; over GF( q) which
has the additional property that S is linearly independent. Such bases have
applieations in certain aspeets of Communications Engeneeting. In thi~ tal.k:·
an example of such an application will be used to motivate the investigation
of norm'al bases. A structural charaeterization of such bases will be given.
and this will be used to construct infinite families of completely normal .
polynomials~ that 'is~ polynomials whose zeroes contain normal bases for all
subfields between GF(q) and GF(qn).

S. E. Payne:
New Hyperovals in PG(2,q).

Let q = 2e
, F =GF(q). A q-clanis a se~

c = {A. = (~. ;:): t E F}

of q 2 x 2 matriees over F for w hich As - A.t is anisotropie for all s. t E F!
S ~ t. Since q = ~. a q-c1an gives a generalized quadrangle of order (q2, q)
with subquadrangles of order q associated with ovals in PG(2.q). A.s for
all prime powers q there is also a flock of a quadratic cone. a line spread of
PG(3·.q} and a translation plane. For each iJ =2r tbere is a new so-r.a.lled
Subiaeo q-clan. When e ~ 2 (mod 4), Le.. 5rloes not divide q+ 1. ther~ iso ttp
to projeetive ~u..ivalence. just one oval with a. stahilizer of order 2e. When
p. == 2 (mod 4). there are two Subiaco ovals. one with stabilizer isomorphie

13



to Cr, :--tC·le , the other with stahilizer isomorphie -to C~ ><! Ce/ 2 • We give here
thc Olle with the lar~er p;rollp, since it is the only case where the description
is r;'Lther easy to give. HereGF(4) ~ F. so let 10 E F saÜsfy w2 + tu + 1 == O.
Then the oval has the form 0 = {( 1. t, J( t)) : t E F} u (CO, 1, O)}, with

I (0 -0 1) h J(). U1:Z(t{+t) ·1nuc C\15·, • ,w ere t = (t 2+wt+l)' + t:z.

\

K."Phelps: _
Perfeet Codes and Quadruple Systems.

"vVe c:ollsider the question of whether every Steiner tripie system of order 15
occurs as the wards of weight 3 of some nonlinear perfeet binary code of
length 15. We review related results and describe an approach to answering
-this question. We also present some new discoveries.

v. Pless:
Generators ror quadratie residue codes. over various fields.

A dass of eyclic codes called quadratic residue (Q.R.) codes:over GF(q) e..~st

at all prime length p where q is a square (mod p) aild gcd(p, q) =1. For such
a 'pair of pand q we- define Q( x) =Lxi where i ranges over the quadratic
residues in GF(p)a.nd iV(X) =. E xi for -i a non-residue. The idempotent
generator of any Q.R. code is of the- form ao +atQ +a21V. We. give explicit
values of ao, at, a2 for Q .R. codes over fields of characteristic 2 an-d 3 and
also for GF(q) where q is odd, the length of pis =:: 3 (mod 4), and q divides
p+ 1.

A. Pott:
A new elass of symmetrie designs~

(Joint work With Q. Jungnickel.)

We describe a construction ofsymmetric (v, k, A)-designs with par~eters

v =p.. q:zm_ t . k =p..-lq2m-t and A = p",-lq2m-2 P,-1_t
q-l ; p-l

of order p28-2 q2m-'l provided tha.t p is a prime and q is a prime power with
f:=lq == p-l .

M. J. de Resmini:
Hyperovals in Figueroa Planes.
(Joint work wit.h Nicholas Hamilton, U. \V.A. Perth.)

\Ve construct Hyperovals in the Figueroa planes of order q3. q apower of
2. which are inherite.d from rc~u1ar hyperovals in the· Desarguesian plane

l-l -
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PG( :!.qJ) whirh an' srabiliz('tl h~' r.hl' ~'l1r.onlorphislll It uf onh'r :1. {n}

= AutlJo'" ( lFflJ ) whic.h providps. r.h(' c:oIlstrllrtioll or rhc' Fi~~1C'roa. plaut'.

M.A. Shokrollahi:
Stickelberger Codes.
Let p he ~Ul oti(l prime. The Stick{'lberger ideal Sp is an ideal in rhl' intc~ral
grollp ring 7l[G]. G heing; th(' Galois grollp i;f rohe cydntolDir fi{'ld a~«(p)/<Q.

Sp a.nnihilatcs the dass ~rOl1p of Q«(p). LeT. rz he anoth(\f prÜDe which is
119t a. di,,;sor of p - 1 (q =p possible!). \Ve ~tudy r.hf' eyclic codC' (SI) find
(J) :::!" lFq [G] of length (p - .1) anti show t hat i ts «lim~usioll is dosel~' related
to the relative dass number of Q((p).

G. Simonyi:
Entropy" and Uniform HypergT3.phs.

Hyp~rgraph entropy is an information theoretical functional on a. li~;per'

graph with a. probability distribution on its vertex set. It iso sub-additive
with respeet to the union of hypergraplls. In ease of simple graphs. exact
additivity for the entropy ofa graph and its complement with respect to:·
every probability distribution on the vertex set gives a charaeterization" of
perfect graphes.

Here we investigate uniform ~ypergraphs· ~ith an analogous behaviour
of their entropy. The main result is the charaeterization of 3-uniformhy~

pergraphs having this entropy splitting property. Partitioning the edge set
of the complete uruform hypergraph into more than two parts" with similar
criterfa is also discussed. ·For klarger than 3 it turns out that no non-trivial
k-uniform hypergraph splits entropy in the above manner.

E. Spence:
HadaJPard Matrices of·order 28.

.\Ve report on an· independent verifieation of a. recent result of Kimura that
there are preeisely 487 pairv.jse non-isomorphie Hadamird matrices of order
28. We eonsider also t~e classifieation· of skew Hadamard matrices of .order
28 (in total there are 54) and mentionan application of these to the possible
construetion of asymmetrie (81. 16.3) design. l1sing an idea of Tonehev.

T. Szönyi:
Cyclic caps.

Consider "a. eydie Singer group S of a Dpsar~uesian J>r~jf;'ctivP. space PG( n". fJ}.

1.)



an<! lp.t H hp. a. sl1b~ronp of s. We f.onccntrate on the followin~ question:
\Vlwn are the point-orbits of H caps (complete caps)?
Usillg clelnentary prop"erties of fields we give a short proof of some the

or~ms by Ebert. Kceping IRI fLxed. these orbits are always caps if the
ch~actcristic uf GF(q) is large enough compared to lEI.

J.A. Thas:
Symplectic spreads in PG( 3. q), inversive planes and projective
planes. •
A (line.) spread in PG(3~q) is any set of q2 + 1 disjoint lines in PG"(3~q).

The spread S is called symplectic if alliines in S are totally isotropie for
some symplectic polarity ( of PG(3, q). An ovoid of PG(3. q), q > 2. is a
set of q2 + 1 points~ no three of which are collinear; an ovoid oi PG(3.2) is
the same as an elliptic quadric. An ovoid of the nonsingular quadric Q(4, q)
of PG(4. q) is any set 0 of points of Q(4, q) which has exactly one point in
common with each line of Q( 4. q). Symplectic spreads of PG( 3~ q) and ovoids
of Q( 4~ q) are equivalent o~jects, and~ for q even, also ovoids of Q(4. q) and
ovoids of PG(3, q) 'are equivalent objects.

\rVith ea.ch symplectic sprea.d of PG(3, q) there corresponds a. plane of
order q2. A 3 - (q2 + 1, q +1, 1) design is called an inversive plane of order q.
With each ovoid" of PG(3,q) there corresponds an inversive plane of order q.

Here we survey same important characterizations of inversive planes,
the inversive planes of small order, the planes of small order arising from
symplectic spreads of PG(3~q), and all known cIasses of ovoids of PG(3,q)
resp. Q(4, q).

V.D. Tonchev:
(a) Preparata Codes and a Class of 4-Designs.
(b) The Existenee of extremsl self-dual [50.25,10] codes and
quasi-symmetrie 2 - (49,9.6) designs.

(a) An extension theorem for t-designs is proved. As an application, a dass
of 4 - (4m + 1,5,2) designs is constructed by extending designs related to
3-designs formed by the minimum wei~ht vectors in the Preparata code of
length n = 4m

, m 2: 2. The derived designs are doubles of AG(2m~2).
A..lthough these 4-designs contain repeated blocks, they provide an infinite
dass of 4-desi~ns with the smallest known fi...xed A.

(b) All extremal binary self-dual (50.25. 10] codes with an automorphism
of order i fi.xing oue coordinatf' arp. ~ntlmerated. The minimum w~ight

IG
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nulewnnls yiehl (pn~violls1y llnknown) cl'lasi-sytllinetric' ~ - (-.l9. a. u) cll'sil:~ns"

S.A. Vanstone:
Graphs, Codes and Dift"erence Sets.

Let G be a finite .!!;raph havillg p verticcs. fJ edges aud ,~irth !J. t{t is wpll
knowu [hat thc cycle spacc oeG givps rise to a binary [q, f[ - P+ l.!J]-code C.
In this talk we (liscuss variolls properties of these codes., For (lxample. when
p is f.'Vf'ß and p ~ 2g (p odd and p ?: 29 + 1) then Ollt' rau :uways .'nlbed C·
in a billary [q. q - p+ 2. g)-code. This is accomplishcd .~)~. showing that cvery
connecr-ed graph with an even llumber of vertices cOlltains an odd spanning
-subgraph. We also determine when the code C coniing from the complete
graph is contained in a Hamming code. This result relies on ehe 'existe~ce o.f
certain düferencesets in" the elementa.ry abelian 2-group. \Ve conclude t.~~

talk with the discussion of constructing ternary codes from clirpcted gr~phs

and '''arious open problems. .

W. Willems:
Radical Cod~s.

Hy results of Ber:man and Charpin, Reed-Muller Codes over ehe prime field .
IFp may be considered as powers of the Jacobson 'radical of ~ elementa.ry
abelian ~group C;. From this point of view. one easily sees. that the affine
general linear group AGL(m,p) acts on the radical powers ,J"{IFpC;). ~lore·:

over, via this .action JFpC; becomes a uIliseriallFp.A.GL(m.p)-m~dule. As-~'

consequence we have the Theorem (Knö~r, \Vi.):. :"
Let C be a linear'code Qver IFp oflength pm. Then AGL( m. p) ::; .-tut(C),

if and only if C is a Reed~Muller Code.

This e.'q)lains why the Reed-Muller Codes Jk(P-I)(If'pC;;a) (1 ~ k ~m)

a.re exactly the duals of the affinegeometry codes" Now. from the point
of View of group theory, there is no reason to restriet Oluself 'to elementary
abelian p-groups and the prime field. So let K be any finite field of char
acteristic p and let G be a finite ]rgroup. Let U be a subgroup of Gwith
IG : UI' =.ya a.nd consider the radical powers IBJr(KG) of the permutation
'module Iff endowed with thenatural basis {Ugig E G}. \Vith this notation.
a student of mine, A. Faldum, proved:

:Theorem: (a.) !f.dim 15.Jr (I1-G) ~ dim J8(KC;) ~ 1. then for the

minimu'm distances we have (l( IBJ"(A"Gn ~ dLJ!'( A"C;)).

{b) Suppose equality holds eVf'rywh_er~ anti <1imJ"{ A"C;:'} et. {O.l.pTn,-
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l.jlU}. Tbcn (\ithcr.( 1) U ~ G and G/U ~C~ or (2) p =2~ r =2s.:.... 1 and
sonlC conditions on rohe group G.

Rl~illa.rk: TheCode lUJr.( ]\-G) in the latter case is equi~ent to J!I( ],:C;:')
for r :: 2s - 1.

. SUlnmarizing ~he above res1l1ts we see that in the l~ge cla..C\s of radicals
of permuta.tion ~no<ll1les aver IJ-groups. the radical powers of a grollp-algebra
over a11 elemcllta.ry abelian p-group (wIDch are the Reed-l\lullerCodes for
[( = lFp) are optimal.

R.M. Wilson: .
Two-error-correcting codes and absolutely irreducible polynomials
over GF(2).

Let 11 = 2r + 1, let w be a. primitive element in GF(2r
), and let Ct denote

the set ofbinary polynomials fex) of degree $ n so that f(w) :: f(w t ) = O.
That is! Ct is the binary cyclie code oflength n generated by mI(x)mt(x}.

\Vords of weight ~. 4 in Ct correspond. to zeros of the projective plane
curve.

with distinct 'coordinates bver GF(2r
). Factorizations of 9t(X,y,=) for t =

2i + 1 and t = 22i - 2 i + 1 can be used to prove that such words da not" exist!
i.e. th~t Ct is two-error-correcting! when t has either of. these forms with
(i,r) = l.

We conjecture that 9t( x, y, z) is absolutely irreducible if t does not have
one öf these two fo..~ms. If 9t(X! y, =)- is absolutely irreducible! then the codes
C t are two-error-correcting for at most fini~ely many values of n = 2r

- 1.
Weprove the absolute irreducibility of gt(x~y,z) for t == 3(mod 4), t > 3.

.. This is joint work .with H. Janwa and G. McGuire.

R.M. Wilson: .
Blanchard's theorem on asymptotic existence of transversal
designs of strength t ~ 3.

This ta.1k describes arecent result of .lohn Dlanchard. A tmnsversal de·
sign TD(t. k~ -n) cOllsists ofa set .\ of kn points partÜioned into k groups
GI ~ G2 , • •• ~ Gk of size n and a family A oftransverse k-subsets so that every
transverse t·subsetof .\ is c:ontained in exactJy one member of A. Here. a
transverse subset of .\ is one that mcets ('ach ~rollp Gi in at most one point.

l~
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Tra.nsv.'rsalllt'si~llS TD(2.k.,,) a.rt' eqllivalt'ut TO k - :! pajrwisl' orthogonal
Latin ;'\(llla.r~ of ilrdcr I! a.nd the Chowla.- Erclös-St.ra.lls r.lll'Orl"nl a.ssPrf.S thar.
these exist for all n sllfficiently large with respf'ct t.n k. ßlauchanl"s theo
rem is r.hat for ;U1Y strp.n~th f a.Iul hlock sizl' k. 'f ~ 1.'. tra.lls\"(~rsal llesi~ns

TD(t.k.n) pxjst for a.ll n > n(l.:}.

The proof fombines recursivp. constructions and (lirl'ct ('onstrllctions in
\"olving finite fields. \Ve specifica.lly discllsS a tt'chniquc that luay b(' rilled
'spreadin~ blocks' wherE~ a. family of subsets A uf a set er r:hat rovers so~~

t-subsets q times a.nd others not a.t an may be 'lifted ~ to a fanlily 01" trans
verse subs~ts o(U x V that covers uniqueLy those and ouly those transverse
t-subsets that project onto covered subsets of U. when q isa prime power
and where v· is a vector space over GF(q) of dimension d ~. (Ir;l).

V.A. Zinoviev: --
On Prepara'ta-iike Codes and" 2-Resolvable Steiner Quadruple ;"
Systems. .~

(Joint work with A.R. Calderbank.)

A binary code with length n = •.!'n, m = 2.3..... minimal distance d = 6
and caxdinality !V = 24'"-4m we cäll (extended) Prepatrata-like code and

denote it by P . .~ binary code with parameters n =2" ~ d =-4:. ;.V = .2n
-

t - u

we call (extended) Hamming·like code and denote it by H. \Ve have ~everal

new statements;

Theorem 1: Let P be a.ny Preparata-like code of length n = 4m
_. Then

the Hamming-like code H which contains P (for any P there is a1~ays a H
such that P C H) is partitioned into P and 'i~s translates. This partition is"
compietelY,regular in this Ha.mmiilg code H. ,

Theorem 2: Let P be any Preparata-"like code of length n. Then this
code implies the existence of a 2-resolvable Steiner system S( 3.·1. n).

Theorem 3: Let P and pi be any two known nonisomorphic Preparata
like codeso! length n, n = 4m

, m = 3.4,.... Then these codeos induce
- nonisomorphic 2-resolutions of the same Steiner system 5(3.4.~) (which

are planes of the affine geometry AG(2m.2)).

Berichterstatter: D: Hachenber~er
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18/1994

Geschi.chte der Mathematik: Innovation und

Transmission, Rezeption und Transformation

21. - 30. April 1994

Die Tagung f'and unte"I'" Leitung'von K. Chemla

(Paris), E. Knobloch (Berlin) und J. Peiffer

(Paris) stßtt. An ihr nahmen 43

Mathematikhistor"iker aus 13 Ländern teil. Zu

Beginn der Tagung ",·urde der zehn
Mathematikhistoriker gedacht, "die seit ~er 31.

Oberwolfacher Tagung zur Geschichte der

Mathemat i k (Apri 1 1992) starbe-n: Jean Dieudonne,

JuyHi rsch, Horri s Kl"ine, Si Jimin, Fedor .

Andreevich Medvedev, ·Herbert Oettel, Aydin

53)"i11, Shimodaira Kazuo,. Peter Wa1lis, Adolf

Pavlo," ic'h Yushkevi.ch. In den insgesamt 32

Vorträgen ~urden die verschiedensten

Fallbe{spie1e' aus der Geschichte der Mathematik

von der Antike bis in unser Jahrhundert
beharidelt. ~s wurde de~onstriert, auf welchen

verschiedenen Wegen mathematisches Wissen

Ubertiefert, rezipiert und dabei veiändert und

weiterentwickelt wurde.
Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses stand~n die

allmählichen Transformationen, denen das

mathematische Wisse~ ausgesetzt ist, wenn es

zwischen Personen,' Schulen, Institutionen,

Kulturen, Sprachen und Disziplinen weitergeben

"wird und nicht die groß.en revolutionären

Umbrüche, von denen die Wissenschaften 1m 16. und

17. Jahrhunderts geprägt wurden. Das Studium der

- oft übersehenen un~ häufig unterschätzten 

lokalenVeränderungeri wurde als eine hilfreiche

Methode betrachtet,· d1e dazu dienen kann, die

historische Entwicklung der Mathematik" besser zu

verstehen. In ihren Vorträgen konzentrierten sich

die Referenten darauf herauszustellen, wie

-mathematische Innovationen ~ntstanden sind, auf

welche Weise Wissen transformiert wurde und wie

sich neue 'Konze~tione~, Methode~ und Disziplirien

innerhalb der mathematischen ~emeinschaft

durchsetzen und etablieren konnten. Als mögliche

Zuginge, die der Historiker nutzen kann, um die"

Transmissionsprozesse zu analysieren und zu

besc~reiben, wurden - .in den Diskussioneri und dem

abschließenden Rundtischgespräch - u. 8. folgende

erarbeitet: 4
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-die Analyse des sozialen Kontextes, in dem das
mathematische Wissen verhandelt wurde, indem z.
B. Korrespondenzen und gegenseitige
Referenzverweise ausgewertet werden, um über die
sozialen Netzwerke Aussagen treffen zu können;
-die historische Analyse des inhaltlichen
Kontextes, in dem der Transmissionsprozeß als

eine Selektion und Interpretation von Wissen
abläuft; diese Sichtweise ermöglicht, das
konkrete Bedi~gungsgefüge zu untersuchen, in
welchem sich dem Mathematiker die Probleme
"stellen und er seine individuellen
Lösllngsentscheidungen fällt.

VortragSA.uszüge

S. BRENTJES:'

.The Arabi"c translations of Euclid's "Elements"
and their transmission

According to Medieval sources and their
'contemporary interpretations two major traditions
shaped the Arabic transmission of Euclid's
"Elements": two versions prepared by al-Hajjij b.
Yüsuf b. Matar (tl 850) and the translation made

"by Ishiqb.·Hunain (d 911) and its edition by
Th~bii b. Qu~ra (d 901). Based on earlier studies
The speaker formulated expectations about what
characterizes a text belonging to one or the
other of the two traditions. Then she presented
some descriptions of the preserved Arabic
manuscripts, their relation to my expectations
and certain similarities and differences between
them, the Greek edition of the "Elements", three
Arabo-Latin translations of the 12th century and
three commentaries on the "Elements".

c. SCRIBA:

The Chinese Remainder Problem - some remarks and ~
gueries about innovation and transformation 'I'
durin! the process of transmission and reception

The Chinese remainder problem was solved in
antiquity and the middle ages by at least three
different methods, developed in China, India, and
Byzantium. It i9 closely related to Euclid's
algorithm ever since the Renaissance
mathematicians described, improved and
transformed the methods of solution. But in
addition they also presented the statement itself
in various formulations. Even lf one does not pay
attention to the changes in symbolism, the
variations in the point of view, and hence in the
interpretations, are obvious. For the historian
this raises the question whether the analysis of
such modifications can improve ~ur understanding
of the development of mathematics aa a component
of culture, or even as 1\ c1l1tural clue.
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H.-J. WASCHKIES:

Die wissenschaftstheoretische Deutung der
Geometrie der Antike und deren Rezeption durch
Kant

Aristoteles vertrat die Ansicht, daß der Geometer
beim Konstruieren Strukturen, die zuvor nur
latent vorlagen, in die Wirklichkeit überführt.
Kant~ der eine Variante von Proklos aus ehr.
Wolffs Schriften kannte, .benutzte sie in seiner
,-orkr i ti sc.hen Periode als Prämi sse für seinen
physi~kratischen Gottesbewe~s (1763). Währen~ der
vorkritische Kant noch meinte, .daß der ~ensch im
absolut gedachten Raum nur Figuren entdecken;
kann, die Gott zuvor geschaffen hat, sieht der
kritische Kant in ihnen Sch8pfungen des
menschlichen Verstandes, der die bloße' F~rm der
Anscha~ung dabei sprintan näher bestimmt.~In

befden Fälleh folgt für Kant, der sich d~bei an
der.-Wissenschaftstheorie von. Descartes '.
orientiert, daß die Sätze der Mathematiker mit
apodiktischer Gewißheit ~elten, weil man sie'
primär durch unvermitteltes_und damit im Prinzip

. gegen jede Täuschung gefeites Betrachten vom
Objekt gewinnt.

s. UNGURU:

Apo~lqnius and. Descartes

The Conies are a geometrie treatise. Its/'f'ormal
structure, oyerall conception, argumentative
structure, -approach to ~he seetlons and to their
geometrie, and on the other hand, Its generous
use of algebra to solve geometrical problems,
make 1t an entirely different kind of book. In it
-"elements" became "method" , finding a fourth
proportional became multiplication and division,
the geometricäl construction of. a curve became
the setting up of an equation, finding anormal
to a curve became the construction o~ a equatlon
of a certain type (form), etc. Descartes
sometlmes thinks that he has merely recovered the
hidden sources of Greek mathematica. This 18 not
an accu~ate belief. It seems rather to be the
ease that Descartes' algebraic approach
represents a veritable revolutionary
reinterpretation of the ancient Greek
mathematical texts. '
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H. BOS:

On Descartes ' role in the development of the
number concept

There is a remarkable difference in the
assessment of Descartes' role in the development
of the numbe~ concept between historians ~f

philosophy on the one hand and historians of
mathematics on the other hand. The latter tend to
·place and evaluate Desc~rtest achievement within
R. line of development l:eading to the modern

"definition (Ded~kindt Cantor) of real numbers B, ..
based on the natural numbers N, to "structures ~
related to Rand to later variant 90nceptions of
~he continuum. Among historians of philosophy we
find another view, which emphasises the
successive stages o"f abstraction of the concept
"of :number and wh~ch disregards the Cantorian
conti.nuum, or aoy reduction of real numbers to
natural ones. 1t appears that the difference of
vjewpoi.nts cannot be_simply dismissed aa an
unfortuoate misunderstanding on the part of one"
of the scholarly groups involved. Rather, -it
suggests same interesting problems concerning the
hi~torical study ot mathematic~ and the problems
callseci by the "fluidity" of most concepts in past
mathematics.

H. BREGER:

Fermat's letter-to Brulart de St. Hartin

Since its publ~cati~n i~ 1919, Fermat's letter to
Brulart"has always been considered to be very
important, although the interpretations of the"
letter differ. Fermat tries to argue that his
method of extreme values i8 generali)" valid, ..
admittTng that he i8 giving an Incomplete versi0'W
of his argumentation. Some historlans claim that
"Fermat's argumentation 19 wrong. Our difticulties
in understanding Fermat are to 8 large extent due
to a process of translation and reception. Fermat
is thinking of ne~ther index notation nor
functio~al notation, but "explains his ideas with
reference to apartic~lar example. The change in
the level of abstraction seems to be a
characteristic feature of mathematical progress.

M. PANZA:

Different Interpretations of Taylor's Theorem in
the XV1Ith and XVIl1th centuries

In our modern sense Taylor's Theorem does not
appear in mathematical texts of the XV1lth and
XVIII centuries. Nevertheless the mathematicians
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of the period derived two propositions whieh 
taken together - are elose to such a theorem with
respect to re~l functions. The propositions are:

1. If y=y(x) is a funetion, then the series:

Zk~")(X_~)k
• '" 11

coincides with the expansions obtained from·f(x)
by exclusively algebrai~methods.

2. A power serieS~*~K~J'convergesto y(x). "

on R.n interval (tL. -r(:«#-tr) wi th tl?po I tn:t1l.x

The speaker have discussed different'
interpretations and formulations of such
p~oposltions in Newton, Taylor, Stirllng and
Euler comparing them with results obtained in the
Leibnizian tradition.

F. pE GANDT:

Reception of N~wion's Principia on the ~~rttinent

As a" startin~ point the speaker presented two
contrastfng-formulas for the evaluat.ion of
cent~al forces of Newton (1~87) and of n'Alembert
(1739, 1743). The first"ls geometrical and :
involves only the center .of for~e~. Thesecond i8
more convenient for analytic~l treatment and
involves 2 centers: the c~nter of ~urvature C and
the center of force." D' Alembert cons idens the
second farmula as a combinafion of tw6 elements
from Huygens' work: the formula for centrifugal
forces and the determination of curvattire via
evolutes.
This historical ·picture i8 false, but has some
truth in it: the development of the theory 'of
central forces on th~ continent was enrlched by
the cartesian "schoole", by the use of leibnizian
calculus.

N. GUICCIARDINI:

British Newtoniaos and the treatment of eentral
force motion

J.Bernoulli, J. Hermann and P. Varignon devoted
general papers to the solution of tbe problems
that Newton had faced in the Principia. Their
efforts totranslate Newton's geometrical
dynamics ioto the analytical language of the
differential and integral calculus led to ~he
foundations of analytical dynamies. It is lees
known that also British mathematicians had a
program concerning the Principia that implied a
rewording of Newton's masterpieee in terms of the
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fluxionsl calculus. The result of the efforts of
Newton, David Gregory.and A. de Moivre was a
paper, signed by Keill and published in 1708.
Here the inverse problem of eentral forees was
handled with the help of fluxionsl equations. The
speaker compared Keill's analytieal dynamics with
a theory proposed by Varignon, Hermann and J.
Bernoulli.

M. GALUZZT:

Lagrange's paper "Recherehes Bur la maniere de A
former des tables des plan~tes d'apres lee seules~
observations" (,1772)',

This paper of Lagrange is a remarkable
Rchievement in the history of trigonometrie
in~erpqlation, even if it 18 ditfieult to
consider it as areal tool to make practical
nstronomical tables. Anyhow, the paper contains
much more t.han formulas to interpolate
(generalized) trigonometrie polynomials. Just to
name a few things, it contains a fine algorithm
·to obta.in " Pade approximants" trom given series,
and it suggests a use of a class of polynomials,
very similar to Chebyshev ones, in number theory.

'H.PIEPER:

E,a'lersche und Jacobische Reihe-Produkt
Identitäten

Der Euler-Legendresche'Pentagonalzahlensatz
(Eulersche Identität), die Jaeobische
Tripelprodukt-Identität, der analytisch
eingekleidete Fundamentalsatz der elementaren
Zahlentheorie und andere Reihe-Produkt-
Identitäten sind Beispiele aus der Geschichte dee
Zahlentheorie, d.ie zeigen, wie mathematische'
Sätze bei ihrer Weitergabe an jüngere
Generationen bzw. bei ihrer tlbertragung in andere
mathemätische Disziplinen transformiert worden
sind und dadurch Neues hervorgebracht haben.

eH. HOUZEL:

Gauss and the Transformation of Analysis at the
beginnin« of the 19th centurv

The process of Transformation of Analysis in the
19th century is a complex one, with two separate
steps: one at the beginning of the century, the
other after Riemann. The first step itself is not
homogeneotls, coming from different authors with
rlifferent points of view. The transformation of
AnRly~is iR linked with precise problems rather
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than with an abstract lack of rigour. This is
i 1111 S t r R. t. e ci b~· t h p ca s e 0 f Gau s sand t h re e 0 f his
papers: the 1799 thesis on the fundamental
theorem of algebra (exiRtence problem); the 1813
paper on hyperge"ometric funct.ions and the 1811
let.t.er t.o Bes!=;el (defi.nition of ne"'·
transcenrlental functions). The new conception of
rigour c.omes out of· fl new way to do AnAlysis.

R. TAZZIOLI:

The Riemann Mapping Theorem - Its Reception and
Reinterpretation b~" Schwarz

In his Inaugural dissertation Riemann-proved - by
tJsi ng Dirichlet 's' principle - that ever~.. ~i.mply
c6nnected regi6n having at least two bo~~aary
points can be mapped one-to-one onto a .ci-'r.cular
disc by means of an analytic function. A~ in the
late 1860s Dirichlet~s prin~iple began to be
questioned; Schwarz proved Riemann's mapping
theor~m for particul~r s~mply-connected.regions
without nsi'rig it. Schwarz criticized Riemannls
proof but did" not re,ject his mapping theorem. He
did not formillate a rigorotls proof of Dirichlet's
principle, hut tried to put Riemann's mappi.ng
theorem on a s61~~ basis with a new proof.

U. ·BOTTAZZINI:

Geometry and "Metaphysics of space"'" in -Gau's8 and
Riemann

Which i9 the "true" geometry of space?" This is
the crucial question which dominated Gauss'
research ~n the principles of geometry and the
.xiomof parallels. Even his·paper.
"Disquisitiones .generales. circa superficies
curvas'" was I in' his words, "deeply entwined"-wi.th
,,'the metaphysics of space". Further references to
this can be found in various papers by GaUBS
(1831, 1846): In this conne~tion one can also
understand his allusions to multi-dime~sional

manifolds. InsPlred by Gauss's ideas, in his 1854
lecture Riemann.tried to answer the same question
and related questions concerning the laws of the
propagation' of natural phenomena.

H. SINACEUR:

Transformation eines Satzes über die Zahl der
reellen Wurzeln eines Polynomes von Fourier zu
Sylvester

Der algebraische Satz von Sturm liefert eine
Algebraische Methode, mit der die Werte der
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reellen Wurzeln eines Polynoms bestimmt werden

können. Die erste Rezeption des Satzes, sein

Beweis mit Hilfe eines ähnlichen Satzes von

Fourier und seine erste Transformation durch

Sylvester, Cayley, Hermite und Borchardt lassen

fol'gende Schlüsse zu:
1. Mitunter besteh~ ein Zusammenhang zwischen der

inneren Bedeutung eines Resultates und seinem

glänzenden und sofortigen Erfolg.

'2. Oft treten TranBform~tionen und Transmission~n

gleichzeitig auf. Umformungen können so umfassend

erfolgt sein, daß die tlbereinstimmung zwischen

dem ursprünglichen Satz und dem davon ~

abgeleiteten nur no~h schwer zu erkennen ist. .-,

3. Innovationeri entsteh~~ oft dann, wenn.

, verschiedene Kontexte zu~ammenwirken, deren

Be~iehungen untereinaride~ oft nicht auf den

ersten Blick hin sichtba;~ werden.

J • ' DHOMBRES:

Reception and'Transformation: the "{story of

Logarithms,from"BUrgi and Napier to Newton

A .challenging !aet in the history of mathematics

is thelength or time 1t took for logarithms to

be-included whithin mathematical knowledge: a

large diffusion' in the early twenties of the

seventeenth century, aperiod of silence

consi.dering the theoretical point of view, a long

period of oblivion and, -suddenly in the sixties

the unquestionable presence of logarithms in

papers, books, i. e; in the mathematical

consumer. The paper tries to ~aise a certain

number of issues~by focusing on the speciälized

point around the formula log n =~~ . How was it'

obtajned in the middle of -the 17t~century

(before integral calculus as such wascreated)?

How was 1t reeeived and what 'was the status of ~

such a- reSll 1 t?· .-,

A. MALET:

~he Remaking of Indivisibles in Seventeenth

Century Mathematics

As is weIl known, the notion of indivisibles

changed markedly.during the 17th century. This

paper aims to providesome tentative answers to

.the questions of why and how the change of both

notions, indivisibles and ,infinitesimals,

provided by Barrow snd Wallis, occurred in the

1660's and 1670's. It is argued that concerns

w 1. t h r i. go ur A. n ci t he' co n cep t u al form u 1 at ion s 0 f

the method of indivisihles led" these

mathematicians to subst.itute infinitesimals for

indivisihles.
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v. JULLIEN:

The Indivisibles of Roberval - Transmission of a
doctrine of a "petlte difference"

About his own indivisibles, Roberval writes that
there is a "petite difference lt in comparison with
those of Cavaleri. What about this "petite
difference lt which see~s to be, in fact, a big
move i.n the infinitesimal method? Roberval
refuses to compare "h~t~rog~nes" and tries to
build a doctrine - as he says - with homogeneous
indivisibles; The speaker showed by t.hree
examples fro~ ItThe Traite des Tnvisibles" what
kind of indivisibles Robervall actually used for
demonstrations.

c. S. ROERO:

. The reception of the Leibnizian calculus in ltaly
(1700-1720)

The Leibnizian calculus appeared in It~l~ at the
beginntng of the 18th century, when some
mathematicians, int.erested in the new methods,
began to read by themselves the Acta Eruditorum
and the Analyse by L'HSpital. To see how the
reception took place we can divide the first
twenty years into three parts: 1. 1700-1707: The
principal center of study of the calculus was
Bologna. Two books on differential and integral
calculus were published (Grandi 1703, Kahfredi
1707) ,but they exerted li ttle influence':.:on
Italian mathematics. 2. 1708~1713: Hermann taught
at the University of Padua. His main purpose was
the diffusion of the Leibnizian calculuB in Italy
and he attained it through his publie and private
leasons, his articles published in the Giornale
de'Letterati (OLl) and his relationships with
Italian mat.hematicians and scieritists.3. 1714
1720: Hany writings in the GLl and same books
show the use of the Leibni~ian cslculu8 by
Italian mathematicians (Hanfredi, Riccati,
Checozzi, Fagnano, Poleni, Zendrini, Hichelotti)
to solve problems of geometry,· physies,
hydrodynamic8, mechanics and medicine.

J.VAN HAANEN:

Historx in mathematicB education: the ultim8te
esse of transmission and reception

These years an active movement is going on in
Europe and the USA which tries to improve
mathematics tesching by introducing elements from
the history of mathematies. In the talk the
speaker discussed this movement along the
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following lines: 1. aims and activities within
this movement; 2. some recent work done in the
Netherlands; 3. two examples taken fram his own
tesching; 4. work to be done: educational
research on the question whether history in
mathematics education improves the qualitity of
mathematics tesching and work to be done by
historians of mathematics in supplying material
to teachers and their students. This 18 a large
and important "market".

P. ENGELFRIET:

"Chinese reconstructions". Interpretations of
Euclidean constructions in 17th snd 18th century
China

In lfi07 Euclidean geometry was introduced ioto
Ch~na in the form of a translation of the first
six books of Clavius' Latin version of Euclid's
Elements (1574' 'first edition). Euclidean geometry
brought several new concepts to China. This paper
concentrated on the notion of geometrical
constructions.' C9nstructions were used by Chinese
mathematicians to reinterpret traditionsl
mathematics, while on the other hand' traditional
techniques were used to rewrite Euclidean
constructions. First some peculiarities of-the
edition of Clavius were discussed. Then examples
were taken fram Chinese works that took over
Euclidean material or methods, to show same
problems in the dealing with rionstructions. The
speaker tried ta-analyse the na~ure-of these
problems, off~ring some possible causes. Also,
relevant aspects of the general cultural and
,historical context were discussed.

I. GRATTAN-GUINNESS:

Non-transmission: a oon- und a late arrival

One i8 tempted to think that progress 18
inevitable, with opportunities always selzed.
However, this 18 far from being the esse, ae the
speaker illustrated with two examples. First we
have the part/whole theory. The traditional way
of -handling collections in philosophy i8 to be
distinguished from se"t theory. It has never
entered mathematics proper!y, even though it was
a staple part of algebraic logie. SecondlYt we
have the late arrival of linear programming. It
look off like a roc'ket after 1947: but' its pre
history runs back 170 years, not only in partial
traces hut with the basic realization of the ful!
theory Oll at least two occasions. Yet the
progress was so slight that these anticipations
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played no role in the launeh of the theory. Why
was this so?

D. E. ROWE:

Examples of innovation and change in Freneh &
German Proiective Geometry

The standard aecounts of early 19th century
projective geometry (Chasles, Coolidge ete.) have
stressed a tradition of synthetic methods that
were dominant in the French school (Monge,
Gergonne, Poncelet) and the emergence of analytic
methods in Germany, beginning with Plücker and
Möbius. A closer examination of the techniques
and ideas central in the work of Poncelet and
Chasles reveals that algehraic concepts g~ided
many of their key results. Plücker's work~ on the
other hand, made explicit use 'of algebrafe .
formalism but it was largely employed to
illuminate geometrie relationships rather than as
a tool to caleulate or prove new results. Thus,
the standard dichotomy between the Freneh
synthetie tradition and the German analytic
approach during this period obscures important
similarities and links between the work of the
leading figures. lnvol ved.. .

J. w. DAUBEN:

- Abraham Robinson and tbe Hlstory of Hathem8tics:
The Creation, %ransmission, Transformation Ind
Receptlon of Nonstandard Analysis

Abraham Robinson bimself pinpointed the moment at
which the idea for nonstandard analysis flashed
across his mind -- ae he was walking into Fine
Hall where he was teaching in tbe Department of
Mathematics at Prlnceton University in the Fall
of 1960. That sudden, creative inspiration,
however. was the result of Robinson's decade 8nd
more of resarch devoted to ploneering studies of
model theory and arecent interest in Skole.'a
eontrlbutions to nonstandard arithmetic. The
ereation of nonstandard analysis was communicated
almost immediately by Arend Heyting to the Duteh
Academy of Science in April and 800n thereatter
was published in the Academy!s Proceedinss.

M. EPPLE:

Branch points of al,ebrate functions aod the
beginnings of modern knot theory

Many of the key ideas which formed modern
topology grew out of normal research in one of
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the mainstreams of 19th century mathematical
thinking - the theory of algebraic functions 
and were finally separated'from this context. One
example of this process were discussed. Modern
knot theory was formed after a shift in the
rnathematical perspective on the problems
investigated by the Austrian mathematician
Wirtinger whieh resul~ed in an elimination of the
context of algebraic functions. This shift,
clearly visible in M. Dehn's.pioneering work on
knot theol'Y, wasrelated

l
:. to the deep change in

the normative horizon of' mathematical practice
which hrought about mathematical modernity.

R. SJEGMUND-SCHULTZE:

The tran~fer of European. esp. German mathematics
to the USA - outline of a proiect

The talk outlined some soeial and intellectual
Ipvel~ of investigation ror a deeper
understanding of the shift of world-leadership in
mat.hemat.ics from Europe to the USA between "the
two World Wars. The different attitudes of two
leading American mathematicians, George David
airkhoff and Oswßld Veblen, towards the Germ~n
trAdition are mentioned. In some detail the
German-American collaboration in the "annus
mi rA.bi 1 i~" 1931 i.n ergod ic theory Is examined.
Birkhofr's contribution to European-American
ffiathemalical communication, ~speeially as an
envoy to Europe of the International Education
Board (Rockefeller L in 1926 is discussed. The
talk ends with some tentative discussion of the
rea~ons for the "late arrival of applied
mathematics in the USA".

A. DAHAN-DALMEDICO:

Transformation 8nd transmission in dxnamical
systems in the XXth century

The lecture presented how Bome methods and
results in Poincar~'s works, concerning
qualitative theory of differential equations and
hamiltonian systems, have been transmitted and
received: in the Soviet-Union during the first
half of the XXth century and in the USA after
World War 11. In the first ease, a brilliant
schools in physics and non-linear mechanics (in
particular Andronov at Gorki, Krylov and
Bogolyubov at Kiev) used them in a completely
different frame work of dissipative systems, for
1.he neecis of scienc:es of engineers and physics.
Tn th~ second case, t.he speaker insisted on the
"01 e 0 f So 1omors Le fsehe lz and his schoo] at
Prin~~ton who ~AS at the origin of the renew at
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cf the domsin - mathematicians rediscovered these
resulls, often through the Soviet school, and
only after reading again Poincare's works.

s. S. DEMIDOV:

The birth of the Soviet mathematical school

At the end of the nirteteen twenties and the
beginning of the riin~teen thirties the "Soviet
~athematical school" was fotinded. This was, first
of all, the result of a synthesis of the Moscow
sehoar founded by D. F. Egorov and N. N.' Luzin,
th~ P~tersburg school founded by.P. L. Chebyshev
and also some ·provineial mathematical schools.
Its appearance was provoked by factars external
to mathematics, mainly the extreme centralization
ofpolitical and e6onomic life- in theU~§R, ~
natural conse~uence of the centralization of:
scientific and cultural life. The state dictated
scientif ic, educational, and personal pol.i"cy; in
mathematics in all areas of the country.-~he best
mathematicians ßccumulated in Moscov bec·ause: of
the transfer of the Academy of Sciences and the
Steklov Institute rrom Petersburg to Hoscow.
Although mathematical lire was important ·in other
parts of.the ~ountry - in Ukraine for example -

. the centralization of the system was a very
dominant feature.

G. FRAISER:

T~e Cal~ulus or Vari~tidns 1875-190q: A study in
. conceptual Change in the··Historx of Analysis

The paper investigated the transformation that
took place ~t th~ ~nd ot the 19th century in·the
cal~uluB ot variatious •. It did BO by comparing
two American textbooks, Lewis Buffett Carl1's "A
Treatise on the·Calculus of Variations" of 1885,
and O~kar Bol~ats "Lectures on the C~lculus of
V~riations" ~f 1901. The oider conception
contained in Buffetts's treatise waa contrasted
~ith the new understanding presented ~y Bolz. and
based on· Bolza familiarity with Weierstrass
lectures. Special emphasis was placed on the
emergence cf the concepts and methode that"
defined the new approach. -
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R. THIELE:

On the influence of the calculus of variations on
analysis

The lecture dealt- with Bome of the developments
in analysis against the background of Hilbert's
mathematical problems (1900) concerning the
c~lc\lllls of variations. 1. From a historical I
~FlY a":few worcis -on the problem of calculus of
variations followed by some remarks on the role
nf t.he calculus of varia-tion"s during the 19th
century. 2. Tn vi-ew of his topie the speaker
de~cri.hed roughly the situation of anal.ysis at
the tur~ of the century, above all the relations
between variational problems arid ~be

~orresponding boundary value problem (f~ e.
Dirjchlet's prlnciple). 3. rhe proof of
Di"richlet'R principle led Hilbert to the
que~tion~ arising in the 19th and 20th problems
of his .famous Paris address in 1900: existence in
a generalized sense and the regularity"of the

- salutions of- eIl ipticpartial di fterential
e~uations. ~y this new concept Hilbert pointed
out two very important issues in the modern
theoryot elliptic partial differential
equations. The transformation of mathematical and
phY9i.ca] concepts ~as briefly discussed.

"J". GRAY:

Poincar~ among the physicists

For most of' his ~orking' 1 i fe Poincare occupied
himself with mathematical physi~s, yet his
reputation today h~as li.ttle to do with his
accompl-i shments in the field. 1.
Rlec~romagnetism: Poincar~'s work was ~ontrasted

wit.h t.hat of Lorentz: Poincart§ empha~ized •
mathemati.cA.l princlples, Lorentz physica1 models;
Poincar~ -preferred.Newton's law to experimental
resul ts whi le" hoping for aresolution "of a
contradiction in Lorentz·-experiments.
~onnections to Poincar~'s conventionalism were
raised; New physics (Poincar~ stressed) obtained
from math~matical priori~ies; 2. Applied
mathematics: Poincar~ proposed novel physica1
s01utio09, aod also a theory of quadratic forms
in infinite dimensions. 3. Several complex
variables: Poincare extended the theory of
harmouic functions and obtained new results about
meromorphic functions. 4. Modernism: Poincar~'B

work turned out to-illustrate the utility of
modernism as an historlans' category: he observed
disciplinary divides at a soeial level, had a
sophisticated ontology of physics, and opera~ed

in rl ir fe ['ent ways in phys ies, appl i~d and pure'
malhemal.i.cs.
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E. SCHOLZ:

The Transformation of Bravsie' Concept of ervstal
Symmetrv bv C. Jordan

The shirt of the concept of symmetry from
Bravals' crystal theory to Jordan's "H~moire sur
les groupes de mouvements" (1869) was presented
and discussed. Bravais combined discrete
translational symmetries inherent in his point
lattices in space with finite point symmetries in
such a .way that only symmetry reduction could
occur. That was a result of th~ imbedding of his
symm~try'studies.iri th~ context of his ve~sion of
cr,ystal structure theory. As 1S weIl kllo~n Jordan
extracted the symmetry ideas of Bravais;from'the
crystallographic context aod transferre·d~ them to
a semantical field which combined elemerits from
the kinematics 'of helieal motions with symbollesl
elements rrom permutation group theory. Thus a
new semantical fleid wa~ created: that of
geometrieaL (transformation) group theo~y•. The
speaker discussed ~he material from the point of
viewof character and role of concepts as certtral
organ-izirig structures of semantic fields whfch
are always linked to cultural communities.
~Horeover he defended the feasibility of the
research for implicit stages of co~cept

formations, emerging concepts, explicit concepts,
tran~formation of concepts etc.

Berichterstatter: S. Köhler
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l3uildiugs ·in Differential 4nd Topological G~eometry

1.-7. Mai 1994

The conference was organized by Ra.iner Löwen (Braunschweig), Helmut Salzmann (Tübingen)
.and Viktor Schroecler (Zürich). The intention of the meeting was to bring together people

working in different fields and ha.ving a common interest in the theory of buildings. The
participants were mathematicians working in differential geometry or in topological geometry,

or in the aqf'tract thoory of buildings. Numerous stimulating talks showed the role of
buildings and, in particular, topological buildings, in different geometrie contexts. There was

ample opportunity for discussions in smaller groups and for further exchange of ideas between
the various groups of persons. As a result, everyone could form a dearer picture of some

interrelations of those geometrie theories, and some projects for joint papers emerged.

Vortragsauszüge .

Rank and holonomy of Riemannian mallifolds

Jost-Hinrich Eschenburg, Augsburg

A ("olllpicte Riclualluiiln fllilUifold .\1 has rauk k ir auy geodt~sic lies in cL k-tlat iUld k is

Illcl.;"illlal willt this property. A k-flat in .\1 is iLB isollJetric (.ol.ally ~(~desic irnlllPrsiorl ,)i" ]Rk

illto .\-1.



: ..... ~I,:

TI~eorem . (C:-'ßlnlÜS~ (':.).
I~,:I :\-1 IJ(~ ,.Ol1lPllCl 0/ rll.nk ~~ IHuf ..HIJJ1}(J.o;t~ I/ud Ih,: i,'iomdri,: .'IrolLl1 I ( ;\/) url .... I Ill. 11..'" i! im:ly Oll. 11,,:

..... ,:l 0/ k-jla/.,-;. TIH~'l 1'-'1 i... 'O(;tlJl!l·:';Yl1tlll.dl'ü~. 1/ il1 'ULILilioll 1lJ/ k-.Jlal... ,Ln' f.'lIIbnltlnf Jlul lori,

I/te 11 ,\'1 i... .'Ilobnlly sYlnlne/.ric.

'rhe proof relies Oll Io<:al versiöns or the following t.ht~()rf~ll1S:

Theorem A. Lcl j\-I lJe f1llfllylic anti ilTCdtJ.cible wilh ffillk k ~ :!. ,~~ilLIJP(J,'i~ lhal a/l A>}lal." 111'1'

i,'io1rtt:lric lori llnd that /ht:l'e. is (l geode."ic with not m.ore l!tall ,,~ filll'ar/y iri.,f,pt:11.tlcnl /Jllralid
JlLcobi Jieills. Then Al is lorflily symmetrie.

Theorem B. Lei 1\t{ be r011tplete with ra7lk , such thai a/l 9fnlft:."ii('.~ art? cn"1l!l1"1uut. Then.\1
is symmetrie 0/ rnnk I.

'fhe local version or Theorem A does not use analyt.icity. Tlw proof of ThC'on~111 :\ llSCS

the Theorem of Bergcr and Simons saying that an irreducihle spac(~ is locally syJlllnetric: ir il.s

holonomygroup has princ:ipal orbits of codimension. ~ 2.
In the proot of Theorenl ß one shows that lvI is two-point hOlllogeneous. 1

To pological planes: an introduction

Rainer Löwen, Braunschweig

We consider stable n-spaces, that· is, atomar 1 semimodular lattices of dimension n satisfying
certain co~tinuityand stability conditions as displayed by the subspace lattices of real projective
or hyperbolic spaees. The topology is assumed to be locally cOlnpact and locally connected.
lf the geometrie dimension n is at least 3, then Groh has shown that an embedding into :;orne
., classical" projeetive space PnlF over lF E {IR, C, lHl 1 'O} exists. Hence we concentrate on the
planar ease n = 2, where countless nonclassical examples exist. vVe describe the introduction 01'
c.oordinates from a ·ternary field. Using them, one can show that lines are homology rnanifolds of
dimension l E {1,2, 4, 8}. From the point of view of algebraic topology, each plane behaves like
same (opensubplane of) P21F. This faet (referred to as "classical domination") emerged from the
work of Salzmann~ Freudenthai, Breitspreeher, Dugundji, and Löwen. AJgebraic laws satisfied
by a eoordinatizing ternary field imply the existence of special (" axial") automorphi:;ms. Among
other things, this leads to the theory of translation planes, which is to some extent a "linear"
theory (i.e.~ uses vector space structures) and allows strong classification results (Betten~ Hähl).

The automorphism group l: of a plane is a localJy compac.t group (Löwen). Ir it is transitiv~

on the point set or on two line pencils, then the plane is a dassical projecti,ve or affine ur
hyperbolic plane ara simple modification of the-real hyperbolic plane .( work of Salzlnallll allt! •

-Löwen). The dimension d =dirn E lS conside.red as a Ineasure of hOlnogeneiLy of the plane. For
a given Ilumber I, there is a critical value d, such that only t.he dassical projective plane has
d > tl" and all 2l·dimensional projcctive planes with ti 2: ,[, - 1 are known: this is rnainly duc

1.0 Salzmann, Hähl~ and Betten. Stable planes carrying a cotnpatible structure of a synlmetric

space (noo- Riemannian in general) may he treatcd via ~'infinitesilna) Inodels l
'. likc Lie ~rOllps.

Thc~rc~ arc~ strong classification rcsulls. due to LÖWP.ll. Sc~id{~1. and LÜWf~.

'J



Classification of Conlpact, connected translation planes

Hermann Hähl, Kiel

•

H. Salzmann '~ classification program for compact, connected topologil:a1 projective planes
consists in detcrminiug a.lt such planes whose automorphism group E has comparatively large
dimension (cf. thc.~ talk hy R. Löwen; E is a locally compact group of finite topological dirnen·
sion). In this talk, the röle of translation planes.in the classification is outlined. and pertaining
results for tra.nslation planes are given.

Gompact, conncctcd translation planes can be described as projectivc completions oC affine
planes with point set IR21 , l E {I, 2,·4, 8}, whose lines are the elements oe a spread Lo of 1
dimensional linear subspaces of lR21 and their cosets; {,o is closed in the Graßmann manifold
G,1R21 • Such a.ffine planes are coordinatized by locally compact, connected quasifields. For
I = 1, only the classical plane aver IR results. For I ~ 2, however, there is a plethora of such
planes. Classification programs for these planes have been carried out Cor I = 2 by Betten and
for l E {4, 8} by myself.

In the talk, a specimen of such a classification result- is given in the case I = 8. All L6
dimensional compact, connected translation planes satisfying dirn E ~ :38 are listed. Af!long
thern is the Classical octonian plane P20, with dirn E = Eb{ -26) of dimension 78:;; Tlie other
planes in the list satisfy dirn E E {38. 39, 40}. For compact, connected 16,;,dimensional prpjective
planes in general, it is conjectured that dirn E ~ 38 forces the plane to be a translation plane;
then the classification result will cover the general case. For dirn E ;::: ,~O, this has· beeo' proved
by Hubig and in a different way by M. Lüneburg, on the basis of results by Salzmann.

Similar and even more complete classification results have been obtained for I = -2 by Betten
and Sal~mann and for I = 4 by Salzmann and myself.

Actions of Cartan subgroups, affine b~ildings and symbolic dynamics 

Sh~har Mozes, Jerusalem

Let G be a semisimple ChevalIey group defined over -Qp, H < G a maximal split Cartan
subgroup, r < G a torsion free uniform lattice and j1. the G·invariant Borel probability measure
on r\G. ·We are interested in studying the dynamical system (f\G, IJ. H) where"t:2'H acts via

translations Th : r\G ~ f\G, Th{rg) = rgh.
Using the affine Bruhat-Tits Building 6. associated with G we construct a subshift of finite

type (n.lI, H) which is a factor of (r\G, j1., H.). Let Ac 6 be the apartment on which H acts

•
by translations. Let n = {w : A -. f\61 w is locally an isometry }, note that f\~ is a finite
c.:olnplex. Let ,\1 < H be the maximal compact subgroup of H. 1\1 is the stabilizer of A in
G. 'fhe group H acts on 0 via its action on A, thus the action factors through the action of

!1\M == Zd where d = r~nk G. Let "P : r\G ~ n be defined hy ,.,,(fg) = 7r 0 9 IA where 1r is

natural covering rriap fronl 6. ta r\6.. The map f.P gives a surjective factor map commuting
wiLIt the !i action. Let v = cp.j1. be the induccd measure on O. The fibers or \fJ are 1'v1 orhits
clI)(1 i..p induces a homeomarphism between r\GIM and O.

'rhe subshift of finite type (0. v. 11) may he Ilsed ta study varioHs dynamical properties of

( ['\G./t.II).
:\ particular question is t.he strllctUf(~ of dosures of ll·orbits. It is conjectured (see ~'1argulis

IC~·t ~)O lecture) that whcll rank G ~ :! iUH.l r satislies some furtl~er c:onditions (every semisinlple



'"YE r is rev;ular) tht~Jt c:ach dustlre of cUI orhit FX77 iso it.:·wlf illl tlrhit \)f a.• possihly, lil.q~(·r

sllb~rollp. We hav(- I.h(·~ f()llowill~ rt'sult:

Theorem.
IA~l r; = PGL'l(Q~) x PGL-z(Q,), r < (; an irrrducib/,: llltlin: ",ultl

l/ = {(( ~ ~), (~ ~))} C G.

lf lhe closure r!1 H conlains a closed H -orbit then r!i /I is eith'T d,:n .... '· 0,. do ....nl.

Let n be the subshift of finite type constructed for (f\C;. /1.. 11) i1...'; iu this t.hcoreln lhcn Wt'

can reforrnulate thc tl~l.'Orenl hy:

Theorem'.
Every point wEn such that lhe closure of its orbit contains a pf.riodic orbit ioS t:ither dcnse or .'
periodic. .,

Let p, / == L (mod -l) be distinct primes. Let

- r-' {, .",", k I Xi E Z, x == 1 (nlod :!). lxi:.! := p.'-. ,}
= x = Xo + Xil + I'l) + I3 • ..'

Xo, Xl, X'l, X3 relatlvely pnme -

From tone obtainsan irreducihle lattice r in G = PGL2(!Qp) x PGL·2(Q/l. :\5 Cl corollary ur
the theorem ancl i ts proof we obtain the following:

CoroHary.
Let 0, ß Erbe such that 101 2 = p., IßI2

, = /- then either

1) aß = ±ßo OT

2) Vx E r,. 3n > 0 s.l. anßr& = uxv for some u, v E f.

Minkowskian subspaces ·oC non~positively c~rved met.ric spaces

Brian H. Bowditch, Southampton

Let (..\', d) be ametrie space. A geodesie in X' is a. path 0 : [O~ l] - 4X" such that
d(o:(t), o(u)) = klt -:- ul for aB t~ u E [0,1], and for some constaut k 2: O. vVe say that .\"
i5 a Busemann space if ev~ry pair of points are joined by a (unique) geodesic~ and if~ for any e
pair of geodesics o~p : [O~ l) - .\', the map [t t--+ d(o(t), dU))] is conv(~x. Examples ill-
cltide Minkowskian n-spaces (Rn with metric cl given hy d( X ~ y) = 4>( X - y) for some nornl
ct> :lRn

--t> (0,00)) and CAT(O) spaccs. induding Hadarnard manifolds. \;Ve show:

Theorem. Suppo.<;e (4Y' d) is Bu:;emllnn, anti u.d7nits fl discrele cocompad 'isoTnelric action by
11 yroup r. Then either .X' is .hyperbolic in the .'iense of G'roTn(1) (so thn.l r i.., mord hyperbo/il:) ,

or r.bH~ it contains an embedded totally geode.'Jic A1inkofl)skian plane.

Thc special case wherc (.\~ .1) is CAT(O) was stated by Cr(HIlov! ill1d d(~tailed proofs hil\·"
b(:(~n ~iven inclep{~ndently hy St~veral people indlldin~ lIehpriLnd Briosoll. In t.his ca....i(~ il \1 ill
kowskian plane is ncccssarily Eudid('iUl.

·1



An ilnporlallL ()lllstanding (IUeslion is whcthcr tll(~ existp.llep ur such a. plall(~ (in ei1.lwr llw

CA'f(O) or BUS(!1l1C\1l1l cases) implics the existenec or a. ra.nk 2 free abelian suh~rollp or l'.

Symmetrie planes

Harald Löwe, Braunschweig

The ailn ur .ny talk is the prcsentation oe some old and sonle new results in the thcory or
symmetrie pla.llt~s. Für definitions and the neIder" results we rcfer to the articlcs or R. Löwen
(1979).

Theorem. Eve;'y :iplit sYlnmetric plane P is a shear plane. 'file partial spreud P dejini719 P
is a symmetrie ....pace in a venJ natural way. Conversely, any shear plane associaled with f;uch
", ~'symmetricn partial spread i8 a split symmetrie plo.ne .

• Local theory. Every eonnected split symmetrie plane is uniquely determined by its tangent
translation plane.

Classification. Let P be the split symmetrie plane defined by the "symmetrie" partiaJ spread
P. If P is not semisimple (regarded a.s asymmetrie spaee), then P is said t~ .have a huge
radieal. All split symmetrie planes with huge radieal are classified. Every such plahe is an open
subset of some topologieal dual translation plane. .

Remark. There exist split "Ioeally" symmetrie planes (i.e. planes looking like an open subplane
of some symmetrie plane) with no global extension (i.e. no open subplane of these planes
is isomorphie to an open subplane of any symmetrie plane as a stable plane and a loeally
symmetrie spaee). M~reover, some of these planes are not isomorphie to an open subplane of
auy topological projeetive plane.

Application. Le.", Q be a loeally eompaet eonneeted planar quasifield. Assurne that ((ax)a)y =
a( x( ay)) holds for any a, x, y EQ. Let -[,0 be the line peneil in' 0 of the affine translation plane
A2Q. Consider the subset P of Co consisting of allIines y = s2 x with s E Q \ {O}. Then P is a

"symmetrie" partial spread. Moreover, P is not a semisimple symmetrie spaee. Therefore~ the
corresponding split symmetrie plane is known. It turns out that Q is either an alternative real
division algebra or one of the Kalscheuer nearfields. '

Smooth stable planes and their automorphism groups

• Richard Bödi, Tübingen

r\ s7nooth stahle plane S = (P, C) is a linear spaee (P,.c) eontaining a quadrangle, where P
a.nu .c are smooth (=. C('X)) manifolds in such a way that the join map V : P x P \ diagp -+ [,

aud the interseetion rnap /\ : CJ -. P are snlooth, and 0 is an open subset of [, x.c. A smooth
stable pla.ne S is called a smooth projective plane, if (P,.c) is a projective plane (as an incide.nce
st.ructure). Identifying a fine with the set of those points t.hat iLre ineident to it. it can h(-~

sbowil t.hat every line is a. dosed smooth sublnanifold of t.he p~)int space P. and duaHy, evr.ry

liHe pencil .cop is a closcd smooth submanifold of thc line set.c. ~1oreover~ thc (lag space F
(== set of all ineidcnt pointJline pairs) is a dosecl srnooth sublnallifold of the product .nanirold
/) x L. .



A u,lIi1u:tllioll '1 01' ;\. slllool.h st.ahlt~ planc' S lS a. pair (;/'.!i.) 01' cont.illllOlJS· hijt'cl,iolls
'YJ' : I' -+ /' cLiHI "'f( : (, - (, slI(:h t.hat ·..,(F) = F. " 1·,olli,wal.ic-," 't i~ c:a.IIt'd :Hl1.oolh. if t.ht'

IIlappillgs 7/' anti )( a.re~ SI1.ooth.

Theorem. J.;w'ry col/i,,,'a/.ioll uf (l Slflc!ot.h .'i/.aIJlc p/alU' ;8 ."illloot,h. 111 j>ilr/,icllJ.-Lr. (·v,~r.v sl.ilh/,'
plane adrn;Ls at, " 'os t. olle ...;",ool.ll ,"itructUrf! Oll J' aud (, such i.hai it. ÜCC:OIlWS :1. s,,,ooth :;t.hhlt~ .
plane. '

A~f an immediatc'yonscquence, yve have that thc group r of all (;out.inuolls) ~:ollin(~a.tionsof
S' is a Lie transformation grollp on hath the point set P and thc~ li'nt' set (, with resp(~ct 1.0 t.he
cornpact-open' topology. In 'order to investigatc the structurc 01' r~ we cOllsiderfur t~very point
pEP the set Sp = {T pL I L E Cp } of aH tangent subspac~s of lin('s t.hrotlgh 'p~

Theorem. Thc set Sp is cl cornpact spread (with rcspcet to die (;ra.s~lll;Llllliitll topo/ogy) ill

the tangent space TpP and thus deFines a compaet projective trall:;/atioll plane 'Pp.

Moreover, every collineation "I E rp (= stabilizer of sonle point IJ) induett:' a. collineatioJl
Dp"Y (= derivative of "y at p)of Pp which fixes the origin 0 and thc t.ranslation line L'X) ur Pp'
'The main tool for studying the stabilizers r p is the derivation rnapping Dp : r'p ~ GL(TpP)

, wh ichcan be shown to be continuous.lts kernel consists of all c.enlral collineatioJ1s with center
p (i.e. collineations that fix every line through p) whose axes, ·ir t.hey exist. are incident to p..
In case of a smooth projective plane this means that ker Dp = r[ppl (= grollp of elations with
center p). Using_ the structure of t.he stabilizer of a suitable triangle in the tangent translation
plane 1!p (which isa result of H. Hahl)it is possible' t<? prove t?C folJo~ving result.

Theor~m·. Let S be a smooth stabl~ plane oE dimension '2l with r CiS -its group o[ automor

phisms.. T~en the following statements hold:

a) Th~ elation group ~[Pp] is a simply connected soJvable Lie group Jor every point p.

b) Every stabiJjzer oE a triangJe o~ oE an antiflag is a linear Lie group.

e) A. Levi subgroup of the stabiJizer oE some !lag is compact.
d) If I $ 2 then the stabilizer of a Rag is solvable.

If I ~ 4 then every Levi subgroup oE the stabiJjzer oE some Hag is isomorphie to s'om'e

subgroup of the Levi subgroup fou~d in the classical plane:; o[ the respective dimension.

er Every stabiJjzer of some point ur oE SOUle line has a linear Levi subgroup.

Compact polygons

Linus Kramer, Tübingen

:\' generaLized n-gon is an inciden(:t~ struclure (P, ('~.F C P x (,), sllhj(~c:t LO t.he following

thf(~e axioms:

(1I.-golll) Every element .t E P U.L: is incidelll with ;Lt Ic~a.~l I.hret~ other denlcnts.
(li-gon:!) :\ny two derrlents I.!J E Pu (, c"all-ht~ joillt'd hy ;l daaill of lc~n~th :s 1L. Tlw dist;U1CC·

d(.c~.'I) is the Icn~th of tL 11lillillLlll chai .. joiuiJl~ .1~ tLlld !J.

(Il-gon:n Ir d(.I:.!J) = k < n. t.hrn tht'n' is pn"C"isf'ly oup A>dlcliu juillilll4 .[·.lud y.

•



Thc gellcraliz(~d triallgles are prccis{~ly thc projective plancs~ c.g. a. generalized u-gon 'p is callcd
a. cornpacl n-gOll. ie 'p and {, are conlpact lIausdorff spaccs, 'and ie the (11 - I )-chaill d(!t.er·lnirh~(1

by elcrncnts .t,!J with tl(x, y) = n -1 depends continuously on .i and y. 'rhis is c<luivalcnt Ln

the fact that thc flag space Fe l' x L is closed. If in addition the (covering).climcnsion o['P
and [, is finite anti positive, then the following.is true (K. '94):

•

• P and f, or ANRs anti generalized manifolds (over every PID).
• Every point row L C P anti cvery penCil of lines .c'P c [, is a homotopy sphcrc (of dimension

m and m', say).
• prl: F ~ P alld pr2 : F ~ .c are locally tri vial bundles.
• The double mapping cylinder D:F over pr}, pr2 is a homotopy (dirn:F + 1)-sphere. The

embeddillg F t-+ 0 F is the lopological Veronese ·ernbedding of the n-gon.

Theorem (Knarr '90, 1<. '94). Under the above hypothesis, we haue n E {3, 4, 6}, and there
are restrietions on the numbers m, m'.

This leads to the following classification result:

Theorem (Grundhöfer, Knarr, K. '94). Let E denote the group of aJl contin,uous automor
phis1ns of the n-gol1 P. If ~ is transitive on the set P 01 points, and if n # 4~~p·r if m = m'.
lhen P is one 01 the jollowing Moufang n-gons:

(n=3): the projective plane P2IF, -where Ir = IR; <C. JH[, 0
(n=4): the symplectic quadrangle over IR, <C
(n=6): the hexagon associated to G2(2b cf .

There' are examples of quadrangles P with m =I m', where E is transitive on P, but where
P is not Moufang (Ferus - Kareher ~ Münzer '81; Thorbergsson '92). If oDe puts additional
structure on P ODe gets stranger results, e:g.:

Theorem. !f'P is smooth, the Auttop(P) is a smoo"th Lie transformationtion group (Bödi, !(
~94). 11 n = 3, then m determines P l:lP to homeomorphism (l{. '94)"· lf P is holomorphic,
then P is Moufang (!{. '94)·

•.J;.: :

.Homogeneous spaces and buildings atinfinity

Jens Heber, Augsburg

• Let fJn denote a cOlnplete, l-connected Riernannian m.anifold of sectional curva.tures !( ~ o.
The set of equivalence clas.ses of asymptotic geodesics, H( 60) (" points at infinity"), carries a
natural (n - 1)-sphere topology. In the c~e of asymmetrie spllce of noncompact type a.nd

·rank k ~ 2, any k-tiat F (= totally geodesie copy of JRA:) in H is bounded by a (k - 1)~sphere
1/(00) ~ H( 00). The family of all F( 00) has the il;tcrsection pattern of apartments in (the
geornetric realization oC) the spherical Tits huilding oe G.

For any Iwasawa decomposition G = K,. A· JV, K. = Gp for sorne p E 1/. A := A· p is a k-flat:
t.he Tits huilding can he c:olIstructed froln the apa.rtments n· A( 00).11 E .:V. alone. i.c. [rom the
s(,lva.ble group S = A tl< "V. It is natural to ask for arieher dass or :;olmn(lnifolds (S~ <. > ) (with
<. > Ic~ft invariant) wilh a natural (lotion of infillity aou a c.ornpara.hlc <.:ornbinatorial stru<.:turc.
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"t, 1~

. Itl the s(~<tHd, Id. 1/ d,c·not.e CL hO'TUlf}'·7lt:ou,.; ,"'J(1~r. 0/ /\' -::~ O. I·>;.·ry stich 11 is kllo~t1

tu he isolTu·t.ri<: 1.0 Cl SOIVlllil.uifold (S = A ~ ~·V. <. ». ,iV -= I."", .~l lt. ('tUI h.. shoWIl t.ha...

II( CX?) c:arri<~:i a (lcL1.ural Jlo/ylu:tLrrl.l strllctllrc~ whose polytu=dril an' iSUItlt"I.ric 1.0 polyhcdra in

(Sk-I. ca.n ). k = dilllA•.wlwn t~<Il~ipped with (,:rolllov\ Tif.;; mdnc. Thiss1.rll('t.ure is wwd in

iLllc=sS(~nlia.1 wä-y 1.0 proVt~ t.he following rcsults:

.Theorem A. 1/ JJ i,o; irrcrlucib/e. then ,~ither rk(ll) = I (3 fI,·m[t:8it:.-i. !lol. ("outaiut'fl in fLl1!)

'!.-jla.t) or 11 is .-;yrn1Tl.Ctric 0/ TYlnk at least 2. '

'Theorem B. The georlesicsymmetrie.9 0/ H arevolurne-pn~$f"l'i1l.fJ, IjJ

(i) din1 A 2: 2 fllU[ !I is ,"ymmetric 0/ rank ~ ~.

or (ii) dirn A = Land 11 i~' (J. /larmonie ,"pace.

- rrheorem A has been proved by Ballmann, .Burns-Spatzier für 11 which COVt'r Cl. finite VOl1l1l1C •

quotient. 'rhe p~oofs 00 not carry over to the homogeneol1s ca.'-'e wh~~f(' finite volurTle quotient.s
exist iff the space is symrnetric.

, Many classes of homogeneous spaces with volume-preserving geodesie symmetries are known
(e.g. distance spheres in fHn,JFpn, all naturally reductive spaccs. sOlne Il:ilmanifolds), so a.c
cording to Theorem ß. the situation is much rnore rigid in nonpositive curvature.

Ari thmetic. quotients oe Tits buildings

Enrico Leuzinger, Zürich

Let .~ be a Riemannian symmetrie space of non-compact type ana rank ~ 2 and let r be
an irreducible non-uniform lattice in Is(X)u. By the arithmeticity theorem of Margulis r is
arithmetic. This roughly means that r is commensurable with the group G(Z) of intege~ points
of a semi-simple linear algebraic group G defined over Q.We are interested in the geometrie
shape of the endsof the locally symmetrie quotient \' = f\,X'. Now redllction theory for
arithmetic groups provides fundamental sets for f; and we use such a set n c .\ together' with
a. quotient lTrl of a geometrie realization of the Titsbuilding of G(Q) modulo r to describe the
geodesie rays in V. Let V( (0) denote the set of equivalence classes of asymptotic geodesic rays,

Theorem A. The points in ITrl correspond bijectively to the equi'valence dllsses 0/ asymptotic
geooesic mys in V!' i,e. V(oo) ~ ITrl.

That such rays exist· was shown by the author and that there are no others by .li and ~1a.c

Pherson. '

We also determine the asymptotic cone of V. Thc latlcr is defined as the pointed Hausdorff
lilnit Cone'X) V := 11 - limt_~ (V, v, tg) w~ere 1J E V and 9 ist" the Riemannian rnetric on V.
To describe this limitwe paste together a.ppropriate Q- Weyl chamhers anti get ~ ~onc CITrl
wilh distinguished vertex 0 and with a. polyhedral rnetrif: d which equals I.he t~udidcaH lll(-~tri(

Oll the chamhcrs.

Theorem· B. For f:ve1'y point 11 E \-' Ih,- tL."'Y1nlJlotir nJ1lt~ ("Olle: ~ V I." 'flLf1Si··L.'HJlltI'tnc 11)

(C·,Tr \, ,[).

•
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•

To pological spherical buildings

Regina Kühne, Braunschweig

A spherical building is called a topological spherical building, if each set of vertict."S oe tYPt~

i carries a non-trivial lIausdorff topology and the following three axioms hold:

(<,:') t.p: ~:oP -+ 6.iu: (C, C) t-+ Cham(C, C) is continuous.
(Vop) The set of pairs of opposite vertices is open in the set of pairs of verticcs.

(il) The c.anonica,l projection n, :6. 1 -+ Vi : C t-+ Xi is open for all i E I.

Axiom (t.p) requires a continuous action of the Weylgroup W on the set 6':°1' of pairs of opposite

chambers.
In the case oe buildings of type An this definition is equivalent to the usual one of a to-

pological n-dimensional· projective space. To'pological buildings of type C2 are topological
quadrangles, and topological buildings of type I~m) are topological rn-gons in the sense of Theo
GrundhöCer and Hendrik van Maldeghem..

[n the case of topological buildings of type 'en, thc .above definition implies tha.t shortest
chains between almost opposite verti<;;es depend continuously on these vertices. (A pair of
vertices is called almost opposite if it is embeddable in a pair of opposite chambers.) This
property suggests adefinition of a topological polar space which generalizes the definition of a
topological quadrangle. [n general, this definition of a topological building leads-to interesting
questions concerning almost opposite flags, shortest chains and projections. The axioms (t.p)
and (Vop) carry over to residues of topological buildings. Residues of type An-l of. topological
buildings of type Cn are topological (n - 1}-dimensional projective spaces.

Higher rank subspaces in manifolds of non-positive curvature

Christoph Huinmel, Zürich .

Let 1\1 be a compact Riemannian manifold of non-positive curvature. If lvI is real analytic
and dirn M ~ 4, then all maximal higher rank subspaces of i'vf are closed and there are at most
finitely many of them by a result due to Schroeder. We outlined partial results~to gerteralize
this for dirn M = 5 by considering flats at infinity.

Pasting in 2-dimensional Laguerre planes and 3-dimensional generalized quadrang
les

Günter F. Steinke, Christchurch

Semiclassical 2-dimensional Laguerre planes are t~pologjcal Laguerre planes that a.re COffi

posc<.l oC two halves of the c1assical real Laguerre plane~ This call be done in two ways by pasting
c1.long two parallel classes or along a. circlc jn the point space. In a. joint paper with ß. Polster a
different kind of pasting process for 2-dimensional c.ircle planes is investigated. lIere one glues
l.oKethcr t.wo 2:..dimensional circle planes or the sallle type along a 2-dimensional separating
set. in the 'circle spacc. In t.he c.ase of La~tlt'rre plan(~s we i:alJlc IIp with three different rne

t.hods. 'fhe talk prescnts these cOllstructions ilud looks at their i.nterprctatiön in thc associatcd

!)



:~·"·dill](~lIsional ~(~neralijf,e(1 qllf\A:lrangles, i.t'. "tw Lic- ~(~0f11,·tric~s of "twsc' ~ dinwl1;.;iolliLl LcL~H"r"'t"

pliult~s.

Compact antiregular quadrangles

Andreas E. Schroth, Braunschweig

A generalized qu~rangle is called antiregular. if for any thn'e pairwise nOllcollinear points
x, y and z the nurnber or points collinear with x, y and =is either two or zero. In t.he corllpact "ta."ie

this geometrie property is closely linked to topological propertics. More precisely. if a. COlllpcU:t
'1uadranglc with parameters (s,t), wherc 0 < .".t~l < 00. is antiregular. t.heu.' = t. E {L~}.
Conversely, up to duality, every compact quadrangle with paranwtcrs (s.s), wit,h .'Ö E {~l. 2}. is
antiregular. This irnplics that, up· to duality, every conlpact quadrangle w1th pa.ral11t't.ers (s~s"

where .~ E {1, 2} is the Lie geoluetry of a 2s-dimensional Laguerrcplalle. •
The results also imply a complete solution to the problem of Apollonills in topological cirde

planes. This problem asks for the number of circles touching three given nbjectls. each of which

might be a circle or a point.

Injectivity radius estimates and sphere the~rems

Uwe Abresch, Münster

11

3e- > 0

.The injectivity radius estimat·es for manifolds of positive sectional curvature that have beell
established by W. Klingenberg around 1960 playafundamental role in the proof of the dassical
topological sphere theorem and in the proof or the Berger Rigidity Theorem. As a first appli
cation of the Gromov Compactness Theorem, M. Berger extended his rigidity theorem in 198:3
to a Pinching Below ~ Theorem. This result, however, is only valid for even-dimensional ma

nifolds. The problem is that Klingenberg needed to assume weak quarter pinching and simply'
connectedness in order to obtain a lower bound for the injeetivity radius of odd-dimensional
manifolds of positive curvature. This pinching candition has recently been relaxed in some joint
work with W. T. Meyer.

Theorem 1. (-, Meyer)

V(Ar,g) complete: ~(I +<:)-2 ~ I\M ~ I, ll",(M
n

) = 0

~ inj(Mn
) = conj(A1n

) 2: 7T:.

In fact, the constant e- ist not only independent of the dimension n bUl also explicit. The
current proof shows that c = 10-6 works. Since the other arguments in the proof of Berger's
Pinching ßelow ~ Theorem can be appl~ed in the odd-dirnensional case a.s weil (cL Dururnerit:

;'"V 1986), there is the followingimmediate applicatjon of Theorc~rll 1:

Theorem 2. (-, Meyer)

•
'fiT! .= 1(2) : 3~n >~): \/(Aln.y) complc~t(~:
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The constant ~" in this TluX>f(!ln comes (roln a. compactlless argument «LUU is ther(~r()n~

iucxplicit. l'hc proof of 'fht..'Orcm I on lhe other hand is by direct comparison ..~stirllat(~. whid.
involve a ncw type o( Jacobi field t..~limates and a new lifting construetion.-

Retlned Jacobi Held estimates are also a key ingredient to the next rcsult.

Theorem 3. (-, Mcyer)

(
1(1 +e)-2 < K < 1 7r (lvln) = 0 )

3e>O:Vn=1(2):V(Mn,g)complete: 4 ;-(n~- ,1sn . .
=> 1'" --homeo

Again e is independent of the dimension and explicit. The geometrie arguments are not
limited to the odd-dimensional case. They show that either (i) diam(Mn) ~ 11"( 1 + e) and
thus Mn ~ sn by the Diameter Sphere Theorem due to Grove and Shiohama or (ii) that there
exists a continuous rnap f : lR..lF" ~ 1\1" of degree 1. Tbe mere existence of such a map into
a simply connected, odd-dimensional manifold l\1n implies that i\1n is a homology sphere~ and
therefore we can refer Lo Smale's solution of the Poincare Conjecture in dimension n ~ 5. The
3-dimensional case requires a special argument based on R. Hamilton 's result on the Ri.cci ßow.

Twin trees: generalized co-gons

Mark A. Ronan

This talk concerned joint work with J. Tits. Twin trees are a special case of twin buildings,
and these are a generalization of spherical buildings which first arose in the study of Kac-Moody
groups. In the I-dimensional case a twin building is either a generalized rn-gon, or a twin tree
(the case when m = (0).

A twin tree is a pair of trees, together with a codistance between any pair of v~rtiees not in
the same tree. This codistance is a natural number 0, 1,2, ... and satisfies the property that if
two vertices are adjacent in one tree, then their codistance from any vertex in the other tree
differs by 1. Moreover given two vertices at codistance at least 1, then among the neighbours
of one of these vertices there is a unique one for which the codistance increases. This property
of codistances in a twin tree is very similar to that of distances in a single tree, where if two
vertices are at distance at least 1, then each one has a unique neighbour for which the distance
Lo the other vertex decreases. One thinks of codistanee 0 as meaning that the two vertices art;>
~ rar a.part as possible; increasing the codistance is like decreasing the distance.

• A ?rst example aris:s. (roIn the group GL2(k[t, t- i
)) in which a suitable pair .of. vertic:s

at codlstanee 0 are stabllIzed by the subgroups GL1 (k[t]) and GL2 (k[t- 1]) respectlvely. ThlS
i~ an example of a Kac-Moody group, for the generalized Cartan matrix (:2 ~2). Other
gcneralized Cartan matriees provide other examples, but there are further examples admitting
large automorphism groups (Moufang exarnples) which do not arise from Kac-Moody data.

In the talk we adumbrated several basic properties of twin trees. For example any two
verticcs at codistance 0 must have the sante \'alency, from which one shows that when all
v(~rtices have valency at least :1. both trces lnust he biregular (vcrli<:es of the same type have
I.he salne valency), andisomorphic. \Ve also show~d how a. twinuillJ?; of two trees yields a special
S(~t t)f t~nds. Certain pairs or these ends spa.n what wpo c:all twill apartIn~nts. and the set oC twin
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i~r>artnients, thollgh not. tht~ St~t of eruls alorw,llniqlldy d(:t(~rlHilwS the t,winnin~. 1\11 t.lH~~(~

results a.re cont.ilillt'd in tllt: reCt~nt vap(~r, Twin Trt~~s l. (Ilvr.lltiollC~S 116 ( 199·l).

We also discusst·d a. c'ollstruction or all twill trL"t~s, sl(t.rlill~ with ~L sillglt· trCt! a.ud Ilsin,g
horoballs ccntrc<j at the evr.ntual ends of the t.winning. This COIl~tflU:t.ioll will a.ppt:a.r in ;L

fort.hcoming pa.pt~r.

Some geometrie, analytie, and algebraie properties of euelidean Tits buildings

Jürgen Jast, Bochum

The arithnleticity and rigidity theorellls of rvlargulis put strong restnctlons on hornonlor
phisms p from some lattice r acting on an irreduci blc symrnetric space G/ I{ uf non-c..:ompact
type and rank ~ 2 into linear algebraic grollps over R, C, or Qp. The harmonie map approach
to these questions associates to any such p a harmonie map [rorn r;/ 1\" ooto some spacc Oll •

which the image group acts! asymmetrie space in case of IR or C. and (\. Tils huilding in (a."'i~

of Qp. One then proceeds by dcriving restrictions on the harnlonic Inap that imply the JesireJ
restrictions on p. :\ proof of the Margulis theorems along these lines has e.g. been obtained by
Jost- Yan using an existence result by Gromov-Schoen for the harmonie map. In faet, Euclidean
Tits buildings are in several respects quite analogous to symmetrie spaces of non-cornpact type
as is explored in ongoing joint work with K. Zuo.

In other joint work with K. Zuo, this approach is used to obtain restrietions on the possible
representations of fundamental groups of projective or quasiprojective manifolds into linear
algebraic groups (" nonahelian Hodge theory"). For that purpose, one needs rather general
existence results for. harmonie maps taking their values in possibly no"nlocally compact Tits
buildings. Such an existence theory has been developed by J. Jost and in similar, although
somewhat more special form hy Korevaas-Schoen. In fact, one may show the existence of
generalized harmonie maps between metric spaces in ease the image has nOllpositive curvature
in the sense of Alexandrov. This uses among other things mean value constructions in such
spaces of nonpositive curvature and the theory of variational or r·convergence in the sense of
de Giorgi.

In the quasiprojective case, ODe needs additional construetions, beeause of the possibility
of infinite energy. These constructions, again due to joint work with K. Zuo, need to use the
algebraic structure of the domain in a stronger manner.

Harmonie maps into Tits buildings and rigidity theorems

K. Zuo, Kaiserslautern •

This is a joint work with J . .Jost. Let ~\' be an algebraic variety and p : tri (.~) -+ G be a.
representation of the fundamental group of .\ into a simple alp;eoraic group G ovp.r !{, where
K is a p-adic number field or completcd function fiel<!. lJsing equivarianl pluriharmoni~ rnaps
intoTits huilding of G, we proved

Theorem 1. Suppnse that p is lari.,;ki llen~p. und unbouTldtd. Then fJ factoT'''' ihrough lLTl
1l1yebrflic ,uap f : .~ - },. .'i.i. dirn}1' ~ rk h" (;. i.t:. tlu:.rr t:xi,'sts iln T : ird }") - r; :;.t.



Remark. dirn}t' = rk h· G is sharp in general. For exarnple. we take 'a p-aJic ball quotient
.\ = On/re Thcre is a natural rcpresentation p: 1T't(x) ~ r -+ PSLn+I((t,), which does not
factor through any f : X' ~ }.~ with dirn Y < n = rkQp PSLn+dQp).

Corollary (p-adic rigidity). Suppose that pisas abolJe in Theorem /. Let N be the
symmetrie space 0/ G(C), lJ.nd U X --. lV lhe equivariant pluriharmoniclnap 01 p with
rkIR 'U > 2 rkK G. Then p is bOllnded.

• Interpolation and· topologieal" incidence geometry

Burkard Polster, Cristchurch

•

Many of the objects investigated· by topological incidence geometers can be interpreted as
special kinds of unisolvent sets that are ofinterest to people dealing with interQ9lation theory.
An n-unisolvent set over an interval I ~ R is a set F of continuous funetions I ~ IR such
that for any choice of n points (Xi, .y;) E 1 x 1R , i = 1,2, ... , n, Xt < X2 <J... < X n there
exists exactly one f E F such tha:t f(x.) = Yi. A (half- )periodic n-unisolvent ~;t f· is a set of
(half- )periodic continuous funetions [0, 21rJ ~ R: such that the set" of all restrictions~'of functions
in F to [0, 21r') is n-unisolvent. Hence the set of non-verticallines in a 2-dirriensionaiaffine plane ·1
gives rise to a 2-unisolvent set over 1R and the circle set oE a 2-dimensional Lague~re plane gives
rise to a periodic 3-unisolvent set. Furthermore the set of cirdes of the projective completion
of a 2-dimensional dually affine plane corresponds to a half-pe~iodic 2-unisolve~.t set.

We identify :Z~dimesional affine planes and Laguerre planes as the seeond aJld third steps
of an infinite "sequenee of cirele geometries. Step n .geometries correspond to a 'special (half-)
periodic n-unisolvent sets if n is (even) odd. The point sets of the corresponding geOmetries
are homeomorphie to the (Möbius strip) eylinder..Furthermore, deri ving in any. point of such
a step n geometry yields a step (n - 1) geometry. ~'.

We also describe how affine parts of step n geometries can be integrated to fo(~ step (n + 1)

geometries. In partieular, 2-dimensional affine planes can be integrated to form 2-dimensional
Laguerre planes and foliations of ll{2 can beintegrated to form affine· planes.

3D-Reconstruction

Thomas Buchanan, Darmstadt

This talk was motivatcd by problems in computer vision or more specifieally in photogram
rnctry. Camera projections are considered as <:entral projectiollS 1T' : P:J --+ 1P2 • In an attempt
to understand 1r heLter, W(~ just look aL central projeetioll in lower dirnensiolls 1P2 - 1F t _ The
prohlem of :JD-reeonstruction (Hauptaufgabe der Photogranunetrie) was stated. This t.alk
appliesideas rrorn thc book :\. COHLE: .. :\Igebraj(; Geolllctry it,lId Theta Functi~_Hls" 1.0 :U)·
recollstruction problems.



•

A "sc:c~IH~" ."'~ = (1'1,' .. • /~d c()l1sistin~ of an ()rderc~d .set uf six point.s is a..":-;lIl1led. Alg..hi·iLi,·
_ invaricl.ut.s or S ilnd tr(S) ...n~ descrihed bri.~HY. Trall:in~JHt(·nt.;d in\':Lria.nl.~ ".n~ illust.ral...d in t1w

spec:icl.1 ca...,es whcf(~ in thc P:J .,--t 1F2 ca..se iT(S) lies on a con~c lor in I.lw P'l -f> PI ca..'i(~ wht'rc
S lies on a conie). W(~ <:onsid(~r the Wt~cldl(= surface 'Ul ~ IP:J rUHI iLIli\.I~ebraic curve 11 <; p'':
"illt(~rpolating" th(~ scene PI, ... , Pt> and· the center or l)rojcc:tio,~.

Theorem. SClIOTTh·Y!.') parametrization of ~v ll.Sin.l} lhe jfll:obiall .I( 11) ,.d(llt~.,;·'ht: (,'elllt:""~

01 projection fOT the ca.c;es P'l ~ PI and lP'3 ~ P'l'

Rigidity of quasi-isometries and a generalization·of Mostrow rigidity

Bruce. Kle"iner, Berkeley

Ir .\ and }" are metric spaces and 'l' : .~ -+ Y is.a rnap~ t.heu .p is a. ljuasi--i.wJ1llelry if for

some pair (C~ t),

i) \:j x), X2 E .X' : C-ld(xl, X2) - t ::; d(c.p(x.), c.p(X2)) ::; C7d(Xh J:2) + I

ii) Vy E }' : d(y, tp(.\')) < t.

,,~ is quasi-isometn'c to Y if there is a quasi-isometry frolll .Y Lu }'": it. follows ea.':iily fronl ' .

i) and ii) above that quasi-isometry is an equi~alenee relation.
Quasi-_isometries oecur naturally in several geometrie -eontexts, but they playa particu-

lady important role in geometrie .gröuptheory, where one studies finilely generated groups via
-the geometry of their word rnetrics. One application of the theorems. below is. a characteriza
tion of the finitely generated groups which are quasi-isometrie to' certain symmetrie spaees of
noncompact type (see theorem .5).

Theorem 1 (joint with M. Kapovieh and B. Leeb). For I ::; i ~ rn. l~· j ::; n, let !~li, ~I\fj be
·Hadamard manifolds with sectional curvature :::; -1, and let 1ViJ. lVii t be two simply connected
nilpotent . Lie groups with left invariant Riem.annian metries. Let :\1 = ..Vii x n~ 1 At/i, iV
Nil' x 07=1 "'Vj be the Riemannian products. lf<.p: lvI -+ jV is a qttusi-iso111elry, then

i) m = n
ii)· After reordering the factors, .there are quasi-ison-letries ''Pl : A1i -+ fV i $uch that the following

diagram is commulative up to bounded erro·r (i ..e. sUPrEM d((rr/o~)(x),((7rydo7r)(x)) < OG.):

lIere ii. tri a.re the projeclions coming from thc produ(~t strllc:ture. In particular~ the tih~rs or
:r eLre carried by <.p lo sets within finite lIallsdortf distance ur tilH~rs of ;r'. so ~i) is quasi-isorn(~tri('

tu Nil'. .

Theorem 2 (joint with B. Leeh). Tltt: t"o'U:lW;ltJ1! of T"-t~()"',," I ,List} holds if .';tunt:. of tJu
.\-1... ~V) (11Y' irrt'ducible .~.rJ1n;ndric .... parr."i of 1l(HU;01IljJtlr.l typt· (of ,lilllt'TLslO1l, > 1).

1·1
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Theorem 3 (with B. Lech). Let M he (In irredueible .symmetrie space of llollcon~pact type
with rank( A't) ~ 2. 1I N is a ."Iymmelrie spaee 01 noneompact type, lUllt <.p : Nt --+ N i:t (I.

quasi-i.fiometnjt then tl(c.p, <,10) < 00 fOT sorne hOfnot~ely f{)o : "NI -+ "IV. .
Theorem :1 confirms a conjecture of ~1argulis. Theorem:l and :.1 -togethcr with results of

wlostow imply:

Corollary 4. 1/ ,\1 and N are quasi-isometrie sYfnmetrie spaees, ihen LW and N are affinely
equivalent. Equivalently, after renormalizing the metnes on the irreducible faetors 0/ N, M is
isometrie to N.

We also obtain the following charaterizationof finitely generated groups which a.re quasi
isometrie to certain symm~tric spaces:

Theorem 5. Let LW be asymmetrie space 01 noneofnpact type which c071lain:; -no Euclidean.
hyperbolic plane, or Complex hyperbolic factors in -its i~ducible decomposilion . . Then ßny

finitely generated grotlp r which is quasi-isometrie Lo LW (wit/" respect to SOfne word lnetric on

r) is a finite extension of a uniform lattiee in the isometi-y group 01 .M.

Differentiab~e projective planes

Joachim Otte, Kiel

An affine or projective plane is called smooth if both the point space and th~ 'line space are
smooth manifolds such that the geometrical ope~ations are smooth. Smooth planes only occur
in the dimensions 2,4,8,16. Examples are the planes over R~ C~ IHI, G.. Every plane isomorphie
to one of these examples is called classical.

Theorem 1. ln each possible dimension, there exist nonclassical smooth affine tmnslation
planes.

Theorem 2.. Every smooth projective translation plane is classica/.

Theorem 3. In each possible .dimension, there exisl nonclassical smooth "pTOjective planes.

The nonclassical examples proving Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are constructed by distorting
the multiplication of the classica:l algebras. _

In the situation of Theorem 2, the projeetivity group of a point row consist; -~f diffeolnor
phis·ms of the classical sphere and hence is comparatively small. This property characterizes
the classical planes.

·o~ the geometry of twin buildings
Peter. Abramenko, Frankfurt

Let 9 be a simple (and sirnply connecied) algebraic group, defined and isotropie over a
field k. Oenote by 6 e (c E {+, -}) the Bruhat-Tits huiIding of g( k((t- e ))) and set r :=

9(k[l]) , G := g(k[t, t-I]). An explicit geometrie descriptiun ur the quotients f\6+ anJ
G\~+ x 6_ is derived by usillg the following

Facts: I) G possesses II Iwin IJN-pair (C', JJ+,I1_. :V. S).

:.1) ·''lu: (:olTtponenLs b.+ llll.1J b._ of ihr. twilL builtli1t!J ~(G', B+, ß_ • .V, S) w;:;ociuled 10 the {wiu
IJiV pu;,. coincide wilh Ihr. JJ"llhfll- Til,'i "ui/(lillY.~ illlrolluccd lI.bo1Jt°

l!i .



a.s "weil as the roll()will~

Proposition: {Jct ~ = (~+, 6_~ Jj.) br. lIu: imin builtiil1Y of-a / lt'UI. Il,V /UHr ((;. IJ+. IJ _. /V. :<L
~ =. (~+, ~-) t1. iwin (J.partnlt~nt '01 6_ :;labili=,:d by :V. c_ (1 ~'hUlllbt~" 01 ~_ (Hui ..,d F :=
{( (1+, <1_ )I11+ E E+ , ;1_ ~ c_}. Then itho[t[s:

i) (;·F=(~+,6_)._

ii) A'ssume a = (a+,a_), 11' = (a~,a~) E F, 9 E Cllnclg· a, = ft'. Tlu.'ll (1_ ~ (1'_._ find /hen:
exi,~ls an n E N n Ga _! such that n . a+ = a~.

The description of r\6+ follows frorn thc proposition by interpretillg 9(k(tJ) a.s the stabilizc:~r
in 9(k[t, i-I]) of a vertex of 6_. In this way one obtains a new proof for and cl. gcueralization
of a theorem of Soule. .

Further geometrie concept~ associated with -twiri' huildings. nartldy coprojectiolls and 1."0-

convex hulls, are introduced brießy. e
Projective planes andisoparametric hypersurfaces

Norbert Knarr, Braunschweig

A compact hypersurface in the sphere is called isop~'ramelric if it has constant principal
curvatures. It was proved by E. Cartan in 1939 that there are precisely 4 examples if thc
-number of different principal curvcitures is equal Lo 3: A new proof for this result wa.:; giveu
by associ~tinga compact connected Moufang plane with each such isoparanletric hypersurface.
The hypersurface can be canonically identified with. the_ Rag space of this Moufang plane, and
this eventually proves Cartan's result. The proof is in the spirit of Thorbergson~s classification
of isopararnetric submanifolds of euclidean space whose codimension is at least :3-

This is joint work with Lintis Kramer.

Compact groups on topological project~ve plane~

Barbara Priwitzer, Tübingen

LetP ~ {P, (,) be a topological projectiye plane with locally compact, connected point
space. If dirn P < <x>, then dirn P E {2, 4, 8,16}, (Löwen 1983).

Classical examples: P2IR, P2C, P2H, P20 .

Let <t> be a compact, connected subgroup· of the group Aut(P). e
Theorem (Stroppel 1994; Salz~nalln,-Löwen). Then one- of ihe foilowing i.., lrue:

a) ep == [ = elliptic motion group 0/ the classicaL plane, fLlld P ~ p:.!r~ 1F E {IR~ C~ IHr. (}}
11) dim<l>~dimE-dimP

Frorn now on: dim<l> = dimE - dimP.

Tlien can (~a.sily he shown: ~ == ~ = point slabilizcr in the dlipl.ic grullp.

Therc (~xist 2-- and ·1-dimensionaL Ilon -d;L')sical plaues which adrnit <t> == ::,~, a..s a. ~rollp qf
i1.utornorphisms, Salzmann 196:1~ Sdlt.~lIhanHI1(~r.Sperner I!J90.

Ih



Theorem. lA:t

{

(he
4> ~ Eo =. U'lK x 11 dHl

Sping ~

act on a topological projective plane P with dimension f ~ . Then:116

i) The action 0/ <I> on the point space P is equivalenl 10 the llstl.al aclion of <1> on lhe point

space P~IF.lF E {C, IHI, Ol, 0/ the classical plane.
ii) The lines· through the origin are the classicai lines.

iii) For dirn P E {S.16} the plane P is uniquely determined by a 2-dimensional .subplane E.
which admi~s Ihe torus 'r as a group 0/ auto.morphisms.

Periodic ftats in Al X Al complexes

Sergei Buyalo, St. Petersburg (joint work with V. Kobelskii)

Let ".Y'-be a compact metric space of nonpositive curvature, whose ~niversal cover X contains
a Rat (i.e. a totally geodesie subspaee which is isometrie ~o 1R2

). The main questiori is: is it
true that ...~ contains also a periodic flat (what is equivalent, 1T"1(.lt) contains Z ttJ Z).

We are focused on the case when X ·is a 2-dimensional ehamber complex whose chambers
are standard unit sq:uares. Dur result shows that, roughly speaking, the set of all such X
for which the answer is "yes" is "open and everywhere dense" on the one hand, and if tbe
counterexamples do exist, they have to constitute a sufficiently ample set. -

- Moreover,we ~how that periodic flat problem for Al x A1-coulplexes can be reduced to the
sa-me questions about irreducible lattices in the product of twö trees.

Bounded geodesiesin rank-l locaJly symmetrie spaees

C. S. Aravinda, Bombay

Let NI be a rank-l locally symmetrie space of non-compaet type with finite Riernannian
volume. The geodesie flow on the unit-tangent bundle SJW of 1\1 is known to be ergodie.

• Con::;equently, for almost all (p, v) E Slv/, where.p E M and v is a unit tangent-vector at p,

the geodesie through p in the direction of v is dense in M. The set C1' of unit-tangent vectors
positioned a.t some point p E M, lying on any non-constant CI curve in the unit tangent
sphere S1' and deter~ining hounded geodesics from p (narrlely thüse with compact dos·ure in
Al) is shown to be of Hausdorff dimension J. This has the implication on the dyriamics 0[. the
~eodesic ftow that the set C of (p, v) E SA4 for which the corrcs-ponJing geodesie is bounded
has llausdorff dimension cqual Lo 2n - 1.

'fhe proof involves showing that the set C1' is a.n "o-winning seC' uf a ccrtajn.~(':...r,#)-game~

illtro.)uced by W. M. Schmidt which is knowli 1.0 have fullllausdorff di.lJcnsion. This is achieved
with thc use of trigor~ometric rormula.c für rank'"l synunetric SpiKes.

I;



Loops, groups and foliations

Karl Strambach, Erlangen

'fhc airn oe .. he t.a.lk was to show thatnicc pr()perti(.~s or sh~lrply tr;\lISILIV(~ st~c:t.ious 17 :.

GIIJ -+ (J "of a. grollp C a.s weil as regularity couditions of S(,ts or. projt'ct.ivitics in :J-webs
definc natliral dasscs o( loops. In particular, lo<>ps L for whidl t.he set l>f Icft translations

"..\(1 =Tz ~ a . .t] : L -+ L is invariant under the inner automorphisrns of thc grollp Cf generate<!
by all '\a has been studied. lf such L· is diffcrentiable thcn (} "'is (l Lie' grOtlp and cOlltains a
normal subgroup N which operates sharply transitivcly on I,,; the t.angent spilce ofN in I
coincides with the tange-nt space of the Inanifold {.A a ; a E L} in 1. Also thc probl(~nl for which
other classes of differentiable loops the group generated by all left, tra:~sl~tions is a Lie grollp

has been discussed. We conjecture that a differentiable con;Hw'cted loop for" which the grollp
generat~d by allieft and right translations is a Lie group satisfies the ~1011fang id(~lltities. •Recent Results in the theory of generalized polygons

Hendrik van Maldeghem, Gent

I mention 5 recent results.

1. The classical embeddings of the finite Mqufang hexagons are characterized by some natural
axioms (joint work with J. A. Thas).

2. If a fiilite generalized n-gon admits a group acting transitivelyon a1l ordered (n + 1)-gons~
then itmust be a Moufang polygon (but not conversely!). F~~ n = -L this is joint work with
J. A. Thas.

"3. "Recently, J. Tits wrote down a proof of the -fact that every Moufang polygon satisfies the
.commutation relations imposed by the appropriate root syste"m. .

4. A generalized polygon is called regular if for every point p the set 57 of elem~nt~ at distance
d from p lying on geodesics through any opposite point q only depends on p, d and any two
elements of Sq. "

-Theorem: Regular generalized n~gons exist only for 11, E {3, 4, 6} fInd for n = 6, there is
a complete classification by work 0/·1\1. A. Ronan.

5. An imaginary line in a polygon is the set of points not OPPoslte all poi"nts not opposite two
opposite points. It is called long ·if its projection' onto any eI~ment at codistance 1 [rom a1l

its elements is either constaitt or bijective (it is always injective).

Theorem:·' AU "imaginary fines are long only in the sympleclic f/uadrangles a.nd in the .splil •
Cayley hexagons Quer a field with characterisiic" 2. (Joint work with J. nun Bon tlnd H.

Cuypers).

Extensions of local isomorphisms of twin buildings

Bernhard Mühlherr, Tübingen

Tlais is a joint work with M. Ronan.

l~
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Twin huiltlilll(s have beeil int.roJuced in order Lo st.udy groups of Kac··-Moouy-type [roln CL

geonletrical point of vicw. 'rhey turn out to be natural generalizations of sphcrical buildings.
It is conjccturc<l Lhat the fanlolls extension theorem for spherical buildings (Theorem 4.1.2. in
Tits' Lecture Nolcs) holds also for twin buildings of locally finite type (n1ij :f:. (0).

A first st.ep lowaro a. praof of this conjccture has oeen done by M. Ronan and J. Tits. Their
result says that local isomorphisms cxtend to a "half oC the twin".

We have the following result.

Theorem. Local isomorphisms extend to the whole twin if the chambers opposite Lo a given
chamber are c071nected.

Using a result of A. Brouwer one can prove that the assumption made in the theorem above.

is almost always satisfied .

4-dimensional projective planes with solvable isomorphism groups

Hauke Klein, Kiel

Let E be the group of all continuous collineations of a compact projective plane of topologicaJ
dimension 4. Then E is a Lie-Group and all planes with dirn E ~ 7 are explicitly-known. Hence
we consider the case dirn E·= 6. In this case EI ~ lR.2 >4 GLt(IR) or E is solvabl~. In the latter
case E fixes a flag v E W, i.e. an incident point-line pair. The further classification is based on
the orbit structure of E acting on W\ {v} and Lv \ {W}. In the remaining cases w~have: E fixes
neither a point in W\{v} oor a line in .cv\{W} and acts transitivelyon W\{v} ..:or .cv\{W}.
Further we consider the structure of the maximal connected nilpotent invariant subgroup N of
E. The planes with dirn N ~ 5 or N ~ lR

4
are already classified. First we _eX(cI~detth~r20ll)Sibility

dirn N :s; 3 and only two cases rernain for N. N ~ Nil x ]R or N ~ ]R3 )cl 1 2~ . The

second case for lV leads to an unique Lie-Group E ~ IV6 ,28 and by a detailed analysis of
the subgroup-structure of ~ we arrive at a contradiction. Hence the only possible case is:
!V ~ lVii x IR.

Actions of Large Groups on Stable Planes

Markus Stroppei, Darmstadt

A linear space is an incidence structure A = (A, A) with point set A and line 'set A such
that any two points are contained in a unique Jäne. We assume in a.ddition that there are locally
corll'pact topologies on A and on A such that the geometrie operationes V (joining points) and 1\

(intersecting lines) are continuous; and that the domain of definition of 1\ is open. Ir, moreover.
tlw l,oJ>ological dimension uf A is positive alld finite~ we call A a stable plane. See also the
cOlltributions ·by R. Löwen. H. Löwe, and R. Bödi.

We introduce the not ions of actions : : (: ~ Aut A of a. r.opological group (J Oll A. and -uf
1l1orphisms (esp. embcddinKs) of such actiOIlS.

Tlw S:\LZ~IANN prograol for sta.hle planes rnay he forolulaLed cL'i folIows: For "inlcrestin~"

dcL'iS(~S c.} ()f groups. find a. set 21c,; of cU.:tioIlS. aud IltJlllbt~rs b~ such t.hat the following lJolJs.

I ~)



If 7 : (,' ~ Aut A is .LIl Inj('c:tiV(~ action of iL ~r()lIp (,"E cd on Cl. stil,hlt· pla..\(' A of dinlt~nsion

(I, t.hen dirn (; > b~ illlplit~S I.lIa.t "Y E '21~ (ur, t.hat ""( c~rl1l)('ds int.o all ,·(t·IlWUt. nf (J~).

Apart frolll the diL'\S LCp of loca.lly cOfnpiu:t groups. t.lw f<.>llowllIg; st1bdi\.."is(~S \)1" LCp ~Ln'

inlportant: Cp (cornpacl. groups), Ab (abeli~n), Solv (solvahlt·). :\lInS (nonahdiäl.11 iLlld 1\0

closed connected -non·lrivicllnorruaJ sllbgroupsL St~llliS (no c!\)st,d ('Ollllt'c{,"d nOI1 t.rivi.d ...bdiiLIl
normal subgroups). 'rh(~ lahle bdow indicates result.s that ha.ve ht~t~n ohl.aillcd so ra.r.

9 ep Ab Solv AlrnS SerniS AlmS LCp
b2 1 2 :} 0 Q 5
b~ 4 4 10 :J 0 11
b" 13 8 18 16 18 268

bf6 36 16 ·10 56 38 61
21Y Ell 0 0 S ~ Class

Here Class denotes the uSlIaI action of AUtP2f on the projectiv<: plane P2 f uver fEe
{IR, C, lHl, Ol, EIl the'restrictions or these a.ctions to maximal cOlnpact ~ubgroups (elliptic 010-

tion groups), and S is Class plus singular exceptional actions of PSL'.dR. SL-zIR. SL2 IR. and. SL2C.

Berichterstatter:
Nils Rosehr, Kiel

•
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Variationsrechnung

Die Ta~un~.fand unter der Leitung von' Hpfrn L. ~1odica (Pisa),.Ht'rrn K. Stt>t:ft>n( nlis
:'t"ldorf) und Ht>frn E. Z~idlt>f (Leipzig) statt. In Vorträgen lind l ;l~pfächt>n h~b~li di~

Tt>ilnf>hrnt'r aus verschiedt"nen Ländern (z.B. Deutschland. ItaliE'll. l;SA. SC'hWE'IZ, :\us
rrali~ll .... ) neue ResuJtate und neue Entwicklungen In dE'n (;t"hi~lt"ll Minilnal"ädH.~n.

harmonische Abbildungen. Elastizitätstheorie. optimale Steuerung. Evolutiollsgleirhull
gE'n und allgemeine elliptische partielle DifferentiaJgleichllnge~dargestellt lind diskut.it>rt..

Vortragsauszüge

P. Rabiuuwitz !lfultibum.p ,o;olulions 01 difftrtTilial rqualI01L.'i

~.

Variational methods-havp hE"t'n developed recently to (lbtain Illultihum"p solutions I)f dif
fpfp.ntial equations. Tht"Se methons involvp finding a hasic "1)11~ hlllnp" solut.ion and theu
'Ising it to find muJtibulnp solutions. We iUustrate with an p.xampJe. Consid~r

-~u+u=/(z,u)

where WP. seek solutions u E W 1.2(RU). I sat~sfip.s

(li) f E (.'l(~n X ~) and f is I-ppriodir in Li. I S i S 11

(/~) I satisties tht> IIsual Soholpv ~ro\Yf.h ("t)lIdition

(/:d f( r. . 0) = 0 = f u (.r. . Q)

lI,) 3/
'

>:!: lJ < JtF(r.. u):::; 1l/(r..U). (li #fJ: i·~(.r..Il":= /;;- !(.r.Odl

- SlIltltilJlIS I.f .. lw PDE arp IJbr.aillt'd ;L"i nitirallHJIlllS ur Jf tq := J~ .. ~(I\uF + "~ J'- F( J:. /1).



Tlworpru: SlIppnses (/1) - (/4) holtl ami tohere is an (t' > 0 surh that j{t'+·'/zra is tini ...~· (f

I)f"ill~ tllr' Motlntoain Pn......~ minimal value). Then for ~ar.h k E t~ t.her.. is an rn(k) :o;.L. for
,. ~ (0. r(l): "I •... , "k E ~() /-1 (r.) ;UHr 11• ...• Ik E ~n with Ili -lil ~ ln(r). (i i= j) 1.I1(":wt

II"(L Tl, "d.n Ji is 1I0f. ''"mply.
"(II«'rt" 11,.(.) lienoL(,:" all oplm hall ofradiu~ r in W 102 and Tj u(x):= u(x-j).).

R.• Fiull

(.~apillary :omrfac('s u(r.. y) are SOuKht in domains containing a sharp corner. Wt". ask when
soilitiolls of tohe capillarity ~quation

I H == coost.
JI + l'Vuj2

div Tu = :!H . - Tu := _ ...........tl....t.....'.,...,.."..,......

Setting BI =COS 1'1, 8 2 =ces 12 I we find the
necessary condition for existence with con
tinuotls unit normal upto the corner is that
(BI, 82) be interior to the 'dosed ellipse
E: B? + Bi + 2B1 B2 cos2cr ~ sin:! 20' .
lt is shown that no solution ean -exist in Dt
and D'1, regardless of growtb candition at
the .c.orner. Hawever, solutions do exist in
Dt and D;. The unit normals to these s0

lution sUlfaces are necessarily discontinuous
at the corner.

D+
I

D-
1

ex~st 10c<l.lIy at a corner: with contaet angles 11.12 on the sides.

J. Jost Generali:ed hannonic maps between metric spaces

Starting with the work of Gromov-Sehoen on harmonie mapsfrom Riemannian manifolds
into locally compact Euclidean Tits buildings harmonie maps between possibly highly
singular spaces are attraeting geometrie ioterest. The author has developed a general
tbeory of such maps hetween not necessarily locally compaet metric spaces (S9me more
special results Wf"re independently obtained by Korevaar-Schoen). 'The existence re
sult requires that tbe target space has nonpositive curvature in the generalized sense of
AJexandrov. Tbe pxistt'(lte resuJt is reduced to a theorem on the exu;tenCf~ of minimizp.TS
ur conve" functionals on spacps of nonpositive curvature; the latter spao' here arises as
an L2-mapping :-;pace. For that ~xistenre proof an appropriate vprsion of ~loreau-Yosida
approximation is used. •
u. Dierkes Cun1atu.rr E.stimates for Hyper.flur/aces 0/ \/ariablr .\lca11 (:uroature

\Ve generalize the dassiral pointwise cllrvatll~t" ,~timatt'"S for minimal surfaces due ta
H~in~ (11 > ~) and ~rhot'"n-Simon-Yau (11 '$ ;) to stable solutions uf the Euler pquation

for the integraJ E•• ( u) = f u" J I + IlJuF ,lx. prQvidf'd slIitalJl,.. dimt'tlsion r(-'Strictions
holel. Th~ rPSlllt i:s ;L"i f~)IIt)\vs.



(lu . ••
.Iiv = (tJ

JI + lOrd:: uv" + IO"F

. :md SlIppnst' t.haL ,', +" < ,I + "1.;:;:;; (i.~. ,,+,......-).:!:L). TlwlI Wl' !Ja"l' 1.1", l·sl.illlai.,

'wlwn' 11 d~not.ps 1lI~:ln fUr\·;tllfP :lud IAljs LlIt~ len~th of t.hto s~c'l)n(t flludalllt'lItal [orru
I Jr :~., = ~raph ". .

:\S :l rorollary out> obtaills t.he followin~ Bfarnstein {.ypE' ~t'!'mlt whid,l has lwt>n alrt>ady
hpp.1l pstablisherl earli~r;-

Coroll~r}': There are 110 t>utirE' stahlE' solutionsll E c~(~n) of ~qllation (").

(Notp that -the st~bility ('ondition is ~ntia1. herE'.). The proof isha.sed lHI :l. geuE>r
alized' SimOllS inequality (i.t". an t'Stimate for the Lai>l~cian I)f j{ :mdlAI) an in_~~ral

C:'lr~atufE' eStimate and a Moser ·typP iteration argum("nt'o~n the hypt>rsurfare. :\ fl~rihpr.

basic' ingrt"dient is a new Sobolev ine(IUa~ity (or:stationary surfac~,

,M. Flucher HanrlOnir radius lUld ronuntration. hypr.rbolir radiu.s und Lioul1illt' '.';
. ~

rquations ~u = pU and ~u = 'u IO-l

The-conforma:l radiusofasimpJyC'onnected plallarclomainf2;5 detined as r(x) = J/II'(r)l
-where / : n ~ BJ is aconformal equivalenrp with fex) = o. Liouville found thar,
Robin's fnndion t(x) =-Iogr(x) is the maximal solution of:lt = 4c:!t, W(" disruss two
possible extensions of "the ronformal radiusto 'multiply corint'('t~d domains: .
I) theharmonir. radiusr(;c)':= t'xp(-H~(X)),detined in terms üf thC:" regtilar I~art Hr (Jf
the (;reen's funrtion - '
:lj tbe hyperbolir. radius R(x) := exp( -(l(z», defined in terms o( the maximalsolliLion
of Liouville's equation ·~U =4c2l1 ,

Similar definitions are given in lligher dimensions. Itturns out that t~e harmonir'~and

the hyperbolic, radius share a striking number of rommon propertif'S.. ~1oreovpr! iheir
numerical values are c.lose to each ·other. The hyperbolic radiu~ mainly applips in 'ge-

.ometry. ds = Idzl/ R is tbe hypetbolic metric on n. Tbe harmonie. radius, in'particular
its maximum points: playa central role in plliptic boundary value probl~ms involvin~
coilcentration of energy. Moreover, its maximal value appears in various isoperimetrir
inequalities. Therefore it is important to have an efficient method for the numprical

, approximation of the harmonie rpnters.
(joint wo~k with' C. Bandlp.J

Th.Nehring Embrddrd "iinwaal..'iur/acr.!; iJl annulu.s Iyp" .'tolving an t'xt~rior prob-
~m . .

(;jvt>n Cl rompart. striftly ronv~x hody X in~3 ami ~ dOSl"t1 Jordan rurvp r c ~~\.\

satisfyiJl~ sevpral additional assulI'IHions. Thp t"xistpnrc~ ,)f a. pararnptrir anonius typ"
lIIinima.1 surfarf' is provPi.1 whirh parault"trizt"S r alonJt; IJfW hOllndary f"oUlpnnf>nt. has fr''''
houndary on c"J.\" alnll~ tlw olht"r hrHilldary rOIllJ)ttIWIlI. aluI whirh stays iu ~::.;$\X. :\s ;l

j'lJllSt'qll..ur,. of lhis anti a rf~;L~njllJ!; d,·vl'lt.I .....1 11)' \V .I1.~lc·t"ks and S.-T, '{all w,. lind ;lI!

"rulwehlt-d minimal slIrf:u"" wir.h I tWSI' pr..p..r,.i~. :\l1ol.h.-r :tl'pliratirJIl is I fw' "xist"Il('f'



(.lf an c'rnlw(ld\~(1 minimal :mrf:\C:e with a Hat end, rr~t': h·...lUndaryon ax and c'(lntr()II~1

t.opoloJ(Y,

.J. Bt~lU~hunuK On tl ml1limal .'iurfar.r. .'tupporting (1 hr.avy hall

Wf". stucly oUl d~"itif. membrane that is bounded by a planar curve !: and on whieh "
heavy hall i~ placcd. 'The h'all is allowed to movp. on the surfaft~ a.ntl WP. arp. interpst.ed· in
a. (~ol;Jip;llration of minimal total energy. If t.he elastic energy or"the membrane is giVt~n hy
Dirichlef:-; inLc'~ral t.he t"rierg~is E(u) == ~ In IDuI2 dx -·(;11. ir the elastir ent"rgy ~t.luals

the a.r(~a \lf t.llt.~ memhrane Wf!' consider F{u) = In Jl + IDul:! dz - Gla. flert'U is the
wt'ip;hl. of r,lw hall amt h is t.he J':3-component of the center of the ball. The ~ravitational

rorCf~ points into t.he z:I-direc.t.ion. If.the position.of the I,lall is given we ar~ faced with
a standard ohstade prohlem. We analyze the energy as a function of the c.oordinateS l1f

t.he renter of th~ hall and show for convex domains ~l that there is at least one mjllimiz~r

.for E. Tht': same r.onclusion holds for" F I provided the weight G is"not. tao large.
(joint work wit.h M. (:hipot)

s. Luckhaus :1 pointwi.,;e cont1ergence result" for a singular perturbation of lhe arra
IU71dional

We look at the fUllr.tionals Fe(ue) = fUIVul2 + F(u)]. lt is kn~wn that

r {C'O if (Iul- l)~ =Q .' ..
F( - (\ f.IV·1 + 0 h '. . Now lf u( are local minIma of F(u) + f gU 1ot erwlse
i.e. Ft(u f ) + Jgu ~ Fe(v) + I gv for aBv - u faBp : Q'andu t - u in LI, then under

mild conditi~ns on F (which aUow F(u) =(~2 ~ 1)2 or F(u) ={ ! - u
2

h u ~ r )
- . 00 ot erwt.Se

we prove . .

Theorem: dist(r(u~), r(u) - Q where reUt) ={(x, u(z) I z E Öl and

r(u) =- {(x, u(zH I z E fi\supp (V'x) x [0, In·
The maiD tool is the follo~ing

Lemma: SllppO~. F' r(-1+6,-l+6o» 0 I luf~ M , inf(_1+6._I+~n} F' 2: t"lglcw.:l .
F( -1 + 6)p 2: f , P > 2t I t.henthere exists. fQ independent of (" or 6 such that for k arbi-
trary IB~ n {ut > -'1 + 60 Jl < folBpl IBp n {u < ~ 1 +6}1 > *implies
IBpI2n{uf>-1·+6o}I<C1~fk. . - -

s. Müller· ,lficro.structures witk finite surface energy

Certain alloys undergo solid-solid phase transformations that lead to a complicated ar
ran~ementof different phasf"Son a mic.roscopic scale. Mathematiral models for this phe- 
nomenon lf"ad to ill-post"d variational problems anel the p.xistence of minimizp.rs is in gen
t"ral open. Here WP. sturly the prohlem ofrharacterizing strt'SS-freee states (or pointwisp.

lIünimizers of the i~tegral"I). Let 1\ =.wi(;I) U 80(2); (~ ~) . U < A < I < I';

l~t U C :::-~2, u: n - R 2• 11 E ~Vl.~ amt E ={r. E n : Du(x) E SO(1)}.
Theorem: If Du E !\' ·a.~. ami PrrnE < ;)0 then U lslocally a fUllftion I)f (Jne variable
amt iJ E ("onsists I)f :strni~hl line; which ran only intprsec:t al on.
H.t.~mark: The rOllriusion dof"S '-Iot hold if t.h~assuJllptioll Prr E < ;x) is clroppp.{1.



For an optimal ront.rol problem of Dieudonnp- Rashevsky-I.ypt" st'('ünd ,lrdt'r suffirit"nl

optilllalilY <'onditiuns for ~tron~ loral minimaJity ar~ devp.lop"'tl hy Il~ill~ Illt"'t.hods ur du
aJity in optimal rontro!. These second order rOlldition ge.ueralizt'S r.h~ kno\Vnsutfki~nt

conditions aldso in ..ht> c:akulus of variations. Thf" obtaine(f tht'Ort'lll i$ applit'd "1.0 I.h~

variational problem

This l';lpI'r d"als wil.h I.h.· IlWI.allh.rplll........ 'S ••f pruhle'lll:' ur 1.11t" .·aklllu:, 1'1' \":,rial-lulls illfn
I.r:U1spllrtatillll lIow pruhlc'lIls. This appruou"h allmv:-; lll)l'll1ly a ~illll'litil·at.il)(' 1'1' I'Xi:-;I."lIft'

tht"\lrt'llls hilI. alsu t.lw inrlusi'Hl uf l·xtt'fl(It·d prnhll'lIls wil.h SI'Vt'r:l! SlIlIP'.'S ;lIld ~inks :LI1d
hrallrhillJ!; t lIlt solutiullS. Tht'St' in\"l'Sti~aliolls an' illlht'dcl~d ill a duali! y hl'IWt~n I.r;~lIs
pnrfat.il)n IIc,w pr(lhh'lll~ anti tlt2'lJlIsit. prühlt'm:ö whirh .~l'rwratl·s slIlIh-il'l1t. ;.. ,,1 IWf'I':',,"iary

nit.t'riol1s for oplilllality.

•

R.. Kli;t.zlt~r

S. Pi"keuhaiu ,";"I"Ol1d order .'Öuffini'nl up'rmalll,ll ,'uudrlw".'Ö 111 ('pflmld I'oll/rul ,wd
1111 llpplif'ation 10 (I d(J.".~ ,,/ prob/fm.'i in nllrulus "I I:~rlfltion ...

1r.k(t)Jl + IDxj2dx - min!
II -

L. Awbrosiu On lowe.r .'if.micontinuity 0/ qua.'ii-COllVfX inlt:·grlll... m SBF

In variationaJ problems involving integral functionals depending 0n vector valued funr

tions

F(u) = Lf(Vu)dzu : n c !ltn -:R'

a natural question is the research of necessary and sutficient ('onditions whirh enslire th ...
lower semicontinuity in Sobolev sparp.s. Tht> natural condition. introduced by \Iorrey. i;o;

the 4uasi-ronvexity:

f(A)mells(n) ::;L frA + V<p)dz

•
Quasi-ronvex functions include con~ex fUDctions·of the determinants of the miDors of
the matrix. the so-ralJed polyconvex functions. We extended the lowt'"r semic'ontilluity
resllJts of Marre)', Ac~rbi-fusco and others to funetionals defined in SBV(fl, ;Rk), the
simplestone llE'!ing F(u) =In f[Vu)dz+'}{n-l(su). The main featureofthese functionals

. is that discontinuities of u are allowed and are penalized byr.heir 1{n-l-dimensional
ffiPasurp. -The space .,'Bveu, ;Rk) ronsists of thosE" functions u E B~·(n. ~.I:) such that
the (distribu'tional) Jarobian of u is the sum of an absolutt'"ly rontinuous measurp aud a
mt>a5ure supported in the jUlup set .,,'t4.

G. Alb~rti On th,. .'ilrurturY of Ihr ."I~gtJ/ar .'Öd of It nHwrr funrtwn

L k f := {r. E :: 11 , di1ft iJf( r.) 2 J.. ~

wtwrf> /.: = I. '2 . .... 11. iJf is l.lw :o'uhditf,·r.'Ulial ,Ir f. ltWIl lif(J'J i:o; :dway:-, ;t IIIIU~f'IfIP!Y

dOSfOt! rnnvf':< s..-t in :'::". \\1•. prnv.'> I.hal (ur f'Vf'ry J.: t tw s.'! L k f is I" - k J ,jiJrIl'II~ioJlal.



MC,lrp prc·ri:o«·ly, \V«' ~how t.hat it rau hp. (ovt»rpn hy c'Olltltnhly mnny rnanifohls of da...",,""
(,''! arul tlil1h'nMillll It - k 111> Lo ,Ln' .}{n-t-neJ!;lip;iblt': st':t. (\Vp. (~all ..his property (n - k)
r~C"'tiliahilil.y ur d:\&~ (,'2.) ThiM r~ult allows to giv~ samt': wenk (but st.ill pointwise)

cll"'tillitioll Ill" t.1,,:~ ~t':rol1t1 fundamental form or thesinp;ular Sf"ts L t . Of coursE" if may bt"
exte--ntled t.,l t'onVt'X :oturfact':S eif arbitrary dimension andin Lhis case Wt': generalize ;'LU old
r~ult hy B~skc?vi'trh ("and others).

s. Hild~hrnl1t It Oll fredy .dab/e minimal ,~urfar."s

(~c)llsidt"r öl hotintlary configuration (r. S) c:onsisting of a "support surfact''' Sand a
Jordan arc r t.lmt m~ts S~xactly in its t'ndpoints PI and P"J. Let C( r 1$) be toht"
dass ofsl1rfö\(~es X E HI'~(8,1R3) . 8 = {w = U + lV : Iwl < l.v·> O}, which map
C = {Iwl =1 , Im w ~ O} monotonically onto r anel I =(-1, 1) = ßB- C a.e. iuto S.
Let N : B ~ IRJ be the Gauss map associated with X. 'Jl( z) be the surface normal of
S detined Oll a tubular neighbourhood of S, and}), :: - 'V'J'l be the Weingarten map of
S. A variation •

Z:: p'Jl on I,

is admissibleif ~~( .. t.) E C(r,S) for Itl < 1. Taking into account that for astationary X
in C(r. S) w_t' have

4 f IV'NI2 (tudv = f -EIKI dudv < 00 ,18. 18
which follows from (;au6-Bonnet's formula and the free boundary condition of X. on I,
we compute tbat .

~2 d2
- 2 f

b ..l(X! A) := de 2 A(X(" e» =6 A(X., A) + J
B

()(uZ)u + (XvZ)v dudv

wbere c5:!A(X!A) = fs(IVAI 2 +2EK>..2)dudv. Supposethat'\ rc:: o. The assumption

X( .. e) E cer. S) for lei« 1 uniquely determines Z on I, namely Z = ,\2 (N, S(X)N)91(X)
on I. A stationary surface X in c(r, S) is ~aid to be "freely" stable if 62

A(X,'\) ~ 0
for a1l A witb A rc= o.. The authors describe conditjons on (r,5) guaranteeing that
(r, S) bounds exactly oue freely stable stationaryminimal surface. This result is used
to investigate the existence and bebaviouraf stationary minimal surfaces in a wedge.
References: S.Hildebrandt, F.Sauvigny: Uniqueness of stahle minimalsurfaces with par
tially free boundaries. Bann, SFB 256, Preprint Nr. 290. Ta appear in: J.Math.Soc.Japan

(joint work witb f. Sauvigny)

F. T01Ui Hyper.nJrff1(''',' with prf..fJcribed {Jauss curvaturr. and boundary •
In nay talk I report on the rollowing resulL whir.h w;u, obtained in rollaboratioD with
Nina Ivoc:hkina (St.PPtersbllr~). Let B C n;~n+1 hp a stric.tly ronvpx C'ompar.t body t)f
dass (:4.0: (0 < (r < 1) allel ." : .'.,,"-1 - t'JH :Ln f·mbp.{tdin~ of dass (.'4,(1,- Further
more, If:"t r E f::'!.'t( Hl h~ :l positivp. func:tion ~llrh t.lmt rnax c < lIlin 1\;'11 wht:"rp l\F

dpnotE'S thp (;auss curvat.ure or a hYP"Nlirrar~ F. Th~n there p-xisls a striC'tly ('Qnv~x
IaYljprslirfarp ditfPOrw)rphi(' (,0 an n-dilll~nsif)nr11 dusp.d hall slIrh r,hat iJ.\1 = :p(,..,.n-I)_

ami K.\I (.r; =r{.r..l f(tr all r. .:: .\1,

ti



·' ,

.-
TIIl' c·I~L..... lt·:t1 B:ic'kilind TransrlJrmaLiun prolhlC'PS a 1It'\~ c'Ollsl"U11. t ;alls.... fllf\';,I.lIr,' (( '( ;(:l
sllrfan' wi1.h I,' = - I frolll a ~i\',-n t)11~ hy :tu :'pprnpria.... t:ult.!;c'nt l.r:lIlsl~)rlllal.illll.

1.. Bi:uu'hi IlhS"f\'C-d tlml ;t' silllilar hut 1110..... ro'ruplil'aLi-d pf(Wt'dllr,' :lppli"s Ic. 1.1.,. l'aSt'

/\' ='+ I :uHf hy "xtl'llsilm to tht' H = 1/'2 parallt"l slirfar". Sud. sllrfart~ rorrt':>'puwl
I.u stllutiolls uf. dU' ,·lIiptir sinh..;( ;ürrlon ''tluatiolls. u~( fl. d. St.artill~. \Vith dll' rUllud

fI = 1/'1.' "I'ylilld,-r wit.h "orrt'sl)f)~tliu,lt ll'o(u. ,.) == U ou" 1.lh'.aius a ;,,'cIW'IU'C' "',.( '~, ,.) uf

:.:olin.il)nS wir.1I ('t)rrt'splllldin~' 1/ = 1/:l-surfZ\(t·s. Tht'"s;' ;lf"" I.h.' Itllhhlt·(.t'lls. Tltt' 11 rh

hllhhlt·I."lIr~t'lIlhlt"Sall intinilt' rHurul rylimlt"f 'tC) whirh 1I-'dtlSI,~rS Ilf spl1t'r~ ltaVt' h'-t'1I .
;,r,t.~ld1C"t1 .. Tht~Y 1110\"1' fr,·t'ly wir.h n~p,...rt 1.0,...:\... 11 nt.ht'r. "Tht':"t' hllhhl.'lull:' ;lrt' lIf lillit,·
typt' in r.ht"· St'IISt' nf solit.on r.h~oQ~. \Vt' show that anYrlllr illlllwr:.:ion nf a. ~'ylilldt'r \Virla
Hat"t'uds IIllisl hc' l'lf tinit~ t.ypt>. ·finally. n~l~ ("an· take limits nfrht' n: hllblllt'roll ~(llItÜl("I'

to rrpntp a f1PW rmC' surracf's of infinite typP , .

F. Hel~in Gin:hurg-Landau equation 'and .rtnonnali:,.d t'Ut'rgy

\V~ ar~ interpst.ed in t.ht> asymptotirb~haviour 01' maps ft frolll al wo-dimeilsionnl do-··
main ~~ w.l.h \'allle8 il1to du:" romplt'x ntunhprs which salVE" thf' ~o-rntll'd (~illzhllrl?;-Lan.dall

t'lluatioll

~u + ~tt(l'- !ul~) = 0
t W

as the parampter t" goes to zt"ro. F. Bpthuel. H. Brt'zis anti mysBlf proved r.hat lln~lt'r

ßomehypothest'S surh solutionS converge to a harmonie map with 'values iuto the rir'rle
S'I. with isolate~ singuJarities. The position of tht'SE' singularitit"S is gouvernpd by samt'
\'ariational prineiple: they are critieal points of a renormalized energy. which may he
computed ··p.xplicitely"'. Various extensions or improvements whprp. found by M. Struwe.
F. Bethuel/T. Rivierp and S. Baraket.

G. Buttazzo Nonr.OTWr.x Funrtionals .on Variou.~ Funetiun Span:...

•
"tt is known that on L~(!l) a "loral h functional F is weakly lo\ver ;;elllirontinuous if~\lid

only if it is ronvex and in this rasP it takes tbe form F(u) =In f(1:, u) dlt., This iS'llot
true if L~.(il) is substi~uted by the space :\tf(n) of a11 measures with finite total va~iation.

In this C'a8e a loral wpakly-*:-I.s.r. functional is rharaeterized hy the form

F('\) = l/(z..\d)ds,+i ",(z • .\')+ ( y(z~.\(z))d#
n _ O\Al l'h .-

for suitablp. lntegrands J, ",: y. In the rast" of functiomils on 8\/(0. ?m) a' romplr'lP .
('ha~ar.lPrization of all 10C'al I.S.c. runr-tionals is nai kno~n. \Vp. givp samp partial·rpsults
·m t.hp lowpr semieontinuity :md r~laxatian of runrtionals of dIP." forn~

F(u) =1J(Yrl) (Ir. +1 ;([)~Il) + I y([u]:-: 'J,rtH iJ
-

1
'

U U\S. 1......
whlrh (';111 Iw sppn :L') Inadels llf "nt'r~it"S für ,·ICL"il.ir h'Jdil'S with fracf,Uf(·S.
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d~rlOr.f·S th ... Sf~t. "f m x u-maLric(':i.) Let :\ E (,',,( wd. t,h~ ronvex l·nvp.IQP~ ur th~ 10. 's.
OfH~ (lf I.ht' IIHuld r~lIlt t.hat WP. :\ddrpss is:
'fIaC'Off'lU: :\:oiSlUue' Uk( tVi - Wj ) = I Vj '# i. TI1f~n t,here. c~xists t\ (',on:it.auf. (; illd"pC'IHI.~nt.

or h sild. I.hat

inf f <;,(V'v(x)) dz < C'1a 1
/

2

v~ In -
wh'~f(, \.'..~ = {lJ : U - IR, vcontin'UOliS ,v rK E P, VI.... E <LA, fJ = 0 on On}. It is the
m".sh siZt~ nf t.he trianll;lIlation ClA. Mor~ generally we look at the question of produr.in~

sp.t1l1enr.~ Ilh E \t'..~ ::iII~h tbat In <p(Vu,:) - Q. Such a seqllence pr~nts usually osciIJa~
tions th~t imlicate Lhe app~lilance of microstrllctur~ in applications.

M. Strllwe Thr. (1,o;ymptolic hehavioTlr 01 minimizcrs 0/ Iht~ (:inzhurg-Landau modd
In ::J dimen.sions

Le.t n c ~ 2 he a smooth possibly multiply C':onnected domain with boundary
i~n = r1 U ... u rK, and'let y : an - SI be a smooth map of total degree d = Lk dt .

where fit is the degree of 9 rr.: rj;::! .,,'1 - S'l , 1 < k < K. .
Denne H; = {u E H 1

•
2 (O,Ill2) : u = gon all}, ;nd for ( > 0 consider mioimizers

U e EH; öf the Ginzburg-Landau energy

Then tbere IlOlds:
~ For (n 1 0 let Un =U t .. minimize Et ... Then a subsequence Un' - u wealdy
in H,;(:(O\{Xl, ...ZJ},iR2) and weakly in HI,'(n, IR 2) for any p < 2 as nl

- 00, where
u: O\{Zl, ... ;xJ}' - Si is harmonic._ .
Remark: ·For a star sbaped domain (necessarily simply connected) this result is due to
Bethuel-Brezis-Helein (B88). From,their work it then also follows that in the theorem
above J =Idl and Xj E no , I :5 j :5 Idl. Moreover, the position of the singular 'points
Xl, .. , Zietl cao be charac.terized by means of tbe renormalized energy introduced by BBB.

K. Beyer On lhe initial-value prohlem for capillary surface waves

The Cauchy-Poisson problemis considered here which asks for the solution of the initial
valueproblem for the potential flow of an ideal incompr~ssiblefluid having a (ree bound
ary. The approach applit"S noIilinear Fourier analysis to the corresponding Bamiltonian
system of evolution equations. Assuming the initial t1ata to he sufficiently regular exis
tence of a unique loral in time solution is proved.

M.Fuchs Approximations fOT some model prohlef11$ in nonlinear twodimensional

t.lasticity

Let {} denote a bounded rpgion in the planerf"prt'Senting the IInttpfofmed state of tbe
plastic· material unrlpr ronsidt'"ration ami ronsidl"'r a slOfPd pner~y densjty of the form
kiFF! + It( (lPot F) WhPff'" !l E ( .•:! (0.00) is ronv~x. Ilonne~ativp. ;ind :-oatistips the natural
~rowth ("ondition limtlll It(t) = +<X). F'orun E 11 t.2(H. ~2) surh t.hat ..\ ~ drtvun ~ A
(a.•~.) for positiv.. ("'JIlst.ants '\,.\ it is t':\."'Y 1.0 provc~ thaI. r.h .. variational prohlt"m

E(u):= 1~Ivul:: + 1I(ddVu) - lIlin! (-,
SI -



.' J

in i := 11 ..+ 1/1.:: atlillils a snhlLion hut unlhill~ i:, kUtlwn ahlllll. 11 .., r"J,::ularii.y •• 1" 11I1Il
illlizt'r~. \\'., 1h.'r.'fllrt· r"pl;\('4' " Ity a N-~III,'ur,' 1.,\ nl" :'lIilahk :LpprIlXlIl1:tl.i""s :md ~h..w
Ihat. Ilu' "llrrt'SpllrHlin~ IIlillillliz"rs " ... ,'tJu",.-r~t- strtlll~ly 1.0 a :o'llllll.inll 11 ,lI' (.1. ~1 .. r,''O\',·r.

\Vf' ha\'.' r.h.- fnlluwill~ r~uILs:

- du'rc' "xists al1 üp...n suhspt HA t)f U suC'h t.haL "" ~ (.'I."(~h) for any U <. )' -:. l:uld

IU~UAt ~U.

r.n h~lun~s t.o 12b itr r.ll is a Leht»S~tlP: point for VUA silrh tllat "1'1 \"A(r.n) > 0 anti

fUrlrullvUA - (VUA)l2 ~ U.

Tht" sam~ tllPorpms hold in rase H C ~n • " ~ =L if l~ul2 is rt>plac,'d hy IvulrH for SOIllt"

111 ~ 11 in th... stored t·np.rJO' funr.tiunaL Moti\'att"d hy tht> ahllvP fl"SUlt.s wt" l·onj~("t.llr...
partial (:1 -r~,;ularity (up to a st"t t)f ...an~hing Leht"Sgup Illt':LSllrf') for soilltions u f
problt"'111 (*).

(joint work with (;. St"regin)

J.F. Grotowski Enr.rgy ~\{inimzing hanuonu' lIlap.s lI:itJJ Im oh... taclr. at thr Irrt'
houndary -::3-

\Vp ronsidpr parti~l reguJarity for energy ffiinimizing maps 'satisfying a. partially"frt"t"
houndary ('ondition. This rondition takes the form or the rf"l(uirE"mt'nt that a rplatively
open slIbst"t of the bOllndary of thp. domain manifold be mapp~d iuto a. dost"d sllbmanifold
with non-pmpty boundary. r.ontained in the target manifold. \Ve obtain an optimal
t"Stimate on the Hausdortf dimension of thp singular ..ret of stlrh a map. viz WP. show
'}l-dim(Sillg(u)nE) :5 nl-:J, m ~:I and additionally S'irig(u)n~ isdiscrete in l"tn~

if m =:1. where the domain marlifold has dimension m. ~ is the: fret' boundary, ~nd u is
the enprgy minimizing map under consideration. Our rE"Sult ran be ronsidered to bf:l a
regularity result for a vector valued Signorini, or thin obstadf>. problem..

(joint work with F. Duzaar)'

E. Kuwert Existence and Compadness for Di.sk- Type. .\linimal ,')'ur/aces 0/ Least
Area with houndary rurve in a Givr.n Homotopy (.'la.ss

•
;:."~~"

Let S be a c10sed set in IRn . and let 0' E "" (5) be a homotopy· rJaSs of fret"' loops in
S. We study the problem ta minimize ~ J8 Il1X(w)l2 dudv among maps from thedisk
into ~n with boundary value x =(X faB) E o. Introducing a moditipo conrept i't(S)
(whirh is natural). we discuss the assignment of homotopy dassps to E E H 1/2(P.~/2tr, ,C,')

and partir.ularly its compaetness propE'rties. We give an examp'le showing that thpfP
ran be infinitely many different homotopy dasses which can h~ rt'alizpd by loops with
F;'quibounded ent"rgy (hett' S is a smooth gt'nus two surface in ;;:3). This disprov~ rOf
rE"Sponding statements made in previous papers on the subjert hy Tolksdprf and R. YP.
Dur main result c.onc.erning the minimum problem is as folIows:
Theorpm: Let S C !Rn be rompact anti f' EidS) with infimum energy E.({}) < )0.

Then 'tny minimizin~ sequenrt' has a snhsptlUenCf": whirh df"("omposps in a. wpll-dptined
way hoth in t:>ner~y and in homotopy ioto a finite ur rOllntahly infinitp r{JIIt~("tion of
surfarps XI : H' - ~n, t'arh Ijf whirh h... inJ!::L miuimiz('r Wilh rf>spt>rl I.() ils own
Ilontrivial homotopy dass.

lf I)cHl~Ia.'i· suturi ...nt rondilioll is illlpliSt'd 'ln " ,tlt'fI ,.:. (ft; i... altairwd :lIId thp s~t qf
milliruizNs is str()fI~ly rorupart in I/I/'.!( :~:/'l.:r..,,') lIlodul,) lla.· :'11" 'rwJrphism ~r(jllp 'Jf, lw
disko

~ I



E. SdlUI~ On ,/un."ii ··minilllBI find flunimnl .~urfart'.~ with Iwundary in 11 ndl,'dwn uf
n1fülf:-linr.ar ."ipar.r..' ..

.e:onsidrr amne-liuf'ar spac~ (l,t (k. = I, '''' N +:1) in IRP (p ~ 2) satisfyin~ nl:_1 ()fll: 1: ~
:nul furtllt'r tN:hlliC'al c:onditions. Wf". search för miniJnal :surfacp.s X : B - IR I' wit.h

. X()'k) C tll:, whl'rp t.h~ arrs "'I1t: come from a suitable decomposition cf iJB
. ( 1'k =(uj =,:i,. I T t:: [TA:, T&:+ d} ). At. first we fix a 'pa!,ameter ver,tor T = (TI ...".. TN+:d
...nd ~onsider t.h~~l t.lw variational problem.

O(i) = ~ ff X,; + X; dudv - min! (*)

·ß

for.Y ~ (.''.!( E1)()(:n(H) with .\"("'IIt:) C Clk. Then minim~t'surfacesappear by minimizatioll
ovpr T. 'vVt' IIs~d all~1 lIloditied' methods ",hieh wert' worked out for the- l~a:se that all i'J:

are lines in IRP. The following results have. been' proved.

- It exists a unique soluti~n X T of (*) which .analytically depends on T.

- The function B(T) := D(XT
) is analytic in T.

- The r.ritiC',al points of e· correspond \vith minimal surfaces bounded by the given
contiguration.

J.Soucek Composition oj weak diffeoniorphlsms

We consider the compositioD of
(i) a map'! : ÖC Rn ----:.... IR~ with a transformation u : f! C IRn - fi c in
(ii) two· weak ditfeomorphisms V 0 u, v: fi -.n ein.
TypicaJ theorems are
Theorem l:lfu E DifP·9(n,fi), v E Difr,l(fi~fh with l/q+ l/r:5 I then

v 0 U E Dif"m(n, rh wjth l/~ = l/p + q' /(rp'). I/nI = i/I + r' /(ql').
Theorem 2: (f UJ: E Difl,9(O, Ö) 1 SUPt lIult:lldiJI.'l < ooand VI: E Dir,) (0,"0),
SUPt I!VtlldiJ;" <'00 and ·1 /q + l/r < 1 then Vt 0 Ut ;..- v 0 u in difl,} (0, Ö).
Here:
diP',9(f!,0) :=-{ u E LP(O, Ö : .IM(Du)1 E V(O), supp aGu C on x an,

. 3UE L9(f2, 0) with IIW(Dul E Lq(O) s,t. Gu = Ö;;}
whereM(Du) =(l. Du. ~\lf2Du! .... det Du) minors of Du~ Ou die current-integration on

. - di/"" L l

the graph of u; Uk - U:~ flt - u and SUPt IIUtl!di/II.'l < ':x:>.

( lIulldi/'" = In IM OulP + In IM Oul' =In IMOulP + (d~~~Uur, ). DjfP.,(?:Öl is •

I.he smallest dass containing the r.'l-ditfeomorphisrnsand bfüng r1o~ed lIIidpf rhf- ,

G.Huiskeu :Vr.w t'stimatp..~ for Ihp. t'volulion by mr.an r.t&niatu~

L... t Fo': r - :::: 2. hp "hP: ~mo(lr.h ..mlwddin~ nf· öl fUrVf" in !?1. Thf"n \VP ("onsi(lpr t hp
..'lUVt" shortPniD~ tlow

:.!-FU,.I) = 1111(/,./).dt .
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:md ,'c)tllp;,n' 1.11" j'xtrill:-oic anti illLri'nsir .li;o;f.;m(C' funfliuns .l.t : r " .r " [tl. f) .. ,.
nalllt'ly .1(1" "./) = 11-"(1'.1)- F('1. OI.,./(p. q. n ::: .I~tI ",~(I). his shlJwn l.haL for "llllwiltIC'tl

rllfn-s I.Iu" quut.it·n" tl/I ("an ht" Iwumlt"\t frt)ln Iwluw uniformly iu I.llllt' if lhis is l·rIU' 1111

.. lw lumlldary ur Lht" C'lIrvt". ForrlOSt"tJ rurVt'S t.h~ samt' ft'Suh. is shuWIl e"f I.lh· quulic"nl

.1/ fI' wherp V' = rJ)(I) =~ sill! 7r. anti L is lhp totallc'I1JCth llf th.. c·lIrVt'. :\s an appliraLiun
a. Ilt"W proof ur (;rayson's t.hffirp.nl ("onrPfnin~ .. he;> ~Olooth ('ontr:lcl,ioll or c'llllwtldl·tI ,·!t·t:oit·d
l"llrvt"'S i~ nhtaint'd. Furtht>rnlOrp.. lon~-tim~ t"xistpn('e Md asymptot.ir h...havitlur ('ölll llt'
antllYSt'tI füf C"lIrvt"S with hOlludary :wd mmplt"tp nonC'lOSf"ll fllrvp:;.

K. Swo.~zyk SY7llUldrir hypt.r.'tur/affs in Rir.Ylannian manifold... (·ontmd'ng 10 Li.. 
group.t; by lIlfa_ß rurt!attlrt'

L... t .H m lw ahypprsllrfa('e smoothlyimm~l"Sf"d in a ltiernanninn manifold ,V m + 1 and
lt't ,Wtl := .'ifrn llf~ given lorally by somp. llitfeomorphism tu : ii C R UI

- Fn(ii) c

.Wo c :Vm + I _ TheR w€' want to find a ramily F(.. t) or ditfeomorphisms h..longin,; to .

hype.rsurfact'S JWr surh that they satisfy tbp evolution e<luation

d -_ -_ _;
-I F(x.·t) = H(r..t) . r. E l t

ft ,

whE"re H(x. t) is the inward pointing mean curvature vector on Mt - Lt"t GI: h€'. a Lie

grollp that acts by isometries on Fi and assu~ furt her that the action is smooth. proper
and frPe. Then we consider the cast": wherp. ;\10 is invariant under the Lie-group action
and show that the cross-sections :\1t := JWtlG contrad to a single point in finite time. if
m - k ~ :1 and Mo satisfies a strong ('onvexity assumption, As a direct ('onsequenC'f" we
get that Mt c.ontrac.ts to a single fiber [P) := {q I 3tb E (; with f/J(p) = q} in finite "ti·me.

K. Ecker On Regularity fOT Mt4a CUMJature Flom 0/ HypeT/;uT!aces

•

We give a survey cf the eurrent state of the regularity theory for hypersurfaces movi~g

by their meancurvature. The main contribution here is still Brakke!s fegularity theorem
proved in 1978. In the special case of tbe first singular time it states the following: Let
(A-ff )tE(D.Tl be a smooth family of hypersurfaces ·in iR,"+1 moving by mean r.urvature such

that 11." r Mt t.=!rt" r '~T in some baJlBR(zO) C IR"+I (here 11." denotes n-dimension-al
Hausdorff measure) where A1T is an n-r~tifiablesubset oflR"+1 (this is the so called unit
densi ty hypotbesis), Then the singular set .e.;, at time T satisfies 11." (Sr n BR/2 (zo» = O. .
In view of certain "examples I e.g. a thin tOnlS contracting ta a (irde, one would expect an
improved ~timate on the singular set namely that dirn ."·T ::; n - l. In the sperial ('ase
where the rnean r.urvature of the hypersurfaces AI. is positivp, r("Sults in thisdirf"etion
have reC'ently uE'en proved by B,White aod T.Ilmanen. One wOlild also like ta removp
the very rf"Strirtivp unil density hypothesis in Brakke's lhffifeffi. \Ve show how r€'rtain
tpchni<ltlE'S involvingrurvature inlf"grals and 'also a new mean value inequality c:an bf"
used to greatly simplify Brakke's ori~naJ proof which so rar has been inac.('psiblp dup. 1.0

a ralher difficult f>xpositional stylE". ' .

Bt>ri('hlrrstatter: E. Sr.holz
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MATHEMATIS~HES FO.RSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber eh -21/1994

Criti'cal Phenomena

In Spatial Stochastic Models

15. Mai bis 21. Mai 1994

Organisers: H.-O. Georgii (München) and G.R. Grimmett (Cambridge).

An important charact.eristic of the study of randorn spatial processes is the in

terplay of probabilistic and physical intuition. At this meeting, mathematicians and

mathematical physicists from many parts of the \vorld discussed a variety of topics

involving critical phenomena in Probability Theory and Statistical Mechanics. The

main themes included lattice spin systems and t.heir time evolutions. percolation

theory, interacting diffusions and population models, stochastic processes in random

rnedia, spin glass -models, and' properties of randorn graphs. These were accompa

nied by tal~s on a number of doscly rclated topics including, for example. randorn

self-similar sets~ and the (~rgodic iJn~pert.ies of hilliards. Tltere were l~l participants

at the meetin~, anti :~6 t.alks werc prescntcd.



Abstracts

/"Oen ..t ° Alt:xandcr ({Jo,,; :'n.!/ele:;):

Simultaneous Uniqueness of Infinite Clusters

In processe such as inva.sion percolation a.nd certain rnodds l)1" coutinutlrn pt"rco

latio~~ in which a (possibly) randorn label J(b) i~ attach~d 1.,) ("ach bond b 'lf a

(possibly) randoln infinite graph, percolat ion TllOdcls for variol1~ val ues of thc order,

parameter rare naturally coupled: one dennes a bond b to oe '1ccupied at lc\·cl r

if f( b) ::; r. lf thc labelcd graph is stationary~ then asstlIning positive finite energy~

it is known that for (~ach fixed r t.here is tl.S. at luost one infinite duster. at least

~or several standard types of models. We give a llnifying framework for such fixed-r

results, and prove that if the site density 1S finite and the labded graph has positive

finite energy (which is a sort of "sufficient independencen L thcn with probability

one, uniqueness.holds simultaneously for all r. \Vithout positi\-e finite energy. one

can have fixed-r uniqueness a.s. ror each r~ yet not havfl' simult.aneous uniqueness·.

Bila Bo/lobas (Cambridge), joint work with Graham Brightwell:

R~dom Partial. Orders

The random k-dimensional partial order Pk(n) is defined by selecting n points at

randorn from [0. 1]/c, say x, y, .. . , and declaring x < y if Xi < Yi ."'i/i~ 1 ::; i. ::; ko

Equivalently, P/c(n} is defined on the set [n] = {1,2~ ... ,n} by taking krandorn

permutations iTl,." ,1r1f: of [nI and setting x < y if 1ri(X) < ,!i(Y) Vi, 1 ::; i ::; k, The

aim is to study the main parameters of posets~ like height~ width, dimension~ max

imal degree, largest connected subgraph etc. Perhaps the most frequently studied

parameter is the height Hk(n) = H (Pk{n)): the maximal numberof points in a

chain in Pk(n).
The study of H2 (n) goes back to Ulam (1961). Following work by Hammersley

and Kingman, it was shown by Vershik & Kerov (1977) and Logan & Shepp (1977)

that H2(n)fn 1/ 2 ---+ 2 in probability. In 1988 Winkler and I proved that ~~}~) ---+ CIf:

for every fixed k, where 2 = C2 ~ C3 ~ •.. ~ e a.nd Ck k- e. •
Following work of Friere (1991), Brightwell and 1(1992) proved that HIc(n)

is exponentially concentrated; for k = 2 this was improved hy Talagrand in a

recent work. Janson and I have given a lower bound for the variance of 112 ( n):

Var /{2(n) ~ cn1
/

8 for some c > o.
The talk touched on'some rcccnt results oblained jointly with Graham Bri~ht\Vcll

conccrnin~ thc randorn poset in '.he ('as(~ k( n., - ':'C. :\rnon~ many or.hcr ilsscr

t.ions~ we proved that if l = t(n) 2: :!. k = k(lL} :::: ti lo~ n/l()~ lo~ n and k lo~(l~) 

llog n - c > 0 thcn th(~ tlulnber of t-(-hains in J)dlL) t.ends t.o Po (e-':) in distri

bution. In particular. in this ran~e of k "= k( Tl) tJH~ ll(~if?;ht is iilmost c:ompletdy

d(~t(~rrnined: with probability lt~ndin~ tu 1. i1. 1.i1kes tJOf~ qf ;Ll rnosl Tl ,,';lIues. TIt(~
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proof IIS(~S ;:-w('ll spcu:(~c1 dlaills ilnd is corl1pl(~t(!cI hy t.ht' St.t~in (~ht!tl Itld,hotl. rol·

lowil1~ :\rral.ia, (;oldst(:in iU'cI Gt>rdon.

IIt-re: is t)lW 01' I.ht~ rnany conjccturcs left open. Ld. /) he il lix<'«! nOIl-t.rivial puseL

and leI.

kp(n) ': rnax {k : IP{Pk(n) c:ontains P) ;::: ~}.

Th(~n kIJ(n) is a sharp thrcshold function:

{
0 ifk(n)-kp(n)-+oo

lirn IF (/'k(n) contains P) =
11-'x) 1 if k(n) ~ kp(n.) ---4-00

_ Chri.<lian Bm:qs (Los Angeles), joint /Dork /Dith J. T. Chayes:

Random Clusters and the Covariance Matrix of the Potts Model

We considcr the trll~cated two point function of the q-state Potts model in d ~ 2,

expressed in terms of the randorn cluster model In the ordered.,;low temperature

phase. the two point function

i~ a linear combination of two terms, with coefficients depending on n and m. The

two terms are the probability Tfin(x, y) that x ynd y are connected by a finite

cluster, and the covariance G(x, y) of the two events that x and y lie in an infi

nite cluster. Diagonalizing the matrix Gmn we find two eigenvalues: an eigenvalue

Gord(x, y) corresponding to the trivial representation of the invariance group Sq-l

in "the ordered state: and a q - 2 times degenerate eigenvalue Gord(X-~ y) correspond

ing to the .remaining irreducible representations. vVhile Gord(x, yJ. is proportional

to rfin(x, y), Gord(X~ y) is a linear combination of both rJin(x~ y) and C(x, y).

We prove the existence of the masses mord and morti corresponding to Gord and

Cord, the inequality "Lord::; mord, and (für d = 2, ,8 = ,Bt and q large enough) the

equality

whcre mdis is the standard mass ()f t,he disordercd high t.cmperature phase.

Frnncis Comet.s (Paris), joint work with J.IVeveu:

High Temperature Sherrington-Kirkpatrick Spin-Glass Model

Let l3ij (.) be a c:ollection of linear Brownian rnations and

'/ . ,. {I 'IJ (' . ') I" .V - 1}hN(/J =. ~lTexp /{ L I) lJf7{1 f7()j - --/ .
v;\ I 'SI<J'SS I

wir It 1:'17 denoting f h(~ a\,(lra~(~ I)\'('r f1 '.~ {-I.)}.\'. Tlwn l.\"{ I J has (Ilp 1.0 SOUl('

nHlstanl fact.<Jr) dH~ SilUle dist.rihul.ioll as I.lu: partit.ioll fllrH:tiorl (Jf t tH: SI' rnodel

.... - .....
·t:..~



itL invers«' t<'rJ1p('ralllrc~ /'1 = I. I(!, It.. hits th(' ad\'anti\.~(' llfst.ocltast,ic ('alcllI~ls; il.S a

positi "c nlclrt.ill~Cl.lc it. GUl ht' n~pf(·s(~ut.(·~d il.S

7.,v(I) = I~XP {M,\'(/l- ~ (MN) Oll}}

for sotne .c0utinllOlis rnart.illgale ;\1N, \,v(~ provp.

1)

~)

(JIN) .~ some deterministic 4> for I. E [0.1(,
N-~ .

J/ N ~ sürne Gaussian process 1\-1 {HI [0. 1(,
iV-co

and t.hen a. flut.:tllation result. fo~ X:v(t.) as \\'cll a.." sOttH:~ I,hcrrllodytlarnical quan

tities,

Donald Dawson (Otlawa):

Ci-itical Phenomena in some Spatially Distributed Population Models

\Ve consider a dass of interacting particle systems which invokc critical branch"ing,

catalytic branching and mutually catalytic .branching, Th~ catalytic branching

process involves two types of particles, 'The first one undergoes. Cl. critical branching

random walk (or Brownian motion), The second type undergoes random walk and

in addition branching catalyzed by the first type, that is, the second typ~ branehes

at a. ~ate proporti.onal to the mass of. the first type. at the same Ioeation.. The

mutually· cataly~ic system is similar to' the catalyti.c system except that each of

the two types catalyzes the other type. \;Ve introduce the system at the particle

level and .then eonsider the process obtained in- the diffusion I1mit both on the

lattice Zd. ~nd IRd, The catalytic process l}as been studied in joint work with K.

Fleischmann viathe Loy-Laplace equation which in this case is a non linear eva,lution

equation in a random medium where th~ random mediunl i5 provided by the first

type. The mutually catalytic system has a 'dual proce~s which can be used to

compute moments. However the resulting moments problems are not well·posed.

The consequence of this is that the study of the mutually catalytic system is mueh

more difficult than that of the catalytic system. Some preliminary. results obtained

jointly with E.A.Perkins on this system are presentecl.

J(~nn Dominique Deuschel (ßer/in). joint Icork Ivzlh Gfer Zeito11.ni (llaifa):

Limiting Curves far i.i.d. Random Records

Let. :ll =. (.'<, ~ }'d, Z2 = (.'(..! ~ }'·.d: . , .. ZN = (.Y'N ~ rv) hp. i,i ,d. randorn \"ariables on

[0. 112 with distribution p( dx. dy) =p(.r.. y)cixdy, \Ve say l.hat ~ = (X'll' Z""2'··' Zr):,)

forrns ;~ rccord of lengt h , i f Xr ., < ~...... I ~ i = I, 2~ " ' , ., - i, Let z..ma~ lH~ a reeorr!

of Inaxilnallen~th Imf1x' \V(~ show t.hell Ilnuer I.he cOllditioT1 IrnrJr := .V. ·~maz: con

t"t'nlrales arounu r.urves {'';:l~''';·!~.'' . .;d which s()I\"f~ t.he variational prohlem

- :



9(0) = O.y(l) = l.
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or (~q 11 i \'i\I(~I1I.I'y wh id. sol \'(~ t.h(~ EIlI(~r (~tll1al. iOIl

.;.; = '2~ _ '2,';;1,
P P

:\Iso {mIiI/:VI/~ -:!..i in proha.hilily and 2.mar concenlral($ arol1nd I.he clIrvcs

{<,:I,y"! .... oy,}.

Jitlnyf,'lIf} Frny (Prkin.g), joint work with D. C·hen. A1. Qill.n:

The Metastable Behaviour of the d-Dimensional Ising Model

L(~t AN" ={/"l~:l •... !:V}2 with periodic houndary condition and X = {_l,l}AN

the st.al.(~ spac<~. ~n is t.bc \Iarkov proccss or Glauber dynamics and 0'( A) the firste hitting I.im" of a s"t. :l. \Ne have

(i) I f LI /\ /1 < L = [~] + '1

lim pf (u( -1) < 0'(1)) = 1;
f3-oo. .

(ii) If LI /\ 12 ~ L = [~] + 1

litTI Pf (a(-l) > 0-(1)) = 1;
f)-.)O .

(iii) lim ~ log E~IU(+1) = P(L);
0-00 ,3

I
. E~lU(-l) _ .

(iv) 1m J - ('X) ,

ß-oo E:-.1u( +1)

(v) a characterization of the set of critical droplets.

Here h is the external field, ,8 the inverse temperature~ and ~ starts at a COD

figuration. for w hieh the + 1· spins form a rectangle of size /1 x l'l in the sea 'of -1

spins. \Ve generalize the results above to the case of higher diInensions.

!{laus Fleischmann (Ber/in), joint work with· A. Greven:

DiffusiV'e Clustering of Interacting Diffusions

Illnnte systems of interact.ing diffusions o[ the Fisher-vVriKht type are studied. The

.nigration t.erm is chosen in such (L \Va)' that we are in the critical re~imc of diffusive

c:lustcring~ a notion ifltroJuced hy Cox alld Griffcath (1~JK6) in the (~ase o[ thc 2·

dinlcnsional voter rnadel, That iso dust.(~rs of cornpoll(:nts with states dose to t.he

bOllndary grow -on dilr('n'Jl~: randorn scal(~s. Tlte Inain r(~sI11Ls a.re universal in that

t.h(~.'" do not dcpend OJl the shap(' of t lie dif~llsion (:oefficieJlt in the resampling tern\.

flntl also r)()t Oll t.h(~ (·OJlcre't.p c'r~()dit' iJlitiillliuv. ('xn~rl. it.s illl('nsity..\-Iain rncthods

~ln' dIlCtlit..\'. c()llplirt~ ilntl InOlllt'lIt c:ornparisoJl.
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Joz.c;r./ Fril:. (lJlLtlf1P(~.'it.J, join.l work rvith 13. lliidi.tJfT:

Time ~epe~dentCritical Fluctuations ror nOne-Dimensional Käc Model.

We co(\:)ider a.n Isin~ fcrronlagnet wit.h Ka(~ t.ype int.eract.ion

hZ(er) = L )'./(~f h' - )' j ) fT j ~ .

j#k

where .J = J (x) is asymmetrie densi ty and : > 0 is a srnall pararnctcr. Let

).~ .""'w e-ßll.., denote the Gibbs state at in~erse t.emperaturc rJ > 0: ,3 = 1 is "the

" eritical point. One version of the associated Glauber dynainics is tlenned by jurnp

rates . 1
ck(a) = 2"-( 1 - (jlcth,dh~«1)).

Assuming 1 - ß = g...,2/3 we set

'( ) -1/3h'"'f (( -2/3))v, T, x = 1 [X"'Y- 4/J ] (1 TI .

then {"'Y => {in the'Skorokhod space of distributions as.7~ O. and { is specified

by

(
D 82< 1 J) -d.c =. -- - o~ __ .c dT + .1·Jdw

"- .. 2 8x2 ... ~ 3~ _ v - .

where w is white noise in space and time. If Il > 0 then the initial distribution

- . can be chosen' as A~, thus a description of critical flu~tuations is given. Results of

Bertini-Presutti-Rüdiger-Saada are improved here.

Sieg/ried Graf (Passau):_

Statistically Self·Similar Fractals

A compact random set K in IRd is called statistically self~similar with respect to a

distribution Jl on the N-tuples (SI,'" , SN)of contr~ctive similitudes on IRd if, for'

i.i.d. copiesKt, .. .",KN of K, the random set SI(/<du·· ·uSN(KN) has the same

distribution a.s K. The talk surveyed results· concerning the Hausdorff dimension

and the exact dimension function of statistically self-similar sets. _Moreover, frac

tal analogues of the" Le~esgue density theoremwere -discussed and the tangential

structure of self-similar sets was described in the dcterministic case.

A ndreas Greven {8erlin}, joint work with D. Dawson . ./. Vazllancourt:

Interacting Fleming-Viot Systems

;\ dass of infinite systems of intcractin~ me~llre-valueddiffusions f:ach with statc~

spa.ce P([O~ 1]), the set of prohahility rncasurt:s on [0.1 Lis consfrl1cted. These sys

terns arise as diffusion limits of population gcru:tics models with infinitcly rnany

p()ssibl(~ lyp~s of individuals (lilhded hy [0. 11), :-\patially di:st.ribllt(~d ovp.r a c()tlnl~

;Lbl(~ collection of sitcs (c:olonit's) ;uHI t~volvi n~ il.'i foliows. Indi vidl1al~ (an rni~ral(:

.-
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and aft.t:r Clll .'XIHJlwlllial w(\ilin~ Liane iL (:olony replaces its population hy a rww ~en

eration wlU'f(' t.lu: t.ypes are a...'\signcod by rpsarnpling frollt folie c~rTlpirit:al distrihutiou

ur Lype:s a.t Lhis sit,.e:.

Next t.Ilt~ properties oe t.he t:quilibriutll st.at.es. rr:spcct.ivdy patterns of chist(~r

forrnat.iol1 i( 110 nontrivial equilibria cxist. a.re stl1dicu following thc scheutc or t.he

;'Mult.iple Spcu:e-'l'irne Scalc Analysis~'. This proc:edure associatcs with the sys

tem in the ~·ln(~a.II-lield" limit a nonhomogeneolls Markov chain with state spacc

P([O. I)). Qualitcltivc propcrtie.s in the longtime oehaviour o[ the system are re

Rected in strtl~tural properties of this Markov chain.

Another aspt:d. or this analysis i5 to study rigorotlsly the problem of rcnormal

ization and universality.

At/alte Grunwald (Berlin):

.Sanov Results far Mean Field Mixtures of Measures

We define' the dcpendent meas~~es·underlyingthe annealed dynamics for ~g~ ~her

ririgton-Kirkpatrick (SK) spin-glass. For these measures we state a Sanov result,

i.e. a Large Deviation Principle (LDP) for the distribution of the empirical measure

in both the ;'field~' and the ~~path~t variables. In the symmetrie case a new order

parameter appears ..

Out result iso ~ased on a method for rnixing large deviation systems by measures

obeying an independen~ LDP. First consequences for the SK dynamics using jump

processes were stated.

Frank den Hollander (['trecht) , joint work with J. lVaudts, F. Redig and P. Sche

unders:

Lang Time T~iJs rar Diffusions in. Random Media

We give a mini-review of the phenomenon of ~'Iong' time tails" (LTT's), occuring

in autocorrelation functions associated with the diffusion of a particle in a random

medium. A.· LTT is a behaviour of the type

(p(O)p(t)) ~ At-Q

where p(t) is e.g. the \'elocity of the diffusing particle at t.ifTle t~ (.) denotes expecta

tion of the motion. and .. \. Q' are the amplitude resp. (~xponent of the LTT (;\ 1= O~

0> 0).

After describing; t.ht~ physical origin of LTT"s. we pre.sef1l two rc~sults for a. ralldom

walk {.Y( t) : t 2: O} dn Z'i in a ralldolTl lipid i-V = {H/(:r.):.e E Zti} which has

t.he (~frect o[locaily :-\pt~t~dill~ IIp ()f slo'win~ down l.he Inot.ion. \·iz. I/HI (.\'(1)) is

du: jurop rate (= "\'('Jot:i1.Y~·) 'lf I he randorn willk iLl I in1t~ I. It is shown t.hat ror

p(l) = 1/1-\/(.'((1.)) l.here is iL LTT wit.h:

( 1) fr = d/-L· .-1 ralldorn: ill tht' qllt'lld1t~d (";L.'\(~ (i .t' .• 1F is lixc:d).
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(2) .0 = ,[/.'2. :\ nonrandorn: In the i\l1neal(~d ('ase (i .t' .• il\"t~rCl.l!;t·d oVt'r H/ aJt.cr-'

\Vards).

ilbel J\"lt~ in (I rl'inf~), joint workwilh 11. ,'all IJr,'ifrl.'; anti ./. F. I }t'1'.'I:

Taming Griffiths Singularities

A. proof is givp.n t)f the infinite difrerent.iabilit.y of toht.' rna~n(-'ti~al.i(}n and of all

. qucnched corrclat.iön functions for disordered spin systt'Tn~ at high' temperature or

strong rnagnetic neid in the presence öe Gritfiths ~ingularities. lJniqueness of th.~

Gjbb~ state i1.nd exponential decay of truncatcu correlat ion functions iso also shown.

The proof relies on a new _simple modified high t.ernpera.tllr(~ / low activity ex- _

pansion \vhos~ convergence can be displayed by elementary means (i.e. demcntary •

probabilistic argument~). The results require no assumpr.ions on the probability dis-

tributions or the random parameters, except for the ob\"ious one of 00 percola~ion

of infinite couplings~ and in the strongfield regime [ar t.hc also übviQuS requirerrtent

that zero magnetic fields 'da hot percolate.

Roman. !(otecky (Prafta), joint 'work with L. Chayes and S~.· Shlosman: .

Order Ind,uced by Disprder

We consider Potts models on ci lattice in anneaJed distribution with the Hamiltonian

~ H(n,f!) = - Lninj (bu,u J -1) - ,uLni ~ XLninj.
(ij) i (l])·

-Here the occupation. variables a~e ni= O. 1~ and the spin variables are t7i =:

1, 2~ ... ~ q. The phase diagr'am ,shows a new phase for intermediate values of the

chemical potential J.l and inverse temp.era:ture .3 characterized by. exis~ence of an

. "a~tiferromagnetic" order for the occupation' variables. The existe~ce of this phase

is proven with help ofrefiection positivity or Pirogov-Sinai theory. [t can be under

stood in t~rms of an effective repulsion of occupied sites caused by 105S of entropy

, if neighbouring sites are occupied. Aphase of sirnilar. type· occurs in a large dass

of site diluted m~delsincludingmodels with continuou.s spin'like the x·y model.

Flora I((~ukio~ (Cergy·and Palaiseau):

Mean Field Theory ofDirected Polymers In Random Media and' Spin

Glass Models

The ~hermodynalnic:functions and t.he phase diae;rarIl ~Jf t.he Tncan-fidd rnodcls cle~

lil1ecl on horn:)~cneollsgraphs are invPSti~al(~d. Th(~ rnain ohj(~(tsof :-it.l1dy are sorne

~i\tldortl rneasures givp.Jl by it.cral(~d multipiic:'a.tions and ddined on t.he (:onfi~uralioll

spacc. Th(~ c:ase: uf ("ornpl(~x t.erTlp(~ralurr. is ids(~ stlldi(~d.

e·
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VolklltllJ' IJit:b.w:11I:7· (Jt~7HI.) I joint work wilh " .. JI. Fit:hlncr tlnti :V. /Jo...rlltu{,:':

Randorll Pernlutations of Countable Sets and the Bose Gas

vVc~ l:orlsiclc'r tht' position distrihution of t.he (~qllilibrjum st.illes uf aBusc' gas Oll

IRrt wit.1t reSpt'ct Lo t.ht~ IIcullilt.oniall /I = -~ + fi. whcre ~ is I.he Lapliu:iall wit.h

natural houndary ("(>uditions a.nd {i is il suitable pot.ential.

In t.he ('(\.Se of il system with finitely rnany particles we find by using thc Feyn

man-Kiu: formnla. a. description of t.his position distribution as the result of applying

Cl. clust.cring mcchanism on a Cibbs distribution on a suitable Joop spacc. This

suggcsts tll(~ sarne procedurc in the case of an infinite system, whieh cornes up as

Gibbs problem on the loop space.

For t.he ideal gas (no partic1cintcract.ion) this Gibbs problem has exactly one

soltltion~ which is Cl. Poisson process. Thus the position distribution is in this case

uniquely determined and turns out to be an infinitely divisible point process on

IRd
, the clustering representation of which is given by the clusteting _m~chanism

mentioned above. :;~<'--

The problem of finding back the clusters in the position distribution is equivalent

to the p~oblem of determining a certain rando~ permutation of the realization,

which comes from the ~eprentation on the loop space. For finding this- random

permutation we suggest another Gibbs problem. which has to be solved realization

wise.

. Christian i\1aes (Leuven):

(Dis)agreement Percolation in the Study ofMarkov Fields

We study the dependence of Markov fields on boundary conditions by taking a

suitabJe coupling. This coupling leads to a new uniqueness condition. Our .~?upling

shows certain similarities to the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation. "'-

\Ve extend some of the known relations between percolation and the dependence

of Gibbs states on the boundary conditions for Ising ferromagnets to other systems.

Similar results hold e.g. for Widom-RawJingson type models on the continuum 1R2 .

Peler J1ajor (Budapest), joint llJork with P. Bleher:

Renormalization in Dyson's Hierarchical Model

\Ve discussed .one-dimensional equilibrium states in statistical mechanics. called

Dyson's hierarehical model. \Ve considcrcd the distribution of the average spin

01' t.he equilibriunl ~tate in a largc volumc at all temperatures. \Ve are intercstcd

in t.he question for which Harniltonia.ns thc rnodel has Cl phCUiC t.ransition at low

te"T1p(~ratures. Tltis prohlem I(~a.ds 1.0 thc in\'f~sti~ali()J1 o[ t he powers or an intc~ral

operator when applied· to a flillt" iOll which dep(~nds OJl t.be Icmperatucc. There

is Cl hi~h tr.mperature aud Inw I.l~rnperatl1rc~ appro:,<irlliltion oe the 0pt!ralor whieh

f 'l)a bled us to harHlIe l he problt~rn al t 1l(~S(~ I.t~Jll pt:ra,1.u CPS. \V,. also d iSC:1Jss(~d t 11f~ GL"i('

\\"h('rc~ none of these approxiTJliltioJls work.
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:1 nna dc J\1a.'ii (/~ ~J1 quiltt):

Phase Separ~tion and Fluctuations in a Spin System

[ r.onsider t.he Glauher spin Oip dynarrlics with ± 1 ·valtlt~d spin:; inleracting in Z

via Cl l\.a.c potential sc:ah~d by "y < 1. Thc t.emperature is fix(~d helow thc critii:al

(Lebowitz- Penrose) temperatllre and the initial mCClSure is Bc·~rnolllli with zero av

erage corrcsponding La thc value of the magnetization which is thermodynalnically

unstablc. We (DM, Orlandi, Presutti, Frido) pro\/e that the pure phases ±mß sepa

rate at times which grow logarithmically in the scaled length of the Kac interaction

and that the separation has a nontrivial spatial structure. Furthermore the lengths

of the clusters are typically of order Jlog ,-I and they are correlatcd. I compare

this spatial structure with the one typical fo"r the infinite volutne Gibbs measure.

In equilibrium thc lcngths of the clusters are typically of order e",.,.-l and they are

uncorrelated. Then I discuss some conjectures and open problems on what should

happen after phase separation.

Roland 11;[eester (Utrecht):

Continuity of the Critical Density in Boolean Models

Take a Poisson process with intensity A in IRd and place a ball with randorn radius

around each ·point. All balls are independent of each other arid the point process

and have the same distribution function F. The critical density of this process is

denote~ by Ac(F), i.e. for ,,\ < Ac(F) 00 unbounded covered components exist a.s.

but for A. > Ac(F) they do. Next, take a sequence Fn of distribution functions

such that Fn => F (weak convergence). Ir in addition the supports of Fn and F are

.uniformly bounded, we show that Ac(Fn) ---+ >"c(F). This also implies the continuity

of the so called "critical covered volume fraction:', the fraction of space covered at

criticallity. We also show that this critical covered volumeJraction does not ~epend

on F, as some physicists argued.

lvfikhaill\1enshikov (Moscow), joint work with S. Aspandiarov and R. Jasnogorodski:

Passage Time Moments for Nonnegative Stochastic Processes and an

Application to Random Walks in an n-Dimensional Quadrant

We consider the problem of finding effective criteria for the finiteness or iofini teness

of the passage time moments for nonnegative discrete-time stochastic processes.

(Here passage-time means time to hit a cam pact set away thc origin.) All criteria

are dosely connected with the w~ll known r.riLerion of Foster far the ergodicity of

~IIarkov chains and are given in terms or semimartingalcs. V.je apply this method

ta rcftected random walks in a.n n-dinlcnsional quadrant. Gur main method is the

construction of Lyapunov fllnctions für sorne ranoam walks. Closely related idcas

\Vcre l1sed in papers by S. R.S. Vilra.c.Jhan ilnti ILJ" \Villiams.
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:tluin' ..\'1t:s,·w.!Icr (iHarscillc). I}lU-ag in collabornlion with S. il'/irncJr.-S"I,::

New Phase Transitions in the Falicov~KimballModel

"V(~ cOllHicler t.hc Fillicov -Kinlball model on a square latticc

I/ n = I L: {(7;(;y + C~;(:r} + '2U L: nrltV(x) + I'i L: W(.x) + li,. L: III-T.

(r..u) x r r

whc~n~ (.'; (resp(~ctively C"'x ) is the creation operator (rcspective.ly annihilation op

eratcuJ ur the d(~d,ron, nr. 'its numbe'r operator' at site x and W(x) is a ranuom

variabl(~ ltV (x) = O. l, denotinK the place of th~ ions.

We p;iv(~ a. new representation of this model in terms of an Ising type model

\Vi i h long ranp;c i Iltcraction. Then we prove the existence of a sequenee of phase

transitions betwecn thc set of phases of period 3, between the.set of phases of period

<1 anc.l I,hen between the set of phases of period 5. These results are valid for large

values of U and small values of J1.i and J1.e'

Robin Pemantle (iYladison):

Intersections of Rand,am Sets

The probability of a Markov process intersecting a set may be· estimated up to a

factor of :2 by the capacity of that set in the lVlartin kerne!. Given such a ker

nel, a randorn fractal may be constructed such that the probability of tliis fractal

intersecting a set is estimated by the same capacity up to a constant factar (de

pending on the dimension). Thus the range of a Markov process, such as Brownian

motion, is intersection-equivalent to a random fractal, the latter having ~ simpler

dependence structure.

Charles Pfister (Lausanne), joint work with R. Fernandez:

Quasilocality of Projections of Gibbs Measures "",:%~':

Let p+ be the Gibbs measure of the Ising model on Zd ·with +boundary condition.

LetT be a subgroup of. Zd and J1.j: the projection of J.L+ on the _u-algebra :FT
generated by the spi.n variables (Ti, i E'T. We first construct in a· natural way a

specification on T~ i.e. a family of probability kerneis qt(drlw) indexed by the finite

subsets A of T: so that for any FT-measurable

function f
JJL+(du)f(u} =J/L+(du} JQ%(d7Jlu)!(l/).

A point w E {-I. l} T is a point of quasilocality of thc specification {qt} if for all

hottnded loeal funt:tions J, all :\ C T. lAI< x. thc func:tions w' ......... qt(Jlw') are

continuous at IJJ.

L(~t. 0 7 = {\.I.:::" is a point or quasilo('ality for {q.t}}. \Vc rrovc

a) Il:;' (07) = I or p.;' (n7 ) = o.

h, If in I,he.{)ri~iJlal rnodd dwn' is;1. lIr1iqlJ(~ Cihbs 1()(~a.sl1re t.hen p.;: (n.,) = I.
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Agoslon Pi.r;zloTn( /Vr.W York):

Surface Order Large Deviation B-:haviour of the [sing i\tlodel ror d ~ 3

We consider thc tl-dimensional Ising model in a lar~c box An wit.h fcrromagnetic

nearest nei~hbor interaction iLi. inverse t.cmperatllr~,ri. Let. .\'1:\ •• dcnote t.he magneti

zation inside An' Assurning that jJ is abovc a.lim~t of "slab thr«'::d!olc.ls·' (c.:onjectllred

to coincide with ,Br.) we derive surface order' ~arge deviation llpper hounds' für m"n,

holding uniformly with +, free and periodic' houndary condition~. This result· is

based on corresponding large deviation results for high-density percolation as weil

as on 'a renormalization 'argument in the context of FK-percolation.

Senja Shlosman (Moscow-Irvine) , joint work with R. Sch~nmann:

News about the Ising Model

We study the following question: How lang does it take t.o relax to the (+) phase

for the Ising model in positive magnetlc field h, if one starts [roln the co·nfiguration

(7:: -1. ,We consider'the 'usual Glauber dynamics. We show that if we take a finite

box of the size B / h with B > Bcr(T) and ~ait the time t = exp {;\/h} then for the

two-dimensi"onal system, as h 1 0, we will observe (-) phase if .\ < Acr(T) and (+)

phase if ,\ > Acr(T). The quantity Acr(T) is given by

where Wr is the surface energy of the unit WuHr droplet at temperature 'T~ and

m*(T) is the magnetizatio~. The result is valid for all T < Tcr '

For the infinite system Acr(T) should be replaced by :JAcr(T.); th~ last statement

is a plausible hypothesis as of today.

Herbe.ri Spohn (München):

Bulk Diffusitivity of Lattice Gases Close to Criticality

Lattice gases are specified through a finite range Hamiltonian Hand nearest neigh-

bor exchange. rates c(x, y~ '1) satisfying the reversibility condition e
The bulk diffusitivity is deflned hy D =. u/X, where

x =L ((17(X)TJ(O)) - gl)
J.

with (.) the Gibbsmeasuf(~ for 11 wit.h fixed dcnsity '.! und" is ~ivf~n in t.enns of the

variational formula
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Joilll.ly w.it.1t H.T. Yall I provc Cl lower hOllnd ur l.he ronn g( I - y)t1'_ ~ tT wilh

(1 _ > 0 allel ind(lp(ludcrtl. ur the dl'nsity. 'rhis rt"sldt. irl1pli(~s thaI. I.lw dilfllsil ivity

van islws (lxa.cI,ly i\."'; \' ··1 d()st~ t.u criticallit.y (critic:al slowin~ down). Ont! sIllall pi,"n~

of t.ht' nHl\!(·ut.ioual \-an Ilove t.heory is thereby \"C'rj(ied .

.leffrr.y Slt:ij (GÜlcborp), joint work with Bob Burton:

Failure of the Variational Principle far Gibbs States on Trees

On Zd. thc variational principlc of statistical mechanics states that für all translation

invariant mcasurcs 11. on {±l}zd H(p.) -e(p.) '5;_P withequality.if and only if J.t is a

Gibhs st.atc:- lIen! fl(J-l) is the entropy, c(JI.) the energy, and P the p·rcssure. Ir T is

_a hOlnogen(~ous :l-ary trce and ± 1 a.re the spin va-riables: one can show t.hat cntropy!

energy and pressure can all he defined although these can depend on houndary

conditions sincc surf~cc/volume·f+0_'

On T ~ the spa:ceof all nearest neighbor interactions invariant under all automor

phisms of T is :3-dimensional (after modding out by adding constants. w~!he pair

and single spin interactions). Then one can assume that the only int.era::tions are

given by -J2:(-~·Jd 'which is theenergy für 2 adjacent 1's (-1 '5) and an.:external

field h.

Theorem Let S be the surface in IR3 = {(.!t, J2 , h) : J1 , J2 , h real} given by

e J1.+h -e -h _ e h +h + eh = o.

(a) If (.11, J2, h) ~ 5, there exists a homogeneous measure J-' with H(J-') -:- e(tl) >
H(v) - e(v) for all homogeneous v_ p. satisfies H(p,) - e(j.J.) < P and is not a
Gibbs .state.

(b) If (lI; J2 , h) E SO, ihere exists a homogeneous measure p. 'wilh H(p.) -:. e(p) >

1[(1/) - e(v) for alt hom09.eneous v. J.L satisfies H(j.L) --e(p.} = P, and is a

Gibbs state.

Thomas Strobel (Bonn):

Interface Motion in a Planar Spin-Flip Mo'del Derived from One

Dimensional Exclusion on the Line and the Half-Line

. \~·e derive t.he nonlinear equation'

8€p ~ I~:il
iJt· = 2 I + ,- ~I~ - "Y 1+ 1;::,'

....Ir! ·)x I
ror t he interface h{~ight of a two·dirrH~nsional spin· flip rnodd in the hydrodynarnic

lirllit. Iluder se\-r.ral initia.l cori(!itiofls rrorn rf!stdts fLhOlil. t 11f~ one·dimensiol1al asyrn.

IlH:t.ric (~xclusiol1 process and OIW oJllllodification~.

rhe spin·(Jip fuodel is a. lirnit c,f Isill~ dyncllrJics rur I.(J\V tClnp(~ratHf(~ and snlall

Ilortzero (~xt.ernill fidd.
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{)oTTloko.'i 8:(18: (/11ulapcsl). joinl work wilh';V. Si1111inyi:

Ergodicity ?f Cylindrical Billiards

Thc first rt~stllt is thai. t.he. Chernov-Sinai pencase, i .t'. a. quasi ')(H~-dimensi()Jlal

system of IV hard balls on Cl.n elongated li-dimensional t t.)rus (for geornet.ric rea.sons

v = 2,:1 or 4) is a K-systcm.

Tbc next result. conccrns a billiard on the 1~torus, 1['4 with two eylindric scatter

ers: Cl == i\l X ßl~'C2 =.-\2 X 8 2 , where AI~A~ are the cOllstituent snbspaces (lnd

8 1
,' 8 2 are two~dimensiorial balls supported in subspa('(~s I} 'and L"2 respectively,

orthogonal to Aland A2~' -

Then, ir ~im (A 1 n .42
) = 0 and Al ..L L2 , this billiard is K. The proof illustrat~s

two fundamental difficulties a~ising when one t.ries 1,0 ptove the ßoltzmann-Sinai.

ergodie hypothesis. The first one is connected with degeneracies of certain algebraic e
expressions whereas the second ODe iso connected with the transitivity over Sd-l of

certain subgroups of SO(d) generated by some of its subgroups.

Alain-Sol Szniiman' (Zürich):

Off Diagonal Behaviour for Brownian Motion ina PoissoniaJ'.1 Potential·

We con~ider a Poissonian potential

V(.).= L W(. - xd
i

where W ~ 0 is bounded compactly supported no-t a.s. equal to zero. \Ve describe

certain criticallarge deviation properties of q~enched and annealed B~ownian mo

tion in this potential. These large deviation results involve two families of Lyapunov

coefficients.

We discuss some applications to the large time off diagonal asymptotics of the

kernel of e l t~-V(.), as weil as to the case where Brownian motion is replaced by·

Brownian motion with constantdrift. In the latter case, both for the quenched and

the annealed situation, there is a tran~ition of regime between small. drift and large-

_drift behaviour. The direction dependent c"ritical size of the drift can be expn:ssed

in terms of the Lyapunov coefficients. e
Balint T6lh (Budapest):

Generalized Ray-Knight Theory and Scaling Limits ror Self-Interacting

Random Walks

Let w :_ N u {O} l-+ R+ be a weight function. \Ve consider a. nearest neightbour

random walk on Z with

.Prob(jump along i~n ed~c) '" w( #prcviq,is \.·isits to t.hat f~d~e).

Thc concrele cases considcrcd wef(~ w(n) ....., (n + A)'· with a E (0.1) {wcakly rein

f~rc:edJ, (} = 0 [finitcly reinfon:edl and 0' < 0 (self repd)in~l. L(:t

Lk., = # (0 -S j < ll·\') = k + 1. '\',-rl = k}
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h(~ t.llt' t'd~C' Itlcal .. iIlH~ process of t.ht' rand0l11 walk aud t,IH~ s"oppill~ t.inH'

T".,n = inf {ill. k •, > 111} •

D(~filU' 1.1J(~ J)I'OC(~SS ·'h.rn = LIc-I,'J'It"n', I t: Z. This is t.hc llsual shift.ed l«>ca.1 tinte

process cortsidered in Ra.y -Knight dlcory. \·Ve proved fllnctionallirnit thcorenls for

thes~~ pr()n~sses in the following scaling linlits.

~~·[,-lzJ,(.o\l/(l-")IlJ(A·)o < (} < I: I

Ar=;;

Q =0 }: Sr ..bJ.[MII(.:'·)

Q' = I A

rrhe lilTlit. processes \V~re given cxplicitely.

Ivlaria Eulll/ia Vares (Rio de Janeiro), joint work with C;. Lantiirn and 11. Sidoravi

cius:·

Some Exponential Estimates far Gla~ber+ Kawasaki Dynamics

We consider t.he superposition of a loeal Glauber dynanlics and a speeded'~up (iV2
)

symmetrie si?1ple exelusion process on X:v = {O. I}T"" '. TN = {O, l, .. ~1-'lV - I}

_ (torus). 'This model has been studied sinee sever~lyears (also in infinite volume),

it is weIl known to present propagation of chaos. being maeroseoplcally described

hy areaction diffusion equation

1
ed! = 28;g + G(~).

We are now interested in the ~eseripti?nof ~'tunneling times" , i.e. if G(e) =:.-V'(g)
with V a doubl~ weIl potential 6ne starts with BernouUi(m_), m_ being one of the

stahle points and consider the first time the density is "far:' fro~ m_ (ar ,dose to

the other stabl~ point). For this we ar~eombining eoupling methods (to,,~et lass

of memory) \Vi th a good lower bound for such time. For the moment we have an

estimate which allows us to see that e:V
6

(<5 suitable) is a lower bound, but also

that up to this time the process follows very closely (scale lVo: a < 1 suitable) the

deterministic discretized equation. Bei ng an' estimate which allows us to, look at

smaller scales. it gives us somethin~ better t.han what we could have with.our usu.al

large deviation estimat-es. The hasic estimate comes also frorTt an idea present~d in

a preprint ~f 'r'au (metastable hehaviour or GI.. model with eonservation law) for, a

different model. The rcsult (hasically) is:

Theorem Therr: (;xisiH po;;iiil.'(' NJnslfLllls (j fLnd (~. dr.{Jf:llding OTl lhe .G'laubp.r raies

:.. () thal

I.~. >' (\;'l./'Jq "11. fT!I)""" (' (:1:-iHp ~'I supe xp. JiT/t - fI; _Ic~ :.::: ·C' •

TI ,.St·

,cllt,rr. IL i.., ihr: ..;olulion oj Iht' ";',\t:,,('[i:(:(1 "qlltl!iOIl ..;lurliu.f/ al 'I. anti 1I11!l:'1
((I '.:.,. .V'l~ 'I-I U. ll). ~ IJf:in!/ Iht' ,J~.o;t:r"'(: I.apiacian.

\V(~ an> sl.ill \\;orkill~ wir h nHlplill~ !(J pron> t.tJ(~ (·xpolH'rtl.ialil..\' ur t.Ilnfldill~ l.inu~.
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Wolfi/lln..'! lV",:ss (Atlilfl.no):

Randoln Walks on a Hierarchical Tree

COflsider dIe hOr'Tlo:L!;cneous 't.ree T with its boundilry· irl; ('"(~tl~ls") Clnd I.h(~ llsual

t.opology ·tha.t rnakes rf U iJT (:onlpact. Selcct one bO,!'ndary IH>lnt w ;uld draw a.

pictu~eof'[ in horizontal laycrs (horocycles): w is t.hc "nlythol()~ical ilncestor~', itnd

the k'lhhoroc.:ycle-Ilk ·is the k't.h' .1~cneratiQn; eadi member has q sons in thc next

h~ro~ycle ilk + l (q + 1 is 'the degree of T). Every h~rocy.cle is 'infinite, The affine

group of ~r, G = AFF(T), is the group of isometri~s of T. ~hich preserve this .hier-

- a.rchy. Evcry 9 E G lnaps horocycles Lo horocycles; hence there is a homomorphism

. <1>: Cl~ Z such that gJ/k' ~Hk+~(g)~'

Now let, .\i, }(2, '..., ~e a sequence of i.i.d~ G valu~draridom variables (transfor- '

:mations of T). C6nsi~er the right ~nd the left random walk .

-·Their beha~iour can' be studied' in terms of the -tree. Under suitable moment coo

ditions on.Y'l the following results are:obtain~d: ..

I) Almost s-!lre_conyer~e~ce~f fln Oto· 8T in the topology o(T u 8r.

11) A law of large nu~bers for d(l},Rn/J).

III) A ceiltrallimit theorem for d(O, RnfJ).

(and.others ).

A'crucialpoint is the st~dy of the -proj·ected·ran_dom, ~valk ~(Rn) on the integers.

Milos Z~hradnik (Praha), joint· work with P. Holicky:

Stratified Low Temper-ature Phases of Spin Models

. We develop. a new version of th'e Pirogov-Sinai th~ry süitable ror dealing with

.these situa:tions. Examples of models ~o which our method applies incl~?e

(1) Phases of Dobrushin '5 type (1973)with a rigid interface

(2) Various examples of a ~'rigid wetting" situation appearing either in the whole

lattice Zll~ or in a half-Iattice or a layer.

(:J) Isinj;rtype ~odels with an additi?nal random field which is ~~stratified" in the

sense that il depends only on thc last coordinatp. tv of t E ZV ..

\Ve' c:onsiuer the model in dinlension v 2: :L O.ur forrnulation or thc P.S. theory

. flppli(~s to the study of aB stratincd phascs for a general stratificd Hamiltonian..-. ()ur

rnain t.hcon~m transforrns .. he prohl(~,n ,')f findin~ "stahle stratified {"onfi~urations'~

(giv.in~ ris(~ t.o a Gibhs stil,te whose a,llnost illl c()nJi~tJrations a.r·(~ "(~xtcrnally (~'qual". .
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1.0 il .~i\'(·fl (·ollli~lIral.ion) to a prohlern of tinding ground stat(·~ 01' SOIIt(' allxiliaq··

ouP-tI iIrH~IISi()Ila.1 Isi IIg tyP(~ rnuelel.

Berichterstatter: Volkmar Liebseher
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Dis krete G-eometrie

T22.5. bis 28.5. 1994

Unter der Leitung.von L. Danzer (Dortmund) und G.C. Shephard-(NolWich) trafen sich 45

Teilnehmer aus 11 Ländern zu fruchtbarer Diskussion. Wegen des hohen Maßesan Inter

nationali~t - nur em Drittel der Teilnehmer kam aus Deutschland - wurden die 39 Vorträge

ausnahmslos in Englisch. gehalten.

.Polytope und ihre Kombinatorik bildeten einen ersten thematischen Schwerpunkt der Tagung.

Eine ganze Reihe von VOJ1!ägen war solchen Einzelthemen gewidme~ die zeigten, daß es auch

in der gewöhnlichen euklidisc~en Ebene noch viele offe~e.Fragen ~bt. In etlichen Vorträgen

wurden Verbindungen zu anderen Gebieten der Mathematik - wie GtiJppentheorie't

algebraische Geometrie, hyperbolisch~Geometrie. Graphentheorie - hergestellt

Eine weitere Gruppe von Vorträgen war dem breiten Problemkreis der Überdeckungen,

Packungen und Pflasterungen zuzuordnen. wobei vor allem ~ntersuchungenübe~ Dichten

raumfüllender Packungen und Dichten endlicher Packungen (die von M~ Henk: und 1. M. Wills

vorgestellten Methoden ha~n kürzlich zum Beweis der bekannten "Wurstvermutung" von

L. Fej~s T6th ab Dimension 45 gefühlt) sowie 4uasi~eriodischePflasterungen zu nennen sind;

letztere haben für die für die Festkörperphysik Bedeutung. Der computergestützte Vortrag von

Daniel Husonzum letztgenannten ProbleInkreis hobsich dabei in der An der Präsentation von

aUen anderen Vomägen der Tagung ab.

Feiner gab es mehrere BeiU'äge zu kombin:..uorisch-geometrischen Fragen (u.a. von

H. Harbonh. D. Larman. E. Makai. M.Perlc:s. H. Tverberg).
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Ein Höhepunkt war ohne Zweifel der Meinungsa~s(ausch über die Ende "letzten Jahres

erschienene Arbeit von Wu- Yi Hsiang zur Lösung des Keplcrs"chen Probkn1s ü~r die dichteste

Packung kongruenter Kugeln in der [?imension drei. Der anwesende Autor stellte sich (neben

dem Vortragsprogramm) am Mittwochabend einer tnehrstündigen, sehr ins Detail gehenden

Diskussion mit den Tagungsteilnehmern, von denen sich einige intensiv mit diesem od~r mit

einschlägigen Problemen befaßt haben. Die mit großer Offenheit g~führte Diskussion konnte

-natürlich keine letzte Klarheit schatTen, "hat aber doch zu der gegenseitigen Einsicht geführt, daß

zwar einerseits. die vorliegende Publikation wegen _erhebli~h~r Lücken in den Details nicht als.

vollgültiger Beweis angesehen werden kan~, daß aber andererseits die ~ücken möglicherweise

geschlossen werden können.

Neben dem offiziellen Programm der Vorträge von 20 bis 40 Minuten Dauer hielt .e
"Peter McMullen in einer der Mittagspausen einen längere"" V.ortrag "Infonnal Lecmre on

Weighted Polytopes", in welchem die_ von ihm aufgebaute Theorie der Polytop-Algebra

weiterentwickelt und damit erneut die Fruchtbarkeit dieser Theorie unter Beweis gestellt wurde.

Schließlich w':lfcien auf zwei abendlichen Problemsitzun~en am Dienstag und am Donnersta~

Anstöße zu weiterer Forschung"ausgetauscht.

Erneut erwies sich auf dieser Tagung das Aufeinandertreffen sehr verschiedener Me~oden und

Ideen als äußerst anregend. was insbesondere auch ~iederder Anwe.senheit ei~ger Teilnehmer

. zu danken ist, die der Diskreten Geometrie benachbarten Gebieten zuzurechnen sind.

e
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Vortragsauszüge

A. ALTSliULER:

Polyhedra without diagonals

By a polyhedro.n without diagonaJs - or neighborly polyhectron - we mean a 3-dimensional

polyhedron P in which every two vertices ure joined by an edge of P. Two such polyhedra

are known: The teuahedron and the Csdszar rorus. In both cases the boundarr is a 2 - mani

fold. The number of venices is 4 and 7 . respectively. The next such polyhedr~n - if it

exists - would have at least 12 venices. We show that if we allow the boundary to be a

pseudomanifold. then there exist n~ighbourlypolyhedra with .9 and 10 venices.

(Essentially, a pseudoman"ifold is obtained from a 2 - maniföld by pinching same vertices.)

Funhennore: ifwe allow the boundary to be a generalized pseudomanifold (Obtaiiled from a

2- manifold by pinching edges), then:for everY n ~ 3 there exists a neighborly poJyhedron with
. . - ",~:•.ö:'

2n vertices and with connected interiort whose boundary is a generalized pseu4:gmanifold.

A. BEZDEK:

A solution or Conway's fried potato problem

In order to fry it as expeditiously as possible t Conway wishes (0 slice a given coovex porato

ioto n .pieces by n - 1 succesive plane cuts (just one piece being divided by each cut). so as to

minimize the greatest inradius of the pieces. We s~ow that one has to employ equally spaced

parallel cuts: choosing the direction of the cuts parallel to the planes of support which detennine

the minimum width of a weil defmed. rounded potato. We also show some examples and

discuss [wo variations of the original problem.

G. BLIND:

On packings with incongruent circles

Let P be a packing cf circles K; wirh radius r;. The homogeneity h of <JJ is usually

defined by h := inf!J.. An often investigated problem is to find good bounds for the packing
r·. J

density D of (Pt and the bounds will depend on- h .

r·
We define a local homogeneiry I by I := inf f . where the iof is ooly over all neighboring

)

circles of <]J. and we are interested in bounds fcr D depending on ,. We show in particular

7t
that 0.797... S / S 1 implies D S ,-.

'J12
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K. BÖRÖCZKY:

Circle packings

. Itis well-kno~n that the density of a packing of circles is at most _~. if the radii are chosen
- '112

from the intervaJ [q, I) where q =0.742990.... On the other hand, J. "Molnar consuucted an

ex~ple with q =0.645707 ... such thal the densi[y is ~. L. Danzer has another exarnple "

"where q = 0.654316.... Tbe union of two. touching and non-overlapping circles is called a

molecule (tbe radü of the circles are q and 1). A. ~eppes proved thatce~ ci.rcle packings

are' solid. Two of thein provide the .densest packing of molecules for q = {2 -"1 and

q =0,637555.... In our result the possible v~ues of q constitute awhole interval. The main

theorem is the following: •

Let _7::- 1 ~ q S; 0,189673....' Theo the density of any"packing of the corresponding
~3 -

molecules is at most

K. BÖRÖCZKY jun.:

Intrinsic volumes of and rat packings

.Let C bea convex body in Ed. and Qn be the convex huH of n non-over~apping translates or"

C. Dur goal is 10 minimize the intrinsic i-volume Vi(Qn) of Qn' for i = 1, ... ~·d. In the

case of the volume (i =cl) there are variouspossibilities. For example, the minimal

arrangement can be'a "sausage" (if C is a cylinder) or Q,j can hav~ large inradius for large n

(if C" is a spacefiller which is not a cylinder). On the other hand, for i ~ d - 1 we proved

that if Vi(Q,J js minimal then

J. BOKOWSKI:

Dürer's polybedron in his engraving MELENCOLIA I - Combinatorial tilings

on tbe 3-sphere

The open Steinitz problem "characterize.. among all combinatorial (d-l)-spheres, the

d - polytopal anes", lead to the investigation of equifaceued simple 3 - spheres which cannot be

obtained as boundaries of 4- polytopes (joint work with Peter Schuchen). Apan from the

known example of the Altshuler classification of neighbofly 3-spheres, the search for exarnples

within the class up (0 10 facets lead lO precisely one new example. the combinatorial facet-type

of which equals 'lhat of Oürer's.polyhedron in his famous copperplate e~graving.

r(Qn) ro
R(Qn} ~ 1 - --L

n il{il+3J _

2

where CI) =4OOO.Jd (~2)d+3.
~•



u. BRElIM:

Triangulation or lens spaces with rew simplices

(joint work with J. Swi~tkowski)

For the lens space L(p.q) (p > q .p.q relatively prime) a ttiangulation with 24N(P/q) + 33

tetrahedra and 3 N(P/q) + 9 venices is constnlcted. where N{P/q) denotes the sum of ~e

coefficients of the representation of P/q as a continued fraction. Using Reidemeister's

topological classification of le~s spaces, this implies that there m:e at least 2n topologically

distinct-triangulated lens spaces withat most 24(n +4) tetrahedra and 3(11 +4) veni~es.

The core of the proof is the construction of a IfreparametriZing complex" for a simplicial torus~

Finally. it is indicated how to use these ideas (0 aiangulate arbitrary 3- manifolds with f~w

simplices using a Heegard diagram and Dehn twist

F. BUEKENHOUT:

Unfolding combinatorial polytopes

This is a repon on joint work with S. Bouzette. E. Dony and A. Goneheiner. The literature on

unfoldings of polyhedra seerns rather scaree to uso We were developing a theory of unfoldings

ora combinatorial polytope P in tenns of morphisms from prepolytopes to P and other cate

gorical ideas. It leads to a characterization based on th~ spanning tI'ees of the 1-skeleton for the

dual polytope p*. Metrical polytopes in d - space and their metrical unfoldings in (d-l) - space

are sludied likewise. The enumeration of all unfoldings of the convex regular polytopes up to

symmetry in dim S 4 is close to completion in joint work with M. Parker. It was shown by

Bonzette and Vandamme that the dodecahedron and the icosahedron unfold in 43 380 ways.

R. CONNELLY:

Equilateral, equiangular, planar polygons

The problem of calculating the number of components of the space of points in a Euclidean

space subject to cenain distance constraints is considered. It is possible to use and apply some

of the ideas from the theory of rigid struclures.



. L. DANZER:

SCD, a 3-dimensional "Einstein"

A prototile SCD (= T(mln•s. h). m. n e N , g.c.d(m,n) =1, m, 2 < 11. S, hER, h > 0) is

presented. which

• is aw~yconvex polyhedron in IEJ ,

• pennits Zl.Co faee-to-face tiiings of E 3•

• none ofwhich is invariant under any nontriviaJ tran~slation (~rror images exclud~).

Ifand only if " is odd. the species S; ~f aB face-to-face tHings by ~ongruent copies of SCD

(mirror images not pennitted) is repetitive. •

When SCD is furnished with a f~ite number of sites for various atoms, every tiling of the latter

type yields an (r,R)-set (i.e. a DELONE-set)

• with onJy finitely many VORONOI-cells (up [0 rigidmotions)

• and without any B~GG-peak in its X-ray diffraction pattern ,Ci.e. no DIRAC-delta in its

FOURlER-transfonn), except a I-Iattiee on the z~ axis.. ·_

Only a very few ofthese patterns possess any global symmetry. There may be a reflection in a

Une. If there are more symmetries, there. is a scr~w with an angle inconunensurate to 1t.

If any .of these (r,R)-sets are physically realizable.. they will obey a strict long-range

orientationalorder, but not by ~lations and far away from being quasicrystalline.

H. EDELSBRUNNER:

"Volume 01 union of balls

Let !B be a fmite set of spherical balls in Rd and Uj3 their union. By the inclusion

exclusion principle,

val U.23 = L (_l)carda-l val (\cr .
(Je 2B -(0)

Most of the tenns in this fonnula are redundant. We show there is a d·dimensional abstract

simplicial complex K ~ 2~ so if K is substituted for 2~ the formula is still exact. Every

simplex Cl E K is independen~ that is, (lt - U(cr- t) ;e 0 for all t ~ 0'. The fonnula can

be funher reduced to tenns of at most d (rather than d+ I) balls each. using' simplex angles as

weights for the tenns val (\0' .

."7'•



A. FL()RIAN:

On the intersection ur a pyramid with a ball

•

Let Q be an ,,·sided pyramid contained in the unit baU K and having its apex ar the centre 0

of K. Let U be the radiaJ projection of the base of Q onto the boundary 52 of K. We

denote by Q the corresponding ,,·sided pyramid~ the base of which is a regular n· gon with its

vertices on 52 and which satisfies

a(l!) = a(U) (a = area).
Let K(p) ~ the ball with the same center 0 and radius p~ where 0< p S l.

Theorem: V(Q()K(p»:5 V(Q _flK(p». where V denotes vo~ume.

~en p ~ height of Ci _.~ then equality holds on~y for Q = Q. Same applic~tions are

discussed.

P. GRITZMANN:

Largest s.implices in polytopes

(joint ~ork with V. Klee and D. Larman)

The talk gives various results on the computational complexity of problems related to the task of

finding a largestj·sirriplex In an n-dimensional v· cr x·polytope_.· Applications-to the

Hadam~ ~etenninant problem, to the question of bou~dinithe growth rate of pivots in

Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting and to weighing designs are indicated; but the

main emphasis .is placed on the discription of a polynomial-time transfonnation from the

problem of fmding a Hamilton cycle in a directed graph which is based on earlierwork of

Papadimitriou & Yannahahis on the recognition of integer polyhedra.

R. J. HAN~-GILL:

• The view-obstruction problems

The view-obs01lction_prob~emfor an Il·dimensional closed convex-body' C containing the

origin in its interior was fonnulated by Cusick in-1973.- For k > O. the convex body kC is

uanslat~ (0 all points of the set (-t, -t, .... -!) + INn • where IN is the set of natural

numbers. When k .is large these bodies block all the mys fro~ the origin iota the open

positive cone. The centraJ problem is to determine the minimaJ blocking size. WilJs (1968) had

already considered this problem for boxc:s while studying cenain arithmetical funcrions. For

spheres and boxes cenrred at 0 for 11,= 2 . 3 . 4 the problem has been solved by various

authors (Betke and Wills. ehen. Cusick. PomerJllce. Dumir. Hans·Gill and Wilker).



x
Several new results regarding this problem and i(s g~neralisations have ~en obtained by

Dumir. Hans-GiIl and Wilker. In particular the l:Ol1stant for ~phere centred at () in R5 has

been detennined.

H. 'HARBORTH:

Few distances in small point sets

For " points in the plane the known vaJues for me minimum number f(~,) of different distan

ces are fl..3) =1 ,[(4) =f(5} =2 ,fl..6) =[(7) =3 ,J(8) =J(9) = 4 ,ltlO) =Jtll) =J{12) =5 .

The known numbers r(n) of different configurations with J{Il) different distances are r(3) =1.

r(4) =6 , r(5) = 1 , r(6) =9 , r(7) = 2 , r(8) =? . rl9) =3 .

For the ptatonic solid graphs G =T. H , 0, D ,/ (tetrah., cube. octah.• dodecah., icosah.)

straight line drawings D(G) (two edges have at most one point in common) in the plane are

considered. The minimum numbers A of different edge length are aetennined in the cases of

. real (A(G»~ of integer (A(G~r», of plane D(G)'s with real (Ap(G)). and of plane D(G)'s with

integer edge lengths.

••
A(G) A(G,r) Ap(G) Ap(G,r)

T 2 3 2 3

H 1 1 2 2

0 2 3 3. 3

D 1 1 ,2 2

I 3 3 4 5:7

For 0 an 2~ different D(W5)'S and 6 classes of D(W5)'s with one parameter are

constructed for the wheel graph Ws with four spokes. These can be fitted together to get 9

octahedra drawings with (Wo different edge lengths (see one in the figure). For I ~ere are

274 D(W~"S , and 00 combinations are possible to get a D(f) with only [WO different edge

lengths.

M. HENK:

Finite and infinite lattice packings

For a convex body K in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Ed let IjJL(K) be the

family of alt packing lattiees with respect (0 K. Funher far an integer 11 let

']JL(K,n) = ( Ce Ed I #(c) =" and there cxists a A E 'PL(K) with C c 1\ J.
We call IJ.'L(K,n) the set of all finite lattice packings of K (af cardinaJity n).

With respect to the parameterized densities

......•

i

I

~-----------------------------------------



max {
" V(K)

V(conv(C) +pK)
C E !i-' L(K .n) }. p > O.

W.-Y. HSIANG:"

The proof of ~eplerls conjectureon the sphere packing p~oblem

ÖL(J() for p ~ p(K) =

we show

t..J21. K = Bd

3 . K =-K

32<d+ 1) • eise

where ÖL(K> is the density of a densesl infinite lattice packing.

•

•

~~~~: If oße packs a large number of identical spheres ln~o a container,

the density of such a packing is defined to be Ehe percentage afthe volume o(th;;'~on~ner

occupied by spheres. The l.u.b. of such packings will, of course, d:epend on the shape and the

relative size of the container. If oße let the relative size between the container and the spheres

tend to infinity,.then the above l.u.b.will (end to a~.lim.4~ independent afthe

shapes of the containers. This corrunon limit is essentially the optimal densiry of sphere·

packings with the~~ as the container! The sphere packing problem seeks to

detennine the exact vciIue of the above optimal _densiry.

~KQ2kr cQnjecture 2Il~~: In a latin booklet of 1611 entitled: tlA new yearls

gift....;;... on six comered snowflake" He discussed the above sphere packin~ 'problem, compared

the densities of a fe~ examples whieh are, nowadays, ealled the pattice type pac~ng. Among

them, he found the face centered cubic lattice packing is the denses~ and then, he""ooldly

conjectured that the f.c.c. packing already achieved the optimal density of all possible sphere

pae~ngs, namely, in his own words: "The (f.e.c.) packing will be the -tightest possible, so that
. .

in 00 other arrangements could more pellets be stuffed into the same contaiiler."

:Im: 12IQQfQf~ conjecrure: ~he sphere packing problem and the Kepler ~onjecture is, by

definition. a problem of in(mitely many spheres. The fIrSt step is to introduce suitable local

invariants so as to reduce the a~ve problem [0 some problems of finite spheres, if such a

reduction is at all possible. The following two loeal invariants play this crucial role in the proof

of Kepler's conjecture~ namely (i) loeal density ~d (i) a Jocally averaged density defined as

folIows.

pefinitions: (i) To eueh given sphere in a packing 0>. one associates a surrounding

polyhedron whieh consislS of those points that ure as dose to its center as to the centers of the

others. and caIl it the~~ of the sphere in (he given paeking 'lJ. The local density of a
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sphere Si in '.P is defined to be the ration betwc::c::n the volumes of the sphere and its loeal cell~

namely
vol(S;)

voIC(S;~~)

(ii) Two spheres are defined to be~nei~bbQrs if their center distance is at mo~t 2.18 times

the radii (two spheres are delined to be neighbors id [heir local cells have a cammon face). The

cluster of spheres· consisting of a cenual sph.ere Si and aJI its close neighbors is called the~

~ of S; and den~ted by 1(S;). Set

p(Sj) = ( Sij' 1 ~j s #P(Si) }

13
Oljj = #.Jl.(Sj) oYOIC(Sij'P) •

(iii) The locally averaged density of Si in ".P is defined (0 ~ the following weighted average

of the local densities of Sij in .<.p~ namely

_ '1 C!'ij P(S;j~fP)
p(S;,p) = 1:

j .co ij

In a paper published in the aetober issue (1993) of International Journal.of Mathematics~ the

author proves the following theorems on the optimal upper bound of the local

invariants,namely

Theorem 1: The optima11ocal density is equal [0

4x 21C ~T: 20(1 - 2cos5 ) tans = 0,75469 ...

and it can be achieved when and only when the Iocal cell is a circumscribing regular

dodecahedron.

Theorem Z: The optimallocally averaged density is equal to 1Clm and it can be achieved

w.hen and only when the double layer loeal packing (consisting of the central sphere~ its close

neighbors and all their neighbors) is a sub-cluster of the elose packing of Barlow-t~.

Sinee the global density of a packing <.P is the following weighted average density~namely

{
1; 00; p(Sj,!P) }

p(QJ) = limsup , L -.
j 00,

where 00; = L CJl;j • the Kepler conjecture follows directly from Theorem 2. This proves the
J

Kepler conjecture that 1t/...[i8 is indeed the optimal density of all possible sphere packings in

the whole E3.

0"•
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D. HUS()N:

Periodic Delone tilings

Delone complexes (and Voronoi Diab'T"JIllS) are useful in a large number of fields. from"

archeology to zoology. Many different algorithms have been devised (0 compute them. For

simplicilY and [0 avoid ~omputational difficulties. lhe input data. a set of points. is assumed to

be i~ genera! position and the arisingDelone ~omplexes are always triangulations. In the

appliculion of Delone complexes [0 crysta!sa-uctures. however. it is importanl it is important

that the ansing cel1s or tiles.reflect the sYtnlneiry of the given points (atoms) and hence special

arrangements should not be neglected. In (his talk a simple geometrie procedure is discussed

and demonstrated that computes the Delone complex (Le. tiling) of a pericxlie 3D point set.

• taking special arrangements fnto account

" ....c. IM HOF:
Complex volume of orthoschemes

The aim is to defin~a volume functionaJ far polytopes in projective space pn with respect 10 a

qu~c Q inducing hyperbolic geometry.

An orthostheme is asimplex described by a linear .Coxeter diagram. ~e volume of a reducible

orthoscheme" is inductively d~fined to be the product of the volurnes of its components.

. . Anirteduci.ble 0rtll0scheme induces a"contiguration of n+3 hyperplanes.which in turn define

a set of 2n + 7 polytopes. One of these lies inside Q, it therefore has apositive real volume.

It differs from the given onhoscheme by analgebraic sum of reducible orthoschemes. This

allows us to 3:Ssigna complex volume. to anyortho~heme in pn.

•
The Schläfli differential fonn continues to hold in our more general contexL

A. l\flt WEISS:

"Polytopes related lo the Picard group "

For each positive integer "m we show that there is a finite 4- polytope with simplicial facets

whose venex-figures are regular abstract. polyhedra of type {3. m J. In the constnlction we

employ cenain quotients of the. Picard group.. Distinct polyropes of the same type can then

anse. some"of which may be chirnl; but in ~ach instance. facets and venex-figures are regular.
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R. KELLERHALS:

Spl1ere packings and volumes -ofhyperbolic manifolds

We improveestimates from below for volum~s volll(Mn) (11 ~ 3) of compact hyperbolic space

forms -Mn = Hn / r, r< Iso(Hn) discrete and torsionfree. by making use of sphere

- packings an~ density estimates (following ideas of R. Meyerhoff and~anin)~

Let r(x.,M) := sup { r I expx injective on a balf of radius rl and r(M) := sup t r(x.M) Ixe?" }.

Then, b~ Manin's resul~ r(M) >- . 1 11 .' The Buser-Karcher estimate says that
2.92+~2]

- ~ 1 n "I
voln(MR) ~. n- . (-) • 0n-l = volll_1(sn- ) .

. n 411+3 . .e
By Böröc~'s theorem on lhe upper bound of a sphere packing (here w~th qalls of radius

r(M), we derive the lower bound.

voln(Mn) .~ voln(R(a» , where

1:(R(a» : .J!..-.,. . ....- , ! < cos (2a)
n-

denores the characteristic hyperbolic. n-onhoscheme associated to the regUlar simplex Sreg(2a)

by Sreg(2a) = (n+l)! R(a) . .

w..K~PE~BERG:
Mutually contiguous translates of a plane region

(j~int work wirb Andrcis Bezdek and Krystyna K~perberg)

Two sets are contiguous if they have disjoint interiors and a common boundary point'

Members in a family of sets are concuirent if all of the sets in the family have a common point

We conslder a family of muwally non-overlapping translates of a plane region (bounded by a

. simple closed cwve). and we prove that if the translates are concurrent. ehen the family concists •

of ~t most four members. Generalizing this result. we prove that if a family 'of .mütuallY

contiguous translates of a region has a~ least four members. ther: the aanslates are cQncurrent.

and therefore the family consists of exactly four members. This solves a problem of

J. Mitehell, posed in 1989. Also, we ch~cterize those regions which admit fourconcurrent. .

mutually non~verlapping traßslates.
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D. Ci. LARMAN:

The art gallery problem with 1800 guards

(joint work with Ellen Bunting)

An art gallery room with " sides is a silnple plane polygon with " sides. The original an

gallery problem was to place a m~nimal number of guards ~n lhe gallery so that every point of

the gaJlery can be "seen" by at .Ieast one guard. An ingenious argument of Chvatal shows that

in general ~ guards will suffice and [hat this is the best possible result. UmJtia asked for the

analogous number when the guards vision is resnicted to 1800. Here we show that L4n; 1J
guards ~il1 do but perhaps again the COiTect answer is L~J. If it could be shown that an an

gallery with eleven si~es requires only 3 guards then the result could be improved (0 ~ 11 •

.c. LEE:
Combinat~rial volume

Notation: For (TI, ....• 'n) E 'll.: and indetenninates xI, ... ,xn ,1,1 :. 'I+ ...+'n'

rI = 'I! 0 •••• rn ! •xr "= x1rl. ... oxnrn, and supp (r) =. { i I Tj > 0 }. Let ß be an abstract

simplicial (d-l)-complex with vertex set {I, ... , Il} having an underJying topological space

whichjs an orientable manifold. vI, ... , VII be generic points in Rd, andM be the

d x n mattix [v I ..... VII]· Then there exists a polynomial V(x) =.,)ld b,~ sati~fying

br = 0 when supp Cl') E ß and MV b = O.

Theorem: V(x) is unique up (0 scalar multiple, and V(l) *O. In the case tha~

6 == oconv {vI, .... vn } then V(x} = val { y I y. Vi S Xi ' i =1•... , n } when Xi == 1 ,

and so V(l) is obviously nonz·ero. Let A6 = IR{Xl,· .. ,xn lI/
d

be the Stanley-Reisner
n .

ring of ß, 9j = i~l l'ijx}.j = 1, .... d. and B = AM(9 1, ••• , 9d) = BoEB ... EB Bd •

Then dimIR Bo = dimIR Bd = 1. As a corollary to the theorem, (~l + .. 0 +xn)d * 0 in Bd
and so multiplication by (xl +... +XII)d induces a bijection between Bo and Bd .

(This is joint w~rk with Sue Foege at the University of Kentucky.) .

E. MAKAI:

Lower bounds on the numbers ur shadow·boundaries and illuminated regions

Let KeRn, 11 ~ 2. be a closed convex sc=l. with 0;c. intK . K ~ Rn. We denote by

shbpt(K) • shshbpt(K) • iHrpt(KY the nuItlbcr uf different non-empty shadow-boundaries. non

empty sharp shadow-boundaries. and illulninaled regions (in the strict sense) of K ,different
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frombd K , w:r.t. arbitrilTy point light sources outside K. (A shadow houndary is sharp if

each light my that suppons K has at most onec~lnmon poi~t with K.) If we consider

parallel illumination, from directions whose opposite direction does not belong to the charac

teristic cone of K . we denote the analogous4uantities by shbparlK) ,shshbpar<K), illrpar(K) .

Any of these six quantities is finite if and only if K is polyhedrnl. If K is a both-way infin~te .

cylinder over an (n-l)-~imensionalconvex set i. then, apart from some simple cases, each of

these quantities has the same-value for K and L. Let therefore K be line-free.. Let j denote

the dimension of the characteristic cone of K. Then. if K varies by fixed j, the minimum of

shbpt(K) , shshbpt(K) t illrpt(K) (resp. s~bpar(K), shs~bpar(K) is attained if and ooly if K is

aj-fold one-way infinite cylinder over an (Il-j)-simplex (resp. (n-j)-parallelotope).

•
P. MANI·LEVITSKA:

On Nikolai' Mnevs universality theorem

We, that is Daniel Lehner and I, are presenting a slightly modified and elaborated proof of

N. Mnev's universality theorem (Springer Lecture Notes 1346): G.iven any semialgebraic set

M., there existsa finite sequen~e C of points in the real projectiveplane P2' whose reduced

configuration space [c]o is stably homeomorphic to M.· Consider aresolution

cr = (al, ... t G,) ofthe defining polynomials 11 t··· ,fr for M. 0; is a rooted label~ binary

tree, which describes how/; is composed ~om constants and variables by successive

application of the operatiöns + , -, • , : . There is a map E "forgetting the logical stIUcture",

"from the vertex set V(a) , !he disjoint union of the venex sets V(cr;) t into the field Q(Xt-xk}

of rational functions over Q. E maps the root of 0; ioto /; ~ Let reg(a) be the set of those

P E Rk where E(V) is regul~, for every v E V(a). Call twopoints p, q in reg(a)

equivalent, if E(V) - E(W) has the same sign, + , ~ or 0 t at p and at q , for every v ~ W in

V(a). Denote by n(a) the set of equivalence classes.

Proposition 1. For every -K E f1(cr) there exists a sequeoce c in P2 such that K is stably •

homeomorphic to [c]o'

Proposition 2. For an appropriate choice of (J , there is some K E n(cr) , stably

homeomorphic to M .

We have fouod that~ after a few modifications, N. Mnev's proofs of these statements are

correct.

I have leamed from Günter Ziegler that Harnld Günzel in Aachen has corne (0 the same

conclusion, so that a clean text should be available in the near future.
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P. MCMULLEN:

"Bare hands" constructions or regular polytopes

Because of the close connexion be~ween regular polytopes (as presenlly understood) and string

C -·groups. the most popular method used these days to construct new regular polytopes is by

means of their automarphism groups. However. when Grünbaum relaunched the subject in

1975. he frequently used direct methods. even in same instances construeting regular polytopes

by fitting together their facets one by one. In this talk. we wish to show thal there is still some

milage (0 be gained from such "bare.hands" techniques.

• B. NOSTRAND:

Ring extensions and chiral. polytopes

Abstract polytopes ure partially ordered SQ"UCtures which generaliZe the notion ~,~polyhedra in a

combinatorial sense. There are abstract polytopes which correspond to all of the c1assical

regular polytopes and many other well-known structures. Chirnl polytopes are repetitive

structures with maxiinal rotational symmetry which lack reflexive symmetty. While ~uch is

known about regular paiytopes, little is yet known about chiral polytopes. The simplest chiral

polytopes are all twisted tessellations of tOlii. While these chiral torii can be used to construct

locally toroidal chiral polytopes of rank 4 . we can also construct locally spherical polytopes.

We use hyperbolic honeycombs to conSlruct ehe symmetry groups of abstract polytopes aver

finite"rings.The corresponding polytopes belong to families with related local symmetry.

Ring extensions allow us to consUllct additional members cf. these families and 10 alter global

structure.

.J. PACH:

. On Conway's thrackle conjecture

• A thrackle is a graph G = (V(G) , Eee» drawn in the plane by simple arcs such that

(i) any two edges that do not share an endpoint cross exaetly once. and

(ii) no two edges sharing an endpoilu have any other point in common.

Conway conjecrured that IE(G)l ~ IveG)J for any thrackle G .

Theorem 1. Any bipanite graph that can be draw"n as a thrackle is planar.

Theorem 2. lEeG)1 ~ 2IV(G)1 holds for t:v~ry thr~H;kle G .

Analogous results can be proved when wc: ilnpose same weaker parity conditions on the

pairwise interseetions of the ares. This is joint work with Mario Szegedy.
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~. PERLES:
Transversals of polytopes

(joint work with. N. Prabhu from Purdue University)

Theorem 1: Let P be a convex d - polytope in R d. There is no k - tlat that" meets the relative

interiors of allj-faces ofP. unless k ~ min (d, 2(d -J).

The p~of uses the fact. due to B. Grünbau~. that the L~J -skeleton ofa d - polytope P is n~t

isomorphie 10 the ~J: skeleton of a polytope Q of dimension # d . .

Theorem2: Foreach d.~2 and n"2:d+ Ithereexistasimpled-polytope p* = P*(d.n) in

JRd , having exactly n facetS. with 0 Eint P*, and a nested sequence (J2\)~~ of linear

subspaces of Rd, with dimJ2v = ~v, such that J2v meers the relative interior of every •

(d-v)-face of p. (0 Sv S [d/2]).

p. can be chosen asthe Polar of a translate of a standard cyclic d- polytope with n vertices (=

convex hull of n points on the moment curye (t. 12, ...• zd), with J2v =span {e 1. e2' ... ,e2~}·

J. RUSH:

On . lattice packing densities

Superballs are bodies of the fonn (x :f(x) < 1 } where f is a superball funetion. A funetion

f: R k -:--+ R is a- superball funetion ~ it saUsfies:

(1) f(O) = O,j{x) > 0 if x;t:O

(2) f(x) = f(-x)

(3) 'V t> 0 3 A e GLt(R) S.l. tf(x): = ftAt) 'V x E Rk

(4) f(ex + (l-9)y) ~ 9ft,X) + (1-9)f(y) 'V x.y E IRk ,0 S·aS 1.

We conjecture that the maximum lattice-packing density ÖL of the superbaU

where k divides n. is asymptotically

. ]n (l + o( 1»

[

exp(-f(Ax)dV-

ÖL 1 sup Bk ror large n.
2 A e OLt(R) L exp (- f(Ax»

zk. .

•
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P. SCHMITT:

Space fi~ling knols

In this talk two t:xamples of knotted space fillers are described. i.e. two bodies in Euclidean

space which are topologically equivaJent to a torus but are embedded like a trefoil knot. and

which tile space by congroent copies. These space fillers can be realized as toroidaJ polyhedra.

Funhennore. the idea used in the cons~ction can be generalized to obtain arbitrnrily knotted

(or linked) space fillers.

Remark: Different constnlctions were found independently by W. KUPERBERG and by

COLIN DAVIS. An earlier example is due to PETER MCMULLEN (unpublished).

E. SCHULTE:

Toroidal advenlures

A central problem in abstract polytope theory is the classification of polytopes by their local or

global topological type. On the group level this amounts to the classification of C-groups in

tenns of generators and relations. The classical theory corresponds to the spherical case.

Partial results are discussed for the case when the polytopes are locally spherical or euclidean

space-fonns. The situation is best understood in°the toroidal case.

G. C. SHEPHARD:

Ceva, Menelaos, and friends

The theorems of Ceva and Menelaos are weIl known. These are °just two of a vast number of

theorems which state identities of the following kind. Let Yj be a point defined in same

geometrically significant way 00n each edge or diagonal [Vi'Vi+tl of an n- gon
J1

[VI' V2, ...• VnJ· Then a product TIrVi Yi/Yj V;+d = +1 or -1. In this lectur~, all these
. ;=1

identities were shown to be consequences of a fundamental theorem (which is too long to stare
here) conceming d-dimensional anaJogues uf polygons in Ad, namely polyacrons. These are

defined as sets of points in Ad: in addition (0 edges lhere are 2-faces (triangles). 3-faces

tetrahedra etc. detined by adjacent sets of 3 . -+ •... venices. The analysis of the results was

facilitated by CW-diagrams. These show inlm~djatelywhich products of the above type have

(he requiredpropeny. namely the valu~ + I ur -I for all 11- acrons. Details will be published

shonly.
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H. TVERBER(i:

Almost-transversals for families of translaies satisrying T(~)

We considera family of disjoint convex sets in the plane. Theyare trnJlSlales of one compact

set K. Assume that every 4 sets have a transversal, i.e.. a straight Line meetin'g all of them.

Then it folIows' from aresult of Katehalski and Lewis thill there will be a transyersal for the

whole family, with the exception of at most 603 sets. We stale this as .

T(4) =T-603 ~ .

Katchalski ·and Lewis have a conjecture thal T(3) ::::) T - 2 . which of course ~mpljes

T(4) ~ T - 2. We indicated a proof, using a result of Ec~off, t~al T(4) =>T - 6 .

This can probably be strengthened by using anolher one of Eckhoffs results abQut T(4) .

We also explai~edhow lhe f~ct that T(5) :::) T - 0 implies that if there ~s counterexample to

T(4} := T - 2 , then mere .is one with a smaJI number of sets (definitely ~ ~9, and most likely

S 15). Note that T(4) ~ T - 2 holds for circles as weil as squares, and that even

T(4) ~ T - 1 might be tnle.,

w. WHITELEY:

Constraining plane configurations in CAD

A n~nstrained ~agramU in Computer Aided Design is

(i) a collection cf geometrie objects (points.lines, circles) 

(ü) a"set of incidences (point on line, line tangent to plane ... )

(üi) a set of numerieal consttaints: distaßces; angles ... ~

Some basic questions in CAD ask

(a) when a constrained diagram isO

(i) unique, up (0 eongruenee, translation ... ;

(ö) locally unique, up 10 congruence, translation ... ;

(ili) fixed, at fIrSt-order, up to congruenee, translation ... ?

(h) when are lIte consttaints

(i) independent? (One can be c~ange(t crealing a nearby configuration)

(ii) minimal. for fllSt-order uniqueness'!

(iii) possible new cOßStmints which are independent?

..
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Most problems of this type ure unsolved. Even points. lines and angles alone are not

chamcterized.

This talk summarized two known cases.

(c) points with distance constraints (plane rigidity):

(d) points with directions far pairs (parallel drawings);

and presented new results 10 characterize the combined pattern of

(e)points with both dislaßce and direction constraints.

In .this combined problem the 'special position' diagrarns are described by interesting Euclidean

propenies.

J. B. WILKE~:

- The Apollonian gasket and periodic isoclinal sequences

One approach to estimating the Hausdol1I dimension of the Apollonian gasket led to a sequence

of disks in the plane with radii in geometrie progression andany four-consecutive disks

mutually tangent This motivated the detinition cf an isoclinal sequence of (1l-1)-spheres in

inversive n-space with äny n + 2 consecutive (1l-1)-spheres required 10 have the same.

inclination- y to one another. It tuins out that for such a sequence 10 existtheinclination y
. f 1 1 Wh . dd d n + 2 1 - thmust sans y y< - -+1 ' Y* - -: . eo 11 lS 0 an - 2· 3 < '1 < - -+.l' e

'~. 1I M n + n + 1 - '-'

Möbius transfonnation which advances the sequenee upon.itself is c~njugate to an n; I ·-fold

rotation of the fl- sphere. The eondition for this tranfonnation- to be periodie can be expressed

in tenns of the existence of concurrent chords in a regular N-gon. This yields a campiere

enumeration of periodie isoclinaJ sequences: there are infinitely many such.sequences in

dimension 11 =1 and there is exactly one such sequence in dimension IZ =3 '. The sequence in

dimension 11 =3 consists of 24 2-spheres and has 1 = l-i~ .
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J. M. WILLS:

A new approach to packing and covering

Let K c Ed be a convex body with volume V(K) > 0 and let K; = K + ci •. i = 1•...• J1 and

Cn = tcl .... ,cn}. Then
-__V~(K). _._

.9(K,Cn,p) = 11
V(convCn + pK)

is called the density function of the arrangement eil + K, where pER is a parameter. For

p > 0 V(convCn + pK) can be estimated via mixed volumes; for p < 0 by other convexity

tools. If dim(convCn + pK} <. d. we set 9 =00, The idea of the parameter p is to conrrol the

influence of the boundary.region of Cn + K. If in(K j nKj ) = 0 for i ~ j ,then e" + K is a

packing. if conv Cn C Cn + K ,then Cn + K is a covering. So one can detine optimal

densities for finitepackings and coverings:

ö(K,n,p) '= sup ( 9(K,Cn,p) I Cn.+K packing} p > 0

ö(K,n,p) = inf ( 8(K,Cn,p) I Cn +K covering } pER.

For suitable p these densities tend to classical packing and covering densities (l~ttice and

nonlattice). So ODe gers a joint theory for finite and 'infinite packing and covering.

G. ZIEGLER:

Combinatorics of 4-dimensional polytopes

1. 4 - Polytopes~mu eXtendably~

We explained constnlctions which show that, while shelling a 4-polytope, ODe ean "gefstuck".

The basic step is the identification of nonshellable 3- balls (after FRANKL and HING) as

subcomplexes of "piles of eubes", which can be lifted to 4- space convexly.

2. Ew: 5-pQlytopes~ kilDD.21

prescribe 1G~.2f i~

We sketehed the exttemely

simple. direct constnlction (due

to J. RICHTER-GEBERT) of a

5 - polytope for which the shape

of a hexagonal 2 - face cannat be

arbitrarily prescribed - i.n every

realization of the 5 - polytope the

hexagon venices He on a eonic.

•

Berichterstatter: G. Wegner
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Methods of asymptotic analysis are basic in many areas of mathematics and its applica
tions: e.g. in mathematical modelling, redudng complex systems to simpler ones, analy
sing systems with respect to characteristic parameters, studying systems with different
scales, charaeterising behaviour of solutions, in numerical methods. Theory of singular
perturbation covers problems depending on parameters not in a regu1ar way and leading
for aitical parameters to significant changes e.g. in the character of the relevant equations
and tI\eir SölutWns. Up tö now there does not exist a unified ·theory of singular perturba
tion. Recent developments in the theory of dynamica1 systems, of bifurcation, of limiting
and homogenization were the main impulses for this Oberwolfach meeting. 1t was the se
CQnd of its kind organized by the Mathematische Forschungsinstitut. 28lectures covered
mainly two areas: singular perturbation in dynamical systems (mainly nonlinear ordinary
and partial düferential equations) and homogenization of partial differential equations
and of problems of calculus of variation.

To bring together specialists from these different directions and 10 combine their expertise
was an important aim of this conference. The exchange of results and methods, the ongo
ing discussions have proven to be very important for the partidpants· who usually are
spUt up in different groups. The following topics are examples for what was discussed in
detail:

Systems reduction in case of singular perturbed partial differential equations, systems
showing metastable behaviOUl, developing layers in the interior and at the boundary,
with interfaces, problems with rapidly osdllatory geometry cr other datas, systems with
multiple scales. The underlying functional analytic ooncepts and the proper tools for the
different special problems were discussed. The relation of asymptotic methods and nume
rical algorithms attracted strong interest. The perspectives of applying theoretical results
of asymptotic analysis to design more effective numerical algorithms were discussed.
They ar!! very promising.

The impuJses stirred by the interaetion of different mathematical areas were the m.ain re
sUlt of the conference. An aetive oooperation in research developed during the meeting.
The very special conditions and the unique atmosphere of the Forschungsinstitut were es
sential for the success obtained. All partidpants were very gratefu1 to the institute and its
staff who he1ped to Blake the stay not only pleseant but also sdentificly most successful.
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Peter W. Hates:
Asymptotic dynamics of the Cahn-Hilliard equation are the Mullins-
Sekerka flow'
Writing the Cahn-Hilliard equation as a sytem:

uf = -!J.vE

vE =rouE _1. f(uE) in Q eRN,
E

auE = avE = cl on ao,
an an
uE(x, 0) =u~(x), e

we show that there exists a family 'of inititial functions (.ub)o < E S I such that the zero

level set of the solution uE converges as E~ 0 to the solution to the Mullins-Sekerka (or

Hele-Shaw) problem r t:

roe n a given closed (N - 1)-dimensional submanifold .

'~v =0 in n\rh t > 0

v=:<JK on r h K =mean curvature, <J a constant

av=O ondQ
an
.r t env~lves with nonna! velocity = tGump in ~: across r t).

'~

Giovanni Bellettini

Approximation by r-convergence and discretizatiön of -some geometrie
problems -in caleulus of variations
We have considered the variational approximation of the functionals

J(E) = Pu(E) + cos e H" 0 '(aE n an) - f. kdx E {;; n k RO,

J(u) =LIVul2dx + HO o·I(So) +f lu - gl2dx u E SBV(n).

By means of sequences of more.regular energies defined on finite dimensional spaces,

we have discussed how the relaxation and the discretization parameters must be related in
order (0 have the convergence result.

Finally we discuss semicontinuity problems for the funtional

1[1 + V(K)]dHl + f. gdx, E ~ R2, E E c2,

~ E

where K is the cuivature of aE and 'V is a convex function.

e
\.
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Pavol Brunovsky
Tracking invariant manifolds without differential. forms
An alternative of a result of Jones, Kaper and KoppeIl conceming the inclination of
invariant manifolds of singularly perturbed differential equations at exit points from
neighbourho<>4s of " slow manifolds" is given. Unlike the original proof, it does not
make use of differential fonns.

G. A. Chechkin
Homogenization problems with r~ndom alternating bo.undary conditions

Let (n, B, Il) be a probability space , r~ :n -+ Q is a mapping 'semigroup with respecl

to ~ which leaves the measure invariant.

Definition. A random set r c Rn - 1 is called nondegenerate if 3 a positive function h on

Q: h(T~ro)

such thal for almost all <0 E Q , \;/ cp E C; (Rn \ (r X (~ =O}»

f...lh(TE,CJ)'P2(~, O)d~ ~f 1.... IV'P(~, ~)12d~d~; (1)

in addition (h·- I ) ==i dll~CJ)) < 00. (2)

Let r q be Tandom nondegenerate closed sets in Rn - I, q == 1, ... , N. The domain DeRn

has a smooth boundary ao. The boundary ao consists of finite number of maps (Vq},

q = 1, ... , N, with local coordinates Xq =(x~, ... , xl/-I). Let ao = rEU 'YE, in each map
x

Vq r(= {xql Xq E Vq, ~ =(~h ... , ~n -1) E r q }.
E

We consider the problem L\u[ = 0 in 0, ue1r = 0, E ~UE LI. = g(x). (3)
e an ,2

We will look for asymptotics of the'generalized solution UE(X) in the form of

UE(X) .... uo(x)W(~), where .6uo =0 in 0, Uo laD =\'N} g. (4)
E .

The function W(~, C) =W(T~ro, ~) satisfy the following problem
.. --- a2w . -.. aw ' . '

AIJaiajW+--=O,~<O;WI~~=o=o,-1 n_r =1, (5)
a~2 ," a~ Q\uo." = 0

-- a -.. I.where 00 = (<0: To(Jl E r q ), OiW: = -W(T~w, ~) ~ ,1= 1, ..., n - 1.
" . ()~i = 0

Theorem. The sequence UE converges to Uo as E ~ 0 strongly in LI + x(D), weakly in

LI +x(dD), 0< x « 1.
These results are the joint work with A. Ju. Belyaev.
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lack Carr
Metastability in singular problems
Metastable systems have solutionsthat spend a long time in astate' which changes

extremely slowly, but are far from equilibrium. Such systems can be described as

nightmares (0 analyse since the equations describing them usually give no clear warning

of the pathological behaviour of their solutions and nurneneal experiemtation can

produce confusing results leading to the wrong conclusions.' The Becker-Döring

equations are an infinite set of ordinary differential equations describing congulation aod

fragmentation·ofparticles. Two applications. of the Becker-Döring equation are given:

(a) to the kinetics of phase transfonnations in binary alloys,
(b) to micelle fonnation.

Theoretical aod numerical results on metastability for these cases are given.

Francine Diener

Complex rivers as sums of diverging series
We study the asymptotic behaviour of the so1ution5 of the ODE

dy =Q(x, y) . =F(x y)
dx P(x, y) . ,

for (x, y) E C2 and P, Q polynomials. We shall indieate how to find a11 possible
asymptotic expansions (in rational powers of I/x), aod how to prove the existence of

solutions having these series as asymptotie expansions on sectors ~t infinity. We use' a

macroscope technique to reduce the problem to a singular perturbation problem. These
solutions are called rivers aod their ~xpansions are usually diverging.Most "special

. functions lt of physics, as the Airy funetion or the Weber function, are examples of

rivers.

Mare Diener

Invariant manifolds a~ infinity for 3-dimensional polynomial vector-fields
We shall consider, on a typical example, a problem of invariant manifolds for a 3- _

dimensional polynomial differential equation (or equivalently, a solution of •

(y + 3v) ovliJx + dv/oy = -(v1 + x).) The considered manifold exists above a curved-
shaped seetor at infinity, and is polynomial growth. We shall give a macroscope

technique that pennits to show the existence of such an invariant manifold. We shall

iodieate how the expansion in powers of the small parameter E :> 0 introdu~ed by the

macroscope gives a two-variables asymptotic expansion of the manifold.
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Paul C. Fife

Phase-field models ror diffusion induced grain boundary motion
(joint work with J. W. Lahn and D. Penrose)

Grains are crystals of the same phase differing only in the orientation of their crystalline

axes. The migration of boundaries between grains is an important pheneomenon in materials

science. Without additional complications the motion is thought to obey a motion - by
curvature law. Diffusion induced grain boundary motion (DIGM) involves the enhancement

of the motion by the addition of atoms of a solute species; that material diffuses to (on from)

the grains from the outside via the boundary (interface). The mechanism for this

enhancement is unknown. Phase-field models are employed to mooel the phenomenon, with
a view to discovering possible physical mechanisms. Th~s involves the asymptotic study of

traveling waves for a system of panial differential equations - the gradient system for a

variety of model Itfree energy" functionals for another parameter and solute concentrdtion.

Several possible mechanisms are indeed found and elucidated.

Martin Flucher

Asymptotics for eigenvalue problems on singularly perturbed domains
We study the influence of a small hole Ar to the solutions of the eigenvalue problem for

the vibrating membrane

-l\ep = Aep
<I> =0

L14112dx = 1

A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the eigenvalues

A~ : = ~(Q\Af) ~ Ak
is that the 2-capacity of the holes tends to O. We obtain the following convergence rates:

A~ =Ak + O(cap(Af),

11' - </)kIlL2(Q) =o (Ycap(Af »),

"' - 4>kIlHUQ) = 0 (Y cap(A
r»).

.For the case of concentration at a single point Ar c B~ the precise asymptotics are:
r 2

Ak =Ak +4»k(X) cap(Ar) + o(cap(Af),-

~ =~ -<I>(x) Ur + O(cap(Ar»

in aspace depending on the dirnen"sion, where uT denotes the capacity potential of Ar. A

multiple eigenval~e Ak = , ..., = Al splits according to the above formula with

2 2 1 2
<Pk(X) , ... , <1>] (x) replaced by 0, ... , 0, L epj (x) .

j=k

The proof is of variational nature. The projections of the. unpenurbed eigenfunctions

onto the space of the penurbed ones serve as comparison functions for the Rayleigh
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quotient. A continuous variant of the inverse power method is used for the estimation of
the eigenfun"ctions. Details "are given in [1] and [2]. For t~e planar case the accuracy of
the eigenvalue approximation formula is confirmed numericaUy [3]. For this purpose a

finite element approximation in conformal coordinates is used. The resulting discrete

eigenvalue problem issolved by the inverse vector iteration scheme accelerated to third
order by adapted_ spectral shifts. For the initial spectral shift we use the above eigenvalue

approximation fonnula. This trick also pennits to comptue higher eigenv~l1uesby simple

vector iteration although in this case the conjugate gradient method has to deal with a

.non-positive stiffness mauix.

References: e
[1] "FLUCHER, M. Apporximation of Dirichlet eigenvalues on domains with small

holes, to appear 1. Math. Anal. Appl.

[2] FLUCHER, M. Eigenfunction estimation methods for singularly perturbed domains,
in preparation

[3] FLUCHER, M., KOOP, A. Numerical solution of a singularly perturbed eigenvalue

problem, Preprint series SFB 256 No. 309 (1993), Universität Bann

Giorgio Fusco
Same aspects of slow dynamics for the Cahn-Hilliard equation
We discuss the following theorem concerning' the dynmacics of the Cahn-Hilliard

Equation for E« 1.

Theorem: There exist V, E> 0 such th.at given v E (0, v), ~o E an, for each E E (0, e)
th~re is a solution UE: [0, 00) ~ H3 of

J
EVUl = Ö(-E2ÖU + F'(u». X.E!l

(eH)

\ au=a~ =0 xeaQ
"iN av '

such that

l~i:O ut(x. t) =1, X E 0\( ~(t»).

\~i:O ut(~(t).t) =-1. x =~(t),
where ~(.) : [0, 00) 4 an is the solution of the o.d.e.

{~ = Xgrad K(~),

~(O) = ~o.

Here K(~) is the mean curvature of an at ; E an and X is a positive constant.
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Rustem R. Gadyl'shin
Asymptotics of eigenvalues and scattering frequencies forLaplacian in
singularly perturbed domains

We present some results obtained by using the method of matching asymptotic

expansions.

First result° Let 0 c R 3 be a bounded simply connected domain with a smooth boundary

r0, Ao be a simple eigenvalue of the Neumann boundary value problem for Laplacian in

Q and <Po be the corresponding eigenfunction nonnalized in. L2(Q). Assume that n
coincides with' the half-space X3 > 0 at some neighborhood of the origin and

rot ={x : XE-} E ro}, where 0) is a bounded domain in the plane X3 =0, 0 < E « 1. Then

the eigenvalue ~ ofthe boundary value problem

-L\cP[ =Ät:CPE, X E 0,
d<Pt -av =0, x E r E =ro \ 00t, <Pt = 0, XE Ol[,

converging to Ao, has the following asymptotic expansion:

~ . 2A.t = L EJAj, A} = 21t<po(0)cro,
j=o

where Cro > 0 is the capacity of the plate 0).

Seqond result· The asymptotic expansion of the scattering frequency ~ of Helmholtz

resonator OE =R3 \ rt , converging to ko =~~ 0, has fonn

t E = ko + L Ejtj, t} =1tcp5(O)ccJ(2ko),
j = 1

Ime2 =-a(1t<po(0)cro)2/2,

(J =lim i I(jex(x, 0, ko)12ds,
. R~ 00 btl:R

where Gex(x, y, k) is the Green function of the exterior limit problem outside Q.

'Third result· Let 0' be bounded simply connected domain, n c n', n' coincide with

half-space X3 > -h at some neighborhood of Xo = (0, 0, -h), h > 0, nex
= R3 \ 0'. Then

asymptotic expansion of the scattering frequency t[ ---+ ko *TOf the acoustic resonator

OE =0 u nex u (rot x [-h, 0]) has form

t[ = ko + L Ei'tj, '

i = 2
t2 = ~tn (koh)cpÖ(O)lrol, Imt3 =0, Im't4 =-!<<po(O)lrolsin-1(koh»2(J',

(J' =lim 1lGex(x, xo, ko)12ds.
R~ 00

bd .. R

If k. =1t:;, m ~ 0, and k; is not the eigenvalue of the limit interior problem in 0, then
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'tE = k. + L ELch
i:::l

'tl = 2qrok.h-1, Im't2 = _~h-llrolo'/2, where the negative constant is an analog of C(J)-

Fourth result: If (lex is a bounded domain, then the second eigenvalue of the boundary

value problem
E d<PE t

-Ö<PE =AE<PE' X E (2, av =0, x E an
has the asymptotic expansion

A~2) = E2h-1Irol(lnl-1 + Inexl-1) + O(E3).

Steffen Heinze
Homogenization of Flame Fronts

It is proven, that travelling waves in periodically diffusive and convective media with

combustion nonlinearity can be homogenized. An equation for the homogenized limit is

derived. A crucial step is the derivation of unifonn lower and upper bounds for the wave

velocity from which uniform gradient bounds for the wave profile follow. These

~stimatesallow to pass to the homogenized limit

Ulrich Hornung
Weighted Two-Scale Convergence

Let Q eRn be a bounded domain and Z = [0, I]n eRn the unit cube. Aceording to

Nguetseng (1989) and Allaire (1992) a family of funetions uE E L2(Q) is said to two

scale converge to a funetion u E L2(Q; L2(Z» iff

LUE(X)ep(x,~) dx ---+Li u(x, y)ep(x, y) dy dx

holds for any test-function <P E c;(Q; C;<Z», where # denotes Z-periodieity. This
notion has shown to be very useful in proving eonvergence of homogenization processes _

for diffusion and flow in media with periodie struetures ineluding problems in perforated .,

domains. The topieof this talk is to generalize this notion to diffusion problems taking

place ,on surfa~es aod/or curves. Applications to adsorption, fractured media, and

macropore problems are diseussed.

Xiao-Biao Lin
Singularly perturbed system of reaction-difrusion equations

I shall construct matched asymptotic expansions for formal solutions to any desired

order in E for a singularly perturbed system of n reaction-diffusion equations, assuming

that the Oth order solutions in regular and singular regions are a11 stable. The fonnal
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solution shows that there is an invariant manifold of wave-fronr·like solutions that

attracts other nearby solutions. With an additional assumptions on the sign of the wave
speed, the wave-front-Iike solutions converge slowly to stable stationary solutions on
that manifold. If time permits, I shall.indicate how to prove the existence of an exact
solution near the fonna! solution.

Stefan Luckhaus
Homogenization for two phase now
The subject is to derive the so-called double porosity model for oil water flow through
porous rocks by homogenization starting trom the two phase Darcy flow with strongly
varying permeability. The equations:

8 alS = div ([X(EX) + [2(1 - X(EX»] k(s)V(pc(s) + (P2 - PI)Z) + k(s)v)
div v =0,

v =(X(EX) + E2(1 - X(EX» [K(s)V(p(s) + K(s)Vz]
with a periodic [0, 1] function X and their fonnallimit

8 a;s =diy (A k(S)V(pc<S> + (P2 - Pt) z) + k(S)v) + f,
div v =0,

v =A(K(S)Vp + KVz),

f= 'Q\,i dt(J,

Q = (O S Xi ~ 1), Y ={x Ix,(x} =O} (1 Q where a satisfies aL(J - div(k(a)Vpc(a» = 0
in Y, 0 = s(x) in ay were derived by Arbogast, Douglas, Hornung. Here we [A.
Bourgeat, A. Mikelic, S. Luckhaus] show this result rigorously. Using methods of C.
Vogt and an extension for the doubly degenerating s-equation.

Andro Mikelic
On the boundary conditions at contact interface between a porous medium
and a free ßuid
We consider a slow viscous fluid flow in 2D domain consisting of a porous medium and
a free fluid domain. At the boundaries of the solid pan of porous medium we suppose
the no-slip boundary condition supposing aperiodie porous medium with period
proportional to the characteristic pore size and a fixed porosity and using the
homogenization, we find conditions on the interface linking pressures and veloeities.
Furthermore, we estimate the L2-norm of the difference between the solution for same

pore size E and the eombination of solutions of the limit problems and show the

convergnce as E ~ O. We distinguish two important cases:
a) The balanced flow in free fluid domain and in porous medium. We obtain

continuity of the nonnal velocities at the interface. Finally, the value of Darcy's
pressure at the inteIface is zero.

b) The small flow in porous medium caused by the flow in free domain. At the
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interface the Darcy pressure is equal to the pressue of the free fluid minus a
constant coming from an auxiliary problem multiplied by the value of tangential

. computation of nonnal stress at the interface.

Stefan Müller
Singular perturbations or nonconvex. minimization problems
Consider the problem

IE(u) =LW(Du) + e2lDul2~ min

subject to u = Uo on an, where u : n c Rn~ Rm. In view of applications to solid-solid e
phase transitions we are interested in the case where W is not convex (and not even

strongly elliptic). Then, for E = 0 the infimum may not be attained and minimizers of IE
form particular minimizing sequences. As not much is known in the general case three

model problems are studied.

1. fe2u~x + (Ut - 1)2 + u2 ~ min.

Thm. 3 Eo > 0, such that for E < Eo minimizers are pericxlic with period LoEI13 + O(e2/3).
Goint work with R. V. Kohn)

2. u: (0, L) x (0, 1) ~ R, u = 0 at x = 0

lE(u) =ff u~ + (u9 - 1)2 + e2u9Y

A standard boundary layer construction suggests that min IE=:: CEInLIn. but

Thm. For E sufficient small one has cE2/3LII3 S min IE(u) S CE2I3Lll3.

For the upper bound one uses a test function that has (almost) self-similar refinement

near x = O.
Goint work with G. Dolzmann and V. Sverak)

3. u: nc R2 4 R2, ubx) = Fx, Fe M2x2, W: M2x2 4 R, W 2: 0,

W-I(O) =K =SO(2)A u SO(2)B, det A, det B > O.

I(u) =i W(Du) + elD2uldx.

T h m, If F e Kqc (the quasi convex hull), then 3 a > 0 such that min IE~ eeQ
•

Furthennore lim 1 min IE=00 •

E--+OE

Nikolai N. Nefedov

·e
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PDE's with Interior and Boundary Layers and Differential Inequalities

Method
We consider boundary value problems

e2l\u = f(u, x, e), x E D C R2,

u = g(x), x E dD,
where e is a small parameter, C, g and the boundary aD of the domain D are sufficiently

smooth. We assume that the nonlineari ty f satisfies the following conditions

(A 1) f(ii, x, 0) =0 has three solutions ii =<PI (x), U=<Po(x), ii =lp2(x),

where fu(q>i(x), x, 0) > 0 for i = f, 2, and fu(<Po(x), x, 0) < 0, X E 0.
o lcp2(X)

(A2) I(x) = f(u, x, 0) du = 0 if x belongs to some smooth elosed curve.

<Pl(X)

(A02) I(x) == 0, X E O.
For both cases we construct asymptotic expansion of any order. The proof of

correctness is based on differential inequalities. Similar results are given for singularly

perturbed parabolic. problems.

Dlga Dleinik
Homogenization problems for elliptic equations in partially perforated
domains
Goint work with W. Jäger and A. S. Shamaev)
We consider homogenization problems in partially perforated domains for the Dirichlet,
Neumann and mixed type boundary conditions on holes and also corresponding
eigenval.ueproble.ms. We find homogenized boundary value problems and get estimates
for the difference between solutions in a perforated domain and a solution o~ the limit
equation. In the ease of the Dirichlet problem and the mixed type boundary value
problem we construct the second tenn of the asymptotic expansions for solutions and

eigenvalues. The proofs are based on the two-scale asypmtotic method and theorems on

the existence of solutions of boundary layer type. For eigenvalue problems we use the
Theorem from the book: "Mathematical problems of elasticity and homogenization

tl

,

North-Hplland, 1992.

R. E. Q'Malley
Using Exponential Asymptotics to Describe the Motions of Shocks and
Transition Layers
(joint work with J. Laforgues)
We consider special initial-boundary value problems for singularly perturbed advection
diffusion and reaction-diffusion equations and the approach of their solutions to steady
states over an exponentially long time-scale. Equations include Burgers', Cahn-Allen

and their generalizations, in m-space variable. The shock typically takes plaee over an
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O(€) 'space interval. Using a profile <P(11) appropriate to the steady-state limit, the
evolution follows the Ansatz

U(11, t, €) = <P(11) + e-NEu(11, 't, €) + . .. for a = te-N~, A > O.
Detennining u, provides A and the shock Iayer Ioeation XE as a solution of an equation
Iike

eN8 = k e(~o - ~)A-IE) - k e(~ - ßo}A./E}
dt - + ,

where Js:, ~ are known constants and ßo is the ultimate shock Iocation.

Jeannine Saint lean Paulin
Reticulated structures with several small parameters

We consider periodic structures (period €) made of very thin bars as layers - the

thiekness of the material is EO« E, because 0 is also a small parameter. The thickness e
of the tall structure or of the network is a third small parameter. We study thennal
problems on elasticity problems in such structures when the three small parameters tend
to zero (in different orders). In all the cases considered, the limit coefficients are explicit
functions of the constant of the material. For instance we find, for the lall structure, the

limit problem

a21 a 12 i)2v •-(a22 - -->=---::- = 2f(qz2) in (0, L)
a11 az~

v*(O) =0,

~L)=OaZ2
and for the deflection in the network

1:. 3A + 21l «()4v3 + d4v3) + 2J.L a4V3 = F3.
12 A+ Il az1 az1 3 a2zIa2z~

In several eases, we loose the H 1 coercivity and we work on other functional spaces on
which coercivity holds.
Most of these results are joint work with D. Cioranescu (Paris 6). Same extensions are

joint woirk with 1. Charpentier (who also made numerical computations), S. EI Otmani, e
R. Kauffmann, S. M Sac Epee.

Bjöm Sandstede
Bifurcations of homoclinic orbits in the Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo system
(joint work with M. Krupa & P. Szmolyan)

We eonsider the system

I\:::v-f(u) + w, f(u) '" -u(u - I) (u - a)

W=~u -yw)c

1. ~
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which decribes travelling waves for the Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo system. We show that the

well-known slow and fast waves of this equations emanate from a heteroclinic cycle of

the limit system for E =0, C =0 and a = t. Moreover, we prove that, for large y > 0, the

slow wave undergoes an inclination-flip bifurcation. This gives rise to the existence of

N-pulse solutions which do not possess an oscillatory toil.

Klaus R. Schneider
Jumping behavior in reaction rates for bimolecular reactions

We study the behavior of the reaction rates rlIE, r71E and r/E on [0, Tl of bimolecular

reactions which are described by the differential equations

Edx/dt =EIa(t) - egl(x) - rl(x) - r(x, y), x(O, e) = xo,

Edy/dt = EIb(t) - Eg2(X) - r2(x) - r(x, y), y(O, E) = yO,
where a1l functions are sufficiently smooth and satisfy

rl (0) =r2(0) = r(O, y) =r(x, 0) =O. This system is a singular singularly pert,urbed one

whose associated system has two equilibria xo == 0 and Xt(t) (depending on the:"parameter

t). We prove the following results: The reaction rates have a transition layer near the

zeros of Xl (t). The proof is based on asymptotic expan.sions, differential Hiequalities

techniques and a spe~ial coordinate transfonnation. Open equation: Does the jumping

behavior trigger pattern fonnation when diffusion is included.

Daniel Sevcovic
Smoothness or the singular limit or invariant manifolds
The aim is to study the Cl singular limit dynamics of invariant manifolds for

semidynamical systems generated by the following system of sinularly ~perturbed

evolution equation in Banach spaces
Ut + Au = g(u, w)

EWt + Bw = f(u, w)
where A, B are generators of analytic semigroups in Banach spaces X and Y, resp., g

and f are nonlinear functions and 0 < E « 1 is a small parameter. The main purpose is to

prove, under suitable assumptions on f, g, that for small values of the vanishing

parameter E > 0 the system has a finite dimensional invariant center-unstable manifold~

which is in the Cl topology elose to the invariant manifold Mo for the reduced problem

where E =O.

Pavel E. Sobolevskii
Asymptotic or viscoelastic model solution when viscous coefficient teods
to zero
Initial boundary value problem
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3 II

"dv/at + L vk ·iJv/iJXk - M v - 'I' (t, s)&vds - grad P = f ,
k=l 0

O~t~T, x E n,
(1) divv=O,

v= 0, o~ t ~ T, x E dn ,

l

v(O, x) =u(x) , X E n ,ipet. x)dx = 0 • 0 s; t s; T ,

is considered. Here n is an open bounded domain of points x = (xJ, X2, x3) E R3 with

boundary an, and n = n u an; v = (VI, v2, V3), u and f are vector-functions; p and q.t are

scalar functions; e> 0, T>°are constants. Under assumption of smoothness of the problem

data an, fand u and under condition of nondegenerate elasticity

(2) 'I'(t, t) ~ '1-'0 > 0,

there exist 10 E (0, T) and M(N) E [0, +00) (N = 0, 1, ... ), which do not depend on E > 0,

such that problem (1) has a unique solution

v(t, x;e) E e([O, to], W~(n» f1 C1([O,to), L2(Q)}, p(t, x; e) E C([O,to], W~(n», and the
following estimates are true:

N

(3) IIv(t,x;e) - L E~ vm(t, x)lIw1(Q) ~ M(N) . eN + 1 ,
m=O m.

N

(4) l~y(t.X;E) - ml:o ~ ym(t, x)IIL,(Q) S; M(N)· EN+ I ,

N

(5) IIp(t,x) - L e~ prn(t, X)IIW!(il) ~ M(N) . EN + 1 .
m=O m.

The pair [vm(t, x), pm(t, x)] is an unique solution of initial-boundary value poblem, which

we will obtain, if we will fonnally differentiate relations (1) rn-limes with respect to E and

will put in the- received relations E =O.

Uwe Stroinski

Order theory and oscillation at delay diffential systems
We introduce weakly oscillating Co-semigroups and present a spectral characterization. The

main tool in the proof is a theorem of Landau-Widder on the Laplace transfonn of positive

functions. Furthennore, we apply our result to a delay differntial system and generalize a

result of Arino and Györi. With help of the Perron-Frobenius theory of positive matrices we

obtain Iteasy" computable sufficient conditions for oscillation of such equations. This solves

a problem posed by Györi and Ladas.
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Luc Tartar
A probiem in micromagnetics
In a bounded open set a of R3 occupied by a erystal one has a field m corresponding to a

macroscopic spin and the constitutive relation B = H + m and as H = grad u one has
_div(grad u + mXa) =O. One wants to minimize the total energy T(m) sum of the

magnetostatic energy tf Igrad ul2dx. the anisotrope energy L!p(m)dx. the effeet of an

applied magnetie R3 field -LHo' m d x and the exchange energy e2L1Dm1
2
dx.

In the case e2 --+ 0 the study of minimizing sequences leads to using Young measures for

describing the limit ofL<p(m)dx and H-measures for describing the limit oftfIgrad ul
2
dx.

Some infonnations on the relation between Young measures and H-measures obtained with

Francois Murat slow that minimizing sequences Illu --+~ are;' such that

div«mu --7t1lco)Xn) -+ 0 in H-l strong and that the relaxed problems are obtaining by using

Iml S 1 and replacing <p by its convex envelope.

Ping J. Xun
Traveling waves as limits of solutions on bounded domains
In this talk the speaker reponed some results about the bistable equation Ut =E

2
Uxx - fa(u)

with Neumann boundary condition where a typical example. of fa(u) is

fa(u) =(u + a)(u2 - 1). After the rescaling x --7 EX, the equation is defined in a large domain

(- .1, L) and the speaker shows how the solutions of the rescaled equation with some
E E

appropriate initial conditions approach the traveling wave solution of~:the equation

Vt = Vxx - fa(v), lxi< 00 and v (± 00) = ± 1.

Wen-An Yong
Existence and Asymptotic Stability of Traveling Wave Solutions of a Model
System ror Reacting Flow
The talk presents some results about existence and asymptotic stabiltiy of traveling wave

solutions to the following model system for reacting flow in Lagrangian coordinates:
se(v) - s

Vt - Ut =0, Ut - p(v, s)x = 0, St =---.
E'V

The traveling wave solutions smooth out steady shock waves for the reduced system, which

is derived by letting E -+ 0 from the original system,

Vt - Ut = 0, Ut + p(v, se(~»x = O.
The results are based on the stability. condition:

-pv(v, s) > pv(v, s) . se(v) > 0 for v > 0, S E [0, 1],



and the genuine nonlinearity condition:
2 '

-.d.:.- Pv(v, Sc(v» "* 0
dv2

- 16-
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r i" c h t 24/1994

'The Navier-Stokes Equations: Theory and Numerical Metl10ds

5.6. bis 11.6.1994

The conference was organ1zed by J. G. Heywood (Vancouver), K. ~1a.suda (Tokyo), R.
Rautmann (Paderborn), q.nd V. A. 5olonnikov (5t. Petersburgj. It was participated in by
48 scientists from 10 countries. The lectures and discussions centered on new mathemati·
ca! results for the hydrodynarnica! equations, particularly concerning the following types
of physical problems: 1) flow in exterior domains and in aperture domains, 2) water waves
and other free boundary problems, 3) compressible flow, 4) turbulence, 5) thermal convec"
tive fiow, and 6) flow contro1. The mathematical methods under discussion were mainly
those of: 1) the theory of partial differential equations via functional analysis, 2) stability
and bifurcation theory, 3) the theory of attractors within the dynamical systems context,
4) the theory of consel:vation laws, and 5) the theory of numerical simulation by vari
ous schemes inL.luding the nonlinear Galerkin method, a new product formula approach,
and a new spectral method. Physical experiments from the engineering community and
numerical simulations were also presented in movies.

Abstracts:

J. T. BEALE

Analysis of Time-Dependent Water Waves away from Equilibrium

'vVe consider the tirne-dependent motion of a two·dimensional, inviscid, incompressible,
irrotatior!al fluid, below a moving interface, with gravity and possibly surface tension.
In joint "work with T. Y. Hou and .1.- S. Lowengrub, we have shown that under certain
conditions the equaLiolls of Inotion, linearized about an arbitrary time-uependent"solution,
are well-posed. An intcrestillg qualitative structure is fOHnd for the linear equations. ..:\
Lagrangian approach is llsed. aHu thc fornlulatio[l is sinlilar lo that in numericaJ work
Ilsirt~ bOlludary integral Inet.hods. in witich the illlt!rfacc is lrcu:kt'd (~xpliciLI'y. \Ve provc that
ccrtain \"(~rsions of the )JCJltlH.lary itLle~rill llll~lhuds d.rt~ l\\lI11l~rica.lly slt~hlc auu ~ou\"erg~ tu

tlac cxa<.:l solution. lt is illlpurtClllt that thc discretc CqUiltiullS Ita\'e iL structurc 'anaJugou~

tu thal ur lhe c..:ontiuuutlS Ca.:ie. EXeLJuplcs ur IJl·«'iLkill~ WiLV('S het\'t' beeil computcd.



w. BORCHERS

A new convergence result ror the pressure correction method

It is shown that the pressure correction method for solving the Navier-Stokes initial bound
ary value problem of incompressi ble fluids is of first order accuracy under realistic assump
tions on the data. In particular, this conv~rgencetakes pla.ce without assuming the ~.virtuell

uncheckable' nonlocal compatibility 'condition of the initial value. Moreover, we present a
new splitted version of this scheme (so called characteristic's pressure correction method)
for which similar results are proved.

P. DEURING

Starke Lösungen zum Navier-Stokes-System auf Lipschitz-berandeten
_Gebieten (mit Prof. von Wahl)

Wir betrachten das Navier-Stokes-System

Ut - lI' 6 r u + u· 'Vzu + 'Vz;ir = j,divz;u = 0 in n x (0, T), (1 )

wobei n ein beschränktes; Lipschitz-berandetesGebiet im R3 bezeichnet. Zusätzlich stellen
wir die Anfangsbedingung

sowie die Randbedingung

u(x,O) = uo(x), für x E fl,

u(x, t) = 0 für x E an, t E'(O, T).

(2)

(3)

Unter geeigneten Voraussetzungen an fund uo können wir zeigen: Es gibt eine Zahl T > 0
und eine Lösung (u, lt') von (1) - (3) auf n x (0, T), so daß

für t E (0, T).

Falls U o und J in geeignetem Sinne klein sind, kan man T = 00 wählen.

R. FARWIG

Weighted Decay Estimates of Stationary D-Solutions of the Navier-Stokes
Equations in Exterior Domains.

Consider a solution u with bOlilldcd Dirichlet integral, a so-(:alled D·solution, or tlH~

stationary Navier-Stokes cquatiolls in an extcrior domain of RJ such that u has a nonzero



'r ,.'

limit U4X) a.t inlinity in thc sense 11 ·u - U oo IILs< 00. The classical problem Lo investigate
thc pointwisc dCCiLY of Iu(x) - llool for lxi ~ 00 was solved by K. I. ßabenko and more
recently by C. P. Galdi: u is a PR-solution in the sense of R. Finn an<.! tt(x) - U oo has the
SaIne decay as thc fundamental solution of the Oseen system.

In a joint work with H. Sohr (University of Paderborn) we present a. new and short
proof which is based on the Ll/-theory of the Oseen equations in RJ a.nd aperturbation
argument. It avoids the use of explicit integral representations, allows for external forces
with noncornpact support and yields weighted L9·estimates as weIl as pointwise decay
estimates of u( x) - u oo , '\]u( x) and of the pressure.

e A. V. FURSIKOV

Certain. boundary exact controllability problems for Navier-Stokes equations.

In a bounded domain n C Rrt(n = 2,3) a solenoidal vector field vo(x) E H3(ny. is given. \Ve
construct the vector field z(t, x) defined on lateral surface [0, Tl x an of cylinder [0, Tl x n
which possesses the properties: a) z(t,x) is tangential to an for any tE [O,T], b) the
solution v( t, x) of the boundary value problem for Navier-Stokes equations with initial
value vo(x) and boundary Dirichlet condition z(t, x) satisfies the equality v(T, x) == 0 at
sufliciently large giyen instant T. Moreover

where c > 0,/< > 0 are certain constants.

G. P. GALDI

On the asymptotic structure of steady plane viscous ftows in exterior domains

e-
In this talk I show that every solution v to the 2 - D exterior, steady Navier·Stokes
equations having a finite Dirichlet integral and tending pointwise to a non·zero velocity v~

at ,large distances, is ~~Physj<.:ally Reasonable!1 in the sense of Finn & Smith, provided the
component of u orthogonal La U?O belongs ta same Lebesgue space L::J· in a neighbourhood
of infinity. Such a result have beeil jointly obtained with H. Sohr.

Y. CIGA

Two-Phase Stokes fJow

A global-in-time \\-'eak solutlofl ur tlte UOllstlltiona.ry Lwo·phase Stokes How is constructcd
for arbitrary given initial pha."ic configuraLiou (ullJer periodic Loundary condition) whcrc
two viscosities are dose. Thc solution prcs(:nled here tracks t.llt~ ('voilltiun ur thc interface
after it dcvelops singularities. "l'11t: theory tJf \'iscosity solutiulls is iuJapted La solve lhe



interface equation. Surface tension effects are ignored here. (joint with S. Talkahashi, to
appear in SIAM J. Math. Analysis (1994))

v. GIRAULT

Weighted LP spaces for the Laplace operator in RN or exterior domains.

Let n be an exterior domain in RN (possibly the whole of RN) and let p(r) =~ and
Ig r = ln(2 + r 2

), where r is the distaoce to the origin, be two basic weights. Let m ~ 0
be an integer, Cl, P, p three real numbers with 1 < p < 00. We define the integer k by •

{

-I
k-- m-(;+o)

if ;. + 0 tt {l, , m}

if; + Q E {I, ~ rn }

and then we define the general family of weighted spaces

{v E D'(n); 0 $ lAI $ k, po-m+I-\I(lg r)ß D-\v E LP(n),

k + 1 :5 1..\1 :5 m, po-m+I-\I(lg r)ß-l DAv E LP(f!)}

The w~ights arise from a generalized Hardy's inequality and are chosen so that on one
hand D(n) is dense in W;;(O) and on the other hand it satisfies some Poincare inequal
ity.
With these spaces, we can prove that the Laplace operator satisfies the following isomor~

phisms, for any integer 1~ 0 and if ; f/. {1, ... ,I} :

G.GRUBB

Nonhomogeneous initial-boundary value problems Cor the Navier-Stokes equa
tions in anisotropie Lp Sobolev spaces

We considcr the Na.vier·Stokes cqualiolls with nonhornogeneo\l~ data:

.(

•



atu - 6u + (u . '\])u + '\]q

div u

Tj{u,q}

ult=o

jinnxl=QI

oin QI

t/J on an x T = SI

Uo on n

with Dirichlet condition (To{u, CI} = 1'ou) or Neumann condition (Tl {u, q} = XIU 

loqii, XIU = IO(Lä(ßäUj + 8j udn;}i=1....tn). For bounded smooth domains n C Rn(n "~ 2)
we show, in the anisotropie spaees H;,,/2(QI) (generalizing H;I.l(Q/) = {ula;8fu E

Lp for 101 +2j :5 21} by eomplex interpolation and duality) and B;t~/2(Qr) (obtained by
real interpolation), the unique solvability of the linearized problem with u E H;+2.~/2+1(Ql)

for

satisfying natural eompatibility conditions and divuQ = 0, S > ~ ~ 1. This gives solvability
of the nonlinear problem (for small data or a small interval) when furthermore s ~

(n + 2)/p - 3, with I = R+ in the Diriehlet case. Note that p > (n + 2)/3 allows s < 0,
distributional f.

The proof goes by a reduction (of G.~Solonnikov) to pseudodifferential parabolic boundary
value problems, using a new Lp theory there. For the sake of exterior domains the method
has been reworked so that it boils down to treating the exterior Difichlet and" Neumann
problems for the Laplace operator and the heat operator, plus a parameter dependent
pseudo-differential operator in r.

H. eh. GRUNAU

Regularity and Decay Properties of Perturbations of R. Finn 's Stationary
PR-Solution

In order to investigate instationary Navier~StokesHows with preseribed constant velocity

. fi . 'cl b' f}:1 Q" , PR I" . (0) ThUIX) at 10 nlty; we eonSI er pertur atlons U 0 1., f' Inn s statlonary -so utlon v. e
, . • (0) (0)

perturbations u have ta sallsfy lhe equallons Ut - 6u + (u '\7)u + (u . \7) v +(u'
'\])u + '\]tr = /, div 1t = 0 in (0, -:0) X n. Beside some rcgularity results, decay rates for
u are presented. Due ta thc CllornlOUS difficulties withrespect to the Oseen-semigroup in
exterior domains fl, we calculate deeay rates for U only in the model case (2 = RJ . \Ve

assume «(~) -uoo ) E LP for SQlne p E (2,3). \Vith regard to Finn's work, this assumption
is reaJistie, if V'X) i: O.

I" (0) 11' , I I·or (, p -u")O) sma In tl.1I ;Lppropnatc: S(~llst!. t Ic~n' hult s

"'



• for any weak solution u with generalized energy inequality:

11 () 11
2 ~()-Q . { 5 :J }u t 2:5 C 1 + l , a = mln OO':J' 1 + - ,

... p

• if u is also a streng solution:

11 u(t) IIq$ C(l + t)-{a/2+3/2(1/2-1/Q)}.

Here Q is the decay rate for the semigroup solution of the corresponding heat systen1.

J. G. HEYWOOD

Spectral computations for the spatially periodic Navier-Stokes equations.

I think I have a fundamentally new method, that will allow one to penatrate much further
into the spectrum.

Y. KAGEI

Equations of thermal convection in the presence of the dissipation function

We con~ider the following two-dimensional equations cf thermal convectien in R x (0,1) :

8u
8t - 11 ß u + u . '\]u + \Jp = f (0 )e2, (t > 0, x = (x l, X2) E R x (0, 1»

(E)" 6 . u =0, (t ?: 0, x E R x (0, 1»

80 v '2 (au. au.)2
-8 -"lJ.e+u.~e-u.e2=1]-2L -a'.+-a~ ,(t>O,xERx(O,l)),

t i,i=l x) x,

under the boundary conditiens:

u = 0, e =O(X2 =0,1); u, p, E> are periodic in Xl.

Here v, It, TI > 0 are non·dimensional parameter; e2 = (O~ l).

Under appropriate assumptiolls on f ilnd Tl, we provc thc existcnccof global weak solulions
of (E)" and the existence of the global attractor for (E)fJ' We also discuss the convergence
of the weak solutions of (E)" as 1] ~ O.

fi
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H.KOZONO

Navier-Stokes equations in exterior domains

Consider thc stationary Navier·Stokes equations in a.n exterior domain fl:

(N_S){-6w+w.'Vw+V'II= divF,divw=OinO .
wlau == 0, w(x) ~ 0 as lxi -+ 00

In this talk, we shall discuss the existence, uniqueness and stabi li ty of solutions to (tv - $).
Thc elass of solutions which we consider is not D·solutions but the one with finite· Lr_
gradient. It is known that we have to restriet ourselves to the class 'lw E Ln/2(n), which
causes a difficulty because of the lack of unique solvability for the linearized equations. To
overcome such an obstraction, we shall introduce the class V'w E Lp,q(n), where Lp,q(f2)
denote the Lorenz space. In fact, we can show that the Stokes equations have only one
solution w with \1w E Ln / 2•oo (f2). Based on this fact, we shall prove the following: if F is
small enough in L n / 2•oo(n), then there exists a unique small solution W of (N - S) with
.'lw E Ln / 2•oo (O).

D.KRÖNER

Measure valued solutions of conservation laws

The theory for the Euler equations of gas dynamics in n - D is not very weIl dev~loped hut
there are lot of "good" numerical algorithms for solving them in several space dimensions.
Also the proof for convergence to a measure valued solution of the numeI:ical solution U n

is not clear, as weIl as for the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes eq~?-tions if the
viscosity tends to zero. Therefore we (in a joint paper with Zajaczkowski) considered a
higher order regularization to the Euler equations and could show the convergence to a
measure valued solution. For scalar conservation laws one can even show that the measure
(constructed as the limit of the numerical solutions un ) is equal to a Dirac measure, which
means that U n approximates the weak solution. This step is still open for systems. We also
present some results of numerical experiments for solving the Euler equations in complex
geometries in 3-D.

J. wlALEK

On the Fractal Dimension of .~ttractors

The asymptotic bchaviuur ur the thrce-dimcnsional nows for a system of the Navier
Stokes type is investigaLeu. In the considercd model, the viscous part of the stress tensor is
generally a nonlinear function of the symmetrie part of the velocity gradient. Provided that
thc function tlescribing this dcpeudcnce satisfies the polynoruial (p- 1) growth condjtion~

7
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the unique weak solution exists if either p ~ ~ and Uo E H or p ~ 1 + n
2
;2 and

Uo E W 1,2(c)n n !l.

In the first case, the existence of a global attractor in H has been proved in [1). In order
to indicate the finite dimensional behaviour of the flow at infinity the fractal dimension
of the new invariant set, composed from all short J-trajectories with initial value in the
attractor, is estimated in the L2(O, 6; H) topology.

The possibility to estimate the fractal dimension in H is discussed, tao.

Having uniqueness ooly for more regular data in the seeond casc~ many trajectories can
start· from the initial value Uo E H. This does not allow to deflne a semigroup on the •
space H. Therefore, the set of short trajectories X;, elose<! in L2(0, 6; H) along with a
semigroup working on this set is introduced. The existence of aglobai attractor with a

finite fractal dimension is then demonstrated.

[1] J. Malek, J.Necas, A finitedimensional attractor for Threedimensional Flow of Incom
pressible Fluids, Preprint SFB 256, No. 326, Bonn, 1993 (sent to J. Differential Equations).

P.MAREMONTI

On Decay Properties of Solutions to Stokes System in Exterior Domains

The initial boundary value problem for Stokes system in n x (0, T)(f! ~ Rn, n ~ 2) is
considered. Particular interest is given to the properties concerning the time asymptotic
behaviour of the solutions, either pointwise estimates or integral properties are obtained.
The &im of the talk is to show the improvements of results already known and some their
consequences for weak solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. Finally, it is possible
to show that some estimates, quite different from the analogous estimates for Cauchy
problem, are sharp.

All the results communicated are extracted from the forthcoming paper:

P. Maremonti, V. A. Solonnikov, On the nonstationary Stokes problem in exterior do
mains.

M.MARION

On the time discretization of numerical schemes based on multi-level spatial
splittings

We investigate the discretization in time of numerical schemes based on multi level spa·
tial splittings for the tw~dimensionaJperiodic Navier·Stokes equations. The approxirnatc
solution is computed as thc surn of a. low frequency component and a high frequcncy

8
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ODe. These two tenlls ~\rc advallcctl in tinlC lJsing different lilne steps. "Ve prescnt crror
estimates lhat illdicate that the high frequency term can bt- intcgrated with a larger time
step. We adrcss iluplclncntatioll issucs C\nd show that the lncthotl shoultl yicltl a signiJicaut
gain in computiilg lilne.

w. NAGATA

Effects of sidewalls on binary fluid convection.

We consider the onset of oscillatory convection in a. 2-dimensional layer of binary fluid,
with sidewalls. The problem is reduced using centre manifold theory to that of a. double
Hopf biIurcation with rcflection symrnetry, near I : Iresonance. Sy studying the associated
normal form, Olle determines the existence and stability of various types of oscillatory
wave-like solutions, and also the nonlinear interactions between them.

s. A. NAZAROV

Asymptotics of soIutions to Stokes problem in the exterior of paraboloidal and
cylindrical domains

The Stokes equations in the domain rl, which, outside the ball {x E R3
: lxi < R},

coincides with the exterior of the paraboloid 1\1 = {x : (xj-1 X1 ,xj-1 X2 ) E w} where
; > 0 and w is 1. plane domain with a smooth boundary, is treated. The asymptotics (as
lxi ~ +00) of a solution is investigated. For instance, if the solution u possesses finite
Dirichlet integral and the right-hand sides of the equations have compact supports, then

3 '.~?

u(x) =L ci4>'(x)llog lxi 1";'1/2"'[1 + 0(1 log lxii-I)] + O(lxl-2+t:)
1=1

where Ci are constants, <t>(i) denote the columns of the fundamental matrix of the Stokes
operator in R3 (<p~(x) = O(lxl- 1)).and e is an arbitrary positive number.

A.NOVOTNY

Steady compressible Navier-Stokes equations in domains with singular bound
aries

'flte rnotion of inconlprcssiblc ~avier-S.tökes fluids IH:ar thc singularities of the boulluary
is a. problem, wh ich is weH SLuuicd iu thc [naLhenlaticalliterature. Tltis is not the ca.se for
cornpressible fluids. In thc prcsenL contribution we investigate a stcatly motion or com
prcssible fluids near the singularities of the boundary, espt~cial1y near the conical points.
On an example of stcady cOlnprcssible isothermal Navicr·$tokcs equations in houndcd



plane domains witlt one corner point, we show, how to trcat. the problem. Using thc
method of decomposition of the compressible flow into its compressible and incompress- '
ible parts introduced in Novotny, Pa.dula [Areh. Ra.t. Mech. Anal., in press], we prove
(for small external data) existence of solutions in appropriate weighted Sobolev spaces
(Kondrat 'ev spaces).

M. PADULA

Mathematical problems concerning the equations of compressible fluids

Recently, in [NP] it was proved the existence of steady fiows of a viscous compressible •
fluid in exterior domains in Lebesgue spaces. Such result was rendered possible thanks
to a coupling cf the existence results for the steady Navier-Stokes system with a new
decomposition ~ethod for the kinetic field of a compressible fluid.

One interesting question left open there, was the analysis of the decay rate for the velocity
and the density fields to constant fields at infinity. As weIl known, for the more explored
Navier-Stokes system it was proved the velocity has the same decay rate as that classical
one of the linearized Stokes or Oseen systems. In this note, we show that the steady
velocity field of a viscous isothermal gas has, at infinity, the s~me asymptotic structure
as that one known for a viscous incompressible fluid.

References
[NP) Novotny, A., Padula, M.: LP approach to steady flows of viscous compressible fluids
i.n exterior domains, Arch. for Rational Mech. and Anal., to appear.

A. PASSERINI

On existence and uniqueness of solutions to the· steady Navier-St~kes equa
tions in a 2-dimensional aperture domain

We prove the existence of solutions to the problem •
~ 6. v + v . \lv + \lp

\1. v

ulan

o infl

o infl

o

when n = 2, and n is an aperture domain with a smooth boundary. The existence is
proved in the dass of solutions having finite Dirichlet integral and for arbitrary value of
the flux through the aperture.

Moreover, we pro·ve that

10



lim fv(x)f = 0
Irl-oo

and that the solution is unique in the dass of solutions goint as fxf-l at infinity.

R. PEYRET

Chebyshev spectral multidomain method ror the Navier-Stokes equations in
vortici ty-streamfunction formulation.

• For two-dimensional f10ws (pla.ne or a.xisymmetric) the vorticity-strea.mfunction formula.
tion cf the Navier-Stokes equations are efficiently solved by using the Chebyshev.collocation
approxin:tation associated with the technique of influence matrix for handling the bound
ary conditions. Tlie rank of this matrix will be discussed according to the type of boundary
conditions.

The use of the domain decomposition tech"nique presents several advantages,among them
the possibility to deal with singular solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations while avoiding
Gibbs phenomenon. The method for constructing the multidomain solution is based on
the influence matrix technique for prescribing the matchiDg condition at the interface.
The algorithm i5 direct and efficient in CPU time. Same numerical results will be given
for illustration.

K. PILECKAS

Stationary Stokes and N avier-Stokes systems in domains with layer-like outlets
to infinity

We consider the stationary Stokes problem in a domain n having a form of an infinite
layer, i. e. n = {x E R3

, (Xl, X2) E R2
, 0 < X3 < I}. The main results rearls as folIows.

Let the external force J-:' has a. compact support and let (ü, p) be a solution to the Stokes
problem with

k is an integer, ~ E (0,1). Then (ü, p) have an asymptotic expansion

p(X) /'(.1"1, ,I:-.d + O(r-:V )".

1 iJP . _.V
;-.:(: - 1J-:--) (:CI, .t~d + ()(r . ), l' - 'Xl,
!.v (Xj "
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where

N

L aoc5iolnr + r-i(bj cos(jcp) + ci sin(jep)),
J=-It:

(r, <p) are polar coordinates.

Tbe results are obtained jointly with S. A. Nazarov.

•V.V.PUKHNACHOV

Microconvection in fluids

To describe gravitationalconvection, the system of the Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations
is usually used as a tradi tional mathematical model. An analysis of assumption made in
deriving the mentioned system from tbe exact equation of continuum mechanics shows
that the classical model is not applicable to studying convection if the parameter g[3/ IIX
is small where 9 is tbe gravity acceleration, I is the characteristic linear scale, 11 is the
kinematic viscosity coefficient and X is the fluid thermodiffusion coefficient. In this case,
under the additional assumption that liquid density is a function of temperature only, the
asymptotically exact system of equations of motion and heat transfer has been derived.
The caracteristic property of the resulting system is the nonsolenoidality of tbe velocity
field. For this system the initial boundary value problem is posed for bounded region with
the no-slip condition and the Neumann temperature one. This probl~m is established to
be solved under small variation of the boundary heat fiux distribution. It is shown that
with linear dependence of the specific volume on temperature, the system can be reduced
to the form where the modified velocity vector is solenoidal. This allows an analogue of
the stream function to be introduced to the plane and axisymetrical problem and the
method of their efficient numerical solution to be faund. The comparison of the results
of numerical simulation on the basis of the classical model and the new one is presented
for two cases: convective ßows in an annular cavity at time-periodic microgravity and in •
a vertical layer with time.periodic heat Bux on its sides.

M. PULVIRENTI

A Statistical Approach to 2-D Thrbulence

Consider the following problem:

{
6. - e-J'·

- 7./J - JA e-IJ-dz

t/J = 0 in iJA

12
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where A is a.n open cOllnct:tcd set.. 'rite solutions of thc above equation (ror .iJ E (-S1T', +00))
are stationary stnl<..-s for the "2- D Euler equation (-,p is t.he stream function) which are
conllectcd wilh va.rious elltropy-encrgy vaciational principles frorn one siue anu with the
Statistical Mcchanics of point vortices according to tbe Onsager theory (1949). It scenls
that such states (\Vi th ncgati vc lern peratures) are really observed in large scale simulation
of the Navier-Stokcs flows. The analysis of the above equation from a mathematical point
of view and its physical rnathcrnatical derivation has been performed in a joint research
with E. Caglioti, P. L. Lions, C. Marchioro.

Ref.s CLMP Comm. Math Phys (1992), CLMP to appear.
See also: .
C. Marchioro, M. Pulvirenti, Mathematical: T~eory of Non-Viscous Incompressible FI~ws.
Springer Verlag Appl. wlath. Sciences 96 (1994).

R.RANNACHER

The Role of Hydrodynamic Stability far A-posteriori Error Confrol in Flow
Computations ~:F;

Recently, in joint work with C. Johnson, a new approach towards quantitative errar contral
in computationaJ fluid mechan~cs has been developed. Combining the concepts' of so-called
"strong stability" and "Galerkin orthogonality" sharp a-priori as weIl a.s a-posteriori error
estimates can be obtained with error constants depending on the Reynold number Re.
In turn, the R<.-dependence is directly related to the stability of the Bow considered and
appears crucial for its computability. The theoretical or computational determination
of the corresponding stability constants is connected to an interesting new aspect in
hydrodynamic stability theory. In predicting the stability or iristability of "a. base ftow,
one has to examine the maximum growth of small pertubations. Due to the non-normal
character of the linearized operator this pertubation growth can be rather large leading to
instability even if (e.g., in the stationary case) aIl relevant eigenvalues are safely positive
but small.

• R. RAUTMANN

Some New Convergence Results to Navier-Stokes Approximations

In this talk we will consider :3 different approximations to solutions of the Navier-Stokes
initial boundary value problem: (i) The solutions of a sequence of locally-in-time lin
carized problems, (ii) a semi-discrete approximation schemc (URothe's scheme"), and (iii)
a product formula approach far solving the sequence of locally linearized problems. For
aB :1 Inethods we will present error bounds, thc combination of which leads to explicit
convergencc rates in /}. I/I auu [fl of thc producl fornlula approach La nonstationary
Navier-Stokes equatiuIIs. The det&Lils of proofs art: given in a juint paper witlt K. \Iasuda.



K.G.ROESNER

Kohärente Strukturen im laminar..turbulenten Übergangsbereich rotierender
Fl~ide, riume~ische Behandlung der kompressiblen Navier-Stokesschen GleJ..
chungen

Die Stabilität einer durch rotierende Scheiben induzierten "Virbelströmung in einem würfel
förmigen Volumen wird numerisch, untersucht. Durch di~ Vorgabe periodisch~r Randbe
dingungen wird das Wirbelfeld im Raum fortgesetzt .

. In.einer ersten Anordnung wird Periodizität nur in x- und y-Richtung angenommen.•
Die Strömung im kubischen Volumen wird durch Rotation von Deckel- und Bodenflächen
angetrieben~ Die rotierenden Flächen stellen Kreisschreiben dar, deren Durchmesser gleich
der Kantenläng~des Kubus sind.

Der zweite Fall stellt die periodische Fortsetzung des Wirbelfeides in allen drei Raumrich
tungen dar.

Für Machzahlen nahe bei 1 werden die Strömungsfelder mittels eines pseudospektralen .
finiten Volumenverfahrens berechnet. Es handelt sich um ein Tschebyscheff-Kollokations
verfahren. Damit werden die kompressiblen Navier-Stokesschen Gleichungen auf die Lösung
eines gekoppelten Systems gewöhnlicher Gleichungen zurückgeführt. Das Anf~gs-Randwert

problem wird mittels eines Ädams-Bashforth Verfahrens numerisch gelöst.

M. RUMPF

The Equilibrium State of an Elastic Solid in an Incompressible Fluid Flow

The interaction of an elastic solid and an incompressible flow at a common boundary
is analysed. We will in detail examine the configuration of a liquid ßowing' around an
elastic obstacle aod a nonfixed elastic body falling in a fluid container. The elastic body is
influenced by the boundary stresses of the liquid 'and conversely the body influences the •
fluid by changing its domain. Existence of a velocity, apressure, and a deformation are .
proved, assuming the data is small. Smallriess is expressed in the case of first application
in tenns of the prescribed velocity on the outer boundary or for the free falling solid in
terms of the density of the elastic solid.

M. RUZICKA

Regularity for Steady Solutions of the Navier-Stokes Equations

One of the main unsolved problems in the mathe~atical theory of the Navier-Stokes
equations is the question o( regularilY and uniqueness of weak solutions of the three-
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dimensionalullstcady Navicr-Stokcs cquations. iFrom the scaling invarianc.:c of the equa
tions follows that the time variable scales likc a two-dimensional space variable (see e. g.
(1]) and thus thcrc is s0n:te similarity between thc unsteady three-dimensional and the
steady five-dimensional case. Bascd on the observation (see [2)), that therc exist weak

solutions of

- 6 u + u . \1u + 'lP f

div u 0

• whic~ .satisfy for 0 0 ce 0

one can show certain apriori estimates for u, \lu, p in Morrey spaces. Using this informa
tion it is possible to prove the existance of regular solutions of (1) in several situations,
see [3], (4], (5].

REFERENCES
[1] L. Caffarelli, R. Kahn, L. Nirenberg, Partial regularity 01 suitable weak solutions 01

the Navier-Stokes eq!Lations, ~omm. on Pure and Appl. Math. 35 (1985), 771-83l.

[2] J. Frehse, M. Ruzicka, On the Regularity 01 the Stationary Navier-Stokes Equations,
(ta appear) , Ann. Scu. Norm. Pisa.

[3] J. Frehse, M. Ruzicka, Existence 01 Regular Solutions to the Stationary fYavier-Stokes
Equations, (to appear), Math. Ann..

[4) J. Frehse, M. Ruzicka, Regularity for the Stationary Navier-Stokes Equations in
Bounded Domains, (to appear), Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal..

[5] M. Struwe, Regular Solutions 01 the Stationary Navier-Stokes equations on R5 , (to
• appear), Math. Ann..

M. SCHONBEK

Decay of solutions to the Boussinesq system of equations.

\Ve show that solutions La the Boussincsg system of cquations dccay in L2 at an algebraic
rate.

The main ideas used are Fourier splitting tncthods c.:ombincd with bounus eoming from
thc special entropy <.:orrcspolldjll~ tu tlae 1I1l(lt~rlyiflg hYPt~rbuljc ,~qlJtLLiollS.



A. SEQUEIRA

On a Vector Transport Equation with Applications to Non-Newtonian Fluids

When one attempts to show existence of regular solution for the equations of non-new
tonian fluids of grade n, one finds it most natural to split the problem into two auxiliary
problems, namely a Stokes-like problem and a vector transport equation of the form

l
w + v· \]W

(P) 'V·w
w·nlan

where \] . v = 0, v . nlan = 0

=F + \]p

=0
=0 •

The aim of this work is to show that, for n bounded domain, exterior, half-space or
whole space, problem (P) admits one and only one solution in the space wm,q(O), for
m ~ 0, 1 < q < 00.

C. G. SIMADER

The Exterior Dirichlet Problem ror 6. and Stokes' System on Lq.

For an exterior domain G C Rn(n ?: 2) we give a sketch of joined work with Prof. H.
Sohr (Paderbom). We first consider the weak Dirichlet Problem (=: DP) for !:l in certain
Lq-spaces (1 < q < 00). Further we discuss the strang DP and moreov'er so-called (by us)
(2 + k)-solutions of

" - ~u = f on G, ulaa =0".

Last mentioned type of solutions means that the datum f has derivatives olk-th order
(k ~ 0) on Lq(G) whereas the lower order derivatives have only Lioc(G)-properties. For
the solutions we therefore may expect only that the (2 + k)-th order derivatives belong
to Lq and the lower order derivatives have only Li (G)~properties. Further we sketch •
how these results can be translated to Stokes' syste~Cby means of a suitable extension of
Helmholtz's decomposition.

Since we make essentially use of the properties of the completion of C~ (Rn) with respect
to order-homogeneous-norms (say for simplicity with respect to 11 \]. IIq-norm), in the case
n :5 q < 00, tao, we explain how a certain remark on the famaus paper by J. Deny and
J. L. Lions (Ann. Inst. Fourier 5, 305 - 370, 1954, see p. 319) was completely misleading.
It turned out to be an obstacle for the development of at least the French school on this
direction - while exa.ctly arguments of tbat type bad been used successfully since decades
by our Russian colleagues (as we learned at this conference, too.)
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H. SOHR

The Navier-Stokes equations in Lq-spaces with weights

We consider thc nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations for exterior domains n C RJ in
Lq·spaces with weights of the form Ixlo , Q > 0, x E n. The first result yields the existenee
of a weak solution u (under same conditions on the data) such that 11 I . IOu 112.00 +
1I1·1°V'u 112.2< 00 ie 0 < a < ~. Further, if ais suffieientIy small we ean prove resolvent and
semigroup estimates ror the Stokes operator and tbe existence of a Ioeal in time unique
strong solution in Ll/·spaces with weights. This method is applicable to all dimensions
n ~ '2 and also to the stationary case.

M. SPECOVIUS-NEUGEBAUER

The Helmholtz decomposition and the resolvent of the Stokes operator in
weighted Lr-spaces

Let n c R3 be an exterior domain with smooth boundary an. For 1 < r <"00,8 E R we
define weighted Lr -spaces L:S(l1) by

Let x6'(n) denote the closure of all smooth solenoidal testfunctions in L6(n)3 and 06(0) =
{V'p,p E L6_t (f2), \lP E L6(D)}. Then for 6 E (~3,~) \ {~3 + 1, ~ -I} =: I we get the
"elassical" Helmholtz decomposition: L5(n)3 = X;(n) e G6(n).

Let P be the projection operator onto x6'(n), then the operator P~ defines a closed
operator on X;(O) with domain D(P~) = X;(O) n {u,D 2u E L6(O),l'U = ulan = O}.
It can be shown that for any A E C \ (-00,0], f E X;(fl), SEI there exists a unique
solution u E D(P~) of the resolvent equation

AU - P Ll u = f.

Moreover, the Stokes operator Pb. generates a holomophic semigroup of dass G'o on
..\';(0).
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A. TANI

On the solvability of the equations ror the motion of a vortex filament with
or without axial ftow

We consider the solvability of the localized induction equation

without axial flow and

with axial Bow.

E. S. TITI

The Efficiency of the Nonlinear Galerkin Methods.

In this talk I will survey the theory of approximate inertiaI manifolds and the nonlinear
Galerkin methods. 1'11 present same computational study which supports the theoretical
estimates on the rate of convergence of the nonlinear Galerkin methods. In this talk 1'11
present the conditions under which the nonlinear Galerkin method is superior to the usual
Galerkin method and the conditions under which it is "comparable".

L. TOBISKA

Numerical Solution of the Boussinesq Approximation of the Navier-Stokes
Equation

We consider stahle numericaI methods for solving the Boussinesq approximation of the
Navier-Stokes equation. For an externat force f = \leP the exact velocity field u vanishes •
identically whereas the discrete velocity field Uh only admits an error estimate of order
O(Reh), consequently for higher Reynolds number a very small meshsize is needed to
guarantee a certain accuracy. A new technique for getting better velocity approximations
Uh is proposed giving estimates of order O(Reh2 ) in the no-flow case. Numerical tests
demonstrate the inprovements of the new method.

W.VARNHORN

On nearly convergent approximation of potentials

We present a new approximation procedure ror hydrodynamical and other volume - and
surface potentials based on ideas of V. Maz'ya. The main point ja to use a suitable
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approximate pa.rtitiun ur thc uuily to rcprcsent the potential densities. This leads to
explicit expressions for thc potentials, containing a 1-D integration only. Numerical rcsults
for the Stokes a.nd lhc Poisson equations are demonstrated and illustrate thc accuracy or
the method.

W. VELTE

On the optimal constants in some related inequalities

Es werden drei verschiedene Ungleichungen betrachtet, deren optimale Konstanten in
einem einfachen Zusammenhang stehen. Für ein Gebiet 0 C R2 (beschränkt, einfach
zusammenhängend, glatter Rand) werden in den Sobolevräumen (HJ(n))2 bzw. ·(H1(0))2
betrachtet:

in I\l yl2 dxdy s; c(n) in( div y)2 dxdy für y E (H~)2 6
D

(o,o) ker(div)

~ I \l yl2 dxdy s; f{(n)~ in(Uj,k + Uk,i)(Uj,k + Uk,j) für y. E (H I (n))2

mit der Nebenbedingung Jn(Uj,k - uk,i) dxdy = 0 (Kornsehe Uag!. in der sogen, "ur
sprünglichen Form"),

In dem von Friedrich (1937) -betrachteten Hilbertraum (über R) der analytischen Funk
tionen w(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) in n mit

in(U2+v2)dxdy<00

in (Ul U2 + VIV2) dxdy

wird betrachtet:

für alle w = U + iv E F mit Ju =JU = O.

Für die optimalen Konstanten (.:'(fl), j«(n), f(n) ist bekannt:

C· = P + 1. A# = '2(..,

Es werden die zu den quadra.Lischen Formen gehörigen EigeIlwcrtprobleme (Variations
gleichungen) diskutiert. bekaunte Resulta.te und eilli~e Ergänzungen dargestellt, die einen
(~illfachen Zusammenhang zw;schcn den Spektren ergeben.

I ~J



w. von WAHL

Stability of Steady Flows up to and at Criticality

We give a necessary and sufficient candition in order that the marginal cases for monotonie
energy-stability und linearized stability eoincide. Evaluation of this condition singles out
some of the rare examples where monotonie energy stability is followed up by instability
and thus the stability problem is solved completely. As such an example we consider plane
p~al1el shear flow in an infinite layer heated from below.

In the second part of talk we considec stability behaviouc of a steady flow at cciticality e
and between eritieality and monotonie energy stability, provided there is the usual gap
between these quantities.

o. WALSH

On nonlinear Galerkin methods ror the Navier-Stokes equations using finite
elements

The nonlinearity in the Navier-Stokes equations couples the large and small scales of
motion in turbulent fiow. The nonlinear Galerkin method (NGM) consists of inserting
into the equation for the large scale motion the small scale motion as determined by an
"approximate inertial manifold". Despite the conceptual appeal of this idea, its theoretical
justification has been recently thrown into question. However, its actual performance as
a. computational method has remained largely untested. Temam and collaborators have
reported a 50 % speed up in their spectral code for spatially perioJic flow but their
experiments have been recently criticized. In any case, spatially periodic computations
are of little practical use. The aim of this thesis has been to test the NGM in the more
practical context of the finite element method.

Using finite elements, there is ambiguity and difficulty because the coarse grid has no
natural supplementary space. We analyze a family of supplementary spaces and it is {ound
that the quality of the asymptotic error estimates depends on the choice. Choosing the
space by the L2_projection, we prove that the resulting approximation is "asymptotically
good". These results extend and improve upon recent error estimates of Marlon and
collaborators. For any other choice, the estimates are weaker and if - as we suspect 
they are optimal it seems possible that the NGM may actually decrease the accuracy of
calculations. We also analyzed a variant of the NGM that we call umicroscale linearization"
(MSL). We prove that the MSL is oaa.symptotically good" for any member of this family
of supplementary spaces. Turning to caleulations, choosing the supplementary space by
the Ritz projection, we implemented the NGM by modifying a 2·D Navier-Stokes code
of Turek; it performed very poorly. We implemented a variant of tbe MSL. It performed
b~tter, but still not as weH as the original code. We sought a further understanding of
these results by considering the 1·0 Burgen equation. In conclusion, we find no numerical
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evidence that these 1T1cthods are hetler than the standard finite clclnent rllcthotl. In fact,
unless the coarse mesh is itself vcry fine, all versions performecl poorly.

M. WIEGNER

Decay of higher order Darms of solutions of the Navier-Stokes-equations

We study solutions of the Cauchy-problem for the Navier-Stokes-equatioDs - either strang
ones for n :s 5, or wcak ones with generalized energy inequality far n ~ 4, which become
strong after same finite time.

We show, that an energy-decay 11 u(t) 112= O(t-Jl) implies a decay 11 Dtnu(t) 112= O(t -2"'-~)
for all m E N. The decay of ather Lp-norms, p ~ 2, follows by interpolation, c. g.
Uu(t) 1100= O(t-ßJ-r).

f.

Berichterstatter: Dipl. math. J. Rodenkirchen
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Tag u n g s b e r i" c h t 25/1994

Niclltlinearitäten vorn Hysteresetyp

12~06. b~s 18.06.1994

Oie Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Prof. Karl-Heinz Hoffmann (München),
P~of. Ingä Müller (Berlin) und Prof. Jürgen Sprekels (Berlin) statt. Sie wurde
von "23 Teilnehmern aus Europa und" den .USA" besucht, die durch Vorträge und
Diskussionen zur Gestaltung beitrugen.

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses stand die Behandlung von Systemen, "die hy
steretischen Charakter haben. Beispiele dafÜr sind das Reg~lverhalten von Ther- 
mostaten und anderen Schaltgliedern sowie das Materialverhalten "von Gummi,
Ferromagnetika, Formgedächtnislegie~ungenund plastischen Körpern~

DaS Spektrum der Vorträge reichte von den physikalischen Grundlagen- über
" die mathematische Modellierung solcher Vorgänge, deren Behandlung "in Hinblick

auf Existenz und Eindeutigkeit von Lösungen, bis hin zu resultierenden .Anwen-
dungen. .

Mehrere Vorträge, die sich mit der Beschreibung der pseudoelastischen Hyste
rese in Formgedächtnislegierungen beschäftigten, deuteten auf die Notwendigkeit
der Berücksichtigung nichtlokaler Wechsehvirkungen in den Theorien zur Beschrei
bung des Phänonlens. "

Des weiteren wurden verschiedene mathematische ~'lodelle zur Beschreibung
von Phasenübergängen untersucht. Insbesondere wurden das Stefan-Problem be
handelt und phäil9menologische ~1odelle für das Verhalten von Formgedächtnisle
gierungen sowie Enveiterungen des klassis.chen PreisadllnodeUs. Es \vurden Exi
stenz und Eindeutigkeit der damit verbundenen Rand-Anfangs\vert-Probleme für
verschiedene Grenzfälle gezeigt ..

Anwendungen fanden sich in der Schäcligungsbestimmung von YI~teriaiien un
ter zyklischer BelastunJ; mittels ·Hysterp.seoperatoren in dt!r Plastizitätstheorie.
und p'S ~vllrde gezei~t! wie durch rlie Telnperatllrhbhän~igkeit der :\laterialpara
nu!tcr beim Phasenüb(~rgan~ in Form~edüchtnislegicrt1ngcn das Schwin~verhalten

von Vp.rbundwerkstotfen kontrolliert werden kanu.

........



In den Diskussionen waren besondere Schwerpunkte die Frage nach der Not
wendigkeit nichtkonvexer Potentiale und Phasengrenzenergie~ lur Beschreibung
von Hysteresen, sowie die Möglichkeit der Kopplung hystcrctischer Prozesse mit
stochastischen Einflüssen, um Aussagen über -das Zeitverhalten solcher Systeme
zu erhalten.

Ein genauerer Überblick über die behandelten Themen läßt sich aus den fol
genden Zusammenfassungen der Vorträge gewinnen:

Hysteresis Operators in Plasticity

Martin Brokate

In the uniaxial case, there is a close relation between rate independent elasto
plastic constitutive laws, the notion of a hysteresis operator and the rainflow
counting method. The latter forms the basis for solving "engineering problems in
connection· with damage estimation, reconstruction and extrapolation of uniax
ia! loading sequencesacting on parts of a mechanical structure. Dur main goal .
is to contribute to an extension of these techniques to multiaxial situations. We
present the continuous version of the constitutive model due to Mroz and describe
a method for decomposition of a multiaxial loading sequence. We finally discuss
the possibility ·and relevance of inverting the Mroz model.

Phase Transitions in Liquid Crystals

Gianfranco Capriz

. The study of simple problems of phase transition in cells of liquid crystals offers
the occasion, on the one hand, to pred.ict the possible occurrence of not yet widely
explored phenomena ( such as optical biaxiality of certain phases or the "melting"
of the crystal along transition boundaries) and, on the other hand, to suggest
appropriate tools to deal with roughly similar phenomena in any continuum with
microstructure, e.g., the definition of average quantities for multigranular material
elements; a different approach to the topological theory of defects, etc..

e-
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On the Fremond Model for Shape l\JIemory Alloys

Pierluigi Colli
Pavia

After arcminder of the basic co~titutive assumptions and thermodynamic
laws of the Fremonu thermo-mechanical model for shape memory alloys, the aim
of the talk is to give a look to what is known on tlie mathematical "analysis of
correspondin~ initial-boundary value problems. Some existence, uniqueness and
regularity results are revie\ved and various open questions are pöinted out and

. discussed.

, Stefan Problems as Asymptotic Limits of the Penrose-Fife'~:'Model,

Part 2

Pierlui~ Colli
Pav~a .
Italy

. We consider the following Stefan problem

. { a(wO + LX) +,.~Li, \t),'= 9.. in·n x, (O,?')
(1) . ß (X) ='1 L (Oc - ö:) m n x (0, T) I

k.2... (1) = "V (...!.. - 1) in an x (0 T). an () I (Jr () . ,

(wB+LX)("O)=t./, inn.

where w, L, k, Be are positive constants and g, I , Br are given funcHons. In par
ticular, Bc denotes the temperature of phase change, and Br represents the outside
temperature. The maximal monotone graph ß coincides with the subdifferential
of the indicator function /[0.1)' In order to find tbe absolute temperature 9 > 0
and the phase fraction X E [0,1], we approximate (1) by a _Pcnrose-Fife .initial
-boundary value problem, where the second equation of (1) is replaced by s

in n x (0, T) .
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along with thc boundary, and initial conditj?n~

~ = 0 in D!l x (0. T) .
x (.,0) = \0 in n .

We prove existence anrl uniqueness for (1). The existcncc result is obtained by
investigating the asymptotic hehaviour or the Pcnrose-fife problem as 11. ~ O. anti
f. '\t O. We show that the solutions of ihis problem conv~rp;e (in same sense) to the
solution of (1). We also study the intermediate cases 1J. fixed. t '\.. 0 anrl Jl '\.. 0, f

fixed, thus .getting two relaxed Stefan problems. These results have heen obtained •
jointly with J. Sprekels, Berlin.

Elastic Invariants and Uniform Rearrangements in the Theory of
Defective Crystals

Cesare Davini
Istituto di Meccaniea Teorica ed .'\pplieata

UDIversi ta di Udine
Italy

In the context of a crystal model proposed by Davini (1986) it is possible
to derive a defect notion from a property of invariance of certain integral forms
under the· class of elastic deformations: Togetherwith the known measures of
the classical theory of dislocations, the approach provides' a finite set öf defect
measures that fully describe defectiveness in a suggestive sense. Here I give a
general account of the kinematics involved and foeus in particular on a type of
elasto-plastic decomposition theorem that can beproved within this rather general
context.

•
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Collisions of Rigid Bodies

M. Fremond
Lahoratoire des materiaux et des strllctures du genie civil

2, A.llee Kepler
77420 Ch~mps sur wlarne

Consider a point and a rigid body. Because the distance of the point to the
rigid body varies, the system formed by the point and thesolid is deformable.

Th~ strain rate can be defined by D (U) (t) = Ut (t) - U2 (7 1 (t)~~l' where

:t1 (t) iso the position of the point, U1 (t) its velocity ahd U2 (ii~(t), t) =

U0(t) + w x (;t - -?t0) the velocity field of' the rigid body. In a colÜsion the
. ---+. t::t

velocities are discontinuous (V- is the velocity before the collision, \l the velocity

-after and [V] = Vi - y:!). B.ecause the system is deformable, we can define

internal forces. The internal percussion is defined:by its virtual \vork,

The equations of the movement of the pöint' result from the principl~"of virtual
work. For a collision \ve get

. ----+ - .
where preac is the reaction which prevents interpenetration of the point and the

body. Its, value is O! if the contact doe~ not persist after the collision~ it is P N! with

P ::; 0, if the contact persists after the collision ( N is the out\vard norm"al to the
~ "

·solid). The dissipative percussion pd describes friction, interactions, ... occuring

in the collision. Examples are givcn with ~= :F (D (u:t) + D (~)). where



ö

UN 15 the normal velocity, for instancc, k ( D (u.t) + D (u;)) with k > 0 . The

theory.ean deseribe rnultiple collisions (i.e. collision::; occuring at thc same time
at different points of t.wo solids ( a plane and a !·concave" wheel for instance)). It
'ean bp. extended to collisions of a point with a tip of solid angles, Le. to coll.isions
with non-smooth rigid bocHes.

Vibration of a Composite Plate - Amplitude Contral

Y. Hua
TU München-

We consider a composite material with NiTi shape memory fibers in the form
of a plate. Its vibration frequency and amplitude can be influenced by ·changing
the temperatures of the NiTi fibers. A mathemati!2almodel is proposed, which "

, ·assumes the form of a system of partial differential equa.tion~ with nonlinear hys
teretic 'terms. Num~rical calculations are made for a simplifiedsys"tem of PDEs!
which demonstrate that "the frequency and amplitude of the vibr(l.tion can be
controlled by co~trolling the temperature of tbe tibers.

Multidimensional l\tlödels for Plastic Hysteresis

Pavel Krejei

The classical Prandtl-Reuss one-yield constitutive law for elaStoplastic mate
rials ean be used in several different ways as 'abasie building block for multiyield
models. A standard applicationofrheologic~combination principles generates
the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model which.preserves good analytical properties (continu
ity, monotonicity, energy inequalities), hut its eomplicated memory does not allow
for efficient practical applieation. This drawback has been removed in the model of

"Mroz, wbicb, however, does not exclude in general the violation of the second law
of thermodynamics. Modifying the Mroz flow rule one obtains a thermodynami
cally consistent model with a simple memory structure which , on the ot~er hand,
is in general ncitber monotone nor locally monotone. These properties constitute

e-
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thc limit.s of applicahility of each model. Note that all these models coincide in
thc one-dirncnsional (unia..xial) case.

The S~efan Problem .with Hysteresis

A.. Meirmanov
Universidade da Beira Interior

Portugal

The Stefan problem with phase function as a simple hysteresis functional was
considered. For the one-dimensional case, we prove existence and uniqueness of

. weak solutions, wh"ere temperature and phase function satisfy the hysteresis law
almost everywhere. The.uniqueness is .also true for the multi-dimensional ease.

-Gases and ~Rubbers

lngo Müller
FB 6 - Thermodynamik und Reaktionsteehnik

TU Berlin

Despite widely different 'appe~ranees, gases and rubbers are closely related
thermodYnamically.. The elasticity of both is not related toenergetic potential
weHs hut rather to the entropie tendency for spreading 'states evenly over the

.' available conljgurations. Or, as a joking scientist has once remarked: Rubbers
are the ideal gases among the solids. These, however, are fair statements ooly for
gases at low densities and' rubbers at small deformations - up to 300%. Outside
this range the energy of molecular interaction plays a role. But the similarity
between gases and rubbers persists even though the gas cöndenses tri a fluid and
the amorphous rubber crystallizes. There is only one significant differenee: the
phase transition in rubber is hysteretic while in the fluid it is reversible: Tbe
reason suggested fOl" this difference is the different size of the energy of the phase
interfaces"in the t\VQ cases. In ru~ber this energy is appreciable, while in the fluid
it is negligib.le.
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Shape Memo~y Hysteresis a Micromechanical Approach

E. Patoor
Laboratoirc de Physique et Mecanique des ivlat.eriaux,

U.A. CNRS 1215 I. S. G. !vI. P.
Universite de Metz, France

The shape memory effdct is relaied to martensitic transformation. Oue to
the" lower symmetry of the martensite, the parent phase may transforrn into sev
era! variants of martensite. These variants are crystallographically -equivalent
hut diff~r by their· orientations.. This crystallographical feature is the origin of
many peculiar properties of shape memory alloys. We propose to account for the
martensitic microstructure by use of a micromechanical approach. The first step
is to determine constitutive relations for a representative element of the material.
Oue to the granular structute of metallic alloys, grains aI:e chosen as such repre
sentative elements. Kinematical cortsiderations allow torelate strain occuring in
a grain with the transformation strain associated. to each individual variant (that
is a crystallographical data) and with the volurne fraction Jn of ~ariants. actually
formed inside this grain. The determination of f~ is obtained through the def
inition of a the~odynamic potential for which these f n an~ chosen. as internal
variables. Hysteresis phenomena" are then accounted for by the definition of a
pseudo-dissipative potential, which is assurned to be proportional to the cumula
tive volume fraction of the different variants. The resistive forces are considered
t9 be equal on a11 the varianls. From these elements the constitutive relations
are derived and physical constraints ·exer~ed on f n are r~pected-" The second step
is to compute the effective response of tbe granular material. This homogeniza
tion problem is solved using a self-consistent method previously developped by M.
Berveiller ~d P. Lipinski to describe the plasticity in polycrystalline I!1ateriaJs.
Restilts obtained 'in such a way , include well-described experimental obServations
(stress-strain curve, kinetics of the transformation) and the theory has predi~tive

capacity. •
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Hysteresis, Metastability and Nonlocal Interactions

Robert C. ·Rogers
Virginia Tech

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0123
USA

In. this talk I discussed a spatially nonloca:I energy model. The model deals
only with static equilibrium and co~tains relaxed stored energy functionals. In
the.introductory section I discussed the- relationship between this nonlocal energy
model and .. -*~,

1.. gradient mode~s,

2. interfacial eilergy models~

3. coher~nce energy models and

4. order parameter models.

I then described two types of calculations tha.t showed how·the model,produces
at least an indication of hysteresis by inducing multiple metastable stätes. The
first set of results were numerical calculations on a simple one-dimensional model
of deformation of a shape memory alloy. 1- showed calculations of a deformation
controlJedhysteresis Joop that sho\ved yielding by· motion of hvo phase ~r~ansiti6ns

that nucleated at the ends of the sampie. The second result showed t1~a:t a very
simple calculation on thc nonlocal model giv~~ a fairlygo~d fit to relatio.~ship
betweeri' orientation and width of hysteresis in the James/ Chu biaxial loading
experiment.
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On Nucleation and Growth of Martensitic Layers during the
Pseudoelastic Phase Transformation

.Stcfan Seelecke
TU Berlin'

The .pseudoelastic hysteresis of certain classes -of shape memory alloys has
been recognized to be greatly. infiuenced by the large number of interfaces evolv
ing during the phase transition. However, the cause for this behavior had not
been understoodyet, because it appe~rs that an increase in 'interfaces should also
increase the total energy and therefore be unfavorable. Using Eshelby~s inclusion
method within the frame\vork of a beam theory approach, we'derive a new expres
sion for the ffee energy of such an alloy. Through its dependence on the position
a~d size of an_ arbitra,ry number of transformed layers this energy accounts for
the nonlocal interactions within the body. It 'can be shown that due to t~ese

Iionlocal interactions the formation of new layers corresponds to states of relative
minima of the free energy. Therefore these'- repres'ent favorable configurations of
the system despite the apparent increase in i~terfacial energy.

Stochastic Differential Equatidns with Hysteresis

'T. I. Seidman

Originally motivated by an optimal control problem with a thermostat hys
teresis (elementary hysteron) giving discontinuous behavior~ we consider .the in
troduction of a small noise in the ~ope th,at expected values of cost functionals will
become smooth' functions of controllable parameters, Le., stochastic smoothing.

, Modeling this as aQ. SDE of Ito type, one must obtain e~istenceof a unique stochas
tic solution with nonstandard Fokker-Planck equation. -We s~ow how to compute,
e.g., the expected time between transitions and so get the desired smoothness
of the dependence of parameters for this component of a cast functional. [Also
mentioned were same asymptatic considerations for time scales appropriate to
hysteresis problems.)

.-

.'
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Stefan ProblenIS as Asynlptotic Limits of the Penrose-Fife Model,
Part!

Jürgen Sprekels
Berlin

vVe study an initial-boundary value problem for the nonlinear system of,PDEs

-e ('.{JOt - >.: (X) Xt + kL:,. G) =9 (0.1)

)..' (X)
; JlXt - €~X.+ ,8 (X) 3 s'-(X) + --e- (0.2)

where Co, k~ j1., f are positive coristant~. Moreover, ).. ~nd s denote s~gcith non
linearitie.s, arid the maximal monotone graph ,B denotes the subdiffereniiai of the
ipdicator function ofthe inter~ [0,1] (Le. ß = BI). The system (0.1)~(0.2) can
be vie,ved as a system of phase-field equations modelling the kinetics of a' diffusive
phase transition. In this 'connection, 0 and X denote absolute temperature and
theorder parameter of the transition, respectively. In fact, if the free:energy is
assumed as

with the IDeal fr'ee energy density .

F (X, B) = -Co In (0) +' () (I (X) - s (X)) - ).. (X) ,

then (0.1), (0.2) are exaetly thephase-field equations resulting from the.penrose
Fife model for diffusive phase transitio.ns. In ,our eontribution, the aiymptotic
behaviour of solutions t~ (0.1), (0.2) is studied for the case that € '\, 0, that is, for
vanishing interfacial energy. Global existenee of a weak solution to the limiting
problem is shown! \vhich is a relaxed Stefan problem with heat 8ux cf = V (~).

The solution is obtained as limit of solutions to (0.1), (0.2) forf '\, O. These results
.have been obtained jointly with P. Colli~ Pavia. -
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Robust Parameter Identification of Systems with Hysteresis

Ferenc Vajda
fnsti tute for Magnetics Research
George Washington University
Wailhington, De 20052, U.S.A.

The complete-moving-hysteresis (CtvIH) is an extension-of the moving Preisach
model, developed to characterize magnetic media. It computes both the reversible
and the irreversible components of the magnetization and the relationship between
these components. An important question associated with a given model is the
corresponding identification strategy which provides a method to experimentally
obtain the parameters of the model. In order to be experimentally applicable, such
an identification strategy has to be robust in the presence of experimental errors.
Non-parametric identification methods use Curve fitting techniques but in general
behave poorly in the presence of noise. Parametrie identification methods use
interpolation techniques, require the a-priori knowledge of the type of function,
and in general are robust in the presenceof noise. This talk presents a parametrie
identification strategy for the CMH model where the types of functions describing
the model are derived based on physical principles. It is faund that the robust
identification strategy is applicable to a wide range of recording media. It requires
the measurement of the major loop, the major remanence lüop, the virgin curve
and the virgin remanence curve only. It has been experimentally verified für
various recording media by comparing the measured and computed higher-order
asymmetrical reversal curves. The limitations of the identification method will be
discussed. A. generalized Preisach function for the CMH model is suggested that
may be applicable to soft magnetic materials, as ~ell. i

Discontinuous Hysteresis

A.. Visintin
Trento

The closure in suitable function spaces of the standard (delayed) relay operator
is introduced. This can be expressed in terms of a system of two variational

) .

.-
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incql1alitics. (Here we dcnote by F : 'IL~ w this elosurc). A ·lIectorial.(~xtension

of (tlelayell) rp.ltl1Js is fonnulatcd. and also expressed by mcans of two conpled
variational inequali ties. This yields a vectorial extension of the elassical' Preisach
model. Rcsults are then given for problems obtained by coupling the hyteresis
conditions 'W = F (u) with some PDEs. For instance,

a
{)t (u + tu) - ~u = f in n x ]0, T[ ,

in n x ]O,T[ ,
ßu
--6..u+'w=f
8t

\vhere n is an open subset of RN (N 2: 1) and· / is ~ given funetion.

or

'Statistical Mechanics of Stress-induced Martensiti(f~'_

Transformation _.~.

. K. Wilmanski
University of Ess'en

The paper contains the analysis of tbe statistical properties of the ersatz-model
of pseudo-elastic hysteresis. The main 3.im of the work is to derive the' free energy
function defined on the space of variables:{stress, volume fraction of martensite,
"number of interfaces}. This functiC?n should describe the s~enarfosof deformation
controlled processes inside of the stress-strain hysteresis loop. It. isshown that
such a function follows indeed fro~ tbe .microscopic mO,del of the bar" in tension
if we account in the Hamiltonian for the shearing defonnations in planes perpen
dicular to the tensile axis. It is also show~ that tbe modulus of the statistical
distribution which is inversely proportfonal to the absolute temperature in the
classical statistical ~echanics of gases, is proportional to tbe square root of the
number of interfaces.. This leads to tbe definition of "Uie temperature of me
chanical f1uctuations" for stress induced martensitic transformations. According
to tbe available experiments this quantity seems to be small which allows to ne
glect the entropie contribution to the fr~e ener~y of the macroscopic model. Tbis
n low temperature" approximation has be,e"n consid~red earlier and it has produced
rcasonable ·results for pseudoelastic materials.

Derichtersta~~er: Stefan Seelecke
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACII

Tag u n g s b e reh t 26/1994

Mathematische Aspekte der Quantentheorie

'großer Systeme

19.06. bis 25.06.1994

Die 'Tagung fand unter Leitung von Giot'anni Felder (Chapel Hill): Jürg
Frö·hlich (ETH Zürich) und Horst Knörrer (ETH Zürich) statt. Schwer
punkte waren einerseits die 'ierwendung von y{ethoden der konstruktiven
Feldtheorie bei der Untersuchung von Vielteilchensystemen und andererseits
die Theorie des Quantenhalleffekts. .-\ktuelle Arbei ten zu diesem Gebiet
vertvenden im beträchtlichen Cmfang Chern-Simons-Theorie und konforme
Feldtheorie. Dadurch ergab sich eine enJ5e ~verbin<.lung zu der g!eichze!tig
stattfindenden Konferenz über die Quantentheorie integrabier Systeme. De
mentsprechend wurden einige Vorträge gemeinsam r:nit dieser Taf?;ung or~an-

isiert. .

Dank der niedrig gehaltenen Teilnehmerzahl war ~s nlö~iich. die Vorträ~e

auf fünf -, HaI bta~e·~ Zl1 konzentrier~n und somi t viel Zeit für DisKussionen
frej7.llhalt~n. '·,)n dieser \(ö~fir.hke.it wtIrr1e auch int~~nsi\~ Cet>ral1ch ~~nlacht.



VortragsauszÜge

1. Hartree-Fock Theory ror the Hubbard Model [V. Bach, E. Lieh.
J.-P. Solovej]
We establish the generalized Hartree-F~ck (HF) theory as a vaciational prin
ciple for the ground state (free) energy of quantum mechanical systems where
tbe energy expeetation is varied over quasifree states and we reformulate it
in terms of one-particle densi ty matriees (=2-pt-fns). In this formulation
we apply it to the Hubhard ylodel with arbitrary positive couplings Uz and
bipartite hopping matrix txy • We characterize the minimizers ~n terms of
their behaviour under symmetry transformations of the Hamilt'onian, pro- .-
vided the number of electrons equals the number of lattice sites (half-filling). •
1t turns out that the global SU(2) gauge symmetry is broken and the min--
iroizers exhibit antiferromagnetic long range order. If the lattice is part of -
Z2 with nearest-neighbour hopping, for example, this means that the spins
of the minimizers are antiparallely ariented in a c.heckerboard fashion. We
also consider negative eouplings in which ease the particle number is beoken
and one obtains a BeS-type minimizer. Finally, we prove for infinite pos-
itive coupling a Nagaoka-type theorem on the existenee of a ferromagnetic
minimizer for all electron numbers smaller than the number of lattice sites
minus one.

Volker Bach, TU Berlin

2. Conformal Field Theory and Integrable Models on the Torus
[G. Felder, eh." Wieczerkowski] .
The spaces of eonformal blocks on tbe sphere or on the torus are introdueed
as spaces of invariant linear farms on tensor products of Kac-Moody algebra
{i-modules under tbe Lie algebra of meromorphic functions with values in
{;. These spaces are identified with certain spaces of functions with values e
on finite dimensional vector spaces. The carresponding K-Z equations are
derived. Tbe consistency condition on the torus leads to generalizations of
the classical Yang-Baxter equation. Its quantization is diseussed.

Giovanni Felder, FIM Zürich and UNe Cbapel Hili
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3. Two Dimensional Fermi Liquids [J. Feldman, H. Knörrer. D. Leh
mann~ E. Trubowitz]
Let ~(k) E Cf"JO be the (renormalized) dispersion relation, JJ > 0 the chemi
ca! potential and ;\(kl,k2IVlk3,k4) E Coo the interaction of a many-fermion
model in two space dimensions. For simplicity suppose that the model has
a fixed ultraviolett cutoff and that F = {klt"( k) = Jl} is compact. The
main hypotheses are that 'Vc:( k) =1= 0 for all k E F and that, for all q,
F =f:. -F +q= {klt:( -k +() = J,l}. Then there is an Tl > 0 such that for alt
lAI< Tl the thermodynamic limit of the Euclidean Green's function5 of the
model exist in the sense of distributions and are analytic in ;\. The particle
number density nf is Coo in k except that it has a jump discontinuity at

every k E F.

Joel Feldman, UBC Vantouver

4. Chern-Simons Theory, Integral Lattices, and Fractional Quan
tum Hall Effect [J. Fröhlich, E. Thiran]
We consider two-dimensional gases of electrons in a strong, uniform, exter
nal magnetic field transversal to the plane of the system. We are interested
in the physics of such systems at large distance scales and low frequencies"
i.e., in the scaling limit. It is shown that in the scaling limit these systems
are described by pure, abelian Chern-Simons' th~ries, provided tbere is 00

dissipation in the system (RL = 0). We then review the connectio.n be
tween Chern-Simons theory and the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations·a.nd
current (Kac-wloody) algebra. In passing, implications for knot theory are
mentioned, hut the physically important fact is that solutions of the K-Z
equations span the physical state space of C-S theory. Retuming to the
physics of 2D-electron gases, one notices that those 501utio05 of K-Z equa
tions derived from C-S theories that describe physical states of such systems
have special monodromy properties described by integral Euclidean lattices.
These lattices are then studied and classified partially, and this leads to the
prediction of allowed, rational values of the Hall conductivity~ functional
charges and statistic5 of "Laughlin vortices", etc..

Jürg Fröhlich, ETH Zürich



5. Conformal Field Theory in Higher Genera [h:. Gawedzki]
The solution of the WZW (and coset) conformal field theory model on a
higher genus Riemann surface may be encoded in the scalar product on the
space of non-abelian theta functions. The latter are holomorphic sections of
powers of the determinant bundle on the moduli space of holomorphic bun
dies of rank> 1. The scalar product of non-abelian theta functions is given
by a formal functional integral. This integral may be effectively calculated
(at least for the rank 2 case) and reduces to a finite-dimensional integral ex- _
pression. As a by-product, one obtains integral expressions for higher Ilenus _
conforma! blocks of the WZW conforma! model.

Krisztof GawedzkL IHES Bures-sur-Yvette

6. Riemann Surfaces ofInfinite Genus [J. Feldman~ H. Knörrer, E. Tru
bowitz]
We introduce a class of Riemann surfaces of infinite genus to whichmany of
the classical results on compact Riemann surfaces extend. They are special
cases of "parabolic" surfaces in the sense of Alfohrs-Nevanlinna. So they
admit a canonical homology basis Al, BI, A2 , B2 , •. . and a basis Wb W2,.'. of
tbe Hilbert space of square-integrable holomorphic I-forms such that JA, Wj =
Oij. In addition, the associated theta function converges on a suitable Banach
space, and there is an analogue ofRiemann's Vanishing Theorem and Torelli's
Theorem.

Tbe definition of the class of Riemaoo surfaceS considered is in terms of
glueing "standard pieces" . It is explicit enough to allow for a verification
that Fermi curves of two-dimensional periodic Schrödinger operators as weIl
as the spectral curves for the periodic KP 11 equation belang to it. The _
latter fact is used to prove that the initial value problem for this equation -
has solutions that are almost periodic in time.

Horst Knörrer, ETH Zürich
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7. A Microscopic Derivation of the Critical Magnetic Field in a
Superconductor [D. Lehmann] .
The propagat~r of a non-interacting many-electron system is computed. ·A
BCS equation with magnetic field is derived which 00 longer has a solution
~ if the magnetic field is sufficiently high. Perturbation theory around the
magnetic field propagator is discussed.

DeUer Lehmann, ETH Zürich

8. Two Dimensional Superconductivity [J. Feldman, J. Magnen, V. Ri
.vasseau, E. Truhowitz]
We consider agas of non-relativistic interacting electrons in 2+ 1 dimensions. 
The propagator (iPo + pi12m - /J)-l (where m is the electron mass and J.l
is the chemical potential) is singular around the Fermi surface r "b 2mIJ

For a tW<rbody interaction with short range the model is just renormaliz
ahle. The interaction is taken of the form -A/2 L(7tT ij;(7(pdtP(7( -P3)V(Pl 
P3)i[JT(P2)1PT( -P4)8(PI - P3 +P2 - P4) and so the model is U(1) invariant. The
modl:l is formally given in terms of an integral over Grassmann variables, i.e.,
in terms of a sum of determinants. We then decompose the Fermionic fields
in scales according to·the distance of its momentum from the Fermi surface,
the angle of the momentum and its space localization. This enables us to
obtain uniform bounds in each scale. We can then compute in each sc"ale the
effective action coming from the ."integration" over the scales farther from
the singularity. There is a renormalization of the Fermi surface, and also
of the vertex~ which eventually break the U(1) invariance. It is of the form
tiJ(T(P){1T (-p)G(p - q)1/J(1(q)t/J-r{ -q). So if we decompose v(p - q) according
to the angular momentum v = L: AiIIdp, q) and if Ao < 0 and IAol > IAil
for i = 1,2, ... then the model is attractive, and will remain attractive, so a
symmetry breakdown takes place, that, however, is not discussed here.

Jacques Magnen, Ecole Polytechnique Palaiseau
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9. Fluctuations of Hall Conductance IY. Avron, R. Seiler, P. Zograf]
A model for fermions in a strong magnetic field in a topologically non-trivial
configuration space is considered. The dynamics depend on the fluxes passing
"through the handles of aRiemann surface. The conductivity relating the
electromotive force around loop 0 and current around loop ß is split ioto a
universal term constant in the fiux <p and a fluctuating one as an application
~f Quillen ~s family index theorem.

Ruedi Seiler, TU Berlin e

10. Some Mathematical Problems of Non-Linear Dynamics (I.M: Si
gal]
Consider a non-linear Schrödinger or waveequation. Assume a solution ex
ists fqr as long a time as required. The question we address is to describe
properties of such a solution, especially its localization in space and time. We
a<;fdressed the following three topics: I. Periodic Solutions; 11. Resonances;
III. Dynamics of vor.tices.

We describe ODe of the results. Consider NL Schrödinger or wave equa
tions that are small perturbations of linear ones. Assume the corresponding
linear equations have solutions periodic or quasiperiodic in time and L2 in
space. Then ~

WE: periodic Of quasiperiodic solutions are unstahle under generic NL
perturbations.

SE: periodic solutions are stahle under all reasonable perturbations while
quasiperiodie solutions are unstable under generic perturbations.

Israel Michael Sigal, Univ. of Toronto
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11. Schrödinger Operators and Classical Almost Integrability (L.
Thomas, S. Wassell]
Let H = -~ + \/ be a Schrödinger operator acting on L2( i'1), AI either a
d-dimensional torus or sphere, Vanalytic.

For the ease of the torus, we eonsteuet asymptotic expansions for the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of H at high energy E, via WKB methods,
the expansions in inverse powers of E. The classical action appearing in
the eigenfunctions is the solution to a classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
KAM methods assure that this classicaJ action can be constructed. at least
for a Cantor set Voo, whose intersection with the subset V( E) of the phase
space with energy ~ E satisfies IVoo n V(E)I/IV(E)I --+ laSE --+ 00. It
follows that the dimension of the subspace of the approximate eigenfunctions
corresponding to energy :::;··E is asymptotic to the actual dimension of the
subspace corresponding to HI~E, E ~ 00. Similar results are obtai~ed far
the case of the 2 - sphere, but just to O(E- 1 ) (which should be compared to
the typical spacing between eigenvalue clusters which is O(E-l/2 )). Turning
point difficulties and problems associated with the high eigenvalue degeneracy
of the unperturbed operator are addressed by first transforming the operator
to a Bargmann space representation.

A theorem of Kac-Spencer, Weinstein, Wilson and others states that the
[th cluster of eigenvalues (for H on the sphere) clustered about E = l(l+d-l)
has a limiting (probability) distribution for l -+ 00 equal to the distribution
of the Radon transforin of V. We give an example of a (Hölder-) continuous
potential V for which this limiting distribution of eigenvalues is singular
continuous.

Lawrence Thomas, U of Virginia, Charlottesville

Volker Bach, Berichterstatter
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HATIIEMATISCIlES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT t)UEHWOLFAClI

Tag u n g 5 b p r ~ c h t ~7/1994

Integrable Systems

19.6. bis 25.6.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von P. van Moerbeke (Louvain) und W. Nahm (Bann) sta.tt.
Im tvlittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen der integrabien Hierarchien und ihrer Geometrie.
konforme Feldtheorien und physikalische Anwendungen (Phasenübergänge, Quanten-Hall- Effekt).

Vortragsauszüge

P. DI FRANCESCQ:
Counting RationalCurves on ProjectiveSpa.ces

There is only a finite number Nd of ra.tional curves of the projective plane P2, of degree d, through
3d - 1 fixed p...oints. Such curves must also have (d-l~(d:-2) double points with distinct tangents.

. Borrowing ideas from field theory in physics, and following M. Kontsevich and Y. ~Ianin, one
can build a certain "free energy" funetion, generating intersection theory on the moduli spaee of
such curves. In particular, this funetion playsthe role of a. potential for same gra.d.ed integrable
deformation of the cohomology ring of P2' The associativity of the ring translates into "erossing
relations" for the free energy, which in tumdetermine the numbers Nd completely. This procedure
can be repeated for a.ny projective space P", and also more involved va.rieties, with more inddenee
relations to ma.ke the numbers of eurv~ finite. -The results always take -the form of quadratic
reeursion relations for the nu~bers of rational curves. Relations to topological field theory (or
Kontsevich-type matrix integrals?) should help shed same light on higher genus· curve eounting a.s
weil. ~

J. FRÖHLICH, E. THIRAN:
Chern-Simons Theory, Integral Lattices ud Fractional Quantum Hall Effect

. .
We consider two-dimensional gases of electrans in astrang, uniCrom, external magnetic field transver·
sa! to the plane of the system. We a.re interested in the physics of such systems at large distance
scaJes a.nd iow frequencies, i. e. ,in the scaling limit. It is shown t);1at, in the scallng limit, these
systems are described by pure, abelian Chern-Simons theories, provided there is no dissipation in the
system (RL =0). We then review the connection between Chern-Simons theory and the Knizhnik
Zamolodchikov ~quations and with current (Kae-Moody) algebra.. In passing, implications for knot
theory are mentioned, hut the physic~ly important fact is that solutions oC the K·Z equations span
the physicaJ state space of C-S theory. Returning to the physics of 2D electron gases, one nOlices
that those solutions of K-Z equations derived from abelian eS-theories that describe physical states
of such systems have special monodromy properties described by integral, Euclidean lattices. These



lattkes are thell studied and ~aa8ified partially, and this lew to the prediction of allowed, rational
values of the Hall conduction, fractiona.l charges and statistics of "Laughlin vortices", etc...

J. FELDMAN, E. TRUBOWITZ, H. KNÖRRER:
,_. --..-ßjemann -Surfaces of Infinite Genus
I ._. -'o.~, .-~ .,,,,--" .~. '_, ~

i H~ We f~t·r~d~ce.:~ dass of Riemann surfa.ces of infinite genus to which many of the classica1 results
I . o~ compa.ct·lii~ma.nn surfa.ces extend. They are special cases of "parabolic" surfaces in the sense
c~-'~~"'ofAhlförs-:' Ne'vanlinna. So they admit a canonical homology basis At, BI, A2, B2,'.' and abasis

Wt, W2, ••• of the Hilbert space of square integrabel holomorhic I-fonns such that f
At

fl)j = 6ij.
In addition the associated theta function converges on a suitable Bunue! Spate, and there is an
a.nalogue of Riema.nn '8 Vanishing Theorem and Torelli 's Theorem. .

The definiton of the dass of Riemann surfaces considered is in terms of glueing "standard pieces" ..
It is explici t enough to be able to vemy tha.t Fermi curves of 2-dimensional periodie SchrödiIiger
operators as well as the spectral curves for the periodie KP n equation belong to it. The lattA
fa.ct ia used to prove that the initial value problem for this equation has solutions that are almolll'
periodic in time.

G. FELDER, C. WIECZERKOWSKI:
Conformal Field Theory ud Integrable Models on the Torus

The spaces of conformal blocks on the sphere and on the torus are introduced as spaces of
invariant linear forms on tensor pro«;lucts of Kac Moody algebra 9 modules under the Lie algebra. of

- meromorphic functions with values in g. These spa.ces are identified with certain spaces of functions
.with values on flnite dimensional vector spaces. The corresponding KZ equations are derived. The
consistency condition on the torus leads to generalizations of the classical Yang-Baxter equation.
Its quantization is discussed.

I. M. SIGAL:
Some Mathematical Problem of Non-linear Dynamics

Cotisider a non-linear Schrödinger or wave equation. Assume a solution exists for as lang times
as required. The question we address is to describe properties of such a. solution, especially its
localization inspace and time. We addressed the following three topics: I. Periodic solutions, II.
Resonances, III. ,Dynamits of vortices. We describe one of these results. Consider N L Schrödinger
a.nd Wave equations which are small perturbations of linear ones. Assume the corresponding linear
equations have periodic or quasiperiodic solutions, i. e. (quasi)periodic in time and L2 in SP3.C.
Thus . _J
WE:periodic and quasiperiodicsolutions are unstable under generic N L perturbations

SE: periodic solutions are stable under a1l reasonable perturbations while quasiperiodie solutions
are unstable under generic perturbations.

K. GAWEDZKI:
Conformal field theory in higher genera.

Solution of WZW (and coset) conformal field theory model on a higher genus Riemano surface
may be encoded in th~ scalar product on the space of non·abelian theta functions. The latter

2
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ar(' holonlorh pie s~ctions of powers of the uetcrminant bundles on the moduli space of holomorhic
bundles of ra.nk > 1. The scalar -product of non-abelia.n theta. functions is given by a formal
functiolla.l integra1. This integral may be effectively calculated (at least for ra.n~ 2 case) and reduces
to a finite·dimensional integral expression. As a. by·product, one obtains integral expressions for
higher ~~n\ls conformal blocks oe WZW conforma.l model.

H..KNÖRRER. D. LEHMANN, E..TRUBOWITZ, J. FELDMAN:
Two Dimensional Fermi Liquids

Let E( n)ECW be the (renormalized) dispension relation, jJ > 0 -the chemical potential and let
..\ < k1 , k'2 I V I" k3 , k4 > ECco be the interaction of a many·fermion model in two space dimensions.
For simplici ty suppose that the model h~ a fixed ultraviolet cut off and that F = {k li( ii) = JL} is
cOInpaet. Th(' nlain hypotheses are that VE(h) f. 0 for all hEF, and that, for all y, F f. - F + 9 =
{pi c( - P+ 9) = J.L}. Then. there is an TI > 0 such that for all I ..\ .1< 7J.the thermodynaqlic lünits
of the.Euclidean Green's functions of the model ex.ist in the sense of distributions and ar~ analytic
in ,\. The particle.number density N, isCoo in k except that it has a jump discontinuity: at every
kiF. - .

w. EHOLZER, N.-P. SKORUPPA: .. ,
Methods for obta.ining closed formulas for ~onforma.l characters of ra.tional modelS:of W~31gebra.s

Let c be the central charge and- H be th~ set o(conformal' dimensions of a ra.ti~~al model of a
(bosonie) vV-algebra. Then for ea.ch h EH, we have its 'associated conformaf .ch~racter ~h =
trace cf qLo-t:/24 in the representation whose c?nformal dimension ish. These fune-tions satisfy the
foUowing axioms (we set q =e2~iT, -where rd; =complex upper h~ plane)~

1. ~h is holomorphic in g, ~h # 0.' .
2. The space ·SPa.nC{~h IhEH} .spanned by the ~h is invariant under SL(~,Z).
3. ~h = O( q-c/24) for T -+ ioo where c= c - 24minHjs the effective central charge.
4. ~hq-(h-c/24) -is invariant under T - T + l.
5. The Fourier coefficients of (Ja a.re ra.tional.

Then for many pairs (c, il) coming from rational mod~ the -following theorem: holds true (cf:
[Eholzer·Skoruppa, BONN-TH-94-16]): :~~-~. '
Theorem: Assume that 6. the ~Ia are invariant under some congruence subgroup 0/ S L(2, Z).
Then the eh are uniquely determ.ined, L e~: if eh(h E H) is any set of functions on g whicp satisfy
"1. to 6., then each ~h' is unique up to mult-iplication by a constant. Thus, roughly speaking, once
the cent ra! charge and the conformal dimension of arational model are l<nown, then the conforma!
charaeters ean be already determined (roDi this data only. Though we: proved our. theorem only
for apart of all known rational models we believe that it works in much. more generality. The
methods 'used for the proof of the theorem are also useful for obtaining elose<! formulas for conformal
characters. .

.N.·TUROK. J. \V. R. UNDERWOOD, D. OLIVE:
Solution in Affine Toda -Field Theories

Affine Toda. neId- theories in two dimensions are integrable a.nd Lorentz invariant deformations of
conformally. and \V-invariant theories. The loc~- conserved charges generate.a.n infinite dimensional
Poineare al~ebra which turns out to'be isomorphie to the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. of the 
a..ssociate a.ffine Kac ~10ody algebra. Thus interna! and spacetime symmetries are couple4. with the
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consequence that interesting mass patterns ud coupling rules are exhibited by the particles which
are the quanta of the fundamental fields. General soliton solutions .are found when the coupling
is imaginarYt exploiting the representa.tion theory cf the affine Kat Moody algebra. Most physical
properties are derived from vertex operators associated with the solitons otained byexponentlating
the principal Heisenberg subalgebra. The soliton specles are in one to one correspondence with the
above mentioned particle species and display simila.r mass and coupling; patterns. Unless identical
a.ny pair of solitons ~ttra.ct each other.

D. E. EVANS:
Amenable Operater Algebras

Recent work on the pos~dble classification of amenable C·-algebras by K-theoretic invaria.nts has
helped salve some open problems· regarding the a.pproximately finite dimensional algebras (non
commutative zero-dimensional spaces), quantum or non-commutative 2-torus (which may have
applications to almost Mattieu operators or Discrete Magnetic Laplacia.ns, arid infinite algeb.
associated to topological Markov chains. This involves input from same dynamical systems.
g. shifts, Rohlin properties of automorphisIDs, non commutative.orbifolds - the latter idea has
applications in ·subfactor theory). This talk describes joint work with Bratteli, Ellwitt t and
Kishimoto.

c. A. TRACY, H. WIDOM:
Fredholm Determinants, Differential EquationB a.nd Matrix Models

Orthogonal polynomical random ma.trix Models of N x N hermitian matrices lead to Fredholm
determinants of inte~al operators with kernel cf the form

<p(x)1/J(Y) - t/J(%)cp(y) .
z-y

This talk is concerned with the Fredholm determinants ofintegral operatorahaving kerne! af tms
form and where the underlying set is the union of intervals

m .

'. J = U(a2;-b a2;)
;=1

The empha.si~ is on the determina.nts thought of as functions of the end-points ~i'

We show that these Fredholm determinants with kernels of the general form described above are
expressible in terms of solutions of PDE's as long aa V' and tP satisfy

.m(%)f,c'(x)

m(%)tJ1'(x) =
A(z)rp(%) + B(%)1/J(x)

-C(x)tp(%) - A(%)"'(%) ,

m, At B t C polys. in z. The (rp, tP) paris for t he sine, Airy and Bessel kemels satisfy such relations,
as do the pairs which-arise in the finite N Hermite, Laguerrre, and Jacobi ensembles and in Matrix
Models of 2D quantum graivty. Therefore, we are able to write down the systems of PDE's far
these ensembles as special ca.ses of the general system.

An analysis of these equations leads in many cases where J ia a single interval (J =(s, (0) included)
to explicit representations in terms of PainJeve transcendents.

4



LEONID A. OICKEY: .
Constrained KP hierarchy and symmetries

A few papers were published in the recent time dealing with the so-called "constrained KP hiera.rchy~

(Orlov. Bing Xu, Cheng V., OeveJ, and Strampp). This is a restrietion of the KP hiera.rchy
to pseudo-differential operators having integral parts oi a. very special form involving only two
unknown functions, instead of infinitely ·many of them in the whole hierarchy.

We try to explain the nature of this restriction linking it to generating funetions of all synlmetries
of the KP hierarchy. We also give a new formula. Cor the generating funetion. It has a form
w( J.L )ö- J w" (A). an inverse derivative "'sandwiched" between the Baker and the adjoint Baker
funcLiolls Laken at different points. This formula genera.lizes that known berore for inner symmetries
of the hierarchy where J.L =A.

MOTOHIRO MULASE:
Coverings of Riemann Surfaces, Heisenberg Algebras, and Prym Varieties

Consider a tripie Ao C A C gI(n,D), where D = (C[[x])) [tl is the ring of ordin~y differential
operators. A is a. maximally commutative subalgebra of gl( n, D)~ a. monie element, and Ao

is a. subalgebra described be1ow. By a stan,dard technique of matrix pseudodifferentiaJ operators,

one can embed A ;:: gl (n, C«z»), where z = 1z -1. (Actually, one takes a zero-.th order matrix
pseudodifferential operator S so that S(AoS C gl (n, C«z»).) Ao C A is a. subalgebra. with these
data, one can associate Cunctionally a geometrie objeet containing arbiirary morphisms between
arbit rary algebraic curves, a.nd a 'vector bundle on these curves with vanishing cohomologies. One
can visualize the algebra. extension Ao C A in terms of geometry of algebraic curves. Maximal

. commutative subalgebras of the formal loop algebras (without nilpotent elements) o~her than
Heisenberg-type önes are presented from analysing singularities of the covering morphism. These
commutative algebras a.ct on the Grassmannian of vector valued funetions and produce Prym
varieties of the covering a.s finite-dimensions orbits.

This is the non-commu.tative geometry one can expect from gien, C«z»), or gl(n, D).

'As a motivation, a. formula due to Kontsevich and myself was presented:

J
i: tr(t",X"'}

e "'::1 fex),

f(x) = f(ko,···, kn-d = det[r/>i(kj)]
~(ko,···, kn-d

Then Zn(t, f) is a KP-T function, and it is a. continuum limit of Hirota Soliton- solutions. In fact,

N

rPi(k} = L Cioo(k - Ao ) makes. Zn(t, f)
0=1

a soliton solution.

BORIS KHESIN, FEODOR M'ALIKOV:
Drinfeld-Skoiov reduction for matrices of complex size

~VP c.onstruct atfinizalion ·of the aJgeb<ra 9'.\ of "complex säze" matrices that contains the a1~ebras
yl~ for inL("~rat values of the parameter. Tlle DrinCeld-Sokolov Hamiltonian reduction oe the



a4ebra gl.\ results in the quadratic Gelfand-Dickey structure on the Poisson-Lie group of al1
pseudodiff'erentia1 operators of Cractional order. "

This Poisson-Lie group provides a general framework for description of clasaical W,,-algebraa aB its
Poisson 8ubmanifolds t while the (quantum) W1+oo-a1gebraa appears as the dual space to the Lie
algebra of that" group.

The construction of" )'-deformation" can be extended to the simultaneous deformation oforthogonal
and symplectic algebras which produces selC-adjoint operators. It has also a counterpart far the
Toda lattices with "fractional number" of particles.

LAWRENCE THOMAS, STEPHAN WASSOLL:
Schrödinger operators and classica.l almost integrability

Let H = -~ + V be a. Schrödinger operator a.cting in L2(M), M either a. d-dimensiona.l torus or
sphere, V ana.lytic. " •

For the cue of the torus, we construct asymptotic expansions for the eigenfunctions and eigenval'P
of H at high energy E, via WKB methods, the ,expansions in inverse powers of E. the classical
action appearing in the eigenfunctions is the solution of a classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation. KAM
methods assume that this classical. action can be constructed at least for a Cantor set Voo, whose
intersec.tion with the subset V(E) of phasespace with energy ~ E satisfies IVoo n V{E)I/IV(E)I -+

1, E -. 00. It follows that the dimensionsof the aubspa.ce of the approximative eigenfunetions
c~rresponding to energy ~ Eist asymptotic to a.ctual dimension of the subsp"ace correspondlng to
BI:5 E, E .... 00.

Similar results are obtained for the case of the 2-sphere, but juat to O(E-1) (which should
be compared to thetypical spacing between eigenvalues within an eigenvalue cluster which ia
Q(E- 1/ 2». Turning point difliculuties and problems associated with the·high eigenva.lue degeneracy
of the· unpertubed operator are addressed by first tra.nsforming the operator"to.a. Bargmann space
representation.

A theorem of Ka.c·Spencer, Weinsteint Widom and other states that the I-th cluster of eigenvalues
(for Han the sphere) dustered about E = 1(1 + d - 1) has a limiting (probability) distribution
I - 00 equal to the distribution of the Radon transform of V. We gives an example of a (Hälder)
continuous potential V for which the liIniting distribution of eigenvalues ia singula.r continuous.

DAVID B. FAIRLIE:
Integrable systems in high dimensions

A set of equations whieb generalise the Bateman equation <pf:ztPl +cPctf; - 2~ft4>f:<I>t =0 is presentA
which admit a.ri infinite numberof inequivalent Lagrangian descriptions. These equations~
linearised by a Legendre transform, and shown to anse out of the equations for con8tan~ flow
following the fluid. Extensions of these equations which generalise the two--dimensional Born·lnfeld
equation are proposed and solved by the same transform. Finally, the general implicit solution to
the homogeneous Monge-Ampere equation det(8~I:J)= 0 is constructed using similar methods.

JOHANN VAN OE LEUR=
KdV type- hierarchies: the string equation ud W1+00 constraints

Ta every partition n = nl +...+n, one can associate a vertex operator realization of the Lie algebras

6
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a 00 and gO/n' Using this construction it is possible to obtain reductions of the s-component KP
hierarchil's. reductions which are associated to these partitions n =nl +... +n,. In this way one
obtains Inatrix KdV type hierarchies. Fina.lly, I prove that the following two statements for a KP
T-function are equivalent. .

( 1) r is a T-function of the [ni,":' n,,)+n ieduced (s component) KP hierarc.hy that also satisfies
the string equation L_ 1 r =O.

(2) T satisfies the vacuum constraints of the W1+00 algebra, i.e.: (W~; + 6pq cp+dr = O· for a.ll
p,q E Z~o.

ALEXEI MOROZOV:
Hirota equations for Q-Ioop algebras (the ca.se of SLq(2»

··Generalized T-functions" can be defined as generating functionals of all the matrix elements of
a given group element 9 E Gin a given representation V. The elenient s~t of "time-variables" in
general situa.tion is a.ssociated with the maximal nilpotent subalgebra. of G, not with its Cartan
subalgebra. Moreover, in the case of quantu.m groups such r-functions are not c-numbers, but
ta.ke values in the non-commutative ring A({;). However, despite all these differences from the
standard KP and Toda situations: the generalized. r-functions always satisfy the a.I)~ogue of Hirota.
bilinear equations. These canbe derived by manipulations with intertwinning operators between
different representations of G. The simplest example of O-loop algebra. C =SL(2) a-nd its quantum
counterpart G =SLq (2) is considered, but the most interesting examples should ~e associated with
l·loop affine algebra, especially of level k > 1, and theiruniversal envelopin.g.

F. ALBERTO GRÜNBAUM:
Time and band limiting and symmetries of KP

A Schrödinger operator L = -(J'li + V(x) such that for 'some family of eigenfunc~ions, Lcp = Alp,

~ne has BP., fr.)<p == C~ Gj(A) (Ii}i) <p= 9(z)<p for a finite m and sO~eGi(A),e(Z)i~ called a

bi$pectral Schrödinger operator. This consists cf the cases: V( x) = cl x 2 , ax and two families of
V( x), i.e., rational solutions of KdV as weil as solutions of certain Virasoro fiows that are rational
functions of x. These are results of Duistermaat~Grünbaumund Magri·Zubelli. l·sho~ that if ones
forms- the integral operator T in L2( -G, G) with kerne! . .

K(k t , k2) = faT op(z'-h t )op(z,k2)dZ

then there exists a. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR D ~uch that

TD = DT.

This is done so rar in all cases except the KdVcase and extends classical results of Slepia.I1, Landau,
PoLlak developed to understand the work of Shannon in communication theory.

LASZLO FEHER:
Gp.n~ralized Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions

:\ classical W· alge~.ra generalizing the sec~nd Gelfard- Dickey Poisson bracket may be associated to
every .'i12 subal~ebra of a simple Lie aJ~ebra. G llsing Drinfeld·Sokolov type Hamiltonian reduction.



One may also generalize the Drinfe1d-Sokolov construction of hierarchies using the graded regular
elements of the inequivalent graded Heisenberg algebras of G~ (T ~t;\ -1 ).The Heisenberg aJgebras
are parametrized by the Weyt group of G, and in the case of the simple Lie algebras of type
A, B, C, D we find the list of ~heir graded regular elements. For G = 81n , we desaibe the KdV
type hierarchies assodated to the graded regulare1ements of minimal grade, which turn out to be
the .matrix generallzations of the r-KdV hierarchies, and also inc1ude the "reduced KP hierarchies" .
discussed by L. Dickey at the present meeting. -

FRANCO MAGRl:
KP equations without pseudodifferential operators

This talk aims tosuggest a geometrie point of view mthe theory of soliton equatioDB. The belief
is that a deeper understancüng of the origin of these equations may provide a beUer understa.nding

. of their remarkable properties. According to the geometrie point of view, soliton equations are
the outcome of a specific reduction process of a ·bihamiltonian manifold, which is equivale~t- to
but different from the -Drinfeld·Sokolov reduction. -Our suggestion is to pay attention also to ti4t
"unreduced form" ofsollton equations. .

In particular , the Gelfard·Dickey's hierarchy is intrc;>duced starting flom the Casimir's functions
of a. pencil of (modified) Lie-foisson bra.ckets, ud the KP equations .a.re seen aB the evolution
equations in the dual of the symmetry algebra.· .

KANEHISA TAKASAKI, TAKASHI TAKEBE:
Dispersionless integrable hierarchi~s ud higher ~ensional generalizations

Dispersionless limits of integrable hierarchies are not only interesting in themselves in applications
to topological confonnal fiel4 theories, hut also uSeful a.s a. toymodel to search for new integrable
hierarchies (inparticular, in higher dimensions). The dispersionless KP and Toda hierarchies hlherit
many significa.nt properties of the ordinary KP and Toda hierarchies. Of panicular interest are
the notions of tau functions' and W1+OO symmetries, -which play an important role in applications
to physics. These notions are shown to be carried out to dispersionless (or quasi·classical) limite
In general, many formula.e in the original KP and Toda hierarchies simplify in the dispe"ionless
hierarchies. This allows us to guess their higher dimensional generalizations. Along these lineB, a
few higher dimensional· dispersionlesshierarehies have beenconstructed, and in a. special caa~, the
nation ofta.u function is introduced.

MARK ADLER:
Symmetries, W·a1gebras ud applications _

The aim of these talk was to show the robustness of symmetries for a variety of integrable syst~
and to show how they are used to derive various geometrical properties of these system. In
particula.r, we consider the KP and Toda symetries and discuss:
1) special solutions of the Kd V
;l) solving [L, P) = 1 and Kontsevich "integrals
3) infinite ramilies of symplectic structure for the Gelfard-Dickey equations
4) orthogonal polynomials and matrix integrals and their Virasoro constraints.
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T. SHIOTA. P. VAN MOERBEKE:
A Lax pair for the vertex operator and the central extension of W.algebras

The vertex operator caß be viewed a.s a tangent vector tield to the space of T·functions for the KP
equation. In joint work with Adler und P. van Moerbeke, I show that this vertex operator has
a representation in terms of a Lax pair a.t the level of symmetry vector fields to the maniCold of
wave operators. A similar study can be done for the 2-dimensional Toda lattice. This technology
has applications to l-matrix, 2·matrix models and Kontsevich integrals; namely, it provjdes the
constraints for those integrals. . .

RAIMUND VARNHAGEN:
Topoloy and fractional quantum Hall etrect

-First we show that the Hall conductance aZlI of a. two dimensional layer is proportion~ to the

topological q~.antity 7 (u:C ll = f ;.) where Cl is the first ehern number of a rank r vectorbundle.

This. vector .bundle describes the degenerated ground state of the Hall system.

From Laughlin type wave functions .with generalized periodie boundary canditions we expllcitly
construct these vector bundles and we show that only for the experimenta.lly observed fractions
these vector bundles are indecomposable. ···,f'X:

In special cases we calculate the fluctuations of the curvature which converge exponentially to zero
in the limit of infinite particle number.

Berichterstatter: W. Na.hm
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Graphentheorie

26. 6. bis 2. 7. 1994

Die Tagung fand erstmals unter der Leitung von C. Thomassen

(Lyngby, Qänernark) und B. Taft (Odense, Dänemark) nach vier"

Jahren wieder statt.

Es nahmen 44 Graphentheoretiker aus 44 Ländern teil. Die

neuesten Forschungsergebnisse, über die in 41 Vorträgen

berichtet und diskutiert wurde, stammen aus den Gebieten

Färbungsprobleme, insbesondere das Vierfarbenproblem,

Ramseytheorie, Unendliche Graphen, Zufallsgraphen, Zusammen

hangsp~obl~rne, Extremale Graphentheorie, Darstellungen von

Graphen und Graphennumerierungen. Die Figur zeigt den

kleinsten magischen Graphen (außer K
2
), der also eine

Kantennurnerierung so zuläßt, daß die Summen an den Knoten

alle gleich sind.

In zwei Abendsitzungen wurden offene Probleme vorgestellt

und diskutiert.
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Vortragsauszüge

M. AIGNER:

The 4/3-conjecture

Let G be a cennected graph, and ~(G) its rnean distance.

Winkler's 4/3-conjecture states: p(G) = rninu~v~(G,U)/~(G) ~ 3.

The following results were discussed, extending earlier work.

(1) ~ (G) ~ (n-1 +k) /2k + k/8 (n-1), G k-connected,

(2) p(G) :0 1 + 2/3(k-1)/K + 6/(n-2), G k-connected, k<:2 (thuse

the 4/3-conjecture holds for 3-connected graphs with n~43

vertices), (3) limn+OOsup p(G) = 1, when G has 6(G)~3,

G connected, G transitive. (Joint werk with R. Klirnmek)

B: ALSPACH

(1/2)-transitive graphs

A graph X is'said to be (1/2)-transitive if Aut(X) act~

transitivelyon the vertices and edges of X, but not on the

ares. Same of the recent increa5e in activity on thi5 tapic

will be pre5ented.

L.D. ANDERSEN

Subgraph5 af K 2n subarthagonal to same 1-factorization

A subgraph G of a graph K i5 suborthogonal to a factorization

{F 1 ' . · · , F f } a f Kif IE (G )n E (F i) i ~ 1 fa r 1~ i ~ f. I t i 5 0 r thoga

nal to {F 1 ' • • • , F f } if IE (G )/1 E (F i) I=1 f or 1Si ::;i f .

A graph is independently 2-dominated if it has two non-adja- 4It
cent vertices such that eaeh edge 15 incident with one of

these.

The following theorem then holds:

Let G be a subgraph of K2n with at most 2n-1 edges. Then G

is suberthogonal to sorne 1-factorization of K2n , except if

(a) IE(G) 1=2n-2 and G is~ ..... ,

er;' for n=3, G is :::::: or I> %., or

(b) IE(G) 1=2n-1 and either G is independently 2-dominated,

or G is~ .-.' or G is one of same ~xceptions

for n::4.

·1
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T. ANDREAE

Cartesian products of graphs as spanning subgraphs of

de Bruijn graphs

This is joint work with Michael Nölle and Gerald Schreiber

(TU Harnburg-Harburg). For Cartesian products G=G,X ...XGm
(rn~2) of nontrivial connected graphs Gi and the n-dimensio

nal base B de Bruijn graph D=DB(n), we investigate whether

or not there exists a spanning subgraph of D which is iso

morphie to G. We show that G is never a spanning subgraph of

D when n is greater than three or when n equals three and rn

is greater than two. For n=3 arid m=2, we ean sho~.;i~or wide

classes of graphs that G cannot be a spanning subgraph of D.

In particular these non-existence results irnply that DB(n)

never contains a torus (i.e., the Ca-rtesian product of rn~2

cyeles) as a spanning subgraph when n is greater than two.

For n=2 the situation is much better: We can prove- a suffi

cient conditio~ for a Cartesian product G to be a spanning

subgraph . of D=D
B

(2) ., As ane of the corollaries we obta.in

that a ~orus G=G
1
X ...XGrn is a spanning subgraph of D=DB (2)

provided that IGI=IDI and that the G. are cycles of even
- . 1

length. These results improve same of the results previously

obtained by M.C. Heydemann et al (Proceedings of;,:~he 1992

International Conference on Parallel Processing) and M. Nölle

and G. Schreiber (3. PASA Workshop Bann, 1993). We also apply

our results to obtain embeddings of relatively small dilation

of popular proeessor networks (as tori, meshes and hypereubes)

into de Bruijn graphs of fixed srnall base.

R. BODENDIEK

Labelings of graphs

This talk deals with (a,d)-antirnagic graphs, a,dEN. In the

case of a connected finite graph G=(V,E), Ivl~3, IEI~2, it

is shown that it is possible to determine classes of (a,d)

antimagie graphs by means of applying facts, concepts and

rnethods of nurnber theory. This method is so good that we

show that every tree of even order ~4 cannot be (a,d)-anti-
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magie and that the class of all (a,d)-antimagic paraehutes

P b arising from a wheel W b=l+C b' g~3, b~1, by deletingg, g+ g+
b spokes is infinite. The great advantage of this method is

that it ean be applied to eaeh class of conneeted graphs of

at least 3 vertices and 2 edges.

The concept of (a,d)-antimagic graph is also extended to

infinite graphs. Although relatively little is known it

holds, for instance, that every infinite n-ary tree

T =(V ,E ), n~1, is (n(n+1)/2,n 2 +1)-antimagic. ~
n n n ~

A. BROUWER

Spectrum and connectivity of graphs

Proposition (B&Mesner 1985): A strongly regular graph of

valency d has vertex connectivity K=d.

Proposition (B 1993): The subgraph of a generalized.polygon

consisting of all vertices in general position w.r.t. ('far

away from') a point or line or flag is connected (except

when it is not - the four exceptions are explicitly known) .

Proposition (Alon&B 1993, unpublished): A regular graph of
dvalency d has toughness t~I-2 where A is the maximum of the

absolute values of the eigenvalues other than d.

Conject~re: ~-2 can be replaced by ~-1 (that would be bestA A
possible) .

·w. DEUBER

Circle chromatic number of a ~raph 4It
(Joint with Xuding Zhu) Given a graph (G,w) with weight w o~
the vertiees. The circle chromatie nurnber of G i5 the length

of the shortest eircle such that there exists an assignement

of ares to the vertices of G such that (i) length arc(x)~w(x)

(ii) if {x,y}€E(G) then arc(x)narc(y)=0.- Note that this

model~ the greenlight phases on astreet crossing.

We indicate certain inequalities concerning various chroma

tic numbers and relate them to perfeet graphs of various

kinds.
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R. DIESTEL

The growth of infinite graphs

The growth of infinite graphs has been studied extensively.

for the two extreme cases when the graph is either locally

finite or rayless. The talk explores two definitions of

growth for graphs with rays and vertices of infinite degree,

one due to Halin (lfbounded graphs"; cf. Halin's bounded

graph conjecture), one other to Thomassen ("finitely spread

ing graphsn) ~ The two concepts turn out to be surprisingly

related (as conjectured by Thornassen): Up to a single dis

criminator, they are equivalent.

The proof of this·develops further techniques thä~-were

developed for the recent (1990) proof of the bourided graph

conjecture by Leader and the speaker.

Y. EGAWA

Contractible cycles in graphs with girth at least 5

I will discuss the following result which was con~ectured by

c. Thomassen:

Theorem: Let k~4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected

graph with girth at least 5. Then G contains an induced

cycle C such that G-V(C) is (k-l)-connected.

This Theorem follows from the following proposition.

Proposition: Let k,G be as in the Theorem, and suppose that

each k-contractible edge is contained in a cycle of length 5 •

. Then G contains a~ induced cycle C of length 5 or 6 such

that G-V(C) is (k-l)-connected and IN(x)~V(C) ISl for all

xe.V(G)-V(C) •

P.; ERDÖS

Some of my favourite problems in graph theory

Here I just state a few of the problems I presented in my

talk.

Faber, Lovasz, and I conjectured more than 20 years aga that

the chromatic number of the union of n edge disjoint complete

graphs of order n is n. I offer 500 dollars for a proof or
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disproof. Recently Jeff Kahn proved that the chromatic num

ber is ,n('+o(n)). I gave hirn a consolation price of 100

dollars.

Gallai and I conjectured many years ago that the edges of

any graph of n vertices can be covered by cn cycles and edges.

We easily proved this with cn log n instead of cn.

Gyarfas, Pyber, and I proved that if we color the edges of a

K(n) by r calors then the edges of our K(n) can be covered

cr
2

log r monochrornatic cycles. ~'
Color now the edges of a K(n,n) by r colors. Is it true that"

the edges can be covered by f(r) monochromatic cycles where

f(r) depends only on. r. This problem should be decided!

Gyarfas and I asked: Let f(n) be the srnallest integer for

which ev~ry G(nif(n)) with n vertices and f(n) edges contains

a cycle of size 2r for same r. We think f(n)/n~oo but pretty

slowly. Cle~rly 2r could be replaced by any infinite sequence

u,<u2 <... and the same questian could be asked. The answer

will na doubt very much depend on the sequence u,<u 2 < ••••

A. FRANK

Increasing connectivity of digraphs

Let G=(V,E) be a finite digraph. G is called k-connected if

there are k openly disjoint paths from x to y for every pair

of nodes x,y (k~IVI-1). By Menger's theorem, this is equiva

lent to requiring that Iv-(xvY) I~k for every one-way pair

(X,Y) of subsets af V. «X,Y) is called a one-way pair if

XI01Y, ~Y=0 and there is no edge from X to Y.) ~
The deficiency of a one-~ay pair is defined by Pdef(X,Y)=

k-lv-(xvY) I. We say that two one-way pairs (X,Y) and (X' ,Y')

are independent if at least one of ~X' and YnY' is empty.

Theorem: A directed graph can be made k-connected by adding

at most y newedges if and only if [(Pdef(X,Y): (X,Y)€F)~Y

holds for every family F of pairwise independent one-way

pairs.

This is a joint result with T. Jordan and will appear in J.

Combin. Theory, Ser. B, under the title: Minimal edge-cover

ings of pairs of sets.
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J. GIMBEL

Coloring graphs with bounded genus and girth

(Joint work ~ith c. Thomassen) Suppase X(S~) represents the

largest chromatic number of all triangle-free graphs of
1/3 1/3

genus g. We show c 1g flog g ~ X(S~) ~ c 2 (g/log g)

where cl and c 2 are positive constants. Further, we show

that if k~4 and G is a triangle-free graph of bounded genus,

then we can tell in polynomial time if X(G)~k. Finally, we

show that if G embeds on the double torus and has girth 6

then X(G)~3.

R. HÄGGKVIST

Trees in Dirac graphs

.1. First of all consider the family of n-order gräphs, n odd,

with minimum degree at least (n-l)/2. It is well-known that

P
n

is a subgraph of every such graph. Which additional

spanning subgraphs are unavoidable? Such graphs must be

subgraphs of 2K(n_1)/2+Kl and K(n-1)/2,(n+l)/2. Consequently
they roust be b~partite with almost equal sized parts, i.e.

nearly balanced, and bisectable, i.e. there should exist

a vertex whose removal leaves a graph which ~s a spanning

subgraph of 2K(n-1)/2.

Conjecture 1: Every bisectable nearly balanced tree with

maximum degree at most In is unavoidable.

2. Conjecture 2: The graph consist1ng of two (2k+2)-cycles

joined at a vertex is unavoidable when n=4k+3.

3. Theor~m (Goodall+H): Every large enough graph on 2P-1

vertices, each of degree at least 2P- 1+3p2 r3p/41 +3 contains

a spanning complete binary tree.

Conjecture 3: Every graph with 2P-1 vertices, each of degree

at least 2P-
1 contains a spanning complete binary tree.

Conjecture 4: Every n-order graph with minimum degree at

least n/2+1n contains every n-order tree with maximum degree

at most In.
Conjecture 5: n add. Every n-order Dirac graph contains

every ·bisectable n-order tree with maximum degree at most In.
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R.. HALIN

Minimization problems for infinite n-connected graphs

A graph is called n-minirnizable if it has a spanning subgraph

H which is minimally n-connected (i .. e .. H is n-(vertex) con

nected but loses·this property if any edge is deleted) ..

Several approaches are discussed to get criteria for an

infinite n-connected· graph to be n-minimizable .. The effect

on the n-minimizability is studied if elementary operations

(deleting er adding edges, deleting er adding vertices of ~

finite degree) are applied. It is shown that, if an" n-con

nected graph G.is pasted together fram two n-connected graphs

H, J along a common finite subgraph, then G is n-rninimizable

if and only if Hand J are n-minimizable. Prom this result

the properties are exhibited which a tree-decomposition with

n-minimizable rnembers roust have in order to guarantee that

the ground graph is n-rninimizable. We get a sharpening of a

theorem due to Rüdiger Schmidt saying that every n-connected

rayless graph is n-minimizable.

H. HARBORTH

•sider r+3~n~2r+5 to prove

the existence for n~r+3.

Seme infinite classes and·

same crossing r-regular drawings are presented. Far r~9 the

only missing cases are D(C,O) and D(C
14

) for r=6.

and r=O(2) for n=1(2). For

fixed r it suffices to con-

Drawings of the cycle graph

It is asked for the. existence of crossihg r-regular draw

ings G(G) of the cycle graph Ch , that is, for drawings (two

edges have at most one point in common) where every edge has

exactly r crossings, 0 r~n~3,

A. HUCK

Independent trees

A well-known conjecture states the following: Let G be a

k-connected finite graph (directed or undirected) and let 5
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be a vertex of G. Then there exist k spanning trees Tl'···'

T
k

in G (directed towards 5 if G is directed)-such that for

each vertex x#s, the k paths in T1, ... ,Tk from x to s are

pairwise openly disjoint. - Some results dea~ing with this

conjecture are presented. For instance, the directed version

"i5 disproved for each k~3.

J.P. HUTCHINSON

On three-colouring graph5 ernbedded on surfaces with all

faces even-:-sided

We discuss the following theorem: Let G be embedded on an

orientable surface of genus g>O with all faces hav-ing an

even number of sides. If all noncontractible cycl~s have

length at least 23g
+

5 then G can be 3-coloured. The bound

of 3 colours i5 best possiblei the noncontractible cycle

length is surely not best possiblei the theorem does not

hold for nonorientable surfaces.

w. I!v1RICH

Hamrning graphs and Cartesian products

This talk presents ideas recently introduced by several

authors (Graham, Winkler, Feder, ... ) in the investigation

of Cartesian products of graphs, binary Hamming graphs,

Harnming graphs, median graphs, quasimedian graphs, and

l,-graphs. In particular, three relations (8,T,a) on the

edge set of a graph play ,an important role in claryfying

the interconnection between these classes and in the deve

lopment of efficient algorithms for recognizing them.

F. JAEGER

Cycle double covers: an algebraic point of view

We apply the theory of spin models for link invariants to

connected 4-regular plane graphs. If c(L) denotes the number

of diagonals of such a graph Land D=±2m, we obtain an ex

pression for oC(L) as a normalized partition function of a

spin model on L whose spins are vectors of GF(2)2m and
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whose Ioeal weight funetion is W(X,y)=(-1)Q(X+Y), where Q is

a quadratie form. Then we obtain a sirnilar expression for

the Penrose polynomial of L. Since when L is the medial graph

of a cubic graph G this polynomial for the value k of the

variable counts the k-colored cycle double covers of G, we

obtain a proportionality relation between the number of

2m-colo~ed cycle double covers of G (when m=O or m=3 rnod 4)

and the number of GF(2)2m+1_flows of G where each flow value

has Hamming weight congruent to 2 mod·4. We discuss the pos-.~,

.sibility to generalize this formula in relation with the .-.

Cycle Double Cover conjecture.

H.A. JUNG'

On the circumference of tough graphs

A graph G with minimum degree 6 and toughness t=min( [51/
w(G-S) : S cut set of G)~1 is hamiltenian er has a cycle C

such that ICI~(t+1)o+1-t.

L. LOVASZ

Random walks

The theory of random walks on finite graphs has become very

important in computer science. One'af the main appli~ations

concerns sampling: we want to generate a (say) uniforrnly

distributed random element fram a large finite set. The

method consists of defining an appropriate regular graph on

this set, daing a random walk on this graph, and then stop-

ping after an appropriate number of steps. The last point ~
will be appraximately uniformly distributed.

The crucial issue is to know how long we have to walk. This

is deterrnine~ by the rnixing rate of the walk. One can use

eigenvalue techniques to estirnate this rate, but there are

also purely combinatarial methods.

Recent~y Peter Winkler and the lecturer studied m~re general

stopping rules, where the time of stopping may depend on the

history of the walk. It turns out that such rules give only

a constant speedup, but they provide new ways of estimating

the mixing rate.
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~i. MADER

Degree and loeal eonnectivity in digraphs

It is proved that for every positive integer k there iso an

f(k) such that every finite digraph of minimum outdegree

f(k) contains vertices x,y joined by k openly disjoint paths

fram x to y.

B.O. McKAY

Advances in classical graph Rarnsey theory

The Ramsey number R(s,t) is defined to be the least .positive

integer n such that every n-vertex graph contains~~either a

clique of order 5 or an independent set of order ~. We will

describe some recent advances in methods to determine Ramsey

numbers or improve bounds on them. The most important .new

results are R(4,S)=25 and R(5,5)~49. We also indicate our

reasons for making the conjecture R(S,S)=43.

B. MOHAR

Lacally'planar graphs

Embeddings of graphs in the plane are well·understood. Basic

results are due to whitney and Tutte. Extensions i~ their

results to graphs on other surfaces will be discussed. This

will lead to a notion of locally planar embeddings. Graphs

with such embeddings share many properties with planar graphs.

In particular, they have small chromatic number, spanning

trees with small maximal degree, etc .. Same recent results

of this type will be presented.

H.M. MULDER

Median procedure on graphs

(joint with F.R. McMorris & F.S. Roberts) Let rr=v 1 ,vi' .•• 'v
p

be a sequence of vertices in'a connected graph G=(V,E).

A vertex x is a median of "fT if it minimizes the distance sum

[.P1 d(x,v.). And M(n)={x median of n} is the median set of
.1.= .1.

TI. If V* denotes the set of sequences 9n V, then M:V* ~ 2V

is the median procedure on G. Now M satisfies the following
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simple conditions: (A) M(n)=M(n') for any permutation TI' of

TI (Anonymity), (B) M(u,V)=I(u,v)={xjd(x,u)+d(x,v)=d(u,v)},

the interva! between u and v (Betweenness), (C) M("if ,tJ) =

M(n)nM(p) if M(n)I\M(p)/0 (Consistency). - The problem arises

on which connected graphs G any function L:V* ~ 2
V

satisfy

ing (A), (B), and (C) is precisely the median procedure on

G. One simple example is provided by the complete graphs,

but in general the question is open.

A median graph is a graph in which lM(u,v,w) 1=1 for all u,v,~,

w. Relying on the structure theory for median graphs (deve

loped by HMM), we are ahle to show that L satisfying (A),

(B) ,(Cl on a cube-free median graph is precisely the median

procedure. For arbitrary median graphs we need a rather

technical extra condition.

J. NESETRIL

Generalized colorings

A hornomorphism f fram a graph G into a graph H is also

called H-colaring. We say that a H-co!oring has a bounded

tree width duality if there exists k such that a graph G is

H-colorable iff any graph F of tree width Sk which is

G-co!orable is also H-colorable. - We have the following:

Theorem (Feder, Vardi; Hell, Nesetril, Zhu): If a H-co!oring

has a bounded tree width duality then there exists a poly

nomial algorithm for a H-coloring of a graph. - Theorem (Ne

setril, Zhu): For undirected graphs a H-coloring has a bound-

ed tree width duality iff H is bipartite. ~

H.J. PRöMEL

Counting triangle-free graphs

An important resul t of Erdös, Klei tman, and Rothsc"hild says

that almost every triangle-free graph has chromatic number

2. In this talk we study the asymptotic structure of graphs

in Farb' (K 3 ), l.e., in the class of triangle-free graphsn,rn
on n vertices having m=rn(n) edges. In particular, we" prove

that an analogue to the Erdös-Kleitman-Rothschild result is

true whenever m~cn7/4log n for sorne constant c>O. This can
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be used to derive an asymptotic formula for the number of

triangle-free graphs with so many edges. On the other hand,

it is shown that almost every graph in Farb (R)) has at
n,m 3/2

least chromatic nurnber 3, provided that c 1n<m<c 2n , where

c
1

,c
2

>Q are appropriate constants. (These are joint result$

with Angelika Steger, Bann.)

B. RICHTER

Covering genus-reducing edges with Kuratowski subgraphs

Vollmerhaus and Glover independently conjectured that a
genus-minimal graph G can be covered by subdivis~~ns of K3 ,3

and K S. An exarnple is given of a graph that mini~lly does

not embed in the torus and yet two edges are in no subdivi

sion of either K3 ,3 or KS . However, if the non-orientable

genus of G-e is less than that of G, then e is in.a subdi

vision of"either K3 ,3 or KS .

G. RINGEL

Euler Hamilton connection

Let G be a maximal planar graph with n edges. Then there

exists a labelling of the edges by 1,2, ... ,n such,that any

two con'secutive nurnbers are the label s of tWQ adj-acent edges.

This concept is a substitute (or generalization) of the

existence cf an Euler trail or circuit er a Hamilton cycle

or path. - rndependently, the following theorem were men

tioned: Each maximal planar graph is edge-decomposable into

two trees.

N. ROBERTSON

Branch-width 3 graphs and binary matroids

This includes joint work with Ellis Johnson, Sunil Chopra,

and Jäck Dharmatilake, and is based an Dharmatilake's recent

thesis (O.S.U. 1994). Branch-width is a nation of tree-struc

ture of a graph that readily generalizes to matroids. Branch

width ~2 matroids coincide with series-parallel graphs, but
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branch-width '.3 rnatroids (forming a minor-closed class) have

arieher strueture. There is a natural reduction to 3-con

nection, a summing operation on 8 srnall graphs generates the

class, and there are 4 obstacles (minor-minimal branch-width

~4). A similar analysis," including extensive computer work,

finds 3 summing operations, 16 generating binary rnatroids,

and 10 ebstacles. This latter part is werk in progress.

B. ROTHSCHILD

A canonical Ramsey theorem for unary algebras

(joint with W. Deuber and B. Voigt) We consider unary alge

bras (X",x), where X is a finite set and X:X~X, and X is

ordered (e.g. X={1,2, ... ,n}). The ordering is used to estab

lish orderings of subalgebras. Then we show that: For any

algebras K,L, there is an algebra N so that if the K-subal

gebras of N 'are arbitrarily colored, there is an L-subalge

bra L' so that all its K-subalgebras are colored in a 'cano

nical' way. The canonical patterns are exactly those deter

mined by subalgebras of K. For example, if H is a subalgebra

of K, then two copies of K in L' have the same color exactly

when they overlap in L on Hf where" H occupies the same 'posi

tion' in each K (deterrnined by the ordering) .

G. SABIDUSSI

Homomorphisrns and Cayley graphs

(joint work with Claude Tardif) Inanalysing the ultimate •

independence ratio of a graph G (Hahn, Hell, and Poljak 1993)

an important special case arises when the cartesian square

G
2

has a harnomorphisrn inta G, i. e., G~ G2 , where ~ denotes

hornornorphic'equivalence. A class of such graphs are the

normal Cayley graphs Cay(A,B) (where B is anormalsubset of

the group A), the homornorphisrn G2~G being given by (u,v)~

uv (product in A). Rather surprisingly, this statement has

a kind of converse, which can be described as follows. Call

an autornorphisrn a of G a shift if J(x) is adjacent to x· for

any x€V(G): denote the set of all shifts by SG. Theorem:
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(i) Cay(AutG,SG) is anormal Cayley graph; (ii) if G is a

care (i.e. all its endomorphisms are automorphisms), then

G~ G2 iff G~ cay(AutG,SG). Far arbitrary G we obtain

tha.t G~ G
2

iff G ~ Cay (AutC (G) ,Sc (G) ) , where C (G) is the

core of G in the sense of Hell and Nesetril (1991). The

proof uses a result of Pultr (1970) to the effect that

G ~ G2 iff G is homomorphically equivalent to its endomor

phism graph.

P. SEYMOUR

A Eroof of the four-colour theorem, Part

In 1977, Appel and Haken proved.the four colour theorem,

that every loopless planar graph is 4-vertex-colourable.

Their proof uses a computer,.but in addition even the non

computer part is extrernely difficult to verify. In~joint

work with N. Robertson, D. Sanders, and R. Thomas, we faund

anew computer proof. We use the same approach as Appel and

Haken, hut the details are simpler and more easily checked.

We faund a set of 631 "configurations", and proved (a) none

of them appear in a minimal counterexample, (b) at least one

af them appears in every planar triangulation with suitable

connectivity praperties. Since every minimal counterexample

must possess these connectivity properties, the theorem fol

lows. In this talk we give some details of part (a).

V.. T.SOS

Quasirandom graphs and hereditary resp .. hereditarily

extended properties

(Joint work with M. Simonovits) Quasirandom graphs are

define~ by a class of equivalent graph properties (possessed

also by random graphs). One basic question is which graph

properties P imply randornness or are equivalent to quasiran

domness. Here we investigate properties which da not imply

quasirandamness on their own, but do imply (are equivalent

to) quasirandomness, if they hold not only for the whole

graph Gn but also for every sufficiently large spanned sub-
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graph Hm~Gn. E.g. we have the Theorem: Let Lv be a f~xed

graph on v vertices, NL(G
n

) be the number of not necessarily

induced, labelled copies of Lv contained in Gn . If for a
v v

graph sequence (G
n

) there is a y s.t. (*) NL(Hm)=ym +o(n )

holds for any spanned Hm~Gn then (G
n

) is a quasirandom

sequence of probability p=p(y). As a consequence we get e.g.

that if (*) holds for some Ln then it holds for any other

sample graph L~ with same appropriate constant y(p,L*).

An analogous theorem for the number of induced copies does ~

not hold in general. We also investigate this more complex

problem. We can formulate our results in terms of generalized

random resp. generalized quasirandorn graphs.

M. STIEBITZ

Decomposition and colorings of graphs

At the International Conference on Cornbinatorics held in

Keszthely in July of 1993 the following"question was asked

by N. Sauer: rf the edge set of a graph G can be partitioned

into sets E 1 and E2 such that the connected cornponents of the

subgraph of G induced by E, are stars and the subgraph of G

induced by E2 is a forest, is it true that G is 3-colorable?

We present two general results about colorings, which, in

particular, provides an affirmative solution to Sauer's

problem.

R. THOMAS

A new proof of the Four Color Theorem, Part 2

This is a continuation of Paul Seymour's t~lk. We discuss

our proof that a certain set U of reducible configurations

of size 631 is unavoidable, that is, every internally

6-connected planar triangulation contains a member of U. We

also describe a quadratic algorithrn to four-color planar

graphs. This is joint work with Neil Robertson, Daniel P.

sanders and Paul Seymour.

•
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c. THOMASSEN

List-coloring planar graphs

A graph G is k-choosable if it satisfies the following: If

a list of k-colors is assigned to every· vertex, then it is

possible ta.color the vertices such that each vertex

receives a 'color from its list and neighboring vertices get

different calors. In 1979 Erdös, Rubin and Taylor conjectured

that every planar graph 1s 5-choosable. We present a short

proef of this conjecture. The method extends to the follow

ing: Every planar graph of girth 5 is 3-choosable. This

'immediately implies Grötzsch's theorem that every planar

graph with no triangle is 3-choosable. Finally, for every

fixed surface S there exists a natural number m such that

every graph on S with edge-width at least m is 6-choosable.

The results are best possible except that "6-choosable ll may

be replaced by uS-choosable" in the last res"ult.

B. TOFT

Choosability' versus chromaticity

The starting point of my lecture was the following string of

weIl known inequalities: X(G)~ch(G)~col(G)~Mad(G)+1~6(G)+1.

X is the chromatic number, eh the choice number (or list-

chromatic number), col the colouring number., Mad the maximum

average degree in a subgraph, and 6· the maximum degree.

These five graph constants are all different. The first two

are defined in terms of colourings, the last three in terms

of degrees. Moreover, X and eh behave similarly w.r.t. com

plexity, ~rdös-deBruijn, Braoks and surfaces (only for the

sphere the maximum X differs from the maximum eh). However,

a theorem of Noga Alen (Proe. Brit. Comb. Canf. 1993) indi

eates that eh behaves more like col than like x. In partieu

lar, ch(Gi)~oo if and only if col(Gi)~~. For example, all

d-regular graphs have large eh for d large. This implies

that ch(P) =00, where P is the unit-distance graph of the

plane. It is unknown if ch(P) is countable.
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H. TVERBERG

On a new approach to the Erdös-Faber-Lovasz problem

Let the edge set of a graph G be the disjoint union of sets,

each of which forms the edge set of an n-clique. Then the

E.-F.-L problem consists in proving that X(G)=n. This prob

lem seems hard although Jeff Kahn has proved that X(n)=

n(1+o(1)). The purpose of the talk is to show the relation

of the problem to the following geometrie fact (proved by

196 f ., Rd
H.T. in· 4): Let S be a set 0 (r-l) (d+l)+l po~nts 1.n .

Then it is possible to split S as S,Vs
2
V •••VSr , so that

conv sln .. ~eonv Sr # ,. We will also sketch Sarkasia/Onh's

recent proof of the geometrie theorem.

H.-J. VOSS

Many short cycles in graphs

Only undirected graphs are to be considered. The results

presented here are based on a cornmon research work with

A. Brandstädt, Duisburg. One of four results is:

1. Every cubic graph of order n contains ~n/(8 log n) ver

tex-disjoint cycles of lengths ~8 log n. - Related results

have been obtained for the class of all graphs which have

only vertices of valencies in the interval [3,ßJ, where 6~3

1s a given integer. The complete bipartite graph K 3 ,n-3 shows

that the upper bound 6 cannot be dropped. - If cycles of

lengths ~4 are excluded then similar bounds can again be ob

tained which do not depend on the maximum degree of the

graph. So it holds:

2. Every graph of order n with minimum degree ~3 and girth

~7 contains ~(/Ln)/(8 log n) vertex-disjoint cycles of

lengths ~12 log n.

3. Every graph of order n with minimum degree ~4 and girth

~5 contains ~(.~)/(8 log n) vertex-disjoint cycles of

lengths ~8 log n.

Sirnilar results have been proved with respect to many ver

tex-disjoint subgraphs U
i

of given cyclomatic number z.
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D.H. YOUNGER

The Birkhoff-Lewis equations

In 1946, G.D. Birkhoff and D.C. Lewis described a system of

linear equations which relates two types of chrornatic poly

nomials - constrained and free - for a planar map bounded

by a disc. In 1988, Tutte gave a reformulation of these

equations in terms of the planar partitions of an apstract

ring of n vertices. In the Tutte system, the coefficient

matrix A has p,Qth entry equal to AlpvQI, where UVIl denotes

the join, and P and Q run over all (2n)/(n+1) planar parti-
n

tions of an n-ring. This paper describes how to diagonalize

matrix A. Specifically, we describe the entries of a matrix

Hand of a diagonal matrix D such that HTAH=D. Even though

A 15 symmetrie and real, the matrix H described here is not

orthogonal - Ht is not its inverse. Thi5 1s joint work with

Ricardo Dohab, who received his Ph.D. for this project.

Tuttels theory for det A is apart of the proof of correct

ness of the formula for the entrie5 in H.

Ungelöste Probleme

J.A. BONDY, R. HÄGGKVIST
·'k';.

Let G be a 2k-regular simple graph on n vertices.

Conjecture 1. G has a 2-factorization consisting of at most

(kn)/(2k+1) circuits.

Conjecture 2. G has a 2-factor consisting of at most

n/(2k+1) circuits.

Conjecture 3. G has a 2-factor which contains a circuit of

length at least 2k+1.

Conjecture 4. If k= 10 10, G has a 2-factor which contains a

circuit of length at least five.

Remarks: (a) Conjecture 1 => Conjecture 2 ~ Conjecture 3 =7"

Conjecture 4. (b) Conjecture 1 also implies Haj6s ' Conjec

ture, that every even simple graph on n vertices admits a

decomposition into at most (n-1)/2 circuits, in the case of

regular graphs.
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Y. EGAWA

Conjecture (K. Ando): If G is a 3-connected, Kl,3-free graph

of order n, then for any given partition n=n,+ ... +nk of n

into positive integers n
1

, ••• ,n
k

, there exists a direct-sum

decomposition V(G)=V1V ...~Vk of V(G) into subsets V l '··.'Vk
such that for each 1~i~k, Iv. I=n. and the subgraph induced .

~ ~

by Vi is connected.

P. ERDöS ~
1) Let f(n) be the largest integer for which one can find

n points x" ... ,xn inthe plane for which for every xi there

are ,f(n) other points equidistant from xi. Is it true that

f(n)~nc for some c>O. If such a c does not exist then xl' ... ,

x determine at least n'-o(l), distinct distances, in fact,
n

there is an x. for which the n~mber of distinct distances
~ '-0 (,)

from xi is >n/f(n»n .

2) I once asked: Color the edges of K{7) by three calors so

that every color has 7 edges. Prove that it can not happen

that every triangle has exactly two colors. Alsbach proved

this. Vera Sos and Simonovits have a lang paper on this

subject (Cornbinatarica, Val. 3 or 4).

3) A family of sets {Ai} is said to have property B (ar is

2-chromatic) if there is a set S which meets every Ai and

contains none of thern. - Assume IA. I=n, f(n) is the smallest
~

set which does not have property B. f(3)=7, f(4) is unknown,
. n 1/3 2 n

19~f(4)~23. - c,2 n <f(n)<c
2

n 2 . The upper bound is due

to me, the lower to Beck. - Now assume A.CS, ISI=m. f(nim) •
~ 2m

is the smallest three chromatic family of sets. f(ni2m)=( n).

As m increases I am sure f(nim) drops for a lang time, and

the minimum is reached perhaps around m=cn 2 .

A. FRANK, T. JORDAN

1. Let G=(V,E) be a k-connected, k-regular graph for which

lvi is even and Ivl~2k+2. Then there ~xists a perfect match

ing M (in 'the complement of G) so that G+M is (k+l)-con

nected! (Jordan proved this for k=3. For odd k, if Ivl=2k,

the statement is not true: take Kk,k' the complete bipartite

graph. )
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2. (Robert Connelly) Let G be a 3-connected graph which is

the union of two spanning trees. Then G can be built up fram

K
4

by a sequence of the following operations: (a) Pick up

an edge e=uv, (b) subdivide e by a new vertex z, (c) connect

z to an existing vertex different fram u and v.

R. HÄGGKVIST

Recall that every graph G has a weIl defined closure, c(G),

obtained by recursively joining pairs of nonadjacent verti

ces with degree surn at least IV(G) I by an edge.

Canj ecture: Every graph on 4k vertices, each C?f deg"ree. at

least 2k admits a partition of its vertex set ini6 two

2k-sets, both of which induce a graph with compl~te closure.

H. HARBORTH

Does there exist a drawing of the complete graph Kn in the

plane (two edges have at most one point in common) which has

(~) crossings (that is, the maximum) such that no edge or

at most one edge is without crossings?

Can every planar graph be realized in the plane such that

all edges are straight line segments of integer length?

A. RUCK

Let G be a cubic graph. Fer each spanning Eulerian subgraph

H of G (not necessarily connected), we define: w (G,H)·=number

of components of H with an odd.number of vertices. w(G)=

min{w(G,H); H spanning Eulerian subgraph of G} is called the

oddness of G. Conjecture: If V(G) can be partitioned into

n disjoint paths then w(G)~2n. (This is proved for n=l.)

J. HUTCHINSON

What i5 the maximum possible chrornatic number of rectangle

visibility graphs? A rectangle-visibility graph is one

who5e vertices can be represented each by a closed rectangle

in the plane with sides parallel to the axes, with interior

disjoint frorn every other rectangle, and with two vertices

adjacent if and only if there is an unobstructed horizontal
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or vertical bamd of positive width joining one rectangle
to the other.

F. JAEGER'

Let G be a cubic cyclically 4-edge-connected graph.
Conjecture 1 (F.J., Boca Raton 1974): There exists a parti
tion {A,B} of V(G) such that both induced subgraphs GA' GBare trees. - Conjecture 2 (Peter Ungar, Graph Theory and
Related Topics, 1977): There exists a partition of E(G) into~
two trees. - The two conjectures are easily seen to be equi
valent and are true for planar graphs by a result of ~hit-

ney which asserts that the dual graph is Hamiltonian.

W. MADER

Conjecture: Every finite simple undirected graph of minimum
degree 3n-4 contains an n-connected subgraph, and this mini
mum degree 'is best possible. - Proved for all n~7.

B. MOHAR

Suppose that a graph G can be written as a union of two
edge-disjoint spanning trees. Prove that the line·graph of
G is Hamiltonian.
Carsten Thomassen has pointed out that a proof of his con
jecture that the line graph of every 4-edge-connected graph
is Hamiltonian only uses 'the fact that such graphs have two
disjoint spanning trees. That proof thus also solves the
above problem. ~

C. NASH-WILLIAMS
Let G be a locally finite connected infinite graph. Let L 1 ,
L

2
, ... be an infinite sequence of disjoint finite subsets of

E(G). - Let r denote an infinite sequence r
1 ,r2 , ..• of inte-

gers such that O~r.SI·L.1 for i=1,2, .... We define an i-set~ ~ -----to be .. a set S=S 1\) S2v'· •. such that S iC;L
i and ISi I=r i for

i=1,2, .... We shall say that r is bad if G-S is disconnect
ed for every r-set. We shall say that r is just-bad if r is
bad and there exists an ?-set S such that the number of com-
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ponents of G-S is finite. Ne shall say that r dominates a

sequence r;,r2, ... if ri~ri for i~1,2, .... - Must every bad

sequence dominate some just-bad sequence? In the event of the

answer being negative, would it become affirmative if we made

the additional hypothesis that the sets X"X 2 ' •.. are"dis

joint, where Xi is the set of these vertiees whieh are inci

dent with at least one element ef Li.

B. RICHTER

1. Let r be a family of simple closed curves" such that if

e,e'cf, then C~C'~~. Suppose further that no three meet at

a single point. Let f(n)=min E Ic~c' I. whatJis f(n)?
Irl=n e,e' r

C~C'

Known: ~ ~ 11m f(n)/(~) ~ 2 and the li~it exists.
n~oo

2. Let G be a graph embedded in a surfaee L, which is not

the sphere. The representativity of G is min{ lynGI:y is a

noneontractible simple closed curve-in [}. Show: If p~3 and

F,F' are faees of G, then exists a cycle C in G bounding a

dise ~ ~uch that FVF'~~ ?

G. RINGEL

Let G be a graph with· n edges. And let be given a$labelling

of the edges by 1,2, ... ,n. We define the valence of a vertex

P as the sum of the labels of the edges incident with P.

G is called magie (resp. antimagie) if there exists a label

ling where all vertices have the same (resp. distinct)

valence. - Conjecture: Each connected graph IK 2 is ant~magic.

N. ROBERTSON

Suppose (G,S) is an ernbedding of a graph G on a homotopi

cally nontrivial surface S. We say (G,S) is k-representative

if every nontrivial circuit C in S meets G in at least k

points. It is proved in [1J that given an ernbedding (H,S),

there exists an integer f(H,S) such that any f(H,S)~repre

sentative embedding (G,S) includes (H,S) as a rnonor.. Surface

minors are formed by deleting edges, contracting non-loop
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edges of G and taking a hom~omorphism of S. The bound f(H,S)

fram \1 I is far fram best possible and it is a serious

research problem to bring it to the correct order of magni

tude, both in the general case and for specific instances.

Let n be an integer (n>7) and let (Gi,T
i

) be non-represen

tative embeddings on the torus; for 1=1,2, ... ,g with disjoint

large faces Ai,B i in (Gi,T i ). Identify in order n-2 vertices

of Gi on Bi with n-2 vertices of Ai + 1 , for 1=1,2, ... ,g-1 to

obtain an embedding (G,Sg) of a graph G on the surface of ~

genus g. This embedding can be (n-2)-representative, but the

complete graph K
n

cannot be a minor of G. We may conjecture

that if K
n

embeds on a surface S, and (G,S) is (n-1)-repre

sentative, then (Kn,S) is a minor of (G,S). Even any linear

bound would be of interest here. More generally, if H is a

simple graph embedded on Sand (G,S) is an embedding that is

(IV(H) 1-1)-representative, it may be conjectured that (H,S)

is a minor of (G,S).

A problem of David Barnette, for triangulations, and inde

pendently of Xiacya Zha for general embeddings asks if any

3-representative ernbedding (G,S) on a surface of orientable

or unorientable genus at least 2 always contains a non tri

vial separating circuit C for Si i.e., C~G and S-G has two

nontrivial components. The most recent results on this prob

lem appear in the very clear paper 12] of Zhao and Zha.

It was conjectured by Scott Randby, in his thesis at Ohio

State University (1991), that any 4-connected graph G with

a 4-representative embedding (G,S) necessarily contains a ~
topological K5 . This conjecture is true and best possible

for the torus, with KS,S-MS having a 4-representative em

beddinq but not containing KS topologically~ Here KS,S-M S 1s

the complete bipartite graph KS,S with a 5-matching MS dele

ted. Randby's upper bound in general is at the 8-represen

tative level.

References:

11 I N. Robertson and P.D. Seymour, Graph Minors. VII. Disjoint

paths on a surface, J. Cornbinatorial Theory, Ser. B, 48

(1990) 212-254.
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121 Xiacya Zha and Yue Zhao, On non-null separating circuits

in embedded graphs, Contemporary Mathematics, Vol. 147

(1993) 349-362.

B. TOFT

Let G be abipartite graph with bipartition (A,B). Suppose

that all vertices in A have the same degree dA and all ver

tices in B the same degree dB. Does G have an edge-colouring

with colours 1,2,3, ... such that for all vertices X of G the

colours of the edges at X form an interval? The case dA=2

and d B=2k with colours 1,2, ... ,2k is equivalent to Petersen's

theorem that any 2k-regular graph i5 2-factorizabl~~ The

case dA=2 and da=5 has been settled recently and the case

dA=2 and da odd is likely to follow similarly. Thus the first

open case is dA=3 and d
B

=4.

Berichterstatter: H. Harborth
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Tag u n g s b e reh t 29/1994

Analysis und Geometrie singulärer Räume

03.07. bis 09.07.94

Die Tagung fand statt unter Leitung der Herren J.-M. Bismut (Paris), J. Brüning
(Augsburg) und R. Melrose (Cambridge).

Diese Tagung mit 35 Teilnehmern gestaltete sich aufgrund hervorragender Beiträ
ge als sehr fruchtbar. Thematisch schloß diese Veranstaltung an die heiden Tagungen
über "Elliptische Operat~ren auf singulären und nichtkompakten Mannigfaltigkei-
ten" aus den Jahren 1987 und 1991 an. _

Schwerpunkte der Vorträge und Diskussionen lagen hei Indextheorie und Spek
traltheorie sowie verschiedenen Invarianten von Mannigfaltigkeiten mit Singularitä
ten.

Bei den Invarianten findet die analytische und topologische Torsion zunehmendes
Interesse (Lück, Köhler,Varghese). Eng verwandt hiermit sind Determinanten und
1]-Invarianten gewisser elliptischer Operatoren, deren verschiedene Aspekte teilweise
sehr ausführlich diskutiert wurden (Bunke, Dai, Hassei, Vishik). In der Indextheo
rie wurden einerseits neue Beweise vorgestellt (Getzler. Zhang), andererseits wur
den adia.batische Methoden zum Beweis neuer Resultate verwendet (Piazza, Lott).
Des weiteren wurden verschiedene Aspekte der charakteristischen Klassen behan
delt (Dufto, Jeffrey, Pardon, Rumin, Stanton, Stern), wobei auch Methoden der
Nichtkommutativen DifferentialgaJmetrie verwendet wurden (Moscovici). In der
Spektraltheorie lag der Schwerpunkt auf asymptotischen Resultaten (Christiansen,
Guillemin, Lesch, Zworski).

Weitere Beiträge behandelten mathematische Aspekte der Quantentheorie (Sjö
strand, Sunada~ Vergne, Wolpert), Eichfeldtheorie (Eichhorn) sowie die nichtlineare
Skalarkrümmungsgleichung (Mazzeo').

Die Teilnehmer waren sich d.:U"in einig, daß dies eine sehr erfolgreiche Tagung war
und daß-eine Tagung dieses Themenkreises nach Möglichkeit regelmäßig \viederholt
werden sollte.
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Vortragsauszüge

T.heta and zeta functions for eompact locally symmetrie
spaces of rank one

Ulrich Bunke and Martin Olbrich

Let G be.a semisimple Lie group of real- rank one, K be its maxinlal compact
subgroup, .Y' := G /K be .the associated symmetrie space and M := r\4Y" be a
compact locally synunetric space. Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition
and M be the centralizer of A in K. To any pair of finite dimensional unitary
representations X of rand (j of M there IS a zeta function of Selberg type Z'((s~q).

It is defined using the geometrie data provided by these~ of closecl geodesics of
At and their lifts to bundles associated with X and (7. The zeta function has a
meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. Its singularities are related
to the spectral theory of elliptic differential operators on M. We distinguish spectral
singularities mostly on the imaginary axis occuring symmetrically w.r.t zero and
topological singularities located esse~tiallyon the negative real axis.

Let -,(d be the compact dual space to ..J(. Let dim(M) be even. We construct an
element i in the integer representation ring of K restricting to u under M C K. The
associated bundles over M, X d carry elliptic differential operators A~, A~ such that
the eigenvalues of .A.M correspond to the spectral singularities and the eigenvalues
of iL:t to the topological ones. In fact we represent the zeta function in terms of zeta
regularized determinants of AM, Ad • H dim(l\1) is odd and u is not invariant under
the Weyl group of (g, a) the construction of i has to be modified. This case involves
a Dirac operator. Its eta invariant occurs naturally in the functional equation of the
zeta function.

We employ the Selberg trace formula to study AM. Using" analytic continuation
of wave traces~ we relate the identity contribution with the spectrum of Ad which is
described by a generalization of the Cartan/Helgason theorem. Using this technique
we avoid the trouble \vith the normalization constants of the Plancherel measure
and obtain very explicit fonnulas allowing to show the meromorphicity of the zeta
function by harmonie analysis methods. .

We apply our results to the Ruelle zeta function relating its singularities with
the spectrum of the Laplacian on differential forms and proving simple functional
equations. In the odd dimensional case we identify its value at zero with the analytic
torsion.

Our work sheaus lle\V light to thc previous work of many people (D.Fried~

R.Gaugolli. A.Juht H.NloscovicL L.B.Parnovskij, R.Schuster~ A.Selberg,
R.Stanton. ~.1. \Vakayama. F.\VillianlS). ~p.vertbcl~s we were able to improve a
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couplc of tht!ir r<:-sults. We also think that onr approadl via t.hc spectral theory
of operators Oll 1\1• •\d is very short, much less involvcd than more hanllonic anal
ysis oriented approaches and gives a derivation of all previous rcsults in a unified
framework.

The theta function associated to 1\1. X and u is defillcd by Tre- tAM
• It has a

oleromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane. Hs singularities are located
on the imaginary axis and the negative real axis and related to the closed geoJesic·s
of 1Vf and .~d. The functional equation relat~ the theta function of 1\1 wi th thc
theta function of ..J(d defined by Tre- tAd

•

In order to see what happens in the finite volwne case \ve study the theta function
in the sperical case for Riemann surfaces with cusps. The theta function here is the
sum of the spectral theta function defined by the discrete spectrum of .4M' as abov~

and a scattering the-ta function defined by the singularities of the scattering ma!rix~ __
It has a meromorphic continuation to aRiemann surface of the logarithm. .It~
singularities on the imaginary axis can be explained in terms of the closed geode~iqi

and tbe geodesics connecting the cusps. It also has the topological singularities o~

the negative real axis and singularities due to the cusps on the whole real axis. w.e.
believe that this is tbe general picture in the finite volume caSe of rank one.

Spectral asymptotics for manifolds with cylindrical end.s

Tanya Christiansen (joint with Maciej Zworski)

We give spectral asymptotics for the Laplacian on a manifold with cylindncal
ends. Since the Laplacian has continuous spectrum one expects Weyl asymptotics
for the sum of a tenn measuring the behaviour of the continuous spectrum and the
counting fun~tion for embedded eigenvalues. The first term, u,(.'\), is an analogue
of the scattering phase, and is expressed using an appropriately defined scattering
matrix for manifolds with cylindrical ends. We denote by N('\) the number of
embedded eigenvalues less than or equal to ,\2. H the manifold has a cylindrical end
identified with (-00, a), Xax (and t is extended so that t ~ a on the rest of X),
then the asymptotics are given by

N(~) +u,(..\) = er. lim [ ( 1 - MVol{8x)],\n +0(,\"-1)
M-oo }X.t>-M

where n is the dimension of the manifold and Cn is the usual Weyl constant. We
give an example that shows that the bound 0('\") obtained on 1V(A) is optimal.
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Eta invariants and determinant lines

~ianzhe Dai- (joint with D. Freed)

We ~how that thc eta invariant for a manifold with boundary lives naturally in
t.he inverse determinan t line of the boundary and we prove some properties of this
invariant. More preeisely, for a eompaet odd dimensional spin Riemannian manifold
with produt:t strueture near the boundary~ we eonstruet a canonical element of the
inverse determinant line of the boundary. In the case when the boundary is empty,
the inverse determinaut line is canonically identified with the complex numbers, and e
the canonical element is then (essentially) the reduced eta invariant.

The most important property the (inverse) determinant line-valued eta invariant
satisfies is the gluing Iaw. The gluing law we prove is more general than that obtained
by cutting a closed manifold into pieces as in the works of Bunke, Hassell-Mazzeo
Melrose and Wojciechowski. Thus we must consider gluing along manifolds where
the index of the Dirac operator may be nonzero. For this reason we use graded
determinant lines, as introduced in Knudsen-Mumford where the idea is credited to
Grothendieek.

For a family of Dirac operators this invariant is a smooth seetion of the inverse
determinant line bundle over the parameter space. We prove a geometrie variation
formula which generalizes tbe usual. formula for the variation of the eta invariant
to a formula for the eovariant derivative of this section. Here we use the natural
connection on the (inverse) determinant line bundl~ defined by Bismut-Freed. This
formula is erucial for the rest of the results.

As an application we give a new proof of the holonomy theorem of Witten (proved
by Bismut-Freed and Cheeger) for the determinant line bundle. Our results also
lead to a conjeeture about the geometrie index of families of Dirac operators on odd
dimensional manifolds with boundary, which we verify for the degree one eomponent.

Stratifications in infinite dimensions

Jürgen Eichho~

Let (AIR, g) be open, G a compact Lie group with Lie algebra g, P(M, G) ~ M
a G-principal fibre bundle, Gp = P XAd G,gp = P XAd g. Assume (MR,g) satisfies
the conditions (I) r,nj = infzEl\l rinj(x) > 0 and (Bh(M, g)) I(V9 )in.u1 ~ Ci,O :5 i :5
k. Let C(Bh,f) = {wlw G-connection.I(V'~)inwl:5Di,O ~ i :5 k, YM(w) =
~ f l'Rc..Il 2dvol < oo}. Then there exists for k ~ r > n/2 + 1 a metrizable Sobolev

- nniform strueture on C(Bh , f). Let C"(Bh , f) be the eompletion.
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Theorem er (Bh , f) has a rep~sentation as a topological sum

Cr(Bh,f) = Lcomp(wd = LWi + nl.r(gp, \7lMi
).

iEI iEI

Here comp(wd means the component and nl,r(gp, V'.....i) is the corresponding 50
bolev space 01 I-forrns with. values in gp 01 r-th order.

It is possible to adapt to each component Cr(wo) = comp(wo) a gauge group
g"+l(WO) which is a. Hilbert-Lie group. The synunetry group S(w) of any w E Cr(wo)
is a. discrete subgroup. For a subgroup 5 c gr+l(wo) denote by (5) its conjugation
class. Let C[S)(wo) := {w E C"(wo) IS(w) E (S)}, j = {(S) 13w such that S(w) E

(5)}, tr : Cr(wo) ~ Cr(wo)fgr+l(wo) = nr(wo) = configuration space, R(s)(wo) =
1r(C[S) (wo )).

Main Theorem{'R.(S)(wO)}(S)E.1 is a stratification ofthe configurntion spa~~·~

A local index theorem for
pseudodifferential operators on Rn

E. Getzler

Bargmann has constructed an isometry Q : L2 (IRn) ~ L2 ( en, dp), where dp is .a
Gaussian measure on cen , whose image is the space H 2 ( en , dp.) of L2 holomorphic
functions on en

• Then Q*Q is the identity, while K = QQ. is projection onto
H2 (Cn

, dp.).
By Bargmann quantization, we mean the assignment to a symbol a on X.*lRn ~

en of the operator ab = Q*aQ. On the one hand, ab is unitarily equivalent to )
the Töplitz operator KaK acting on H2(Cn ,dlJ), and on the other hand, if a is
a classical symbol (in the isotropie sense), then ab is a pseudodifferential operator
with the same leading symbol as a.

Thus, the index of an elliptie pseudodifferential operator on IRn equals the index
of a Toeplitz operator on ce". We show that this index equals the index of a Dirac
operator on C", by a simple MeKean-Singer style argument. We extend the local
index theorem for Dirae operators to this setting, and thereby obtaina proof of
.Fedosov's index theorem.

(This talk was based on a paper to appear in Contemp. Math.)
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Analytic surg~ry and analytic torsion

Andrew Hassel

' ..A..nalytic surgery ~ rcfers to metric degeneration of a elosed mauifold Jl1 to a pair
of manifolds with cylindrical ends 1\1±. This is achieved by stretching k/ across a
hypersurface H which separates J;f.

I will present joint \vork with Rafe Mazzeo and Richard Melrose on the analysis of
the Laplacian under analytic surgery, and then discuss a surgery formula for analytic
torsion. From this surgery-formula, both the Cheeger-Müller theorem for closed e
manifolds and a combinatorial expression for the 'b-analytic torsion' (a regularized
analytic torsion for manifolds with cylindrical ends) can be easily derived.

De Rham representatives of generators· rar the cohomology
rings of moduli spaces

Lisa C. Jeffrey

We use group cohomology and the de Rham complex on simplicial manifolds
to give explicit differential forms representing generators of the cohomology rings
of spaces of conjugacy classes of representations of the fundamental group of a 2
manifold of genus 9 into the compact Lie group K .r= SU(n). We treat the moduli
spaces M(n, d), which are defined as

;lf(n, d) = {p E Hom(F2g , K) : p(R) = w~}/!(.

Here, F2g (the free group on 29 generators) is the fundamental group of a genus
9 2-manifold with one boundary c~mponent, and R is the element of the funda
-mental group which represents a loop around the boundary. The element w =
diage21ri/n(1, ... ,1) is ehe generator of the center Z(K). We treat the case when n

and d are coprime, for \vhich j\f(n,d) is smooth. •
By choosing complex structures on 2-manifolds, 1\1(n, d) ritay be given an alter

native characterization: it is identified with the moduli space of holomorphic vector
bundles of rank n, degree d and fixed determinant aver a closed genus g Rlemann
surface E. The generators of the cohomalogy ring of M(n, d) were faund by Atiyah
and Bott (1983) using this holomorphic description, by taking the slant product of
characteristic classes of tbe universal bundle (a holomorphic bundle over M( n, d) xE)
with the generators of H.( ~). However this description of the generators is unclear
from the point of vie\\· of representations of fundamental groups of 2-manifolds.

In this paper, explicit differential farms on M(n, d) which represent these gen
t~rators are constructed. by giving a construction of the universal bundle (together
with its <:l~sifying map) in the lall~uage of simplicial manifolds. When G is a
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compact Lic ~rOllp, differential forms represcnting the coholnology of dassifying
spaces BG (Iluivcrsal charactcristic classes) were fouud by Dott (1973) and Shul~

man (1972), who used the standard simplicial manifold strllctllre on BG. Wc puH
the Bott-Shultnan fonns back under the classifying map. and apply the slant prod
uct to recover De Rham representatives for the generators of H-(J.\f(n.d)). In the

. course of this construction, we make use of a generalization of the Bott-Shulm~

construction to equivariant cohomology.
Our representatives for the generators are given explicitly in terms of the ~laurer

Cartan form. They generalize the treatment of the symplectic form on these moduli
spaces which has been given by Weinstein (1991, following Karshon and Goldman).
The symplectic form is a de Rham representative of one of the generators in ques
tion: our work confirms Weinstein '5 conjecture that al1 the generators should have
a description analogous to bis description of the symplectic form..
References: L.C. JeHrey, Group cohomology of the cohomology of modul~:-_spaces

of Hat connections on 2-manifolds, preprint alg-geom/9404012: L.C. Jeffrey, Sym:.
plectic fonDS on moduli spaces of flat connections on 2-manifolds, preprint alg;
geom/9404013, to appear in Proc. of the Georgia International Topology Conference
1993 (ed. W. Kazez).

Analytic torsion on symmetrie spaces

Kai Köhler

We show how to calculate explicitly equivariant versions of the two Ray-Singer
torsions for all equivariant vector bundles over symmetrie spaces G/ K of the com
pact type with respect to any isometry 9 E G. In particular, we obtain the value ~f

the usual non-equivariant torsions which are defined as

T := exp ('(0)

e for the analytic continuation of the zeta function

(8):= E
q~lJEspec 6 q \{O}

(8) dimG/K)

where ~ is the Kodaira- or Hodg~Laplacianacting on q-formS. First, we get for
the equivariant holomorphic torsion for bundles over Hermitian symmetrie spaces a
closed expression in terms of some characters of G and another expression in charac
teristic classes evaluated on G/ K. The result is shown to provide very strong support
for Bismut's conjecture of an equivariant arithmetic Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch
~heorem in the case where 9 extends to a quasi-projective Bat model E --+ M over
spec 7L of E -+ GI K.
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AIso~ w(' t"Clknlat.c' the eqllivariant real torsion for all synunetric :ipaces GII{ uf
t.llt~. COlllpa.ct t·YPt~ wit.h rcspect t.o the a.ction of G. We show that it equals 1.erO

t'xcept. for the odd· dimt~nsiollal Graßmannians and for the space SU(3)/SO(3).
.-\S a. ("orollary. we (Jassify up to diffeonlorphism the actions of t.he dements of G
of these spaces: in particular, we show that any t\vo associated locally symmetrie
spaces (exeept SI) are diffeomorphie iff they are isometrie.

On the spectral geometry of algebraic curves

Matthias Lesch (joint with Jochen Brüning)

Let M be the regular part of an algebraic curve C C ClPn
_ We equip M with a

Riemannianmetric induced from same hermitian metric on ClPn
; we denote bY.l\lt

the set of al1 such objects. We have C = M u E where the singular set, E, is finite.
Near a point.p E E, C decomposes in L(p) irredueible components providing the
multiplicities lVk(p) E :IN, 1 :5 k ~ L(p). H all N/t;(p) are one then pis just a multiple
point whieh we da not regard a.s a singularity for the purpose of this study. HE is
nonempty, the metric on- M may be incomplete. The first analytic difficulty caused
by this fact concerns the definition of "spectral data": the Laplacians derived from
the de Rham complex,

(1)

(where n~(}VJ) denotes smooth i-forms with compact support) may not be essentially
self-adjoint in the respective Hilbert spaces. In arecent paper we have proved,
however, .that we are in the case 01 uniqueness in the sense that

(2)

Here, di.min denotes the closure of di and di •max the adjoint of ~ := - *di *- Thus we
obtain a Hilbert complex from the closed operators in (2) with self-adjoint Lapla-
cians Ui- •.

Theorem Each Ui is discrete, and ßo equals the Friedrichs extension 01 its Tf~

striction to ng(1.\1) .
11 we put ßi := dimker ßi,O :5 i :5 2, then a Jull set 01 spectral data is provided

by spec ~o and
X(2)(i\1) := 2ßo - .8•.

In view of Theorem ~ it is enough to compute the L2-Euler charaeteristic,
X(2)(iV[), and the spectral asymptotics of 6 0. ;«2)(1\1) has been detennined by.
ßnining/Peyerimhoff/Schröder and B!Üning/Lesch. Moreover, we have
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Theorelll 1) For t > O. t;-tTr) is tracc C[fL,.-':.'i lLnti "Wf. hfL·lJt~ thr. 1L.';~/mptntic eX]Jflnsion

Tr(e-t'fo ) ...... t-o+ L Uj t j
":'

l + L bj ti - 1 log t +
j~o i'?,l

2) In (3), we htlVe
voli\1

Go= --.
-irr

and

3)

pE~

l$i$L(p)

L Cj(i.p) t i /2Nt(p).

)~o

(3)

(4)

(5)

peE

l~'$L(p)

4) There are 1.\1 E ./V( with b" :I O. More preciselYt among the genemlized-~arabo~as
Ck,l, b2 distinguishes the parabolas 0/ type Cl,l, I EIN. .
5) There are lvI E )\1( with c2(i,p) :;:. 0, for some p E E and 1 S; i ::; L(p).

RjZ-Index theory

John Lott

This talk was about an index theory in which the indices take value in RjZ. We
first discussed the case of a single add-dimensional manifold M, By general topolog
ical arguments, there is a pairing K_1(M) x K- 1 (J.\1; RjZ) ~ RjZ. Using reduced
eta-invariants, we gave an analytic version of this pairing. This used the Baum
Douglas description of K-homology and Karoubi's description of K-1(M; RjZ).
We gave applications to questions of the homotopy invariance of rho-invariants for
the tangential signature operator, and the vanishing of rho·invariants for the Dirac
operator on a manifold of positive scalar curvature.

We then described a families index theorem which gives an analytic description
of the pushforward of an element of K- 1(M; RjZ) under a fiber bundle projection
1r : M -+ B. The analytic pushforward was defined using the eta·form of Bismut
Cheeger. We gave an application to the case of the direct-image of a. Hat Hermitian
vector bundle on M.
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Combinatorial and analytic L2-torsion

Wollgang Lück

GiV~ll a ~Ollllcctcd finite CW-complex .Y, one can associate to the L2-Laplacian
~~2) acting on the p-th cellular L2 -Hilbert space its L2-Betti number b~2)(.X'), its
Novikov-Shl1bin invariant op(.Y) and its (generalized) Fuglede Kadison determinant
det(ßp). We call .Y admissible if b~2)( ..y) = 0 and op(..'t") > 0 for all p. In this case
one defines the combinatorial L2-torsion g(2)(.y) = L( -l)Ppdet(ßp ) E IR. This
invariant has the following properties: it is a homotopy invariant, satisfies a SUffi a
formula. a,nd a fibration formula. There are analytic counterparts which agree with •
the combinatorial one for b~2) and 0p. For a compact Riemannian manifold M
the euqality g~)(M) = g(2)(M) + log 2/2X(8M) is conjectured. The combinatorial
L2 -torsion of a compact 3-manifold with incompressible torus boundary or empty .
boundary can .be read of algebraically from a presentation of the fundamental group
without knowing M. On the other hand the analytic L2-torsion of a closed hyper-
bolie 3-manifold 1\1 is - i;Vol(M). The L2-torsion of an aspherieal closed manifold
seems to be related to the simplicial volume of Gromov and may be an obstruction
for the existence of an S-foliation on·an aspherical closed manifold.

Singular solutions of the scalar curvature equation

Rale Mazzeo

The equation ~u - u +u~ = 0 is considered on sn, and solutions are sought
wi th prescribed singular set A, and such that the corresponding metric 9 = U n~2 90
is complete on sn \ A. Previous work by Schoen, and Mazzeo-Smale give existence
for a limited class of A. In .recent joint work with F. Pacard, a solution is given for
this whenever A is a disjoint union of submanifolds with dimensions in the range
1 :::; k ~ (n - 2)/2. The upper bound (n -2)/2 is sharp.

Local formulae for Pontryagin classes of singular manifolds

Henri Moscovici

In joint work with F. \Vu, we gave a solution to the problem of representing the
topological Pontryagin elasses by loeally constructible cycles, based on quantizing
the tangent microbundle ioto a "signature" K-cycle. The formulae thus obt~ned,

although reminiscent of the classical Chern-Weil expressions in terms of matrix
valued curvature forms~ involve instead traces of (infinite-dimensional) operator
valued ·!quantized curvatures".

The talk discussed the existence of "classicallimits" for these fonnulae on one
hand, and thc possibility of extending them to pseudomanifolds on the other hand.
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The family index theorem on odd-dimensional manifolds

with boundary

Paolo Piazza (joint work with Richard B. Melrose)

with TJodd,P a generalized eta form which depends on the choice of P. A relative index
theorem, describing the efIect of changing the spectral section, is also described.

Let D = (D z ):EB be a family of generalized Dirac operators acting Oll Hernutian
Clifford rnodules E: over the odd-dimensional compact manifolds wiih bounuary,
1V/:, which are the fibres' of a libration with compact base B : ~l[ ~ l'l[ --+ B',
dim..X" = n = 2k + 1. Let x be the normal variable to the boundaIj of Al. We
assume that each fibre is endowed with a metric which is of product-type near tbe
boundary: gz = dx2 + gaM~· .

Using the fibre cobordism invariance of the index on closed manifolds we Sh9W the
existence of a CI( 1) spectral section P fo~ the family of Dirac operators DO. ~nduced
on the boundary. This ,neans that P is a self-adjoint family of pseudodifferentiaJ
operators of order zero with tbe following properties : (1) ,Pz

2 = P:.. (2) Thei~ exists
a constaut RE [0,(0) such that D~u =.Au ~ P:.u = u for .A.> R·and Pzu ~ 0 for
A < -R. (3) uP + Pu = (j with (j = cl(dx). .!?' .

Acting on Hl(Mz,Ez;Pz ) = {u E Hl(i~l%,Ez);ulaMz E KerPz} the fci.mily D
defines, by Green formula, a family of self-adjoint Fredholm operators Dp and thU:s
an index class Ind(Dp) E K 1(B). In case the boundary family DO is invertible, P
can be taken to be the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer projection; a formula for the ehern
character of Ind( DAPS) was conjectured by Bismut and Cheeger.

We prove such a formula in the general case by combining the superconnection
formalism of Quillen and Bismut, the c~culus of b-pseudodifferential operators, a
suspension argument and the family index theorem in the even-dimensional case
proved in the paper "Familiesof Dirac operators, boundaries and the b-calculus"
(by R.B. Melrose and P. Piazza). Thus .~.

•
1 ( .. 1

Ch(Ind(Dp)) = (2tri)k+l JMIB A(M/B)Ch'(E) - 2T1odd,P (7)

The use of 'Witten Laplacians in high dimension

J. .Sjöstrand

This talk descnbes some improvements of earlier work with B. Helffer, the new
inspiration coming mainly from a work of Zhizhina-Minlos. Let r be a finite set,1' E
COO(JR.r; IR.). Under some technical assumption on tp at infinity (roughly that tp(x) "J
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1·r.I I+1I t.lu're) . .r (;-'lr.;(,rl/'·dx < 00 aud <.:an be assumed to be 1 after adding a COllstCl.nt
t,o...p. \Vitt,cu (oluplex: d"" = t',-..,,/h hde"'/h, d = exterior differentiation. \Vitt.en(
Hodge) Lapla~iall in Jegrec I: ~~) = d;df?' + dtpd;~ discrete spectntffiC [0.00). Thc
lowest eigenvalue of ~~O) is 0 with e-VJ /

h as the corresponding eigenfunction, while
inf spec (a~1)) > o. .

Put Cor(u..o) =Correlation of u and v=< (u- < u > )(v- < v » >, whcre
<u· >= Jlle-·ZIoP/hdx =.(e-",,/h ule-rp1h). Then

(implicit in \vork with B. Relffer.) Consequence: A simple proof of the FKG
inequalities in the ferromagnetic case (8%.8%11 ep $ 0, j :f: k). (Cf. work by ~erbst

Pitt.)
Let r = (71/N71)d, d fixed, N -+ 00. Under certain assumptions on 'P = 'Pr

(implying striet convexity), uniform w. r. t. r, we get an asymptotic formula for
Cor(xj, Xk) \vhen h is small, N, dist (j, k) large, describing more precisely the ex
ponential deeay when dist (j, k) -+ 00. The result applies to the case 2~(x) =

LjE71/N71. x;/4 -log cosh#(xj + Xj+l) ("Kac potential") when 0 < v <1/4 (the
strictly convex case).

The proof of this result is based on the study of some lower part (and not just
the lowest eigenvalue) of ß&l), perfo~med via a stabilizing problem. The teehniques
can probably be applied to more general Schrödinger operators in high dimensions.

Hodge structure and perverse sheaves for locally

symmetrie varieties

Mark Ste·rn

Let ..l{ be a locally symmetrie variety. The·L2
- ä cohomology gives a Hodge

strueture for the intersection cohomology of ..1[. We compute the Ioeal cohomology •
groups of this complex.

Theorem The L 2
- ä cohomology complex satisfies the vanishing and covanishing

conditions 0/ a perverse sheaf (appropriately shifted).

Using this theorem \ve show how to construct a quasi-isomorphie eomplex on a
toroidal resolution of );.. We conjecture that this procedure might give a general
approach to finding the Hodge structure. of I H" without using V-modules.
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Quantum ergodicity

Toshikazu Sunada

I shall introdu<;e the notion of ergodicity at infinite ~n(~rgy level in both quantum
and classical Inechanic5. It allows 115 to gi\·e a necpssary aud sufficieut condition in
terms of microlocal properties of eigenfunctions of a quantized Hamiltonian in order
that the corresponding classical dynamical systelu is ergodic. Especially, a new

insight into quantum ergodicity due to Snirelman, Zelditch and Colin de Verdiere is
given.

Determinants of elliptic pseudo-differential operat~~s

s. Vishik (results joint with M. Kontsevich)

The determinant of a linear operator A E End(L) acii~g in a finite-dimensional
linear space L is the product of the eigenvalues of A including their algebraic multi
plicities. There are two different generalizations of det(A). The first is the Fredholm
determinant detFr (IdH +K) := 1 + Tr (K) + Tr (1\ 2K) + ..., where K is a trace
class operator acting in a separable Hilbert space H. The series on the right is
absolutely convergent for such K. This series is a finite sum for a finite-dimensional
A, K := A - Id, and it gives the value of det(A). The Fredholm deteftriinant
is a multiplicative one, i.e., detFr(AB) = detFr(A)detFr(B). Another generaliza
tion is the zeta-regularized determinant det,(A) of an elliptic PDO A introduced
by D.B. Ray and I.M. Singer. It is defined as exp (8,,(A(S)!,,=o), where the zeta":
function (A(S), ordA > 0, i5 defined as Tr (A-a) for A-" of trace class, i.e., for
Re S • ord A < - dim M. To produce det,(A), we have to define a holomorphic
family A -11 and to prove that (A (s) has a meromorphic continuation in s which is
regular at s = O. The existence of A-, is equivalent to the existence of a log. A.
But the problem of existence of log A for a given elliptic A is unsolvable. H for
general invertible A its log A exists, we can say nothing about the existence of
log At for another invertible At with the same complete symbol 0' (Al) = u(A).
However we know that det,(A) depends not only on A but on a family A-II oi its
complex powers. (For example, it is so for Dirac operators.) Hence we have to use
samething like log A in the definition of det(A). We use log a(A), i.e., an element
b E S1og(M, E) of the Lie algebra of logarithmic symbols such that exp(b) = O'(A).
The canonical determinan t det( A, b) for an invertible elliptic PDO A, ord ..4 E Cx ~

is defined as fJIlows. Let G = Fo\Ell X (AI, E) be the quotient by the normal sub
group Fa := {Id + K: K are smoothing, detFr(Id + J{) = I}, and let ddA) be
the class of A in G. Then det(.4, b) := d,(A) 0 do(b)-l, where do(b) E G belangs

13



t.o th(' saUi(' (as dd A)) fiht'r of t.hc natural projection p: G ~ SEll indu = F\Ell,
p(tldA.)) == 11(...1.) == l'(tlo ), F := {Q = Id + I\': detFr(Q) 1= 0, I\' are stnoothiug}.
Tlu-~ gronp G is a n~ntral !ex -extension of the group SEllindo of elliptic symbols of
index zero. So dct(A.. h) E (ex = Fo\F (identifieation is given by detFr)' The el
etnent do(h) :=" dl(exp B)· (detTR(exp(-B))) E G is defined with the help of any
B froln the. Lie algebra of logarithmsof elliptie PDOs with q(B) = b. It is in
dependent of a choice of Band it generalizes th.e det«( ..4) to its natural dOlnain
of definition. Here, detTR (exp( -B)) := exp (-8"TR (exp(sB))I,,=o), where TR is
a llew trace dass fUllctional defined for all elassieal PDOs of eomplex noninteger
orders, TR ([.-I., BIl = O. e
Determinants 11. Geometry of determinants. Description

of the determinant Lie algebra in terms of symbols

S. Vishik (results joint with M. Kontsevich)

Claim. The Lie algebra g := f\dC of the determinant Lie group G := Fo\Ell X can
be explieitly deseribed i~ terms of the Lie algebra Slog of logarithmie symbols only.

Corollary. An element do(b) in the definition o/the canonical detenninant det(A, b)
can be defined algebraically in terms 0/ Slog .

Ta realize this program, we define an adjoint-invariant quadratie form T2(.~) :=

ordx' 8,,(;R(s)I,,=o on e[( 3 x. Here, (;R(S) := TR(exp(-sx)). This function is
defined for ord x := ord (exp x) 1= 0, and it is regular at s = O. The right side of the
expression for T2 ( x) is defined if ord x :f:. 0, and it is the restrietion of a quadratie
form deflned on eH to this domain. Let B(x, y) be the associated with T2 symmetrie
bilinear form on d L Then B (x + z, y) = B(x, y) for z E fo, and B defines abilinear
form on g. We have B(1, 1) = 0 for 1 E C = fo\f, and B(1,x) == -ordx ~ O. Hence
for any b E Slog (1\;[, E) = f\dC with ord b :/; 0 there is one and onIy one isotropie a
veetor bt E g for B sueh that b1 is mapped to b under the natural projeetion 9 ~ Stog, .,
B (b},bd = O.

Proposition. We have do(b) = exp(bd in G.

Proposition. 1. The Lie algebra 9 has an explicit expression in terms 0/ genemtors
ITry, where xE Stog! ordx::; 1, y' E Stag (see Preprints MPI/94-30, MPI/94-57).
2. The form B on g is gi1.7en by an explicit formula

fOT.I E SIOK' ord x = 1. Yj = tjI + aj, where aj E CSO are classical PDO-symbfJZs 0/

order zero and Cj E c. Bere. res is the noncommutative residue.

14



Corollary. L,:t b = Ix + (J. E S(ug, tEleX. a E cstt
. Tht:n h, = Il.c(t.r + 11) + c:. 1 =:

log (~)(b) E 9 for c = res (a~}/2t.

Conclusion. The canonical rletenninant det(A, b) for .4. E EI!'" (.!\1. E), oni A E le)(.
b =log u(A) E SluR' is the product dd.4)odo(b)-1 of two elenlellts of t.he determinant
Lie group G. The factof d, (A) is the class of .4 in G a.nd it is multiplicative.
d](.4B) = il,(A)ddB). The factar do(b)-l is compnted in ternlS of symbols.

The "Classical Limit" for PSL(2; 7l)

Scott Wolpert

Consider H/ PSL(2; 7l) with hyperbolic metric, and D the Laplace-~.eltrami

operator acting in L2(H/f). Let {'Pj, Aj} be the collection of ·L2-eigenpa{~s. We

are interested in high-energy limits <p;kdA~JJ' Jl a measure, and particularly the
question of "unique quantum ergodicity". S. Zelditch has shown that there is a full
density subsequence {jk} with r.pjkdA~dA/area.

Are there "thin subsequences" with other limits?
What is the mechanism of convergence?
SL(2; 1l) contains a unit-translation. An eigenfunction invariant by unit-tr~ns~

lation and in L 2(y ~ a) has an expansion -

<p(z) = E anyl/2K ir (21rlnly)e 2
'Jrinz for z = x + iy, A = 1/4 + r 2

.",

n~O

WKBcan be applied to study the asymptotics of the product terms

occuring in c.p2. In particular for T ~ Ta > 0, n, m > 0 fixed, as A --+ 00

/,

00 K. (2 )K. (2 )dY _ tre-
rr

)..l12 11 cos(21r'/tlm - nl~) dY ()
Y Ir trny Ir 1rmy 2 - 2 t== ~ Y + 0 1

TI' Y V mn • V 1 - y2

for Y = yt, t = 21rn/ A1/2.

Let G = 8H X 8H \ {diagonal} be the spare of geodesics on the upper half plane.
We are interested in the "integral"

for JJ a measure on G and l(p) the hyperbolic length of an arc p.
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Proposi tion Cousid(~r the "int.egral" for nnit-translation invariant IDca.sllrC's.

Thc ni~ht. HiUl(1 Siele of thc K -Bessel integral is the I,n - n I Fourier coefficit'Ilt
of tht' kernel uf tl1(~ "iIlt(~gral".

Now if T'k(=) = Ln kanyl!2!\ir(27Tlnly)e:.!2tinz and 'P~dA~fL, then fL is the push
do\vn uf a nlcasure jJ. on the space of geodesics

ii( \', t) l(u.b)x(O.q =

In particular it is given by the wO-limit of means of the numerical Fourier coefficients. e
Zelditch's result is reinterpreted to

pointwise in t > 0, for the Kronecker delta and {..\a n } the numerical Fourier coeffi
eients of eigenfunctions from the full-density subsequence of Zelditch. The question
of existence of "thin subsequences" is a matter of means of Fourier coefficients.

A proof of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem

W. Zhang

In this. t-alk, we report a joint work with X. Dai, in which wegive a new praof
of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index 'theorem for Dirac operators on manifolds W'ith
boundary.

Our proof is based on techniques developed by Bismut et. al. and the cone
method of Cheeger. We embed the manifold with boundary to a higher dimensional
ball, and reduce the problem to a ball, on which it is trivial.

This approach is different from the previous approaches, which are based on e
~1cKean-Singer type formulas. The Bott periodicity theorem is also avoided by the
triviality of vector bundles over balls.

Further talks

~:1.DuHo: Equivariant differential forms and fixed points

V. Guillemin: \Vave trace invariants for elliptic operators

\v. Pardon: Hodge structure and bouodary conditioIlS
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NI. Rnnun: Diff(~r(~ntia.l fonns on cOlltact luanifolc.ls

R. Sja.Iuaar: SYluplectic cross sectioll alld dassitlcatiou of Hanultollia.u grollp ac
tions

R.. Stanton: The cohomology of Hag loanifolds revisited

~1. Varghese: Amenability and L2 -invariants

M. Vergne: Geometrie quantization and Iuultiplicities

1\,1. Zworski: Scattering matrix and geodesie ßow at infinity

Berichterstatter: Matthias Le:sch
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The meeting has been organized by Hans Wilhelm Alt (Bonn) and Avner FriedmaD
(Minneapolis). Some of the subjects treated in the talks are the following:

a) Elliptic free boundary problems

b) Stefan problems with Gibbs-Thomson law

c) Asymptotic limits of phase fie1d models

d) Flow through porous media

e) Trijunction point (in 2D)

f) Codimension two free boun4ary problems

The interest of the audience showed up in lively discussions after the talks. The confe
rence ended with an evening talk of E. DiBenedetto.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M. BERTSCH:

Nonnegative solutions of a fourth order parabolic equation

The nonlinear parabolic equation

(n > 0)



- ...

__describc~ for.·cxample thc dynamcis of thin liquid tihl1~ on a surlace. Bernis aud Fricdlnan
have shown that, although 00 maximum principle can be applicd, thc degcncracy of the
cquation at points wherc 11 = 0 implies the cxistenee of nonnegative solutions. In t.his
talk several aspccts of these solutions and thcir frre bOllndaries were discussed. such as
regularity, large time behaviour, positivity properties and nonuniqueness. Scveral open

problems were presented.

L. BRONSARD:

A three layered minimizer in R2 for a variational problem with asymmetrie

three weH potential

We study stationary solutions (or a vector-valued Allen-Cahn equation with asymmetriee
potential having exactly three wells. In particular , we prove the existence of a "three -
layered" solution by variational methods. The role played by this solution in studying -,

the asymptotic behaviQur for the vector-valued Allen-Cahn equation should be the same
as the role played by the stationary wave solution in the scalar Allen-Cahn model.

G. CAGINALP:

The phase n.eld approach to alloys

This work was done in collaborations with J. Jones and W. ~e~ We derive a system
of equations describing a binary mixture or alloy with thermal properties and aphase
transition. The system involves tpe concentration, c, the temperature, T, and aphase
or order parameter, 'P 9 and is the generalization of the phase field model for a pure
material. Transition layers of width E are exhibited by f{), c 9 and. VT . ri. The model
identifies all macroscopic parameters. In the limit as E ~ 09 with all oth~r parameters

held fixed, one attains a sharp interface problem.
The simplest equations (not too far from equilibrium) have the fonn

C
Cf = V· (K2 (ep)c(1 - c)[N<p + RTln--D,

l-c

2 2 1 3) E [] { . }
QE 'Pt = E 6.<p + -(c,o - r.p + - sET - TAc - TB(l - c)

2 EU

where N := ~[s]E(TA - TB) and TA, TB are the two melting temperatures while [s]e
is the entropy jump. In the limit as E ~ 0, the sharp interface problem ineludes the

extension of the Gibbs-Thomson relation:

[ln_
c _]! = -21v,

1- c -

TA - Ta 1 - c+
-u(av + k) = [.s]E{T - Tß - ?N ln--_}.

_.. 1 - r.

These reduee to weIl known conditions a.s c is small.



E. DIDENEDETTO an<! V. VESPRI:

On the sin~lar cquation ß(u), - Vu 3 0

It is shown that a solution u E L~c(O, T~ L~oc(S1» n L~oc(O, T; Wl~':(n» of this partial
differential equation is continuous in its domain of definition for any coercivc maximal
monotone graph ß(·) C R x R. This, for example, might exhibit several jumps on ß{O)
;md/ar singularitics on ß'(·). The result extends the classical continuity theorem of the
early '80s for ß(·) a graph of the Stefan-type .

M. FLUCHER:

_ Concentration of low energy solutions of elliptic free-boundary problems

For low energy solutions of elliptic free-boundary problems we prove concentration at
a harmonic center of the underlying domain. Examples are Bernoulli's free-boundary
problem, the plasma problem, and certain obstacle problems with movable obstacle. In
the planar case the proof is based on the concentration-eompactness alternative of P.L.
Lions and renormalization of the energy in order to deteet its dependence on the point of
concentration.1t turns out that in the limit t~e energy of the minimizers only depends
on the value of the harmonic radius at this point. Thus the point of eoncentration is a
harmonie center. This is a general feature of variational integrals that reveals preeise in
formation on the asymptoties of the minimizers. In higher dimensions it is more difficult
to prove concentration at a single point. This requires a new concentration-eompactness
alternative for variational solutions.

For the numerical solution of Bernoulli's free-bOutldary problem we derive a second
order trial method which in combination with the boundary element method permits
fast approximation of the free boundary and works equally weil in the elliptic (high

.energy) and the hyperbolie (low energy) regime. .

H. GARCKE:e On the Cahn- Hilliard equation with degenerate mobility and its asymptotic limit

An existence result for the Cahn-Hilliard equation with a eoncentration dependent nio
bility is presented. In partieular the mobility is allowed to vanish in the pure phase.
This leads to adegenerate parabolie equation of fourth order.

Furthermore I diseuss how the Cahn-Hilliard ~quation is related to a sharp interface
model. Fonnal asymptotic results suggest that one gets in the limit { {or an appropriate
scaling) the motion by surface diffusion .

which has a long history in material science. We present a Ioeal existenee result in a
hvo-dimensional si t uation for motion by sunnce diffusion and two related geometrical

J
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evolution laws. All thcrc laws havf~ the cornnlon propcrty that thcy dc(-rea.se pt-~rimct(~r

and preserve aren. This fa.et is llscd to prov~ results global in time for :'iluall per~l1rhntioIl~
of a circle.

D. HILHORST:

Singular limit for some nonlocal reaction-diffusion equations

We consider some nonlocal reaction-diffusion equations which arise in pat tern formation
in population dynamies, in chemical reactions and in the microphase separation of block
copolyrners and prove that their solutions converge to the solutions of some moving

boundary problems involving motion by mean curvature as a small parameter tends to •
zero. -

The mathematical method either involves the construction of sub- and super-solutions

or the use of matched asymptotic expansions aceording to the precise problem that we
consider. This is joint work with x. ehen and E. Logak.

D. HÖMBERG:

Irreversible phase transitions in caxbon steel

We present a mathematical model for tbe austenite-pearlite and austenite-martensite
phase transitions in eutectoid carbon steels.

While t~e pearlitic transformation is described using Scheil's .Additivity Rule, for the
formation of martensite we use a rate 'law, which takes into account the irreversibility
of this phase change.

After stating a well-posednessresult for the three-dimensional model, we use this model
for a numerica1 simulation of the Jominy end quench test applied to two different plain
carbon steels.

V.ISAKOV:

Uniqueness in the inverse conductivity problem

We are looking for a domain Den entering the following elliptic boundary value

problem

div((l + xeD»V'u)"= ! in 0, u = 9 on an
from th~ Neumann data 8u/8v = h on on. Here !,g,h are given functions and n is a
domain in Rn. We expose the results of the speakcr as weIl as of Alessandrini, BeHaut_
Friedman, and Powell. When ! ~ 0 and 9 = 0 we prove global uniqueness for convp.x
D. \Vhen ! = 0 we can obtain ooly loeal uniqueness n~sults in thc plane case. \V~

discuss methods of thc proofs and difficulties. Dy writing the diffraction conditions Oll .
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an and llsing llniqncness of the harmonie eontinuation we can reducc tbis problem to
thc following free boundary problem for harmonie funetions

du=O in D, u=ue ,ou/8v=28ue /ov on an

\vhere ue is a given function.

P. KNABNER:

Special solutions for a free bounclary problem {rom crystal dissolutions in porous

media flo\v

We eonsider a diffusion-reaction system cODsisting of two parabolie and ODe ordinary dif
ferential equation, eontaining a set-valued nonlinearity. This system is a model for solute
transport in porous media with precipitation or dissolution of an immobile erystalline
phase, the reaction being in non-equilibrium. A eonserved quantity, the eleetrie charge
c, allows for a reduetion in unknowns. Travelling wave solutions exist oiily for constant
c and as dissolution waves, exhibiting a sharp aissolution front, the free boundary. ·Also
the eonvergenee to the singular limits for vanishing dispersion D or rate parameter to
00 ean be quantified. For nonconstant c thc solution profiles are more eomplieated. For
D = 0 the Riemann problem is investigated leading to an integral equation for tbe free
boundary.

Y. LIU:

Free boundary problems in plasma.pbysics

In this talk I presented a two phase free boundary problem arising in a magnetohydro
dynamic system whieh models the plasma confinement in the Tokamak·!tttachi~e.Tbe
mathematical fonnulation is given as folIows:

Let n be boundet domain in Rn, and let "'f,jJ.2 be given positive eonstants. The plasma
problem is to find a function u,a closed surface r p lying in n and a positive eonstant ..\
such that

Llu =0 in Oo={u>O},

Llu + Au = 0 in np = int{u ~ O},

U=O on r p ,

lV'u+12 -IVu-,2 = jJ.2 on r p ,

U=7 on r=an,

and L(u-)2 is prescribed

This is tbc joint work with Avner Friedman. Dur approach is based on the variatio
naJ method developcd by Alt, Caffarelli and Friedman, and on the Hamack inequality

5
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Inethod uf Calfarelli. \Vc proved that thc p1aSl11&\ prohlem has a. solutionu which is
Lipschitz (~olltinu01l8 and, in the case where 71 = 2, thc {ree boundary r p is ;utalytic
so that thc pair (11, r p) is a. classical solution to the plasma problem. SOlne propcrtics
regarding thc plasma region flp are given.

J. OCI~ENDON:

Codimension-two {ree boundary problems

There are many free boundary problems where the free boundary lies so elose to a
fixed boundary that the perimeter of their intersection is the only geometrie feature of
interest. Prototypes are the problem of percolation in a gently sloping sandbank and the •
early stage of penetration of an inviscid liquid by a rigid obstacle. In both these cases
tbe theory of mixed boundary value problems can often be used to provide an explicite
solution. However, the {ollowing general questions remain open:

(i) the accuracy with which codimension-two models approximate their codimension-one
progenitor

(ii) the existence, uniqueness and regularity of the codimension-two model when formu
lated as a mixed boundary value problem

(iii) the construction of weak formulations and associated numerical algorithms.

F.OTTO:

Saturated-unsaturated flow through porous media

The following equation of elliptic-parabolic type

8t s + div[a(Vu + k(s)e)] = 0, s = heu)

describes nonstationary saturated-unsaturated Bow in a porous medium: s E [0,1] de
notes.saturation and u E R the (transformed) pressure. e is the gravity vector and b a
continuous, monotone function, typically of following shape:

~
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o
There exista solution (3, u) to given initial data for oS and boundary conditions (Alt~

Luckhaus & Visintin 1984) , namely (depending on the segment)

- homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions far the flux a( V'u + k( 3 )e) (contact wi th
an impervious layer) -



•

•

- positive Dirichlet boundary conditons for u (contact with water)

- unilateral boundary condition (contact with air, permits for overflow)

I dealt with uniqueness and the behaviour of solutions (8, u) when b tends to the hea
vyside function. I can prove uniqueness and strang convergence for heterogcneous and
anisotropie permeabili ty a = a( x) E Rn to a weIl posed limit problem (the so-called
dam problem. elliptie/scalar conservation law type). The difficulty are the boundary
conditions; \ve improve teehniques of Alt & Luckhaus and Carrillo (1993).

M. PRIMICERIO:

Zones of coexistence cf phases in crystallization processes

We study the crystallization process in a molton polymer and we characterize it by

the nucleation rate, growth rate and by a hindering. factor of such rates, to take into
account the effect of impingement amoung growing crystals. This scheme - resulting in
an integro-differential equation for the crystal fraction - is an alternative approach to
the Avrami-Kolmogorov model. We consider the eoupling with the temperature field

through the latent heat term and study in particular isokinetic proeesses. A solution
in form of a travelling wave is found and analyzed in a model problem and asymptotic
eases are diseussed in some detaiL

J.F. RODRIGUES:

On the Stefan problem with prescribed convection

The general Stefan problem with a eonvective term, given by a L2_ solinoidal velocity
fieldü (without regularity assumptions), corresponds essentially to the singular para-
holie equation for the eouple {TJ, d} (enthalpy and temperature) .'

(at + v· V)TJ - L).{) + f(t9) = 0, Tl E i(t9) in n x (0, T)

where "y is a strictly increasing maximal monotone graph. Existence results were pre
sented for· weak (bounded) solutions, with mixed boundary conditions

t9 = t9D on aDn x (0, T) and
f}{).

- an = g(:c, t, 19) on 8Nf! x (0, T)

and initial condition 7](0) = 1]0 in n, where the nonlinearities, although very general,
are compatible with .the weak maximum prjnciple. Its uniqueness and its eontinuous
dependence were also obtained for general velocities and some partial results on the
steady-state problem and on the asymptotic behaviour as t -+ 00 were also discussd.



A. C011IltcreXCUllplc for an a.pproxima.tion for thc Gibhs·Thoulson law

Luekhaus und MOllica have shown that solutions of a semilillear-elliptic eqllation ari
sing from Landall-Ginzburp; theory satisfy in thc limit the Gihbs-Thonlsoll law, if thc
mass is preserved. Thc same problem appears in eonnection with the quasistationary
and thc ordinary phase-field cquations hut· without preservation of mass. In the radial
symmetrie case, one can renounce thc preservation of roass, hut in the general case cven
in dimension two there is a counterexample. -

A. SCHMIDT:

The eomputation of threedimensional dendrites .with finite elements

Starting from an initial seed crystal inside of an undercooled liquid, "the solid Phase.
begins to grow rapidly and develops instable growth patterns. Some growth directions.
are preferred beeause of anisotropie parameters in the physieal model. This results in the
development of dendrites. The physical model includes the heat equation for both tq.e
liquid and solid phases. The Gibbs-Thomson law couples the veloeity of the interphase,
i t5 curvature and the temperature.

We describe a numerical method that enables us to compute dendritic growth of crystals
in two and three spaces dimensions.

The method consists of two coupled finite element algorithms. The first one solves the
heat equation in the container; the other one operates on a discretization of the free
boundary and computes the evolution of this moving interface. The t~o methods work
with totally independent grids. By using timedependent, locally refined and coarsened
adaptive meshes in both methods, we are able to reach a spatial resolution necessary to
compute dendritic growth in two and three space dimensions.

H. M. SONER:

Convergence of phase Held equations to Mullins-Sekerka problem with
kinetic undercooling

:phase Held equations for solid-liquid phase transitions are

9: - 68( + g(cpf)cp: = 0 in (0,00) x R d

cp: - ßcpt + 2.w'(~() - ~g(cpf)8( =0 in (0,00) x R d ,
f2 E

where Bf is the temperature deviation, <.pt is the phase field and

•

Then as i 10 we prove that BI --+ 8, tp~ -+ tp and I'PI = 1. Moreover (8, O( t) = {tp = -1} )
solves

8, - atJ - g(l?)If?, = 0 In (0,00) x R d



•

V"= -K-8 on' an(t),

where V is the normal velocity and K. is the mean curvature of aO(t) .

B. STOTH:

On the convergence cf the nonlocal Allen-Cahn equation to volume
preserving mean curvature flow

We present a eonvergence proof for solutions of tbe nonloeal AIlen-Cahn equation

Eat'P~ - Eß<Pf + ~W' (e,?t) = AE in S1"
E

811 C{)t = 0 on (an)T,

A~ = ~ f W'(<pt)dx
E 10

~-.:.

as the parameter E tends to zero. Formal asymptotic analysis by Rubins'tein-Sternberg
suggests that <pe will develop a transition layer of width E. The limit of those solutions
will consequently have an interface which solves the volume preserving mean eurvature
flow

V+K=i K

where V is the normal velocity and K the sum of principal curvatures of the interface
r. Thus the parabolic evolution equation degenerates into a purely geometrie evolution
equation for an interface.

Our proof applies in a radial setting, assuming several concentric spheres initally. We use
energy type estimates to obtain an estimate between the solution and the weil known
stationary weil solution. '

J.J.L. VELAZQUEZ:

Singularities for Stefan problems

It is weH known that the veloeities of interfaces in tbe classical" Stefan problem may
became singular at particular points and times. We describe some detailed mechanisms
of formation of singularities for the Stefan problem with and without undereooling. It
turns out that some of the previous mechanisms of formation of singularities are related·
to similar mechanisms of formation of singulari ties for the Keller-Segal model in biology.
A. VISINTIN:

Two-seale Stefan problem

In the classical Stefan problem, surface tension can be described by the Gibbs-Thomson
law, which preseribes that the mean curvature. of the interface is proportional to the
temperature.

9



Phase transition cnn occur cither continuously {by (nation of thc interface), or disconti
nuously (by necleation or fUlnihilation). A prohl{~ln a.ccotlllting for adiaba.tic nucleatioo
was formulatcn by Luckhaus in the framework of Sobolev space (cf. Euro. .1. Appl.
Math. 1990)

A mouificd Inodel is here proposed, which a.ccollnts for tlonadiabatic nucleation under
small undercooling or supcrheating (what seems to be a lnore realistic dcscription).

This model is based on an average procedure, which can be regarded as asort of scale
transformation, from mesoscopic to macroscopic variables. The known existence proof
can be extended to this modified model.

G. WErss:

A free boundary problem for non-linear elliptic equations arising in elasticity

The regularity of the free boundary of Ioeal minima of the functional v ....... fn(!(Vv) +
Q2 X{v>O})' which has been proved in 1984 by H.W. Alt, L.A. Caffarelli and A. Fried
man for radial symmetrie f, is extended to the non-radial-symmetrie case, under the
restrietion 'of p l-+ p' V f(p) - f(p) being strictly convex.

F\t.netionals of the above type C3.Jl be used to model the peeling of a membrane from a
surfaee in the context' of nonlinear elastieity.

Berichterstatter: H.W. Alt

10
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Tagungsber c h t 31/1994

Algebraische Za.hlentheorie

17. - 23.07.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Prof. C. Deninger (Münster), Herrn
Prof. G. Frey (Essen) und Herrn Prof. P. Schneider (Köln) statt. Die Vortragenden.
berichteten über aktuelle Forschungsergebnisse, die überwiegend aus dem Bereich
der Algebraischen Za.hlentheorie und der Arithmetischen Geometrie stammten. Zwei
Vorträge behandelten Fragen der konstruktiven Galoistheorie.

Vortragsauszüge

The fundamental group of arithmetic surfaces
Yasutaka Ihara.

In this talk it was shown that several aritlunetic surfaces have trivial geometrie'
fundamental groups. The lllcthod is to find a suitable divisor 0 on the- arithmetie
surfaee X· in question. such that 1rl(D) - 1T'1( ....Y") is surjective and that irrorn(D) is
small. Dy using some verical prime divisor Yasutaka showed that 1T'~rulp feOm(.~) =1
if ~Y' is the nonualization of pI /0 in a pro-p extension (finite) of the funetion field of
pt /k unramifieu outside 0, 1. oc; ( k: any llulnber field, 0: the ring of integers). By
using sOlne horizontal prime divisors and a theoren of Belyi, he showed that every
curve over a Jlulnber field k having a k·rational point has an arithmetic surface
modelover 0 which i::; norma.l ~lId has trivial geometrie fundamental group. Other
serics of ~xalnples a.re relatcd to r~glllar mouel::; anti t.o applications of D =~'mixed

type djvisor~'.



Artin-Verdier.duality ror arithmetic surfaces
Michael Spieß

Let X be a. 2-dimensional proper Z-scheme. Spieß constructs a complex Je on
~Y and proves the following duality Theorem for the etale cohomology of coo
structible sheaves F on X: The Yoneda-pairing combined with Cl. natural trace map
H6(X,~) - Q/Z gives a non-degenerate pa.iring of finite groups

lIi(}(,:F) x Ext~-i(:F, K.) - Q/Z.

The construction of IC is analogous to Deninger's constrnction of the dualizing .'
complex for one-dimensional schemes and uses LichtenbaUlll~:i compex r(2) for the .,
generic points of X. Using the duality theorem and results of Bloch and Jannse~,

Spieß gets a new proof of a result of Kato/Saito concerning 2-dimensional Class
field theory.

An analog ofTate's conjecture on ext"erior Galois representations in pro-l
fundamental groups of algebraic curves
Hiroaki Nakamura

Let X be a hyperbolic a.igebraic variety defined over a number field k, and put
GA: =Gal(k/k), X = X ® k. Then there is a natural exact sequence

1 ~ 1l"1(X) -. 1l"1(X) -+ GI; - 1

of profinite fundamental gorups. This induces also a natural exterior Galois rep
resentation <Px : GI; -.OUt(1Tl(X», When 1rl(X) has trivial center, the automor
phism group of 7f'l(X) over GA: modulo inner automorphisms by 1rl(X) is isomorphie
to the centralizer of the Galois image <,?x(Gt ) in OUt(7f'l( ..t» denoted by Z(<px).
A problem raised by Ä. Grothendieck is to find a dass of ~~ such that the nat
ural mapping ~x : AutX -. Z(<px) gives a bijection (an aspect of "anabelian"
aIgebraic varieties). Nakamura explained the pro-l version of the problem for
X = hyperbolic curves / k. In particular he showed the result (Math. Z. 206) that

Autt(Pl \ {O, 1,00}) .=.. Z( c;:?:\{~.l.OO})'in this case due to Anderson, Coleroan, Ihara- •
Kanek~Yuhinari. He also described how this result can be extended to the case of
higher genus curves (cf. Crelle 441).



A p-adic allalgue of Beilison's conjectures rar Hecke characters of imag
inary quadrntic fields
Thomas Geisser

Let <p he a. Hecke character of an inlaginary quadratic field [{ of weight w > 0 and
infinity typ~ (n. b). Then one can attach a motive M"" to ftJ in the category Alz,(l()
of Chow motives over [{ with coefficients in Zp and prove the following

Theorem Let p ~ 0 he split in [{, 1 ~ 0, p - 1 t b +1+ 1. and b+ 1 f; O. Then
there exists Cl. suhmodule V ~ !(21+w+.(M.." Zp)(I+W+l) such that the length a.s an
Ocp-rnodule of the cokernel of a regulator rnap R restricted to V equals the valuation
of the p-adic L·function G( <7'-1/\,-1, U- b- I - 1, u- a - l - 1).

Sinee the p-adie L-series in question is a p-adie a.nalogue of L(<p, -I), this fits neatly
into the Beilinson eonjectere framework. The module V arises in eonnection with
elliptic units~ and the proof uses the fact that that the quotient of loeal and elliptic
units is related to p-adic L-functions.

On Beilinson's conjecture rar Hilbert-modular surfaces
Guido Kings

Let F/Q be real qudratic, G := Gm Xße.,/IflG .. Re~FIQGL2 and S/Q be a canonical
model of the Shimura variety associated to G. Let W be the standard representation
of GL2 and l/P,9 := SymPW ® Sym9W, where W is t.he dual representation. Kings
constructed a (relative) mo.tive VP ,9 / S such that H:,+P+9(VP ,q X Q, Q,) ~
H:I(S x Q, vp,q). Let H!v(Vp,q ® R,lR( *» c Hi,(VP ,9 ® R,R(*» be ihe elements
"coming from a compactification". Then there is the following result (weak form of
Bellinson'5 conjecture on L-values outside the central strip):
Let p ~ q 2:: 1 and 1r C L 2(G(Q)\G(A» be stahle, then

dima0Qilr.;-q+r(Vp,q,~IR,IR(p + q + 3 -1»)(1i'J) = 1 for 1=1,·'· ,q

and there exists a G(AJ ) -module K(p, q, I) C H~q+3(VP,9, Q(p + q +3 - I)) (I =
1,·'· ,q), such that

T.,,(K(p, q, l) c Uf.,j9+3 (Vp
,q 0 IR, R(p + q + 3 -I»

T.,,{K(p.q,l))(7rJ) = L(1i'/, 1- 3 - P - qr R(p, q,/)(1r'j)

Here TI) is ßeilillson's regulator, L( 7rJ, s)- is the leading coefficient of the Taylor
series expansion of L in s alld flip, q, 1)( 1i'/) is Beilinson 's Q.structure on
Hr-;q+J(VP,9 '0 1R.!R(p+ q + 3 - /))(if'J) .

. 3



Derivatives of p.adic L-functions
Ralph Greenberg

In this lecture, Greenberg described various formulas for the derivative of a p-adic
L-functions at the so-called "trivial zero". In the case of Kubota-Lcopoldt p-adic
L-functions, the formula allows one to prove the simplicity of a. -trivial zero. In
the case of the p-adic L-functionattached to an eLliptic CUf\'e- E /Q, there is 30
trivial zero (at s = 1) just when the E has spUt multiplicative reductian 30t p. The AI
simplicity (when the cornplex L-function is HOHzero at .s = 1 and assuming E is ..
modular) turns out to arnount to a. certain conjecture about the Tate period for
E. This is a consequence of a formula for the derivative proved by Glenn S.tevens
and Greenberg. There is 30 similar formula. for the derivative at s = 2 for the p--a,clic
L-function associated to the symmetrie square of such an elliptic curve, proved by
Jaques Tilouioe and Greenberg. All of these formulas take a very similar form,
involving a factat L = logp(q)/ordp(q) for some q E Q;. In the lecture , Greenberg
indicated a common way to define the p-adic number L,.

Uniform boundedness cf the torsion cf elliptic curves
Laie Merel

The leeture consisted in a partial exposition of the praof of the strong uniform
houndedness conjecture:

Theorem The order of a torsion point of an elliptic cutve over an number field of
degree d is bounded by a constant which depends only on d.

This was proved by Mazur for d = 1, by Kamienny for d = 2, by Mazur and
Kamienny for 3 :5 d :5 14 a.nd by Merel in the general case. By the work of
Faltings, Frey, Ka.mienny and Mazur it was known to follow from the existence of
a. bound for torsion prime. In partieular, refining the techniques of Merel, Oesterle e
proved: Torsion primes in degree d are bounded by (3 d/ 2 + 1)2.

Finiteness o( torsion in codimension two Chow groups; the case of a
product oe modular elliptic curves
Andreas Langer



•

•

L(~t J::.,' hc a. modular elliptic curve O\'er Q without complex lIlultiplication ovcr Q,
let LV he its contlu(:tor allel p a. prime not dividing lV. COllsidcr thc coJimension
two ehow grollp C 1/2( E xE). Thcn the foJlowing theorcln holcls

Theorem 1 The p-primary torsion C 112( E x E){p} is a. finite group.

This providcs a first finiteness result on torsion of codimension t~o Chow groups in
the case /{~C\.Ox) :F O. The result is cosely related to the following

Theorem 2 The eyeIe map Pp : C 112(E x E){p} - ll:Cnt,(E x E,Zp(2» is injectift.

80th theorenls were obtained in joint work with Shuji Saito and use methods of
Mildenhall and Flach and in addition Jannsen 's cohomological Hasse principal and
loeal dass field theory for eurves over Q,.

Galois module structure of l\'-groups of rings of integers
Ted Chinburg

This talk was about reeent work on the G =Gal(NI/()-module structure of the K
groups /C(ON) of the ring of in~gers of a finite Galois e.xtension NII( of number
fields. By a theorem of Borei, there is an explicit integral combination Y;n+l of
permutation G-nladules for each integer n ~ 0 sU.fh that the dass fln(NII()Naive =
(I(2n+l(ON») - (I(2n(ON) - (Y;n+d has finite order in the Grothendieck group
Go(ZG) of all· finitely generated ZG- modules. A basic problem in number theory
has been ta canstruet arithmetically a natural pre-image On{lVII() of nn(NI/{)NoWe
in the Grothendieck group l\·o(ZG) of a.ll finitely generated projective ZG~-modules.

One would like to relate the image of On( NI/() in various quotients of ·/(o(ZG) to
the leading term L· ( -n, V) in the expansions at s =n of Artin L-series L( s, V) of
representations \l of G. This should in turn relate fln(lVI/() to Artin root numbers
W(V).
By generalizing results of Snaith and Pappas from 1993, Snaith, Pappas, Kolster
and Chinburg proved:

Theorem 1) lf n = 1, there is a canonieal preimage fldlVII() E /(o(ZG) of
0 1(NII( Viaive whieh is defined using work of B. Kahn on the Galois eohomolgy of
[(-groups.
2) A form of Liehtenbaum's conjecture about L-( -1, V) implies fl 1(NII() == WN1K

mod D(ZG).
3) The function ficld counterpart of n1(iV IA") satisfies 0 1(lV I/i.") =WN1K if
char(!V) f #C.

.)



·n SlIppose LichtenhaUlll 's r( 71. + I, X) (omplcxes exist far SOIl1t:' Il ~ :1 allel regular
.\ uf dimension 1. Tlten nne can define a. dass fl"( N I1\') E Kn( Z(;) far which
the counterpart of 1),2),3) abovc hold Hp to <"lasses of finite modules sllpported on
ln + l)! (or (n + 1)!p in the function fidd case).

Arithmetic tame covers of schemes
~l~rtin J. Taylor

This was areport on joint work with T. Chinburg, B. Erez and G. Pappas. Let .'

S =Spec(Z), and let 4\ ~ S be a. regular, projective, eqllidimensional Hat scheme,
which carries an action by a finite group G. Put X' ~ }I' =.Y jG for the the quotient
and suppose that Y is regular and that the action X x G - .r is tarne. Then, for
any bounded complex F· of coherent G -.Y modules, the usual Euler characteristic
Je(F·) E Go(ZG) can be refined, in a natural way, to aclass fK(F·) E [(o(ZG).
\Vith the above notation and hypothesis~ the root number dass Wx / y E Cl(ZG)
and the ramification dass Rx / y E Cl(ZG.) were defined. This then enables Taylor
to formulate

The two special cas'es when }(/Y is etale and when )( is an arithmetic sUlface were
discussed in detail. The leeture then eoncluded to show how the Euler eharaeteristics
of certain sheaves on geometrie surfaces correspond to root numbers.

A Tate sequence for global units
Jürgen Ritter

Let [(/ k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with group G, E the unit
group in K and, for a G·invariant finite set 5 of primes of K eontaining all the
infinite ones, Es the S·units a.nd 65 = (PI - P2, Pt,2 E S)z. From Diriehlet's unit •
theorem one gets (nonexplicit) isogenies l.P : ~5 - Es whieh are injective and have
finite cokernel. Each such "p gives rise to a Stark regulator Rs;,.,(X) and to a. Tate
q·index qs,op(X), both attached to a complex eharacter X of G. o"efine L-(X) to be
the first non·va.nishing eoefficient in the Taylor expansion at s = 0 of the L·series
L(s,X) (with the Euler factors to PES removed) and As,op(X) to be the quotient
Rs.op(X}/ L-(X). It is conjectured that As,op(X) = qs.op(X), whieh has been confirmed
by Tate in same cases using a s>equence

o- Es - A - B - 6S - O.



•

•

IIt~rp~ :l iLUd IJ haVf! rilliLe projetotivp. dimension and the set S has tn he sutricicntly
Ia.rgc. Tlu.' variolls conjcr.Lurr.s of Chinbllrg r.oncerning his clC:L'is n = .-1- 8 E Cl(ZG)
\'lC'cc .liSCllssed. Then thc cOtlsLrucLioll of a Tate sequence for snlall sets S was givcn,
in particlllar for S = 00 : 0 - E - ..1 - 8 - v - 0, which uniquely ariscs froln
dass fielt! tlll.'ory. 'l'he number thcorctical Inealling of \l was displayed in detail.
Also, it W~ shown that the new Chinuurg dass A - Bis, in fact, the old n. All the
results caUle from joint work with A. \Veiss.

Iwasawa·theory of abelian varieties at primes of non-ordinary reduction
Heiko Knospe

Let A/Q be an abeliau variety with Neron-model AjZ and good reduction at p # 2,
and let Q ~ ... ~ Qn ~ ... ~ Qoo be the cyclotomic Zp ~ r-extension with rings
of integers Z ~ ... ~ On ~ o. 0 ~ 0 00 0 Let .\'" = n:c(ooo[;],A(p)r and ass~me that p
is a supersiilgular prime (i.e. A(IFp )(p) = 0). Then Knospe defined a finit~ly gener
ated Zp[[r]].submodule Lo of 0 9 (where 0 is the the ring of Cp-analyti'c functions
convcrging in the open unit disc) which satisfies

Theorem 1) #H}I{Z,.A(P)) = Ichar(tor(.\')(O)I- 1 • (vol .cO(O))-1
(vol w.r.t. the Haar-measure on Z~) and 00 if and only if one of the factols is 00.

2) 0 ~ corank Hj,( On, A(p»- E g-rkQ,<{,_ ).co((-1) $ L ordr=<_lchar(tor(X))
(EIJ,.. <eIJ,"

The proof uses results a.nd techniques of B. Perrin-lliou and P. Schneider, and there
is a generalization of the theorem to cases of 'mi~ed' reduction at p. The classical
Selmer groups Coillcide up to finite index which is independent of n with the above
flat (fpqf) cohomology groups. Furthermore, there is a theorem which supplies a
lower bound for the size of the groups H),(on,A(p)).

Artin-Schreier towers, Galois invariants of Milnor K-groups and higher
local class field theory
Ivan Fesenko

Let F be a complete discrete valuation field of dimension n over a perfect residue
field k, char(k) :: p > 00 A totally ramified with respect to the discrete valuation
of rank n p-extension L / F is called Artin-Schreier tower if there exists achain
of subfields L = Fm 2 Fm 2 Fm - a ;2 0 _. 2 Fa = F such that·Ei = Fi-1(ad
for some root O'i of Artin·Schreier equation }(P -.Y = ai~ ai E Ei-i. The same
extension is called AST, if the previous property holds for any intermediate subchain

7
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~f cxtPllsiuns ur c.Jegrce p. Thcre is a Ncukirch map 'r~LIF for any Galois totalJy
ramificli p-extcnsion LI F .

}'LIF: 11 o1ni:n'(G( t / F), G( LI F» - U I{~OP( F)liVLIFU {\.:,OP( L)

and a Hazewinkcl map 'l1 LI F (defined only for extensions such that any intermediate
eyelie extension is AST)

WLIF: UK~OP(F)/NLIFUI{~OP(L)- Homz:n'(G(FjF),G(L/F)tJ").

The properties of AST imply that for abelian p-extensions YL / F and lf! LIF are
isomorphisms whieh are inverse to each ot her.

Non abelian local class field theory
Helmut Koeh

Let ]( be a Ioeal field with finite residue dass field. The talk reported on joint work
with E. de Shalit and presented a generalization of dass field theory over K by
means of Lubin-Tate extensions. The goal was to describe the Galois group G K =
Gal(/(Iepi/() and its ramification groups by means of a group ~hich is defined over
[(. So rar one has such a description of the Weil group of the maximal metabelian
group. The construction depends on the choice of a prime element 7r of /(. Let
q = #()K /7r, let v be the exponential valuation with v( 11") = 1, and let [a](X) be
the multiplication by a in the formal group belonging to the polynomial f,,(X) =
7rX - (-l)P X 9 • Then Koch defined

YJ := {(a,~(X)1a E J(, ~(X) E F9[[XJ]·,iP'~(.~) = {(X){u}(X)jX}

where <p denotes the Frobenius automorphism acting on Fq , furthermore u :=
a1r- v (tJ) and {u}(X) := [u](X)( mod 1f). There is a na.tural group structure de
fined on g, and the groups 9/, f E N,forrn in a natural way a projective system.
The main result was the construction of an isomorphism

whieh depends on theehoice of 'Ir but is beside this unique up to inner autornor- •
phisms.

hee pro-p-extensions of algebraic number fields
Kay Wingberg

In this lecture Wingberg presented the following theorem:

8



Theorenl LpL k hn or CM.Lype cOllta.inillg the group Jlp of I~th roots of unity,
p 1= 2. with lll~..ximal totally real subfield k+.
1) AssutHC LhaL 110 prinle of k+above p splits in k and that the Iwa.sawa ~·inva.riant

or kco/k is zero. Thcll if thc p.part of thc p-idcaJ dass group Clsp(k~)(p)= 0 for all
n ~ O. therc exists a free pro-p extension of k of rank r:? + I. lIere T2 is the number
of complex placcs of k and k:denotes the n-th layer of cyclotonuc Zp-extension k~

of k+.
2) Assurne that Leopoldt's and Greenberg's conjecture are true for k resp. k+ and
p. Then Clsp(k~)(p)= 0 for aU n » 0, if k has a free pro-p-extension of rank r:! + 1.

Corollary Let k = Q( (p), p ~ 2. Then Vandiver's conjecture is equivalent to
Greenberg's conjecture and the existence of a. free pro-p-e.xtcnsion of k of rank e:p..

An arithmetic site over the ring of integers of number fieIds
Alexander Schmid t

Let [(IQ be- an algebraic nUluber field. Schmidt constructs a Grothendieck topology
(called positive topology) over .Y' = Spec(OK) which is finer than the etale topology
and under which .Y behaves like a smooth projective curve over a finite fi"eid. Let
H;08()(' F) denote the cohomology of a. sheaf on the positive site. The "following
theorem holds:" .

Theorem There is an integer d = d( J() such that for every n with (n, d) = 1 there

is a. canonicaJ trace map tr : H:(),(.Y,~n) ~ Z/rtZ and for every locally constant
constructible sheaf F of Z/nZ-modules on )(po, the cup product:

H;03()(' F) x H:;/(.~, ltom(:F, Pn» - H;oll(X, J!.n) .=.. Z/nZ

induces a perfect pairing of finite groups for a11 i. If [( is an abelian num-ber field
then d(J() = 2.

Representations of central simple algebras over p-adic fields
Ernst \rVilhelm Zink .

Let AIF be a central simple a.lgebra of reduced degree N over a l"adic number field
F. According to the Abstract Matching Theorem of Deligne. Kazhdan, Vigneras
there is a character preservillg (up to sign) bijection between the sets of irreducible
discrete series representations of different groups A· for all AI F with ~V fixed.
On the other hand there a.re explicit constructions of the discrete series in the
"extreme" cases A = l\'1n ( F) (G. ßushncll alld P. Kutzko. L. Corwin) and A



DN a. division a.l~cbra. (L. Corwin, E.\V. Zink). Frolll thc pxplicit constructiolls a
certain system T; of pa.ramelers has cmcrgcd which is Cl. nonca.nonical substitute
for thc indccomposable degrce lV represclltations of thc Wcil- Deligllc group. ·~v is
csscntially dcscribcd in terms ofirreducible polynomials ov~r F using a. distinguished
exponential distance Wr. In joint work with A. Selberger, Zink dealt with the
following problems:

1) Explicit construction of the discrete series representations of A- for all .4/ F
2) H~w do the explicit constructions fit with the Abstract Nlatching Theorem?

Trus report was mainly concerned with the first problem.

A mysterious class of p-adic fields and their applications to abelian
varieties
John Coates

The lecture reported on joint work with R. Greenberg, which was motivated hy
two classical problems about abelian varieties over p-adic fields. Inspired by the
arguments in Tate's paper "P-:divisible groups", he defined so called deeply ramified
algebraic extensions of Qp. The first part of the lecture e.xplained a. number of
differnent chara.cterizations of such fields; for example, such a field /( is characterized
by H 1

(/(, m) = 0, where m denotes the maximal ideal o(the ring of integers of Qp.
Tbe remainder of the lecture discussed applications to two problems on abelian
varieties. Let I(jFIQp be field extensions with F finite and [( algebraic over Qp,
AIF an abelian variety and A[i'O] the GF-moduJe of p"power torsion points. Let
""K : A(I()®Qp/Zp ~ H 1(I(,A(POO)) be the Kummer map, and let .NK1F(A) ~ A(F)
be the universal norm subgroup. When !( is deeply ramified, Coates explained the
description of Im(K.K) in motivic terms, i.e. in terms of the GF-module A(pooJ.
Secondly, whenever there is motivic description of Im(K.K), he outlined a general
motivic description of the group of universal norms.

p-adic regulators
Jan Nekovar

Let k be a perfect field of char(k) = p > 0, W = W(k), Ifo = W[~], /(1/(0 a
finite totaJ.ly ramified extension. Let,\' be a proper smooth scheme over the ring
of integers, .\"" = X ®OK 1\, i"Y = liE1 X 0 Z/piZ. For n < p we have the syntomic

cohomology groups JI.( 'Y"!ln, sQ,,( 11» a.nd the Fontaine· ~tessing map (for p f; 2)

10
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Theoreln Assulnc cither (a.) p > 1Ilim(.r) + 1; or (b) p > diJn(.~) and .r ~

'\0 0w 01\ with '\'0 smooth over W. ·Thl~n there is a commutativc cxact diagraul

o-ll}( 1\', Ili(.~e', Qp( n)))

1p

0- ker(7)

1=

1~

H I( [{, /[i(.~et,Qp(n))

(fJ is ind uccd by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. fJ 0 ß is injective).

Corollary 1 .-\ssume (a),(b), /{IQp finite and i + 1 < 2n. If the Chernclasses

/(~n-i-l( ..r) 1(?n-i-l(.Y")

1 1

•

Hi+l ( ...V"yn , sQ,(n)) Hi+l("'Y"e', Qp(n»

are compatible, then (Im( i) = 0 by the crysta.lline Weil conjectures)

Im[I{~n_i_l(~l:')--;. H1(/(,.Hi(Xeh Qp(n»))] ~ H}(/C, H'(Xeh Qp(n)))

Corollary 2 Assurne (a),(b). Then
""Im[CHn( ..y)o --;. Hl(/(,H2n-l(.:tec,Qp(n»)] ~ H}([C,H 2n- 1(Xe".Qp(n»)

Parametrie solutions of embedding problems
B. Heinrich Matzat

This lecture introduced parametrie solutions of embedding problems. In the case of
a Hilbertian base field these can be specialized to ordinary solutions, and in the case
of geometrie embedding problems over function fields even to geometrie solutions.
In contrast to the geometrie solutions of ernbedding problems introdueed earlier,
parametrie solutions have the advantage that standard reduction theorems like the
theorem of Kochendörffer remain true. Then it was shown that besides of the
solvable Drauer embedding problems the two fundamental constructions Cer strang
solutions of embedding probleins (split embedding problems with abelian kernei,
centerless embeddillg problems with GAR·kernel) always lead to proper parametric
solutions. :\t the end an overview on new GAR·realizations over Q and Qab was

,11



givcn extcntling the lists in "Der Kenntnisstand in der konstruktiven Galois'schen
Theorie'\ PM 95 (1991).

GAR-realizations of orthogonal groups over Q
Gunter Martin Malle

-lt is still a.n open quest ion whether every finite simple (nonabelian) group G pos
sesses a GAR-realizatior. over Qab or even Q. Embedding probe1ms over Hilbertian
fields with kernel er, where G has a GAR-realization, are solvable; this demon-
strates the importauce of finding GAR-realizations for finite simple groups. In e
the talk Malle sketched a proof that for infinitely many natural numbers n there
exist infinitely many primes p such that the orthogonal groups 02n+l(P), Oi"n(P)
and O;n(P} possess GA-realizations over Q, which are even GAR-realizations for
O~n+l(P). For the praof, one shows rigidity for a. suitable dass vector of G. The
question cf generation can be handled by using a theoreIn of Wagner classifying
groups generated by reftections. For the calculation of the structure canstant, deep
results from· Lusztig's theory of charactersof reductive groups have to be used, as
weIl as e..xtensions of this theory to disconnected groups by Digne and Michel. These
allow' to give bounds on character va.lues and thus prove that the structure constant
of the chosen dass vector equals 1.

Semistable hyperelliptic curves o~er discrete valuation rings
lvan Kausz

Let R be a discrete valuation ring of char ~ 2, 1r = X ~ S =' Spec(R) astahle
S-curve of genus 9 ~ 2 with smooth hyperelliptic generic fibre X K over the field of
constants K = Quot(R}. Assume that the image of the canonical mapping Xx ~
Pk-1 is PK • Then there exists a canonical rational section A of(det(1r.wxIS)Y~(8g+4).

Let sES be the special point, char(K(s)) :/; 2. In this lecture Kausz showed that

o~ ord,(A) :5 g26,

where 6, is the number of singular points in the geometricfibre of the minimal _
regular model of X. •

The method of Coleman-Chebauty and Fermat curves
William G. McCallum
Let X be a complete nonsingular curve of genus 9 > 1, defined over a number field
K, and let A be the Jacobian of )(. The method of Coleman & Chebauty hounds

12
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.\* ( 1\') wlwn I.hl' ra.nk or :l( "') is Ipss thall y. The kcy is ta conslrucl a logarithm un

.. l( I\"v). ror SUII1P vallla.tiollv of 1\' whit:h vanishes Oll A( 1\'), ami whosc pullback to

.\ then.'fore vallishes on .,"( h·). This pullback may be reprcsl~ntcd a.s thc Coleman
integral ur C\ dHrcrcntial W Oll .t. and its 7.('ro~s may thcrc[ore be controlled in terms
of zeroes of uJ.

l\1cCallum illustrated a. rcfinement ur this mcthod using the cxample of curves yl' =
x J

( 1 - .x)~ p a,n ocld prime, 1 ::; s ::; p - 1. Thc refinement dcpends on knowing that
the closure or :l(Q) in ..'l(/Qp} has posit.ive codimension, which in turn depends on a
certain descent hypothesis. This hypothesis is satisfied when (a.) p is regular or (b)
<: = lVK./K(n"in. wherc (is a. prinlitive p-th root of unity, [( = Q((), !(" =[((.4[pn))
and (n E 01' .. [*]- 0 Zp. Under this hypothesis, hc showed that the only rational
points are (0,0), (1,00) and 00; i.e. that Fermat's last theorem is true for p.

Connectedness of certain linear algebraic groups arising from abelian va-
rieties . ~':"-

Yuri G. Zarhin

Zarhin reported on joint work with A. Silverberg. They proved the following gen-
. eralizations of Raynaud's semistable reduction criterion and a theorem of Borovoi.

Let !( be a field, X an abelian variety over !(. Let A : X ........:r f be a polarization
of _4, e>.,n : .rn x X n --fo. J.L" the corresponding skew-symmetric Galois-equivariant
Weil- pairing.

Theorem' Assunle that ~here exist a. maximal ~sotropic subgroup .t"n C X n with
respect ta e>.,n such that .\'" C .\,{j{) (*). If n ~ 5 then X has semistable reduction
outside n.

Now, assurne that !{ is allumber field and let V;(.Y) be the Q,- Tate module of
.\'. Let PI : G{ J() --,. .4ut Vi(.\'") be the corresponding l-adic representa:tian of the
Galois group G(/() of [( and let G~'g C GL(V;( ..Y) be the Zariski closure of the
image !m(p,) C Aut V;( ..~).

Theorem ASSUlne (*) as ahove. If n ~ :) and J-Ln C !( then the linear algebraic
group Gflg is connected.

Berichterstatter: Ivan I\ausz und IIeiko Knospe
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Complex Geometry: Moduli Problems

24.7...30.7.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Arnaud Beauville (Orsay), Fabrizio
Catanese (Pisa) und Christian Okonek (Zürich) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des In
teresses standen Fragen über Modulräume komplexer Mannigfaltigkeiten Wld
holomorpher Vektorbündel. Schwerpunkte bildeten einerseits die Berechnung
VOI;l Donaldson-Invarianten algebraisch-er Flächen mit algebrai~ch~geometri·

sehen Methoden und andererseits die Untersuchung von Eigepschaften der
Modulräume wichtiger Klassen von algebraischen Mannigfaltigkeiten. ,
Modulräume von Calabi-Yau Mannigfaltigkeiten, Flächen vojD allgemeinen
Typ, abelschen Flächen, und Kurven wurden besonders unte~ucht.

Vortragsauszüge

J. Li:
Tbc topology of moduli of vector bundles <>ver surfa.ceJ

In this talk I report on the recent progress in understanding the topology
of moduli of vector bundles over algebraic surfaces. Let (X, H) be a po
larized surface. For 8I1Y given (I, cl) E Pic(X) x Z, there is a coarse mod
u1i space M (1) ci) parametrizing all Mumford-stable locally free sheaves E
with det E ~ I and ~(E) = d. Arecent theory shows that the geometry
of M (I, cl) reftects the geometry of X in a rather stnüghtforward way Cor
d sufficiently large. Tbe first two Betti numbers of M (I, d) malre Da ex
ception. We proVed recently the Collowing result: For any surface (X, H)
and I e Pie(X), there is constant C such that for all. d 2= C we have
H1(M(I,d);(J):::! H1{X;Q) and H2(M(I,d);Q) ~ H2(X;Q)EBA2H1(X;Q).
The proof of this result is a combination of Gauge theory and algebraic geom-



etty. First of alt, at least for i = 1 and 2 , there is a canonical homomorphism

r(d),: H,(M(I,d);Q) --+ H,(M(I,d + l);Q)

c. Taubes has studied this homomorphism extensively and he showed that
the limit~H,(M(I, d) of this direct system is H1(X, Q) when i = 1 and

H2(X;Q) e A2H](X;Q) when i = 2. Hence, if someone can show that (.)
are isoJ!lorphisms' for d » 0, then the homolog)" of M (I, cl) in dimensions 1
and 2 will be exactly the mentioned above spaces for d» O. Ta establish the
isomorphism of (.) for d > 0, we will use algebraie geometrie techniques, for . e·
instance the Lefschetz-type theorem rar singular quasiprojective varieties.

K.O'Grady:
Moduli of vector bundles on projective surfaces: same basic results

Let S be a smooth projective irreducible complex surface, and let H be an am
pie divisor on S. A "set of sheaf data" consists of a tripie e= (T(, det(,C2({»,
where T~ E Z with r~ 2: 2, det( i8 a Une bundle on S, and C2(e) E Z.
Set ß( := C2(e) - ~cl(det~)2. We let M~ be the coarse moduli space

of H-semistable torsion-free coherent sheaves F on S with rk(F) = r(,
det F = det(, C2(F) = C2(e). H L is a line bundle on S, let hO(F, F flJ L)O
be the dimension of the spare of traceless maps CI' : F -. F (8) L. Set
Wl := {[F] E MelhO(F, F flJ L)O > O}.

'"Theorem 1. Given L there exists Q2(r() < 2re, Qt(r(, S, H), ao(r(, S, H, L)
such that dimWl < Q2ß ( +Qt fKi + ao· .
Tbe condition 02 < 2re in the statement of Theorem 1 makes tbe theorem
non-V8CUOUS:

Corollary. There exists ~o(r,s,H) such that jf ~( > ~(re,S,H), then
M( is generica.lly smooth, of dimension equal to the expected dimension.

Theorem 1. {ar Te = 2 has been proved by Donaldson (also by Friedman and
Zuo, with a better value for Q2). e
We notice that 02, alt Qo (and hence also ~) are effective. As an example
assume that Ks is ample and Iq » 0 (KJ > 100 will do). Then if H = K
and r( = 2 we can set ß(2,S,K) == 42](2 + 15X(Os).

Theorem 2. Thereexists6.1(r~,S,H) such tbat üße > ßl(r~,S,H), tben
M( is irreducible.
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The above theorem Car r( = 2 has been proved by"Gieseker and Li. We
remark that Al is not efl'ective.

J. Le Potier:
Systemes ooherents et Polynomes de Donaldson

Le but de l'expose est de montrer comment on peut ramener le calcul de
certaines fonnules d'intersection sur l'espace de modules Mn des faisceaux
semi-stable de rang 2 et de classe de Chern (0, n) sur le plan projectif au calcul
de certaines fonnules d'intersection sur le schema de Hilbert Hilbn+l (lP2).

On introduit pour ceci l'espace de modules 8 0 ,ft des systemes ooherents Q

semi-stable (r, F): i1 s'agit des paires fonnOOs d'un faisceau coherent sans
torsion F de rang 2 etclasses de Chern (2,n + 1) et d'unso~ r c
JIO(F) de dimension 1. Un tel systeme est dit a-semi-stable (a E Q";"a > '0)
si pour tout sous-faisceau F' c F de rang 1 on a. .::. .

< {PF+a si rnHO{F') = 0
PP' - PF - er si r c JIO(F')

On suppose n ~ 3. L'etude de 1& lim;ete repose sur le trawil de Min H~.

Theori!me 1. (1) L'espace de modules So", est lisse sauf pour a + n == 0
mod 2, 0 < a ~ n (valeurs critiques). (2) Si Q+, a_ sont proches d'une
valeur critique 0, 0_ < Q < a+, on ades applications birationel1es

:....~ ..

(3) Pour e > 0 petit, on a UD morphisme canonique f : So-n -t> Mn qui est
genenquement injectifpour n 2: 5. (4) Si E C Hilb"+l (lP2) X lP2 est le sous
schema universel et V := F .. (Os(O, -1», alors S"+,,, s'identine su projectif
de Grotbendieclc P(V).

Sur chacun des espaces de modules M", S~ on detini UD fibre determinant
1) resp. Va et une intqrale 10 ,A:= J Cl(1'o)3ft+2

So..

Th'ori!me 2. L'integraJe Ia,n est iDdependente de Q.

Corollaire. Q17(P2):= f cl{D»17 = I 812{V~.c),ou.t; designe l'image
~ HUb'(~)

redpioque du gtfuerateur positif de PiC(se{IP2».
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(Cet enoDce a aussi ete obtenu par Tyurin-Tikhomirov et Ellingsrud-Stromme.
Ces derniers ont etabli un programme qui permet de calculer le second Dom
bre en utilisant la fonnule de residus de Bott. TI trouvent qn(ll':l) = 2540.)

A. N. Tyurin:
On the difl'eomcrphisIJlS.group cf an algebraic surface cf general type

For a simply connected algebraic surf~ of general type with Pg > 0 the
standard representation of the diffeomorphisms group in the ortogonal group _
of the intersection form of J[2(S,Z) is reducible. Tbe algebraic geometri- .,
ca! methods using tbe spin-polynomials give the invariant sublattice sV(S)
containing the canonicaJ class Kmin of the minimal model of S. Tbe ques-
tion is how close can be sV(S) to ZKmin ? Recently E. Witten proposed
a new approach to the computation of the shape of the Donaldson polyno-
mials. As a corollary we obtain a new diffeomorphism-invariant sublattice
L K - M - w C H 2(S,Z). the so called Kronheimer-Mrowka-Witten sublattice,
which is closer to ZKmm then sV(S). Even if Witten's arguments are pure
physical, we compare these two approacl1es to the problem. We use the new
results and constrnctions of S. Donaldson and D. Salamon on the Fukai-Floer
cohomology ring of the nonna! neighbourhood of an algebraic curve in S.

.L. Göttsche:
Change of Donaldson polynomials under ch8.ftge of polarisation

This is areport on joint work with E. Ellingsrud (OsIo).
Let S be a smooth projective surface with 1r1 (S) = 0, Pg(S) = 0 and L
ample on S. Using the moduli space ML(Cl,C2) of L- semistable torsion
free sheaves of rank 2 with Cl (E) = Cl, C2(E) = C2 one can detennine the
Donaldson invariants ~gL = ~L : SymNH2 (S,Z) ---+ Q (N = 4C2 - cl - 3,
gL-FUbini Study metric metric to L). Unlike the esse Pg(S) > 0 they depend
on the metric; according to Kotschick and Morgan only on its chamber.

Definition. eE .JI2(M, Z) defines a wall W( =(ample cone of S) n {J. if e
~ = Cl mod 2 and -(4<;, -~) :S e2 < o. W( is good iffor al1 11 deMing W(,
.,., - Ks is not eflective.

We study tbe change of ML(Cb C2) and ~L when L passes through a good
wall. Qin had studied in the case of locally free sheaves the ·change of the
moduli space. If LI and ~ are only separated by good walls, we show that
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M",(Cl'C2) is obtained from ML1(Cl'C2) by a sequence of blow ups and blow
downs along projective bundles over products Hilbn(S) x Hilb'"(S) of Hilben
schemes oe points on S. We obtain ~L-J - .Ll = E6{{), where edefines a

(

wall witb L1{ < 0 < L,~ and 6{{) is obtained by integrating natural classes
over ffilb4«()(SIlS) = Il Hilb"(S) x Hilbftl(S) (d({) = t(~ - 4 +e2».

n+m=d
We partially carry out this integration to obtain

Theorem. 6({) = Easq:()-i({, .)N-2d(()+2i"mod (e, .)N-2d+7, whereao, alt a2
i=O

are explicit expressions in (N, d, e2 , /Cl).

Tbe coefficient a3 E Q we cannot detennine.. (qs is the quadratic fonn o~

1P(S,Z) and (e,·) the multiplication by {.) Kotschick and Morgan hsVe
conjectured such a behaviour ror all walls and also in the nonalgebrlUc' case.

I. Dolgachev:
Calabi-Yau manifolds, abelian varieties and arrangements of hyPerpl8.nes

Let R be one of the rour division algebras (R, C, Im, 0) and S1n(R) = ",,(R)+
iHn(R)+ be the.corresponding tube domain (H,,(R) denotes the spare of He~
mitian matrices w.r.t. tbe natural involution in R, Hn(R)+ ia the oone of
positive definite matrices). Except the case n > 3 and R = 0, On(R) is a
Hermiti8ll bounded domain and hence classifies (abstract) varitions.ofHodie
strnctures. In the talk we discuss possible candidates of families of värieties
(K3s~ if n = 2 and Calabi-Yau 3-folds if n = 3) which give a geomet~c

realization of the variations of Hodge stroctures. For R = lR or C they are
birational isomorphie to branched oovers of P2 or Ps ramified slong th~ union
of 6 (resp 8) hyperplanes in general positions. --".

F. O. Scbreyer:
Moduli of (1,7)-polarized abelian surfaces and Fano 3-folds of index 1 and
genus 12

The "Horroeks-Mumford model" X(l, 7) ofthe moduli spare A(l, 7) of abelian
surfaoos with (1, 7) polarization and canonica11eve1 strocture is a prime Fano
3-fold V22 of index 1 8I1d genus 12, by a result of Manolache and myself. In
the talk I oompare the geometry of X (1 t 7) with the geometry of a general
Fano 3-fold of this type. According to Mukai, every Fano 3-fold of this type
has three different geometrie rea1izatiODS :
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(a) as the spacc G(3, ~ N) of isotropie subspaces of a 7-dimensional vector
spare V with respeet to a net N of altemating fonns on V.
(h) as tbe variety VSP(F, 6) of polar hexagons of aplane quartic.
(c) as the variety H (q) of twisted cubics in p3 whose eQustions are annihi
lated by a net of qu8drics q in JP3.
In the talk I deseribed, how the altemating net N, tbe plane quartic F
and the net of quadrics q for a given V22 are related to each other. For
example the covariant quartie SF of F coincides with the discriminant 5q

of q, and can be identified with the Hilben scheme of lines on V22- For e
X (1, 7) one has F = X (7) the Klein quartic, SF = F and tbe union of lines
B = U L C X(I,7) coincides with the boundary of the moduli space.

LESp

Conies on XCI, 7) correspond to Calabi-Yau 3--folds in pS, which contains a
pencil of these abelian· surfaces, a result due to Anre and Ranestad.

o. Debarre:
Suhvarieties of abelian varieties
As Sommese showed, a large part of tbe geometry of a mlQ2th subvari
ety of an abelian variety X depends on "how ample" its normal bundle
iso Our aim is to study the geometry of general irreducible subvarieties V
of X and for that we introduce following definition: 'We say that V is k
geometrically non degenerate if for all abeli8Q quotients p : X ---+ X / K oue
has dimp(V) 2: min(dim(V)-k, dimp(X». We sbow that it iS agood substi
tute to k-ampleness of Nv/x . Given two irreducible subvarleties V, W C X,
we get simple conditions that imply that V n W is non-empty, that it is
connected or that 1f'~g(V) ~ 1r~g(X). The proofs reIy on a connectedness
theorem analog to the Fulton-Hansen theorem. This theorem can be also
used to prove Zak-type results. H S C V C X and if say (for simplicity) V is
smooth along 5, define T(~ 5) = U PT.V c lPToX (tbe analog of the tan-

.es
gential variety of a subvariety of a. projective space); then V\S (tbe analog of _
the secant variety) has dimension dimT(V, S) + 1. This theorel1;l has several •
consequences on the geometry of the Gauss map of smooth (k-geometrically
non degenerate) subvarieties.· -
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Y. Laszlo:
Vectorhundles over eurves: a survey

The &im of the talk was to give same old and new results about moduli spaces
of semi.atable vector bundles over curves. Essentially here are the points:
1) Tbe topology and even the holomorphic structure of the moduli spares is
due to the theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri comparing unitary represen
tations of tbe fundamental group of the curve and the semistable bundles.
2) The symplectic structure of the cotangent bUDdle of the moduli spaces give
examples of aJgebraically compiete integrable systems (cf. Hitchin). More
over the nilpotent cone of the cotangent bundle is a Lagrangian subvariety
of the ootangent bundle.
3) Tbe camplex strocture of the moduli spaces heavily depends on the com
plex strocture of the curve. In fact Narasimhan and Ramannan ptoved in
tbe coprime esse that the third intermedi&te Jacobian is tbe Jacobian of the
curve, giving the Torelli theorem. .
4) Tbe geometry of the moduli space. Basic facts about this subject were
explained. In particular there exist a natural linear system and it is proved
by tbe author that in the rank 2 esse and degree 0, it ia an embedding for a
generic cune.

w. Ebeling:
Differentiable strnctures on Milnor fibres

Let B(p, q, r) de~ote the Milnor fibre of the isolated hypersurface singularity
in C3 defined by :z:P +11' +zr = O. R. Fintushel and R. Stern have shown that
ror any unordered tripie {p, q, r} I: {2, 3, 5} of pairwise coprime positive in
tegers there exist infinitely many distinct smooth 4-manifolds homeoniorphic
to B(p, q, r). They mnstroct these manifolds by applying a differential topo
logica1 analogue of a logarithmic transformation in 8. cusp neighbourhood in

- B(p,q, r). Let Y", denote tbe result of such a transformation af multiplicity
m> O. They show that Y",is homeomorphic to Yi = B(p,q,r) far any odd
m. In order to prove tl;aat these manifolds are all non-diffeomorphic they use
deep results by Morgan, Mrowka and Rubennan. We give a simpler proof of
this fact in the cases {2, 3, 7} and {2, 3, 11} where the oompactification of the
MiInor fibre is a K3 surface. We prove the following result: Let cpo(Ym ) denate
the Donaldson Floer invariant of Y", of degree o. Then CPo(Y",) = 111lpo(Yi)
and <po(Y1) =F 0 (Cor {p,q,r} = {2,3, 7}, {2,3,11}). '
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L. Ein:
Adjoint linear systems and effective Matsusaka's theorem

We study linear systems of the form IKx + AI, where A is an ample divisor
on a smooth projective n-fold X. In a joint work with R. Lazarsfeld and M.
Nakamaye, we found the following result: Let b be a nonnegative number
such that - Kx _+ bA is nef. Then there exists an explicit constant C de
pending on n and b only, such that if all the subvarieties of X have degrees
larger than C with respect to At then the linear system (Kx + AI will give a
an embedding of X into a projective space. •

E. Looijenga:
Cohomology of moduli spare of curves

This talk reported to a large extent on werk by M. Pickart whose main re
sult can be explained 8S folIows. 1f, 8S usual, Mg stands for the moduli
spare of stahle curyes (je) of genus 9, then far any positive integer k there
exists for sufficiently large 9 a finite filtration of Mg by dosed subvarieties
Mg = Xo ::> Xl ::> X2 :> . · · ::> 0 which has the following properties:
i) Each succesive difference SQ = XQ - xa+1 ia an orbifold of constant di
mension,
ii) The Gysin maps Hi- 2codJmS° (SQ; Q) ..-.. HifM, \ Xa-tl; Q) are injective
for i ~ k.
iü) SO = Mg and each So is a union of "stratA of constailt topological type" .
This theorem implies that the stable cohamology liIIlg-oo HI;(Mg; Q) (which
according to Harer-Ivanov, alrea.dy stabilises for 9 = 2k + 1) has a natmal
pure Hodge structure of weight k. This in turn, implies that the restriction
homeomorphism HI;(Mg;Q) ~ Hk(Mg;Q)·is surjective fr 9 ~ 2k +1. A
corollary of the proof (rather than the theorem) is that the cohomology of
Mg is not all of Tate type for large g; in fact H22.ll(Mg) #- 0 fcr g» o.

a~~: a
Defonnations of abelian oovers and moduli space of swfaces of general type •

This is areport on joint werk with llita Pardini. A G abelian cover will be a
finite Galois cover f : X ..-.. Y of smooth complex projective varieties with
abelian Galois group G. It ia &Ssumed that dimY ~ 2, and that the cover ia
totally ramified. It ia possible to define natural deformations of X, which are
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finite (possibly non-Galois) covers of defonnations of Y described byexplicit
equations.

Theorem 1. Hf: X --+ Y is a G-abelian cover with suJ1iciently ample
brancb divisors, tbe natural deformations oE X are complete (i.e. surjective
on the Kuranishi family oE X J. .

Theorem 2. JE / : X --+ Y is a G-abelian cover with su/ficiently ample
and generic branch divisor, then Aut(X) = G.

The previous result can be applied to oonstruct ex:amples of surfaces of gen
eral type. In particu1ar, we can prove:

Theorem 3. Given N e N , there erists a surface oE general type lying in
at least N components of the mocluli space. ~.

The different components M are distinguishable because they have-QifJerent
GM, the automorphism group of the generic surface of the oomponerit: Wit~
a similar oonstruction we get:

Theorem 4. Let G be a finite abelian graupe Then there are jnfinitelY·many
components M oE the moduli oE surfaces oE general type with GM = G.

w. Barth:
Projective surfaces with many lines, comes cr Dodes

The ta1k dealt with classical results on the following questions:
1.What ia the maximal Dumber of lines on a smooth projective surface~ C p3
~~~~~ -
2. What ia the maximal number of aD lines on such a surfare X?
3. What ia the maximaJ number of oonics?
4. What is the maximal number of nodes?
In addition, the following new results were discu.ssed:
There are smooth quartic surfaces with 16 skew lines (Barth-Nieto, Naruki).
There are smooth quartic surfaces with 16 skew OlDies. They contain at all
352 conics, and sometimes even 432 ones.
There are surfaces of degree six with 65 nodes and of degree ten With 345
nodes.
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K. Zuo:
Rational representations of 11"1 of a1gebraie varieties

(A part of my talk is joint work with J. Jost) Let X be a smooth algebraic
variety je (in general we can also consider Kähler varieties or varieties over
Q,,). Let p : 1fl (X) --+ G(C) be a Zariski dense representation inta a linear
algebraicsimple Q.group.

Definition. The Shafarevich map. of p is a morphism shp : X --+t>Shp{X)
witb the following two properties: _
a) The !ibres oE shp are connected and tbe restrietion p1Ma-1 to the generic •
/ibre is trivial. . P

b) for any f : X ---++Y which satisnes a) there exists 9 : Y ----+ Shp(X) such
that goI = shp •

Theorem 1. (Jost-Zuo) shp exists and jf pisnonrigid nonintegral, then
dimShp(X) ~. rkcG. .

n p is integral" means that there exists a number field K ::> Q.so that after
a conjugation p7rl(X) C G(OK), where OK c K is the ring of the algebraic
integers of K.

Theorem 2. lf shp = idx, then X. is an algebraic variety oE general type.
In general Shp(X) is always an algebraic variety oE log. general type with
respect to the multiple fibres oE shp •

A. Str0mme:
Some Donalcison DU:IDbers of p2

I reported on joint work with Ellingsrud, based on work by and discussioDS
throughout this week with A. Tyurin and J. Le Potier.
The Donaldson numbers are Q4n_3{P2) = f cl(/*O(I»4n-3, where Mn is the

M"
moduli spare Cor Gieseker semistable rank 2 sheaves with Cl = 0, C2 = n _
and I : Mn --+ 10,:1· (n)l is the 8arth map j(E) = jumping line eurve of •
E. It is well known. that qs = 1, qg = 3 and q13 =54. In this talk I indi-
ested how one can compute q11 = 2540 and q21 = 233208 using the geometrie
approximation procedure of Tyurin (which reduces the computation to the
evaluation of certain Segre classes of vector bundles on the Hibert schemes
Hilb~, Hil~:I) and a residue rormula of Bott, whiclt allows us to reduce thi~
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evaluation to the study of the fixed points of the Hilbert scheme under the
natural action of a torus in GL(3). Tbe geometrie approximation p~
dure is to replace Mn by tbe moduli space GAMn which parametrizes all
extensions 0 --+ 0(-1) ---+ E --. /z(l) --+ 0, where Z C p2 is a c10sed
subscheme of length n + 1. GAMn is 8 projective bundle over Hilbn +1(IP2)
and we can start computing.

A. Teleman:
Moduli spaces of vector bundles over class VII surfaces

We explain the concept of stability in the general Henniti811 case and the
Kobayashi Hitchin correspondence. We study the following three problems
concerning moduli spaces of stahle bundles over surfaces with odd first Betti
n~~ .
1. Tbe extension of the complex-space strueture to tbe Donaldson oompact
ification of the moduli spaces.
2. Lifting differential geometrie structures (Hermitian metric, quatemionic
strocture) from the hase to the moduli spaces. :'
3. Tbe behaviour ofthe locus of reducible stable holomorphic bundles inside
the moduli space.
We prove that in the case of SL(2,C) bundles With second ehern class 1,
there ia a natural extension of the complex strncture in a neighbourhood of
the virtual oonnectioDB, which is smooth in the case of dass VII surfaces (for
a generie Gauduchon metric). We define a Hermitian PeterssoD-Weil met
ric on the moduli space and VJe show that the hyperoomplex (quatemionicl
strocture of some Bopf surfaces can ~ lifted to the moduli space. . -'::' ,

M. Manetti:
Iterated double covers and oonnected components of the moduli space

Given a surface of general type S, we define the subset Md(S) of the mod
uli space M, Md($) = {(S'] e MI S is homeomorphic to S', reS) =
r(S')}, where reS) is the divisibility of the canonical class in J12(S, Z). Since
J(2, X are topologica1 invariants, the set Met(S) is a quasiprojective variety
(GieSeker, '77), in particular has a finite number 6(S) of connected comp<>
nents.
We prove that in the region 4X S J<2 S 8X, 6 takes ~ general high values.
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More precisely:

Theorem. Given ß e [4,8], there exists a sequence {Sn} oE l-connected min
imal surfaces ofgeneral type such that 1) J!.~ ~~1) = ß; 2) {) 2: (J<2)1 locK2.

Corollary. It cannot exist any polynomial upper bound for o.
These result are obtained by studying deformations of a particular class of
surfacescalled "Simple iterated double covers of pi x pi", Le. iterated Hat
double oovers of pi x pi whose branching divisors are linearly equivalent to .-
pull-back of divisors of pi x Pi. Under same (not too restrictive) conditions ..
on the ehern classes on the branching divisors, we prove that the family of
simple iterated double covers is a oonnected component of the moduli space.

J. Wahl:
Curves on canonically trivial surfaces

In order to study curves on K3 surfac:es, we introduce the nation ofa canonically
.tmda1 (c.t.) surface X: X is normal and Gorenstein, Wx ~ Ox, and
h1(Ox) = o. These X have the property that a general hyperplane sec
tion ia a ca.nonical curve (e.g. i X is a K3, or anormal quartic surface in p3,
or a cone over a canonical curve). We say C is extendable if C is X n B,
where Xis c.t., and X is nQt. the projective oone over C. A refinement of an
old result of ours is

Theorem. If C is extendable, then the Gaussian map ~K js not surjective.

F\.trther, there ia a "moduli space" for the X's that can occur. If eisa
complete intersection curve in pr, cr a bielliptic curve, then we can account
for all such X, by an explicit construction. This leaves "no room for K3's"
and we have

Theorem. Aplane curve oE degree ~ 7, or a bielliptic curve oE genus ~ 10, .-
d0e3 not lie on a K3. •

(this has been proved by Green-Lazarsfeld and Reid, using linear-systems
methods). If ~K· is not swjective, we may try to "lift" C to a c.t. X, the
relevant obstruction group is H 1(Ib(3». We explain why this (very hard to
compute) space is frequently (probably generically) 0; we also discussed same
of tbe possible implicatioDS to questions about the K3-1ocus in Mg.
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W. K. seiler:
Moduli oe surfaces or general type with a hyperelliptic fibration

Consider nonsingular projective surfaces X admitting a fibration f : X --+ C
onto a nonsingular curve ofgenus 9 suclt that the general fibre is hyperelliptic.
Theo X has a model at most rational double points as singularities, which is
a two-fold oovering oE 8 blown up ruled surface W. Tbe surface is then deter
mined by the tripie (W,F,b), where Fe PicW is such that bE Jr>(W, pB)
is an equation of the ramification divisor B of X over W. Let (6, n + 3e)
be the bidegree oE B, where e = CJ is the self-intersection number of the
zenrsection of W. Since B2 = 12n, n is invariant under defonnations. If W
contains no exceptional curves (which I assume from now on), n = X +1- 9
Car genus two fibmtions. For 9 2: 2, a general W has 6g - 6 moduli, F has 9
more; for ~nus two librations and n > 29 - 2, dimlBI =7n + 6 - 79, hence
X has 7n moduli; all X with small e see parametrized by one irreducible
component of this dimension. For tbe biggest possible value of e ,e = ~,

B is disconnected, hence such surfaces belang to a different component, alsq
irreducible, of dimension 7n. The main problem now is to decide wether 01
not all other surf8(E8 of the type considered are parametrized by the two
components obtained so far; i t tuIns out that ror ß > 6g, or n > 8g - 8,
there can be DO other oomponent. For 9 =0 or 1, similar bounds exist.

M. Schneider:
M~foldswith semipositive first ehern class

This is joint werk with J. P. Demailly and T. PeternelL
We prove the following results: __

Theorem. Let X be a compact Käbler witb Cl(X) 2: 0 (i.e. by Aubin-Yau
X bas a Käbler metric 9 witb Ricci(g) 2: 0)
1) 1rl(X) is almost abelian, i.e. an extension 01an abelian and a Bnite group.
2) Tbe AIbADese map er : X ~ Alb(X) is a surjective submersion.
3) U1rl(X) is finite, tbe universal cover decomposes X~ nXi , wbere Xi are
either Calabi-Yau, or symplectic, or satisfy ~(X,) = -00.

Here ~(Y) ~ max{k(detFJIF ~ ~ for some p}. It is expected that
Cl (Y) 2: 0 and 4 (y) = -00 implies that Y is rationally oonnected.

Berichterstatter: A. Teleman
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Mechanics of Materials

31 July - 6 August 1994

The conference took place under the chairmanship of George Herr
mann (Stanford, Davos-Platz) and Prof. Lippmann (Munieh). The
interests of the participants focused 01,- the deseription of
mechanical behavior of materials, and it w~s aspired to bring the
different branches of this seienee eloser toqether by exchanging
ideas and knowledqe. This is the reas9n why the participants
represented mainly the material sciences and material mechanics.
Experimentally observed phenomena were contrasted with theoreti
cal models and alternately discussed. The spectrum of materials
reached from ceramies and metals to granular and porous mate~i

~ls, and the characteristics of multiphase materials and their
problems were also introduced. Viscous, viscoplastic and pla~tic

material models covered a wide range. A special mention dese~e

the lively debates and the exchange of ideas between the qroups
present and their representatives. As a result, numerous pew
contacts were made that will hopefully not merely be maintaiped
hut also strengthened in the future. ;

Abstracts

H. BALKE:

Zum DiffusioDskriechen polykristalliner Keramik

Bisherige mikromechanische Modelle des Diffusionskriechens poly
kristalliner Keramik benutzen ebene Netze, die aus geraden Korn
grenzen und Tripelpunktverbindungen bestehen. Mit der Annahme
starrer Körper und schuhspannungsfreier Korngrenzen und unter der
Voraussetzung von Korngrenzendiffusion, Masseerhaltung, ther:nody
namischem und mechanischem Gleichgewicht kann ein vollständiger
Satz von Gleichunqen zur Beschreibung"der stationären Kriechver
formung solcher Netze einschließlich der Normalspannungsvertei
lungen auf den Korngrenzen gewonnen werden. Es wurde gezeigt, daß
die wegen ihrer guten Anpassung an reale Schliffbilder verwende
ten Korngrenzennetze mit Dirichlet-Mosaik-struktur einen kinema
tischen Freiheitsgrad in. den relativen Korngrenzen-tangentialver
sChiebungen besitzen, welcher zu Mikroporen in den Tripelpunkten
führ~n kann.



A. BERTRAM:

Intrinsische Beschreibung finiter plastischer Deformationen

Die von W. Noll 1972 vorgeschlagene intrinsische Beschreibung von
Deformation und Spannung bietet große Vorteile für Materialtheo
rien einfacher Stoffe. Dies soll für Materialien mit gleichen
elastischen Bereichen gezeigt werden. Man gelangt zu einer natür
lichen Darstellung finiter plastischer/viskoplastischer Verfor
mungen. Beispiele aus der Kristallplastizität veranschaulichen
die Anw~ndbarkeit und numerische Umsetzbarkeit dieses Konzepts
auf anisotrope geschwindigkeitsabhängige inelastische Materia
lien.

M. BERVEILLER

Nonlocal hardeninq in metals - heterogenization by plastic strai
Ding

Heterogen1zation by plastic strainingbased on dislocation mecha
n1sms leads to a high nonlocal hardeninq. A nonlocal theory based
on crystalline plasticity is developed at the grain level. For
polycrystalline metals, which are nonlocal and inhomogeneous, an
integral equation is proposed and applied to some special micro
structures. Results in the case of a two-phase local material are
reported.

D. BESDO:

On inelastic modelinq of rubber behavior

In technical articles (e.g., air springs) rubber is very often
sUbjected to cyclic .loadings with very high amplitudes (100% to
300% of elongation or shear) with extrema varying in time and
space. So a material law for all of these applications has to be
established for 3D-cases. Experiments show that the rubber beha
vior i5 not really elastic but has some hysteresis. The peaks of
the stresses at their points of maximal deformation differ si9ni- ~
ficantly fram those values which oceur at the same deformation ~
within cycles' with higher values of deformation. In order to

'model this, an approach with up to 4 internal variables (one of
them can be tensar-valued) is proposed, the most important of
these variables is one denoting the highest intensity of deforma
tions in the paste A model of this type and results of it are"
presented. Results eomputed on the basis cf a second model making
usa of exponential functions of tensors are presented, too. They
show a very good agreement with the experimental data.
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J.P. BOEHLER and H. FERDJANI:

Homog8nized machanical behavior of woven tabric composites

Based on the homogenization method for periodic materials, three
dimensional finite element calculations were developed in order
to evaluate the mechanlcal characteristics of woven fabric compo-
·site materials. The considered composite consists of a resin
matrix reinforced by woven bundles of glass fibers with plain
(taffeta) weave. First, the influence of physical and geometrieal
parameter (like fibers' volume fraetion, shape of bundles' cross
section, different bundles' undulation in warp and weft direc
tions, non-ideal superposition.of the layers) on the homogenized
moduli of the material was assessed. Then, a type of damagf1!, ~

consistinq of a tangential slip on.the bundles/matrix interface,
depending on a return spring coefficient, was simulated. The
obtained results show that for this type of damage,· woven fabr~e

composites present advantages in comparison with cross-ply compo
sites of same fibers volume fraction. Finally, it is shown how
oriented macroscopic elastic limits and failure stresses can be
determined from the analysis of the microstress fields within tbe
microstructures, and some hypothes~s on the micro-structur~l

mechanisms leading to macroscopic yielding and failure. On the
macroscopic level, it is shown that Boehler criterion for~wov~n

fabric composites, taking into account the stress normal to
bundles, is in better agreement with experimental failure,·stres
ses than Hashiu criterion.

O.T. BRUHNS:

Some remarks on damaqa machaDies

Different existing approaches to derive the material equations of
damaged materials are presented and some of their properties are
discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of the approaches are
emphasized. Speeific material equations are presented to describe
the behavior of materials with an anisotropie distribution or
anisotropie growth of micro-cavities. To define the confiquration
of the cavities, a tensorial Fourier series· is introduced. The
material law can deseribe elastic softening, damaqes of elastie
symmetries, anisotropie deformation due to the damage and· in
ereasinq plastic deformation rates. Herein the damage-induced
deformations are independent of the.direction of anisotropy of
the damage measure. Numerical simul~tions of isotropie phenomena
are in qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental
data. The anisotropie phenomena are described in a qualitative
manner.
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F.D. FISCHER, E.R. OBERAIGNER, K. TANAKA:

Some aspects of the derivation of cODstitutive equations for
phase transforminq materials trom the dissipation conditioD

The overall behavior of a phase transforming material i5 des
cribed by a set of state variables n (stress state, temperature)
and observable internal variables ~ (average transformation
~ensor,· volume fraction of product phase). The dissipation rat~

D~=KTt is qiven"by the internal product of K with the thermodyna
ml.cal force K=-a,/-dlS., t(J],1S.) beinq the Gibbs free·enerqy. The
progress of transformation is possible if K reaches a certain
critical vector Ic. Assuming the maximization of DA (maximum
entropy·production prineiple) and a certain transformation condi-
tion f(ß-~)=O, aset of evolution equations for !S..can be develo- •
ped if Kc 1.S a known entity (see, e.g., reeently published expe
riments). Results are demonstrated for a shape memory alloy based
on a micromeehanieally derived Gibbs free e~ergy $.

E. HONEIN, G.HERRMANN:

On mathematical model~inq of damaqe in brittle solid~

This P9per presents the basic elements of a thermodynamie theory
of damage in elastic bodies. To this end, the formulation of
classical thermodynamics in the form of the" local state approxi
mation is adopted. Thus an el~stic b9dy prone to damage is regar
ded as a thermodynamic system characterized by a set of extensive
variables that can be measured in equilibrium as weIl as in
nonequilibrium. The lQcal state appro~imation is applied- by
associatinq with every nonequilibrium state an accompanyinq
equilibrium state of equal values of the extensive variables, and
by asserting that the entropy assignable in physical space and
temperature measured in it ean be approximated by the values of
the entropy and temperature caleulated in the Gibbsian phase
space. The consequence of proposing for the damge evolution very
simply rate equattons sUbjeeted to the only requirement that the
entropy production be nonnegative are outlined. It is found that
an elastic bar response depends not only on the loading or strai-
ning processes but also on $ome global geometrie parameters as ~

weIl as on the temperature. The conclusions seem to agree with ~

the very few experimental results, but further experimentation is
needed to validate and quide the further development of the
theory. Keywords: damage, elastic bodies, Irreversible thermo
dynamies, local state approximation.

K. Herrmann:

Modeling of the thermoplastic behavior and fracture of fibrous
composites - A unified approach

In this paper, an advaneed unified approach to the modeling of
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the nonlinear deformation and fracture behavior of a class of
fibrous composites consisting of ductile matrices unidirectio
nally reinforced by continuous elastic fibres will be presented.
The approach covers a class of problems· with thermodynamical
loadinq conditions inducing axisymmetric stress fields in repre
sentative composite microcomponents consistinq of a circular
fiber with a coaxial ~atrix coating. Further, it allows for a
detailed analysis of the process of redistribution of stresses
due to progressive matrix plastification. Moreover, the analysis
implies useful conclusions concerning the occurrence of failure
modes in the composite microcomponents as weIl as the interaction
of fibers with existing radial cracks in the matrix phase. 8esi
des, it comes out that the response of a fibrous composite ~in

case of a matrix cooling corresponds to a regime of monoton~us

increase of the plastic zone size. Similar regimes develop in
itially under the conditions of longitudinal extension as we11.
The latter cover, as a rule, a short interval ofaxial strain
chanqes and are followed by the phenomenon of a sudden entire
matrix plastification. The proposed approach is unified in the
sense that it allows to draw a clear analogy between the abqve
mentioned regimes and the regimes developing in the classi~a1

plane stress perfeet plasticity problem. Referrinq to this··ana~o

qy, the phenomena of progressive increase of the plastic zone
size as we1l as the entire sudden matrix plastification just
ref1ect the essential properties of the correspondinq set of
governinq partial differential equations, if the latter a~e from
a hyperbolic or an elliptic type, respectively. Moreover, the
unified approach re1ates the change of the type of this set 'of
equations to a parabo1ic one with. the occurrence of specific
failure phenomena connected with the considered class of fibrous
compo~ites. Finally, the thermoplastic composite response pre
dicted by this approximate analytical approach agrees fairly qood
with existinq experimental data.

c. HUET:

Viscoelastic beterogeneous material and related variational
pro1)lems

In the theory of linear elastic heterogenous media, the classical
minimum theorems of elasticity (concerning potential energy and
complementary enerqy) are of decisive importance. From them can
be derived numerous results. Por effective properties (defined on
specimens with the representative volume, RVE), one gets: modifi
cation theorems [hill (1963)], bounds cf various orders [Hi11
(1963) I Hashin (1963), Kröner (1977), (1981)]. For apparent
overall properties (defined on specimens with volume smallerthan
the representative volume as often happens in the laboratory
practice), one gets hierarchies for size ·effects and boundary
conditions effects (Huet (1990), (1991)]. Similar results may
also be obtained for other kinds of mechanical or physical pro
perties (relating to phenomena like thermal transfer, dielectric
behavior, porous flow, etc, •.. ), provided they correspond to
behaviors with instantaneous - dlssipative or nondissipative -
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response at the loeal microscopic level. They are strongly rela
ted to the existence of thermodynamic potentials or dissipation
pseudopotentials for which the corresponding Clapeyron equations
can be stated, with associated symmetry and positive properties.
Extensions to the nonlinear instantaneous cases are more diffi
eult to obtain, with nevertheless a few recent results (Willis
and Talbot (1991), Suquet (1992), Suquet et ale (1993)], all
involving kinds of restrietions. It is tempting to try to extend'
also the linear elastic results to the viscoelastic case, and
firstly to linear viscoelasticity. But despite many attempts and
partial results over the last 30 years, including recent anes by
[Huet (1992), (1993)], the problem of findinq the needed minimum
theorems in a form without severe restrietions, i5 still open.
The obstaele encountered will be presented for the purpose of
discussion and research stimulation.

K. Hutter:

A phenomenoloqical kinetic theory for the rapid motion of a
qranular continuum

The fluid motion of an assemblage of cohesionless granules is
qoverned by the balance laws of mass, momentum and energy and is
special, because due to the variability of the mean free path of
the particles, .the density is not preserved and the particle
fluctuation energy (=qranular temperature) is determined together
with the mean fields. constitutive equations are postulated for
the dispersive pressure, vrscosity, "thermal diffusity" and
enerqy annihilation rate in terms of the mean free path length,
the time of encounter between two co11isions and geometrie and
dynamic quantities via dimensional arguments. The model defines
the time of encounter to consist of the free flyinq time between
c011isions plus the contact duration. The inclusion of the latter
brings in the elasticity of the particles and introduces a rela
xation mechanism that explains the typical behavior of shear and
fluidized layers better than has been done by previous models.

K. IKEGAMI

Experiments OD plastic deformation of metal at 10w temperature

Plastic deformation of stainless steel SUS 304 is experimentally
investigated at low temperature. The combined stress test at low
temperature is'conducted by sUbjecting thin-walled tubular speci
mens to combined axial load and torsion in liquid nitrogen. The
equivalent stress strain curves for tensile load and torsional
load are uniquely respresented by the stress strain relation
associated with Mises condition. But the stress strain curve for
compressive load takes larger flow stress than that for tension
and torsion. The equi-plastic strain surfaces for the initial
state expand in compressive stress state and the shape is asym
metrie with respect to the axis of torsional stress. The equi-
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plastic strain surfaces subsequent ta prestraining translate into
the restraining directian and show hardening remarkably in the
direction transverse to the prcstrain.

H. ISHIKAWA:

CODstitutive model for viscoplasticity and creep

Tc predict accurately short-term plastic strains, lang-term creep
strains, and the interaction between them at high temperature, a
viscoplastic model for polyerystalline metals is developed in
this paper, where both - isotropie flow stress and kinematic back
stress with the memorization of nonproportional preloading and
the plastic deformation induced .anisotropy - are incorporated.
A primary objective in the development of this model is that. it
analytically reduces to the theory for steady creep and that for
viscoplasticity. This model employs one surface, i.e., the yie~d

surface, and the modified Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain relation
to describe the nonlinearity or the roundness of the ··..stress
strain curve in viscoplasticity. Material properties are-dete~

mined by a few kinds of the simple material tests. The comput~r

simulation based on the model is verified to be adequate ~o

describe the essential feature~ of viscoplasticity and creep. :

J.D.KAPLUNOV:

ResonaDce interaction between a thin-valled inclusion and stiff
matrix

A thin elastic.layer of an arbitrary shape interacting with a
matrix of a high stiffness is·considered. An asymptotic'method to
analyze resonant long-wave vibrations 1s proposed. Approximate
two-d~mensional equations describing the motion of a lay~r with
account of the radiation inta a matrix are derived.

R. KIENZLER:

Brhaltunqssätze der elementareD Stabtheorie

Erhaltungssätze und damit verbundene wequnabhängiqe Integrale
haben sich in der Kontinuumsmechanik, insbesondere in der Bruch
mechanik als sehr nützlich erwiesen. Die grundsätzlichen Über
legungen, die zu Erhaltungssätzen führen, können im Rahmen der
elementaren Stabstatik besonders anschaulich dargestellt und
diskutiert werden. Im Vortrag werden Ergebnisse vorgestellt, die
aus der konsequenten Trennung von abhängigen und unabhängigen
Variablen folgen und eine Methode angegeben, mit der es gelingt,
Erhaltungssätze zu formulieren, die sich nicht direkt aus dem
Noetherschen Theorem ableiten lassen. Die erzielten Resultate
lassen sich auf äquivalente Problemstellungen der ebenen und
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dreidimensionalen Elastizitätstheorie übertragen.

H.-J. KLUMPP:

Analytical and numerical analysis of damaqe and residual strain
effects in hrittle structural elements

A method for the investigation of damage processes in structural
elements based on a damage model of brittle materials is presen
ted. Using a particular failure criterion, the incremental method
is convenient for numerical treatment of stress and strain states
undergoing variable load history. Results for simple loading and
unloadinq processes will be shown as weIl as the evolution of
damage and residual strain under cyclic loading evaluated. ~

o. KOLEDNIK:

On the p~ysical nature of tbe crack qrowth rasistance

The fracture toughness describes the resistance of a loaded body
against the extension of an inherent crack. It is shown that
there exist two different types of fracture touqhness: The frac
ture initiation toughness determines when this inherent crack
begins to extend, and the crack qrowth toughness gives the resi
stance against further crack ~xtension after a certain amount of
growth. It is stated that the crack qrowth toughness is best
measured in terms of the total crack growth resistance, R. For
elastic-plastic materials, R. depends on the amount of crack
extension (generally R decreases with the crack qrowth), the
geometry and the size of the loaded body and even on the loading
conditions and the surroundings of the pre-cracked body (e.g.,the
testing machine). For most engineering materials, crack qrowth is
a discontinuous process consisting of a damaginq stage (without
crack extension) and a sUbsequent extension stage. The consequen
ces of this fact for the conditions of micro- and macroinstabili
ty are discussed.

E. KREMPL

The overstress dependence in viscoplasticity

The viscoplasticity theory based on overstress is astate varia
ble theory without a yield surface and without loading/unloading

·conditions. This theory is discussed together with experimental
information in support of the overstress concept.
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D. LACHNER:

Anisotropie Cosserat plasticity - theory and experiments

It is quite eommon to deeribe plastic deformations wit~ the h~lp
of internal variables. These, as far as they are tensor~al var~a

bles, depend on the rotation of the material particles becau~e
they are fixed to the material itself. An experimental setup ~s

deseribed to measure these rotations on anisotropie tubes of pu~e

aluminum durinq free end torsion with the means of the v. Laue
backreflection methode A theoretical approach within a Cosser~t

continumm is also presented to calculate these independent rota
tions. For this an anisotropie Cosserat yield condition is suqg~
sted. Elongation rates as result of the so-called Swift effe~t

and the rotation rates of the material durinq torsion are ealcu
lated in dependence of the orientation of the anisotropy. The
results are compared to the experimentally measured quantities 9f
four specimens with also different anisotropy orientations.

V.I. LEVITAS:

Theory of .arteDsitic phase transitions iD elastic and elastopla
stic materials

Ta describe phase. transitions (PT) in an elastic solid, the
principle of a minimum of thermodynamic potential i5 usually
used. But there is no similar principle for elastoplastic mate
rials with hysteresis. A new general approach for the descr~ption

of PT in dissipative materials is suggested. Four formulations of
the problem are considered: PT in the one-dimensional: cas~;
nucleationi consideration of a movinq interface; averaged des
cription over the representative volume. The thermodynamic e~

tremum principle for the description of PT as the stahle defor
mation process is substantiated. From this principle the;;~local

and averaqed criteria of PT are defined. It is shown that the
fulfillment of the loeal PT criteria "is not sufficient for the
occurrence of PT. Only global critera, choosing the most stable
deformation process for the whole volume, gives a final solution.
Extremum principles for determining the transformationstrain and
orientational relations are derived. Variants of plastic flow
rules in regions underqoinq PT are described. For the uniform
stress-strained state of each phase, all equations of the theory
are obtained in an explicit form. Same of the results are in good
agreement with known experiments. The main results of the above
theory were extended to finite deformations.

H. Lippmann:

Averaqinq or distributinq stress and straiD

HILL, OGDEN and subsequent authors analyzed the usual volume
averaqes of stress and strain showing that they are, under cer-
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tain restrietions, suitable quantities for the use in continuum
mechanics. Although the suitability is even underlined, in the
present contribution, by proving also the validity of the equi
librium and the compatibility conditions for the volume averages
in cartesian coordinates, it is shown later that the intrinsic
error arising, if averaging would be carried out under changing
aspects, has at least the same order of magnitude as the diffe
rence between the averaged and the non-averaged quantities.
Therefore this type of volume averaginq seems to be meaningless
frem the physical point of view. Rather stress and strain fields
in continuum mechanics must always be considered aso pre-averaged
from the (possibly) micro-heterogeneous state, the fluctuations
of which have to be described, if at all, in terms of dipolar
distributions yieldinq additional fields like couple stress,
internal twistinq, or relative local spin constituting a Cosserat .
continuum.

I. MÜLLER:

Metastability inside quasiplastic and pseudoelastic hysteresis in
shape memory alloys

Shape memory alloys exhibit quasiplastic and pseudoelastic hyste
resis respectively at low and high temperatures. Both phenomena
are associated with hysteretic behavior, for instance in the
load-deformation diagram. The states inside the hysteresis loops
are metastable or outright unstable which leads tocomplex· loa
ding paths like these illusträted in the figu~e.

Figure: Loadinq paths inside the pseudoelastic hysteresis loop.

A structural model is introduced which is capable of simulatinq
this behavior. The toels applied are those of phenomenological
and statistical thermodynamics. Thus the nature of the metastabi
lity of states is explained by partial thermodynamic equilibra
tion.

10
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0.8. NAlMARK:

same statistical and linear aspects of martensitic transformation

statistical thermodynamics of martensitic transformation "is
developed. The internal variables were introduced: mean value cf
the transformation deformation Ein=1/2q(n i t k+t i n k), wher~ 9 is ~he
normalizing parameter (g=m) for the case of complete or~entat~on

of martensitic variants and 9=0 for disorientated system of va
riants; c i5 the concentration of martensite; ~inP is the def~r
mation of plastic accommodation of martensite for noncoherent
conjaction. constitutive equations of medium with this type .:of
independent thermodynamic variables were obtained by the m~an

field approximation method for the case of the interacted va
riants. Non-linear constitutive relations allowed to explain some
features of transformation (orientation, reorientation ofmarten
sitie variants under eooling and heating), to propose the inter
pretation of shape memory effects and the nature of the hystere
sis phenomena under deformation of alloys in the temperat·tire
range correspondinq to phase transition. ;

J. NAJAR:

Brittle residual strain aDd contiDuum damaqe evolution in cera
mies and ceramic matrix composites

Material response in' damage-active and inactive branches of
variable loading processes is effectively and uniformly described
for applications to ceramic and ceramic-composite materials when
the eoncept of continuum damage i8 associated with the introduc
tion of the residual strain evolution. Derivation of the incre
mental qrowth laws for the internal parameters of damaqe and
residual strain, based on application of a thermomechanical
extremal principle to the loadinq process, lead to a purely
kinematical formulation of the description, enablinq thus· effi
cient numerical evaluations within the FE method. For problems
with variable main axes of astrain, a splitting procedure i5
introduced, allowing for distinquishing damage-relevant strain
increments as weIl as damaqe-prone states of strain from those
corresponding to the damage-inactive response of material.

E.R. OBERAIGNER, K. TANAKA, F.D. FISCHER:

Kieramechantc.l lIlode1liDq of traDstormatioD bebavior of sbape
JIlemory a110Y8

A mathematical model is established based upon micromechanical
considerations with the aim to derive the transformation kinetics
as well as the stress-strain transformation behavior of shape
memory alloys. It i8 established on the observation that microre~

qions transform burstlike fram the parent phase inta the marten
sitic phase. By defininq a microfraction of thenew (martensitic)

11



phase ! having the values 1 if the region has transformed, or
being zero if it has not yet transformed, one gets a macrofrac
tion ~ =("t) which describes the state of transformation by a
consistent averaging over a whole secimen. By this procedure one
can get ~ as a function (or functional, if it is history-depen
dent) of temperature T(t) and stress ~(t). Further output is an
E-~-T-~ relationship where E denotes the strain. Depending on the
formulation of the Gibbs potential and on the distribution of
microreqions relations for ~=~ (1:,T) or E=E(I:,T) in integral
representation or as implicit algebraic equations result. In most
cases they are solved with the help of the Monte Carlo methode
The mathematical aspects are discussed and the applicability of
the method to practical problems is explained through solvable
examples·.

M.-H. POECH:

verrormunqsverhalten von Verbundwerkstoffen

Die in der Praxis häufig eingesetzten grob-zweiphasigen Werk
stoffe werden hinsichtlich ihrer Verformunqseigenschaften als
homogen betrachtet. Tatsächlich aber ist die Verformung in Ver
bundwerkstoffen inhomogen. Diese Inhomogenität wird einerseits
durch die Eigenschaften der Bestandteile und andererseits durch
die Gefügegeometrie festgelegt; zusätzlich ändert sie sich mit
der makroskopischen Verformung. Es wird ein analytisch-numeri
sches Modell vorgestellt, das erstmals die Modellierung des
elastisch-plastischen Verformungsverhaltens von Verbunden mit
allgemeinem GefUgeaufbau ermöglicht. In die Modellrechnung geht
eine Maßzahl zur Kennzeichnung der Gefügetopoloqie ein, deren
Ermittlung über Bildanalyse und -verarbeitung erläutert wird.
Gefügegeometrie und mechanische Eigenschaften sind somit korre
lierbar. Die inhomogene Verformung wirkt sich im allgemeinen
ungünstig auf Fließbeginn und auf Duktilität und Zähigkeit aus.
Daher ist die Kentnnis von Spannungs- und Dehnungsaufteilung auf
die Bestandteile des Verbunds - ein Ergebnis der Modellrechnunq 
nicht nur für die Modellierunq der Verformungseigenschaften,
sondern auch für das Verhältnis des Versagensablaufs im Verbund
wichtig.

T. SADOWSKI:

Cons~itutive relations for semi-brittle ceramies

The work presents how to construct constitutive equations for a
.quasi-static deformation process of semi-brittle materials from
the onset to the state preceding final failure. The simple con
nection between mesomechanical and phenomenological modelling was
proposed by the generalization of the damage measurement by an
unloading modulus. It allows to follow the whole nonlinear unloa
ding processes in multi-axial state of stress, specifyinq all
mechanisms contained in it. Some numerical examples were presen-
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ted (pure tension, pure shear and pure compression) to describe
deformation processes of semi-brittle polycrystalline ceramies.

H. STÜWE:

Plow stress ot metals at very hiqh strains

Starting from a review of the different stages (I,II,III) in the
deformation of single crystals, the sUbsequent stages IV,V are
presented and discussed. Later stages of high temperature defor
mation (dynamic recovery and' dynamic reerystallization) ~re

presented. ·

K. TANAI<A:

ThermomechaDical behavior of aD Pe-based shape memory al~~~ under
cyclic mechanical and thermal loads

The martensite/austenite start and finish eonditions, the trans
formation lines in the stress temperature plane, are determined
in an Fe-Cr-Ni-Mn-Si polycrystalline shape memory allo·y un~er

mechanical and/or thermal loads. The transformation lines ~hew'to

be almest linear with nearly thesame slope. The mar't:ensitie
transformation zone and the reverse transformation zone are apart
from each other and the latter is very widei TAf-TAs~180 K. 80th,
the martensite start stress and the austenite start temperature
are strongly dependent on the extent of prior transformations and
are determined as the functions of the prelead and residual
strain. The alloy performance is therefore fully eontrarY· to the
prediciton of the thermodynamic theory by Müller et al., Ranieeki
et al. and to the experimental result by Paskal and Monasevieh in
TiNi alloy. The subloops, the stress-strain temperature hystere
sis loops due to incomplete transformation, are also. examined
dur~ng thermomechanical loading, each cycle of which consists' of
isothermal loading/unloading followed by the isostatic heating/
eooling. Hysteretic behavior is hiqhly cycle dependent. It also
depends on the hold stress as well as on the temperature range.
The transformation condition prediets. the form of the subloops.
even for a very complieated thermomechanical loadinq.

L. TOTH:

Use of plas~ic po~eDtia18 derived from"polycrystal plasticity to
predict formiDq li.mi~s ot sh••~ metals .vith the perturbatioD
method

The polycrystal viscoplasticity approach is used to define pla
stic potentials of experimental materials. The derivation process
and the properties of these potentials are explained. The plastic
potentials derived from polycry~tal viscoplasticity are then used
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to predict the forming limits of sheet metals. The approach
employed was that of the perturbation technique - developed by
Dudzinski and Molinari (Int. J. Sol. struct., 27, 601, 1991). The
perturbation method is analytic if HilI-type yield potentials are
used. Therefore, to facilitate the use of the polycrystal plastic
potentials in the perturbation approach, the yield potentials
were approximately Iocally at the loadinq point by HilI-ellip
soids. In this way even the development of the textura during
stretching could be taken into account. The effect of initial
texture as weIl as the development of anisotropy durinq straininq
are discussed. The dependence of hardeninq on the strain path is
also modelied with the viscoplastic polycrystal model using
microscopic hardening laws and an important effect of strain path
dependent hardeninq has been found.

V. TVERGAARD :

Analysea of the effect of ductile reinforcements in ceramies

The addition of a dispersed ductile phase in a brittle ceramic
can resuit in an increased fracture toughness, mainly due to
plastic dissipation durine; crack bridging. The larqe elastic
plastic deformations of a ductile particle intercepted by a
brittle matrix crack are here analyzed numerically with main
focus on the effect of the qrowth of a single void in the parti
cle center, as has been observed experimentally. Particle-matrix
debonding i5 incorporated in the numerical model, represented in
terms of a cohesive zone formulation, and so 1s the effect of
initial residua~ stresses induced by the thermal contraction
mismatch durinq co01in9 from the processinq temperature. The
bridqinq behavior is studied for different combinations of mate
rial parameters, and the void growth behavior is related to
previous results for cavitation instabilities in elastic-plastic
solids.

H. VEHOFF:

Practure of sinqle aDd bicrystals

Recent measurements of the fracture toughness of single crystals
with different crystal structures are discussed in view of ther
modynamic and dynamic models of fracture. Especially experimental
results on the brittle/ductile transition of single crystals made
fram various alloys are used to test the predictions of different
fracture theories. Experiments on bicrystals are reviewed which
clarifiy the role of interfaces in cavity and crack nucleation
and qrawth. The measurements of cavity growth rates on defined
grain boundries were used to criticize the existing theories on
cavity growth.
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E. WERNER:

CharacterizatioD and properties of tvo-phase microstructures

The physical properties of polycrystalline two-phase alloys
depend on the amounts and properties of the constituent phases
and on the geometrical arrangement of the grains in the two-phase
microstructure. Establishinq microstructure-property relatioships
for two-phase materials requires the correct quantitative charac
terization of all important topoloqical features of the micro
structure. stereology and quantitative metallography provide the
means to analyze both real and idealized microstructure in this
respect. The two most important parameters are the contiguity C
and the parameter fraction of clusters r, which serve to quanti
fiy the geometrical continuity of the phases and to what extent
the phases are present as matrix or as inclusion, respectively.
On the basis of these microstructural parameters, microstruct~re

property relationships can be formulated, and be used to describe
the mechanical, electrical, thermal, maqnetic and diffu~ive

properties of two-phase alloys.

K. WILMANSKI:

propaqatioD of ..ves iD poroua materia!s

The sUbject of the paper is the analysis of the speed of prop~qa

tion of accustic waves in the two-component porous material. The
set of governinq equations contains two additonal balance equa
tions for the so-called true mass densities of components. I~ is
shown that the thermodynamic restrietions yield an explicit
description of interactions if the skeleton is assumed to be
(non-linear) elastic and the fluid component is asumed to be
ideal. We demonstrate the properties of two longitudinal waves
(Pl and P2) and the shear wave (S) in connection to the porosity
of the material. Conditions for the hyperbolicity of the set of
governinq equations are discussed. The results are compared with
experiments. .

F. ZIEGLER:

K8someebaDical asp.eta of poiDt-symmetrical plastic vavas

The plastic waves with an elastic precursor are produced by
ignitinq a contaet explosive 1ininq a spherical cavity. That
rende~s under sufficient~y streng loadinq also a (diminishing)
plast1c shock front. The problem i8 considered to be point-sym
metrie on the macroseale. Fol1owinq ashort outline of crystal
plasticity in a single grain, homogenization is discussed to
rend~r the averaged plastic strain in a polycrystal by a self
cons1stent method that keeps the virgin elastic moduli unchanged,
the KBW-method (after Kr6ner-Budiansky-Wu). Settinq-up the nonho
mogenous wave equation in terms of D'Alembert wave functions and
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properly interpreting the "plastic" sources in a manner of 'deho
mogenization, a new phenomenon of nonlocal effects of such sour
ces on the mesoscale 15 detected. However, the distributed sour
ces can be descretized and the wave system created by a single
concentrated plastic strain-increment, including its reflection
on the traction-free cavi~y suffices to set-up the total solution
by superposition and marching in time with the "elastic" wave
(homogenous wave-equation, boundary-initial value problem of the
cavity pressure loading). The strength of the plastic sources 1s
derived from the yield-condition of the macroscale constitutive
relation or it can be determined from the averaqed sl.ip-systems
in small spherical cells. Principal directions remain unchanged.

Submitted by Dieter Lachner
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACII

Tag u n g s b e reh t 34/1994

Effiziente Algorithmen / Efficient Algorithms

7. - 13.08.1994

The workshop has been organized by K. ~Iehlhorn (Saa.rhrücken) and R.E. Tarjall
(Princeton). It was attended by 31 participants from Europ~ and the United States.

It is well-known that the design of algorithms is a. fundamental field in computer sci
ence. Recently~ as techllology progresses and a'pplications hecome more sophisticated. there
is an increasing demand in coping with large problems (with respect to the size of the inpu t).
This fact makes the design of efficient algorithrns to he a very important and challenging
issue not only from a theoretical. but also from a practical point of view. Towards this
end, interesting new results have been presented in this workshop whic:h covered almost all
areas of algorithms' design. More precisely, emphasis has been given in the areas of de~ign

ing: simple algorithms which are easy to implement. approximation algorithms for NP·hard
problems. randomized algorithms. geometrie algorithms, on-line algorithms. dynamic algo
rithms. efficient algorithms for large networks anrl/or for processing larv.;e amounts of data..
algorithms for graph drawing, paraBel algorithms. and graph algorithms whieh exploit par
ticular properties of the input graph. After the talks, interestillg cliscussions followed where
people interchanged ideas. discussed new problems as weil as furttlf~r applir.ations of aJ~o·

rithmic research.



Vortragsau'sziige / Abstracts of Talks

A:;DUEW (;()!.DHEH(;

Optilnization Aigorithms ror Large Networks

As cornplltf'r memory size iJlcr('as(~s alld applirations p;et nlore sophisticatp(L lar~l'r prob
lems O)nH~ Hp with a.pplic:a.tions. 'rhe algorit hIn runllillg tinle is usnally sllpprlinear in the
problem sile. so hig problems rC(luire mOfE:' time. even though computers g<,t fa.stpr. This
rnakes eHicicnt al~()rithms more ilnportallt.

For llctwork opl.irnization problerns~ si~nificant progress has been made recently in the
design of algorilhnls \\rith gon<! worst-case bounds. Although goad warst-rase bounds do _
not guarantee good practical performance. some of the recent algorithms are practical,~
outperforming previolls methods by a significant margin. •

\Ve consider four irnportant optimization problems: maximum flow. minimuln-cost
flow. shortest path~ and assignment. We survey the recent results and describe implemen
tations'of some of the algorithms, including heuristics and data structures which speed up
the codes in practic~. We present experimental data for our implementations and that for'
established codes (such as network simplex and Hungarian Method). Dur implementations
are more robust and have significantly better overall performance.

TORSEN HAGERUP

Replica Detection

Given a set V with n elements, an equivalence relation "J on V and a positive integer k,
denote by E(k, n) the number of binary equivalence tests between elements of V needed to
decide whether some equiva.Ience dass of '" is of size ;::: k~ and by ER(k, n) the expected
value of the corresponding quantity for randomized decision procedures.

Trivially, E(2, n) = (~), and it is known that E(r~1, n) = L~(n - l)J and that up to
terms of O(n), f4n 2 ::; E(3: n) ~ fön 2

• We study ER(k, n) and establish that up to terms
ofO(n), (~+ €)n 2 S ER(3,n) ~ nn2

, for some € >0 (e.g., € = 10-6 ).

(Joint work with Gudmund Frandsen'- Arhus Universitet.)

HELMUT ALT

Matching Shapes with a Reference Point

A problem commonly. arising in areas such as Computer Vision or Shape recognition is
to compare two given shapes in order to find out how much they "resemble" each other.
Geometrically this means that one figure should be transformed by a rigid motion or a
silnilarity in order to match the other one as good as possible. Algorithms for determining
the optimal matching of this kind have been found in the past. However, they use very
sophisticated techniques like parametric search. which makes them hard to implement. We
arp choosin~ therefore a differpnt approach. Instead of trying to find the optimal solution
\\-"p are satisfied with an approximation i.e. a solution where the Hausdorff-distance of the



I.wo fi~1Iff'S is wil.hiu a. Ulult.iplic4llive' rOllsta.nl. nf tlw optimum. TIU' id.. ;L. is In assi.!.!.11 a

~·n.f('rt'II(:(' poin"" t.u 4'~u'h li~lIrf' so Ihal. first 1.11(' l.wn n'ft'n'Il('f.' IUlinl.:-; an' mal.rht'tl and
thl'll a.n optimal lIlatc.hiu~ is foullt! k('t'pifl~ tlw rpfpf('Il('(' points iu\'ariant.. 11. turns Oll'

tha.l I.lw sO-fallpd '·Sf,..inef point" is Cl :-'l1itahlt' rflfefPru'p point., rsing; it w(' ~('t ,,(fjcit'lll

approximation algorithrns rur rigid rnot.iolls aud similaril.it's in I.wo and I.hrt't' dilllt'llsiClIIS,
TIH'! -loss fa.<:tors" with rf!spf'ct 1.0 t.lw optimulIl a.f(~ a.hnut 1,;1 anti an' ((Uil(' dose' 1.0 IIH'

lower bOllnd or L+ JTfJ.
(.Joint \Vork with Oswin Aichholzer a.nu Günter Rote. TU Graz.)

FRANK WAGNBR

A Simple Min Cut Aigorithm.

We present an algorithm for finding the nlinimum cut of an p.dge-weighted gra.ph. It is
simple in every respect. It has a short and compact description~ is easy to inlpleUlent anu
has a surprisingly simple proof of correctness. Its running tinle matches that of the fastest
deterministic algorithm known. The runtime analysis is straightforward. In contrast to
nearly all approaches so far the algorithm uses na flow techniques. Roughly sp~aking the
algorithm consists of about 11/1 nearly identical phases each of which is formall§·sinlilar to
Prim's minimum spannirlg tree a.lgorithm.

(Joint work with Mechthild Stoer.)

DAVID WILLIAMSON

New Approximation Algorithms ror MAX CUT and MAX SAT, or Recent
Results in Randomized Rounding

I will present some interesting variations in the technique of randomly rounding the so
lution of a linear progra.mming relaxation. This technique is tlsed to obtain near-optimal
solutions to NP-hard optimization problems. In one case, I will show how a simple variation
on randomized rounding yields a randomized algorithm for ;\IlAX SAT that always deÜvers
solutions at least 3/4 times the optimal value. In another case. I will show that us~ng a
semidefinite programrning relaxation and an elegant means of rounding its solutions leads
to .87856-approximation a1gorithms for MAX CUT and ~1AX 2SAT. The semidefinite re
laxation can be shown to be dual to a previously studied eigenvalue minimization bound
for MAX CUT. The previously best-known approximation algorithms for these problems
had performance guarantees of 1/2 for NIAX CUT and 3/4 for NfAX 2SAT. AU algorithms
can be derandomized using the method of conditional expectations. The ~IAX CUT al
gorithm represents the first substantial progress in approximating this problem in nearly
twenty years, and, to the best of our knowledge. represents the first use of semidefinite
programming in the design of approximation algorithms.

(Joint work with Michel Goernans, MIT.)
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On-Line Lenrning of Of~cision Lists and Decision Trees of Bounded Rank

.\n f)Jl·liup Iparllin.c: ;d;..!;oril.hm is pn'sPllt(~(1 whirh. Hp Lo p.quivalellcp uf lists. idpllt.ifips an

11 JI k1I0wn t!t'cisioll list. 11\'l'f :Y hase [11 nrtions a.ft.C'f making fLt ·most. ~(N - I )( N -1) mistakes .
.. \ n~('llrsi\'P \'ariallt ur Ilu' a.1~orithlll =-,olv('s t.he nlorp ~('neral oll+iine I....a.rning pfohlt'1Il for
decisiull I.n'es llf ra.nk r aftf'f fIIa.kinp; O( n:l r

) mistake~. Finally we inv('st.igate the problem
of learnillg tltt' :-ihoff,f-,S1. IprlJ!;t.h representation of the target list. (In intermediate stcps. thc
algorithm is allowed t.o Ilse langer lists. hut finally it has to come-up with the shortcst·one.)
Ir t.hc base functions are boolean literals. then the shortest list can be learned etfieiently.
[f t.he base fUIH:tions are monomials of length at most k, then, for all k ~ ;3, the problem
is related to t.he open qllestion of whethcr ~vlinimum Equivalent Boolean Expression is ~'l

compJete. Ir so. the learning of t.he shortest list cannot efficiently be performed (lInless the ..
polynomial hierarehy eollapses to ~'l). The case k = 2 is also an open problem. •

EVA TARDOS

Evacuation Algorithms

A dynamic network eonsists of a graph with capacities and integral transit times on its
edges. The quiekest transshipment problem is defined by a dynamic network with several
sources and siriks; each source has a specified supply and eacli sink has a specified demand.
The problem is to send exactly the right arnount of flow out of each source and into each
sink in the minimum overall time.

Variations of the quiekest transshipment problem have been studied extensively; the
special case of the problem with a single sink is commonly used to model building" evacu
ation. Similar dynamie network fiow problems have numerous other applications; in some
of these, the capacities are small integers and it is important to find integral"flows. There
are no polynomial-time aJgorithms known for most of these problems.

In this paper we give the first polynomial-time algorithm for the integral quiekest
transshipment problem~ Previously, the integral quiekest transshipment problem c9uld
only be solved efficiently in the special case of a single source and single sink.

(Joint work with Bruce Hoppe.)

AMOS FIAT

Distributively-Competitive Online Paging for Arbitrary-Topology Networks e
Distributed Paging is an emulation of Virtual Shared Memory in distributed memory multi
processor configured on a. message passing network with arbitrary topology. The distributed
paging algorithm is allowed to dynamically reconfigure contents of the nodal memories by
replicating and migrating files between processors. Our goal is to minimize the eommu~

nication eost and the m~Inory cast for emulating shared memory. We avoid making any
statistical assumptions about the Ioeation or frequency of rearl and write events. \Ve use the
"rompetitive ratio~' a.s a measure of performance. We ~ivp. the first distributed·competitive
olliine ah~orithm. with polylog( Tl. diam) ratios in hoth eommunications and memory. .



(Joint work with lIa.ruf'!l .\w(·rfHich allel Ya.ir Bartat Slln"('~' uf prior work h,\" :U1lhnrs aIH}\'1'

ami Yu\·a.1 Haba.ui.)

ClIlll~TOS ZAltOLI:\(;IS

Simple arid Efficient Algorithms far Detecting Negative Cycles

Let C = (V, E) be an n.v~rtex. m-edge digraph with real edge ('osts. Tlw Ile~al.iv(' cyde
problem asks for detecting a <iirected sirnple cycle in (~. ur tot.al Il(lga.ti\"e <"ost.. J)et('ct.illg Cl.

nega.tive cycle in a digraph appears to be·(l. fundamental combinatorial optimizatioll prohlplll
with a lot of applicatiolls: shortest paths. min-cost fiow~. minilnal cost-to-t.inH~ ra.tio. t.wo
dimensional pac.kage placement, cher.king constraillts in VLSI layout.. etc. Pf'rhaps "he I~lost

important applicatiou concerns the shorest path problem. There is a shortest path bp.t\\;·(\t'u
two vertices v and w in G iff DO path from 'v to w contains a negat.ive cycle. ivluch of t.he old
and new results on theshortest path problem make the assulnption that eitller the digraph
has non-negative edge costs~ or does not contain a negative cycle. \Vhile etficicnt algorit~ms
for e.g. the single-source shortest path (sssp) problem exist in this case (O(rl1+nlog n) time).
one needs O( nm) time to salve the sssp problem or to report a.negative cycle in the case
where negative costs are present. In the case where the digraph is planar the latt~r probleIn
can be solved in O{ n l.Slog n) time, while the former one in O( n) time.

The main contribution of this paper is an effident algorithm for the nega_tive cyc1e
problem in planar digraphs! which is parameterized in terms of a topological meäsure ;. of
the input digraph G. It5 running time varies from O(n) up to O(n1.5 log n) as l' ranges from
1 up to 8(n). It is worth noting that the better the topological characteristics of Gare,
the more effident our algorithm becomes. Dur result is based on the optimal solution of
the negative cycle problem in the case where G is outerplanar and it can also be extended
to digraphs with genus o(n). Moreover, effident CREW PRANI implementation~' of all of
our algorithms are given.

(Joint work with D. Kavvadias, G. Pantziou and P. Spirakis.)

NEAL YOUNG

Greedy Algorithms by Derandomizing Unknawn Distributions

The method of conditional probabilities is the standard method for deriving deterministic
algorithms from probabilistic praofs. The resulting algorithms depend on the underlying
probability distribution; wh~n this distribution is non-trivial the algorithm typically com
putes it by linear programming.

We show that in some cases the dependence on the underlying distribution can be
removed. The resulting algorithms are simple greedy algorithms that approximate the
unknown distribution without computing it. \Ve call this method oblivious derandomiza
tion. It furthers the utility of 04thinking probabilisticalli' when desiJ?;ning approximation
algorithms.

We use oblivious derandomization to obtain a simple new parallel greedy algorithm
that "finds sparse near-optimal mixed strate~ies for zcro-sum games. Such strategies werc
recently shown to exist by Althoefer and by Lipton a.ntl Young.

.=j



Improvp.d Randomizecl ()n-Line Aigorithms for the List Update Problem

Thp IH'St. randomizt'd oll~ljrlf' al~orit.hllls known so far for the list Ilpda.f.(~ problpm adlif~V('

a. rOlli IH't.itivPlH'SS uf V:'i ~ J. 7:L \Vp present HPW ranciornized on-linp algorit.hms t.ha.t hf!at.
this romptttit.in' ra.tio. ()ur [l('W algorit.hms are c:aHcd TIIVIESTANIP algorithms anti achicve

a c:onqwt.itivp rat.io 01" lllax{2~1'.1 +p(:!-p)}. [ar "any real pE [0.1). Sf'ttin~ p = {:J- ~)/2.
WP ohtain a <;>-romppl.itivp. algorithrn. where 4> = (1 + ~)/2 ~ 1.62 is t.he Golden Ra.tio.
THvl ESTANI P a.l~orit hms coordina.t~ t.he movements of items tlsinp; son{e information on
past requcsts. \Vp ra.n rt~dl1ce t.he required information at the expcnse of increasing thc
competitive ratio. \Vp. present a very simple version of the TIMESTAMP algorithms that
is 1.68-(·onlpetitive.

HAN LA POUTRE

Incremental Planarity Testing

\Ve present algorithms anrl data structures for incremental planarity testing. At any mo
ment. the algorithms and data structures can answer the following type of query: given
two norles in the (cu rreut) graph, can an edge be inserted between these narles such that
planarity is preserved. while edges (preserving planarity) are inserted from time to time.

Starting from an "empty" graph of n nodes (and no edges), the algorithms and data.
structuresrun in O( n + ma( m, n)) time, where m is the total number of queries and edge
insertions (and er is the inverse Ackermann function). The aigorithms and data structures
allow for insertions of norles also (in the same bounds, taking n as the final number of nades).
As a co-result, the problem of finding a maximal planar subgraph of a given (static) graph
can be solved"in O(n + eo(e, n») time, where e is the number of edges in the graph.

JENS GUSTEDT

The General Two-Path Problem in Time O(mlogn)

The General. Two- Path Problem is the problem of finding vertex disjoint paths between
two pairs of terminals in an arbitrary graph G. We show that this problem is solvable in
time O( m log n), where n and mare the numbers of vertices and. edges respectively. Our
methods primarily rely on the fact that the problem is very well studied and solved in the
case the input graph is planar. So we first calculate a maximal planar subgraph of the input e
graph and then transform the instance in several steps to a strongly restricted one that we
eventually will salve or for which will show that 00 solution exists. The main technique to
transform our instance is Li.-replacemeot - replacing components that are cut of the graph
by at most three vertices by triangles. Actually the bottlenecks for the running time of the
algorithm are the Maximal Planar Subgraph Problem and the Facet Maintenance Problem
in Three Connected Planar Graphs, both of which have been improved to a time bound of
O( Ino( m. n)) by La Poutre as presentcd also this week. So the com plexity of the algorithm
r('tl 11 ces to that bound. tao.
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On :tu (nequality by Ilardy, Littlewood and Polya

\V(' dprivc a. ~t'II('raliza.t.i()1I ur an iru!(lllalit.y h~' lIard.\". l.i11 (('wond aud Pe'.I.,":\. ( I !):!(») I tll 11...

minimil.alioll or Cl. cprf.a.in hilinear form.
This illcqualiL)' has applications in threc alp;orithmic problellls: (1) Opt.imulII arra.up;('~

ment of da.ta. rccords with giVfm acccss probabilities so as to rnillinlizp th(' axprage a('n~ss

time. (2) The Travelling SaJesman Problem on Monge distanc.e malrires. (:1) AssigUIIlC'Ill.

of givcn masses to the vertices of a reg'ular polygon on t.he uuit eit'de so as 1.0 maximiz(! t.lw
distance of the c('ntre of gravity of thc resulting system r.o t·he origin.

(.Joint work with Eranda (ela.)

.1. LA.N rvlu N RO

Membership in Constant Time and Minimum Space

We investigate the problem of storing a subset of the elenlellts of a bounded .'Aniverse so
that searches can be performed in constant time and the space t1sed is withiri "a constant
factor of the minimum required. Initially we foeus on the static version of this pr~blem and
conelude with an enhancement that permits insert ions and deletions.

(Joint work with Andrej Brodnik.)

PHILIP KLEIN

A Randomized Linear-Time Algorithm for Finding Minimum Spanning Trees

We present a randomized linear-time algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree. The
algorithm is a. modification of one proposed by Karger and uses random sampling in eom
bination with a a linear-time algorithm for verifying a minimum spanning tree. Dur ~om

putational model is a unit-cost random-aecess machine with the restriction that the only
operations aUowed on edge weights are binary eomparisons.

(Joint work with Robert Tarjan.)

HANS BODLAENDER

Linear Time Solvable and Fixed Parameter Intractable Problems of Bounded
Width

\Ve consider graph ordering problems with tbe property that 'yes '-instanecs have bounded
pathwidth. A linear time algorithm is sketched for t.he problem to decide whether t.he
cutwidth of a graph G is at most k~ k a constant. The algorithm is based on computinp; a
table of all possible characteristics of partial solutions for all nodes of a path decomposition
of G of width at most k.

It seems that such an algorithm does not exist for the 'handwidth ~ k' problem for
fixed k. This is explained using the theory of fixed parallletp.r c:omplexity of Downey allel
Fellows: bandwidth is harrl rar all classes W[tj, t a natura.l l1ulllber.

7
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FlIrther Iinproveinents in Approxilnating lVlAX 2SAT and MAX DICUT

\V.. eOIl:-iidpr 1.114' n·(·put ;q)proxillla.tioll aJ~()rithlll or (;optna.ns allel \Villialllsnn (STOC !).I)

for \L\X ('{7T. \I:\X :!SAT ;lud \L\X DICFT. \Ve show that hy c.onsiclerin~ a st.ronv;(~r

;-;p.midpfillitp prn~raJllll1irt~ relaxatiun aud h~· IIsing a different rOllndiu~ sdl(~Ill(~. lUlt' (:a.n
improvfl llpon their J>Prformance 1!;uarantees. ~'Iore precisely. our algorit.hms are gllarallte(~d

1.0 deliver sohnions wit.hin a factor of 0.9:11 or the optimum for MAX 2SAT Olnd withill a
ractor of () ..~!)9 for MAX ()JC(JT~ improvin~ npon t.he performance guarantces of Q.$7R and
o. ,!}f) of (~l)(,Tl1(UtS and \Villiarnson.

(Joint work with lJri Ft.·ige.)

.losErll CUERIYAN

Sparsest Cuts

Given a graph G = (~r. E), a. nonnegative capacity function u : E - R+ and a nonn-egative
demand function d : E ~ R+, a sparsest cut (5, V\S), 0 :f.. 5 :f. V ~ is one that minimizes
u(5~ V\S)/d(S. V\S). Previous work on the problem is described, and the open question
of obtaining an o(log 11/1 )-approximation algorithm (possibly, using eigenvalue bounds) is
discussed.

JEFF VITTER

EfHcient Processing of Large Scale Data

We present several techniques for designing effident algorithms for problems that are toD
large to fit in interna! memory. Our main model of computation consists of two levels of
memory-interna! anti external. Internal memory can store M data records, and there are
P processors connected by an appropriate network. E~ternal memory consists of D disks,
each capable of simultaneously transferring in a single input/output (1/0) operation a block
of B contiguous data records. The two measures of performance are the numher of I/Os
and the inte"rnal processing time. Other models include parallel versions of hierarchical
memory models. We give optimal algorithms for severa.l batch problems in comp~tational

geometry and graphs, including range searching, data compression and information man
agement, rectilinear intersection, visibility, measure of union of rectangles, 3d maxima, 2d
output-sensitive convex hull, 3d convex hull, point location, graph drawing, list ranking, ex- _
pression tree evaluation, Euler tour, least common ancestor, minimum spanning forest. and •
connectivity. We also discuss results for depth-tirst search, transitive closure, and dynamic
range searching. Several bounds and techniques are related to sorting and the use of sorting
in simulating PRAM aigorithms in our 1/0 model. We also mention implementation of a
transparent parallel 1/0 programming environment.

(Joint work with Y. .J. Chiang~ Eddie Crove. Mike Goodrich, Paris Kanellakis. S. Ra
maswamy. Roberto Tamassia, J. J. Tsai. and Darren Ven~roff.)
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New Results on the Old ~'-Opt Algorithm for the TSP

Lucal :·;pardl wilh k-rhan~«, 1U!il:~hhorhoCld~ is lJf'rhaps IIH~ oldf·sl. a.nd 1l10~t. \\.·itlt'ly 1I~t'd

hC'urist.it: lUpl hnd for the r.ra.\'din~ sal(~slHa.n prohlplll. )'f"t allllosl no I.hpofPl.it"al p('rfllrlllann'

~llara.ntP.es für it wpre previously known. This paper devclups sp"cral n'Sult.s. SOUlt' wnrsl.~

c:ase and sonte probabilistic, on thp perfonnance of 1- and k-opt loea.l searrh for t.lw TS P.
with rpsp('c.t to both the quality of the solution and thc speed \vith whirh it is ohr.a.ined.

DIETER KRATSCH

Measuring the Vulnerability far Classes of Intersection Graphs

A genera.l method for the computation of various parameters measuring t.he vulIwrability
of a graph is introduced. Three measures of vulnerability are ronsidered. i.e.. the tough
ness. the scattering number and the vertex integrity. Furthermore. we consider. the related
minimum balanced separator problem. .~

\Ve show how to compute the para.meter by polynomial time algorithms- Jor VarlOllS

classes of illtersection graphs like permutation graphs, bounded dimensional coco~lpar~bil

ity graphs~ interval graphs~ trapezoid graphs and circular versions of these grap'h cla~ses.
For achieving our algorithms we first introduce two sepa.ration vectors of a graph from
which the above parameters can easily be computed. \Ve demonstrate tha.t these vectors
can be computed via. shortest-path a.lgorithms on certa.in auxiliary directed graphs which
are constructed from the intersection model of the input graph. Finally, similar auxiJ1ary
graphs can be used for exactly computing a minimum balanced separator.

(Joint work with T. Kloks and H. Müller.)

DOROTHEA WAGNER

Right-First Search in Planar Graphs

We discuss recent results for disjoint paths problems in planar graphs. The problems
considered are:

• the vertex-disjoint Menger problem.

• the problem to find vertex disjoint paths connecting terminal pairs (.5i, ti) where
31, ...• Sk are on a fixed inner face' Fin and tl, .•• , tk on the outer face Fout.

• the problems to find edge-disjoint paths connecting terminal pairs (.si, ti) where .s] ~ ... , SI;,

t1 , ••• , tk are on the outer face and the eveness condition is satisfied.

For all these problems linear-time algorithms. are obtained that are based on right-first
search. A common idea of all these aJgorithms is to cOllsidcr a dir~cted graph related to
the original undirected graph. alld to determinc the paths by a eiirected riJ;ht-first searc:h
in this graph. The solutions de·termined hy this approa.ch are in the same sense rightmüst.

(.Joint work with Heike Kipphausen- Lipa and Ka.rsten \Veihc.)
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PET H/\ ~\'I tlTZ EI,

On the Mnxinulln Pla~ar Subgrnph Problem

(:iVf'1l :t. graph (; = (\ '."/-.:) \.... i1.h wl'ip;ht.s f't' f Tl. on the (ldges. t.hc maximultI plauar stlh~raph

prohl('rn is 1.0 dpterrnirH' a pl;tllar sllh~raph P of C: with Lt'EP Cf' is maximum. \V(~ atta(:k

,Ilf~ prohlpltl with I.pchllicjlws ur p(JI~'h~(lral comhinatorics. \tVe define l.he Planar Sllb~ra.ph

Poly topP. PCSHn 1.0 l)tl ttlf~ Cf?nVPX ludi of all ineidence veetors or planar suhgraphs of G
;I,nd stHdy the facial sl.rlletur,! of 'PCSUd). It turns Ollt that the ~'KlIratowski inequalities"
coming from sllbdivisiullS of A·~ and 1\'1.3 as weil as the trivial ineqllalilies are facet-defining
for PCS(c]). These two classp.s of inequaHties give the integer linear pro~ramming formu
lation for the maximulIl planar subgraph problem. Furthermore, the Euler ineqüalities
.r( E') :s; :IIV'I - 6 are rcu:ct-dcfining for 1'C.S(9) for eaeh indueed clique (V'. E') contained
in G. \Vp. deHne a llew dass of graphs. the s-ehorded cyde graphs G(n,."t) and characterize
the validity and the facel-defining properties of the inequality related to this dass of graphs.
Special cases of s-ehorded eycle graphs lead to odd and even Möbius-Iadders which give rise
to facet-defining inequalities generalizing the Kuratowski inequalities.

We suggest a modified version of the Hopcroft and Tarjan planarity testing algorithm
in order to find violated Kuratowski subgraphs. Dur eomputational experiments with a
branch and cut algorithm are promising. So, we are able to solve almost alJ "real world
instances" given for the nlaximum planar subgraph problem in the literature for the first
tirile.
(Joint work with Michael Jünger.)

SVEN SCHUIERER

New Res~lts on Competitive- Searching in Unknown Polygons

We consider the problem of navigating a robot inside an unknown polygon. The robot has
to find a path from a starting point s to a target point t and it is equipped with on-board
eameras through which it ean get the visibility map of its immediate surrounding. 1t does
not know the IDeation of the point t and it has no knowledge of the polygon exeept for the
loeal vi"sibility information. However, when it sees t, it tan recognize it. We define a new
dass of polygons and provide a strategy for searching this dass of polygons. The distance
traveled by the robot under this strategy is at most a small eonstant times the length of
a shortest path from s to t. The dass is strictly more general than previously eonsidered
classes.

It is called horizontal-vertical streets or HV-streets, and, for a polygon in this dass, _
every point on the boundary is visible from either a vertical or a horizontal line segment •
connecting the two polygonal chains from s to t. We provide a strategy under which the
robot walks at most 14.5 times the distance of the shortest path from s to t to reach the
point t. We also prove that this is an optimal strategy for searching such polygons.

(Joint work with Amitava Datta and Christoph A. Hipke.)
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Edge-Disjoint H0l110topic Pnths in Plnnar Grnphs

Tht' pruhll'lII \\,p nJIIsidf~r is flu" lIatural gpnpralizal.ioll ur I.hl' Okalllllra·SC'.\"IlIotlr t"a:-;t' wlll'rc'

all plldpoinl.:' tor 11lt' paths li(l on tlw sa.m<' face and of t.he ("asp wtwn' 11)(' g:raph is a sllhg;r:l pli
of tht' recla.lI~ular g:rid. In both cases t.h(l cut conditioll can successfull.\" Iw applipd tu soln"

such rOlltin~ problems. We present same ideas for t.he proof or tht" slltllrit'IU"Y or t.hn ("11 t.

cOlldition also for the general case. we indirate wherc it fails a.no ~i\"(i hin"s l'ör a.dditiona.l
conuitions to solve the general problem efficiently.

HlJRERT OE FRAYSSEIX

Some Augmentation Problems

Augmentation probleIns are concerned with the addition of dUßlmy edges to agraph in order
to get same connectivity or ma.ximality properties. Our attention' [oeus on t.he particular
problems of augmenting planar graphs such that each vertex receives a minimu,I{Lof dummy
edges. We prove that the exact bOUllds of vertex degree increases while a.ugnH~ti~tiilg planar
graphs (and preserving·planarity) are:

• 2 to biconnect a graph.

• 6 to biconnect a graph if the planar map of the augmented graph has to be consistent
with a. precise pla.nar map of the original graph. (This bound is equa.l to 2 for graphs
without triangles, a.nd to 4 for contact graphs of Jordan ares.)

• 6 to triangulate 3-connected graphs.

4 to triangulate 3-eonnected maximal bipartite graphs,

• 3 to triangulate 3-conneeted outerplanar graphs.

Each of these problems ean be solved by linear time algorithms. \Ve conjecture that 4 is a
tight bound for tria.ngulating planar graphs without separating triangles.

(Joint work with Patrice.Ossona de Mendez.)

NIARTIN DIETZFELBINGER

Gossiping and Computation of Boolean Functions in Networks

The gossip problem for an undirected graph G is the following: Assume each node initially
has a piece of information (atomic, but replica.ble). In one round anode can send all the
information it has gathered so Car to one of its neighbors or can reeeive such information
from one of its neighbors. How many rounds are necessary and sufficient so that all nodes
get all the information? This problem has been stlldied intensivp.ly ovp.r some decades
and has been completely or partially solved for many graph d~ses. The aim of this talk
is t.o show that results from gossipillg theory give infornlation ahout c:omputing Boolf~all

fUllctions in networks of processors under certain comlllunicatioll rnodf~s. in particular in

11



syuchrollizat.ioll. which ("orrl'slHHlds I,n nllHpllt.ill~ t.lw on. funrt.ion. IIc,rt,. padl prnc'('ssur

illiliall,v ha:-; "lU' illPIII, I.il.; Iillally. ;..11 pro('('ssors an' 1.0 know t1w fllllrl.iOIl valtlt,. This

la..."ik SPf1ltlS :-öiltlpll'r I hall ~CJs:-iipillJ.!;. lI1on'o\'('r. t.he a.lgorithm:-i ;ullllil.lf'd an' mon' tI('xiblf~.

\V.. show !.ha.t. !()r n'rtaiu 1.,\'p1'S 01" COlllll1l1lliratioll prnt.orols (··f.plC',!!;raph l1lodp": in on..

stpp Cl. pron'ssor ("a.n ,'illlf'r re'n~i\'P a fll(ISSa~l' 01' spud a tlwssa.g~ ur du nothill~, willt prior

knowlf'dAe wlH'l.hf'r a IIll'ssac;e will arriw'). lu'sr. al~oril.hl1ls for cOmplltill~ t.1H' On. alul lwst

gossipinl!; srhplIH's are the sanw. This ran he eXlend('d tn variants ur l.he fomnlunication

mode (··telephone mod(l": in Olle step pairs or processors ~x<:hange informa.tion) a.ntl other
tasks (broa.Jrast frolll-one sourre, romputillg the vaille of a Boolean function with output
appearin~ at one Hode only).

I~ U RT ~\'IEII LIIORN

How to COlnpute the Voronoi Diagram of Line Segments

The incirde predicate is thc basic geometrie predkate in Voronoi diagram computations. In
the case of diagrarns or line segments this predicate involves the comparison of non-rational
algebraic numhers. A direct application of general results on root separation impiies that
the first 9000 k digits of thc algebraic numbers suffice to 'make the comparison; it is assumed
here that the coefficients in the line equations are k bit integers. A more detailed study of
the specific algebraic nUlnbers involved improves this bound to 48 k. \tVe also report about
experimental data based on this theoretical insight.

(Joint work with Christoph Burnikel and Stefan Schirra.)

Berichterstatter: Christos D. Zaroliagis
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 35/1994

Nonlinear Evolution Equations

14.8. - 20.8.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn S. Klainerman. (Ptince
ton), und .Herrn- M. Struwe (Zürich) statt. Die Teilnehmer kamen
aus der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, den USA, Russland, China;
Frankreich und anderen L~dem. Sie vertraten einen breiten The
menkreis aus dem Gebiet der nichtlinearen Evolutionsgleichungen.

Die Ergebnisse wurden in interessanter und verständlicher Weise
vorgetragen. Sicherlich gaben auch die fruchtbaren Diskussionen vie
lerlei Anregungen.
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Vortragsauszüge:

Generalized Strichartz Inequalities far the Wave
Equation'

by J. Ginibre (Orsay)

Generalized Strichartz inequalities for t~e wave equation Du = f are
estimates of the solution U of the Cauchy problem for that equation,
in the form of space time integral Dorms, in terms of similar norms of
the inhomogenity f, and of suitable Darms of the initial data. These
inequalities are essential tools in the study of the Cauchy problem for
nonlinear wave equations, and in particular play an important role
in recent studies of that problem for critical non linearities and/or
low regularity initial data. We review the available inequalities of
this type, most of which were obtained in the mid eighties after the
original result of Strichartz in 77, including some recently obtained
limiting. cases. The proof uses (i) Palay-Littelwood dyadic decomp
sitions; (ü) stationary phase estimates, (ili) the Hardy-Littelwood

.and Young inequality in the time variable, and (iv) abstract duality
and interpolation arguments. All these ingredients except (ii) are of
a general nature and not specific to the w~ve equation.

On the .Crit~cal "Wave Equation outside Convex
Obstacles

by Christoh-per D. Sogge (UCLA)

Let [} = lR3
\ 0, where 0 is a compact smooth obstacle. Then if

Uo, Ul E Coo (il) satisfy necessary compatibility conditions, there is
a smooth solution of the critical Dirichlet-wave equation Du = -u5 ,

u(O,x) = Uo, 8tu(O,x) = Ul(X), u(t,x) = 0, x E ail. This generalizes
work in the Euclidean case by Struwe and Grillakis. Our work relies
on techniques developed by Grillakis and Shatah and Struwe. The
main new ingredient is that estimates of Strichartz and Pecher for
the linear wave equation extend to the obstacle case. This is joint
work with Hart Smith.

2 .
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Global Existence of Nonlinear Waves

by Paul Godin (Bruxelles)

We consider the equation

where N is odd and ~ 3. In (1), 0 := 85 - Ll<j<N 8}, z' =
(8oz, ... ,8NZ); fi j = fii, fi j and f are Coo in a neighbourhood
of (0,0), and fi j (0,0) = 8 Q 1(0,0) = 0 if lai :5 1. If N = 3, we
always assume that Klainerman's null condition holds. If zo, ZI are
small Co(rn.n

) functions, it is a consequence of the work of Klainer
man and Christodoulou that (1) has a global solution when Zo > 0,
(Xl, ...XN) E lRN

, such that aioz = z; if Zo = O. In this talk we use
conformal inversion to obtain global oscillatory solutions of (t). I.iJ.
the radial case and if N = 3, we also prove that exterior Cai.lchy
Dirichlet proble~s with small initial data have a global solution.

•
(1) Oz= L f ij (z,z')8fj z +f(=,z'),

O'$, i.j $.IV

-.

Minimal Compact Global Attractor for a Damped
Semilinear W"ave Equation

by Lev Kapitanski (Manhattan, 8t. Petersburg)

We deal with semilinear ·dampedwave equations of the form

Utt(t, x) +Ut(t, x) - L1u(t, x) +u(t,z) + f(u(t, x)) = h(x), x"E M,

where M is a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension n ~ 3, h is
a given function in L2 (M) and f(u) is the scalar nonlinearity which
behaves like lulO'u far large lul. For the case u < n~2' I prove that
the semi-dynamical system generated by the above equation in the
energy space H 1(M) x L2 (M) has compact global attractor.

Local Solutions of Semilinear Wave Equations

by Hartmut Pecher (Wuppertal)

Consider the Cauchy problem

Utt - Llu = f(u), u(O) = tp, Ut(O) = 1/1, .

3
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where cp E H·'j+L.~(rn.l1), 1/J E Hs,2(IRn) and f(u) = clul<7u.
Ir °< s < ~ - 1 and 0' ~ n-i-2s' loeal solutions in the class

CO([O, Tl, H'''+ 1,~(rn."Il)) n CL ([O,T], Hs,2(1Rn)) areshown to exist, if
n ~ 8. In arbitrary dimension similar results can be proven nnder
some additional assumptions on s and/or 0'. Uniqueness holds in a
closely related class. Related results were also given by Kapitanski
and Lindblad-Sogge.

Local Existence Theorem for First-Order Hyperbolic
Systems with Compatible ~on-linearities

by Pedro Schirmer (Bonn)

We prove a loeal existence theorem for symmetrie hyperbolic systems
involving non-linearities of compatible type under weak regularity
assumptions on the initial data. The praof consists in obtaining
estimates of Klainerman-Machedon type and is accomplished by es
timating some Fourier-integral operators arising from the parametrix
representation of the solutions. This is joint work with V. Geogiev.

Nonlinear Perturbations of the Kirchhoff Equation

by P. D'Ancona (Pisa)

•

The results cited in this talk are contained in a s~rjes of joint papers
.with S. Spagnolo (Pisa). The main result is the following:

We consider the Cauchy problem

Utt - m (JIVU I2dZ}L1U = F(u, Ut, Vu), Z E IRn,t;::: °
u(O,z) = cuo, Ut(O, x) = cUl(X), e

where Uo, Ul E Co, F is a COO-functipn with F(A) = O{I,\lv+l) near
A = 0, and m ~ Vo > 0 is a Cl-function.

We prove that the above Cauchy problem has a global solution
(in time), provided v is greater than a suitable vo(n) depending on
time and provided c is small enough. More precisely, we have n ~ 2
and

vo(2) = 10, 1/0(3) = 6, vo(n) = 5 Jar n ~ 4.

4
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tvloreover, when F does not depend on u, we can improve vn(2) to
vo(2) = 9.

AString of Variable Length

by Herbert Koch (Bonn)

We study the time T-map which maps initial data (uo, Ut) to the
solution and its derivative (u(T), Ut (T)) of the homogeneous wave
equation in a domain with time T-periodic boundary. The spectrum
and the type of the spectrum can be completely analysed. The spec
trum is the unit circle if a certain rotation number is irrational. It is a
full cinnulus if this rotation number is rational and a weak additional
assumption is satisfied. This is joint work with J. Cooper.

·..:~~t·-

Almost Global Existence for nonrelativistic 'Wave
Equations in 3D

by Thomas C. Sideris. (Santa Barbara)

The Lorentz invariance of the d'Alembertian is iIriportant for both
existence and regularity of nonlinear waves. Nonrelativi~tie theories,
sueh as the equations of motion for isotropie, homogeneous elasti~

materials, have a smaller symmetry group. A new proof ofalmost
global existence of small solutions to quadratically nonlinear scalar
wave equations in 3D can be given which uses only the classical
invariance of the d'AIembertian under translations, rotations and
dilations. This argument generalizes to the case of classical elasticity,
giving an easy proof of a result of Fritz John. Tbis is joint work with

• . S. Klainerman (Princeton).

Counterexamples to local Existence for Quasi-linear
W"ave Equations

by Hans Lindblad (Princeton)

We show that the problem

5
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where D := (8.r.1 - Bt ), 0 :s I :s k ~ 2, I = 0,1, is ill pased. In fact
we show that there are data (I, g) E iIk X i!k-l <?f compact support
such that we da not have any solution u for .any"T > O.

The Ricci Flow

by Richard Hamilton (La Jo~a)

The Ricci fiow is an evolution equation for aRiemannian .metric 9 on
a compact manifold, where the right-hand side is determined !rom
the "Ricci curvature:

a
8t 9(X, Y) = ~2Rc(X, Y).

Here, we choose the Ricci curvature because it is a two~tensor like
the Riemannian metric. We choose the negative sign because in this
way, we obtain a (weakly) parabolic system", which should be thought
of as a heat equation for the metric. We"have short-time existence of
a smooth solution, but in the long run singularities may develop, like
for example a neck pinch or adegenerate neck pinch. The curvature
tensor satisfies a reaction-diffusion equation: "-

8 ?
-Rm= LlRm+Rm-
8t '

•

where Rm2 denotes an expression which is quadratic in the curvature •
tensor. The main tool for the study of these geo"metric equations is
the maximum principle. There is also a Harnack inequality. The
Rlcci ftow can be used to prove theorems in differential geometry
like for example the following

Theorem: Let M be an oriented 4-manifold, such that 11"1 (M) has
no finite elements. Then M is diffeomorphic to 8 4 "or 8 3 x SI or
8 3 x 8 1#83 X SI#83

X 5 1#....
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Regularityand Uniqueness Car the Weak Flow of
Harmonie Maps

by Yunmei ehen (Gainesville)

We prove that the weak How from an rn-dimensional Riemannian
manifold into a sphere satisfying the monotonicity inequality and
the energy inequality is smooth off a set which is closed and has m-;
dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. This is joint work with Fang
Hua Lin and Jiayu Li.

We also show that the weak flow constructed by Chen-Struwe
coincides with the smooth flow before the first time of blow up for
the smooth flow, if the Iatter exists. This is joint work with Fang
Hua Lin.

Conformal p-harmonic Flow

by Norbert Hungerbühler (Zürich)

Given two smooth compact Riemannian manifolds M (with metri~

'Y) and N (with metric g) without boundaries, the p-energy of a map
f : M ~ N is defined by

Ep(J) := ! { IVflPdM
pJM

where IVfl P = (~Qßgij f~f~)f in Ioeal coordinat~s. The heat fiow of
the p-energy is given by

if N is isometrieally embedded in some m.k and where the p-Laplace
operator Llp is

We show that in the conformal situation, i.e. when p = dim(M), (F)
has a global partially regular solution. Qnly finitely many singular

7



times TL, . . . ,Tl may occur and 1 is apriori bounded by I :5 ~ (Eu
is the initial energy and € > °is a constant only depending on M
and N. So, if the initial p-energy is small enaugh, the solution is
regular globally). Outside the singular set V f is Hölder-continuous
(in space-time). In the class LOO(O, T; WL.P(M, N)) the solutio~ is
umque. The praof invalves apriori estimates for IIV111 Loo combined
with results of DiBenedetto, analysis of a regularized ftow and its
linearized version together with Hamiltoil's technique of a totally
geodesie embedding of N.

LP - Lq-estimates for Anis9tropic Elastic Media

by Markus Stoth . (Bann)

Let u = (u1 , u2
, u3

) = u(x, t), t > 0, x. E m.n be a solution of the
linear equations of elasticity with constant coeffieients

U~t - CimjkOm 8ku j = 0, u(O) = G, Ut(O) = H ,

with material coefficients Cimjk E IR, 1 :5 i, m, j, k :5 3.
For G =0 and H E Co(lR.3 ), we prove the following LP - Lq

estimate with rate p > 0:

•

3c > 0 Vt > 0 IIUt{t)lIq:$ c(l + t)-p(l/p-l/q)IIHIiNpop,

1 1
2 :5 q < 00, - + - = 1, Np E lN.

p q

The optimal rate for isotropie media is p = 1, which is well known.
For the hexagonal symmetrie materials Zink and Beryllium the op-
timal rates are p = ~ and p = ~ respectively. .

We use the method of stationary phase to derive the result. The •
ratep depends on the curvature of the characteristic manifold.

Stability and Instability in Kinetic Theory

by Walter Strauss (Providenee)

Nonlinear stability is what physicists usually want to know about
P.D.E. 'Se It is usually studied via the linearized equation. For the

8



Bolzmann equation, the maxwellian is asymptotically stahle, uue to
the increase of entropy. For the Vlasov-Poisson system, the equi
librium p.( lvI) is stahle if JL is decreasing and unstable under the
Penrose condition. For certain BGK modes J.L(~v:! - <;b(x)) there is
asimilar result. For the 2-wmensional Euler equations of fluids, the
How (sin(;IY») for ~"2 ~ mi + m~ is unstable.

Apriori Estimates and Existence rar Nonlinear
Schroedinger and KdV Equations on a Circle

• by Manoussos Grillakis (Ann Arbar)

Consider the following problem

(1)
(t, x) E lR x T
xE T,

(2)

where T is the unit circle. Since the L 2-norm of the solution remains
constant, one would like to show that there exist global weak uniqu~

solutions for (1) with ep E L.2.• The present work builds on recen~

work by J. Bourgain and utilizes two estimates. Consider a functioIi
f(t,x) with (t,x) E T 2 and denote by j(T,~) its Fourier transfor~
with (T,~) E 7l? the integer lattice.

. 1/2

(L li(~2'~)12) ~ Cllflli4 / 3 (T2)

eeLZ

with 0 ~ Cl < 1. This is joint work with Y. F. Fang.

The Compressible Euler Equations with Geometrical
Structure

by Gui-Qiang ehen (Chicago)

We are concemed with globalsolutions and corresponding approx
imation methods for the Euler equations of compressible gas dy-

9



namics with geometrie strueture. An existenee theory for global- en
tropy solutions with large L'X) initial data is introdueed by developing
compensated compactness frameworks. Corresponding approxima
tion methods are proposed to compute such global entropy solu
tions. Then this theory is applied to many physieal ftows, including
transonic nozzle flow, spherically symmetrie fiow and cylindtieally
symmetrie ßow. .

Sability of Corotational Solitary W"ave Maps under
Equivariant Perturbations

by A. Shadi Tahvildar-Zadeh (Princeton)

A map Ü : S2 xffi. ~ 8 2 is equivariant, if Ü(a, ß, t) = eA.Lßü(a, t)
for

A = (~ ~1 ~)
1 E 7l and i1 E S2. It is corotational if

ü = (O, sin ep(a, t), cos <p{a, t)).

We study a class of special solutions to the wave map equation for
U:

•

2' (" 2 2)8t U-L.1S2U+ IUtl -IVS2U I. U=O,

satisfying U(a,ß,t) = e<wt+Lß)A(O,sinep(a),cos<p(a)). The function
<p then satisfies an ODE whieh ean be regarded as the Euler-Lagrange
equation for a functional H"w(ep) which is elosely related to the con-
served wave map energy E(U) = !Js218tU12 + IVUI2 . _

We prove, using direct variational methods, that the minima of •
H"WJ are attained at sinoothfunetions <p?,w. We then show the sta-
bility of these eo-rotational solitary waves under small-energy equiv-
ariant perturbations of their initial data. This is done by first using
the conservation of energy to prove stability as long as the solution
is regular. We then observe that the energy of the solution cannot
concentrate in a small eone and thus, using the result that small
energy impliesregularity for equivariant wave maps, we abtain the -

10
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desired global result. This is joint work with Jalal Shatah (Courant
Institute) .

Cosmic Censorship and the Einstein Equations

by James Isenberg (Eugene)

Einstein's equation GIlV = 0 for the gravitational field in aspacetime
is hyperbolic, and hence has a well-posed Cauchy problem..Roughly
three things may occur in the far future of a set of initial data:

1) The evolution may proceed for infinite proper time.

2) Cutvature blow-up may occur in finite time.

3) A Cauchy honzon may develop (with consequent loss of deter-
minism). .

The cosmic censorship conjecture of Penrose suggests that for generic
initial data the third possibility-extension aCross a Cauchyhori
zon-does not occur. This conjecture is very much an open questIon,
hut we have proven same results in recent years (with Chrusciel and
Moncrief) which support the conjecture. We discus,s same of these
results, such as the proof of cosmic censorship in polarized Go:wdy
spacetimes. The foeus is on the method of proof, which we believe
should work fOI larger classes of spacetime solutions.

! ~

The Goursat Problem and the Scattering Operator of '-,"
Nonlinear W'ave Equations

by Zhengfang Zhou (Michigan State University)

The Goursat problem, in which a datum is given on the light cone,
has a unique global solution in the positive energy, Sobolev-controll
able case. Such equations inelude those of the form DcP + H' (4)) = 0
where H denotes an interaction Hamiltonian that is a fourth-order
polynomial, bounded from below in m. x 8 3 . The loeal existence is
established from one light cone to any sufficiently elose light cone by
studying the evolution equation involving Goursat data. The method
is shown to establish the existenee and eontinuity of the wave and

11



scattering operators for nonlinear wave equations on' IR l X IRn in
finite Einstein energy space.

Stability for Nonlinear Weakly Hyperbolic Systems

by Sergio Spagnolo (Pisa)

We report a jointly paper with P. D'Ancona concerning the N x N
system

{

Ut

u(O,x}
= f(t, U, U Xt ' •• • , U Xn )'

= E<,o(X) ,
t ~ 0, :c E lRu •

where f : n+ x U -t CV N (U = neighborhood of (0, ... ,0) in <c'V) is
continuous in t and analytic in the other variables and

f(t,o, ... ,O) =.0,

while cp :lRn ~ (JjN. is uniformly analytic on IRn
• Thus we have, by

Cauchy-Kovalewski, that there exists a loeal solution u : [O,T~Jxm.n
--+ (DN on some strip, and we ask when it oceurs that

lim TE = +00,
E-O

as in the r:ase ofthe O.D.E.'s (u' = f(t,u)).
The"orem: Assume that the above system is weakly hyperbolic at
u = 0, Le. the matrix

has only real eigenvalues, and that C(J E L1(ffi.n). Then TE ~ +00.
When f == f(u, Vu) does not depend on t, one proves the estimate

•
(c > 0)

whieh is sharp.

12
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The Critical Power Yang-Mills-Higgs Equations in
JR3+1

by Markus Keel (Princeton)

r prove two global existence results for the Yang-Mills-Higgs equa
tions with critical power Higgs self-interaction: In rn.3+ 1, a unique
global solution exists for both smooth and finite energy data.

Global Spherically Symmetrie Solutions to the
Equations of a Viscous Polytropic Ideal Gas in an
Exterior Domain

by Song Jiang (Bann)

We consider the equations of a viscous polytropic ideal gas in t4e
domain exterior to a ball in IRn (n 2:: 2) and prove the global exis
tence of spherlcally syinmetric solutions for (large) initial data with
spherical symmetry. To pro~e the existence. we first study an ap
proximat_e problem in a bounded annular domain and then obtain
a priory estimates independent of the boundedness of the doma.!n.
Letting the bounded annular domain tend to infinity, we get a global
spherically symmetrie. solution as the limit.

Generalized Fourier Transforms and Global 8mall
Solutions to Kirchhoff Equations

by Reinhard Racke (Konstanz)

It is proved that the inverse of the generalized Fourier transform asso
ciated to - L1 +V, V an appropriate compactly supported potential,
maps Cgo(JRn

\ {O}) into the space of rapidly decreasing functions.
This is used for the study of wave equations with non-Ioeal nonlin~

earities of the type

for n1 = IR", or {}1 = {} being an exterior domain in lRJ with V = 0,
assuming Dirichlet boundary eonditions for u. For a class of smooth .

13



data we obtain global existence of small solutions, as weIl as partial
eharacterization of the asymptotie behaviour as t -+ 00.

Energy Conservation in Blow-ups of Harmonie Map.
Heat Flow and Yang-Mills Flow

by Rugang Ye (Santa Barbara)

Blow-ups oceur in many geometrie evolution equations. An impor-
tant problem here is whether energy is preserved along the evolution
equation provided that the energy of the blow-up limits is counted. •
This is crucial for the purpose of establishing Morse theory via the
evolution flow. We show that for Yang-Mills flow- in dimension 4,
energy is preserved. We conjecture that the same holds for the har-
monie map heat flow. This conjecture indeed holds for the case that
the target is a round sphere.

Maximal Regularity fC?r a Free Boundary Problem

by Joachim Escher (Basel)

The equations of the flow oran incompressible fluid through aporaus
medium can be redueed to a nonlinear evolution equation for the
interface of the form: -

(1) 8 t / + ~(/) = 0, 1(0) = 10 ·

The operator ~, the so-called Dirichlet-Neumann operator, is a non-
linear, non-Ioeal pseudo-differential operator of first order. We show,
using the Mihlin-Hörmander multiplier theorem, representation for-
mulas for Poisson- and singular Green operators, and the theory of
maximal regularity, that problem (1) generates a smooth local semi- •
flow on an appropriate phase space. From that result we then get
classical s~lutions of the original problem.

Blow:'up for same Degenerate Parabolic Equations

by Michael Wiegner (Bayreuth)

We study the problem Ut = uP(Llu+u), p > 1, on a bounded domain

14
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(KG)

[} C rn.n
• Assuming for the initial value

o< Co ~ u (x, 0) dist (x, 8.a) - l S; CI,

we show that in contrast to the standard problem Ut = ßu + uJl+ I ,

where the solution exists globally for Cl small and blows up for Co

large, here the size of the domain plays the crucial role: Blow-up
occurs precisely, if Al, the first eigenvalue of - L.1, is smaller than 1.
The life span To of the solution may be estimated by cc~P ~ To ::;
cc~p. In one space-dimension, we give further same refined estimatese for the behaviour of the solution near the blow-up time.

Space-time Means and Asymptotic Properties of
Nonlinear Klein-Gardon Equations

by Philip Brenner (Göteborg)

Properties of the solution U of the nonlinear Klein-Gordon eq~ation

{

8;u- E8;ju+m2u+/(u) = 0, xE lRn, t.~ 0

(NLKG) ulo = ~

8t u ° = 1/1

is compared to those of the solution Uo of the (linear) Klein-Gordop.
equation

{

8;Uo - Eä;juo + m2uo = 0,

Uol = 4>
OtUo ~ = t/J

with the same initial data (assumed to be in at least Hl x L2 ). Here
f(u) is a C 2-function which is bounded by lul eo at 0 and by lul"l
at 00. It also generates a positive definite energy, that is F(u) =
lou f(v)dv ~ 0, j(R) C ffi.. In addition, to avoid the appearance of
bound states (ar corner of energy), we assume (following Morawetz)
that u/(u) - 2/(11,) ~ a/(u) (some er > 0).

We give conditions under which boundedness of space-time inte
grals 1/J implies the boundedness of the same integrals of the solu
tions of (NLKG), that is 'l/J for the solution of the (KG) when (in
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the above notation) Uo E Lr(L~:) implies that u E Lr(L;~:). Same
improvements of previous results are given, proofs are discussed and
applications to the existence of scattering operators in H.s+ 1 X H''!,
S 2: 0, and to decay-results for the (N LKG) are given.

Wellposedness in the Energy Space rar the Van
Karman Model rar Plates

by Daniel Tataru (Evanston)

The Van Karman model for plates is ci, semilinear plate equation of
the form . e

Utt + L12u = G(u),

u(O) = Uo, Ut(O) = Ul

in a bounded domain {} C lR2
. This equation admits a natural

coercive energy functional, defined for (u, Ut) E H2 (Q) X L2(il),
which is preserved along the the trajectories.

Then the structure of the nonlinearity allows the use of same
compensated compactness arguments to slightly improve the regu
larity of the nonlinear term, and finally lead to global well-posedness
for the problem in the energy space H 2(il) x L 2(il).

Berichterstatter: Norbert Hungerbühler
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 36/1994

Gruppen und Geometrien

21.08. bis 27.08.1994

Die Tagung "Gruppen und Geometrien" "fand unter der Leitung der Herren M. Aschba
cher, Calteeh, W.M. Kantor, Eugene uD"d F. Timmesfeld, Gießen statt. Im Mittelpunkt
des Interesses standen die Anwendung dei' Klassifikation der endlichen einfachen Gruppen,
gebäudeverwandte geometrische Strukturen und die Ausdehnung von Methoden der end
lichen Gruppentheorie und Geometrie auf beliebige Gruppen und verwandte geometrische
Strukturen.
Zum ersten Themenkreis zählte der Vortrag von M. Ascbbadler, der ausgehend von einer
"Preisfrage" von Hirzebruch, eine 8-dimensionale differenzierbare Mannigfaltigkeit kon
struierte, auf der das Bimonster operiert. Diese Verbindung von endlicher -Gruppentheotie
und Topologie scheint für die Zukunft sehr fruchtbar zu werden. Zu letzterem Themen
kreis zählten die Vorträge von A. Steinbach, F. Timmesfeld und R. Weiss. Hier scheint es
in Zukunft möglich, mit Methoden der endlichen Gruppentheorie Fragen zu beantworten,
die man bisher nur für algebraische Gruppen (über algebraisch abgeschlossenem Körper)
lösen konnte.

Vortragsauszüge

M. ASCHBACHER:
Representing groups on manifolds

Prize Question: (Hirzebruch) Does there exist a. 24~dimensional, eompa.ct, orientable, dif
ferential manifold X (admitting the action of the Monster) with Pl(X) = ~2(X) = 0,
A(X) =1, and Ä(X, Tc) =O? .

Motivated in part by this question, I consider rigid actions of groups G on homology "
n~manirolds preserving a. regular cell structure with" G transitive on n~cells. These condi
tions translate ioto a. group theoretic setting. The stabilizers of all ceIls are forced to be



sphcricaJ Coxcter groups; this is highly restrictive. The Conway·Norton-Soic.her involuti
ons can be used to construct such representations for the BiMonster. I described ODe such
representation of dimension 8.

E. BANNAI:
On Broue-Enguehard theory (Weight enumerators and invariants of finite groups)

This is a joint work with Michio Ozeki at Yamagata University in Japan.
We obtain some extensions of Gleason's theorem and Broue-Enguehard theorem.

(IGI = 192 and Gis a finite u.g.g.r, Le. N~ 9 in Shephard·Todd's list.) Then the invariant
ring RG has the Molien series

· 1 +8t8 + 21t16 + 58t24 + 47t32 + 35t40 + 21t48 +t56

~G(t) = (1 _ tB)2(1 _ t~4)2 •.

(This expression also gives a homogeneous system of parameters of RG.)
Here, RG is identified with the spate of certain multivariable weight enumerators of binary
self·dual doubly even codes.

Theorem 2. Let J(Xl, Yt t X2, Y2) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in R.G (in Theo
rem 1). Then J(83(2T, 0), 62(2T, 0), 6 3(2T, 2z), 8 2(2r, 2z» is a Jacobi form (on SL(2, Z»
of weight k = j and index = the total degree of J in X2 and Y2.

We obtain many new and old Jacobi forms by applying Theorem 2. Further extensions of
above theorems were also mentioned in the talk.

B. BAUMEISTER:
On Hag-transitive C2 .c-geometries

Let H be a. primitive pennutation group with point stabilizer Ho- If H admits a factori
sation H = HoHG for same Q E Aut(R), then H ia almost simple and Soc(H) ~ {l1(Q),
M 12 , SP..(q)', q even, or H is affine aIid !l ~ ~L3(2) or H ia of product action type, in
tbc sense of Liebeck, Pra.eger and Saxl, ON TUE Q'NAN-SCOTT THEOREM.
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\Ve apply this proposition to the c1assification of Rag-transitive C1.c-gcomctrics (gcolllc
trics with diagram~ , which cansist of points, lines and quads, quads heing

n x n-grids). We obtain

Theorem. Let G act ftag-transitively on a C2.c-geometry. Suppose Cor P a point, Kp = L,
and Cor Q a quad. primitive and Caithful action of GQ/KQ on ODe parallel dass of lines of
Q. Ir GQ/KQ is not of product action type, then G ~ J3 or 3J3 .

A.E. BROUWER:
(A) Sp(2d, F)-modules

Let F be a field, V an n-dimensional vector space over F, f a non-degenerate symplectic
(orm on V (so that n == 2d), G = Sp(V, f). Let Fm be the span in Am V of aB t.i. rn-spaces.

Proposition 1. The FG-module Fm is the Weyl module W(~m) of G for the fundamental
weight Äm. We have dim Fm = (,::) - (m:2).

(This is due to Bourbaki in ehar 0, to Premet and Suprunenko in odd characteristic.)

Proposition 2. Fm only has composition factors Mi (0 ~ j ~ m), where Mi := Fi / Ni is
the irreducible G-module with highest weight Äj . If Mj oecurs, then with multiplicity l.
It occurs if and only if m - i is even and d - j +1 contains !(m - i) to base p. {b contains
a to base p when b > 2a and if 4 =L 4ipi, b =l: bipi then as = 0 or ai = bi for all i.}

(Again, this is due to Premet and Suprunenko in odd characteristic.) This proposition
allows one to compute dim Mj by induction on j.

(B) Spectrum of adjacency matrices

In an association scheme (X, R) with adjaeency matrices Ai and intersection matrices Li
(defined by (Li);e = Pi/c) the map Ai t-+ Li is an isomorphism from the Bose-Mesner
algebra. to the algebra. spanned by the Li. Thus, the eigenvalues of Ai are the same as
those of Li. It is well-known how to compute the mulitiplicities when alt eigenvalues of Li
are distinct. In general one has:

Lemma. Put L = Li, A = Ai. If e is an eigenvalue of L, then there is a unique real
eigenvector U of L such that Lu =au, uo = 1 and uT~kU minimal. Now the multiplicity
of e aB an eigenvalue of A equa.ls v/uTakU.

F. BUEKENHOUT:
Adas of graup-geometry pai rs

This is areport on joint work with Michel Dehon, Dimitri Leemans, Philippe Cara and
CAYLEY. About 30 groups, including M u , the G with PSL(2,q) :5 G ~ prL(2,q).
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q :s 19 and some primitive groups of affine type are presented to an exhaustive search
of all ftag-transitive, residually connected geometries with restrictions on the maximal
parabolics and their intersections. Hundreds of geometries are displayed with a diagram,
boolean lattice of parabolics containing a. given Borel subgroup, "ma.ps" of their incidence
graph, collinearity graph, correla.tion groups, etc.

B. COOPERSTEIN:
Frames of Lie Incidence Geometries

Let V be a vector spa.ce of dimension n + lover GF(q) and denote by A".. the incidence
geometry r = (P, L) whose points are the k-dimensional subspaces of V, lines the partial
fla.gs consisting of an incident pair of k - 1, k + 1 dimensional subspaces. A frame for r
is a subset F of P such that the ~nduced subgraph of the collinearity graph is isomorphie
to the Johnson graph J(n+l.&). We will investigate the conjugacy of frames under Aut(r)
and the geometric span of such (rarnes. We will further discuss extensions of this concept
and analogous results to other geometries, e.g. Dn,n, Bn,n, Eß.!, E7•I •

H. CUYPERS:
Extended near hexagons and line systems

In their paper "Near n-gons and line systems", Geom.Ded. 9 (1980), 1-72, Shult and
Ya.nushka. study systems of lines in IR.n passing through the origin and having the property
tha.t two liDes are either perpendicular or make an angle Q with cos Q = ~. An example of
such a line system is the set of 4 lines passing through the vertices of a regular tetrahedron
centered at the origin. We will call any such line system tetrahedrally c10sed if and only
if we have the following: if 3 of the 4lines through the vertices of a tetrahedron are in the
system then so is the 4th.

Under same weak assumptions Shult and Yanushka showed that the lines and tetrahedra
of a line system form an extended near hexagon. Here we classify such extended hexagons
under same regularity conditions, and show that associated to each of them there is indeed A
a unique liDe system. All the line systems fouod in this way turn out to be subsystems of •
a system o( 2300 liDes in m.23 with automorphism group 2 x C02 or of 2048 liDes in lR24

with group 212 : M24 •
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D. FON-DER-FLAASS:
A combinatorial construction for twin trees

A twin tree of valency Je is a tripie T = (T+, T- ,eod) where T± are trees of valency k and
cod: T+ x T- u T- X T+ -+ IN satisfies

(Tl) cod(%, y) =eod(y, x)
(T2) leod(r, y) - cod(x, y)1 =1 for x - z'
(T3) { cod(xi, y) I x' - x} = {n + 1, n - 1 ...n - I} ir cod(x, y) = n > 0,

A pairing is an isomorphism 11 : T+ ..... T- such that cod(x, I1(x» = O. We present an
inductive construction of a twin tree with a pairing. Trus gives all twin trees (uneountably
many for ea.ch valency k ~ 3).
When valency k = 3 and AutT is transitive on pairs of opposite directed edges, we obtain
that .:~~._

AutT = (a, ß, 7) with involutions a, ß, 7 such that
(a,p) ~ 53, (aß, 7) ~ L2(Z) ~ Z2 • Z3.

D. FROHARDT:
Fixed Point Ratios in Buildings

Let ß be a (thick) building, and let 9 be a type-preserving non-trivial automorphism of
ß. Assume further that 9 fixes a chamQer in ~, and that ß is irreducible and spherieal.
Let ßo be the fixed subcomplex of g. Then 60 is either contractible and eonvex, or a
non-degenerate (and possibly thin) subbuilding. In the former case ßo is contained in the
union of half apartments centered at same simplex of 6. (a vertex except in case A,,). I~

the latter case 6.0 corresponds to the subbuilding of one of the subgroups of the Weyl group
generated by reftections, whieh is maximal within the Weyl group. This enables one to
compute the largest possible fixed point ratio that a. non·trivial element of anexceptional
group of Lie type ca.n have when it acts on the eosets of a. maximal parabolie subgroup.

c. HUYBRECHTS:
An observation on locally projective spaces

By a theorem of Doyen and Hubaut, the n-dimensional Iocally projective spa.ces of orders
(a,b) are known except when n =3 and either b =(4+ 1)2, a > 1 or b = (a+ 1)3 +(a +1),
a ~ l.
The existence of such spaces has become a famous unsolved problem. Same restrictions
on the values of the parameter a in the second family can be made by using non-eJÜstenee
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results of affine planes or some given order. lobserve th"at a = 2 cannot occur in the first
fa.mily of the Doyen·Hubaut theorem in view or the rela.tionship between maximal ares
and locally projective spaces and the rollowing result:
"There is RO maximal {21,3}·a.re in the projective planes of order 9" (Cossu, PEmttila,
Royle).

A.A. IVANOV:
On extended dual polar spaces

I consider Hag.transitive geometries belongjng to the diagrams

c
0--0:::==0--0 ... 0--0 ,
1 s t t t t

where the residue of an element of the leftmost type is a classical dual polar space and I
caU them extendeddual polar spaces (EDPS's). There are 13 rank 3 EDPS's. I discuss
the classification problem of E DPS's of rank 4 and more.
The results recently proved include simple connectedness proofs for a number of EDPS's
associated with Fischer's groups and a description in terms of universal representation
groups of the universal covers of EDPS's from two infinite families. In these families the
residual dual polar spaces are those related to SP2n(2) and U2n(2), reSpectively. If n =2
the universal representation groups are abelian, if n =3 then the eommutants are of order
2. I know nothing on what happens when n 2: 4.

P.M. JOHNSON:
Embeddings and geometrie hyperplanes of certain geometries

We use standard terminology for point·line geometries S = (P, .c), with lines being setsof
points. The aim is to show that, for many parapolar spaces, there is a universal embedding
spaee U whose hyperplanes correspond naturally to the full collection of geometrie hyper-
planes of S. First, observe that the singular subspaces are projective spaces, all over some .-
fixed division ring K. Inclusions between them are of the form PG(X) ~ PG(Y), so give •
rise to semilinea.r maps X -+ Y, at least when dim X 2: 3 (and usually when dim X = 2).
This gives a diagram in which the maps eommute only up to scalars. The problem is to
adjust the vector spa.ces (via semilinear automorphisms) to get linear maps that commute.
This can usua.lly be done for the subdiagrams eonsisting of spa.ces lying above some point
p. Taking a limit, wc get a universal embedding space U for the "residue" at each point
p. Geometrie hyperplanes of S not through p give non-zero linear functionals on U and
show that the embedding is faithful.
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One shows that the geometrie hyperplanes form a projective spa.ce via a. critcrion of Teir·
liock, which is verified locaJly (above each p), then shown to be globally consistent. This
has heen done for most polar spaces and should extend easily to many related geomctries.

R.A. LIEBLER:
Antipodal Distance Transitive Covers of Complete Bipartite Graphs

The generic exanlples of such graphs have as vertices the points and hyperplanes of a finite
projective spa.ce that are off a given incident point hyperplane pair. Certa.in projective
planes coordinatized by twisted fields also fall in the dass. There are two almost simple
examples arising from the outer automorphisms of 56 and of J\l12. One example arises
from the non-abelian Singer group on PG(2,4). Finally there is an infinite family having
the solvable automorphism group qbKqoqa, where (tf - l)gcd(b,q- 1) divides 2a(q - 1).
Joint work with A.A. Ivanov, T. Penttila and C.E. Pra.eger shows this to be a. complete
li~. ~

K. MAGAARD:
Subgroups of F.(q)

Represent F4(q) a.s Aut(J) where J is a quadratic Jordan algebra. Workof McCrimmon,
Racine and Jacobson allows a classification of subalgebras of J. This in turn allows a
classification of non almost simple maximal subgroups.

G.E. MOORHOUSE:
Some existente aod nonexistence results for ovoids

An ovoid (resp., cap) in apolar spa.ce P is a collection 0 of points P such that every
maximal subspace of P contains a unique point (resp., at most one point) of O. Recently
we have constructed ovoids in polar spaces of type ot(p) for every prime p, generalising a
construction of Conway, Kleidman and Wilson (1988), using the Es root lattice. In recent
joint work with Blokhuis, we have shown that if 0 is a cap in 'P, then ISI :5 (p+:-l)e +1
where PG( R,r) ia the ambient space for the natural embedding of 1'. In particular, there
are no ovoids in 07(~),Oto(2e), Oto(3e

), 09(se), Ot2(se), ot2(re), etc. Slightly stronger
bounds are obta.ined by showing that the p-rank of the incidence matrix of points of P
versus hyperp1a.nes oC-the ambient space, equals [(P+:-l) - (P+:_3)]e + 1 in the case of an

orthogonal polar space embedded in PG(n, pe) (for n ~ 3), or [(,*:-1)2 _ (P+:_2)2]e + 1

in the ca.se of a unitary polar space embedded in PG( n, p2e) (ror n ~ 2). The latter

7



computations of p-ranks dcpcnd upon versions of the Nullsteliensatz for varicties over
finite fields.

B. MÜHLHERR:
Twin buildings

This ia a joint work with M. Ranan.
In 1974 J. Tits proved that the loeal strueture in a spherical building determines its global a·
structure.He eonjeetured the validity of this theorem also for twin buildings of locally •
finite type.
We have proved this conjecture for. all those twin buildings having DO rank-2-residues
corresponding to Sp4(2), G2(2), G2(3) or 2F4(2).

P. MÜLLER:
Monodromy Groups and Number Theory

Let K be a number field, and OK its ring of integers. Let fez) E K[z] be a polynomial
of degree n > O. Fix an integer 0 :$ i :5 n. Let 'R. (resp. V) be the set of those a E 0 K,

such that fez) - axt is reducible (resp. has a root in K). Obviously V ~ 'Tl. M. Fried
started' to investigate when R.\V is finite. This is generically the case, the only interesting
situation left open was i = L We show how to formulate this problem as a question about
finite groups, and how to find constraints which finally yield the following: 1l\V is finite
(if i = 1) if K = CQ or n rt {4, 6, 8,9,12, 16}. Conversely, there a.re counter examples for

all the excluded degrees.

s. NORTON:
Transposi tions and footballs

We examine properties of the Conway variant of the Griess algebra in the least degree e
representation of the Monster. Results on invariant multilinear farms on this algebra are
used to derive relations among algebra products of vectors corresponding to particular
elements of the Monster. Results of particular interest include fannulae for the traces of
products of transpositions with elements of certain other classes; a "football invariant" on
sets of three transpositions invariant under braiding; and the existence of"outer automar·
phisms", which ma.y correspond to the Atkin-Lehrer involutions of Monstroua Moonshine,
for the sub-algebras stabilized by particular abelian subgroups of the Monster.
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CH. PARKER:
Symplectic Amalgams

Suppose that G is a group a.nd p is a prime. We caJI G a p=constrained amalgam ir

(Al) G = (Pa, Pß), Pa and Pß distinct finite subgroups of G.

(A2) Pa n Pß contains 00 non-trivial Dormal subgroup of G.

(A3) Pa n Pp = Npa(Saß) = Npfj(ScrIJ) where Soo E Sylp(Po n Pß)·

(A4) F*(P..,) =Op(P..,) for -, E {a,p}.

Now for '1 E {Q,ß} set L.., = OP'(P..,), Q.., = Op(L..,) and Z.., = (fi.(Z(SaO»L..,). Then G
is a. Symplectic Amalgam over GF(p) if

(SAI) Lo/Qa ~ SL2(p).

(SA2) OP(Lp/Q(J) = (1 -F AQ/J/QIJLtJ ) where AQIJ/QIJ is any Dormal subgroup of ScrIJ/QfJ·

(SA3) ZIJ =n.(Z(LI1»'

(SA4) Zo :5 Qp and there is % E Lp such that Za z: 1: Qo.

In my talk I discussed my joint work with P. Rowley which will result in a complete
classifica.tion of such structures.

A. PASINI:
rIag-transitive c.AJ--geometries

(Joint work with A. deI Fra and C. Huybrechts) .
We classify aß Hag-transitive geometries belonging to the rollowing diagram:

0-0
1 1

c AI-
--0---0--0--;-0

1 1 q q-I

L. PYBER:
On random generation and maximal subgroops of finite ud profinite groups

In the talk I cODsidered variOU8 probabilistic results (ar the symmetrie groups including
the following:

9



Theorem [ (joint with T. Luezak)
A random element of Sym(n) is not eontained in any transitive subgroup other than
Sym(n) or Alt(n).

Theorem 11 Let Gt and G2 be (non-trivial) finite groups not both of them isomorphie to
C2• Then a random pair of subgroups of Sym(n) isomorphie to GI resp. G2 generates
Sym(n) or Alt(n).

These results were eonjeetured by Ca.meron resp. Lubotzky.

Let Ct denote the dass of finite groups not having an altemating section of degree 2: t.

Theorem III (joint work with A. Borovik and A. Shalev) e
Suppose that G is a finitely generated pro-Ct-group. There exists an integer k = k(t) and
an l > 0 such that a random subset of k elements generates G with probability > (.

P. ROWLEY:
The maximal2-local J4-geometry

The sporadic group J4 aeta tlag-transitively on a rank 3 string geometry r in which the
residue of a point ia the geometry of trios and sextets of the Steiner system 5(24,5,8)
and the residue of aplane is the geometry of duads and hexads of the. Steiner system
5(22,3,6). In fact, r is a subgeometry of the maximal 2-local geometry introduced by
Ronan and Smith. The point-line eollinearity graph of r, g, has 173, 067,389 vertices.
This talk outlined joint work with Louise Walker in which a detailed description oCg is
obtained in terms of geometrie eonfigurations in r.

S. SHPECTOROV:
Geometries with bi-affine diagrams

We aJ;lDOUnCe the following result due to A. del Fra, A. Pasini and the author.
Theorem If r is a geometry belonging to

AI
~

q-l q q

AI-
~ rank2:4,q~2,

q q q - 1 •
then r is a natural quotient of two bi-affine geometries over GF(q).
A bi·affine geometry ia obtained froma projective spa.ce over GF(q) by removing all the
elements incident to either a fixed point, or a fixed hyperplane.
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E. SIIULT:
The Cohen-Cooperstein Theorems Revisited

A. Cohen a.nd B. Cooperstein proved two theorems which characterized all spherical buÜ
dings (and some of their homomorphic images) as parapolar spaces satisfying certain
conditions (CC)o and (CC)~.

In their first theorem, the assumptions of that r is a. strong parapolar space, and r has
constant symplectic rank can each be dropped at the expense of increasing the list of
conclusion geometries. In their second theorem, there is evidence that the assumption of
finite singular rank may be relaxed.
A natural situation which forces the condition (eG)1 in parapolar spaces, make their
theorem more applicable.

A. STEINBACH:
Subgroups of classical groups generated by transvections resp. Siegel transvections

Let G be a subgroup generated by (Siegel-) transvections of a. finite dimensional classical
group Y over an arbitrary commutative field. Under suitable assumptions (especially G
is defined over a. field) G/ Z(G) ia known by results of Timmesfeld on groups generated by
"abstract root subgroups".
In my talk I presented the results for the embeddings-G :$ Y with G/Z(G) ~ PSL(W),
PSp(W), PSU(W,f), PO(W,f) where W is a finite dimensional vector spa.ce over a
commutative field. The situation is the same as in Kantor's paper on subgroups of finite
classical groups generated by long root elements.
In the second part of my talk I showed how to handle embeddings of unitary groups over
quaternion division rings of mar 'F 2 in orthogonal groups.

B. STELLMACHER:
A ZJ-Theorem for E..-(ree groups

The basic ideas for a proof of the following theorem have been described:
Let S be a finite 2-group. Then there exists a characteristic subgroup WeS) of S, which
contains S'lt(Z(S», such that for every finite group H satisfying

(i) S E 5yI2(H),

(ii) CH(O'J(H)) $ 02(H), ud

(iii) H ia E..-free

11



lV(S) is normal in 11.

This theorem can be viewed aB an analogue of Glauberman's ZJ-Theorem for the prime
2.

G. STROTH:
Some remarks on the uniqueness problem

In the revised version of the classifica.tion of the finite simple graups (oC even type) one
has a subdivision in the small groups (2-1ocal p-rank at most three, or Na(S) is in exactly e
one maximal 2-1ocal of G for S E Sy12(G» and the groups in which the signalizer funct~r

method works very weIl. The uniqueness problem is to show that this really divides the
simple groups (of even type) into two parts, i.e. it deals with groups G such that for a.ny
maximal 2-locaI M (uniqueness group) of G such that the p"rank is at least four for same
odd prime p, Na{P) ~ M for p-groups 1 1: p ~ M, m,,(P) ~ 2 or mp(CM(P» ~ 3. The
following theorem is stated and parts of the proof are sketched.
Theorem: If G is in the uniqueness case and M is some uniqueness subgroup, S E SYh(M),
H a 2-local ofG with NG(S) S H, then H.~ M.

P.H. TIEP:
Globally irreducible representations of finite groups and integrallattices

In 1976 J.G. Thompson initiated the consideration of al1 pairs (G, A) where G is a finite
group and A a ZG-module such tha.t the F"G-module A/pA is irreducible for every prime
p. A generalization of this condition - the global irreducibility of rational representations
- is suggested by B.H. Gross, in order to explain new lattices, constructed by N. Elkies
and T. Shioda by means of Mordell-Weillattices of certain elliptic curves. In this talk we
first give a necessary condition for X E Irr(G) to be globally irreducible. Then we classify
all globally irreducible representations (GIR's) coming from projective representations
of most of 26 sporadie simple groups, and of finite groups of Lie type of rank 1,2. We
also classify a.li GIR's coming from Weil representations of finite classical groups, and
from basic spin representations of An and Sn. In particular, we get new series of even
unimodular Euclidean lattices.

F.G. TIMMESFELD:
Quadratic action and a.bstract root-subgroups

Let k be a field, Char k 1: 2 and k 1: GF(3) and M a finite dimensional k-vector space.
a E GL(M) ia quadratic on M ie t7 =id+o, 0 2 = O. If c E k, then co t7 = id +co and

12



kou = {cou leE k} ~ k+. IrG ~ GL(Af), then the pair (G, M) is ca.lled a qua.dratic pair
(over k), if

1. M is an irreducible kG-module,

2.G is generated by quadratic elements tT with k 0 t7 ~ G.

If k = Zp, p ~ 5 then Thompson has classified in a famous unpublished paper the groups
G, when (G,M) is a quadratic pairover Zp. This classification is generalized to arbitrary
fields k as above. The most important ingredient of the proof is the nation of abstract
root-subgroups. Indeed quasisimple groups generated by a dass of abstract root-subgroups
were classified under certain wea.k additional conditions.

v. TROFIMOV:
Graphs with projective suborbits

Let r be an undirected connected graph and let G be a vertex-transitive group of auto
morphisms of r. For a vertex z of r, let r% be the set of vertices adjacent to x in r and
Gz be the stabilizer in Gof %. We determine Gz in the case Gr is finite and G~s contains
a. normal subgroup isomorphie &0 PSL,,(q), n 2: 3, in its natural action on the points of
PG"-I(Q).

N. VAVILOV:
Long root tori

This is a joint work with A.A. Semenov. We deseribe Bruhat decomposition of lang root
tori in a ChevalIey group over a field. It turns out that this problem is equivalent to the
classification of tripies of lang root subgroups, two of which are opposite and thus the
general case reduces to D4• All elements of a given torus, a.part from at most three of
them He in the same Borel double coset. Using these results V.V. Nesterov determined
orbits of Chevalley groups acting by conjugation on pairs of lang root tori.

H. VÖLKLEIN:
Finite quotients of braid groups, and rigidity

A new criterion for the realiwion of groups as Galois group8 is given. Let 5 be a. finite
Coxeter group with Coxeter system "1,···, Si. Let mij be the order of Si3j. Define an
S-system in a. finite group G to be a system of generators 91, ... ,9t satisfying 9'9j9' ... =
9j9i9j··· for each 1 ~ i,j ~ I (where we have mij factOfS on each side).

13



Thc S·system is callcd rigid if Cor alt S·systems g~, ... ,gi in G with g~ conjugate 9i Cor al1
i thcre exists 9 E G with g~ =gf for alt i.
Theorem IrG has a. rigid S·systcm then G/ Z(G) is a Galois group over CQab (= the maximal
cyclotomic field).

R.M. WEISS:
Moufang Trees

Let r be a tree and G ~ aut(r). r is called (G, n)·Moufang (for same n 2: 3) ir for every .-

n-path (xo,···,zn) •

Ci) G~~~ ...•%n_l acts transitivelyon rZn \{Xn~l} and

(H) G~~),zl n GZo ....,zn =1.

It is known that thick (G, n)-Moufang trees exist only for n =3,4,6 and 8.

Conjecture: Let r be a thick (G, n)-Moufang tree such that Gis generated by the subgroups

G~~~....zn_l for all (n - 2)-paths (Xl, ... , Xn-t). Then there exists aG-invariant equivalence
relation ~ on r such that r / ~ is a Moufang generalized n-gon and the natural map from
r to r / ~ is a Iocal isomorphism.

This conjecture rests on a result of Delgado-Stellmacher who proved something similar in
the case that Ir%1 < 00 for all x. Our efforts to prove this conjecture ( still in progress)
are heavily dependent on Tits' work on Moufang polygons.

S. YOSHIARA:
Flag-transitive C3-geometries

The following theorem is announced tagether with a brief sketch of some important steps.

Theorem. A Hag-transitive locally finite thick C3-geometry is either a building or the e
sporadie Ar-geometry.

Berichterstatterin: Anja Steinbach
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACII

Tag u n g 8 b e r ich t 37/1994

Komplexe Analysis

28.8. - 3.9.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. Barth (Erlangen), H. Grauert

(Göttingen) und R. Remmert (Münster) statt.

Diskutiert wurden Fragen aus allen Bereichen der (geometrischen)

komplexen Analysis: Topologische Methoden, Konvexität, CR-Strukturen,

Gruppenwirkungen, holomorphe Vektorfelder, hyperbolische komplexe

Geometrie, projektiv-algebraische Geometrie, 'Quantenkohomologie,

Fortsetzungs- und Verschw1ndungssätze, Deformationstheorie, Dualität,

Kähler-Geometrie, komplexe Differentialgeometrie.

Vortragsauszüge

e Campana:

Kodaira dimension and fundamental group of compact Kähler manifolds.

x = compact Kähler manifold; 'n = diml(X); X--. X the universal

cover of X.

We introduce two new bimeromorphic invariants IC+(X) and y d(X)

of X.. IC +(X) := sup {te (X, Det F) I F c Q~ cohet;ent subsheaf,

o < p \~. n arbitrary}.

Properties:· n ~ a(X) ~ IC + (X) ~ IC (X) ~ -- (a(X) = algebraic dimension

of X).



Conjecturally 1.

2.

3.

2

= K (X) if K(X) ~ 0

= K (S(X» if dirn sex)

iff dirn seX) = 0
> 0

Here sex) is the biggest non-uniruled-manifold to which X rnay

be mapped surjectively. For X projective, these conjectures ~

follow fram standard conjectures in the Minimal Model Program of ~
S. Mari. They hold in particular if n S 3.-

y d(X) = codirn~ (A), where A is the biggest compact ~- submanifold

f Xl· ~,..,o X through a genera. pOJ.nt x e X • Thus y d(X) = 0 iff.

n lex) is finite. Our main result is then:

Theorem: Assume x(OX)~ 0 . Then either:
1 • K + (X) ~ y d (X), or:

+2. K (X) and 1r
1

(X).= 0

+Corollary 1: K (X) => Tl lO(X) = 0

( Example: X Fano => K +(X') =

Corollary ,: K +(X) = 0 and X (0x ') fO => In 1 (X) I~ 2n- 1

Examples: 1. c1(X) =0 and x«(1x.)=to => f1f_1(X)IS2n-1

if X projective (this is obtained without Calabi-Yau's

theorem) .

2. X = K3 surface => 1rl (x) = 0 (the Kähler conditio~

may be dropped here, and one gets a new simple proof ~
ef this classical result)

3. a(X) = 0 and

4. a(X) q(X) =.0

X«(!)X)f 0 =>lw1(X) IS2
n- 1 ,

and n=3=>1J 1 (X)=1,?l2 er Z3

The above results could be extended to the case x ( 0 X) = 0

(adding seme abelian group of even rank to "'l(X» if one could
salve the fellowing



y

J

Conjecture: K +(X) = 0 and "t d(X) = n => X' i5 bimeromorphic

to sometorus for same finite etale cover x r af x.

Thomas PeterneIle
Towards a Mari theory on compact Kähler 3-folds

Mari theary explains the structureof projective manifold~__~ whose

canonical bundles K are not nef: thase X carry so-call~d Mori

contractions .. !n dimensions ~3 these are completely classified.

The problem I discussed in the talk is to what extend one can·

hope for a Mori theory in the non-algebraic case, especially for

3-folds and some· approaches to this (joint werk with F. campana).

Of ceu~se one needs a new definition" of "nef "

A line bundle L on a compact mfd

there is a metric on L , say h ,
E

satisfies o l;: - EW , where" tu

on X In case X projective this
L-·C l;: 0 for all curves C .

X is nef iff for all E > 0

whose curvature a e L' ~E

is any positive (l,l)-fo~

i5 equivalent to the old definition:

~we say that a compact mfd X can be approximated by algebraic

~anifolds iff there i5 a family of compact manifolds (Xt ),

t e 6 = {z"e cm I IIzlt < 1} "with X = X admitting a sequenc~o
(t v > --. 0 such that Xtv are projective for all v.

I explained the possibility af getting a limit Mari theary on X from

the Xt f s . Far this one needs a good understanding of the geometry
y

of non-splitting families of rational curves and the main point of

the talk was to give various theorems about those.
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J. Michel:

Regularity of embeddings of strictly pseudoconvex CR-structures

For a strictly pseudoconvex, formally integrable Cauchy-Riemann

structure Webster's result on the regularity of local embeddings ~
is improved. A (2n-l)-dime~sional structure (n ~ 4) of differentia
bility class Cm adrnits a loeal embedding of differentiability
class ck , with m ~ k + 13, k ~ 18. The proof relies on optimal
Ck-estimates for the tangential CR equations on subdomains of strictly

pseudoconvex boundaries. For the application to the embedding problem

it is crucial to figure out how the constants of the estimates are
determined by the geometrical parameters.

D. Zaitsev:

Automorphismengruppen von besch~nkten algebraischen Gebieten

Es sei 0 c lln ein beschränktes Gebiet, n

holomorphe Automorphismengruppe und Auta(D)
komplexen algebraischen Automorphismen.

~ 2 , Aut(D) die
die Gruppe von allen

Satz 1: Es sei D semi-algebraisch und es gebe einen Punkt ~
x e ao, so daß die Levi Form von a 0 in x nicht entartet. Dann

ist Auta (0) eine abgeschl~ssene Liesche Untergruppe von Aut(D)

und trägt eine kanonische Struktur einer Nash-Gruppe, so daß die

Wirkung Auta(D) )( D -+ D Nash ist. Für jedes v e D ist die Ab-
bildung Cv Aut(D) --,. 0 )( GL(n) eine Nash Einbettung.

Korollar. Auta(D) hat endlich viele Zusammenhangskomponenten.
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eh. Okonek :

On subcanonical embeddings

~ closed embedding X c P of compact complex manifolds is sub

canonical if w X is the restrietion of a line bundle on P • I dis

cussed two problems.
1.) Structure theory for subcanonical embeddings of codimension 3

2.) Classification of subcanonical embeddings into ~N (Thrs

is joint work with W. Decker (Saarbrücken) and M. Schneider~(Bayreuth)

1. Structure theory:
Let X c P be locally Gorenstein of codimension 3. X i5 Pfaffian

if there exists a vectorbundle E/P of odd rank r , a linebundle
L e Pic(P) and a skew-symmetric morphism h e HO(P, ,,2 E ~ L )

s.t. X = Pf(h) := {x e p I rkh{x) Si r-3}. Pfaffian embeddings

automatically subcanon~cal, and there i5 a Bertini-theorem.
Theorem: Let P be an N-fold with E and L as above. Suppose
" 2 EV

• L is globally generated, h e HO(P, ,,2 EV
• L) general,

N ~ 9 . Then Pf(h) c P is smooth of codimension 3 (or empty).

Problem: Under which conditions is every subcanonical embedding of

codimension 3 Pfaffian?

~here is a necessary parity condition if dirn P= 3(4).

Theorem (Walter): Let X c lPN be locally Gorenstein of codimension 3,

satisfying the parity condition if N:: 3 (4). Then X c lPN i5

Pfaffian.

2.) Classification:

This 1s the beginning of a joint work with W. Decker, M. Schneider.

Theorem: Let X c lPN be a smooth, non-degenerate, linearly normal

3-fold of degree. d with ox ;; (!J N (e) I X ·
lP

i) e < 0 : then e = {-4, - 3, - 2, -1} and 6N = d ( 2ie ) - 12
e



•
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There is a complete (finite) classification for each e .

ii) e = 0 Then 3N-7 S d s 6(N+l) • For N = 6 there i5 the
beginning of a classification. The quadratically normal cases

oceur in degrees 12, 13, 14, but there is non-quadratically normal
example in degree 15.

G. Müller:

Vector fields on algebraic varieties

Themodule e(X) = Derk k [x] of derivations of the coordinate

ring of an affine algebraic varie~y· X i5 suspected to contain

a lot of information about X. Example: Zariski-Lipman conjecture.

Aim of the talk was to demons~rate that this is indeed the case

if one considers the Lie algebra structure of e(X) instead of

the module structure.
Examples: X is irreducible and regular iff e (X) is a simple
Lie algebra, (Jordan). Normal varieties X are uniquely determined

by their Li~ algebra e(X) , (T. Siebert). This becomes false for

non-normal vari~ties, e.g. ~or curves. But: Gorenstein monomial

curves X are uniquely determined by their Lie algebra e(-X).

Proof: G(X) admits a root space decomposition w.r.t. a Cartan e
subalgebra. The semigroup defining X can oe recanstructed fram

the set of roets.



G. Dethloff

Plane curves with C-hyp. complements (joint work with M. Zaidenberg)

eA complex space X is Caratheodory-hyperbolic iff V pts p,q e X ,

p:f:Q,3 holfetn f:X-'" o={lzlSl} st. f(p):f:f(q) ..
X is called C -hyp. iff 3 (unbranched) hol eover n: Y - ... X st.

Y is Carath. hyp.

We deal with the question for what plane curves C the qua~i-proj.·

varieties p2 \C are C-hyp. This question is interesting in
connection with some kind of uniformization theorem, because it

teils s.thing about the fundamental group, and since C-hyp implies
Kob. hyp.

Applying Theorems of Deligne-Fulton and Lin, we get that for such
C with at most normal crossing singularities, ]['2 \ C has ~om~hOW
the opposite property to C-hyp. namely all coverings are liouville.
Hence for p2 \C to be C-hyp, C must have worse sing. than normal
crossing.

We give some theorems which make clear under which conditions one= the variety p2 \ C is C-hyp.

The method of proof i5 a generalization of the "dual curve technique."

due to Green, Carlson-Green and Grauert-Peternell, by using Abel's
*theorem and C -action on the varieties.
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G. Fischer ':

Developable complex submanifolds

(Report on joint work with H.H. Wu)

A subvariety X of someopen U c CN is ruled if it has local ~
parametrisartions

SxT--+X
n n
(tk cer k+r

( s , t) -... , (s) + \ t. p. ( s)L J J

n = dirn X " r = rank

space to X i5 independentIt is called developable, if the tangent

of t.
Let r: X --li> Grass (n,N) be the Gauß map, dp r for p' e X

its differential.
Theorem I.: rank d p r n-r for all p =>. X is developable of

rank r.

If X = {f O} c CN is a hyper5urface and hess·· f=

(where coefficients mean partial derivatives)

then

Theorem 2.: rank d p r

0 f
1

•.• f v
f 1 f 11

f v
f

HN
.

e
Corollarv: det hess f = 0 on X => X i5 developable of same

rank r ~ 1 •

Examples with k > 1 are not easy to find.

Ex. of Bourgain-Wu: X =" {Z~ Zl +(Z4-1) Z2+(Z4-2) z3 = O} c ~4
it i5 developable of rank 1, smooth and not cylindrical.



H.A. Hamm

Deformation retracts of Stein spaces

By Morse theory it is easy to see that any Stein manifold of
~dimension n has the homotopy type of a CW complex of dimension

~ n . As I have shown long aga the same result holds for Stein

spaces. One may ask whether this theorem is true for geometrie
reasons, more precisely, whether there is even a subanalytic de
formation retract of d~ension ~n. That this is the case I have

proved first for special situations: affine varieties, "Milnor
fibres" and Stein manifolds. Afterwards I have attacked the general
case with N. Mihalache (Bucharest). It has turned out that it-can
be treated successfully using ideas of the proof of the theorem

about the homotopy type of aStein space mentioned above.

v.v. Shevchishin

The Thullen-type extension theorem for vector bundles with

~L2_boundS on curvature

Theorem Let X be a complex manifold, and Q a proper subset
either

a) of' a closed connected Lipschitz submanifold of real
codimension 2;

b) of an irreducible analytic subset of complex codimension 1.

Let also (E,h) be a holamorphie Hermitian vector bundle over

X\ Q , whose curvature F i5 locally L2-bounded on X . Then E
extends to a coherent reflexive sheaf i over X.
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If, in addition, the curvature is loeally LP-bounded (p~ 3), then

E is locally free (i.e. E i5 a .bundle) outside same analytic
subset of X of complex codimension >p.

Remark. Under the hypothesis of the theorem the classical theorem

of Thullen states that every holomorphic funetion on X\ Q exten~
to all of X. The author would like to dedieate this talk to the
87th jubileum of Prof. Thullen.

The theorem is the main result of the authors Ph.D. Thesis (Bochum,
1994) and exploits the following techniques: theory of Sobolev

type connections, Hörmander's L2-methods for a-operators, and

slicin9 extension theorems for holomorphie opjeets.

P. Sl~dowy:

Kleinian Singularities and Quivers

This is areport on the doctoral thesis of H. Cassens (Hamburg,
June 1994). Starting fram McKay's eorrespondenee between irreducible

representations of the binary polyhedral groups and the vertices ~
of extended Coxeter diagrams of type A, D, E, P.B.·Kronheimer gav~

a new construetion of Brieskorn's s~ultaneous resolution for semi

universal deformations of Kleinian singularities (Oxfard PhO, Feb.
1987). His basic (differential-geometrie) teehnique i5 the construc

tion of Hyper-Käbler-quotients. He also observed that his con
struction of the semiuniversal defo~ation could be interpreted

purely algebraically in terms of representations of certain
quivers (with relations) attached to the extended Coxeter diagrams.
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Cassens gives a purely algebraic construction of Kronheimer's(thus

Brieskorn's)simultaneous resolution. For that he introduces "linear

modifications" of algebraic-geometric quotients V//G of 'a-ffin-e

varieties by reductive groups G.Such a modification is obtained
as the projective spectrum of the graded algebra of all semi-in-

'~variants on V tr~nsfo~ing according to positive multiples of ~
given character of G. In case V admits stable points (and i5

irreducible) this maps birationally onte VI/G. Kronheimer's
simultaneous resolution is ebtained by linear modification of his

~t::1: ~

quiver-quotient-construction by means of a generic character of
the relevant group. ..":",

J. Schürmann:

Endlichkeits- und Verschwindungssätze für kohärente D-Moduln und
perverse Garben (komplexe)

Ausgangspunkt sind die folgenden bekannten Resultate: Es sei
f : X + Y eine q-konkave/konvexe holomorphe Abbildung und Feine

kohärente analytische Garbe auf X. Dann ist Ri f! F bzw. Ri f*F

~kohärent für i > q+l bzw. i < prof (F) -dirn Y-q-l (für
i< prof(F)-dirncy-q bzw. i>q) und für eine q-~llständige Abbildung
verschwinden diese Garben ( Andreotti-Grauert, Ramis, Siegfried,

Ramis-Ruget, Ermine ] •

Im absoluten Fall ergeben sich für glattes X und die DeRham

Kohomologie eines kohärenten D-Moduls F wörtlich obige Resultate.

Im relativen Fall ergibt sich die Kohärenz bzw. Holonomie der nach
Kashiwara definierten direkten Bilder in einigen Fä~len, wenn F
eine gute Filtrierung besitzt.
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Mit Hilfe stratifizierter Morsetheorie ergibt sich für f wie oben

und F ein perverser Garbenkomplex im Sinne von Deligne : Rif F
!

bzw. Rif*F ist konstruierbar für 'i> q+l bzw. i < -dirn Y-q-1c
( für i <-dimeY-q bzw. i > q) und für eine q-vollständige Abbildung

verschwinden diese Garben.

F • -0. Schreyer:

Fano 3-folds of index 1 and genus ·12.

Aecording to Mukai every Fano 3-fold X of index 1 and genus 12

has three different geometrie descriptions:

a) as the grassmannian of isotropie 3.-dimensional subspaces of
~7 with respect to a net of alternating ferms

b) as the variety of pelarhexagons of a plane quartie

c) as the variety of twisted cubics in m3 , whose equations

are annihilated by a net of quadrics in ]p3.

Cenversely, general choices in a), b), e) give smooth Fano 3-folds.

In particular, it fellows that M3 ' the moduli space of curves of

genus 3, and M3 ' the moduli space of curves of genus 3 tegeth~,ev •
with an even thetacharacteristic, are birational, a result which

goes back to SWorza 1899.

In the talk I explained the connection between the net of alter

nating forms , the plane quartic and the net of quadrics, whence

the geemetry of X.
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G. Schumacher:

Hyperbolicity of complements of curves on surfaces

~Report on joint work with G. Dethloff and P.M. Wong. It was conjec

tured by Kobayashi, that the complement of a hypersurface in

~n' (in particular a plane curve) of degree at least 2n+l is

hyperbolic. Here the case of curves C consisting of three

eomponents on a surface X i5 treated. The extremal case was

previously treated.

Theorem (1993) The complement of a generic configuration of

3 quadrics or 2 quadrics and a line in ]p2 is (complete) hyper

bolie and hyperbolically embedded. We show:

Theorem: Let f: C --.., X = x\ e be holomorphic. Then f is

algebraically degenerate i.a. fee) is contained in an algebraic

curve) if

•
•

Pie (X) = Z 2

for the logarithmic ehern classes holds C1(X) - C (X) > 0

for the 10garithmic tangent bund1e E = 01 (log C)~, det(EVj is

effective. X

~he proof is based on the fact that the 10garithmic i-forms are

'''big'' (Bogomolov and Sakai), and on a result of Lu. Furthermore value

distribution theory is needed. Applications to complete intersections
are given.

Theorem Let X c lP2' be a generic smooth hypersurface of degree ~ 5.

Cl' C2 , C3 c X curves in general position, c). = X n H.• H. hyper-
J_ J

surfaces of degree b j with b1 + b 2 + b 3 ~ 5'. Then X = X\C is
complete hyperbolic and hyperbolically embedded.

Theorem: Let Cl' c2 ' C3 c lP2 in general position, deg .C
j

~ 2
Then X =JP2 \ U c j i5 hyperbolic.
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K. Hulek

On the classification of Siegel modular threefolds

Moduli spaces of abelian varieties can oe constructed as quotients•.
S Ir where S is the Siegel space of genus 9 and r c Sp(2g,

9 g
is an arithmetic subgroup. The group r "depends on the given moduli
problem (type of polarization, level structure). The space A(r) =
= s / r is a" quasi-projective V-manifold which can be compactified

9
in various ways (Satake cornpactification,Igusa compactification).
In this talk we discuss the following aspects:

(1) The Kodaira dimension of a projective model of A( r) • It turns

out that "most" of these spac~s are of general type (results by
Tai, O'Grady, Barisov and joint work with Sankaran, resp. Gritsenko).

(2) The fundamental group of smooth models of A( r) •

(3) Minimal models in the threefold case (9 = 2). The result of

Borisov shows that the 19usa compactification"is a canonical"
model if the level n ~ 5 • This question is also discussed in the

case of abelian surfaces with (l,p) - polarization and a level

structure. In this case K is not nef.

J. Winkelmann

CompleX-Analytic Geometry of Complex-Parallelizable Manifolds

We study holomorphic vector bundles over complex parallelizable

manifolds. A holomorphic vector bundle over a homogeneous
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G-manifold X is called homogeneous if for· every 9 e G the

automorphisms at X can be lifted to automorphisms of the

vector bundle. For many classes one can prove that these bundles

are actually flat. For X = GI r with G semisimple, no SL2-factor

e this enables a complete classification of homogeneousvector-bundles.
. 2k

In general one can prove that the Chern-classes c k (E) e H (X,lR)

of a homogeneous vector bundle E over a compact parallelizable

manifold X must vanish. A vanishing theorem for H1(X,O) allows

the complete determination of Hodge and Betti-number for

X :; SL2(C)/r with r/[ r: r] finite. The Serre-construeti9n yields

non-homogeneous holomorphic vector-bundles of rank 2 over such

X ~ SL2 (C)/r • These bundles have sections vanishing on anelliptic

curve in SL2 (C) / r. If E --+ X :: SL2 (c) / r is an arbitrary rank

two bundle with a section vanishing on a eurve, one can show that
this curve must be elliptic.

s. Kosarew

An approach to a non-abelian duality theory

eU5ing the general theory of moduli sp~ces of (simple) holomorphic

bundles, a nation of a dual XV of a given variety X is defined,

including a natural biduality map X ---+ xvv • Here points of X

correspond to certain bundles on XV whieh can be eharaeterized

in terms of representations. One essential ingred1ent i5 a non

abelian analoque of the theorem of 19usa-Remmert-Forster, identifying

aStein space· X with Homc_a1g(r(x, ~x),~). This is also used to
interprete a given space X as the set of isomorphie classes of

representations of a certain (in generai infinite dimensional) Lie

graupe Moreover a generalized Fourier transforrn is defined in this
context.
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H. Flenner:

Unfoldings of holomorphic mappings as deformations

In the nowadays classical the~ry of singularities of holamorphie e
mappings f:(Cn,O) ---+ (Cp,O) one considers various equivalence

relations given by groups of automorphisms, which act on such germs.

In this talk we give a treatment of this theory fram the viewpoint

of deformation theory. This allows to give more conceptual and

simpler proofs of the standard results. The main principle underlying

the proofs is the following triviality-principle: For all deformation

theories appearing in nature, adeformation over a germ (S x~,O)

is trivial iff the relative Kadaira-Spencer class ~KS (a/at) vanishes, .
where t -is the Coordinate function on c. For a fixed germ X

of a complex space we consider the set E(S) of holomorphic mappings

f : (X x 5, 0) --+ (ttP x S,O) • On the functor E one has various

equivalence relations given by groups G(S) as e.g. right, left,

right-left or contact equivalences.

It is shown that under suitable assumptions.one has the following

standard results: (1) f is finitely G-determined, (2) f admits

a versal deformation (w.r. to G-equivalence) (3) two germs

f,g e E(S) are G-equivalentiff the spaces of infinitesimal defore

mations are isomorphie. (joint work with R.O. Bu~hweitz).
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B. Siebert:

Quantum Cohomology of Moduli

The Gromov-Witten invariants

iR(B1, ... ,ss·):= tt .{4':pl--,xl41(t i ) SBi' R=4>*(lP
1

]}

(R e H2 (X, ~), Bi e H*(X, ll) resp. representing pseudomanifolds
c X, t. e lP l generic , 41 pseudo-helomorphic w.r.t. a generic

1-
almest complex struture on X) obey a law of associativity (Ruan/

Tian). For well-definedness of j R one needs cl (X) ~ 0 at the

4IIioment. Letting

(Cl (Xl > 0)

* v ..
(a, ß e H (X), A € H* (X), cu Kähler form and" meaning-~~

Poincare duality) we thus get a non-homogeneous refinement of the
* * .cup product. H [w] (X):= (H (X), · [w]) is the quantum cohomology

ring.
A first part of the talk dealt with the consequence~of the si~ple

algebraic observation that the full content of the IR" are encoded
in the coefficients of a non-homogenous· refinement of polynomial

relations in a presentation of the usual cohomology ring. More~ver,

there is an explicit residue formula for the Gromov-Witten invariants
in this case. Applied to the Grassmannians G(k,n) we end up ~ith

the computation of only one coefficient. Our residue formula:then
gives the first rigorous proof of a remarkable formula of the physi

cists Vafa and Intriligator for the number of rational curves on

~(k,n) (for the step fram almost holomorphic to algebraic curves
~e need arecent result of Bertram).

A second part of the talk was concerned with same new results on

the cohomology ring of Mg' the moduli space of stable bundles
of rank 2 and odd degree on aRiemann surface of genus 9 ~ 2 .
Quite in contrast tO'what was expected by recent results of Kirwan

and Thaddeus these rings are actually very simple.
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*Theorem: Let a.,' ß , y e H (Mg) be" the generators of Newstead
111of (real) degrees 2,4 and 6 • Set (f l , f~, f 3 ) := (a, ß, y)

and inductively fr
l = a fr + g2 f~, f~ 1 ß fi + ~1 f~, f~+1=

yfi · Then

•
(The presentation for the fullringeasily reduces to this subring).

In view of the first part this motivates a speculation fqr a similarly
simple form of the quantum cohomology which is expected to play

an important role for the understanding of Donaldson invariants.

A. Huckleberry:

Periodic hypersurfaces and Riemannian geometrie properties of

hyperbolic- )-spaces

If X is a complex manifold, we let H(X) denote the space of

complex analytic hypersurfaces in X . Let I < Aut~ (X) and
HI := {H e H(X) : gH = H Vg·e I}, i.e. H e H(X)! is an I-periOdiC.

hypersurface .
Example. For X C a and I a full lattice, the study of such

hypersurfaces is equivalent to the study of the e-functions

associated to I. D

Let G be a complex semi-simple Lie group and recall that it

possesses a unique structure as an affine algebraic group. For
I < G a subgroup, let I denote its C-algebraic closure in G.



I a complex closed subgroup.

i5 a Kähler manifold iff I = I.

Theorem 1 H(G)I = H(G)I

This was proved in special cases by D. Akhiezer, in the case where

I is Zariski dense by the author and Margulis, and in general by

F. Berteloot and K. Oeljeklaus (Math.Ann. 1989). In particular the

~final result required streng use of L2-Hörmander methods. Using
~the recent results of G. Fels (Dis5. 1994), which connect the Levi

curvature ef invariant domains with the Riemannian sectional curva
ture of associated quotients, it is possible to understand" the "above

theorem fram a geometrie viewpoint.

For an illustrative example consider a domain 0 c G = SL2 (:q:) . which

is invariant with respect to the maximal compact subgroup K = SU2 .
Regard M = G/K as hyperbolic 3-space equipped with its standard

metric and ~:= alK. In the smooth boundary case, Fels' theorem
states here that pseudoconvexity of an is equivalent to non-negative

Riemannian curvature of S:= aO M in the induced metric. In g~neral,

i.e. for 0 a K-invariant domain in a reductive group K
C , pseudo

convexity of {1 is equivalent to n M being geodesie convex and

the sectional curvature of S being larger than a precisely given
lower bouild.

Applying Fels' results to domains defined by invariant strictly
.. ~pluri-subharmonic functions ~ which are potentials of Kähler
~etrics, one proves the following result of Berteloot and

I _ K. Oeljeklaus.

Theorem 2 Let G be serni-simple and

Then the homogeneous space X = GII

Theorem 1 then follows from Riehthofer's method of smoothing the
currents on Gwhich arise from integration over periodic hyper
surfaces.

Berichterstatter: B. Siebert
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J\bstracts (in alphabetical order)

J .E. Andersen:The Witten invariant of ·finite order mapping tori.

Using the geoluetric approach to vVilten's invariants of 3-manifolds, we give adefinition
of the Witten invariant of the mapping torus of any diffeomorphism of a closed oriented
surface.

Let E be a closed oriented surface of genus 9 > 1 and f E Diff+(E) s.t. Im = 1. .

Let M be the SU(r)-moduli space of ~ and denote by 1",\.11 C A,1 the Hxed point set of -
M under the action of f. Let IMI = UcEC IMlc be the decomposition into components. ..}
H M(EJ ) is the SU(r)-moduli space of Eh the rnapping torus of /, then there is a natural
map

r : .1\4 (Ej) ---+ 1M I.
Denote M(EJ)c = r- 1 (IMlc). Define

dc = max -2
1

(dirn H1(E j ; dad(A») - dirn HO(E j ; dOd(A»)) .
[A)EM(~/)c

Let Ce = (r:~~)k. Denote. by Zk(Ej) the Witten invariant of EI_

Theorem.
Zk(E j ) = e-1riccq(E/) . L e21rikCS(E/tc) Pc(k),

cEC

where

• q(EJ) is a simple rational function in the SF-invariant of ~j.

• CS(EJ' c) is the ehern-Simons invariant of any [Al E M(E j )c.

• Pc(k) is a degree dc polynomial in k with complex coefficientswhich are expressed
as certain intersection numbers on the SU(r)-moduli space of 'EI/ with certain
labeling of the orbifold points of Elf· e.

c. Blanchet:Topol~gical Quantum Field Theories ror Surfaces with Spin Struc...
ture. -

This is joint work with Gregor Masbaulu. The Kauffman bracket can be used to
define invariants of 3-manifolds with Spin structure, whicb are refinements of the quantum
SU(2)-invariants. In the simplcst case we get the classical Rohlin invariant. A Cormula of
Tur_aev , Kirby-Melvin and the author, a:iserts that for 16k-th raots of unity, the sum of
the Spin-invariants is cqual to the Lunspllll' invariant. \Ve show tbat this generalizes at

the level of TQFT.
An important ingredicnt in thc construction is the notion oe Spin-structure campte

Incntary to a link or lo a clo~ed graph. Sut:h structurcs are uscd to define a. cobordism
catcgory. Thcn usin.g a 'universal COI1:ilructiuu' we ddillC a. functor from this catcgory 10
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a ca.tegory of 11lOJLilcs. Thc ITlodulcs associatcd to surfaces with Spin-structure are shown
to be (rce of finite rank. Thcy are cquippeJ \\'ith an hcrmitian form which is unimodular;
this form gives a glueing rormula for the invariant.

These modules srLti~fy thc mull.iplicativity axion1S of TQFT in an extended sense, and
their ranks are giVCll by a Spin rcfincd version of th~ 'Verlinde formula'. The relationship
with the 'unspun' thcory is given by a natural ttransfer luap'.

R .. L. Cohen:Instantons, the Dirac operator and classifying spaces.

This is areport on joint work with Mare Sanders in which we study the homotopy
type of based gauge equivalence classes of selE dual connections on 54, Mf(S4)'. Here k is
the ehern class and G is one of the Lie groups SU(n), Sp(n), or SO(n). The main result
is a calculation of the image in honlology of the inclusion

where 8f(S4) is the space of all gauge equivalenee classes of connections. Let C3 (k) be
the configuration space of k distinct points in R3. By work of Taubes there is a gluing
construction

k·"

We prove the following, concerning the composition

C3 (k) X~k (Mf)k ~Mf~ Sr ~ n~G.

Theorem. For G = Sp(n) or SU(n) the inlage of (i k ). : H.{Mf) -+ H.(Bf) is equal to

the image of (ik 0 ik)•.

We then display the result of this theorem by computing (ik 0lk). efficiently.
This calculation is equivalent, by work of Taubes, to a calculatioIi of the image cf

H.(Mf) ~ li!!l/f.(M~)
k

which we call the stahle h0l11ology of /i.(Mf).
We prove this thcoreIn by using results of Sanders concerning tbe homotopy type of

high rank instantons.



J.L. Dupont:Regula,tors and the Hodge filtration.

This is joint work '\~'ith R. Hain allJ S. Zuc.:kcr.
The Borel regulators for a.lgebraic lluluuer fielJs are defineu using SQltle cauonical coho

mology classes bp E II'lP-l(/3GL(C)6,R), wherc Ö dellotes the lludcrlyillg discrete group.
A refinement of these are thc Checgcr-Cherll·Sinlons charactcristic c1asses defincd for
E ---+ X, a vector bundle with a. flat c0I111ectiou \7, cp(E, '\7) E JI'lp-l(X, C/Z(p», (Z(p) =
Z(21ri)P C Cl. In particular)( ~ BGL(n,C)6 yields Cp E Ir~p-l(BGL(n,C)6,C/Z(p).

On the other ha.nd A. Beilinson (1984) has defined a refinement of the Chern-classe~

for algebraic vector bundles E ---t ..~, X an algebraic variety, c:(E) E Hi:J'(X, Z(p)), A
where HiJ denotes Deligne cohomology. •

We' prove

Theorem 1. If E ---+ X is a Hat cOlllplex vector bundle over the algebraic manifold ..)(

then C:(E) is the image of Cp(E, \7) under the natural map

li 2P
-

1(X, C/Z(p)) ---. IIi!(X, Z(p)).

Theorem 2. For all p and n

Theorem 3. The images of c: and c" in H2p-l(BGL(n, C)6, C/R(p» are equal to bp /2.

Remark. Theorem 1 was proved by S. Bloch for X compa.ct and E unitary, and by

C. Soute (1987) for X compact. ~heorem 3 is a slight refinement of the original theorem
of Beilinson.

B. Hughes:Control and relaxation over the circle.

The main result of this joint work with Stratos Prassidis is a Bass-Heller-Swan formula
(or Fundamental Theorem) for the Whitehead space Wh( X x S1) where X is a finite
complex.

Theorem.

Wh(X X SI) ~ Wh(X) x n-1Wh( ..Y) x Nil(X) x Nil(X).

This decolnposition reduces La thc cJa.ssical FunJalnellta.l Theorem of Aigebraic K
thcory due to Bass, Heller anti Swall upon t(Lkiug ;TU,

•



•

The spacc \Vh(.~) is clcrillcJ as thc silllplicial set ur llilbert cube (Q) manifold slruc
tures on .\ x Q. Earlier rcsllits of ChaplllUll anu Hughes combine to show that Wh(X)
is an infinite loop spat:e with

troWh()[) ~ ~Vh(ZtrIX),

1r-nWh(")[)' ~ !(l-n(Z7t'l.lX') far n > .0,

'nWh(.X") ~ the space of stahle pseudo-isotopies on X,

n-nWh(.~) ~ WhC(X x Rn -. Rn).

The simplicial set Nil(X) is defined using ideas of Prassidis (K-Theory Journal, 1992)
where he implicitly defines a homotopy split surjection

On the other hand the work of Hughes-Taylor-vVilliams identifies Wh(X) x n-1Wh(X)
with the controlled Whitehead space WhC(X x SI -.- SI). A parametric version of
Siebenmann's relaxation construction defines a splitting

of the forget control n1ap. The theory of manifold approximate fibrations is used to show
that r x \lI is a homotopy equivalence.

In related work, Klein-Vogell-Waldhausen-Williams recently have proved a Funda
mental Theorem for the. A-theory of spaces.

J. Hurtubise:Stability theorems for moduli spaces.

In this talk I discussed three stability theorems for the homology of moduli spaces:

1) (Segal, Kirwan, Guest, Boyer-Hurtubise.Man~-Milgram(BHMM)) The inclusion
I of the space Holk(E, GIP) of degree k holomorphic maps of aRiemann surface
E into the Bag manifold GI P, into the space l\1aPA:(E, GIP) of all maps induces
isomorphisms in h0010logy groups Hi for i < eolkl + Cl (Co > 0). (If E = Pb the
result holds for tri)'

2) (BHMl\1, Kinvan, Tian). Th~, inclus'ioll of the moduli space MIc(X) of charge k
instantons on )( (.\' = S.. , p2 or a rulcd surface) inta the space BIr(X) of all connec
tions, induces isomorphisIllS in hOlllOlogy groups Ili for i < CQk +Cl; if X = S\ p2

or rational ruleJ, the rcsult holJs for 7T'i.

3) If Cd.n is thc Chow variety of ucgrec d, codilllcnsion r subvarieties of PnC, there is
a stabilisation map (:'d.n --. Cd.n+ l , anu lilnn _ oo Cd." has the homotopy type of a
product of Eilenberg !\1acLunc spaces (Lawson).

:,



It was thcn cxplaiucd Iaow the hunlulugy uf spaces ur labdled particlcs played a. crucial
role in 1land 2).

u. Kaiser:Seifert surfaces and link genus in oriented 3-manifolds.

Suppose Af is a. cOlnpact uriented :3-lnanifoIJ. A natural equivalcllcc relation on pairs
(1(,8), where I( C intAJ is a link and 0 : /1&(l\/K, Ul\I) ----+ Z is a. homornorphism (MK is
tbe link exterior), is identifled with S-cquivalcnce of Seifert surfaces. The group 112(;.\1)
acts transitivelyon the set of equivaleuce dasses (I-t, 0) over 1{. That action allows to
transfer invariants of S~equivalence to isotopy invariants of links in Al, for which the
fundamental elass becomes trivial in H1(M).

We discuss the COllway polynonlial and the link genus in this framework:
Suppose M C E, where E is a rational homology sphere.
(1) A" Conway potential is defined using "linking numbers" in a subgroup h(ld) of

H2(M x M - diagonal) (orten h(A4) ~ Z ffi H. (1\1) i; H.(M)). (Various geometrie aspeets
of bordism equivalenee relations for links in M can be seen using linking numbers). The
Conway potential satisfies most of the usual properties including the erossing change
relation. For the solid torus a 2-variable polynomial is defined, whieh is related to the
polynomialofTuraev. Further explieit camputations are earried out in Rp3 and Si xS l x I.

(2) The dgree of the Conway potential is related to link genus. Using results of Gabai
we generalize a theorem of Scharelmann and Thompson eoncerning the relation between
link genera of the links in a skein tripie in 53 to irreducible compact oriented 3-manifolds
with 8M a uniön of tori (and M CE).

J. Klein:Desuspension Theory with Applications to the Poincare Embedding
Problem.

The purpose 'of this talk is to develop a theory of desuspensions in various levels of
generality.

(1) It is dual to the theory of delooping developed by Stasheff and Boardman-Vogt in
the pointed case. •

(2) It is set up to deal with the fibered ease.

(3) It is endowed with an obstruction theory, which in partieular yields a. wide-ranging
generalization of the Freudenthai Suspension theorem.

Let Y be a l~conneeted pointed space with comuJtiplication Y ---+ yV2 that is "ho
motopy coherent aSsoeiativen of order :5 n (as explained in the talk). By analogy with
Stasheff and Boardman-Vogt, call this a co~An~stucturc on Y.

Sampie theorem. Ir Y is co-A~, and jf Y is r~c.:onnected anu (n + l)r + 2 - n homology
dimensional, then Y desuspcnds up to hornotopy.

This rcsult can be lJsed to provc a. ~·lIaefliger·Hirsch~'·type cmhccJdiug result in thc
Poincare category.

fi
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Embedding theorel1l. LeL f : /\"1,: --+ l\/Ul oe a Olap, J( an<! 1.1 finite l-connected
Poincare cOlnplexcs a.ntl I{ closcd. Ir k $ 111. - 3 tLllll if f is :!.k - lß + l-connected then f
induces a Poinca.rc clnocdding.

R. Lee:Spectral flow decon1position theorem and its application to Casson and
Floer invariants.

Let M be a closed oricnted manifold alld E be areal vector bundle on M. Given
a family of 1st order, dliptic, selfadjoint operators D t : COO(M, E) ---+ COO(M, E), 0 ~

t :5 1, we define tbe e-spectl"al Ilow to be the intersection number of the spectral curves
{;\cIDc\l1 = "t\llfoe sOlne 'J1 ':F O} with the reference line ,\ =e.

We study such a spectral fiow when A-t can be decomposed ioto two pieces by a
codimension one sublnanifold, Af = 1\11 U 1\12 , At/l n M 2 = 8Mt = 8M2 .~. E. In a
collar neighbourhood E x [-1,1] of E, thc operator Dt = 0'(';; +Ve) wli~!e Dc is a
selIadjoint operator Oll coo('E, E), E = EIE, and a is a bundle automorphisriiof E with
(j = (T.,0'2 = id, (TDt .= -Dta. Decompose L2(u, E) into the surn·pt EB Ht EB Pi~' where
Pe% are the sp'an of (±)-eigensections of E and H t = ker Dt •

Then q induces a sYlnplcctic structure on 1ft and there are two Lagrangian- subspaces .
in He, Lj(t) C He, given by the reslriction of the null space ker DtlMj to L2(E, E) and then
the projection anto H t • In general H t may jump in dimension and so da the Lagrangians
Lj(t). Ta avoid this difficulty we partition [0, 1] into subintervals [ti, ti+d and choose K > 0
so that the symplectic space H(t, f(), spanned by the eigensections q, with eigenvalues
,\ in [-/(, ](], is of constant dimension. In H(t, K) choose two continuous families of
Lagrangians Lj(t, f() so that Lj(t, [() = Lj(l)EB[Pt%nH(t, Je)] at the two ends t = fit ti+l.
Using these Lagrangians as boundary condition, we have continuous families of selfadjoint
operators

and hence weIl defined spectral flows.

Theorem. (Spectral flow decomposition) After stretching thecollar I:x[-l, 1] sufficiently
long, the e·spectral flow e-SF{ De : 0 ~ t ,~ I} equals the sum

e-SF{D(Mt , L1(t, f{» : 0 $ t ~ I} +e-SF{D(M2 , L2(t, !()) : 0 ~ t 5 I} +
Maslov-index(( L.(t, 1\), L2(t, 1\)) : 0 ~ t ~ 1) + ~[dimkerD(l) - dimker D(O)).

We apply tbe above theorem to study the Casson invariant ;\(M) of an integral h~
mology 3-spbere ft1 aud gi vc a nc\V proof of:

Theorem. (Taubes)..\( AI) equals to -~ the Euler number of the Floer homology
FH.(A1).

;



In thc casc üf Cl. ralional hUlllology sphcre A-t thcre are t.wo diifl'rcnt l~xtcnsiuns oe thc
Casson invaria.nt:

.1I

,\w(i\1)

AB.N.{i\1)

2: signP +
PER(M1)irrn H(M2 )irr

2: signP.
PER(M1)irr.,n(A'f1 )irr

I{P)

Here the first ..\,v(Al) (without dividing IlId 1\1; l)1) is due to \Valker with I(P) given
by his correction scheme and the second AB.N. (without dividing 1/2) i~ due to Boyer-Nica. •

Theorem. In the case wh.en 1Tl(M) is cyclically finite (so '\B.N.(AI) is defined}, we have

-'\w(M) - AB.N.(M) = 2: signature defect of 1\1 associated to (72 : 1rl(M) -+ U(l)
P=DEBD-1

Fukaya also has an extension of FIoer homoIogy to rational homology 3-spheres. Gen
eralizing Taubes' theorem we liave:

Theorem. Aw(M) equals to (-1)· Euler number of Fukaya-Floer-homology
+ Ep=aEB6-1 signature defect of (1'2 : 1rl(M) -+ U(l).

H.J. Munkholm:Alge.braic Topology ror Spaces of Bounded Geometry.

Recall that spaces of bounded geometry (b.g.) come in different flavours

• Smooth b.g. spaces = Riemannian manif61ds 1\1 S.t. the injectivity radius of M is
> 0 and the absolute value of the sectional curvature is bounded above.

• Simplicial b.g. spaces = simplicial complexcs J( such that the number of simplexes
in the link of a vertex is bounded.

There are also notions of b.g. CW compIexes and b.g. PL spaces.
With each class there is a dass of b.g. mapSt e.g. a smooth b.g. map M ~ N is a •

Coo-map with bounded C 2-norm which is efficiently proper.
ATTIE (Courant-thesis 1993) developed a b.g. surgery theory a.ild proved, e.g., for

compact Riemannian A1 and N:
Theorem. (Attie) Let n 2:: 5, k ~ 1, f : i\1 Tl+k --+ iVTl X T k be a homotopy equivalence.

Then the following are equi valent:

(i) Same finite cover of ft j : 1\1 --+ LV X T k is honlotopic to a diffeomorphism.

(ii) The Zk-cover j : J\1 ---+ iV X Rk is b.g. homotopic to a. b.g. diffeomorphism.

(Here T" is the k-torus).

In the surgery theory Attie nceds hurnotopy-, hornology-, chain-, cohornology- and
cochain-"groups" in urder tu ha"c. f·.g., ;l h.~. \Vhitchcac.J tltcorcm, a b.g. h-cobordism
thcorcrn, a h.g. Puiucare dua.liliy .·te.

."l
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In th~ leclure [ pn~scnlcd Cl. Illodificatioll (alld silnplification) of the first 2 chapters of
Andersen-Mullkhohn: Uoulldcd Controlleu Topology (SLN vol. 1323) which does the j~b

needed.

B. Oliver:Grothendieck groups of vec~or bundles over BG.

For G a COlllpact Lie group, [«BG) was shown by Atiyah and Segal to be isomorphie
to the complcLion of the representation ring R(G). However, for the infinite dimensional
space BG, [(BG) is not defined directly in terms of vector bundles over BG. In work
with Stefan Jackowski, we find an algebraic description of the Grothendieck group of the
monoid of vector bundles over BG, which we denote by K(BG); and also deseribe the
natural maps

RCG) ~ K(BG) .!!E... ]«(BG).

In particular \ve show:

1) öa is onto if G is finite, and is an isomorphism if all elements of 1ro(G)·have prime
power order.

2) Pa is injeetive, and its image is the group F F(BG) generated byall elements x E
K(BG) with An(X) for n >- O.

Qa was shown to be an isonlorphism for a p-group by Dwyer and Zabrodski; for a
p-toral group by Notbohm. .

In general, K(BG) is isomorphie ta the inverse limit of tbe groups R(P) for all p-toral
P C G (Yp). Equivalently, if Gp denotes the union of eomponents of G of prime power
order in 1ro(G), then K(BG) is isomorphie to the group of class functions f : Gp --+ C
such that flP is a eharacter for all p-toral P C G.

E.K. Peclersen:Continuously controlIed topological J(-theory.

Let (X, Y) be a pair of compact metrizable spaces with E =X\ Y dense in X. Choose
a countable set Hand a map r : f/ -+ E with dense image, sueh that r-1(e) is either
empty or infinite. We consider operators on t2( H). An operator is locally compact if the
restrietion to f2(r- 1 (/(» is a compact operator for any compaet subset K C E. Given
x e Y an operator ifJ is continuously controlIed at x if for every neighbourhood U 3 x
there is a neighbourhood V 3 x such that t/> (t2(r-.1(V»)) C t2(r- 1(U)).

We define C·(X, Y) to be the C··algcbra of bounded, locally compact, continuously
controlled operators, or rather the cJosure thereof in the norm topology.

Theorem. I<.(C·CX, Y) ~ J!.-I(Y; K(C)), so the [\'-theory is independent of X other
than the conditions above.

As an application of this rcsult we stuuy thc Baum-Connes assembly map

H(t"(r); K(C)) --. [((C;(r),

whcrc E(r) is the universal spacc for proper r-spaccs. \Ve prove: IC E(f) is a finite r·
C\V-complex with a cOlnpa.cti(icalion .'( s.l. (i) lhe f-action extcnds, (ii) X' is metrizabJe, .



(iii) c.ompact sub~cts or [( r) trallsJate by the grOll}) tu :Hnall sets IlCl\r thc LHllllldary, (iv)
for all finite subgroups" Cf C 1', .Xc is cOlltractible.

Under these circulnsta,nces thc Uaulll-Conllcs asseulbly luap is a. split nlonoIllorphislIl
of spectra. The conditions CLhovc are satisfied for \Vonl hyperbolic groups.

The above rcpresents joint work with CUllnar Carlssoll and John Roe.

J., Roe:Controlled topology and C·-algebras.

In this series of talks we described a relationship between Kasparov's J{-thcory anti
K-homology for C*-algebras, arid C·-versions of coutrollcd topology, especially as it is
applied to assembly. maps. .

Let X be a (locallycompact Hausdorff) topologiealspace. A coarse structure or
bornologyon X is a collection of neighbourhoods E of the diagonal in ..X" x X (entourages)
5.t. (i) entourages are proper, (ii) the inverse of an entourage and the product of two
entouragesis an entourage, "(iii) the union of the entourages is X xX. There is a category of
such spaces and coarse maps. Examples include the metric bornolqgy on a (proper) metric
5pace X (entourage5 are metric neighbourhoods of the diagonal) and the continuously
controlled bornology on aspace X equipped with ~ compactification X (entourages are
proper neighbourhoods of the diagonal that elose off to the diagonal of the space at
infinity).

Given such an X, one may define a C·-algebra C·(X) as follows. Choose a Hilbert
space H which is a module over Co(X). Then, for an operator T : H ~ H, we say
that T is of controlled propagation if there is an entourage E S.t. l/>Tf/J = 0 whenever
sUPP<P x supptbn E = 0. T is /ocally cornpacl if 4JTl/J E x:. whenever 1J and t/J are compactly
supported (A: denotes the C·-algebra of compact operators on H). We define C·(X) to
be the completion of the algebra of locally compact controlled propagation operators.

We may also define another algebra D*(.J() to be the completion of the pseudolocal
controlled propagation operators, where 'pseudolocal' means that T r/J - ~T E K:. for if> E
Co(X). Then C·(X) is an ideal in D·(X) and one has a short exact sequence

of C·-algebras.
Using Paschke's duality theorem, one ean identify 1(. (D.- X/C* X) with the Kasparov

K-homology K__1(X). The connecting map in the J(-theory exact sequence is a map
K.(X) ~ I(.(C*(X)) which can be regarded a.s a. form of the simple controlled assembly
map.

When is the assembly map an isolnorphisln '!

Theorem 1. IC X has the continuously controlled coarsc strueture coming from a com
pactification X =" ..l( U Y t then C·(.\') = D(CCY), Co(~X')) (Higson's relative Paschke
dual), so J(.(C·(X)) =:: /\'.-I(Y). Conscquently, if .~ is contractible, then assembly is an
isomorphism.

Theorem 2. If)( has the Illctric coarsc strucLure. J.IUJ .'( is a conlplete, simply connectcd,
nonpositively curvcd Rielnaullian rnanifold, ur ;L Illctric c()nc, or a Gromov hypcrbolic
spacc, then assembly is an isornorphislll. .

IU
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Finally \vc prc:)cnt an applicatiou oE coutrollcd lucthods that is 'dual' to those above;
an understa,llJing or [{!(·thcory in tenns or control over the spcctrum of an operator.
This suggests adefinition of algcbraic LL-theory, LL(A, B) for pairs of categories A, B
with involution.

E. Salem:The topology of germs of hololnorphic foliations on C2
•

(Joint work with J .F. l\·1at.tci)
We eonsider a holamorphie roliation :F defined on a neighbourhood of 0 E C2 by

cu = adx + bdy where a, bare holomorphic and {(x,y): a = b = O} = {O}.
By a finite succession of blow ups, one gets a new foliation j: with a finite number of

reduced singularities, all contained in the divisor.
We study SL-equisingular deformations of F i.e. equisingular deformations with fixed

reduced fo~ms at the singularities and fixed holonomy groups of the divisor. :-~
We show that under generic conditions on :F, the space of infinitesimal SL-equisingular

deformations is of finite .Jilnension p. .
We also show that under the salne generic conditions on :F, there exists auniversal

SL-equisingular defonnation of F with space of parameters CJ'.

u. Tillmann:The classifying space of the 1 + I-dirn. cobordism category.

I. Let C be the smooth 1 + I-dimensional cobordism category. Its objects are the elosed
I-manifolds (Ä N) and its morphisms are compact 2-manifolds. Denote byeb the sub
eategory in which no connected cOlnponent of amorphism, i.e. cobordism, is a morphism
to tbe empty I-mfld. Consider the functor <I> : C --+ Z which takes a surface E E C(n~ m)
to

Theorem 1.. B~ : 1r 1BC ---+ 'TrIBZ =Z Is an isomorphism.

Theorem 2.. B<P : Beb ---+ BZ ~ SI is a. hOOlotopy equivalence.

11. Now consider the mociified categories Sand Sb, defined from C and eb by replacing
a cobordisrn E by the classifying space of its Inapping dass group Bft where rJ; =
1ropiff+(E, BE).

Theorem 3. nBSb ~ Z x Brt"I'
Here r 00.1 = liITl.- r 9. 1 is the stahle mapping dass group and + de.notes Quillen '9 plus

construction. The proof of the theorem uscs a gcncralized group completion theorem far
eategories and a theorcJl1 of Barer Oll tlac stabilization of the homology of the mapping
class group. As Sb is a synllllctr;c lnolloi<.1al catcgory BSb and hente Br~.1 are neo-spaces.

Il



P. Vogel:Structurc Oll modules or diagranls in V~ssiliev theory.

Let K, oe the set ur da..ssica.l koots. This ::let i::l a IlhJlloiJ ror thc cOllllcclcd sunt and the
integrallllonoiJ-ring ZK i~ tL Ilupf algebra. All)' singular kuut induces a linear cOIllbination
of knots in this algebra. Dt~note by In the sub~lnodule uf this algebra. generated uy the
singular knots having at least n double points. These SUb-lllodules induce a filtration of
the Hopf algebra. coxupatible with the Hopf algebra structure and the associated graded
algebra GrZX: is a graded Hopf algebra. Using the thcory of ßar-Natan, Kontsevitch and
Vassiliev, one COllstructs a rational isoillorphisrn fro1l1 this last a.lgebra. to a graded algebra
Ar defined in term of diagranls.

The algebra Ar is a quotient of a graded C0I11111utative aud cocomlnutative Hopf algebra
A which is itself the quotient of the Jnodule generated by connected trivalent diagrams
containing the cirde equipped with a. cyclic order of the set of edges arriving at each
vertex by two kind of relations: the antisyn1etric relation and the so-called IHX relation.

The algebra Ar is the quotient of A by the ideal generated by the diagram with only
two vertices. The algebra A is rationally the symluetric algebra of a graded module P
generated by diagrams J( such that the conlplelnent of the ciecle in J( is connected.

One constructs a graded algebra A described in terms of certain connected diagrams
having exactly three I-valent vertices. One proves that A acts on the module P and many
other modules of diagrams.

Let L be a Lie algebra equipped with a nonsingular bilinear form invariant with respect
to the adjoint representation. Then one gets a weIl defined map 4> from A and P to the
center of the enveloping algebra of L. One const~ucts a charaeter from A to the scalars
and one proves that 4J is linear with respect to it. One computes this character on an
explicit sub-algebra of A and one proves the following:

Theorem: Let L be oue of the following families of Lie algebras: the series A, the series
BeD, Es, Er, Es, F'h G2 • Then there exists an element orA and an element of 'P which
are killed by every other falnily of Lie algebras and detected by L.

J. Weitsman:Geometry of the Intersection Ring of the Moduli Space of Flat
Connections and the Conjectures of Newstead and Witten.

We develop geometrie techniques to study the intersection ring of the moduli space
Sg(t., . .. , tn) of Hat connections on a two mallifold E!1 of genus 9 with n marked points.
We find homology cycles dual to generators of the ring, which cycles allow us to prove
recursion relations in 9 and n for their inlersection numbers. The recursion relations in the
genus 9 are related to generalizations of the Newsteau conjecture ane! of same recursion
relations due tu Donaidson. The recursion relations in the number n of marked points
yield analogs of the rccursion relations appearing in the work of \Vitten and Kontsevich
on moduli spaces of punctured curves.

Reporting: ~ichael UnsUld (D~rlln)
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Tag u n g S b e reh t 39/1994

HOMOTOPY THEORY

11.9. - 17.9.1994

The nleeting was organizcd by ~vlike Hopkins UvIIT~ USA), I\:arlheinz Knapp (\Vuppertal)
aud Erich Ossa (\Vuppertal) ..-\hnost 50 participants fronl Europe. USA alld Japan attended
the conference. Of the 20 lectures roughly one half were l:oncerned with algebraic h>theory.
da..<;sifying spa<:es and unstahle homotopy theory; the other half was nlainly devoted to sta
hle honlotopy with eUlphasis on chroluatic theory, stable honlotopy groups of spheres alld
pquivariallt h0I11otopy theory.



s. Jackowski

Characters and vector bundles over classifying spaces oE compact
Lie groups

For a. spacc .Y wc deuote by iK( __\) the Grothendier.k ring of cOlnpiex \'cctor buudles over
.Y. The functor IK( ) is t.he ordinary 1\--theory for finite dilnensional space:-; hut it is very
different in general. Iu particular!K( ) is not ha.lf~~xact and the Bott periodicity dop.sn' t A.)
hold for it. .,
In a joint work \vith Boh Oliver we study IK( BG) where G is a compact Lie grollp. A.ssume
first that G = P is a p-toral group. Thell the Dwyer-Zabrod::iky-Notbolull theorenl inlplies
immediately that the natural map R(P} -+ JKl,BP}, where R( P} is the cOlllplex representa-
tion ring, is bijective. For an arbitrary compact Lie grollp G we prove that the restrietion
homomorphism .

IK(BG) -+ li!!IIK(BP) == liglR(P)
p p

is bijective. Here the inverse limit is taken over aB p-toral subgroups (various primes
p) and with respect to inclusions and conjugations. One of the corollaries of our theo
rem answers a question studied by J.F.i\dams: a subgroup of Atiyah~s K-theory group
K(BG} = (HG, Z x BU} generated by formally-finite dimensional elenIents coincides with
the subgroup generated by vector bundles.
The key ingredients of the proaf are: ,a Ufunctorial" formulation of the Dwyer-Zabrodsky
Notbohm theorem, the group completion theorem (Quillen~ NtcDuff-Segal) , ,the Bott peri
odicity and a vanishing theorem for higher limits over orbit categories.

s. Mitchell

K -theory spectra far rings of algebraic integers

\Ve conlpute the l-adic I{-theory X:::-!{ R of the l{-theory spectrunl of a ring uf algebraic
integers R = OF[tJ, l an odd prißle. The result is that

~l !(R =.\' 0;\F 1[

wherc .\' = {C. K:""L .\'F is the pro-group rin~ of du' Galois grOllp ur t.he l-adic cyc:lot,oulic
extensiou of F. and ~vl is the basic Iwa.."'iawa Inodule attached to F. .-\S applica.tious we
obtain
( 1) a. conjt·ctural ca1culation of H- (GLR: Z /1) .

.)
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(:!) aB ;wtllal c'alClllatioll t)l~ II-C;LU tuoc.lule) ..1e'llu'ut.s which an" uilpot.('ut. oll (';u:h GL,,/?
(3) l.ht· hOlllOt.Opy lYPt~ ur LI\" Il. whc-J"(' L cl(·uot.t'S lJolistidd loc·"liza.t.iou \Vith rc·SP(~c:t. t.o K:.
(~l) Cl t"Olllputar.inll - iu priut"iplf". at. I('ast - ur C· ßCL-R+, allel

Ui) IHaps I. !I : t:r.~ x (,.!I() )"1 =11(;L R+ such thar. !/! is Ilullt.iplicatioll hy a pow.'r 01' l (in
SOHle illt(~n"st.illg caSt's • .'11 = ItL).

()ur re'sult.s c·xt."llcl r.n 10('al 1i('lds :Lud t.o Slllootit cllr\"('S ovpr a tillit.(~ lipid. [11 tollt! lau't'r ("ast'

Wt' show:

(6) Ir.\ is aSllloot.h projc'cti\'(' CllrVf~ OVf!r a finite Hehl. thc nUlp (l\".\"'f - [l\·_\(-2-coIl11{!ct(!(l)
is a. retract.ioll. (Joint. work wit.h Dill Dwyer.) .

e v . Smirnov

A de~cription of stable hornotopy groups of spheres

Let u. be the stable hOlllOt.Opy grollps of spheres, ä. its associated Z/2-nl0dufi;: with the
rllultiplication by 2.

Für such Z/2-1nüdules with t.he Inultiplicatiün by 2 we define the not ion of E?O~algebra.which
includes .4oo-algebra struct.ure Cllld Ui. Ui-products~ satisfying the relations:

ß(x Ui y) = 8.7: Ui Y + J: Ui 8y + X Ui-I Y + Y Ui-l ~r + 2~' Ui-l y,
8(:r Ui Y) = ()~r Ui Y + X Ui fJy + I Ui - l Y + Y Ui-l .e.

The main result is the next:

Theorem: On jj. there 'is the stnLcture 0/ an E60 -algebra. jj. considered as an E
oo

-algebm
hlts only one generator ho l.Lnd (LU relations follotlJ from the E'XJ -algebra structure.

P. Shick

Telescopes and localizationse
The failllre of the Telesc(jp(~ Conjectllre has rpsttlted in a. ueed for COluputations of the
hOlllOt.Opy grOll))S of telescopes of tinir.p coulplexes. \\"C~ exhibit calr.nlations of the honlotopy
groups of thc relescopes of c:ert.aiu Tholll (·oluplexcs. 11lotivatillg Cl. proposed Corrected \Veak
Tc-lcsc:ope Conjecture.

~(()n~ prpciscly.let .Y(II) = T(~lT;j"-1 t..-. O:!S:I - BG). so t.hat /f.~Y(n) == E(TU. '1 ......T
rr
-d0

P(~l' .... ~Il)' The TliOlll spf~Crnl1n ..\(n) has Cl ",,-sdr Illap. \Vf' pr()v~ rhat.

~.L.,.Y(,,) ~ 1\-(11 }.[l'rt+l, .... u:,?,.) t') E.

whc'l"(' E is an (~xr.f.·rior algc~bra Oll n:! gPllPrators. Furt IH~r.

ii.(I!r;'·\·(,,») == 1\-(11).["11+1 ....• I·:!IlJ 0 E' (.1 DP.
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where E' is an exterior al~ehra Oll t.he I()Wf~St. (~~+ 1) ~ent'r:tr.ors uf E ;lud f) P is au illtillit(~ly

g(~n(~rat.ed polYlloulial a.ll{ehra f)r~anized into (1) illf1ni t.t' "dividpd pow('r al~t'bra.....t. This
lllotivates tlll~ f()llowill~:

Corrected Wcak Tclescope Conjcct ure: If R is fL finif.f~ 7'1.11.Y ,·,.,Jt't:f.liflTl. df t,II1J(~ Tl. tllt:n

1r.(IJ;;' R) == [((n). @ F (;) DP,

where F is a finite 1\·(n) .. ·7Tlotlllle fLud DP is fL jinitely ycnc7''''f.cd ",[i7Jü[cd POU!t:1' alqf:b1"f1. .:.

(Joint work \vith l\.-Iark Mähowald and Ooug Ravenel.)

G .. Arone

The Goodwillie towers and vn-periodic homotopy of spheres

Our goal is to investigate the Goodwillie tower of the identity functor (frolll spaces to spaces).
We show how the tower "works" by linking it with the cosimplicial spaee of the tripIe
associated with the functor nocEoc. We show that the n-th derivative of the identity is
the dual of the suspension spectrum of the simplicial complex associatcd with the partition
lattice. Next. specializing to acid spheres, we show ho\v the formulas can be considerably
simplified i~ this case. Moreover, we show that for spheres the tower becomes finite in
periodic homotopy. We note that Dur results establish a somewhat ne\v perspective on the
results of Mitchell-Priddy and J<uhn-Priddy on the relation between symmetrie product
spectra and the Steinberg idempotent. In parÜcular, we provid'e an elementary proof of the
Whitehead conjecture. which doesn't make use of the Steinberg idempotent. (Joint work
with Mark Mahowald.)

N. Minami

The stahle Hurewicz image of elementary abelian groups and the
iterated transfer analogue of the new doomsday conjecture

Ouring the last decade. significant progress has been nlade i'll the study uf the cla.ssifying
space of elementary abelian p-groups BVJ • (Here ~'~ = (Z / p)!J.) Howevp.f. these 5tudies
dealt wi th luaps from B\<,. while topologists ha,ve been tradi tiouully intf~rest(~d in the stahle
honlotopy of nv". In this talk. we reportp.d a \'ery general restrietion on the (Ilod·p Hurewicz
image of Bl(,:



ThcorClll A: Tht~ sttLbl,~ 1I1ln:wic= III.HIJ

hu.'i iL triuial i71I.tL!lt:. wh,:1l

>

>

ifp =:!

ij p =odtl

•

I
~---

To~et.hl'r \vith r.he Kahn-Priddy thcorenl. t.his result inlplies the Adal11S t Hopf invariant oue
tlteürenl a.~ a very special eaLC;C (wheIl P = ~ cUld s = 1). Furthernlore, when p = oS =2, this
resllit n~covers our previolls rcslllt, whieh showed the higher !(crvaire invariant one elelnents
Oj's (j 2:: 5) are not n~alized by fra.Iued hypersurfaccs. However. aUf reslllt aoes not give the
best possible estituatc. In fact. OHr method could not. detcrmine if 84 fact.orize the double
transfer or not. which has reccntly shown not to da so by Nlahowald using e02. Instead,
Theorelll.;\ should be considered as a qualitative result. In fact, we ,vere motivated to prove
Theoreln .A by the new doolllsday conjecture: .

New Doomsday Conjecture: Por each s. there exists some integer n(s) such that no
non- trivial elerrLent in the image 0f

is a non-trivial permanent cycle.

Thus, our result indicates that at least the iterated transfer analogue of the ne,v doomsday
conjecture holds. Of course, it is very difficult to attack the new doomsday co~jecture, as

the !(ervaire invariant one problem is the first unsolved case. However, Theorem A might
suggest that any possible counter-example of the new doomsday conjecture would be quite
intcresting. A.s an exan1ple. solving the Barratt-Jones-Nlaho\vald conjecture (which was also
sohred by !(napp), \ve noticed

Theorem B: The stable Hurewicz map

sends x E irn{C) to a non-trivial ele7nent exa.ctly when J.' is the Keroaire invariant one el
C11lCnt. Here C is thc Coke171el .J -s]Jectnt7Tl anrl the Olld p1i.mlLry Keroaire invariant one
element is the orte repl·ese.nterL by bi in the cla.ssical Adams SlJectrnl sequence.

Of course. \vhen p = 2. this givp.s an allaloglle of thc ~vIadsenIS conjcctllre about the unstable
Hurcwiez iIl1age of QoSu. Für p ~ .5. Theol'f~lll ß aud a r..-sul t uf Ravenel implies r.he stable
Hllrewicz iIoage is nOIl~trivial only at t.lw hOt.tOIIl dilnensiou which corresponds to .ß1•



J. G reenless

Rational stahle equivariant homotopy theory

If G"is ~init.e r.ht'1l (a.) aU rationa.l ?vlackpy fnnctors an"' inje("t.i\·c~ (St.anill:-ika) anrl (I» t.hc'
sphere~ GI H+ A sn are Eilenhf~rg-~1acLallespaces (teHll Dif~ck). [t follows <Juit.c f()nllall~'

t.hat a11 rational G-spcctra split: ,,\", ~ I1nEZ ~n H(JI.~.Y) and that in fact -

For groups of positive climension both (a) and (b) fail. Sr tOln Dieck splitting r,he ratiönal
cohomology H-(BIF(;(H);Q) is the important information for (b). Fur (a) wc have a ::;truc
ture theor~ln for any cOlnpact Lie group G:

Theorem: The category 0/ rationt&l Mackey fttnctors is equillalent. tv the category 01 COTL

tinuous Weyl-toral modules (= equivariant sheaves on a topological category TC with objects
the closed subgroups 0/ G and a morphism H ~ l\P whenever H ~ [{ and [(I H is a torus).
Hence the global dimension is equal to the rank 0f G.

For the circle group Tone may still make a complete analysis, based on the cofibre se
quence )( ~ .Y 1\ EF ~ )( 1\ EEF+. (where F = aB finite subgroups). The category of
F-contractible T-spectra is well-kown to be equivalent to cl.g. vector spaces. Rational F-free
spectra )( split .J'\ ~ VHEFX(H) where ~Y(H) only has fixed points at H. Für "T-spectra
of the form JY(H) there is an .-\dams spectral sequence based on 1r:( ) as a module over
[EF+(H), EF+(H)): = <Q{CH] (where eH is of degree -2). Hence this category may be
completely algebraicised and we find an equivalence

F-free spectra ~ D(torsion F-finite Op(F))

where Op(F) = nH Q[CH] and an Op(P)-module Al is F-finite if /vl = EBH J1(H).
Using this one may give a complete algebraic description of q,'(, and an equivalence

RationalT-spectra ~ D("based" torsion F-finite Op(F))

\vhere the "based" refers to extra data encoding twists by arbitrary representations. and the
map qx.

R. Schwänzl

T H H(R) ~ SI 0 R rar EIXj-rings

For an Er)(;) ring spectrUIl1 E. define a. functor on E - a.lgebra..,

•

Te: E - Al!]
R ......

~op _ ,'ipp.ctrfl

[1l ...... n·":ln+l l ]



hv rllc' usuell Hoc:hsdlild (lJolluciary) lIlaps. The pairiJl~ .. is t.IH~ EI71Ll~7Ltlt)1f-Kriz-A'luy pairill~,

For ..-\':'J - rill~S n ari:-.;ill~ frOlll (colltiuIlOHS) FSP's il the zero't.h spa(:C' of tlw rc'alizar.iou of

T..,.R. (5 t.ht' sphc~re' spc·ct.nllll) is "C[llivall'llt with ßöekst(~c1ts TH H(R) spacp (lC'UllUa.). Tltt'
'IWW' dc·nuit.iou allows t.o dt'ri\:(~ SOUl(! propert.ips of T H H in a fornla.l wa.y.

• ()f (:oursc in c:a.S(~ n is E'Xj t.oo. Tt.,R is E oo again. As in the E?Q ca..")(l T.,.R is th(~

(:()lnposit(~ of

the proposition: E'"XJ riTt!} sTJectm is top. enriched and has aLl inrlexerl li7nits und co[
imits. implies: Cor.:TR = IR ® S!I = R ® 15;1
The equation gives us (Cor.) power operations with the usual properties alld also a
coproduct 'TsR )-+ TsR *n TsR .

• Observing, that T(R l * R2 } = TRI * TR2 ; R t , R2 E .400 ring spectra. one-'gets for a
group G:TZG ~ T~ooG * TZ. (Z denotes the integers.) Applying the o~.servatio~

t\vice~ the proposition: TZG ~ HH(Z) *z -TZ is derived. The argument \y~rks for R
a ring of the type R == R* Z (for instance. truncated polynomials). f~lso the Pirashvili
- \Valdhausen spectral sequence can be derived in this context.

e

Si...
R0 tin.sets

.\ ~

{in.sp.ts

E?Qriny spectl'a
n-x

with

(Joint with J.McClure, R.Vogt, F.Waldhausen)

B. Gray

Costable homotopy theory

TIte problem is to develop an unstable theory of periodicity designed to apply to spaces like
Bl-Vn (the classifying space of t.he double suspension) which occur naturally in the unstable

eclevelopment of homotopy theor~·. For such spaces looping is innocuous, and we are led to
considcr a category whose objects are spherically resolvable spaces and whose morphism sets
are the grotlp

This givp.s an additive catcgory (the costable category of spaccs). Structure data für the
c:at.e~ory is redl1ced to c€~1culatillg (s:?n+l.S1m+l), \vhich is a lllodule over Z/pk where k =
luill( In. 11) WhCll localizcd a( a pritne p > 2.

(Not(~: {.Y. };.} oe is t.he grOllp of st.a.ble rnaps froln .\ t.o 1· of dCj{rp.e s.)



Theorem: Thcrp, -t.o; 11 l:onlrruuu-7.anl !1I.nc:lor P with ~ p~ t\' ~ P 4.\' such thut

(.\". CI}')" = 1r,,( P.\ 1\ F).

P is a delocalized version of the tek~cope constrllction of Nick Kllhn.

P. Turner

Unstable BP-operations and typical formal groups

The collection of p-typieal formal group laws over a Z(p,-algebra A, together \vith homo
morphisms between them form a eategory. \Ve are interested in the fUDetor taking the
Z(pralgebra il to the set of morphisms in this category.. That is, we wish to exalnine the
fUDetor

T H : Z(prAlgebras --+ Sets

A ...... {(F, 4>, G)IF and G p-typical FGLs. <p : F ~ G a hOlnOI1l0rphisßl}.

The main result is:

Theorem: TH is a scheme represented by QBP.BP2., the algebra 01 unstable additive BP
coopemtions.

This is an extension of a theorem of Landweber relating stable B P-cooperations and strict
isomorphisms of formal group laws. The above approach allows HS to identify the set of
multiplicativeadditiveunstable BP-operationswith theset {{F.q),G) E TH(.4)IF = Fep =
the universal p-typieal formal group law}.

c. Lee

Homotopy inverse limits of Thom spectra

Let l\. be a compaet Lie group and F 1:- 0 he a real 1\·-r{'pre~entati()ll. Consider the ThoIll
spectrunl ofthe virtual repre~entation-nl/ over the llniversall\·-huudle E/\· - Bh· denott'd
hy B/{-raV" The natural inclusion -11\/ e.- (-Tl + l)V ~nduccs a seqllen<.:e or maps:

8/\+ - ß/\·_\" - ... - DI\·~-n+llV _ BA·-n~·· - ....

8

•
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t,U,?} ",lwli,ul. P-SUh.'/7·tI1L]I.'\ lF = (Eil C EI C .,. C Ern]' [{ ticf.s 07L ()".(l\-) by t:onjuYl&tiou,

[.t:f. InF) = E".. 8(1F)= .'if.alrilizt:7· ,,/11' in 1\- . ./(11/) = 8(H/)/t(I-1/) 1111,[ {(IF..)} l}(~ /1 SI:t 0/
rr.lnl:.'·t:nllLtil1t:....· of tlu: ,,7'1lits untIe7' 1.11.,: [\' -tLction, Tlu:71 tlu:n: t:xi.'its 11. finit.e ltJ'llwr of ji/nntiollS

of ....1":ct.,.,"

such thnt thc fibrc nf Ur~~' -< Lf,~'_l is

V ~-III-lF[EJ(lVd+ AJ(U'il (SOXl\-'+ndJo:)'CU/d, SO);
H'\t',I}EQ,n( /\')

where ;\'/ =p-nl.nk 01 /( 11.11.,[ tu/I\. is t1w adjoined re]J1'esentfltion 0/ /\',

e Tlte same result. Itolds \Viten rcplacin/!; Sc<>V+"dK by any non-equivariantly cont.ractihle K
COlllplex ..Y. In particular, wc obtain a resnlt of wliller and \Vilkerson on DBS~2'

R. Levi

The homotopy type of nBG; far G finite p-perfect

Let G be a finite p-perfect group. The homotopy type of BG;, where ( ); denotes the
p-completion functor of Bousfield and I(an, turns out to be related to various questions in
classical homotopy theory. In particular it has applications to
(1) algebraic f(-theory, .
(2) the stable homotopy grollpS of spheres appeal' as 7r.B~~,

(3) t.here is a relationship b~t,veen exponents for 1r. BG; and the wfoore finite exponent con
jecture.
Our study is motivated by a conjecture of F. Cohen which suggests that nBC; is finitely
resolvable by fibratiollS Qver spheres and iterated loop spaces on sph~res. \Ve produce a

__ COllnter-exanlple to Cohen's conjecture. In particular ,ve obt.ain the loops on a Moore space
.,as Cl retract of OBG; for a specific G. a resnlt which suggests that the stlldy of ir.nBG; may

shed Cl. llew light on thc hOlßOtopy type of lvloore spaccs.



J. Hunton

Symbolic and combinatorial approaches to stable and unstable co
operation aIgebras

SnppO:-ie E aud G an~ conlpll~x orielltcd ring speetra. with tOI"Si(lll fn'c hotnotopy. D(~tlote by
Gr thc r-t.h space in t.he O-spcctnll11 assoc.iated to G, i.c.. t.ht' spaCt~ rl'pre~s(,llting t.lw r-th
cohonl0logy groll}) Cr

( ). \Ve studY,t.he bigraded Hopf ring E.G.... \Ve do this by exanlinin,g
Cl certain algebraically defined sub Hopf ring of EQ.. (GQl ); this wc denot.e by E~G.. a.nd it
is easily sho\\tn to he equivalent tu E.Q... in the cases wilere G = Al lJ Of any Laudwcbcr
exact theory. The construction E?r2. has the advantage of allowing etfcctivc cOlllputation
of structures alld relations by being accessible to the applicat.ioll of \'ariolls l'olubillatorial
aparatus. This is joint \vork with Nigel Ray of ~vlanchester Uni\'ersit.y. •

D. Notbohm

p-compact groups

Dwyer and \tVilkeison defined a p-compact group to be a tripie .\' := (.Y, B.Y, flB ..Y ~ ..Y),
where BX is a pointed p-complete space and where )( is iFp-finite! i.e. the mod-p co
homology H*(}(; lFp ) is finite. Examples of p-compact groups are given by compact con
nected Lie groups, i.e., for a compact connected Lie groupG. the completion of the tripie
(G, BG, flBG ~ G) gives a Jr'compact group. Topological properties like connected or sim
ply connected are inherited by the space ..Y,. In their celebrated paper" Homotopy fixed point

. methods for compact Lie groups and finite loop spaces" Dwyer and \Vilkerson showed that
p-compact groups enjoy quite a lot of the properties of compact Lie groups. They always
have a maximal torus, a normalizer of the ma.ximal torus and a \Veyl group, which behave
as for compact Lie groups.
The first step to develop Lie graup theory far ~compact graups consists in a dictionary. One
has to translate the nations of Lie group theory in terms of cla..c:;sifying spaces. For example
a homomorphism ..\"' --+ Y of p-compact groups i5 a pointed map B~Y ~ BY and a short •
exact sequence )( --. y --. Z of p-compact groups is a fi brat ion B ..\ -- Bl' - B Z.

Theorem: (Moller-Notbohm) Let )( be a connected p-cOfnpact gr071p. Then. there exists a
short exaet sequenee K - ...\" x T - .iY 0/ p-co711pact grollps, where !{ is a finite abeLian
group, }(" is simply connected. and where T is a p-cornpact tonl.s.

.-\ compact connected Lie group G with maximal torus ·Tr,; is simple if and only if the a.ction
or the \Veyl group ~VG of G on H 1

( BTG.; Q) gives an irredllcihl(~ rcpresentatiotl. This equiv
alcnce allows to speak of sinlple p-conlpact gronps.

Theorem: Let p be an odd priTue. Then evenJ siul.1Jly con71cctcd p-compuct group spLits illto
(I p7Y)(Juct 0/ simple siTllply connectp.rl p·co7nTJIlCI (Jrollps.
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Tlte proof or r.lw la~r. thc'01"t'lll is I';L-;pd 011 ~c~llt'ral spliu.illl!; c:rir.t'ria.

TheoreUl: A /J-oJ'lnpact ynnt7J .\0 .'ilJlit.s into tL ]J7YJ/17u:t .\0 ~ .Y I X 'Y'l if und o71ly if tht:
lUJ171U"l-i:'l:7' dIJf:S.

For odd priult's. t.hl':-,e ["('sHits n'dHC(' t.lw qlH'stioll of dassifica.tion to silllpie siluply c:ollncc.;ted
p-COlllpac:t. ~r()llps. For silllply c~OIlIH'Ct.pcl (~Olupaet Lie ~rOlips with p-torsiUll frce COhOlllOlogy.
r.he iSOlllorphislll typt' a~ a P-COlllpact grollp depellds ouIy on the ßH>cl-p COholllology or Oll
t.he \Vpyl gronp act.ion Oll t.IH~ lllaxilual t.orus.

eH. Henn

On the mod p cohomology of profinite groups of finite p-rank

Let G be a profinite group \vith noetherian continuous Inod p COhOl1l01ogy H-G and let
A( G) denote the Qllillen category of non-trivial elementar}' abelian p - subgroups of G (with
Inorphism generated by inclusiolls and conjllgations in G). Let Ce(E) denote the centralizer
of a subgroup E of G.

Theorem: Let G be as above. Then the natural map

induced by restrietions! has finite kernel and cokemel.

Corollary: Let G be as above 'with p-rank 1 (i.e. G contains Z/p but not (Z/p)2). Then the
natural map

p : H-G --+ rr H- Nc(E)
(E)

'induced by restrietions! has finite kernel and cokemel. (Here the product is taken Qver con.
jugacy classes 0/ 'l/p ~s in G and iVc(E) denotes the normalizer 0/ E in G.)

-Thc corollary may be applied to study the cohomology of thc following groups S. which
are of fundamental. iInportance in stable hOlllOtOpy theory: For a fixed prime p let D

n
be

the central division algebra Qver the p-adic numbers with invariant l/n .and let En be the
Inaxilual order of Dn • Then Sn is the p-Sylo\v - subgrollp of thc units in En. The p-rank of
Sr. is either 0 or 1. and ir. is equal to 1 iff n is divisible by jJ ~ 1. For n == p - 1 the target of
fJ 1l1ay he explicitly COlllputed as I1(E) H-Z/pfi) (H-Zpr~n and for Il = P - 1 = 2 the map p
is inj(~cti\"e alld H- Sn may he dl'scribed a~ a subal~ehra in t.his procluct.
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N. Ray

Combinatorial tDodels of stable complexes

COlubillatorial ()hj(·(·t.~ lllay he const.rllcted which realise h()lllol(}~ic:ljprop(~rt.ie~of well-knowIl
spaces such as Cpoo. DlI(n), AfU(n), Hag mallifolds.... and spt'ct.ra such as l\;/U . .ß P.
H/p, ....
These objects are t.riples (F, I"V, d), whcre F is a fanüly of set.s with ext.ra. st.rllctnrc. I"V is
an equivalcllcc relation on F, and rl is a. dimension fun·ction. In 0111' leetllre wc have thrce
examples to disCllSS:

• <cpoo: F = 1:,. the falnily of an finite linearly ordered set.s L. I"V =poset isornorphi~nl.

d( L) = ILI - 1 for all L ~ 0.

• BP: F = forests F of regular 'frary trees, I"V = poset isolllorphislll. d(F) = LTEF d(T).
d(Tr) = pr - 1 (we call BP P when we consider it Inod p).

• lv/U: :F = P, the family of all posets P(M) of ordered partitions of finite lin
early ordered sets. I"V = poset isomorphism, lvI = Ui Li~ d(P(JI)) = LLEM d(P(L)).
d(P(L)) = ILI - 1.

Diagonal morphisms may be defined on Cpoo, MU and on BP mod p =' P, and product
morphisms on MU and HP; also coaction of P on Cpoo 1 BP and AlU.
If we apply tbe functor Z{"" equivalence classes } (or Z/p far P), we obtain familiar alge
braic structures, namely:
H.(CpOO) with diagonal coproduct,

. H.(BP) with ring spectrum product,
H.(MU) with ring spectrum product and Novikov coproduct.
Pa with Steenrod structure,
the coaction of P. on H.(CPOO), H.(HP), . ...
The combinatorial models themselves are still under development; interpretations of the al
gebra in terms of Bell polynomials, umbral calculus are already finding application in the
theory of Bernoulli numbers, Hopf rings (joint with John Hunton), and many-valued formal
groups. (Joint work with Bill Schmitt, Memphis University.)

l~
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P .. Goerss

Homotopy fixed points for actions by profinite gronps and the !(
theory of fields

[r G is a pl'ot111it,p grollp and .'\ a cliscr<~tc G-space. theu r.hcre is Cl notioll or hOlllOt.Opy tixed
poillt~ .yhU anti. if ~\ is poillted. CI. descent sp(~ct.ral sqnence

If k is· a. fichL L a. scparahle c(oslire and G = G(L. k) the Galois gronp. thcll DGL+ (L) is
a discf(~tc G-spacc aud thc t~talc f\--theory space of k is BGL+(L)hL = IKct(k). This space

Acall be COlupllted in specific t:xalllplc~. Let l be a priIne not equal to ("har(k) alld assull1e k
• contaillS an ft.h_ root of nnit.y. Let k ~ k?C) be k adjoin alllth-po",oer roots of lluity. Then:

• If k'X) is of cohomological dill1ension 1.

J. Aguade

."..:........

Fake three-connected coverings of Lie groups

• If k:-o is of coholTIological dimension 1, but k of dimension 2, the answer d~pends on
the Iwasawa 1110dule.

\vhere 1Fq is a finite field, (q,1) = 1, and q depends on which roots of unity ~re in
k. and there is one factor of .Ui für each element of a basis for (k:O/(k:c)')f where
r = G(kX), k).

\vhere rr WUt is the weak product with oue factor for each elenlellt of a basis for
k~/(k~}/, where k X is the units.

• If k is of cohonl01ogical dimension 1 and k i= koo ,

Lpt. B(p) he such that there is a fibration S:J - B(p) - S:!p+1 cla.ssificd hy the generator of
;';'"'!p( S3 )(p~.

Theorem: lf H·LY) == H·( IJ( jJ )(3}) ° ltS 1l1lstfLblt! algebras f)f1t:r the Steenrod algebra. then
.Y/: ~ D(p)(3};. .

•



[n part.icu]a,r. w«, ha,\'(" hOlllot,Opy lllliq1lt'uC'sS IIp tu 1}-C:()lllplc~tioll fnr (;(:1), \.... 11('1"(' (; = .'·'T: (:))
for fJ = 2. or C; = G",! for l' == 5, or Sp(2) tor p =3.

Thi~ n'sult is in cOlltr;L~t. to the c:ase of S:I(3) wlwn' tht'r(~ an' illlillit.C'ly 1I1atl~· p-colllpl.,tc.'.
hOlllOt.Opy tYPt'~ with t.hc S:UIlC IllU<! fJ COIH)fll()]()~Y tha.n S:'{3}.
:\ crucial point in t.he proof is tlw foll()will~ It~nlnla:

Proposition: Lf~t OC1 = !F,J[:l:1] <2) E( ,l/:J. '::'?p+l) with ,:J.t:",! == ,t/:1. 'PIY:l == ':''?p+l. IUl.d pI' :"!,,~1 :j:. n.
Then there is HO spa.cc .\" with l/-(.\} =OC1 .

The proof uses t.he T funetor and Inapping spaccs.

H. Sadofsky

A generalized ehern character

We are interested in producing coherent natural transformations E(n) ~ E(n - 1) (where
E{n) is the Johnson-Wilson cohomology theory with E(n). =.Z(p)[Vl,'" .'Un-d[Vn,'U,;l]).
Mahowald's functor P-oo(~Y) = lim_{P_c A E...Y) (P-c = Thom( -k{) where ~ is the usual
complex line bundle over B71/p) provides a transformation from the eategory of spectra to
itseif. It takes Ln-Iocal spectra to Ln_1-local spectra, and is conjectured to have a simple
description on the category of localizations of finite spectra. We show: (In-l = (p, ... , Vn -2))

Theorem: (Ando-Morava-Sadofsky)

00

(P_oo(E(n)))/n~l =(li.!ll V~2jE(n - l))Jn~l'
k -k

OUT proof is based on the follo\ving lemma,

•

(this is a generalization, using techniques of \Vürgler, of his theorcln that 'U;~ 1B P/ (p, .. , Vn -2) ~ •
V K{n - 1)) and a calculation of 7r.P-ocAE{n)).
This theorem gives a natural transformation

'vVhen n = 1, this is the ehern character from complex K -theary to rational cohomology.
Unfortullately, when n > 1. this is not a multiplicative transfornlation. There are ways of
aJtering P-oo(E(n)) to proouce a Inultiplicative transformation hut we have.not yet fOHnd
an economical olle. .
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l\tI. Hopkins

Topological modular forms, the \Vitten genus, and the theoreln of
the enbe

·fhis t.a.lk c1t'scl'ihecl a. g(~ll(~l'a.lizatioll or t.he Hirzehruc:h t.heory or gPllt'ra an<! charact.erist.ie
s(~ri("s, a~ weil il.."i (~Hillell·s theory uf fOr1ual grOll)> la,ws attcu:hed t.o cOlllplex oriclltcd eoho
111ology t.heories. tu tlte honlisTll t.heory of Spin lllallifolds with Pl/2 = 0 (.ll()(8)) (aud its
cOlnplex allalog;ue .\-1U (G»).
The Inain result felates t.hc set. of IJlllltiplicative luaps J1U(6) --+ E (1\/0(8) - E) to t.he
set of cubical strl1ctllres (~-st.rll~t\lr('s)on t.he lille blludle O( -e) ovcr t.hc associated COrIna.1

agroup. Hf:rc E is a. C0I11ple.X oricllt~lble c.:OhOl1l0logy theory \vith the properties (1) i1.E is
.Collllllutative (2) 1r2E contalIlS a tlllit.

Onee the fOrInal group over 7roE is extended to an elliptic curve, the theoreUl of t.be cube
gives a callonical cubical structnre, hence a canonical nlap l7E : A1U(6) --+ E. This map is
rTlodttlar in the sense that if f : E --+ F is a IllUP of spectra as above, whose formal groups
have been cxtellded to clliptic Cllrves~ and if t.he resulting nlap of fornlal groups extends to
a Iuap of elliptic curves, then t.he followillg diagrain COIllmutes

AIU(6} E
~

F.

There is an analogo~s result far 1\10(8). _
vVhen E = q-l[{[[q]] \vith the Tate curve, then the map 7f.UE : Jr_1\10(8) q~lZ[[q]] is
the \Vitten genus. This result thus gives an expression for the modular invariance of the
"families" vVitten genus. .

One can hope that the nl0dular property refines to a map

A/O(8) ---+ hol im E =: E02 .

Eelliptic

There is a spectral sequellce

(
Derived functors Uf)

j "" ==> ir.E02 .tnodular rarms ~

This spectral sequence has been cssentially COlllputed by Inyself aud ?'vlahowald.
This represents joint \vork with N. Allda and N. Strickland.

ß .. richtcrstat tcr: S. I\:lall~
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Tag u n g s b e reh t ·10/1994

Risk Tbeory

18.9. bis 24.9.1994

Die Tagung fand· unter der Leitung der .Herren H. Bühlmann (Zürich), P. Embrechts (Zürich)~

H.U. Gerber (Lausanne) und J.L. Tengels (Heverlee) statt. Das Ziel der Tagung bestand darin,
sowohl theoretische als auch angewandte Aspekte von aktuellen Fragestellungen der stochasti
schen Risikotheorie zu diskutieren. Auf der Grundlage von 2 I Plenarvorträgen sowie in 5
thematisch zusammengefaßten Diskussionsgruppen fiihrten die 55 Teilnehmer -der T~gung

einen intensiven Gedankenaustausch mit den folgenden Schwerpunl"ten:

Risk Processes and Ruin
Lass Reserving
Statistical Methods in Insurance Mathematics
Mathematical Finance
Aggregate Claims and Numerical Methods

Dabei wurde erneut die enge Verbindung zwischen Versicherungsmathematik und Wahr
scheinlichkeitstheorie, mathematischer Statistik bzw. der Theorie stochastischer Prozesse
aufgezeigt. Es wurde verdeutlicht., wie Ergebnisse der Stochastik nutzbringend auf Fragen der
Versichenmg~bzw. Finanzmathematik angewendet werden können und wie auch umgekehrt
praktische AufgabensteUungen neue Entwicklungen innerhalb der Stochastik anregen.

Nicht unerwähnt bleiben soUte die äußerst angenehme Atmosphäre in den Räumlichkeiten und
im Umfeld des Oberwolfacher Forschungsinstitutes~die nicht zuletzt m dem sehr erfolgreichen
Verlauf der Tagung beigetragen hat.
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P. ARTZNER

Asset-liability management orloss reserves

We suggest studying thc investment of premiums for a line of business with clairns
developJnents over k ye~)fs. by stochastic dynamic programming with a rolling horizon of size
11. ~nle re\vard fiulction is the utility of company's wealth at the end of k+1l periods. assuming~ 
that uo ne\v business is written after the first Jl periods. Decisions are choices of portfolio of ..
zero-coupon bonds. State variables include current claim developments, current wealth (or
current portfolio if ODe wants to introduce transaction costs), and current tenn strocture. The
requirement of adding only a few more variables may guide the choice of mterest rate and
lB NR models.

S. ASMUSSEN

Ruin probabilities via loeal adjustment coefficients

Let rp{u) be the probability ofnUn in a risk reserve process with premium rate p(x) depending

on the current resetve ~ initial reserve u, Poisson arrivals at rate P and claim size distnoution

B with "mg.f. B. The loeal adjustment eoefficient at level xis the solution y(x) ofthe equation

.0(S[y(x)] - 1) - p(x) y(x) = O. It is shown that VJ<u):s: e-I(.lwhere I(u) = j A(X)~ if p(x) is
o

non-decreasing, and that «P(U)::::l e- /
(II) in a slow Markov walk. set-up. Though this result is of

large deviations type~ the proof is elementary and utilizes piecewise comparisons withpro
eesses with a constant premium rate.

1. BEIRLANT~ J.L. TEUGELS

Extremes in non-lire insurance

We survey the impact of extreme value theory within the framework of non-life insurance.
Often rather substantial pans of portfolios are cODtaminated by claims that should be
considered extreme rather than average. As a result these elements should be treated by
t:xtreme value theory rather than by centrallimit theory. Extreme value theory has its impact in
the modeline ofthe claims sizes~ the interc1aim limes and the total claim amount~ as weIl as on
the ruin probabilities balh in finite and in infinite time.
'nIe mean residuallife function t'( x) = E( X- x I .l > x) (the net premium per claim is an excess-

ot:loss reinsurance contract \vith priority K) has played a dominating role in extreme value
estimation oftail indices. such as the extreme value index and the Weibull index. E.g. we show
that the maxima are in the donlain or attraction of an extreme value distribution if and only if
t' '. Q(, 1- .)(Q the quantile function) is rcgularly varying. ßy \vay of example we included a large

applil.::llion (0 wind data that havc hcen prevlously studicd by the scholars at NIST.
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P.L. ßROCKE1T

Infonnation thcoretic approach 10 risk and actuarial theory

This paper shows that information theoretic statistical analysis can provide a single. simple. and
intuitively reasonable approach to many problems encountered in actuarial science. After
discussing tbe basic philosophie approach and its relation to frequentist and Bayesian analysis.

we turn to constrained information theory:

min 1(/ I g) S.t.
l

Af = ()
f~O

where f =(I. ,... ,/,,) .. A is a kxn matrix and g = (gi ,... ,g,,) is another distribution. We show

this is a convex programming problem with an llDconstrained dual problem and the optimum
solution is 1.- = gl etJ jA wbere jA is the i d1 column of A .. and ß are the dual parameters. We
thus have a log linear representation as a consequence. We next show how standard analysis
such as log linear contingency table analysis and logistic regression are consequences of
information theory. Theo we apply the technique to graduation of mortality tables.. and to
incorporation medical information into the adjustment of a stan~ard table.

P.L. BROCKETT

A stochastic process model for the foreign exchange market

This paper examines a randomly changing price trend model of Taylor (JRSSA 1980) and
discusses its use for modeling foreign exchange rate spot prices. It is shown empirically that
the model cah be useful for uncovering arbitrage possibilities in the foreign exchange D13{ket.
Extensions and further research are discussed. ~ ,..i

T. CIPRA

~., Credibility with outliers and missing obsetVations

In praetice credibility methods roust face the problem of outliers and missing observations. It is
an up-Urdate problem and some authors bave dealt with is recently, e.g. Künsch (1992), Gisler
and Reinhard (1993) and others. The contribution distinguishes static and dynamic credibility
models (the parameters of the dynamic models can change in time, see also Ledulter ct al.
(1991). Iterative robust procedures for credibility estimation based on the M-estimation
principle are suggested .balb for the static and dynamic models. In the case of the dvnamic
models one uses the robust version of KaIman filter which allows in addition to treat tbe ease
of missing observations.



S.H. C()X

Wc applied some dassical rnethods of risk theory to the problem of determing the probability
that a U.S. Iife insurance will fail to meet risk based capital requirements. ll1e paper (joint
work with Edward L. Robbins, KPMG. Chicago) focuses on a singJe premium deferred
annuity. TIle complexity of this cootraet more or less requires Moote earlo simulation. We
applied nonnal power. Escher, ete methods to a sampie of 100 values. nIese were compared
to the "tme" values obtained by rnnning the simulation a long time.

F. DE VYLDER

TIle numerical solution oe Sehmitter's problem

l1le numerical solution of Schmitter's problem is based on a renewal equation in a
diseretization of the classical risk model on a general new (at least in the aetuarial world)
optimization algorithm of functions on convex spaces, and on the introduction of directiooal
derivatives in the risk model.

D.C.M. DICKSON

On the distribution oftbe duration ofnegative swplus

In the classieal continuous time risk model we allow the surplus proeess to eontinue if the
surplus falls below zero. We define J; ·to be the duration ofthe i-th period ofnegative surplus
aud 7T to be the total duration ofnegative surplus.
We find formulae for the distribution and density functions of J; and TI and show how these
ean be caleulated for eertain individual claim distributions. We also show how a diserete time
risk model ean be used to provide approximations to the distributions of J; and 17 ID cases
where it is not possible to ealculate the distributions exaetly.

D.DUFRESNE

I.

On the stochastic eguation ..\'" = B( ..\' +Cl and a property of gamma distributions

I-
TIle equa~ion .r = B( .Y' +C), \vhere B. X· and C are independent. has appeared in a number of
~onte~lS. notably actuarial scienee. An .apparently new propeny of gamma variables is found.
\vhich pennits the derivation of a ne\v cxplicit example of solution of the stochastic equation.
\vhcrc B is the product of t\\'o independent beta variables. C is gamma and .-r is tbe product of
independent beta and gamma variables.



E. FERENSTEIN

A continuous-time Dynkin's ~1.opping game: rene\val processes case

Let )( = {.r
n

• Jl ~ I} be a sequence of iid rv's. \vhich are interpreted as same otfers :uriving al

moments of jumps of a renewal process IV ={JV(!). / 2: O} ..r and ,V are independent. TW'Q

players observe the process of otTers .\'(/) = .Y.'/(IP /2: 0 .. At any stopping time t an offer .r(r)

IDay be selected by ODe of them The objective of each of the players is to choose a stopping
time maximizing his mean reward associated with tbe corresponding offer value. Hence \ve are
looking for equilibrium points of the two-person non-zeTo-sam stopping game. E4uilibriurn
points are found for finite and infinite horizon games.
This work is joint with Emest G. Enns. University ofCaJgary.

E.W. FREES

Nonparametrie estimation of insurance risk models

In this talle, we briefly review the literature on unbiased nonparametric estimation and present
extensions in two directions. Tbe first extension introduces a new class of statistics that are
density estimates ofkemel distribution funetions. This class includes interesting examples such
as the convolution of claims and spatial distances. Tbe second extension disc~ses

semiparametric estimation of infinite order U-statistics. Here, we analyse semiparametric data
in that the observations may be expressed as a known function of a vector of cov~te~ a
vector ofunknown parameters and an unknown error terms. Residuals from the model ar~ ~en

used to compute infinite order U-statistics. These residual-based statistics are shown to be
asymJ,totically normal, often suitable standardization.

HGEMAN

An Asian option approach to the valuation ofcatastrophe insurance futures contracts

The Chicago Board of Trade started trading at tbe beginning of 1993 catastrophe insuranee
futures contraets. These contraets meant to be an alternative to reinsurance, to offer liquidity,
low transaction costs, the guarantee of the Clearing House against default ris~ are tied to an
index.. defined by ISO (Insurance Statistical Office) and related to the aggregate amount of
lasses reported during the event quarter and associated with a pool of policies which has been
defined befare the contraet starts trading. The paper models the instantaneous claim process as
the swn of a d.iffusion process and a jump component and offers an arbitrage valuation of the
futures contraets, extending a methodology developed by Geman- Yor on Asian options.



11U. GERBER

I~~ing options on l\V(L:5J!!~~Ji

w~ consider a t.:ontract tllr .1 paynlcnt that is an indexed function ofthe prices oftwo stocks or
asscts. The dunuion of the contract is Wllimited. We postulate an eX1Jonential decay of the
indcx~ if the creditor can choose the time of the payment, and an exponential growth of the
index~ if the debitor can choose it.The price of such a contract can be obtained in a transparent
tashion~ if the payoff function i5 a homogeneou5 function (of degree one) of the stock prices:
then the optimal exercise strategies depend onlyo~ the ratios of the stock prices. Explicit
results are obtained for the options on the indexed- minimum and maximUlll of the two stock .'
prices and for the symmetrie Margrabe option, where the payment ls the indexed absolute
value of their difference. We also examine the pricing of the indexed Russian option~ where the
payment is the observed indexed maximum ofa single stock, and its dual~ \vhere the payment is
related to the observed indexed minimum.
By applying martingale methods, we avoid differential equations. We also derive the smootb
pasting conditions, which detennine the optimal contract-exercise ratios of the stock prices..

H. GLEMSER

Credibility theoty under dependence assumptions

Following on the idea of Eberlein the model of Bühlmann is investigated for stationary resp.
conditionally stationary claim processes. Using linear predietion techniques.. one can derive the
solution of the estimation problem, the approximation of the individual premium and of the
predietion problem, the predietion of a future claim. These solutions are in tenns ofthe inverse
autocovariance matrix of the underlying claim process. Using the Toplitz structure of these
covariance matrices ODe can derive recursive methods for the calculation of the ciedibility
weights.

1. GRANDELL

The mixed Poisson process in a modem setting

With Ove Lundberg's thesis from 1940 as a starting-point, we consider mixed Poisson
processes. Special emphasize is given to characterizing propenies and to relations with other
classes of point processes.

B. GRIGELIONIS

T\vo-sided Lundberg inegualities

\Ve consider areal valued randorn sequence .'" ={.\"" ' 11 2:: 0 }.. defined on the probability space

(!t . p) such that .rn =O. .rn - ·'"tl-l' 112: I. are independent identically distributed Tandom



variables anu I-I( r) =p( .\". Er). r E:.::( Rl
). Unucr lhc assunlption lhat lht:re ~xists R'> () .

• 1:)

satist)ring J... --Hw 11(dx) =: I. it is proved thallhe t\vo-sidcd Lundberg incqualilY holds:

C_ e-HQ ~ p(iJij' .r
n

> -11)::;; C +- e-H
•• 11 ~ O. where

11.::0

Ct =in!!~~~{l~~~(~:;~K:~~:)]
Ko =sup{,IC H((-OO.-K)) > O}.
This result is extended to the case. when .Y is the first component of a Markov additive
sequence. and applied to derive the two-sided Lundberg inequality for the infinite horizon ruin
probability ofthe Markov renewal risk process. Continuous time analogues are also discussed.

O.HESSEIAGER

Recursions for same bivariate compound distributions

We consider the bivariate compound distn"bution of (X n. where (X. r) = (tV"t v,) and

(N,M) has a bivariate counting distnoution p(n.m), while Up U2 , .. ;~.h(u), V;, V2 ,..:~~.12 (v)
are mutually independent and independent of (N,M). The severity distn1>utions ft and.l: are
concentrated on the non-negative integers, and we develop recursions for the compound
distributiong{x,y) =P(x =x,Y =y). .
We also obtain recursions for the conditional moments E(Yk / X = x).

C.HIPP

Functionals in risk theory and therr nonparametrie estimators

With independent observations ..r 1, ••• , X" with unknown distribution P, a funetional H (P) ofP

is most commonly estimated by its empirical counterpart H( Pli)' where p" is the empirical

distributioD. It is shown that the classical von Mises' delta method leads to asymptotic normal
ity of H( p,,) wilh asymptotic variance

JH'(p)(X)2 P(dc).

The funetion H' (p)(x), the Gateaux-derivative ofH at P (also known as influence funetion), is

unbounded for most funetionals in risk theory (such as the oet premium for a SlOP loss contract
or the Gini type index of a claim size distribution). This implies that the approach of Reeds.
Femholz, Gill cannat be applied. A different metne involving weight functions is considered. It
is based on a family ofunbounded shifted funetions

x~f(x+y)/q(y), y>O
where tf(>~ is added in order to let the family have a finite t..-nvelope funetion.



C.KLÜPPELBERG

w~ consider the stochastic proccss

s(d =L "'('1(1 - 7;.), t ~ 1.
no! 1

( 1)

where {.rn } is a sequence of iid increasing stochastic processes on IR•.

.r,,(I)=.'(,([O./]) for t~O, and {Tn } are rv's such that N(t}=#{llEIN~J;,~t} is a

hOlnogeneous Poisson process. The process ( I) can be considered as a natural model for delay
in claim settlement~ 11le T", 11 EIN, are considered as the claim arrival times, and the.

measure 'Yn (. - T,,), 1~ T", describes the evolution of the pay-off process for the Inb claim.

nlen {S(t)} is the total claim amount process. ff X degenerates at zero_ the process (I) re-
I~O

duces to the classical Poisson model. We prove a functional central limit theorem with a self-
similar Gaussian limit process which, in the classical case, is a Brownian motion. We apply this
result to approximate the rum probability under different premium principles.This work i5 joint
with T. Mikosch, University ofGroningen.

U.KÜCHLER

Stock return and h}3Jerbolic distributions

Let {Sn' fl ~ O} be a sequence of positive random variables, called stock prices, and defin~ R"
to be the corresponding rate ofretums: R.,,:= log(Sn / Sn_l)' n 2: 1.
Assume. the R" are independent, identically distributed with some distribution function F. Then
it is a classical problem already to fit an appropriate F to a given data-set interpreted as reali
zation of the ~J' Normal distributions, stahle distributions and other have been studied in the
literature. The table reports on attempts to fit hyperboüc distributions to the 30 stocks of the
DAX. Daily stock prices fram 1972 to 94 have been used. The goodness of fit is surprisingly
good. Hyperbolic distributions have been introduced and studied extensively by Bamdorft:
Nielsen et.al. in Aarhus since 1977.

V. MAMMITZSCH

On Conti's conjecture

In his paper f1Praxisgerechte Parametrisienmgen von Veneilungen lJ
• B. Conti for random vari

ables .r w;th .p( .X $ xo) =o. p{ .r > x) > 0 for all x > Xn (xn > 0 fixed) introduced the pa-

rameters ~l and <p according to

. [_r]J..1:= E --I
XII

tp:= -f- E[(~ - I )~]
_.U . XII



and conjccturcd

!e ~ I
J.l

in tbe case that .f is distributed according to a non-degcneratc nonnal Z ..:onditional to Z.~ Xli"

This conjecture is pr~ved and same generalizations are discussed.

P. MANDL

Spectral representation of random sequences applied to pension schemes

Randomness is introdueed iota the model of a pension scheme cxpressing the number 01' en
trants into the group ofaetives in period / as

E(t) + exp (pt) U,
where the first term is the predicted evolutio~ the second term is the predictioo erf().~. {VI} is a..~.-
stationary radom sequence. The other groups in the scheme· are created using the se~ce table
and other actuarial tables. Spectral decomposition of the covanance function of {O,} is per

formed. Commutation funetions with a complex discount faclor are defined. Formulae for the
mean square error in the estimated pension cost and the estimated contributions are obtained.
They have a simplified form ifthe scheme is in a relatively stationary state.

A MARTIN-LÖF

An estimate oenUn probabilities based on !arge deviation theory

We consider the classical problem of evaluating the ruin probability ~u, t) = p(T :5 t) for the

risk process f: = u + pt - S, , where SI is a compound Poisson process; T = inf{t: V; < o} ..Dur
estimate is based on two ingredients: the Seal formula for '14u, t) and the' Escher

approximation for G( t ,dx) = p(S, e dx). If this approximation is used in Seal's formula one

gets an asymptotical formuJa for ~u,/).

E.H. NEAVE

Using Gaussian binomial coefficients to value average options

This paper values European and American average spot price options on a discrete time, re
combining multiplicative binomial assets price process by using generating funetion to find fre
quency distributions of option payoffs. Tbe approach eleminates much of the calculation nee
ded to value patb dependent options. Tbe paper values European geometrie average options
anaJytically, and amends these soJutions with relatively few computatioDs to vaJue European
arithmetic average options. 80th types' American counterparts are valued using reeursive rela
tions between frequency distributions. Tbe approach can be extended to average strike options~

to instruments specifying either time weighted of time unweighted arithmetic averages
(calculated using aß or only same time points) and to other path dependent derivatives.
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W. NElJl·IAUS

Conlmwlity rating and c~llli1J~ation

My paper otTers a theorctical· solution to the _problem of designing equalisation schemes to
support comnlwlity rating in a competitive marketwhere different insurances are selling differ
ent benefit plans. nIe eritcrion chosen is that an equalisation scheme should minimise the op
pOl1wlities for arbitrage. which community rating otherwise would generate. Several
definitions of arbitrage are presented. and the approach is extended to partial cOlnrnunity
rating.

P. PICARO, C. LEFEVRE

nIe ruin probability in finite time with discrete claim size distribution

In the cJassical Poisson model, tbc ruin time T is the time of first crossing of an inereasing
. compound Poisson trajectory t -+ S, with 11 increasing upper boundary (usually a linear one,

but here we start witb tbe general case). When the range of the .compound Poisson process
{S, }I is the set IN ofnatural numbers (since all claim values are natural numbers) we are faced

to a kind of first crossing problem that has been considered for simple Poisson trajectories

sinee the sixties. Then it i5 possible to express p(S)l = 11, T> x), n eIN, x> 0 as e-b A(x),

where A is the parameter of the Poisson process and A(x) a polynomial of degree n. These

polynomials An may be built recursively and, in particular when a1l claims are of equal value I,

and A. = I, theyare sueh that A~ = An-l so they constitute a family of Appell polynomiais. Tbe
purpose of the paper is to extend this result to the general case in introdueing more general
families of polynomials. In the linear boundary ease very eompaet expressions ean be obtained.

W.SCHACHE~YER

Prieing of derivative seeurities in incomplete markets

We report on recentjoint work with F. Delbeen. e
Let S ={SI }1d?-4- be an IRrI-vaIued semimartingale whieh we interpret as the (diseounted) priee

process of d stocks. We present the "fundamental theorem of asset prieing" in the subsequent
general fonn: [f S is loeally bOWlded then there is an equivalent measure under whieb S is a
loeal maningale if and only if there is "no free lunch with vanishing risk". The laner properly is
-a slight strengthening ofthe condition of"no arbitrage"
We also show tbat for eontinuous processes S such that there 1S an equivalent loeal maningale

rneasurc Q \vith dQ E L~( pL there is a well-defined equivalent loeal martingale measure QI
dP

\vhich 111inimizes the L~(P)-nonnof dQ'. We also give applications to the approximation of
dP

continuous proeesses by finite discrete processes.
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H.P. SCHMIDLI

~3dd.lel!!1in!J!llV!9xirnatiQ!l tor the probabilitv of ruin in tiill!.~..Jj!l~

-'",

Let Rt : = 11 +cl - I ~ be a Crarner Lundberg process and dcnote by T. called nUn time. its first
..·1 -

entry time (0 (-co, 0). The double Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn with respect to t and u is
computed. For the smaU claim case this result can be used to derive a formal saddlepoint

approximation tor the p.robability ofntin in finite time p( r:5 t!Ro =,,). The approximation

works well as will be shown in the case of exponentially distributed claim sizes becausc

p( r:5 tl~ =11) can be calculated explieitly in this ease.

KD. SCHMIDT

Experience reserving under vague prior information

Bayesian models of experienee reserving for outstanding claims from a fixed occurrence year
basically involve two types of random variables: a risk parameter characterizing the oecurrence
year and the development patte~ and annual claims some of whieh are observ~ble while
others are not. Accordingly, assumptions are made conceming the conditional distributio~ of
the claims and the distnbution of the risk parameter in order to fix the expectations.of certain
functions of the risk parameter which in turn determine the best linear reserves under.. expeeted
squared error lass. -
Tbe present leeture addresses the problem of experience reserving under vague prior
information in.the sense that the assumption conceming the distribution ofthe risk parameter is
tao weak to fix all expeetations of mterest. Experience rating under vague prior information
was first studied by Bühlmann (1975), and later by Eichenauer. Lehn.. and Reuig (1988).

v. SCHMIDT

e Does Markov-modulalion increase the risk?

In this joint paper with s. Asm~ A Frey and T. Rolski we compare nUn funetions for two
risk processes, with respect to stochastic ordering, stop-loss ordering and ordering of
adjustment coefficients. The risk processes are as follows: in the Markov-modulated
environment .and the associated averaged compound Poisson model. In the latter case the
arrival rate is obtained by averaging aver time the arrival rate in the Markov modulated model
and the distribution of the claim size is obtained by averaging the ooes over coosecutive claim
sizes.
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B. SlJNDT

Approxirnations or a distribution on the non-negative integers are considcred \vhen the De (lriJ
trausform is rcplaced hy l:crtain estimates. ErTor bOWlds tor such approximates are given.

G.C. TAYLOR

Optinlal contral of fiulding. soJvency and asset allacation for defined retiremelll benefits

Employers seek to minimize contributions to retirement funds for defined benefits over the
long tenn. TIley also seek stable contribution rates. In addition~ they may face statutory
solvency constraints. 111eir control variables consist of ( 1) the fund contribution rate, and (2)
the aUocation of aSSets by seetor. The choice made in respect ofthese variables wiU affect aU of
the objectives enumerated in the preceding paragraph. Tbe paper considers the application of
optimal control theot)' to this situation to determine the appropriate response of the control
variables to the changing financial condition ofthe fund.

M.TEUNEN,M.GOOVAERTS

Stochastic 1055 reselVes based on the scmaration method

In the present contribution~ we will evaluate the distribution funetion of the loss reserves for
which the expected amount is calculated according to the separation method. In addition we
suppose randorn calendar year effeets. In fact, we calculate the distribution of the random

amount Jd, Jdt A '. t . (Tlxl '+ t -,! where x( ,) is a stochastic process descnlJing the randonmess
o

of inflation minus tbe rate of return and where tbe A:f' denoIe the continuous equivalent of tbe

parameters of the c1assical deterministic separation method.

P. THOMSON

~tochasticvolatiüty models. option pricing and mean variance strategies

The pricing of call options for a general class of stochastic volatility stoch price models is
I.:onsidered. Problems w;th strategies \vhere only the stock return volatility is hedged out are
discussed and sho\Altl not to ~ncompass the pertect correlation case. AJtemating hedging
strategies are proposed w;th referencc to panicular stochastic volatility models and including
lhe 1.:3Se where the market follows rnodels such as CAPM. To ascenain the utility of such
rnodels, a selection of ~locks and stock indices are currently being analysed and Slochastic
\·olatility rnodels identified. A progress repon of the rcsults obtained to date by this ~'tudy will
he gi"cn and implications discussed. l1Jis work is joint with L. Evans and ß. Blair.
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H.R. WATERS

Rcinsuranc~ "nd nlin

We consider thc clreet ofreinsurance ofthe probability ofruin in infinite and in finite time for a
classical surplus process. In the past~ a popular approach to this problem was 10 cOl1sider the
effect 01' reinsurance on the oet adjustment coefficient. However~ using numerical algorithms
developed in recellt years~ we can now study the effect on tbe probabiliry of ruin directly"

G. WIT..LMOT, X. LlN

Lundberg bounds on the tails oecompound distributions

We derive Lundberg-type bounds and non-exponential generalizations for the tail probabili~ies

01' random sum models. Tbe classical inequality ofLundberg in a roin context; is a special ease.
Tbe exponential assumption is replaced by a new worse than used (NWU)'diStribution in "the
upper bound case and a new better than used (NBU) distribution in the lower bound ease. The
inequalities may be tightened for various classes ofclaim size distributions characterized by;the
faiIure rate and mean residuallifetime. Moment based bounds are obtamable under a Pareto
type model and a general upper bound in terms of the claim size distribution function when tbe
latter is NWU are also obtained. .

Berichterstatter: V. SCHl\flDT

,'.
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rvlATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 41/1994

Mathematical Methods in Tomography

25.09. - 1.10.1994

The meeting was orgamzed by A.K. Louis (Saarbrücken) and F. Natterer (Münster).
The topics treated in the conference ranged from classical x-ray computerized tomo
graphy where algorithms for the3D tomography played the .central role, over. positron
emission tomography, impedance tomography, ultrasound to light tomography, which
is hoth for its practical use and its challenging mathematical problems a field of on
going research. The inherent charader of al1 these problems as ill-posed problems,
where data errors are amplified in the result, was considered in lectures on practical
regularization methods. The spectrum of the lectures was completed by contributions
to the theoretical background of these integral transforms.

The inspiring setting of Oberwolfach stimulated ma.ny discussions which certainly will
contrihute to further progress in the neId.
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Vortragsauszüge

S.R. ARRIDG~

Time-resolved Optical Absorption and Scattering Tomography

This talk addresses the area of optical tomography. The Forward Problem is : "Given a
map of optical parameters p(r) in a domain n and the location and strength of sources
on an, can we predict the time varying intensity r(e, t) on an 1" The Inverse Problem
is : "Given r(e, t), and TI on an and the support of S1, can we find per) 1"
We derive a nonlinear expression for the Forward Problem based on a truncated sphe-
rical harmonic expansion of the transport equation. We propose a modified Newton- ~
Raphson approach for the Inverse Problem. We emphasize the importance of chosing ~
appropriate statistics of the data, principally the moments in time J t n r dt.
Example results are given for a) Finite Element simultations, b) Monte Carlo simula
tions, c) experimental data.

J. BOMAN

Uniqueness and non-uniqueness for overdetermined X-ray transforms

Given a 4-dimensional manifold r of smooth curves in IR:' and a smooth positive den
sity (Z,7) -+ p,,(z),z E 1~7 E r, a generalized X-ray transform R!(7) = J,,/p..,d8 is
defined; here d.s is arclengthmeasure. We present a local unique continuation theorem
for solutions to the equation Rf = 0 across a smooth surface E under rather strong
geometrie conditions ~n the family r, hut no condition on p., other than p., E COO and
positive. The crucial assumption is that all 7 E r that are tangent to E at zO must
stay on that side of E where f is assumed to vanish, and have' at most second order
contact With E. The conclusion is that f = 0 in some neighhorhood of zoo

R. CLACK

Reconstruction Algorithms for Cone-beam Tomography

Formulas for cone-beam reconstruction are based on transforming the eone-beam pro
jections into the 3D Radon domain, using either h1 = 6'/2tr or h2 =A (the ramp filter
kernel). Following B.D. Smith (who used h2 ), the reconstruction is then described as
a 3 step procedure. If the orbit (the trajectory of the cone vertex) does not satisfy
Kirillov's condition, the two methods are DO longer exact analogous of each other. In
particular, for Tuy orbits, the convolution in step 3 is lost {or the h2 case, and the
"filteted backprojection:' formulation Cails COt h2• When the Cormulas are expressed in
terms of a Bat detector, the steps take on a more Camiliar guise and the reconstruction
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operations can be recognized as a sequence of operations such a.s bnilding sinogralns t

convolution filtering, backprojection, etc.

M. DEFRISE

Factorisation methods for the 3D X-ray transform

The inversion of the 3D X-ray transform with limited data acquired with a cylindrical
positron scanner is usually achieved by 3D filtered backprojection (FBP). With trus
algorithm, image reconstruction requires considerably more time ihan when the same
3D image is reconstructed from the measurement of the 20 Radon transforms of a s~t

of parallel slices. In this paper, we investigate faster inversion methods which map the
3D X-ray transfonn onto a set of sinograms for a stack of parallel slices which can th~·n

be reconstructed by 2D FBP. Extending results by Edholm and Lewitt, we apply the
stationary phase approximation to a 2D Fourier transform of the 3D X-ray data. At
this approximation, we show that each frequency component can be assigned to a weil
defined slice. This result is used to factor the 3D X-ray transform. By considering the
stationary phase approximation as the first term of an asymptotic senes, correctio~s

to this factorization algorithm. are calculated.

L. DESBAT

Vector field tomography and efficient sampling

We consider the problem of mapping the fluid velocity in a section of a pipe from ul
trasonic travel time measurements. H the iluid velocity v is much lower than the sound
celerity in the medium then it can be shown that the measurement of the ultrasonie
travel time between two exterior points gives a good approximation of :

y(O, s) = f (ti(:c), 0.1) d:c

(:.1)=-

(1)

Using the Helmholtz theorem v= V q +V zW it has been shown that Vz w can be recon
structed from (1). We show that essentially the same sampling conditions are required
in vector field tomography as in scalar tomography : interlaced sampling are also op
timal. We present a Direct Algebraic algorithm. We show that dim ker RR- = K - 2
where K is the number of projections and RR* is the Gram matrix. An effici~nt and
robust algorithm is proposed for interlaced data. Numerical simulations are presented.

3



A. FARIDANl

I. Quantitative Ioeal tomography

Local tomography produces the function LI = AI + JLA -1 /, A = .;::K. LI has the
same contours a.s fand retains the correct sign of jumps in /, but apparently does
not provide the size of the jumps. The goal of QLT is to provide this information. We
assume that f is a linear combination of charaeteristie functions, f = L: C;XOi' and
propose the following algorithm :
1) Reconstruct 91 = AI in the region of interest R.
2) Use a stan~ard edge dete:tion algorithm to find an, n R.

3) Find sets n, sueh that ani nR = an, n R.
4) Reconstruct 92 = AL: Xo; from simulated data. (_ .

5) For :z: elose to ao" we have Ci ~ IVg1(z)I/IVg2(z)l.
Step 5) is justified by the linearity of A and the fact that the derivatives are dominated
by the eontribution !rom the singularity at an,. We present a. numerical example with
real-world data giving an accuraey of 5% for the coeffieients es.

11. Periodie sampling in CT

In periodie sampling the sampling sets are unions of eosets of a subgroup; see Math.
Comp. 63 (1994), pp 307-327. We use these results to present a unified treatment
of sampling in CT for various sampling geometries. In partieular, we present a new
efficient periodie fan-beam scheme, give a simpli:fied derivation of Natterer's fan-beam
sampling eonditions, and suggest 'an application to the limited angle problem. Software
for periodie sampling on the s-dimensional torus group is available from the author.

D.V. FINCH

Global effects in loeal tomography

Local tomography means reconstruction of a(Af + JlA -1 f). We develop some nia
thematical. taols to examine the effects of the Ioeal reconstruction of a. high contrast
feature at points outside the support of the feature. We present a partly theoretical and
partly experimental criterion for the choice of JJ.. The chief analytical resuIts are good
decay estimates for AI and A-1 f outside the support of f when f is assumed to have
moments zero up to some given order. A eurious relation between A and A-1 of the
funetions in an orthonormal basis of L2

( B) is also given, w here B is the unit ball in 1R".

4
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s.v. GOLDIN

Method of similar problems in tomography

The method of similar problems a.llows to salve an operator equation if we C3.Il salve
another one which is similar (in same sense) to the first one. Linear and nonlinear
tomography, complete and incomplete data are examples of similar problem~. In the
talk we consider an iterative procedure which gives the solution of the nonlinear tomo
graphy problem with incomplete data applying in each step a linear inverse operator
for the linear case (with complete data) and the forward nonlinear operator.We give
an estimation of convergence and show that the solution may be treated as a q"uasi
solution of the ill-posed problem.
Primarily the method of similar problems was discussed in my book (see below) where
it was applied in order to obtain unbiased estimation in some nonlinear problem.
S.V. Goldin, Seismic travel-time inversion, SEG, Tulsa (USA), 1986.

J. GOTTLIEB

Nonlinear moment problems

A general relation between nonlinear least squares and nonlinear moment problems
is given, and an efficient Newton-Kantorovic algorithm fot nonlinear tomographic~

·probtems is discussed.

w. GÖTZ

A fast digital Radon transform based on recursively defined"digital straight ~es

A fast digital Radon transform is presented, which is based on a speci~ recursive re
presentation of digital straight lines. Through this representation the transform can
be performed in only O(N 2 log N) additions for a N x N image.
A property of this transfotm is that a single point in the image space corresponds to a
digitalline in the parameter space. This enables to implement a fast Backprojection
operation also in O( N 2 10g N) steps, which has potential application in CT reconstruc
tion.

P. GRANGEAT

Some fundamental reconstruction formulas associated to Compton scattered

radiations praduced by a primary detector

On classical nuclear medicine detectors, the direction of incident photons is determi-

5



ned by the collimator placed in front of the crystal. One alternative solution called
electronic collimation is to consider the Compton scattered radiations produced by a
primary netcctor. The theoretical difficulty is that the direction of the primary photon
can be localized only at the surface of a cone which vertex is located at the position of
the primnry detector.
First, we introduce the conical projeetions operator which describes the acquisition.
Then we present the fundamental reconstruction formulas that we have established
between the coniea! projections operator, the cone-beam projections operator, the first
derivative of the3D Radon transform, the Hilbert transform of the first derivative of
the 3D Radon transform. We conelude on the feasability of analytic reconstruction
algorithms first to compute integral projections. along lines crossing the primary detec-
tor and second to reconstruct the object function if the primary detectors 'describe a (.
line or a surfaee which satisfies the Tuy's condition. Howe~er this is a very ill-posed
problem.
Reference : P. Grangeat, A. Mallon (1994) : Compton project : final report. LETI
report DSYS/SCSI/94-404/PG

P.J. GREEN

Statistical models and methods in tomography

The framework of the talk. was a solution to the problem of reconstruction {rom SPECT
(PET could be treated similarly) that is based on (i) a believable Poisson regression mo
del for the photon comets using coefficients calculated from a simple geometric/physical
model of the photon trajectories, (ü) a non-gaussian pairwise interaction model of prior
bellefs about the true pattern of isotope concentration and (üi) a modified EM method
(known 80S 'one-step-late') for computing the maximum aposteriori reconstruetion in
this Bayesian se~ up. Details are in Green, P.J. IEEE-MI-9, 84-93 (1990).
This framework was used also as a basis for a broader discussion of the principles
and possibilities of Bayesian image analysis.. Advantages of this approach over others
include the opportunities for quantitation, data fusion and general inference about
images. Marcov chain Monte Carlo methods are good general computational tools for
working with image posterior distributions: in addition to Bayesian reeonstructions,
these also generate posterior variances , credible bounds, simultaneous inference and •
general probability statements about the image. For details see Besag, J., Green, P.J. ~,
et al. Statistical Science, February 1993.
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F.A. GRÜNBAUM

Advances in thc direct method of X-ray crystallography

The use of "higher order invariants" of the form

1\ " "f (Al) f (A2)··· f (Ar), Al + A2 + ... + Ar = 0

1\ .

where f (..\) is the Fourier trans[orm of the unknown density f( z) was introduced
Mound 1950 and made into an eff'ective imaging tool by Hauptman and Karle (Nobel
Prize in Chemistry 1985). In joint work with C. Moore, we show that for a one di
mensional discrete version of the problem (generalized Patterson cyclotomic sets) the
knowledge of these invariants for r ~ 6 uniquely determines the structure (up to a rigid
motion). We show that one cannat reduce the number of necessary invariants while
the value· 6 is enough .regardless of the level of discretization N. We are considering
extentions to higher dimensions (2 & 3) as well as the development of constructive
methods suggested by these uniqueness results.

M. HANKE

A Convergence Analysis of the Nonlinear Landweber Iteration

Several reconstruction problems in medical tomography call for the solution of ill
posed equations in a· stahle manner, i.e., by a regularization technique. Besides th'e
familiar Tikhonov approach, iterative methods Iike conjugate gradient type methods
have gained increasing importance for linear problems due to their inherent regular}
zing property. In this talk we investigate whether this self-regula.rizing property can
be extended to nonlinear problems as they oceur, e.g., in ultrasound or impedance
tomography. We derive interesting conditions on the nonlinear operator that. allow
simil~ results as in the linear case. These conditions are satisfied for certain param~

ter identification problems in dift'erential equations, similar to the aforementioned on~s
but with measurements taking in the interior of the body. The verification of these (or
similar) conditions for the n real tomography" applications seems to be much harder
a.nd is presently investigated. This is joint work with A. Neubauer and o. Scherzer
from the Johannes-Kepler-Universität Linz (Austria).

S.H. IZEN

Constructing frames for use in inverting the Radon ttansform.

Two methods of using frames fOt the inversion of the Radon transform were presented.
In the first method we construct a family of !rames on dataspace from a given frame on
L 2(JRd). 1t is ShOWD that onJy one member of the family preserves the frame structure.

7



In the secont! tnethod we show how to construct wavelet frarnes on both L2(JRd) and
L2( IR. x sd-l). Ir a discret Radon inversion formula is applied to the wavelet transform
of the projcction data, the result approximates the Discrete wavelet transform with
respect to the frame on L 2

( lRd
). Estimates show this approximation is good when

representing functions which are essential band- and space-limited.

P. KUCHMENT

On the range of the exponential Radon transform

The exponential Radon transform is

('R,..f)(p, w) == / f( z) el"''''J. dz ,

Z'W=p

where f (x) is a function on the plane lR2
, W E 51 is a ·unit vector, and z . w = p is

a line on IR2 • We present a simple description of the range of the·operator n~ in 2D
and higher dimensions. This problem arises in the Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT).

R.M. LEWITT

3D Reconstruction for PET using Geometrical Approximations

This work involves a fast method for image reconstruction for the 3D data collection
geometry of positron emission tomography (PET).
Each line of integration (in JR3) that intersects more than one transverse slice is ap
proximated by a set of other lines, such that

(1) there is one line of this set in each of the intersected slices, and this line does not
intersect other transverse slices,

•

(2) the lines in the transverse slices are collinear with the transverse component of
the original line that intersects these slices. \.

A filtering operation corrects for the effects of this approximation.
Reference ; R.M" Lewitt, G. Muehllehner, J.S. Karp, Phys. Med. Bio!. 39, 321-329,
1994.
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A.K. LouIs

3D X-Ray eT

The reconstruction problem is considered as the solution of an underdetermined linear
problem. The minimum norm solution leeds to natural basis functions or the so-called
direct algebraic method. In cantrast to that approach we start relating a mollifier func
tion and determine instead of the solution f the function f..,(:r;) = (I, e..,(z, .)) which of
course is a standard approach in the continuous case, here we apply it in the discre~e

case. Of course f.., is not computable in that way, but a very simple idea leads to the
construction of an efficient approximate inverse. If A ·is considered as a. map betwe~n

L2(O) and JRN we approximate e.y(z,.) in the range of A·; i.e., we determine v.., ~
A·v..,(z,.) -- e..,(z, .). The least squares approximation results in a mollified version ~f

the minimum norm solution of AI = gas approximative inversion. v.., can be precoIll
puted and stored and the evaluation of 5..,g = (V.,(z),g) can be done in parallel.
An extension to nonlinear problems and applications to the 3D X-ray problem a~e

discussed. -;:-. .
Finally a wavelet solution which corresponds to local tomography is presented';'and r~·

constructions !rom real 3D X-ray data are shown.

P. MAASS

Tikhonov regularization in emission tomography

The measurements in a SPECT-experiment are mathematically modelled by the atte
_ nuated X-ray transform

ag

J
-f 1oI(~+,.w.1.)d,.

R~f(w,s) = f(z)e 0 dz,

where p denotes the attenuation and f denotes the searched for activity distribution.
Various algorithms have been proposed for determining f when p is known. How
ever if we consider of approxiDlating hoth, f aild p, from the measurements g(w, s) =
R~f(w, s), then the inverse problem is not only ill-posed but also non-linear in p. We
discuss Tikhonov regularization for determining (p, f) E C C L2(O) x L2(O) on a
compact convex subset C. This inverse problem falls in the class of weakly non-linear
inverse problems introduced by G. Chavent and K. Kunisch. By assuming / = f. +/1,
where f. = XB(o,d) describes an additional extemal source and 11 as weIl as J.' are
smooth one can verify then assumptions of the Chavent-Kunisch theory.
Hence minimizing the Tikhonov.functioncJ provides astahle regularization for the at
tenuated X-ray transform with unknown attenuation. Moreover under some regularity
assumptions one also obtains estimates for the convergence rate.

9



W.R. MADYCU

Finite Orthogonal Transfcrms and Multiresolution Analysis on Intervals

The multiresolution analysis of Mallat and Meyer gives use to orthogonal transforms
for bi-infinite strings of data in a natural way. The simplest and computationally quite
appe.aling luethod of adapting these transforms to finite strings is based on the peri
odic extension of the data. Unfortunately the resulting transforms t~nd to intertwine
the data at the beginning of the string with that at the end of the string, often in an
unnatural way. This limits the applicability of these transforms.
We show that this impediment can be eliminated by appropriately modifying the rela
ted 'orthogonal matrices. The resulting transformations are orthogonal, their matrices
are bounded, and they naturally separate the data into two, low and high frequency, •
orthogonal components. The idea is quite simple and the details are relatively uncom
plicated. Because the matrices are bounded the resulting algorithms are fast.
Except for certain pathological cases, each such orthogonal matrix gives use to a bire
solution analysis of L2([a, b]) which can be extended to a multiresolution analysis in a
natural way. The properties of these analyses depend on the original scaling sequence
and the "modified" orthogonal matrices with which they are associated.

A. MARKOE

Injectivity cf the finite Radolt transform on finite dimensional subspaces of L2(11)

The following two results were proved by Smith, Solmon and Wagner:
1. The finite Radon transform (i.e. projections from finitely many angles) is never
injective on L2(1l) (S1(c)=ball of radius c, centered at the origin , n = 0(1».
2. H F C L2(1l) is a finite dimensional subspace, then for almost every direction (J 'RB

is injective on almost every F.
I show that if F C L 2(0) is finite dimensional, then exists a sufficiently large number
p such that the finite X-Ray transform R.o is injective on F for '0 = {81 , ••• ,8p }. More
precisely :
Theorem: Let F be a finite dimensional subspace of L2(n) (dirn N), say

(<<pj orthonormal basis).

Define

(' denotes Fourier transform, I denotes set complement).

'"YF(C) ~ 0 as c -+ 00. Choose Co such that NiF(C) < 0.908 for C 2 Co. Then if p ~ Co

and f) = {BI,·" t 8p } E Si we have ~ injective on F.

10
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For specific finite dimensional spaces, better results are possible. For l."x~\lllplc let
PizN denote thc subspace of L2(n) generated by J.V 2 subsquares of side .:lz -= viiiLV
in the square inscribed in n (again working on IR?). Using an estimate of the cner~y

of functions in PizN and Logan's uncertainty principle (B.F. Logan, Duke Math. J.
1975) 1 show that
Theorem : Given lJ C Si with p.directions then ie p ~ 5 . 4 JV3/ 2 , then l4J is injective
on PizN .

F. NATTERER

Computing attenuation {rom emission data : a survey

Let 'Ro be the attenuated Radon transform, i.e.

'R.,.f(O,8) = J f(z)e- 1.- 4(z+18")dl dz

z·8=.

where 8 E 51 and s E IR l
. The problem is to solve 'Ra! = 9 for f, a being unknown.

As a preliminary step one has to compute a !rom g.
We give a survey on pertinent results. Uniqueness theorems have been obta.ined by
D.S. Anikonov, Y. E. Anikonov, J. Boman. Algorithms have been suggested by Censor,
Lent, Gustafson and Tuy, and A. Hertle, the author, and A. Bronnikov. The relation
to the inverse transport problem

8· Vu(z,8) + a(z)a(y)u(z,8) =b(z) I 1/(8. 8')u(z,8')d8' + f(z)JS1
is pointed out.

T.OLSON

Limited Angle Tomography

We will present a method for reconstructing a function ! : 1R2 ~ IR from limited angle
Fourier data. This problem is motivated by the limited angle tomography problem,
which anses when physicallimitations on the system prohibit the gathering of tomo
graphie data a certain angles. We begin by decomposing the limited angle operator
into a tensor produet form whieh enables the computation of its inverse. We then use
multiresolution analysis to mollify the problem and provide the inverse solution. It is
shown that t~e proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the singular value decom
position of the operator. We will present numerical examples in which we accurately
recover images from 90 degree limited data.

11



V.P. PALAMODOV

On inversion of the exponential transform in space

The exponential transform for a function in E3 with eompaet support is considered.
The attenuation coetficient being an even function on direction iJ ora line. An in
version formula is given from the data of lines whose direetion vector {} runs over a
symmetrie curve C in the unit sphere S C E3 which is not homotopie to zero. The
formula is precise up to a term which is equal O(TJL2), where JL is the maximum of the
attenuation coefficient and T is the integral torsion of C. A numerical implementation
of this formula uses only O( N 4

) operations like that of the Radon inversion formula for
plane applied to E3. This formula can be improved up to O(p2Ic)-term for any K > 1. •S.K. PATCH

Two and three dimensional problems in diffuse tomography

We diseuss "diffuse tomography", imaging in which the radiant energy travels nonli
nearly through tissue. In my work, photons take an anisotropie random walk through
the tissue being imaged. The two dimensional problem will be diseussed in detail, star
ting with a derivation of consistency eonditions amongst the data for this boundary
value problem. A recursive algorithm for reeovering a family of solutions for the transi
tion probabilities from the boundary value data will be sketched. Both the eonsisteney
conditions and recoveryalgorithm carry over to three dimensions. The complexity of
the problem inereases quickly with dimension, and my talk will end with abrief dis
cussion of the (many) pitfalls and (modest) progress made on the three dimensional
inverse problem.

M. PIDCOCK

Singularities for mixed boundary ruue problems in Electrical Impedance Tomography

Electrical Impedance Tomography is an imaging technique in which the eleetrical con
ductivity distribution within an object is estimated from electrical measurements made •
on the boundary of the objeet. The interface between the object and the electrodes
used to make the measurements is clearly an important part of the overall system. In
this paper we will consider a number of models of this interface and describe out latest
results in our attempts to find an efficient parametrisation for the violent behaviour of
the emrent density distribution near the edge of the electrodes, which is predicted by
the most sophisticated model considered.
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R. PLATO

Iterative methods for inverse problems:

Errar estimates with respect to the maximum norm

We consider two iterative methods for solving integral equations of the first kind. For
the residual prineiple, which is a stopping rule for the iterations, convergence results
with respect to the maximum norm are presented, and they a.re numerically illustrated.

L PONOMAREV

• Effects cf detector displacement and non-constant sensitivity

In some cases well-known range canditions for exponential Radon Transform enable
one to co~eet some errors in tomographie measurements in medical emission tomogra·
phy.
Using a simple model for data perturbations we obtain some explicit Cormulas.:-for the
unknown displacement of the detector head parallel to i ts plane and the a.n~ar de
pendence of its sensitivity.
Numeric calculations show that this approach can help in some cases in impro~g

resolution of tomographie reconstruetion and in testing tomographie hardware..

E.T. QUINTO

A circular Radon transform and applications

A necessary and sufficient condition is given that speemes which sets of sums of Radial
functions are dense in C( IR2). This is done by solving a dual problem, characterizing
sets S C IR2 on whieh the circular Radon transform

'R.f(a, r) = J f(z)dz

12-01="

is invertible with a restricted to S.
The proofs rest on the geometry of the zero sets of harmonie polynomials and a sup
port theorem, which is proven using microlocal techniques. We apply our results to
problems in PDE and Riesz transforms. This work has benefited from discussions with
and ideas of V. Ya Lin, P. Kuchment, C. Berenstein, E. Gunberg, L. Zalcman ud
others.
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A.G. RAMM

Finding of discontinuities of functions and sizes of the jumps !rom local tomographic

data

Three methods for finding the discontinuity surfaces S of f( x) Crom Iocal tomographie
data are described. It is assumed that f( x) is a eompactly supported piecewise-smooth
function whose singular support-S is a hypersurface or a union of smooth manifolds, so
that S may be piecewise-smooth and may contain components of codimension greater

A A

than one. A dual variety S is .defined and it is proved that S and S are related via a
(generalized) Legendre transform. The three methods to find S from Ioeal tomographic
data are : 1) a geometrie method (introduced by A.G. Ramm and A. Zaslavsky) 2)
pseudolocal tomography (introduced by A. Katsevich and A.G. Ramm) and 3) Ioeal •
tomography introduced by E. Vainberg and coauthors, studied by A. Faridani, E. Rit-
man and K. Smith and generalized by A.G. Ramm.
Methods for fincling jumps of f( x) aeross S !rom local and pseudolocal tomographie
data are described. These methods are found by A. Katsevich aild A.G. Ramm.
References: 1) A.G. Ramm, Multidimensional Inverse Scattering Problems, Long
man/Wiley, N.Y., 1992 (MIR, Moscow, 1994 - expanded edition); Comp. and Math.
with Appl., 22, 4/5, (1991), 101-112.
2) A.G. Ramm, A.J. Zaslavsky, Bull. AMS, 25, NI, (1993), 109-115; Ma.th. and Com
pute Modelling, 18, NI, (1993), 109-138; Comp. Rend. Aca.d. Sei., Paris, 316, NI,
(1993), 541-545; J. Math. Anal. Appl., 183, N3, (1994), 528-546; 178, N2, (1993),
592-602.
3) A. Katsevich, A.G. Ramm, Appl. Math. Lett., 5, N3, (1992), 77-80; Pseudolocal
tomography (1994); Asymptotics of PDO on discontinuos functions near singular sup
port (to appear, App!. Analysis).

A. RIEDER

A parallel algorithm for integral equations cf the first kind

A linear integral equation of the first kind is diseretized using the method of least squa
res· combined with a Tikhonov regularization. The underlying space of test functions
is spanned by dilated and translated versions of the scaling function of the Daubechies •
wavelet system on the interval.
This approach offers several advantages: for instance, an a-priori parameter se1eetion is
known and the test function space has anintrinsic splitting into orthogonal subspaces.
Using this splitting it is straightforward to design subspace ·corrections which are the
main ingredients for iterations of the Schwarz type. We will only consider the additive
Schwarz iteration because it can be performed in parallel.
A convergence analysis is presented and the results are confirmed by numerical expe
riments.

14
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V.A. SHARAFUTDINOV

Inverse Problem of Determining Source in Sta.tionary Transport Equation

We consider the problem of determining sources distributed in a bounded domain
M C IR" from the fiow emitting through the boundary Bkf. The domain M contai
nes a medium that influences particles in the three next ways. First, particles can
be absorbed by the medium. Second, particles can be scattered by medium atoms.
And at last, the medium curves particle trajectories in such a way that between two
scattenngs a particle moves with unit velocity along a geodesie line of a Riemannian
metrie. The medium is supposed to be known, i.e. the absorption, scattering diagram
and Riemannia.n metric are given. Uniqueness of the solution to the problem and Cl.

stability estimate are obtained under some assumption. This assumption means that
some differential equation has no pair of conjugate points on every geodesie. Coeffi
cients of the equation are expressed through absorption, scattering diagram and the
curvature tensor of the Riemannian metric. In particular case, when the absorption and
scattering are absent, our equation becomes the cIassical Jacobi equation. As...: fpllow;s
from our statement, negative curvature of the metrie can compensate large .vaIues of
the absorption and scattering. We thus arrive 80t new interesting relationship between
geometry and physics.

G. SPARR

Flow tomography

Given a vectorfield ü(i) in a 3D region. Suppose that for each ray the distributio~

of the vector field components along the ray is known.. The problem (unsolved) is to
recover (as much as possible) of the vector field. Using only the integrals J ü d3, it

ray

is shown that the eur! of ii can be recovered by means of aRadon transform for sca-
lar functions. The work is motivated by a specifi.c application, to use the ultrasound
Doppler effect to detennine blood flows, in a collaboiation with Prof. K. Lindström,
Dept. of Electr. Measurements, Lund. In that situa.tion, invoking the possibility to
use pattern recognition in an image of the curl of the velocity field is discussed.
Reference : Juhlin, Tech. report, Lund 1992.

E. TEUFEL

A geometrie view on euclidean Radon transforms

We consider the k-plane Radon transform R"j {or smooth functions f with compact
support in the n-dimensional euclidean space. Through a geometrie way we obtain a
reduction formula, i.e. the step !rom 'R ia f to 'R,lc-2 f. For Je even successive application
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of the reduction step yield the classical inversion formulas. Especially we get inversion
formulas for the basis cases k = 1, n =3, resp.k = 1, n = 2.
We ma.de an at tempt to get ~mall inversion formulas.

F. WÜBBELING

Numer;ical solutions of the invers scattering problem

With algorithms for the direct scattering problem getting better, it becomes popular
to apply standard numerical algorithms to the inverse problem. Three methods are
considered : Parameter estimization by optimization in a technique of Kleinman and •
v.d. Berg, Newton methods in a modified algorithm by Klibanov, a.nd linearization
by a modified Born approach. These can be shown to yield good tesults fot small
potentials. On the other hand, it is shown that iterative algorithms will not converge
for contrasts about four times larget than in the Born approximation condition given
by Kuk and Slaney, if they depend on locallinearization like the algorithms mentioned
before. Numerical examples for all algorithms are given.

Berichterstatter: R. DIETZ, O. DORN
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 42 / 1994

Boundary Element Methods:

Applications and Error Analysis

3.-8.10.1994

Thc conference was chaired by Ernst P. Stephan (Hannover) and Wolfgang L. Wend
land (Stuttgart). The participants' fields were computational mechanics and. nume
rical and applied analysis. They came from ten different countries.
Whereas integral equations usually belang to the classical subjects of analysis, the
boundary integral equations, as the result of the reduction to the boundary of boun
dary value problems of partial differential equations, are often oE unconventional type
and their computational solution has generated many particular features and que
stions which carne up in this lively and busy conference, too. The following topics
are closely intertwined and have {ound particular interest:

• formulation, functional analysis and algorithmic aspects oE boundary integral
methods; in particular for nonlinear problems (inverse scattering, free boun
daries and seepage problems, hyperelastic, elastoplastic and viscoelastic defor
mations, compressible flows, nonlinear contact problems)

• boundary integral equations and boundary element methods for time-depen
dent problems (collocation methods for linear parabolic equations, even with
moving boundaries, incremental methods in nonlinear elasticity and viscoela
sticity, hyperbolic problems for electromagnetic fields, elastic vibrations in
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anisotropie materials and asymptotic analysis of nonloeal artifieial boundary
conditions)

• the treatment of singularities (crack and punch problems ineluding singular
perturbations, reinforeements by stringers, contaet including corners and edges
between different materials, equations on Lipschitz curves)

• hypersingular equations and new analytic and algorithmic aspects for the com
putation of arbitrary derivatives on the boundary

• efficient solution algorithms with and for boundary element discretizations
(multigrid and multilevel methods, preconditioning, finite- and boundary ele
ment coupling, hybrid methods, domain decomposition, parallel algorithms,
data compression with spectral methods, wavelets and prewavelets, combined
collocation and Galerkin treatment)

• error analysis, error control and adaptive boundary elements (qualocation, .
eolloeation together with numerical quadrature on polygonal and polyhedral
domains, error analysis and adaptivity of h, p and h-p boundary element me
thods including loeal error control and indicators)

In fact, this was the first time that the mathematical problems in current boundary
element research have been the main object of a conference. The participants gra
tefully enjoyed to meet specialists from so many different places all over the world.
After lectures and during breaks many vivid discussions developed in a very cordial
and stimulating manner, althougb tbe lecturing program was rather tight.
The wonderful atmosphere was also due to the staff and the director of the institute
whom we all are thanking for the continuous, friendly and sornetimes spontaneous
care. I want to express the participants' gratitude to everybody who helped to make
this unforgettable conference possible.

ABSTRACTS:

E.A. BADERKO (Moscow):

Parabolic problems and integral equations
In a noncylindrical domain n with "lateral" boundary ·E (which, in general, is not
smooth) we consider the boundary value problem: .cu = 0 in 0, ult=o = 0, Bu = t/J
on E, where .c is alinear parabolic operator of second order with Hölder-continuous
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coefficients, B is an operator defining the boundary eondition of the first kind (I) or

second kind (11).
In case (11), a nontangential directional derivative is given. The function t/J belongs

to the anisotropie Hölder space C1,O(E) (in case I) or CO,O(E) (in case 11). We show

that this BVP has an unique solution u E Cl,O(fi) n C2,l(O). This solution is a

single-Iaye~ potential witb a density ep. Tbe function cp E CO,O(E) is a solution of

a corresponding Volterra boundary integral equation of the first kind (in ease I) or

second kind (in case 11). There hold the natural estimates.for lI u ll and ffcpll by Ht/JH

in corresponding Hölder spaces.

D. BERTHOLD and B. SILBERMANN (Technische Universität Chemnitz-Zwickau):

Corrected collocation methods for periodic pseudodifferential ~qyations

In the approximative solution cf periodic pseudodifferential equations Ay,~·=f, for

example boundary integral equations, one is often interested in error estimates in

Sobolev spaces of negative order. Unfortunately, tbe collocation metbod.whicb is

very favourable because of its rather easy implementation does not give sufficiently

sharp convergence rates in these spaces. ",'".,

As a new idea, to overcome this disadvantage (besides tbe qualocation method), we

propose the eorrected collocation metbod. Its main idea eonsists in correeting tbe

collocation solution by the solution of a "small" Galerkin system for the same equa

tion Au = f.· If the coefficients of the pseudodifferential operator Aare sufficiently

smooth this approach leads to improved eonvergence rates. In rnany cases even the

rate of the qualoeation method is exeeeded. -

We have shown convergenee theorems for both, trigonometrie and spline (of arbitrary

degree) approximation methods (I). Note that t~e eorreeted collocatio~.··method

also works in the ease of non-constant coefficients of the pseudo A. The-n:rimerieal

experiments, whieh we have done, prove the theoretical results to be true:

REFERENCE:
[11 Berthold, D. and Silbermann, B.: Corrected colloeation methods for periodie

pseudodifferential equations, Numerische Mathematik, to appear.

C. CARSTENSEN (Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, U.K.):

~ On adaptive BEM

In works with E.P. Stephan, a-posteriori estimates for the (Galerkin) bou~dary ele

ment method (BEM) of first kind integral equations were obtained as for Syrnrn's
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integral equation, an integral equation with a hypersingular operator, and an inte
gral equation for a transmission problem in 2D and 3D. The talk presented a sim
ple abstract frame for deriving such estimates based on an interpolation estimate.
Three "a-posteriori error estimates were discussed for Symm's integral equation; two
of thern are sharp for uniform meshes at least. Having proved some a-posteriori
computable bounds they are used to drive the mesh-refinement and to lead to self
adaptive schemes. The question of efficiency was addressed by numerical examples.
Furthermore, for tbe collocation h-BEM and the (Galerkin) hp-BEM, similar esti-
mates hold and related adaptive algorithrns were presented. Numerical examples _
underlined their efficiency. •

G. CHANDLER and L. FORBES (University of Queensland, ,Australia):

Fundamental solutions methods for free boundary problems
Ta salve potential problems, tbe fundamental solutions method approximates the
solution by a surn of. potentials due to sources outside the domain. The strength
of these sources is computed by satisfying the given boundary data at collocation
points on the boundary. .
This simple method avoids the singular integrals of the boundary element method,
but the collocation equations are very ill conditioned. Good approximations are ob
tained in practice provided the method is carefully tuned. 1t has proved particularly
useful in solving free ~oundary problems.

S.N. CHANDLER-WILDE (Brunel University, Uxbridge, U.K.):

BIE methods for rough surface scattering: A model problem
We consider the two-dimensional problem of scattering of a plane acoustic wave
by a straight boundary.on which an impedance or third-kind boundary condition
holds with arbitrary bounded spatially~varying impedance. This problem serves
as a model of the more difficult problem of plane wave scattering by an infinite
rough surface, in that in each case it is not clear how to formulate the problem, in
particular, how to impose a radiation condition for the scattered field which allows
developement of an appropriate uniqueness and existence theory. We propose a e
generalization of Sommerfeld's radiation condition which is sufficiently strong to
enable Green's representation theorem to be derived in the exterior domain. For
the model problem, we utilize this radiation condition to prove uniqueness of the
solution and to derive an equivalent boundary integral equation formulation. The
integral equation is of convolution type with coefficients. Using some recent results,
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we deduce existence of the solution and derive stability and convergence rates for a
boundary element solution method.

LV. CHUDINOVICH (Kharkov University, Ukraine):

The boundary equation method in electrodynamic problems for the
Maxwell system
It is weIl known that the potential theory methods are of primary importance both
in studying static and quasi-static problems of tbe diffraction of electromagnetic
waves and in solving them numerically. There are numerous papers and monogra
phs devoted to these questions. Now the interest increases for analogous methods
for solving genuinely non-stationary problems approximately. In order to promote
the further developement of corresponding numerical methods jt..would be very
useful to construct a mathematically rigorous and sufficiently cOfuplete theory of
non-stationary boundary equations for electrodynamic problems. "The fact is that .
boundary equations in the non-stationary case differ essentially from the analogons
static and quasi-static cases with respect to several properties. Moriover, these pro
perties inHuence the convergence and stability of corresponding numerical solution
algorithms. ... -,

In the lecture, the boundary equations of the so-called dynamical electric problems
are considered. The solutions of these problems are presented in form of various .
combinations of the electric single- and double-layer potentials. The limiting tran
sition of a point to the boundary surface in these representations leads to systems
of non-stationary boundary equations. The aim of the talk is to present results of
unique solvability of these systems in some function spaces of Sobolev type.

D.E. ELLIOTT (University of Tasmania, Australia): .~".. u '

The cruciform crack problem and sigmoidal transformations
In the first part of the lecture an algorithm for the approximate solution of integral
equations of the form

,:!.. .:
•• ;-- ~ ... h.~ ... ",,'~

.,:~ ' ..

w(t) - t h(t,s)w(s)ds = J(t), 0< t ~ 1, (1)

(2)

with h having a fixed singular point at (0,0), was described. The cruciform crack
(cross-shaped crack) problem of plane elasticity can be formulated as (1) with

4 ts2

h(t,s) = -;. (t 2 + 3 2)2' f(t) = 1.
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(3)

Gf particular interest to elasticicans is the stress intensity factor w(I).
The algorithm (see Elliott and Prössdorf [1]) depends on the use of a sigmoidal (S
shaped) transformation 1'1' which is 1 -1 from [0,1] onto [0,1] where r > 0, 1'r(r) =
O(rr) near r = 0 and 1'1' E Coo(O, 1). In particular, in [1] the transformation

rr
1'1' (r) = r1' + (1 _ r Y' 0 ~ T ~ 1 ,

was used. With suitable changes of the dependent and both independent variables _
in (1), a new integral equation _

q,(T) -l k(T,O)q,(O)do = F(T), 0 5: T 5: 1 , (4)

is obtained where, if r > 1 then, for example, 4>(0) = 4>(1) = O. Equation (4) is
solved by a Nyström method based on a second sigmoidal transformation of the
Euler-Maclaurin quadrature rule. It was pointed out that the proof of convergence
of the algorithm depended uPQn the fact that the kernel K in (4) can be written
as L + M where M is continuous and L is that part of K near (0,0) which can be
majorized by a Mellin kernel with norm< 1 in an appropriate normed space.
In the seco"nd part of the lecture, various other sigmoidal transformations were
considered. Suppose q, r is of the form

(5)

then it was shown how, by different choices of the functions Ir and v,., we can
obtain the sigmoidal transformation due to Kress, Korolov, Sarg and Szekeres and
Sidi (see[2]). Sidi has pointed out that for the "best" results with the modified"
Etiler-Maclaurin quadrature rule, one needs W,. such that, near r = 0,

q,~(r) = rr-l{ao + alr2+ a2r4 +"'}, (6)

where rEIN and r odd. Sidi gives such a transformation by choosing, in (5), e
Vr(T) = T, fr(T) =f (sin 7fu)'-ldu. (7)

The lecture concluded by presenting numerical results for w(l) using this transfor
mation which justifies Sidi 's observation.
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REFERENCES:

[1] D. Elliott and S. Prössdorf: An algoritbm for tbe approximate solution of inte
gral equations of Mellin type, Numerische Mathematik, to appear. ..

[2J Avram Sidi: A new variable transformation for numerical integration, ISNM
112, pp 359-373, Birkhäuser Verlag, Basel (1993).

L. GAUL (Universität Stuttgart):

Calculation of viscoelastic members by boundary element methods in
time domain
The boundary element method (BEM) provides a powerful tool for the calculation
of elastodynamie response in fr~quency and time domain. ;:::.
Field equations of motion and boundary conditions are east into boundarl~~integral
equations, whieh are diseretized in space and time. The unknown boun«ary data
orten are of primary interest beeause they govern tbe transfer dynamics o(~embers
and the energy radiation inta a surrounding medium. "
In the present paper, viscoelastic material behaviour is implemented in a:'''Üme do
main approach as weIl. The eonstitutive equations are generalized by taking frac
tional order time derivatives into account. Improved curvefitting properties and the
fullfilment of eausality requirements are demonstrated. .
A near hybrid symmetrie boundary element formulation based on a multifield va
riational principle was outlined and documented by results of boundary an:d domain
variables of a dynamically loaded system. .
The question of instability and numerical damping was raised for time' stepping
algorithms. 'For an elastic eontinuum, the BE response leads to instabilitr--if small.
time step~ below a critieal value" are chosen.' ' {:' .. d ,

Replacement ofderivatives of the fundamental solution with respect to time by those
with respect to space associated with their finite difference approximation of higher
order increases the stability range and reduces the numerical damping.
REFERENCES:
Gaul, L. and' Schanz, M.: Dynamics of viscoelastie solids treated by boundary ele
ment approaehes in time domain. European Journal oE Mechanics, A/Solids, Vol.
13, N° 4-suppl, 43-59, 1994.
Ricoeur, A.: Entwicklung einer hybriden Randelementmethode in der Elastodyna
mik. Master thesis, Institute A of Mechanics, Stuttgart University, Sept. 1994
(unpublished).
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I.G. GRAHAM (University of Bath, U.K.):

Quadrature methods for Symm's integral equation on polygons
In arecent joint paper with J. Elschner the author obtained stability and convergence
results for spline collocation methods of arbitrarily high order applied to the classical
first-kind boundary integral equation with logarithmic kernel (Symm's equation)
on a polygonal domain. The talk summarizes these results and obtains the same
convergence results for the method when the colloeation integrals are approximated
using an appropriate quadrature rule. The analysis depends on the calculus of
non-standard Mellin pseudodifferentiaJ operators and on some new estimates for e
tbe kerneIs of these operators. Calculations using piecewise constant and piecewise
linear" splines are reported. These are eonsistent with the theoretical results and
suggest same further conjectures about the performance of this method.

J. GWINNER (Universität der Bundeswehr, München):

A boundary integral approach to unilateral problems of 4th order
Up to now, in numerical analysis unilateral problems of 4th order are only treated
by finite element methods. On the other hand, following Duvaut and Lions, there
are several different interesting unilateral problems for linear fIa.t plates where the
unilateral conditions are prescribed on the boundary. In this talk, we discuss an
approach using a Green formula and the boundary layer potential operators to
arrive at a minimization problem or an equivalent variational inequality that lives
on the boundary only.

T. HARTMANN (Universität Hannover):

"Interior error estimates far boundary integral equations on polygons
Even for smooth right-hand sides the solution of Symm's integral equation on a
polygon r can be expected to be in Sobolev spaces Hß(r), S = -1/2 + So, where
So depends on the angles of rand takes values between 1/2 and 1. However, for
a smooth subsegment of a polygon away from the corners the solution is smooth
for smooth data. We derive interior error estimates for the Galerkin solution using _
piecewise constant trial functions on quasiuniforrn meshes. The loeal error on sub- ..
segments can be estimated quasioptimally up"to an additional term with the global
error in a Sobolev norm H·(r) with s « -1/2. Thus, the Iocal convergence of
the Galerkin error is of higher order than the global convergenee. These results are
eonfirmed by numerical examples.
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With these estimates local effidency of a simple adaptive method can be shown. In
order to derive these results, the interior error has to be estimated more precisely.
This can be done by using a special kind of cut-off functions. We show that if
an adaptive algorithm is constructed with the residual being equally distiibuted
over the polygon, then the adaptive method is locally efficient, i.e., the mesh is not
overrefined. Therefore we s;how that, locally, the error of the best approximation is
of the same order as the residual. Since tbe errar of the Galerkin solution cannote exceed the error of the best approximation, we obtain the desired result.

N. HEUER (Universität Bremen, Landesrechenzentrum):

Aspects on linear syste~ arising from tbe boundary element method
In general, the matrices of linear systems arising from the boundary element" method
(BEM) are fully occupied. However, usually many of the eotiies are very".small. It
is shown that the single layer operator applied to Legendre polyoomials decreases
rapidly for increasing polynomial degree and decreasing element size of ihe under
lying mesh. This property results in an estimate of the matrix elements-~which is
used a-priori to make tbe matrices sparse wbile retaining the convergen-~e rate of
the Galerkin scheme. -,
A second topic of this talk was the application of the additive Schwarz method t'o
the BEM a.s a preconditioner. Two versions in obtaining a decomposition of the
boundary element space in case of the single layer operator were discussed. For the
decomposition based on the decomposition of the boundary, M. Hahne änd E.P.
Stephan obtained an upper bound for the condition number of the precoJ;lditioned
linear system in case of the h-version of tbe BEM with piece-wise constant ansatz
functions. A second decomposition was introduced which divides the J>.oundary
element space with respect to tbe degrees. Therefore, the condition Iiumbers are
bounded for the h-version of the BEM with arbitrary, fixed degree.
Several numerical tests unde~lined the tbeoretical investigations.

G.C. HSIAO (University of Delaware, U.S.A), E. SCHNACK (Universität Karls
ruhe) and W.L. WENDLAND (Universität Stuttgart):

A hybrid coupled finite-boundary element metbod for houndary value
problems in elasticity
In ·this lecture, we present same error and stability analysis for the macr~lement
approach based on a hybrid~stress method with BEM for treating problems in solid
mechanics with regions of high stress concentration. This approach is a variant of
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the hybrid-element approach in the FEM with Trefftz elements. Here the Trefftz ele
ments are modelIed with potentials supported by the individual element boundaries.
This defines the so-called macro-elements.
The most attractive feature of the present coupling procedure is to utilize a generali
zed compatibility condition wich allows to relax the continuity requirements for the
boundary displacement field. In· particular, the mesh points of the macro-elements'
can be chosen independently of the nodes of the finite element structure which al
lows to comhine various independent meshes. Moreover, this method can also serve
as the basic algorithm for employing preconditioned iterative solution schemes in e
domain decomposition.
Numerical implementation of the method has been successfully carried out for two
and three-dimensional problems by E. Schnack and his research group at Karlsruhe.

L. JENTSCH (Technische Universität Chemnitz-Zwickau):

On different boundary integral approaches for solving problems with in
terfaces
1. The main problem for solving boundary value problems for piece-wise homoge
neous bodies with the boundary integral equation method (BIEM) consists in the
fact that the transmission (contaet) conditions on the interfaces include derivati
ves of different orders. The progress of the BIEM is conneeted with the state of
the integral equations theory. Whereas in the beginoing, ooly the theory of singu
lar integral equations on elosed manifolds was available, at present, the theory of
pseudodiffereotial equations on manifolds without and with boundary permits the
investigation of rather general non-elassieal mixed interface problems in the theory
of elastieity of anisotropie bodies.
Vseful are partieular solutions (eontact tensors) which satisfy the contact conditions.
Potentials with the contact tensor in the kernel lead to singular integral equations
withfixed singularities. Another representation formula, due to D. Natroshvili for
the rigid contact problem (Problem C), can be applied for mixed contact problems if
on one part SI of a elosed surfaee S the contact eonditions of Problem C and on the
remaining part 8 2 , the contact conditions of sliding without friction (Problem C) or
straddle eonditions (Problem H) are to be satisfied. The problems C-H and C-G
can be reduced to equations on 8 2 with pseudodifferential operators of orders -1
and 1, respectively..

2. As a final procedure, tbe BIEM potentials must be ealculated in the domain. In a
neighbourhood of a corner point, the density of tbe potential has a typical asymptotic
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expansion. For vectors of such an expansion, we consider the elastic potentials of

the single and double layer type on an angle decomposition formula. into the sum

of a singular and regular part. If the singular exponent is a. non-negative integer,

explicit expressions for the potentia.ls were fannd.

P. JUNGHANNS (Technische Universität Chemnitz-Zwicka.u):

Numerical analysis for nonlinear Cauchy-singular integral equations

Certain two-dimensionaI free boundary value problems can be investigated by trans

forming them to nonlinear Cauchy-singular integral equations of the form, e. g.

1

G(x, u(x» = .!.. Ju(y)dy + d, -1 < x< 1, u( -1) =u(l) = 0,

1T Y - Z
-1

:.;~~.

or

u(x) = .!. JI F(y, u(y»dy + fex) +d + ex, -1 < x < 1, u{-1) = u(1) ;= O.

. .". -1 Y- X
:"-.

G(x, u), F(x, u) and f{x} are given real-valued functions, and we are looking for

the unknown function u(x) a.nd the constants d and e. .

FOT the numerical solution of such equatioDs, we propose Newton projec.tion me

thods. We seek the approximate solution to u(x) in the form un(x) == u(x)vn(x)

where V n is an algebraic polynomial of degree less than n and u is a generalized

Jacobi weight representing tbe asymptotics of the solutio~ at the endpoints of the

integration interval. Then, for example, the Newton collocation method cqDsists of

the discretizations of the original equation with tbe help of the Lagrange interpola

tion operator with respect to another appropriately chosen generalized Jacobi weight

and solving the discrete equations by the Newton iteration methode To calculate

the images of the ansatz-functions with respect to the singular integral operator

accurately we apply the Gaussian quadrature rule with respect to the weight u(x).

Considering only tbe modified Newton iteration method, we give convergence results

(in weighted L 2-norms) in the following sense:

1. There exist suitable initial guesses such that tbe linearized equations in ea.ch

Newton step are uniquely solvable for all sufficiently large n.

2. The solutions of these equatioDs converge to a solution of tbe discrete (nonli

near) equation (far all sufficiently large, hut fixed n).
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3. The sequence of these solutions converges to the solution of the original pro
blem a.s n tends to infinity.

As an example, we consider the free boundary value problem of free surfaee seepage
from a channel underlain by a drain at a finite depth, whieh leads to an equation of
the seeond type (see above). We diseuss some computational aspects of the Newton
eollocation method and give numerieal results.
REFERENCE:
Peter Junghanns: Numerical analysis of Newton projection methods for nonlinear •
singular integral equations, to appear in: J. Camp. Appl. Math., 1994.

p.f. JK(x; xO)tp(x)dS
s

where S c m.3 is a given Ck-surface, k ~ 1, xO E S, K(x;xO) = 0 (x-!;olrn),
2 ~ mEIN. The symbol p.f. in front of the integral stands for Hadamard~s partie
finie integral.
Using appropriate loeal coordin~tes one gets the representation

K. KALIK and W.L. WENDLAND (Universität Stuttgart):

On strong and hypersingular boundary integrals
Our aim is to find formulae for the numerical evaluation of singular and hypersingular
integrals of the form

p.f. JK(x; xO)tp(x)dE = p.f. Jv(Y)J.l(y)dy
E 0

•
where E E S defines an open neighbourhood about xO and n the projection of E in
the coordinate plane with variables Y= (Yt, Y2).
Let

V(y) = k(y) = ko(O) + k1(y) +... + km - 2(y) + k1m-ll(y)
r m r m

where k(y) =k(O)+ ...+km _ 2(y)+k[m-t](y) is the Taylor formula with the remainder

k[m-l)(y) and r == VYl + y~. Accordingly, we find

m-2 k ( )
p.f. Jv(Y)J.l(y)dy = L p.f. J ;,; J.l(y)dy

o pOn
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where kq(y) is a homegeneous polynomial of degree q.
We show the following explicit formula: .

f kq(Y) ( ]-(P(y) - IJ 0) - ... - IJm-q-l(Y) dy
r m

o
E caDoIJ(O)

+·Ial~m-q-l q - m + 101 + 2 '

with
2

C'" = f y"'. kq(y)· E y; cos(n,y;)du.
r=l J=1

B.N. KHOROMSKIJ (JINR Dubna, Russia) and G. SCHMIDT (WIAS Berlin):

Fast interface solvers for biharmonic Dirichlet problem on polygonal
domains
We propose and analyze efficient discretization schemes for boundary and interface
reductions of the biharmonic problem on polygonal domains. We study mapping
properties of Poincare-Steklov (P.S.) operators as weIl aS single- and double-Iayer
potentials. We propose asymptotically optimal mixed FE discretizations of the
Schur complements to P.S. operators which admit eflicient matrix compression and
implementation with the complexity n log2 n log g-1 for step-type boundaries, where
n is the number of degrees of freedom on the underlying boundary and c > 0 is the
required accuracy. As a cODsequence, an asymptotically optimal interface solver for
the clamped plate boundary value problem on polygonal domains is deriy~<;l. The
numerical experiments presented confirm the theory. - .. <:,~.,.

B. KLEEMANN (WIAS Berlin):

Wavelet algorithm for the exterior Dirichlet problem of the Helmholtz
equation
The talk presents intermediate results of tbe joint work with U. Dahmen, S. Prößdorf
and R. Schneider t~ this topic. The treatment of the scattering of time-harmonic
acoustic and electromagnetic waves leads to an exterior boundary value problem
for the Helmholtz equation. We consider objects in IR? with smooth boundary and
assume areal wave number k. Furthermore, we only treat the case of "soft-sound"
scattering which corresponds to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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For the arising boundary integral equation of the first kind we present a fully discrete
wavelet method. The unknown density we search as a piecewise linear function.
Additionally, we consider a collocation method using quadrature for the integration.
For an appropriate treatment of the logarithmic singularity of the kernel function
we use a graded mesh with grading in the vicinity of the singularity. To get a
matrix in semi-wavelet representation we use a transformation which maps a wavelet
basis to a basis of the finite scale. Additionally, for the collocation side we apply
Brand/Lubrecht functionals getting a· matrix in wavelet representation. During
the direct calculatioD of the matrix entries in the wavelet representation, an a
priori compression criterion is applied, getting a sparse matrix. Because of the bad
behaviour of the integral operator, we propose a preconditioner to reduce the number
of iterations for the GMRES iterative linear system solver. At the end, the solution
is transformed back from the wavelet basis to a usual basis on the fine scale with
a fast pyramid type transformation. The resulting solution has the same order of
convergence as a corresponding single scale approach with n2 matrix entries. These
good results are obtained for wave numbers k not greater than 10.

R. KRESS (Universität Göttingen):

Integral equation methods in inverse obstacle scattering
The inverse problem we consider is to determine the shape of an obstacle from
a knowledge of the far field pattern for the scattering of incident time-harmonic
acoustic (or electromagnetic) plane waves. It occurs in a variety of applications and
is difficult to solve since it is nonlinear and improperly posed. In this survey, we
shall describe two integral equation methods for the approximate numerical solution
of the inverse obstacle scattering problem in the resonance region. In particular,
for the theoretical foundation of a Newton method, Frechet differentiability with
respect to the boundary is established for the far field operator, which for a fixed
incident wave maps ,the boundary curve onto the far field pattern of the scattered
wave. The numerical implementation of the Newton method via boundary integral
equations is described. By a numerical example it is illustrated that the method
yields satisfactory reconstructions.

G. KUHN und A. FOERSTER (Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg):

A FBEM-formulation for hyperelastic and elastoplastic problems at finite
strains
A novel formulation of a Field-Boundary-Element-Method (FBEM) for hyperelasti
city and elastoplasticity at finite strains is presented. The proposed formulation uses
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a Total-Lagrange scheme. Therefore, the system matrices have to be generated only

onee. The constitutive model used is based on the eoncept of an intermediate con

figuration. This enables to split the constitutive equations into a time-independent

hyperelastic relation relative to the intermediate configuration and into more COffi

plex evolution equations for the intermediate configuration and for further internal

variables. For the derivation of the boundary integral equation only the time-·

independent hyperelastic relation for tbe stress tensor is needed. CODsequently, the

basic boundary integral equatioD itself is time-independent and does not depend on

the explicit structure of the evolution equations. The proposed formulation finally

provides a nonlinear set of equations with identical structure, for both boundary

and internat Dodes, for which a consistent linearisation can be derive~. The basic

unknowns are the displacement gradients.

u. LANGER (Johannes-Kepler-Universität Linz, Österrreich):

Parallel solvers for linear and nonlinear coupled boundary elment- finite

element-equations

The BEM is advantageous in many applications, in particular, the mathematical

models become easier to handle in case of the necessity of far-field computations

and of approximations of singularities. Espedally in magnetic field eomputations,

the coupling of the BEM with the FEM can be quite useful. .,

The non-overlapping domain decomposition is an important tool for formulat~ng

adequate mathematical models as weIl as for their discretization and their parallel

solution.
The author presents parallel algorithms for solving BE-, FE- and coupJed BE

FE-equations approximating linear and non-linear plane magnetic field proplems in

bounded and unbounded regions. Th~ methods are of O( N), or at least, O(Ij:lg 19 N)

algebraic complexity and of high parallel efficiency. Finally, the author discusses

some numerical results obtained by the code FEM CD> BEM on various massively

parallel machines with up to 128 processors.

R.C. MAC CAMY (Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, U.S.A.):

Approximate boundary conditions ror two-dimensional wave equations

This talk represents joint work with J. Bielak, T. Hagstrom and S. Harriharan. It

concerns the solution of scattering problems for the two-dimensional wave equation

using appropriate boundary conditions on artificial boundaries. These conditions are

approximations to exact conditions which are temporally and spatially non-Iocal.
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They are determined by a combination of geometrical opties and low frequeney ana
lysis. Theyare designed to capture the dissipation properties. The model problem of
a cireular cylinder is studied in detail with error estimates established and numerieal
examples presented.

M. MAISCHAK and E.P. STEPHAN (Universität Hannover):

The h-p version oe the BEM in 3D with geometrie mesh
The pure h- and p-versions of the boundary element method converge on poly-
hedral surfaees only algebraieally to the presenee of corner, eorner-edge and edge •
singularities. We show that these singularities can be eompensated by using splines
with linearly inereasing polynomial degrees on a geometrie mesh w hieh is refined
toward edges and corners. In this way, we obtain exponentially fast eonvergenee of
the Galerkin solution for the weakly singular integral equation of the first kind with
the single layer potential for the Laplacian. This result is derived by showing that
all the singularity terms of the solution belong to countably normed spaees with
appropriate weight functions if the given data are piecewise analytic.
Furthermore, eorresponding results are given for tbe Neumann problem, the Lame
equation and the Helmholtz equation together with numerical experiments whieh
show the exponential convergence of the h - p version of the BEM Galerkin schemes.

P.A. MARTIN (University of Manchester, Manchester, U.K.):

Expansion methods ror two-dimensional hypersingular integral equations
The two-dimensional problem of acoustic stattering by a hard, curved strip can be
reduced to. a one-dimensional hypersingular integral equation over an interval. An
effeetive method for solving this equation is: expand the unknown function as a
series of Chebyshev polynomials if the second kind with a square-root weight, and
then determine the coefficients by collocation. .
What happens for three-dimensional problems, where the scatterer is a Hat, hard
plate n? A hypersingular integral equation over n is easily derived. When n is
a circular disc, say D, we derive an expansion-collocation method; our expansion
involves products of trigonometrie funetions in the azimuthai direction and Gegen
bauer polynomials in the radial direction (S. Krenk, 1979). This method for two
dimensional hypersingular integral equations over dises is eompletely analoguous to
that for one-dimensional hypersingular integral equations over intervals.
If n is not circular, we proceed by mapping n onto a disc D, and then use the above
expansion-collocation method. However, in order to preserve tbe strueture of the
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kerneI, we must use a conformal mapping. This observation has many implications,
most of which remain to be explored. Some applications to crack problems, such as
those where n is almost circular, were described.

S.E. MIKHAILOV (University STANKIN, Moscow, Russia):

Plane boundary value problems and boundary integral equations for an
elastic body with thin elastic reinforcements

First, the boundary value problem is formulated for a two-dimensional body rein
forced by one-dimensional stringers. The stringer-induced terms in the boundary
conditions of the problem ~e expressed by Volterra integral operators. Then exi
stence and uniqueness theorems are obtained. Moreover, tbe asymptotics of dis
placements and .stresses near to tbe singular points are investigated. Tbe leading
singular terms of these asymptotics do not depend on the stringer properti~forthe
considered curvilinear beam model of the stringer; and they are the same a.f~or the
problem with infinitely rigid stringers of described displacements. ....
The plane problem for an elastically bordered multi-connected body is reduced
to two different indirect boundary integral equations of the second kind.. Spectral
properties of these equations are obtained and finite-dimensional integral operators.
as perturbations are given to obtain unconditionally and uniquely solvable integral
equations. Also, the asymptotics of the integral equations solutions are explored.
Oue of the boundary integral equations considered was reduced to a system of linear
algebraic equations by using the boundary element method and collocaiion. A
singular approximation of the integral equa.tion solution was used within elements
which include singular points. Corresponding computer programs were designed and
some numerical calculations were executed. .
REFERENCES: .\

L Mikhailov, S.E. and Namestnikova, I.V.: Boundary value problems of elasticity
theory for plane domains with one-dimensioal elastic reinforcements, Journal
oE Applied Mecbanics and Tecbnical Physics (PMTP), 1,1991, pp. 98-108.

2. Mikhailov, S.E.: Some boundary integral equations of plane elasticity pro
blems for non-simply-connected bodies with one-dimensioal elastic horders
and corner points, Mem. oE Solids (Izv. AN SSSR. MTT), 27, No. 1, 1992,
pp. 36-47.

3. Mikhailov, S.E.: Asymptotic behavior of tbe solutions of some integral equa
tioDs and plane problems of elasticity near angular corners with displacements
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specified on the boundary, Mem. o( Solids (Izv. AN SSSR. MTT), 26, No. 2,
1991, pp. 28-40.

L. MORINO (Third University of Rome, Italy):

Aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotors
A review of the use of boundary integral equations in aerodynaInies and aeroacou
sties has been presented, with the objeetive of addressing what has been accomplis
hed and, even more important, what remains to be done. The presentation emphasi
zed aerodynarnics and aeroacoustics of the aeronautieal type (i.e. wings, propellers,
and helieopter rotors), for which the issue of the wake is essential (indeed, for steady
incompressible potential ßows there exist Da lift and DO drag, aceording to the weIl
known d'Alembert paradox).
A general formulation for unsteady potential ßows has been presented; both incrom
pressible and compressible ßows have been considered (for a more complete review
which includes viscous ßows, the reader is referred to Ref. 1). Special attention was
given to how to formulate the problem of potential ßows, in particular, to the issue
of the existence of the wake (a surface of discontinuity for the velocity potential,
fully equivalent to a vortex layer, which allows one to circumvent the d'Alembert
paradox). Thus, the issue of tbe boundary conditions on tbe wake and OD tbe trai
ling edge bave been addressed in some detail (same unresolved issues related to the
impulsive start have been pointed out).
Next, the derivation and the interpretation of the boundary integral equations have
been examined. In partieular, it was shown how the treatment of the wake is par
ticularly simple within BIE framework. Also, it was shown how the formulation.
for compressible flows reduces to that for the scalar wave equation for a surface
that moves with respect to the medium and yields an integral representation for
the potential which is elosely related to the Kirchhoff formula for the wave equation
(retarded potential with time delays related to the signal propagation at the un
disturbed spe~d sound). Furthermore, it was indicated how in the transonic range
the nonlinear terms are important and yield a volume distribution of sources in the
integral representation for the potential (with intensity also delayed).
Issues related to the diseretization (i.e. panel methods, boundary element me
thods) have been barely addresed; the nature of the unsteady-ßow algorithm (a
time marching technique, related to the retarded-potential formuation) was discus
sed. Finally, recently obtained numerical results (see Ref.2) for aerodynamics and
aeroacoustics in the transonic range, have been presented, which demonstrate the
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effieieney and aeeuraey of tbe metbodology. In particular, it was sbown bow the
time marching technique may be used even to find the steady state solution and
may yield convergence (to machine aecuraey) in only ten iterations.
REFERENCES.
1. L. Morino: Boundary integral equations in a.erodynamics. Applied Mecbanics
Reviews, 46, N°S, August 1993, pp. 445-466.
2. M. Gennaretti, M. lemma and L. Morino: A boundary integral method for unified
analysis of aerodynamies and aeroacoustics analysis of hovering rotors. AGARD
Conference on Aerodynamics and Aeoracoustics of Rotors, Berlin, Oetober 1994.

D. NATROSHVILI (Teehnical University Tbilisi, Georgia):

Boundary integral equation methods in steady state oscillation problems
for anisotropie bodies '.~.~;!

The investigation deals with the steady state oscillation problems for homogeneous
and piece-wise homogeneous elastic bodies with interior cuts of arbitrary. shape.
The case of interface cracks is considered, too.
These boundary value problems are studied by tbe potential method. The original
problems are reduced to pseudodifferential equations on manifolds with boundary.
The main results of the investigation are:

1. The generalization of the Sommerfeld-Kupradze radiation conditions to the
anisotropie case and uniqueness theorems.

2. The establishment of the regul~rityof solutions near singular points and edges.

S.A. NAZAROY and LI. ARGATOV (St.-Petersburg, Russia):

Ill-posedness of integral equations in the asymptotic theory of thin
punches
The asymptotie theory of thin punches can be obtained by the applieation of the
method of matched asymptotic expansions. When sending the thickness e of the
punch's plane base r e to zero we replace asymptotically the two-dimensional domain
r t! by the contour r0 while the forces loading r e are changed to concentrated forces
distributed along r o with some unknown density l' Tbe asymptotic analysis of this
procedure gives an integral equation "for determining 1 or an variational inequality
in the case of the Signorini problem. The corresponding integral operator J is a
pseudo-differential operator with the principal symbol eIn lei, therefore, the above
mentioned limit problems still contain tbe large parameter JInel. These facts imply
the following properties:
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1. The approximate solution I of the equation can be obtained in the form of a
series in powers of Jln ei-I;

2. there exists a sequence eA: ! +0 such that the equation with e = eA: has DO

solution (ill-posedness of equations); however, tbe procedure developed by M.
Fedoryuk (1980) gives an approximate solution which produces the discrepancy
O(e) in the equation;

3. the "logarithmic" asymptotics of solutions of the variational inequality are
available while in each step of the asymptotic procedure the asymptotic des- .'
cription of the contact zone must be found.

s. PRÖSSDORF (WIAS Berlin):

The qualocation method for Symm's integral equation on a polygon
Here we discuss tbe convergence of the qualocation method for the integral equa
tion of the first kind with logarithmic kerneIon closed polygonal boundaries in lR2

.

Qualocation is a Petrov-Galerkin metbod in wbich tbe outer integrals are performed
numerically by special quadratur rules. Before discretization, a nonlinear parame
trization of the polygon is introduced which varies more sIowly than the arc-Iength
near each corner and leads to a transformed integral equation with a regular solu
tion. We prove that the qualocation method using smoothest splines of any order
k on a uniform mesh (with respect to the new parameter) converges with optimal
order O(hA:) (with respect to tbe L2- resp. weighted L 2-norm). Furthermore, the
method is shown to produce superconvergent approximation to linear functionals,
retaining the same high convergence rates as based on arecent joint work with J.
Eischner and I.H. Sloan. (Preprint No. 119, WIAS Herlin 1994).

S. RJASANOW (Universitä.t Kaiserslautern) and M.PESTER (Technische Univer
sität Chemnitz-Zwiekau):

A parallel realization of the panel method in 3D
We considei a numerical solution of the three-dimensional Dirichlet boundary va- •
lue problem for the Laplacian by using tbe panel method. This metbod leads to
an algebraic system of linear equations with a fU,lI, dense, large order and, i~ ge-
neral, nonsymmetric matrix. Fortunately, there are some special classes of three
dimensional domains leading to matrices consisting of so-called circulant-block ma-
trices (rotational domains). The solution of a system of linear equations, involving
a circulant-block matrix, consists of an O(N2

) amount of preparation work inde
pendent of the right-hand side of tbe system, and of the solution itself leading to
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O(N3/21n N) arithmetical operations. We show that the preconditioning, based on
the algorithms with circulant-block matrices, fullfills all requirements for the effi
cient parallel procedure; and can be used together with some iterative schemes, e. g.
tbe usual Gradient method or the modern BiCGSTAB method, for the numerical
solution of the BEM systems.

A.-M. SÄNDIG (Universität Stuttgart):

Boundary integral equations for coupled structures in solid mechanies .
Existence, uniqueness and reguarity of solutions of linear elastic two- and tbree
dimensional boundary-interfaee problems are investigated. The domains eODs"ist of
two different non-smooth anisotropie media, where several boundary eonditions and
standard coupling conditions are given. .....10.

In order to derive boundary integral equatians which lead to efficient computational
algorithms ~e are interested in the following aspects:

1. We study appropriate extensions of the boundary data onto the interfaces.

2. We construct ~ppropriateextensions of the coupling conditions onto tb~. boun
dary pieces.

These methods yield "Iocal" pseudodifferential equation systems with corresponding
Steklov-Poincare operators on the interfaces or on the boundary pieres, respectiveIy.
The regularity of the solutions ~s strongly influenced by the' different media proper
ties and the corners and edges of the domains which is demonstrated by different
examples. Using tbe Maz'ya-Plamenevsky functionals we derive' explicit formulae
for 2D stress intensity factars.

J. SARANEN (University Oulu, Finland):

Collocation solution of the single layer heat equation
We consider a boundary element method for the single layer heat equation. As
trial functions we use the tensor products of continuous piecewise linear splines
with collocation at the nada! points. The spatial domain is any bounded domain
with a smooth boundary in lR2

• For the method we use arclength representation of
the curve. Convergence and stability results are shown as weH as some numerical
experiments.
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G. SCHMIDT (WIAS Berlin):

Boundary integral operators for the bi-Laplacian in domains with curves
Interior and exte~ior Dirichlet problems for the biharmonic equation are studied. by
using integral equation methods. Based on the representation of H 2-so1utions as
potentials of the Cauchy data, a strongly elliptic system of integral equations on
the non-smooth boundary of the domain is obtained. If the exterior homogeneous
Dirichlet problem has only the trivial solution, this system is uniquely solvable •
and various approximation methods converge. We study properties of the Steklov
Poincare operators for tbe interior and the exterior problem, respectively, from their
representations as integral operators. .

R. ~CHNEIDER (Technische Hochschule Darmstadt):

Multiscale and wavelet methods for boundary integral equations
The talk presents results of joint work with W. Dahmen, B. Kleemann, T. v.Peters
dorff, S. Prößdorf and C. Schwab.
Discretizing the Galerkin or collocation method for solving boundary integral equa
tions by means of a wavelet- or multiscale-basis gives numerically sparse matrices.
Depending on the basic properties of the biorthogonal multiscale baSis, namely re
gularity, approximation order and vanishing moments, we propose a "compression"
of these matrices by' deleting certain entries in a way we do not compromise or
disturb the optimal convergence rate of the original scheme. The compressed matri
ces are shown to have at most O(Nj logO' Nj ), or optimally O(Nj ), nonzero entries,
where Nj denotes thc number of unknowns. We propose a diagonal preconditioning
and obtain an approximate solution by an iteration method within a co~plexity

of O(Nj loga Ni) or O(Nj) arithmetric operations. A fully discrete method was
proposed based on a c~mposite quadrature method.

C. SCHWAB (University of Maryland, Baltimore County, U.S.A.):

Convergence ,analysis of a multiwavelet discretization of 2nd kind boun- •
dary integral equations on arbitrary surfaces in m,3
We consider a Galerkin method for an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order
zero. We use piecewise linear discontinuous trial functions on a triangular mesh and
describe an orthogonal wavelet basis. Using this basis, we can compress the stiffness
matrix from N2 to O(N log N) nonzero entries and still obtain (up to (log N) terms)
thc same convergence rates a.s for the exact Galerkin method.
This is joint work with T. von Petersdorff and R. Schneider.
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I.H. SLOAN (University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia):

QuaIocation with an irregular mesh ror Symm's integral equation on
Lipschitz curves
This talk describes joint work witb K.E. Atkinson on the two-dimensional single
layer equation for a region with a Lipschitz boundary r. It is weIl known that
(provided cap r =1= 1) tbe Galerkin metbod with piecewise constant trial space is
stahle, no matter how the mesh is chosen. On the other hand, there is as yet no
stability proof for the piecewise-constant collocation method (with collocation at the
midpoints of subintervals) for general curves and general meshes. The qualocation,
or semidiscrete Galerkin method replaces the outer integral in the Galerkin method
by a composite quadrature rule ohtained by using a simple version of a fixed m-

. point rule q on each subinterval of the mesh; the collocation method is recovered if
q is the simple mid-point rule.
In this talk it is shown that the qualocation method is stahle and optimally con
vergent in appropriate norms, provided that q has a small enough Peano con~tant,

assuming only quasi-uniformity of the mesh.

w. SPANN (Universität München);

Error estimates ror the boundary element approximation of a semi
coercive Signorini problem in elasticity
The two-dimensional eontaet problem of linear isotropie elasticity can be written as

the variational inequality a(u, v - u) ~ f(v - u) (v E K) where K is defined as the
subset of Hl(f!)2 satisfying the non-penetration con~ition V2(X) + X2 ~ 0 (x E an)
and fan VI ds "= o. Due to t~e semi-coercive character of this problem, additional
compatibility conditions have to be satisfied in order to obtain existence and uni
queness of solution. The problem is rewritten as a boundary variational ine'quality
using the Poincare-Steklov operator; and approximated by linear boundary ele
ments. We use a discrete Poincare--Steklov operator that is composed of Galerkin
approximations of the underlying single and double layer potentials. It is modified
by multiplying the identity by 1 + ßh3 (ß > 0) to obtain a positive definite operator
implying the unique solvability of the discrete boundary variational inequality.
Requiring the non-penetration eondition pointwise on the grid quasi-optimal error
estimates are obtained using an abstract error estimate due to the author, especially
tailored to semi-coercive problems. It is proven that the hypotheses of that theorem
depend on the Ioeation of tbe central axis of forces and are satisfied for sufficiently
regular solutions.
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o. STEINBACH (Universität Stuttgart):

Preconditioned iterative solvers for boundary element and domain de-
composition methods .
The iterative solution of linear systems resulting from a bOl:lndary element discretiza
tion of an elliptic boundary value problem requires the use of a good preconditioner
to keep the number of iterations constant. We will propose a general technique
independent of the mesh and of the degree of the trial functions used. Moreover,
such a preconditioner is needed in domain decomposition methods, too.
We will give abrief survey of these methods based on both representations of the
Steklov-Poincare operator by boundary integral operators. The resulting algorithms
can be characterized as Schur complement iterations and as transformations of the
original system like the Bramble/Pasciak transformation of a skew-~ymmetric, but
positive definite system into asymmetrie and positive definite one.
Finally, we discuss different preeonditioners for these methods.

E.P. STEPHAN' (Universität Hannover):

Fast solvers for integral equations of the first kind
Multigrid methods and multilevel preconditioners for boundary element discretiza
tions (with the h-version) of first kind integral equations with weakly and hypersin
gular kerneis are discussed. We find that the number of iterations needed is bounded
or grows not worse than logarithmically in the number of unknowns. Especially for
the hypersingular integral equation, the multilevel-additive Schwarz method yields
an efficient preconditioner for the conjugate gradient method. Furthermore, we pro
pose and analyze a fast iterative solver for symmetrie and indefinite eoupled fin~te

element/böundary element problems. The method is based on multigrid preeon
ditioning of seperate positive definite and negative definite parts of the coupled
scheme (which arise from a differential and an integral operator, respeetively) and
minimum-residual-iteration on the resulting preconditioned indefinite system. No
Schur complement is required. The obtained solver is nearly optimal, i.e. the nUffi
ber of iterations grows only slowly with the problem size.

M. SURI (University of Maryland, Baltimore County, U.S.A.):

The optimal p-version approximation of singularities on polyhedra in the
BEM
We consider elliptic boundary value problems on three-dimensional polyhedral do
mains. We describe the three types of singular eomponents that arise in the solution:
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edge, vertex, and edge-vertex singularities. We analyze the approximation of the
traces of ea.ch of these different types of singularities by polynomial subspaces on the
boundaryas the polynomial degree p tends to infinity (the p-version). We establish
asymptotic rates of convergence that are optimal in the He norm over the boundary
for 0 ~ t $ 1. We apply these results to a Galerkin boundary element method
(BEM) formulation for a model Neumann problem, obtaining the optimal conver
gence rate for the p-version BEM over polyhedral domains. This is joint work with
C. Schwab.

E.E. TYRTYSHNIKOV (Russian Academy oI Sciences, Moscow):

Block Toeplitz-based and block circulant-based solution strategies
We discuss a purely algebraic approach to the solution of linear systems ~ith large
dense coefficient matrices arising when a projection method is applied tö: solve a.
pseudodifferential equation. We show, numerically and theoretical~y, that block'
circulant matrices appear to be rather good preconditioners providing a significant
acceleration of basic iteration schemes, for example, the GMRES. We also present a
sketch of a theory of spectral distributions which explains why block circulants are
that good in the role of preconditioners.

v. VORONIN (Sibirian Div. Russian Acad. Sciences, Novosibirsk):

On the foundation of collocation methods for weakly singular equations
Equations of the 1st kind with logarithmic and weak degree singularity in the ker
nels are considered on both closed and unclosed curves. Three approaches to the
foundation of collocation methods are presented. The first (" continuous") approach
uses the known eigenfunctions for the principal part of an integral operator and gives
estimates for the error and residual in Hölder norms all over the curve. Tlie second
(" discrete") approach is based on properties of circulant and Toeplitz matrices and
gives estimates of tbe condition numbers of corresponding discretized algebraic sy
stems for logarithmic and weak degree kerneIs on closed and unclosed curves. The
third ("convex") approach is now developed and is hased only on convexity proper
ties of images of the basic functions. Some suggestions are made concerning the
extension of proofs to 2D integral equations on arbitrary surfaces.
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W.L. WENDLAND (Universität Stuttgart) and C. SCHWAB (University of Mary
land, Baltimore County, U.S.A.):

On the extraction technique in boundary integral equations
In this paper we develop and analyze a bootstrapping algorithm for tbe extraetion oI
potentials and arbitrary derivatives of tbe Cauehy data oI regular tbree-dimensional
seeond order elliptie boundary value problems in connection with corresponding
boundary integral equations of the so-called first kind. The method rests on the
derivatives of the generalized Green's representation formula which are expressed •
in terms oI singular boundary integrals as Hadamard's finite parts. Their regula-.
rization together with asymptotic pseudohomogeneous kernel expansions yields a
cODstruetive method for obtaining generalized jump relations. These expansions are
obtained via composition of Taylor expansions of the loeal surface representation,
the density functions, differential operators and the fundamental solution of the
original problem, together with the use 01 loeal polar coordinates in the parame-
trie domain. For piece-wise polynomial surfaee approximation and explicitly given
fundamental solution, the corresponding expansion terms ean be computed auto
matically by symbolic manipulation. The output is used for applying appropriate
numerieal integration procedures to weakly singular integrals after regularization.
For boundary integral equations obtained by the direet method, this method allows
the recursive numerieal extraction oI potentials and their derivatives near and up to

. the boundary surface.

Berichterstatter: W.L. Wendland
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Tag u n g 5 b e reh t 43/1994

AG: Beschränktheit der Ordnung von Torsionspunkten
elliptischer Kurven über Zahlkörpern

9.10. bis 15.10.1994

I

Die Tagu~g wurde von den Herren 'G. Frey (Essen) und L. Merel (P~ris)
geleitet.

Anfang 1994 war Merel gelungen, die folgende Vermutung zu beweisen:
(SBC)("Strong boundedness conjecture"): Sei dEN. Dann gibt es eine

berechenbare Zahl N(d), so daß für alle elliptischen Kurven E, die über einem
Zahlkörper K vom Grad ~ d über Q defiiliert sind, gilt: IE(K)torl ::;. N(d).

Ziel der Tagung war es, folgenden Satz zu beweisen:
Satz: Sei [K : Q] :5 d und E / K eine elliptische Kurve, p eine Primzahl

mit pIIE(K)torl. Dann ist p < (1 + 3d
/

2
)2.

(Merel hat als Schranke cJ3tP angegeben. Die verbesserte Schranke (1 +
3d/2)2·wurde von Oesterle erhalten)

Nachdem in den ersten Vorträgen die Arithmetik elliptischer Kurven
bzw. der Modulkurve X o(N) und der Jakobischen Jo( IV) untersucht wur- .
den, beha.ndelten die weiteren Vorträge die Ergebnisse von Gross-Zagier und
I(olyvagin-Logachev sowie Merels Idee, dies auf "Windungsquotienteil" an
zuwenden.

Abschließend wurde ein Ausblick auf verwandte Ergebnisse und allgemei-
nere Probler:ne gegeben.
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Vo~tragsauszüge

Wo Ruppert (Erlangen)

Arithmetik elliptischer Kurven über lokalen Körpern

Sei Kein l-adischer Körper mit Restklassenkörper F'd und E eine ellip- _
tische Kurve über K. Die verschiedenen Reduktionstypen wurden erläutert •
und dann folgendes Ergebnis gezeigt: Gibt es in E(K) einen p-Torsionspunkt,
wo p eine Primzahl ist mit p > (1 +ld/2)2, so hat E zerfallende multiplikative
Reduktion.

Die Kurven mit zerfallender multiplikativer Reduktion sind genau die
Tate-Kurven, cl.h. elliptische Kurven, die über K eine analytische Parame
trisierung besitzen; insbesondere weiß man~ E( !() ~ K- / qZ mit einem ge-
eigneten q E K*, Iql < L .

Wo-Do Geyer (Erlangen)

Zum Neronschen Modell für elliptische Kurven

Ist E wie im vorigen Vortrag, so gibt es ein wohlbestimmtes nlinimales
reguläres Modell t von E als Schema über den Bewertungsring R von K
mit t ®R K == E. Diese Modelle zerfallen in 10 Typen (!<odaira-Neron).
Entfernt. man den singulären Ort der speziellen Faser von E, so erhält man
das Neron-Modell &/ R, eine algebraische Gruppe. Die Zahl der Zusammen
hangskomponenten der speziellen Faser ist ~ 4, mit Ausnahmen des Falles
zerfallender Q"lultiplikativer Reduktion (!ate-I(urve).

w. K. Seiler (Mannheim)

Arithmetik Abelscher Varietät über lokalen Körpern

Sei K ein lokaler Körper mit Ganzheitsbereich Rund Restklassenkörper k
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der Charakteristik p. Ein Neron-Modell eines glatten separierten {{-Schemas
}{K vom endlichen Typ ist eine fla:che Ausdehnung X von ..\'K über R, wei
terhin glatt, separiert und vom endlichen Typ, so daß X( T) ~ ..l;K( T ®R K)
für jedes glatte R-Schema T.

Sei CK eine nichtsinguläre Kurve vom Geschlecht 9 ~ 1, C das Minimal
modell von CK über R. Sei P ~ PiCC/R der Subfunktor der Geradenbündel
vom Gesamtgrad 0 und darin der schematheoretische Abschluß E des Eins
elements von J ac(CK ). Nach Raynaud ist dann A = P / E darstellbar und
ein Neron-Modell von J ac(CK ).

Nun sei zusätzlich v(p) < P - 1 in R. Dann gilt: Ist 0 --+ AK --t AK ---+
AK ----1" 0 eine exakte Sequenz abelscher Varietäten, so ist die Sequenz 0 --+
A' ---+ A ---i' A" ~ 0 der Neron-Modelle exa.kt, falls A semiabelsche
Reduktion hat. -.' oA;-

H. Knospe (Köln)·

Galoiskohomologie von Abelschen Varietäten (I)

Sei A eine abelsche Varietät über einem perfekten Körper K. Dann
existiert die duale abelsche Varietät AV

/ K und die Wahl ei~es am
plen Linienbündels Lauf A induziert eine Isogenie A ---? AV

• Die m-'
Torsionsuntergruppenschemata von A bzw. AV sind Cartierduale und in
duzieren daher die Weil-Paarungen Am X A~ ---+ Gm (perfekt) und Am X

Am --+ Gm. Wenn char( K) m nicht teilt, identifiziert sich dies mit Paarun-
gen der zugehörigen endlichen G = Gal( {(/ K)- Moduln. ._~

Abschließend wurde die Tate-Paarung AV x Hl(G, A(K)) ~Q/Z mit
Hilfe der Ext-Paarung eingeführt.

E. Landvogt (I(öln)

Galoiskohomologie von Abelschen Varietäten (11)

Sei Kein p-adischer Körper, k ein algebraischer Abschluß, K uft die ma
ximale unverzweigte Erweiterung von K, G = Gal(k/ K), I == Gal(K/Kun ).

Dann gilt: Ist AlK eine abelsche Varietät mit guter Reduktion, so ist
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f{I(G/ I, A(/\un)) = o.
Sei nun Kein Zahlkörper, j\:, G,A/ K entsprechend wie oben. Für jede

Stelle v von K sei K v die zugehörige Vervollständigung, k u ein algebraischer
Abschluß von Kv , Gv = GaL(Kv / Ku). Fixiert man eine Einbettung k ~
Ku, so erhält man Fortsetzung v von v auf k und kann so Cu mit der Zer
legungsgruppe von v in G identifizieren. Man definiert die Tate-Shafarevich
Gruppe als /I/(K,A) := ker(H1(K,A) --+ DHl(/\u,A» und für n ~

1 die Selmergruppe zur n-Torsion als Sn(K~ 04) := ker(H1(K, An) -:
rr Hl(Kv , A)). Diese Definitionen hängen nicht von den obigen Wahlen ab. e,
Es ist 0 ----t A(K)/nA(K) -+ Sn(K, A) -+ I JJ(K, A)n --+ 0 exakt. Für
jedes n ist Sn(K, A) endlich, und Sn(K, A) = 0- für ein n > 1 impliziert, daß
A( K) endlich ist.

H. G. Rück (Essen)

Galoisdarstellungen zu Torsionspunkten elliptischer Kurven

Sei A/Q eine abelsche Varietät mit reeller Multiplikation bzgl. eines total
reellen Körpers U. Zunächst wurde die L-Reihe von A/Q definiert sowie die
Vermutung von Birch und Swinneston-Dyer formuliert. Anschließend wurden
zwei Hilfssätze bewiesen, die für den Satz von Kolyvagin- Logacllev benötigt
werden. Sei dazu Kein imaginärquadratischer Körper. Die Gruppe der ln_
Torsionspunkte AIR zerlegt sich in A~ und A~ bzgl. der Opera.tion der kom
plexen Konjugation.

Der l.Satz besagt, daß es für fast alle 1 keine Gal{K(AtR)/Q)-invariante
Untergruppe in At. (bzw. A~) gibt.

Zweitens wurde gezeigt: H1(Gal(K(AIR)/ I(); AIR) = 0 für fast alle l.

H. Lange (Erlangen)

Stufe-N-Strukturen elliptischer Kurven

Sei E eine elliptische Kurve über einem Zahlkörper K, p eine Primzahl, E p

die Gruppe der ~Teilungspunkte von E. Die Operation von G = Gal( k / K)
liefert eine Darstellung Pp : G ---+ GI2(Fp). Es wurde eine Skizze von Serre-
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Beweis des folgenden Satzes gegeben:
Habe E keine komplexe Multiplikation, dann ist Pp surjektiv für alle bis

auf endlich viele Primzahlen p.
Es gibt also höchstens endlich viele Primzahlen, so daß gilt: Im(pp) ist

jeweils in (I) Boreluntergruppe, (2) {( ~ :)}, (3) Cartanuntergruppen,

(4) (~ ~). .

Die 4 Fälle wurden in ModulprobJeme übersetzt. Abschließend wurden
über C die Modulräume (in einem naiven Sinn) konstruiert.

F. Herrlich (Karlsruhe)

Modulkurven als parametrisierende Kurven von Stufe-N
Strukturen

Sei E / K wie oben, K vom Grad d, P E E( K) ein Punkt der Ordnung
p (prim). Das Paar (E, P) definiert einen Punkt Xp E Xe(p)(K), dessen
Reduktion mod ...\, ...\ eine Stelle von K über Primzahlen 1 mit (1 +"14/ 2 )2 < p,
die Spitze 0,\ E Xo(p)(Fd ist.

Zunächst wurde geze~gt, daß die beiden Spitzen 00 und 0 von Xo(p)
Neron-Polygon der Länge 1 bzw. p entsprechen.

Es wurden auf der Kategorie der elliptischen Kurven über" variablen" Ba
sisschema die drei Modulprobleme "f(N)-Strukturen") "r,(N)-Strukturen",
i = 1,0, eingeführt. Die ersten heiden sind für N ~ 3 bzw. N· ~ 4 darstellbar
über Z[I/N], zum dritten gibt es einen groben Modulraum über Z.

Die Modulkurve Y(3) wurde explizit konstruiert. Es wurde skizziert, wie
daraus die"anderen Modulkurven gewonnen werden können. .

N. Schappacher (Straßburg)

Punkte vom Grad d auf Kurven

Der Satz von Merel-Oesterle impliziert (SBC). Dies wurde hergeleitet aus
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einem Satz von Frey, der besagt, daß eine Kurve mit unendlich vielen Punkten
vom Grad '5:,d über dem Definitionskörper einen Ntorphismus nach pi von
niedrigem Grad zuläßt.

Weiter wurde der Satz von Merel auf folgende Aussage zurückt geführt:
Satz: Sei d ~ 1, [, N prim, [ i= N > (1 + [d/2)2. Sei weiter eine abelsche

Varietät JIQ als Quotient von Jo(N) gegeben mit folgenden Eigenschaften:

1. J(Q) ist endlich

2. f : "'Y"o(N)(d) ---+ Jo(N) ---+ J ist eine formale Immersion im Punkt
oo(d) (lZ) des Schnittes oo(d) : SpecZ --;. _Xo{ iV)(d)

Dann enthält für alle elliptischen Kurven EI K, [K : Q] = d, E(K) keinen
Punkt der Ordnung N.

Hierbei bezeichnet ...~(d) die cl-te symmetrische Potenz einer Kurve ~'(.

A. Huber (Münster)

Heckeoperatoren. I

Sei X := Xo(p). Die Heckeoperatoren 11 als Korrespondenzen von X, die
Heckealgebra T sowie Spitzenformen und Petersson-Skalarprodukt wurden
eingeführt. .

Die Hauptergebnisse sind:

1. T ® Q = nK i , K i total reeller Zahlkörper, 2:[Ki : Q] = Geschlecht
von X.

2. (Mazur) HO(X, fit), H 1(X, 0) sind lokal freie T-Moduln vom Rang 1.

K. Künnemann (Münster)

Heckeoperatoren 11

Seien J ::= Jo(p), I ein Ideal der Heckealgebra T und J[ der Quotient von
J nach IJ. Es wurden die geometrische L-Reihe L(J[,s) und die L-Funktion

6
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L(/, s) zu normalisierten Spitzenformen, die Eigenformen sind, definiert. Das
I:Iauptergebnis ist die Gleichheit:

L(J1t s) = II L(f, s),
J

wobei f die normalisierten Eigenformen durchläuft, die von I annulliert wer-
den. -

Zum Beweis dieser Gleichheit wurden die Eichler-Shimura-Kongruenz
T, = Fr[ + VI in End(JFr ) sowie der Struktursatz End(J)Q = T ® Q ge-
zeigt und benutzt. -

W.Lütkebohmert (Ulm)

Kriterium für formale Immersion

Die Bezeichnung sei wie im letzten Vortrag. Betrachte nun für eine natürli
che Zahl d ~ 1 die kanonische Abbildung

p : Xo(p)(d) ---t Jo(p) ---+ Jr

mit p(oo{d» = O. Das folgende Theorem wurde hergeleitet.
Theorem (Kamienny, Oesterle)

. Sei 1 =/; 2, p eine Primzahl. So sind folgende Aussagen äquivalent: -

1. p ist eine formale Immersion in oo(d).

2. Die Bilder T{, . .. ,T~ der Heckeoperatoren Tl t ••• ,Td in End(J[ ® Ft}
sind linear unabhängig über F,. -

3. Die Restklassen Tb . .. ,Td der Heckeoperatoren Tb' .. , Td in (T/ IT) ®
F[ sind linear unabhä.ngig über F1•

Weiterhin wurde die Beschreibung des Tangentialraums an Jo(p) bzw.. Jr
in 0 mit Hilfe der Heckealgebra diskutiert.
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c. Deninger (Münster)

H~egnerpunkteI

Um eine Arbeit von Grass - Zagier anwenden zu können, muß man fol
gende Tatsache wissen:

Sei f e~ne normalisierte Neuforrn, die eine Eigenform 'der Heckealgebra
ist, L(f, s) ihre L-Reihe. Es sei vorausgesetzt, daß L(f, 1) =1= 0 ist. Das hat
zur Folge, daß für

d E D = {d,O < d == _n2 'mod 4N ,für ein n prim zu 4iV}

die getwistete L-Reihe L,j := LxtAf, s), Xli = (-:d) das Kronecker-Symbol,
bei s = 1 verschwindet. Es gilt dann der Satz

Sat~ 1 (Iwaniec) Sei t > 0 gegeben. Dann ist

I{d::; y, d E D, d quadratfrei ,L~.:I O}I ~ y2/3-~ für y ;::: C(f).

Sei weiter

S4(Y) = E fL~J4J
liED, kein Quadrat teilt d

Sl(Y) = E 'L~· F(d/y), F E C~(O,oo),
riED, kein Quadrat teilt d

so folgt Satz 1 aus
Satz 2

1. Für f > 0 ist S4(Y) « y2+( für y ~ l.

2. Ist fo
oo

F > 0, so ist Sl(Y) ~ aylog(y) für y ;::: 1, 0 =1= a = al,F..

J. Wildeshaus (Durham)

Heegner Punkte 11

Sei N ~ 2, K/Q quadratisch imaginär, H der Hilbertkörper, D := dK <
-4, (D,4N) = 1, D ein Quadrat mod 4N, hK = [H : Kl.
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Hcegnerpllnkte stehen in bijektiver Korrespondenz zur Menge

{(B,a),B E ClK,a < OK,OK/a = Z/NZ}.

Sei x = X(B,o) ein solcher. x ist über H definiert. Seien c := (x) - (00), d :=
(x) - (0) auf Xo(N), q E G(H/K) korrespondiert zu A E CIK , (m,N) = 1.

In der Arbeit von Gross-Zagier wird die Höhenpaarung < c, TmdtT > be
rechnet. Die Höhenpaarung <, > wird in einen endlichen <, >Jin und einen
unendlichen Anteil <, >00 zerlegt. In dem Vortrag wurde (exemplarisch)
<, >00 berechnet:

Theorem: Sei

c5(n):= rr 2, TA(n):= I{ganze Ideale in Ader Norm!!,}I,
pl(n.D)

f(n) := (~), uA(n):= &(n) L rA(n).
A'=A mod 2CIK

Sei außerdem
K N := -12N- t II(1 + 1/]1)-1,

plN

. r (s + 1) ( ) 6+1
Q.(t) := 2r(2s + 2) (2/ 1 + t) F(s + 1, s + ~,28 + 2,2/(1 + t»,

F(a, b, c, d) die hypergeometrische Reihe.
Dann:

< c, TmdtT >00=
00 . 2 N

lim.-.o[-2 EuA(n)rA(nN + mIDI)Q.(l + m~DI) - hKKHu\(m)l/sJ

N logp (' L'
+h K K N [u1(m)(log-IDI·+ 2 L 2=1 + 2 + 27 (2) - 2T (1, f»

plNP '>

+ L dlog(m/d2
)]+

dlm

IDI r' L'
hKTA(m)(log 411'2 - 2r (1) + 21:(1, e)).
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G. Kings (Münster)

Heegnerpunkte 111

Sei j(z) = L:n>l a(n)ti E s~eu(ro(N)) normalisierte Eigenform, K/Q
imaginärer qu~dratlscher Körper der Diskriminante D, f(n), A, rA(n) wie im
letzten Vortrag. Setze

L A(!, s) := (L ((n)n l - 2·)(L a(n)rA{n)n-")

und für X : G(HIK) --1' C ... , HI K Hilbertklassenkörper,

L(J,x's) = LX(A)LA(!,s).
A

Ist c:= (x) - (00) ein Divisor zu einem Heegnerpunkt, setze

S: := LX- 1(0')c(7 E Jo{N)(H) ® C
(7

und CxtJ die f-isotypische Komponente.
Theorem (Gross-Zagier): L(/, X,.5) hat eine analytische Fortsetzung

nach C und
81T2 ..

L'(j,x,s) = hIDI1/2hH(ex,/),

wobei h = [H : K], hH die Höhe ist.

Corollar: Sei A/Q ein einfacher Faktor von Jo(N) zu f. Sei L(f, 1) =/: o.
Dann existiert KIQ wie oben mit CI,/ =/; 0 in E(K) ® C.

J .. Neukirch (Regensburg)

Das Theorem von Kolyvagin-Logachev I

Für einen Quotienten J von Jo(N)/Q gilt:
Theorem: L(J, 1) .=F 0 => J(Q) und I I I(J) sind endlich.

Zum Beweis wird ein Heegnerpunkt konstruiert und das f<?lgende Resultat
benutzt

10
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Gross-Zagier: L(J. 1) =F 0 {::> y hat unendliche Ordnung.

Dami t ist das Theorem auf das folgende zurückgeführt
Theorem (Kolyvagin-Logachev): Hat y unendliche Ordnung und ist

y = _yT (r die Konjugation), so ist J(Q) und III(J) endlich.

Der Beweis wird über die exakte Sequenz

geführt, indem man zeigt, daß die Selmergruppe durch eine feste, von n un
abhängige Potenz pk annulliert wird. Man wählt dazu eine Primzahl 1 und
reduziert den Beweis auf folgendes

Lokales Theorem: Sei s E S(pn). Für die lokalen Komponenten SI, Yl E
H1(K1, .Jpn) gilt: Entweder pn-k-l y, = 0 oder pies, = o. -,

R. Hübl (Regensburg)

Das Theorem von Kolyvagin-Logachev 11

Sei A eine modulare abelsche Varietät Jo(N) ----4 A mit reeller Multi
plikation U ~ EndQ{A) ® Q, wobei Ou = EndQ(A). Ferner sei y' E A(K)
ein Heegnerpunkt, definiert durch eine "imaginäre quadratische Erweiterung
K = Q(v'D), und es sei a eine natürliche Zahl, die für jede Bewertung v von
K H 1(K:r JKu, E(K:r)) annulliert, und so daß für y = ay' gilt y = -y" (T
die komplexe Konjugation). Bezeichnet y, das Bild von y in A(K,}Jpn A(K,),
so erhält man

Lokales Theorem: Für fast alle Primzahlen p gilt: Ist L = K(ApR), und
l eine Primzahl, die pDN nicht teilt, und Frob,{L/Q) = [Tl, so gilt:

pn E Annou(sl)Annou(YI) für fast alle s E S(pn)

Der Beweis dieses Satzes benutzt wesentlich Eulersysteme sowie die Weil
und Tate-Paarungen.
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E. Kani (~ingston)

Homologie von kompakten Riemannschen Flächen

In diesem Vortrag wurde eine kurze Einführung in die topologische Ho
mologietheorie gegeben: Homologie l relative Homologie, Kohomologie, Poin
care-Dualität. Dies wurde auf kompakte Riemannsche Flächen angewandt,
um Schnittzahlen von Zykeln zu definieren. Es wurde gezeigt, wie sich diese
lokal ausrechen lassen. Weiter wurden die Wirkungen von Korrespondenzen
auf der Homologiegruppe erläutert. e-

A. Heinz (Karlsruhe)

Homologie von Modulkurven

Zuerst wurden modulare Symbole und Maninsymhole eingeführt. Sei dazu
r :5 SI2(Z) von endlichem Index, X r :=. r\H-. Die Abbildung

induziert einen von der Wahl von T unabhängigen Isomorphismus
H1(Xr , Z) ~ rIrep· Dab~i ist T,1T die Homologieklasse der Projektion eines
Weges von T nach ,T in H* auf Xr , und r ep der vom Kommutator und den
elliptischen und parabolischen Elementen erzeugte Normalteiler von r.

Sei S die Mengen der Spitzen von Xr. Für Tl,'2 E Q U {oo} heißen
die {ThT2} E H1(Xr,S;Z) modulare Symbole. Die Maninsymbole sind die
Klassen der Form

Sie erzeugen Ht(Xr , S; Z).
Anschließend erhält man aus der Heckekorrespondenzen für Xo(p) Hecke

operatoren auf Ht(Xo(p), Z), H1(XO(p), S; Z). Die komplexe Konjugation in-
duziert eine Involution auf H1(XO(p),Z) und damit eine Eigenraumzerlegung ei
Ht(Xo(p), Z) = H1(C)+ EB Ht(C)-. Es wurde dann gezeigt, daß H1(C)+ ein
halbeinfacher Tc-Modul, frei vom Rang 1 ist.
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B. Köck (Karlsruhe)

Der Windungsquotient

In diesem Vortrag wurde zuerst das Windungselement e durch modulare
Symbole un~er Verwendung des Satzes von Abel-Ja.cobi definiert. Dann wurde
der Windungsquotient als der maximale Quotient von Jo(p) mit der Eigen
schaft, daß dessen L-Reihe an der Stelle 1 nicht verschwindet, eingeführt.
Der Satz von Kolyvagin-Logachev impliziert dann, daß der Windungsquoti
ent nur endlich viele Q- rationale Punkte besitzt. Ferner wurde erklä.rt, daß
neben der linearen Unabhängigkeit gewisser Elemente in der Homologie von
Xo(p) der Wiodungsquotient das wesentliche Ingredient ist, das zum Beweis
der" Uniform Boundedness Conjecture" führt. .

u. Weselmann (Boon)

Wirkung von Hecke-Operatoren auf Manin-Symbolen und ex
plizite Formeln für Schnittprodukt

Mit Hilfe von Oesterle's Trick reduzierte sich die lineare Unabhängig
keit von Tl e, ... ,Tde in Te/3Te auf die lineare Unabhä.ngigkeit von (T2 

3)e, . .. ,(T2d - CTI{2d»e in H1(XO(p), Z)/3H1(XO(p), Z). Es wurde erläutert,
wie sich die (Tr - O"l(r»e mit Hilfe von Manin-Symbolen ausdrücken las-.
sen. Die Behauptung wurde reduziert auf die Eigenschaften von Zykeln, die
mit vorgegebenen Manin-Symbolen ein vorgegebenes Schnittverhalten zei
gen. Abschließend wurde erklärt, wie man das Windungselement e und die·
Manin-Symbole innerhalb von H1(ro(p), Z) = Hom(ro{p}, Z) durch die via
Poincare-Dualität zugeordneten Elemente beschreiben kann .

.C. Kaiser (Bonn)

Schnittprodukte 11: Ende des Beweises

Um die Existenz eines Zykels mit vorgegebenem Schnittverhalten mit
Manin-Symbolen zu "kleinen Brüchen" zu zeigen, wurde folgendes Lemma
beweisen:

Seien A, B Intervalle in {I, ... ,p - I}, p ~ 3 Primzahl, mit IAI·IBI ~

13



pJ/2log2p, dann existiert k E .4, k' E B mit kk' = -1 Inod p.

Der Beweis erfolgt durch Abschätzung des
Ausdruckes L:~:~ charA(n)charB(n'). Dabei gehen die \Veil-Abschätzungen
von Kloosterman-Summen ein, deren Beweis skizziert wurde.

L. Merel (Paris)

Mehr Ergebnisse und noch mehr Probleme

Ein wichtiger Schritt in dem Beweis der "Uniform Boundedness Conjec
ture" ist die Konstruktion des Windungsquotienten von Jo(p).

In dem Vortrag wurde erklärt, wie man die Mazur-Tate-Vermutung be
nutzen kann, um andere Quotienten von Jo(p) zu konstruieren, bei denen
man gute Kontrolle auf den Rang der Mordell- \Veil-Gruppe haben sollte.

Berichterstatter: Q.-V. Pham
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The chairmen of this conference were V. Bangert (Freiburg) and U. Pinkall (TU
Berlin). Besides the western European countries and the USA also the countries of eastern
Europe were weil represented.

The talks covered a wide field of differential geometry - the main emphasis was on
the theory of surfaces and submanifolds in Riemanman resp. Euclidean geometry. The

. subjects included also topics from integrable system theory, symplectic geometry, knot
theory, Riemannian as wen as affine and conformal differential geometry.

Besides the talks the exchange of ideas in conversations a.nd informal discussions was
an important part of the success o.f tbis conference. '



·"Abstracts:

Geometry of Weakly Symmetrie Spaces
J. Berndt

This is a joint work with L. Vanheeke.

Weakly symmetrie spaees were introdueed in 1956 by A. Selberg in the framework
of his generalization of th~ Poisson summation formula .to what is now known as the
Selberg trace formula. Selberg's definition is rather abstract whieh might be the reason

that weakly symmetrie spaees have not be eonsidered yet in Riemannian geometry. In.,
addition, the only known example of a non symmetrie weakly symmetrie spaee so far is.'
SL(2, IR) with a suitable left invariant metrie.

A rather simple argument shows that a Riemannian manifold M is weakly symmetrie
if and only if for any two points p, q E M there exists an isometry of M mapping p to q

and q to p. Starting from this nice eharaeterization we derive several geometrie properties
and new examples of weakly symmetrie spaces. Classifications of simply conneeted weakly
symmetrie ~paces of dimension :s 4 will also be presented.

Geodesics of Hofer's metric on the group of Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms

M. Bialy

Reeently H. Hofer introdu.eed aremarkable biinvariant metric on the group of Hamil
tonian diffeomorphisms. In the talk (based on the joint paper with L. Polterovich) I will
give the eomplete description of geodesics of this metric. I will discuss also the theory of
conjugate points in this context obtained by 1. Ustilovsky.

On Knot invariants
U. Brehm

New invariants for knots and oriented links are introduced generalizing the Jones
polynomial. They are polynomials defined by state sums generalizing the definition of the
bracket polynomial.
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Isometrie Immersions of 2-manifo}ds \vith
polyhedral metric into IR

Y. Bnrago

This is a joint work with V. Zalgaller.
Ametrie on a eompaet 2-manifold M (maybe with boundary) is ealled polyhedral if

there exists a triangulation of M into triangles eaeh of which is isometri~ to an ordinary
triangle in IR.2

•

The purpose of the talk is to present the following pieeewise linear analogy of the
famous N. Kuiper result on CI-isometrie immersions (hut for dimension 2only):
Theorem: Every C 2 -smooth shorf immersion (embedding) 0/ a compaet 2-manifold with
polyhedral metrie can be approzimated by piecewise linear isometrie CO -immersions (CO

_

embeddings1 respeetively).
The method cf proofs allows also to eonstruet examples of the following type: Let

Q he a unit cube and B be a sphere of radius l~O' for example. Then Q and B can be
a.pproximated similtanously by polyhedra Qe, Be in sueh a way that Qe is eonvex and_Qe,
Be have isomorphie sets of the edges and eorresponding faees of Qe and Be are isometrie.

Geometrization of Graph Manifolds

S. Buyalo

This is a joi~t work with V. Kobel'skii.
The theory of geometrization of the aspherical graph manifolds is developed. More

precisely, we are dealing with the class M of closed graph manifolds with nontrivial J aeo
Shalon-Johannson decomposition whose maximal Seifert blocks all have geometrie struc
tures modelled on H2 x IR. We say that an M E M admits an isometrie (conformal)
geometrization if one ean choose a geometrie strueture of type H2 x IR on every maximal
Seifert block of M in such a way that all gluing maps are isometries (homotheties). The
property to have an isometrie geometrization is equivalent for a given M E M to have a.

metrie of nonpositive sectional eurvature.
We prove thast if M E M has a nonsimply connected graph or if it is nonorientable

then it admits a eonformal geometrization.
These results are consequences of a general concept based on new topological invariants

which are introduced for the manifolds of class M. Using them we give a eriterion {or an
orientable manifold M E M to have an isometrie geometrization.
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Onee again: On the Four-Vertex-Theorem
(Including a historical appreciation)

P. Dombrowski

Combining and simplifying ideas of A. Kneser, W. Blaschke and D. Fog/ E. Schmidt a.

simple, rather geometrie proof for a C2-version (following S. B. Jaekson) for a four-vertex
theorem (four proper local extrema of the curvature!) was given. A historical analysis
of the proof, including a counterexample to wrong interpretations about the results of S.
Mukhopadhyaya eoncluded the taUe.

The Gyroid and other triply periodic
constant mean curvature surfaces

K. Große-Brauekmann

It is expected that triply periodie minimal surfaces have constant mean curvature com
panions. More precisely, if we suppose some orientation preserving symmetries that make
the minimal sunace unique the minimal surface can be embedded into a one parameter
family of constant mean curvature surfaces with the same symmetries. .

For specific surfaces this behaviour can be proved, e.g. for the Schwarz P - and
D-surfaces, using the conjugate surface method of Lawson, Karcher and the speaker.
For the gyroid this method does not apply.. This triply periodic surface seems to anse in
interface problems. Ey a different method we prove if can be deformed to constant mean
curvature.

H-tori of higher genus
M. Heil

1991 Alexander Bobenko proved that cmc-tori in 3-space are solutions of..an infina
dimensional integrable system and described all of them explicitly in terms of thet.·
functions. For each cmc-torus there exists a unique pair (M, P)t where M is a hyperelliptic
Riemann surface of some genus 9 > 1 and P a two-dimensional rational plane in the
Jacobian of M. Each such pair (M, P) gives rise to a (g - 2)·dimensional family (M, P +
CDn3t.). How do these families look like in 3-space?

One way to answer it iso the use of computers and sophisticated interactive visualization
softwa.re.
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.Curved Flats,' Isothermic Surfaces and Conformally Flat
Hypersurfaces

U. Hertrich-Jeromin

The ~oncept of Curved Flats seems to have various applications in Möbius geomet ry.
To show how a curved Hat in an appropriate pseudo Riemannian symmetrie space may
be interpreted in terms of Möbius geometry two examples are given: curved Rats in the
spaee of spacelike three planes in five dimensional Minkowski space leading to the theory
of isothermic surfaces in three space and those in the space of spacelike three planes in
six dimensional Minkowski space leading to the theory of three dimensional conformally
Hat hypersurfaces in spaces of constant curvature.

Minimal Surfaces and Period Quotients of Differential Forms
H. Kareher

This is a joint work with M. Weber. We solve a classification problem for minimal
surfaees ,.rith arguments which continue the work of Fricke-Klein.

The minimal surfaces are assumed to be given via. Weierstraß representatio~ in terms
of their meromorphic Gauß map 9 : M2 -+ t and the complex differential of ~the height
function, 'dh = dz 3 - i· dz 3 0 Rot(900). The period conditions are organized to be re~idue

conditions plus conditions on the quotients of the periods of gdh and idh.
To deal with tori we construct elliptic· functions of degree two as quotients of the

. tori by 180°-rotations. The values are determined up to Möbius transformation~ and
are fuced by symmetry considerations. Then the differential equation depends only on
the cross ratio of the branch values, i.e. on the modular invariant. We consider. p~riods
of differential forms which have no residues ("2nd kind "). The geometrically normcilized
functions behave better than the Weierstraß p function: The periods are, as functions
of the modular invariant, solutions of hypergeometrie differential equations so that the
Fricke-Klein theory of triangular maps can be extended. With this the planar end case
of the Costa classification theorem for thrice punctured tori is reduced to the Schwarz
le~ma applied to the image domains of certain period quotient maps.
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Sphere Packings and Volume Bounds ~or Hyperbolic Manifolds

R. Kellerhals

8y Mostow-Prasad's theorem, the volume of a hyperbolic manifold Mn is a topological
invariant. Its explicit calcuJation is usually nearly impossible. Since the volume voln(Mn)
is related by geometrical inequalities to other invariants such as X(M), biO\-!), ordI(M),
"\l(M), it is of interest to look for low:er volume estimates. By Kazdan-Margulis, there is
for each nEIN a. constant Cn > 0 such that voln(Mn) ~ Cn for all lvln."

Estimates for the in-radius r(M) := sup{r(z,M)injectivity radius of M at z}, radii
of embedded tubular neighbourhoods and for the size of cusp neighbourhoods yield in
combinationwith Böröczky's density bound for (horo-) ball packings of Hn improved
volume estimates (compare results of Berger, Buser-Karcher).

Finsler Metries and their Applications to Physics and Biology

F.-K. Klepp

Generalizing the Randers metries we consider a Finsler space Fn = (J.\1n, L) with an
(Q, ß)-metric, where the fundamental function L is a (1) p-homogeneous function of two
arguments a(z, y) = [ai;(z)yiyi J1/2

, ß(z, y) = bi(z)yi. After a presentation of geometrical
properties of this space we describe several applications of this space in the solving of
thermodynamical, opticaI and biological problems. In this context results of Matsumoto,
Shimala, Ingarden and Antonelli are presented.

Riemannian Metries with Prescribed Curvature Tensor and its
Covariant Derivatives at one Point

o. Kowalski

On a vector space V, dimV =n, with a scalar product, an infinite senes R(O), A
... ,R(Ic), ... of tensors of types (0,4), (0, 5), ... ,(0, k + 4) ... , respectively, is given which
satisfy

• the standard algebraic identities for the curvature tensor and its covanant derivatives
at one point (the standard sym.metries, the Bianchi identities, the Ricci identity and
t heir prolongations),
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• natural inequalities for the components of R(Ic), k = O. 1, ... involving an arbitrary
constant K > 0 (such inequalities are also necessary conditions!).

Then there is an analytic Riemanniän metric 9 on an open ball of the Cartesian space
R"(u 1

, ••• , u") for which u 1 , •.. , u n are normal coordinates and (V(Ic) R)o -= R(Ic) holds

under the identification V == ToR" (0 stands for the origin).
Method: new recursion fonnulas by L. Vanhecke and the present author (using the

method of J acobi operators) and arecent algebraic lemma by P. Gilkey. .

The Moduli Space of Complete Embedded Constant l\tlean
Curvature Surfaces

R. Kusner

This is a joint work with R. Mazzeo and D. Pollack.
We examine the space cf surfaces in m3 which are complete, properly embedded

and have nonzero constant mean curvature. These surfaces are noncompact provided we
exclude the case of the round sphere. We prove that the space M Je o{ a1l such surfaces
with k ends (where surfaces are identified if they differ by an isometry of JR3) is locally
a finite dimensional real analytic varity When the linearization of the quasilinear eulptic
equation specifying mean curvature equal to one has no L2-nullspace we prove that: Mic
is locally the quotient of areal analytic manifold of dimension 3k - 6 by a finite gFoup
(i.e. areal analytic orbifold), for k ~ 3. This finite group is the isotropy subgrc;>up o~ the
surface in the group of Euclidean motions. It is of interest to note that the dime~sion

of M Ic is independent of the topology of the underlying punctured Riemann surface to
which E is confonnally equivalent. These results also apply to hypersurfaces of H"+l With
nonzero constant mean curvature greater than that of a horosphere and whose ends are
cylindrically bounded. .-~~

Complete Minimizing Currents in Hyperbolic Manifolds

U. Lang

This is a joint work with V. Bangert.
Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional complete, si~ply connected Riemannian manifold

which is of hyperbolic type in the following general sense: 9 is Lipschitz equivalent to
some metric 90 on M with pinched negative sectional curvature. Then the boundary at
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infinity Mt'JO of M is detined in terms of !Ja. Given a subset L of Moa and an integer
2 ::; m < n, one may ask whether there exists a complete m-dimensional surface SeM
asymptotic to Land aren. minimizing w.r.t. g. One of the results presented in the talk
is that this is indeed the case whenever L is a compact (m - l)-dimensional topological
submanifold of 1\1'70. The obtained m-dimensional surface S is a. Coo submanifold of 1\1
up to a singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most m - 2.

The proof relies on the following trapping property of convex subsets of M: There
exists a const~t da = do(g, go, m, n) such that, whenever Co C M is a go-convex set and
S' C M is an m-dimensional g-area minimizing surface with boundary. as' c Co, then S'
is contained in a tubular neighbourhood of Co within distance distance at most do. The
pIoof of tms property will be sketched.

Minimal Surfaces in Flat Tori
M. Micallef

It is weil known that complex submanifolds of Kähler manifolds minimize volume in
their homology class. An obvious obstruction to establishing the converse of this fact for
area nunimizing surfaces comes from the fact that the homology dass represented by the
surface may not be of type (1, 1). In a Ha.t even dimensional torus T 2

n, any element of
H 2(T 2n, Z) is of type (1,1) with respect to an appropriate constant orthogonal complex
structure. Nevertheless, we prove
Theorem 1: Let Eg be a closed nonhyperelliptic Riemann sur/ace 0/ genus 9 ~ 4. Then
there exists a /lat metne h on T 2

g and a con/ormal map 'U : Eg ~ T 2g such that u is a
stable minimal immersion which, however, is not holomorphic with respect to any constant
complez structure whieh is orthogonal with respect to h.

This theorem is "sharp" in the sense established by the following two theorems that
are several years oid.
Theorem 2: Let u : :Eg ~ T" be a eonformal stable minimal immersion 0/ a hyperel
liptic Riemann sur/ace into a ftat torus. Then u(Eg ) lies in an even dimensional totally
geodesie subtorus T and is holomorphie with respect to a constant complex strueture which
is orthogonal for the metrie on T.

Theorem 3: Let u : Eg ~ Tl' be a Jull, con/ormal and minimal (butnot necessarily
stable) immersion 0/ a nonhyperelliptic Riemann sur/ace 0/ genus 3 into a'"'6.dimensional
jlat torus. Then u is holamorphie with respeet to a eonstant complex strueture whiee
orthogonal for the metnc on the torus.
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SeIl" dual manifolds with positive Ricci curvature
. S. Nayatani

An oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M,g) is said to be seI! dual if its Weyl curvature
W, thought of as a bundle valued 2-form t satisfies W = .W, where ... denotes the Hodge
star operator. Two familiar examples of compact self dual manifolds are provided by S4
and ~ p2 with their standard metrics. And they have been the only known examples of
compact self dual manifolds with positive Ricci curvature.

In this talk! I give new examples by explicitely constr~cting such metries on the
connected sums ~p2U~p2 and q:p2d~ p2p~P2. On the other hand, it is rather easy to see
that a compact ·sel! dual manifold with positive Ricci eurvature must be homeomorphic
to cL'p2~ ... UQ;p2 for some n ~ O.--...--....e This i; a joint work with C. LeBrun and T. Nitta.

Isometrie Immersions and Integrable Systems ..3-

F.Pedit

This is a joint work with D. Ferus.
It is shown that isometrie immersions of aspace form M"( c) into another spaee

form M2n-l(c) are related with CUnJed Flats in the pseudo Rie~annian symmetrie spaee
olf~l~)~~)(" : Starting from an isometrie immersion f a suitably modified Gau.ß m:ap of
f defines t~e curved Hat. The condition for some framing of a map into this symmetrie
space to frame a eurved Hat together with the integrability condition ean be written as
a fiatness eondition for a suitable Joop algebra valued 1-form. And so integrable system
theory ean be applied to construct curved fiats and hence isometrie immersio~~.

Exotic Lagrangian Tori
L. Polterovich

Given two embedded Lagrangian tori in the standard sympleetie ~ with the same
classical invariants (that is Maslov and Liouville classes), is it true that there exists a
Hamiltonian flow which takes one to another? Last winter, a negative answer to this old
question was given by Y. Chekanov. His approach was based on a clever application of
the theory of symplectic capacities.
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The purpose of our talk is to explain a new short praaf of Chekanov's result based on
Gromov's theory cf pseudo holomorphic curves (joint ,work with Y. Eliasberg).

Essential Confonnal Vector Fields on Pseudo Riemannian
Manifolds

H.·B. Rademacher

This is areport on joint work with Wolfgang Kühne!.
A conformal vector field is essential if it is not a Killing field for any conformally

equivalent metric. In particular conformal gradient fields with zeros a.re essential. We
show that a complete manifold with a confonnal gradient field with a zero is conformallA
Bat. Then we give an example of a. complete real ana.l:ytic manifold carrying a compleiP
conformal gradient field V = gradep whose zeros are in bijection with Z. Here the function
<p satisnes the n pendulum equation"

Hesscp + w 2 sin<p . 9 = o.

Conne~tions on Defonnation Spaces of Algebraic Curves
L. Schwachhöfer

Given a (real or complex) manifold M, a geometrie strueture in the sense of Ca.rtan is a
reduction of the total frame bundle of M. For such a structure it is natural to ask whether
or not there exist connections with "as little torsion as possible" which are compatible
with the geometrie structure.

Gf course, the first natural attempt would be to specify those geometrie structures
which admit a torsion free connection. Some examples of this anse on the Moduli space
of algebraic rational curves in a higher dimensional manifold.

However, in general such a connection does not exist. Rather, there is a unique
connection of "least torsion U. _

We study these connections and their properties and try to relate Differential G'
metric terms such as torsion and curvature to Algebraic Geometrie terms such as sheaf
cohomology.
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Geometrie rrransforrnation techniques für PD 8
(iVlonge-Ampere and Codazzi)

U. Simon

Let M be diffeomorphic to sn and let V· be a. torsion free, Ricci-symmetric affine

connection on lvI, h a Riemannian: metric. Define the second order elliptic differential
operator D by

Df := traceh(Hess· / + _1_/ . Ric·)
n-l

where Hess· is the V·-covariant Hessian and Ric· the Ricci tensor of V·.
For <p E COO(M) given we solve the existence and uniqueness problem for the PDE

Df = tp.

For the solution we develop transformation techniques. The homogeneous solutions (Vf =
0) generate the first spherical harmonies . Applications:

• The study of Codazzi tensors on (M, V·);

• global affine hypersurface theory;

• uniqueness problems for (M, V·).

Deltatapes and Soap-Film Singularities in Higher Dimensions

J. Sullivan

Plateau observed (and Taylor proved) that there is only one point singularity possible
in ordinary soap films: the cone on the edges of a regular tetrahedron. There are seven
other possible cones to rule out, which are the duals of the other convex deltahedra
(polyhedra with equilateral triangle face~). For instance the octahedro~ is dual to a
cube, but when a wire-frame cube is dipped into soapy water, the film formed has less
area than the cone would. Here we consider the same problem in higher dimensions.
Potential polyhedral singularities in soap-films correspond to deltahedral polytopes with
regular simplices for {aces of some high dimension; we have classified these in almost a1l
dimensions.
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Isothermal surfaces
K. Vosa

A curve net on a. Riemannian manifold M2 is ealled isothermal if it consists of the level
curves of a pair of conjugat harmonie funetions. Such nets are invariant under conformal
mappings 1\1[2 - !Vf2. A surfaee F ; M2 -.,. M3 is called isothermal if the net of curvature
lines is isothermal (with respect to the induced metric on M 2 ). Such sunaces are invariant
under conformal mappings M 3 ~ M3 of the ambient space.

Isothermal surfaces ean be characterized by the vanishing of a. certain differential
invariant of fourth degree. In Euclidean three space there are a lot of special classes of
surfaces w hich are isothermal.

Euclidean and Möbius invariants of isothermal surfaces are discussed. A Euclidean
characteriza.tion is given by .•

Theorem 1: A simply connected surface F without umbilics is isothermal i/ and only -i~'

there e:cists a variation field V along F such thflt [' = 0, B' = 0, II' =F 0 for the variation
0/ the fundamental form.s I, [[ and the mean curvature H.
Theorem 2 (Erard 1968): A-ssume K(H2 - K) t= O. Then Fisisothermal if and only i/
there erists a variation field V such that [[' =0, H' =K' =0 anti l' :;6 o.

On Surfaces and Hypersurfaces in Affine four space
R. Walter

Both submanifolds are studied with respect to the equi·affi.ne geometry of IR"'.
In the hypersurface case, we treat the question of homogeneity. This asks for those

regular hypersurfaces which are orbits of a three dimensional Lie group of volume pre
serving affinities of IR:'. Using specific properties of three dimensional Lie algebras, we
determine here in particular all such hypersurfaces with a semisimple group.

For surfaces in m.4, the so called Burstin-Mayer metric is discussed. This is, in the
regular case, a Riemannian (or pseudo Riemannian) metric on the surface which can be
derived canonocally from affine· data alone. Recently, this has been taken up by Nomizu:"
Vrancken in order to construct a new type of a transversal plane bundle. Here we derive a
local and a global result on the existence of non-elliptic points with respect to this metric.

e
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Affine Gauß maps far surfaces in IR4

C. Wang

Let z : M -+ m.4 be a nondegenerate surface with affine metric g. If 9 is definite,
we write 9 = 2eew ldzl 2

• Then the map ~ := (zu - w:z z ] : M ~ ~p3 is global defined
. and equiaffinely invariant. We call ( the Gauß map of 2:. If 9 is indefinite, we write

9 = 2eW (du 0 dv + dv ® du). Then the maps { := [xuu - wuxu ) and 1] := [Z{vvj - wvxv) :
lJ ~ IRp3 are global defined and equiaffinely invariant. We call eand 1] the Gauß maps
cf z. Then we prove the following

Theorem: The surfaces in IIt with constant Gauß maps are open sets 0/ the sur/aces

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(u,v,u2 -v2 ,2uv),
(u, V, u 2

, v2),

(v, e-2o , e-2uu, e-2ou2),

(u, v) E JR2;
(u, v) E JR2;
(u;v) E m.2

•

Berichterstatter: U. Hertrich-Jeromin
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Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße auf Gruppen und verwandten Strukturen

23.10. bis 29.10.1994

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren H. Heyer (Tübingen) und A. !vlukherjea
(Tampa) statt.

Von den 44 Teilnehmern aus 10 europäischen Ländern, Australien, Indien, Japan.
Tunesien und den USA wurden insgesamt 42 Vorträge gehalten. Dabei kamen vielfältige
wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretische Fragestellungen auf algebraisch- topologisch-geometri
sehen Strukturen wie Gruppen, Hypergruppen, Halbgruppen~Banachräumen und ~äu

men zur Sprache. So wurden z.B. neue Grenzwertsätze und Eigenschaften unen41ich
teilbarer Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße vorgestellt, man diskutierte Momentenprobleme, Fra
gen über Irrfahrten und stabile Prozesse. Eigenes Gewicht erhielt die nichtkommuta:tive
Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie. Schließlich ergaben sich neue Ansätze für die Anwendung
der strukturellen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie in der statistischen Modellbildung 'und
-analyse.

Am Anfang des täglichen Programms stand jeweils ein einstündiger Hauptvortrag.
Hierbei handelte es sich um Übersichtsvorträge zu den folgenden Themen: Zentrale
Grenzwertsätze auf lokalkompakten abelschen Gruppen; Hypergruppen und Darstel
lungstheorie von Liegruppen; Faltungshalbgruppen in der Quantenstochastik; neu~ Er
gebnisse bei Momentenproblemen; Darstellungen und Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie.

Neben den übrigen zwanzigminütigen Vorträgen gab es noch Abendsitzungen über
spezielle Aspekte der Theorie der Hypergruppen bzw. Pseudodifferentialoperatoren mi t
negativ definiten Symbolen.

Die strukturelle Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie erfährt weiterhin bemerkenswerte Im
pulse von verschiedenen Teilgebieten der Mathematik, weist aber auch ihrerseits in
Richtungen praktischer Forschung in Nachbargebieten wie et\va der mathematische~
Physik. Reger Austausch von Ideen und starke Publikationstätigkeit halten an.
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,.. Abstracts:

O.E. BARNDORFF-NIELSEN:
On the roJe of continuouse groups in statistics

.A. brief survey was given of some main aspects of the use of continuous groups in
statistics.

The concept of transformation models was diseribed and exemplified, with foeus on
exponential transformation models.

Furthermore. the relation to the conditionality principle and the p. -fonnula for the
conditional distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator was indicated.

eh. BERG:
Recent results about moment problems

In the talk we gave a survey of recent results concerning the moment problem on
lRd and in particular about the Hamburger and Stieltjes moment problems. Two main
questions are in foeus:

(a) How to deeide determinaney / indeterminaney? .
(b) For which'p E [l,oo[ and measures J1. E M*(lR.~ (the measures with moments

of any order) is the set of polynomials CC[Xl' ... ,Xd] dense in V(JJ)?

In contrast to dimension d = 1 where Qj[x] is dense in L2(Jl) if J1. is determinate (Riesz,
1923) it turns out that there exist determinate measures J.l E M*(IR; when d> 1 such
that ([;[Xl' ... ,Xd] is not dense in L2(p.).

There are now several examples calculated in the indeterminate case, i.e. the entire
functions A, B, C, D and extremal measures are known explicitly. This is true for the
case of the q-l-Hermite polynomials as weH as rate birth and death polynomials (Berg,
Valent, 1994).

Pb. BIANE:
Noncommutative Brownian motion and Borel process

Let At and At be the annihilation and creation process on the Fock spaee (cf. the
book by K.R. Parthasarathy Quantum Stochastic Calculus). We study the noncommuta
tive stochastic process AtAt and prove that it is a dilation of a commutative semigrOu1_
on aspace which is the Gelfand spectrum of the Gelfand pair (G(l) x llI, U{l)) when III
is the Heisenberg group and U(1) is the unitary group. It turns out that this stochastic
process can be expressed in terms of branching processes, and has a very interesting
structure.

M.S. BINGHAM:
Central limit theorems on locally compact abelian groups

The purpose of the talk was to review the dcvelopluent of central limit theory for
rcUluom variables with values in locally cOlnpact abelia.n grollps, from its beginning up



to the present time. Thc classic theory can he found in the nlonograph of Gnedenko and
I\olmogorov (1960), the generalization-of the thcory for locally compact second count
ahle abelian groups is contained in Parthasarathy, Rango Raa and Varadhan (1963),
rriuch of it is reproduccrl in Parthasarathy (1967).

Byczkowski (1D67) proved an invariance principle in which the limit process is a
group-valued \Viener process, and Heyer (1977) reproved many of the results without
assuming second countability.

In the meantime martingale centrallimit theory was being developed for real-val~ed

randorn variables and the monograph of Hall and Heyde appeared on this topic in 1980.
Subsequently, a number of martingale-like centrallimit theorems for triangular arrays
of randorn variables with values in locally compact second countable abelian groups
were proved. The limit distribution in these can be mixtures of Gaussian distributions,
or, more generally, mixtures of infinitely divisible distributions. Here 'is also included a
function centrallimit theorem in which the limit is a mixture of Wiener measures..

W.R. BLOOM:
Negative definite functions on commutative hypergroups

Corresponding to the definitions of positive definite functions there are various ap
proches to defining negative definite functions on hypergroups. These range from the
obvious pointwise definition through to approximation via the Schoenberg duality. We
give an overview of how the various approches fit together, both on the hypergroup and
its dual. One open problem is to decide whether the following spaces are equaI:

NttK ) = {f E C(K) : f(e) ~ 0, r = 1 and Lf dv ::; 0 Vv E Mp(KX

with v ~ 0 and 1i(D.) = O}

lVs;, (K) = {f E C(K) f(e) ~ 0, f- =1 and ( f dv * v- ~ 0 \/v E Mp(K)JK
with D(n) = O}

where So = Mp(K) is the space of all finitely supported measures on K. Corresponing
questions for functions on the dual are also disussed.

Ph. BOUGEROL:
Randoni walk on the affine group: critical case

The affine group G = IR x rn: acts on the homogeneous space G/m;: = nt by
(b, a) . x = ax + b. If 9n = (bn , an) is a sequence of i.i.d. random elements of G then
.Y-~ =gn" .glX is a Markov chain on lRd given by .X-~+l = an+lX: + bn+1, nEIN. It
occures in many applications. By using the properties of thc randorn walk gn •.. gl 90
on G the following holds:
Theorem: If lElogal = 0, IEI log all < 00, IElog + Ibt I < 00, al I 1 the markov chian
.\~ has a unique invariant measurc m. Moreover: h~" E~= 1 f( }(:) converges almost
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surely to Jf dm for any f : IRd -+ m., continuous with compact support wh~re Mn =
maxi $k~n(-log flk .•. (11)'

Coroll~y: "* L:~=l f()(k) I~ (]' Jf dml)[1 where ..Y,..., ..\'(0, 1).

G. BUDSBAN:
Convolution products of non-identical distributions on finite semigroups

Let (J.ln) C P(S), the probability measures on S, where S is a locally compa.ct,
Hausdorff, second-countahle semigroup. Convolution products of the form

J.Lk,n = J.lk+l * ... * /-ln

are considered from three different, hut related, perspectives.-

(i) What is the semigroup of the taillimits of the products?
(ii) What are the supports of the taillimit measures?

(iii) What kind of conditions are sufficient for weak convergence of the products?

Some conditions are generated for finite groups and are applied to examples of non
homogeneous Markov chains.

T. BYCZKOWSKI:.
Zeros of the densities of inftnitely divisible measures on :R

Let J.& be an infinitely divisible prohability measure on Ire without Gaussian com
ponent and let v be its Levy measure. Suppose that J.l is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure A. The structure of the set of admissible translates of J..l

is investigated. This yields a. uni:fied presentation of previously known results. We also
show that if '\(S) > 0 then J.l. is equivalent to '\, under the.assumption that suppJ..l = :IRR,
where S = Sem[suppv]- is the closure of the sernigroup generatecl be suppv.

H. CARNAL:
Phase retrieval for probabillity measures on Abelian groups

Mass distributions J.l on JR ,m.~7ld or more generally, on an abelian group can bee
studied using physical devices which afford the observation of Ijl(y) I, P. being tbe Fourier
transform (or characteristic function) of J.l on the dual group G.

The problem is then to find the argument of the complex function jJ in order to
identify J.1.. This is only possible up to a translation J.l -+ J.l * 0% or a central symmetry
J.l(A) -+ J7(A) =",( -A). We call J.l and v ~qivalent if IPI == lvi on Gand say that J.l has
a trivial equivalence class if 1I ,..., J.L ..;:> v = J.l * Ox or v = J7 * ox.

Examples of measures with trivial cquivalence class are given by normal distributions
on m.d (using Levy Cramer's theorem) or uniform distributions on products of intervals
11 x 12 X ••• X Id (the proof uses Plancherel's theorem and Schwartz's inequality). On
compact groups like 'TI' = JR/'ll or 'lln = 'll/n'll, there exist intervals with non-trivial
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equivalence cla.ss. naInely those with Ha.ar measure > 1/2. On thc opposite. intervals
covering at most half of thc ~roup havc trivial equivalencc dasses.

In same special cases (e.g. on groups like ~), the direct proJuct ur lllca.surf'S wirh
trivia! cquivalf"llCC c:lass has again thc same property.

w.c. CONNETT:
Measure algebras with positive convolutions

\Ve are concerned \vith the case H C lFi , and we have an algebracally complcte
family of real polynomials which have a proauct formula~ i.e. for euch s, t E Hexist J-l.ff;r

such that Pn(s)Pn(t) = Jpn dJ.l~.r. \Ve give three exampies of families of polynomials
that have a bounded. positive product formula with a.n identity: .Jacoby, Generalized
Chebychev and continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials. In all three cases we obt~in a
Banach algebra on H, hut onIy in the Jacoby case do we obtain a hypergroup. This leads
a number of theorems that give sufficient conditions for a product fOrnlula to hecome
a hypergroup, and these classifications allow us to weaken the theorem \ve. reported in
1990, for that if (H, *) is a hypergroup \vith polynomial characters. then this'characters
must be the Jacobi polynomials. First version: H = [-1,1], second versiC?~,: H is a
compact set with e an accumulation point with some technical control on the sup:port~

third version: H is infinite and compact or the Pn{x) are orthogonal with respect to a
measure J-l, sUPP(J.L) C H. This is joint work with A. Schwartz.

D.P. DOKKEN:
Probability measures on groups, compactiftcations and limit theorems

In probability and dynamical systems theory, one is often interested in the asymptotic
behaviour of a sequence or net of elements from a group. In probability theory given
a measure on a group one might ask, in the associated random walk, which sequences
converge to points in the group. For those which don't we cotild perhaps attach iimit
points at infinity so sequences would in some sense converge. Another approach (thc one
adopted here), motivated by problems in topological dynamies and ergodie theory, is to
compactify the group initially. This is done so that the points in the compactification
inherit same of the groups structure. For example, there will be a semi-group structure
on the compactification. We make statements about the limits of the matrix coefficients
as the nets of the group go to infinity. It will be also be shown how certain results
in probability theory can be stated in terms of these com"pactifications. This work
is motivated by attempts to prove a certain of A. Raugi 's boundary theory res!11ts.
Ultimately we would like to prove certain results of his using properties and structure
of these compactifications.

S.N. EVANS:
Local fteld Brownian motion and stochastic analysis

We define a natural notion of Gaussian measures Oll a Banach space over the p-adic
numbers. We then clefine a corresponding notion or Brownian motion indexed by a p

adic vector space and taking values in another p-adic vector space. The potential theory
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of such a process is dcveloped. In certain cases loeal time exist, and~ we investigate
its properti(~s. Finally, wc define an appropriate notion of white noise and multiple
stochastic integral, and develop a Wiener chaos expansion for functionals of tbe white
nOlse.

Ph. FEINSILVER:
A probability distribution associated to the Euclidean group

Consider E 2 , the Euclidean group in two dimensions. Using a complex form, one
constructs a Hilbert space so that every element of the Lie algebra is self-adjoint. A
basis is fouod in terms of Bessel functions Jm , m E 'll. A distribution on 7Z is faund such
that for t > O. P(X1 = m) = Jm (t)2. Two limit theorems are given: One to invers_
eosine, the second to Ainy-function squared. Applieations are indieated to eleetronie
music and to quantum meehanics on a lattice with uniform electric field.

J. GLOVER:
Inversions ~nd re!lecting Brownian motion

For a elass ·of domains E C IR , ·we construct a function 4- and a time charge (Jt

of two-dimensional Brownian motion bt such that C)(b(gt}) is a Brownian motion with
normal renection at the boundary of E. The construction is based on a study of the
noneommutative group generated by a finite or infinite colleetion of inversions in the
plane. The talk is based on work done with Murali Rao. .

P. GLOWACKI:
Pseudodifferential operators with negative definite symbols

Let F be a Cco real negative definite function on lRn x IRn. If

a) F(w) -+ 00, as Iwl -7 00,

b) 18aF(w)l::; Ca, lai> 0,
e) lV'wF(w)1 ~ C > 0 for large A > 0,

then the operator

is selfadjoint, positive, has discrete spectrum, and the following Weyl formula holds

für lar~c ,\ > 0, where N A (.-\) is equal to the number of thc eigenvalues of A less than
or equal to A. .



P. GRACZYK:
Central limit theorems on symmetrie spaces

Let .\ = G/I{ be a Riemanian symmetrie space with G~sp.misimple finite center.
non-conpact anJ I{ a maximal c:ompact subgroup of G. In this ta.lk wc consider [\.
invariant probability measures on .\ and we present some centrallimit theorem for such
measures.

\Ve presented in the talk a certain kind of limit theorems where one studies the
asymptotie behaviour of p*m comparing it with the asymptotic behaviour of il*m \vhere
il is a Gaussian measure on ~y. with same mean and covariance a.s j.J. Results of this
kind \vere initiated by Tutubalin (1961-63), and developed by \iirtser, TIougero!. Raugi
and Guivarc'h who proved in 1985 some completely general theorems cf this kino.\Ve
show how to prove such results when _\ is complex or of rank 1 by methods of spherical
Fourier analysis. Some interesting analytic results eoncernin:g the Abel transforrn and
spherical functions have been proved at this oeeasion.

w. HAZOD:
Limit theorems ror products of a random number of group valued random
variables :-

1. Let G be a simply conneeted nilpotent Lie group~ let (.'ink )n,k>l be an array of
G-valued random variables, such that for all n (Xn,k)k~l are i.i.d., ...Yn~ = e, )(nk(P) =

lIn . Let S~) = X nO ." X nm be the random walk (for any row). Further more let
N n :°0 -t Zl+ be discrete random variables (random tirnes). We assume (Xnm ,lVn ) to
be independent. Put Zn := S};) = ~n Xnk. Let {n = lVn(P) = B PnkCk~ Then the
distribution of Zn is given by lI~n := E: PnkV~.

2. Let Yi be a Levy proeess, such that Y;(P) = J1.t, t ~ 0, is a continuous convolution
semigroup. Let T : n -t m... be a random variable, independent of (Yi, t ~. 0). Put
Z := YT, then the distribution of Z is given by jJq := 10

00
Pt dg(t) where ~ = T(P).

The subordination maps ~ ~ pg have "niee properties" which allows to prove a
generalized
Transfer theorem: Let lIn " E M1(G), kn t 00 and assume a deterministic limit v!.knt) --t

Pt, t ;::: O. Let TI/k n : x H- -f-x, and assume TI/"n (~n) --t !l E MI (lF4). Then a random
limit theorem v~n --t J.lQ holds.

Moreover an inverse transfer theorem can be proved, which allows for simply COD

nected nilpotent Lie groups to study the coneepts of geometrie eonvolution, geometrie
divisibility, geometrie stability ete.

Furth~rmore,using two important results of E. Siebert, it can be shown that in this
situation limit theorems for groups hold iff the eorresponding theorems hold for the
tangent space.
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G. HÖGNÄS:
A mixed random walk on nonnegative Inatrices

Consider a. senligroup S of rl x d nonnegative matrices, generated b a probability
measurc /L. A::;slunc that thc convolution sequence (J.ln )nElN is tight. The Cesaxo mean
1V - limn~oo ~ L;=l/.L k := ß always exists and is supported by the completely simple
kernel consisting of all matrices of minimal rank in S.

Let 4\'1, .\2, ... be a sequence of j.t-distributed random variables. \Vhile the left and
\vrite random walks in S in general do not have unique invariant (stationary) probability
measures (ß is always one) a" randomized \valk, called mixed random walk may be better
behaved. The nlixed random walk is defined hy Sn = Sn-l""-Y"n with probability Q,

Sn = )(nSn-l \vith probability 1 - a, the choice of left and right being independent of
the previous 4\'"'8 and 5'5. Under some algebraic conditions on Sand J.L \ve prove that •
the mixed random \valk Sn indeed has ß as its only invaria.Il:t probability measure. In
this case we also 'obtain a law of large numbers

'~
I

f E Co(S), a.s.

.Z.J. JUREK:
A filtration of the class ID of all inftnitely divisible distributions

The convolution semigroup ID of aU infinitely divisible measures (on a Banach space)
is divided ioto subsemigroups Up, ß ~ -2, io such a way that for -2 $ ßl $ 0 $ ß2 $
ß3 $ ... ·we get

{Gaussian} =U-2~ Ußl ~ Uo·= L ~ Up2 ~ UPl <; U1 ~ Up3 ~ ... <; ID, and

ID = UpUß (closure in weak topology).

In the above inclusions we marked the class L = Uo which coincides with the Levy class
of selfdecomposable measures, the class U-2 of all Gaussian measures and the class U1

of s-selfdecomposable measures. .
The classes UfJ are defined as classes of limiting distributions of the following se-e

quences

where ~js are independent Levy processes evaluated at time n-/J. Further, each class
Uß' \vith ß > -2, is characterized via random integrals (\vith respect to some Levy
processes ) that induce random integral mappings behveen corresponding semigroups of
lneasures. Aigebraic and topological propcrties are then studied.
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V.A. KAIMANOVICH:
The Poisson boundery of polycyclic groups

Let G bc a grOllp and p. a probability measure on it. A fUllctioll f on G is JI.

harmonie if fJ..l. =A f. There exists a measure G-spaee (r, v) sueh that the Poisson
formula I(g) =< f,gv > is an isometry of the spaee of boundcd J.l-harmonie functions
and LOO(r, v). This spaee is unique and is called the Poisson boudery of (Q,p.). The talk
is devoted to a description of the Poisson boundery in terms of the interna! structure
of polycyelie groups. Roughly speaking, these are semidirect products A. XlV, where
A is abelian and lt! nilpotent. It turns out, that if the measure J1. has a finite first
moment then the Poisson boundery coincides with the contracting subgroup .\r_ C ..\t'.
The proof is uased on considering the behavior of the random waik with respect (0

the neutral subgroup JVo C .,V
I

and a general geometrie strip criterion obtained as an
application of the entropy theory. The same idea applies to Lie solvable groups (to the
affine group ~'ax + b" of the realline ...\[_ coincides with the real line in rhe contracting
case flog a(g) dp.(g) < 0 and is trivial other,vise.

Yu.S. KHOKHLOV:
Stable distributions and their generalizations: Structure and limit theorems

Let ~Y'I, ..Y'2, ... be real i.i.d. random variables. Consider Sn = ·Y'l + ... + .Yn and
S; = ..4;;1 (Sn) -+- Bn where An > 0, En E IRl

.

If JJ is an accumulation point of the sequenee {L:(S~)} then J-I. is a semistable distri
bution and L:(X1 ) is in the domain 01 semi3table attraction 01 J-l. In this case we write
11 = L:(Xt ) E VSOA(J.').

Krapov showed that JJ is serriistable iff JJ is Gaussian, or JJ has DO Gaussian component
and its' spectral function is of the form

where Cl and C2 are periodic with common period.
Let {an} be an inereasing sequence of positive numbers and consider X n = X • an.

Theorem: 11 E VSOA(J-l), where JJ has spherical function H as above iff

(1) F( -Xn) = X~oL(xn)[Ct(lnX) + h1(x, n)],
(2) 1 - F(xn ) = x;oL(xn )[c2(lnx) + h2 (x, n)] where L i~ a slowly varying funetioD

and limn~oohi(x,n)="0.

We consider also a law of iterated logarithm of Chover's type and generalizations
of these 'results in the ease of Hf , simply eonnected nilpotent Lie groups and other
si tuations.

R. LASSER:
Modifted moment problem carried by a compact intervall

In order to investigate the eovarianee strueture of stoehastic processes (Xn )nEIN~ we
study the following modified moment problem:
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Let (Pn(X))nElN o be Cl. scquence of polynomials with real coefficents with degree (Pn ) =
n, Po(x) = 1. Denotc

. n+m

. PnPm = L g(n,m,k)Pk

k=O

and define for any sequence (Cn)n of complex numbers

n+m

cn,m = L g(n,m,k)ck'
k=O

\Ve say (cn)n is Pn-positive definite if l:~j=o Aj/\jCi,j ~ 0 for all n E !No and '\0, ... ,AN.
E lR. Further denotc .

and

Theorem: The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Cn = J~l Pn(x) dj.L(x) for /-l E M+([-I, 1]),
(b) (cn)n, (C~l)jn, (C~-l»)n, (C~2»)n are Pn-positiv~definite.

G."LETAC:
Wishart distributions on symmetrie cones

Let E be a Euclidean Jordan algebra, let E+ be the symmetrie cone ofsquare elements
of E which are invertible and let F be the natural exponential family on E generated
by the Lebesgue measure on E+. The Wishart distributions on E+ are the powers Fp
of the elements of F. The variance function of the natural exponential family Fp is the
quadratic application m Ho ilP(m) of the Jordan algebra E, restricted to the domain
of the means MFp = E+. We denote by G the connected component containing the.
identity of the group of automorphisms of E+.

A division algorithm is a map E+ -+ G, x t-+- q(x) such that q(x)(x) = e, where e ia
the neutral element of E. We prove the following analogue of a famous characterization
of the Gamma distribution given by Lukacs: Given two independent random variables
~Y and Y in E+ such that X + Y E E+, and given a divison algorithm q, then we
have: Z = q(X + Y)(X) and (X + Y) are independent and the law of Z is invariant by
Gn<D(E) if and only if ~Y and Y are Wishart distributed with the same scale paramater.
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M. McCRUDDEN:
Siebert's Gaussian semigroup on the affine group

On the connected affine group

G={(~ ~) : ß>O'OEnt}

\ve consider the Gaussian semigroup (pd \vhose infinitesimal generator is _Y +y2 ~ w~lere

X = (~ ~) and Y = (~ ~ ). Eberhard Siebert stndied this semigronp in his second

paper Abs. cOl1ii1~'lLity, :>ingularity und .;up]Jort~ 0/ Ga11ss se:m.igionps ()Tl (L Lie grO'lL!J

(ivlonat. :\'lath. 1!J82). \Ve report the resuit of D. Kelly-Lyr.ll. übr.ained in his doc~oral

thesis (University of ylanchester 1D93) that the densities jt for the Siebert semigroup
above are giyen by

(} 2: o.

where K w is the adopted Bessel function of the third kind.

D. NEUENSCHWANDER:
Brownian motion and robust limit theorems on the Heisenberg group

Let {J.lt}t>o be a continuous convolution semigroup on the Heisenberg group ll! which
is (not neces;arily shiftly) stable in the sense ofHazod with respect to the one-parameter
automorphism group {tA}t>o Assume {Xk}k>t are i.i.d. IH-valued random vari~bles

which liein the domain of attraction of {Jlt}t~~with norming sequence {(t~ ,.Xn)}n'~l C
Aut(IR) x IH. Then a suitable intermediate trimming procedure as suggested by K~elbs,

Ledoux for Banach spaces yields that the trimmed products of the Xk, after suitable
renorming, converge to a nun-trivial Gaussian limit. For light trimming (i.e. a fixed
number of the most extreme observations is deleted) the limit can be discribed by some
generalized Levy construction of first kind.

Finally we introduce the following: For X, Y i.i.d. lH-va1ued random variables, .c(X)
is called a Gauss measures in the sense 01 Bernstein if( ...Y ·Y, Y ·X) and (X·( -Y), (-Y)·
X) are independent. Disapointingly enough, this definition yields, of all Gaussian mea
sures on nI, onIy uninteresting ones from the point of view of the group structure (i.e.
concentr.ated on a 2-dimensional subspace of rn: containing the center of nI).

N.OBATA:
Integral kernel operators on Fock space and applieations to harmonie
analysis on Gaussian space

Let E = S(lR) C H = L 2 (ID., dt) C E· = S'(lR~ and let J1. be the Gaussian measurc
on E· of which characteristic function is e -lll~/. The probability space (E·, J1.) is
callcd the Gaussian space and is an infinite dimensional analogue of Euclidean space
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with Lebesguc mcasurc. Let (E) C L2(E., IJ) C (E)* be the triplet of white noise test,
L 2 , and gencrali:lcd fUIlctions. The main features are:

(a) t .-t (Pt =< ., J, >E (E)·, which is called the white noise~ becomes a continuo~s
Qow.

(b) The annihilation cmd creation operators, denoted by 8t and a; respectively, are
defined for each point, and t ....-+- at , a; are continuous nows.

The integral kernel operator is a superposition of normally ordered products
a;1 ... a;,8tl ... Otm with distribution weights. Furthermore, a generalization is possible
to use operator-valued distributions. The important consequences are:

A. Fubini-type theorem garantees the iterated integration.
Expansion theorem: every operator is decomposed into an infinite serics of integral

kerneI operators. •
vVith these theorems \ve can discuss characterizations of operators by certain invari

anee properties alld applications to quantum stochastic caleulus.

G.PAP:
The accuracy of Gaussian approximations in nilpotent Lie groups

\Ve give refinements of the following version of the CLT. Let 1.1 denote a homogeneous
norm on a nilpotent Lie group G, Ot E Aut(G), t > 0, denote a semigroup of standard
dilati~n, and let IJ be a centered probability measure on G. For t > 0 we define "the
measure ol/tlJ(A) = p(OtA), where A E 8(G). Denote by JJn the n-fold convolution
of J.l. Then the condition J Ix l2 J.l(d~) < 00 implies that J.ln = ol/~P.n ~ v converge
weakly to a Gaussian measure, say v.

Under the second moment assumption a Berry-Esseen type bound is given for
Jf(x) (P,n - v)(dx) provided / : G ---+- lR is a sufficiently smooth function.

Moreover, we obtain the edgeworth expansion

Jfex) (/ln - v)(dx) = an- I
!2 + O(n- I

),

where a = Cl(G, /, J.l) depends on G, several lower order moments of jJ and derivatives
of f only. The term Cl has certain new features specific onIy for the non-commutative
case.

c. RENTZSCH:
Levy Khinchin-formula on products of some hypergroups

In the talk we considered a finite product of noncompact Sturm-Liouville hyper
groups. For this convolution structure we stated a representation of the infinitesimal
generator of a continuous convolution semigroup on a certain subset of the space of test
functions. We gave three sufficient conditions for these test functions to be contained
in the domain of the generator and hinted how those conditions can be proved in this
case.

A siInilar proof holds for the representation of the generator if there are other factors
as for example the euclidean space in the hypergronp product.
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M. RÖSLER:
Quotient hypergroup deformations and signed hypergroups

Let !( be a sccond countable, commutative hypergroup and G a dosed subgrotlp nf
]{. Besidcs the natural quotient hypergroup strllcture on [{jG, thcrc often OCCl1r fllrthcr
convolution structures on !(j Gwhich can be described as deformations of the original
convolution by so-called partial chamcters. It is shown that such adeformation of a
hermitian quotient hypergroup K /G, though being no hypergoup again ahvays carries
the structure of a signed hypergoup. .. U( )

An important class of examples is obtained from thc orbit hypergroups Hn n ~ \vhere

H n 1S t.he 7l-(~imension~ Heisenbe:-g group: utnge Bess~l~!{ing~an ~lyperg~oup of O~(~t~:
n - 1 can be Interpreten as a. quotIent of H n • :.Lud dC!Orcatlon :)y a. :~uH;"l.hlt~ :,art::u

character leads to the signed Laguerre-hypergroup 01 order n - 1 on IR~.

I. RUZSa-\.:
An arithmetic applications of measures on semigroups

A density of a set ..4 of integers is defined as

D(A) = limal,(A.), where Ctk = CL wk(a)) / (f wk(n))
aEA n=l

is a measure defined by same functions W k(n) ~ O. If the functions w 1c are homo
morphisms ioto (lR+, .), and wi(n) ~ wi+ln), then there are measures J.lk such that
0k = J.Ll * ... * J.Lk. This conoects the existence problem of D to a convergence proqlem
of convolutions. Now if I: (lN") -+ H is a homomorphism iota a commutative discrete
semigroup H and A is of the form A = 1-1 (9), gEH, then we get a convolution prob
lem for 1(J.Ll) * ... * !(P.k) at a single point g. A previous result provides convergence
if the individual factors JJ~ = !(J.ld satisfy liminf J.L~(e) > 0 for an idempotent e E H.
This is the main tool in getting the following result.

Theorem: H each Wä is a homomorphism, Wien) -+ W( n) (not necessarily monotonically)
and Wj(n) :5 W(n) far all j and N, then the density D(A) exists for any set of the form
A = /-l(g). Moreover, it depends only on W and not on the defining functions Wä.

An important special ease that falls into this cathegory is the logarithmic density. The
existence ofa logarithmic density for ideals is a classical result of Erdös and Davenport
from 1986.

L. SALOFF-COSTE:
Random walks on finite groups

Let S be asymmetrie generating set in a finite group G. Consider the probability
distribution P = r-hls (uniform on S). Ir we assume that id E 5, pn = P * ... * p

converges to Tbr (the uniform measure on C) a.s n tcnds to infinity. Let ßi be the
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cigenvalues of thc symmetrie matrice associated to P with ßo = 1 and ß =SUP{Ißili i =f:
O}. Define thc tilue to equilibrum T by

T = inf{n : II pn - I~III :s; 1/IO}.

A universal bound for T is given by

< c
T ""-i -- log IGI.

1 -,8

In ·special cxamples T can be studied precisely. For instance if G = Sn is the symmetrie
group and S is the set of all transpositions~ Diaeonis and Shashahani proved that T •
*' n log n. More recently, we gave results for nilpotent groups: If G is a finite nilpotent
iroup of class ~ .4., generated by a set S such that /SI ::; .4, then there exists c(A) >
0, C( ..4) such that

\vhen n is the diameter of the Cayley graph of (G, S).

R. SCHOTT:
Representations and probability theory

The purpose of this talk was to review the development of this field over the last
deeades and to present same new trends developed by P. Feinsilver and myself.

We first presented same results coneerning probability measures on groups whose
proof involves representation theory. The seeond part of the talk was devoted to the
eo~putation of infinite dimensional representations of locally eompact Lie groups via
operator ealculus. We presented a general technique for obtaining the matrix elements
for representations of a Lie group that arise from the representation of the corresponding
Lie algebra acting by multiplication on its enveloping algebra and quotients there of.
Examples concerning abelian groups and nilpotent groups were presented.

Using the probabilistie interpretation of Appell polynomials as systems of moments,
we have shown how to define them in the noneommutative ease. The method is based
on certain infinite-dimensional representations of loeal Lie groups. For processes, limi~
th~orems play an essential role in the eonstruction. Polynomial matrix representation.
of eonvolution semigroups are a principal feature. The corresponding Appell systems
are obtained as solutions of evolution equations. This operator ealculus approach is
well-suited for symbolie computation on Lie groups.

M. SCHÜRMANN:
Convolution semigroups in quantum stochastics

The three basie possibilitiesof forming associative dircct sums of alterning tensor
products eorrespond to three notions of independence in non-commutativeprobability
theory and to three types of Fock ,~paces on cach of which there is a non-commutative
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stochastic calculus. For two of these independenccs a stochastic calculus has already
been established in the literature. \Vhite noise on a Voiculcscu dual semig,roup with
respect to a. non-commutative independence can be realized as the solution of a non
commutative stochastic differentiaJ. equation on thc corresponding Fock space. This
generalizes thc result for tensor independence to all three types of independcnce. Thc
coefficients of the equation are given through the GNI construction for the generator of
the convolution semigroup associated with the white noise. Dual semigroup and ipde
pendence give rise to a (commutative) *-bialgebra structure on the symmetrie tensor
algebra of the vector space underlying the dual semigroup. The white noise convolu
tion semigroup is the *-bialgebra convolution exponential of the derivation given ~Y its

generator.

A..L. SCH'\VARTZ:
\Vhich hypergroups have multiveriable polynomial characters?

"Vhen n = 1, a eomplete characterization can be given. Some partial results have
been obtained for n > 1: \Vhen n = 2, and H ean be noralized to be a reetangle
or a disk, then the polynomial characters can be described explicitly. The geometrie
conditions on H can be considerably weakened. Other examples of hypergroups with
polynomial characters are given where H is a triangle or a region bounded by a parabolic
arc and aue or two line segments. This is joint \vork in part with \V.C. Connett ~d in
part with T.H. Koomwinder.

R.D~ SHAH:
Concentration functions of probability measures on Lie groups

We show that if G is a Lie goup (not nescessarily connected) and 1J. is a probability
measure on G for which the concentration functions do not converge to zeEo then the
following hold: There exist normal subgroups H and N of G(JJ), the closed subgroup
generated by the support of JJ, and x in G(p.) satisfying the following conditions: N is
nilpotent, N C Hand HIN is compact, H and x generate G(IJ), the conjugation action
of x on N is contracting and the support of p. is contained in x H.

Conversely, given subgroups H and N of G and an element x normalising H and N
for which those of the above canditions which do not involve IJ are satisfied then for
any probabiiity measure J.J with compact support contained in xH, the concentration
functio~ of JJ do not converge to zero. This is joint work with S.K. Dani.

K. TRIMECHE:
Inversion of the spherical mean operator and it's dual using generalized
wavelets

In this work we define and study gcneralized wavelets and generalized continuous
wavelet transform associated with the spherical mean operator R. Next using the oper
ator R and it's dual t R, we give relations between this generalized continuous wavelet
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t.rnnsform und the classical continuous wavelet transform on [0, +oo[ x rn.n , and we de
dllCC new p.xpressions of the inverse operators of R and tR using gencralized wavel~ts.

M. VOlT:
Two limit theorems for series of homogeneous spaces

Diaconis et al. proved the following- convergence result to the uniform distribu
tion UN on the hypercube 'llf: If j.l is the law of the nearest neighbour random
walk (){,N),'?O on 'llf, and if c E IR and K = K(n, c) := [tN(ln N + c)), then
1IJ.l(k)- ~N II rv erf( e-c"I~//J.. (*). vVe reprove this result by shifting. it to the associ"
ated orbIt hypcrgroup (712 )SN ~ {O~ 1, ... lV}. vVe then find measurcs VN,I E ~lIl (71~ )
with 1IJ..L(k)- vN,dl = O(1/1V) and ]11/:\",- UNII =.erf(e-c / 2 /Jij. This yelds (*) as weIl •
as a central linlit theorem for IXkuv,c) I for IV -;. 00.

The second part of the talk was devoted to a continuous analogue of this CLT. For
d E N~ consider

Sd ~ SO(d+ 1)/SO(d) --+ [-1,1] ~ SO(d+ l)//SO(d)

;; t-+ cos L(z, zg), Zo E Sd the north pole.

Th~n the random walks (Xt)k'2:0 on Sd starting at Zo and \vith cos L{Xt+1t X:) = r(d)
for all k ~ 0 have the following property:
Theorem: If r(d) --+ 1 and (1 - r(d))k(d) - (Ind)/2 --+ c for some c E RU {oo}, then

va cos L(zo, Xt(d») ~ N(e- C
, 1) for d --+ 00 (N(e- C

, 1) being the normal distribution).

A. WERON:
MiSra-Prigogine-Courbage semigroups in statistical physics

The aim of this talk was to discuss a stochastic reformulation of the Prigogine theory
of irreversibility for classical and quantum systems. The basic question: What types
of unitary groups Ut can be intertwined with markov semigroups Mt, t ~ 0, through
nonunitary transformation A in the sense that -

t ~ 0 ?

We demonstrate that the action of the MPC-semigroup Mt is highly delOcaliZinge
(Z. Suchanecki, I. Antoniou and S. Tasaki, J. Stat. Phys. 15 (1994) 919-928). We
illustrated this by some computer experiments showing the action of Mt for the baker
transformation B(t, s) on [0, 1]2.

N.J. WILDBERGER:
Hypergroups and representation theory of Lie groups

'vVc revie\ved some basic material on the representation theory of a compact Lie
group, anti introduced the hypergroups j{(G) of conjugacy classes, K(Q : G) of adjoint
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orbits, 1{({;+ : C) ofcoadjoint orbits and I\(G) of representations. \Ve then showctl
how a Wmpping Map 4> from the distributions of 9 to the distributions of G. which
satisfies the fundamenta.l identity <p{J.l *v) = (I»(J-l) *4>( v} far distributions Il. v of compact
support on 9, anti thc convolution bping on 9 and G respectivcly~ can be user! to redo
the representation theory of G, and leads both to the classification of G by co-adjoint
orbits and the Kirillov theory. This work is joint \vith A.H. Doolcy.

We described explicitly the structure of the hypergroup K(9 : C) in terms of
piece\vise-polynomial measures. This motivates the definition of a. convez hypergroup.
This is joint with J. Rapka and A.D. Dooley.

.~ possible extension of the program is sketched for the Heisenberg group. where a
non-Hausuorrr hypp.rgroup is defined using a theory of rneal1:-i uf aiIno~ periodoc ~·tr.nc·e tions. The case of general nilpotent group; will require more ,;ophistic:u"d mcthoJs.

G.A. \VILLIS:
Totally discOlleeted groups and concentration functions

Let J.1. be a probability measure on a locally compact group G with co~~esponding
sequence of concentration functions (!n)nEJN. It was conjectured by K.H. Hofmanp and
A.. Mukherjea that, if the closed. semigroup generated by supp Cu) is equal to G ~ then

lim fn(K) = 0 for each compact subset K of G.
n-+oo

They reduced this conjecture to a question about the structure of totally disconnected,
locally compact groups.

This question stimulated the development of a structure theory (as yet incomplet)
for totaly disconnected groups. The principal feature of this structure theory is the
scale function s : G -+ 7l+ which may be shown to exist on each totally disconnected
group G.

The scale function and related strutures in C may be used to prove the c.onjecture of
Hofmann and Mukherjea and also to prove other structure theorems for totally discon
nected groups, for example, it may be shown that, if G is compactly generated, nilpotent
ant totally disconnected, then G is the extension of a discrete group by a compact one.

w. WOESS:
Random walles on the affine group of homogeneous trees and loeal ßelds

Let 'E = Tq be the homogeneous. tree of degree q + 1. Choose and fix a boundary
point w of T. Tbe affine group of T is

AFF(T) = {il E AUT(T) : ilw =w}

(here, AUT(T) is the isometry group of T. Its action extends naturally to the boundary
M.) AFF(T) acts transitivelyon T, it is amenable and non-unimodular. Ir q = p,
a prime, then the affine group over Qp cmbeds naturally into AFF(T). We study
random walks Rn = Xl' . ...-rn and Ln = ~\n' .. J~l (right alld left), where the ~Yn
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are i.i.d. AFF{T)-valucd. The results obtained concern convergence to the houndary,
law of largc numbers, ccntral liInit theorem, Dirichlet problem and Poisson boundary.
These apply, in pa.rticular, to products of random affine transformations over Qp and
to AFF(T)-invariant rundom walks on T. The spirit is that of studying Rn and Ln
in terms of thcir action on T . [This would correspond to studying random walks on
A.FFo(lR) in· terms of their action on the hyperbolic upper half plane.)

This is joint work with D.I. Cartwright and V.A. Kaimanovieh, to appear in Ann.
lnst. Fourier.

Hnl. ZEUNER:
Domai1l5 of attraction on one-dinlensional hypergroups of polynomial growth.-

Let (IR, *) be a Sturm-Liouville hypergroup and let A., the Lebesgue density of the
Haar measure. satisfy

.4'(x) A'(x)
A(x) "), 0, x ..4(x) -+ 20: + 1 as x -+ 00.

Then we say that a probability v is in the domain of attraction VOA.(Jl) of a measure

J1. =F co if for the random \valk Sn with PSn = v·nwe have cnSn ~ 1J. for some en > O.
lt is shown that :

• if 1-F.v is regulary varying at 0 with index K. E]O,2] then v E VOA.(J-l) for the
J,l E M 1(1R+) with Hankel transform ;FaJJ(A) = Jia(AX) djj(x) = exp( _Ak

),

• if v E VOA.(JJ.) then 1 - F.v is regularly varying,
• if K. E]O, 2[ and the tail probability v[x, oc[ is regularly varying at 00 with index

-K. then 1 - F.v is regularly varying ().t 0,
• for K. = 1/2, v E VONA.(Ua) iff Jx2 dv{x) < 00; where flo is the Rayleigh

distribution,
• for K. E]O, 2[' limx -+oo x"'v[x, 00[> °and < 00 implies v E VOAfA.(J,l) with jJ. as

above.

Berichterstatter: C. Rentzsch
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Finite Volume Nlethods

30.10. - 5.11.1994

Tagungsleiter: D. Braess (Bochum)
vV. H·ackbusch (Kiel)
P. Wesseling (DeUt)

The conference was organized by· D. Braess (Bochum), \V. Hackbusch (Kiel),
and P. vVesseling (Oe1ft). It brought together researchers from the numerical treat
ment of partial differential equations from 8 countries. Finite volume methods ar~

mainly used \vhen the aspect of conservation laws is more dominating than a
variational principle. For this reason most of the lectures were concerned with
hyperbolic equations. The application to elliptic equations is {ouod in problems
with large convection terms since upwinding is more easily constructed with finite
volumes than with finite elements. - ,

The convergence theory for finite volumes is younger than the analogous one
for finite elements. Stimulatung lectures were concerned with higher order schemes,
with the analysis of the appropriate weak norms for getting convergence, with
splitting methods for the treatment of nonlinearities or saddle point problems, and
with box schemes for the simplification of the computation. Moreover, it turned out
that the differences between finite volumes and finite elements are more significant
when 3-dimensional problems are treated.

The lectures reftect the fact that the mathematical theory of finite volume
methods is still young and not yet settled. It showed the need for asound mathe
matical theory since the need of the computation of time dependent solutions for
large scale probl~ms has become more important during the last years.
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Vortragsau~züp;e

Randolph Bank

An Aigorithm ror Coarsening Unstructured Grids

We "develop and analyse a procedure for creating a hierarchical basis of con
tinuous piecewise linear polynomials on an arbitrary, unstructurecl, nonuniform
triangular mesh. Using these hierarclucal basis functions, we are able to define
and analyse corresponding iterative methods for solving the linear systems arising
from finite element discrctizations of elliptic partial differential equations. We show
that such i terative methods perform as weH as those developed to the usual case
of structured, locally refined meshes. In particular, we show that the generalized' e
condition numbers for such iterative methods are O(J2) where J is the number of
hierarchical basis levels.

Herbert Gajewski, Klaus Gärtner

On the Discr"etization of van Roosbroeck's Equations with Magn"etic
Field

Van Roosbroeck's drift-diffusion model of charge carrier transport is of funda
mental significance for the mathematical description and numerical simulation of
semiconductor devices. It is a system of parabolic reaction-diffusion equations for
the carrier densities and Poisson's equation for the electrostatic potential - which
causes the drift· of carriers. The key for the analysis of this system is aconvex func
tional, \vhich may be interpreted as free energy. Firstof all, this functiQnal turns
out to be a Lyapunov function ensuring global stability of the thennal equilibrium
solution.

Because of its practical relevance much effort has been spent for solving the
device equations numerically. The favourable space discretization scheme is due to
Scharfetter-Gummel and is actu~ly a finite volume method.

We extend the Scharfetter-Gummel idea to situations with magnetic field.
We use simplex elements and describe a quite canonical way of calculating cross
products between discrete currents and the magnetic field vector. Moreover, we
sho\v that the resulting discretization scheme essentially preserves the mathemat
ical structure of the continuous problem. Our main result ensures global stability
of the thermal equilibriutn of the discrete system.
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Michael Griebel

Prewavelet-Multilevel Methods for the Solution of Elliptic PDEs.

\Ve dcscribe tensor product type techni(l'leS to derive robust solvers for a.n
isotropie p.lliptic model problems Oll rectang,ula.r clolnains in IR d

. Dur a.nalysis is
based on thc theory of additive subspace correction Inctho<!s and applies tu fil1it.(~

element- and prewavelet-schenles. \Ve present Inultilevel- and prewavelet-ba.:secl~

methods that are robust for anisotropie diffusion operat.ors with an additional
Heimholtz term. Furthennore, the resulting convergenee. rates are independent of
the diseretization level. Besides their theoretical foundation, \ve also report. on thc
results of various numerical experiments to compare the different ulethods. Partly',
this is joint \vork with P. Os\vald (Texas).

Emmanuel Guilmineau

Applications of the CPI Finite Volume Method to the Computation of
the Turbulent Viscous Flow Past Airfoil

Numerieal solutions of the ineompressible Navier-Stokes equationsi' in two
dimensional domains, with the help of the CPI discretization, are presented for
an .AS 240 airfoil at different incidences. The strongly conservative equations are
discretized with a finite volume method.. The method uses a system of numeri
cally generated curvilinear coordinates and retains the pressure. and the cartesian
velocity components as dependent variables on a non-stagger~d grid. The flo~
around an AS 240 airfoil at two fixed incidences is computed and compared to
experimental results.

Walfgang Hackbusch

On Stability of Finite Volume Methods

in contrast to finite element (FE) methods, the stability of finite volume (FV)
methods is not obvious, when applied to elliptic problems. In the case of linear
ansatz funetions in a general triangulation, one can show that the FE and FV
stiffness matrices coincide. The right-hand sides differonly by O(h) or O(h'l),
depending on the construction of the contral volume. This ensures stability and
convergence of the eorresponding FV method. Due to results of T. Schmidt (Thesis
Kiel, 1992), the situation is different for general quadrilaterals. If these are not
parallelograms, the matrix is non symmetrie even' if the underlying problem is
symmetrie. Using loeal energy inequalities, under certa.in conditions one can prove
stability. However, numerical experiments confirm that there are situations, where
stability is in doubt.
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Bernd Heinrich
C;

Finite Volume Methads rar Elliptic Problems with Singularities

Thc solutioIlS of (~lliptic problems in domains with corners on the boundary or
Oll interfaces contcull sinp;ularities, in general. For such problems, appropriatc finite
volurne schernes on locally refined meshes of triangles are derived and studied from
the point of view of nurnerical analysis. Apriori estimates proving the stability of
the approximation scheme and the rate of convergence in discrete analogues of the
spaces Hl and C are given.

Rolf Jeltsch

Multid"imensional Finite Volume Methods for Systems of Conservation
Laws (e.g. Euler eq., shallow water eq.)

In his thesis N. Botta derived a finite volume method based on dimensional
splitting for the inviscid Euler flow of gas dynamics. The fluxes occur cell sides are
approximated using Pandolfi's Riemann salver. This solver is reformulated in a
form which "allo\vs to show that the physical entropy satisfies a numerical entropy
condition for a large range of flow· situations. This scheme is then extended to a
"second ordern scheme following w~ve propagation ideas of LeVeque. Numerical
results are show~. (This is part of the thesis of N. Botta)

Hartmut Kapitza

3-D Atmospheric Flow Simulation with McCormick's Method on a Stag
gered Terrai..n-Following Coordinate System

The conservation laws for momentum, mass and energy are used to derive
model equations for volume integrals of the relevant variables on a non-orthogonal
terrain..:following coordinate system. The equations are solved with McCormick's
met1;lod. Sound waves are eliminated by using the anelastic approximation. The
resulting Poisson equation for the non-hydrostatic pressure is solved witha pre
conditioned conjugate gradient method. The system is tested for a case of mountain _
lee-waves for which analytical solutions are available. ..
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Thonlas Kerkhoven

Element-Geometry Dependent Error Estimates for the Box-Method

Thc perpcndicular biscctor box-method (PB~·I) discretization of the LaplacC'
an Oll a sitnplicial element is equivalent with a piecp.wise linear Petrov-Galerkin
Inethot! with piecewise constant test-functions. This PBiVI element IIlatrix is ex

pressed in tcrnlS of Galerkin~spiecewise linear (PLG) cle!nent matrix aud the i\\"er
age values assumed by test-functions over element-faces only. Subject to SIllooth

ness conditioIlS on coefficients, these results are shown to be applicable to the
accuracy analysis of PBrvI discretizations of extremum stable elliptic gradient equa
tions. The latter are sho\vn to satisfy sufficient conditions for a discrete maximUIn
principle on ;X-dinlensional Delaunay triangulations. This need not he the cast": in
the PLG equatiolls.

The dependence of the discretized Laplacean on only the element-face averages
of test-functions enables the substitution of piecewise polynolnial test-funct.ions fo~

the piecewise constaIHs. The latter are used to esrablish piecewise linear accuracy
for the PB~1 by an adaptation of an error estimate for Petrov-Galerkin r§"~thods
by Strang. -

Barry Koren

1) A Monotone, Central Finite-Volume Scheme for Advection
2) An Advection-based Finite-Volume Seheme for Source Terms

1) A new, second-order accurate, monotone finite-volume scheme is presented.
The scheme has maximal compactness; it uses 3 points in 1-D and 7 points in 3
D. (Comparable cell-centered finite-volume schemes use 4 points in I-D and 13
points in 3-D.) Because of its compactness, the new finite-volwne scheme requires
a lower amount of message passing at internal grid boundaries. This implie~ better
parallelization properties. Numerical results are" presented. .

2) The discretization of source terms is made compatible to that of advection
terms. Besides an improved numerical accuracy (due to cancelling of discretization
errors), for steady problems the benefit may also be improved convergencerates.
Numerical results are presented.
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Seiichi Koshizuka

Computational Fluid Dynamics (BFC, Particle Methods) Thermal·
Hydralies of Nuclear power plants ~

A partic.h~ rnethod for simulating liquid fragmentation of incompressible vis
(:0115 fluid is prcsent.ed. Pressure gradient, diff\1sion, incompressibility and free sur
faces are modeled by particle interactions. Since the present method never uses a
grid system, fragmenfation of fluids can be analyzed. In addition, the method is
free from the numerical diffusion because of fully Lagrangian treatment of parti
eles. Aeeuraey of eaeh interaction model is assessed with a simple test problem. All
models are based on deterministie processes in order to reduce the computational
cost. Calculation results of collapse of a \vater c:olumn show that _fluid splashing
and fragmentation from a free surface can be simulated by the present method.

Dietmar Kröner

Convergence and Error Estimates for Finite Volume- Methods for Con
servation Laws

There are sOUle reeent results concerning convergence and error estimates for
finite volume methods on unstructured grids for conservation laws. But unfortu
nately there are no error estimates for higher order schemes which indicate better
convergence rates thari for first order schemes. Therefore we have applied these
schemes to linear convection dominated diffusion problems. In this case we could
prove better eonvergence rates for the higher order schemes than for the first order
ones. Up to now these estimates are not sharp. Numerical experiments show that
the results can be improved. In this lecture we shall also present some numer
ical experiments in multidimensions using these schemes in the context of Ioeal
adaption and coarsening.

R.D. LazarQv

Hl_ and L2-Error Estimates of the Finite Volume Approximations of
Convection-Diffusion Problems

The upwinding has been used to avoid the conditional stability that is char
acteristic for the eentral finite difference approximations of the convection terms
in conve~tion-diffusionproblems. However, these approximations are of first order
and add substantial numerical diffusion to the physieal problem. Various modifica
tions of the upwind schemes have been proposed aiming second order of accuracy
and uneonditional stability. .

Cell-ccntered finite difference approximations on triangular and rectangular
Ineshes of second order convection-diffusion equatiolls of divergence type are dis
c:1issed Cllld studied. A Iltunber of upwind finite diffcrencc methods of second order
of approximation on uniform and almost uniform meshes that satisfy the discrete
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luaximnnl prin("iplt~ are construc:tcd..The error t~st.ilnat.(~S an~ in hot.h disc:re:t.t~ H 1

cUld L'!. Ilonus. Nauldy, it is provp.d that t.hc efror in discn~te H I-uonus is of order
O(h m - 1 ), ~ < nl. ~ 3 for solution~ u E Hm(H). These results c:all he viewccl as
Cl natural t~xtPtlSi()Il of senne prcvious rcsults t.o llon-s(~lfadjoint p.quutions. In addi
tion: errur esriulatc in L"l-norm elaboratin~ the discrete .. Auhin-Nitsc:he trick" of
duality ar~\lnlt'nt proposcd hy Samarskii. Lazann·. and ~\Iakarov fur finite ditft'r·
cnce schcmcs for general sclf-adjoint elliptic equations is tlerivcd.

RandeIl J. LeVeque

Multi-Dimensional Wave Propagation Methods

A c:la...l:is of Inulti-dimensional finite volume methods for hyperbolic equatiollS
can be defined hy sohring Riemann problems at each interface' bt~r,\Veell ~rid cells in
the normal direction. and then solving Riemann probleins in the tangential direc
tion to decolupose the flux differences into wayes nloviIl~ in a Illulti-diIllcnsional
manner. These \vaves are used to update fluxes at all the nearby ceU interfa~~,s. Set:
und order corrections are defined based on the \vaves. \vith iimiters to maintain high
resolution of diseontinuities. A software package. CLAvVPACI(! has been developed
based on these ideas \vhich sah'es general systems of conservation laws in -1 D and
20. This package is available from netlib by anonymous ftp from" netlib.att.com in
netlib/pdes/claw! or through .
ftp:/ / amath.washington.equ/pub/leveque/programs/clawpack.l~..tml.

Frank Liebau

Finite Volume Element Method with quadratic Basisfunction

The box method for discretizing Poisson's equation with piecewise quadratic
basis functions are presented. For general 2-D triangulations the control volumes
(ceH, box) are chosen as polygons deflned by the medians of the (refined). triangles.
The matrix of the box method is nonsymmetrie and not an M-matrix. The stability
analysis is based on elementwise estimates of "Ioeal" inner produets. Assumptions
of the shape of the triangles leads to suffieient conditions for discrete ellipticity
and to a second order error of the method in the discrete Hl semi~norm.



lohn Mackenzie
f.!o

APosteriori Error Estimates and Adaptivity of Finite Volume Methods

We cOllsider the problem of developing adaptive finite volume methods. By
writting the ccll v(~~rtex finite volulne method as a Petrov-Galerkin finite element
method, aposteriori error estimates have been obtained for scalar linear advection
problems and also for Friedrich's systems. All of the error estimates are based on
taking appropriate narms of the residual of the finite volume approximation. Local
estimates are obtained by splitting the errar into a component which is generated
locally on each cell and a component which is transported through the cell. E~ch
errar component satisfies a loeal boundary value problem and it is shown that only
the cell errar contributes to thc ceIl residual. Strang and weak norm est.imates a.re
then given for the cell error. Aseries of numerical experiments confirm that the e
error estinlates are sharp..~ moving nlesh algorithm based on an equidistribution
principle is used with the aposteriori errar estimates and numerical experiments
show that this is an effcctive adaptive strategy.

T.F. Maitre

1. Obtaining and Studying (Error Bounds) Certain Classes of F.V.
Schemes from Mixed Finite Element Technique.
2. Studying of so-called Finite Volume Element Methods.

. For simplicity, we consider model problem (1) ~u + f = 0 (n), tJ = 0 (an).
We can show that certain finite volume - finite differences schemes for (1) can
be deduced from the mixed dual formulation: (2) (p, u) E X, In (p, q + u div q +
v div p + Iv) =.0, V(q, v) E X with X = H(div; fl) x L2(f2), after discretization
by the Raviart':Thomas element of lowest order and explicit elimination of the
vector field Ph. For some particular situations, the elimination can be done on the
"exact" discrete problem. For general situations, we have used special numerical
integration formulas diagonalizing the matrix correspending to In ph, qh, and thus
allowing explici t elimination. '
This relation of finite volume schemes to mixed finite element allows to deduce
errar estimates in L2-norm for the finite-volume clirectly from the theory of mixed _
f.e .. m. _

Our methadology can be applied to more general problems than the model one. ·..
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J. Molenarr

A Cell-Centered Multigrid Method rar 3D Interface Problems

A llluitigrid method is presented for the cell-centered finite volume <1iscrctiza
bon of symmetrie, sceond order ~ cUiptie houndary vahl(~ problenIs. Tl}(~se pr()bh~nlS

typically illvolve strang anisot.ropies and inholnogenit.ies. \;V(~ focus Oll the constrllC·
tion of thc coarse grid operators needed in thc multigrid algorithm. The usnal ap
proach is to construet these coarse grid operators as the Galerkill approximat"ioll
of the finest grid operator, given the grid transfer operators. The disadvantage of
this approach is that the eoarse grid stencil are often denser then the finest ~rid

steneil. wIoreover, the coarse grid mat~ices nlay loose the :vI-matrix property.

ThL's{~ problems are a,yoicled if the coarsp. grid opprators an' t:onstructed hy
finite volunlc discretizations on the coarse grids. VV(~ discuss t.hc definition of t.he
coarse grid coefficicnts. and show results for several hard t.est problems.

K.W. Morton

Cell Vertex Finite Volume Aigorithms

\Ve first review the types of problem for which finite volume methods nüght
be expected to show to advantage: steady problems, governed by conseryation
la\\'s: with rapid solution variation in complicated geoIIlctries. Then we review ehe
attractive features of the cell vertex scheme through 10 first order systems, 10 &
2D convection-diffusion, 2D & 3D Euler an.d Navier-Stokes equations; this shows
the key algorithmic elements in the scheme - construction of the cell residuals
using gradient" recovery, distribution matrices and artificial diss~'pation to obtain
the Doda! residuals, and the suhsequent iteration. Recently achieved improv~ment~

and further required improvements in these elements are described.

Rolf Rannacher

Finite Volume and Finite Element Discretizations
on Anisotropie Meshes

In many applications of finite volume or finite element meth~ds the use of.
anisotropically refined meshes is dictated hy the structure of the solution to be
computed (e.g., boundary or interior layers). Traditionally the convergence and
error analysis of these methods is given only for quasi-uniform meshes which may
allow for local mesh refinement hut normally excludes anisotropies. In the presence
of mesh deteriorations important properties of the discretization like consistency
or stability may get lost depending on thc particular characteristics of the method.
In this lecture some questions concerning the behavior of standard finite element
schemes for elliptic problems including thc Stokes problem a.re discussed. Sorne of
these schemes need special treatment to makc them sui table for use on anisotropie
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IlH.~~he~. Throl1gh tolle c.:onsideration of numerical integration many of the obt,ained
n~sults carry over to certain finite volurne methods.

Uwe Risch

Cell Centre FVM ror Elliptic Equations on General Quadrilateral Grids

A set of cell centre F.V. schemes for discretizing diffusion terms is constructed
in a unified manner a.s nonconforming F.E. schemes. This framework includes box
methods for F.E. spaces as weH as staggered grid methods on tensor product
meshes.

As a conc:lusion. elliptic errar analysis (reproducing the known results for _
standard schelues) can be done as straightforward as for FE);!. •

As a further example. a non-standard. convergent (G(h)): 5-point scheme is
proposed living on qua<.lrilateral (not necessarily smooth deformations of tensor
product) rneshes of control volurnes.

H.-G. Roos

Uniformly Convergent Methods Cor Singular Perturbation Problems via
Finite Volume Approaches -

We are interested in numerical methods for singularly perturbed boundary
value problems of the form

-€D.u + bVu + cu = f.

It is desirable that a method used should approximately solve the given problem
with an accuracy independent of the value of the parameter E.

In the one-dimensional case some finite volume approaches lead to the Il'in and
related scheme, which are known to be uniformly convergent.
In two dimensions, however, the situation is different. For a special box scheme
L. Angermann proved that the Il'in weight does not lead to uniform convergence.
However, there exists a finite volume element method based on an exponential
trial space which seems to lead to nodal first order uniform convergence.
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Endre Süli

Analysis of Cell-Vertex Finite Volume Methods

\Ve prc~·wnt an analysis of the ccll-vertcx finite voluIue tnethod for symlnetric
positive systclns in the sense of Friedrichs of clliptic ,Cl.nd hypcrbolic type wit.h
variable cop.fficicllt.S. For sytnlnetric hyperbolic. systCIllS tolle srlu"'lne is ShOWll t,o
he second-order convergent in the L2-norm provided the 'characteristic cnrves of
the differential operator are transversal to mesh lines. \Vhen characteristics are
parallel to mesh lines on a set of positive measure the scheme is only first-order
convergent. Ho\vever if transversality fails on part of the outflow boundary only
then the cell yertex scheme is second-order convergent in a weighted L2 -norm.

For f~llipt.ic Friedrichs systclns! such as the Callchy- R,iel::alln t~qllati()ns. we deriv(o~

opr.imal error bounds in a ruesh-dependent H 1~Ilornl by ('xploitiIl~ r.ht~ Babuska
Brezzi condihOll.

Lutz Tobiska

Finite Volulne Techniques for Constructing Stabilized Finite Elelnent~

We consider numerical methods for solving the BOllssinesq approximatio~

of the ineompressible Navier-Stokes equations. A stabilized nuinerieal method i's
deyeloped by using finite volunle techniques for the convective term and mixed
finite element methods for the remaining parts of the equations. The approximatiop
by nonconforming PliPO elements satisfies the discrete Babuska-Brezzi eonditiop
with a constant that is independent of the meshsize and the shapes of the triangle~.
In order to handle the effect of dominated convection an upwind teehnique has
been applied. A eareful study of the error eonstants for the "no flow" problem
still shows a linear dependence .on the Reynold~ number Re. Adding a term of tq,e
form L:E JE [Uh]E[Vh]Edx to the momentum equation~ the dependence of the error

constant is reduced to v&.

Panayot S. Vassilevski

Mixed Finite Element Approximation of Elliptic Problems and the Ine terior Penalty Method

The mixed finite element discretization method (m.f.e.) for solving second
order elliptie problems is studied in connection with the cell-centered finite volume
discretization method. An equivalence between a non-Ioeal, in general, bilinear
form corresponding to the pressure unknown in the m.f.e. method with abilinear
form eoming from the so-ealled interior penalty method is a key relation that
allows us to approximately localize the op~rator (a diserete analog of the, e.g.,
Laplace operator) fqr the pressure unknown. On the basis of the interior penalty
bilinear form one is then able to canstrllet various powerful solution techniques for
the original saddle·point problem. We consider two efficient ways of constructing
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preconditioner~~for t.he cell-centered bilinear form; namely a multigrid mcthod
and an additive Schwarz method. The difficulty here is that the corresponding
discretization spaces consist of discontinuous piecewise polynomials, Le., those
are only L2 subspaces and not Hl. Some numerical illustration of the pre~ented

methods is given.

Gerald Warnecke

Adaptive Finite Volume Methods

The work presented has the aim to efficiently calculate steady transonic flows.
In the invi~cid ca~c the equations are of t=.ornposite type~ i.c. partially elliptic and a
hyperbolic. The fio\vs contain shocks that are modeled by discontinuities in the •
solution. In order to gain insight into possible error estimation techniques some
model problems \vere studied together \vith E. Süli~ J. Mackenzie and Th. Sonar.

One of theIn are the linear positive symmetrie systenlS of Friedrichs, as these
-provide a unified treatnlent of elliptic, hyperbolic, parabolic and mixed type (e.g.
Tricomi~s equation). In the talk some aposteriori error estimates were presented.
These were backed up by numerical experiments in J. Mackenzie's talk. The im
portant feature is to estimate the error by appropriate Dorms of the residual and
to localize the results.

-Pieter Wesseling

Finite Volume Discretization of Singular Perturbation Problems

Cell-center~ddiscretization of the convection-diffusion equation on arbitrary
Cartesian grids is inconsistent in the maximwn norm. By means of an expansion
for the global error and application oI the maximum principle it is shown that
nevertheless the global error is second order accurate. Next, the dependence of the
error on the Peclet number Pe as Pe --+ 00 is studied in the presence of a parabolic
boundary layer. It is shown theoretically that by suitable mesh refinement in the 
boundary layer and by using upwind discretization the errar is first order uniformly
in Pe. The number of grid cells increases as InFe. Numerical experiments show
that this is -also true for a Pe-independent number of cells, and that with central_
discretization the error is second order uniformly in Pe.
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Monika Wierse

Higher Order Upwind Schemes for the Compressible Euler Equations
in 3D

I shall prcsent a uunlerical alg;orithm to solve the nOll-stationary thrCt~-dimcn

sional compressible Euler equations in 'complex time-ciept'ndcut ge<JlIlctries. This
algorithm is an up\vind finite volume method working Oll a grid of tetrahedra.. I
shall present a new cell-centered finite volulne scheme of sec..:ond ordcr in space
\vorking on a grid of simplices. This approach is motivated by a theoretical result
of convergence in the case of scalar conservation laws in t\VO space dimensions. Für
the Ioeal adaption of the grid a criterion is necessary which controls the fineness
of thp. grid according to the numerical ~rror of the tluTlIPrlcal schellle. An approach
based on tohe residuuUl is weIl mot.i\"ated for scalar cOllsen·at.ioll laws "in ID wit.h
a result of TadIllor. Thcrefore an interpretation of the resi<tullI11 approach for thc
systenl of t.he Euler equations will he discussed. A ne\\' approach to Inadel t.he
nlo\·in~ boundary in a cOllservative luanner 'will b(~ pre:scnteJ aud applied tu an
autonloti '-e applicatio'll.

Walter Zulehner

Industrial Flow Problems in Steel Production

Three typical fiow problems in steel production are presented:
• the. flow and erosion process of liquid iron in the hearth of ablast furnace,
• tbe gas-stirred flow in an steelladle and
• the flow of liquid steel in the continuous casting mould_

. In cooperation with industry a code based on a finite volume method has been
developed for solving such problems_

First preliminary results for the problems mentioned above are shown.

Berichterstatter: D. Braess
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Tagungsbericht 48/1994

Komplexitätstheorie

13. bis 19.11.1994

The 11 th 0 berwolfaeh Conferenee on Carnplexity Theory was organized by Joaehim von
zur Gathen (Paderbarn/Toronto), Claus-Peter Schnorr (Frankfurt) and Volker Strassen
(Konstanz). There were 35 partieipants eaming from nine countries.
The 30 lecturcs covered a broad range of current research in complexity theory. Sev
eral talks dealt with the new theori~s· of approximability and probabilistically checkable
praofs. Anather major area was the complexity of algebraic, arithmetic, geometrie, and
combinatorial problems. Further topics included (visual) cryptography, parallel computa
tion, anticipating software, and quantum computation. It was an active and stimulating
meeting.

Vortragsauszüge

M. Bellare:
Free bits in PCP - How low can you go?
The best known approximation algorithm for Max Clique approximates within a factor of
NI-o(I) (Boppana-Haldorsen), scarcely better than trivial. The past few years have seen
much progress towards establishing matching "lowe-r bounds", based on the use of proba
bilistically checkable proofs (the current record is that Max Clique cannot be approximated
within Nt unless N P ~ coRP). In application of proof checking it turns out that a par
ticular measure of praof verification complexity is crucial - tbe number of arnortized, free

bits used (if a verifier uses f of these the Max Clique is hard within N l~J).
The work described here continues to further the free bit approach, strengtbening and
deepening the free bit to approximation conneetion. The talk described two rnain results:
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• N P ~ F peP(log, 2) >- NP can be recognized with logarithmic randomness auel 2

arnortizcd {ree bits. This implies that Clique is hard within N! (thc teehniques also
irnply Max 3SAT hard within ~ and Max 2SAT hard within ~).

• More intcrcsting, {rom thc point of view of the authors, is a result saying that to provc

Clique is hard within N l~f it is necessary to first provide a non-trivial F peP(log, j)
proof system. Free bits and proofs are intrinsically conneeted to approximation.

(Joint work with O. Goldreich and M. Sudan)

A. Björner:
Topological and combinatorial methods for decision trees
In thc first part of the talk an overview was given of the recent Betti number lower bounds
for various decision trees and computation networks, due to Björner-Lovasz, Yao and
Montaiia-Morais--Pardo. In the second part examples were given showing that these tbe
oreticallower bounds can actually be computed for realistic problems in some cases, using
a mixture of topological and combinatorial techniques.

S. Ceek:
The Relative Complexity of NP Search Problems
P~padirnitriou introdueed elasses of search problems based on combinatorial principles
which guarantee thc cxistence cf solutions. For example, the dass PPA is based on thc
lemma that every undirected graph with an odd degree node roust have another odd degrec
Hode, and PPP is based on the pigeonhole principle. The elass PPAD is a direete~ version
of PPA. Whereas Papadimitriou used Turing machines to present the graphs in questien,
we treat eaeh problem as a second-order seareh problem in which the graph is presented
by an oracle. We elose each dass under polynomial-time Turing reducibility.
Some inclusions among these classes are easy to provej for example PPAD can be seen t~
be a subclass of PPA by ignoring the direction information on the edges. To show that
the reverse inclusion fails is more difficult, and involves a combinatoriallemma of i,nterest
in its own right. In fact, we (with" Edmonds and Impagliazzo) have been able to give an
almost complete picture of inclusions and separations among the classes that we consider.
Wc also show that these problems are not polynomial-time equivalent to decision problems
(in contrast to search problems based on NP complete languages).
This work grew out of my collaborators' study of tbe propositional proof complexity of thc
eombinatorial principles in question. They have developed powerful tecbniques to bear on
both areas, involving for cxample Hilbert's Nullstellensatz.
(Joint work with P. Beame and T. Pitassi)

...-
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U. Feige:
Towards subexponential algorithms for NP

An approach is presented that may lead to subexponential algorithms for NP. The approach

involves designing algorithms that moderately improve over exhaustive search for finding

small cliques in graphs. In particular, if cliques of size log n cau be found in polynomial

time, then nondeterministic circuits of size s can be simulatcd by deterministic circui ts of

size slightly above 2./5.

(Joint work with J. Kilian)

M. Fürer:
Lower Bounds on the Performance of Approximate Coloring Algorithms

Graph coloring has long been conjectured to be hard to approximate. No polynomial time

algorithm is known to color every graph G with x(G)n l -
6 colors where n is the number

of vertices, X(G) is the chromatic number, and 5 is any positive constant. The recent

hardness· results hased on interactive proof systems have partially explained this situation

by enabling lower bounds of n E on the performance ratio of any polynomial time coloring

algoritlun (based on complexity assumptions).

A simplified geometrie proof is presented for just this result without trying to nlaximize c

1\.1ore sophisticated techniques are required to improve (. A randomized twisting method

allows us to completely pack a certain space with copies of a graph without much affecting

the independence number. This implies improvements u'nder widely believed complexity

assumptions. Unless NP ~ ZPP, we get a lower bound of n 1/ 5 - O(1), based 011 new results

of Bellare, Goldreieh and Sudan on the number of free bits (1 = 2 + 0(1». We also get

polynomial lower bounds in terms of x(G).

M. Furst:
Anticipating Software

While computers are getting faster and faster, humans are not. At present machine speeds,

computers are ahle to ask themselves thc question "has he hit a key jet?" more than a

million times before apersan manages to make the next strake. The way current systems

are built, essentially all of these million cycles go to waste.

In anticipating software, during idle cycles thc computer considers what command the

person typing means to issue. For example, after typing "L", the computer might guess

that thc person is planning to type "latex my-Iatest-paper.tex". Based on its guess, alltic

ipating software carries out that part of the command which can be done in anticipation

of thc actual reqnest. In the event that the computer guesses correctly, a great deal of

Cou\putational work will already be finished berore the user is done saying thc comnland.

In the event the computer guesses incorrectly, the computational work is thrown away and



the user is unaware that anything went on. ~

We have done sonle work developing systems designs which can accomplish these kinds of
anticipatory bchaviors.
An interesting on-line mathematical model is the following: Servers will be asked to process
aseries of requests R 1 , R 2 , • .. ,Rn. Before each request the servers will be presented with
a probability distribution on the ~ 's such that p(~) is the probability the next request
will be~. Before seeing the next request tbe servers may carry out any single request for
free. Then when the actual request arrives they are charged for the time it takes thern to
process it. .
We have results describing what happens when the requests are requests to Move-To-Fro~'JII'
Splay-Trec, and the Double-Coverage k-server algorithm. --

.J. von zur Gathen:
Permut~tion functions
A polynomial f E IFq [x] over a finite field lFq is called apermutation polynomial iff thc
a..c;sociated mapping IFq ----4 IFq is bijective. We discuss various aspects: fast tests for this
property, gencralizations to rational functions, behaviour under composition, and countillg
the number of points on a curve or on its projection.
This topic brings together several areas: algebra, geometry, number theory, combinatorics,
algorithmics.

M. Giusti:
Duality and straight-line programs
This talk is devoted to upper bounds on the complexity of elimination theory for polyno-
mials with integer coefficients. .
First are presented results of Krick-Pardo based on previous work by Fitchas-Giusti
Sm.ietanski: thc Inembersh~p to a complete intersection and the Nullstellensatz (decisia
and representation of some non-zero integer constant) are in the BPP-class of bound1lllllJ
error probabilistic polynomial machines.
Nlore precisely, let 11, ... , fs be polynomials in Z[Xl' ... ,xn] of degree and absolute height
bounded by d 2:: n an~ 1] respectively, which don't share any zero in cn. Then there exists
a llon-scalar straight-line program of size dO(n), depth G(n log2 d) and integer parameters
of absolute height max(dO(n) , TJ) which evaluates an integer a E Z - {o} and polynomials
in Z[x), ... , x n] such that a == glfl + ... + gsfs holds.
As a corollary is obtained a bouud for the height of any isolated point of an algebraic variety
defined over Z: with the same notations as above, this height is at most dO(n)(log2 s+log21])·
This bouud is siInilar to thc one obtained by Bost-Gillet-Soule using arithmetic interscction
theory.
Eventually, work in progress by Giusti-Heintz-Morais-Pardo is presented in comparison



of the results of Shub-Smale: solving O-dimensional systems in sequential time polynomial

in the affine degree and the maximal length of straight-line programs encoding the input

polynomial. This needs a slight modification of the models used before.

O. Goldreich:
Knowledge Complexity .

Zero-knowledge is tbe lowest level of a knowledge-complexity hierarchy which quantifies

the "knowledge revealed in an interaction" . Knowledge complexity may be defined as the

minimum number of oracle-queries required in order to (efficiently) simulate an interaction

with the prover. This natural definition is shown to be almost equivalent to another natural

definition. Preliminary results concerning knowledge complexity assert that languages

which have interactive proofs of logarithmic knowledge complexity can be recognized by a

probabilistic polynomial-time machine with access to an NP oracle.

(Based on joint works with E. Petrank and R. Ostrovsky)

E. Grädel:
The power of syntactic criteria for approximability

There exist a number of logically defined classes of numerical invariants of finite structures,

which prüvide syntactic criteria for approximability: MAX SNP, MAX NP, MIN F+n1 ,

#Lq, .... ..

. The relationship to cümputational approximation classes was discussed, in connection to

the general problem of computing complexity classes on unordered finite structures. A

probabilistic analysis of the syntactic classes #E., MAX EfP, ... was presented, using

limit laws from finite model theory. As a consequence it was shown that a: number of

simple (i.e. PTIME) problems are not in these classes.

We also proved that there are general limi ts for the power of logical counting classes # L

(für arbitrary logics L). On the other side, logical classes contain functions that coincide

.. with computational classes almost everywhere.

W· (Joint work with K. Compton)

D. Grigoriev:
Complexity lower bounds for extended classes of computation trees

This is a survey of recent results on lower bounds for different computational models. A

lower bound log N was obtained for complexity of the membership problem to a polyhedron

with N facets by means of an algebraic decision tree. This generalizes thc result of A. Yao,

R. Rivest ascertained for linear decision trees. If we add to the arithrnetic operations in a

tree the gate functions like exp, log (on thc positive half line), sin (on thc interval (-71'",71'"»,



01' any other Pfaffian function, the complexity lower bound (log N) ~ for this problem was
proved.
For a circuit using cxp, log in addition to the arithmetic operations and computing an
algebraic function, a lower bound log IjGI! was proved, where G is the Galois group of the
algebraic function. This generalizes the result of J. Ja'Ja' obtained for the circuits with
root extractiolls.
A step towards thc open problem of computability of the additive complexity was made:
we proved that the additive complexity is computahle for the circuits with root extractions.. e
J. Hcintz:
Much ado about 0
The subject of the talk is the conjectured unfeasibility of geometrie elimination with respect
to sequential tirne. Main examples come from consistency testing and (O-dimensional) equa
tion solving of polynomial systems. The assumption of a polynomial eomplexity character
of elimination is incompatible with aseries of generally accepted eonjectures in Computer
Science (Cook's thesis, Valiant's thesis, existence of one-way functions etc.). On the other
hand slight modifications of the mentioned elimination problems (e.g. through conditions
imposed on thc fonn of the output) lead immediately to exponential lower bounds.
(Joint work with J. Morgenstern)

E. Kaltofcn:
Subquadratic-Time Factoring of Polynomials over Finite Fields
A new probabilistic algorithm is presented for factoring univariate polynomials over finite
fields. Thc a:lgorithm factors a polynomial of degree n over a field of constant cardinality
in time O(n 1.81S) arithmetic operations. The new algorithm relies on fast matrix multipli
cation techniques. The baby step/giant step techniques employed also yield new practical
implemcntations with O(n2

.
S

) running time.
(Joint work with V. Shoup)

M. Karpinski:
Lower bounds for randomized computation trees
We introduce a new method for proving lower bounds for algebraic computation trees. V\Te
prove, for the first time, that thc rninimum depth for auy randomised eomputation tree for
the problem of testing membership to a polygon with N nodes is O(log N)(the method also
yields thc first O(log N) lower bound for the deterministic computation trees). Moreover,

·~



we prove that the corresponding lower bound for the algebraic exp-Iog conlputatioll trces

is O( Jlog N).
(Joint work \vith D. Grigoriev)

F. Meyer auf der Heide:
Hashing Strategies for Simulating Shared Memory
The talk surveys joint work with R. Karp, M. Luby, M. Dietzfelbinger, C. Scheideier, A.
Csumaj and V. Stemann on Simulations of PRAMs on Distributed Memory Machines,

DMMs.
We introduce methods to map the shared memory cells to the memory modules of the
DMM, that are defined by a hash functlons h], ... , ha , randomly chosen from some high
performance universal dass of hash functions: hi : U ~ [U] maps the shared memory
cells u E U to modules Mhi(u) , for i = 1, ... , a. For a = 1, and given ace:ess requests
Ut, ... ,Un E U, it is weH known that time e(~IIOIn(») is best possible for-iatisfying allog ogn:

requests..
We show that such an inherent lower bound does not hold, if we apply a 2': 2, and only
rcquire b < (L of the copies of each Uj to be accessed. For this case, we present and analyse
an access protocoll that needs time O(log log(n)), with high probability. A more sophis
ticated protocol, that does explorations of the access graph, cau be designed with delay
O(log log log(n) log*(n)), with high probability. This is the fastest known sirllulatioll of

shared memory on DMMs.

S. Micali:
CS Proofs
We introduce the new model of a Computationally Sound Proof. es Proofs are short
strings, vouching the correctness of a given statement, satisfying the following conditions:
for any statement, if the statement is true a es proof for it is easily found (i.c. Hot
harder to find than deciding the statement), while if the statement is wrong then a es
proof for it is impossibly hard to find. es Proofs are polylogarithmically long in the tüne
necessary to decide their corresponding statements, and can be inspected in polynomial
time. They have important applications to computatianal correctness. We can canstruet
es Praofs (for any theorem and without any unproven assumptions) given a random orade.

N. Nisan:
Symmetrie Logspaee is Closed Under Complement
We present a Logspace, many-one reduction from the undirccted st-conncctivity problclI1



to its complement. This shows that SL=co-SL.
(Joint \vork with A. Ta-Shlna)

T. Recio:
Complexity of semialgebraic sets
The complexity of a semialgebraic set S is defined as the complexity of solving the "mem
bership" problem to this set. In the talk we review several recent results of the tearn 0_
the University of Cantabria (Montaiia, Morais, Pardo, Recio) to finding lower bound.s f.
this compexity: estimation of the complexity of arithmetic networks (parallel RAMs) in
terms of the number of connected components and surn of Betti numbers; estimation by
means of "intersection" with auxiliar sets; estimation by means of the concept of "width"
of a selniäJgebraic set and "corner" points.

R. Reischuk:
Asymptotics of Average Circuit Complexity
.A... distribution JL is rnalign for a class of computational problems if for each problenl in
that class the average time complexity with respect to J.L is almost as large as thc worst
case complexity (no lllore than a constant factor smaller). It has been shown that uniform
cOlnplexity classes have malign distributions. In this talk the nonuniform Boolean circuit
model is considered and thc minimal depth (delay) to compute Boolean functions by such
devices. For the würst case, it has been wen known that almost all n-ary Boolean functions
require circuit depth n - log log n + 0(1).
We sho\v that circuits do not have malign distributions. For any distribution J.L on {O, l}n
one can find a Boolean function /Jl over that domain with a huge gap between its worst
case delay, which is n - log n - log log n, and its average delay, which is constant.
For thc asymptotic case, however, it proved that almost all n-ary Boolean functiollS have
average complcxity at least n - log n - log log n. Finally we show that für any Boolean
functioll f of worst case complexity tone can construct a distribution ILf such that te
average complexity of / with respect to J-Lf is at least t - log n - log t.
(Joint work with A. Jacoby and C. Schindelhauer)

H. Ritter:
Construction of a shortest lattice vector in any 1I.lIp-norm
Several NP-complete problems can efficiently be reduced to the problem of finding shortest
lattice vectors with respect to II.Hp-norms (1I.lIoo-norm for subset sum, 3-SAT, 11.111 für in
teger factorization). We use the equivalence of all norms on Rn to extend thc enumeration
algorithm with respect to the Euclidean norm to get short vectors in thc II.llp-norm. Using

J
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Hölder's inequality wc achieve a deterministic pruning rule which cuts down the size of the
enumeration tree by an exponelltial factor. \\1ith these techniques it is possible to salve all
subset surn problems up to dimension 66 with a deterministic algorithm in average tinle
less than 2 hours on a 132 MFLOPS \vorkstation. We also succeed in attacking a toy
example of the Chor-Rivest cryptosystem in dimension 103.

C. Schnorr:
Black Box Cryptanalysis of Hash Networks
Slack box cryptanalysis applies to hash algorithms consisting of many small boxes, con
nected by a known graph structure, so that the"boxes can be evaluated forward and back
wards by given oracles. We study attacks that work for arbitrary boxes that perform a
multipermutation with two inputs alld two outputs. Multipermutations correspond to pairs
of orthogonallattice squares. We present optimal black box inversions of FFrplcompression
functions along with rnatehing upper and lower ~omplexity bounds. The lower bound uses
a degree concept where the multipermutation boxes have degree of freedom 2. Then thc
lower bound follows from a lower bound on the loeal expansion rate of thc FFT-graph. We
determine this expansion rate by a eombinatorial argument.
(Joint work with S. Vaudenay)

A. Schönhage:
Speed-ups for algorithms with exact division
First we show how to speed up exact division L == q of integers or polynomials Qver some

9

finite field or Z (where the remainder is known to be zero) by a factor of about 4 as
compared to the elassital standard algorithm for full division. This is done b)/ combining
2-adic division for the lower half of thc quotient and approximate (real) division for its
upper half.
Then we 'apply this teehnique for speeding up Barreiss' method for exact Gaussian elim
ination and Collins' subresultant algorithm by similar factors. Moreover, with regard to
large problem size, we demonstrate an asymptotical method based on exact divisions in
rings Z nlod (2 N + 1).
(Joint work with E. Vetter)

A. Shamir:
Visual cryptography
In this talk I consider a new type of cryptographic scheme, which call decode cOllccaled
images without any cryptographic computations. The scheme is perfectly secure and very
easy to implement. I extend it iuto a visual variant of the k out of n seeret sharing problem,



inwhich a dealer provides a transparency to each of thc n users; any k of theIn can see t.hc
iInagc by stacking thcir transparcllcies, but any k - 1 of them gain no information abollt
it.
(Joint work with ivl. Naor)

A. Shokrollahi:
Computation of irregular indices ~

A pair (p,2i) is called irrcgular if p E IP, 2 ~ 2i ~ p - 3, and plB2i , where Bn is thc nth .,
Bernoulli nUInber. We proposc a llCW method for computing irregular pairs. This method
is based on the zeores of a certain polynomial of degree ~ over IFp .

A. Sinclair:
Münte Carlo algorithms in physics
Many quantities in statistical physics are computed using so-called "Mante Carlo exper
iments". Thc algorithms involve simulating a Markov chajn whose states are the config
urations of a physical system, and which converges to same carefully chosen stationary
distribution. In most cases, thc time to convergence has not been precisely analyzed, so
thc rcsults obtained from such algorithrns must be taken on good faith. This talk dc
scribes three exaIuplcs in which apreeise analysis is possible: the monomer-dimer Inodel,
th~ ferromagnetic Ising model, and the self-avoiding walk model for linear polymers. As
Cl. result, OBC can prove the existence of Moute Carlo algorithms for each of these SystCIIlS
that provide statistically rigorous outputs in polynomial time.

.1. Stern:
k-transitivity of random graphs and an application to cryptography •
Let TO ~ Tl bc t\VO independent randorn permutations of {I, ... , n}. We consider the directc
graph Gk ( TO, Td whose vertices consist of k-tuples of distinct intcgers in {1, ... , n} and
whose edges are thc pairs

V\TC show that, with high probability, Gk(TO, Td is a good expander hence has smaU'diam
eter.
Thc problem COInes from a suggestion in cryptography: it has been thought that secret.
key identification could be achieved by sendillg a query of N bits, w, and requesting thc
final vertex reaehcd by a walk starting at same fixed integer in {I, ... , n} and following
cdges of Cl (TO~ Td according to w. Our result shows that such a seheme is seeure (slightly

\.
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Illore elaborate proposals might be safe).

(Joint work with J. FricdInallu, A. Joux, Y. Roichman and J.-P. Tillich)

M. Sudan:
Linearity Testing

Given finite groups G and H anel f Inapping G to H, define

EI ~ Inin {Pr x[f(x) :j:. g(x)]}, alld 0/ ~ Pr x,y[f(x) + f(y) i= fex + y)].
9Ellom(G,H)

Both EI alld 0/ study the Hproximity" of f to the space of homomorphisms among groups.

In particular EI = 0 {:} 0/ = 0 {:} f is a homomorphism. "Linearity Testing" studies the

relationship between E and 8.

Tight analysis of this picture was undertaken by Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld, and later by

Coppcrsmith - for t~e case of general graphs. A tight analysis for the case where G == Z~

and H == Z2 is prescnted here yielding the relationship

45 1
0/ < - ===> EI < -.

128 4

(Joint \Vork with M. Bellare and D. Coppersmith)

U. Va"irani:
Quantulll Computation

An excitiug sequcllce of rcccnt rcsllits have established that computers based on quantum

physics cau perfonn tasks that appear inherel1tly intractible on classical computers. These

resllits rcly on the exponcntial growth of thc dimension of the Hilbert space associated with

a systenl of several 2-state ullits. All the known algorithms for quantum computers rely on

their a.bility to effieiently saInplc fronl the Fourier power spectrum even in exponentially

high dimensional spaccs. This talk will survcy the model and its capabilities and explain

thc workings of thc recent algorithln by Shor for factoring integers in polynomial time on

a quantuIll computer.

1. Wegener:
Hierarchy results for restricted branching programs

ßrauching prograIlls are a well-kllown cOlnpntation model in complexity theory. Restricted

lI10dcls likc rcad k tiU1CS or ohliviollS branchillg programs have been investigated intensively.

Sinlilar Inodcls are considercd in applications like formal vcrification. For such models of

polynoIuial si?c, tight hicrarchy results are proved. The models are read onee branching



programs, where on each path k variables Inay be tcsted arbitrarily often, and ordered anel
indexed billary decision diagrams with k layers. Thc rcsults are provcd with mcthods frOlll
combinatorics, linear algebra and communication complexity.

V. Weispfenning:
On the complexity of parametrie optimization problems
We consider optimization probleIlls

A~ ~ Q, q = min!

where tbe constraints are linear and the objective function q is linear, fractional linear or
quadratic. Parameters may enter either additively (i.e. Q= h(y.)) or more generally in all
coefficients of the problem.
We describe an elimination algorithm that outputs a list of polynomial (or rational fUIlC
tion) data that provide a solution uniformly in the parameters. The algorithIn runs in
EXPTIME, and for non-parametric input in PSPACE. For linear objective function q

and/or band matriccs A the upper bounds can be iInproved further.
Conerning lower bounds, we show that the linear optimization problem with additive pa
rameters is illherently exponentia1. Moreover the classical Fourier-Motzkin elinlillation
method for this problem has a doubly exponential worst-case lower bound.
Examples with up to 50 variables computed in a REDUCE implemcntation confinll thc
practical applicability of the algorithm.

Berichterstatterin: S. Hartlieb
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CS proofs and program correetness
Conlplexi ty lower bounds for extended classes of
computation trees
The power of syntactic eriteria for approximability

Knowledge Complexity
Free bits in PCP
On the hardness of approximating the chromatie number
Lower bounds for randomized eomputation trees

Thc relative eomplexity of NP seareh problems
Hierarchy results for restricted branehing programs
Linearity Testing {~_.

Asymptoties of average eircuit eomplexity

Visual cryptography
Towards subexponential algorithms for NP
Topologieal and comb~natorialmethods for linear
decision trees
Quantum computation

Moute Carlo algorithms in physics
Duality and straight line programs
The illtrinsie complexity of geometrie eliminaton

ßlaek box eryptanalysis
Anticipating Software
Symmetrie log space is closed under complement
Construetion of a shortest lattiee vector in the 11. IIp-norm

Monday, 14.11.
Chair: A. Sharnir
9:30-9:40 Opening
9:40-10:40 S. Micali
11 :00-11 :40 D. Grigoriev

11:45-12:25 E. Grädel
Chair: M. Furst
15:30-16:10 O. Goldreich
16: 15-16:45 M. Sellare
17:05-17:45 M. Fürer
17:50-18:30 M. Karpinski
Thesday, 15.11.
Chair: S. Micali
9:00-9:50 S. Cook
9:55-10:30 I. Wegener
10:50-11:40 M. Sudan
11:45-12:15 R. Reischuk
Chair: M. Giusti.
15:30-16:00 A. Schönhage Speed-ups for algorithms with exact division
16:05-16:35 J. von zur Gathen Pern1utation Functions
16:55-17:25 A. Shokrollahi Computation of indices of irregularity
17:30-17:55 T. Recio Complexity of semialgebraic sets
Wednesday, 16.11.
Chair: A. Schöllhage
9:15-9:45 A. Sharnir
9:50-10:30 U. Feige
10:50-11: 10 A. Björncr

11:15-11:55 U. Vazirani
Thursday, 17.11.
Chair: S. Cook
9: 15-9:55 A. Sinclair
10:05-10:50 M. Giusti
11:10-11:40 .1. Heintz
Chair: E. Kaltofen
16:00-16:30 C. P. Schnorr
16:35-17:05 M. Furst
17:25-17:55 N. Nisan
18:00-18:30 H. Ritter
Friday, 18.11.
Chair: O. Goldreich
9:30-10:00 E. Kaltofen Subqlladratic-time factoring of polynomials
10:10-10:45 V. vVeispfenning On the complexity of parametric optimization problems
11:05-11:45 F. Meyer auf der Heide Hashing Strategies for Simulating Shared Memory
11:50-12:20 .J. Stern k-transitivity of randorn graphs and an application to

cryptography
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Tagungsbericht 49/1994

!\-Iathematical Aspects of ComputationaJ Fluid Dynamics

20.-26.11.1994

The conference was organized by K.W. Morton (Oxford), R. Raßllacher (Heidelberg) and
G. Wittum (Stuttga.rt). The 40 participants represented research groups in applied and
numerical mathematics from 10 countries. In 32 lectures various problems were addressed
concerning the design, the analysis and the computer impleluentation of nUluerical al
gorithms in computational fluid dynamics (CFP).

The topics ranged from tbe convergence Of oid and also some new discretizations for
the Euler and the Navier-Stokes equations to efficient solution Inethods for the resulting
algebraic problems and their implementation on parallel computers. A group of lec.ture~

dealt with finite volume and finite element methods for solving scalar nonlinear conserva~
tion laws as weIl a.s certa.in hyperbolic systems. Further , various solution methods 'based
on operator- splitting concepts, e.g, Cborin's projection method, were discussed for th~

nonstationa.ry Navier-Stokes equations. Other themes were the design of a-posteriori error
estimates for adaptive error control and the acceleration of iterative solution methods by
robust multigrid and domain decomposition techniques. Finally, same lectures addressed
interesting new developments like solution techniques for low-~1ach number flows, selectiv~

spectral- Galerkin methods and particle methods. After all, the lectures and the followiilg
dis~ussions gave a good overview of the present state of mathematics in CFn and hopefully
stimuiated new research directions.

In particular, it became dear that many of the central issues of CFD need nluch more
input from mathematical theory for their satisfactory treatment. Such topics a.re, e.g., the
use of dynamical system theory in ftow computations and practical concepts for adaptive
errar control in the light of hydrodynamic stability theory. Other challallging problems in
CFO like the handling of multi-scale problems including tne problem of turbulence modeling
and the rigorous founda.tion of particle methods in flow simulations were touched only briefly
during this conference and deserve also more attention by mathelnaticialls in the future.
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O. AXELSSON

Scalable algorithms ror the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
High speed computing gives promise to· the perspective of solving presently seemingly un
computable problems, in CFD for instance, simply by using.a, sufficieiltly large number of
processors working in parallel. However, this ignores the overhead in tbe fornl of inter
processor communica.tion, which is unavoidable on any computer architecture. lt will be
shown that the computer time for any reasonable problem will grow with problem size,
irrespective of the nunlber of processors used. We call an aJgorithnl scalable jf there exists
an increasing number of p = p(N) of processors such that the efficiency (or processor utiliz
ation) of the machine approaches its optimal value (=1) when N increases. An example is
given of a scalable algorithm to solve elliptic problems. This algorithm is appliedfor Stokes
and Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid flows. A method to solve the arising
nonlinear equations using enriched subspaces in the Newton method and two-level meshes
to sirnplify the application of the Newton method is discussed shortly.

P. BASTIAN

Parallel adaptive multigrid
In trus talk the implenlentation of a fully unstructured, locally refining multigrid code for
MIMD parallel computers is discussed. Especially two different dynamic load balancing
schemes for (classicaJ) multiplicative and additive multigrid methods are proposed. The
effectiveness of the overall procedure is confirmed by numerical experiments that show an
overall efficiency over 50 % for up to 32 processors Paragon (in wall clocktime!).

•

R. BECKER

Adaptive finite element multigrid Cor the Stokes equation
We considered the problem of adaptive error control for both the discretization and the
iteration error due to inexact iterative solution of the discrete equations arising from dis~

cretization. The aposteriori errar estimator proposed for this· purpose is of. residual type
and allows error control in different norms. In order to control the discretizatioll error we
use a. Iocal grid refinemellt algorithrn. The iterative solution is achieved by a local multi-
grid algorithm that acts, for complexity reasons, only on the refined regions. The iteration -.. •
is stopped, when the estimated iteration error is below the estimated discretization error. ...,
This approach is proven to be both efficiellt and reliable.

W. BORCHERS

On the efficiency of domain decomposition methods
\Ve present a new parallel iteration scheme for solving elliptic bOllndary value problems on
Inassiv parallela.rchitcctures, which is baseu on uomain decoluposition. First examples are
disclIssed in conlpal'ison with knowll algoritluns Oll a. structure<l g;rid.
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D. BRAESS

The stability of mixed methods with penalty
It seems to be folklore that mixed methods with penalty ternlS a.re stable ir the scherne
without the term iso This is not true in general. It holds in two r.ases. One. indudes the
Stokes problem. The situation for plates is more involved. The spa.ces are decomposeu via
the Helmholtz decompositian such that each factor satisfies the assumption of one ""good
case" .

B. COCKBURN

Error estimates for hyperbolic conservation laws
A theory of Ll-errar estimates (both apriori and aposteriori) far numerical me~hqdsror

conservation laws is presented. A historical overview is presented. -~.

M. FEISTAU ER

Combined finite element-finite volume approach to nonlinear convection-diffusion
problems
The paper is concerned with numerical solutions of nonlinear convection-diffusion problems
appearing mainly in ßuid dyna.mics. The method is based on upwind flux vector splitting
finite volume schemes on unstructered grids for the discretization of nonLinear convective
terms, combined with the finite element approximation of viscous dissipative terms. The
resulting scheme can be treated a.s a fully implicit, semi-implicit or purely explicit ·~ethod.
The combined finite volume-finite element scheme is theoretically studied on a model non
linear scalar conservation law equation with a diffusion term. Namely, the convergence of
the scheme is proved with the aid of suitable apriori estimates, discrete filaximum principle
and some compactness results. The method is applied to the numerical simulatiQ!1 of. vis-
cous compressible fiow. Same computational results will be presented. '-..

V. GIRAULT

A Pt-projection operator ror quadrilateral finite elements
Let T be a convex quadrilateral; for any funetion u in LI (Tl, we define the Ioeal projection
ih(u) E Pt by

Vq E Pb 1ih(u)qdz = 1uqdz.

This local projection has interesting applications. In particular, it provides sharp estimates
for simple quadrature formulas. But it is important that it should be defined on T (and
not on the reference square T) and that it should take its values in PI: (and not on Qt),
which is the standard polynomia} space used in quadrilaterals. For this last reason, the
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prove of the approxima.tion properties of ih is' not standard. It is done by using a variable
rcfercnce element obtaincd by an affine transformation and an induction on the degree k of
the polynomials. .

B. GUSTAFSSON

Higher order difference methods
'vVhen high order centercd difference methods are used for hyperbolic problems. oue diffi·
culty is the cOllstl'uctioll of the approximation near the computationaJ houndary. \Ve begin
by giviug abrief sUfvey uf rec:ent theol'etical dcveloplneuts leading to large da::ises ur stable
luethods. The secolld fundanlental difficulty is the treatment of discOllÜUOUS soJutions. We
will describe a systelua.tic wny of adding artificial viscosity, such that sharp shock resolution
is obtained. For the Ripmann problem we give explicit forrnulas for obtaining stationary
one- and two-point shocks for any order of accuracy. Numerical experiJnents verifying the
theoretical results will bp. presented.

\V. HACKBUSCH

On the"downwind" ordering of the unknowns
In the case of singularly perturbed elliptic problems, the multigrid method .requires a.
smoothing procedure~ wlüch works even without any diffusive terms. This can be achieved
by a simple Gauß-Seidel method, provided the numbering of the unknowns follows the
direction of the strong connec.tions in the matrix graph. Such a numbering is possible if
and only if the graph is ac:yclic. \Ve discuss how to (1) find a so caUed feedback vertex set,
which deletes the cydes or (2) to construct a. partitioning of set of unknowns such that the
block-Gauß-Seidel iteration call serve a.s snloother.

.J. HEYWOOD

Send and follow the energy: a new dynamic approach to spectral computations
I reported on a new type of spectral code for the spatially periodic Navier-Stokes equations.
It is based directly on the laws governillg the nonlinear interaction between plane sinusoidal
shear ftows (the parallelograul law), rather than on a discretization of the Navier-Stokes
equations. Further , and 1110St importantly, it utilizes a new type of data. structure that is
not tied to any fixed set of ~pectra1 modes~ or spatial mesh. but raLher tracks and follows ~ -
the energy of a. fiow a:s it moves through the spectrum. This virtually eliminates spatial ..,
discretiza.tion as a. SUUfce of errar. The resulting code is very simple and fast, and can
compute many interesting flows that arc probably not computable using other methods. It
was demoJlstrated during the talk by the computation of an unstable periodic solution. I
also reported on an experiment concerning the 2-dinlensional encrgy cascade, which showed
the "reverse energy cascadc~'.

·l
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R. JELTSCH

Fey's method of transport ror the shallow water equation
In his thesis M. Fey introduced in 1993 a. genuinely multidimensional scheme for the Euler
equations of gas dynamics. It is a FVM which uses the transport along characteristks not
to produce the solution at the new point but to compute the flux from one ceU lo anolher.
These cells need in principle not be adjacent. For the Euler-equations Fey made use of
the homogenuity of the flux. However, this property is not present in the shallow wa.ter
equation. Hence we mimick homogenuity by· finding a. matrix A which is sinlilar ta the
Jacobian Gm of the flux (F, G)m in any direction m such that .-lU := (F, G)ln. .-\$ for
Euler-equations one can find from the eigenvectors of .4 waves which are transported sim
ilar as the sound waves. The scheme is realized by assuming that the numerical solution is
pieeewise constant in each eell. Two simplifications of this scheme are presented and COln

pared to the Van Leer ftux vector splitting. This is joint work with M. Fey and A.-T:'::~\'lorer.

C. JOHNSON

What is the foundation of CFD
We cansider the basic question of quantitative estimation and contral of the discretiza
tion errar in numerical solutians of the Navier-Stokes equatiaus. \Ve presented a general
framewark for quantitative adaptive error control based on aposteriori error estimates of
the generic form t1erTOTH ~ CSHhR(u"),, where h is the mesh size, R(u,,) the residual of
the computed solution Uh, 11 • 11 is a given norm, and es is astability factor related to ari
associated linearized dual problem. We diseussed the possible size of eS for different flows',
a.nd the possibility of computational evaluation of es. We remarked on the computability
and complexity of flows reflected in the size of the stability factor eS.

eHR. KLINGEN BERG

A first step in finding effective equations of the flow thr~ugh heterog~nou~
media using front tracking
Flow through heterogenous media may be madeled by a stochastic PDE

u. + (k(x)f( u»z = 0

where k is a probability funetion. A step in finding the effective equation describing the
flow is to consider the homogenisation problem:

u; + (k( ~ ) f( u(»z = 0
(

and finding limc_o U(. Dur contribution is to determine the"large time behaviour of

u, + (k(x)f{u))% = 0

ult=o =uo( x)
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with k and Uo periodic. salneperiod where k ma.y have jumps. We a.chieve this by discret
izinJ; the cquatioll in a. '~front-tracking" manner and taking the limit of the discretization
paralueter to zero. This a.pproach is powerful enough to also prove existence and uniqueness
and a.n entropy condition. This is co-work with N.H. Risebro a.nd H. Rost." - .

D. KRÖNER

Theoretical and experimental resuJts for finite volume methods Cor (systelns of)
conservation laws
The concept of measure valued solutions was very suecessful fOl" proyillg .collvergence of
finite yolume ~chelnes on unstruetured grids for nonlinear eonservatioll laws in the scalar
case. Up to now it is not dear ir this can be generalized to systenls in multidinlensions.
Therefore we started (joint work with W. Zajacakowski) to show existe.nce of a measure
valued solution of the Euler equation .in several.space dirn~nsions. But still we are [ar away
from proving convergence or error estimates fo~ the general situation. Nevertheless if we
apply the finite voluBle discretizations, which are applied to couservation laws, to COllvec
tion dominated diffusion problems, higher order apriori estimates can be obtained. How to
get aposteriori estinlates is still not clear. Therefore for numerical experiments, heuristic
mesh indicators have to be used. Several numerical tests in 2-D alld 3-D will be presenterl.

A.G. KUZ'MIN

Stability aspects and shock formation in tra~sonic ftows
The equations of inviscid gas motion possess solutions that describe steady, shock-free
transonic flows. Same of the flows are virtually unstable. so that any perturbation of the
boundary contour produces a shock wave .in the flow. The linear ftow stability depends
on the solvability of boundary value problems for a mixed type equation governillg small
perturbations iO; the flow. Recent results of the theory of mixed type equations enable
one to derive linear stability conditiollS for trallsonic flows. Nonlillear stability aspects and
shock formation in a loeal supersonic region over an airfQil are studied numerieally and
analytieally. Strongsensitivity of the transonic flow to various changes of the airfoil surface
and to finite-difference approxinlations is discussed.

C.-D. MUNZ

Multiple pressure variable (MPV)-methods low Mach number ßow
The difficulties in the construetion of numerical methods for weakly compressible fluid flow
are due to the fact that the governing equations change their type. In a low Mach number
fiow pressure waves and pressure equalizatioll become very fast~ so that velocity gradients
canuot generate large pressure gradients and the fiow beeolnes incompressible. This situ
ation ea.n be described by a. formal asymptotic expansion in tenns of a. global characteristic
Mach number M and reads for the pressure p = plO) + M pl1 l + l'12p(2) 4- 0(.1\13

). [n the
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limit M = 0 the pressure terms plO) and rJl), called thermodyna.nlic anu acousli, pressure.
respectively, become constant in space. The pressure variable pP) is the balance of forces
agent and eonverges towards the pressure in the ineompressible" equations. This asylnp·
totie expansion and its results are presented. It is shown how to introduee this pressure
decomposition into the numerical framework, ealled tbe multiple pressure variables (~1PV)

approach. The ~'lPV technique establishes a way to obtain at the A1 = 0 limit a standard
incom·pressible solver.

S. NOELLE

Entropy inequalities for higher order finite volume schemes
I present an entropy inequality for MUSCL-type higher order upwind finite volulne schemes
for scalar muIti-D conservation [aws. An anticliffussive fiux-ünliter is used to expaud the
entropy dissipation in powers of tbe grid parameter h. Using this entropy inequaüty~,:..Lcan

show convergence using Di Perma's theory of measure valued solutiolls aud the error~~'~'tim
a.tes using Kuznetsov's theory and arecent teehnique due to Cockburn. Coquel and Lefiuch.

R. RANNACHER

Some aspects of projection methods
Projection methods are a cammon tool in so-called Navier-Stokes solvers for coping with
the incompressibility constraint in. an efficient way. Although this method has proven to
be operational and reliable in computing even higher Reynolds-number fiows it is not well
understood from the theoretical point of view. It involves a nonphysical Neumann-.type
boundary condition (~ =0 l for the" computed pressure which has raised much controversal
argument about the relevance of obtained pressure approximations. In this talk it is ~hown

that the most populae projection (ar pressure correction) schemes are essentially equivalent
to eertain simple "pressure stabilization schemes" weIl known from finite element analysis
of Stokes ·problems. Through this re-interpretation one can get a. deeper understanding of
the mechanisms active in the error development of the projection method (pressure bound
ary layers, higher-order approximation, interior error behaviour, robustness with respect to
large aspect ratio meshes, etc.). Some new results in this direction ".re presently on the way.

R. RAUTMANN

On Navier Stokes approximations in high-order norms
In a bounded open set n c R3 whieh is pathwise cOßnected and has a Goo boundary 8n
let Aq denote the Stokes operator having its domain DA

q
in the space ",Y.q of weakJy diver

gence free vector functions f E L9(0), q E [2,00]. Using a former result on H2-convergence
of Rothe's scheme and a. coercivity inequality from a. recent book of Ashyralyev and 50
bolevskii we have proved the

7



V.J. RIVKIND

Same problems of coupled flow of different media
It is investigated same mathematical models for coupled flow of different media: coupled
flow of an incompressible fluid and a flow in a porous medium; chemical reaction in coupled
moving fluids, phase changing problems etc.. All these problems are free boundary prob
lems for coupled Navier-Stokes, porous medium flow and Stefan equations with special
boundary conditions for the unknowns on the boundary between the media.. We proved for
some of these problems theorems of existence of a weak solution. We also proved theorems
of smoothness and uniqueness of a solution in particular cases (special geometry, small
Re, Pr, Wenumbers etc.). The methods, which were used for these praofs, also were used
for the proof of convergence of FEM. If the exact solution is smooth it is proved astrang
convergence of FEM and estimates of the convergence rates.

1(. SAMUELSSON

Anisotropie refinement algorithms Cor finite elements
In flow calculations the solution has typically a localized behaviour, such as shock waves,
making localized resolution in form of adaptive a.nisotropie meshes appropriate. To do
a.daptive flow calculations one needs a robust mesh generator( 1), a stable and reasonable
accurate discretization method(2), <lud a.daptive refinement critcria(3). The work has con-

:3
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eentra.ted on the less well understood a.reas of (1) and (3). In the joint work with J.
Goodman at New York University and A. Szepessy, Stockholm. we have been developing
an adaptive finite element program based on a new robust anisotropie mesh generator. The
goal is to enrich the mesh by adapting the shapes of the elements (triangles, tetrahedra,... )
to features of the ftow, for exa.mple, fitting high aspect ratio elements around shock and
boundary layers. We describe the mesh generator, our adaptive refinement criteria for coo
structing anisotropie meshes and discuss the solution efficiency llsill~ a. multigrid aJgori~hm.

F. SCHIE\VECI,

Convergence analysis ror an upwind discretization of the Navier-Stokes equa
tions based on nonconCorming q uadrilateral finite elements
'vVe compare four different types of nonconforming quadrilateral Q~"t /Qo element of Ran
nacher/Turek for approximating the stationary ineompressible Navier-Stokes equaüons in
the primitive variables u and p for velocity· and pressure, resp.. In order to stabilize the
numerical scheme in the ease of high Reynolds numbers, we use an upwind discretitation
of the convective term. For this discretization we can prove in the 2· aud 3-dimensional
case for moderate Reynolds numbers the optimal error estimate

lJu - uhIlH~(o) + IIp - phIlL2(o) 5 Ch(lIuIlH'(n) + /IpllHJ(o))

where lI'IIH~(o) denotes an elementwise defined discrete H i-norm. Finally, we present some
numerical results.

E. SÜLl

Finite volume approximations of Friedrichs system: stability, accuracy, adaptiv
ity
We present same reeent results cOßcerning the stability and the accuracy of ceIl vertex finite
vohime methods for symmetrie positive hyperbolic and elliptic systems of partial differen
tial equations in the plane, including optimal error bounds in the L~ and H 1 norms. In the
hyperbolic case, this is achieved under the assumption that characteristics are transversal
to mesh lines. When characteristics are parallel to mesh lines on a set of positive measure
the scheme is only first-order convergent in a weighted L2 norm. In addition to these res
ults, we present aposteriori error estimates for finite volume approxima.tions of Friedrichs
systems and indicate their use in the design of Ioeal error indicators and mesh-adaptivity.

L. TOBISKA

Error analysis ror stabilized finite element methods and the influence of increas
ing Reynold numbers
For solving the Na.vier-Stokes equations in the case of moderate aud higher Reynolds num
bers, different discretization techniques have been developed and error estimates have been
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given. However. in order to get reliable error bounds for the computed solution we ueed
a quantitative error analysis. As a first step in this direction we will study how some
eoustauts in the error estimates depend .on the Reynolds number. The sealar convection
diffusion problelu, the Stokes problem with eonvection and the "no-fiow" situation for the
Navier-Stokes proulelll will be uuder consideration. The investigation includes conforming
and nOlleonfornling finite element rnethods of upwind as weil as strealn1in~iffusiontype.

S. TUREK

A new (7) vie\v on SOlne nunlerical solution schemes for the nonstationary in
compressibleNavier-Stokes equations
\-\Te dcrive a general dass of iteration schemes for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa
tions which contains fully coupled solution teehniques as well as operator :splitting/projection
methods. \Ve COllLbille the aJ vantages of hoth, namely accllraey/ sta.bility and efficiencY2 a.nd
obtain a special form 01' discrete projection schenles. In combinatioll with a nOlllinear iter
ation of quasi-Ne\\7ton type one may use these schemes a.nalogously to the weIl knownpure
projection schenles. e.g .. of Chorin and Van Kau. or apply them as preeonditioners in a de
feet correction approach to obtaiIl the fully coupled solution. The cOrt'espollding complexity
analysis shows that in comhination with certain nOllconforming finite element discretiza
tions a huge gain in efficiency may be obtained, particularly in the highly nonstationary
case. OUf theoretical results are confirmed by comparative numerical tests for both types
of schemes. It turns out that the appropriate time steps for the pure projection approach
are only moderately smaller thall those for the fully implidtly coupled schemes, but that
the work to obtain comparative results with the diserete projection methods as soJvers is
much lower. An interesting observation is that in the case of higher Reynolds numbers no
significant preSSl1re boundary layers oeeut". even for the pure projection schemes. These
considerations and first numerical tests in 3D give hope to obtain a powerful CFD-tool.

O. WALSH

The nonlinear Galerkin method for the Navier Stokes equations using finite
elements
When the nonlinear Galerkin met hod (NGM) is implemented using finite elements it be
comes a two-grid scheme where part of the solution is calculated using a coarse grid and
part using a fine grid. The analysis of the NGM illdicates a. possible source of problem
so in parallel we consider another two-grid ·seheme which we call Microscale Linearization
(MSL). For MSL, we prove approxilllations are ~'asyrnptoticallygood". We also cOßsider the
practical implernentation of these schemes. The results for our NGM were relatively poor.
On the other hand, the results for MSL were better but not as good.as those obtained
using a comparison standard method. We also raise same issues concerning the general
practicability of the NGM. MSL and other two-gr~d schemes.

LO
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W. WENDLAND

The treatment of the K utta-Joukowski condition and of shocks in transonic
finite-boundary element analysis
We consider a coupled finite--boundary element m(;thod for the two-diluensional transonic
inviscid stationary isentropic ftow of an ideal compressible gas around a. given profile P
with subsonic travelling velocity. The subsonic (ar field is coupled to the transollic full
pot.ential fiow near P by the exterior Stcklov-Poincare mappiH~ Oll .1.11 artifidal bound
ary. To prevent llon-physicaJ dissipation shocks. the full potentia.l ,-,quation in the ring
domain is appendcd by an admissibility candition corresponding to the entropy inequality.
To include circulation we use the usual stit E from the trailing edge to infinity where the
potential has a constaut jump equal to the circulation. \Ve further require the K_utta.
Joukowski condition at TE a.s continuity 01' a subsonic flow at TE. The transonieffowin
the ring domain is approximated by Courant elements augmenled b~' t he one-dinleiisional
space generated by a special element with constant jump discontinuit:· along ~. q'n this
space we impose the linear side condition of vanishing stress intensity factor \vhiclr"is for
mulated in terms of tVlazja functional corresponding to the Laplacian in the vicinity of TE.
These elements are called "Kutta-Joukowski-elements~since they satisfy approxinlately
the Kutta-Joukowski condition at TE and have constant jump along E producing circu
lation. The normal ßux through the artificial coupling boundary r 00 is approximated by
piecewise constant boundary elements. The FEM-BEM solution procedure is formulated
as a minimization algorithm of a cost functional defined by the H-l-norm of the res"idrial
and a penalty term corresponding to the admissability condition coupled to the faifield
via. a boundary elementmethod containing the flux approximation on r 00' The mi'nim
ization is executed with a Pollak-Rebiere type conjugate gradient algorithm yielding the
solution of a sequence of standard FEM-BEM variational problems in a. convex subset of
the Kutta-Joukowski-elements defined by a. uniform velocity bound. The known conver
gence result for the sequence of minima remains valid for our improved treatment of the
Kutta-Joukowski condition. We also shall employ adaptivity driven by an error indicator
a.nd develop a shock fitting a.lgorithm by using an shock indicator.

P. WESSELING

Krylov subspace methods and multigrid for solving the incompressible Navier
Stokes equations
The instationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations discretized on a staggered grid in
general coordinate systems are considered. Time discretiza.tion is implicit. The pressure
correction method is used. A search is made for robust and efficient solution methods for
the resulting algebraic systems: GMRESR, GeR, multigrid, with ILU or Ja.cobi precondi
tioning and smoothing. Advantage is found in using multigrid to precondition GeR.
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M. WHEELER

Two-dimensional modeling of ßow and sedimentation
A two-dimensional flow and sediment transport numerical model is developed that can sim
ulate bed deformation with time due to sediment transport. Moving free boundaries both
at the water/ air and water/ bed interface are treated using an arbi trary Lagrange-Euler
formulation. Turbulence is modeled through k - f closure equations and the Navier-Stokes
cql1ations are discretizcd llsing a Ql /Q 1 projection methou.
TIte sediment t.ranspoi·t modul c:omputes the bed load transport froID an empirical correla- ....j
tion. The suspenJed :-::editnent concelltration is determined by an advection-diffusion p.d.e.. •
At the bed a reference concentration is specified at a small height above the bed. The bed
deformation .due to erosion and deposition is determined from the sediment concentration
equation. Evolution of a sediment bed with time due to interaction between fluid ßow and
sedinlent transport is simulated.

H. YSERENTANT

A new class of particle methods Car problems of fluid dynamics
A general approach to the construction of particle methods has beeu presented. These
methods can be applied to the full Navier-Stokes equations. The pa..rticles are no mass
points but possess a finite extension. They can rotate in space and have aspin. The
conservation of mass is automatically guaranteed by the ansatz. The forces of interaction
between the particles are derived in a canonical way from the force laws of continuuni mech
anies and are directly based on a regularized stress tensor. In the absence of external forces
and of heat forces and sinks, momentum, angular momentum and energy are conserved as
in the continuum case.
For inviscid, elastic. ftows the total kinetic energy of the particles remains bounded up to
the energy supplied to the system by external forces. If the particle size tends to zero, the
mean loeal displacement of the particles converges and the resulting flow solves the Euler
equations in the sense of distributions. .

Berichterstatter: R. Rannacher
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Mathematical Models for Infectious Diseases

November 27 - Decemb.er 03, 1994

Within the last few years there has bee~ increasing interest in Mathematical Epi
demiology. New devel~pments of tbe f~damental theory have been paralleled "hy· the
detailed description of infection processes. The most interesting "feature of the more
general theory is the reformulation of the classical threshold theorems in terms of the
basic reproduction numher whereby a link is established between the modeling in ternis .
of partial differential equations and integral equations and stochastic views. Special
features of models for infectiöus diseases inclu~e contact patterns, diff~rential suscep
tihility, social behavior, immunization, control strategies, optimization problems. A
recent hut important field is the modeling of the progress of the disease within the host,
e.g. spread and diversification ofparasite populations, the immune response of the host.
ete.

The present Oberwolfach Workshop, following a conference with the same topic five
years ago, was organized by K.Dietz (Tübingen), K.P.Hadeler (Tübingen), H.Thiein.e
(Tempe, AZ). .

The topies of the conference reßected the developments outlined above.· They cov
ered deterministic and stochastic approach~s, notably in the form of ordinary or partial
differential equations, integral equations, stochastic pro~esses specifically adapted_ to
epidemiology (e.g. Reed-Frost -models, birth and deatb processes .with catastrophes), "
cellular automata and interacting particle systems, modeling the spread of malaria,'
schistosomiasis, measles and"rubella,and, in a sens~ the most urgent problem, the RIV·
infection. .

The number of formallectures had been restricted to some extent, and several par
ticipants have developed their ideas in a less formal evening discussion. Thus there has .
been sufficient time for discussi<;>ns and cooperation possibly leading to joint research. "

It should be underlined how important the Oberwolfach library is for fields as
diverse as Mathematical Epid~miology, in particular now, when hardly any "l,11Üversity
librar}r can offer a complete selection of journals.

The technical assistance has been perfect as usual; the participants express their
thanks to the staff.

Johannes Müller-
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Viggo An~reasen

SIR-type models of natural selectioti induced by a disease

Using for each genotype an SIR-model of disease transmission dynamics, I describe
natural s~lection in a continuously breeding diploid host. Variation in disease suseepti
bility and resistanee is assumed to be small and determined by one locus with two alleles.
By '~r~sforming the system into variables giving the population size, gene frequency,
and Wright's fixation index for each disea.se class, I obtain a model that separates in two
time scales. On the fast time scale, the population settles at the endemie equilibrium,
'the fiXation index goes to zero, and the gene frequency converges to the same value in
all compartments. On the slow time scale, the genetic variation in disease parameters-
determines the change' of the gene frequency and one can give explicit expressions for .

-the rel~tionshipbetween fit~ess 'and disease parameters. •

viggo .Andr~as~n,Dept. of Matheroatics, ROskilde University, Denmark

Norman Bailey

A rev~ed version of an' operational HIV/ AIDS model to assist public health
decisioil-making, now including a' very short but highly infectious initial
phase

Recent 'work by Jacquez. et al. (J.AIDS 7: 1169-1194, 1994) 'makes a strong case for
'a.n-i,nitial period of the HIV infection being very short but highly infectious, compared
with· an "earlier version (Bailey, Math. Biosei. 117: 221-237, 1993) that assumed as .
first approximation that infectivity was uniformly spread over tbe wbole incubation
period. To begin with, data were used, as before, from San Francisco city for AIDS

. incidence, 1981-87, and from the well-known SF city clinie cohort study on hepatitis B
giving data on both AIDS incidence and HIV prevalence up to 1984. Thenew analysis
makes only a small change in the parameter' for the incubation period (now 13.2 ± 0.4 '
years), which, aß a basic biologieal parameter can be regarded a.s approximately valid for
other regions or countries. Applications have been made to several European countries
including Switzerland, France, Germany etc. The latter provided the most stahle data
on AIDS' ineidence. Maximum likelihood estimation gave the transmission parameter
ß= 0.1818 ± 0.0105 per week (as"suming an infeetious period of 2 months); the eore~
group size was estimated as N = 34424 ± 5275, a not very precise result. Hut the size.
of the initial quasi-SIR epidemie was 11 = 19004 ± 995, a much better' determination.
The goodness-of-fit x2 was 8.06 on 11 degrees of freedom.The future course of the
epidemie, in the absence of major treatments or public health interventions, would give
a damped series of widely separated RIV epidemie outbreaks. The implications for
simUlations' to project future RIV and AIDS scenarios roust therefore be subjeet to
further investigation.

Norman Bailey, Lauenen, Switzerland
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Andrew Barbour

Threshold behaviour in some epidemie models

In models of epidemie'spread in mixing populations, the initial be.haviour can usually
be analyzed by considering the Whittle Markov branching proeess approximation.. A
large outbreak can then ooIy oceur if a particular charaeteristic parameter of the system'
exceeds a certain threshold; a eondition normally equivalent to the requirement. that the'
basie reproduction number should exeeed 1. However in the Whittle approximation. to
the model of a parasitic infeetion proposed by Barbour and Kafetzaki, which is a ~arkov

branching proeess with infinitely many types, it turns out that the basic reproductfon
number deteImines whether .or not a large outbre~ is possible only for a cert8.in range of
parameters, and that another quantity' is relevant outside this range. The phenomenon"
can at least partially be understood by considering the life history of heavily 'infe~ted

individuals. .

Andrew Barbour, Universität Zürich, Switzerland

Niei~ Becker

Immunization leads ror preventing epidemics in a eommunity of housellolds
made up of individuals of different types .

A method is proposed for computing an epidemie threshold parameter f~r the sp~ead~

of a disease in a eommunity of households, in which individuals are of p. types: "'rhe
threshold parameter is the largest eigenvalue of a p x p matrix, whose elements depenei"on
the rates of transmission between .types and the distribution 'of the household size. More
explicit expressions are given for dis'eases t4at are higWy infeetious within households.
For a variety of vaccination strategies it is described how this approach caD. be used to
determine the level of immunity required to prevent epidemies. ;.

Niels Becker, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia

Vineenzo Capasso

Saddle point behavior far an epidemie model with di1fusion

A reaetion diffusion system modelling a class ofMan-Environment-Manepidemics (chol-'
era, typhoid fever, infectious hepatitis A, schist~somiasis, etc.) is st~died, with O'-type .
forees of infection. Homogeneous Dirich1et boundary conditions are given partieular :
attention. Conditions on the parameters are stated so that a global bifurcation pattern
occurs; two nontrivial and one trivial equilibria may exist one of them' being a saddle
point, the other two being attractors. Computer simulations confirme the localization
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effect of epidemies which start below the smallest nontrivial solution. This effeet is
emphasized for small values of the diffusion coeffieient. Stability properties m~y be
proven based on the Morse theory as generalized by Conley.

Vincenzo Capasso, University of Milano, Italy
and Riehard E. Wilson, University of Oxford, Great Britain

Kenneth· L. Cooke

A model for HIV in Asia

A new· deterministie model is formulated in which the spread of HIV/ AIDS in the
community is carried out mainly.due to the heterosexual intera.ction between young e

. unmarried males and a rore group offemale prostitutes ("sex workers"). This model is
proposed with· the reeent rapid growth of the RIV/ AIDS epidemie in some eountries in
South and Southeast Asia in mind. The model includes four groups: the rore, young
unmarried" males, young unmarried females and pairs. Among included features are
recruitment into the eore that is related to the size of the group of unmarried males,
births and deaths, and pairing,. yet the mod~l is simple enough to permit complete
global analysis. We obtain several threshold parameters. that determine persistence
of endemie proportions, persistenee of total population, and persü:~tenceof an infeeted
number within a population tending to infinity when the endemie proportions tend
to zero. . Several unusual bifureations are found, ineluding eases in which there are
multiple positive equilibria and a separatrix such that introduetion of infeetives below
the 'separatrix results in extinction of the infeetion, hut introduetion of infeetives at
a higher level results in persistenee of the infeetion. Biologieal interpretations of the
results are diseussed.

Kenneth L. Cooke, Pomona College, Claremont, California, USA

Henry E. Daniels

The evolution of a deterministic simple spatial epidemie

This talk explored the possihility of using aperturbation technique for approximating
the solution of non-linear epidemie equations, in a way first introdueed by the speaker
·in 1978. Tbe method for one dimensional travelling waves was diseussed at the 1993
Cambridge eonference for the simple epidemie and SIR models. The justification for
its suecess"in that case was tbe assumption that the epidemie changed slowly over the
range of the contaet distribution.
The same technique is here used to examine the evolution of a simple epidemie from
an initial spatial distribution of infeetives.. The assumption underlying the previous
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applicatioD can DO longer justify the methode However, by first considering the linear
case where the population of susceptibles is infinite, the perturbation techniq':le turns
out to be equivalent to finding the saddle point approximation to the inversion cf the
moment generating function of the number of infectives \l?hich is accurate even for small
times. This encourages one to proceed to the nonlinear epidemie which behaves linearly
initially.

. H.E. Daniels, University of Cambridge, Great Britain

e Odo Diekmann

Reßections on contacts

Two variants of the assumptions underlying cla8si~deterministic theory ·~~discussed..
The first is concemed with epidemics within. herds, where the density stay~"'.Constarit'as
numbers decrease due to the fatal consequenees of the disease. I foeus on the final size
as a func~ion of Ro and survival probabiiity. Tbe seeond ia concerned.with~ attempt
to allow 'for tbe possibility of repeated eontact~ with the. same individual in the context
of a deterministie model. _..~ .

Odo·Diekmann, Amsterdam, Tbe Netberlands

Zhilan Feng

How do isolation periods affect recurrent outbreaks of childhood diseases?

The multi-annual outbreaks of measles and other childhood diseases have 'previously
been explained by an interaction of intrinsic epidemiologie forees generating damped os
cillations and of seasonal or/ and stochastic exeitation. We show that isolation (Le. siek
individuals stay at horne and have a reduced infective impact) can creat'e self-'sustained
oscillations provided that the number oE per capita contacts is largely jndepe~dent.of
the number of individuals .present. This means that the bilinear mass action term for
disease incidence is modified by dividing it by the number of non-isolated individuals.

Zhilan Feng, Tempe, Arizona, USA
Horst R. Thieme, Tempe,' Arizona, USA
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Ursula Forys

Global analysis of Marchuk's 'simplest mathematical model of an infectious
disease

fu addition: to the known theorems describing the aSymptotic behaviour of solutions of
Marchuk's model I have proved some,new global results. At first it is assumed that tbe
orgarusm,is in a very good 'state: .

1. If the physiologicallevel of antibodies is sufficiently high, then the stationary state
called the healthY· state is globally asymptotieally stable. .

2. If the physiologie~ level of antibodies ia too small, then: there exists an average.
,of the solution (limt-+cx.t J~ x(s) ds, wbere x is the solution) and it is equal to the
second stationary solution called the chrome state. . a

.Next it is 8.ssumed that the organism is in a paar state: .,
.1-. If the physiologicallevel of antibodies is too small, then the concentration of anti-

gens te~ds to infinity and the level,of antibodies tends to O.
2. If the physiological level of an~ibodies is sufficiently high, then for, small doses of

antigen initial eoncentration the solution tends to tQe healthy state, but for large
initial doses the concentration' of antigens also tends to infinity and the coneentra- '
tion of antibodies also tends to O.

Ursula Forys, Warsaw; Pol~d

Bryan Grenfell

Measles population dynamies: nonlinear predict,ability, chaos and the impact
of demography

This paper begins by using analyz es of empirieal data and simple mathematical models
to explore the role of nonlinear forecasting in dissecting the nonlinear dynamies of
measles' epidemics in developed countries. Specificially previous authors here proposed
that decline in predictability width prediction interval is a signature of deterministic
ch~s. Here, we· use a simple e-ball prediction method to showthat predictability of _
measles epidemies in England and Wales, in fact, remains relatively high with prediction.,
interval, reßecting the regular, biennialnature of the epidemics. Analyzes of these series,
aiong with measles data from New York, also indicates that falls in predictability ean
be' explained by secular changes in birth rate. This then leads us to analyze simple
models' for the effects of birth rate changes on measles dyriamics. This model is shown
to aeeount for the delay, of ·around 5 years, observed' between birtb rate increases in
England during the late 1940s and subsequent me~les incidence.

Bryari Grenfell, Cambridge, Great Britain
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Mats Gyllenberg

Minimum viable ·size ofa metapopulation subject to an infectious disease'

The Levins model of metapopulation dynamics states that

dP, =' ßP(h - P) - p'P,
dt

where Pis the fraction of occupied patches, h the fraction ofhabitable patches and E =
h - P the fraction of empty but habitable patches. The model is simply tbe SIS model
with,the well-known thresbold phenom~non: jf h < ~:all habitable patches are empty,
at equilibrium and if h > ~ the equilibrium value E~ ~f empty habit~blepatches equ:als
the threshold ~ue ~. This result gives an important role of thumb: The eritica1 pat~
number necessary for' metapopulation persistence ean be simply estimated from the
number of empty patches at equilibrium without knowing the details of metapopulation
dynamics.

Tbe Levins model is based on several simplifying assumptions, e.g. thatz...an pat~es ~are

identical with equal risk of local population extinction. H local extinctions are caused",·
by an epidemie outbreak this is certainly not the case: Populations with higher density
are mor~ likely to be wipe~ out by the ~pidemic.

I presented a structured generalization of the Levins model taking variations in patch
quality into a.ccount and derived criteria for when E*(h) is increasing, constarit and
decreasing for h larger than the threshold. Applying the Levins rule of thwpb when
in fact E*(h) is decreasing, one would be led to a serious misjudgement. 'Wheri local
extinctions are caused by an epidemie E* (h) will typically be deereasing.

Mats Gyllenberg, University of Turku, Norway

Karl Peter Hadeler

Cores and social behavior

Two joint papers are presented, with Carlo~ CastillO-Chavez and with P~uli~e'van den '. '
Driessche. In t"he first paper a constant population is divided into a tore and a nonoore..
Individuals are recruited into the core depending on prevalence in tbe rore. ~he infection
process and educational programs work in the core. It is shown that for highly infectiouf?
diseases and rather ineffeetive edueational, programs vari'ous unexpected effects may
oecur: With increased educational effort prevalenee in the eore may go up; total number
of infected may go up while prevalence in the eoregoes.down.- In the second paper th~se

effects have been systematically explored for an SIR model with a partially educated
population.

K.P. Hadeler, University ofTübingen, Germany
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Günter Hasibeder

"Hetero"geneities of vector-transmitted infections

Motivated by data from a field study in Zimbabwe, a general model framework for the
transmissi~nof schistosöme infection is presented which includes

- age-dependent transmission,
- immune response of the .human host,
-" and. possible additional heterogeneities.

The basic reproduction ratio can be expressed in terms of the model parameters, but
it can· also be estimated from age':structured infection data. The various possibilities
and diffieulties of estimating the basiereproduetion ratio are diseussed. Also this model A.<
framework is eomp~ed with an approach by Dietz (1981). •

" Günther Hasibeder, Technische Universität Wien, Austria

Hans Heesterbeek"

"Abrief history of epidemie theory

The genesis was discussed of two alternative explanations for the deeline of epidemics,
both of which arose in themiddle of the 19th century: 1. Farr's hypothesis (1866) that
the disease agent loses infeetive poteney as the epidemie progresses; 2. Henle's hypoth
esis (1840) that deeline was due to an increasing lack of suseeptibles as the epidemie
progressed. Hank's hypothesis can be traced through authors like Snow, Ransome,
CampbeIi, Munroand Whitelegge to the beginning of the 20th eentury when .Hamer
and mostly Ross developed the mechanistie mass-action approach to disease spread that
still survives today. Farr's hypothesis eventually "lost the battle" but not without a long

. "fight". It fouod its main proponent in John Brownlee wbo beeame almost obsessed
with the idea oftrying to find underlying eauses of epidemiespread by studying progress
curVes of actual epidemics. He argued in aseries of papers (1906 - 1909) that no law of
infeetion that he could devise around Henle's hypothesis led to the almost symmetrie _
progress eurves he frequently observed. In 1915 Ross showed hO'Yever that Ross' theory •
of happenings eould easily produce symmetrie eurves UIlder the same biological condi
tions·as eonsidered by Brownlee. Brownlee eould only 'agree with th1s and eoneluded
~ sinee two eompletely different approaches led to indistinguishable symmetrie curves
in tbe same eases - that 00 insight ioto epidemie" mechanism eould be gained after all
by only studying progress eurves. With Brownlee, Farr's hypotbesis finally died in the
early 1920's.

Hans· Heesterbeek, Wageningen, The Netherlarids
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Barbara Hellriegel

Mathematical models of the within-host dynamics of two-clolie malaria in
feetions

This work focussed on a mathematieal model for the dynamies of malaria parasite
populations within an individual human host (here called 'within-host' dynamics as
opposed to 'between hasts'). It therefore contributes to research eoncemed with the ..
population dynamies of infectious diseases and combines knowledge from theoreticBl ,
ecology and parasite immunology. The model takes into account tbat malaria infections
often are caused by more than one parasite genotype ('strain') and that a single 'genotype
can vary its antigenie phenotype during the course of an infection. Thus it was possible
to address the following questions: '

- What is the inßuence of competition among parasite genotypes as opposed to im-
munity, in regulating tbeir 'within-host' dynamics? "
What is tbe relevant time scale for the 'within-host' dynamics ofamalaria infection?
Which part of the infection is most crltical for the parasite's survival and the
patient's state of health?

- What is the role of antigenic variation in malaria parasites?

Barbara Hellriegel, University of Zürich, Switzerland

Herbert W. Hethcote

Deterministic SIS models with variable pQpulation size

The SIS models have dis~a.se-reduced reproduction, :dise~e-related deaths, and e~p~ ,
nential, logistie or recruitment-death demograpl.üe structure. The inci~ence term is
>'(N)XY/N where'the population size dependent contact rate >'(N) is a non decreasing
ftinction. Thus it includes the standard ineidence cXY/N with >'(N) = c~d the simple,
mass action ineidence ßXY with ..\(N) = ßN. Tbe persistence of the dis~ase combined
with the disease-related 'deaths and disease-reduced reproduction can greatly affect th~ ,
population dynamies. For example, it can eause the population size to decrease'to zero,
or to a new size below its carrying capacity or it can decrease the exponential growth of
the population. In joint work with Jinshi Zhou on differential equation SIS models, we
have determined thresholds, equilibria and global asymptotic behaviors. In joint work "
with Pauline van den Driessche <?n a delay-differential equation SIS model with inci
dence >.XY/ N, we have determined thresholds and asymptotic 'behavior. For a small
unrealistic parameter region there are periodie solutions,' hut above the threshold, the '
epidemie equilibrium is usually asymptotically stahle. Linda Gao, Jaime Mena-Lorca
and I have analyzed similar SEI models. For these SEI models there are periodfc solu-

. tions for same parameter va.lues with the simple mass'action incidenee ßXY, hut,not'
with the corresponding models with the standard incidence >.XYIN ~ Thus SEIS, SEIR
and SEIRS models with ineidenee ßXY can also have periodie solutions. Thus the'
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choice'of J..XY/N or ßXY es the inc~deneestrongly influenees the asymptotie behaviors
in the,se models.

, Herbert W. Hetheote, University of lowa, lowa City, USA

Mimmo Iannelli

Some results on the AIDS epidemie in Italy

A mathematieal model for, the RN/AIDS epidemie has been compared to tbe AIDS
cases, up to the year 1992, among intra-venous drug users'in Latina (Italy). We tested"
several hypotheses about the dynamics of the epidemie. Inthe simplest model tbe pop
ulation ia assumed to be homogeneous and the contact rate constant in time, moreover
infectiousnes~ is assumed to be variable during tbe incubation period. This model fits in
cidence data up to the year 1989 very wen, hut ia not adequate tri describ~ the epidemie
after this year. Thus' we tested different mechanisnis like a decrease of the contact rate,
the existence of two subgroups with different rates, a decrease of infectiousness due to
therapies'.:, Though the models show <Ufferent predictions they cannot he distinguished
on the basis of present data.

Mimmo I~elli, University of Trento, Italy

Valerie Isham

Stochastic models of host-macroparasite interaction

A simple non-linear stochastic model for the parasite load within a single host on the
lifetime' of the host is investigated. By concentrating on a model incorporating only
parasite~induced excess host mortality, exact algebraic results are possible, providing
insight into the effects of this interaction mechanism. Methods of approximating the
moments of parasite load based on the normal and negative binomial distributions are
explored and compared \inder a range of parametrie assumptions. Extensions of. the •
model to allow for heterogeneity between hosts and to incorporate acquire4 immunity .
within thehost via a clensity dependent mechanism and via an additional stochastie
variable are discussed.

..-#-

Valerie Isham, University College London, Great Britain
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John A. Jacquez

Role of the prim~y infection in epidemics of HIV infection in gay cohorts

A review of ,HIV infeetivities in tbe stages of tbe disease provideS evidence tbat tbe
infeetivity in tbe primary infeetion is very higb and tbat the primary infeetion is foilowed
by a long period of very low infectivity. Everitually infeetivity increa.Ses as individuals
pass ioto- the pre-AIDS and AIDS stages. That means that the primary infection has
much the dynamics of a:n SIR disease. That explains the appearanee of the epidemie '
eurves 'for RN infeetion quite weil. In addition evidence on behavioral changes stronger

.suggests that the behavioral, changes eame too late .to -have ID:ucb effect 00 tbe initiai '
, arise of the epidemie hut that it considerahly deere.ased tbe subsequent rise. after tbc
initial plateau of the epidemie eurve. . .
Finally, data on heterogeneity of eontact rates show tb~t the plateau levels for ePidemjc .
curves in a oumber of cohorts were weil above tbe sizes of the high activity groups. Tbe
conclusion iso tbat tbe primary infection is practica1ly tbe sole BOurce of infeetion in the
rising pbase of the epidemicand that it continues to. play an importantr~leup onthe
quasi-platea~. . . :~:;' '

John A. Jacq':lez,' Univ. of Michigan, Iy1I,. USA

Mirjam Kretzschmar

Measures o~ concur~ency in net~orks and th~. spread of jnfectiou~'dis~8se:

We 'investigate the impact of cooeurrent partoerships 00 epidemie spread.' St~ting
from adefinition of cooeurreney on the level of individuals we define ways to' quantify
coneurreney on the population level. We introduee an index of coneurren'cy based on
graph theoretieal considerations and show ho~ it' is related to the degree distribution 'qf
the eontaet graph. Next we investigate the spread of an infeetious disease ön adynamie'

. partnership network. The model is b~ed on a stochastie process of pair fOnDation
and separation and a process of disease transmission within partnerships of stisceptibl~
and infeeted individuals. Using Monte Carlo simulation we eompare the spread of
the epidemie for different contact patterns ranging from serial monogamy to s1tu~tions
where individuals can .ha.ve many partners Bimul~a.neously. We find that for a. fixed
mean number of partners p'er individual the distribution of these partnerships over the - 
population has ~ major inftuence on the speed of the epiden;lic in its initial phase and"
eonsequently in the number of individuals that are infeeted' after a certain' tim~ period.

Mirjam Kretzschmar, RNM (Bilthoven), The Netherlands .
(with Martina Morris, Columbia University, New York; NY, USA)
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Claude Lerevre

Poisson' approximation for the final state of a generalized epidemie process

A s<realled generalized epidemie .model is eonsidered that describes the spread of an
infeetious disease of the SIR type with any given distribution for tbe infectious period.
A necessary and sufficient eondition is derived that guarantees a Poisson-like behavior
for the ultimate number of s~sceptibles,wben the population is large. The proof relies
on two i<:teas, namely the building of an equivalent markovian representation of tbe
model and the use of a suitable coupling via a random walle.

Claude Lerevre, Univ. Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium •
Simon Levin

Scaling frorn individuals to populations

In reeent years, the analogies between eeology and epidemiology have been made more
explicit:" variable population sizes, evolution ofdisease 'dynamics and host-parasite co

"evolution, the community theory of multiple hosts and interacting diseases. Perhaps the
"" eentral such problem, and one inadequately developed to date, involves heterogeneous
mixing .aIid the issue of how. the parasitism term or the incidenee function should be
"closed". Phenomenological approaches abound, but little has been done in the direc
tion of relating these functional forms to individual or lo~ dynamics. The objective of
my lecture" is to relate aggregate behavior to that of individuals.
I begin by eonsidering standard S-I-R and 5-1-8 models in a spatial framework, and
show how mean-field equations need to be modified. by higher-order terms reflecting
correlations. The system now is no longer closed, 'and so closure roles or explicit dy
namics of the eorrelations roust be introduced, in tbe latter case simply displacirig the
closure problem to another level. This approach is applied explieitly to the contact
process, showing how better approximations result.
Renormalization approaches provide another alternative. Next, an S-I-S model iso placed
within thecontext of interacting particle systems, in which it is shown that persistence e
at endemie levels many result, through spatio-temporal}luctuation, for a system that
x:nust become extinct in a weil-mixed (mean-field) formulation.
It is also shown how to derive diffusion limits (all ofthisjoint work wi"th Richard Durrett
atCornell). Finally, methods are introduced for L~grangian models of individual move
ment in continuous environments and examples shown for how ensemble and Eulerian
limits may be derived.

Simon Levin, Princeton University, NJ, USA
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Fabio A. Milner

Models' of host-parasite systems in marine environment

First a description of the interaction of a sea-bass (hast) with Diplectanum.(a helminth
parasite) was presented' as a direct cycle with three stagesof development of the para- ,
site: egg, larva, parasite.' Then, a discrete stochastic model due to Langlais & Silan was
desci'ibed, concentratiilg on the important specific features of this interaction, especially
a nonlinearparasite induced 8.dditional mortality of hosts and a differential recruitment
of larvae by the hoots, PoissOn distributed. Next, a differential model (due to Langlais, .
Milner, and Patton) was described. It consists of an age-structured linear differential
system for the dyn'amics of eggs and larvae, coupled witb a parasite density-structured
one for tbe ,host popwation and a continuum of first-order ODE's corresponding to
the parasite dynainics within individual hosts. Steady states of the system were dis
cussed, as we1l M' their interpretations. ~inal1y, the model was co~pared and contrasted
witb sever~ others found in the literattlre and some numerica1simulation results were
presented.,. ". ' .

Fabio A. ~lner, Purdue University (West Lafayette), IN, USA

, Denis Mollison :-.,.:

Epidemics in .populationS dividedinto groups or households .,

We.considerepidemicswith removal ('SIR epidemics') in populations'which mix at two
. levels, a.ilalyzing the ~nditi9ns under which. a large outbreak is possible, and the size

of such outbreaks when they can occur; in each case comparing our results with the'
simpler homogeneous mixing case. More precisely, we first consider models in which
.each infec~lous individu~ has a probability p of infecting each other individual within
.its Iocal groupor household,. and h~ a different, typically much smaller, probability q
for infectlng individuals 'in other groups. [Our a.pproach also applies to sp~t~~ models
with 8: mi~turec;f loeal (e.g. nearest-neighbour) and global contacts.] We ~s~how that,
compared with the homogeneous mixing model in which individuals make contacts
simply withpr,~b~bilityq, the Ioeal groups have an 'amplification' effect on the basic
rep~oductive ratio RT of the· epidemic: RT = bJJ, where b is proportional to .the total
ntimb~r ofsusceptibles, and JJ depends monotonically on group size. Where the groups
are large, and the within-group epidemics above thresbold, this amplification can permit
an outbreak in the whole popula.tion at very low levels of q, for instance for q = O(1/Nn)
in a population of l:l divided into groups ofsize n. Conversely, the implication for control
st,rategies is that Vaccination should be directed preferentially to the groups with the
largest 'nwDbers of suseeptibles. Finally, we discuss the estimation of our threshold
parameter RT from data on ,epidemics among households. .

Dems Mollisön, Heriot-Watt University (Edinburgh), Great Britt;t.in·
(with Frank BaU (Nottingham) and Gianpaolo Scalia-Tomba (Roma»
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Johannes Müller

Vaccination: individual versus population

Within the framework ofa SIRS-Model vaccination with aide effects is considered. ~ These
side effects are "modeled in such a, way that .individu8.l~have some risk of ~o get ill du~
to the Vaccination. Tbe interes~ of the population is to· mini~ze the preva.lence..The·
vaccination rate to da this is determined~ " .. ." ,
The ~m of an individual is to reduce her1ms own ri~k. This yields a vaccina.tion' rate
that depends on the prevalence. ,Thus. the bifurca:tions' of th~ system, witb variable
vaccination rate is analyzed a.ild the prevalence co~esponding' to "the best· 'individual
vaccination coverage is determined. - " , "
Comparing the two vaccinationcoverages it turns out that they dis~greefcr sOmeparam- •
eter sets. This is impo.rtant for the design of optimalization problems' for Vaccination.

Johannes Miiller,University _of Tübingen, Germany

Ingemar Näsell

Stochastic models for endemie infectioi1s

Tbe quasi-stationary distribu~ion, the time to extinct~on, th~ .invasion tIll-eshold, and
tbe persistence threshold are descrlbed for the uniVaria.te stS,'model and Jor theRo~s ,
mal~ia model. I deal with both num~rical methods and :result~, and :W1tli "analytical
approximations. T~e thresholds are 8ho~ to d~peDd_on t~e populatioI;l, ~ize. "

Ingemar Nasell, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden

Philippe Picard

The S.I.R. model without. martingales

We consider a general Susceptible-Infected-Removed model for a closed population that •
satisfies the following condition8~ .". _,' '.' .: '. ," - . -. -
1. Susceptibles (reapectively infectives) are exchangeable. ' ....,.
2. For arbitrary k and I, it makes sense to defineth~ probability .q(k, I) of ,tbe event'
"Infection ia n<?t tra.nsmitted from a given set of 1 (initial or subsequent) infectives
within a given set of k susceptibles (i.e... susceptibles a~ t~e 0), t~~ two. sets 'being
disjoint." For such a. model that we call a collective' epidemie model, we 'introduce '8,

new argument, the argument BEFORE-AFTER, in which tbe state' of tbe population
ia considered only at times 0 and T (T being tbe end o(the epidemic)~ This argument
leads easily ,t<;> the eonstruetion of tbe distribution of the size ,.of the epidemie and of
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'its severity. This argument works all the same for many generalizations of the initial
unidimensio'nal model. .

Philippe Picard (Lyon, Franee), C. Lerevre (Bruxelles, Belgique)

Sylvia· Richardson

Modelling a marker of HIV p.rogression by a HiddenIVIarkov process

Markov chain models of ,the natural history of RN. play an iniportant part in AIDS
modelling.' Transition rates~ easily he evaluated .when the. c1assmcation of 8 subject
into ,8 "state" (discrete) is' unambiguous; hut in many~ t~e staging iso defined on
the basis of a discretiza.tion of" values of (continuous) markers which are subject to
measurement (or misclassification) errors and short-time-sca1e fluctuations.
This.leads us" to consider the framework of Hidden Markov models where a. combined
(hierar~ca1)model for bOth.disease pro~sionand ~easurementprocess is forinula.t~d
that allQws joint estimation of parameters ofboth processes. EstiDiation of the.quantities
of interest can be carried out ,via stochas~ic algorithms of the class of Markov Chain
Monte" Carlo Diethods (e.g. Gib};>ssampling). Hy this approach, it is possible to simulate
the join~ posterior distribution of both measurement and disease parameters.
This approach was applied to' the modelling of the 'progression of HIV in the/San Fran
cisco" Mens' Health Study. Transition rates corresponding to Hidden Markov models
with 7 sta:tes (hoth with and without bacldlows and "dir,ect transitions to AIDS) were
estimated aiid :the results were compared to previous· analyzes of the same data set.

Sylvia Richardson, INSERM, Villejuif, France -'
in collaboration with C. Guihennenc, University of Paris V, France and I.M. Longini,
Em.oryUmveraity, Atl.anta, USA

.Gianpaolo Sca,lia.-Tomba

Obtaining" asymptotic results far ·flnal siZe of household epidemics by em
bedding constructions

Consi4et a. p·opula.tion composed ofmany small households. Let infection spread in this
population ~cording to. standard SIR dynamics with a typically high infection proba
bility f~r internat household contacts and a much smaller probability for contacts with
individua1s outsIde the household. At this meeting, Denis Mollison has presented the in- ,
tuitive, largely graph theoretical arguments that yield the proba.bility oflarge outpreaks',
'and the final size possibilities, with extensions to,situations where also the households
grow large or where their sizes are determiJ;led by chance ("pigs on"the line"). In my talk,
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embedding constructions' (see e.p. Sealia Tomba (1988) LNBM 86; 189-196) are pre- '
sented, that allow th~ derivation ofnormal approximationsfor the fu1~ size distribution.
These constructions require the definition of a family history process', that'describes the
effects, in terms of numbers of infectives and total infectious time, of "external" infec
tion on a household, the representation of the population' process as a suin of household

,processes and, fina1ly, the construction of the epidemie gene~ations~ ,an iiUection wh~re

the imectivity produced by the popula.tion is used instead -of the 88sumed "external"
source. In this way,finar siz~ ia achieved 8ff the fixed 'point or' the iteratio~'. Various
estimates and approximations' now yield the derived aSymptotie distrib.ution., Similar ,
constructions, based 'on processes counting Varioqs types of subgrap~,are aVailable for
the Reed Fr~st type formulations of the household model. .

Gianpaolo Scalia Tomba, University "La Sapienza" , Roma, Italy •

Dieter 'Schenzle' '

How to deseribe the New York measles data?

In aseries of pape~s Schaffer', Dlsen and Tidd 'claim: '
1. Measles incidences in NYC from 1928-1964 were chaötic~ " " .
2. The simple SIR model with seasonal conta.ct rate provides ~ better ,description of

these data than a more detailed age-struetured ~odel. ' '

However, the nonli~e8.r forecasting algorithm (adopted from Fugihara' & ~ay) only
'reveals that the first half of the final series, is different from the secoild one. ' And tbe
seasonal SIR model yields chaotic incidencepatterns owy' if importati.on. of ~nfection
ioto NYC is assumed to be less than 50 per year..' ,Moi"eover thjs ~odel does not fit
the monthly data and it· implies unrealistically t~at by age'1.9 years half of a.lJ. ,Children
should have had measles. In ,these respects much better results are obtained with, an
age-str~cturedmodel eonsidering in:cr~ased measles, transt:nission' within·schools.. So. far
this is also the only model that can explain why the obs~rved "seasonal" contact rate
has a different time c~urse in year~ with 'low ,and high measles, inciqence. rherefore,
rather than looking for chaos, one should try to expl8.in thc changing.IIieasles incidence
pattern in NYC by the massive demogra~hic.·ch~gesduring 1928-~964. ~

Dieter Schenzle, University of Tübingen,' Germany •

Birgitt Schönfisch

Cellular Automata as Epidemie models

We investigat,ed th~ efr~cts 'of introduci~g migration (mixing) inta the el~sic~Greenberg- '
Hastings automata. The time patte~s, i.e.. the proportion of infectious, .show large
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amplitude oscillations. These amplitudes and the periods are studied, in detail with
and 'wit~out migration.To inv~tigate the spatial patterns measures are introdueed
that distinguish between wavelike, structured patterns (without migration) and appar
ently 'diffusive', not ordered patterns (with migration). Simulations with short- and
long-range migration of different strength are carried out. Conclusions are that even
smallest perturbations from the deterministic state lead finally to the same pattern as
those resulting with high migration. There seems to b~ ~ost no difference between
the effeets of short- and long range migration. If a high number of infectious neighbors
ia necessary, for infection ad~tional phenomena oecur. .

Birgitt Schönfisch, University of Tübingen, Germany

Hai Smith

The SEIR, epidemie model

The' deterministic SEIR model is considered with b9th constänt and periodic contact
rate. In the~ of constant contact rates, the r~nt proof ofM.Li ~ J. Mu1d~wneythat
the endemie equilibr~u.m is globally attracting isdescribed. In ~he case of a seasonally
varying ,contact rate, we.show that there exist many siniultaneously stable subharmonic
solutions of different periods.

Hal.Smith, Tenipe, AZ, USA

Henrik Wachmann

The implementatioD of standard theory of childbood diseases ,

I 'shall try 'to describe the attempt being made in Denmark to use a model approach for
epidemie ehildhood diseases, in the surveillance of the vaccination. program. Data avail
~ble, and the' statistical analysis of it, is commented on, and the planned implementation
of various models is described.e Heni-ik Wachmann, Roskilde University, Denmark
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT
OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t. 51/1994

Applied Probability

04.12. bis 10.12.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Arie Hordijk (~eiden)und Rolf Schaßberger
(Braunschweig) statt. ....,-'

"Die Vorträge behandelten zum überwiegenden Teil Themen aus der .Theorie. der
Markovschen Prozesse und der Bed.ienungstheorie. Besonders stark vertreten waren
Fragestellungen zur ergodisehen Stabilität. Darüber hinaus gab es auch eine Reihe
von Vorträgen aus anderen Gebieten, so etwa zu anwendungsbezogenen Fragen d~r

Theorie der Punktprozesse und zum Scheduling. Insgesamt lag~n die Anwendungs-
. bereiche vorwiegend in der Informatik, dem Operations Research und der Telek~m~.

munikation. Das gesamte Spektrum de.ssen, was der Thematik der Appiied Prob
ability zugerechnet werden mag, konnte und sollte nicht repräsentiert sein. So
waren zum Beispiel die Theorie der Verzweigungsprozesse und die Risikotheorie
nicht vertreten. '

An der Jagung nahmen 42 Wissenschaftler aus 12 Ländern teil.
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:Voi-tragsauszüge

E. ALTMAN, A. HORDIJK.

.App1ications of Borovkov's renovation theory to non-stationary recursive
. sequences and their control

We investigate the stability of non-stationary stochastic processes, arising typically
in ap'plications of controL The setting is known as stochastic recursive sequences,
which allows· to construct on oneprobability space, stochastic processes that corre
spond·to different initial states and different control policies. A natural criterion {or
stability for such processes is that the inßuence of the initial state disappears after
some finite time. In other words, starting from different initial states, the process
will couple after some finite time to the same limiting (not necessarily stationary)
stochastic process.We investigate this as weH as other types of coupling, and present
conditions for them to oceur uniformly insome cla.ss.of control policies. We the~

use the coupling results to establish new' theoretical aspects in the theory of non
Markovian' control.

F. BACCEL~I, A.A. BOROVKOV, J. MAIRESSE

On the large tandem queueing systems

We consider the basic properties of tandem systems containing k stations -/CI/l
with i.i.d.. service tiines when k --t oo~ The main subject. of investigation are
sequences of interarrival times t n ( k) on station k (interdeparture times on station
k -1) and of waiting times Wn(k) of the n-th customer on station k. There has been
observed' a duality property by which Wn(k) and 'idle times' Yn(k), associated with
t~(k) playa symmetrical role in the problems. Two versions of tandem problems are
considered: a nonstationary (boundary valued) version, when the initial conditions
W1(k), k = 1,2, ... and tn(~), n = 1,2, ... are given; and a stationary version, when
only the stationary sequence {tn (1)} is given, -00 < n < 00. The ergodic theorems
for both versions are obtained. The second version of the problem is still quite far
from its complete solution. The ergodie theorem implies for instance the existence
of a fixed point for the map, generated by single server queue G/GI/1.

F. BACCELLI, V. SCHMIDT

Taylqr series expansions for Poisson-driven (max,+ )-linear syste'ms

We represent the second-order variables W of a statlonary open (max,+)-linear sys-
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tem as a functional of the input point process. We then use the .me'thod .<?f Ta.ylor ,
expansions (in the intensity paramete! ,\ ofthe input point process) in or~er ,to
represent the expect~tionof these stationary variables as

k
E[W] = E ,\nrpn. +0(,\k+1).

n=O

Two equivalent expressions are given for the rpn eoefficients. The most explicit one
involves.a class of polynomials which are the surn of certain monomials' present
in the multinornial for~ula and which are invaiiant by cyclic permu~ation .and by
translations along the (1, 1, ... , 1) vector.
The method extends to the case of Laplaee transforms and to the ease of higher
order moments. Examples are provided in ,queueing theory and in manuf~turing

models. ';~~

B.BLASZCZYSZYN,A.FREY,V.SCHMIDT

Light-traffie approximations for Markov-modulated multi-server queues,

A general concept is considered of 'expanding' the expectation of a ~ide class of'
functionals of marked point processes,. which expresses .this expectation by asum of
integrals,over higher-order factorial moment meaSures of the underlying 'point' pro
cess. This idea is applied in' order to derive approximation formulas for stationary
characteristics of multi-server queues with Markov-modulateq. arrival proeess and
FIFO queueing diseipline. Bes~des, real-valued queueing characteristics lik~ ,wait:
ing time and total work load, we also give approximations 'for the Kiefer-Wolfowitz
work-load vector. If the service times have phase-type distributions, ihe' factorial
moment expansion provides a useful computational technique for approximations of
moments of the stationary work-Ioad vector. Numerical examples ar~ given which
show how the algorithm works in light traffic. ' '

O. BOXMA

The MfGf1 queue with negative customers - a Wiener-Hopf approach

We consider an MfGf1 queue with the special' feature that negative eustomers ,ar
rive, aecording to a Poisson process. Negative customers require 00 service, but they'
lead to the removal of some ordinary customers or work. We study two variants of
the model that can be analyzed in detail. .
(i) At the arrival of a negative customer, a stochastic amount of work is instanta
neously removed from the system.. For thi~ case we determine the workl~ad dis
tribution. The problem gives rise to a Wiener-Hopf equation. Equivalence with a
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GI/G/1 queue with only ordinary customers is_exploited.
.(ii)" At each service completion, not ooly the completed eustomer leaves hut 'also
just as many eustomers (up to the number of eustomers present) are re~oved as
there have 'been negative arrivals during the past service period. For this case we
determine the queue length distribution of ordinary customers, solving aRiemann
boundary value problem.

'H. CHEN,'H. ZHANG

Stability of multiclass queueing networks under FIFO service diseipline

In this paper,.we establish so~e suffieient cooditioos for the stability of a multiclass
queueing network under a first-in-first-out (FIFO) service discipline.' The results
'extend the previous work on t~e single class network and the single station net
w~rk, andcomplement the previous work on the queue~ng network under general

'work-eon'serving and priorityserviee disciplines. In addition, we formally identify a
FIF9 fluid network that corresponcls to the queueing network ·un.der FIFO service
discipline, andprove a fluid limit theorem for th~ queueing network under FIFO
,service discipline.

D. CHENG, R. RICHTER

Coupling characterizations or stochastie o~ders and tandem queues

We' deseribe eharacterizations, of several stronger stochastie orderings in te~m's of
the usual stochastic ordering and give examples where they can be used to show
stoehastic optimality of designs and' policies. In partieular, we show how the re
veised hazard rate ordering charaeterization leads naturally to the optimal ordering
of some of the servers in a tandem queueing ne~work, where optiniality means min
imization of the departure process in the stoehastic pathwise sense.

H.,DADUNA

Tandem ~u~ues in discrete time where moving unjts don't see time. averages

I 'consider closed and open tandems of BERNOULLI servers'under FCFS- regime.
.The equilihrium distribution of these systems is of a specific product-form, which is
(for identical node characteristics) symmetrie in the nodes. In contrast to continuous
time systems, eustomers' arrival distributions show. an asymmetrie produ~t-form; i~

both caSes: open and closed ta~dems. ,
For closed 'tandems this leads ,tri a cyele time distdbution, which depends on the
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node, where tbe eyele starts; tbe Laplaee-Stieltjes transform of the eyele time is
asymmetrie.
The cycle time result is used to obtain the passage time dist~ibution for .the open
tandem. It is sbown, that from the asymmetrie arrival time distribution and the
asymmetrie eycle time distributio~ eventually a symmetrie (in the Dodes) passage
time distribution is obtained.

D.J. DALEY, L.D. SERVI

Transactional datasets and queues

A transactional dataset for a service system. consists of the time epochs I where
services start and whereservices finish (hence, customers depart). L?'r.son (1990)
proposed the name Queueing Inference Engine to describe the probl~in"of finding .
estimates of the queue size or waiting time, for example, these bei~g.quantities
that eannot he determined from the data. Assuming a Poissqn arrival process,.
the mean queue size at service finish (or start) times 'ean be estimated conditional
on the dataset I U 00. The arrival rate parameter A ean be estimated by either
a 111ethod-of-moment estimator or a Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). The
model can be made' more realistic by allowing' halking with propability tv for ar-'
rivals who would otherwise wait for service, or re~eging from tbe waiting l.ine at
rate.,.,. When the queueing model is a stationary' MIMI k system, 00 distincti~n in
estimating the customer los~ rate between a halki~g and 'r~neging model.is pos~i
hle (use birth-and-death equations). Moregenerally; assuming only Pois.son arriva.ls
and balking, hoth moment and ML estimators of A an.d tv are .availahle, via si~ple

expressions.. Replacing balking by reneging, the algebra "is. more eomple~: A. clos.ed
form expression for the likelihood of a busy period of length N is 'a~ai1able, hut as
the sum of 2N - 1 terms, half positive and half negative, it is not computationally
efficient nor numerjeally stahle for N larger than 5 to 10. Direet eomputation from
the transition probabilities offers hope. .

1. ELIAZAR, U. YECHIALI

Randomly-timed gated queueing systems

A new general model, ealled Randomly-Timed Gating (RTG), is introdueed for·
M/G/l-type queues with server intermissions: whenever the server re-enters the
system (after a general intermission-interval), a timer is activated for a random.
exponential duration. When the time alloeate~ by the timer. expires, the' queue is .
gated. The server leaves for another intermission-interval as soo.n as either the queue
becomes empty; or the service of the jobs present in the system at the instant of
gating has been completed, whichever occurs first.
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This model defines a continuum class of queueing systems that spans the entire spec
trum between the gated ancl the exhaustive regimes, and leads to several application
models never studied before.
Following a thorough analysis, the model is used to studying polling systems where
each station is governed by an independent RTG regime. A communication-type.
application a;nd several extensions are described.

S. FOSS

SLLN for a class of stochastic sequences arising in polling models

We consider a polling system with a single server, stationary ergodic input, Marko
vian-type routing mechanism and with the 'monotone' policies on a11 Dodes. We
show that (under some mixing conditions) the average number of 'active cycles' in
the modelwith n customers converges a.5. to some con5tant when n --t 00. This
statement a110ws us to obtain the 5tability of the sy~tem in consideration (if p < 1).

R. GiBBONS, F. KELLY, P. REICHL

Network programrning methods for 10ss networks

We describe how some of the insights available from stochastic analyses of dynamic
routing may be incorporated into the classical network programming approach to
the design of networks. The basic tool is a performance bound, developed from a
network synthesis ·of various Markov decision proce~ses, one for each resource of the
n~twork. Several examples are described.

K. HINDERER, A. MÜLLER

A Markovian decision process for cast-minimal immunization

We generalize the Greenwood model of Dayanauda and Hogarth (1977) and of
Lefevre (1979) in several respects, notably by the introduction of two types K 1 , K 2

of (non-trivial) fixed costs and a natural choice of the terminal cost function.
Among the new results are the following ones:

1. A scheme is provided which generates in the case of continuous state space an
infinitely of examples satisfying the basic asslimptions, needed for the simple

. solution in the case K 1 = K 2 = O.

2. In the case of discrete state space, the limit for N ~ CX) of the N -stage cost
functions and a stationary, asymptotically optimal ·policy can be found by

6
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recursion in state space.

3. Structural results for the minimalcost functions (lower semicontinuity, bounds)
an~ for the smallest minimizers (state-bang-bang type,. behaviour for large and~

if K 1 = 0, for smallstates) are give~. .

Some variations and extensions are indicated.

L. KALLENBERG

Markov'decision prohlems and linear programming

A finite Markov decision problem is considered with the average reward criterion
in the general (multichain) case. After introducing the model, we'first:.:.qiscuss the
standard linear programming formulation. The main part of this talk"'deals with
separable problems. A problem is called separable if for some pairs (i, <:::) of astate

i' andan action a: -

1. the immediate reward is the surn of two terms, one term only due to the current
state arid .the o~her term only to tbe ~hosen action; .

2. the transition probabilities only depend on t.he chosen action and not on the'

currentstate;

3. the sets of these separable actions are nested.

We give a linear programming f9rmulation which can be viewed both as ~ gener
alization and as a specification of the standard program, and we will iqter'pret the .
inequalities and equalities in this formulation. We derive rel~tions between the pri
ma] and dual program, and' we show how' an optimal policy can be obtained fro~
an optimal solution of the linear program. .
Finally, we will give some examples of replacement and inve'ntory models which can
be form ulated a.s separable problems and for whieh the linear programs have much
less variables than in the' standard formulation.

H. KA$PI, O. KELLA, W. WHITT

Stoehastie fluid networks

The genera] modei considered is WX = X + (1 - P')LX where Xis. cadlag and
(Wx , LX) are a solution to the dynamic complementarity problems (P substochastic
with pn -+ 0). Some new strucfural properties are exhibited, in particular mono
tonicity properties. As a result, for the case in whieh X(O) = 0, x having stationary
increments, W X is stoch~tically increasing (in t), (l._.p')-lWX is stochastically

7



increasing and subadditive (51S) and that (1 - P')-l EWx (if exists) is concave.
For the feedforward case with X(t) = J(t) - (1 - P')rt aod J beinga subordinator,
under the condition (1 ~ P')-l EJ(1) < r the process W X is stable and'conve'rgence
.to the distribution holds in total variation. For the stationary distribution product
form holds only in trivial set~ps (and never holds otherwise). For a 2-dim network
(not feedforward) sir~ilar results are shown. In addition the stationary distribution
has" a positive mass at zero and the origin is reached infinite expected time starting
from every finite mean initial condition.

G.KOSHEVOY,K.MOSLER

LOTenz orderings in JRf

For distributions F, G in 1R~, G is a dilation of F if J t.p{x) dF(X) ~ I cp(x) dG(x)
holds for every convex 'P : 1R~ -+ IR. When d = 1, dilation is equivalent to equality" .
of the mea.ns (provided they exist and are positive) and ordering of the Lorenz func
tions, LF.~ Lc, whe.re LF(t) = ~~ J~ F- 1(s) ds. We extend the Lorenz ordering to
d ~ 2. .
For this, we define "the Lorenz zonoid of F, and say that G is larger than F in
,Lorenz ordering if its Lorenz zonoid includes that of F. The ord~ring is proved to
be equivalent to directional dilation in every directio~ p E lRd • Also, it is equivalent
to f ep(x) dF( x) ~ I t.p(x) dG( x) for every 'P = 1/1 •e'where 1/1 :IR -+ IR is convex and
eis' linear IRd -+ IR. Thus the ordering is weaker than dilation. By restricting e
to subsets of linear functions', further orderings are obtained' They form a flexible
class of orderings which can be used for diverse applications.

. J. LASSERRE

Ne'w tests of optimality in Markov decision processes

We'consider finite state and action spaces MDPs with both d~scounted and average
cost criterion. We present two new tests that permit to detect optimal actions and
non-optimal actions. Those tests are different from the standard Macqueen type
tests for the discounted case and new in the average cost case. We use a result by
Cheng, proposed. for general linear programs. The tests have a simple interpreta
tion in terms of local improvement of the criterion (discounted or average cost case).

8
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G. LAST,R. SZEKLI
. '1

Coupling methods in reliability

We con~ider replacementpolicies on the real line, which is a classical topic in the
theory of reliability. One considers ~ working item subjected to failure and having
a fixed life time distribution. Upon failure the item is, without delay, replaced by a
new one ",Or by a 'used' oue."· In addition to unplanned replacements so~e planned
replacements may be applied, for example at fixed times or if the age .?f the working
item exceeds a prescribed level. The problem is to compare processes or~unplatiried'

fciilures for different replacement policies. "
_We derive comparison 'results of the above type using new· in this area methc'ds,
which are coupling methods for point processes. We use an invers~ construction
of Poisson processes and a thinriing construction utilizing in both' cas~~:the corre
sponding compensators. .Our model introduces a rather general unp~rfect repair
policy, which is allowed to depend on the histo~y.of the process .. The aSsumptions.
need~d are some ageing properties of lifetimes and monotonicity pr~perties. of the
repair process. Our results generalize many classical results in this area offering at
the same time an alternative method. ".

. V. MALYSHEV

Fluid models and dynamical systems

It lS shown .that a fluid model is a particular case of a ffi<?re general, dyn~mi~al sys~

"tem approa~h. A fluid model exists only if some conservation law holds in' the initia~

stochastic modeL Variou~ complication can exist in the fluid model:
1. Nondeterministic fluid (Scattering Phenomena), "
2. Continuum of invariant measures for the 'normaiized' fluid model (r~dial'projec

tion on the simplex and time change).
In the case when the number of invariant measures is finite, general theorems.exist
providing necessary and sufficient conditions for ergodicity and recurrence.

. "

K. MENGERSEZ; G. ROBERrS, R. TWEEDIE

Application of Markov chain convergence results in Markov chain Monte-Garlö
algorithms

To implement a Hastirtgs-Metropolis algorithm to simulate fr~m a density 1r(~) on
IRd~ we take "any candidate transition law q(~, y). and accept moves generated by q

9



with probal;>ility

(
,) {' 1r(y)q(y,x)/1r(x)q(x,y) A 1, 1l"(x)q(x,y) i- 0

ax,Y = 1 1r(x)q(x,y) =0.

If P(x,y} = q(x,y)a(x,y) and P(x, {x}) = 1- f q(x,y)a(x,y)dy then 1r is invariant
for P. 'We discuss conditions leading to irreducibility and aperiodicity in which
casellpn(xj) -1r11 -+ O. We consider conditions under which this convergence is
geom~trically fast in n. hi partieular

1. if q(x, y) == q(y) (the independenee ease) then we show geometrie ergodieity is
essentially equivalent to q(x)/1r(x) ~ ß, '

2. if q(x,y) = q(x -'y) = q(y - x) (the random walk ease) then for symmetrie 1r

iod = 1, geometrie, ergodieity is essentially equivalent to exponential deerease
in the tails of 1r,

3. in the random w,alk ease with d > 1, geometrie ergodieity is implied by geo
metrie decrease in 1r together with a smoothness condition on the contour of '
1r.

M. MIYAZAWA

Queues with interruptions and response time problems

Stationary distributions for queueing netwotks, GSMP (Generalized Semi- Markov
Processes) and queues with symmetrie service diseipline have been extensively' stud
ied in the 70's and 80's. One of the interesting results is the equivalence between
(i) insensitivity of macrostate distributions w.r. t. lifetime ,distributions,
'(ii) Ioeal balance of stochastic flows,
whieh leads to .
(iii) deeomposabllity of the joint distribution of macrostate and remaining lifetimes, •

'where decomposability means that the joint distribution splits into independent
components of the marginals. A major intention of this talk is to shed light on
the elassical results above from an extended formulation of GSMP, ealled RGSMP,
whieh covers a wide range of queueing models whieh ean not be accessed by GSMP.
It is shown that the classical theory still works for the equivalence between (ii) and
(iii) but 'not for (i) and (ii), if we change the nation 'of Ioeal balance ·suitably.
We apply this result to queues with negative customers and mean response time of
a eustomer at a given node of a CJ.ueueing network.

10
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P. POLLETT

Analytical and computational methods for rnodelling e~anescent randorn processes .

There are many stochastic systems arisin~ in areas Mdiverse as wildlif~ manage

ment, chemical kinetics and reliability theory, which eventually 'die out', ye~ appear

to be stationary over any reasonabl~ time scale. Th.e nation of a quasistationary dis

tribution has proved to be ~ potent tool in modelling this behaviour. In finite-s~a.te

.systems the existence of a quasistationary distribution .is guaranteed.However, in

" the infiniie-state cases.this may not always be so,"and the question of whethe~or not

a qu~istation~ry distribution exists requires delicate mathematica.l analysis. The

purpose of this pap~r is twofold: to pre.sent simple conditions for the existence of

quasistationary distributions for continuous-time Markov chains, and, to describe an

efficient computational procedure for evaluating them. The computational method

I shall describe is a ·varian·t ·or Arnoldi's algorithm and it is particularly: suited to

problems where the transition-rate matrix is hoth large and sparse, hut. does not

exhibit a banded structure which might otherwise be usefully exploiteq:" Tbe ana

lyticaI and computational methods will be illustrated with reference to a" variety of

examples, ineluding birth-death process, the birth-death and catastrophe pl:"0ce~s,

and an epidemie model for .which I shall compare·the computed quasistationary dis--

tribution with a~ appropriate diffusion approximation.·- . .

U. RIEDER

General bandit processes in discr~te. time

We introduce the well-known multi-armed bandit problem and present' a. simple

proof for the optimality of the Gittins index policy. . .

Important special cases are Bayesian nonparametric bandit problems. The p~ocesses

are assumed to be Dirichlet .processes. By means of a suitable stochaStic dy~a.mic

program we show the monotonicity of the value functions· and of optimal· policies;·

Then we extend the stopping-property and the stay-on-a-winner-property, which-are

weH-known for Bernoulli-bandits. the results are based on a new ordering concept

on JN~. Finally, an open bandit model (or single-server queueing network) with a

general arrival distribution is considered., We cOn1bine the formulation of Whittle

(1981) with ideaS ~f Tsi tsiklis (1986) to obtain a new and constructive proo(forthe

optimality of a largest-index poliey. The indices can be computed by the so-called

largest-remaining7index· method. .
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T. 'ROLSKI

Fluid 'models driven by a Gaussian process

We. consider a fluid model of a single buffer in a random ex~ernal environment mod
elled by a Gaussian process. Tbe main example is when tbe external environment
is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process or a linear combination of components of some
multivariate Gatlss-Markov processes. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model appears, for
~xample, as the limiting case of the multiplexing model of Anick, Mitra an9. Sondhi
in heavy traffic environment. Tbe talk reports papers written jointly witb V. Kulka-, •
rni,K. Debicki and Z. PalmoskL .

A. RYBKO

Eulerhydrodynamic limit for one, class of neural networks

Let us consider a' gra.ph G with the set V of vertices and the set L of links. Let
D(i) = {j : (j, i) E L} be the neighbourhood of i. Consider the following Markov
~hain. ~ts stat~ space is R~, we can say that there is a potential Si( t) at the point
i E V at timet. If Si(t) > 0 forall i., then si(t)decrease linearly in time with
constant speeds Vi until one (say Si(t + to)) becomes O. At this moment t + to a11
Sj(t+to+O), j E D(i) get'some positive increments 11ij(t+tO+O) which are mutually
independent but have the same distribution for fixed i,j. Denote its common mean
value by aij = E11ij(t+to+O}. We caU this Markov chain M. After the consideration
of 'Euler limits it is possible to prove th~ Theorem: If A = {Gij} is selfadjoint, the
.minimal eigenvalueof Aispositive and the salutions of the equation A1r = v has a11
positive coordinates, then M is ergodie.

M. SCHÄL

Valuation of options in discrete-time financial markets

The price X t of same stock at time t = 0,1, ... , T farms a process on (O,:F, P).
The bank offers the option to buy 1 stock at time T for the price Xo and for some
extra pdce v at time O. Then' there is no risk for the bank if there is some in-

'vestment plan {'resulting in a gain q({) such that v + G({) ? (XT - Xo)+. The
smallest such number v· can be shown to be sup Eq[(XT - X o)+] where the sup
Is taken over all probability measures Q << P such that X is a martingale under
Q. For the proof we use· an L2-framework and ideas of Kramkov and Schachermayer.

12
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P. SCHWElTZER

.~

QueueiJ).g networks: App~rima~ions and bottleneck analysis

Two approximations' are described for large closed product-form' netwo~ks with
. constant-rate servers. 'One is an asymptotic expansion in reciprocal powers of the
population, and leads to' easy identification of bottlenecks. The other consists of
self~consistent approXimation to the two sideS of the exact mean value analysis re
c~rsiori.· It inciudes, as special.cases, .both linear",and quadratic approxima.tions.

A. SHWARTZ

,New models and policies in discounted dynamic programming

ß<l
" 00

V;,'('ir,x) = E:Eß:~(x-h'at),
1=0

Considera standard discounted Markov decision process: under policy 1r, ",the cost
,is', .

w~e~e x is the initial state, {a,} the ,control and {Xt} the state sequence. If we now
com~ine~everal .discounted· crite~ions, we obtain tbe multiple-~iscountcriterion

k

V(1r, x) = E V~,(1r, x).
, _=1 -

I'

l

We show that there does notexist an optimal (max) stationary policy for V, but
for the flD.ite:problem there is an optimal policy wbich is stationary from s~me time
'N.onward; and Matkov.at. t =0, 1, ... ,N. ,
If we add a constraint, with the same structure.aS V, then we need to randomize:
the numb~r,of randomizations .is the number of constraints. Finally, for the con
strained, single discount problem, with countable state and compact action space
(under. continuityassumptions) we obtain a pol1cy which isoptimal a.nd is,' for M
constrajnt~, "
- stationary deterministic after same time N,
- the action sets used by' tbe policy are single~otis, except at most M',

,- t.h~r~ are~t most M time~state pairs in which randomization oc~urs.

.S. STIDllAM

Airline yield management a.s a problem in tbe control of queues

We fprmulate and analyze a Markov decision model for airline seat allocation (yield

13



man~gement) on a single-wa.y fiight with multiple fare classe~. Unlike'previous mqd-.
eIs, ours makeS' no assumptions:about the arrival patterns for various {are classes
and also ~llow cancellations" no-shows, and· overbooking.' We, show: h9W to solve
this problem' exact1y using dynamic prograinming.. Utider r'ealist~c.coilditions, we
dem<?Dstrate that an optimal booking· policy isO ~haractedzed ~y siate~ and ti~e

dependent booking limits for each fare class. Our approach exploits the equivalence
to a problem in the optimal contro!. of admission to .a queueing system, which h~
been well-studied in the literature on queueing-control.

P. TAYLOR

An operator-geometrie approach to product-form network~

We formulate all open Markovian network of que~es ~ a qua.si~birth-and-death pro
cess. Using results which give suffi,cient c~nditions for th~ level tq be independe~t'
of the place, we ch~acterize the product:'f~rm stationary ~is.~ribu~.ions.in terms of
the spectral properties of the rate matrices. For a Jackson 'network, the 'conditions
enforced by such a form~lation are s~own to b~ equi~alent tothe conditions i~pos~d

by the 'standard traffic equations. Generalisations for'a .wider' class' of product:'fo~m

networks are also 'given, and a m~thod for -constructingnew. product-form networks
.is diseussed. . .

H.'TIJMS

On a ~onjectur~ abo'ut geometrie tail behavior of state probabilities in a countable
Markov chain '

This l~eture poses an open problem for a Markov 'chain with infinltely many states.
Suppose you have an .ergodic Markov chain with one':'dimensional·state spaee I =:=.

{O, 1, ...} and equilibrium probabilities'. {1rj,j EI}. Under·wha.t conditions there •
exist constants er > 0 and 0 < "f < 1 Such that 'Trj "J a-ri for'j,la.rge enough? Such,an·

"expansion is extremely useful when numerically solving the equilibrium, equations
, 'of countable 'Markov chains arising in practice. The <!onjecture'was posed th'at the

above geometrie tail behavior applies when there is a finite set K such that" the
~ean Jecurrence time to this set' is linear in the initia.l state.. In ap'plic~~ions .the
decay factor T may be characterized by the smallest .pole of fh:e generating fun,ction .

. . of the state probabi~itiesoutside. tbe upit circle.·, '. '. .
~:Added note: In the diseussion Professor Borovkov pointed out a characterization of
general-state Markov chairis for which the equi.1ibrium distri~ution has ~ geometrie
tail. .
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J. WAL'RAND'

Admission and routing in ArM networks

AsynchroilOus transfer mode,(ATM) networks carry iriforlDation in fixed~~ize pack
.ets, called ~lls, of 424 b·its. 'The networks transport. the cells of a given connection,
or call, alo'Dg a"route assigned to that' call. The user specifices some characteristics
of thestre~m of .cells and requests a quality of service specifying the delay and 10ss

, t:ate' that is acceptable. The cells move along optical fibers connected by switch~rs

equipped with buffers that store temporary bursts of cellS.
Typically; the acceptable loss is small, of the order of 10-6 , and 'occurs when the
bl#fer,overßows at one switch. Overflows are large deviations. and ~an he kept sm~ll
by averaging (multiplexing) calls suitably. We explain a method for guaranteeing
that the 10ss rates are acceptable in a network with two types'.of traffic dis~tinguished

by the dynamics of their ßuctuations: slowly varying and fast varying. Loss~s in fast
varyi~g'streams are kept small by using ,buffers. The theory of effecti~e/d~coupling
bandwidth .can be used to decide if a new call can be carried along a gi~en path. '
For slowly varying calls, buffers do not help anq losses are kept small by multiplex
iug ma~y calls. 'Large de:viation results are used' to estimate if a new call can be
accepte'd., .
We also' explain on,.line estimation' methods that the ,networ~ can use to estimate
Hs sp.a.re, capacity when it does not have amodel of the sourees.

G. WEISS
. . .

Fluid models for r~-entrant li~es - stability & control
'-,:?"

Re~entran~ lines are queueing n·et~orks in which a11 cu~to,rriers'follow. the same 17oute,
which may re-visit each node several times. Recent results on the connection ,be

. tween stability.of stochastic networks and the stability of their deterministic fluid
limits motivate our research. We first analyze the Lu-Kumar re-~ntrant line and
.identify -the global stability region for ~ts fluid model. Next we discuss optimization:
we f~rmillate several optlmiz~tion·problems 9f which minirnization of total inv~n
tory s~ms the most interesting. A three· buffe~' ~x~mple is solved.Typically the
solution consists of piecewise constant controls~ surprisingly switches between them
~an.occur 'not ooly when buffers reach empty state.

Berichterstatter: Andreas Frey
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

CONFERENCE REPORT 52/1994

ASYMPTOTICS FOR IDGHDIMENSIONAL
STATISTICAL· MODELS

11.12.• 17.12.1994

The Conference has been organised by Prof. Dr. H. Milbrodt (Köln), Prof. Cr. A.
Janssen ( DClsseldorf) and Prof. Dr. Helmut Strasser (Vienna).

Due to the generality of the title, the meeting offered a variety of approaches to the
asymptotic theory of high dimensional models. The topics included rank-based
inference, adaptive procedures for estimation and classification, _aspects of
asymptotic inference for the estimation of functionals of stochastic processes,
bootstrap methods, especially tor nonlinear time se.ries, aspects of stable laws and
processes, extreme value theory, approximation of experiments, and goodness of fit
testing for semiparametric models.
The impression, shared by the participants, was that the probabilistic aspects of high
dimensional problems. especially asymptotics and central limit theorems, can be
dealt with, whereas for the statisticaI aspects no generally accepted approach can
be presented.
The meeting was a graat success. In the stimulatirig atmosphere of the
Forschungsinstitut participants tram Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, France,
Germany, Israel, The Netherlands, Russia, Ucrainia and the U.S.A. had an extensive
exchange of ideas.
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Rudolf Beran
University of Califomia, Berkeley

Bootstrap variable - selection and confidence sets

This paper analyzes estimation by bootstrap variable-selection in a simple Gaussian
model where the dimension of the unknown parameter may exceed thatof the data.
A naive use of the bootstrap in this problem produces risk estimators tor candidate
variable-selections that have a strong upward bias. Resampling fram a less
overfitted model removes the bias and leads to bootstrap variable-seledions that .
minimize risk asymptotically. A related bootstrap technique generates confidencet.....
sets that are centred at the Qest bootstrap variable-selaction and have two turther~
properties: the asymptotic coverage probability for the unknown parameter is as
desired; and the confidence set iso geometrically smaller than a classical competitor.
The results suggest a possible approach to confidence sets in other inverse
problems where a regularization technique is used.

Pater J. Bickel
University of California, Berkeley

Strange behaviou( of the likelihood ratio statistic .in mixture models

We study the problem of tasting

H: F=N(O,1} vs. K: F=(1-e)N(O.1 )+eN(u,1), E,J.I, unknown

using X, ....X,. iid fand the likelihood ratio statistic

where
A" -loglogn -» V in law

[ ] (
Ji _!)

PV 5: v =exp --,;e 2

6. =2~1I
,. ~i=l

We show that. under H,

which is quite uncharacteristic for the likelihood ratio tests in a two parameter family.
We discuss the source of this behaviour and in what sense is prototypical for mixture
models and change point problems, relating our results to those of Hartigan (1985)
and Ghosh and Sen (1985).



We also identify this and similar tests as nonparametrie goodness of fit tests. The
surprisingly complicated proof uses a variety of tools including the Hungarian
embedding, Billingsley Chentsov fluctuation inequalities and other fairly delicate
arguments.

Pater J. Bickel and Ya·acov Ritov
Berkeley and Jerusalem

LAN for ranks and covariates in transformation model

Let (J';,Zt), ....... ,{J:,Z,J be iid, such that the distribution of 0{J';) given Zt =z equals to

F(.",z;8), where F is known, ge0cRd and a(.) is strictly monotone but unknown
otherwise. Important examples are the nonparametrie generalization of the Box-Cox
regression model, the Cox proportional hazard model, and its generalization, the
Clyton-Cuzik model.

...1t.ti--'.,

Let

be the sampie ordered such t~at

Finally let

For a fixed 9, Z is a maximal invariant. We show 'that the family of possible
distributions of Z , indexed by 0 has a LAN structure and that efficient estimation of e
can be based on Z.

Lawrence D. Brown and Mark G. Low
University of Pennsylvania

Asymptotic equivalence of nonparametrie regression, white noise, and
nonparametrie density estimation

The first principal result is that, under conditions, to any nonparametrie regression
problem there corresponds an asymptotically equivalent sequence of white-noise
drift problems, and conversely. This asymptotic equivalence is global, in the sense of
LeCam's deficiency. The results are constructive; a recipe is provided for producing
these asymptotically equivalent procedures.
The principal regularity condition can be paraphrased by saying that the unknown
regression (and drift) functions belang to a bounded set in a.space with smoothness
coefficient (= number of derivatives) >1/2.



Analogous results are also established for the equivatence of nonparametrie density

estimation with the previously menlioned formulations. Far technical reasons we

require here that a > (1+/55/4, although (non constructive) equivalence was

earlier established by M. Nussbaum for any a>1/2 .

An example is given to show that global equivalence fails if a S 1/2.

O. M. Chibisov
University of Moscow

Conditional approach to preliminary testing: an example

We consider testing a simple hypothesis on the center of a symmetrie distribution 'e'!
using either sludent's t cr same nonparametrie (rank) test depending on the outcome

of a preliminary test for normality fram the same data. Asan example of an

alternative underlying distribution, we consider the Cauchy distribution for which

(due to its heavy taBs) the distribution of t drastically differs trom its normal theory

form. As is seen trom simulation data, for a moderate sampie size (n=20), the test for

normality based on the sampie curtosis ( which is appropriate tor·detecling heavy

. tails) has non-negligible errars of discrimination between normality and Cauchy.

Then the conditional distribution of tunder Cauchy given that the sampie curtosis

faUs into the acceptance region tor normality becomes significant for the level of the

entire procedure. We show that this conditional distribution is asymptotically normal,

yal with a ''wrang'' variance greater than 1, which implies that the actual level of the

entire procepure exceeds the nominal on8. Hence one has to be cautious in

selecting the model tram the same data which are used tor testing the hypothesis 01

interest.

Holger Drees
University of Köln

Smooth estimation functionals 0' the extreme value index

let Q" denote the empirical tail quantile' function based on the largest K n order

statistics· of n Li.d. random variables whose d.f. belangs to the weak domain o~_

attracti on of same extreme value dJ. GfJ We consider estimators T(Qn) of theW

extreme value index ß where T is some scala and .Iocation invariant tunctional.

Under suitable second order conditions on the underlying' q.f. a limit theorem tor Q"

centered at the generalized Parato q. f. Fß
1 is established. As a consequence one

obtains asymptotic normality of 1\Q,.) it T is Hadamard differentiable at some affine

transform of F-pl, T(Fi1
) = ß and k..--Jt. GO sufficiently slow. Necessary and sufficient

conditions on the Hadamard derivative of T for the asymptotic variance to be minimal

are given. Finally, it is shown that tor an important class of underlying q.f.'s the

asymptotic bias daes not depend on the estimation functional T.



Michael Falk and G. Christoph
Eichstätt and Magdeburg

Qn domains of attraction of p..max stable laws

A distribution function (df) F is said to belong to the p-max domain of attraction of a

"non degenerate df G. if there exist a,,>Ü. ß" >0 such that the df F"(a"lxr" sign(x»
_converges weakly to G. The class of possible limi~ing dfs G and their domains of
attraction are characterized by resultsfrom,classicalextreme value theory. This main
result unifies earlier ones obtained by Pantcheva et al.

Jürgen Franke and Eva Kreutzberger
Kaiserslautern

~ootstrapplngkemel estimates for non-lInear autoregressions ...
'~~lt

_Let {X, } be a non-linear timeseries of order 1:

with i.i.d. innovations E, and a smooth regression function m. We assume that m
and the density P. of the E, satisfy "one of the various conditions guaranteeing

stationarity and geometric ergodicity of {X,}." Theri." under suitable regularity
assumptions, the Nadaraya-Watson. estimate of m .based on Xl····· 1 X,,:

6,(x h)= 1 ~K(x-X,)x /-._1~. -K(~x-x.,)
1 (N-'l)h~ h t+1 Nh~ h.

is aSY'!lptotically normal and uniformly consistent on compact sets., Let·

B, =X;-m(X,_I .• )' E, ,;, E, -~ 1:E,

bethe sampie residuals and the centeredsample residuals," e: ""_,,,&~ be Li.d. from a
smoothed version of the' empirical law w. r. t. &11 ..... ' EN , "and X;+I =m( X,~g ) + &;+1 be"
recursively calculated bootstrap data~ We show under suitable conditions, where
the most importsnt one is Lipschitz continuity- of m with- a constant <1, that this
bootstrap works for the Kernel estimate min the sense. that in Mallows distance d_2
we have

JNhd2 (nt (x,h) -m(xJg)Jm(x,h)m(x»~Op

for
N -+ 00, h-N -a, 1/5 < a < 1/4 .

Richard D. Gill. Mark J. van der laan and James M. Robins
University of Utrecht, University of California t Berkeley and Harvard University



Coarsenlng at ra.ndom: characterization, conjectures and coun~er-examples

The nation of coarsening at randorn (CAR) was introduced by Heitjan and Rubin
(1991) to describe the most general form of randomly grouped, censored, er missing
data, for which it is still true that the coarsening mechanism can be essentially
ignered when making inference about the parameters· of the distribution of the
variable of interest. This paper explores a number of the consequences of the CAR
assumption. First in discrete sampie spaces, we give some simple equivalent
characterizations of CAR. We show that grouped data always fit a CAR model, or in
a slogan: CAR is everything. In other words, a nonparametrie model for the variable
of interest together with the assumption of an arbitrary CAR mechanism actually
puts no restriction st all on the distribution of the data. Next we describe what
intuitively would seem to be the most general possible way to generate CAR e)
mechanisms, a sequential procedure called randomized monotone coarsening.
Counter-examples however show that CAR mechanisms exist which cannot be
represented in this way. We specialise to missing at random, MAR, (Rubin, 1976),
the case of missing components of a multivariate random vector, discovering again a
counter-example but also revealing much further strudure of MAR models. The
negativeresults show that the CAR assumption, though highly convenient. initself is
difficult to motivate on physical grounds: CAR mechanisms exist which intrinsically
depend on information in the data which is not revealed to the observer, without this

. affecling the observer's conclusions. In a second slogan: CAR is more than it
seems.
Finally we discuss possible extensions tram the discrete case to the general. We
give a new definition of CAR in general sampie spaces and establish some parallel
results to the discrete case. Wegive a critique of Jacobsen and Keiding"s (1994)
recent alternative proposal for a general definition of eAR, discuss the many open
problems still remaining to be solved, and pose some conjectures.

Friedrich Götze
Universität Bielefeld

Recent results on normal and uniform approximation

Several results on the rate of convergence obtained jointly with V. Bentkus tor~
Student"s statistic and for quadratic forms are presented. :.
For i.i.d. randorn variables X 1'X2 ' .•.•• ,Xn we estimate the errer in the Central Limit
Theorem (CLT) for Student"s statistic by Cpp-.//2n-lf2 where c denotes an absolute
constant and ß2 and P3 denote the second resp. third absolute moment of Xl . These
bounds extend to the non identically distributed esse Ooint work with· M. Bloznelis)
and allow to prove convergence in the CLT provided that to is in the domain of
attraction of normality (i.i.d. case) rasp. that X I 'X2 ' ..•• ,X" satisfy Lindeberg"s
condition.

---------------------- - ---



In the CLT for quadratic ferms we show for random vectors inRt with at least five
independent coordinates that the CLT holds for ellipsoids defined by

Q(x):::~t Ä..X.2~a
~j=1 J J

with an error of order o{n-1
) provided that k ~ 5. These results extend to cases

where Q(x) splits into two independent components of rank at least three. Using
Fourier integral methods we furthermore proved that the error in the uniform·
approximation of the number of lattice points in an ellipsoid rE, r~ 00, E fixed is
bounded by o{r1

-
2

) for k ~ 9 uniformly in the class of all .ellipsoids E with boundede ratios ofaxes. This sharpens the weil known estimate o(r1
-
Ul

(k+l)). of Landau (1915).

Yuli Gu and Lucien LeCam
University of Califomia, Berkeley

Some observations on poisson experimen~

Poisson experiments. like Gaussian shift experiments, arise as limit or approximating
experiments in many situations. A link betweenPoisson experiments and Gaus~ian

shift experiments is obtained by using Hellinger affinity struct~res. This allows one to
extend information based results. We give examples to show that such paired
experiments are typically not comparable in the sense of LeCam's deficiency
distance and that Poisson experiments with the same Hellinger affinity structures
are typically of different experiment types. We give a general result which shows that
to compute the minimax risk exactly, it is necessary to know the type of the
experiment. Some numerical evaluations of the minimax risks and the information
bounds are also given.

Alexander Guschchin
Universität Moskau

Asymptotic efficiency bounds for estimating funct.ionals of stochastic
processes

Suppose that we observe a stochastic process XI 'X2 ' ••••.•. x", with an unknown
distribution P belonging to some nonparametrie family '1'. and we have to estimate a
one-dimensional functional 9: '1'-.+RI . It is assumed that the process Xl' X", is
not ergodie, st least on a larger part of 'P.
To tackle the problem of asymptotically effici~nt estimation of 8 we suggest the
following approach.
1. For a fixed Pe~. we define a class 1'{P) of ane-parameter loeal submodels,
(pa."), pa." e~. aeA ~ RI such that po." == P and the sequence of the statistical
experiments(F:.a .", a E A). where p"a." is the distribution of {Xl' .....x,,} underpa.",

weakly converges in the LeCam sense to a limit experiments (Qa, a e A) which is
assumed to be quadratic mean differentiable at a = o.



2. For an arbitrary sub model (pa.,.), we prove an asymptotic lower bound on the
performance of "regular" estimators. This bound is of the Cramer-Rao type and is
inversely proportional to the asymptotic Fisher information about o( pa,,.).

3. We choose a "least favourable submodel" in 1'{P) i.e. a sub model on which the
asymptotic Fisher information about 0 is minimized.
4. An estimator is said to be asymptotically efficient at Peil' if it attains the lower
bound corresponding to aHleast favourable submodel" in ~p).

This definition of asymptotic efficiency reduces to the elassical one for LAN models.
As an application of our approach, we consider the problem of estimating the
offspring mesn in a branching process with non-random immigration, and we
construct an estimator which s asymptotically efficient in our sense at all PE 'P .

Mare Hallin
Universite Libre de Bruxelles

Rank-based methods in the statistieal analysis 01 stochaatie processes

e'

The theory of rank-based inference has been developed. almost exclusively, in the
context of independent observations. Most of its applications are in the area of
general linear" models, and rank-based solutions exist for virtually all classical
problems arising in this elass of models. This, and possibly the combinatorial
features of rank-order theory, may explain why many statisticians are under the
superficial impression that rank-based inference is inherently limited to tne statistical
analysis of series of independent observations. The invarianca arguments leading to
rank-based methods in the context of independent observations however still hold in
more general situation where the observed series constitutes a finite realization of
some stochastie process and more particularlYt in time series analysis: see Hallin
and Puri (1992, Section 1). And scattered rank-based methods for time series
problems can be traced back as far as Wald and Wolfwitz (1943). More recently, a
systematic treatment of rank-based hypothesis tasting problems has been given for
ARMA processes (Haltin and Puri,1987; Koul and Saleh1993), for linear models with
autocorrelated error terms (Hallin and Puri. 1994), for periodical autoregression
(Bentarzi and Hallin, 1994), bilinear processes (Benghabrit and Hallin 1994) and
random coefficient autoregressive models (Akharif and Haltin, 1994). Just as in the
independent observation context, rank-based methods thus are extremely flexible...
Due to their invariance and distribution-freeness properties, they yield exact"
solutions in a variety of problems where classical methods are only approximately cr
asymptotically correct under non Gaussian densities. Moreover, they also are
naturally robust. Usually, a substantial loss of power is the price to be paid for such .
properties. But this is not the case with ranks-at least, in the classical linear model
situation-quite on the contrary: appropriately chosen rank-based methods even
uniformly dominate their traditional Gaussian competitors.



A classical rasult by Chemoff and Savage (1958) indeed shows that the asymptotic
relative efficiencies, with resped to their Gaussiancounterparts, of tests and R
estimates based on the so-called van der Waerden or normal scores is always
larger than one: Student and Fisher tests accordingly are Pitman-nonadmissible. '
This property, and the resulting non admissibility of traditionalcorrelogram-based
methods, has been shown to hold also in the ARMA context(Hallin,1994). The
objective of this talk to illustrate the use of ranks in the statistical analysis of
stochastic processes by means of three simple examples: testing the coefficient of a
first-order AR model. lasting AR(1) against bilinear serial dependance, and tasting.
the nonrandomness of the coefficient ofa.first-order AR model.

Nobert Henze
Universität Karlsrutie

Same integral equatlons In connectlon wlth multivariate normality testlng
~;~;1.i -

let X", .... ,XIl be i.i.d. random d~imensional column vedors with expectation J.1 and
non-singular covariance matrix I. A generalization of Mardia"s 'affine invariant
multivariate skewness"measure is given by ·the higher order odd moment

We derive the limiting distribution of n times the naturalestimator

1 "{ - I -I _ }2k+1
bt.d=-;L (Xj-XII)SII (x.-X,J

n j,l:1

of Pt.d under t~e assumption that the distribution of XI is elliptically symmetrie, has

. no atom at its-center and the moment condition EIIX l lrk
+

2
< 00 hold~~(in th"at esse,

ßk,d=O). This limit distribution is a sum ofk+1"weighted independent r variates. The
weights are the eigenvalues of the integral equati6n

Jh..(x,y)g(y)px,(dy) =Ä.g(x),
Rd

where hll is of the form

and a and b depend on k.d and

E{(X. - ,u)'I-1(X I - ,u)}" .

The eigenfunctions of (.) involve the spherical harmonics of odd degree up to 2k+1.



An open problem is the solution of the integral equation

where r>O and.

This equation arises in the study of a test for multivariate normality based on the
empirical characteristic function. -

Reinhard HOpfner
Universitat Freiburg

On estlmation of taU parameters In stable proc88888 and related point process
models.

Let lJ(ds, dx) denote Poisson random measure with intensity dsG(dx) on
(0.00) x(O.oo). for same measure G(dx) with regularly varying tails at 00. Specify a
class ,of such measures. For unknown Ge9 I we wish to estimate the index of
regular variation a(G) and the weight parameter ~(G) if the point process is observed
in ,certain windows KII = (0, 1;] x [>:'.(0) where J:. -+ 00 as n 7 00 • In particular. we look

st asymptotic behaviour of the Hili estimator for a(G). tagether with the usually
associated estimator for l;(G).
Comparing with parametrie submodels ~ of , (induced e.g. by jumps of stable
processes). we consider neighbourhoods 1'/of P tor which the tollowing holds: The
Hili estimator sequence is asymptotically normal with speed ~ at all points G"e ~if
and only if the sequence of statistical models induced by 1'Iis asymptotically elose to
the sequence of models induced by ~ uniformly in total variation distance.
As a consequence of known results on local asymptotic normality in the parametrie
case. the Hili estimator sequence
i) possesses in certain cases (e.g.: both (a(G)t~(G»E(Otoo)X(O.oo) are unknown) a -,
weak optimally property •
ii) should n~ver be used if l;(G) is given as a fixed and known function of a(G);
in case ii). new estimators exist which converge at higher speed. and which are
optimal in the sense of convolution theorem.



Alexander Ivanov
Glushkov Institut, Universität Kiev

One approach to statistical criteria construction with preassigned properties

Consider a .regression model of the type
~ ~

•
(g(j, 8), 8 e 0",0 is an open interval of RI ) is a sequence of nonrandom funetions t

&. are i. i.d. r. v. with E&. =0, E~ =er > O. . Functions g(j, 8) are not supposed to be
J J J

.linear ones.

We introduce three two-sided criteria 'based on Rao"s, Neyman-Pearson"s and
Wald"s statistics and least squares estimators 8

11
of parameter IJe0 tor simple

hypothesis tasting

I

Ho: 8= 8
0

vs H6 : 8= 8
0

+ ön-2, ö~ 0

is same number . let sizes of these eriteria are equal to a+o(n-I
). This brings up

the question: which criterion among the three has maximal power? For m.l.e.
gaussian (O,62 )-r.v· &j in our esse) it was shown by Char1dra & Joshi (1-983),

Chandra. Murerdjee (1985) that Raa"s criterion has maximal power. Thus famous
conjecture of Rao was confirmed.
For I.s.e. 8" the answer is of considerably more complicated nature: the region of
preference of every critarion depends on ratio of two matrie invariants of the curve

L= {g(1J) eR":g.( 8) =g(l, 8), ..... ,g"(8) = g(n, 0), De0"}

Certain criteria class K(a) containing three above criteria is introduced. Various
optimal properties of elass K(a) are considered.
These results are joint with Or, Yuri O. Grigoriev (Novosibirsk) and will be published
in Siberian Ann. of Math. in 1995.

Paramaraj Jeganathan
Ann Arbor University

On asymptotic Inference in AR-models with unit roots and heavy tailed errors

Autoregressive models of order q,q~lt with heavy tailed errors are considered. The
main problem is to test the hypothesis that the roots of the associated characteristic
polynomial are on or naar the unit eirele. Based on the methods of LeCam, a suitable
test statistic is obtainedt the construction of which does not involve the nature of the
roots or the index of stability of the error distribution. Under the null hypothesis it is
shown that the approximating structure of the likelihood ratios is locally
asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN) so that the test statistic will be asymptotically
optimal.



Edgar Kaufmann
Universität Siegen

"Approximation rates of multivariate exceedances

Bounds on the accuracy of the Poisson approximation of processes of pathwise or
componentwise defined exceedances are given by means of survivor functions. The
approximations are carried out in terms of the variational distance. Moreover, the
concept of a ö-neighbourhood of a generalized Parato distribution will be extended
from the univariate.setting to.the bivariate·one.

Estate Khmaladze
Universitat Moskau

Two-sample problem InR'" and measure-valued martingales

The heuristic meaning of the problem is clear: do the given two sampies come from
the same distribution or not.-One would salve this problem if one obtains any randorn
process, based on these two sampies, which is
a) asymptotically distribution free under the null hypothesis,
and which is heuristically speaking.
ß) as sensitive to alternatives as possible.
As many other classical problems," two - sampie problem has long and very diverse
history, starting with famous papers of 30th. In the course of this development it was
realised (end 60-th. mid 70th) that the problem remains essentially open for
multivariate sampies. Several very powerful and good attempts (Bickel(1969),
Freedmann, Rafski (1978), Frantz (1982) left it open.
The lecture presented another attempt based on a certain transformation of
empirical two-sample measure to an empirical measure-valued martingale. This last
one allows asymptotically distribution free version- a). and possesses also property

.ß) properly formalized.

Chris Klaassen
Universität Amsterdam

Adaptive estimation in time-series

In a framework particularly suited for Time-Series models we obtain a LAN result
under quite natural and economical conditions. This enables us to construct
adaptive' estimators for (part of) the Euclidian parameter in these semiparametric
models. Examples are linear regression, ARMA, TAR. and ARCH. We will discuss
ARCH in some detail.



Jens-Peter Kreiß
Universität Braunschweig

Estimation in ARCH-models

1
- Elm(.r) + 0(x)611 . 1

~ I~ <

where Xo-~ (initial distribution) and(&,) are i.i.d. random variables with zero mean

and variance 1.
The distributio.n of &, possesses a density equivalent to Lebesgue measure on same
neighbourhood of the origin. Dankhan (1994) says that unde( the additional
assumption .

In the talk we consider the following non-linear autoregressive process with
conditional heteroscedasticity

X, =m{X,-l)+ a(X,_I)e,,1 =1,2, ....

•
The Markov ehain (X,) has the property of geometrie ergodicity. F'or the special

case n(x) =ax, 0(x) =.J0(1+ "x2) (CT, 11 > 0 anti 0
2+ 071 < 1) we prove LAN. Furthermore

it is obtained. that the parameter a can be estimated adaptively. even if f is unknown.
but symmetrie (joint work with G. Maerdzer. Braunschweig). This is in accordance
with Leviton (93) and Drest. Klaassen and Werker (93) tor the regression set-up.
For kernel estimators

L K«x-x,_,)/h)x,

"'b(X)= 'L K«x-x,_.)/h • K symmetrie kemel, h>O,
,

we propose a wild bootstrap procedure in order to approximate ttle distribution
of~(m'J(x)-~x) for h_n- lIs (joint work with E. Mammen. Berlin).

Y. Kutoyants
Universite Le Mans

Same minimax problems for diffusion and Poisson observation

We consider several problems of parametrie and non-parametric estimation by the
observations of diffusion process with smalI' diffusion coefficient and by the
observations of special (inhomogeneous) Poisson processes.
In regular cases for this two models we prove the asymptotic efficieney of MLE in the
sense of Hajek-LeCam boundary "(parametric esse). It the observed model is
contaminated (Iocally nonparametric uncertainty) the special minimum distance
estimators are local asymptotic minimax. In nonparametrical problems we have two
types of minimax bounds: like a density estimation in Li.d. case ( with optimal rate of
convergence). like distribution f""nction estimation (Iower bound up to constant).
Then we prove that certain estimators are asymptotically effieient (LAM) in every
particular case.



Uwe Küchler and U. Rothkirch
Universität Berlin

Same estimation problems forlinear stochastic functional differential equation

In the talk stochastic differential equation of the type,

dX(t) = j X(t -u)a (du)dt+dW(t), t ~ 0 (1)

are considered, where a(.) is a given function on [O,r] with bounded variation and
X(s)=X(-s),se[-r,O] is a given initial process (w(t)),/~O) denotes the standard •
Wiener process.
Assume a(.) is unknown and to be estimated. Then one can use the likelihood
approach. The log-likelihood fundion

. , 1 '
1,(0) =<0, fX(s-.)dX(s) >--I<D,x(s-.) >2 ds

2 .o ~ 0

yields the maximum likelihood equation

Bta,=~

with B, as the integral operator with kemel,
B,(u,v) = Ix(s-u)x(s-v)ds , u,ve[O,r]

and the function

v,(u) = jX(s- u) dX(s) , u E[O,r].
o

This is an iII-posed problem, which can be solved by regularization.
Finite dimensional submodels yield classical exponential families of processes,
which are studied in the talk. The equation (1) presents a nontrivial example of an
infinite-dimensional exponential family of processes.

Mark van der Lasn
University of Califomia. Berkeley

Current status data with infinite dimensional .time dependent covariate
processes

In Biostatistical applications interest often focuses on estimation of the distribution of .
the time T at which a certain event occurs.. If one only knows if this time islarger er
smaller than a randern monitoring timet then the data is described by the weil
understood current status data model. also known as interval censored data case1.
In many applications are also observed apart (depending on the monitoring time) of
a sampie path of a time-depenqent process which contains information about T=time
of interest. We propose an estimator of smooth"functionals of the distribution ofT,
which uses the observed part of the covariate process and show that it is
asymptotically linear and locally efficient.



•

Soris Levit
Universität Utrecht

Asymptotically efficient estimation of an analytical funetlons in gaussian noise

The problem of recovery an unknown regression function f(x) from noisy data is
considered. The function f(.) is assured to belong to a class of analytic functions in a
strip of a complex plane around real axis. The performance of an estimator is
measured either at a fixed point. or by its deviation in· the uniform norm ovar a
bounded interval.
It is shown that in the case of equidistant observations with an increasing design
density. asymptotically minimax estimators of the unknown regression fundion can
be found within the elass of linear estimators. Such best linear estimators are
explicitly found. (jointly with Y. Golubev and A. Tsybakov).

Friedrich Liese
Universi,tAt Rostock

Adaptive selection and classificatlons of populations

Let "., nt be independent populations with distributions Qsa' ,QSI. 8; E 0 ~ ~.

The population with the largest 6 -value is called the best population. Take a sampie
of sizen from each population.The aim then is to select the best population using
the data. Optimal decision rules for finite sampie sizes only exists for special
families of distributions. To deal with tha general situation we ask for asymptotically
optimal decisions and derive an asymptotie upper Hajek-LeCam type bound for the
probability of correct selection. For some semiparametrie models we construct
adaptive. selection rules which attain the asymptotic upper bound. Especially we
study the semiparametric loeation model f(xooÖ) where the density fis unknown.
Similar results may be also obtained for the following classification problem. Given
data from an addition population n which coineides with some n;. say ll;o one has

to find the index ;0 with 11;0 =n.

Harald Luschgy
LJniversitat Münster

Asymptotic quantization error for random vectors

Suppose that X is a randorn vector in Rd The norm based quantization errar of X at
level n is given by V".r(x) =in! EIIX - /(x)ll', where the inf is taken over all
measurable maps f:Rd .-+ Rd • with card f(Rd):s; n. We study the asymptotic behaviour
of V".r(x) as n -+ 00 .. The constants occurring in the limit lead to the notion of the
quantization coeffieient of X. The computation of this coefficient is related to
geometrie problems. We further discuss consistency of empirical estimators for the
quantization error and optimal quantizers.



Frank Marohn
Universität Eichstätt

Contributions to a local approach in extreme value. statistics

In this talk we treat typically estimation and testing problems occurring in extreme
value statistics. This is done in the asymptotic setting of the general theory of
statistical experiments in the sense of LeCam. If the rate of convergence of the local
altematives is lower than the rate of the maximum the sequence of statistical
experiments induced by large observation (extreme and intermediate order statistics. l't,,:
exceedances) is LAN.
We traat shape and scale models ofPorto type, that means, distribution functions
whereupper taU belongs to a 6-neighbourhoocl of the Pareto distribution with shape ~I.
parameter ß>O and scale parameter c>O. Treating c as a nuisance parameter it
turns out that under certain least favourable contiguous alternatives the Hili
astimator is asymptotically efficient (conjectured by A. Janssen (1993». In the full
shape-scale model is not possible to estimate (ß,C) asymptotically efficient. This is
due to a certain degeneracy property. But due to HOpfner (94) we know thaf this
degeneracy property turns out to be an optimal property w.r.t least favourable
contiguous alternatives. Moreover, one-dimensional sub models are studied. where
the shape parameter is a function of the scala parameter and vice versa. "Finally, the
results carry over to the elass of generalized Parato distributions. In particulart we
establish asymptotically optimal tests for exponential against non exponential.

EnnoMammen
Universität Berlin

Optimal spatial adaptation of variable bandwldth kernel estimates to
inhomogeneous smoothneS8

In this talk we report on joint work with I. Gijbels t O. Lepskii. N. Spokoiny, S. van de
Gew. Recently in nonparametrie curve estimation some ~nterest has been put onto
estimation of functions with spatially inhomogeneous. smoothness. For instance Al
has been shown that wavelet estimates based on threshhalding of empirical wavel~
coefficients work weil here whereas classical estimates (kemel estimates. regression
splines, smoothing splines) da not achieveoptimal rates. In this talk we discuss three
alternatives to wavelet estimates. The first two are kernel estimates with data
adaptive local bandwidth. For the bandwidth choice we discuss the substitution
method and a general. approach for adaptation going back to Lepskii (1991).
Furthermore we consider least squares penalised estimates using a penalty term
which punished inhomogenity of smoothness only moderately. Optimal minimax
rates for these estimates are shown.

-- ---- -._-- ----------------------------



Complete order stallstles In parametrlc models

•

David M. Mason
University of Delaware

Local empirical processes

An extended nation of a local empirical process .indexed by a class of functions is
introduced. which includes kemel density and regression function estimators and the
conditional empirical process as special cases. Under.. suitable regularity conditions
a central limit theorem and a strang approximation by sequence of Gaussian
processes are established tor such processes. A compact lawof the iterated
logarithm (LIL) is then inferred from the corresponding LIL for the approximating
sequence of Gaussian processes. -

Lutz Mattner
Universitat Harnburg

~~p.

An overview of classical· end recent criteria tor. and statistical applieations of,
complete and sufficient 0 - fields, leading in particular to the results·· that in a
generic. smooth. parametric model. X", is optimal unbiased, but asymptotically
inadmissible.
The main new result can be found in: L. Mattner, Complete order statistics in
parametric models. Pre-print March 1993, University of HaiTlburg. .

Claus-Dieter Mayer
Universität Düsseldorf

Two-sample survival tests for cones of hazard rate alternatives
-0"":"-'"

In the two-sampled problem with censored data weighted log-rank-statistics' are
known to have asympt. optimality properties under a special direction of local
alternatives. which is given by a derivative of the Hazard rate quotient. We now
construct tests· against loeal alternatives which come from a cone. that is generated
by a finite member of such deviations. These tests spread the power of censored
weighted log-rank test to a wider range of loeal alternatives. We study· the leeal
asymptotic distribution of these tests and show that these are conditional
counterparts of the tests. which are exact level a -tests ,under the null-hypothesis, if
the censoring distributions in both sampies are equal and which are asymptotically
equivalent to the unconditional versions even under unequal censoring.



Ulrich Müller-Funk
Universitat Münster

On the Implicit function theorem

We investigate the continuity and the Frechet-differentiability of statistical
functionals T(.) that are solutions of minimization problems. La.

rp(g, T(g») =i','/ fjJ(g, t)

where 'V is a continuous· function of cdf.g and is also function of the indexing
quantities tel. Multiple solutions are dealt with· by means of suitable sele~o.
functions. The approach is based on the concept of epi-convergence and avoids any
existence theorem.

Georg Neuhaus
University of Hamburg

Two sampie rank tests for censored date wlth non-predlctable welghts

In the two-sample tasting problem for censored data a famous class of statistics.
initiated by Mantel and Haenszel (1959)1 consists of sums S =LjWj(Aj-Ej), where

Aj is the observed number of failures in· the first sampie at time tj and EJ iso its
conditional expectation. given the past. The weights Wj determine the alternatives for
which the corresponding tests are sensitive.
The common method for deriving the distribution of S ;5 by count;ng process theory
(Gill (1980)), which demands predictability. Le., dependence of the past of the
weights Wj. In the present paper the asymptotic null-distribution of S is derived also
for certain natural classes of anticipating, hence non-predictable weights. The proof
works by discrete parameter martingale theory and is, thereby. easier accessible
and at the same time more general. than the common one under the null hypothesis.
Moreover, the proof turns out to parallel the derivation of related conditional Ifmit fl.!
theorems as given in Neuhaus (1993). Joint work with Prof. Arnold Jansse_ I

(Düsse'dOrf)·I

Michael Nussbaum
Universität Berlin

Global approximation of counting process experiments

We consider an experiment give by a counting process martingale on the unit
intervall in a nonparametrie setting where the intensity process is governed by a
function in a Lipschitz class. We develop an approximation by a discrete time
process experiment. which may be regarded as a Poisson analogue of a
nonparametrie Gaussian AR(1) autoregression. The approximation is in the sense of
LeCam"s asymptotic equivalence of experiments, in the framework of nonparametrie
function estimation set forth recently by Brown and Low (asymptotic equivalence of



I
;

J

Gaussian white noise and nonparametrie regression). Estimates of the total variation
distance of p- measures by the Hellinger process are the key tool.
Furthermore. we consider approximation of counting processes by white noise
models in the experiment sense. It tums out that a SOE model with backfeed is the
appropriate analogue of Gaussian white noise. where the root of the intensity
process govems the drift. We conjecture that such an approximation holds in the
general nonparametrie case. This is supported by
A) the Poisson case. where the intensity is deterministic and the situation is very
close to the Li.d. model (and asymptotic equivalence to white noise is known)
B) the parametrie counting process esse where LAN results in Conjunction with
LeCam's global approximation by heteroskedastic Gaussian experiments establish
the diffusion approximation over parametrie subexperiments. Joint work with P.
Greenwood.

RolfReiß .
Universität Siegen

Asymptotlc8 for trIangular arrays 01 rare evenm

This talk is based on joint papers with J. Hüsler and. respectively. J.Hüsler and T.
Hsing. In the classical formulation of the asymptotic behaviour for maxima of n LLd.
standard. d-variate Gaussian sectors one obtains the asymptotic independence of
the marginal maxima which daes not reflect the fact that the marginal maxima show a
considerable dependence even for larger sampie sizes n. If in a triangular array the
correlation coefficients gradually tend to 1 as n--+ 00, then one obtains a rich model
of limiting. max-stable distribution by which the finite sampie size situation may be
described more accurately. Likewise may extend Berman·s theory for the asymptotic
behaviour of maxima under a stationary. standard Gaussian sequence. By taking a
triangular array of sequences. where the correlation functions gradually tand to 1 as
n~ 00 •.one obtains a limiting distribution for the maximum depending on an
"extemal index" which reflects the dependencies in the initial Gaussian s~quence.

Vladimir Spokoiny
Universität Berlin

_ Some aspects at asymptotic theory of statistical experiments

The forthcoming monography of Shiryaev and Spokoiny "Statistical Experiments and
decisions: Asymptotic Theory" was presented.
The main notions and results at this book ware discussed. in particular.
-a new notion at A-convergence at experiments and the' corresponding asymptotic
minimax results.
-new class of limit models. namely (r,r)-models.



Wolfgang Wefelmeyer
Universitat Siegen

Improved use of the Gibbs sampier

For the Gibbs sampier with deterministic sweep. does the standard empirical
estimator iTlake best use of data? We show that this is not so. We exploit the
structure of the transition distribution of the sampier ~o construct further empirical
estimators which are, combined with the standard· empirical estimatar to reduce
asymptotic variance. The extra computational cost is negligible.
When the randorn field iso spatially homogeneous, symrnetrizations of aur estimatar
lead to further variance redudion.. The performance.of the estimators is 'evaluatedi.
a simulation study of the Ising model.
This isjoint work ~ith,P.E. Greenwood and tW. McKeague.

Silvelyn Zwanzig
Universität Hamburg

On conslstency in non-line.r functlonal relation

In the functional relation model we have ap--dim. parameter of interest and· an
increasing number of nuisance parameters. In the linearcase it is possible to
estimate the interesting. parameter also in the casel where no consistent estimates
for the nuisance parameters exists. In this talk the' results of the non-linear model' are
discussed. For the polynomial model an estimator is presented which does not need
the existence of consistent nuisance parameter estimators. Last but not least a
nonparametrie orthogonal series estimator is proposed and its consistency is shown.

Willem R. van Zwet
Leiden

The bootstrap works on large sets

We consider the bootstrap - ~nd more generally substitution estimators with re
arbitrary consistent estimator PN of the underlying distribution P as a resampling
distribution. We find conditions under which the bootstrap is consistent. Under
considerably weaker conditions, the bootstrap is seen to be consistent for all
underlying PI except for those belonging to a set of the first category. Examples are
discussed. This isjoints work with H. Putter at Leiden.
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Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t 53/1994

FRAUEN IN DER MATHEMATIK

18.12. BIS 21.12.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Catherine Sandle (Basel) statt.
Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen zu folgenden Themenkreisen:

·a) Mädchen im Mathematikunterricht: In Naturwissenschaft und Technik sind
die Frauen in den deutschsprachigen Ländern nach wie .vor untervertreten.
Mangelndes Interesse der Frauen für Mathematik und LOgik erweist sich als völ
ligunbegründet.Die Ursachen. müssen anderswo liegen. Die ersten Hürden wer
den im Mathematikunterricht gelegt. In diesem Zusammenhang· stellen sich fol
gende Fragen: Welches sind die Gründe, die zum Desinteresse vieler Mädchen an
Mathematik führen? Worauf muss im Mathematikunterricht für Mädchen beson-

. ders geachtet werden? Wie können Lehrer für die unterschiedlichen Bedürfnisse
von Mädchen und Knaben sensibilisiert werden? Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die
klassischen Rollenstereotypen keine· befriedigende Erklärung liefen:,.

b) Bedeutende Mathematikerinnen: Entgegen der gängigen Meinung ist die
Zahl herausragender wissenschaftlicher Leistungen, die von Frauen erbracht

_ worden sind, grass. Der einzige Weg, diese falschen Vorstellungen abzubauen,
"IIIIiJ ist eine systematische Untersuchung von bedeutenden Mathematikerinnen, ih-

ren mathematischen Leistungen und deren Auswirkungen auf die heutige .
Mathematik. Wichtig sind auch die Strategien, die zum Erfolg führen.

c) Frauen in der Mathematik heute: Es gibt immer meh~ soziologische
Untersuchungen über Mathematikerinnen im heutigen Berufsleben. Welches sind
die sozialen Rahmenbedingungen? Welches sind die Chancen für Frauen? Wie
gross sind die Auswirkungen der männlichen Dominanz in mathematischen und
technischen Gebieten? Hängen sie von der Kultur eines Landes ab?
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Das Interess~ an allen Themenkreisen war ausserordentlich grass, und es
wurde sehr lebhaft diskutiert.

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

a) UNTERRICHT:

ANETTE GRABOSCH :

ANREIZSYSTEME ZUR FOERDERUNG VON WISSENSCHAFTLERINNEN UND
STUDENTINNEN

Um die Massnahmen zur Frauenförderung, die an den eil)zelnen Universitäten
beschlossen wurden, in die Wirklichkeit umzuset~en, werden zur Zeit Bonus
Malus- Systeme diskutiert und eingeführt. Materielle Anreize für erfolgreiche
Schritte zur Beseitigung von Nachteilen von Wissenschaftlerinnen und
Studentinnen und/oder entsprechende materielle Sanktionen für Inaktivität in
diesem Bereich können eine Chance für die Erhöhung des Frauenanteils an den
Universitäten sein. Verschiedene Formen solcher Bonus- Malus-Systeme wer
den zur Zeit an verschiedenen Universitäten eingeführt und- deren Effektivität
muss in den nächsten Jahren bearbeitet werden.

GABRIELE KAISER :

GLEICHHEIT IM MATHEMATIKUNTERRICHT- ANSÄTZE ZUR BESCHREIBUNG DER
AKTUELLEN DISKUSSION

Unter Rückgriff auf ein von Peggy Mclntosh entwickeltes Modell zu verschie-.~

denen Phasen der Curriculumentwicklung wurde die aktuelle Diskussion zum---.
Problemkreis Frauen und Mathematik beschrieben. Danach lassen sich folgende
Phasen der Diskussion unterscheiden:
Phase 1: Frauenlose Mathematik
Phase 2: Aussergewöhnliche Frauen in der Mathematik
Phase 3: Frauen als ein Problem in der Mathematik
Phase 4: Frauen als zentral in der Mathematik
Phase 5: Rekonstruierte Mathematik - Gleichheit in der Mathematik
Die aktuelle Diskussion konzentriert sich heute im Übergang von Phase 3 zu
Phase 4, wobei die Diskussion entscheidend von feministischen Ansätzen so
wie von Ansätzen beeinflusst wird, die monokulturelle Orientierungen in Frage



stellen. Im Vortrag wurde dies anhand verschiedener aktueller Ansätze und
Positionen aus der internationalen Diskussion um Frauen und Mathematik ver
deutlicht.

GUDRUN KALMBACH :

PROGRAMME ZUR TALENTFOERDERUNG, MINT

Es werden Programme zur Talentförderung in den Fächern Mathematik,
I nformatik, Naturwissenschaften und Technik für Schüler der 12. gymnasialen
Klassenstufe angeboten. Mit Betonung der weiblichen Talentförderung nehmen
bis zu 40% Schülerinnen an den Programmen teil. Die Veranstaltungen sind un
terteilt in:
- Tag der Mathematik: ein Wettbewerbstag im März mit zentraler, Aufgaben
steIlung; er ist überregional mit ca. 1000 Teilnehmern; regelmässige
Veranstalter· sind die Universitäten Karlsruhe, Konstanz, Tübing~~, Ulm und
Bensheim. Der Tag der Mathematik ist dieses Jahr zum 10. Mal -veranstaltet
worden. '.
- Studientag der Informatik: im November; eine Wettbewerbsaufgabe wird als
Programmierhausaufgabe gestellt mit dreimonatiger Bearbeitungszeit.
- Samstagsunterricht: einmal monatlich an der Universität Ulm mit Themen aus
den MINT- Fächern und, falls eine Zusatzfinanzierung gefunden werden kann:
- Kompaktkurs: 14-tägig in einem Jugendheim, wobei Schüler von Universitäts
dozenten und -studenten betreut werden.

ISOLDE KINSKI :

MÄDCHEN IM MATHEMATIKUNTERRICHT

Gegen harte Vorurteile und erhebliche Widerstände musste im Laufe des 19.
Jahrhunderts das Recht auf Mathematikunterricht für Mädchen erkämpft werden.
Aber auch heute entscheiden sich erheblich weniger Mädchen für einen
Leis·tungskurs in Mathematik. Wenn "Mathematikflucht" im Unterricht ermög
licht wird, praktizieren sie wesentlich mehr Mädchen als Jungen. Im Vortrag
wurden Erklärungsmodelle für diesen Tatbestand erläutert und abschliessend
wurde versucht, Ansatzpunkte für Veränderungen im Bereich der Schule
vorzuschlagen. -



CORNELIA NIEDERDRENK-FELGNER :

MATHEMATIKKURS FÜR FRAUEN?

Ausgehend von den Erfahrungen des DIFF- Projekts Mädchen und Computer 
Modelle für eine mädchengerechte Unterrichtsgestaltung diskutierte die
Referentin zunächst Ansätze, wie Mathematiklehrerinnen und -lehrer stärker
für geschlechtsspezifische Fragestellungen sensibilisiert werden können.
Daran anschliessend wurden Möglichkeiten aufgezeigt, in welcher Weise der
Mathematikunterricht geändert werden könnte, damit Mädchen und Jungen
tatsächlich die gleichen Chancen bekommen, sich auf das Fach Mathematik ein- .""_ ~
zulassen. e
HANNA PLESKO- MEIER :

FRAUEN UND MATHEMATIK IN DER SCHWEIZ

Der Volksschulunterricht war in der Schweiz nach Geschlechtern differenziert,
wobei die Mädchen vor allem von der Geometrie, zum Teil von der Algebra und
Physik dispensiert waren. Erst ab 1981 ist eine solche Differenzierung ge
setzlich ausgeschlossen. Heute liegt der Anteil der Mädchen in den"
Maturitätsschulen bei 48%. Der Mädchenanteil an den mathematisch- naturwis
senschaftlichen Gymnasien stagniert bei ca. 21 %.
Für die Wahl eines Maturitätstypus ist der Einfluss der Umgebung massgebend
und erschwert so einen Bruch mit der Tradition. In der Mathematik fehlt ein
klares Berufsbild. Deshalb ist eine Aufklärung während der ganzen
Unterrichtszeit notwendig. Technische Hochschulen bilden als
Männerhochburgen keinen Anreiz für Frauen.

Strukturen: Projekt- und Gruppenarbeit, welche Kommunikation, Diskussion und
Selbstspiegelung fördern; getrennte Rechnerzeiten und -räume für
Studentinnen; Förderung von Integrationsleistungen in Forschung, Lehre und
Praxis; Anwendungen durch Sichtweisen von verschiedenen Fächern auf ·einen
Gegenstand.
Inhalte: Beginnen mit Anwendungsorientierung, Berufsaspekten, theoretischer
Einordnung und Grenzen der informatischen Modellierung; dann erst Program
mieren an Anwendungsbeispielen; dabei die Wirkungen informativer



Problemlösungen thematisieren; Technikfolgen und Verantwortungsaspekte
mitbetrachten; Kommunikation fördern (= 2/3 der täglichen Arbeit der
Softwareherstellerin) .

JOHANNA SCHOENENBERGER- OEUEL :

FRAUEN AN DER PAEDAGOGISCHEN HOCHSCHULE ST. GALLEN

Anhand einer zehnjährigen Lehrerfahrung an der Pädagogischen Hochschule St.
Gallen stellt die Referentin einige Gedanken zum Problem der Rolle der· Frauen
im mathematisch- naturwissenschaftlichen Bereich der Sekundarstufe I vor.
Dabei' wurden auch die Meinungen der Studentinnen miteingeflochten. Es wa.ren
verschiedene Problemkreise angesprochen:
- Motivation der Mädchen im Sekundarschulalter

Lehrer beeinflussen Mädchen negativ, da sie noch heute an der
mathematischen Begabung von Frauen zweifeln

- Wenige weibliche Vorbilder
- Wie können Frauen Karriere und Familie verbinden?
- Allgemein schlechtes Mathematikverständnis unter gebildeten Leuten
Für die Schweiz wichtig: Frauen müssen sich mehr zutrauen und selbstbewus
ster werden.

GISELA WITTWER :

DISKUSSIONSBEITRAG ÜBER MATHEMATIKERINNEN IN DER EHEMALIGEN DDR

Zur Situation von Mathematikerinnen in der DDR, speziell an der :Technischen
Universität Dresden: In den 50er und GOer Jahren war der Anteir:der Mädchen
beim Mathematikstudium relativ gering, in den 70er und 80er Jahren erreichte
er Wertanteile von nahezu 50%. An der TU Dresden waren Frauen vorwiegend
als "Lehrer im Hochschuldienst" bei der Mathematikausbildung von
Ingenieurstudenten vertreten (ohne Forschungsanteil). In Dresden liegt der
Frauenanteil bei Promotionen in Mathematik seit 1945 bei 9.7%. Habilitationen
von Frauen bleiben Einzelfälle. Als Beispiele von Professorinnen in der
Mathematik seien genannt: Erna Weber (Jena, Berlin), Maria Hasse (Dresden),
Helga Bunke (Berlin, als Schriftstellerin Helga Königsdorf).
Zusammenfassend kann man sagen, dass Mathematikerinnen in der DDR in
mittleren Positionen gute Berufschancen hatten, aber eine
Hochschullehrerlaufbahn Ausnahme bli~b.



b) HISTORISCHES:

RITA MEYER- SPASCHE :

HILDA GEIRINGER (1893 - 1973)

Hilda Geiringer lebte hauptsächlich in "Vien (Promotion 1917), Berlin (Habilitation
1927), Istanbul (Prof. 1934 - 1939), Greater Boston (ab 1944). Sie arbeitete auf vielen
Teilgebieten der Angewandten Mathematik. Besonders anerkannt ist ihre Forschung in
Statistik und Plastizitätstheorie. Sie war zweimal verheiratet: 1921/22 mit F. Pollaczek
(1892 - 1981.), ab 1943 mit v. Mises (1883 - 1953). Ihre Tochter wurde 1922 geboren.

Ihr Habilverfahren zog sich von 1925 bis 1927 hin. Gründe (Siegm~nd-Schultze):*
Rivalität z,vischen Reiner und sich etablierender Angew. :\Iathematik; * Doppelbelastllng
H. Geiringers durch Tochter und Beruf; ~ Ideologische~ antijüdische und sexistische Nlotive
bei Bieberbach? Ruth :Yloufang wurde 1937 die venia legendi verweigert (einziger Grund:
weibliche Vorbilder uner\vünscht!) ..

Der die Ent\vicklung der Ange\v. l\Jathematik sehr ~stil}ltilierende Technologieschub
setzte in D um 1900 ein, in USA erst um 1943. :\b 1943 \varen die Jobaussichte~ für
Immigranten also günstig. Dennoch bekam H. Geiringer keinen ihren Stellen in Berlin
und Istanbul entsprechenden Job CY"ale~ Harvard~ Princeton stellten gar keine Frauen ein,
andere beschränkten deren Zahl oder zahlten Ehefrauen keine Gehälter).
Literatur: ehr. Binder~. GANliVl-~'Iitteilungen1995, pp 61-,2

IRENE PIEPER - SEIER

FRAUEN IN DER MATHEMATIKHISTORISCHEN LITERATUR

In der traditionellen mathematikhistorischen Literatur kommen Frauen 
ebenso wie im allgemeinen Bild der Mathematik·' nicht oder nur als extreme
Ausnahmefälle vor. Tatsächlich sind Frauen schanin der vorwissenschaftli
chen Tradition der Mathematik, aber vorallem in der neueren Zeit aus dem .~_

Wissenschaftsprozess der Mathematik weitgehend ausgeschlossen gewesen, •
sie weder eine entsprechende Ausbildung noch Zugang zu den wissen
schaftlichen Institutionen erreichen konnten. Trotz diesen schwi~rigen

Bedingungen haben M. Agnesi, E. du Chatelet, S. Germain, S. Kovalevskaia und
Emmy Noether einen" so wichtigen Anteil an der Verbreitung und Entwicklung
der Mathematik, dass ihre Leistungen auch von Männern gewürdigt und nicht,
wie es in der Literatur vorkommt, bezweifelt oder marginalisiert werden
dürfen. Es ist aber noch ein guter Teil sorgfältiger, historischer Forschung
über Frauen in der Mathematik notwendig.



BARBARA RITZ :

ANNA JOHNSON PELL WHEELER (1883 - 1966)

Anna Johnson Pell Wheeler, geboren 1883 in lowa als Tochter schwedischer
Einwanderer, schloss 1904 den Master's Degree mit ihrer Arbeit über "The ex
tension of the Galoistheory to linear differenti'al equations" an der University
of lowa ab. Nach einem zweiten Master's Degree am Radcliffe Frauen- College
ging sie 1906 als Alice Freeman Palmer Fellow nach Göttingen, wo sie bei
Klein, Minkowski, Hergoltz, Schwarzschild und vor allem. Hilbert Vorlesungen
besuchte.· Wegen eines Streits mit Hilbert kurz vor ihrer Promotion, reichte sie
ihre Göttinger Arbeit bei E.H. Moore an der University of Chicago ein und er
langte dort ihren Ph.· D. magna cum laude.
Weiter .Stationen: 1914 Dozentin am Mount Holyoke College, 191 8 Bryn Mawr
College, 1924 dort Head of the Department of Mathematics, 1925 bis 1948 Full
Professor. Ehrendoktorwürde des Douglass College of Rutgers Uniy.ersity und
Mount Holyoke College. Zum Kreis ihrer Untersuchungen zählen - f-:·

Integralgleichungen und Funktionalanalysis, Lineare Algebra unendlich vieler
Variablen, Biorthogonale Systeme von Funktionen und ihre Anwendungen auf die
Theorie der Integralgleichung~n.

c) SOZIOLOGISCHES:

CHRISTINE BESSENRODT :
• Öl

European Warnen in Mathematics

Die Organisation European Women in Mathematics (EWM) besteht seit 1986,
zunächst als informelles Netzwerk, seit 1993 als eingetragener europäischer

a.", Verein. Bisher fanden sechs Treffen europäischer Mathematikerinnen statt, bei_1' denen Vorträge und Diskussionen zu den Bereichen Mathematik, Frauen in der
Mathematik und zur mathematischen Kultur abgehalten wurden. In den vergan-
genen Jahren wurden zwei deutsche Treffen organisiert, die auf grasses
Interesse stiessen. Um einen kontinuierlichen Erfahrungs- und
Intformationsaustausch zu ermöglichen, wurde seit 1992 ein email- Netz auf
gebaut, dem inzwischen weit mehr als 100 Teilnehmerinnen angehören. Es
wurde über die im Netz gesammelten Erfahrungen berichtet und Vorschläge für
zu~ünftige Arbeiten daraus abgeleitet.



MARGRIT GAUGLHOFER- WITZIG :

KOFRAH, KONFERENZ DER FRAUENBEAUFTRAGTEN DER SCHWEIZER HOCHSCHULEN

Der Vortrag vermittelt Informationen zur Geschichte der Frauenförderung im
.Hochschulbereich in der Schweiz, zeigt den heutigen Stand auf und geht insbe
sondere auch auf Förderungsmassnahmen des Bundes ein. So werden die
Sondermassnahmen zur Förderung des akademischen Nachwuchses (1992 -
, 995) vorgestellt. Besonders erwähnenswert ist der Grundssatz, dass jede
Hochschule mindestens 1/3 der mit den Sondermassnahmen finanzierten
Stellen durch Frauen besetzen muss.

IRENE PIEPER - SEIER :

PROMOTIONSHINDERNISSE FÜR FRAUEN IN DER MATHEMATIK

Der Promotionsanteil von Frauen in Mathematik lag 1987 in derBRD bei 9%, ge
genüber 27% im Durchschnitt aller Fächer. Zur Erklärung reichen die allgemei
nen für alle Fächer geltenden Probleme (Familie und Beruf, Mangel an Stellen
und soziale Absicherung, Unklarheit de"r beruflichen Perspektiven) deshalb
nicht aus. In der Mathematik sind weitere wirksame, negative Faktoren:
Unsicherheit über den Forschungsprozess und mögliche Forschungsfragen in der
Mathematik; die Enge des mathematikinternen Wissenschaftsverständnisses,
die sozialen Erfahrungen mit der "Mathematikergemeinde", auch mit ihren
Kommunikationsmängeln, der Mangel an Reflektion über Gegenstände und
Methoden in der Mathematik. -
Abhilfe könnten neben den Förderprogrammen alle' Massnahmen schaffen, wei
che eine frühe Beteiligung der Frauen am Forschungsprozess und damit
Erfahrungen eigener Leistungsfähigkeit ermöglichen.

BRITIA SCHINZEL: -

FEMINISTISCHE THEORIE UND PRAGMATISCHE VORGEHENSWEISEN ZUR
FRAUENFOERDERUNG

Die meisten Theoriebildungen des Feminismus fordern die Rekonstruktion des
Geschlechterbegriffs und der Geschlechtsidentität. Sie historisieren und kon
textualisieren die Zuschreibungen ans Geschlecht. Für Frauenfördermass
nahmen muss jedoch notwendigerweise von Frauen und ihren besonderen
Bedürfnissen an die Mathematik, ans Curriculum und an die professionellen
Strukturen gesprochen werden. Dies kann in Übereinstimmung mit der Theorie
getan werden, wenn die Rolle des Fachs im geschlechterbildenden Prozess und



die Rückwirkung dieser Vergeschlechtlichung auf das Fach (hier durch Männer)
untersucht wird. Durch die reale Praxis also verliert die Geschlechterforschung
keineswegs ihren Gegenstand, vielmehr sieht sie ·die Ursache der Nichtteil
nahme von Frauen in Mathematik, Informatik·usw~ nicht mehr in den Frauen
selbst, sondern in den historisch gewachsenen und nun mit Männlichkeit
verwachsenen manifesten Fachstrukturen. Diese Androzentrierung aufzubrechen
ist Ziel der Frauenförderung auch in der Mathematik.

r Berichterstatterin: Johanna Schönenberger-Deuel
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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 54 / 1994

Experimentelle, insbesondere computergraphische Methoden
in der Mathematik

18.12. bis 23.12.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von H.-O. Peitgen (Bremen) und U. Pinkall
(Berlin) statt.

Die experimentelle Mathematik wird wesentlich inspiriert durch die Wechselwirkung
zwischen mathematischer Theorie und computerbasiertem Experiment. Abstrakte
theoretische Erkenntnisse (z.B. in der Theorie der Minimalftächen oder Strömungs-.
mechanik) oder gar Bereiche, fUr die wenig mathematische Ergebnisse vorliegen
(z.B. Zelluläre Automaten), können durch Simulation oder Visualisierung sm Com
puter der Anschauung zugänglich gemacht werden. Oft wird auf diese Weise ein
Studium der relevanten Phänomene eines komplexen mathematischen Problems
überhaupt erst ermöglicht. Um jedoch mathematische Fragestellungen mit Hilfe
des Computers bearbeiten zu können, sind umgekehrt nicht selten neue Algorith
men zu entwickeln, an die hohe Anforderungen bezüglich Effizienz und Korrektheit
gestellt werden. Von diesen informationstechnischen Erkenntnissen profitieren die
praktisch sehr relevanten Gebiete der Simulation t Optimierung und Visualisierung,
in denen der Computer als zentrales Werkzeug eingesetzt wird (z. B. medizinische
Bilddatenverarbeitung, Fahrzeugbau oder Maschinenbau).

Ziel der Tagung war es Wissenschaftlerinnen und Wissenschaftler aus dem leben
digen Gebiet der experimentel1en Mathematik zusammenzubringen, um so einen
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Überblick über die aktuellen Fragestellungen, Ergebnisse und Werkzeuge zu erhal

ten. Darüber hinaus sollte in Diskussionsrunden besprochen werden, wo in dieser

mathematischen Disziplin gemeinschaftliche Schwerpunktinteressen liegen, denen

durch Kooperationen besonders Rechnung getragen werden kann.

Vortragsauszüge

Markus Alefeld:

Vlsuallslerung auCwendlger dreidimensionaler Szenen

Die Visualisierung komplexer, realistischer, dreidimensionaler Szenen ist mit den

meisten heute zur Verfügung stehenden Programmen nur mit großem ZeitauCwand,

möglich. Der Benutzer wird weder bei der Modellierung noch bei'der Darstellung

der modellierten Szene ausreichend unterstützt. Deshalb wurde ein Programmplr

ket entwickelt,.welches den AnCorderungen ao die dreidimensionale Graphik in der

numerischen und technischen Simulation genügt.

Eine Modelliersprach.e ermöglicht portable Modellierung sowie die Erstellung ei

ner Objektdatenbank. Die Darstellung der Szene kann je nach Komplexität in ver

schiedenen Qualitätsstufen erfolgen. Die Berücksichtigung von Lichtquellen, Textu

ren .und Schatten ergibt einen räumlichen Eindruck. Der Benutzer kann prozedu

rale Texturen und beliebige Beleuchtungsmodelle implementieren. Die Rechenzeit

pro Bild liegt im Sekunden- bis Minutenbereich. Das entwickelte Programmpaket

ermöglicht es, auch auf einer kleinen Workstation (z.B. einem 486-er pe) Filme,

Dias und Echtzeitanimationen zu erstellen.

Das System benötigt keine spezielle Rechnerarchitektur und läßt sich deshalb auf

alle UNIX-Rechner portieren.

Kai Barthel:

Ein neues Verfahren zur' Blldcodlerung, basierend auf einer Vereinigung

von fraktaler und TransCormatlonscodlerung

Fraktale Bildcodierung und Verfahren der Transformationscodierung (TC) arbeiten

blockbasiert. Die TC erzeugt mittels einer linearen Transformation eine dekorre

lierte, energiekonzentrierte spektrale Repräsentation der Bildbloeckeim Frequen7r

bereich und reduziert Intrablock-Redundanzen (Ähnlichkeiten innerhalb eines Bild

blocks). Fraktale Goder nutzen die Tatsache, daß zwischen unterschiedliclJen Auf

löSungsstuCen eines Bildes Ähnlichkeiten zu finden sind (Interblock-Redundanzen).

Das neue Codierungsverfahren "Fraetal based Transform Coding" (FTC) kombi

niertdie Vorteile heider Codierungstechniken. Im Gegensatz zum herkmmlichen

fraktalen Codierungsprinzip, das Bildblöcke mittels geometrischer und Luminanz..

Transformationen erster Ordnung im Ortsbereich approximiert, verwendet FTC

Luminanz..Transformationen höherer Ordnung im Frequenzbereich. Vergleicht man

die Codierungseffizienz unseres neuen Verfahrens mit der TraosCormationscodierung

(wie z. B. dem JPEG Standard), so sind bei gleichem objektiven Codierungsfehler

Bitratenersparnisse von bis zu 40 % erzielbar. Zusätzlich ist die subjektive Qua

lität von FTCcodierten Bildern der Qualität von transformatioßscodierten Bildern

überlegen.

--------------------------~



Rainer Callies:

Kombinierte Optimierung und Visualisierung dynamischer Systeme

Bei den Verfahren zur Bahnoptimierung dynamischer Systeme (Satelliten, Roboter,
. .. ) gelang in den letzten Jahren eine wesentliche Weiterentwicklung. Bewegungs
trajektorien lassen sich jetzt selbst für hoch.k.omplexe. realistische Missionsszenarien
extrem präzise optimieren. Dies schuf gleichzeitig die Voraussetzungen für die Erwei~

terung der verwendeten Optimierungsmethoden in Hinblick auf die Entwurfsopti
mierung dynamischer Systeme t um deren wirtschaftliches und technisches Potential
voll auszuschöpfen. Der Ansatz geht weit über den Bereich der klassischen Bahn
optimierung hinaus und umfaßt zusätzlich die Masse- und Geometrieoptimierung
sowie Aspekte der Missionsgestaltung. Damit wird der klassische, experimentelle
Entwurfsprozess zunehmend in den Rechner verlagert. Der neue Ansatz läßt sich in
natürlicher Weise in das Konzept der optimalen Steuerung integrieren.

Modelle und Resultate dieser komplexen Simulationen werden schnell zu kompli
ziert und umfangreich für eine direkte Analyse. Mittels der Methoden der Compu
tergraphik werden die mathematischen Ergebnisse in das gewohnte Arbeitsumfeld
des Ingenieurs zurücktransformiert. Dies ermöglicht den direkten Vergleich" mtt dem
realen Experiment.

Anhand der Entwurfsoptimierung von Hochleistungssatelliten wird d8S~.Vorgehen

detailliert dargelegt. Die Ergebnisse werden in einem Film visualisiert.-"

Stephan Endraß;

Visualization of Algebraic SurCaces

There exist several programs capable of drawing algebraic surfaces. One of those
programs has been developed at Erlangen- and is a quite handy 0001 in the sense
that the ooly input it needs is the equation of the surface in everyday mathematical
notation. With this tool algebraic surfaces of arbitrary degree can be visualized since
it uses a very simple form of raytracing combined with the so called. 'Rockwoods a1l
roots algorithm' which is a very stable algorithm for finding real roots of a univariate
polynomial inside of a compact interval and based upon the bezier-contol-polgon.
Lines on surfaees can be visualized also. Several image processing methods have
been combined to produce high quality black and white printouts.

Götz Gelbrich:

On the Construction of Self-slmilar Crystallographic THings

A tiling of the Euclidean plane is a locally finite covering r by subsets of ~R 2 ,

called tiles, each being the c10sure of its interior, compact, such that any two tiles
have no interior points in commoo.
The tHing r is crystallogmphic iff some crystallographic group r c Isom(~R2) is
aeting freely and transitivelyon the set of tiles, i.e. T = {"rA I.., E r} for some tUe
A.
A crystallographic tHing T is self·similar provided there is some affine expansion
9 : 4>R2 ~ 4>R2 8.th. grg- 1 c r, aod for some (and hence for every) tile A E T
there exist elements 1'1, ... , "'fit; E r s.th. g(A) = 'YIA u ... u 1'It;A. The set A is
the called a crystallographic reptile with k pieces. Two crY8tallographie reptiles are
isomorphie iff there is an affine bijection between them which preserves pieces.
We proved that for every k 2: 2 there is a finite number of isomorphy c1asses of plane
crystallographic reptiles with k pieces which are homeomorphic to a c10sed ball. Tbe
proof of this theorem is constructive. We obtained. an algorithm which (for given
number k) produces a list of self-affine sets, containing at least ODe representative



of each isomorphy class of "disk-like" crystallographic reptiles with k pieces. This
list can be generated by a computer program.
We emphasized that, due to lack of algebraic criteria, at the moment we can select
from the list those sets which are indeed homeomorphic to a disk ooly with the help
of a picture drawn by computer. We also discussed the question whether "we can
beleave the computer image": Tbe computer draws only an approximation of tbe
real set - what happens on a scale below the pixel size? Tbe main argument is that
because of self-similarity, if the approximation is "good enough" , it gives us tbe full
information we need.

Reference: Gelbricht G., Crystallographic Reptiles, Geometnae Dedicata 51 (1994),
235-256

Joerg Hahn:

CAD/CAM-Technologle und Visuallsferung Im Automobil-Design

Der rechnergestUtzte Formgestaltungs-Prozeß "von der Idee zum Modell" im Auto
mobil-Design bei Mercedes-Benz wird vorgestellt. Die Schritte von 2D-Ansichten
über 3D-Drahtmodelle zu Flächenmodellen werden skizziert. Ergebnisse der Visu~
lisierung von Flächenmodellen (Still-Pictures und Video-Animation) werden präsen
tiert.

Daniel Huson:

Computlng Perlodlc Delone TIUngs

This talk is areport on joint work with Nikolai Dolbilin (Moscow). Given aperiodie
point set G·X in 3D euclideaD space, where 0 is a crystallographic symmetry group
and X is a finite set of points, we investigate how to compute the periodic Delone
tHing Del(G*X} corresponding to the point set. Tbe main idea is to reduce tbe
computation to a finite subset of points Y e O*X, tben to apply astahle Delone
triangulation program such as Detri (Ernst Muecke), and tben to take the arising
triangulation and merge co-spherical simplices together to obtain bigger tiles, where
appropriate. The algorithms used ean best be described in terms of Delaney symbols.

This approach has been implemented and the speaker demonstrates the programs
for a number of examples. The program Geomview is used to visualize the computed
struetures.

Ehler Lange:

Strukturbildung bei zellulären Automaten

Eines der Ziele unserer Arbeit im Centrum für Complexe Systeme und Visualisie
rung (CeVis) ist die Entwicklung von Werkzeugen, mit deren Hilfe zelluläre Auto
maten analysiert werden können. Unser Hauptinteresse liegt dabei auf dem mathe
matischen Verständnis der Muster· oder Strukturbildung in den Evolutionen zel
lulärer Automaten. Im Vortrag werden die Hauptwerkzeuge, Theorie der endlichen
Automaten und hierarchischen iterierten Funktionensysteme~anhand der Papier
faltefolgen demonstriert und dann auf den Problemkreis der zellulären Automaten
angewandt. Wesentliches Ergebnis ist ein Algorithmus, der es ermögliCht, vollständig
die graphischen Muster in den Evolutionen der "Fermat-Automaten" zu dekodieren.
Überdies erhält man eine sehr schöne Verbindung zur Faktorisierung von Polynomen
über endlichen Körpern und gewinnt einen anderen Zugang zum dem erst kürzlich
von H. Niederreiter vorgestellten effizienten Faktorisierungsalgoritbmus.



Thomas Netsch:

Hab - a toolkit Cor medicai image processing and analysis

An extensible, object-oriented programming environment (Hab) for 2D snd 3D

image processing applications is presented. A graphical user interfare aHows tbe dy

nsmic configuration of operator chains. Bach operator manipulates its input image

and passes the result to the next operator in tbe main. Hab builds on tbe ImageVi

sion Library, a toolkit (ar creating, processing, snd displaying images on SOl work

stations. A optimized demand driven execution model baodles very large images

and transparently supports multiple processors. Ilab is also controllable by a script

file since every user interaction corresponds to ao equivalent script command. A

tool for tbe planning of segment-oriented liver surgery and its implementation in

tbe Hab platform is presented. Tbe method extracts and visualizes tbe portal veio

as a guiding structure based on 3D Spiral CT data. Starting from a seed vaxel tbe

algorithm expands stepwise within the portal vein. Bifurcations are recognized aud

a symbolic tree is generated which aHows interactive identification of sub-branches.

The Hab volume renderer is used to visualize the reconstruction superimposed to a

transparent view of the liver tissue.

Bernd Oberknapp:

The Net Manager Concept - Worklng Together and Distrlbuted Com

putlng

In the mathematical community exist a number of ex~l1ent software packages each

with fairly complete (unctionality for specific mathematical problem areas but surely

none of them is universal or has the aim to be.

The net manager concept is an approach to combine the functionality of speciali

zed programs to a net of packages. Inside the net different packages can exchange

arbitrary data through "information channels". Tbe programs may run on different

computers with their display set to different terminals, therefore several people may

use the prograßlS at the same time. An importsnt feature of tbe coß(:ept is that each

program needs very Iittle adaptation for working inside the net and that it "will still

be able to run stand-slone.

.The concept was used to extend GRAPE, the object-oriented GRAphiQ; Program

ming Environment developed at the SFB 256 in Bonn, by adding "remote objects"

and "remote methods": objects in the data hierarchies of different GRAPE proces

ses can be Jinked together and methods can be sent to remote objects in the same

way 8S they are sent to loeal objects.

Ulrich Pinkall:

Integrable Zellulaere Automaten

In Zusammenhang mit einer diskreten Version von Flaechen konstanter Gauss'scher

Krümmung -1 ergibt sich eine Differenzengleichung fuer Funktionen mit Werten

im Einheitskreis auf einem zweidimensionale Gitter. Diese Differenzengleichung ist

analog zur Sinus--Gordon-Gleiehung (siehe den Vortrag von U. Schwarz).

Ersetzt man nun den Einheiskreis der komplexen Zahlen noch durch den "Einbei~

kreis" in einem geeigneten endlichen Körper, so erhaelt man zellulären Automaten,

fuer deren Studium viele Methoden aus der Theorie integrabler Systeme anwendbar

sind.

Es ergab sich die Frage, ob die vorgestellen Automaten in dem im Vortrag von E.

Lange beschriehenen Sinne durch endliche Automaten berechenbar sind.



Konrad Polthier:

Oorange - Ideas Towards a New Generation Programmlng Environment

The Oorange environment is intended to be a completely redesigned programming
environment botb for mathematiciaDS 8S weil as general purpose programming. Tbe
major achievetnent is a very dose combination of the following tools:

• A dependency network consisting of objects being linked together via dependency
graphs. Ir one object has changed, it notifies its dependend objects so they can u~
date themselfs. Each object can use ingredient objects as parameters. The approach
is completely different to dataftow teclIniques 8S being used e.g. in AVS.

• Each object has attsched an update scriptt which will be executed when the object
receives an update message. The update script is written in Objective-C snd caD be
create or edited during runtime. It is the maiD foutine for each object and describes
how to eampute the object. The update script also serves as 8 bistory mechanism,
storing aeUoos being applied to an object during a session. It can be stored for later
use.

• 'A visualisation environm'ent allowing visualisation of all necessary data and alg.,
ritbms.

• A user definable inspector panel (controlled by an editable further script) for
each object or network allowing to inspect and adapt each object as in graphical
debuggers.

• Object-oriented techniques based on tbe programming languange Objective-C.
Tcl/Tk and their extensions are used for interface programming. The complete
system is open and user configurable as weil as extendable.

Martin Rumpf:

Feature Extraction

To understand qualitative and quantitative aspects of tbe numerical solution for a
ftow problem or other continuum mechanical simulations in 3D advanced visua1i
zation is an essential taol. In addition, it supports development and debugging of
new numerical algorithmst' especially if they are based on complicated adaptive grid
handling strategies. In recent CFD computation adaptive methods on unstructured
grids are of increasing importance. The efficient and flexible handling of timede
pendent and possibly adaptive data sets is described as an essential ingredient of
a visualization environment. Furthermore partic1e tracing or moving of test sets in
the ftow helps to enlighten many of tbe interesting qualitative structures and tbe
global behaviour of the calculated solution. Finally placing appropriate ieans in the
domain and let them move with certain points of interest t such as vortex corest

c1arifies more of tbe global geometry.

Dietmar Saupe:

Complexity reductlon methods for fractal image compresslon

Fractal image compression began with the visionary conception of M. Barnsley in
1987 and tbe ground breaking work of A. Jacquin in 1989. The method aHows fast
decoding but suffers from long encoding times. During the encoding a targe number
of sequential searches through a list of domains (portions of the image) are carried
out while trying to find a best matcb for another image portion called range. In
this presentation we review and extend the methods that have been developed to
reduce the time complexity of this searching. Also we present a new taxonorny of
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the methods aud provide an evaluation. Finally, we point out that the basic under
lying mathematical problem .0 fractal image compression is the nearest neighbor
search in Euclidean space5, which is a property that the method shares with vec
tor quantization. This observa~ion together with suitable seareh techniques leads to
considerable improvements in terms of speooing up the encoding process.

Alfred Schmidt:

A Flexible Interface between N umerlcal Data and VlsuaUzation Routlnes

" Most of the rendering tools in scientific visualizatioD are reStricted to special da
ta structures which differ substantially from the" data formats used in numerical
applications. Trying to cl~ this gap, we present an interface between data from
Dumerical methods on general types of grids - like cuboidal, prismatic, simplicial,
parametric, mixed, orhierarchical meshes ~ and general visualization routines. It
is based on a .procedural approach managing a collection of arbitrary elements and
a set of funetions describing each element type. No ffiapping of (an in general enor
mauS amount of) numeriesl data onto new data struetures is necessary; a user may
usehis own data struetures and only has to provide this small set of procedures aud
funetions. The visualization taols will then use these routines 10 access (temporari- .
Iy and locally) data of interest, like information aoout 8 single element. Compiifed
with display routines on 8 specialized data structure, this general interface does "not
produce much cpu overhead.

Uwe Schwarz:

Diskrete Sinus-Gordon Gleichung

Die Sinus--Gordon Gleicllung tPt~ - 4>%% = sin (4)) ist eine nichtlineare partiellen'Dif
ferentialg1E~ichung mit Solitonenlösungen. Solitonen sind naclt Kruskal und Zarbu
sky wandernde lokale Störungen, die ihren Ursprung in nichtlinearen Phänomenen
haben und ihre Form, Amplitude und Geschwindigkeit auch nach Kollisionen bei
behalten.
Die Sinus-Gordon Gleichung beschreibt die Dynamik eines mechanischen Systems
- die Pendelkette. Die Pendelkette bietet somit eine Möglichkeit'der Visualisierung
von Lösungen der Sinus-Gordon Gleichung., An ihr kann besonders gut das Verhal-
ten von Solitonen und Antisolitonen bei Kollisionen beobachtet werden. _
Eine weitere Möglichkeit der Visualisierung sind Trajekorien. Diese Form der Visua
lisierung wird realisiert indem der Ausschlagswiokel jedes Pendels auf den Farbkreis
abgebildet wird. "
Eine integrable diskrete Version der Sinus-Gordon Gleichung kann aus der Theorie
der Flächen konstanter negativer Gaußkrümmung hergeleitet werden.

Monika Wierse:

3D - Flow Solver and Graphics

The necessity of graphics 10 support the development of a program to simulate
threedimensiooal fluid flow is demonstrated.The essential parts of the simulation
program to salve the compressible Euler equations in three dimensional complex geo
metries with a moving boundary are presented: cell-centered upwind finite volume
scheme working on a grid of tetrahedra, technique 10 loeal adapt the unstructured
grid, criterion to mark regions to refine and coarse the grid locally, and the idea to
model tbe moving boundary without lack of conservation in the ftux quantities. Ex
perimental working is important esp~ially for the choice of the adaption criterion,
since theoretical results like a-posteriori estirnates are missing,

Berichterstatter: Ehler Lange'·
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